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INTRODUCTION

1 . In response to Australia’s Memorial of 9 May 2011, Japan submits 

this Counter-Memorial in accordance with the Order of the Court dated 13 

July 2010 fixing the time-limits for the filing of the written pleadings . As 

provided in Article 49(2) of the Rules of Court, Japan’s Counter-Memorial 

will deal with points of agreement and disagreement regarding the factual and 

legal statements made in Australia’s Memorial .

2 . In this Introduction, Japan will first outline and clarify the scope and 

nature of the current dispute . Australia’s Application and Memorial present a 

dispute which is about whether or not Japan has violated its obligations under 

Article VIII of the International Convention for the Regulation of Whaling 

(ICRW) 1 by implementing the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale 

Research Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) (Section

1) . The Introduction summarizes the arguments made in the main body of the 

Counter-Memorial . However, Japan considers that the Court lacks 

jurisdiction to entertain the present case (Section 2) and it is therefore only in 

the alternative that Japan discusses Australia’s arguments on the merits 

(Section 3) . 

3 . Japan has at all times complied with its obligations under the ICRW, 

and continues to do so . There is thus no cause for the Court to issue decisions 

of any kind against Japan .

1 The International Convention for the Regulation of Whaling (entered into force 10 November 1948) 
161 UNTS 72, amended by Protocol of 19 November 1956, 338 UNTS 366 [Annex 6] .
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Section 1. Scope and Nature of the Dispute

4 . In its Application, filed in the Registry of the Court on 31 May 2010, 

Australia stated that the “subject of the dispute between Australia and Japan, 

… [is] the legality of large-scale ‘special permit’ whaling under JARPA II”2 .

5 . In its Memorial, while stating that “a legal dispute exists between 

Australia and Japan as to the lawfulness of JARPA II under international 

law”3, Australia further contends that “[t]he focus of Australia’s case is 

Japan’s failure to comply with its obligations under the ICRW, and, in 

particular, its obligation not to kill whales for commercial purposes and its 

obligation not to conduct commercial whaling for fin and humpback whales 

in the Southern Ocean Sanctuary .”4

6 . The scope of the dispute currently before the Court is, therefore, 

whether or not Japan has violated and/or is violating its obligations under the 

ICRW by authorizing and implementing JARPA II . In other words, the 

dispute is about the conduct of special permit whaling pursuant to Article 

VIII of the ICRW . Article VIII sets out the right of each Contracting 

Government to “grant to any of its nationals a special permit authorizing that 

national to kill, take, and treat whales for purposes of scientific research 

subject to such restrictions as to number and subject to such other conditions 

as the Contracting Government thinks fit”5 .

2 Australia’s Application, para . 29 .
3 Memorial of Australia (AM), para . 1 .7 .
4 AM, para . 1 .8 .
5 ICRW, Art . VIII(1) .

7 . In 1997, Australia recognized that “Japan’s programme is strictly 

legal under Article VIII of the Convention”6, while	questioning	the	scientific	

methodology of JARPA . Now it has changed its mind and argues for a 

dynamic interpretation of the provisions of the ICRW that creates new 

obligations for the Contracting Governments .

8 . The	answer	to	the	question	whether the implementation of JARPA II 

is in violation of Japan’s obligations under the Factory Ship Moratorium, the 

Commercial Whaling Moratorium and the Southern Ocean Sanctuary

stipulated in the Schedule to the ICRW7 is a logical	 consequence	 of	 the	

answer	to	the	question	whether	or	not	JARPA	II	can	be	justified	under	Article	

VIII . If JARPA II is a programme conducted legitimately under Article VIII 

of the ICRW, it will follow logically that its implementation does not violate 

Japan’s obligations under the Moratoria and the Southern Ocean Sanctuary,

because the Contracting Governments are given the right to issue the special 

permits “[n]otwithstanding anything contained in” the ICRW8, and “the 

killing, taking, and treating of whales in accordance with the provisions of  . . .

Article [VIII] shall be exempt from the operation of [the] Convention .”9

9 . It follows from the above that this dispute is not about the legality of 

JARPA II under any rules of international law other than Article VIII of the 

ICRW .

6 Chairman’s Report of the Forty-Ninth Annual Meeting, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 48, 1998, p . 39
[Annex 57] .

7 Schedule, Paragraphs 10(d), 10(e), 7(b), respectively [Annex 6] .
8 ICRW, Art . VIII(1) .
9 ICRW, Art . VIII(1) .
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10 . The dispute is not, for example, about the conformity of JARPA II to 

Japan’s obligations under various environmental treaty regimes protecting 

biodiversity or endangered species . In this connection, Japan notes that 

Australia has made it clear that it “is not seeking any remedy flowing from 

the obligations of Japan under the Convention on Biological Diversity .”10 As 

for Australia’s statement that it “reserves the right to seek remedies from the 

Court in relation to a breach of the Convention on International Trade in 

Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (‘CITES’)” 11 , such a 

reservation does not give Australia the right to make its claim under CITES at 

a later stage of the proceedings . This point will be elaborated in Chapter 1 of

this Counter-Memorial on jurisdiction .

11 . In this Counter-Memorial, therefore, whaling conducted under an 

authorization given in accordance with Article VIII of the ICRW will be 

referred to as “special permit whaling” rather than “scientific whaling”, 

“research whaling” or any other terms commonly used .

12 . Based on the above, in this Counter-Memorial, Japan will show that 

JARPA II is a legitimate scientific programme, permitted under Article VIII 

of the ICRW . JARPA II’s objectives and methods, together with its valuable 

scientific outputs designed to contribute to the working of the International 

Whaling Commission (IWC) and its Scientific Committee, are fully 

consistent with the text as well as with the object and purpose of the ICRW .

13 . Japan has acted and is continuing to act in full conformity with the 

ICRW and for the furtherance of its object and purpose . It therefore regrets 

10 AM, para . 1 .9 .
11 AM, para . 1 .9 .

that what is in reality a matter of multilateral marine resource management 

has been disguised as a bilateral legal dispute and brought before the Court 

while efforts are being made through the proper forum (the IWC) to 

overcome differences among the Contracting Governments .

14 . In its Application, Australia stated that “[i]t has become clear that 

current and proposed IWC processes cannot resolve the key legal issue that is 

the subject of the dispute between Australia and Japan .”12 There is no 

wonder that that is so . The Future of the IWC process13, which Australia 

referred to as the “current and proposed IWC processes”14, has never been 

about the legality of JARPA II . 

15 . The real objective of the Future of the IWC process has been to 

resolve the differences that exist among the members of the IWC, based on 

the principle of cooperation and compromise, and thus to save the 

organization by restoring its function of effective whale conservation and 

management . This was clearly expressed in the 2010 Report of the Chair of 

the Commission, as follows:

“Very different views exist among the members regarding whales 
and whaling . For example, some seek to eliminate all whaling other 
than indigenous subsistence whaling, and some support whaling 
provided it is sustainable . This difference has come to dominate the 
time and resources of the Commission at the expense of effective 
whale conservation and management . The prevalent atmosphere of 
confrontation and mistrust among member governments has led to 
little progress being made on key practical matters of conservation 
and management since the early 1990s despite advances at a 

12 Australia’s Application, para . 29 .
13 See <http://iwcoffice .org/commission/future .htm> accessed 14 February 2012 .
14 Australia’s Application, para . 29 . 
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scientific level . This has created concerns among some members 
over the possible collapse of the IWC .

The status quo is not an option for an effective multilateral 
organisation . To overcome the present impasse, the IWC has in 
recent years recognised the need to create a non-confrontational
environment within which issues of fundamental difference amongst 
members can be discussed with a view to their resolution . 
Reconciliation of differences in views about whales and whaling will 
strengthen actions related to the common goal of maintaining healthy 
whale populations and maximising the likelihood of the recovery of 
depleted populations .”15

16 . The members of the IWC, and especially most of those who 

participated as members of the Small Working Group on the Future of the 

IWC and as members of the Support Group16, have worked strenuously since 

2008 for this purpose . They thought that they had come close to reaching an 

agreement, until Australia suddenly backed out of the process and adopted an 

uncompromising position in which it would accept nothing short of its 

proposal submitted in March 2010, which included “phasing down and out of

15 “Proposed Consensus Decision to Improve the Conservation of Whales from the Chair and Vice
Chair of the Commission”, Annex E, Chair’s Report of the 62nd Annual Meeting, Annual Report of 
the International Whaling Commission,
<http://iwcoffice .org/_documents/meetings/agadir/AnnexE .pdf> accessed 14 February 2012, p . 57
[Annex 118] .

16 The Small Working Group on the Future of the IWC (SWG) was established at the 60th Annual 
Meeting of the IWC in 2008 to “assist the Commission to arrive at a consensus solution to the main 
issues it faces … and thus to enable it to best fulfill its role with respect to the conservation of whale 
stocks and the management of whaling .” (Annual Report of the International Whaling Commission 
2008, p . 87 .) The SWG’s primary task was to “make every effort to develop a package or packages 
for review by the Commission .” (Ibid.)
 The Support Group (SG) was established in accordance with Resolution 2009-2 adopted at the 
61st Annual Meeting of the IWC in 2009 to “assist him/her [the IWC Chair] in providing direction 
to the process and to assist in the preparation of material for submission to the Small Working 
Group .” (Annual Report of the International Whaling Commission 2009, p . 96 .) The SG was 
designed	to	contain	“equitable	geographic	and	socio-economic representation and range of views” 
(Ibid.) and eventually comprised Antigua and Berbuda, Australia, Brazil, Cameroon, Germany, 
Iceland, Japan, Mexico, New Zealand, St . Kitts and Nevis, Sweden and the USA . (Annual Report of 
the International Whaling Commission 2009, p . 14 .)

whaling in the Southern Ocean within five years .”17

17 . Upon submission of the said proposal, Australia explained its official 

position as follows:

“The Australian Government remains resolutely opposed to 
commercial whaling and unilateral ‘scientific’ whaling, and 
strongly supports the global moratorium on commercial whaling . 
The primary objective of the Australian Government remains the 
reform of the International Convention on the Regulation of 
Whaling (the ICRW) 1946 to bring about an effective, permanent 
international ban on both commercial and unilateral ‘scientific’
whaling . 

Australia will continue to argue vigorously that whaling should be 
phased down to zero, with total and permanent elimination of all 
whaling (other than current aboriginal subsistence whaling), within 
a reasonable time frame .”18

18 . Australia has maintained that position ever since it announced, at the 

31st Annual Meeting of the IWC in 1979, that Australia had changed its basic 

policy “from one of the conservative utilisation of whale stocks to promoting 

a policy of banning whaling and protecting whale populations” 19 . It is 

obvious that Australia is opposed to any form of whaling (except aboriginal 

subsistence whaling), regardless of science or law . This is incompatible with 

the text as well as with the object and purpose of the ICRW and the objective 

of the IWC’s work, which is to ensure sustainable use of whale resources 

through proper conservation measures .

17 “The Future of the International Whaling Commission: An Australian Proposal”, IWC/M10/SWG 5 
(emphasis original) [Annex 119] .

18 Ibid.
19 “Opening Statement by the Australian Commissioner, 31st Annual Meeting of the International 

Whaling Commission, July 1979” [Annex 164] . Australia’s strong and categorical opposition to 
whaling was repeated in opening statements to the IWC Annual Meetings including the 32nd, the 
46th, the 47th, the 48th, the 49th, the 50th and the 51st Annual Meetings .
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19 . The whaling controversy at the IWC and elsewhere has drifted away 

from any basis in science and law for too long . Notwithstanding its objection 

to the jurisdiction of the Court, Japan submits this Counter-Memorial with 

the earnest hope that it will contribute to rational discussion, putting an end to 

the unreasonable rows and restoring the “non-confrontational environment”

at the IWC so as to enable the Commission to function properly again as an 

institution promoting whale conservation and management based on science .

Section 2. Jurisdiction

20 . Japan fully respects the important role of the Court as the principal 

judicial organ of the United Nations . It made a Declaration recognizing the 

compulsory jurisdiction of the Court in 1958 and has maintained it since then .  

However, in the present case, Japan seriously questions the jurisdiction of the 

Court regarding the dispute referred to it by Australia . 

21 . Although Japan did not exercise its right to raise preliminary 

objections, it understands that nothing prevents the Respondent from raising 

objections to the jurisdiction in its Counter-Memorial . Japan considers that 

the Court lacks the jurisdiction to entertain the present case because of the 

reservation in Australia’s Declaration recognizing the compulsory jurisdiction 

of the Court . 

22 . Japan’s argument on jurisdiction is explained in more detail in 

Chapter 1 .

Section 3. Summary of Arguments on the Merits

23 . As is shown in Chapter 1 of this Counter-Memorial, the Court has no 

jurisdiction to decide on the Australian Application . It is therefore only in the 

alternative that Japan will discuss the arguments of the Applicant on the 

merits .

A. Australia’s Submissions are Predicated upon Serious 

Misunderstanding about the Facts behind the Dispute

24 . Australia’s allegations are very simple, but wrong . Basing its 

argument on its own interpretation of the object and purpose of the ICRW 

and of Article VIII 20 , and on its view of the so-called “essential 

characteristics” of a programme “properly” conducted for the purposes of 

scientific research 21 , as well as on the accusation that “JARPA II is 

undertaken for purposes other than scientific research”22, Australia contends 

that JARPA II cannot be justified as a programme conducted under Article 

VIII of the ICRW . This means, in Australia’s understanding, that JARPA II is 

commercial whaling, and that Japan is therefore in breach of the Moratoria 

and the Southern Ocean Sanctuary adopted by the IWC .

25 . The statements by Australia, however, misrepresent the facts behind 

the dispute, including the facts relating to the role and history of the IWC, the 

development of conservation and management measures by the IWC, and the 

purpose, methods and the scientific outputs of the Japanese Whale Research 

20 See AM, Chapter 4 .
21 AM, Chapter 5, Section II .
22 AM, Chapter 5, Section III .
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Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA) and JARPA II, as 

well as their evaluation by the IWC Scientific Committee . 

1. The Role of the IWC and its Work

26 . According to its Memorial, Australia recognizes that “the ICRW 

established the Commission as the principal institution responsible to give 

effect to its object and purpose .”23 Australia also accepts that “[a]t the time 

of the conclusion of the Convention, the ICRW’s objective – the conservation 

and recovery of all whale stocks – was seen as a means to achieve the orderly 

development of the whaling industry .”24 Australia recognizes that the ICRW 

is “the international legal regime for the regulation of whaling” which was “a

system primarily designed to manage the exploitation of a natural resource”

when the ICRW was concluded25 . However, it contends that the practice of 

the IWC has seen “an increased emphasis on conservation per se”26, and that 

“[t]he IWC now pursues conservation of whales as an end itself .”27

27 . If Australia is right, the IWC has gone beyond the mandate given to 

it by the ICRW, and what Australia calls the “evolution” of the regulation of 

whaling under the IWC, including a series of Schedule amendments, would 

be ultra vires .

28 . The truth is that Australia has misunderstood and misinterpreted the 

facts . The role of the IWC has been, and continues to be, to implement whale 

conservation and management measures in pursuance of the object and 

23 AM, para . 2 .22 .
24 AM, para . 2 .98 .
25 AM, para . 2 .125 .
26 AM, para . 2 .98 .
27 AM, para . 2 .99 .

purpose of the ICRW as stipulated in its Preamble, which is essentially to 

ensure the sustainable use of whales . Thus, for example, it is clear that

Paragraph 10(e) of the Schedule, which prescribes the Commercial Whaling 

Moratorium, agreed by the Contracting Governments in 1982, was a measure 

compatible with that object and purpose .

2. The Commercial Whaling Moratorium

29 . Australia omits any explanation of the discussions which led to the 

adoption of the Commercial Whaling Moratorium in 1982, or of its

background and the reasons for its adoption . Australia’s portrayal of the 

context and history of these negotiations can only be characterized as 

self-serving . Australia asserts that “with the adoption in 1982 of the 

moratorium on commercial whaling, the Contracting Governments 

determined that in the immediate future the ICRW’s object and purpose could 

only be achieved by a complete and total prohibition on commercial 

whaling .”28 This is seriously misleading . By leaving out the details of the 

Moratorium and the reasons behind its adoption in 1982, this sentence creates 

the impression that the Moratorium was adopted as a “perpetual ban” on 

commercial whaling, designed to protect whales as an end in itself, and that 

such a protective measure is called for by the object and purpose of the 

ICRW .

30 . However, the text of Paragraph 10(e) of the Schedule to the ICRW 

makes it clear that the Moratorium is a temporary suspension of commercial 

whaling, with a built-in deadline for review . It was adopted in order to 

address concerns about the lack of scientific knowledge at the time; and it 

28 AM, para . 4 .55 .
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imposes a duty on the Commission to conduct a comprehensive assessment 

of the effects of the Moratorium . Once the comprehensive assessment is 

conducted, the modification of the Moratorium provision and the 

establishment of catch limits other than zero is possible .

31 . In the context of whale resource management, the adoption of the 

Commercial Whaling Moratorium in 1982 was not something that was 

supported	without	question.	In	fact,	certain Contracting Governments and the 

IWC Scientific Committee, and renowned individual scientists, were of the 

view	that	prudent	management	required	the regulation of stocks individually 

and that a blanket moratorium on commercial whaling could not be justified 

scientifically . The idea of such a blanket moratorium was repeatedly rejected 

by the IWC; but it was eventually adopted, although there was no agreed 

advice from the Scientific Committee in support of it . 

3. The Case for JARPA and JARPA II

32 . The subject of the dispute is the legality of JARPA II: but Australia 

begins its arguments with criticisms of the first phase of Japan’s special 

permit whaling in the Antarctic, JARPA . Australia alleges that Japan started 

JARPA in order to “support its pelagic whaling industry and continue 

whaling indefinitely under the guise of ‘science’”29 despite accepting the 

Moratorium on Commercial Whaling . The real purpose of JARPA II,

according to Australia, is simply to continue with what Australia calls the 

“business model for ‘scientific’ whaling to enable whaling operations to 

continue on a largely self-sustainable financial basis .”30

29 AM, para . 5 .110 . See also AM, Chapter 3 .
30 AM, paras . 3 .72-3 .117 .

33 . To counter Australia’s allegations, Japan will first show that JARPA 

was designed and implemented after the adoption of the Commercial 

Whaling Moratorium in order to provide the scientific data necessary for the 

IWC and its Scientific Committee to utilize for their work, and thus to 

contribute to the “review” and the “comprehensive assessment”31 envisaged 

in Paragraph 10(e) of the Schedule to the ICRW . It will then show that 

JARPA II also was launched and conducted to collect scientific data 

contributing to the “review” and the “comprehensive assessment”, and to 

follow up on the findings of JARPA which indicated that significant changes 

in the Antarctic ecosystem were taking place . 

34 . JARPA and JARPA II have produced valuable scientific outputs, and 

Japan has provided and continues to provide these results to the IWC 

Scientific Committee .  JARPA and JARPA II have made significant 

contributions to the deliberations at the Scientific Committee, and have been 

duly evaluated as such .

35 . In order to properly assess this case, it is crucial to get the facts 

straight . First of all, the text of Article VIII of the ICRW expressly envisages 

that it may be necessary to kill, take, and treat whales for the purposes of 

scientific research .

36 . Secondly, JARPA and JARPA II employ lethal as well as non-lethal 

methods, and the choice between them is dependent, not on economic interest, 

but on the particular biological data sought in order to pursue the objectives 

of the research . For lethal methods, the sample sizes are calculated so that 

31 For definition of “comprehensive assessment”, see below, para . 3 .78 .
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they	 are	 the	 minimum	 numbers	 required	 to obtain statistically meaningful 

results necessary to meet the research objectives pursued, making sure that 

the lethal samplings do not have an adverse effect on the status of the targeted 

species . Furthermore, the research objectives are derived from the scientific 

discussions held in the Scientific Committee of the IWC . It will be shown in 

this Counter-Memorial that there are good scientific explanations for every 

choice of research method employed .

37 . Finally, the sale of whale meat, by-products of Japan's special permit 

whaling, is fully in accordance with Article VIII(2) of the ICRW . The 

proceeds obtained through the sales of by-products are allocated to the 

expenditure associated with conducting special permit whaling: the sales do 

not seek commercial gain . 

4. Status of the Targeted Species

38 . Australia alleges that JARPA II is not designed to avoid adverse 

effects on the targeted whale stocks32 . But this allegation lacks any sound 

scientific basis .

39 . It is indeed true that at one point in history certain species of whales 

were subjected to over-exploitation and were seriously depleted, to near 

extinction, and that some species such as blue whales in the Antarctic Ocean 

have not recovered from past over-harvesting and remain at low stock levels . 

Japan has made significant efforts to protect the endangered western North 

Pacific gray whales from entanglement or entrapment in fishing gear; and 

32 See AM, paras . 5 .96-5 .104 .

such efforts are welcomed by the IWC Scientific Committee33 .

40 . On the other hand, it is simply wrong to claim that all whales are 

endangered or threatened with extinction . There are more than 80 cetacean 

species in the world, among which 16 large whale species are managed by 

the IWC . They are: blue whale, fin whale, sei whale, Bryde’s whale, common 

minke whale, Antarctic minke whale, humpback whale, gray whale, bowhead 

whale, North Pacific right whale, North Atlantic right whale, southern right 

whale, pigmy right whale, sperm whale, northern bottlenose whale, and 

southern bottlenose whale34 .

41 . The status of “whales” is substantially different depending on the 

species, stock and population in	question . Scientific findings show that some 

whale species/stocks/populations are depleted or endangered, while others are 

abundant or recovering from the past over-exploitation . Several whale stocks 

are abundant enough to be utilized sustainably .

42 . There are some whale species, such as the common minke, Antarctic 

minke, and Bryde’s whales, that were exploited by commercial whaling 

operations but nevertheless maintained high abundance levels . Furthermore, 

most of the large whale species depleted by commercial whaling in the past 

have shown signs of recovery, and some have now reached the abundance 

level of the pre-exploitation period . 

33 “Report of the Scientific Committee”, IWC/63/Rep1 (2011), p . 33,
<http://iwcoffice .org/sci_com/screport .htm> accessed 14 February 2012 .

34 For the taxonomy of whales, see <http://www .iwcoffice .org/conservation/cetacea .htm> accessed 14 
February 2012 . And for details and characteristics of the 13 great whales, see
<http://www .iwcoffice .org/conservation/lives .htm> accessed 14 February 2012 .
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43 . It will be shown in this Counter-Memorial that the JARPA II 

research plan35 makes clear that lethal research under JARPA II does not 

have any adverse effect on the status of targeted species36 .

44 . The	subsequent	Chapters	in	this	Counter-Memorial will show that all 

of the statements made above are supported by solid evidence .

B. Australia is Wrong Not Only on the Facts 

But Also on the Law

45 . As stated earlier, the current dispute is about the interpretation of 

Article VIII of the ICRW and its application to Japan’s implementation of 

JARPA II . Here too Australia is in serious error . 

1. Australia is Wrong about the Object and Purpose of the ICRW

46 . Australia argues that the Preamble to the ICRW “evidences two 

fundamental objectives underpinning the system established by the ICRW: 

first, to provide for the proper and effective conservation and recovery of all 

whale stocks; and secondly (relying on and flowing from the first), to make 

possible the ‘orderly development’ of the whaling industry .”37 This is a 

misinterpretation of the object and purpose of the Convention . It is a mistake 

which seems to be inseparable from Australia’s misunderstanding of the 

concept of conservation .

35 Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under 
Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and 
Development of New Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1(2005) [Annex 
150] .

36 Ibid., Appendix 9 .
37 AM, para . 2 .19 .

47 . It is clear from the text of the Preamble, to which Australia refers, 

that the Convention was concluded to conserve whale stocks and thereby 

make possible the orderly development of the whaling industry . The concept 

of conservation, within the context of the Convention, is not an end in itself:

it is rather a means to sustain future use . Such an interpretation of the object 

and purpose of the ICRW is supported by the travaux préparatoires. This 

point is developed more fully in Chapter 6, by reference not only to the text 

of the Preamble and the travaux but also to other multilateral conventions . In 

this regard, the ICRW has a fundamentally different object and purpose 

compared to multilateral treaties concluded for the purpose of preserving 

endangered species, such as polar bears, from exploitation38 .

2. Australia’s Interpretation of Article VIII Has No Legal Grounds

48 . Australia disregards the actual text of Article VIII, and first contends 

that when the ICRW was concluded Article VIII “was not intended to be 

self-judging”39, and then argues further that the IWC is given the mandate to 

have “oversight of special permits issued by Contracting Governments, with 

the authority to determine the proper scope and application of the special 

permit whaling exception under Article VIII .” 40 Australia refers to the 

procedure for prior review under Paragraph 30 of the Schedule and under 

relevant guidelines as specific forms of oversight by the IWC .

49 . Secondly, Australia contends that Article VIII “is a limited 

permission granted to Contracting Governments, the exercise of which must 

38 See Agreement on Conservation of Polar Bears (ratified 30 September 1976) 27 UST 3918, Art . I . 
But even polar bears may be hunted “for bona fide scientific purposes”: Art . III(a) .

39 AM, para . 4 .16 .
40 AM, para . 4 .19 .
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not undermine the effectiveness of the regulatory regime as a whole .”41

Furthermore, according to Australia, the ICRW regime has “evolved” since 

1946, and therefore Article VIII shall not be interpreted in such a manner that 

would “deprive any of the conservation measures adopted by Contracting 

Governments – in particular since 1979 – of their full and operative effect .”42

Australia concludes from this line of argument that special permit whaling 

conducted under Article VIII has to adhere to the “essential characteristics”

of a programme genuinely intended to be “for purposes of scientific 

research” .

50 . However, established rules of treaty interpretation do not support 

either of the conclusions above . On the first point, the ordinary meaning of 

the terms of Article VIII in their context and in the light of the object and 

purpose of the Convention is clear and	 unequivocal:	 a Contracting 

Government authorizing a special permit has discretion to do so 

“[n]otwithstanding anything contained in” the ICRW, and to set the 

conditions as it thinks fit . Under the ICRW, no-one else is given the right to 

challenge that exercise of the discretion .

51 . Furthermore, Article VIII(1) explicitly exempts special permit 

whaling from the operation of the ICRW . The IWC cannot make a legally

binding decision which would “determine the proper scope and application”43

of Article VIII through prior review . 

41 AM, para . 4 .52 .
42 AM, para . 4 .54 .
43 AM, para . 4 .19 .

52 . That said, it may be added that Japan has been in full compliance 

with	the	procedural	requirement	for	prior	review	as	prescribed	by	Paragraph	

30 of the Schedule, as well as by the relevant guidelines adopted by the 

Commission .

53 . As for Australia’s second argument above, while of course it is 

reasonable to argue that, when exercising rights under Article VIII, the 

Contracting Governments must act in furtherance of the object and purpose 

of the Convention, that does not support Australia’s conclusion that special 

permit whaling must meet the so-called “essential characteristics” identified

by Australia .

54 . Australia contends that Schedule amendments, such as the 

imposition of the Commercial Whaling Moratorium and the Southern Ocean 

Sanctuary, provide “the context”44 within which Article VIII must be read . It 

argues that “[t]he Article VIII exception falls to be interpreted by reference to 

the ICRW regime as it has evolved, and in particular as a regime that has, 

since 1985, included a zero catch limit on commercial whaling .”45 But these 

Schedule amendments cannot be used to restrict the rights that the 

Contracting Governments enjoy under Article VIII, because they cannot 

change the object and purpose of the Convention; and they were never 

intended	to	change,	or	to	qualify,	or	to	throw	light	on	the	meaning	of	Article	

VIII .

55 . As Japan will show in Chapter 8, the existence of a series of 

non-binding recommendations and resolutions does not change the above 

44 See AM, paras . 4 .52-4 .56 .
45 AM, para . 4 .53 .
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conclusions,	since	they	do	not	qualify	as	“context”, “subsequent	agreements”

or	“subsequent	practice” under the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties

(VCLT), nor do they constitute amendments to the ICRW .

Section 4. Structure and Outline of the Counter-Memorial

56 . This Counter-Memorial consists of four Volumes . Volume I contains 

the main text of the Counter-Memorial and Volumes II to IV contain the 

supporting materials and evidence .

57 . The main text of the Counter-Memorial contained in Volume I 

consists of nine Chapters, followed by Japan’s Submissions to the Court . The 

outline of each Chapter is as follows .

58 . Chapter 1, which follows immediately after this Introduction, 

contains Japan’s objection to the Court’s jurisdiction over the present dispute, 

which has already been summarized in Section 2 above . 

59 . Part I (Chapters 2 and 3) will show that Japan takes a very different 

view of the nature and functions of the ICRW and IWC for the purpose of the 

conservation and management of whales . Chapter 2 commences with an 

overview of the history of international regulation of whaling, culminating in 

the creation of the ICRW in 1946, and followed by an outline of the main 

features of the ICRW and of the mandate and function of the IWC . Chapter 3 

will then explain the development of whale conservation and management 

measures under the IWC, providing a fuller account of the IWC’s work in 

pursuance of the object and purpose of the ICRW .

60 . Part II (Chapters 4 and 5) gives a detailed description of JARPA and 

JARPA II, covering their scientific objectives, methods, and outputs . It will 

show that Japan’s special permit whaling commenced and has developed to 

respond and contribute to the scientific debate at the IWC Scientific 

Committee . These Chapters will establish that JARPA and JARPA II are 

legitimate scientific programmes contributing to the sustainable management 

of whales, and appreciated as such by the Scientific Committee . 

61 . Part III (Chapters 6 to 8) deals with the interpretation of Article VIII 

of the ICRW, which is the focal point of the present dispute between Japan

and Australia . While Japan agrees that the only applicable law in the case put 

before the Court is indeed Article VIII of the ICRW, it does not subscribe to 

the Applicant’s contra legem interpretation of this provision . The matter put 

before the Court is therefore a matter of the interpretation of Article VIII and 

of its application to JARPA II . Chapter 6 outlines the object and purpose of 

the ICRW, following which Chapter 7 explains how Article VIII of the ICRW 

must be interpreted in accordance with the principles and rules reflected in 

the VCLT . It will show that the ordinary meaning of the terms of Article VIII 

in their context and in the light of the object and purpose of the ICRW is clear 

and	unequivocal.	Article	VIII	gives	each Contracting Government discretion 

regarding the grant of special permits to its nationals to take whales for 

purposes of scientific research . This includes a power of appreciation with 

respect to the need for research and the conditions attached to the permits . 

Furthermore, special permit whaling is exempt from the operation of the 

ICRW . Chapter 8 will show that in the presentation of its case Australia has 

misused the IWC’s secondary instruments, such as the Schedule amendments 

as well as the recommendations and guidelines, reference to which does not 
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affect the conclusions reached in Chapter 7 . 

62 . Chapter 9 concludes the Counter-Memorial . It shows that JARPA II 

falls well within Article VIII of the ICRW, and that its implementation 

therefore does not contravene Japan’s obligations under the ICRW . The 

conclusion is that Japan is openly exercising a liberty that remains untouched 

by the ICRW, and that Australia deeply disapproves of Japan doing so . Japan 

respects Australia’s right to its own opinion on this, but that opinion cannot 

change the nature or extent of the legal rights and duties to which Japan 

subscribed in the ICRW .

63 . Finally, this Counter-Memorial sets out Japan’s Submissions . For all 

of the reasons summarized above, each of which will be more fully 

articulated in the Chapters to follow, Australia is not entitled to the order 

from	the	Court	that	it	has	requested,	or	to	any	other	relief.	To	the	contrary,	as	

set forth in Japan’s Submissions, all of Australia’s claims should be rejected 

by the Court .

CHAPTER 1

JURISDICTION

1 .1 While it is convinced that, in the present case, the Court lacks 

jurisdiction to examine Australia’s Application, Japan has not exercised its 

right to raise preliminary objections . However, in accordance with the 

Court’s Statute and case-law, nothing prevents it from raising objections to 

jurisdiction in its Counter-Memorial . The Court needs to decide upon these 

objections, and to proceed to the merits of the case if, and only if, these 

objections are dismissed . This is the approach followed time and again by the 

Court46, most recently, in its Judgment on the Application of the Interim 

Accord of 13 September 1995 (the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia v. 

Greece) where it notes:

“[T]he Respondent advised the Court that, rather than raising 
objections under Article 79 of the Rules of Court, it would be 
addressing issues of jurisdiction and admissibility along with the 
merits of the present case . The Court addresses these issues at the 
outset of this Judgment .”47

Section 1.  The Limits of the Subject-Matter of the Dispute

1 .2 The subject-matter of the dispute must be assessed in respect to the 

Application lodged by Australia . As the Court has made clear, for this 

purpose:

46 See e .g . Appeal Relating to the Jurisdiction of the ICAO Council, Judgement, I.C.J. Reports 1972, p . 
52, para . 13, or Oil Platforms (Islamic Republic of Iran v. United States of America), Judgment, 
I.C.J. Reports 2003, p . 210, para . 105 .

47 Application of the Interim Accord of 13 September 1995 (the former Yugoslav Republic of 
Macedonia v. Greece), I.C.J. Judgment of 5 December 2011, para . 25 . 
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“[I]t is the Application which is relevant and the Memorial, ‘though 
it may elucidate the terms of the Application, must not go beyond 
the limits of the claim as set out therein’ (Certain Phosphate Lands 
in Nauru (Nauru v. Australia), Preliminary Objections, Judgment, 
I.C.J. Reports 1992, p . 267, para . 69, citing the Order of the 
Permanent Court of 4 February 1933 in the case concerning Prince 
von Pless Administration (Order of 4 February 1933, P.C.I.J., 
Series A/B, No. 52, p . 14)) . A fortiori, a claim formulated 
subsequent	 to	the	Memorial	 ... cannot transform the subject of the 
dispute as delimited by the terms of the Application .”48

1 .3 In its Application, Australia refers to the Declarations made by 

Japan and Australia in accordance with the provisions of Article 36(2) of the 

ICJ Statute as the basis for the Court’s jurisdiction over the case49 . This is the 

only basis mentioned by Australia and no other basis seems to exist .

1 .4 While it is true that both Japan and Australia have deposited

Optional Clause Declarations recognizing the jurisdiction of the Court as 

compulsory, it must be noted that both Declarations contain reservations 

which exclude the Court’s jurisdiction in respect of certain categories of 

disputes .

1 .5 In the present case, one of the Australian reservations prevents the 

Court from exercising jurisdiction over the present dispute, which relates, in 

Australia’s words, to “Japan’s failure to comply with its obligations under the 

ICRW”50 .

1 .6 Before showing that the present dispute falls outside the Court’s 

48 Ahmadou Sadio Diallo (Republic of Guinea v. Democratic Republic of the Congo), Merits, I.C.J. 
Judgment, 30 November 2010, para . 39 . 

49 Application, para . 4; AM, para . 1 .10 .
50 AM, para . 1 .8 .

jurisdiction by virtue of one of Australia’s reservations, Japan notes that 

whereas in the Application Australia alleges that Japan is in violation of the 

Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD)51, in its Memorial it expressly 

renounced “seeking any remedy flowing from the obligations of Japan under 

the Convention on Biological Diversity .”52 Australia is therefore barred from 

referring to this Convention as a basis for adjudication53 .

1 .7 As regards Australia’s reservation of rights “to seek remedies from 

the Court in relation to a breach of the Convention on International Trade in 

Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (‘CITES’)”54, such reservation 

does not give Australia the right to portray the dispute of which the Court is 

seised as a dispute under CITES at a later stage of the proceedings . Such a 

request	would be inadmissible for at least two reasons:

1 .8 First, this would unduly deprive Japan of its right to raise 

preliminary objections in respect of such a dispute: as Article 79(1) of the 

Rules of Court makes clear: 

“Any objection by the respondent to the jurisdiction of the Court or 
to the admissibility of the application, or other objection the 
decision	upon	which	is	requested	before	any	further	proceedings	on	
the merits, shall be made in writing as soon as possible, and not 
later than three months after the delivery of the Memorial .”

The Court recognizes the right to raise preliminary objections as being a 

fundamental procedural right of the Respondent:

51 Application, para . 38 (b) .
52 AM, para . 1 .9 .
53 See mutatis mutandis, Certain Norwegian Loans, Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 1957, pp . 22, 26 . 
54 AM, para . 1 .9 .
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“A Respondent’s right to raise preliminary objections, that is to 
say, objections which the Court is required	 to	 rule	 on	 before	 the	
debate on the merits begins (see Questions of Interpretation and 
Application of the 1971 Montreal Convention arising from the 
Aerial Incident at Lockerbie (Libyan Arab Jamahiriya v . United 
Kingdom), Preliminary Objections, Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 1998,
p . 26, para . 47), is a fundamental procedural right . This right is 
infringed if the Applicant asserts a substantively new claim after 
the Counter-Memorial, which is to say at a time when the 
Respondent can still raise objections to admissibility and 
jurisdiction, but not preliminary objections .”55

Since Australia would invoke CITES as a basis for adjudication at best in its 

Reply, Japan would automatically be barred from raising preliminary 

objections .

1 .9 Second, this would transform the subject-matter of the dispute 

initially put forward before the Court and as such would be an inadmissible 

new claim56 .

1 .10 It follows that Japan need only demonstrate that the dispute 

submitted by Australia in the Application, and developed in the Memorial, 

falls	 outside	 the	 jurisdiction	 of	 the	 Court,	 and	 that	 consequently	 its	merits	

cannot be entertained by the Court .

55 Ahmadou Sadio Diallo (Republic of Guinea v. Democratic Republic of the Congo), Merits, I.C.J. 
Judgment of 30 November 2010, para . 44 .

56 Certain Phosphate Lands in Nauru (Nauru v. Australia), Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 1992, p . 266, 
paras . 67-68 and the references given therein . See also Territorial and maritime dispute between 
Nicaragua and Honduras in the Caribbean Sea (Nicaragua v. Honduras), Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 
2007, p . 659, para . 108 and Ahmadou Sadio Diallo (Republic of Guinea v. Democratic Republic of 
the Congo), Merits, I.C.J. Judgment of 30 November 2010, paras . 39-42 and the jurisprudence cited 
therein .

Section 2.  Australia’s Reservation Concerning Disputes Relating to

the Exploitation of its Claimed EEZ

1 .11 The dispute between Japan and Australia falls within the ambit of 

one of the reservations included in Australia’s Declaration under Article 

36(2) of the Statute . Australia’s Declaration provides that:

“The Government of Australia declares that it recognises as 
compulsory ipso facto and without special agreement, in relation to 
any other State accepting the same obligation, the jurisdiction of 
the International Court of Justice in conformity with paragraph 2 of 
Article 36 of the Statute of the Court, until such time as notice may 
be given to the Secretary-General of the United Nations 
withdrawing this declaration . This declaration is effective 
immediately .”57

However, one of the reservations accompanying this Declaration excludes 

from the scope of the jurisdiction thus consented to:

“(b) any dispute concerning or relating to the delimitation of 
maritime zones, including the territorial sea, the exclusive 
economic zone and the continental shelf, or arising out of, 
concerning, or relating to the exploitation of any disputed area of or 
adjacent to any such maritime zone pending its delimitation” .

1 .12 It is indisputable that both Japan and Australia have accepted the 

optional clause of Article 36(2) on condition of reciprocity . Australia’s 

Declaration specifies that it accepts the Court’s jurisdiction “in relation to 

any other State accepting the same obligation”, and Japan’s Declaration puts 

forward the same condition: 

57 Declaration of the Government of Australia, made by virtue of Article 36(2) of the ICJ Statute, 22
March 2002 (AM, p . 4, fn . 7) .
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“Japan recognizes as compulsory ipso facto and without special 
agreement, in relation to any other State accepting the same 
obligation and on condition of reciprocity, the jurisdiction of the 
International Court of Justice .”58

1 .13 It is the Court’s consistent approach to consider that the condition 

of	 reciprocity	 goes	 further	 than	 imposing	 a	 simple	 requirement	 that	 both	

States should have made an optional clause declaration . As recalled in the 

Land and Maritime Boundary between Cameroon and Nigeria case,	quoting	

earlier case-law:

“The Court has on numerous occasions had to consider what 
meaning it is appropriate to give to the condition of reciprocity in 
the implementation of Article 36, paragraph 2, of the Statute . As 
early as 1952, it held in the case concerning Anglo-Iranian Oil Co .
that, when declarations are made on condition of reciprocity, 
‘jurisdiction is conferred on the Court only to the extent to which 
the two Declarations coincide in conferring it’ (I.C.J. Reports 1952,
p . 103) . The Court applied that rule again in the case of Certain 
Norwegian Loans (I.C.J. Reports 1957, pp . 23 and 24) and clarified 
it in the Interhandel case where it held that: 

‘Reciprocity in the case of Declarations accepting the 
compulsory jurisdiction of the Court enables a Party to invoke 
a reservation to that acceptance which it has not expressed in 
its own Declaration but which the other Party has expressed in 
its Declaration . . . Reciprocity enables the State which has made 
the wider acceptance of the jurisdiction of the Court to rely 
upon the reservations to the acceptance laid down by the other 
Party . There the effect of reciprocity ends .’ (I.C.J. Reports 
1959, p . 23 .)”59

58 Declaration of the Government of Japan, made by virtue of Article 36(2) of the ICJ Statute, 9 July 
2007 . 

59 Land and Maritime Boundary between Cameroon and Nigeria, Preliminary Objections, Judgment, 
I.C.J. Reports 1998, pp . 298-299, para . 43 . 

1 .14 It follows that Japan can invoke the reservations accompanying 

Australia’s Declaration when they have the effect of restraining the Court’s 

jurisdiction more than its own do .

1 .15 This is the case in respect of Australia’s reservation (b)60 . While 

the dispute submitted to the Court by Australia is not a dispute relating to the 

delimitation of maritime areas, it is a dispute “arising out of, concerning, or 

relating to the exploitation of any disputed area of or adjacent to any such 

maritime zone pending its delimitation” . This is so because the JARPA II 

programme is taking place in or around maritime areas Australia claims to be 

part of its exclusive economic zone (EEZ), the rights of which are generated, 

according to Australia’s claims, by its purported sovereignty over a large part 

of the Antarctic continent61 .

1 .16 The Court summarized the principles applicable to the 

interpretation of declarations under Article 36(2) in the Fisheries Jurisdiction

case, where it recalled that:

“[T]he interpretation of declarations made under Article 36, 
paragraph 2, of the Statute, and of any reservations they contain, is 
directed to establishing whether mutual consent has been given to 
the jurisdiction of the Court .  . . . All elements in a declaration under 
Article 36, paragraph 2, of the Statute which, read together, 
comprise the acceptance by the declarant State of the Court’s 
jurisdiction, are to be interpreted as a unity, applying the same legal 
principles of interpretation throughout .”62

60 See above, para . 1 .11 .
61 See below, paras . 1 .33-1 .54 .
62 Fisheries Jurisdiction (Spain v. Canada), Jurisdiction of the Court, Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 1998,

pp . 452-453, para . 44 .
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It also specified:

“[T]he Court has in earlier cases elaborated the appropriate rules 
for the interpretation of declarations and reservations . Every 
declaration ‘must be interpreted as it stands, having regard to the 
words actually used’ (Anglo-Iranian Oil Co., Preliminary
Objection, Judgment, I. C. J. Reports 1952, p . 105) . Every 
reservation must be given effect ‘as it stands’ (Certain Norwegian 
Loans, Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 1957, p . 27) . Therefore, 
declarations and reservations are to be read as a whole .”63

The Court stressed the importance of the intention of the State having made 

the declaration:

“At the same time, since a declaration under Article 36, paragraph 
2, of the Statute, is a unilaterally drafted instrument, the Court has 
not hesitated to place a certain emphasis on the intention of the 
depositing State .”64

And it concluded:

“The Court will thus interpret the relevant words of a declaration 
including a reservation contained therein in a natural and 
reasonable way, having due regard to the intention of the State 
concerned at the time when it accepted the compulsory jurisdiction 
of the Court .”65

1 .17 In view of these principles, it will be apparent that, in spite of 

Australia’s efforts to overlook the close relationship between reservation (b) 

of its Optional Clause Declaration and its Application, the latter plainly falls

within the scope of the former . Any natural and reasonable interpretation of 

63 Fisheries Jurisdiction (Spain v. Canada), Jurisdiction of the Court, Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 1998, p . 
454, para . 47 . 

64 Ibid., para . 48 . 
65 Ibid., para . 49 .

the Australian reservation shows that it applies to the dispute brought by its 

Application in the present case .

1 .18 The object of the first part of reservation (b) is to exclude maritime 

boundary disputes from the jurisdiction of the Court66 . However, the second 

part of the reservation excludes in addition disputes “arising out of, 

concerning, or relating to the exploitation of any disputed area of or adjacent 

to any such maritime zone pending its delimitation” . This other exclusion is

introduced by the conjunction “or”, so as to make clear that a dispute is 

excluded from the jurisdiction of the Court if either it is a dispute relating to 

the delimitation of maritime zones such as the territorial sea, the EEZ and the 

continental shelf or it is a dispute arising out of any such maritime zone, 

concerning any such maritime zone or relating to the exploitation of any 

disputed area of or adjacent to any such maritime zone pending its 

delimitation .

1 .19 The terms of Australia’s reservation (b) are very broad . Moreover, 

the conditions expressed therein are clearly not cumulative . This is 

emphasised by the repetitive use of the conjunction “or”, employed first to 

dissociate the disputes on delimitation from other kind of disputes involving 

the maritime zones . The same conjunction “or” is also used within the second 

branch of the reservation: the disputes excluded by the reservation are those 

“arising out of maritime zones” or “concerning maritime zones” or “relating 

66 In the same spirit, Australia made, at the same time as it made its optional declaration, a declaration 
under Article 298 of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) excluding 
“any of the procedures provided for in section 2 of Part XV (including the procedures referred to in 
paragraphs (a) and (b) of this declaration) with respect of disputes concerning the interpretation or 
application of articles 15, 74 and 83 relating to sea boundary delimitations as well as those involving
historic bays or titles” (United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (entered into force 16 
November 1994), 1833 UNTS 3, Art . 298) .
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to the exploitation of any disputed area of or adjacent to any such maritime 

zone pending its delimitation”67 . Such a drafting must have a meaning68 .

Therefore, any disputes involving, to some degree or other, maritime zones or 

areas adjacent to them are covered by Australia’s reservation (b) and thus 

excluded from the Court’s jurisdiction . 

1 .20 In the first place, this group of expressions shows that Australia 

was anxious to exclude from the Court’s jurisdiction all kinds of activities in 

some way or another “arising out of  . . . any disputed area of or adjacent to any 

such maritime zone”, “concerning any disputed area of or adjacent to any 

such maritime zone” or “relating to the exploitation of any disputed area of or 

adjacent to any such maritime zone” . Thus, in the Fisheries Jurisdiction case 

between Spain and Canada, the Court pointed out that:

“[I]n excluding from its jurisdiction ‘disputes arising out of or 
concerning’ the conservation and management measures in 
question	and	their	enforcement,	the	reservation	does	not	reduce	the	
criterion for exclusion to the ‘subject-matter’ of the dispute . The 
language used in the English version - ‘disputes arising out of or 
concerning’ - brings out more clearly the broad and comprehensive 
character of the formula employed . The words of the reservation 
exclude not only disputes whose immediate ‘subject-matter’ is the 
measures	 in	 question	 and	 their	 enforcement,	 but	 also	 those	
‘concerning’ such measures and, more generally, those having their 
‘origin’ in those measures (‘arising out of’) - that is to say, those 
disputes which, in the absence of such measures, would not have 
come into being . Thus the scope of the Canadian reservation 
appears even broader than that of the reservation which Greece 
attached to its accession to the General Act of 1928 (‘disputes 

67 Emphasis added .
68 On the principle of the effet utile see the recent case concerning Application of the International 

Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination(Georgia v. Russian 
Federation), Preliminary Objections, I.C.J. Judgment of 1 April 2011, para . 133 and the case-law 
cited .

relating to the territorial status of Greece’), which the Court was 
called upon to interpret in the case concerning the Aegean Sea 
Continental Shelf (I. C. J. Reports 1978, p . 34, para . 81, and p . 36, 
para . 86) .”69

These considerations are even more compelling in the present case where the 

reserving State (Australia) expressly added in its own Optional Declaration 

the expression “relating to the exploitation” to those used by Canada 

(“arising out” and “concerning”) in its Declaration which was interpreted in 

the 1998 Judgment .

1 .21 There are two ways of interpreting and applying this group of 

terms, both of which exclude the jurisdiction of the Court in the present case .

1 .22 First, the allegation of the Applicant could be taken at face value . 

Australia’s claim is based on the allegation that JARPA II is commercial 

whaling, which is nothing but an allegation that JARPA II is a programme for 

commercial exploitation of whales . In its Memorial, Australia stated as 

follows:

“Chapter 5 established that JARPA II is not special permit whaling 
for scientific purposes . Nor is it aboriginal subsistence whaling . 
JARPA II therefore falls within the remaining category of whaling 
contemplated by the ICRW: commercial whaling .”70

1 .23 Also in the Memorial, while arguing that “the term ‘commercial 

whaling’ was intended to be synonymous with ‘whaling’ as found in the 

69 Fisheries Jurisdiction (Spain v. Canada), Jurisdiction of the Court ,Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 1998, p. 
458, para . 62 (emphasis original) . See also Aegean Sea Continental Shelf, Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 
1978, p . 34, para . 81; Certain Property (Liechtenstein v. Germany), Preliminary Objections, 
Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 2005, p . 25, para . 46 .

70 AM, para . 6 .2 .
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to the exploitation of any disputed area of or adjacent to any such maritime 
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cited .
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Convention”71, Australia refers elsewhere to the past whaling activities as 

exploitation or over-exploitation and to the abundance estimate of whale 

stocks for the time prior to the commencement of any whaling as “pre-

exploitation” abundance estimate 72 . Therefore it is obvious that Australia 

equates	commercial	whaling	with	the exploitation of whales .

1 .24 In such a hypothesis, it would be postulated that JARPA II, being a 

whaling programme73, is a programme for the exploitation of the resources of 

the area as contended by Australia74 . In such a case, it would be indisputable 

that the dispute “relates to the exploitation” of	 the	 area	 in	 question	 or	 the	

adjacent zone .

1 .25 Second and alternatively, Australia could rely upon Japan’s 

characterization of JARPA II as a research programme – which indeed it is75 .

Under such a (correct) approach, the jurisdiction of the Court would 

nevertheless be excluded by the Australian reservation (b) . In effect, while 

research as such should not be considered as exploitation itself, it is 

nevertheless an element of the process leading to exploitation . It is noticeable 

that, according to the common understanding of the word, “exploitation”, as 

has been noted,

71 AM, para . 2 .105 .
72 See AM, Chapter 2, Section IV, passim .
73 For	 this	 equation	between	whaling	 and	 exploitation,	 see AM, e .g . para . 1 .2 or para . 2 .125 and the 

annexed Expert Opinion, p . 294, para . 2 .15, or p . 318, para . 6 .12 . See also, for instance, Elle Hey, 
The Regime for the Exploitation of Transboundary Marine Fisheries Resources: The United Nations 
Law of the Sea Convention Cooperation Between States (Martinus Nijhoff Publishers 1989), 
referring in this context of exploitation of transboundary resources to the ICRW: see pp . 237-244 . 

74 See e .g .: AM, para . 1 .13 (“Chapter 3 sets out the facts behind the current dispute . It describes how, in 
January 1988, Japan commenced so-called ‘scientific’ whaling in the Southern Ocean as a means of 
continuing whaling per se and to protect its whaling industry following its acceptance of a 
commercial whaling moratorium .”); or para . 1 .15 (“The manifest purpose of JARPA II - which may 
be traced to the inception of JARPA in 1987 in response to the moratorium on commercial whaling -
is the continuation of whaling on a permanent basis” .); see also para . 2 .122 . 

75 See below, Chapter 5 .

“is a broad term which covers the utilization of animals for reasons 
such as pure commercial gain, subsistence or in the interests of 
conservation or control . The means by which it is carried out can 
be consumptive, either permanently removing animals from the 
population by hunting or live-trapping or harvesting products from 
wild individuals under management regimes .”76

Both activities (research/exploration and exploitation) are commonly linked 

in legal instruments 77  . As has been aptly noted, “[c]onservation and 

management measures for the maintenance of the living resources in the 

exclusive economic zone and their exploitation are … linked to scientific

knowledge	and	in	consequence	its	furtherance”78 .

1 .26 And indeed, Japan has never left the slightest doubt that one of the 

main purposes of its research programmes is to collect the scientific data 

necessary for the comprehensive assessment conditioning the resumption of 

commercial whaling79 and to improve the management procedure under the 

ICRW (the so-called Revised Management Procedure (RMP)), which aims at 

regulation of commercial whaling80 . It is not the purpose of this chapter to 

detail the scientific objectives of JARPA II, but it can be observed that, 

76 Victoria J . Taylor and Nigel Dunstone, “The exploitation, sustainable use and welfare of wild 
mammals”, in V . J . Taylor and N . Dunstone (eds), The Exploitation of Mammal Populations
(Chapman & Hall, Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk 1996) pp . 3-4 (emphasis added) .

77 See e .g . UNCLOS, Arts . 56(1) or 246(5) .
78 Florian H . Th . Wegelein, Marine Scientific Research: The Operation And Status of Research Vessels 

And Other Platforms in International Law (Martinus Nijhoff Publishers 2005) p . 159 . 
79 See below, paras . 4 .2, 4 .6-4 .8, 4 .18-4 .21, 5 .1-5 .4 .
80 “JARPA II research objectives will ultimately lead to the improvement of the whale stock 

management procedures . In other words, the first objective will provide information on biological 
parameters (such as MSYR [i .e . Maximum Sustainable Yield rates]) necessary for managing the 
stocks more efficiently under a revised RMP, the second will lead to examining a multi-species 
management model for the future and the third will supply information for establishing management 
areas in the Antarctic Ocean” (Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese 
Whale Research Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the 
Antarctic Ecosystem and Development of New Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, 
SC/57/O1 (2005), pp . 8-9, 12 [Annex 150]) . See also below, paras . 5 .20-5 .37 .
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insofar as the results of JARPA II can be used to prove that whaling of 

certain species can be sustainable and helps to improve the RMP, it is a form 

of research clearly relating to exploitation . There can therefore be no doubt 

that the dispute brought by Australia before the Court is related to the 

exploitation of a maritime area claimed by Australia and its adjacent zone .

1 .27 Australia claims that the disputed research programme is conducted 

for commercial purposes . Japan disagrees with this characterization of the 

purpose of its programme and maintains that its whaling operations are 

undertaken for immediate scientific purposes . Japan does not deny that, in 

full accordance with the ICRW, this scientific programme is aimed at 

collecting and analysing data in order to assist the IWC to review Paragraph 

Schedule 10(e) of the ICRW, i .e ., the Commercial Whaling Moratorium: in 

other words, JARPA II is designed to determine whether there exist sufficient 

whale stocks for sustainable commercial whaling81 . Moreover, it is to be 

noted that whaling under special permit and commercial whaling are 

conducted very differently: the areas of operation, the target species and 

number taken, the individual animals taken, the information/data to be 

obtained, the tissue samples collected, the personnel involved and the manner 

in which they proceed when the whaling is conducted for scientific purposes 

all differ from whaling carried out for commercial purposes82 . For its part, 

JARPA II is clearly – and exclusively – related to the exploitation of the 

resources of the area83 .

81 See ICRW Preamble, third paragraph . See also Schedule, Para . 10(b): “Exploitation should not 
commence until an estimate of stock size has been obtained which is satisfactory in the view of the 
Scientific Committee . Stocks classified as Initial Management Stock are listed in Tables 1, 2 and 3 of 
this Schedule” .

82 See below, paras . 5 .127-5 .138 .
83 See e .g . Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program 

under Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and 

1 .28 To sum up, Australia’s reservation excludes from the Court’s 

jurisdiction disputes: 

• arising out of any disputed area of or adjacent to any such maritime zone 

pending its delimitation;

• concerning any disputed area of or adjacent to any such maritime zone 

pending its delimitation;

• relating to the exploitation of any disputed area of or adjacent to any 

such maritime zone pending its delimitation .

The dispute now submitted to the Court could fall within any of the three 

alternatives, the terms of which are indeed very broad . It is a dispute “arising 

out of” or “concerning any disputed area of or adjacent to any such maritime 

zone”, and it is, on Australia’s own terms, a dispute relating to the 

exploitation of whales in a disputed area of or adjacent to any such maritime 

zone .

1 .29 Another aspect of the Australian reservation (b) must be noted . Not 

only does it cover a wide range of disputes “concerning” or “relating to the 

exploitation” of maritime areas, it also has a broad geographical scope, which 

includes both the Australian Antarctic claims and also the areas adjacent to 

Development of New Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1 (2005), pp . 8-9: “3 . 
Necessity to improve the implementation of management procedure on Antarctic minke whale 
stocks: … The RMP is overly concerned with the protection of whale stocks and thus too 
conservative in terms of rational utilization of resources . Stock hypotheses, tuning levels, MSYR and 
other parameters are chosen unduly conservatively because of argued uncertainties in biological 
understanding . One of the deficiencies of the	RMP	is	the	large	variation	in	catch	quotas	depending	
on such choices, and agreement is difficult to achieve as shown in the case of RMP implementation 
simulation trials for North Pacific common minke whales (IWC, 2004) . It is therefore of primary 
importance to conduct research that will reduce the range of uncertainties in such factors, as is the 
aim of JARPA II”; see also ibid ., p . 12 [Annex 150] .
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them, as the following section will make clear .

Section 3.  The Conditions Expressed in Australia’s Reservation 

are Fulfilled

1 .30 For understandable reasons, Australia strives to introduce its claims 

as if they do not fall within the scope of reservation (b) of its Optional Clause 

Declaration . However, it is for the Court to characterize, on an objective 

basis, the dispute submitted to it:

“It is for the Court itself, while giving particular attention to the 
formulation of the dispute chosen by the Applicant, to determine on 
an objective basis the dispute dividing the parties, by examining the 
position of both parties .”84

1 .31 Australia’s striking silence on the issues of jurisdiction posed by 

the reservation included in its own Optional Declaration cannot conceal the 

fact that the JARPA II research area covers the entirety of Australia’s 

claimed EEZ in the Antarctic and extends to other maritime areas adjacent 

thereto, as is illustrated on the sketch map next page .

84 Fisheries Jurisdiction (Spain v. Canada), Jurisdiction of the Court, Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 1998, p . 
448, para . 30 . See also Nuclear Tests (New Zealand v . France), Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 1974, p . 
466, para . 30; see also Request for an Examination of the Situation in Accordance with Paragraph 
63 of the Court's Judgment of 20 December 1974 in the Nuclear Tests (New Zealand v. France) 
Case, Order of 22 September 1995, I.C.J. Reports 1995, p . 304, para . 55 .
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1 .32 Reservation (b) in Australia’s current Optional Clause Declaration 

is aimed at covering the claims to maritime zones generated by the claimed 

Australian Antarctic Territory . Declarations made before the Australian 

Parliament by Australia’s highest authorities leave no doubt concerning this 

fact:

“Australia’s maritime zones abut the maritime zones of Indonesia, 
New Zealand, Papua New Guinea, the Solomon Islands, France 
(New Caledonia, Kerguelen Island and Antarctica), East Timor and 
Norway . Australia is yet to resolve boundaries with France, New 
Zealand and Norway in the maritime area adjacent to 
Antarctica .”85

“At the present time we are involved in maritime boundary 
negotiations with New Zealand, where we have maritime 
boundaries on four fronts, including between our Antarctic 
possessions . We also have unresolved boundaries with France and 
Norway in relation to where they abut the Australian Antarctic 
Territory . They are the unresolved ones .”86

“Secondly, this applies to all our maritime boundaries; we are not 
just talking about our maritime boundaries with East Timor; we do 
have unresolved boundaries .”87

1 .33 In Australia’s perception there is an EEZ adjacent to Antarctica, in 

the Southern Ocean, generated by the sovereignty which Australia claims 

over a portion of territory in Antarctica (the self-proclaimed Australian 

Antarctic Territory (AAT)) . The AAT covers nearly	 5.9	 million	 square	

kilometres, amounting to about 42% of Antarctica and nearly 80% of the 

85 Attorney-General Daryl Williams and the Minister for Foreign Affairs Alexander Downer, “Changes 
to International Dispute Resolution” (News Release, 25 March 2002) (emphasis added) [Annex 166] .

86 Commonwealth, Parliamentary Debates, Joint Standing Committee on Treaties, 12 July 2002 
(William Campbell) TR 49 (emphasis added) [Annex 167] .

87 Ibid ., TR 50-51 (emphasis added) .

total area of Australia itself88 .

1 .34 The history of Australia’s territorial claim to Antarctica dates back 

to the first half of the 20th century89 . It is based on an Order in Council dated 

7 February 1933, by which the British Government asserted what it called 

“sovereign rights” over “that part of the territory in the Antarctic Seas which 

comprises all the islands and territories other than Adélie Land situated south 

of the 60th degree of south latitude and lying between the 160th degree of

east longitude and the 45th degree of east longitude .”90 The Order placed the 

administration of the territory under the authority of the Commonwealth of 

Australia91 . It appears thus that Australia claims a sector limited at the north 

by 60 degrees South latitude, and situated between 160 degrees East 

longitude and 45 degrees East longitude, with the exception of the Adélie 

Land, claimed by France92 .

1 .35 Alongside Australia and France, Argentina, Chile, New Zealand, 

Norway and the United Kingdom have territorial claims in the Antarctic . The 

signature of the Antarctic Treaty (Washington, 1 December 1959)93, while 

representing a milestone for the management of the polar continent, does not 

88 Australian Antarctic Division in Department of Sustainability, Environment, Water, Pollution and 
Communities, “Antarctic territorial claims” (29 June 2011), <http://www .antarctica .gov .au/antarctic-
law-and-treaty/our-treaty-obligations/antarctic-territorial-claims> accessed 14 February 2012 [Annex 
179] . 

89 See James Crawford and Donald R . Rothwell, “Legal Issues Confronting Australia’s Antarctica” 
(1992) 13 Australian Ybk Intl L, pp . 53-88, 55-57 in particular .  

90 “Order in Council placing Territory in the Antarctic Seas  under the Authority of the Commonwealth 
of Australia .-Sandringham, February 7, 1933”, British and Foreign State Papers, Vol . CXXXCII, 
1934, pp . 754-755 [Annex 188] . 

91 The Australian Antarctic Territory Acceptance Act 1933 entered into force in 1936, as amended by 
the Australian Antarctic Territory Act, 1954 and the Statute Law Revision Act, 1973 . The territory 
accepted was denominated as the Australian Antarctic Territory (AAT) (Australian Antarctic 
Territory Acceptance Act 1933 Sec . 2) [Annex 160] . 

92 See Map of Antarctic claims [Annex 187] .
93 Antarctic Treaty (entered into force 23 June 1961) 402 UNTS 71 .
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Zealand and Norway in the maritime area adjacent to 
Antarctica .”85

“At the present time we are involved in maritime boundary 
negotiations with New Zealand, where we have maritime 
boundaries on four fronts, including between our Antarctic 
possessions . We also have unresolved boundaries with France and 
Norway in relation to where they abut the Australian Antarctic 
Territory . They are the unresolved ones .”86

“Secondly, this applies to all our maritime boundaries; we are not 
just talking about our maritime boundaries with East Timor; we do 
have unresolved boundaries .”87

1 .33 In Australia’s perception there is an EEZ adjacent to Antarctica, in 

the Southern Ocean, generated by the sovereignty which Australia claims 

over a portion of territory in Antarctica (the self-proclaimed Australian 

Antarctic Territory (AAT)) . The AAT covers nearly	 5.9	 million	 square	

kilometres, amounting to about 42% of Antarctica and nearly 80% of the 

85 Attorney-General Daryl Williams and the Minister for Foreign Affairs Alexander Downer, “Changes 
to International Dispute Resolution” (News Release, 25 March 2002) (emphasis added) [Annex 166] .

86 Commonwealth, Parliamentary Debates, Joint Standing Committee on Treaties, 12 July 2002 
(William Campbell) TR 49 (emphasis added) [Annex 167] .

87 Ibid ., TR 50-51 (emphasis added) .

total area of Australia itself88 .

1 .34 The history of Australia’s territorial claim to Antarctica dates back 

to the first half of the 20th century89 . It is based on an Order in Council dated 

7 February 1933, by which the British Government asserted what it called 

“sovereign rights” over “that part of the territory in the Antarctic Seas which 

comprises all the islands and territories other than Adélie Land situated south 

of the 60th degree of south latitude and lying between the 160th degree of

east longitude and the 45th degree of east longitude .”90 The Order placed the 

administration of the territory under the authority of the Commonwealth of 

Australia91 . It appears thus that Australia claims a sector limited at the north 

by 60 degrees South latitude, and situated between 160 degrees East 

longitude and 45 degrees East longitude, with the exception of the Adélie 

Land, claimed by France92 .

1 .35 Alongside Australia and France, Argentina, Chile, New Zealand, 

Norway and the United Kingdom have territorial claims in the Antarctic . The 

signature of the Antarctic Treaty (Washington, 1 December 1959)93, while 

representing a milestone for the management of the polar continent, does not 

88 Australian Antarctic Division in Department of Sustainability, Environment, Water, Pollution and 
Communities, “Antarctic territorial claims” (29 June 2011), <http://www .antarctica .gov .au/antarctic-
law-and-treaty/our-treaty-obligations/antarctic-territorial-claims> accessed 14 February 2012 [Annex 
179] . 

89 See James Crawford and Donald R . Rothwell, “Legal Issues Confronting Australia’s Antarctica” 
(1992) 13 Australian Ybk Intl L, pp . 53-88, 55-57 in particular .  

90 “Order in Council placing Territory in the Antarctic Seas  under the Authority of the Commonwealth 
of Australia .-Sandringham, February 7, 1933”, British and Foreign State Papers, Vol . CXXXCII, 
1934, pp . 754-755 [Annex 188] . 

91 The Australian Antarctic Territory Acceptance Act 1933 entered into force in 1936, as amended by 
the Australian Antarctic Territory Act, 1954 and the Statute Law Revision Act, 1973 . The territory 
accepted was denominated as the Australian Antarctic Territory (AAT) (Australian Antarctic 
Territory Acceptance Act 1933 Sec . 2) [Annex 160] . 

92 See Map of Antarctic claims [Annex 187] .
93 Antarctic Treaty (entered into force 23 June 1961) 402 UNTS 71 .
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purport to resolve any of these territorial claims, which are maintained . 

Among the signatories of the Treaty were the seven “claimant” States (in 

French, “États possessionnés”) 94 and five non-claimant States, so called 

because they either simply maintain a “basis of claim” (Russia and the United 

States) or do not recognize any claim to sovereignty over the continent 

(Belgium, Japan and South Africa among the original Parties95, and other 

States which have acceded to the Antarctic Treaty) . 

1 .36 All these positions are accommodated in Article IV of the Antarctic 

Treaty, “freezing” all sovereignty claims:

“1 . Nothing contained in the present Treaty shall be interpreted as:
(a) a renunciation by any Contracting Party of previously asserted 

rights of or claims to territorial sovereignty in Antarctica;
(b) a renunciation or diminution by any Contracting Party of any 

basis of claim to territorial sovereignty in Antarctica which it 
may have whether as a result of its activities or those of its 
nationals in Antarctica, or otherwise;

(c) prejudicing the position of any Contracting Party as regards its 
recognition or non-recognition of any other State’s right of or 
claim or basis of claim to territorial sovereignty in Antarctica .

2 . No acts or activities taking place while the present Treaty is in 
force shall constitute a basis for asserting, supporting or denying a 
claim to territorial sovereignty in Antarctica or create any rights of 
sovereignty in Antarctica . No new claim, or enlargement of an 
existing claim, to territorial sovereignty in Antarctica shall be 
asserted while the present Treaty is in force .”

1 .37 As a result of this provision, claims to sovereignty over parts of 

Antarctica are essentially held in abeyance:

94 See for	 instance,	 Gilbert	 Guillaume,	 “Le	 statut	 juridique	 de	 l’Antarctique”	 in	 Les grandes crises 
internationales et le droit (Seuil 1994) pp . 131-132 . 

95 See Christopher C . Joyner, Antarctica and the Law of the Sea (Martinus Nijhoff Publishers 1992) pp . 
62-64 . 

“Article IV(1) seeks to deal with the position concerning the 
existing territorial claims and potential claims that could be made 
in Antarctica . It seeks to deal with the interests of a variety of 
states . These include the seven territorial claimants, those territorial 
claimants who may be in dispute with other claimants over the 
validity of their claims, and states such as the United States and 
Russia who may wish to assert a territorial claim in the future . The
formula provided in Article IV(1) is such that all the principal 
parties in Antarctic affairs could come together under the control of 
a single regime without compromising their position on the status 
of sovereignty claims or potential sovereignty claims .”96

1 .38 Despite this freezing of territorial claims by Article IV of the 

Antarctic Treaty, Australia made several maritime claims relating to this 

territory97 . Since 1994, Australia has claimed maritime zones adjacent to 

Antarctica98 . In pursuit of the position that it is entitled to claim maritime 

zones adjacent to Antarctica, Australia has claimed rights in relation to a 

territorial sea, an EEZ and a continental shelf under the Seas and Submerged 

Lands Act99 .

1 .39 In addition to the EEZ claimed off Antarctica, Australia lodged in 

2004 a submission with the Commission on the Limits of the Continental 

Shelf (CLCS), claiming an extended continental shelf off the AAT . Although 

Australia asked the Commission not to take any steps in respect of the outer 

continental shelf of the AAT, it explicitly asserted in its Submission its right 

96 Stuart B . Kaye and Donald R . Rothwell, “Southern Ocean Boundaries and Maritime Claims: Another 
Antarctic Challenge for the Law of the Sea?” (2002) 33 Ocean Development & International Law
359, p . 378 (footnote omitted) .

97 See Stuart Kaye and Donald R . Rothwell, “Australia’s Antarctic Maritime Claims and Boundaries” 
(1995) 26 Ocean Development & International Law 195, pp . 195-226 .

98 Seas and Submerged Lands Act 1973, as amended by the Maritime Legislation Amendment Act 1994, 
Sec . 10B, <http://www .comlaw .gov .au/Details/C2008C00399> accessed 14 February 2012 [Annex 
162]; and Gazette No S 290 (29 July 1994) .

99 Seas and Submerged Lands Act Secs . 6, 10A, 11 [Annex 162] .
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96 Stuart B . Kaye and Donald R . Rothwell, “Southern Ocean Boundaries and Maritime Claims: Another 
Antarctic Challenge for the Law of the Sea?” (2002) 33 Ocean Development & International Law
359, p . 378 (footnote omitted) .

97 See Stuart Kaye and Donald R . Rothwell, “Australia’s Antarctic Maritime Claims and Boundaries” 
(1995) 26 Ocean Development & International Law 195, pp . 195-226 .

98 Seas and Submerged Lands Act 1973, as amended by the Maritime Legislation Amendment Act 1994, 
Sec . 10B, <http://www .comlaw .gov .au/Details/C2008C00399> accessed 14 February 2012 [Annex 
162]; and Gazette No S 290 (29 July 1994) .

99 Seas and Submerged Lands Act Secs . 6, 10A, 11 [Annex 162] .
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to make such a submission later100 and reaffirmed its interest in this area, 

which is still to be delineated and delimitated:

“Australia has regard to the circumstances of the area of 60 degrees 
South latitude and the special legal and political status of 
Antarctica under the provisions of the Antarctic Treaty, including 
in its article IV, and notes that appurtenant to Antarctica there exist 
areas of continental shelf the extent of which has yet to be defined . 
It is open to States concerned to submit information to the 
Commission which would not be examined by it for the time being, 
or to make a partial submission not including such areas of 
continental shelf, for which a submission may be made later .”101

1 .40 On this occasion, Japan recalled its consistent rejection of any and 

every claim to sovereignty over Antarctica and of the declaration by States of 

maritime areas generated by their Antarctic continental claims . To Japan, 

these areas are high seas102 . Japan reacted to Australia’s submission with the 

CLCS by recalling Article IV of the Antarctic Treaty and explaining that:

“Japan does not recognize any State’s right of or claims to 
territorial	 sovereignty	 in	 the	Antarctic,	 and	consequently	does	not	
recognize any State’s rights over or claims to the water, seabed and 
subsoil of the submarine areas adjacent to the continent of 

100 See Government of Australia, Executive Summary, Continental Shelf Submission of Australia,
2004, pp . 11-13,
<http://www .un .org/Depts/los/clcs_new/submissions_files/aus04/Documents/aus_doc_es_web_deli
very .pdf> accessed 14 February 2012 [Annex 168] .

101 Government of Australia, “Note from the Permanent Mission of Australia to the Secretary-General 
of the United Nations accompanying the lodgement of Australia’s submission”, Submission to the 
Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf (November 2004),
<http://www .un .org/Depts/los/clcs_new/submissions_files/aus04/Documents/aus_doc_es_attachme
nt .pdf > accessed 14 February 2012 [Annex 169] .

102 Attorney-General, “Outline of Submissions of the Attorney-General of the Commonwealth as 
Amicus Curiae”, Submission in Humane Society International Inc v Kyodo Senpaku Kaisha Ltd,
NSD 1519/2004 (25 January 2005), paras . 13-14 [Annex 170] . Japanese whaling vessels have 
responded	to	Australian	queries	denying	Australian	jurisdiction	offshore	of	the	‘Australian	Antarctic 
Territory’ . See James Shevlin, “Japanese Whaling Activity Observed” (1992) 69 ANARE News 18, 
p . 18 (cited by Stuart B . Kaye and Donald R . Rothwell, “Southern Ocean Boundaries and Maritime 
Claims: Another Antarctic Challenge for the Law of the Sea?” (2002) 33 Ocean Development & 
International Law 359, p . 386, fn . 78 .)

Antarctica .”103

1 .41 These maritime claims, like Australia’s claim to sovereignty over 

Antarctica, are highly controversial under international law and not 

recognized by Japan104 . However, they have been made and maintained by 

Australia, and there can be no doubt that inasmuch as JARPA II concerns any 

disputed maritime area or is related to the exploitation of this disputed area –

which is the case, even though, in spite of Australia’s allegations105, it does 

not consist in the exploitation of the resources of the area106 – the Court has 

no jurisdiction to examine the Australian Application in the present case by 

virtue of reservation (b) in Australia’s Optional Declaration107 .

1 .42 It can be noted in this respect that the extent of Australia’s claims 

in the Antarctic remains partly unspecified . “While Australia extended its 

territorial sea claim offshore Antarctica from 3 to 12 nautical miles in 1990, 

and in 1994 proclaimed an EEZ offshore the AAT, no straight baselines were 

declared around the AAT .”108 The low-water line method should therefore be 

used . Under current Australian law, the 1994 amendments to the Seas and 

Submerged Lands Act 1973 provide that the Governor-General may by 

proclamation declare the baseline from which the breadth of the territorial sea 

is to be measured . However, the Seas and Submerged Lands (Territorial Sea 

103 Government of Japan, “Japan: Notification regarding the submission made by Australia to the 
Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf” SC/05/039 (2005) [Annex 149] .

104 Only France, New Zealand, Norway and the United Kingdom recognize Australia’s claim to the 
AAT: see Donald R . Rothwell and Shirley V . Scott, “Flexing Australian Sovereignty in Antarctica: 
Pushing Antarctic Treaty Limits in the National Interest?” in Lorne K . Kriwoken (ed), Looking 
south: Australia’s Antarctic agenda (The Federation Press 2007) pp . 7-10 in particular .

105 See above, para . 1 .22 .
106 See above, para . 1 .27 .
107 See above, para . 1 .11 .
108 Stuart B . Kaye and Donald R . Rothwell, “Southern Ocean Boundaries and Maritime Claims: 

Another Antarctic Challenge for the Law of the Sea?” (2002) 33 Ocean Development & 
International Law 359, p . 364 (footnote omitted) .
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Baseline) Proclamation 2006 of the Governor-General is completely silent as 

to the baselines applicable in the purported AAT109 . It follows that, in the 

absence of clarification of the extent of the territorial claim and of the type of 

baselines contemplated by Australia around the Antarctic coast, the exact 

extent of Australia’s maritime claims off Antarctica cannot be precisely 

established .

1 .43 But this has no impact on the present discussion:

- on the one hand, Australian reservation (b) is not limited to maritime 

disputed areas claimed by Australia, but extends to areas “adjacent to any 

such maritime zone …”;

- on the other hand, and in any case, the maritime sector claimed by Australia 

between 160 degrees East longitude and 45 degrees East longitude, with the 

exception of the Adélie Land extends northward from the Antarctic 

continent up to 60 degrees South latitude . This is the area where JARPA II

operates .

Keeping in mind that Australia’s maritime claims are not the subject-matter 

of the present dispute, the Court can only interpret the reservation, in 

ensuring its full or maximum effect110, without frustrating Australia’s intent 

or making determinations as to extent of Australia’s maritime claims .  

1 .44 Neither the legality of Australia’s territorial and maritime claims 

nor their exact extent needs to be established for the purposes of the 

application of Australia’s reservation, however: it is sufficient to note that the 

109 See Seas and Submerged Lands (Territorial Sea Baseline) Proclamation 2006, 15 February 2006,
<http://www .comlaw .gov .au/Details/F2006L00525> accessed 14 February 2012 .

110 See above, para . 1 .16 .

question is controversial and involves considerable diplomatic sensitivity . 

Claims to sovereignty over Antarctica and claims to sovereign rights over 

adjacent maritime zones are at the heart of a disagreement among the 

participants in the Antarctic Treaty111 . What is disputed is not only the exact 

extent of these claims, but also and most importantly the basis of their 

validity, that is, whether the claimant State is the holder of sovereign rights 

over the relevant area . It follows that this undelimited maritime area as a 

whole is a “disputed area” within the meaning of Australian reservation (b) . 

Moreover, and in any case, the Australian reservation also covers areas 

“adjacent to any such maritime zone pending its delimitation” .

1 .45 The legality of Australia’s claims of sovereignty in the Antarctic 

and of its claim to an EEZ off the so-called AAT or the exact extent of 

Australia’s claims are not the issues of which the Court is seised . For the 

purposes of determining its (lack of) jurisdiction, it suffices for the Court to 

determine that these claims exist, that they have not been resolved, and that 

their extent covers a geographic area in which or adjacent to which the 

JARPA II programme is operating . That is the clear effect of the Australian 

reservation regarding disputes “arising out of, concerning, or relating to the 

exploitation of any disputed area of or adjacent to any such maritime zone

pending its delimitation” .

1 .46 It can also be noted that, in order to reinforce its territorial and 

maritime claims, Australia has on several occasions purported to exercise 

legislative and judicial jurisdiction over these areas in respect of whaling .

111 Christopher C . Joyner, Antarctica and the Law of the Sea (Martinus Nijhoff Publishers 1992) pp . 
62- 64 . See also James Crawford and Donald R . Rothwell, “Legal Issues Confronting Australia’s 
Antarctica” (1992) 13 Australian Ybk Intl L 53, p . 54 and pp . 61-67 .
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1 .47 After the purported declaration of an Antarctic EEZ, Australia 

established the Australian Whale Sanctuary (AWS) under section 225(1) of 

the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC 

Act) . This Act is applicable to the waters claimed off the AAT, and the 

location of the sanctuary is defined by reference to the Australian EEZ112 . In 

the AWS, it is an offence to kill, injure, take, possess or treat (process) a 

cetacean 113  . Under the EPBC Act, section 5(4), this law applies to 

Australians and to other nationals in Australia’s claimed EEZ .

1 .48 This was confirmed in a case involving a Japanese company 

(Kyodo Senpaku Kaisha, Ltd . (Kyodo)) 114 , which had been engaged in 

whaling under special permit and was brought before the Australian courts 

for violation of Australian domestic laws, in particular the EPBC Act .

Humane Society International Inc . filed proceedings in the Federal Court of 

Australia seeking an injunction to prevent Kyodo from conducting whaling in 

the AWS . The evidence brought before the Judge mainly referred to the 

purported violation by Kyodo of the AWS115 .

112 EPBC Act Sec . 225(2)(a) [Annex 165] . See also Map of the Australian Whale Sanctuary, 
<http://www .environment .gov .au/coasts/species/cetaceans/pubs/sanctuary-map .pdf> accessed 14 
February 2012 [Annex 175] . The legend of this map explains: “The Australian Whale Sanctuary 
provides protection for whales within Australian waters . The Sanctuary extends to 200 nautical 
miles from Australia’s coast and territorial islands . The Sanctuary is legally enforceable under 
federal environment law . Australian jurisdiction over the Antarctic waters is not universally 
recognised .”

113 EPBC Act Secs . 229-30 [Annex 165] .
114 On the legal status of Kyodo according to Japanese law and its role in the JARPA programme, see

below paras . 5 .116-5 .117 .
115 Thus in the judgment of the Federal Court of Australia, Full Court, allowing the appeal, it is 
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also forbade Kyodo from further killing, injuring, taking, or interfering with 
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1 .51 The relevant passages of this decision show: 

- First, that the AWS applies to the purported AAT-adjacent maritime areas:

“Australia’s claimed exclusive economic zone extends to the 
waters adjacent to the baseline of Australia’s external territories, 

116 Attorney-General, “Outline of Submissions of the Attorney-General of the Commonwealth as 
Amicus Curiae”, Submission in Humane Society International Inc v Kyodo Senpaku Kaisha Ltd,
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117Humane Society International Inc v Kyodo Senpaku Kaisha Ltd, FCA 3 (15 January 2008), para . 55 
[Annex 177] . 
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1 .47 After the purported declaration of an Antarctic EEZ, Australia 
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including, importantly for this matter, the Australian Antarctic 
Territory . By virtue of the statutory definition in s 225 of the EPBC 
Act, the waters within 200 nautical miles from the Australian 
Antarctic Territory land mass are within the Australian Whale 
Sanctuary .”118

- Second, that the delimitation of this area is disputed, notably between Japan 

and Australia:

“Australia’s claim to sovereignty over the Australian Antarctic
Territory is recognised only by four nations (New Zealand, France, 
Norway and the United Kingdom), themselves with asserted (and 
otherwise disputed) claims over various parts of the Antarctic land 
mass . Japan rejects Australia’s purported exercise of jurisdiction 
over waters that are considered by Japan to be the high seas .”119

- Third, that JARPA II is considered to be conducted mainly in or adjacent to

the claimed Australian maritime areas:

“Under JARPA, the whaling activity was conducted in two groups 
of areas, alternating on a biennial basis . In the 2001/2002 and 
2003/2004 seasons, whaling was conducted south of latitude 60
deg . S to the ice edge of the Antarctic land mass between longitude 
35 deg . E and longitude 130 deg . E (referred to as Area IV and
Area IIIE) . In the 2000/2001, 2002/2003 and 2004/2005 seasons, 
whaling was conducted south of latitude 60 deg . S to the ice edge 
of the Antarctic land mass between longitude 130deg . E and 
longitude 145 deg . W (referred to as Area V and Area VIW) . After 
the introduction of JARPA II, the internal boundaries were shifted 
such that in the 2005/2006 season, whaling occurred between 35
deg . E and 175 deg . E and in 2006/2007, between 175 deg . E and 
145 deg . W .

The applicant relied upon reports submitted by the respondent to 

118 Humane Society International Inc v Kyodo Senpaku Kaisha Ltd, [2008] FCA 3 15 January 2008,
para . 12 . 

119 Ibid., para . 13 .

the IWC pursuant to JARPA (and from the 2005/2006 season 
onwards, JARPA II) to establish the respondent’s whaling activity 
in the Antarctic . The reports identify that whale pods were located 
and pursued by the sighting and survey vessels in a manner that 
falls within the statutory definition of ‘interfering’ with a cetacean 
within the scope of 229B(1) and (4) .”120

“The area in which the fleet conducted its whaling activities 
extends beyond the boundaries of the Australian Whale Sanctuary . 
Nevertheless, by overlaying a map of the Australian Whale 
Sanctuary over the maps in the cruise reports identifying the 
locations at which whales were taken, I conclude that a significant 
number of the whales were taken inside the Australian Whale 
Sanctuary .”121

1 .52 As the official declarations made in the context of this case show, 

Australia attempts to enforce its claimed jurisdiction over the AAT, for 

legislative, judicial and ultimately for enforcement purposes . With regard to

the latter aspect, a change in the Australian Government’s position became 

visible . In his submission in the Kyodo case the then Attorney-General 

appreciated that, in view of the controversy surrounding claims to maritime 

zones off Antarctica, Australia had followed a practice of not seeking to 

enforce its domestic law against foreign nationals in the claimed EEZ 

extending from Antarctica;122 but the new government formed in December

2007 changed its position . The new Attorney-General, Robert McClelland 

MP, wrote to Justice Allsop and:

“requested the Court not to place any reliance upon the views 
conveyed to the Court on behalf of the previous Attorney-General . 

120 Humane Society International Inc v Kyodo Senpaku Kaisha Ltd, [2008] FCA 3 15 January 2008, 
paras . 32-33 (emphasis added) .

121 Ibid ., para . 39 . 
122 See Attorney-General, “Outline of Submissions of the Attorney-General of the Commonwealth as 

Amicus Curiae”, Submission in Humane Society International Inc v Kyodo Senpaku Kaisha Ltd,
NSD 1519/2004 (25 January 2005), paras . 10, 20-22, 28 [Annex 170] .
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NSD 1519/2004 (25 January 2005), paras . 10, 20-22, 28 [Annex 170] .
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The Commonwealth Government believes that the matter would 
best be considered by the Court without the Government 
expressing a view .”123

1 .53 Thus, the Australian Government not only maintains a claim over 

the EEZ extending from its purported AAT, but also declares itself ready to 

implement the rules it adopts and to effectively seek their enforcement124 .

1 .54 The JARPA II programme, the subject-matter of the dispute of 

which the Court is seised125, actually operates within the EEZ of the claimed 

AAT and the adjacent area126 . The research area covered by JARPA II is 

situated between 35 degrees East longitude and 145 degrees West longitude, 

and south of 60 degrees South latitude127 . However, under JARPA II, the area 

for the research take was narrowed from south of 60 degrees South latitude to 

south of 62 degrees South latitude128 . It follows from the above that the 

JARPA II area actually encompasses the purported AAT maritime zone and 

the adjacent area .

1 .55 JARPA II is thus conducted in Australia’s claimed “Antarctic 

123 Correspondence, dated 12 December 2007, written on behalf of the new Attorney-General to Allsop 
J,	quoted	in	Chris	McGrath,	“Injunction	granted	in	Japanese	Whaling	Case”	HSI Technical Bulletin, 
p . 2 [Annex 173] . See also Donald K . Anton, “Antarctic Whaling: Australia’s Attempt to Protect 
Whales in the Southern Ocean” (2009) 36 B .C . Envtl . Aff . L . Rev . 319, p . 319 . 

124 See Australian Embassy Tokyo, “Action on Japanese ‘Scientific Whaling’” (Press Release, 
TK01/2008, 7 January 2008), <http://www .australia .or .jp/en/pressrelease/?id=TK01/2008> accessed 
14 February 2012 [Annex 176] . See also, Australian Embassy Tokyo, “Australia Acts to Stop 
Whaling” (Press Release, TK21/2007, 19 December 2007),
<http://www .australia .or .jp/en/pressrelease/?id=TK21/2007> accessed 14 February 2012 [Annex 
174] . 

125 See above, para . 1 .5 .
126 See above, paras . 1 .31-1 .41 .
127 See Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program 

under Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) - Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and 
Development of New Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1 (2005) pp . 12-13 .

128 See also below, para . 5 .38, describing and explaining the reasons why the research take is realized 
within this area .

EEZ” and the adjacent waters . Australia claims a legal interest in the 

regulation of the living resources in a large part of those waters . It has made

no attempt to explain its jus standi in respect to its application to the Court . 

The Australian presentation of the seisin of the Court in the present case then 

appears as a means to protect this claimed jurisdiction, even though the 

Application and the Memorial cautiously do not directly present it as such .

1 .56 Therefore, in spite of Australia’s studious attempt not to refer to its 

claims over the AAT and the adjacent maritime area, the present dispute must 

be defined as either “concerning [a] disputed area or adjacent to such [a]

maritime zone” or as “relating to the exploitation of [a] disputed area” or of 

an area “adjacent to such [a] maritime zone” . Australia’s claims in this area 

are a reality; and it is apparent that Japan’s scientific whaling, since it takes 

place in these areas, necessarily “concerns” them.	It	can	equally	be	said	that	

JARPA II, while not itself constituting an exploitation of resources of the 

area129, is indeed “related to” the exploitation of this disputed area within the 

meaning of Australia’s reservation .

1 .57 It is therefore apparent that the present dispute is excluded from the 

scope	of	the	Court’s	jurisdiction	as	a	consequence	of	Australia’s	reservation

(b), which applies on the basis of reciprocity .

129 As shown above, the Court could also take Australia at its own word and rely on the fact that the 
Applicant defines the disputed Japanese programme as a programme for the exploitation of the area, 
in order to conclude that the dispute is excluded from the jurisdiction of the Court by the 
Applicant’s own Optional Clause Declaration .
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INTRODUCTION

I .1 The Memorial of Australia gives a very selective account of the 

historical background and nature of the ICRW, creating the impression that 

the object and purpose of the Convention includes protection of whale stocks 

per se. It assumes that the work of the IWC in recent years has been to pursue 

that particular objective . However, Australia’s teleological approach is 

contrary to the actual nature and history of the IWC . Japan’s purpose in Part I

is to give the Court a better sense of the historical background of the creation 

of the ICRW and its object and purpose, based on the work of the Contracting 

Governments and the IWC .

I .2 In this Part, Japan will explain the history of the regulation of 

whaling in order to explain the background to JARPA and the context within 

which JARPA II is currently being implemented . In its attempt to show that 

“JARPA II is not within the Article VIII exception”130, Australia contends 

first of all that there was a significant change in the philosophy behind 

regulation of whaling in the ICRW, arguing that the “orderly development” of 

the whaling industry was “expressly made contingent upon the proper and 

effective conservation of whale stocks .” 131 Furthermore, Australia then 

argues that “the past few decades …have witnessed an increased emphasis on 

conservation per se in the practice of the IWC”132, and that “the international 

legal regime for the regulation of whaling has evolved from a system 

primarily designed to manage the exploitation of a natural resource to an 

130 AM, Chapter 5 .
131 AM, para . 2 .19 .
132 AM, para . 2 .98 .
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increasingly conservation-oriented regime .”133

I .3 This is mere wishful thinking . History reveals that the ICRW was 

established primarily in order to function as a mechanism for maintaining the

sustainable use of whale resources in the interest of the whaling industry . 

This has been a constant and continuing objective of all the previous 

agreements and protocols on regulation of whaling, as shown by discussions 

during the drafting Conference in 1946, in the views expressed by member 

countries at IWC meetings, and by the main provisions of the ICRW . The 

ICRW, in Article V, gave the IWC the authority to modify the Schedule in 

order to achieve its object and purpose and to provide for the conservation, 

development and optimum utilization of the whale resources, based on 

scientific findings . 

I .4 The conservation and management of whales and whaling under 

the IWC is aimed at the sustainable use of whales . The resource management 

measures of this organization have “evolved”, not towards an “increasingly 

conservation-oriented” 134 mechanism as Australia claims, but so as to 

“provide for the proper conservation of whale stocks”135, while from time to 

time adapting to changing circumstances, and “thus make possible the 

orderly development of the whaling industry”136 .

I .5 Chapter 2 will examine the negotiation of the ICRW . The ICRW 

and previous agreements and protocols that formed the basis of the ICRW 

were created for the purpose of the sustainable utilization of whale resources 

133 AM, para . 2 .125 .
134 AM, paras . 2 .1, 2 .3 .
135 ICRW, Preamble, seventh paragraph .
136 ICRW, Preamble, seventh paragraph .

 

  
 

and	 consequently	 for	maintaining	 the	whaling	 industry.	 It will also explain 

that the IWC organs were established to serve as a basis for the rational 

management of whale stocks, based on science .

I .6 Chapter 3 explains how the series of conservation and management 

measures adopted by the IWC have pursued the sustainable utilization of 

whale resources . This is reflected directly in the aims of the individual 

management measures such as the New Management Procedure (NMP) and 

the Revised Management Procedure (RMP) .
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CHAPTER 2

CREATION OF THE ICRW AND THE ROLE OF THE IWC

2 .1 The ICRW adopted in 1946 finally consolidated and codified “a

system of international regulation for the whale fisheries to ensure proper and 

effective conservation and development of whale stocks on the basis of the 

principles embodied”137 in the International Agreement for the Regulation of 

Whaling (1937 Agreement) and its Protocols of 1938 and 1945 .

2 .2 The ICRW did not evidence “a significant change from the 

philosophy of the 1931 Convention [i .e . the Convention for the Regulation of 

Whaling] and the 1937 Agreement”138 as Australia claims; nor did it thereby 

“[abandon] industrial profitability as the sole underlying object of 

international regulation of whaling”139 . Rather, as history clearly proves, the 

ICRW represents a continuation and culmination of the past regulation of 

whaling based on sustainable development of the whaling industry . The 

interest of whaling States in maintaining the whaling industry led to the need 

for regulating whaling (Section 1) . The ICRW adopted in 1946 was consistent 

with the previous efforts and succeeded the provisions of the previous 

agreements (Section 2) . The functions of the IWC show that its mandate 

clearly adheres to the consistent object and purpose of the ICRW (Section 3) .

To implement the ICRW, the IWC organs were established to play an 

important role in framing conservation and management measures based on 

science . The recent activities of those organs will also be explained (Section 

4) in order to provide the background for understanding the measures 

137 ICRW, Preamble, sixth paragraph .
138 AM, para . 2 .16 .
139 AM, para . 2 .17 .

 

  
 

undertaken by the IWC, which are described in detail in Chapter 3 .

Section 1. Pre-1946 Regulation of Whaling

A. Conservation of Whale Stocks was Motivated by the Need to 

Maintain Sustainable Whaling

2 .3 Australia claims in its Memorial that “[t]he preamble to the ICRW 

evidences a significant change from the philosophy of the 1931 Convention 

and the 1937 Agreement .”140 However, the text of the Preamble to the ICRW 

as well as the travaux préparatoires indicates otherwise . There was a clear 

continuity between the object and purpose of the ICRW and those of the 

preceding instruments for international regulation of whaling . 

2 .4 Since whaling was regarded as a form of fishing governed by the 

principle of the freedom of the high seas, industrial whaling had been 

conducted without any regulation for many years . The invention of the shell 

(exploding) harpoon led to the inauguration of modern whaling in 1868; and 

the advent of factory ships and harpoon guns in the 1920s enabled whaling to 

expand into the open sea and to be conducted without regular shoring141 .

Vessels from more States joined in this new type of whaling, which led to 

intensified pelagic whaling, especially in the Antarctic, in the 1920s and 

1930s . Inter alia, Japanese companies began whaling in the Antarctic in the 

1934/35 season . 

140 AM, para . 2 .16 (emphasis added) .
141 “Whaling, A Short Historical Sketch”, a document submitted to the 1937 International Whaling 

Conference, Smithsonian Institution Archives, Record Unit 7165, International Whaling 
Commission, International Whaling Conference and International Whaling Commission, Records, p . 
1 [Annex 12] .
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2 .5 As a result of intensified whaling, States began to feel the need for 

an international arrangement to conserve whales so as to maintain their 

whaling industries . Due to the fact that whaling took place beyond States’ 

territorial jurisdiction, and also due to the highly migratory character of the 

species, it was ineffective for a single State to regulate whaling unilaterally .

2 .6 Early attempts to regulate whaling internationally were made in the 

1920s by the Norwegian and British Governments, the two dominant whaling 

States at that time142; but later, serious multilateral efforts began in the 

League of Nations . 

2 .7 In his report, M . Jose Leon Suarez, the Rapporteur of the League’s 

Committee of Experts for the Progressive Codification of International Law 

in 1925, argued in relation to the lack of legislation regulating whaling that 

“the absence of such legislation accelerates the disappearance of these 

species year by year” and concluded that “it is possible, by means of 

adequate	regulation,	to	secure	the	economical	exploitation	of	the	products	of 

the sea .”143 He indicated the need to create a new jurisprudence based on 

scientific and economic considerations144 . The Committee declared that an 

142 They carried out joint investigations and shared their scientific data with other whaling States 
through the Whaling Committee of the International Council for the Exploration of the Sea (ICES) . 
At the 1927 meeting of the ICES, the Norwegian delegate recommended that each participant 
government should prohibit any further expansion of whaling activities and institute a system of 
licenses for each expedition, but the member States could not agree to adopt such system or any 
alternative .

143 “Report on the Exploitation of the Products at Sea”, Shabtai Rosenne (ed), League of Nations
Committee of Experts for the Progressive Codification of International Law (1925-1928) (2 vols, 
Dobbs Ferry, Oceana Publications 1972), pp . 149, 151 .

144 The League of Nation’s Committee of Experts for the Progressive Codification of International 
Law started deliberations on seeking for an international agreement for exploration of the products 
at	 sea	 in	 1926.	 The	 Committee	 of	 Experts	 adopted	 a	 list	 of	 questions	 for	 governments	 about	
subjects of international law that regulation by an international agreement would seem most 
desirable and realizable . This was in accordance with the mandate given by the Resolution adopted 

 

  
 

international agreement appeared to be most desirable and realizable and 

proposed that the matter be examined145 .

B. The 1931 Convention Formed the Basis for Future Agreements 

Prior to the ICRW

2 .8 Following further deliberations in the League of Nations146, a draft 

of a convention based on the Norwegian Whaling Act of 1929 was prepared

in April 1930 in Berlin . The drafters “unanimously agreed that it would be 

possible to help the whaling industry by means of an international 

convention .”147 This draft became the 1931 Convention for the Regulation of 

Whaling (1931 Convention) and was opened for signature at Geneva on 24 

September 1931148 . It was signed by 26 States, ratified by 18, and came into 

effect in 1935 . It was subsequently adhered to by another 10 States . Neither 

Japan nor Australia was a party . 

2 .9 The 1931 Convention was significant because it represented the 

first attempt at general international regulation of whaling . The purpose of 

the 1931 Convention was “to secure the adoption by the greatest possible 

number of countries of certain rules intended to prevent, in the interests of the 

whaling industry itself, the destruction of a source of wealth available to 

by the League of Nations in 1924 . 
145 “Report to the Council of the League of Nations on the Procedure to be followed in regard to the 

question of the exploitation of the products of the sea”, Shabtai Rosenne (ed), League of Nations 
Committee of Experts for the Progressive Codification of International Law (1925-1928) (2 vols, 
Dobbs Ferry, Oceana Publications 1972), pp . 315-316 .

146 The Economic Committee of the League of Nations worked in close collaboration with the 
Permanent International Council for the Exploration of the Sea at Copenhagen, a scientific 
organization, and suggested the Council of the League that an agreement should be prepared .

147 “Work of the Economic Committee during its Thirty-Second Session” (1930), 11 League of 
Nations Official Journal, C .353 .M .146 .1930 .II ., p . 1354, [Annex 126] .

148 Convention for the Regulation of Whaling (entered into force 16 January 1935) 155 LNTS 349 
[Annex 1] .
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all .”149 In order to ensure that the utilization of whales would be sustainable, 

it introduced various regulations, including a ban on catching certain species, 

and a duty to fix a whaler’s bonus in accordance with the size and species and 

oil yield of the whale and not with the number of whales caught150 .

2 .10 The 1931 Convention laid the foundation for the later

international instruments to regulate whaling . When the International 

Whaling Conference was held in London in 1937 in response to the calls for 

the level of conservation to be increased, the provisions of the 1931 

Convention were maintained151, and many of the Articles were continued by 

the subsequent	 international	 agreement and its protocols, and eventually by 

the ICRW . 

149 Special Committee of the US Senate on Conservation of Wild Life Resources, Report on the 
Convention of the Regulation of whaling, (19 September 1931), pp . 19, 44 (emphasis added) 
[Annex 180] .

150 The main provisions of the 1931 Convention are listed below . 
-A ban on the catching of the right whales (Article 4)
-A ban on the catching of calves, sexually immature whales, female whales which are accompanied 
by calves (Article 5)
-Full utilization of the carcass (Article 6)
-The whalers’ bonus to be fixed essentially according to the size, species and oil yield of the whale, 
and not according to numbers (Article 7)
-No catching to be undertaken without a license from the government of the flag state or at least 
notifying the government of the intention to carry out whaling (Article 8)
-The most complete biological information practicable shall be collected (Article 10)
-Statistical information to be submitted to the International Bureau for Whaling Statistics at Oslo 
(Article 12)

151 The Chairman of the 1937 Conference, in mentioning that certain principles in the 1931 Convention 
should be accepted, explained that Article 7 of the 1931 Convention is a “very important article”
because “[m]ost companies enforce regulations under which a gunner does not get paid for a whale 
under a certain size”, and Article 6 was “in effect, it is that every part of the whale that can be 
turned to commercial use shall be utilised .” (Verbatim Record, ICW/1937/5 (25 May 1937),
Smithsonian Institution Archives, Record Unit 7165, International Whaling Commission, 
International Whaling Conference and International Whaling Commission, Records, p . 3 [Annex 
8] .)

 

  
 

C. The 1937 Agreement: Building upon the 1931 Convention and 

Forming the Basis of the ICRW

2 .11 The 1937 Agreement was a continuation and improvement of the 

1931 Convention, with the same object and purpose . It became the basis for 

the ICRW .

2 .12 During the 1930s, regulations on the catch limit and the seasons of 

whaling were also in the interest of the whaling companies themselves,

because the industry was facing a significant fall in the price of oil following 

the rapid increase in the number of whales caught and the increasing 

production of whale oil 152  . Norwegian and British whaling companies,

collectively responsible for more than 90 percent153 of the world’s whale oil 

production, entered into production agreements . This trend marked a 

significant development in the history of international whale management, 

because for the first time the term “quota” was introduced and whaling 

companies were restricted to a fixed number of whales that each could 

catch154 .

2 .13 The need to develop measures for the conservation of stocks, in 

order to maintain the whaling industry, was recognized among many 

countries operating in the Antarctic in the 1930s . Recognition of the urgent 

152 The prices of oil declined from highest at £90 per ton (lowest at £82) in 1920 to highest at £15 per 
ton (lowest at £10) in 1931 . (The Committee for Whaling Statistics (ed), International Whaling 
Statistics IV (1933), p . 37 [Annex 197] .)

153 The Committee for Whaling Statistics (ed), International Whaling Statistics XVI (1942), p . 27
[Annex 198] .

154 In the agreement reached for the 1932-1933 season, the minimum production of oil per calculated 
Blue Whale was fixed at 110 barrels, and this was used as a unit value (BWU: Blue Whale Unit) to 
allocate	quotas.	The	agreement	laid	down	a	formula	whereby	1	BWU	was	to	equal	2	fin	whales,	2 .5 
humpback whales and 5 sei whales . 
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need to take action for conserving whale stocks led to the convening of the 

International Whaling Conference in London from 24 May to 4 June 1937 .

The Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries of United Kingdom made the 

following statement at the opening of the Conference:

“From this we judge that your Governments recognise that the future 
of the great whaling industry is in jeopardy, and that its importance 
is such that we ought to make an effort to preserve it from the fate 
which has overtaken other whaling industries in the past … [Y]our 
presence here to-day indicates that your Governments share our 
opinion that some such agreement is necessary if the Whaling 
Industry [i .e . Antarctic Whaling Industry] is to be preserved for the 
present and for future generations. The path of conservation is beset 
by many difficulties, but as we are all gathered to pursue a common 
object, I hope that your united efforts will find a way through or over 
these difficulties, and that we may reach an agreement which will be 
beneficial for all of us, and which because of its reasonableness and 
its practical character, may induce those who are not with us to-day 
to work with us in the near future .”155

2 .14 The Conference brought about the conclusion of the 1937 

Agreement156, whose main objective was to “secure the prosperity of the 

whaling industry and, for that purpose, to maintain the stock of whales”157 .

The discussions among the participants on the wording of the Preamble, for 

example, show that the reference to the maintenance of the stock was put in 

155 UK Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries, “Minister’s Speech at the Opening of the Conference”, 
ICW/1937/3 (24 May 1937), Smithsonian Institution Archives, Record Unit 7165, International 
Whaling Commission, International Whaling Conference and International Whaling Commission, 
Records, pp . 1, 3 (emphasis added) [Annex 7] .

156 International Agreement for the Regulation of Whaling (entered into force 7 May 1938) 190 LNTS 
79 [Annex 2] .

157 1937 Agreement, Preamble . The following paragraphs of the Final Act also have similar phrases:
“It is likely, in the opinion of the Conference, to go far towards maintaining the stock of whales, 
upon which the prosperity of the whaling industry depends .” (Final Act, Paragraph 2); “The 
Conference believes that the regulations upon which it has agreed will certainly contribute to the 
maintenance of the stock of whales and to the prosperity of the whaling industry .” (Final Act, 
Paragraph 10) “Final Act” (1940) 34(2) American Journal of International Law 112, pp .112-114
[Annex 13] .

 

  
 

to indicate explicitly its importance as a means to secure the prosperity of the 

whaling industry . For example, in the Fifth Plenary Session on 1 June 1937,

the following discussion took place:

“(Herr Wohltat [Germany]): I should also like to add something 
about the preservation of whales . 
(Chairman): You mean preservation of the stock? 
(Herr Wohltat): Yes .
(Chairman): If you want to get in something about the preservation 
of the stock I think one might say in the preamble that ‘desiring to 
secure the prosperity of the whaling industry, and for that purpose 
to maintain the stocks of whales’ . 
(Herr Wohltat): I had in mind the expression ‘desiring to maintain 
the stock of whales and to secure the prosperity of the whaling 
industry .’
(Chairman): I rather prefer what I said .
(Herr Wohltat): Agreed .
(Mr . MacLeod, Canada [observer]): Doesn’t it rather leave you 
open to criticism that the only purpose of your protecting words 
[sic] is to make money out of them?
(Chairman): I am afraid it is brutally true .
(Herr Wohltat): In the Geneva Convention they said ‘Regulation of 
Whaling’ . 
(Chairman): All right, ‘Regulation of Whaling’ . Does everybody 
agree? (Agreed) . I think it is perfectly satisfactory .”158

2 .15 The 1937 Agreement expanded the number of species it prohibited 

to take or kill, and designated seasons for certain types of whaling159 .

158 Verbatim Record, ICW/1937/21 (1 June 1937), Smithsonian Institution Archives, Record Unit 
7165, International Whaling Commission, International Whaling Conference and International 
Whaling Commission, Records, pp . 16-17 [Annex 9] .

159 Some of the main provisions of the 1937 Agreement were: prohibition of taking or killing gray 
whales in addition to right whales (Article 4); provision of minimum sizes below which taking or 
killing of blue, fin, humpback or sperm whales were to be forbidden (Article 5); designation of 
open seasons for whaling in the Antarctic and for whaling from land stations (Articles 7, 8); barring 
pelagic whaling of baleen whales in certain areas of the oceans of the world (Article 9); right of the 
Contracting Government to issue a special permit for scientific research (Article 10); strengthened 
provision for fullest possible use of carcass (Article 11); and obliging governments to collect 
statistical information (Article 16) which was to be submitted to the International Bureau for 
Whaling Statistics (Article 17) .
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secure the prosperity of the whaling industry, and for that purpose 
to maintain the stocks of whales’ . 
(Herr Wohltat): I had in mind the expression ‘desiring to maintain 
the stock of whales and to secure the prosperity of the whaling 
industry .’
(Chairman): I rather prefer what I said .
(Herr Wohltat): Agreed .
(Mr . MacLeod, Canada [observer]): Doesn’t it rather leave you 
open to criticism that the only purpose of your protecting words 
[sic] is to make money out of them?
(Chairman): I am afraid it is brutally true .
(Herr Wohltat): In the Geneva Convention they said ‘Regulation of 
Whaling’ . 
(Chairman): All right, ‘Regulation of Whaling’ . Does everybody 
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2 .15 The 1937 Agreement expanded the number of species it prohibited 

to take or kill, and designated seasons for certain types of whaling159 .

158 Verbatim Record, ICW/1937/21 (1 June 1937), Smithsonian Institution Archives, Record Unit 
7165, International Whaling Commission, International Whaling Conference and International 
Whaling Commission, Records, pp . 16-17 [Annex 9] .

159 Some of the main provisions of the 1937 Agreement were: prohibition of taking or killing gray 
whales in addition to right whales (Article 4); provision of minimum sizes below which taking or 
killing of blue, fin, humpback or sperm whales were to be forbidden (Article 5); designation of 
open seasons for whaling in the Antarctic and for whaling from land stations (Articles 7, 8); barring 
pelagic whaling of baleen whales in certain areas of the oceans of the world (Article 9); right of the 
Contracting Government to issue a special permit for scientific research (Article 10); strengthened 
provision for fullest possible use of carcass (Article 11); and obliging governments to collect 
statistical information (Article 16) which was to be submitted to the International Bureau for 
Whaling Statistics (Article 17) .
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Moreover, the discussions on these Articles, such as raising the size limits of 

immature whales (Article 5) and closing tropical and sub-tropical waters to 

whaling (Article 9), which were important achievements of the 1937 

Agreement, indicate that statistics and biological data were becoming 

essential tools for science-based rational management of whaling . 

2 .16 For example, in the United States delegation’s report to the United 

States Secretary of State dated 21 June 1937, it is mentioned with regard to

Article 5 of the 1937 Agreement that “[a]ccording to expert opinion, the 

raising of the size limits was based on sound biological data and the necessity 

for so doing was particularly urged by both the British and Norwegian 

delegations .”160 On Article 9, it was reported that “[t]he closing of the 

tropical and sub-tropical waters to whale fishing affords for the first time in 

its history a measure of protection to whales on their calving grounds . It 

appears that much detailed observation and research work of a scientific 

nature remains still to be done in order to determine accurately the location of 

all important calving grounds .”161

2 .17 Like the 1931 Convention, the 1937 Agreement also obliged the 

Contracting Governments to collect statistical data and send them to the 

International Bureau for Whaling Statistics . 

2 .18 It is important to note that Article 10 of the 1937 Agreement 

permitted the Contracting Governments to issue special permits for scientific 

research . Its provisions were later included in Article VIII of the ICRW . 

160 “The US delegation’s report to the US Secretary of State” (21 June 1937) , Smithsonian Institution 
Archives, Record Unit 7165, International Whaling Commission, International Whaling Conference 
and International Whaling Commission, Records, p . 6 [Annex 181] .

161 Ibid ., p . 13 [Annex 181] .

 

  
 

Article 10 was inserted towards the end of the 1937 Conference, after a draft 

article was circulated162 .

2 .19 These provisions of the 1937 Agreement, building on the 1931 

Convention and the efforts by Norway and United Kingdom in the years from 

1932 to 1936, were a significant further step in the direction of rational 

management of whaling by the international community, based on scientific 

evidence, for the purpose of ensuring the sustainability of the whaling 

industry . 

2 .20 The Contracting Governments again convened an International 

Whaling Conference in London, from 14 June 1938 . In the opening address, 

William Morrison, the Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries of United 

Kingdom, mentioned that there were two major mistakes that they might 

make in the whaling industry: over-production, and over-exploitation . He 

said:

“The past history of whaling throughout the world, and recent 
statistics, show that we are dealing with an exhaustible stock, and 
that, unless we take measures to conserve it, we shall within 
measurable time have no whaling industry at all .”163

2 .21 As a result of the Conference, the participants agreed to a Protocol 

162 Verbatim Record, ICW/1937/33 (3 June 1937), Smithsonian Institution Archives, Record Unit 
7165, International Whaling Commission, International Whaling Conference and International 
Whaling Commission, Records, p . 15 [Annex 11]; “Agreement for the Regulation of Whaling, 
Additional Article”, ICW/1937/31(3 June 1937) [Annex 10] . 

163 Opening address by William Morrison, the Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries of the United 
Kingdom	 at	 the	 International	Whaling	 Conference	 in	 London	 from	 14	 June	 1938	 (quoted	 in	 L.	
Larry Leonard, “Recent Negotiations toward the International Regulation of Whaling” (1941), 35
AJIL, p . 103 .) See also “Notes for the Minister for Whaling Luncheon, 14 .6 .38” (London 14 June 
1938) The National Archives: Public Record Office FO 371/22273, p . 2 [Annex 189] .
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modifying the 1937 Agreement164 . Here again, the importance of conserving 

whale stocks was emphasized as a means to maintain the whaling industry . 

2 .22 In summary, the consistent and continuing object and purpose 

behind these agreements and protocols was to conserve the stock of whales in 

order to sustain the development of the whaling industry . The regulation of

whaling from its outset in the 1930s was never an attempt to protect whale 

species per se, but had always been an international effort to secure the 

compatibility of conservation and management of whale resources . The 

object and purpose of the ICRW, and of so many of its provisions, including 

Article VIII, have their origins in these earlier international instruments for 

the regulation of whaling . The next Section will show that the ICRW is 

essentially a continuation of these earlier treaties . 

Section 2. The ICRW was Created to Coordinate and 

Codify Existing Regulations

2 .23 The ICRW adopted in 1946 codified a number of past agreements 

and protocols on the regulation of whaling, and provided a permanent 

framework for the rational regulation of whaling, so as to conserve whale 

stocks in a timely manner and enable the sustainable development of the 

whaling industry . The earlier agreements and protocols on whaling had been

concluded on a temporary basis, specifying the whaling seasons to which 

164 Protocol amending the International Agreement on the Regulation of Whaling (entered into force 30 
December 1938) 196 LNTS 131 (1938 Protocol) [Annex 3] . Japan did not start whaling in the 
Antarctic until 1934/35 season, and at the time the 1937 Agreement was being discussed, Japan felt 
that	 its	whaling	operation	 in	 the	Antarctic	was	 too	premature	 to	accept	 regulation	on	equal	 terms	
with Norway and Britain (Japan did not participate in the 1937 Conference .) Japan did participate 
in the 1938 Conference, and agreed to accede to the 1937 Agreement and 1938 Protocol, but had to 
reconsider its accession to the Agreement and the Protocol when the war broke out in Europe . 

 

  
 

they applied; and hence ad hoc conferences had to be held in order to extend 

or modify their provisions . They all took the form of treaties, and thus 

required	 the holding of diplomatic conferences for their adoption, and 

ratification or accession by the signatories . Finally, each of the agreements 

and protocols had different parties, and there was therefore confusion as to 

which States were bound by which agreements . The establishment of the 

ICRW overcame these major difficulties . 

2 .24 The United States had announced at the International Whaling 

Conference held in London on 2 February 1944165 that immediately after the 

war it would convene a comprehensive international conference on whaling 

in Washington D .C .166 That Conference was held from 20 November to 2 

December 1946, and was attended by delegates of fourteen States and 

observers from five167 . Speaking about the task for the Conference, Dean 

Acheson, Acting Secretary of State of the United States, said at the Opening 

Session:

“The work of this Conference is (1) to provide for the coordination 

165 In fact, a series of ad hoc conferences had been convened even after the London conference in 1938 
to discuss further regulatory measures, producing a number of additional protocols . Perhaps the 
most notable of the protocols concluded in the years between 1944 and 1946 were the “Protocol on 
the International Regulation of Whaling signed at London on 7 February 1944”, and the “Protocol 
Amending the International Agreement of 8 June 1937 and the Protocol of 24 June 1938, for the 
Regulation of whaling signed at London on 26 November 1945”(quotation	 from:	United	Nations	
Treaty Series, Volume 11, No . 148 .) Those two Protocols provided that the number of baleen 
whales caught in the Area referred to in Article 7 of the 1937 Agreement (i .e . the areas south of 40 
degrees south latitude) shall not exceed 16,000 BWU for the whaling seasons 1944/1945 and 
1946/1947	 respectively	 (quotation	 from:	 1944	Protocol,	Art . 3, 1945 Protocol, Art .4 .) [Annex 4, 
Annex 5] .

166 US Delegates Remington Kellogg and Loyd V . Steere sent a letter to Chairman Dobson of United 
Kingdom in January 1944 in advance of the London Conference in February 1944 that the US had 
an intention to call upon an international conference . (Letter from US Delegates Remington 
Kellogg and Loyd V . Steere to Chairman of the International Whaling Conference, A .T .A . Dobson 
(10 January 1944), Smithsonian Institution Archives, Record Unit 7165, International Whaling 
Commission, International Whaling Conference and International Whaling Commission, Records 
[Annex 182] .)

167 “Final Act”, The Final Documents of the Conference, IWC/64 (1 December 1946) p .1 [Annex 26] .
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and the codification of existing regulations and (2) the 
establishment of an effective administrative machinery for the 
modification of these regulations from time to time as conditions 
may	in	the	future	require.”168

2 .25 The Conference was tasked with these two missions in order to 

ensure the sustainability of the whaling industry . This is also clear in the 

instruction issued by Acheson to the United States delegation:

“The primary objective of the Conference is to provide for the 
conservation and development of the whale stocks, with a view to 
the ultimate achievement of a level of stocks which will permit a
sustained capture of the maximum number of whales . Declines in 
any stocks through overfishing should be arrested at the earliest 
practicable moment and provision for rebuilding all depleted stocks 
should be made promptly .”169

2 .26 A .T .A . Dobson, a British representative, also declared that the 

task for the Conference was “one of consolidation and codification” and that 

the British Delegation would “do [its] utmost to assist in the achievement of 

that end so that the world resource may be maintained and an immensely 

important source of food supply conserved for all time for the benefit of both 

the producer and the consumer in all parts of the world .”170

168 “Minutes of the Opening Session”, IWC/11 (20 November 1946), p . 1 [Annex 16]. See also AM, 
para . 2 .12 . Many of the provisions were inherited from the preceding instruments, most notably the 
1937 Agreement . For example, in the draft Convention prepared by the US and which formed the 
basis of the delegates’ debates, Article VI (current Article IX) was taken from Articles 1 and 13 of 
the 1937 Agreement (“Minutes of the Third Session”, IWC/20 (21 November 1946), p . 2 [Annex 
18]); Article VII (current Article VII) was based on a number of paragraphs of earlier agreements 
(ibid., p . 9); the first part of Article VIII was the same as Article 10 of the 1937 Agreement (ibid., p .
10) etc .

169 Letter from Acting Secretary of State Dean Acheson to Chairman of the US Delegation to the 
International Whaling Conference, Remington Kellogg (20 November 1946), Smithsonian 
Institution Archives, Record Unit 7165, International Whaling Commission, International Whaling 
Conference and International Whaling Commission, Records, p . 2 (emphasis added) [Annex 185] .

170 “Minutes of the Opening Session”, IWC/11 (20 November 1946), p . 3 (emphasis added) 
[Annex16] .

 

  
 

2 .27 The Conference succeeded in concluding the International 

Convention for the Regulation of Whaling, a Protocol for the Regulation of 

Whaling, and a Final Act, which were opened for signature on 2 December 

1946 .

2 .28 The continuity between the ICRW and the objective of the 

preceding instruments is clear from the ICRW Preamble . Contrary to 

Australia’s claims that “[t]he preamble to the ICRW evidences a significant 

change from the philosophy of the 1931 Convention and the 1937 

Agreement”171, the object and purpose of the ICRW remained to be the 

conservation of whale stocks as a means of maintaining the whaling industry .

While “[r]ecognizing the interest of the nations of the world in safeguarding 

for future generations the great natural resources represented by the whale 

stocks”172, and considering the need to “protect all species of whales from 

further over-fishing”173, the Preamble to the ICRW states the desire of the 

Contracting Governments to “establish a system of international regulation 

for the whale fisheries to ensure proper and effective conservation and 

development of whale stocks on the basis of the principles embodied” 174 in 

the previous agreements and protocols .

2 .29 The Preamble concludes with a paragraph indicating that the

Governments have decided to “conclude a convention to provide for the 

proper conservation of whale stocks and thus make possible the orderly 

development of the whaling industry” 175  . An internal United States

171 AM, para . 2 .16 .
172 ICRW, Preamble, first paragraph .
173 Ibid ., second paragraph .
174 Ibid., sixth paragraph .
175 Ibid., seventh paragraph .
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Government memorandum on the draft proposal for the International 

Whaling Conference indicates that the Preamble:

“Will serve as a guide to the Commission in performing its 
functions . Points out that the purpose is to rebuild whale stocks to 
the greatest size which can be supported by the environment, in 
order to achieve ultimately an annual capture of the maximum 
number of whales .”176

The core object and purpose of the ICRW, therefore, is clear: proper 

regulation and conservation of whale stocks, for the sustainable development

of the commercial whaling industry .

2 .30 This was also made clear in the following statement, made by the 

Chairman of the Conference at the discussion of the draft Preamble:

“The Preamble, as is customary, explains the purposes and the 
objectives of the Convention . It is intended to serve as a guide to 
the Commission in performing its functions . The Preamble also 
points out specifically and primarily that the purpose of this 
Convention is to develop a sound conservation program which will 
maintain	 an	 adequate and healthy breeding stock . By restoring 
depleted stocks, as, for instance, the blue whale and the 
humpbacked whale, and by wise management of the existing 
stocks a maximum sustained yield of this natural resource can be 
assured . That, in a few words, is the general intent of the 
Preamble .”177

2 .31 Immediately following the above statement, William Flory, a 

member of the United States delegation, asked the other delegates “[a]re we 

176 Informal Inter-agency Committee on the Regulation of Whaling, “Memorandum to the Commodity 
Problems Committee”(15 October 1946), Smithsonian Institution Archives, Record Unit 7165, 
International Whaling Commission, International Whaling Conference and International Whaling 
Commission, Records, p .7 [Annex 184] .

177 “Minutes of the Second Session”, IWC/14 (20 November 1946), p . 13 [Annex17] .

 

  
 

agreed that the Preamble is a statement of the principles and the objectives of 

our conservation program …?” No objection was raised . Accordingly at the 

time the ICRW was concluded, “the conservation and recovery of all whale 

stocks … was seen as a means to achieve the orderly development of the 

whaling industry .”178

2 .32 Australia itself fully supported the object of conservation and 

development of the whaling industry as evidenced by the statement of  

William Patrick Ashley, the Australian Minister for Shipping and Fuel in the 

Senate:

“That convention [i .e . the ICRW] consolidated a number of earlier 
international agreements aimed at regulating whaling activities 
generally in order to avoid the extinction of whaling as an industry.
…international action is necessary to preserve the whaling industry,
and it is desirable that Australia should co-operate with other 
countries in their efforts in that direction .”179

2 .33 Hence, the provisions of the ICRW, including Article VIII, 

succeeded and continued the approach of the previous agreements on whaling . 

When the draft of Article VIII, on special permits for scientific research, was 

considered at the 1946 Conference there were no major discussions or 

objections to the provision, because it was simply considered to be the same 

as Article 10 of the 1937 Agreement . The Chairman explained the new parts 

of Article VIII as “administrative in character” and said that it stresses “the 

importance of scientific research, and encourages dissemination of this 

178 AM, para . 2 .98 .
179 Commonwealth, Parliamentary Debate, Senate, 1 December 1948, p . 3695 (Bill Ashley, Minister 

for Shipping and Fuel) (emphasis added) [Annex 161] .
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Problems Committee”(15 October 1946), Smithsonian Institution Archives, Record Unit 7165, 
International Whaling Commission, International Whaling Conference and International Whaling 
Commission, Records, p .7 [Annex 184] .

177 “Minutes of the Second Session”, IWC/14 (20 November 1946), p . 13 [Annex17] .

 

  
 

agreed that the Preamble is a statement of the principles and the objectives of 

our conservation program …?” No objection was raised . Accordingly at the 

time the ICRW was concluded, “the conservation and recovery of all whale 

stocks … was seen as a means to achieve the orderly development of the 

whaling industry .”178

2 .32 Australia itself fully supported the object of conservation and 

development of the whaling industry as evidenced by the statement of  

William Patrick Ashley, the Australian Minister for Shipping and Fuel in the 

Senate:

“That convention [i .e . the ICRW] consolidated a number of earlier 
international agreements aimed at regulating whaling activities 
generally in order to avoid the extinction of whaling as an industry.
…international action is necessary to preserve the whaling industry,
and it is desirable that Australia should co-operate with other 
countries in their efforts in that direction .”179

2 .33 Hence, the provisions of the ICRW, including Article VIII, 

succeeded and continued the approach of the previous agreements on whaling . 

When the draft of Article VIII, on special permits for scientific research, was 

considered at the 1946 Conference there were no major discussions or 

objections to the provision, because it was simply considered to be the same 

as Article 10 of the 1937 Agreement . The Chairman explained the new parts 

of Article VIII as “administrative in character” and said that it stresses “the 

importance of scientific research, and encourages dissemination of this 

178 AM, para . 2 .98 .
179 Commonwealth, Parliamentary Debate, Senate, 1 December 1948, p . 3695 (Bill Ashley, Minister 

for Shipping and Fuel) (emphasis added) [Annex 161] .
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information .”180

Section 3. The Mandate and Function of the IWC are to     

Implement the Object and Purpose of the ICRW

2 .34 By concluding the ICRW, the Conference achieved two things: 

consolidation and codification of regulations, and the establishment of a 

permanent institution, the International Whaling Commission (IWC) . The 

second goal was achieved in Article III, and the powers of the IWC were laid 

out in Articles IV to VI . The following statement by William Flory of the 

United States Department of State at the 1946 Conference described the 

intentions behind the establishment of the IWC:

“One of the principal reasons for the idea of a commission was that 
we would thereby get the regulation on a permanent and continuing 
basis with readily established machinery whereby any proposals 
could be made by any of the governments at any time, whereby the 
commission would keep abreast of all the biological and technical 
information that may be current . In other words, so that some 
continuing organization can keep a finger on the pulse of whaling 
and would be prepared to step in at any time to take official 
cognizance of any measures which may be necessary in order to 
assure a smooth running regulation for the purposes which have 
been set forth in the Preamble .”181

2 .35 While the IWC was given the role of adopting regulations, that role 

was limited to prescribing “technical” regulations in order to implement the 

object and purpose of the main body of the agreement . At the 1946 

Conference, William Flory mentioned that they “agreed in terms on the 

principles and objectives of whaling conservation, and	 consequently	 the 

180 “Minutes of the Third Session”, IWC/20 (21 November 1946), p . 10 [Annex18] .
181 “Minutes of the Second Session”, IWC/14 (20 November 1946), pp . 26-27 [Annex17] .

 

  
 

questions	of	detailed	regulations	are	more	or	less	a	technical	question	which	

might very well be handled by a less formal gathering”182 . The IWC in 

adopting regulations was not authorized to shift its agenda away from the 

defined principle and objectives concerning the management of whales and 

whaling and onto protection of whales per se . The drafters had in mind

something similar to the mechanisms created by two fishery treaties183 in 

effect at that time, as the following statement of the Government of the 

United States (which prepared the initial draft of the ICRW) shows:

“The Government of the United States of America favors in 
principle the eventual establishment by international agreement of 
a standing committee with powers to make recommendations 
regarding minimum lengths	of	whales,	quotas,	 lengths	of	seasons,	
protected species, sanctuaries, and notification of take, such 
recommendations to become effective upon approval by the 
governments parties to the agreement . As the delegates are aware, 
this is the plan followed in the various fishery treaties to which the 
Government of the United States of America is a party and which it 
has under consideration .”184

2 .36 Article IV of the ICRW stipulated that the IWC was to “encourage, 

recommend, or if necessary, organize” studies on whales and whaling . This 

was a new article but “similar to provisions in recent international fisheries 

agreements and proposals”185 existing at that time . It was envisioned that the 

182 Ibid ., p . 27 [Annex 17] .
183 From the travaux préparatoires, it can be inferred that these were the Halibut Treaty between 

United States and United Kingdom, and the Salmon Treaty between United States and Canada . Ira 
Gabrielson, a member of the US delegation, stated “[w]e have two treaties, fishery treaties, that do 
exactly what we are proposing to do in this agreement” (Ibid ., p . 28 [Annex 17]), while in the 
reference material distributed to delegates at the Conference, there were texts of three treaties (the 
two mentioned above, and the Fur Seal Treaty between the United States and Canada) (IWC/8 (19 
November 1946) [Annex 15] .)

184 “Establishment of Permanent Commission” U .S . No .5 (21 November 1945) in Smithsonian 
Institution Archives, Record Unit 7165, International Whaling Commission, International Whaling 
Conference and International Whaling Commission, Records [Annex 183] .

185 “Minutes of the Second Session”, IWC/14 (20 November 1946), p . 25 [Annex17] .
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IWC was to “have responsibility for planning and recommending research on 

whales and whaling but not for undertaking field or laboratory investigation .

It is believed that this will provide coordination of research programs and 

investigation in fields”186 . The IWC was not mandated to plan or supervise 

scientific programmes itself: it was for the Contracting Governments to do so,

at their discretion . This was confirmed at the 1946 Conference:

“(Kellogg (Chairman)): …The Commission is to have 
responsibility for planning and recommending research on whales 
and whaling but not for undertaking field or laboratory 
investigation . It is believed that this will provide coordination of 
research	 programs	 and	 investigation	 in	 fields	 not	 adequately	
covered …
(Dobson (UK)): … ‘The Commission shall plan and recommend’ 
…[t]his is a very wide power . They may recommend, but I would 
only just mention that if you take the example of the International 
Council of the Exploration of the Seas, which covers a great many 
European nations, but simply coordinates . I think coordinate is a 
better word . This Commission might possibly run two individual 
organizations who are already planning . . .
(Flory (US)): I believe the connotation of the word ‘recommend’ 
may have somewhat stronger meaning in the United Kingdom than 
it does in the United States . The idea behind the draft here was that 
you would have some kind of body to keep in touch with research 
developments throughout the world and make observations 
concerning the areas that may not be given sufficient attention .”187

The final drafting was left to the Drafting Committee, and hence the current 

wording of Article IV came about .188

2 .37 The most salient role for the IWC was the adoption of regulations

At this stage, current Article IV was discussed as Article III .
186 Ibid ., p . 25 .
187 Ibid ., p . 25 .
188 “Amendments of United States Proposals for a Whaling Convention Recommended by the Drafting 

Committee”, IWC/49 (27 November 1946), pp . 8-10 [Annex 24] .

 

  
 

for the conservation and utilization of whale resources, through the 

amendment of the Schedule . Article V provided the Commission with the 

power to amend the Schedule by adopting regulations on the basis of 

scientific findings, whether resulting from scientific research (conducted 

pursuant to Article VIII) or from studies and investigations relating to whales 

and whaling (Article IV) . The Chairman (Remington Kellogg) indicated at 

the 1946 Conference in relation to Article V as follows:

“Section 2 sets forth the criteria to be used by the Commission in 
formulating amendments  . . .to existing regulations or when framing 
new regulations . Criteria (a) states in substance that the objective is 
conservation and development of the whaling fisheries . Criteria (b), 
that geographical and other scientific evidence shall be the primary 
criteria .”189

2 .38 The items in the Schedule are “the specific regulations for the 

conduct of whaling which are susceptible of change from time to time 

depending on the conditions of the stocks of whales, of biological and 

scientific	 evidence,	 world	 requirements	 for	 fats	 and	 oils,	 and	 other	 factors	

that may change from time to time .”190 Further, it was clear that Schedule 

amendments could not amend the main body of the ICRW . William Flory 

explained the division of subject matter between the Schedule and the “body 

of the Agreement proper” as follows:

“It was the thought in drafting the body that therein would be 
contained the obligations of governments, one to the other, and to 
the commission, while in the schedule there would be contained 
the provisions by which the whaling companies and whaling 
operators would be bound . It is only in the schedule that there is 

189 “Minutes of the Second Session”, IWC/14 (20 November 1946), p . 29 [Annex 17] . At this stage, 
the current Article V was discussed as Article IV . 

190 “Minutes of the Third Session”, IWC/20 (21 November 1946), p . 15 [Annex18] .
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190 “Minutes of the Third Session”, IWC/20 (21 November 1946), p . 15 [Annex18] .
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any provision for administrative amendment .”191

2 .39 It is interesting to note that the in describing Article V, a member of 

the French delegation, M . Anziani mentioned the following:

“Article IV [current Article V] fixes the powers of the Commission 
with regard to the items mentioned in the Schedule, and of which it 
may	 from	 time	 to	 time	 request	 modifications	 in	 the	 light	 of	 the	
objective to be attained —to wit, conservation and utilization of 
whale resources—but in order to attain this objective a certain 
procedure must be followed which would permit the member 
countries to safeguard their legitimate interests .”192

2 .40 D .J . Van Dijk, a member of the Netherlands delegation, responded: 

“The Netherlands Delegation is also of the opinion that the 
three-fourths majority in the Commission applies only to a certain 
rule of procedure in the work of the Commission but in Article IV 
(current Article V) especially the authority of each contracting 
Government is concerned and that is why we emphasize that this 
Article should be handled as broadly as possible in order that the 
authority of each Government shall not be affected by one or 
another of the decisions of the Commission .”193

2 .41 The legal effects of Schedule amendments will be explained in 

Chapter 8 .

2 .42 The IWC was also entrusted by Article VI with a mandate to “make 

recommendations to any or all Contracting Governments on any matters 

which related to whales or whaling and to the objectives and purposes of the 

191 Ibid ., p .15 .
192 “Minutes of the Tenth Session”, IWC/47 (27 November 1946), p .11 [Annex 23] . At this stage, the 

current Article V was discussed as Article IV . 
193 Ibid ., p .11 .

 

  
 

Convention .”194 Article VI was a new article but it was also “similar to those 

included in the recent fisheries agreements” 195 and was to “enable the 

Commission to take official cognizance of governmental action or inaction 

which affects whales or whaling and of matters on which the Commission is 

unable to, or does not wish to regulate”196 as was explained by the Chairman 

(Remington Kellogg) at the 1946 Conference .

Section 4. The Role of the IWC Organs for Conservation and 

Management Based on Science

2 .43 The underlying philosophy of the ICRW framework is to regulate 

whaling on the basis of science . This has been the case since before the 

ICRW . As already seen in the historical evidence 197, the necessity for

scientific research was recognized by the 1930s . The discussions held during 

the negotiations of the 1931 Convention and the 1937 Agreement show that 

scientific information and data were becoming more and more important, as 

the regulations tried to put specific limits on areas, species, seasons, etc . 

A.  The Scientific Committee

2 .44 Under the ICRW, the study of whales and whaling has been left

mainly to the Contracting Governments, whether through their commercial 

operations or scientific research bodies . Ira Gabrielson, a member of the 

United States delegation had indicated that “the only difference, I think, 

between the essence of this proposal [i .e . the IWC] and that one [i .e . 

194 “Minutes of the Second Session”, IWC/14 (20 November 1946), p . 31 [Annex 17] . At this stage, 
the current Article VI was discussed as Article V .

195 Ibid ., p . 31 .
196 Ibid ., p . 31 . 
197 See above, paras . 2 .9-2 .22 .
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International Fisheries Commission] …is that in case of the International 

Fisheries Commission it has its own investigating staff .”198 While the IWC 

was not mandated to plan or supervise scientific programmes itself199, the 

IWC established the Scientific Committee in 1950 . It was in part a reflection 

of Article IV of the ICRW, which refers to scientific research and the 

publication of results, statistics and reports, and in part a reflection of Article 

V(2) which stipulates inter alia that Schedule amendments shall be based on 

scientific findings200 .

2 .45 The Scientific Committee was expected to play an important role in 

the effective conservation and management of whales and whaling based on 

science . The duties of the Scientific Committee were set out, and remain, as

follows:

“(1) Encourage, recommend, or if necessary, organize studies and 
investigations related to whales and whaling [Convention Article 
IV .1(a)]
(2) Collect and analyze statistical information concerning the 
current condition and trend of whale stocks and the effects of 
whaling activities on them [Article IV .1(b)]
(3) Study, appraise, and disseminate information concerning 
methods of maintaining and increasing the population of whale 
stocks [Article IV .1(c)]
(4) Provide scientific findings on which amendments to the 
Schedule shall be based to carry out the objectives of the 
Convention and to provide for the conservation, development and 
optimum utilization of the whale resources [Article V .2 (a) and (b)]
(5) Publish reports of its activities and findings [Article IV .2]”201

198 Ibid., p . 28 .
199 See above, para . 2 .36 .
200 Scientific Committee Handbook, October 2009, p . 2, <http://iwcoffice .org/sci_com/handbook .htm> 

accessed 14 February 2012 [Annex 114] .
201 “Rules of Procedure of the Scientific Committee”, Rules of Procedure and Financial Regulations as 

amended by the Commission at the 63rd Annual Meeting, July 2011, p .16 (numbers added) [Annex 
121] .

 

  
 

2 .46 In addition to these duties, the Scientific Committee has other 

specific functions: to review and comment on proposals for special permits 

issued for scientific research, and to review the research programmes of 

Contracting Governments and other bodies202 . It also assesses the status of 

the whale stocks and the impact of catches upon them; and it provides 

management advice on the regulation of whaling . 

2 .47 The specialized nature of the Scientific Committee, flowing from 

its assigned tasks, is reflected in its membership . The Committee is composed 

of scientists, each of whom is nominated by the Commissioner of a

Contracting Government which indicates that it wishes to be represented on 

that Committee . The head of each national delegation has a right to vote . 

Qualified scientists may be invited to participate in Committee meetings as 

non-voting contributors (i .e . invited participants) 203  . Representatives of 

inter-governmental organizations with particular relevance to the work of the 

Scientific Committee may also participate as non-voting members . 

Non-member governments may be represented by observers at meetings, and 

any non-governmental organization sending an accredited observer to a 

202 The powers of the Committee in this respect are reviewed in detail in Chapter 8 . 
203 “Rules of Procedure of the Scientific Committee”, Rules of Procedure and Financial Regulations as 

amended by the Commission at the 63rd Annual Meeting, July 2011, pp . 16 -17 [Annex 121]  . 
Also, according to the “Scientific Committee Handbook”, (1) Member nations have the right to 
nominate national delegations . There is no limit to the size of any delegation . Each country 
represented on the Scientific Committee nominates a Head of Delegation who has one vote, should 
voting	 be	 required.	 However,	 the	 Committee	 has	 chosen	 not	 to	 use	 voting	 to	 decide	 scientific	
matters and voting is not used (apart from occasionally with respect to choosing a Chair and/or 
Vice-Chair) . (2) Invited participants (IPs) are non-voting members . IPs fall in the two broad 
categories: (i) those scientists who are identified by the Convenors as providing necessary expertise 
to help them to complete their work, and for which funding will be provided by the IWC, if 
available;	and	(ii)	those	scientists	who	request	to	participate	in	meetings	of	the	Committee and can 
provide the Chair with information showing that they will contribute to the Committee’s work and 
have their own funding . (3) The Scientific Committee has a history of co-operation with a number 
of intergovernmental organizations and subject to confirmation by the Chair of the Scientific 
Committee their representatives may attend as non-voting members .,
<http://iwcoffice .org/sci_com/handbook .htm> accessed 14 February 2012 .
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amended by the Commission at the 63rd Annual Meeting, July 2011, p .16 (numbers added) [Annex 
121] .

 

  
 

2 .46 In addition to these duties, the Scientific Committee has other 

specific functions: to review and comment on proposals for special permits 

issued for scientific research, and to review the research programmes of 

Contracting Governments and other bodies202 . It also assesses the status of 

the whale stocks and the impact of catches upon them; and it provides 

management advice on the regulation of whaling . 

2 .47 The specialized nature of the Scientific Committee, flowing from 

its assigned tasks, is reflected in its membership . The Committee is composed 

of scientists, each of whom is nominated by the Commissioner of a

Contracting Government which indicates that it wishes to be represented on 

that Committee . The head of each national delegation has a right to vote . 

Qualified scientists may be invited to participate in Committee meetings as 

non-voting contributors (i .e . invited participants) 203  . Representatives of 

inter-governmental organizations with particular relevance to the work of the 

Scientific Committee may also participate as non-voting members . 

Non-member governments may be represented by observers at meetings, and 

any non-governmental organization sending an accredited observer to a 

202 The powers of the Committee in this respect are reviewed in detail in Chapter 8 . 
203 “Rules of Procedure of the Scientific Committee”, Rules of Procedure and Financial Regulations as 

amended by the Commission at the 63rd Annual Meeting, July 2011, pp . 16 -17 [Annex 121]  . 
Also, according to the “Scientific Committee Handbook”, (1) Member nations have the right to 
nominate national delegations . There is no limit to the size of any delegation . Each country 
represented on the Scientific Committee nominates a Head of Delegation who has one vote, should 
voting	 be	 required.	 However,	 the	 Committee	 has	 chosen	 not	 to	 use	 voting	 to	 decide	 scientific	
matters and voting is not used (apart from occasionally with respect to choosing a Chair and/or 
Vice-Chair) . (2) Invited participants (IPs) are non-voting members . IPs fall in the two broad 
categories: (i) those scientists who are identified by the Convenors as providing necessary expertise 
to help them to complete their work, and for which funding will be provided by the IWC, if 
available;	and	(ii)	those	scientists	who	request	to	participate	in	meetings	of	the	Committee and can 
provide the Chair with information showing that they will contribute to the Committee’s work and 
have their own funding . (3) The Scientific Committee has a history of co-operation with a number 
of intergovernmental organizations and subject to confirmation by the Chair of the Scientific 
Committee their representatives may attend as non-voting members .,
<http://iwcoffice .org/sci_com/handbook .htm> accessed 14 February 2012 .
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meeting of the Commission may nominate a scientifically-qualified	observer	

to be present at meetings . As an example of the current practice, at the annual 

meeting of the Scientific Committee in 2011, there were 113 national

delegates from 25 Contracting Governments, 42 invited participants, and 7 

representatives of 5 intergovernmental organizations (two of them counted 

also as national delegates)204 . The Scientific Committee has permitted the 

attendance of local scientists since 2007; and in 2011, 15 local scientists 

attended the annual meeting . The Committee has a Chair and Vice-Chair who 

are assisted by the IWC Secretariat’s Head of Science .

2 .48 The main meeting of the Scientific Committee is the annual 

meeting . This is usually held immediately prior to the IWC’s annual meeting,

although it is currently being considered whether to hold the annual meeting 

up	to	two	months	prior	to	the	IWC’s	meetings.	At	the	request	of	the	IWC,	the	

Scientific Committee may hold full inter-sessional meetings on particular 

issues, although such meetings are rare . More commonly, workshops that do 

not comprise full members of the Committee are held on specific topics (e .g . 

climate change and cetaceans) or on the on-going work of the Committee (e .g .

“Implementation of the Revised Management Procedure”205), and the results 

are reported to the annual meetings of the Scientific Committee . 

2 .49 Reflecting the importance of Article V(2), the work of the 

Scientific Committee also serves as a crucial basis for amending the Schedule 

of the ICRW . Article V requires	that	Schedule	amendments, which are legally 

binding on the Contracting Governments, be based on scientific findings and 

204 “List of Participants”, Annex A, Report of the Scientific Committee, IWC/63/Rep1(2011) [Annex 
123] .

205 “Rules of Procedure of the Scientific Committee”, Rules of Procedure and Financial Regulations as 
amended by the Commission at the 63rd Annual Meeting, July 2011, p .16 [Annex 121] .

 

  
 

must “carry out the objectives and purposes of this Convention and to 

provide for the conservation, development and optimum utilization of the 

whale resources”206 . The recommendations prescribed under Article VI, in 

contrast, are adopted in the form of Resolutions, which are non-binding . 

Unlike the criteria that Schedule amendments must meet under Article V,

there are no specific conditions to be met by recommendations under Article 

VI . 

2 .50 Australia claims that “[i]n adopting Resolutions and amendments to 

the Schedule, the Commission has been assisted by the work of the Scientific 

Committee, a body of considerable importance in the present dispute .”207

However, a number of amendments have been made to the Schedule without 

agreed scientific advice provided by the Scientific Committee, such as the 

addition of Paragraphs 7(a) and 7(b) in 1979 and 1994 (the Indian Ocean 

Sanctuary and the Southern Ocean Sanctuary) and paragraphs 10(d) and 

10(e) in 1979 and 1982 (Moratoria on Factory Ships and on Commercial 

Whaling) . 208 In addition, the Scientific Committee did not support the 

majority of Resolutions that relate to special permit whaling, as will be 

explained in Chapter 8 .  

2 .51 In recent years, the Scientific Committee has been, and is currently,

engaged in comprehensive assessment of data supplied by Contracting 

Governments concerning whale stocks, in the implementation of the RMP209,

and in assessing the effects of environmental change on cetaceans, etc ., in 

order to develop better ways to manage whaling in a sustainable manner, in 

206 Art .V(2) .
207 AM, para . 2 .25 .
208 See below, paras . 3 .44-3 .45, 3 .63-3 .69 .
209 See below, para . 3 .72 .
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the face of an ever-changing picture revealed by scientific findings210 .

2 .52 Japan has always been a committed contributor to the deliberations 

of the Scientific Committee . Inter alia, it has provided scientific information 

for the purpose of helping the IWC to establish and revise whale management 

measures consistent with the object and purpose of the ICRW . 

2 .53 The scientific experts in their discussions in the Scientific 

Committee often have differing views . While scientists strive to conduct 

objective and scientific discussion, and do provide good scientific advice to 

the IWC, there are instances where irreconcilable differences persist among 

them . In such cases, the Scientific Committee has allowed groups of 

scientists to record their views . The response to “Concerns Regarding 

Scientific Permits” (Annex 62 of the Memorial of Australia)211 in the Report 

of the Scientific Committee 2003212 and the response to “Comments on the 

Government of Japan’s Proposal for a Second Phase Special Permit Whaling 

in Antarctica (JARPA II)” in the Report of the Scientific Committee 2005213,

210 Specific topics of current concern to the Commission include: 
“ (1) Comprehensive Assessment of whale stocks [Rep. int. Whal. Commn 34:30]

(2) Implementation of the Revised Management Procedure [Rep. int. Whal. Commn 45:43]
(3) Assessment of stocks subject to aboriginal subsistence whaling [Schedule paragraph 13(b)]
(4) Development of the Aboriginal Subsistence Whaling Management Procedure [Rep. int. Whal.

Commn 45:42-3]
(5) Effects of environmental change on cetaceans [Rep. int. Whal. Commn 43:39-40; 44:35; 45:49]
(6) Scientific aspects of whale sanctuaries [Rep. int. Whal. Commn 33:21-2; 45:63]
(7) Scientific aspects of small cetaceans [Rep. int. Whal. Commn 41:48; 42:48; 43:51; 45:41]
(8) Scientific aspects of whalewatching [Rep. int. Whal. Commn 45:49-50] ”
(“Rules of Procedure of the Scientific Committee”, Rules of Procedure and Financial Regulations 
as amended by the Commission at the 63rd Annual Meeting, July 2011, p . 16 (numbers added)
[Annex 121] .)

211 “Concerns Regarding Scientific Permits”, Appendix 2 to Annex O, Report of the Scientific 
Committee, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 6 (Suppl.), 2004, p . 364 .

212 A K Danielsdottir et al, “Response to Appendix 2 Regarding Scientific Permits”, Appendix 3, 
Annex O, Report of the Scientific Committee, J. Cetacean Res. Manage.6 (Suppl.), 2004, pp . 
365-366 [Annex 98] .

213 H Hatanaka et al, “Response to Appendix 2”, Appendix 3, Annex O1, Report of the Scientific 

 

  
 

are examples . Opposing views are always duly recorded . In making Japan’s 

case, this Counter-Memorial	 attempts	 to	 use	 quotations and excerpts that 

were agreed by the whole Scientific Committee as much as possible214, When 

views that did not secure the agreement of the whole Committee are referred

to, the sources of those views are clearly indicated . 

B. Other IWC Organs

2 .54 At the same time as the establishment of the Scientific Committee, 

the IWC established the Technical Committee . It was tasked with preparing 

reports and making recommendations on such issues as “(a) Management 

principles, categories, criteria and definitions, taking into account the 

recommendations of the Scientific Committee, as a means of helping the 

Commission to deal with management issues as they arise;” and “(b) 

technical and practical options for implementation of conservation measures 

based on Scientific Committee advice” 215  . Decisions of the Technical 

committee are usually taken by vote . 

2 .55 The Technical Committee was expected, along with the Scientific 

Committee, to contribute to the proper conservation and management of 

whale stocks . It has made numerous recommendations to the Commission’s

Plenary sessions, and was involved in the Commission’s decisions 

concerning proposed Schedule amendments including those relating to	quotas	

and to Paragraphs 10(e) and 7(b) of the Schedule . 

Committee, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 8 (Suppl.), 2006, p . 262 [Annex152] .
214 For example, see below, para . 4 .111 and paras 5 .101-5 .102 .
215 In addition to the above two provisions, the rules of procedure stipulate other tasks of the Technical 

Committee as (c) the implementation of decision taken by the Commission through resolutions and 
through Schedule provisions, (d) Commission agenda items assigned to it, and (e) any other 
matters .
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2 .56 However, at the 51st Annual Meeting, the Commission agreed to 

“experiment next year by not convening the Technical Committee” 216 ,

because	 (except	 for	 aboriginal/subsistence	 quotas)	 all other whaling 

management measures in the Schedule were made inoperative by the 

Commercial Whaling Moratorium, and the current operational status of the 

IWC does not allow for the Technical Committee to play its role . The 

Technical Committee has therefore not met since 1999 . However, the IWC

has agreed to retain on its agenda an item on the “[n]eed for a Technical 

Committee”, since it may be needed in the future if the Commission were to 

set	quotas	for	commercial	whaling217 .

2 .57 In 2003 the Conservation Committee was established by Resolution 

2003-1 (the Berlin Initiative) of the IWC . Australia contends that the 

adoption of the Berlin Initiative and the establishment of the Conservation 

Committee represent “a particularly critical step in the strengthening of the 

IWC’s conservation agenda .”218 However, the adoption of this Resolution 

was controversial in terms of procedure and substance . As Switzerland noted 

in the discussions, it was the Scientific Committee and the Commission itself 

that had been dealing with conservation issues . Finland noted the possibility 

of controlled sustainable commercial whaling once an acceptable 

management system was in place . Along with the concerns about procedural 

flaws, Iceland warned that the draft resolution would increase polarization in 

216 Chairman’s Report of the Fifty-First Annual Meeting, Annual Report of the International Whaling 
Commission 1999 , p . 48 [Annex 59] .

217 Chair’s Report of the 60th Annual Meeting, Annual Report of the International Whaling 
Commission 2008, p . 42: “However, the F&A Committee recommended that the need for the TC 
[Technical Committee] be kept under review and remain on the agenda since it may have a role to 
play if and when the RMS is completed and catch limit set” [Annex 67] .

218 AM, para . 2 .94 . 

 

  
 

the IWC, and considered that at the very least, the proposers should be 

willing to postpone a decision on the issue while the Commission tried to 

find a more widely agreeable avenue for a conservation agenda . Norway, the 

Republic of Korea, Antigua and Barbuda, China, Dominica, the Russian 

Federation, Japan, Grenada, St . Lucia, and Morocco made similar remarks . 

Norway and others considered that the Resolution was an attempt to change 

the main purpose of the Convention (i .e . the orderly development of the

whaling industry) by simple majority, and that the proper way of making such 

a radical change would be to call a diplomatic conference to re-negotiate the 

Convention . Against much opposition, the draft Resolution was put to a vote 

and adopted with 25 votes in favour and 20 against219 . However, although

adopted by the IWC, the Berlin Initiative and the establishment of the 

Conservation Committee do not evidence a shift of the IWC’s priorities . 

Conclusion 

2 .58 As observed in this Chapter, the International Whaling Conference 

in 1946 established the ICRW and the IWC in order to coordinate and codify 

the existing whaling regulations at that time and to install a permanent 

mechanism for effective conservation and management of whales and 

whaling . 

2 .59 This Chapter has shown that the ICRW is a continuation and 

culmination of the past regulation of whaling, and in particular the 1931 

Convention and the 1937 Agreement . The object and purpose of the ICRW 

219 Chair’s Report of the 55th Annual Meeting, Annual Report of the International Whaling
Commission 2003, pp . 8-10 [Annex 63] .
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was “the orderly development of the whaling industry” through “proper 

conservation of whale stocks” . Japan has also shown that other Contracting 

Governments, including Australia itself, shared the same understanding of the 

Convention . 

2 .60 The 1946 Convention created a permanent body to pursue the best 

resource management measures achievable in accordance with the scientific 

findings available at the time and as the circumstance surrounding whales

changed over time . The mandate of the IWC, in particular under Articles IV, 

V and VI, is to implement the object and purpose of the Convention, which is 

sustainable whaling .

2 .61 The main feature of the ICRW is the role of the IWC in adopting 

technical measures from time to time, responding to the demands of scientific 

evidence, by amending the Schedule in accordance with Article V of the 

ICRW . It may also issue non-binding recommendations to Contracting 

Governments .

2 .62 Contrary to Australia’s assertion that the Commission’s objective

has evolved from managing commercial whaling to protecting whales,

nothing in the above description of the purpose of the ICRW, or in the 

functions, mandate and role of the IWC, has changed . The work of the 

Commission and the Scientific Committee on “comprehensive assessment”,

the RMP, and the Revised Management Scheme (RMS), explained in the next 

Chapter, are all related to the development of resource management measures . 

So is the decision to retain the Technical Committee . It is against this basic 

but fundamental background that the efforts of the IWC to adopt whale 

 

  
 

management programmes, discussed in the next Chapter, and Japan’s 

scientific contributions to these programmes, need to be understood .
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CHAPTER 3

DEVELOPMENT OF WHALE CONSERVATION AND 

MANAGEMENT MEASURES UNDER THE IWC

3 .1 This Chapter provides an explanation of the history of the 

development of conservation and management measures of whaling under 

the IWC, to counter Australia’s presentation that, beginning with the adoption 

of the New Management Procedure (NMP), “the IWC has adopted a number 

of Schedule amendments which reflect the increasing pursuit of conservation 

objectives by the Commission” and that “[t]he IWC now pursues 

conservation of whales as an end itself .”220

3 .2 Over time, there has indeed been an evolution in international 

regulation of whaling under the IWC, in the sense that conservation and 

management measures have seen a remarkable development; but not the kind 

of “evolution” that Australia presents in its Memorial . Contrary to Australia’s 

assertions, the history of the development of the conservation and 

management measures under the IWC has been a history of continuous effort 

by the IWC to employ the most appropriate management measures so as to 

ensure the sustainable utilization of whale resources, based on science 

(Figure 3-1 and Table 3-1) .

3 .3 As Figure 3-1 shows, there is a direct correlation between the 

development of these management measures and Japan’s special permit 

whaling programmes, JARPA and JARPA II . It is in this connection that a 

proper understanding of the history of the development of conservation and 

220 AM, paras . 2 .98-2 .99 .

 

management measures, as well as the details of each measure, is important to 

an appreciation of the scientific significance of JARPA and JARPA II in the 

context of whale management .
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conservation of whales as an end itself .”220

3 .2 Over time, there has indeed been an evolution in international 

regulation of whaling under the IWC, in the sense that conservation and 

management measures have seen a remarkable development; but not the kind 

of “evolution” that Australia presents in its Memorial . Contrary to Australia’s 

assertions, the history of the development of the conservation and 

management measures under the IWC has been a history of continuous effort 

by the IWC to employ the most appropriate management measures so as to 

ensure the sustainable utilization of whale resources, based on science 

(Figure 3-1 and Table 3-1) .

3 .3 As Figure 3-1 shows, there is a direct correlation between the 

development of these management measures and Japan’s special permit 

whaling programmes, JARPA and JARPA II . It is in this connection that a 

proper understanding of the history of the development of conservation and 

220 AM, paras . 2 .98-2 .99 .

 

management measures, as well as the details of each measure, is important to 

an appreciation of the scientific significance of JARPA and JARPA II in the 

context of whale management .
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Table 3-1 . Development of the IWC’s Management of Whaling .

Concept Evolution/improvement 
from previous system

Data required        

BWU - Control oil 
production 
based on total 
catch 
irrespective of 
species

- Abundance estimate of whale 
population

NMP - Biological 
sustainability
Based on 
MSY

- Stock by stock 
management – attempt to 
move away from politically 
based decisions toward 
science based management

- Current stock size
- Initial stock size, MSYR (natural 
mortality rate & reproductive data∗), 
- Stock structure (genetic and 
non-genetic data)

RMP - Biological 
sustainability  

- Built-in safety factors to 
address unknowns
- Guidelines for conducting 
surveys and data analysis

- PIA- review all available data (e .g . on 
catches, abundance, life history 
parameters,* stock structure)
- RMP Implementation (including the 
ISTs) (past catches, whale abundance, 
stock structure (genetic and non-genetic 
data), MSYR, other life history 
parameters∗)
- CLA- past catch history & abundance 
estimate

Ecosystem 
Approach

- Ecosystem 
sustainability

- From single species to 
multispecies
- Ecosystem balance

- Whale distribution and abundance 
(biomass)
- Diet composition*, consumption 
rates*, prey distribution and abundance, 
prey preference*, natural mortality rate 
and reproductive data∗
- Oceanographic information, pollution 
data∗

BWU (Blue Whale Unit): Abandoned for the Southern Hemisphere in 1972-73 in favour of species 
quotas.
NMP (New Management Procedure): Put into effect for 1975-76	 and	 subsequent	 seasons.	 	
Classified stocks as Initial Management Stocks (IMS), Sustained Management Stocks (SMS) or 
Protection Stocks (PS) . Objective is to bring stocks to or maintain them at MSY level .
RMP (Revised Management Procedure): A risk-averse	method	of	 calculating	quotas	 for	 abundant	
stocks of baleen whales developed by the IWC Scientific Committee and adopted by the Commission 
in 1994 by consensus . The RMP has not yet been implemented . RMP has 3 steps: PIA –
Pre-Implementation Assessment, RMP Implementation (including ISTs: Implementation Simulation 
Trials) and CLA – Catch Limit Algorithm

∗ requires	lethal	sampling
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3 .4 When the ICRW was concluded in 1946, it inherited the legacy of

the past international regulatory regimes, including the management of 

whales	and	whaling	based	on	catch	quota	calculations using blue whale units 

(BWU) . However, when this initial management measure proved ineffective 

in properly conserving whales, the IWC began to pursue the management of 

whales and whaling first on a species and area basis, and then by trying to 

estimate the maximum sustainable yield (MSY) on a stock-by-stock222 basis 

(Section 1) .

3 .5 The IWC then adopted the New Management Procedure (NMP) 

based on the estimation of the MSY for each stock of whales . This was the 

IWC’s answer to increased calls for addressing declining whale stocks 

(Section 2) .

3 .6 However, the difficulties of implementing the NMP, due to the lack 

of scientific knowledge, eventually led to the adoption of the Commercial 

Whaling Moratorium in 1982 (Section 3) .

3 .7 The Moratorium was, therefore, adopted as a means to further 

improve conservation and management measures, not as a total ban aiming to 

protect whales per se. Nor was it intended to stop scientific research or 

special permit whaling . As its name suggests, it was intended to be a 

temporary measure to allow the IWC to accumulate the scientific data 

required	 for	 the comprehensive assessment of whale stocks, leading to the 

revision of the existing management procedure, in order to ensure the 

222 A “stock” is a group of animals of the same species with different characters such as different 
breeding areas and migration patterns . They can be distinguished genetically as well as biologically . 
In the conservation and management of living resources, scientific knowledge about stock structure 
is essential because the management is to be implemented by stock .

 

sustainable development of the whaling industry . As such, the introduction of 

the Commercial Whaling Moratorium marked a special emphasis on the need 

for scientific data and research . JARPA was exactly a response to that need .

3 .8 In accordance with the provisions of Paragraph 10(e) of the 

Schedule to the ICRW, the IWC successfully devised a new measure, called 

the Revised Management Procedure (RMP) . However, despite the adoption 

of the RMP by the Commission in 1994, it is yet to be incorporated into the 

Schedule .

3 .9 The RMP is not as simple a procedure as Australia contends . Since 

the adoption of the RMP, the Scientific Committee has continued its efforts to 

seek better ways of conservation and sustainable use of whale resources, by 

pursuing the appropriate implementation and improvement of the RMP, as 

well as by a change in the management system from single-species 

management to multi-species management, reflecting the global trend in 

marine resource management (Section 4) .

3 .10 This Chapter shows that consistent efforts have been made in order 

to overcome the deficiencies of the management measures in place, and new 

management measures have from time to time been adopted accordingly . It is 

to be noted that the scientific uncertainties that hindered the successful 

implementation of the NMP led to the launch of JARPA, which further 

indicated the need to improve the RMP and to obtain data for the 

development of ecosystem modelling . The need to overcome these scientific 

uncertainties thus became one of the objectives of JARPA II .
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Section 1. From Blue Whale Unit to a Stock-by-Stock Attainment of

the Maximum Sustainable Yield (MSY)

3 .11 When the ICRW was concluded in 1946, the delegates decided to 

employ the concept of the Blue Whale Unit (BWU)223, a legacy from 

previous regulatory instruments, as a means to calculate the maximum 

number of whales to be caught during a whaling season . For example, two fin 

whales were	equivalent	to	one	blue	whale.

3 .12 The BWU was originally a system designed to control the total 

production of whale oil, employed in the cartel arrangements in the 1930s224,

rather than a system to conserve and manage whale stocks . It prescribed a

total catch of whales defined in terms of BWU, regardless of the species 

caught, and set quotas	area	by	area.

3 .13 As scientific findings showed, this whale management system 

based on BWU could not effectively halt the depletion of certain whale 

stocks . The BWU system had an inherent shortcoming as a system of whale 

stock conservation and management because it was not designed to regulate 

whaling on a stock-by-stock basis . 

3 .14 Being concerned that some stocks of whales were declining to a 

223 At the end of the International Whaling Conference of 1946, the delegates agreed that “[t]he 
number of baleen whales taken during the open season caught in any waters south of 40° South 
latitude by whale catchers attached to factory ships under the jurisdiction of the Contracting 
Governments shall not exceed six-teen thousand blue-whale units .” For the purpose of this 
provision, blue-whale units were to be calculated on the basis	 that	one	blue	whale	equals	 two	fin	
whales, two and one-half humpbacks, or six sei whales . According to the travaux préparatoires,
this was taken from the 1944 and 1945 Protocol . See IWC/22 (21 November 1946), p . 7 [Annex 
19] .

224 See above, Chapter 2, fn 154 .

 

seriously low level, the IWC began to take new steps . In 1960, at its 12th 

Meeting, the Scientific Committee gave special attention to the scientific 

appraisal of the Antarctic whale stocks; and in the light of its 

recommendations, and based also on the suggestions made by United 

Kingdom, the IWC decided inter alia to appoint three scientists from 

non-Antarctic whaling countries, who would be tasked to report on the 

sustainable yield of whale stocks in the Antarctic and on possible 

conservation measures to increase this sustainable yield225 .

3 .15 In setting up the committee of three scientists, the IWC declared 

that the catch limit “should be brought into line with the scientific findings 

not later than 31 July 1964, having regard to the provisions of Article V(2) of 

the Convention .”226

3 .16 The Final Report of the three scientists was circulated to the IWC 

member States in 1963 for discussion at the 15th Meeting . Having reviewed 

the theory of fisheries management based on MSY227, the scientists clearly 

recommended ending the BWU system228 and suggested that the “maximum 

225 The small committee of three scientists (which came to be known as “the Committee of Three”) 
included	 scientists	 qualified	 in	 population	 dynamics	 or	 some	 other	 appropriate	 science.	 The 
Committee of Three was made up of Douglas G . Chapman of the United States, K . R . Allen of New 
Zealand, and Sydney J . Holt, representing the United Nations Food and Agriculture Organization in 
Rome . The committee later expanded to four members with the addition of John Gulland of the 
United Kingdom . See Chairman’s Report of the Twelfth Annual Meeting (1960), p . 3 .

226 Ibid.
227 “Final Report of the Committee of Three Scientists”, IWC/15/9, Special Scientific Investigation of 

the Antarctic Whale Stocks (1963), p . 5 [Annex 73] .
228 Ibid., p . 2 . In the Final Report, the following four recommendations were made:

(1) A complete cessation of catching of blue and humpback whales (Group IV and V) for a 
considerable number of years .

(2) The	quota	on	fin	whale	catches	should	be	reduced	to	7,000	or	less.
(3) The “blue whale unit” should be eliminated	and	separate	quotas	established	for	each	

species .
(4) Population analyses should be continued based on the pooled biological data of all the 

countries participating in Antarctic whaling .
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sustainable total yield can only eventually be obtained by taking the 

maximum sustainable yield for each of these species considered 

separately”229 .

3 .17 This marked the dawn of a new era in the history of the 

international management of whales and the beginning of whale conservation 

and management which continues to this day . Since this time, the IWC has 

always sought to manage whales and whaling by trying to estimate the MSY 

for each individual stock .

3 .18 According to the Final Report of the three scientists, the concept of 

sustainable yield was defined as “the	excess	of	reproduction	and	subsequent	

recruitment to the exploitable stock, over the natural deaths”230 . The report 

considered that the catch of such “surplus”231 population “could be taken 

from that stock without either causing it to decline or allowing it to grow”232 .

3 .19 This concept lies at the heart of the stock-by-stock management of 

whales and whaling, and this is precisely why it became important to 

estimate reproductive parameters and natural mortality rate . This is a very 

important point in understanding the objectives of JARPA, which will be 

explained in detail in Part II .

3 .20 The history of the development of whale management measures in 

the IWC is the history of the continuing effort to build procedures for 

stock-by-stock management of whales and whaling, in order to achieve the 

229 Ibid., p . 3 (emphasis added) .
230 Ibid ., p . 5 .
231 Ibid ., p . 5 .
232 Ibid., p . 5 .

 

object and purpose of the ICRW . It is not, as Australia suggests, the 

development of an “increasingly restrictive regulatory regime”233 for the 

protection of whales per se .

Section 2.  In Search of a New Direction for Conservation and 

Management of Whales

3 .21 The IWC finally decided to end management based on the BWU in 

1972 at the 24th Annual Meeting; and while the IWC sought a new 

management measure to replace the BWU in the following decade, the idea 

of a moratorium on commercial whaling was introduced . The IWC developed 

the New Management Procedure (NMP) based on the stock-by-stock 

attainment of the MSY, instead of opting for a moratorium; but when the 

NMP proved difficult to implement, an increasing number of the Contracting 

Governments started to call again for the need to adopt a moratorium on 

commercial whaling .

3 .22 Adopted eventually in 1982, the Commercial Whaling Moratorium 

was brought into effect as a temporary suspension of commercial whaling 

aimed at allowing the IWC to accumulate the scientific knowledge necessary 

to consider modification of the provision establishing the Moratorium itself 

and the establishment of other catch limits .

A.  Moratorium Proposals Rejected by the IWC

3 .23 The idea of a commercial whaling moratorium had first been 

233 AM, para . 2 .34 .
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considered in 1972, when a proposal to place a ten-year moratorium on 

commercial whaling was introduced at the United Nations Conference on the 

Human Environment held at Stockholm (Stockholm Conference)234 .

3 .24 The recommendation adopted at the Stockholm Conference was 

formally communicated to the IWC, which considered the recommendation 

at the 24th Annual Meeting held in 1972 . At the Technical Committee, a 

motion for a Schedule amendment to enable the IWC to institute a global 

moratorium on commercial whaling was proposed by the United States and 

seconded by United Kingdom235 . The United States delegation described the 

rationale behind this motion as being that “[t]he state of knowledge of the 

whale	 stocks	 was	 so	 inadequate	 that	 it	 was	 only	 common	 prudence	 to	

suspend whaling; this was necessary so that scientific efforts could be 

redoubled and new research techniques developed”236 .

3 .25 The Scientific Committee agreed with the necessity for further

scientific research237, but reiterated the importance of the stock-by-stock 

management, as follows:

“[A] blanket moratorium on whaling could not be justified 
scientifically since	prudent	management	 required	regulation	of	 the	
stocks individually . It would also probably bring about a reduction 

234 The United Nations Conference on the Human Environment was held at Stockholm, 5-16 June 
1972 . Recommendation 33 recommended a ten-year moratorium on commercial whaling . 
(“Recommendations for action at the international level”, Action Plan for the Human Environment, 
the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment in 1972 (the Stockholm Conference), 
<http://www .unep .org/Documents .Multilingual/Default .asp?DocumentID=97&ArticleID=1506&l=
en> accessed 14 February 2012 .

235 Chairman’s Report of the Twenty-Fourth Annual Meeting (26-30 June 1972), p . 5 .
236 Ibid., (emphasis added) .
237 The Commission accepted the two other recommendations made by the Stockholm Conference, 

namely to strengthen the Commission in order to increase international research efforts, and to seek 
support for a decade of intensified research on cetaceans . The Commission agreed to develop a 
programme to be known as the International Decade of Cetacean Research (IDCR) (ibid ., pp . 2, 7) .

 

in the amount of research whereas there was a prime need for a 
substantial increase in research activity .… [I]nstead of a 
moratorium, support should be sought for a decade of intensified 
research on cetaceans and that this should proceed in parallel with 
further development of the policy of bringing catch restrictions into 
line with the best available knowledge of the state of the stocks .”238

3 .26 The proposal for a moratorium was rejected by the Technical 

Committee and by the Commission at the Plenary 239 because the 

Commission held the view, recommended by the Scientific Committee, that 

“regulation by species and stocks was the only practical method of whale 

conservation .”240

3 .27 Contrary to Australia’s claim, no “shift” toward “the preservation241

of species”242 occurred in the practice of the IWC: rather, the IWC decided 

to continue exploring better methods to calculate catch limits for whales . 

Throughout the years from 1972 to 1982 when a moratorium was discussed, 

the Scientific Committee maintained its view that the moratorium on 

commercial whaling was scientifically unjustified243 .

B.  Introduction of the New Management Procedure (NMP)

3 .28 Calls for the imposition of a commercial whaling moratorium 

238 Ibid., pp . 5-6 (emphasis added) .
239 Ibid., p . 6 .
240 Ibid., p . 1 .
241 See below, para . 6 .14, for discussion on Australia’s use of the terms “preservation” and 

“conservation” .
242 AM, para . 2 .46 .
243 The Scientific Committee held the view on the moratorium proposal as scientifically unjustifiable at 

the Annual Meeting of 1972 through 1974 (Chairman’s Report of the Twenty-Fourth Annual 
Meeting (1972), pp . 5-6; Chairman’s Report of the Twenty-Fifth Annual Meeting (1973), p . 4; 
Chairman’s Report of the Twenty-Sixth Annual Meeting (1974), p . 2) . When the proposal was 
submitted again in 1979, the Committee could not reach a consensus; and this situation continued 
until the proposal was finally adopted in 1982 .
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continued . The United States again submitted proposals for Schedule 

amendments to establish a moratorium on commercial whaling, in 1973 and 

in 1974, both of which proposals were declined by the Scientific Committee 

and by the Commission .

3 .29 The established view of the Commission continued to be that a 

stock-by-stock management approach was the most effective, and that there 

was no biological justification for a blanket moratorium . For example, 

Douglas Chapman, the then Chairman of the Scientific Committee, stated as 

follows at the Plenary meeting of the 25th Annual Meeting in 1973:

“[T]he concept of individual species management is now operative, 
the Scientific Committee agreed that at the present time there is no 
biological requirement for the imposition of a blanket moratorium
on all commercial whaling .…A m[a]jority further considered that 
…at present, no biological justification for such a blanket 
moratorium… . The Committee has repeatedly pointed out to the 
Commission,…that effective management can only be achieved if 
each species, and indeed each individual stock is managed and 
exploited separately in a way appropriate to its condition . Any 
blanket management, such as a global moratorium, would be in 
direct contradiction to this principle .”244

3 .30 The New Management Procedure (NMP) was proposed in 1974, as 

an amendment by Australia245 to the United States proposal for a ten-year 

moratorium on commercial whaling . The Commission adopted 246 the 

proposal on the condition that detailed criteria for classifying different stocks 

244 Verbatim Record, IWC/25/13-1, (1973), pp . 46-47 (emphasis added) [Annex 28] .
245 Australia proposed that “moratoria on catching should be imposed in respect of those species or 

stocks for which the Scientific Committee determines that stock numbers are undesirably low, 
based on estimates of initial numbers, and that catching should cease in order to restore them to 
levels producing a maximum sustainable yield .” Verbatim Record, IWC/26/12-1 (24 June 1974), p . 
5 [Annex 29] .

246 Verbatim Record, IWC/26/12-2 (25 June 1974), p . 10 [Annex 30] .

 

of whales into three categories were to be provided by the Scientific 

Committee . The intention behind this recommendation is well expressed in 

the preamble of the proposal which reads as follows:

“The Technical Committee, noting that whale stocks are a common 
concern to mankind, concerned that some species of great whales 
are at present considerably depleted below their optimum 
population levels, recalling that the historic decline in whale 
population occurred not only because of excessive exploitation but 
also because knowledge was inadequate to protect the species, 
motivated by the need to preserve and enhance whale stocks as a 
resource for future use when food needs of the world will be 
greater…, taking into consideration the long-range interests of the 
consumers of whale products and of the whaling industry as cited 
in Article 5 of the Convention, and recognising that the 
management of whale stocks should be based not only on the 
concept of maximum sustainable yield and numbered by species 
but should also include… interactions between species in the 
marine eco-system…”247

3 .31 In the same year in 1974, the Scientific Committee held a special 

meeting for this purpose in December in La Jolla, the United States of 

America . Following the advice of the Scientific Committee248, the NMP was 

formally adopted by the Commission the following year, in 1975 . It was the 

first systematic effort by the IWC to place the management measure on a 

scientific basis in order to ensure the sustainability of whale stocks249 .

247 Ibid., pp . 2-3 (emphasis added) [Annex 30] .
248 The Scientific Committee	was	specifically	requested	to	advise	the	Commission	regarding	the	

criteria to be applied in classifying whale stocks into categories of Protection Stocks (PS), 
Sustained Management Stocks (SMS) and Initial Management Stocks (IMS) and the allocation of 
stocks to these categories . Annex C2, The Report of the Special Meeting held on 3-13 December 
1974 at La Jolla, USA, pp . 33-34 [Annex 74] .

249 Justin G . Cooke, “The Management of Whaling” (1994) 20 Aquatic Mammals, pp . 129-135, 
<http://aquaticmammalsjournal.org/share/AquaticMammalsIssueArchives/1994/AquaticMammals_
20-3/20-03_Cooke .pdf> accessed 14 February 2012 .
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3 .32 The establishment of the NMP was the response of the IWC to the 

calls by the international community to address the issue of declining whale 

stocks . As a whale management measure to replace the BWU, the IWC chose 

to employ for each species a stock-by-stock management approach based on 

scientific findings, in which it sought to categorize different whale stocks in 

relation to the MSY stock levels .

C.  The NMP: How it Works

1. The Three Categories (Not all Stocks were Regarded as Depleted)
3 .33 Under the NMP, whale stocks were classified, based on their 

estimated population levels, into one of the three following categories, added 

to the Schedule to the ICRW as Paragraphs 6(a) to (c) (now Paragraph 10(a) 

to (c)):

(a) Sustained Management Stock (SMS);
(b) Initial Management Stock (IMS); 
(c) Protection Stock (PS)250

3 .34 Assuming that there is a link between the level or the size of the 

population of a given stock of whales and its reproductive capacity251, the 

idea was that if the abundance of the stock was estimated to be significantly 

above the level which would produce the MSY (IMS, category (b)), then 

250 The three categories were defined as follows:
- SMS:  A stock not more than 10 per cent of MSY stock level below MSY level, and 
not more than 20 per cent above that level .
- IMS:  A stock more than 20 per cent of MSY stock level above MSY level .
- PS:  A stock which is below 10 per cent of MSY stock level below MSY level 

(Chairman’s Report of the Twenty-Seventh Annual Meeting, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 27, 1977, p . 7 
[Annex 45] .)

251 It is supposed that the reproductive capacity of a whale stock in a given environment is lowest when 
the population is too small or too large . Whales do not reproduce much when there are too few of 
them, and they also do not reproduce much when there are too many of them . The level of 
population at which the reproductive capacity is highest is to be found somewhere in between, and 
this is the population level that produces the MSY .

 

commercial whaling would be permitted down to the MSY level . On the 

other hand, if the abundance was estimated to be far below the MSY level 

(PS, category (c)), then no commercial whaling would be permitted, so as to 

allow the stock to recover . Whale stocks were categorized as SMS (category 

(a)) if the abundance was estimated to be at or around the MSY level . This 

way, the NMP aimed at achieving the constant catch level of the MSY 

(Figure 3-2) .
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Figure 3-2 . Comparison of permitted catch limits under NMP with sustainable yield 
curve for population where MSYL occurs at 60% of initial level . Reprinted from Whales 
and Whaling . Vol .1, by Sir Sidney Frost252 .

3 .35 When the NMP was applied for the 1975/76 pelagic season and 

1976 coastal season, certain stocks were categorized as PS, meaning that 

catches were not permitted; but there were many other stocks categorized as 

SMS, such as fin whales (Southern Hemisphere Area I, North Atlantic 

(Iceland Stock), North Atlantic (Newfoundland Stock)) and minke whales 

(Southern Hemisphere Area IV, North Atlantic), and also stocks categorized 

as IMS, such as minke whales (Southern Hemisphere Areas I, II, III, V, VI) .

252 Nina M . Young (ed .), Examining the Components of a Revised Management Scheme (1993, Center 
for Marine Conservation), p . 5 .

 

Catch limits were specified accordingly253 .

2. Estimation of the MSY Population Levels and the Scientific Data 

Required

3 .36 Obviously,	 whale	 stock	 management	 under	 the	 NMP	 requires	

estimation of the population level for each stock of whales in order to 

calculate the MSY; and	a	lot	of	biological	data	is	required	to	do	so.	

3 .37 For example, in order to categorize whales into the three categories 

listed above254 on a stock-by-stock basis, there is a need for information on

the stock structure of each species . Also, in addition to the current abundance 

of each stock of whales, there is a need to estimate the population at the 

initial unexploited level, as well as the reproductive capacity at each 

population level . For the estimation of initial unexploited level and 

reproductive capacity, it is necessary to collect more detailed biological 

information, such as age composition, age at sexual maturity, pregnancy rate 

and natural mortality rate255 .

3 .38 In reality, however, implementation of this new management 

measure was not an easy task because the NMP was, in a sense, too advanced 

as compared to the scientific knowledge available at the time . Some of the 

key	 scientific	data	 required	 for	 the	 implementation	of	 the	NMP	were	either	

unavailable or too uncertain256 .

253 Chairman’s Report of the Twenty-Seventh Meeting, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 27, 1977, pp . 13-14
[Annex 45] .

254 See above, para . 3 .33 .
255 Greg Donovan, “The International Whaling Commission and the Revised Management Procedure” 

(1995), <http://www .highnorth .no/library/Management_Regimes/IWC/th-in-wh .htm> accessed 14 
February 2012 .

256 The difficulties in implementing the NMP were well explained by the Head of Science of the IWC 
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Section 3. From the NMP to the Moratorium

A.  The Difficulties in Implementing the NMP and the Efforts by

the Scientific Committee to Overcome Them

3 .39 In order for the NMP to function as designed, it was necessary that 

appropriate scientific data be obtained . However, implementation of the NMP 

was problematic primarily because of difficulties in estimating the essential 

biological parameters, such as natural mortality rates, pregnancy rates and 

recruitment rates, “to	the	level	of	precision	required” to estimate the values of 

“initial” and “current” population sizes257 .

3 .40 The NMP also assumed that boundaries could be drawn to 

differentiate “stocks” as management units for all whale species in all oceans, 

and that these “stocks” could be classified into one of the three categories258

Secretariat in a 1995 paper from which the following three paragraphs are extracted:

“The NMP assumed that management stock boundaries could be drawn for all whale 
species in all oceans, and that these ‘stocks’ could be classified into one of the above three 
categories [i .e . IMS, SMS and PS], without ever defining what a ‘stock’ was or what the 
minimum criteria for drawing up such boundaries should be .

Although the method of calculating catch limits for a defined ‘stock’ was specified and easy 
to understand,	an	acceptable	way	of	obtaining	the	required	values	of	‘initial’	population	size	
and ‘current’ population size was not specified . Without going into details, most methods 
required	the	use	of	computer	models	to	simulate	the	behaviour	of	the	exploited populations . 
These	models	required	estimates	of	certain	life	history	parameters	(such	as	natural	mortality	
rates, pregnancy rates, recruitment rates), and in effect assumed that management stocks 
were	the	equivalent	of	biological	stocks.

In practice, although crude estimates of these parameters could be obtained, they could not 
be	obtained	to	the	level	of	precision	required,	even	assuming	the	models	really	did	reflect	
the dynamics of the populations . In addition, direct estimates of current population size 
rarely existed (ibid .) .”

257 Ibid.
258 See above, para . 3 .33 .

 

under the NMP, as stated above . However, that was in fact not the case259 .

3 .41 Despite these difficulties, the NMP was recognized as moving at 

least in the right direction . For example, in 1978 the Scientific Committee 

expressed its view as follows, and denied the need, once again, to adopt a 

moratorium:

“It is the opinion of the Scientific Committee that the present 
management procedure does safeguard whale species and identified 
major stocks for future generations at a very small risk, whilst 
enabling a continued yield to be taken . Notwithstanding the 
difficulties, the implementation of the New Management Procedure 
is leading to a better knowledge of whale population dynamics . 
This would be lost under a moratorium unless there were a very 
considerable increase in monitoring and research activity .”260

3 .42 The Scientific Committee and the Technical Committee sought to 

improve the NMP rather than to abandon the on-going efforts to develop a 

stock-by-stock management approach or shift in favour of a blanket 

moratorium . At every Annual Meeting of the IWC since 1978, discussion on 

“Review of the Present Management Procedure” has been included on the 

agenda to seek ways to overcome the challenges faced . 

3 .43 Until a new, revised management procedure could be devised to 

replace it, the NMP remained the only conservation and management 

measure at hand . Towards the end of the 1970s, however, doubts were 

increasingly cast on the feasibility of the NMP, which prompted certain 

Contracting Governments to try once again to put in place a moratorium on 

259 See above, fn . 255 .
260 “Report of the Scientific Committee”, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 29, 1979 (12 June 1978), p . 43

[Annex 76] .
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“initial” and “current” population sizes257 .

3 .40 The NMP also assumed that boundaries could be drawn to 

differentiate “stocks” as management units for all whale species in all oceans, 

and that these “stocks” could be classified into one of the three categories258

Secretariat in a 1995 paper from which the following three paragraphs are extracted:

“The NMP assumed that management stock boundaries could be drawn for all whale 
species in all oceans, and that these ‘stocks’ could be classified into one of the above three 
categories [i .e . IMS, SMS and PS], without ever defining what a ‘stock’ was or what the 
minimum criteria for drawing up such boundaries should be .

Although the method of calculating catch limits for a defined ‘stock’ was specified and easy 
to understand,	an	acceptable	way	of	obtaining	the	required	values	of	‘initial’	population	size	
and ‘current’ population size was not specified . Without going into details, most methods 
required	the	use	of	computer	models	to	simulate	the	behaviour	of	the	exploited populations . 
These	models	required	estimates	of	certain	life	history	parameters	(such	as	natural	mortality	
rates, pregnancy rates, recruitment rates), and in effect assumed that management stocks 
were	the	equivalent	of	biological	stocks.

In practice, although crude estimates of these parameters could be obtained, they could not 
be	obtained	to	the	level	of	precision	required,	even	assuming	the	models	really	did	reflect	
the dynamics of the populations . In addition, direct estimates of current population size 
rarely existed (ibid .) .”

257 Ibid.
258 See above, para . 3 .33 .

 

under the NMP, as stated above . However, that was in fact not the case259 .

3 .41 Despite these difficulties, the NMP was recognized as moving at 

least in the right direction . For example, in 1978 the Scientific Committee 

expressed its view as follows, and denied the need, once again, to adopt a 

moratorium:

“It is the opinion of the Scientific Committee that the present 
management procedure does safeguard whale species and identified 
major stocks for future generations at a very small risk, whilst 
enabling a continued yield to be taken . Notwithstanding the 
difficulties, the implementation of the New Management Procedure 
is leading to a better knowledge of whale population dynamics . 
This would be lost under a moratorium unless there were a very 
considerable increase in monitoring and research activity .”260

3 .42 The Scientific Committee and the Technical Committee sought to 

improve the NMP rather than to abandon the on-going efforts to develop a 

stock-by-stock management approach or shift in favour of a blanket 

moratorium . At every Annual Meeting of the IWC since 1978, discussion on 

“Review of the Present Management Procedure” has been included on the 

agenda to seek ways to overcome the challenges faced . 

3 .43 Until a new, revised management procedure could be devised to 

replace it, the NMP remained the only conservation and management 

measure at hand . Towards the end of the 1970s, however, doubts were 

increasingly cast on the feasibility of the NMP, which prompted certain 

Contracting Governments to try once again to put in place a moratorium on 

259 See above, fn . 255 .
260 “Report of the Scientific Committee”, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 29, 1979 (12 June 1978), p . 43

[Annex 76] .
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commercial whaling .

B.  Revival of Moratorium Proposals

3 .44 In 1979, Australia and the United States each submitted a proposal 

at the 31st Annual Meeting261 . Whereas the Australian proposal sought to 

bring an end to all whaling, the United States proposed a moratorium on 

commercial whaling “until serious flaws in the design and practice of the 

Commission’s current conservation programme have been remedied”262 . No 

agreement could be reached at the Scientific Committee or at the Plenary263 .

While certain members supported the proposal, others drew attention to the 

lack of scientific support264 . In the Plenary, Panama amended the proposal by 

dividing it into two parts—a moratorium on the use of factory ships and a 

moratorium on whaling from land stations . Denmark then amended the 

proposed moratorium on the use of factory ships to add “excluding minke 

whales” . The proposal was thus to add to the Schedule the following as 

Paragraph 8(d) (which is now numbered Paragraph 10(d) of the Schedule):

“Notwithstanding the other provisions of paragraph 8: (i) there 
shall be a moratorium on the taking, killing or treating of whales 
excluding minke whales by factory-ships or whale catches attached 
to factory-ships; (ii) there shall be a moratorium on the taking, 
killing or treating of whales by land stations or whale catchers 
attached to land stations except as provided for in paragraph 11 .”

261 After the adoption of the NMP in 1974, proposals for commercial whaling moratorium did not 
appear on the agenda of the IWC Annual Meetings in the years between 1976 and 1978 during 
which the discussions focused more on classification of whale stocks and setting of catch limits . 
Panama had initially made a proposal for a moratorium at the Annual Meeting in 1978 but 
withdrew the proposal (See Chairman’s Report of the Thirtieth Annual Meeting, Rep. int. Whal. 
Commn 29, 1979, p . 21) .

262 Chairman’s Report of the Thirty-First Annual Meeting, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 30, 1980, p . 26 .
[Annex 46] .

263 Ibid.
264 Ibid.

 

3 .45 The moratorium on the use of factory-ships except for minke 

whales was adopted by vote; however, the moratorium related to land stations 

did	 not	 receive	 the	 required	 three-quarters	 majority	 to	 be	 adopted 265  .

Proposals to amend the Schedule to establish a moratorium on all commercial 

whaling were tabled again in 1980 and in 1981 . These proposals failed to 

receive the three-quarters	majority	necessary	to	amend	the	Schedule.	In	1982,	

however, at the 34th Annual Meeting, a proposal for a commercial whaling 

moratorium did receive the three-quarters	 majority	 required	 for	 Schedule	

amendments, but without any agreed advice from the Scientific Committee . 

After extensive discussions in the Technical Committee on issues such as the 

need for rational management and sustainable utilization, scientific 

uncertainty and the lack of data in assessments, and past over-exploitation 

and the decline in the whale stocks, among other matters266, the moratorium 

proposal was adopted in the Technical Committee by a majority and 

recommended to the Plenary for adoption by the Commission .

3 .46 The Commercial Whaling Moratorium became operative as 

Paragraph 10(e) of the Schedule in accordance with Article V of the 

Convention, as follows:

“Notwithstanding the other provisions of paragraph 10, catch limits 
for the killing for commercial purposes of whales from all stocks 
for the 1986 coastal and the 1985/86 pelagic seasons and thereafter 
shall be zero . This provision will be kept under review, based upon 
the best scientific advice, and by 1990 at the latest the Commission 
will undertake a comprehensive assessment of the effects of this 
decision on whale stocks and consider modification of this 

265 See also below, paras . 3 .63-3 .65 .
266 Chairman’s Report of the Thirty-Fourth Annual Meeting, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 33, 1983, pp . 

20-21 [Annex 47] .
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provision and the establishment of other catch limits .”267

3 .47 Paragraph 10(e) was initially binding upon all Contracting 

Governments except for Japan, Norway, Peru 268 , the Union of Soviet 

Socialist Republics, each of which had lodged an objection in accordance 

with Article V(3) of the ICRW . In 1985, Japan withdrew its objection to the 

Moratorium on Commercial Whaling269, following negotiations with the 

United States concerning Japanese fishing in the United States EEZ . However, 

this did not mean that Japan changed its position, that management measures 

should be based on scientific advice .

3 .48 The Commercial Whaling Moratorium is not, however, a step 

toward preservation of whales per se . It is clear from the text of Paragraph 

10(e) that the Commercial Whaling Moratorium adopted by the IWC was a 

temporary measure, to allow the	IWC	to	accumulate	scientific	data	required	

for a comprehensive assessment of whale stocks and consideration of catch 

limits other than zero, by 1990 .

3 .49 It is also evident from deliberations in the Technical Committee 

that the commercial whaling moratorium was proposed and adopted due to 

267 At the 34th Annual Meeting of the IWC in 1982, after the moratorium proposal was adopted at the 
Technical Committee and then recommended to the Plenary, Seychelles proposed an amendment to 
the Schedule amendment proposal (the existing proposal of the moratorium) which would 1) give 
three years before the moratorium was implemented, 2) allow for the setting of catch limits other 
than zero under scientific advice and 3) add also a provision for a full review of the effects of the 
decision within five years . The amendment was seconded by Sweden, St Lucia, Australia, New 
Zealand and Oman (See Chairman’s Report of the Thirty-Fourth Annual Meeting, Rep. int. Whal. 
Commn 33, 1983, pp . 20-21 . [Annex 47] .)

268 Peru withdrew its objection on 22 July 1983, but the objections of Norway and the Russian 
Federation remain in effect . (See a note attached to the Paragraph 10(e) of the Schedule [Annex 6] .)

269 Japan’s withdrawal of its objection took effect from 1 May 1987 with respect to commercial pelagic 
whaling: from 1 October 1987 with respect to commercial coastal whaling for minke and Bryde’s 
whales; and from 1 April 1988 with respect to commercial coastal sperm whaling .

 

concerns over past management failures, and uncertainties in the assessment 

of stocks and sustainable yields which resulted from	 inadequate	knowledge	

about whales . The point, therefore, was that “knowledge of whales is not yet 

adequate	to	enable	catch	limits	to	be	set	at	levels which can be sustained”, as 

Jerry Wiggin, the United Kingdom’s Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry 

of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, stated in his address of welcome at the 

IWC’s Annual Meeting in 1981270 . He further emphasized that “we [United 

Kingdom] recognise that other countries have a legitimate commercial 

interest in whaling and if, in the future, it could be shown beyond reasonable 

doubt that some exploitation of stocks might safely be resumed, and that 

satisfactory methods of killing were available, the lifting of the ban might be 

considered .”271

3 .50 As noted earlier272, the Scientific Committee had not given any 

agreed advice in support of the Moratorium273 . Furthermore, in a written 

statement submitted to the Special Meeting held in March 1982, the FAO 

representative stated that “[a] justification for a complete cessation of 

whaling can be put forward on aesthetic or moral grounds, but these seem 

outside the terms of reference of the Commission .”274

3 .51 Views against the Moratorium were also expressed by renowned 

270 Verbatim Record, IWC/33/VR (20 July 1981), p . 1 [Annex 33] .
271 Ibid., pp . 1-2 . Furthermore, a tentative character of Moratorium on Commercial Whaling was in 

fact recognized from the beginning . Buchanan-Smith, Minister of State for the Ministry of 
Agriculture of the UK stated at the 31st Annual Meeting in 1979 that “resumption of whaling 
should only be considered if evidence of recovery of stocks and improvement in methods of killing 
justify it .” Verbatim Record (9-13 July 1979), p . 4 [Annex 31] .

272 See above paras . 3 .27, 3 .45 .
273 Chairman’s Report of the Thirty-Fourth Annual Meeting, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 33, 1983, p . 21 

[Annex 47] .
274 FAO “Statement by the FAO Observer”, Special Meeting of the IWC (March 1982), unnumbered 

text circulated at the 34th Meeting [Annex 127] .
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scientists who had been involved with the work of the Scientific Committee .

For example, K . Radway Allen, who served as one of the three eminent 

biostatisticians of the Committee of Three in 1960, and as the Chairman of 

the Scientific Committee from 1973 to 1979, noted in his book on 

Conservation and Management of Whales that “[a] general cessation of 

whaling	 would	 have	 an	 immediate	 effect	 upon	 the	 acquisition	 of	 further	

knowledge of whales…”275

3 .52 After the Moratorium was adopted, John Gulland of United 

Kingdom, who was the fourth scientist added to the Committee of Three in 

1964276, also pointed out that seriously depleted stocks had already received 

complete protection, and stated that “[i]f conservation means a sensible 

balance between the current use of a resource, and conserving it for possible 

use in the future, the moratorium was hardly a major victory . Some, myself 

included, consider it a setback”277 .

3 .53 As is clear from the above descriptions, after abandoning the BWU 

in	1972,	the	IWC	experienced	a	decade	of	quandary	in	search	of	measures	for	

proper conservation and management of whales and whaling . Certain IWC 

members pushed for the imposition of a blanket moratorium on commercial 

whaling for all species of whales regardless of their status, while others 

sought regulation by individual stocks and species in accordance with the 

best scientific knowledge available .

3 .54 Australia argues that the adoption of the Moratorium “reflects the 

275 Kenneth Radway Allen, Conservation and Management of Whales (University of Washington Press 
and Butterworth & Co . 1980) p . 97 [Annex 199] .

276 Chairman’s Report of the Sixteenth Annual Meeting, p . 1 . 
277 John Gulland, “The End of Whaling?” (1988) 120 New Scientist, p . 42 [Annex 200] .

 

recognition by the IWC that the over-exploitation and continued depletion of 

whale stocks that had characterised the first three decades of the IWC could 

not be permitted to continue .”278 However, the debate was not about whether 

to choose a total and perpetual ban .

3 .55 The IWC was continuously seeking to improve management 

measures, and the opposing positions among its members were at least in 

agreement on the necessity of further scientific research . The United States 

emphasized that whaling needed to be suspended “so that scientific efforts 

could	 be	 redoubled	 and	 new	 research	 techniques	 developed.”279 It is clear 

that the Moratorium on Commercial Whaling initiated and encouraged 

further improvement of scientific knowledge by the Scientific Committee, as 

well as the Contracting Governments280 . Since the Moratorium meant that 

biological data collected by the commercial operations of the Contracting 

Governments was no longer available to the IWC, the need for scientific 

whaling increased . JARPA was launched in order to respond to that need .

C.  Controversy Concerning the Moratorium

3 .56 The terms and conditions of the Commercial Whaling Moratorium 

as agreed and adopted by the IWC, and in which	Japan	eventually	acquiesced,	

are as represented in the text of Paragraph 10(e) of the Schedule . 

278 AM, para . 2 .59 .
279 Chairman’s Report of the Twenty-Fourth Annual Meeting (1972), p . 5 [Annex 42] .
280 This recognition was held throughout the discussion on moratorium . For example, New Zealand 

High Commission in the UK reported to the Secretary of Foreign Affairs in the Delegation Report 
of	 the	 31st	 Annual	 Meeting	 of	 the	 IWC,	 quoting	 the	 US	 views	 as	 “[a]nother	 argument	 for	 a	
moratorium was the stimulus it would give to the whaling nations to provide more comprehensive 
data on whale stocks .” (New Zealand High Commission to the Secretary of Foreign Affairs, “31st

Annual Meeting of the International Whaling Commission, New Zealand Delegation Report”  
ABHS W5330 6956, TKY 46/2/4, part 4 (7 June 1979), Archives New Zealand (ANZ), para . 7 
[Annex 192] .)
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Post-Moratorium developments in the IWC’s management procedure will be 

explained in the next Section; but at this point, it is worth emphasizing the 

circumstances surrounding the adoption of this Moratorium, in order to give a 

fuller context to the current dispute . Adoption of the Moratorium on 

Commercial Whaling was controversial, and it was certainly not the case that 

“the Contracting Governments determined that in the immediate future the 

ICRW’s object and purpose could only be achieved by a complete and total 

prohibition on commercial whaling”281, as Australia contends . The nature of 

the Moratorium was much more complicated, due to non-scientific factors . 

This sub-section demonstrates this complexity by showing that those 

Contracting Governments who enthusiastically pushed for the imposition of 

the Commercial Whaling Moratorium were motivated by reasons other than 

pure resource management needs . 

3 .57 First of all, as explained earlier282, the Scientific Committee was of 

the view that “stock-by-stock” was the appropriate approach to whale 

conservation and management, and therefore the Scientific Committee did 

not give any agreed advice to the Commission that there was any need to 

adopt a moratorium on commercial whaling . Moreover, right up to the year 

when the Moratorium was adopted by the Commission (1982), there were 

several species categorized not as Protection Stock (PS) under the NMP but 

as Initial Management Stock (IMS) and Sustained Management Stock (SMS),

and	 catch	 quotas	 for them were specified accordingly (Table 3-2, Table 

3-3)283 . For	example,	for	the	1982/1983	season,	the	catch	quota	for	Southern	

Hemisphere minke whales was 7,072 .

281 AM, para . 4 .55 .
282 See above, paras . 3 .25-3 .26 .
283 See above, para . 3 .33 for categories under the NMP .

 

Table 3-2 . Minke Whale Stock Classifications and Catch Limits284 .

Classification Catch limit
SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE—1982/83
pelagic season and 1983 coastal season
AREA        LONGITUDES

I            120° W-60° W - 852
II             60° W-0° W - 656
III               0°-70°E - 1,116
IV             70° E-130°E - 1,969
V           130°E-170°W - 1,896
VI            170°W-120°W - 937

Total catch not to exceed: 7,072

NORTHERN HEMISPHERE—1983 season
ARCTIC · ·
NORTH PACIFIC
Whole region · ·
Okhotsk Sea-West Pacific Stock SMS 4211

Sea of Japan—Yellow Sea—East China Sea 
Stock

SMS2 9403

Remainder IMS 04

Eastern Stock · ·
Western Stock · ·

NORTH ATLANTIC
Whole region · ·
West Greenland Stock - 4446,7

Newfoundland—Labrador Stock · ·
Canadian East Coast Stock - 04

Nova Scotia Stock · ·
Central Stock - 300
East Greenland—Iceland Stock · ·
Iceland-Denmark Strait Stock · ·
Spain-Portugal—British Isles Stock · ·
Northeastern Stock - -
West Norway—Faroe Islands Stock · ·
North Norway Stock · ·
Eastern Stock · ·

NORTHERN INDIAN OCEAN IMS 0

284 A partial reproduction from “Table 1 . Baleen Whale Stock Classifications and Catch Limits 
(excluding Bride’s whales)”, Chairman’s Report of the Thirty-Fourth Annual Meeting, Rep. int. 
Whal. Commn 33, 1983, p . 41 [Annex 47] .
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Post-Moratorium developments in the IWC’s management procedure will be 

explained in the next Section; but at this point, it is worth emphasizing the 

circumstances surrounding the adoption of this Moratorium, in order to give a 

fuller context to the current dispute . Adoption of the Moratorium on 

Commercial Whaling was controversial, and it was certainly not the case that 

“the Contracting Governments determined that in the immediate future the 

ICRW’s object and purpose could only be achieved by a complete and total 

prohibition on commercial whaling”281, as Australia contends . The nature of 

the Moratorium was much more complicated, due to non-scientific factors . 

This sub-section demonstrates this complexity by showing that those 

Contracting Governments who enthusiastically pushed for the imposition of 

the Commercial Whaling Moratorium were motivated by reasons other than 

pure resource management needs . 

3 .57 First of all, as explained earlier282, the Scientific Committee was of 

the view that “stock-by-stock” was the appropriate approach to whale 

conservation and management, and therefore the Scientific Committee did 

not give any agreed advice to the Commission that there was any need to 

adopt a moratorium on commercial whaling . Moreover, right up to the year 

when the Moratorium was adopted by the Commission (1982), there were 

several species categorized not as Protection Stock (PS) under the NMP but 

as Initial Management Stock (IMS) and Sustained Management Stock (SMS),

and	 catch	 quotas	 for them were specified accordingly (Table 3-2, Table 

3-3)283 . For	example,	for	the	1982/1983	season,	the	catch	quota	for	Southern	

Hemisphere minke whales was 7,072 .

281 AM, para . 4 .55 .
282 See above, paras . 3 .25-3 .26 .
283 See above, para . 3 .33 for categories under the NMP .

 

Table 3-2 . Minke Whale Stock Classifications and Catch Limits284 .

Classification Catch limit
SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE—1982/83
pelagic season and 1983 coastal season
AREA        LONGITUDES

I            120° W-60° W - 852
II             60° W-0° W - 656
III               0°-70°E - 1,116
IV             70° E-130°E - 1,969
V           130°E-170°W - 1,896
VI            170°W-120°W - 937

Total catch not to exceed: 7,072

NORTHERN HEMISPHERE—1983 season
ARCTIC · ·
NORTH PACIFIC
Whole region · ·
Okhotsk Sea-West Pacific Stock SMS 4211

Sea of Japan—Yellow Sea—East China Sea 
Stock

SMS2 9403

Remainder IMS 04

Eastern Stock · ·
Western Stock · ·

NORTH ATLANTIC
Whole region · ·
West Greenland Stock - 4446,7

Newfoundland—Labrador Stock · ·
Canadian East Coast Stock - 04

Nova Scotia Stock · ·
Central Stock - 300
East Greenland—Iceland Stock · ·
Iceland-Denmark Strait Stock · ·
Spain-Portugal—British Isles Stock · ·
Northeastern Stock - -
West Norway—Faroe Islands Stock · ·
North Norway Stock · ·
Eastern Stock · ·

NORTHERN INDIAN OCEAN IMS 0

284 A partial reproduction from “Table 1 . Baleen Whale Stock Classifications and Catch Limits 
(excluding Bride’s whales)”, Chairman’s Report of the Thirty-Fourth Annual Meeting, Rep. int. 
Whal. Commn 33, 1983, p . 41 [Annex 47] .
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Table 3-3 . Bryde’s Whale Stock Classifications and Catch Limits285 .

Classification Catch limit

SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE-1982/83 pelagic 

season and 1983 coastal season

 South Atlantic Stock - 0

 Southern Indian Ocean Stock IMS 02

 South African Inshore Stock - 0

 Solomon Islands Stock IMS 02

 Western South Pacific Stock IMS 02

 Eastern South Pacific Stock IMS 02

 Peruvian Stock - 1651

NORTH PACIFIC-1983 season

 Eastern Stock IMS 02

 Western Stock IMS 536

 East China Sea Stock - 10

NORTH ATLANTIC-1983 season IMS 02

NORTHERN INDIAN OCEAN-1983 season - 0
1 Available to be taken in a six month period starting in November 1982 .
2 Pending a satisfactory estimate on stock size .

285 A partial reproduction from “Table 2 . BRYDE’S WHALE STOCK CLASSIFICATION AND 
CATCH LIMITS”, ibid, p . 42 [Annex 47] .

 

3 .58 At the 34th Annual Meeting of the IWC in 1982, when the proposal 

for a commercial whaling moratorium was adopted, Iceland, Japan, Norway 

and the Republic of Korea opposed the proposal on the basis that it lacked the 

scientific	 justification	required	under	the	Article	V(2)(b)	of	 the	Convention;

and Switzerland also explained that it would abstain from voting for the same 

reason286 .

3 .59 However, the Moratorium on Commercial Whaling was adopted by 

the Commission . The number of Contracting Governments supporting it had 

been continuously increasing, and had reached the	 three	 quarters	 majority.	

The pro-moratorium States were well aware that a general cessation of 

whaling could not be justified as a reasonable whale resource management 

measure; but some of them had reasons other than science to pursue a

moratorium . 

3 .60 For example, the Prime Minister of Australia announced “a change 

in policy” regarding whaling in April 1979:

“The Government upholds the central	 conclusion	 of	 the	 Inquiry	
into Whales and Whaling, namely, that Australia should pursue a 
policy of opposition to whaling and that this policy should be 
pursued both domestically and internationally through the 
International Whaling Commission and other organisations .”287

3 .61 The	 Inquiry	 into	 Whales	 and	 Whaling,	 appointed	 by	 the	

286 Peru, Brazil and the USSR also opposed this proposal . Verbatim Record (19-24 July 1982), pp . 79, 
83, 86 [Annex	34];	Even	among	those	who	were	sympathetic,	questions	were	raised	as	to	whether	a	
blanket moratorium could be scientifically justified . States which eventually voted for the adoption 
of	the	moratorium	in	1982	had	questioned	the	scientific	rationale	behind	it	at	one	point	or	another	in	
the process of discussions . For example, see Verbatim Record (21-26 July 1980), p . 63 [Annex 32] .

287 Commonwealth, Parliamentary Debate, House, 4 April 1979, p . 1481 (Malcolm Fraser, Prime 
Minister) [Annex 163] .
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Government of Australia in March 1978, was perfectly aware that a general 

moratorium on commercial whaling would not be scientifically justifiable, as 

it is clear from the fact that not all species were categorized as PS as of the 

adoption of the Moratorium288 . The	Inquiry said:

“[T]he populations of some species are drastically reduced and that 
even with the advent of the new management procedure, there are 
still risks to the maintenance of the place of some species in marine 
ecosystems or even to their long-term survival .”289

3 .62 Moreover, the Secretary of Foreign Affairs of New Zealand sent the 

following brief to the New Zealand Delegation to the IWC in 1979:

“The Government reviewed its position on this issue [i .e ., the
moratorium] earlier this year and the Minister of Foreign Affairs 
announced on 29 May that it would support moves at this year’s 
annual meeting of IWC to declare a moratorium on commercial 
whaling . In reviewing its position the Government took account of 
the following considerations:
…
(c) Public Opinion
…The general feeling is that whales should not be killed even if it 
could be shown that whaling does not threaten the existence of the 
species .”290

“(a) The Moral Argument – Like the IWC New Zealand has never 
concerned itself with the morality of whaling because it saw the 
purpose of the Commission as being primarily to provide for the 
proper conservation of whale stocks and thus make possible the 
orderly development of the whaling industry . Be that as it may it 
would be unrealistic to deny that the Government’s stance on a 
moratorium is some way in response to long-standing public 

288 See Tables 3-2 and 3-3 .
289 Government of Australia, Opening Statement of the 31st Annual Meeting, July 1979, ITEM 2, IWC 

31, p . 3 (emphasis added) [Annex 164] .
290 The Secretary of Foreign Affairs, “Brief for the New Zealand Delegation to the 31st Annual 

Meeting of the International Whaling Commission” ABHS W4627 950, 104/6/9/4, part . 13 (9-13
July 1979) (ANZ) (emphasis added) [Annex 194] .

 

attitudes regarding the aesthetic and educational value of whales 
alone, the simple right of this animal to live and to carry on its 
ancestral bloodline, and the knowledge that whales often die in 
agony when a harpoon bomb explodes in their bodies .”291

3 .63 This was not the first time that a Schedule amendment had been 

adopted without the necessary agreed advice from the Scientific Committee . 

In 1979, when the United States proposal for a commercial whaling 

moratorium was rejected, Panama presented an amendment of the United 

States proposal 292  . Panama’s proposal was not accompanied by any 

recommendation by the Scientific Committee nor was it introduced on the 

basis of any scientific discussion elsewhere . It had never been discussed at 

the Scientific Committee nor at the Technical Committee293 .

3 .64 In responding to Panama’s proposal, South Africa mentioned that

the “problems [of the NMP] are being tackled by a very prominent group of 

scientists… . So we feel that the management procedures are in the process of 

being reviewed by very competent people .”294 Also, Japan expressed its 

strong concern and opposition to Panama’s proposal, reiterating the 

importance of the IWC’s decisions being based on scientific grounds295 .

3 .65 However, the Panamanian proposal was put to a vote, and the 

Factory Ship Moratorium was adopted296 at the 31st Annual Meeting in 1979 . 

291 Secretary of Foreign Affairs to High Commissioner in London “International Whaling 
Commission: Briefing” W4627 950, 104/6/9/4, part 14 (29 June 1979) (ANZ) (emphasis added) 
[Annex 193] .

292 Panama’s proposal sought to divide the US proposal in two parts; one dealing with factory ship 
whaling, and the other dealing with land station operation. See above, para . 3 .44 .

293 Verbatim Record (9-13 July 1979), p . 34 [Annex 31] .
294 Ibid., p . 29 [Annex 31] .
295 Ibid., p . 60 [Annex 31] .
296 Ibid., pp . 57-58 [Annex 31] .
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This is what is now Paragraph 10(d) of the Schedule297 .

3 .66 It is also to be noted that during the period 1972-1982, between the 

time when the commercial whaling moratorium proposal was first rejected by 

the IWC and the time when the Moratorium was finally adopted, there was a

significant increase in the number of the Contracting Governments . Of the 25 

members who voted for the adoption of the Commercial Whaling 

Moratorium in 1982, 18 were members who joined the IWC during this 

period .298

3 .67 The increase in the proportion of anti-whaling countries among the

Contracting Governments meant that, if they wanted to pursue an 

anti-whaling agenda within the framework of the IWC, there was an 

increased likelihood that they would succeed, albeit without agreed advice by 

the Scientific Committee . In doing so, they tended to underrate the 

importance of science-based management, the core principle of the ICRW . 

This created mounting political difficulties for the IWC, and resulted in the 

implementation of conservation and management measures without agreed 

advice by the Scientific Committee, as exemplified by the adoption of the 

Indian Ocean Sanctuary in 1979299 and the Southern Ocean Sanctuary in 

1994300 . The Southern Ocean Sanctuary did not meet the	 requirements of 

Article V of the ICRW and thus did not contribute to conservation and 

management purpose of the IWC, as it was implemented “irrespective of the 

conservation status of baleen and toothed whale stocks in this Sanctuary, as 

297 See above, paras . 3 .44-3 .45 .
298 IWC website, <http://www .iwcoffice .org/commission/members .htm#members> accessed 14 

February 2012 . See also, Verbatim Record (19-24 July 1982), p . 86 [Annex 34] .
299 “Chairman’s Report of the Thirty First Annual Meeting”, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 30, 1980, p . 27; 

see also, “Report of the Scientific Committee”, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 30, pp . 48-49 .
300 Chairman’s Report of the Forty-Sixth Annual Meeting, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 45, 1995 pp . 27-28 .

 

may from time to time be determined by the Commission .”301

3 .68 In 2004, the Scientific Committee carried out a major review of the 

Southern Ocean Sanctuary . As part of that review process, the Committee 

commissioned a review by a group of outside experts . The independent 

experts concluded that “[o]verall, the SOS [Southern Ocean Sanctuary]—and 

IWC Sanctuaries in general—are not ecologically justified . The SOS is based 

on vague goals and objectives that are difficult to measure, lacks a rigorous 

approach to its design and operation, and does not have an effective 

monitoring framework to determine whether its objectives are being met .”302

3 .69 As to the Indian Ocean Sanctuary, the Scientific Committee made a

similar observation . The Committee was unable to reach a consensus view in 

its review of the Indian Ocean Sanctuary, noting that its review was not 

helped by the fact that the scientific objectives for the sanctuary were not 

clearly spelled out303 .

Section 4. Toward Improved Sustainable Use:

Revised Management Procedure (RMP) and its Improvement

3 .70 After the adoption of the Moratorium on Commercial Whaling in 

1982, the conservation and management measures of the IWC were 

developed even further . The Scientific Committee had already embarked 

upon the revision of the NMP in the pre-Moratorium years; but given the 

301 Schedule, Paragraph 7(b) .
302 M .A . Zacharias, L .R . Gerber and K .D . Hyrenbach, “Incorporating the Science of Marine Reserves 

into IWC Sanctuaries: The Southern Ocean Sanctuaries”, SC/56/SOS5 (2004), p . 2 [Annex 100] .
303 Chair's Report of the 54th Annual Meeting, Annual Report of the International Whaling 

Commission 2002, pp . 31-32 [Annex 62] .
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adoption of the Commercial Whaling Moratorium, it continued its work to 

develop the management procedure in order to respond to the IWC’s tasks of 

undertaking “a comprehensive assessment” and considering “the 

establishment of other catch limits”, as in the provision of Paragraph 10(e) of 

the Schedule .

3 .71 With more than a decade of endeavour by scientists, a new, revised 

management procedure was finally adopted by the Commission in 1994 . The 

new system, known as the Revised Management Procedure (RMP), is a 

precautionary, risk-averse procedure designed to calculate catch limits for 

abundant species which includes many built-in safety factors304 so as to 

overcome the problems faced under the NMP .

3 .72 The	RMP	process	 requires	 three	steps	completed	by	 the	Scientific	

Committee: first, Pre-Implementation Assessment; second, RMP 

Implementation process (including Implementation Simulation Trials (ISTs)); 

and finally the specification of a Catch Limit Algorithm (CLA) . In this 

Counter-Memorial, “Implementation” (in italics) is used when referring to the 

above three steps by the Scientific Committee . On the other hand, 

“implementation” (in plain font) of the RMP includes, in addition to the 

above	 three	 steps,	 the	Commission’s	 decision	 to	 calculate	 harvesting	 quota	

and the actual calculation based on the CLA, following the recommendation 

by the Scientific Committee .

3 .73 The RMP is the current management procedure of the IWC, and the 

304 Those safety factors include substantial misreporting of past catches, environmental disasters which 
could reduce whale stocks by half, large errors in abundance estimation, miss-estimation of vital 
biological parameters, and other scientific uncertainties . See “Revised Management Procedure”, 
IWC website, <http://www .iwcoffice .org/conservation/rmp .htm> accessed 14 February 2012 .

 

Scientific Committee has been working not only on the successful 

implementation of the RMP but also on improvements, including

consideration of the possibility of a transition from single-species 

management to multi-species management based on the ecosystem approach 

to whale management305 .

A. Commercial Whaling Moratorium and Comprehensive Assessment

3 .74 The adoption of the Commercial Whaling Moratorium in 1982 did 

not mean that the IWC had given-up on pursuing an appropriate management 

procedure to calculate catch limits in order to realize sustainable whaling . In 

fact,	quite	the	contrary	is	true:	following	the adoption of the Moratorium, the 

Scientific Committee continued its work to revise the existing management 

procedure as part of the “comprehensive assessment” directed by the 

language of Paragraph 10(e) .

3 .75 The Commercial Whaling Moratorium provision of the Schedule, 

Paragraph 10(e), directed the IWC as follows: 

“[B]ased upon the best scientific advice, and by 1990 at the latest 
the Commission will undertake a comprehensive assessment of the 
effects of this decision on whale stocks and consider modification 
of this provision and the establishment of other catch limits .”306

The text clearly shows that the Moratorium was not an end in itself but was a 

temporary measure that would be reassessed and could be replaced by other 

305 For the current portfolio of the Scientific Committee, see “Specific topics of current concern”, 
Rules of Procedure and Financial Regulations (As amended by the Commission at the 63rd Annual 
Meeting, July 2011), p . 16, http://iwcoffice .org/_documents/commission/rules2011 .pdf> accessed
14 February 2012 [Annex 121] .

306 Schedule, Paragraph 10(e) (emphasis added) .
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“[B]ased upon the best scientific advice, and by 1990 at the latest 
the Commission will undertake a comprehensive assessment of the 
effects of this decision on whale stocks and consider modification 
of this provision and the establishment of other catch limits .”306

The text clearly shows that the Moratorium was not an end in itself but was a 

temporary measure that would be reassessed and could be replaced by other 

305 For the current portfolio of the Scientific Committee, see “Specific topics of current concern”, 
Rules of Procedure and Financial Regulations (As amended by the Commission at the 63rd Annual 
Meeting, July 2011), p . 16, http://iwcoffice .org/_documents/commission/rules2011 .pdf> accessed
14 February 2012 [Annex 121] .

306 Schedule, Paragraph 10(e) (emphasis added) .
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catch limits, based on the results of the comprehensive assessment .

3 .76 The IWC embarked upon the two tasks stipulated in Paragraph 

10(e), –namely to “undertake a comprehensive assessment” and to “consider 

modification of this provision and the establishment of other catch limits”–

immediately after the adoption of the moratorium . The “establishment of 

other catch limits” required	 the development of a revised management 

procedure, so the revision of the existing management procedure continued 

as a response to the adoption of the moratorium . 

3 .77 It was soon recognized that the two items were linked307, as the 

Scientific Committee expressed its view that the analysis of the existing 

management procedure should be explored further within the context of the 

comprehensive assessment, as that might lead to a new approach to 

management strategy308 . Thus, the Commission agreed in 1987 to subsume 

the Agenda item “Revision of Present Management Procedures” within the 

management aspects of the “comprehensive assessment”309, under which the 

IWC continued to work on the development of a revised management 

measure .

3 .78 The “comprehensive assessment” was defined by the Scientific 

Committee as “an in depth evaluation of the status of stocks in the light of 

management objectives and procedures” 310 . Furthermore, the Committee 

307 Chairman’s Report of the Thirty-Seventh Annual Meeting, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 36, 1986, p . 12
[Annex 48] .

308 “Report of the Special Meeting of the Scientific Committee on Planning for a Comprehensive 
Assessment of Whale Stocks”, SC/38/Rep1 (1987), p . 12 .

309 Chairman’s Report of the Thirty-Ninth Annual Meeting, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 38, 1988, p . 16
[Annex 50] .

310 Chairman’s Report of the Thirty-Eighth Annual Meeting, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 37, 1987, p . 12

 

identified three major elements of the comprehensive assessment as follows: 

“(i) review and revise assessment methods and stock identity; 
review	data	quality,	availability	requirements	and	stock	identity;
(ii) plan and conduct the collection of new information to facilitate 

and improve assessments;
(iii) examine alternative management regimes . ”311

3 .79 This is the context in which Japan commenced JARPA, at a time 

when the Scientific Committee was struggling to address and overcome the 

difficulties faced in implementing the NMP, so as to improve and further 

develop the whale management measure of the IWC . In addition to engaging 

constructively in discussions at the Scientific Committee to examine new, 

revised management regimes, Japan commenced JARPA to collect the 

scientific data necessary for estimating the natural mortality rates and other 

biological parameters for Antarctic minke whales . 

3 .80 In spite of the calls by some countries, including Japan, for the 

completion of the comprehensive assessment by 1990, as was stipulated in 

Paragraph 10(e) of the Schedule, the Chair of the Scientific Committee was 

of the view that it would not be possible to conduct a full comprehensive 

assessment as envisaged by the 1986 special meeting312 .

[Annex 49] .
311 Ibid.; See also “Report of the Special Meeting of the Scientific Committee on Planning for a 

Comprehensive Assessment of Whale Stocks”, SC/38/Rep 1, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 37, 1987, p . 
147 [Annex 81] .

312 The Scientific Committee at the Special Meeting in 1986 noted that some	of	the	requirements	for	
new data could be listed almost immediately . However, a more comprehensive list, with associated 
priorities for collection of these data, could only be developed after the compilation of an inventory 
and an initial	review	of	methodologies.	Further	requirements	would	be	identified	as	the	
Comprehensive Assessment process progressed (ibid ., p .150 [Annex 81] .)
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B.  The Revised Management Procedure (RMP)

3 .81 After more than a decade of hard work by the scientists following 

the adoption of the Commercial Whaling Moratorium, the Scientific 

Committee finally completed the details of the RMP, and considered that it 

would be ready to implement an adopted RMP for Southern Hemisphere and 

North Atlantic minke whales at the 44th Annual Meeting of the IWC in 

1992 313  . The RMP was then recommended to the Commission for its 

adoption at the Plenary . The Commission, however, did not adopt the RMP in 

either 1992 or 1993314 .

3 .82 In fact, this delay in the adoption of the RMP was due to strong 

opposition by the anti-whaling countries . Facing this, Philip Hammond, a 

scientist from United Kingdom and the Chair of the Scientific Committee 

when the RMP was completed, resigned from the position of the Chair . In his 

26 May 1993 letter of resignation addressed to the Secretary of the IWC, 

Hammond wrote “…what is the point of having a Scientific Committee if its 

unanimous recommendations on a matter of primary importance are treated 

with such contempt?” and “…I can no longer justify to myself being the 

organiser of and spokesman for a Committee whose work is held in such 

313 Chairman’s Report of the Forty-Third Annual Meeting, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 42, 1992, p . 18
[Annex 52] .

314 The Commission	noted	 that	additional	steps	were	required	and	asked	 the	Scientific	Committee	 to	
submit an instruction and its annotation before catch limits would be considered . These include 
agreement on minimum data standards, guidelines for conducting surveys and analysing the results, 
a fully effective inspection and observation scheme, arrangements to ensure that total catches over 
time are within the limits set under the RMP, and the incorporation of the elements of RMS into the 
Schedule (“Resolution on the Revised Management Scheme”, Appendix 3, Chairman’s Report of 
the Forty-Fourth Annual Meeting, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 43, 1993, p . 40 [Annex 70] .) In 1993, the 
Scientific Committee submitted the final documents of an instruction and its annotation to the 
Commission, however, the Commission failed again to adopt the RMP . 

 

disregard by the body to which it is responsible .”315

3 .83 The resignation of Hammond was followed by the adoption of the 

RMP by the IWC in 1994 . However,	a	new	requirement	for	an	inspection	and	

observation scheme to ensure that quotas	 are	 observed	 and	which, together 

with the RMP, would form the Revised Management Scheme (RMS)316 , was 

agreed by resolution . This stalled the implementation of the RMP . The 

Commission, unfortunately, ended up acknowledging that it had reached an 

impasse at the 58th Annual Meeting of the IWC held in St . Kitts and Nevis in 

2006, despite a great deal of time, energy, and financial resources for 

discussion on the components of the RMS, which had taken more than 10 

years317 .

3 .84 The Commission has not been successful in agreeing on specific 

measures to be incorporated in the RMS since then318, and there have been no 

specific discussions on the RMS since 2007, as the Commission has admitted 

that an impasse has been reached on this matter . The RMS has, however,

remained on the agenda of the IWC Annual Meetings in order to leave a 

chance for a possible discussion in the context of the Future of the IWC

315 Resignation Letter from the Chairman of the Scientific Committee, Philip Hammond to the IWC 
Secretary, Ray Gambell (26 May 1993) [Annex 88] .

316 The resolution on the RMS was introduced by Australia in 1992, co-sponsored by Finland, 
Germany, Switzerland, and the United States, when the details of the RMP were finally completed . 
(Chairman’s Report of the Forty-Fourth Meeting, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 43, 1993 (29 June – 3
July 1992), p . 24 [Annex 53]) . RMS is a system which consists of the RMP together with an 
inspection and observation scheme .

317 See below, para . 8 .74 .
318 “Australia reminded the Commission that its basic position is that it does not want to see a 

resumption of commercial whaling and that it will not agree to RMS .” (Chair's Report of the 58th 
Annual Meeting (16-20 June 2006), p . 24 [Annex 65]); “Australia will oppose any amendments to 
the Schedule to the Convention that would permit commercial whaling to proceed under IWC 
regulation . Australia will vote against the adoption of a Revised Management Scheme (RMS)” 
(Government of Australia, Opening Statement of the Fifty-Eighth Annual Meeting IWC/58/OS 
(2006) [Annex 172] .)
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process319 . In contrast to the stalled RMS, the RMP has continued to be 

implemented although	no	 catch	 quotas	 have	 been	 calculated	 because	 of	 the	

lack of a decision by the Commission to do so320 .

3 .85 Australia is right to say that the RMP is aimed at achieving “stable 

catch limits”321, and that its primary feature is the Catch Limit Algorithm

(CLA)322, a	formula	to	calculate	catch	quotas . Much of the rest of Australia’s 

account of the RMP, however, is wrong, or at best misleading .

3 .86 It is certainly not the case that the CLA “does not rely on biological 

parameters that are difficult to estimate”323, or that the RMP uses only 

“minimal information”324 . It is far from true to state that the RMP “is 

deliberately designed to eliminate the need for data on biological parameters 

obtained through whaling, which are often unreliable for management 

purposes”325 . The RMP is not “a simple model” as Australia contends .

3 .87 First of all, it is important to understand that the completion of the 

details	of	the	RMP	by	the	Scientific	Committee,	and	the	subsequent	adoption	

of it by the IWC, does not mean that the IWC is now actually ready to 

calculate stable catch limits for each species of whales . The RMP is, so to 

speak, an instruction model for each whale species, indicating how to set 

about the calculation of the catch limits and what kind of data are to be used . 

Its actual implementation for any particular species is a different story . 

319 See Chair’s Report of the 62nd Annual Meeting, Annual Report of the International Whaling 
Commission 2010, p . 21 [Annex 69] .

320 See above, para . 3 .72 .
321 AM, para . 2 .73 (emphasis added) .
322 AM, para . 2 .74 .
323 AM . para . 2 .74 .
324 AM, para . 2 .75 .
325 AM, para . 2 .75 .

 

3 .88 In order for the RMP to be implemented, the following three steps 

need to be followed326 .

(1) Pre-Implementation Assessment
(2) RMP Implementation process (including the Implementation 

Simulation Trials (ISTs) (carried out in a 2-year period))
(3) Recommendation for implementation by the Scientific 

Committee (including the specifications of the inputs to the 
CLA)327

3 .89 At the first stage of Pre-Implementation Assessment, the Scientific 

Committee examines all the available scientific data for establishing 

plausible stock structure hypotheses, all the available abundance estimates, 

and information on the geographical and temporal nature of “likely” whaling 

operations (to be provided by a whaling country) . The Scientific Committee 

will then make a recommendation as to whether or not formally to begin the 

RMP Implementation process328 .

3 .90 At the stage of the RMP Implementation process, one of the main 

tasks is the development of Implementation Simulation Trials (ISTs), which 

are computer-run simulations conducted on various hypotheses and 

assumptions . The aim of such trials is to encompass the range of plausible 

scenarios .

3 .91 Specifically, ISTs take account, inter alia, of different scenarios of 

stock structure, Maximum Sustainable Yield rates, and distributions and 

migratory ranges of whales . The trials also consider the possibility of a 

326 See below, Figure 4-12 .
327 As stated earlier, “implementation”	requires	a	decision	by	the	Commission.	See above, para . 3 .72 .
328 See below, para . 4 .164 .
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drastic and substantial reduction of whales that might be caused by extreme 

environmental disasters and the possibility of large errors in reporting past 

catches . 

3 .92 Thus, the RMP is a very conservative management system that 

satisfies	 the	 precautionary	 approach	 required	 for	 resource	management	 and	

environmental protection329 .

3 .93 The trials are assessed in detail, and only successful scenarios 

which survived all the above processes will become the CLA . Once 

developed, it is indeed a simpler calculation by which actual catch limits are 

calculated	from	the	required	information330, that is, (1) past catch records and 

(2) latest abundance estimates .

3 .94 Each	step	requires	a	huge	amount	of	scientific	data,	such	as	those	

collected through special permit whaling like JARPA and JARPA II, to make 

the RMP work331 . For example, special permit whaling data are used in 

identifying hypotheses, evaluating the relative plausibility of various 

hypotheses, and conducting a “reality check” of proposed hypotheses332 . The 

329 Professor Butterworth of the University of Cape Town, one of the prominent members of the 
Scientific Committee and a leading expert on fisheries management, stated that almost all fisheries 
would need to be prohibited if the RMP was applied to the world fisheries (D .S . Butterworth, 
“Commentary: Science and sentimentality,” 357 Nature, 18 June 1992 pp . 532-534 [Annex 201] .)

330 “The Revised Management Procedure”, <http://www .iwcoffice .org/conservation/rmp .htm> 
accessed 14 February 2012 . In addition to the above steps, an extensive scientific data is necessary 
for the implementation of RMP at the IWC Scientific Committee (see “Report of the Scientific 
Committee”, Appendix 2 of Annex D, J. Cetacean Res. Manage . 7 (Suppl.), 2005, p . 84 [Annex 
104, Annex 105] .)

331 A concrete contribution of JARPA/JARPA II to the RMP cannot be obtained because no RMP 
Implementation process has been initiated for the Antarctic minke whales because of the absence of 
agreed abundance estimates . However, the 2011 Scientific Committee has made substantial 
progress in this issue (“Report of the Scientific Committee”, IWC/63/Rep1 (2011) pp . 24-26
[Annex 122] .)

332 The Implementation Simulation Trials (IST) has been conducted on western North Pacific minke 

 

details of contributions by JARPA/JARPA II to the Implementation of the 

RMP are explained in Part II333 .

C.  Improvement of the RMP

3 .95 Work on the details of the RMP has remained on the agenda of the 

Scientific Committee and discussions have been continuing . The Scientific 

Committee has been working on the Implementation of the RMP for certain 

stocks, including western North Pacific common minke whales, western 

North Pacific Bryde’s whales and North Atlantic fin whales . However, it has 

also been recognized	 that	 some	 aspects	 of	 the	 RMP	 require	 further	

improvement334 .

3 .96 As for Antarctic minke whales, the RMP has not been implemented 

after more than 16 years since its adoption by the Commission due primarily 

to the fact the Scientific Committee has not been able to agree on the current 

stock abundance estimate . According to discussions at the 63rd Annual 

Meeting of the Scientific Committee in 2011, agreed abundance estimates for 

the Antarctic minke whales should be provided in 2012, which could lead to 

whale at the Scientific Committee . This Trial will be concluded at the next Annual Meeting of the 
IWC in 2012 with an intersessional meeting held in Tokyo in December 2011 . (“Report of the 
Scientific Committee, IWC/63/Rep1, p . 14, 
<http://www .iwcoffice .org/_documents/commission/IWC63docs/63-Rep1-with%20covers .pdf> 
accessed 14 February 2012 [Annex 122] .)

333 See below, e .g . paras . 4 .161-4 .165, 5 .28-5 .31, 5 .34-5 .37 .
334 The improvement of the RMP has been discussed under two items, general issues and 

Implementations, at the Scientific Committee . For example, several suggestions from Norway to 
improve the RMP have been discussed in recent years . Also, the Report of the Sub-Committee on 
the RMP in 2011 shows that “[t]he Committee has been discussing the maximum sustainable yield 
rate (MSYR) issue since 2007 (IWC, 2008) in the context of a general reconsideration of the 
plausible range to be used in population models used for testing the Catch Limit Algorithm (CLA)
of the RMP .” (“Sub-Committee on the Revised Management Procedure”, Annex D, Report of the 
Scientific Committee, IWC/63/Rep1 (2011), p . 1
<http://www .iwcoffice .org/_documents/sci_com/SCRepFiles2011/Annex%20D%20-%20RMP .pdf
> accessed 14 February 2012 [Annex124] .)
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C.  Improvement of the RMP

3 .95 Work on the details of the RMP has remained on the agenda of the 

Scientific Committee and discussions have been continuing . The Scientific 

Committee has been working on the Implementation of the RMP for certain 

stocks, including western North Pacific common minke whales, western 

North Pacific Bryde’s whales and North Atlantic fin whales . However, it has 

also been recognized	 that	 some	 aspects	 of	 the	 RMP	 require	 further	

improvement334 .

3 .96 As for Antarctic minke whales, the RMP has not been implemented 

after more than 16 years since its adoption by the Commission due primarily 

to the fact the Scientific Committee has not been able to agree on the current 

stock abundance estimate . According to discussions at the 63rd Annual 

Meeting of the Scientific Committee in 2011, agreed abundance estimates for 

the Antarctic minke whales should be provided in 2012, which could lead to 

whale at the Scientific Committee . This Trial will be concluded at the next Annual Meeting of the 
IWC in 2012 with an intersessional meeting held in Tokyo in December 2011 . (“Report of the 
Scientific Committee, IWC/63/Rep1, p . 14, 
<http://www .iwcoffice .org/_documents/commission/IWC63docs/63-Rep1-with%20covers .pdf> 
accessed 14 February 2012 [Annex 122] .)

333 See below, e .g . paras . 4 .161-4 .165, 5 .28-5 .31, 5 .34-5 .37 .
334 The improvement of the RMP has been discussed under two items, general issues and 

Implementations, at the Scientific Committee . For example, several suggestions from Norway to 
improve the RMP have been discussed in recent years . Also, the Report of the Sub-Committee on 
the RMP in 2011 shows that “[t]he Committee has been discussing the maximum sustainable yield 
rate (MSYR) issue since 2007 (IWC, 2008) in the context of a general reconsideration of the 
plausible range to be used in population models used for testing the Catch Limit Algorithm (CLA)
of the RMP .” (“Sub-Committee on the Revised Management Procedure”, Annex D, Report of the 
Scientific Committee, IWC/63/Rep1 (2011), p . 1
<http://www .iwcoffice .org/_documents/sci_com/SCRepFiles2011/Annex%20D%20-%20RMP .pdf
> accessed 14 February 2012 [Annex124] .)
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the calculation of the catch limit of the species in the Antarctic under the 

RMP335 .

3 .97 In addition to the work on implementing the RMP for various 

stocks within the existing procedure, the Scientific Committee is looking into 

the possibility of an improvement of the RMP in another respect . The RMP 

adopted by the Commission almost 20 years ago is based on a single species 

management model . In keeping with the global trend in marine living 

resources management, the Scientific Committee has a keen interest in

incorporating the concept of “ecosystem approach to fisheries (EAF)”336 .

3 .98 While the NMP and RMP are single-species management 

procedures based on a stock-by-stock approach (i .e ., the interactions among 

species/stocks in the ecosystem are not taken into consideration in calculating 

a	catch	quota),	 the	 idea	of	a	multi-species or ecosystem-based management 

procedure is to manage whale stocks by taking into account interactions 

among species/stocks and the relationship between them and the 

environment .

3 .99 The principles pertaining to the ecosystem approach are not new337

and have already been accepted, adopted, and recommended by a range of 

335 “Report of the Scientific Committee”, IWC/63/Rep1 (2011), p . 25, 
<http://www .iwcoffice .org/_documents/commission/IWC63docs/63-Rep1-with%20covers .pdf> 
accessed 14 February 2012 [Annex 122] .

336 The Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) defines “ecosystem approach 
to fisheries” as follows: “An ecosystem approach to fisheries strives to balance diverse societal 
objectives, by taking into account the knowledge and uncertainties about biotic, abiotic and human 
components of ecosystems and their interactions and applying an integrated approach to fisheries 
within ecologically meaningful boundaries.” (FAO Fisheries Department “The ecosystem approach 
to Fisheries”, FAO Technical Guidelines for Responsible Fisheries No . 4, Suppl . 2 (2003), p . 6
(emphasis original) [Annex 131] .)

337 Ibid., p .5 .

 

international fora, including the 2002 World Summit on Sustainable 

Development (WSSD)338 and the Committee on Fisheries (COFI) of the 

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO)339 .

3 .100 As stated in the Technical Guidelines published by the FAO in 

2003, “there has been little prior practical experience in implementing”340

the principles, and “[t]here have been increasing demands for a practical set 

of guidelines for implementing EAF as a result of heightened awareness of 

the importance of interactions among fishery resources, and between fishery 

resources and the ecosystems within which they exist”341 .

3 .101 The IWC recognized the importance of ecosystem approaches to 

the management of whales as early as 1974 when the NMP was adopted: “the 

management of whale stocks should be based not only on the concept of 

maximum sustainable yield and numbered by species but should also include 

…interactions between species in the marine eco-system” 342 . It is also 

referred to in its recent practice . For example, Resolution 2001-9 specifically 

refers to studies by the FAO on ecosystem-based fisheries management343

and Resolution 2006-1 states that “…management of whale stocks must be 

considered in a broader context of ecosystem management since ecosystem 

338 UN World Summit on Sustainable Development “Plan of Implementation of the World Summit on 
Sustainable Development” (August 2002), p . 16, para . 30 (d) and p . 18, para . 32 (c) [Annex 130] .

339 FAO “Report of the twenty-fifth session of the Committee on Fisheries”, FAO Fisheries Report No . 
702 (24–28 February 2003), pp . 14-15, paras . 85-94 [Annex 132] .

340 FAO Fisheries Department “The ecosystem approach to Fisheries” (2003) 4 (Suppl .2) FAO 
Technical Guidelines for Responsible Fisheries, p . 5 [Annex 131] .

341 Ibid. (emphasis added)
342 See above, para . 3 .30 .
343 “Proposed Resolution on Interactions Between Whales and Fish Stocks”, Resolution 2001-9, Annex 

C, Chair’s Report of the 53rd Annual Meeting, Annual Report of the International Whaling 
Commission 2001 (2001), p . 58, 
<http://www .iwcoffice .org/meetings/resolutions/resolution2001 .htm#9> accessed 14 February 2012 
[Annex 71] .
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management has now become an international standard .”344 The Scientific 

Committee’s work 345 on a “multi-species management approach” has 

included an examination of this issue by a Standing Working Group on 

Environmental Concerns until 2006346 and a Working Group on Ecosystem 

Modelling established in 2007347 .

3 .102 Furthermore, the Scientific Committee’s Sub-Committee on the 

RMP also explored “some implications of inter-specific competition in 

estimating MSYR by monitoring the recovery of depleted populations” at the 

2011 annual meeting of the Scientific Committee in 2011 .

3 .103 As stated in the JARPA II research plan, Japan is of the view that 

the RMP is overly conservative in its approach to the utilization of whale 

resources because of the need to allow a wide range of uncertainties, and 

believes that developing good multi-whale-species models would be one of 

the possible ways to solve such a problem and thereby create a better 

RMP348 .

344 “St . Kitts and Nevis Declaration”, Resolution 2006-1, Annex C, Chair’s Report of the 58th Annual 
Meeting, Annual Report of the International Whaling Commission 2006, p . 68 [Annex 72] .

345 The current portfolio of the Scientific Committee includes “effects of environmental change on 
cetaceans”, in addition to “Comprehensive Assessment of whale stocks”, “Implementation of the 
Revised Management Procedure”, and others (Rules of Procedure of the Scientific Committee, 
“SPECIFIC TOPICS of current concern”); See also above, para . 3 .72 .

346 E .g . “Report of the Standing Working Group on Environmental Concerns”, Annex K, Report of the 
Scientific Committee, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 9 (Suppl.), 2007, pp . 243-246 [Annex 110] .

347 “Report of the Working Group on Ecosystem Modelling”, Annex K1, Report of the Scientific 
Committee, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 10 (Suppl.), 2008, pp . 293-301 .

348 Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under 
Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and 
Development of New Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1 (2005), p . 9
[Annex 150] . See also below, paras . 5 .28-5 .31 .

 

Conclusion

3 .104 As observed in this Chapter, the conservation and the management 

of whales have been dramatically improved under the IWC in pursuit of the 

sustainable utilization of whale resources based on science . While Australia is 

right in stating that more restrictions on the whaling industry have been 

adopted by the IWC over the years, it is wrong to assume that such an 

increase in regulation indicates any fundamental shift in the objectives of the 

IWC .

3 .105 The first stock management system adopted under the ICRW in 

1946 was the BWU . After it proved ineffective, the IWC began the search for 

management by estimating the MSY on a stock-by-stock basis . The adoption 

of the NMP in 1975 brought a significant change to the IWC’s whale stock 

management procedures . However, uncertainty and lack of scientific data 

made the NMP difficult to implement . Hence, the voices in support of 

adopting a moratorium became louder in the IWC .

3 .106 As has been described in this Chapter, the Moratorium on 

Commercial Whaling was intended as a temporary measure to allow the IWC 

to	accumulate	scientific	data	required	for	a	management	measure	that	would 

enable sustainable development of the whaling industry . As proof of this, the 

conservation and management measures adopted by the IWC have been 

dramatically improved since the adoption of the Moratorium . 

3 .107 The IWC has been undertaking a comprehensive assessment of 

whale stocks in accordance with the provisions of the Moratorium . One of 
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the goals of the comprehensive assessment was the development of a new 

approach to management . After more than a decade of endeavours, a new 

system, the RMP was adopted in 1994 . Despite the derailing of the IWC 

process over the implementation of the RMS, the work of the Scientific 

Committee has been progressing . The RMP has been implemented for some 

whale stocks . Further research to improve the RMP is ongoing .
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INTRODUCTION

II .1 The focal point of the present	 dispute	 is	 the	 question	 whether	

JARPA II is lawful under Article VIII of the ICRW . The present Part deals 

with factual issues and explains that JARPA II has been and is being 

conducted “for purposes of scientific research” (Art . VIII(1), ICRW) . 

II .2 JARPA II is a scientific programme, which, as its appellation 

indicates, was launched following and on the basis of the results obtained 

from JARPA . It is therefore necessary to explain the scientific nature and 

value of the latter before going into detail on JARPA II . Chapter 4 thus deals 

with JARPA . It was conducted between the 1987/1988 and the 2004/2005 

seasons to collect and analyse data and to contribute to “comprehensive 

assessment” and “review” of the Commercial Whaling Moratorium . Its 

research methods were limited to what was scientifically necessary to 

achieve its objectives and carefully designed to cause no harm to the whale 

stocks . JARPA produced a number of scientific findings, which were 

positively recognized by the Scientific Committee as well as by a number of 

Contracting Governments . 

II .3 Chapter 5 deals with JARPA II, which was prepared on the basis of 

scientific findings of JARPA and launched in the 2005/2006 season and is 

now ongoing . Considerably refined, JARPA II plans to collect and analyse 

data and information on the Antarctic ecosystem, necessary for the operation 

of sustainable whale resource management . Its research methods are limited 

to what is scientifically necessary to achieve its objectives, and carefully 

designed to cause no harm to the whale stocks . Although the first official 
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IWC review of JARPA II data and results is scheduled in 2013-2014, it has 

already made available data and samples, whose scientific value has been 

recognized by the Scientific Committee . 

 

  
 

CHAPTER 4 

JARPA 

4 .1 Paragraph 10(e) of the Schedule to the ICRW, which established 

the Commercial Whaling Moratorium, provides as follows: 

“… .This provision will be kept under review, based upon the best 
scientific advice, and by 1990 at the latest the Commission will 
undertake a comprehensive assessment349 of the effects of this 
decision on whale stocks and consider modification of this 
provision and the establishment of other catch limits” . 

4 .2 JARPA was launched for the purpose of collecting scientific data 

to contribute to the “review” and the “comprehensive assessment” envisaged 

in Paragraph 10(e) (Section 1) . Research methods employed in JARPA were 

limited to what was scientifically necessary to achieve its purpose (Section 

2) . The outcome of JARPA was made publicly available in due form so as to 

contribute to the “review” and the “comprehensive assessment” (Section 3) . 

JARPA’s scientific contribution has been positively appreciated by the 

scientific community (Section 4) . 

4 .3 The Memorial of Australia alleges that JARPA was a failure, was 

scientifically irrelevant, and made little progress 350  . JARPA was also 

evaluated as such, according to the Memorial, by the Scientific Committee as 

349 No definition of the term “comprehensive assessment” is provided in the Schedule . The Scientific 
Committee later defined it as “an in-depth evaluation of the status of whale stocks in the light of 
management objectives and procedures” and that “[t]his could include the examination of current 
stock size, recent population trends, carrying capacity and productivity” . (“Report of the Special 
Meeting of the Scientific Committee on Planning for a Comprehensive Assessment of Whale 
Stocks”, SC/38/Rep1, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 37, 1987, p . 147 [Annex 81] .)  

350 AM, paras . 5 .6-5 .10 . 
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well as the IWC 351  . The present Chapter furnishes detailed scientific 

explanations of JARPA, which will make clear that the allegations made by 

Australia have no basis . 

Summary of Chapter 4 

4 .4 The present Chapter contains detailed scientific explanations of 

JARPA, with extensive citations . The Government of Japan therefore 

considers it useful to provide an executive summary in plain English . 

Paragraphs 4 .4 to 4 .17 are thus to be understood as a summary of the 

remainder of the Chapter . Citations will be found in the footnotes to the 

subsequent	sections.	 	

4 .5 The present Chapter establishes that JARPA was designed and 

conducted “for purposes of scientific research” by explaining its objectives, 

research methods, research outputs, and evaluations . 

4 .6 JARPA was launched when Japan withdrew its objection to the 

Commercial Whaling Moratorium established by Paragraph 10(e) of the 

Schedule, in order to collect scientific data to contribute to the “review” and 

the “comprehensive assessment” envisaged in that Paragraph .  

4 .7 JARPA’s research objectives were initially defined so that they 

corresponded to the need for scientific data under the existing management 

procedure of the IWC at the time, the New Management Procedure (NMP) . 

They were modified later, when the IWC adopted the Revised Management 

351 AM, paras . 5 .11-5 .17 . 

 

  
 

Procedure (RMP) . 

4 .8 JARPA set forth four research objectives, on the basis of scientific 

considerations: 

 - Objective 1 (Estimation of the biological	parameters	required	for	
the stock management of the Southern Hemisphere minke whale) 
was the primary objective of JARPA, because the failure to 
estimate the natural mortality rate, a key parameter for models 
calculating maximum sustainable yield (MSY), was the main 
reason that the IWC was unable in 1980s to recommend an agreed 
commercial catch limit for the Antarctic minke whale stock . 

 - Objective 2 (Elucidation of the role of whales in the Antarctic 
marine ecosystem) was in line with the growing scientific interest 
in the Antarctic ecosystem, and JARPA was designed to reveal the 
prey composition and prey consumption rates . 

 - Objective 3 (Elucidation of the effect of environmental change on 
cetaceans) was a response to the IWC’s increasing interest in the 
effects of environmental changes on cetaceans . 

 - Objective 4 (Elucidation of the stock structure of Southern 
Hemisphere minke whales to improve stock management) was 
originally implicit in Objective 1 but was separated during the 
research period .  

4 .9 The research methods of JARPA were designed to achieve the 

above objectives but were limited to what was scientifically necessary . 

Research areas were chosen so as to maximize efficiency and ensure the 

scientific validity of the sampling methodology by using predetermined 

routes or tracklines for the research vessels . Thus, some areas were selected 

because a lot of information about migrating stocks had already been 

accumulated, together with operational knowledge about catching whales . 

But areas where the density of the target species was low were also included, 

in order to avoid biases .  
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commercial catch limit for the Antarctic minke whale stock . 

 - Objective 2 (Elucidation of the role of whales in the Antarctic 
marine ecosystem) was in line with the growing scientific interest 
in the Antarctic ecosystem, and JARPA was designed to reveal the 
prey composition and prey consumption rates . 

 - Objective 3 (Elucidation of the effect of environmental change on 
cetaceans) was a response to the IWC’s increasing interest in the 
effects of environmental changes on cetaceans . 

 - Objective 4 (Elucidation of the stock structure of Southern 
Hemisphere minke whales to improve stock management) was 
originally implicit in Objective 1 but was separated during the 
research period .  

4 .9 The research methods of JARPA were designed to achieve the 

above objectives but were limited to what was scientifically necessary . 

Research areas were chosen so as to maximize efficiency and ensure the 

scientific validity of the sampling methodology by using predetermined 

routes or tracklines for the research vessels . Thus, some areas were selected 

because a lot of information about migrating stocks had already been 

accumulated, together with operational knowledge about catching whales . 

But areas where the density of the target species was low were also included, 

in order to avoid biases .  
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4 .10 The research period was 18 seasons (1987/88-2004/05) . The first 

two seasons were a feasibility study, and the remaining 16 seasons were for 

full-scale research . The period was determined by the relationship between 

the sample size and the accuracy of the estimation of natural mortality rates .  

4 .11 The Antarctic minke whale was selected as the main target species . 

The population size of this species was estimated to be at least 260,000 at the 

start of JARPA . In 1990, the Scientific Committee agreed upon an estimate 

of the total population size of 760,000 . Due to its great abundance, it was the 

natural choice for future commercial whaling in the Antarctic Ocean, and 

therefore there was a need to collect biological data on this species for 

“review” and “comprehensive assessment” as envisaged in Paragraph 10(e) 

of the Schedule . 

4 .12 The research items of JARPA were chosen to achieve the 

individual research objectives . They were 1) age composition, 2) 

reproductive parameters, 3) feeding ecology/diet composition and 

consumption rates, 4) pollutants, and 5) stock structure .  

4 .13 Lethal methods were indispensable to achieving the objectives of 

JARPA . Non-lethal methods are certainly useful, and JARPA combined them 

with lethal sampling . However, the non-lethal methods proposed as 

replacements for lethal sampling either do not produce sufficiently accurate 

data necessary for scientific analysis or are not practicable, as has been 

recognized by the Scientific Committee and by various experts . Major 

research items can only be examined by lethal sampling .  

 

  
 

4 .14 The sample size of minke whales was calculated to ensure the 

necessary accuracy in estimating age-specific natural mortality rates . Until 

the 1994/95 season, the sample size of minke whales was 300 (with 10% 

allowance) and this was increased to 400 (with 10% allowance) in response 

to the research area expansion in the 1995/96 and 1996/97 seasons . The 

sample size of JARPA was considered appropriate by one of the most 

qualified	experts,	and	scientific	calculation has shown that a research take of 

several hundreds of minke whales (less than 1% of the population size) 

would not harm the status of the stock . The abundance estimates obtained 

from JARPA indicate that JARPA caused no harm to Antarctic minke whale 

stocks .

4 .15 The tremendous volume of data from JARPA, together with 

analyses was made available primarily for the assessment and use by the 

Scientific Committee so as to contribute to the “review” and the 

“comprehensive assessment” . At the same time they were made publicly 

available in various fora for peer review .  

4 .16 The results of JARPA have made valuable scientific contributions 

and have been highly appreciated in the review meetings and workshops and 

by prominent experts in the field . For example, regarding Objective 1, after 

further experiments the natural mortality estimation in JARPA was 

considered to be sufficiently precise by the Scientific Committee . Further, 

the JARPA Final Review Workshop in 2006 recognized the accomplishments 

of methods based on JARPA that investigate the variation of the biological 

parameters . Regarding Objective 2, the potential of the hypothesis proposed 

on the basis of research outputs, such as prey consumption and blubber 
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thickness, was recognized at the JARPA Final Review Workshop . These 

JARPA outputs continue to stimulate scientific interest and discussion within 

the Scientific Committee . Major outputs of Objective 3 and 4 were also 

welcomed and appreciated by the Final Review Workshop .  

4 .17 Australia refuses to recognize the contributions made by JARPA, 

but as this Chapter shows, JARPA was conducted “for purposes of scientific 

research” and has substantially contributed to the “review” and 

“comprehensive assessment” envisaged in Paragraph 10(e) . That concludes 

the summary of this Chapter . The rest of this Chapter sets out the same 

material in greater depth, with supporting footnotes .  

Section 1.  JARPA’s Objectives 

4 .18 It is certainly no coincidence that JARPA was launched in the 

1987/1988 season, immediately after the withdrawal of Japan’s objection to 

the Commercial Whaling Moratorium352 . Japan lodged an objection to the 

Commercial Whaling Moratorium for the reason that it was established for 

all species, irrespective of the stock status of each . Those Contracting 

Governments which supported the Commercial Whaling Moratorium also 

recognized scientific uncertainties, which “may be overcome only by 

undertaking extensive research on cetaceans .”353 The necessity for scientific 

data, and thus for scientific research, is clearly reflected in the terms of 

352 AM, para . 3 .4 . 
353 The High Commissioner in London to the Secretary of Foreign Affairs, “Report of the New 

Zealand Delegation to the 31st Annual Meeting of the International Whaling Commission, London, 
9 to 13 July” 20 July 1979, W5330 6956, TKY 46/2/4, part 4, Archives New Zealand (ANZ), p . 3 
[Annex 195] . It was also said that “[a]nother argument for a moratorium was the stimulus it would 
give to the whaling nations to provide more comprehensive data on whale stocks .” (The High 
Commissioner in London to the Secretary of Foreign Affairs, “International Whaling Commission: 
United States Views”, 7 June 1979, W5330 6956, TKY 46/2/4, part 4, ANZ, para . 7 [Annex 192] .) 

 

  
 

Paragraph 10(e) of the Schedule, which envisages “review” and 

“comprehensive assessment” . 

4 .19 Japan considers that any decision to be taken under the ICRW on 

whether to maintain, amend or abolish the Commercial Whaling Moratorium 

must be based only on scientific data, and not on “aesthetical” or “ethical” 

arguments354.	In	order	to	implement	the	requirement stipulated in Paragraph 

10(e) of the Schedule, which established the Commercial Whaling 

Moratorium, scientific research is indispensable . It is precisely for this 

reason that JARPA was launched immediately after the withdrawal of 

Japan’s objection to the Commercial Whaling Moratorium . 

4 .20 In the 39th Annual Meeting of the Commission held in 1987, in 

which Japan explained the said Program, Japan reiterated that: 

“[I]nformation coming from our research is contributing [to] the 
Comprehensive Assessment which should be concluded by 1990 at 
the latest .”355

4 .21 The White Paper on Fisheries of Japan, published in the 1987 

fiscal year, reiterates the necessity of scientific research for the 

comprehensive assessment envisaged in Paragraph 10(e) of the Schedule: 

“As for whales, the Government will positively undertake the 
Comprehensive Assessment for the review of total suspension of 
commercial whaling (Moratorium) decided by the International 
Whaling Commission (IWC) . Also, the Government will subsidize 
the Institute of Cetacean Research for carrying out research 
whaling in the Antarctic Ocean or other places, in order to conduct 

354 See above, para . 3 .62 . 
355 Verbatim Record (22-26 June 1987), p . 142 [Annex 35] . 
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collection/organization of scientific data and resource analysis on 
whale stocks that are necessary for undertaking the review of the 
IWC’s Moratorium .”356

4 .22 “The Program for Research on the Southern Hemisphere Minke 

Whale and for Preliminary Research on the Marine Ecosystem in the 

Antarctic”, submitted by the Japanese Government to the Scientific 

Committee in March 1987, explains that the purpose of JARPA is twofold, 

i .e . (Objective 1) estimation of the biological parameters required for the 

stock management of the Southern Hemisphere minke whale; and (Objective

2) elucidation of the role of whales in the Antarctic marine ecosystem357.

4 .23 More specifically, Objective 1 of JARPA was to estimate the 

age-specific natural mortality coefficient needed for models to calculate 

MSY . The failure in the 1980s to reach an agreement on the value of this 

parameter was the main reason for the failure of the Scientific Committee to 

recommend an agreed commercial catch limit for the Antarctic minke whale 

stock .358 Since the NMP was based on MSY, determining the age-specific 

natural mortality rates359 was vitally important for rational management of 

Antarctic whale populations under the NMP360 .

356  Government of Japan, “Government policy regarding coastal fisheries etc . to be taken in the 1988 
fiscal year”, submitted to the 112th ordinary session of the Diet of Japan, Association of 
Agriculture and Forestry Statistics [Nourin-Toukei-Kyoukai], White Paper on Fisheries [Gyogyou 
Hakusho] (1987), p . 22 [Annex 134] . 

357 Government of Japan, “The Program for Research on the Southern Hemisphere Minke Whale and 
for Preliminary Research on the Marine Ecosystem in the Antarctic”, SC/39/O4 (1987) pp . 3-4 
[Annex 135] . 

358 G .P . Kirkwood, “Background to the Development of Revised Management Procedures”, Annex I, 
Report of the Scientific Committee, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 42, 1992, p . 236 [Annex 87] . 

359 As for scientific criticizms addressed to JARPA’s methods of estimating	natural	mortality	quoted	in	
AM para . 5 .9, see scientific counter-arguments presented in the following publications: T . 
Nakamura, S . Ohnishi and Y . Matsumiya, “A Bayesian Cohort model for catch-at-age data obtained 
from research takes of whales .” Rep int. Whal. Commn 39, 1989, pp . 375-382; T . Nakamura, S . 
Ohnishi, and Y . Matsumiya, “Modification of the Bayesian Cohort model for catch-at-age data 
obtained from research takes of whales”, SC/41/O16 (1989); K . Sakuramoto, and S . Tanaka, “On 

 

  
 

4 .24 When JARPA was launched, the NMP was the only conservation 

and management tool available to the IWC, though alternative management 

procedures were already in the process of being developed361 . Japan was then 

of the view that, until more effective alternative management procedures 

were adopted, the IWC would have no choice but to continue to utilize the 

NMP with some modifications . Japan thus stated at the 41st Annual Meeting 

of the IWC (1989) that: 

“Since the alternative management procedure is still under 
development and would not be completed in short time, the current 
New Management Procedure would be used in some way, either 
revised or amended, for the time being and in that case our 
knowledge and information obtained from research would greatly 
contribute to the management .”362

the estimation of age dependent natural mortality”, Rep int. Whal. Commn 39, 1989, pp . 371-373; 
S . Tanaka, “Estimation of natural mortality coefficient of whales from the estimates of abundance 
and age composition data obtained from research catches”, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 40, 1990, pp . 
531-536; T . Nakamura, “A new look at a Bayesian Cohort model for time-series data obtained from 
research takes of whales”, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 41, 1991, pp . 345-348 . 

360  For a detailed explanation of the relationship between JARPA’s Objective 1 and the 
Comprehensive Assessment, see “The relationship between Japanese research programme and 
Comprehensive Assessment”, Annex 3, The Research Plan in 1989/90 Season in Conjunction with 
Note for ‘The Program for the Research on the Southern Hemisphere Minke Whale and for the 
Preliminary Research on the Marine Ecosystem in the Antarctic (SC/39/O4)’, SC/41/SHMi13 
(1989), pp . A .3-A .7[Annex 140] . 

361 See above, para . 3 .70 . AM para . 5 .8 alleges that “by this time [= 1987], the Scientific Committee 
and the Commission had already reached considered decisions that the NMP was not capable of 
being implemented .” In AM, Chapter 2, Section II .C ., to which the said paragraph refers, one finds, 
however, nothing suggesting such “considered decisions” reached by the Scientific Committee or 
the Commission . See particularly AM, paras . 2 .53-2 .54 . AM para . 2 .54 contends that “[s]ince the 
adoption of the commercial whaling moratorium in 1982, the Commission has accepted a new 
management tool, the Revised Management Procedure .” The RMP was adopted, as correctly 
mentioned in AM para . 2 .76, in 1994, seven years after the launch of JARPA . AM para . 5 .8 also 
claims that it is because the Scientific Committee and the Commission had already reached such 
“considered decisions” that “[t]he Commission … informed Japan … that the program was not 
structured	to	contribute	data	that	were	required	for	the	management	of	Antarctic	whale	stocks”	and	
quotes	IWC	Resolution	1987-4.	The	text	of	the	resolution reads as follows: “the proposed research 
does not appear, on present information, to be structured so as to contribute information essential 
for rational management of the stock” (emphasis added) . It is also to be noted that this resolution 
was adopted not by unanimity but by a majority (18-8-5) . 

362 Verbatim Record (12-16 June 1989), p . 109 [Annex 36] . 
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362 Verbatim Record (12-16 June 1989), p . 109 [Annex 36] . 
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4 .25 The main item under Objective 1 was modified in 1992 from 

estimating the age-specific natural mortality rates to estimating the average 

natural mortality rate363 . Given the shift in the management measure by the 

Scientific Committee from the NMP to the RMP, Objective 1 was reworded 

to “estimation of the biological parameters to improve the stock management 

of the Southern Hemisphere minke whale” in 1997364 . Japan kept this item as 

the primary objective of JARPA because estimation of the natural mortality 

rate, useful for understanding the population dynamics of minke whales, 

remained very important for the management of whale stocks . This 

parameter is also useful during the Implementation Simulation Trials (ISTs)

of the RMP process365 .

4 .26 Regarding Objective 2, JARPA planned to analyse the stomach 

contents of whales, because the prey composition and prey consumption 

rates would reveal the role and impact of whales on the Antarctic ecosystem . 

Objective 2 was in line with the growing scientific interest in the Antarctic 

ecosystem, reflected at that time by the entry into force of the Convention on 

the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources (CCAMLR)366 .

363  Government of Japan, “The 1992/93 Research Plan of whale Resources in the Antarctic”, 
SC/44/SHB14 (1992), p . 3 [Annex 143] . 

364 “Report of the Intersessional Working Group to Review Data and Results from Special Permit 
Research on Minke Whales in the Antarctic, Tokyo, 12-16 May 1997”, SC/49/Rep1, Rep. int. Whal. 
Commn 48, 1998, p . 378 [Annex 95] . Compare M . Mangel, para . 5 .7: “Objective 1 was relevant to 
the NMP but is not relevant to the RMP” . 

365 See below, para . 4 .164 . 
366 Government of Japan, “The Program for Research on the Southern Hemisphere Minke Whale and 

for Preliminary Research on the Marine Ecosystem in the Antarctic”, SC/39/O4 (1987), Appendix 
2, pp .46-51 [Annex 135] . See also “The relationship between Japanese research programme and 
Comprehensive Assessment”, Annex 3, The Research Plan in 1989/90 Season in Conjunction with 
Note for ‘The Program for the Research on the Southern Hemisphere Minke Whale and for the 
Preliminary Research on the Marine Ecosystem in the Antarctic (SC/39/O4)’, 
SC/41/SHMi13(1989), pp . A .3-A .7 [Annex 140] . 

 

  
 

4 .27 A third objective was added in 1995/96: (Objective 3) Elucidation 

of the effect of environmental change on cetaceans367. This was added in 

response to the IWC’s increasing interest in the effects of environmental 

changes such as global warming on cetaceans, specifically noted in 

Resolution 1994-13 on research on environment and whale stocks368 and 

Resolution 1994-12 on the promotion of research related to conservation of 

large whale stocks in the Southern Ocean369 . It is also related to the 

resolution on the environment and whale stocks (IWC Resolution 

1995-10)370 .

4 .28 A fourth objective was added in 1996/97: (Objective 4) Elucidation 

of the stock structure of Southern Hemisphere minke whales to improve stock 

management371. This objective was already implicit in Objective 1, but made 

a separate item in 1996/97 . 

4 .29 Despite these scientific objectives, a majority in the IWC 

repeatedly voted for resolutions that criticize JARPA’s framing of research 

needs, as referred to by the Memorial of Australia . For example, IWC 

Resolution 1987-4 states that JARPA “does not appear, on present 

information, to be structured so as to contribute information essential for 

367 Government of Japan, “The 1995/96 Research Plan for the Japanese Whale Research Program 
under Special Permit in the Antarctic .” SC/47/SH3(1995), pp . 2-3 [Annex 144] . 

368  “Resolution on Research on the Environment and Whale Stocks”, Resolution 1994-13, 
<http://iwcoffice .org/meetings/resolutions/IWCRES46_1994 .pdf> accessed 14 February 2012 . 

369 “Resolution on Promotion of Research Related to Conservation of Large Baleen Whales in the 
Southern Ocean”, Resolution 1994-12, 
<http://iwcoffice .org/meetings/resolutions/IWCRES46_1994 .pdf> accessed 14 February 2012 . 

370 “Resolution on the Environment and Whale Stocks”, Resolution 1995-10, 
<http://iwcoffice .org/meetings/resolutions/IWCRES47_1995 .pdf> accessed 14 February 2012 . 

371 Government of Japan, “The 1996/97 Research Plan for the Japanese Whale Research Program 
under Special Permit in the Antarctic”, SC/48/SH3 (1996), p . 2 [Annex 146] . 
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4 .25 The main item under Objective 1 was modified in 1992 from 

estimating the age-specific natural mortality rates to estimating the average 

natural mortality rate363 . Given the shift in the management measure by the 

Scientific Committee from the NMP to the RMP, Objective 1 was reworded 

to “estimation of the biological parameters to improve the stock management 

of the Southern Hemisphere minke whale” in 1997364 . Japan kept this item as 

the primary objective of JARPA because estimation of the natural mortality 

rate, useful for understanding the population dynamics of minke whales, 

remained very important for the management of whale stocks . This 

parameter is also useful during the Implementation Simulation Trials (ISTs)

of the RMP process365 .

4 .26 Regarding Objective 2, JARPA planned to analyse the stomach 

contents of whales, because the prey composition and prey consumption 

rates would reveal the role and impact of whales on the Antarctic ecosystem . 

Objective 2 was in line with the growing scientific interest in the Antarctic 

ecosystem, reflected at that time by the entry into force of the Convention on 

the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources (CCAMLR)366 .

363  Government of Japan, “The 1992/93 Research Plan of whale Resources in the Antarctic”, 
SC/44/SHB14 (1992), p . 3 [Annex 143] . 

364 “Report of the Intersessional Working Group to Review Data and Results from Special Permit 
Research on Minke Whales in the Antarctic, Tokyo, 12-16 May 1997”, SC/49/Rep1, Rep. int. Whal. 
Commn 48, 1998, p . 378 [Annex 95] . Compare M . Mangel, para . 5 .7: “Objective 1 was relevant to 
the NMP but is not relevant to the RMP” . 

365 See below, para . 4 .164 . 
366 Government of Japan, “The Program for Research on the Southern Hemisphere Minke Whale and 

for Preliminary Research on the Marine Ecosystem in the Antarctic”, SC/39/O4 (1987), Appendix 
2, pp .46-51 [Annex 135] . See also “The relationship between Japanese research programme and 
Comprehensive Assessment”, Annex 3, The Research Plan in 1989/90 Season in Conjunction with 
Note for ‘The Program for the Research on the Southern Hemisphere Minke Whale and for the 
Preliminary Research on the Marine Ecosystem in the Antarctic (SC/39/O4)’, 
SC/41/SHMi13(1989), pp . A .3-A .7 [Annex 140] . 

 

  
 

4 .27 A third objective was added in 1995/96: (Objective 3) Elucidation 

of the effect of environmental change on cetaceans367. This was added in 

response to the IWC’s increasing interest in the effects of environmental 

changes such as global warming on cetaceans, specifically noted in 

Resolution 1994-13 on research on environment and whale stocks368 and 

Resolution 1994-12 on the promotion of research related to conservation of 

large whale stocks in the Southern Ocean369 . It is also related to the 

resolution on the environment and whale stocks (IWC Resolution 

1995-10)370 .

4 .28 A fourth objective was added in 1996/97: (Objective 4) Elucidation 

of the stock structure of Southern Hemisphere minke whales to improve stock 

management371. This objective was already implicit in Objective 1, but made 

a separate item in 1996/97 . 

4 .29 Despite these scientific objectives, a majority in the IWC 

repeatedly voted for resolutions that criticize JARPA’s framing of research 

needs, as referred to by the Memorial of Australia . For example, IWC 

Resolution 1987-4 states that JARPA “does not appear, on present 

information, to be structured so as to contribute information essential for 

367 Government of Japan, “The 1995/96 Research Plan for the Japanese Whale Research Program 
under Special Permit in the Antarctic .” SC/47/SH3(1995), pp . 2-3 [Annex 144] . 

368  “Resolution on Research on the Environment and Whale Stocks”, Resolution 1994-13, 
<http://iwcoffice .org/meetings/resolutions/IWCRES46_1994 .pdf> accessed 14 February 2012 . 

369 “Resolution on Promotion of Research Related to Conservation of Large Baleen Whales in the 
Southern Ocean”, Resolution 1994-12, 
<http://iwcoffice .org/meetings/resolutions/IWCRES46_1994 .pdf> accessed 14 February 2012 . 

370 “Resolution on the Environment and Whale Stocks”, Resolution 1995-10, 
<http://iwcoffice .org/meetings/resolutions/IWCRES47_1995 .pdf> accessed 14 February 2012 . 

371 Government of Japan, “The 1996/97 Research Plan for the Japanese Whale Research Program 
under Special Permit in the Antarctic”, SC/48/SH3 (1996), p . 2 [Annex 146] . 
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rational management of the stock”372 . IWC Resolution 1997-5, for its part, 

affirms that “the JARPA programme does not address critically important 

research needs for the management of whaling in the Southern Ocean”373 .

4 .30 However, the Memorial of Australia fails to mention that the votes 

for these resolutions were far from unanimous . For example, Resolution 

1987-4 was adopted by 18-8-5374 and Resolution 1997-5 by 18-11-2375 .

Furthermore, these resolutions were criticized by States that considered that 

research programmes should be evaluated on scientific bases . Thus, the 

USSR, which voted against, stated during the debate preceding the adoption 

of Resolution 1987-4: 

“Science is such an area when [sic] we cannot do without conflicts 
and arguments and the Japanese Commissioner was right when he 
was saying that we’ll never know the truth unless we carry out 
specific research .…[R]ather than delve into arguments scientists 
first should carry out field research and this is exactly what the 
Japanese program under consideration is meant to achieve . It is 
therefore…the USSR also supports this program .”376

4 .31 The political nature of the IWC is generally recognized . For 

example, a French delegate stated: 

“Of course I understand the problem [sic: is] not based on 

372 “Resolution on Japanese Proposal for Special Permits”, Resolution 1987-4, 
<http://iwcoffice .org/meetings/resolutions/IWCRES39_1987 .pdf>  accessed 14 February 2012 . 
See AM, para . 5 .8 . 

373 “Resolution on Special Permit Catches in the Southern Ocean by Japan”, Resolution 1997-5, 
<http://iwcoffice .org/meetings/resolutions/IWCRES49_1997 .pdf> accessed 14 February 2012 . See
AM, para . 5 .16 . 

374 Chairman’s Report of the Thirty-Ninth Annual Meeting, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 38, 1988, p . 11-15 
[Annex 50] . 

375 Chairman’s Report of the Forty-Ninth Annual Meeting, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 48, 1998, p . 39 
[Annex 57] . 

376 Verbatim Record (22-26 June 1987), p .144 [Annex 35] . 

 

  
 

scientific matters because we are not a scientific body here, we are 
also a political body and we represent Governments . We are not 
only to take into consideration the scientific advice .”377

4 .32 During the debates preceding the adoption of Resolution 1997-5, 

Antigua and Barbuda, which cast a negative vote, stated: 

“[A] vote for this Resolution is an indictment against the Scientific 
Committee of this organisation… . A vote for this Resolution is 
sending a message to the Scientific Committee that they are only 
needed when it is in the interest of some member countries of this 
organisation .”378

4 .33 In fact, in contrast to the IWC, composed of political 

representatives, the scientific experts repeatedly affirmed the relevance of 

JARPA’s research objectives to whale stock management . 

4 .34 The IWC Intersessional Working Group to Review Data and 

Results from Special Permit Research on Minke Whales in the Antarctic held 

in May 1997 (1997 IWC JARPA Mid-Term Review WG) stated: 

“There was general agreement that the data presented on stock 
structure, particularly the new genetic data, were important 
contributions to the objectives of JARPA and stock 
management .”379

4 .35 The Report of the Review Meeting of the Japanese Whale 

Research Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA) called by 

the Government of Japan, Tokyo, 18-20 January 2005 (2005 Japan JARPA 

377 Verbatim Record (12-16 June 1989), p . 116 [Annex 36] . 
378 Verbatim Record (20-24 October 1997), p . 139 [Annex 38] . 
379 “Report of the Intersessional Working Group to Review Data and Results from Special Permit 

Research on Minke Whales in the Antarctic, Tokyo, 12-16 May 1997”, SC/49/Rep1, Rep. int. Whal. 
Commn 48, 1998, p . 382 (emphasis added) [Annex 95] . 
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Review Meeting) stated: 

“The meeting noted that the research objectives at the start of 
JARPA had been designed to meet management needs at that 
particular time . Although these needs have changed, the meeting 
agreed that JARPA work remains relevant for providing data 
important for management .”380

4 .36 Finally, the Report of the 2006 Intersessional Workshop to Review 

Data and Results from Special Permit Research on Minke Whales in the 

Antarctic, Tokyo, 4-8 December 2006 (2006 IWC JARPA Final Review 

Workshop) stated: 

“The results from the JARPA programme,	while	 not	 required	 for	
management under the RMP381, have the potential to improve 
management of minke whales in the Southern Hemisphere in the 
following ways: (1) reductions in the current set of plausible 
scenarios considered in Implementation Simulation Trials; and (2) 
identification of new scenarios to which future Implementation 
Simulation Trials will have to be developed (e .g . the temporal 
component of stock structure) . The results of analyses of JARPA 
data could be used in this way perhaps to increase the allowed 
catch of minke whales in the Southern Hemisphere, without 
increasing depletion risk above the level indicated by the existing 
Implementation Simulation Trials of the RMP for these minke 
whales .”382

“It is also clear that this work [on stock structure] is essential to 

380 “Report of the Review Meeting of the Japanese Whale Research Program under Special Permit in 
the Antarctic (JARPA) called by the Government of Japan, Tokyo, 18-20 January 2005”, SC/57/O6 
(2005), p . 2 [Annex 102] .  Although all members of the Scientific Committee had been invited, 
scientists from anti-whaling countries did not participate in the meeting . However, more than 40 
participants from eight countries, including an observer representing the IWC/SC, attended the 
meeting and participated in the discussion . 

381 On the meaning of the phrase “while not	 required	 for	management	 under	 the	RMP”,	 see below, 
para . 4 .165 . 

382 “Report of the Intersessional Workshop to Review Data and Results from Special Permit Research 
on Minke Whales in the Antarctic, Tokyo, 4-8 December 2006”, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 10 
(Suppl.), 2008, p . 433 [Annex 113] . 

 

  
 

any future Implementation Review under the RMP .”383

“The abundance estimates [based on JARPA data] will be valuable 
for any future Implementation Review under the RMP .”384

4 .37 A fair summary of the debates is thus as follows: while scientific 

experts considered JARPA’s research objectives as relevant to whale stock 

management, a majority of political representatives in the IWC considered 

them as irrelevant . Japan’s position has always been that any evaluation of 

research programmes shall be made on a scientific basis385 .

Section 2.  Research Methods in JARPA 

4 .38 JARPA adopted research methods based on advanced scientific 

considerations . While the Memorial of Australia supports its contention that 

JARPA’s methods were flawed simply	 by	 quoting	 a	 few	 articles386, the 

present Section will explain in detail the scientific considerations on which 

JARPA’s research methods were based . 

A.  Research Area 

4 .39 The original research area for JARPA consisted of IWC Antarctic 

Management Areas IV (70°E-130°E, south of 60°S) and V (130°E-170°W, 

south of 60°S) . It was intended that each particular Area would be surveyed 

for two consecutive austral summer seasons, alternating Area IV and Area V 

383 Ibid ., p . 433 . 
384 Ibid ., p . 434 . 
385 See above, paras . 2 .44-2 .53 . 
386 AM, paras . 5 .8-5 .9 . 
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in every two seasons387 . However, after various aspects of the research plan 

were considered, a research for a feasibility study was conducted in the 

1987/88 and 1988/89 seasons388 . The areas covered during the feasibility 

study surveys were smaller: the area between 105°E and 115°E, and between 

the ice-edge line and 55°S (part of Area IV) during the 1987/88 survey389;

and the area between 168°E and 180°E, and between the bottom of the Ross 

Sea (77°30’S) and 53°S (part of Area V) during the 1988/89 survey390 . After 

the completion of the feasibility study surveys, Area IV and Area V were 

surveyed alternately each season from the 1989/90 season to the 1994/95 

season391 .

387 Government of Japan, “The Program for Research on the Southern Hemisphere Minke Whale and 
for Preliminary Research on the Marine Ecosystem in the Antarctic”, SC/39/O4 (1987), pp . 8-9 
[Annex 135] . 

388 Government of Japan, “The Research Plan for the Feasibility Study on ‘The Program for Research 
on the Southern Hemisphere Minke Whale and Preliminary Research on the Marine Ecosystem in 
the Antarctic’”, SC/D87/1 (1987) [Annex 136] . 

389 H . Kato, H . Hiroyama, Y . Fujise and K . Ono, “Preliminary report of the 1987/88 Japanese 
feasibility study of the special permit proposal for Southern Hemisphere minke whales”, Rep. int. 
Whal. Commn 39, 1989, pp . 235-236 [Annex 141] . 

390 H . Kato, Y . Fujise, H . Yoshida, S . Nakagawa, M . Ishida and S . Tanifuji, “Cruise report and 
preliminary analysis of the 1988/89 Japanese feasibility study of the special permit proposal for 
Southern Hemisphere minke whales”, Rep. int. Whal. Commn. 40, 1990, pp . 289-290 [Annex 142] . 

391 Government of Japan, “The Research Plan in 1989/90 Season in Conjunction with Note for ‘The 
Program for the Research on the Southern Hemisphere Minke Whale and for the Preliminary 
Research on the Marine Ecosystem in the Antarctic (SC/39/O4)’”, SC/41/SHMi13 (1989), p .4 
[Annex 140] . 

 

  
 

Figure 4-1 . Research area of JARPA (Area III East, Area IV, Area V and Area VI West) 
showing small strata . Area III East was added in the 1995/96 season, and Area VI West 
in the 1996/97 season392 .

4 .40 As explained above, JARPA was to be carried out in order to 

obtain scientific data to contribute to the “comprehensive assessment” and 

“review” prescribed in Paragraph 10(e) of the Schedule, on Antarctic minke 

whales in particular, that would consider whether the Moratorium could be 

lifted . It thus follows that lethal sampling under JARPA was to be carried out 

in Areas IV and V, which used to be a main commercial whaling ground for 

minke whales in the Antarctic . In addition, in those Areas, a lot of 

information about stocks migrating had been accumulated, together with 

operational knowledge on the catching of whales, such as the sea and ice 

conditions from previous commercial whaling operations . Such information 

and knowledge were thought to make the research activity more efficient393 .

392 S . Nishiwaki, H . Ishikawa, and Y . Fujise, “Review of general methodology and survey procedure 
under the JARPA”, SC/D06/J2, p . 16, presented to the Intersessional Workshop to Review Data and 
Results from Special Permit Research on Minke Whales in the Antarctic (December 2006), 
<http://www .icrwhale .org/pdf/SC-D06-J2 .pdf> accessed 14 February 2012 . 

393 Government of Japan, “The Program for Research on the Southern Hemisphere Minke Whale and 
for Preliminary Research on the Marine Ecosystem in the Antarctic”, SC/39/O4 (1987), p . 8 [Annex 
135] . 
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4 .41 The population structure, including age composition, of the minke 

whales migrating to the Antarctic, for example, could not be determined from 

samples obtained from commercial whaling operations in the pre-Moratorium 

period because these whaling operations were concentrated in areas of high 

whale density near the ice edge zone (and because of the catching selectivity, 

which preferred larger animals)394 . Since biological parameters estimated 

using the samples from the past commercial whaling operations were 

susceptible to some biases395, it was decided that research areas for JARPA 

would also cover areas with low density of the target species, where 

commercial whaling operation had not been usually conducted, though 

situated within Areas IV and V, using predetermined tracklines set by 

scientific methodology (see the map below) . 

Figure 4-2 . Track-line model diagram in areas III (East), IV, V and VI (West) in the 
Antarctic Ocean (only shows the main track-lines)396 .

394 S . Ohsumi, S .Tanaka, and H . Kato, “A review of the studies on estimation of biological parameters 
conducted under the Japanese Whale Research Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic 
(JARPA)”, SC/M97/2, p . 2, p . 20, presented to the Intersessional Working Group to Review Data 
and Results from Special Permit Research on Minke whales in the Antarctic (May 1997) . 

395 Ibid ., p . 2, p . 20 (Table 2) . 
396 The Institute of Cetacean Research, Japan’s Whale Research Program under Special Permit in the 

Antarctic (JARPA) (2nd ed, 2005), p .16, <http://www .icrwhale .org/pdf/04-B-len2 .pdf>  accessed 
14 February 2012 . 

 

  
 

4 .42 The JARPA research area was expanded to include Area III East 

(35°E-70°E, south of 60°S) from the 1995/96 season397 and to include Area 

VI West (170°W-145°W, south of 60°S) from the 1996/97 season398 . Then 

Areas III East + IV and Areas V + VI West were surveyed alternately each 

season . This longitudinal expansion of the research area was needed to 

investigate the distribution and boundaries of stocks399 of Antarctic minke 

whales in Areas IV and V, because earlier JARPA studies had suggested that 

more than one stock was distributed in the JARPA research area and that 

their distributions could extend beyond the western boundary of Area IV and 

the eastern boundary of Area V400 .

B.  Research Period 

4 .43 JARPA was designed to be an 18-year (1987/88-2004/05) research 

programme, after which the necessity for further research would be reviewed . 

It was implemented for the first two seasons (1987/88-1988/89) as a 

feasibility study, and in the remaining 16 seasons (1989/90-2004/05) for 

full-scale research . The length of the full-scale research programme (16 

years) was determined by the relationship between the sample size and the 

accuracy of the estimation of natural mortality rates . It was considered that 

repeating the survey in each Area (Areas IV and V) every two years for 6-8 

397 Government of Japan, “The 1995/96 Research Plan for the Japanese Whale Research Program 
under Special Permit in the Antarctic”, SC/47/SH3 (1995), p . 4 [Annex 144] . 

398 Government of Japan, “The 1996/97 Research Plan for the Japanese Whale Research Program 
under Special Permit in the Antarctic”, SC/48/SH3 (1996), pp . 5-6 [Annex 146] . 
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Antarctic minke whales”, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 43, 1993, p . 354 . 
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4 .41 The population structure, including age composition, of the minke 

whales migrating to the Antarctic, for example, could not be determined from 

samples obtained from commercial whaling operations in the pre-Moratorium 

period because these whaling operations were concentrated in areas of high 

whale density near the ice edge zone (and because of the catching selectivity, 

which preferred larger animals)394 . Since biological parameters estimated 

using the samples from the past commercial whaling operations were 

susceptible to some biases395, it was decided that research areas for JARPA 

would also cover areas with low density of the target species, where 

commercial whaling operation had not been usually conducted, though 

situated within Areas IV and V, using predetermined tracklines set by 

scientific methodology (see the map below) . 

Figure 4-2 . Track-line model diagram in areas III (East), IV, V and VI (West) in the 
Antarctic Ocean (only shows the main track-lines)396 .

394 S . Ohsumi, S .Tanaka, and H . Kato, “A review of the studies on estimation of biological parameters 
conducted under the Japanese Whale Research Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic 
(JARPA)”, SC/M97/2, p . 2, p . 20, presented to the Intersessional Working Group to Review Data 
and Results from Special Permit Research on Minke whales in the Antarctic (May 1997) . 

395 Ibid ., p . 2, p . 20 (Table 2) . 
396 The Institute of Cetacean Research, Japan’s Whale Research Program under Special Permit in the 

Antarctic (JARPA) (2nd ed, 2005), p .16, <http://www .icrwhale .org/pdf/04-B-len2 .pdf>  accessed 
14 February 2012 . 

 

  
 

4 .42 The JARPA research area was expanded to include Area III East 

(35°E-70°E, south of 60°S) from the 1995/96 season397 and to include Area 

VI West (170°W-145°W, south of 60°S) from the 1996/97 season398 . Then 
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accuracy of the estimation of natural mortality rates . It was considered that 
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397 Government of Japan, “The 1995/96 Research Plan for the Japanese Whale Research Program 
under Special Permit in the Antarctic”, SC/47/SH3 (1995), p . 4 [Annex 144] . 

398 Government of Japan, “The 1996/97 Research Plan for the Japanese Whale Research Program 
under Special Permit in the Antarctic”, SC/48/SH3 (1996), pp . 5-6 [Annex 146] . 
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400 L .A . Pastene, T . Kobayashi, Y . Fujise, and K . Numachi, “Mitochondrial DNA differentiation in 
Antarctic minke whales”, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 43, 1993, p . 354 . 
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times would provide estimates of age-specific natural mortality rates with an 

appropriate accuracy401 .

4 .44 Some biological parameters, such as age at sexual maturity and 

pregnancy rates, can change with time in response to changes in the 

environment and the nutritional condition of whales . Therefore investigation 

of the trends of these parameters over time is important for stock assessment 

and management . 

C.  Target Species for Lethal Sampling 

4 .45 The Antarctic minke whale was selected as the main target species 

for lethal sampling under JARPA402 . This species was the most abundant 

baleen whale in the Antarctic with an estimated exploitable population size 

of at least 260,000 at the start of JARPA 403  . In 1990, the Scientific 

Committee agreed upon an estimate of this species’ total population size of 

760,000404 . The reasons for the large difference between these estimates are: 

1) the former figure refers to the exploitable (recruited) population size and 

the latter refers to the total population size; and 2) different analytical 

procedures were used to obtain the estimates . Given this large abundance, the 

Antarctic minke whale was the natural choice for the focus of future 

commercial whaling in the Antarctic, and therefore there was a need to 

401 Government of Japan, “The Research Plan in 1989/90 Season in Conjunction with Note for ‘The 
Program for the Research on the Southern Hemisphere Minke Whale and for the Preliminary 
Research on the Marine Ecosystem in the Antarctic (SC/39/O4)’”, SC/41/SHMi13 (1989), p . 7 
[Annex 140] . For the necessity of further research following JARPA, see below, paras . 5 .16-5 .19 . 

402 Government of Japan, “The Program for Research on the Southern Hemisphere Minke Whale and 
for Preliminary Research on the Marine Ecosystem in the Antarctic”, SC/39/O4 (1987), p . 3 [Annex 
135] . 

403 “Report of the Scientific Committee”, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 37, 1987, p . 41, Table 1 [Annex 80] . 
404 “Report of the Scientific Committee”, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 41, 1991, p . 59, Table 1 [Annex 85] . 

 

  
 

collect the biological data necessary to support decisions on sustainable 

utilization . 

D.  Research Items 

1.  Age Composition (for Objective 1 of JARPA) 

4 .46 The age composition of the population is essential information for 

estimating age-specific natural mortality rates and reproductive parameters 

such as age at sexual and physical maturity, all these parameters are related 

to growth and then important for stock assessment and hence stock 

management405 . Age composition of the population is used in cohort-analysis, 

which gives good estimates of past population size and an estimate of 

recruitment rate . To conduct these analyses, it is important to have accurate 

information on the age structure in the catch over a number of years406 .

Estimating abundance trends is extremely important for stock management 

of any marine living resources . 

Figure 4-3 . Age composition of Antarctic minke whales based on data from past 
commercial whaling and JARPA . The lack of young animals in the past commercial 
whaling data shows the bias in the size of caught whales (source: Institute of Cetacean 
Research) . 

405 Government of Japan, “The Program for Research on the Southern Hemisphere Minke Whale and 
for Preliminary Research on the Marine Ecosystem in the Antarctic”, SC/39/O4 (1987), pp . 6-7 
[Annex 135] . 

406 W .F . Perrin, and G . Donovan, “Report of the Workshop on Reproduction in Whales, Dolphins and 
Porpoises”, Rep. int. Whal. Commn (Special Issue 6), p . 12 . 
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2.  Reproductive Parameters (for Objective 1 of JARPA) 

4 .47 Maturity status can be used with age data for the estimation of age 

at sexual and physical maturity . Information on the timing and duration of 

the reproductive cycle, which can be obtained from these data, is used in 

fishery biology for predicting the birth rate, population growth and 

recruitment and hence production407, and is therefore relevant to stock 

assessment and management408 .

3.  Feeding Ecology / Diet Composition and Consumption Rates (for 

Objective 2 of JARPA) 

4 .48 Krill is a key species in the Antarctic ecosystem as it supports 

species and populations of baleen whales, pinnipeds, birds and fish . The 

Antarctic minke whale is the most abundant baleen whale species in the 

Antarctic and consumption of krill by this species should be estimated and 

evaluated . These estimates of prey composition and consumption rates are 

important to elucidate the role of whales in the ecosystem . The amount of 

prey consumed can change with time in response to changes in the 

environment, for example changes in food availability . Therefore 

investigation of the trends of prey consumption is important for stock 

assessment and management409 . Another indicator of environmental change 

407 C . Lockyer, “Review of baleen whale (Mysticeti) reproduction and implications for management”, 
Rep. int. Whal. Commn (Special Issue 6), pp . 30-31 . 

408 “The relationship between Japanese research programme and Comprehensive Assessment”, Annex 
3, The Research Plan in 1989/90 Season in Conjunction with Note for ‘The Program for the 
Research on the Southern Hemisphere Minke Whale and for the Preliminary Research on the 
Marine Ecosystem in the Antarctic (SC/39/O4)’, SC/41/SHMi13 (1989), pp . A .3-A .7 [Annex 140]; 
S . Ohsumi, S . Tanaka, and H . Kato, “A review of the studies on estimation of biological parameters 
conducted under the Japanese Whale Research Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic 
(JARPA)”, SC/M97/2, p . 3, presented to the IWC Intersessional Working Group to Review Data 
and Results from Special Permit Research on Minke Whales in the Antarctic (May 1997) . 

409 Government of Japan, “The Research Plan in 1989/90 Season in Conjunction with Note for ‘The 
Program for the Research on the Southern Hemisphere Minke Whale and for the Preliminary 

 

  
 

(e .g . food availability) is the examination of blubber thickness of the whales, 

which is also examined under JARPA . Thick blubber is an indication of good 

nutritional conditions while thin blubber is an indication of deteriorated 

nutritional conditions410 .

4 .49 The following statement in the Report of the 2006 IWC JARPA 

Final Review Workshop corroborates the importance of the data collected by 

JARPA in relation to Objective 2 . 

“The [Scientific] Committee welcomed the oceanographic and 
krill-related work undertaken since the 1997 Workshop . The 
Workshop also agreed that considerable relevant data had been 
collected by the JARPA programme on matters related to body 
condition and feeding .”411

4.  Pollutants (for Objective 3 of JARPA) 

4 .50 Pollution is one of the topics identified by the Scientific 

Committee to address the effect of environmental changes on cetaceans . 

Consequently	JARPA	had	been	monitoring	different	pollutants	both	in	tissue	

samples of Antarctic minke whales and in the environment (air and sea 

water)412 . The level of pollutants in whale tissues depends on the levels of 

pollutants in their physical environment, in their prey species, and on the 

length and age of the animals . The Antarctic Ocean is the least contaminated 

region on earth and it can be used as a standard for evaluating the level of 

pollutants in other regions . 

Research on the Marine Ecosystem in the Antarctic (SC/39/O4)’”, SC/41/SHMi13 (1989), Annex 3, 
pp . A .3-A .7 [Annex 140] . 

410 See below, para . 4 .77 . 
411 “Report of the Intersessional Workshop to Review Data and Results from Special Permit Research 

on Minke Whales in the Antarctic, Tokyo, 4-8 December 2006”, J.Cetacean Res.Manage. 10 
(Suppl.), 2008, p .434 [Annex 113] . 

412 Government of Japan, “The 1995/96 Research Plan for the Japanese Whale Research Program 
under Special Permit in the Antarctic”, SC/47/SH3(1995), pp . 2, 5-6 [Annex 144] . 
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410 See below, para . 4 .77 . 
411 “Report of the Intersessional Workshop to Review Data and Results from Special Permit Research 

on Minke Whales in the Antarctic, Tokyo, 4-8 December 2006”, J.Cetacean Res.Manage. 10 
(Suppl.), 2008, p .434 [Annex 113] . 

412 Government of Japan, “The 1995/96 Research Plan for the Japanese Whale Research Program 
under Special Permit in the Antarctic”, SC/47/SH3(1995), pp . 2, 5-6 [Annex 144] . 
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4 .51 The 2006 IWC JARPA Final Review Workshop considered the 

data and analyses on pollutants conducted under Objective 3 of JARPA to be 

valuable:

“The Workshop welcomed the presentation of the pollutant 
analyses at this Workshop, although there was some disagreement 
over the implications of the results drawn by the authors .”413

5.  Stock Structure (for Objective 4 of JARPA) 

4 .52 Species are composed of populations or “stocks”414 . Each stock is 

differentiated from others in their genetic composition, phenotypic 

characteristics, migration pattern, breeding areas and demographic 

parameters . Therefore abundance and biological parameters important for 

resources management should be estimated on a stock-by-stock basis . The 

IWC Management Areas in the Antarctic were defined by catch distribution 

and mark-recapture information of large whales other than Antarctic minke 

whales . Therefore, it was necessary to investigate the validity of the 

boundaries of Areas IV and V for the Antarctic minke whale, including the 

number of stocks and the pattern of distribution (geographical and temporal) 

in these Areas415 . For this aim, both the genetic approach based on DNA as 

well as the non-genetic approach based on morphometric and ecological 

markers were used in JARPA . 

4 .53 The identification of stock is important for the estimation of 

413 “Report of the Intersessional Workshop to Review Data and Results from Special Permit Research 
on Minke Whales in the Antarctic, Tokyo, 4-8 December 2006”, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 10 
(Suppl.), 2008, p . 434 [Annex 113] . 

414 For the term “stock”, see above, fn 399 . 
415 Government of Japan, “The 1996/97 Research Plan for the Japanese Whale Research Program 

under Special Permit in the Antarctic”, SC/48/SH3 (1996), pp . 3, 5-6 [Annex 146] . 

 

  
 

biological parameters (Objective 1 of JARPA) as well as for the process of 

calculating	catch	quotas	 for	 commercial whaling under the RMP . This was 

recognized in the Report of the 2006 IWC JARPA Final Review Workshop, 

which stated: 

“[I]nformation on stock structure is important for (a) the estimation 
of biological parameters, which should ideally be carried out on 
the basis of biologically identified stocks and (b) the future 
application of the multi-stock rules of the Revised Management 
Procedure (RMP) .”416

“[I]t [the workshop] recognises that considerable progress has been 
made in addressing the issue of stock structure since the 1997 
review .”417

4 .54 A	 well-qualified	 expert	 and	 the	 then	 Chair	 of	 the	 Scientific	

Committee recognized the value of the information on stock structure of 

minke whales in the Antarctic provided by JARPA: 

“[T]hey [Japanese scientists working on JARPA] certainly do 
provide a lot of data .  They’ve been doing a lot of genetic 
analyses which tell us about stock structure, whether whales in a 
particular area mix with whales from another area or whether they 
don’t . And this is something that’s very important to know for 
management purposes . So they certainly provide good 
information .”418

416 “Report of the Intersessional Workshop to Review Data and Results from Special Permit Research 
on Minke Whales in the Antarctic, Tokyo, 4-8 December 2006”, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 10 
(Suppl.), 2008, p . 419 [Annex 113] . 

417 Ibid., p . 433 . 
418 Judy Zeh, University of Washington, USA (and at the time of the statement, Chair of the Scientific 

Committee), quoted in “International debate over world whale management” (3 July 2000) The 
World Today, <http://www .abc .net .au/worldtoday/stories/s147657 .htm> accessed 14 February 
2012 (emphasis added) . 
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E.  Necessity of Lethal Sampling 

1.  General Remarks 

4 .55 Article VIII(1) of the ICRW provides as follows: 

“Notwithstanding anything contained in this Convention, any 
Contracting Government may grant to any of its nationals a special 
permit authorizing that national to kill, take, and treat whales for 
purposes of scientific research subject to such restrictions as to 
number and subject to such other conditions as the Contracting 
Government thinks fit, and the killing, taking, and treating of 
whales in accordance with the provisions of this Article shall be 
exempt from the operation of this Convention .”419

4 .56 Although non-lethal research was extensively conducted under 

JARPA,	 lethal	 research	 techniques	 were	 also	 indispensable	 for	 JARPA	 to	

achieve its main objectives . Major research items that can be examined only 

by sampling whales are indicated in the following table . 

419 Emphasis added . 

 

  
 

Table 4-1 . Examples of data and samples collected by biological survey on the research 
base vessel in JARPA420 .

420 S . Nishiwaki, H . Ishikawa, and Y . Fujise, “Review of general methodology and survey procedure 
under the JARPA”, SC/D06/J2, p . 15, Table 2, presented to the Intersessional Workshop to Review 
Data and Results from Special Permit Research on Minke Whales in the Antarctic (December 
2006) .
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4 .57 It is true that, as indicated by the Memorial of Australia, a series of 

resolutions were adopted in the Commission criticizing lethal sampling 

carried out under JARPA421 .

4 .58 These resolutions are, however, to be read with caution, for the 

following reasons . First, none of these resolutions has declared that lethal 

research is prohibited as such under the ICRW . As Monaco clearly stated: 

“Surely, I do not wish to challenge, and actually no one has, the 
legality of takes under scientific permits .”422

4 .59 Secondly, although these resolutions “call[ed] upon” 423  or 

“urge[d]”424 Japan to adopt exclusively non-lethal methods, none of them 

declared that JARPA constituted a violation of any provisions of the ICRW . 

Thirdly, all of these resolutions were adopted by a majority, and a number of 

Contracting Governments casted negative votes, abstained or refused to 

participate in the vote425 .

4 .60 Furthermore, in contrast with the opinions expressed by a majority 

of political State representatives, the Scientific Committee, composed of 

scientists426, has never declared that lethal methods can be entirely replaced 

with non-lethal methods without affecting	scientific	quality	of	research.	

421 AM, para . 5 .16 . 
422 Verbatim Record (16-19 June 2003) [transcript of the audio Verbatim Record] [Annex 40] . Monaco 

criticized the scale of taking under	JARPA.	For	this	question,	see below, paras . 4 .84-4 .88 . 
423 E.g. “Resolution on Southern Hemisphere Minke Whales and Special Permit Whaling”, Resolution 

2003-3, <http://iwcoffice .org/meetings/resolutions/resolution2003 .htm> accessed 14 February 
2012 .

424 E.g. “Resolution on JARPA II”, Resolution 2005-1, 
<http://iwcoffice .org/meetings/resolutions/resolution2005 .htm> accessed 14 February 2012 . 

425 For voting records, see below, Table 8-1 . 
426 See above, para . 2 .47 . 

 

  
 

4 .61 The necessity for lethal methods was recognized by the 1997 IWC 

JARPA Mid-Term Review WG, which fully took into account the views 

challenging the need for lethal methods427 . The WG clearly stated: 

“[T]here were non-lethal methods available…but that logistics and 
the abundance of minke populations in Areas IV and V probably 
preclude their successful application .”428

4 .62 The terms “non-lethal methods available” here refers to individual 

identification of Antarctic minke whales through photo-identification . It 

should be emphasized here that this method is not appropriate for Antarctic 

minke whales because members of this species have no obvious individual 

body characteristics (unlike the case of humpback, blue and right whales), 

and because they stay at the sea surface for a very short time (limited 

opportunity of observation) . Whereas photo-identification requires	that	same	

individual whales be surveyed over the years in order to estimate their ages, 

the chances of actually encountering the same individual minke whales over 

the years are very slim, given the very large population of the species429 .

4 .63 The impracticability of non-lethal methods was recently confirmed 

in the 2009 JARPN II review workshop430 .

427 “Summary Statements Supporting the Use of Lethal Removal and Refuting its use, as it Pertains to 
the Collection of Information on Stock Structure”, Annex H, Report of the Intersessional Working 
Group to Review Data and Results from Special Permit Research on Minke Whales in the 
Antarctic, SC/49/Rep1, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 48, 1998, p . 412 [Annex 96] . 

428 “Report of the Intersessional Working Group to Review Data and Results from Special Permit 
Research on Minke Whales in the Antarctic, Tokyo, 12-16 May 1997”, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 48, 
1998, p .386 [Annex 95] . 

429 “Report of the workshop on individual recognition and the estimation of cetacean population 
parameters”, Annex D, Rep. int. Whal. Commn (Special Issue 12), p . 23 . 

430 See below, para . 4 .76 .  
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4 .64 Even a “strong advocate of non-lethal methods” acknowledged that 

“some lethal research might be necessary from a strictly scientific 

standpoint”431 . William Evans, an ex-US Commissioner to the IWC and 

cetacean scientist, is reported to have stated as follows: 

“There are certain kinds of data that we can get remotely through 
observation and tagging and other kinds of non-invasive 
methodology (…) . But … you have really got to use more invasive 
techniques in order to get certain answers you’re looking for.”432

4 .65 The	reasons	for	which	lethal	methods	were	required	in	JARPA	are	

explained below in more detail in relation to each research item . The 

following paragraphs show how unfounded is Australia’s allegation that 

“Japan provides no cogent scientific reasoning to demonstrate that lethal 

methods	are	in	fact	required”433 .

2.  Age Composition 

4 .66 Individual age is obtained by counting growth layers in the earplug 

which are formed in the external auditory meatus of baleen whales (i .e ., by 

earplug reading)434 . The earplug has proved to be a valid and useful tool for 

age determination435, and it is the only method providing age data accurate 

enough (i .e . to determine age at the annual scale) for population-level 

analyses in Antarctic minke whales (e .g . VPA: virtual population analysis)436 .

431 Richard Black, “Under the skin of whaling science”, BBC (25 May 2007), 
<http://newsvote .bbc .co .uk/2/hi/talking_point/forum/817116 .stm> accessed 14 February 2012 
[Annex 207] . 

432 Ibid. (emphasis added .) 
433 AM, para . 5 .65 . 
434 R .M . Laws and P .E . Purves, “The earplug of the Mysticeti as an indicator of age with special 

reference to the north Atlantic fin whales” (1972) Norsk Hvalfangst-Tidende 413, p . 414 . 
435 C . Lockyer, “Age Determination by Means of the Earplug in Baleen Whales”, Annex F, Report of 

the Minke Whale Ageing Workshop, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 34, 1984, p . 696 [Annex 79] . 
436 Catch-at-age data derived from JARPA (based on earplug reading) is utilized in VPA for the 

 

  
 

Because of its internal nature, the only way to access the earplugs is by lethal 

sampling .  

Photo 1 . Earplug analysis (source: Institute of Cetacean Research) . 

4 .67 In recent years an alternative method of age determination has 

been investigated, i .e ., genetic analysis of telomere (a region of repetitive 

DNA	sequences	at	 the	end of a chromosome)437 . If genetic samples can be 

obtained through biopsies438, the telomere might be thought to be a potential 

non-lethal	 technique	 to	 age	 whales.	 However,	 this	 technique	 is	 far	 from	

being a practical and useful approach . Within species, telomere lengths and 

their rate of shortening vary among chromosomes, tissues, individuals and 

also by age439 . Age determination using telomere is far from reliable at this 

stage, because this method has critical problems with reproducibility, even 

species . e .g . M . Mori, D . S . Butterworth and T . Kitakado,“Application of ADAPT-VPA to Various 
stock Hypotheses for the Antarctic minke whales Distributed through IWC Management areas IIIE 
to VIW”, SC/58/IA8 (2006) . The AM argues that “obtaining data on the age of whales through 
examining their ear plugs … is either unreliable	 or	 unimportant”,	without	 quoting	 any	 authority.	
See AM, para . 5 .66 . 

437 Carina Dennis, “Conservation at a distance: a gently way to age” (2006) Nature 442, p . 507 . 
438	 Another	question	is	the	practicability of biopsy on the Antarctic Ocean . See below, para . 4 .75 . 
439 Pat Monaghan, and Mark F . Haussmann, “Do telomere dynamics link lifestyle and lifespan?” 

(2006) 21 Trends in Ecology and Evolution, p . 48 . 
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within samples from the same individuals440 .

4 .68 It is often alleged, on the basis of experience of past commercial 

whaling, that a large number of earplugs are damaged and not readable441 . In 

JARPA (and also JARPA II), harpoons are launched so that earplugs are not 

destroyed, and earplugs are removed by experienced experts . The result of 

this is that in JARPA 85% of the sampled earplugs were readable442 .

3.  Reproductive Parameters 

4 .69 Sexual maturity and reproductive status can be determined by the 

observation of ovaries and testes in female and male whales respectively . 

Physical maturity can be investigated by examining dorsal vertebrae of the 

whale . Based on this information, the sexual composition of the population 

can be estimated, e .g . percentage of sexual/physical mature females and 

males, immature females and males, pregnant females among mature 

females (pregnancy rates) . Pregnancy is investigated by verifying the 

presence of a foetus, and the reproductive cycle through the pregnancy or 

ovulation rate . Because of the internal nature of these organs the only way to 

collect them is through lethal sampling443 .

4 .70 Some information, such as information on the reproductive cycle, 

could potentially be obtained through long-term monitoring via individual 

440 Carina Dennis, “Conservation at a distance: a gently way to age” (2006) Nature 442, p . 508 . 
441 AM, para . 5 .70 . 
442 Ryoko Zenitani, “Long-term trend of age at sexual maturity in Antarctic minke whales” (Dphil of 

Marine Science thesis, Tokyo University of Marine Science and Technology 2011), p . 25, Table 7 
and Table 8 (based on Antarctic minke whales collected by JARPA between 1987/88 and 2004/05) 
[Annex 204] . 

443 S . Ohsumi, S .Tanaka, and H . Kato, “A review of the studies on estimation of biological parameters 
conducted under the Japanese Whale Research Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic 
(JARPA)”, SC/M97/2, p . 2, 19, presented to the Intersessional Working Group to Review Data and 
Results from Special Permit Research on Minke Whales in the Antarctic (May 1997) .  

 

  
 

identification . However, as noted above444, photo-identification is not an 

appropriate	 technique	for	Antarctic	minke whales . An attempt was made to 

assess the reproductive status of right whales using faecal hormone 

metabolites445 . Although adult resting female right whales had higher level of 

faecal oestrogens and progestins than juvenile females, the differences were 

not significant446 . Moreover, the probability of locating faecal samples from 

Antarctic minke whales is low .  Therefore, this method is not feasible for 

whales . 

4.  Feeding Ecology / Diet Composition and Consumption Rates 

4 .71 The only practical way to investigate diet composition and 

consumption rates in whales is through the examination of their stomach 

contents,	and	this	requires	lethal	sampling . Analysis of prey remains obtained 

from stomachs has been the main method for investigating diet composition 

and consumption rates in whales447 as well as fish448 .

4 .72 Although some non-lethal methods have been proposed for 

investigating the diet of marine vertebrate predators, e .g ., molecular analysis 

of faeces449 and analysis of carbon and nitrogen isotope ratios450, none of 

444 See above, para . 4 .62 . 
445 Rosalind M . Rolland, Kathleen E . Hunt, Scott D . Kraus and Samuel K . Wasser, “Assessing 

reproductive status of right whales (Eubalaena glacialis) using fecal hormone metabolites” (2005) 
142 General and Comparative Endocrinology, p . 309 . 

446 Ibid ., p . 313 . 
447 Tore Haug, Kjell T . Nilssen, Ulf Lindstrom and Hans Julius Skaug, “On the variation in size and 

composition of minke whale (Balaenoptera acutrostrata) forestomach contents” (1997) 22 J.
Northw. Atl.Fish. Sci., pp . 105-114; Tsutomu Tamura, and Kenji Konishi, “Feeding habits and prey 
consumption of Antarctic minke whale (Balaenoptera bonaerensis) in the Southern Ocean”(2009) 
42 J. Northw. Atl. Fish. Sci., pp . 13-25 . 

448 See e.g . “Systems under the Sea”, Seafood New Zealand (March 2010), 
<http://seafoodnewzealand .co .nz/n1958,347 .html> accessed 14 February 2012 . 

449 See AM, para . 5 .67; Simon N . Jarman, Nick J . Gales, Megan Tierney, P .C . Gill and Nicholas G . 
Elliot, “A DNA based method for identification of krill species and its application to analyzing the 
diet of marine vertebrate predators” (2002) 11 Molecular Ecology, p . 2680 . 
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them	 provides	 quantitative	 information on stomach contents, which is 

important for evaluating the impact of a whale’s prey consumption on the 

ecosystem.	Non-lethal	allometric	techniques451 can only produce rough and 

indirect estimates of food consumption, which are not reliable enough for use 

as input data in ecosystem models, because the relationship between body 

length and food intake may fluctuate depending on various environmental or 

other conditions . It should be also noted that the accuracy of shipboard 

estimates of whale body lengths of whales in the sea is low452 and that adds 

uncertainty to estimated values by this method . 

4 .73 As for the molecular analysis of faeces, the sampling efficiency of 

faeces of Antarctic minke whales and the accuracy of prey species 

identification through this method is far from reliable given the following 

problems: a) the probability of encounters with the faeces of Antarctic minke 

whale is so low that it is practically impossible to collect a sufficient amount 

for scientific analysis; b) total amount of prey consumption and feeding time 

cannot be estimated from studies of faeces samples; c) it is impossible to 

estimate the mixing proportion if more than two prey species are detected in 

faeces; and d) there is a risk of detecting the prey species consumed by the 

prey species eaten by the whales . 

4 .74 Regarding the analysis of carbon and nitrogen isotope ratios, the 

most critical problem is that, as in the	case	of	faeces	analysis,	this	technique	

cannot	provide	quantitative	information	of	the	prey	consumed.	

450 See AM, para . 5 .68; Seth D . Newsome, Mark T . Clementz and Paul L . Koch “Using stable isotope 
biochemistry to study marine mammal ecology” (2010) 26 Marine Mammal Science, p . 510 . 

451 AM, para . 5 .67 . 
452 See below, para . 4 .78 . 

 

  
 

4 .75 Furthermore, while the non-lethal application	of	 this	 technique	 to	

whales	requires	the	sampling	of	biopsies, biopsy sampling is not practicable 

in offshore areas, let alone in the Antarctic Ocean, with the currently 

available technologies453 . The Report of the Expert Workshop to review the 

ongoing JARPN II Programme, which was held in 2009 to review data and 

results from the Japanese Whale Research Program under Special Permit in 

the North Pacific – Phase II in its first six years (2002-2007), explains its 

impracticability as follows:  

“[C]urrent skin biopsy sampling projects…typically are undertaken 
in coastal areas .… The main limitation of biopsy collection on the 
high seas from large vessels is the limited range and low mass of 
current projectile units (which carry the biopsy tip) . A heavy 
projectile is less sensitive to high winds and thus development of 
biopsy	 equipment	 for	 use	 on	 the	 high	 seas	would	 need	 to	 aim	 at	
developing heavier projectile units than those currently employed 
in most biopsy systems . The use of heavier projectile units would 
necessitate the use of more powerful delivery units in order to 
obtain the necessary range and trajectory . However, adding mass 
and power to the projectile unit increases the risk of unwarranted 
penetration and damage to the target animal .”454

4 .76 As noted above455, the most fundamental deficiency of non-lethal 

methods as regards the research on diet composition and consumption rates 

is	that	none	of	them	gives	quantitative	information on diet, which is essential 

453 It is to be noted that none of the four academic	articles	on	the	usefulness	of	biopsy	quoted	by	
Professor Mangel’s Assessment (AM, Appendix 2, paras . 5 .32-5 .33) deals with the feasibility or the 
practicability of biopsy sampling in whales . 

454 “Report of the Expert Workshop to Review the Ongoing JARPN II Programme”, pp . 25-26, 
<http://iwcoffice .org/_documents/sci_com/SC61docs/SC-61-Rep1 .pdf> accessed 14 February 
2012 . This is a report of a 2009 review meeting of Japan’s research programme in the Western 
North Pacific however, scientific findings contained in the Report are also valid as regards 
JARPA/JARPA II, except those particular to the sea area in which JARPN II takes place . The 
legality of JARPN II is not an issue in the present dispute . A list of 14 panel members of seven 
nationalities is given as Annex A of the Report . 

455 See above, para . 4 .72 . 
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most critical problem is that, as in the	case	of	faeces	analysis,	this	technique	

cannot	provide	quantitative	information	of	the	prey	consumed.	

450 See AM, para . 5 .68; Seth D . Newsome, Mark T . Clementz and Paul L . Koch “Using stable isotope 
biochemistry to study marine mammal ecology” (2010) 26 Marine Mammal Science, p . 510 . 

451 AM, para . 5 .67 . 
452 See below, para . 4 .78 . 

 

  
 

4 .75 Furthermore, while the non-lethal application	of	 this	 technique	 to	

whales	requires	the	sampling	of	biopsies, biopsy sampling is not practicable 

in offshore areas, let alone in the Antarctic Ocean, with the currently 

available technologies453 . The Report of the Expert Workshop to review the 

ongoing JARPN II Programme, which was held in 2009 to review data and 

results from the Japanese Whale Research Program under Special Permit in 

the North Pacific – Phase II in its first six years (2002-2007), explains its 

impracticability as follows:  

“[C]urrent skin biopsy sampling projects…typically are undertaken 
in coastal areas .… The main limitation of biopsy collection on the 
high seas from large vessels is the limited range and low mass of 
current projectile units (which carry the biopsy tip) . A heavy 
projectile is less sensitive to high winds and thus development of 
biopsy	 equipment	 for	 use	 on	 the	 high	 seas	would	 need	 to	 aim	 at	
developing heavier projectile units than those currently employed 
in most biopsy systems . The use of heavier projectile units would 
necessitate the use of more powerful delivery units in order to 
obtain the necessary range and trajectory . However, adding mass 
and power to the projectile unit increases the risk of unwarranted 
penetration and damage to the target animal .”454

4 .76 As noted above455, the most fundamental deficiency of non-lethal 

methods as regards the research on diet composition and consumption rates 

is	that	none	of	them	gives	quantitative	information on diet, which is essential 

453 It is to be noted that none of the four academic	articles	on	the	usefulness	of	biopsy	quoted	by	
Professor Mangel’s Assessment (AM, Appendix 2, paras . 5 .32-5 .33) deals with the feasibility or the 
practicability of biopsy sampling in whales . 

454 “Report of the Expert Workshop to Review the Ongoing JARPN II Programme”, pp . 25-26, 
<http://iwcoffice .org/_documents/sci_com/SC61docs/SC-61-Rep1 .pdf> accessed 14 February 
2012 . This is a report of a 2009 review meeting of Japan’s research programme in the Western 
North Pacific however, scientific findings contained in the Report are also valid as regards 
JARPA/JARPA II, except those particular to the sea area in which JARPN II takes place . The 
legality of JARPN II is not an issue in the present dispute . A list of 14 panel members of seven 
nationalities is given as Annex A of the Report . 

455 See above, para . 4 .72 . 
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for such research . As the Report of the 2009 Expert Workshop on JARPN II 

states;

“The	 primary	 rationale	 for	 stomach	 sampling,	 which	 requires	
killing	 the	 animal,	 is	 the	 qualitative	 and	 quantitative	 information	
on prey composition (e .g . species, age) and stomach fullness that it 
provides, all of which are valuable when studying consumption 
and functional relationships between marine mammals and their 
prey .… The Panel recognises that at present, certain data, primarily 
stomach content data, are only available via lethal sampling .”456

4 .77 As noted earlier457, an indicator of environmental change (e .g . food 

availability) is the examination of the blubber thickness of the whales . 

Blubber works as energy storage, and blubber thickness is a good indicator 

of nutritional conditions458 . Because of its internal nature measurements of 

blubber	thickness	require lethal sampling . 

5.  Pollutants 

4 .78 Analysis of pollutants in JARPA was based on internal tissues such 

as liver, kidney, muscle and blubber samples obtained from the whales, 

which	 require	 the	 lethal	 sampling.	 The	 analysis of pollutants needs to be 

carried out taking into account the sex, reproductive status, body length and 

age of the animals459 . As explained above, information on reproductive status 

456 “Report of the Expert Workshop to Review the Ongoing JARPN II Programme”, pp . 24, 26, 
<http://iwcoffice .org/_documents/sci_com/SC61docs/SC-61-Rep1 .pdf> accessed 14 February 
2012 .

457 See above, para . 4 .48 . 
458 Christina H . Lockyer, L .C . McConnell, and T .D . Waters, “Body condition in terms of anatomical 

and biochemical assessment of body fat in North Atlantic fin and sei whales” (1985) 63 Can. J. 
Zool, pp . 2335-2336; Anders Næss, Tore Haug and Einar M . Nilssen, “Seasonal variation in body 
condition and muscular lipid contents in Northeast Atlantic minke whale Balaenoptera 
acutorostrata”, (1998) 83 Sarsia, pp . 216-217 . 

459 Sayaka Aono, Shinsuke Tanabe, Yoshihiro Fujise, Hidehiro Kato, and Ryo Tatsukawa, “Persistent 
organochlorines in minke whale (Balaenoptera acutorostrata) and their prey species from the 
Antarctic and the North Pacific” (1998) 98 Environmental Pollution, pp . 85-87 . 

 

  
 

and	 age	 requires	 lethal	 sampling.	 In	 addition, the accurate measure of the 

body length of the whale can be taken only through lethal sampling460 .

Furthermore, analyses of pollutants are conducted on prey species found in 

the stomach of the whales461,	which	requires	lethal	sampling	as	well.	

Photo 2: Analysis of mercury contained in muscle (source: Institute of Cetacean 
Research) .

4 .79 Analysis of some contaminants can be carried out on samples of 

skin or blubber obtained by biopsy sampling . The impracticability of biopsy 

sampling on the Antarctic minke whale has, however, been explained 

above462 . In any case, as stated by the Report of the 2009 Expert Workshop 

on JARPN II, pollutant analysis by biopsy sampling “would not be possible 

for all contaminants”463 .

460 For the insufficient accuracy or precision of	data	obtained	from	shipboard	techniques,	see P .B . 
Best, “Accuracy of Shipboard Estimates of the Length of Antarctic Minke Whales”, Rep int. Whal. 
Commn 34, 1984, p . 234; S .M . Dawson, C .J . Chessum, P .J . Hunt, and E . Slooten, “An Inexpensive, 
Stereophotographic	Technique	to	Measure Sperm Whales from Small Boats” Rep. int. Whal. 
Commn	45,	1995,	p.	435;	N.	Jaquet,	“A	Simple	Photogrammetric	Technique	to	Measure	Sperm	
Whales at Sea” (2006) 22 Marine Mammal Science, p . 876 . 

461  G . Yasunaga, Y . Fujise, and K . Honda, “Trace element accumulations of Antarctic krill”, 
Euphausia superba, Areas III, IV and VI, the Antarctic Ocean during 1989-1999, SC/D06/J27, 
presented to the Intersessional Workshop to Review Data and Results from Special Permit Research 
on Minke Whales in the Antarctic (December 2006) . 

462 See above, para . 4 .75 . 
463 “Report of the Expert Workshop to Review the Ongoing JARPN II Programme”, J. Cetacean Res. 

Manage. 11 (Suppl. 2), 2010, p . 425,
<http://iwcoffice .org/_documents/sci_com/SC61docs/SC-61-Rep1 .pdf> accessed 14 February 
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4 .80 The Memorial of Australia contends that “[t]he efficacy of 

[non-lethal]	 techniques	 [to	analyse	 the	 levels of pollutants] is demonstrated 

by the major collaborative research initiative sponsored by the IWC, 

‘POLLUTION 2000+’” 464  . However, the insufficiency of non-lethal 

techniques	 in	 this	 respect	was	 pointed out by Mexico, which stated in the 

2009 IWC meeting that: 

“In view of the work being done in JARPN II on chemical 
contaminants and noting that there is some evidence of a 
relationship between chemical contamination and cetacean health, 
Mexico hoped that Japan could become involved with 
POLLUTION 2000+ .”465

4 .81 As indicated above466, JARPN II uses lethal methods for pollutants 

analyses . 

6.  Stock Structure 

4 .82 Stock structure study under JARPA was conducted by using both 

genetic and non-genetic methods . The non-genetic method involves 

reference to morphometric characteristics and ecological markers (pollutant 

level,	parasite	load,	etc.),	which	require the lethal approach . Genetic analysis 

can be carried out using biopsy samples . However, the impracticability of 

biopsy sampling in the Antarctic minke whale has already been explained 

above . As noted by the Scientific Committee in several whale assessments, 

the best approach to elucidating stock structure is the use of several genetic 

2012 .
464 AM, para . 5 .68 . 
465 Chair’s Report of the 61st Annual Meeting, p . 33, 

<http://www .iwcoffice .org/meetings/chair2009 .htm> accessed 14 February 2012 . 
466 See above, para . 4 .79 . 

 

  
 

and	non-genetic	 techniques	combined467 . The genetic approach is important 

but	 sometimes	 cannot	 provide	 the	 required information on stock structure . 

For example, if there are two stocks and these stocks have diverged only 

recently, the genetic analysis might not discriminate between them . In such 

cases, non-genetic approaches such as ecological markers could be more 

informative .  

4 .83 Lethal methods were thus indispensable to achieve the research 

objectives of JARPA . If “Japan did not withdraw the programme or revise it 

to use non-lethal means”468, it is because of the scientific reasons explained 

thus far469 .

F. Sample Size

1.  Scientific Considerations for the Determination of the Sample Size 

4 .84 The Program for Research on the Southern Hemisphere Minke 

Whale and for Preliminary Research on the Marine Ecosystem in the 

Antarctic, submitted by the Government of Japan in March 1987, stated that 

825 minke whales and not more than 50 sperm whales would be sampled470 .

The sample size of minke whales was calculated so that age-specific natural 

mortality rates would be estimated after 8 years, taking into account the fact 

that 0 .086 was the value for the natural mortality rate for the species used by 

467 G . P . Donovan, “A review of IWC stock boundaries”, Rep. int. Whal. Commn (Special Issue 13), 
pp . 61-62; W . Perrin, “Draft review of the utility of non-genetic data for differentiating stocks of 
whales”, SC/53/SD2 (2001), pp . 7-8 .; David Rugh, Douglas DeMaster, Alejandro Rooney, Jeef 
Breiwick, Kim Sheldon and Sue Moore, “A review of bowhead whale (Balaena mysticetus) stock 
identity” J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 5 (Suppl.), 2003, pp . 271-275 .  

468 AM, para . 5 .16 . 
469 For the necessity of lethal methods in JARPA II, see below, paras . 5 .45-5 .52 . 
470 Government of Japan, “The Program for Research on the Southern Hemisphere Minke Whale and 

for Preliminary Research on the Marine Ecosystem in the Antarctic”, SC/39/O4 (1987), pp . 11, 18 
[Annex 135] . 
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the Scientific Committee at that time471 .

4 .85 After the original plan of JARPA was discussed at the 1987 annual 

meeting of the Scientific Committee, Japan, responding to comments offered 

at the meeting, submitted a research plan for a feasibility study on the 

JARPA programme, in which sperm whales were removed from the target 

species of lethal sampling . 

4 .86 During the research for the feasibility study in the 1987/89 and 

1989/90 seasons, research take was conducted with a maximum sample size 

of 300 minke whales (and no sperm whale)472 . After the completion of the 

feasibility study, the sample size of minke whales remained at 300 (with 10% 

allowance) due to logistical reasons (research vessels etc .)473  until the 

1994/95 season . In order to secure the expected accuracy of natural mortality 

rates estimates with that sample size, the period for the full-scale research 

was extended to 12-16 years474, which was eventually confirmed later as 16 

years475 . The sample size of minke whales was increased to 400 (with 10% 

allowance) in response to the research area expansion to include Area III 

East and Area VI West, which were introduced in the 1995/96 and 1996/97 

471 Ibid., pp . 9, 12 .  
472 Government of Japan, “The Research Plan for the Feasibility Study on ‘The Program for Research 

on the Southern Hemisphere Minke Whale and for Preliminary Research on the Marine Ecosystem 
in the Antarctic’”, SC/D87/1 (1987), p . 10 [Annex 136] . 

473 Government of Japan, “The Research Plan in 1989/90 Season in Conjunction with Note for ‘The 
Program for the Research on the Southern Hemisphere Minke Whale and for the Preliminary 
Research on the Marine Ecosystem in the Antarctic (SC/39/O4)’”, SC/41/SHMi13 (1989), p .5 
[Annex 136] . 

474 Ibid ., p . 7 . Taking fewer whales necessitates a longer research period to achieve research purposes . 
This explains why “taking far fewer whales than its [original] target in JARPA would not have 
affected its purported analyses”, AM, para . 5 .75 . 

475 “Report of the Intersessional Working Group to Review Data and Results from Special Permit 
Research on Minke Whale in the Antarctic, Tokyo, 12-16 May 1997”, SC/49/Rep1, Rep. int. Whal. 
Commn 48, 1998, p . 378 [Annex 95] . 

 

  
 

seasons respectively476 .

4 .87 The number of whales actually sampled in JARPA is as follows477:

Season 1987/88 1988/89 1989/90 1990/91 1991/92 1992/93 
Sample 
number 
(minke 
whales) 

273 241 330 327 288 330 

1993/94 1994/95 1995/96 1996/97 1997/98 1998/99 1999/2000 
330 330  440 440 438 389  439  

2000/01 2001/02 2002/03 2003/04 2004/05 

440 440 440 440  440 

4 .88 A	most	 qualified	 expert,	 Ray	Gambell,	 ex-Secretary	 to	 the	 IWC,	

considers that the sample size adopted in JARPA was scientifically 

appropriate:

“Japan has two major programmes for research . One is in the 
Antarctic – this is a very long-term programme over 16 or more 
years . They’re taking a small number of whales, 3 or 4 hundred 
each year which over the full period of 16 years will provide what 
they think is statistically reliable numbers for working out a 
number of aspects of the life of the whale which can be used for 
management purposes .”478

476 Government of Japan, “The 1995/96 Research Plan for the Japanese Whale Research Program 
under Special Permit in the Antarctic”, SC/47/SH3(1995), pp . 3-5 [Annex 144]; Government of 
Japan, “The 1996/97 Research Plan for the Japanese Whale Research Program under Special Permit 
in the Antarctic”, SC/48/SH3 (1996), pp . 2-3 [Annex 146] . 

477 S . Nishiwaki, H . Ishikawa, and Y . Fujise, “Review of General Methodology and Survey Procedure 
under the JARPA”, SC/D06/J2, p . 14, presented to the Intersessional Workshop to Review Data and 
Results from Special Permit Research on Mike Whales in the Antarctic (December 2006) . 

478 “Whaling: Dr . Ray Gambell answers	your	questions”,	BBC (5 July 2000), 
<http://newsvote .bbc .co .uk/2/hi/talking_point/forum/817116 .stm> accessed 14 February 2012 
(emphasis added) [Annex 206] . 
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2.  Absence of Harms to the Whale Stocks that might be Caused by 

Lethal Methods 

4 .89 If a wild animal species or stock is endangered, lethal sampling 

from that species or stock is in almost all cases inappropriate . However, that 

was not the case with JARPA, since the estimated exploitable population size 

of Antarctic minke whales was known to be in the hundreds of thousands 

when JARPA began479, and scientific calculation showed that a research take 

of several hundreds of minke whales (less than 1% of the population size) 

would not harm the status of the stock480 . The abundance estimates obtained 

from JARPA indicates that no harm was caused to the whale stocks by the 

JARPA activities using lethal methods481 .

Section 3.  Research Output 

4 .90 JARPA, which the Memorial of Australia describes as an “abject 

failure”482, produced significant results vis-à-vis its objectives designed to 

contribute to the “review” and the “comprehensive assessment” envisaged in 

Paragraph 10(e) of the Schedule, and the outcomes were made publicly 

available so that the Commission could make the best use of the information . 

A tremendous volume of data, together with analyses, was made available in 

the following ways: 

479 See above, para . 4 .45 . Antarctic minke whales are listed under Appendix I of CITES (See AM, 
para . 2 .117) . It is however to be noted that the proposal to transfer Antarctic minke whales from 
Appendix II to Appendix I was adopted by a majority (29-5-23) despite the CITES Secretariat’s 
opposition . Secretariat of the CITES, Proceedings of the Fourth Meeting of the Conference of the 
Parties (1984), vol . 1, pp . 140-141 [Annex 128]; Secretariat of the CITES . Proceedings of the 
Fourth Meeting of the Conference of the Parties (1984), vol . 2, p . 1047 [Annex 129] .  

480 Government of Japan, “The Program for Research on the Southern Hemisphere Minke Whale and 
for Preliminary Research on the Marine Ecosystem in the Antarctic”, SC/39/O4 (1987), pp . 24, 26 
[Annex 135] . 
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1) Data and analyses provided for three scientific review meetings  
held in 1997, 2005 and 2006; 

2) Annual submissions of scientific documents to the Scientific  
Committee; 

3) The annual “cruise reports” presented to the Scientific  
Committee; 

 4)  Publications in peer-reviewed journals; and 
 5)  Data sets provided in response	to	requests	under	the	IWC’s	 	

 data availability agreement . 

4 .91 Due to the fundamental character of JARPA and its design with the 

explicit objective of contributing to the “review” and “comprehensive 

assessment” by the Scientific Committee, the results were made available 

primarily for the assessment and use by the Scientific Committee, rather than 

for purely academic examination by the general community . JARPA’s most 

important output is therefore not in the form of articles published in academic 

journals but rather the series of scientific documents submitted to the 

Scientific Committee with a view to contributing to the “comprehensive 

assessment” and “review” envisaged in Paragraph 10(e) of the Schedule . 

A.  Review Meetings/Workshop 

4 .92 In 2008, the Scientific Committee of the IWC adopted a new 

procedure for the review of research proposals and of research results from 

existing and completed permits issued under Article VIII of the ICRW483 . In 

the past, such reviews had been implemented either during the annual 

meetings or by holding intersessional review meetings or workshops made 

483 “Process for the Review of Special Permit Proposals and Research Results from Existing and 
Completed Permits”, Annex P, Report of the Scientific Committee, J. Cetacean Res. Manage.11
(Suppl.) 2009, pp . 398-401 [Annex 116] . 
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2.  Absence of Harms to the Whale Stocks that might be Caused by 

Lethal Methods 

4 .89 If a wild animal species or stock is endangered, lethal sampling 

from that species or stock is in almost all cases inappropriate . However, that 

was not the case with JARPA, since the estimated exploitable population size 

of Antarctic minke whales was known to be in the hundreds of thousands 

when JARPA began479, and scientific calculation showed that a research take 

of several hundreds of minke whales (less than 1% of the population size) 

would not harm the status of the stock480 . The abundance estimates obtained 

from JARPA indicates that no harm was caused to the whale stocks by the 

JARPA activities using lethal methods481 .

Section 3.  Research Output 

4 .90 JARPA, which the Memorial of Australia describes as an “abject 

failure”482, produced significant results vis-à-vis its objectives designed to 

contribute to the “review” and the “comprehensive assessment” envisaged in 

Paragraph 10(e) of the Schedule, and the outcomes were made publicly 

available so that the Commission could make the best use of the information . 

A tremendous volume of data, together with analyses, was made available in 

the following ways: 
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open to participation by scientists from all Contracting Governments of the 

IWC484 . This past procedure thus applied to JARPA . 

4 .93 At the review meetings/workshops of research results, the scientists 

representing the State conducting the research present their analyses of the 

data collected, and the data used for the analysis is also made available to the 

scientists from other countries for their own use485 . The reports of the review 

meetings/workshops are submitted to the Scientific Committee for further 

discussion . Review meetings are thus generally recognized as the 

comprehensive and authoritative forum for discussion . 

4 .94 As for JARPA, three separate scientific reviews were held: an IWC 

Intersessional Working Group to Review Data and Results from Special 

Permit Research on Minke Whales in the Antarctic held in May 1997 (1997 

IWC JARPA Mid-Term Review WG); a non-IWC JARPA Review Meeting 

called by the Government of Japan in January 2005 (2005 Japan JARPA 

Review Meeting); and, an IWC Intersessional Workshop to Review Data and 

Results from Special Permit Research on Minke Whales in the Antarctic held 

in December 2006 (2006 IWC JARPA Final Review Workshop) . 

4 .95 Reports of the three meetings as well as the scientific papers 

submitted to the 1997 and 2006 IWC meetings can be obtained from the IWC 

Secretariat . Reports of the three meetings, as well the scientific papers 

484 “Progress Report of the JARPA Review Planning Steering Group”, Annex O2, Report of the 
Scientific Committee, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 8 (Suppl.), 2006, pp . 265-267 [Annex 108] . 

485 The new data access protocol was adopted in 2003 (“Report of the Data Availability Working 
Group”, Annex T, Report of the Scientific Committee, J. Cetacean Res. Manage.6 (Suppl.), 2004,
pp . 406-408 [Annex 99] .) Thus for the 2006 JARPA review workshop data was available to 
interested SC members based on Procedure B of this protocol, and through the Data Availability 
Group (DAG) . At the 1997 JARPA review workshop data were made available to Scientific 
Committee scientists through direct “negotiations” with the Institute of Cetacean Research (ICR) . 

 

  
 

submitted to the 2005 and 2006 meetings, are also available for download at 

the website of the Institute of Cetacean Research486 .

1.  1997 IWC JARPA Mid-term Review Working Group 

4 .96 The first of the three review meetings, the 1997 IWC JARPA 

Mid-term Review WG, was held in Tokyo from 12-16 May 1997487 .  The 

meeting resulted from a proposal made during the 1995 meeting of the 

Scientific Committee, and it was attended by some 40 scientists from more 

than 10 countries, including the then Chairman of the Scientific Committee, 

John Bannister488 . The countries represented at the meeting included Antigua 

and Barbuda, Dominica, Japan, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, St . 

Lucia, St . Vincent and the Grenadines, and the United States489 . Australia did 

not attend .  

4 .97 The purpose of the meeting was “to review results in the light of 

the initial objectives of the research (and in the light of hypotheses and 

question	 that	 have	 since	 emerged)	 and	 to attempt at assessing information 

content and potential of the available data”490 .

4 .98 The report of the Mid-Term Review WG491 was considered by the 

Scientific Committee at its meeting in September-October 1997492 . In the 

report, the Mid-Tem Review WG closely examined JARPA at its half-way 

486 <http://www .icrwhale .org/JARPAReview2ENG .html> and 
<http://www .icrwhale .org/JARPAReview3ENG .html> accessed 14 February 2012 . 

487 “Report of the Intersessional Working Group to Review Data and Results from Special Permit 
Research on Minke Whales in the Antarctic, Tokyo, 12-16 May 1997”, SC/49/Rep1, Rep. int. Whal. 
Commn 48, 1998, p . 377 [Annex 95] . 

488 Ibid., p . 377 . 
489 For the full list of participants, See ibid., Annex A, p . 391 . 
490 Ibid., p . 377 . 
491 Ibid ., pp . 377-412 . 
492 “Report of the Scientific Committee”, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 48, 1998, pp . 95-105 [Annex 94] . 
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point . Its prudent and positive evaluations of JARPA will be mentioned 

below493 .

2.  The 2005 Japan JARPA Review Meeting 

4 .99 The IWC waited until 2006 to hold the final review workshop 

because it wanted to wait for the completion of the analysis of all of the data 

collected by JARPA494 . On the other hand, in order to ensure the continuity 

of data, JARPA II needed to commence seamlessly after the completion of 

JARPA . In view of the circumstances, the Government of Japan decided to 

host a review meeting before the commencement of JARPA II495 . The 2005 

Japan JARPA Review Meeting was held on 18-20 January 2005 .  

4 .100 The Terms of Reference of the meeting were to review available 

data and results from 17 years of JARPA research (data from the final 18th 

year were not yet available at the time of the meeting) in light of the 

programme objectives, and to identify future research needs on the basis of 

this review 496  . Japan had proposed the meeting so that relevant 

recommendations could be incorporated into the JARPA II research proposal 

that was to be submitted for consideration at the 2005 meeting of the 

Scientific Committee . 

4 .101 The Memorial of Australia contends that the Meeting “lacked the 

independence that is integral to peer review” because “[of] the 39 participants 

in the ‘review’, 31 were from Japan and most were directly engaged in 

493 See below, paras . 4 .116-4 .165 . 
494 “Report of the Scientific Committee”, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 7 (Suppl.),2005, p . 45 [Annex 

103] . 
495 Ibid ., pp . 45-46 . 
496 “Report of the Scientific Committee”, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 8 (Suppl.), 2006, p . 47 [Annex 

106] . 

 

  
 

JARPA”497 . The Memorial fails to mention that all members of the Scientific 

Committee were invited and that more than 40 participants from eight 

countries, including Japan, as well as an observer representing the Scientific 

Committee, the then Vice-chair Arne Bjørge, participated498 . The meeting 

minutely examined JARPA and made positive evaluations, which will be 

mentioned below499 .

3.  The 2006 IWC JARPA Final Review Workshop 

4 .102 In the following year, a 2006 IWC JARPA Final Review Workshop 

was held on 4-8 December 2006, in Tokyo, as the Scientific Committee had 

agreed in 2004 . The results of the meeting were recorded in its report500, and 

the report was submitted to the meeting of the Scientific Committee in 2007 

at the 59th IWC Annual Meeting held in Anchorage, United States of Ameria 

as SC/59/Rep1 . 

4 .103 The meeting was attended by nearly 60 scientists from more than 

10 countries, including representatives of the IWC, such as Arne Bjørge, the 

then Chairman of the Scientific Committee, and Greg Donovan of the IWC 

Secretariat . The countries represented were Australia, Germany, Grenada, 

Iceland, Japan, New Zealand, Norway, Republic of Korea, St . Lucia, and the 

United States501 .

497 AM, para . 5 .23 . 
498 For a complete list of participants, See “Report of the Review Meeting of the Japanese Whale 

Research Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA) called by the Government of 
Japan, Tokyo, 18-20 January 2005”, Annex A, SC/57/O6 (2005), p .19 [Annex 102] . 

499 See below, para . 4 .160 . 
500 “Report of the Intersessional Workshop to Review Data and Results from Special Permit Research 

on Minke Whales in the Antarctic, Tokyo, 4-8 December 2006”, J. Cetacean Res. Manage.
10(Suppl.), 2008, pp . 411-445 [Annex 113] . 

501 For a full list of participants, see ibid., p . 437 . 
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4 .104 The objectives of the meeting were to evaluate: 

(a) how well the initial and revised objectives of the research have  
been met; 

  (b) other contributions to important research needs; 
  (c) the relationship of the research to relevant IWC resolutions and  
 discussion, including those dealing with the Antarctic marine 

ecosystem, environmental changes and their impact on cetaceans 
and Committee reviews of special permit research; and  

  (d) the utility of the lethal techniques	used	by	JARPA	compared	to	 	
	 	 non-lethal	techniques502 .

4 .105 The report 503  and its positive evaluations of JARPA will be 

mentioned below504 .

B.  Documents Submitted to the Scientific Committee 

4 .106 As	required	by	Article	VIII	(3),	a	summary of research procedures 

and preliminary results from each year’s research cruise has been presented to 

the Scientific Committee505 .

4 .107 It must also be noted that the submission of documents to the 

Scientific Committee is a transparent process that exposes analyses in the 

documents to examination and criticisms by worldwide experts including 

scientists designated by anti-whaling countries and independent experts from 

the scientific community . 

502 Ibid., p . 411 . 
503 Ibid., pp . 411-445 . 
504 See below, para . 4 .161 . 
505 They are made public and available for download at the website of the Institute of Cetacean 

Research, <http://www .icrwhale .org/CruiseReportJARPA .htm> accessed 14 February 2012 . 

 

  
 

4 .108 The common practice of the Scientific Committee is to hold a 

two-week meeting annually with scientists from IWC member countries as 

well as invited experts . In 2011, for example, the annual meeting of the 

Scientific Committee had 113 participants as delegates from 25 IWC 

Contracting Governments, 42 experts as invited scientists, seven experts as 

observers from other international bodies (e .g . IUCN), and 15 local 

scientists506 . During the Scientific Committee meetings, there are intensive 

discussions on submitted documents, and the	authors	are	required	to	respond	

to	 questions	 and	 criticisms	 from	 participants.	 Scientific	 Committee	

discussions of submitted documents are recorded and published in the reports 

of Scientific Committee meetings . This is nothing but a peer review process . 

4 .109 As a matter of fact, the submission of documents to the Scientific 

Committee is an effective and efficient way for Japan and scientists involved 

in JARPA/JARPAII to receive feedback and suggestions from experts with a 

variety of expertise in a timely manner, as opposed to the normally long 

delays in having papers published in peer reviewed journals . This has led to 

195 documents related to JARPA/JARPA II being presented to annual and 

intersessional meetings of the Scientific Committee and other meetings . 

4 .110 Japan has responded to the opinions from scientists in the Scientific 

Committee, which have been helpful to improve JARPA/JARPA II research . 

A summary of recommendations and suggestions from the 2006 IWC JARPA 

Final Review Workshop, and the status of such recommendations are shown 

in Appendix 3 of Annex O of the report of the Scientific Committee 2007507 .

506  “List of Participants” Annex A, Report of the Scientific Committee, IWC/63/Rep1, p . 82, 
<http://iwcoffice .org/sci_com/screport .htm> accessed 14 February 2012 . 

507 “Summary of Recommendations from the JARPA Review Workshop”, Appendix 3, Annex O, 
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The Appendix indicates that Japanese scientists have addressed or are 

addressing most of the recommendations offered . For example, all the 

recommendations offered on abundance estimates of Antarctic minke and 

humpback whales (13) were addressed; and as a result, a paper including the 

new analyses on humpback whale was accepted for publication in a peer 

reviewed journal508 .

4 .111 In 2008, the Scientific Committee recommended that the 

comparability of commercial and JARPA age data be investigated by 

re-reading a sub-set of the commercial samples in an appropriate designed 

blind test509 . Such a test was conducted and the Scientific Committee agreed 

that the work was completed successfully and that no more tests were 

necessary510 . This clearly demonstrates that the submission of documents to 

the Scientific Committee is an effective peer review process and an efficient 

means by which to communicate scientific outputs .  

C.  Publication in Peer-reviewed Journals 

4 .112 Results of JARPA have been published and presented on many 

occasions in several different forms, including documents submitted to the 

Scientific Committee; papers published in peer-reviewed journals; and oral 

presentations at scientific workshops/symposia etc . 

Report of the Scientific Committee, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 10 (Suppl.), 2008, p . 349 [Annex 
112] . 

508 Koji Matsuoka, Takashi Hakamada, Hiroshi Kiwada, Hiroto Murase, and Shigetoshi Nishiwaki, 
“Abundance estimates and trends for humpback whales (Megaptera novaeangliae) in Antarctic 
Areas IV and V based on JARPA sighting data”, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. (forthcoming) This 
paper was originally submitted to the 2006 IWC JARPA Final Review Workshop as part of a paper 
SC/D06/J7, and then revised to reflect the recommendations offered at the Workshop . 

509 “Report of the Scientific Committee”, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 10 (Suppl.), 2008, p . 26 [Annex 
111] . 

510 “Report of the Scientific Committee”, J. Cetacean Res. Manage 12 (Suppl.), 2011, p . 26 . 

 

  
 

4 .113 At the 62nd Annual Meeting of the IWC in 2010, Japan submitted 

a document that includes a list of papers/presentations based on results of 

JARPA/JARPA II from 1988 through to 2009511 . The list shows that: 1) a 

total of 195 documents were presented to annual and intersessional meetings 

of the Scientific Committee and other meetings (with an annual average of 

8 .9 documents/year); 2) a total of 107 papers were published in 

peer-reviewed journals (with an annual average of 4 .9 papers/year); and 3) a 

total of 199 oral presentations were made at scientific symposia (with an 

annual average of 9 .1 presentations/year), in the period 1988-2009512 . Since 

then, there have been additions to each of these categories513 .

4 .114 The Memorial of Australia talks of “a paucity of peer reviewed 

results” as regards JARPA (and JARPA II)514 . This unilateral allegation 

needs to be compared with the assessment collectively made by the Scientific 

Committee in the Report of the 2006 IWC JAPRA Final Review Workshop: 

“The JARPA project has generated extensive data that are available 
to IWC scientists through the data sharing agreement . The 
programme has also resulted in a number of publications in the 
IWC Journals and in other international peer-reviewed journals .”515

511 Government of Japan, “Scientific Contributions of JARPA/JARPA II and JARPN/JARPN II”,  
IWC/62/20 (2010), pp . 1-26 [Annex 156] . 

512 These figures differ from the figures summarized during the 2006 IWC JARPA Final Review 
Workshop: See “Report of the Intersessional Workshop to Review Data and Results from Special 
Permit Research on Minke Whales in the Antarctic, Tokyo, 4-8 December 2006”, J. Cetacean Res. 
Manage. 10 (Suppl.), 2008, p . 434 [Annex 113] . The reason is that the period of the summaries is 
different: 1988-2005 in the case of the 2006 IWC JARPA Final Review Workshop, and 1988-2009 
in the document submitted to the 62nd Annual Meeting of the IWC . Further the 2006 IWC JARPA 
Final Review Workshop did not consider some peer-reviewed published papers such as JARPA 
cruise reports and others . 

513  A summary of contributions (documents and publications) can be found in, 
<http://www .icrwhale .org/pdf/ScientificContributionJARPA .pdf> accessed 14 February 2012 .  

514 AM, para . 5 .94 . 
515 “Report of the Intersessional Workshop to Review Data and Results from Special Permit Research 
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The Appendix indicates that Japanese scientists have addressed or are 

addressing most of the recommendations offered . For example, all the 

recommendations offered on abundance estimates of Antarctic minke and 

humpback whales (13) were addressed; and as a result, a paper including the 

new analyses on humpback whale was accepted for publication in a peer 

reviewed journal508 .

4 .111 In 2008, the Scientific Committee recommended that the 

comparability of commercial and JARPA age data be investigated by 

re-reading a sub-set of the commercial samples in an appropriate designed 

blind test509 . Such a test was conducted and the Scientific Committee agreed 

that the work was completed successfully and that no more tests were 

necessary510 . This clearly demonstrates that the submission of documents to 

the Scientific Committee is an effective peer review process and an efficient 

means by which to communicate scientific outputs .  

C.  Publication in Peer-reviewed Journals 

4 .112 Results of JARPA have been published and presented on many 

occasions in several different forms, including documents submitted to the 

Scientific Committee; papers published in peer-reviewed journals; and oral 

presentations at scientific workshops/symposia etc . 

Report of the Scientific Committee, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 10 (Suppl.), 2008, p . 349 [Annex 
112] . 

508 Koji Matsuoka, Takashi Hakamada, Hiroshi Kiwada, Hiroto Murase, and Shigetoshi Nishiwaki, 
“Abundance estimates and trends for humpback whales (Megaptera novaeangliae) in Antarctic 
Areas IV and V based on JARPA sighting data”, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. (forthcoming) This 
paper was originally submitted to the 2006 IWC JARPA Final Review Workshop as part of a paper 
SC/D06/J7, and then revised to reflect the recommendations offered at the Workshop . 

509 “Report of the Scientific Committee”, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 10 (Suppl.), 2008, p . 26 [Annex 
111] . 

510 “Report of the Scientific Committee”, J. Cetacean Res. Manage 12 (Suppl.), 2011, p . 26 . 
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D.  Data Sets Provided in Response to Requests under 

the IWC’s Data Availability Agreement 

4 .115 Data obtained by JARPA have been provided to members of the 

Scientific Committee in accordance with the Scientific Committee data 

access protocol516 . For example, all the catch-at-age517 and abundance data 

concerning Antarctic minke whales produced by JARPA were provided to 

IWC Scientific Committee scientists for their VPA analyses 518  . These 

analyses are ongoing and are very important for the work of the Scientific 

Committee519 . Another example is that all genetic and morphometric data 

concerning Antarctic minke whales collected by JARPA were provided to 

members of the Scientific Committee for their analyses on dynamic 

population segregation of Antarctic minke whales in the Antarctic520 . There 

are of course several other examples of JARPA data being provided for 

conducting studies important for the Scientific Committee work521 .

on Minke Whale in the Antarctic, Tokyo, 4-8 December 2006”, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 10 
(Suppl.), 2008, p . 434 (emphasis added) [Annex 113] . 

516 “Report of Data Availability Working Group”, Annex T, Report of the Scientific Committee, J.
Cetacean Res. Manage. 6 (Suppl.), 2004, pp . 406-408 [Annex 99] . 

517 “Catch-at-age” is a technical term referring to the age of the whale at the time of the capture . 
518 M . Mori, and D .S . Butterworth, “Some modification to the current ADAPT-VPA model for 

Antarctic minke whales”, SC/60/IA13 (2008), pp . 1-5 .  
519 “Report of the Scientific Committee”, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 6 (Suppl.), 2004, p . 22 [Annex 

97] . 
520  T . Schweder, T . Kitakado, N . Kanda, L .A . Pastene and L . Walloe, “Dynamic population 

segregation by genetic and morphometrics in Antarctic minke whales”, SC/63/IA7 (2011), pp . 1-20, 
<http://iwcoffice .org/_documents/sci_com/SC63docs/SC-63-IA7 .pdf> accessed 14 February 2012 . 

521 E.g. Jeniffer Rock, Luis A . Pastene, Greg Kaufman, Paul Forestell, Koji Matsuoka and Judith 
Allen, “A note on the East Australia Group V Stock humpback whale movement between feeding 
and breeding areas based on photo-identification” J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 8 (Suppl.), 2006, 301,
pp . 301-305 . 

 

  
 

Section 4.  Evaluations 

4 .116 As stated in Section 1 of this Chapter, the four objectives of JARPA 

were established specifically for the purpose of collecting scientific data 

necessary for the “review” and the “comprehensive assessment” of the status 

of whale resources in the Antarctic, and to assist the Scientific Committee in 

its work for the “establishment of…catch limits” in accordance with 

Paragraph 10(e) of the Schedule . The summary of JARPA results was 

presented in section II .1 of the Plan for JARPA II, submitted to the Scientific 

Committee in 2005522 prior to its commencement . 

4 .117 This Section will elaborate on the specific scientific outputs of 

JARPA, especially in relation to its respective objectives, and will also 

explain how the outputs were evaluated, particularly by the Scientific 

Committee .  The following is based mostly on agreed reports of the 

Scientific Committee meetings, including reports of the review meetings and 

workshop explained in the previous Section . The conclusions of the Scientific 

Committee demonstrate without a doubt that JARPA is a scientific research 

programme and that it has produced valuable scientific outputs . 

A.  Evaluations in Light of Each Research Objective 

1.  Objective 1: Estimation of Biological Parameters 

4 .118 The most important item under the primary objective for JARPA 

was to estimate the average natural mortality rates for Antarctic minke 

522 Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under 
Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and 
Development of New Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1 (2005) [Annex 
150] . 
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whales523 . Results of natural mortality rates estimation in JARPA were 

presented by two different methods, i .e . the “Tanaka method”524 and the 

“VPA method”525 .The former was based on abundance and catch-at-age data 

from JARPA . The latter was based on abundance data from JARPA and 

IDCR/SOWER 526  and on catch-at-age data from JARPA and past 

commercial whaling . 

Natural mortality rates obtained by the Tanaka method:

- Eastern Indian Ocean Stock (I-Stock): 0 .038* 

 - Western South Pacific Ocean Stock (P-Stock): 0 .040 

 *A rate of 0 .038 means that 3 .8% of the population died every year from  

    natural causes . 

4 .119 The 2006 IWC JARPA Final Review Workshop agreed that the 

Tanaka method used to derive the estimates was broadly valid527 . It is true 

that	 in	 the	 Reports,	 the	 following	 comments,	 quoted	 in	 the	 Memorial	 of	

Australia528, were made: 

523 See above, paras 4 .22-4 .25 . 
524 E . Tanaka, R . Zenitani, and Y . Fujise, “An Estimate of Average Natural Mortality Coefficient in 

Antarctic Minke Whales Using JARPA data”, SC/D06/J13, pp . 1-12, presented to the Intersessional 
Workshop to Review Data and Results from Special Permit Research on Minke Whales in the 
Antarctic (December 2006) . 

525 M . Mori, T . Kitakado and D .S . Butterworth, “Progress on application of ADAPT-VPA to minke 
whales in Areas IV and V given updated information from IDCR/SOWER and JARPA surveys”,  
SC/D06/J14, pp . 1-32, presented to the Intersessional Workshop to Review Data and Results from 
Special Permit Research on Minke Whales in the Antarctic (December 2006) . 

526 A former series of sighting cruises in the Antarctic organized by the Scientific Committee . IDCR: 
International Decade of Cetacean Research (1978/79-1995/96); SOWER: Southern Ocean Whale 
and Ecosystem Research (1996/97-2008/09) . Sighting data from those surveys were used to 
estimate abundance and trends in several whale species . 

527 “Report of the Intersessional Workshop to Review Data and Results from Special Permit Research 
on Minke Whale in the Antarctic, Tokyo, 4-8 December 2006”, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 10 
(Suppl.), 2008, p . 423 [Annex 113] . 

528 AM, para . 5 .12 . The Memorial of Australia fails to mention that these comments were made by 
“some members” and not by the Workshop itself . 

 

  
 

“[S]ome members felt that the extremely low precision meant that 
the result was that the natural mortality rate had, for practical 
purpose, not been determined . In particular, even a zero value was 
not excluded by the analysis .”529

4 .120 However, another member countered – and Australia does not 

quote	this	in	its	Memorial530 – that: 

“[P]rior to JARPA, the commercial whaling age data were 
suggesting apparent mortality rate of around 0 .14, but this was 
confounded with a suspected trend in stock size . At that time, a 
finding that the true mortality rate was less than 0 .11 would have 
been regarded as very valuable information .”531

Natural mortality rates obtained by the VPA method:

 - I-Stock: 0 .056 

 - P-Stock: 0 .069 

*A rate of 0 .056 means that 5 .6% of the population died every year from 

natural causes . 

4 .121 The 2006 IWC JARPA Final Review Workshop agreed that this 

method estimated natural mortality rates with better precision, as mentioned 

in the conclusion of the report – again, Australia	does	not	quote	this	part	in	its	

Memorial532 – as follows: 

“The natural mortality rate estimates from JARPA data alone 
(SC/D06/J13533), were, at around 0 .04, within the plausible range, 

529 “Report of the Intersessional Workshop to Review Data and Results from Special Permit Research 
on Minke Whales in the Antarctic, Tokyo, 4-8 December 2006”, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 10 
(Suppl.), 2008, pp . 423-424 [Annex 113] . 

530 See AM, para . 5 .12 . 
531 “Report of the Intersessional Workshop to Review Data and Results from Special Permit Research 

on Minke Whales in the Antarctic”, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 10 (Suppl.), 2008, p . 424 . 
532 See AM, para . 5 .12 . 
533 I.e . the paper presented by Tanaka et al . See above, fn 524 . 
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but the confidence limits (from below zero to above 0 .10) spanned 
such a wide range that the parameter is still effectively unknown . 
The ADAPT-VPA provided estimates of natural mortality rates with 
a CV534 of about 0.15 but these depend on the use of commercial 
catch-at-age data, about which, as discussed above, there are some 
problems .”535

4 .122 In general, an estimated value with a “CV (coefficient of variation) 

of about 0 .15” is regarded as sufficiently precise in discussions in the 

Scientific Committee .  Therefore, the conclusion of the Workshop means 

that the natural mortality rates estimated by the VPA method can be used for 

management purposes, provided that the problems of “commercial 

catch-at-age data” are solved . 

4 .123 The Workshop noted that in order to accept the estimates of natural 

mortality rates obtained by the VPA method, experiments should be 

conducted to calibrate age data from two different sources, JARPA and 

commercial whaling536 .

4 .124 Such experiments were conducted subsequently	under the guidance 

of the Scientific Committee, which, at its 2010 annual meeting, reached an 

agreement that “no further experiments or analyses on age reading errors are 

needed to resolve ageing related problems raised in e .g . JARPA review”537 .

This means that the precision of the estimates of natural mortality rates based 

on the VPA method has now been accepted . 

534 CV: Coefficient of variation = standard deviation/average value . 
535 “Report of the Intersessional Workshop to Review Data and Results from Special Permit Research 

on Minke Whales in the Antarctic, Tokyo, 4-8 December 2006”, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 10 
(Suppl.), 2008, p . 427 (emphasis added) [Annex 113] . 

536 Ibid ., p . 434 
537 “Report of the Scientific Committee”, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 12 (Suppl.), 2011, p . 26 [Annex 

120] . 

 

  
 

4 .125 Other than data for the calculation of natural mortality rates, 

JARPA provided information on a range of biological parameters in the 

Antarctic minke whale, which were calculated on a biological stock basis: 

length at sexual maturity, age at sexual maturity, length at physical maturity, 

growth curve, percentage of matured females pregnant, foetal sex ratio and 

mean litter size538 . At the 2006 IWC JARPA Final Review Workshop, there 

was no criticism of those estimates and no further recommendation for 

analyses539 . All of these biological parameters are related to growth of the 

species and are important for stock assessment (comprehensive assessment) 

purposes .

4 .126 As noted earlier540, the biological parameters of whales can change 

through time in response to environmental changes . For that reason JARPA 

examined the yearly changes of some parameters . Methods that involved 

both JARPA and commercial catch-at-age data could examine a longer time 

span 541  . Methods based only on catch-at-age data from JARPA could 

investigate the variation of these parameters in the 18-year period of the 

programme . 

538 “Report of the Intersessional Workshop to Review Data and Results from Special Permit Research 
on Minke Whales in the Antarctic, Tokyo, 4-8 December 2006”, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 10 
(Suppl.), 2008, p . 426, Table 3 [Annex 113] . 

539 Ibid ., p . 426 . At the workshop, there were differing views expressed about the level of reliability 
that could be assigned to the estimate of historical trend in biological and population period prior to 
the JARPA period . However no concern was expressed for the estimation of parameters based on 
total samples of JARPA and stock . 

540 See above, para . 4 .44 . 
541 M . Mori and D .S . Butterworth, “Some modification to the current ADAPT-VPA model for 

Antarctic minke whales”, SC/60/IA13 (2008), pp . 1-5, 
<http://www .iwcoffice .org/_documents/sci_com/sc60docs/SC-60-IA13 .pdf> accessed 14 February 
2012; M . Mori, D .S . Butterworth, R . Zenitani and H . Kato, “Model-based analyses of trends over 
time in age corresponding to the transition phase for Antarctic minke whales in the JARPA research 
area”, SC/D06/J16 (2006), pp . 1-17, 
<http://iwcoffice .org/_documents/sci_com/workshops/SCD06J16 .pdf> accessed 14 February 2012 . 
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4 .126 As noted earlier540, the biological parameters of whales can change 

through time in response to environmental changes . For that reason JARPA 

examined the yearly changes of some parameters . Methods that involved 

both JARPA and commercial catch-at-age data could examine a longer time 

span 541  . Methods based only on catch-at-age data from JARPA could 

investigate the variation of these parameters in the 18-year period of the 

programme . 

538 “Report of the Intersessional Workshop to Review Data and Results from Special Permit Research 
on Minke Whales in the Antarctic, Tokyo, 4-8 December 2006”, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 10 
(Suppl.), 2008, p . 426, Table 3 [Annex 113] . 

539 Ibid ., p . 426 . At the workshop, there were differing views expressed about the level of reliability 
that could be assigned to the estimate of historical trend in biological and population period prior to 
the JARPA period . However no concern was expressed for the estimation of parameters based on 
total samples of JARPA and stock . 

540 See above, para . 4 .44 . 
541 M . Mori and D .S . Butterworth, “Some modification to the current ADAPT-VPA model for 

Antarctic minke whales”, SC/60/IA13 (2008), pp . 1-5, 
<http://www .iwcoffice .org/_documents/sci_com/sc60docs/SC-60-IA13 .pdf> accessed 14 February 
2012; M . Mori, D .S . Butterworth, R . Zenitani and H . Kato, “Model-based analyses of trends over 
time in age corresponding to the transition phase for Antarctic minke whales in the JARPA research 
area”, SC/D06/J16 (2006), pp . 1-17, 
<http://iwcoffice .org/_documents/sci_com/workshops/SCD06J16 .pdf> accessed 14 February 2012 . 
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4 .127 Regarding the latter, the JARPA Final Review Workshop 

recognized those accomplishments and recorded them in its report as follows: 

1) growth rates were apparently fairly constant; 2) pregnancy rate remained 

high with annual fluctuation; 3) the transition phase data suggested a possible 

small increase in the mean age at maturity over the JARPA period; and 4) the 

age at first ovulation showed a decrease, at least for the P-Stock542 . Again, 

this part of the Report of the Final Review	Workshop	 is	 not	 quoted	 in	 the	

Memorial of Australia543 .

Figure 4-4 . Changing of age at sexual maturity of Antarctic minke whales based on data 
from past commercial whaling and JARPA (source: Institute of Cetacean Research) . It 
became younger from 12 years in 1945 to 7 years in 1970, and then stable or slightly 
getting older . 

4 .128 Australia alleges that “[a]s far back as 1993, [the Working Group 

on MSY Rates] agreed that the estimation of MSYR from biological 

parameters was ‘subject to large error” which made its application “usually 

practically impossible .’” This conclusion was reaffirmed by the Working 

542 “Report of the Intersessional Workshop to Review Data and Results from Special Permit Research 
on Minke Whales in the Antarctic, Tokyo, 4-8 December 2006”, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 10 
(Suppl.), 2008, p . 427 [Annex 113] . 

543 See AM, para . 5 .12 . 

 

  
 

Group as recently as 2009”544 . This allegation should be rejected for the 

following reasons . First of all, there was no such agreement in the Working 

Group on MSY Rates in 1993545 . Moreover, Australia’s allegation that this 

“conclusion”	 was	 reaffirmed	 in	 2009	 is	 equally	 incorrect:	 if	 estimates	 of	

MSYR from biological parameters for two stocks of Antarctic minke whales 

were considered to be of “low” reliability at the 2009 Intersessional 

Workshop on MSYR for Baleen Whales, that was because those estimates 

were “possibly confounded by changing K [carrying capacity] and 

uncertainty about CAA [catch-at-age] data”546 . It should also be noted, in 

relation to the “uncertainty about CAA data”, that the Scientific Committee 

agreed at its annual meeting in 2010, after examining the results of 

age-reading experiments,547 as well as revised catch-at-age data analysis 

based on those results, that no further experiments or analyses on age reading 

errors were needed548 . Neither the Intersessional Workshop nor the Scientific 

Committee itself casts doubts on the usefulness of the results obtained in 

JARPA regarding its Objective 1 . 

2.  Objective 2:  Elucidation of the Role of Whales in the Antarctic 

Marine Ecosystem 

4 .129 Under this objective, JARPA produced a range of scientific outputs 

such as: 1) the daily prey consumption estimates of Antarctic minke whale, 

which ranged from 2 .6 to 5 .0 % of body weight; 2) the annual consumption 

544 AM, para . 5 .91 . 
545 “Report of the Working Group on MSY Rates”, Annex M, Report of the Scientific Committee, Rep.

int. Whal. Commn 44, 1994, p . 183 [Annex 91] . 
546 “Report of the Intersessional Workshop on MSYR for Baleen Whales”, J. Cetacean Res. Manage.

11 (Suppl. 2), 2010, p . 502 [Annex 117] . 
547 C . Lockyer, “Report of the Antarctic minke whale ear plug experiment”, SC/62/IA11 (2010), pp . 1- 

4 .
548 “Report of the Scientific Committee”, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 12 (Suppl.), 2011, pp . 25-26 

[Annex 120] . 
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of Antarctic krill from the 1999/2000 season to the 2004/05 season in Areas 

IV	and	V	was	 calculated	 as	being	 equivalent to 3-4 % and 21-35 % of the 

krill biomass respectively; and 3) blubber thickness had been decreasing over 

the JARPA period at -0 .0190 cm/year549 .

4 .130 Australia alleges that JARPA produced, in relation to its Objective 

2, only “well-established and uncontroversial information” such as the fact 

that 99% of the minke whale’s diet is krill and that the daily krill 

consumption of minke whales, as a percentage of their body weight, ranges 

from 2 .7 to 5%550 . However, the results of the research on stomach contents 

presented to the JARPA Final Review Workshop and published in a 

peer-reviewed journal551 included far more information . For example, the 

daily and seasonal prey consumption of individual whales and the seasonal 

prey consumption of whales in Areas IV and V were calculated for each sex 

and maturity stage552 . Also the seasonal prey consumption and feeding 

impact on the krill resources of the Antarctic minke whales in those Areas 

was provided and evaluated553 . Other findings were also presented at the 

JARPA Final Review Workshop554 . This series of additional information was 

549 Kenji Konishi, Tsutomu Tamura, Ryoko Zenitani, Takeharu Bando, Hidehito Kato, Lars Walloe, 
“Decline in energy storage in the Antarctic minke whale (Balaenoptera bonaerensis) in the 
Southern Ocean” (2008) 31 Polar Biol., p . 1518 . 

550 AM, para . 5 .13 . 
551 Tsutomu Tamura and Kenji Konishi, “Feeding habits and prey consumption of Antarctic minke 

whale (Balaenoptera bonaerensis) in the Southern Ocean” (2009) 42 J. Northw. Atl. Fish. Sci., pp . 
13-25 .

552 Ibid.
553 T . Tamura and K . Konishi, “Food habit and prey consumption of Antarctic minke whale 

Balaenoptera bonaerensis in JARPA research area” SC/D06/J18, pp . 1-23, presented to the 
Intersessional Workshop to Review Data and Results from Special Permit Research on Minke 
Whales in the Antarctic (December 2006), 
<http://www .iwcoffice .org/_documents/sci_com/workshops/SCD06J18 .pdf> accessed 14 February 
2012 .

554 Ibid . See also T . Tamura, K . Konishi, S . Nishiwaki, K . Taki, T . Hayashi, and M . Naganobu, 
“Comparison between stomach contents of Antarctic minke whale and krill sampled by RMT net in 
the Ross Sea and Adjacent waters” SC/D06/J20, pp . 1-13, presented to the Intersessional Workshop 

 

  
 

not previously known, and is useful for the ecosystem approach of whale 

resource management555 .

Figure 4-5 . Decreasing trend in blubber thickness and fat weight (left) and stomach 
content weight (right) based on JARPA data (source: Institute of Cetacean Research) . 

4 .131 Based on these outputs (prey consumption, blubber thickness, etc .), 

in combination with other various results from JARPA including age at 

sexual maturity, growth curve, and pollutant (mercury) accumulation, the 

following hypothesis was proposed regarding changes in the Antarctic 

ecosystem in the 20th Century556:

“Minke whale feeding conditions improved with the removal of 
large baleen whales such as the blue whale by commercial whaling, 
which promoted rapid growth and younger age at sexual maturity; 
however, around 1970, conditions gradually became unfavourable, 
resulting in slower rates of change in these parameters .”557

4 .132 At the 2006 IWC JARPA Final Review Workshop, there were 

to Review Data and Results from Special Permit Research on Minke Whales in the Antarctic 
(December 2006), <http://www .iwcoffice .org/_documents/sci_com/workshops/SCD06J20 .pdf> 
accessed 14 February 2012 . 

555 For the relevance of the ecosystem approach, see above, paras . 3 .96-3 .100, 4 .26 . 
556 This was a major scientific motivation for the initiation of JARPA II . See below, paras . 5 .16-5 .19 . 
557 “Report of the Intersessional Workshop to Review Data and Results from Special Permit Research 

on Minke Whales in the Antarctic, Tokyo, 4-8 December 2006”, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 10 
(Suppl.), 2008 (4-8 December 2006), p . 430 [Annex 113] . 
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different views expressed on this hypothesis and the outputs on which it was 

based; and some members criticized those outcomes, saying that, for example, 

“this was simplistic and ignored many other components of the Antarctic 

marine ecosystem”558 . The Workshop then recommended improved analyses 

for various aspects of the outputs under this objective of JARPA 559  .

However, in a part of the	report	not	quoted	in	the Memorial of Australia560,

the Workshop recognized the potential of the data obtained by JARPA, and 

expressed its anticipation that the potential would be realized in its 

conclusions as follows: 

“The Workshop agreed that it would be valuable to have the 
opportunity to review the trends summarised in SC/D06/J26 when 
the recommended analysis had been conducted, in order to 
formulate alternative hypotheses that set the observed changes in 
the context of a broader suite of indicators from the Southern 
Ocean .”561

“Finally, the Workshop agreed that the JARPA dataset provides a 
valuable resource to allow investigation of some aspects of the role 
of whales within the marine ecosystem . With appropriate analyses, 
this has the potential to make an important contribution to the 
Scientific Committee’s work in this regard, as well as the work of 
other relevant bodies such as CCAMLR .”562

“The Committee welcomed the oceanographic and krill-related 
work undertaken since the 1997 Workshop . The Workshop also 
agreed that considerable relevant data had been collected by the 

558 Ibid . See also AM, para . 5 .13 . 
559 The work recommended by the 2006 IWC JARPA Final Review Workshop was taken over to the 

studies conducted under JARPA II . See below, para . 5 .18 . 
560 See AM, para . 5 .13 . 
561 “Report of the Intersessional Workshop to Review Data and Results from Special Permit Research 

on Minke Whales in the Antarctic, Tokyo, 4-8 December 2006”, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 10 
(Suppl.), 2008, p . 431 [Annex 113] . 

562 Ibid .

 

  
 

JARPA programme on matters related to body condition and 
feeding .”563

4 .133 The latest annual meeting of the Scientific Committee in fact 

demonstrated that JARPA outputs would stimulate scientific interests of 

related researchers and activate scientific discussion within the framework of 

the Scientific Committee . In sessions of the Working Group on Ecosystem 

Modelling564, considerable discussions took place relating to the significant 

decline in mean blubber thickness of Antarctic minke whales over the 

18-year JARPA period in Areas IV and V565 . The discussions, initiated by a 

document submitted by an Australian scientist 566 , led the Scientific 

Committee to conclude that the body condition indices were of potential 

importance for its work and therefore recommended that further analyses be 

presented next year567 . Japan hopes that this future discussion will be made in 

a constructive manner, to contribute to scientific progress on this matter . 

4 .134 In addition, data collected by JARPA on whale prey consumption 

and abundance were used as input parameters in the development of 

ecosystem modelling 568  . A document with the model and results was 

originally presented to the annual meeting of the Scientific Committee in 

563 Ibid ., p . 434 . 
564 The AM contends that “[a]fter six years of ‘research’ under JARPA II, Japan has presented no 

papers or models of competition using lethally obtained data to this Working Group” (para . 5 .57) . 
Analyses	 of	 scientific	 data	 require	 certain	 time and the Scientific Committee held, in 2011, 
discussions referring to results from JARPA . 

565 Kenji Konishi, Tsutomu Tamura, Ryoko Zenitani, Takeharu Bando, Hidehiro Kato and Lars 
Walloe, “Decline in energy storage in the Antarctic minke whale (Balaenoptera bonaerensis) in the 
Southern Ocean” (2008) 31 Polar Biol., p . 1518 . 

566 W .K . de la Mare, “Are reported trends in Antarctic minke whale body condition reliable?” 
SC/63/O16 (2011), p . 25 . 

567 “Report of the Scientific Committee”, IWC/63/Rep1 (30 May – 11 June 2011), p . 44 . 
568 Mitsuyo Mori and Doug S . Butterworth, “A first step towards modelling the krill-predator 

dynamics of the Antarctic ecosystem” (2006) 13 CCAMLR Science 217, pp . 217-277 . 
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2005 569  . The Scientific Committee recognized that investigations into 

interactions between large whales and other species are important in its work 

and so welcomed contributions on this issue570 . Several comments and 

suggestions were offered by members and an updated version of the 

document was presented to the next Scientific Committee meeting571 .

4 .135 Some other ecosystem models are being developed, and data from 

JARPA and JARPA II will be used as input data . Results from JARPA II’s 

first six-year research phase (2005/06-2010/11) are expected for the 

Scientific Committee’s periodic review on data and results, which is 

scheduled in 2013/14 . Some of the models are the same as those used in the 

JARPN II programme, which have been presented and discussed at the past 

Scientific Committee meetings572 .

3.  Objective 3: Elucidation of the Effect of Environmental Change on 

Cetaceans 

4 .136 As indicated in Section 1 of this Chapter, this objective was added 

in response to resolutions adopted by the IWC on research on the 

environment and whale stocks (IWC Resolution 1994-13) and on the 

promotion of research related to the conservation of large baleen whales in 

the southern oceans (IWC Resolution 1994-12); and it is also related to the 

resolution on research on the environment and whale stocks (IWC Resolution 

1995-10) .

569 “Report of the Scientific Committee”, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 7 (Suppl.), 2005, pp . 132-133 
[Annex 107] .

570 Ibid .
571 “Report of the Standing Working Group on Environmental Concerns”, Annex K, Report of the 

Scientific Committee, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 9 (Suppl.), 2007, pp . 245-246 [Annex 110] . 
572 “Report of the Working Group on Ecosystem Modelling”, Annex K1, Report of the Scientific 

Committee, IWC/63/Rep1 (2011), p . 7, <http://iwcoffice .org/sci_com/screport .htm> accessed 14 
February 2012 . 

 

  
 

4 .137 The main samples collected during the JARPA period in relation to 

this objective were: 1) 113 blubber tissue samples for organochlorine 

analysis; 2) 1,072 liver tissue samples for heavy metal analysis; 3) 100 

stomach content samples of Antarctic minke whales for heavy metal analysis; 

4) four air samples for organochlorine analysis; and 5) four sea water samples 

for organochlorine analysis573 . Oceanographic data had also been collected 

from the JARPA research area, and vertical oceanographic structure was 

observed by using XBT (eXpendable Bathy Thermograph), CTD 

(Conductivity-Temperature-Depth profiler), XCTD (eXpendable CTD) and 

EPCS (Electronic Particle Counting and Sizing System) as follows: 1) 916 

XBT surveys; 2) 915 XCTD surveys; 3) 499 CTD surveys; and 1,307 EPCS 

surveys574 .

4 .138 Major outputs of JARPA under this objective, among others, were: 

1) levels of all trace elements except Fe (iron) in the liver of 1,056 minke 

whales taken from Areas IIIE, IV, V and VIW during the period from 1988/89 

to 2004/05 were overall low and significantly lower than those in cetaceans 

from the Northern Hemisphere, which could be taken as an indication that 

whale health was not affected; 2) a decrease in Hg (mercury) levels in the 

juvenile class (1-15 years old) occurred through the study period, which 

could be attributed to a decrease in food intake rates since the mid-1980s; and 

3) the levels of PCBs and DDTs in blubber of Antarctic minke whales were 

one order of magnitude lower than those of other whales in the mid and low 

latitude areas of the Northern Hemisphere, and it could be suggested that 

573 “Report of the Intersessional Workshop to Review Data and Results from Special Permit Research 
on Minke Whales in the Antarctic, Tokyo, 4-8 December 2006”, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 10 
(Suppl.), 2008, p . 431 [Annex 113] . 

574 Ibid .
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scheduled in 2013/14 . Some of the models are the same as those used in the 

JARPN II programme, which have been presented and discussed at the past 

Scientific Committee meetings572 .

3.  Objective 3: Elucidation of the Effect of Environmental Change on 

Cetaceans 

4 .136 As indicated in Section 1 of this Chapter, this objective was added 

in response to resolutions adopted by the IWC on research on the 

environment and whale stocks (IWC Resolution 1994-13) and on the 

promotion of research related to the conservation of large baleen whales in 

the southern oceans (IWC Resolution 1994-12); and it is also related to the 

resolution on research on the environment and whale stocks (IWC Resolution 

1995-10) .

569 “Report of the Scientific Committee”, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 7 (Suppl.), 2005, pp . 132-133 
[Annex 107] .

570 Ibid .
571 “Report of the Standing Working Group on Environmental Concerns”, Annex K, Report of the 

Scientific Committee, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 9 (Suppl.), 2007, pp . 245-246 [Annex 110] . 
572 “Report of the Working Group on Ecosystem Modelling”, Annex K1, Report of the Scientific 

Committee, IWC/63/Rep1 (2011), p . 7, <http://iwcoffice .org/sci_com/screport .htm> accessed 14 
February 2012 . 

 

  
 

4 .137 The main samples collected during the JARPA period in relation to 

this objective were: 1) 113 blubber tissue samples for organochlorine 

analysis; 2) 1,072 liver tissue samples for heavy metal analysis; 3) 100 

stomach content samples of Antarctic minke whales for heavy metal analysis; 

4) four air samples for organochlorine analysis; and 5) four sea water samples 

for organochlorine analysis573 . Oceanographic data had also been collected 

from the JARPA research area, and vertical oceanographic structure was 

observed by using XBT (eXpendable Bathy Thermograph), CTD 

(Conductivity-Temperature-Depth profiler), XCTD (eXpendable CTD) and 

EPCS (Electronic Particle Counting and Sizing System) as follows: 1) 916 

XBT surveys; 2) 915 XCTD surveys; 3) 499 CTD surveys; and 1,307 EPCS 

surveys574 .

4 .138 Major outputs of JARPA under this objective, among others, were: 

1) levels of all trace elements except Fe (iron) in the liver of 1,056 minke 

whales taken from Areas IIIE, IV, V and VIW during the period from 1988/89 

to 2004/05 were overall low and significantly lower than those in cetaceans 

from the Northern Hemisphere, which could be taken as an indication that 

whale health was not affected; 2) a decrease in Hg (mercury) levels in the 

juvenile class (1-15 years old) occurred through the study period, which 

could be attributed to a decrease in food intake rates since the mid-1980s; and 

3) the levels of PCBs and DDTs in blubber of Antarctic minke whales were 

one order of magnitude lower than those of other whales in the mid and low 

latitude areas of the Northern Hemisphere, and it could be suggested that 

573 “Report of the Intersessional Workshop to Review Data and Results from Special Permit Research 
on Minke Whales in the Antarctic, Tokyo, 4-8 December 2006”, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 10 
(Suppl.), 2008, p . 431 [Annex 113] . 

574 Ibid .
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such levels would not have an adverse effect on whale health575 .

4 .139 These outcomes, after being discussed, were welcomed by the 

JARPA Final Review Workshop, and recorded in its report as follows: 

“The Workshop welcomed the presentation of the pollutant 
analyses at this Workshop, although there was some disagreement 
over the implications of the results drawn by the authors (see Item 
6 .3 .1576) . The Workshop also welcomed the oceanographic work 
presented, noting that in addition to its potential to assist in the 
ecosystem work, it also has the potential to contribute to other 
environmental monitoring programmes in the Antarctic .”577

Figure 4-6 . Organochlorine levels in baleen whales (source: Institute of Cetacean 
Research) . Data for Antarctic minke whale came from JARPA . 

575 Ibid ., pp . 431-432 . 
576 I.e ., Pollution . 
577 “Report of the Intersessional Workshop to Review Data and Results from Special Permit Research 

on Minke Whales in the Antarctic, Tokyo, 4-8 December 2006”, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 10 
(Suppl.), 2008, p . 434 (footnote added) . 

 

  
 

4 .140 Here again, this part of the Report of the Final Review Workshop is 

not	quoted	in	the	Memorial	of	Australia578 .

4.  Objective 4: Elucidation of the Stock Structure of Southern 

Hemisphere Minke Whales to Improve Stock Management  

4 .141 When JARPA started in 1987/88, the assumption on the minke 

whale stock structure was that the JARPA research area (i .e . IWC Antarctic 

Management Areas IV and V) was occupied by different genetic stocks, but 

there was little scientific evidence supporting such an assumption579 .

4 .142 Under the JARPA programme, both genetic and non-genetic 

techniques	were	utilized	 to	 elucidate	 the stock structure of Antarctic minke 

whales, and the following samples/information were collected and analysed: 

1) liver, heart, muscle, kidney and skin tissues for genetic analyses; 2) 

standard body length plus 19 additional body measurements for 

morphometric analysis; 3) photographs of dorsal surface, dorsal fin and 

flippers for morphological studies; and 4) external and internal parasite 

occurrence observed580 .

4 .143 On the basis of these analyses, JARPA revealed that there are at 

least two stocks of Antarctic minke whales present in the JARPA research 

578 See AM, paras . 5 .14-5 .15 . The Scientific Committee recognized that JARPA had “the potential” to 
improve management . It remains “the potential” simply because the RMP has not been 
implemented for Antarctic minke whales . 

579 L .A . Pastene, “What do we know about the stock structure of the Antarctic mike whale? A 
summary of studies and hypothesis”, SC/D06/J12, presented to the Intersessional Workshop to 
Review Data and Results from Special Permit Research on Minke Whales in the Antarctic 
(December 2006), pp . 13-24 . 

580 “Report of the Intersessional Workshop to Review Data and Results from Special Permit Research 
on Minke Whales in the Antarctic, Tokyo, 4-8 December 2006”, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 10 
(Suppl.), 2008 (4-8 December 2006), p . 420 [Annex 113] . 
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area (namely I-Stock and P-Stock) 581  . The data also showed that the 

distribution of these two stocks did not correspond to the current IWC 

Management Areas, and that this has direct implications for the conservation 

and management of whale stocks582 .

Figure 4-7 . A new stock structure hypothesis of Antarctic minke whales led by JARPA 
genetic and morphometric data (source: Institute of Cetacean Research) . 

4 .144 This accomplishment was appreciated by the JARPA Final Review 

Workshop and recorded in the following part	of	its	Report,	again	not	quoted	

in the Memorial of Australia583:

“The Workshop welcomed this review, and with respect to stock 
structure studies, recognised the very considerable amount of work 

581 L .A . Pastene, “What do we know about the stock structure of the Antarctic mike whale? A 
summary of studies and hypothesis” SC/D06/J12, presented to the Intersessional Workshop to 
Review Data and Results from Special Permit Research on Minke Whales in the Antarctic 
(December 2006), p . 24 . 

582 “Report of the Intersessional Workshop to Review Data and Results from Special Permit Research 
on Minke Whales in the Antarctic, Tokyo, 4-8 December 2006”, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 10 
(Suppl.), 2008, p . 422 [Annex 113] . 

583 See AM, paras . 5 .12-5 .14 . 

 

  
 

undertaken since the mid-term review and the progress that has and 
can be made given the data collected . Based on the analyses of the 
genetic and morphometric data presented, it agreed that there are at 
least two stocks of Antarctic minke whales present in the JARPA 
research area . The data do not support the current IWC 
management Areas .”584

4 .145 France, in the 2007 meeting of the IWC, stated that: 

 “Cette information est très intéressante et très importante, parce 
que	 de	 manière	 générale,	 ce	 sont	 précisément	 des	 stocks	 qui	
doivent constituer les unités retenues pour la gestion .”585

4 .146 To elucidate stock structure of any whale stocks is not an easy 

scientific job, and the Scientific Committee appreciates JARPA’s output 

indicating that there are at least two stocks of Antarctic minke whales in the 

JARPA research area . 

5.  Other Important Results: Abundance Estimates 

4 .147 Abundance estimates are fundamental information which forms the 

basis	for	any	quantitative	analyses	under JARPA’s Objectives . The Memorial 

of Australia claims that the Scientific Committee rejected Japan’s abundance 

estimates of whale species in the Southern Ocean, which were based on the 

data derived from sighting surveys conducted under JARPA586 . However, 

besides the fact that one cannot find the	term	“reject”	in	the	Report	quoted	in	

584 “Report of the Intersessional Workshop to Review Data and Results from Special Permit Research 
on Minke Whales in the Antarctic, Tokyo, 4-8 December 2006”, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 10 
(Suppl.), 2008, p . 422 [Annex 113] . See also positive comments made by the 1997 IWC JARPA 
Mid-term Review WG: “Report of the Intersessional Working Group to Review Data and Results 
from Special Permit Research on Minke Whales in the Antarctic, Tokyo, 12-16 May 1997”, 
SC/49/Rep1, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 48, 1998, pp . 382, 386 [Annex 95] . 

585 IWC Verbatim Record (28-31 May 2007) audio record [Annex 41] . Although France also states 
that such information can however be obtained by biopsy, such a method is not practicable as has 
already been demonstrated . See above, para . 4 .75 . 

586	 AM,	para.	5.14,	quoting	SC/59/Rep1.	p.	434.	
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the Memorial of Australia 587 , discussions at the JARPA Final Review 

Workshop and afterwards indicate that the Scientific Committee positively 

appreciated Japan’s abundance estimates . As for Antarctic minke whales, the 

Workshop Report states, in a part not quoted	in	the	Memorial	of	Australia:	

“[I]t is not surprising that the Workshop has not developed agreed 
estimates of abundance and trend for Antarctic minke whales in the 
JARPA research area at the present time; however, it recognises 
that considerable progress has been made in addressing the issues 
related to abundance and trends and provided the recommendations 
given under Item 2 are followed, the Committee should soon be 
able to agree estimates .”588

Figure 4-8 . Abundance trend of Antarctic minke whales in Area IV based on JARPA 
sighting survey data (source: Institute of Cetacean Research) . 

4 .148 As for humpback, fin and blue whales, the Report states, again in a 

part	not	quoted	in	the	Memorial of Australia: 

587 See	SC/59/Rep1,	p.	434	quoted	in	AM,	para.	5.14,	fn.	544.	
588 “Report of the Intersessional Workshop to Review Data and Results from Special Permit Research 

on Minke Whales in the Antarctic, Tokyo, 4-8 December 2006”, J. Cetacean Res. Manage.10 
(Suppl.) 2008, p . 434 [Annex 113] . 

 

  
 

“[T]he Workshop agreed that the abundance estimates provided in 
this paper represented useful steps forward in working towards 
acceptable estimates of abundance .”589

Figure 4-9 . Abundance trend of fin whales in Areas III East and IV (the Indian Ocean) 
based on JARPA sighting data (source: Institute of Cetacean Research) . 

Figure 4-10 . Abundance trend of humpback whales in Area IV based on JARPA sighting 
data (source: Institute of Cetacean Research) . 

589 Ibid., p . 418 . 
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Figure 4-11 . Sighting distribution of humpback whales during JARPA sighting survey 
(source: Institute of Cetacean Research) . Red dots represent sightings and correspond to 
the pre-determined survey cruise track-line . 

4 .149 A paper on the abundance estimates of humpback whales, 

reflecting the recommendations and suggestions offered at the JARPA Final 

Review Workshop, was accepted by the Journal of Cetacean Research and 

Management, a peer-reviewed journal published by the IWC590 .

590 Koji Matsuoka, Takashi Hakamada, Hiroshi Kiwada, Hiroto Murase and Shigetoshi Nishiwaki, 
“Abundance estimates and trends for humpback whales (Megaptera novaeangliae) in Antarctic 
Areas IV and V based on JARPA sighting data” J. Cetacean Res. Manage. (forthcoming) [Annex

 

  
 

B.  Overall Evaluations 

4 .150 JARPA contributed substantially to a comprehensive assessment 

that the Scientific Committee carried out in 1990, as envisaged in Paragraph 

10(e) of the Schedule591 . JARPA’s results have also been contributing to an 

in-depth assessment of the Antarctic minke whale, which the Scientific 

Committee has been conducting since 2000592 .

4 .151 The Memorial of Australia refuses, however, to recognize the 

contributions made by JARPA . For this	 purpose,	 it	 quotes	 IWC	Resolution	

2007-1, which notes that “the [2006] Workshop agreed that none of the goals 

of JARPA 1 had been reached, and that the results of the JARPA I programme 

are	 not	 required	 for	 management	 under	 the	 RMP”593 . This resolution was 

adopted 40-2-1 with 27 Contracting Governments refusing to participate in 

the vote “as they believed that the submission of the proposal was not 

constructive to building bridges within the Commission”594 .

4 .152 During the debate on the draft resolution which would be 

Resolution 2007-1, Norway, which voted against the draft resolution, stated: 

“The Minister of Environment of New Zealand, in his introduction 
of the resolution on JARPA, claimed that the Scientific Committee 
had concluded that JARPA programme has not produced any 

159] . 
591 “Report of the Sub-Committee on Southern Hemisphere Minke Whales”, Annex F, Report of the 

Scientific Committee, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 41, 1991, pp . 113-131 [Annex 86] . 
592 E.g. M . Mori and D .S . Butterworth, “Some modification to the current ADAPT-VPA model for 

Antarctic minke whales”, SC/60/IA13 (2008), pp . 1-8 . 
593 AM, paras . 5 .17, 5 .25 . 
594 Chair’s Report of the 59th Annual Meeting (28-31 May 2007), 

<http://www .iwcoffice .org/meetings/chair2007 .htm> accessed 14 February 2012, p . 41 . 
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valuable science . This is not correct . JARPA has produced a large 
amount of valuable data and this was acknowledged by the JARPA 
review meeting and also can be found in the report of the Scientific 
Committee .”595

4 .153 Saint Kitts and Nevis, which refused to participate in the vote, 

affirmed: 

“[R]emarks…have been made by some commissioners by calling 
Japan’s research programme ‘so-called’ research…without giving 
recognition to the fact that over the years this research programme 
has provided significant information that can let us better 
understand… the nature and abundance of whale stocks, which we 
are dealing with . Saint Kitts and Nevis cannot support this 
resolution . . .”596

4 .154 Morocco, which also refused to participate in the vote, declared: 

“Nous sommes devant une situation où on est en train d’essayer de 
pénaliser	un	pays,	qui	s’investit	dans des programmes de recherche 
qui	 sont	 de	 l’intérêt	 particulier	 pour l’évaluation et le suivi de 
ressources baleinières .”597

4 .155 Dominica598, Iceland, Saint Lucia, Guinea, Republic of Korea599

also positively appreciated the scientific value of JARPA and criticized the 

draft resolution . 

4 .156 There is thus an apparent difference among Contracting 

Governments concerning the interpretation of reports of review 

meetings/workshop on JARPA . The best way to find an appropriate answer is 

595 IWC Verbatim Record (28-31 May 2007) [transcript of the audio Verbatim Record] [Annex 41] . 
596 Ibid.
597 Ibid.
598 IWC Verbatim Record (16-20 June 2003) [transcript of the audio Verbatim Record] [Annex 40] . 
599 IWC Verbatim Record (28-31 May 2007) [transcript of the audio Verbatim Record] [Annex 41] . 

 

  
 

to look at the text of the relevant reports . 

4 .157 The	following	quotations	come	from	the reports of the three review 

meetings/workshop held in 1997, 2005 and 2006 . These three 

meetings/workshop expressed much appreciation of the outcomes of JARPA . 

In addition to the specific comments already	 quoted	 in	 the	 context	 of	 each	

research objectives, they manifested the following overall evaluations . It is 

important	 to	 note	 that	 these	 quotations represent statements agreed by the 

meeting participants rather than the views of a single or a few scientists . 

1.  The 1997 IWC JARPA Mid-term Review WG 

4 .158 The report of the 1997 IWC JARPA Mid-term Review states: 

“The Working Group noted that while	both	the	quantity	and	quality	
of the scientific work had been commended by the Scientific 
Committee, differing views had been expressed in the Committee 
about its relevance to management considerations .” 600

4 .159 The report was considered by the Scientific Committee at its 

meeting	 in	 September-October	 1997.	 The	 following	 quotations	 are	 taken	

from the report of that meeting . 

“The Committee noted that JARPA is at the half-way point and has 
provided substantial improvement in the understanding of stock 
structure .”601

“[T]the Committee agreed that none of the sampling and stock 
identity problems that had been identified either in the JARPA 
review	 or	 subsequently,	 would	 in	 principle	 prevent	 JARPA	 from	

600 “Report of the Intersessional Working Group to Review Data and Results from Special Permit 
Research on Minke Whales in the Antarctic, Tokyo, 12-16 May 1997”, SC/49/Rep1, Rep. int. Whal. 
Commn 48, 1998, p . 378 [Annex 95] . 

601 “Report of the Scientific Committee”, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 48, 1998, p . 103 [Annex 94] . 
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review meeting and also can be found in the report of the Scientific 
Committee .”595

4 .153 Saint Kitts and Nevis, which refused to participate in the vote, 

affirmed: 

“[R]emarks…have been made by some commissioners by calling 
Japan’s research programme ‘so-called’ research…without giving 
recognition to the fact that over the years this research programme 
has provided significant information that can let us better 
understand… the nature and abundance of whale stocks, which we 
are dealing with . Saint Kitts and Nevis cannot support this 
resolution . . .”596

4 .154 Morocco, which also refused to participate in the vote, declared: 

“Nous sommes devant une situation où on est en train d’essayer de 
pénaliser	un	pays,	qui	s’investit	dans des programmes de recherche 
qui	 sont	 de	 l’intérêt	 particulier	 pour l’évaluation et le suivi de 
ressources baleinières .”597

4 .155 Dominica598, Iceland, Saint Lucia, Guinea, Republic of Korea599

also positively appreciated the scientific value of JARPA and criticized the 

draft resolution . 

4 .156 There is thus an apparent difference among Contracting 

Governments concerning the interpretation of reports of review 

meetings/workshop on JARPA . The best way to find an appropriate answer is 

595 IWC Verbatim Record (28-31 May 2007) [transcript of the audio Verbatim Record] [Annex 41] . 
596 Ibid.
597 Ibid.
598 IWC Verbatim Record (16-20 June 2003) [transcript of the audio Verbatim Record] [Annex 40] . 
599 IWC Verbatim Record (28-31 May 2007) [transcript of the audio Verbatim Record] [Annex 41] . 

 

  
 

to look at the text of the relevant reports . 

4 .157 The	following	quotations	come	from	the reports of the three review 

meetings/workshop held in 1997, 2005 and 2006 . These three 

meetings/workshop expressed much appreciation of the outcomes of JARPA . 

In addition to the specific comments already	 quoted	 in	 the	 context	 of	 each	

research objectives, they manifested the following overall evaluations . It is 

important	 to	 note	 that	 these	 quotations represent statements agreed by the 

meeting participants rather than the views of a single or a few scientists . 

1.  The 1997 IWC JARPA Mid-term Review WG 

4 .158 The report of the 1997 IWC JARPA Mid-term Review states: 

“The Working Group noted that while	both	the	quantity	and	quality	
of the scientific work had been commended by the Scientific 
Committee, differing views had been expressed in the Committee 
about its relevance to management considerations .” 600

4 .159 The report was considered by the Scientific Committee at its 

meeting	 in	 September-October	 1997.	 The	 following	 quotations	 are	 taken	

from the report of that meeting . 

“The Committee noted that JARPA is at the half-way point and has 
provided substantial improvement in the understanding of stock 
structure .”601

“[T]the Committee agreed that none of the sampling and stock 
identity problems that had been identified either in the JARPA 
review	 or	 subsequently,	 would	 in	 principle	 prevent	 JARPA	 from	

600 “Report of the Intersessional Working Group to Review Data and Results from Special Permit 
Research on Minke Whales in the Antarctic, Tokyo, 12-16 May 1997”, SC/49/Rep1, Rep. int. Whal. 
Commn 48, 1998, p . 378 [Annex 95] . 

601 “Report of the Scientific Committee”, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 48, 1998, p . 103 [Annex 94] . 
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achieving its objectives in terms of estimation of biological 
parameters .”602

“Most members were optimistic that the JARPA data, in 
conjunction with the additional work planned, would allow 
estimation of the biological parameters with reasonable levels of 
precision .”603

2.  The 2005 Japan JARPA Review Meeting 

4 .160 The report of the 2005 Japan JARPA Review Meeting states: 

“[T]he meeting agreed that JARPA work remains relevant for 
providing data important for management (of whales) .”604

“Overall, the meeting considered that JARPA had made good 
progress in addressing its objectives [see Section 5] .”605

“In conclusion, the meeting agreed that:   
- JARPA has collected a very large and consistent data base 

(Annexes D and E) over a 16-year period, which provides a basis 
for time series analyses relating whales to the Antarctic 
environment and the beginning of an ecosystem approach to the 
management of whale resources in the region;  

- JARPA has contributed to the elucidation of biological parameters 
of minke whales, and improved the understanding of Antarctic 
marine ecosystem;  

- JARPA has revealed that changes have occurred in the ecosystem 
since the 1970’s, suggesting competition among minke and other 
large whales; and  

- data obtained through this monitoring will contribute to the 
development of ecosystem models, which are necessary for 
ecosystem-based management of whales .”606

602 “Report of the Scientific Committee”, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 48, 1998, p . 103 [Annex 94] . 
603 Ibid .
604 “Report of the Review Meeting of the Japanese Whale Research Program under Special Permit in 

the Antarctic (JARPA) called by the Government of Japan, Tokyo, 18-20 January 2005”, SC/57/O6 
(2005), p . 25 [Annex 102] . 

605 Ibid ., p . 15 . 
606 “Report of the Review Meeting of the Japanese Whale Research Program under Special Permit in 

the Antarctic (JARPA) called by the Government of Japan, Tokyo, 18-20 January 2005”, SC/57/O6 

 

  
 

“The meeting also agreed that tasks identified in the midterm 
review meeting in 1997 [see Section 5] had been appropriately 
addressed and progressed .”607

3.  The 2006 IWC JARPA Final Review Workshop 

4 .161 The Report of the 2006 IWC JARPA Final Review Workshop 

states:

“If catch limits were to be set at some time in the future, the 
present approach the Scientific Committee has agreed to use for 
providing advice to the Commission on commercial whaling catch 
limits is that specified by the RMP .  When it last considered this 
issue in 1997, the Committee agreed to the statement below . 

The	results	from	JARPA	programme,	while	not	required	for	
management under the RMP, have the potential 608  to 
improve management of minke whales in the Southern 
Hemisphere in the following ways: (1) reductions in the 
current set of plausible scenarios considered in 
Implementation Simulation Trials; and (2) identification of 
new scenarios to which future Implementation Simulation 
Trials will have to be developed (e .g . the temporal 
component of stock structure) .  The results of analyses of 
JARPA data could be used in this way perhaps to increase 
the allowed catch of minke whales in the Southern 
Hemisphere, without increasing depletion risk above the 
level indicated by the existing Implementation Simulation 
Trials of the RMP for these minke whales . 

 The present Workshop concurred with that view .”609

(2005), p . 16 [Annex 102] . 
607 “Report of the Review Meeting of the Japanese Whale Research Program under Special Permit in 

the Antarctic (JARPA) called by the Government of Japan, Tokyo, 18-20 January 2005”, SC/57/O6 
(2005) .

608 For the use of the term “potential”, see above fn 578 . 
609 “Report of the Intersessional Workshop to Review Data and Results from Special Permit Research 

on Minke Whales in the Antarctic, Tokyo, 4-8 December 2006”, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 10 
(Suppl.), 2008, p . 433 [Annex 113] . 
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4.  A Critical Analysis of IWC Resolutions Negative to JARPA 

4 .162 As indicated above, a majority in the Commission voted for several 

resolutions affirming that JARPA “does not address critically important 

research needs for the management of whaling in the Southern Ocean”610 .

These resolutions seem to be influenced by the following statement agreed to 

by the Scientific Committee in 1997 and also adopted in the 2006 

Intersessional Workshop: 

“The results from the JARPA programme, while not required for 
management under the RMP, have the potential to improve 
management of minke whales in the Southern Hemisphere in the 
following ways: (1) reductions in the current set of plausible 
scenarios considered in Implementation Simulation Trials; and (2) 
identification of new scenarios to which future Implementation 
Simulation Trials will have to be developed (e .g . the temporal 
component of stock structure) . The results of analyses of JARPA 
data could be used in this way perhaps to increase the allowed 
catch of minke whales in the Southern Hemisphere, without 
increasing depletion risk above the level indicated by the existing 
Implementation Simulation Trials of the RMP for these minke 
whales .”611

4 .163 This is admittedly a prima facie ambiguous statement, as it says 

that	 JARPA	 is	 “not	 required	 for	 management	 under	 the	 RMP”,	 while	

emphasizing the usefulness of JARPA data . In order to clear up the ambiguity, 

it is necessary to go back to the basic structure of the RMP . 

4 .164 The Scientific Committee needs to take three steps – (i) 

610 See above, para . 4 .29 . E.g. “Resolution on Special Permit Catches in the Southern Ocean by Japan”, 
Resolution 1997-5, <http://iwcoffice .org/meetings/resolutions/searchRes .htm> accessed 14 
February 2012 . 

611 “Report of the Intersessional Workshop to Review Data and Results from Special Permit Research 
on Minke Whales in the Antarctic, Tokyo, 4-8 December 2006”, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 10 
(Suppl.), 2008, p . 433 (emphasis added) [Annex 113] .  

 

  
 

Pre-Implementation Assessment; (ii) RMP Implementation process (including 

the Implementation Simulation Trials (ISTs), carried out in a two-year 

period); and (iii) Recommendation for implementation by the Scientific 

Committee (including the specifications of the inputs to the CLA)612 . The 

Catch Limit Algorithm (CLA),	 a	 formula	 to	 calculate	 catch	 quotas,	 can	 be	

used only after all these steps are successfully completed . 

(i) Pre-Implementation Assessment
At this stage, the Scientific Committee reviews all the available 
scientific data for (a) the establishment of plausible stock structure 
hypotheses consistent with the data, (b) examination of available 
abundance estimates, and (c) information on the geographical and 
temporal nature of “likely” whaling operations (to be provided 
from a whaling country) . On the basis of this assessment, the 
Scientific Committee will make a recommendation as to whether 
or not to formally begin the RMP Implementation process . In the 
case of the western North Pacific common minke whale RMP 
Implementation, its Pre-Implementation Assessment step had 
utilized various scientific data and information obtained from 
JARPN/JARPN II, including the timing of conception estimated 
from the data from foetus, maturity conditions, DNA analysis, 
abundance estimates from JARPN/JARPNII sighting surveys, 
stomach content compositions, accumulation of pollutants, and 
others . 613  No RMP Implementation process has so far been 
initiated for the Antarctic minke whales because of the absence of 
agreed abundance estimates614 .

(ii) RMP Implementation process (including the ISTs)
In order to create a Catch Limit Algorithm (CLA), which is a 

612  “Recommended schedule for an Implementation	 and	 subsequent	 Implementation Reviews”, 
Adjunct 1, Appendix 2, Annex D, Report of the Scientific Committee, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 7
(Suppl.), 2005, p . 90 [Annex 105] . 

613 “Report of the Working Group on the Pre-Implementation Assessment of western North Pacific 
common Minke Whales”, Annex D1, Appendix 2, Report of the Scientific Committee (2010), J.
Cetacean Res. Manage. 12 (Suppl.) 2011, pp . 133-135 . 

614 At the 2011 meeting, the Scientific Committee made a substantial progress in the abundance 
estimates . See, “Report of the Scientific Committee” (2010), IWC/63/Rep1, p . 25, 
<http://iwcoffice .org/sci_com/screport .htm> accessed 14 February 2012 . 
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species-specific	catch	quota	calculation formula, a large number of 
computer simulations are conducted on various hypotheses and 
assumptions . For instance, if there are three stock structure 
hypothesis, three estimated past catch scenarios and two Maximum 
Sustainable Yield Rates (e .g . 1% and 4%), 18 simulation scenarios 
(three times three times two) shall be tried . In reality, more 
scenarios will be tried and hundreds of computer runs for each 
scenario	will	 be	 required.	The	 results	 of	 ISTs will be assessed in 
detail and only successful scenarios will survive the process to the 
finalization of ISTs . The scientific whaling data are used in 
identifying hypothesis, evaluating the relative plausibility of 
various hypotheses, and conducting “reality check” of proposed 
hypotheses615 .

(iii) Recommendation for implementation by the Scientific 
Committee 

After additional analysis of scientific data when necessary, the ISTs
will be finalized . The Scientific Committee will then make 
recommendations to the Commission on the calculation of catch 
quotas	which	could	 also	 include	 the	need	 for	 additional	 research.	
The ISTs which survived all these processes will become CLA . If 
the Commission accepts the recommendations from the Scientific 
Committee, the final input data (i .e . past catch records and 
abundance estimates from sighting surveys) will be used to 
calculate	catch	quotas.	

615 “Report of the Scientific Committee”, Annex D, Report of the Sub-Committee on the Revised 
Management Procedure, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 9 (Suppl.), 2007, pp . 94-96 [Annex 109] . 

 

  
 

Figure 4-12 . Contribution of JARPA Data to the RMP Process . 
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4 .165 Thus, the phrase that “[t]he results from the JARPA programme 

[are]	 not	 required	 for	management	 under	 the RMP” only refers to the final 

stage of the RMP when a CLA is finally built and used for calculating catch 

quotas.	 The	 fact	 is	 that	much	 scientific data obtained from both lethal and 

non-lethal components of scientific whaling has been essential for 

Pre-Implementation Assessment and RMP Implementation process (including 

the ISTs), without which the RMP cannot function . For example, the data 

obtained from scientific whaling have been extensively used and are making 

substantial contributions in the western North Pacific common minke whale 

IST process616, which is indispensable to creating the CLA . When the RMP 

616 “Report of the Working Group on the Implementation Review for western North Pacific common 
Minke whales”, Annex D1, IWC/63/Rep1, Report of the Scientific Committee, pp . 24-35, 
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process starts for the Antarctic minke whales, the JARPA/JARPA II data will 

thus become essential for the management of whales . The full paragraph 

from	 which	 the	 above	 quoted	 phrase	 comes	 from	 the	 Report	 of	 the	 2006	

Intersessional Workshop explicitly recognizes the potential contributions of 

JARPA to the improvement of management of minke whales . 

4 .166 As indicated in the present Section, the JARPA results have been 

highly appreciated in the review meetings/workshops . Strong support for the 

position that JARPA is providing valuable scientific results has also come 

from prominent individuals as follows617:

“The Japanese input into cetacean research in the Antarctic is 
significant, and I would say crucial for the (IWC) Scientific 
Committee” –Arne Bjørge, Institute of Marine Research, Oslo and, 
at the time of the statement, Chair of the Scientific Committee618 .

“Japan does perform scientific research on the whales they take, 
and probably have the best whale science as a result .” -- David A . 
Balton, Deputy Assistant Secretary, Bureau of Oceans and 
International Environmental and Scientific Affairs, U .S . 
Department of State619 .

4 .167 It is thus evident that JARPA’s outcomes are much appreciated in 

the scientific community . 

<http://iwcoffice .org/sci_com/screport .htm> accessed 14 February 2012 . 
617 See also above para . 4 .54 for further comments made by other experts . 
618 Richard Black, “Under the skin of whaling science”, BBC (25 May 2007), 

<http://news .bbc .co .uk/2/hi/science/nature/6667907 .stm> accessed 14 February 2012 [Annex 207] . 
619 Joint Hearing on U .S . Leadership in the International Whaling Commission and H .R . 2455, the 

International Whale Conservation and Protection Act of 2009, before the Subcommittee on 
International Organizations, Human Rights and Oversight and the Subcommittee on Asia, the 
Pacific and the Global Environment of the Committee on Foreign Affairs, House of 
Representatives, One Hundred Eleventh Congress, Second Session (6 May 2010), Serial No . 
111-95, p .29,  <http://www .hcfa .house .gov/111/56336 .pdf> accessed 14 February 2012 . 

 

  
 

Conclusion

4 .168 The present Chapter has established that JARPA was a research 

programme that was designed to contribute, and in fact contributed, to the 

“review” and the “comprehensive assessment” envisaged in Paragraph 10(e) 

of the Schedule . 

4 .169 JARPA set forth four research objectives on the basis of scientific 

considerations: 

- Objective 1: Estimation of the biological	parameters	required	for	
the stock management of the Southern Hemisphere minke whale; 

- Objective 2: Elucidation of the role of whales: in the Antarctic 
marine ecosystem; 

- Objective 3: Elucidation of the effect of environmental change on 
cetaceans; and 

- Objective 4: Elucidation of the stock structure of Southern 
Hemisphere minke whales to improve stock management . 

4 .170 JARPA’s research methods were limited to what was scientifically 

necessary to achieve these objectives . Japan does not doubt the usefulness of 

non-lethal methods, which it combines with lethal sampling to obtain data 

necessary for achieving research objectives . However, the non-lethal methods 

proposed as replacements for lethal sampling either do not produce 

sufficiently accurate data necessary for scientific analysis or are not 

practicable, as recognized by the Scientific Committee and various experts . 

4 .171 The outcomes of JARPA were made publicly available so as to 

contribute to the “review” and the “comprehensive assessment” . JARPA’s 

scientific contribution has been highly appreciated in the review 
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<http://iwcoffice .org/sci_com/screport .htm> accessed 14 February 2012 . 
617 See also above para . 4 .54 for further comments made by other experts . 
618 Richard Black, “Under the skin of whaling science”, BBC (25 May 2007), 

<http://news .bbc .co .uk/2/hi/science/nature/6667907 .stm> accessed 14 February 2012 [Annex 207] . 
619 Joint Hearing on U .S . Leadership in the International Whaling Commission and H .R . 2455, the 

International Whale Conservation and Protection Act of 2009, before the Subcommittee on 
International Organizations, Human Rights and Oversight and the Subcommittee on Asia, the 
Pacific and the Global Environment of the Committee on Foreign Affairs, House of 
Representatives, One Hundred Eleventh Congress, Second Session (6 May 2010), Serial No . 
111-95, p .29,  <http://www .hcfa .house .gov/111/56336 .pdf> accessed 14 February 2012 . 
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meetings/workshop and prominent experts in the field . CHAPTER 5

JARPA II

5 .1 JARPA II was launched in 2005 to meet specific research needs on

the basis of the results of JARPA (Section 1) . To collect scientific data 

contributing to the “review” and the “comprehensive assessment” envisaged 

in Paragraph 10(e) of the ICRW Schedule and to follow up on the findings of 

JARPA indicating that significant changes in the Antarctic ecosystem are

taking place, it sets forth several concrete objectives (Section 2) . Research 

methods and sample sizes employed in JARPA II are also limited to what is 

scientifically necessary to achieve its objectives and designed so as not to 

cause any harm to the whale stocks (Section 3) . The outcome of JARPA II 

has been made publicly available so as to contribute to the “review” and the 

“comprehensive assessment” as well as other work of the Scientific 

Committee (Section 4) . Although the first review of JARPA II data and 

results is scheduled in 2013-2014, the Scientific Committee has already 

recognized the scientific value of the data and samples obtained in JARPA II 

(Section 5) . Contrary to what the Memorial of Australia suggests, JARPA II 

is not dictated by economic or commercial purposes (Section 6) . The present 

Chapter thus shows that JARPA II is a scientific research programme620 .

Summary of Chapter 5

5 .2 For the same reason as is indicated in the previous Chapter, the 

Government of Japan provides an executive summary of the present Chapter . 

This summary is also to be understood in terms of the more detailed 

620 Compare AM, Chapter 5, Section II, “JARPA II Is Not Scientific Research” .
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exposition that follows . There are no citations in this summary: these will be 

found	in	subsequent	sections.

5 .3 This Chapter establishes that JARPA II has been and is conducted 

“for purposes of scientific research” by explaining the research needs that 

JARPA II addresses, its objectives, research methods, research outputs and 

preliminary evaluations .

5 .4 JARPA II was launched and has been conducted to collect 

scientific data contributing to the “review” and the “comprehensive 

assessment” envisaged in Paragraph 10(e) of the Schedule to the ICRW, and 

to follow up on the findings of JARPA indicating that significant changes in 

the Antarctic ecosystem were taking place . The findings of JARPA revealed 

further	scientific	questions	that	would	require	further	special	permit	whaling.

Some of the scientific developments, such as those on climate change, also 

necessitated further special permit whaling of a different kind from JARPA . 

5 .5 JARPA II was designed and has been conducted to achieve the 

following research objectives, established on the basis of scientific

considerations:

- Objective 1 (Monitoring of the Antarctic ecosystem) was set as the 
first objective so as to understand how whales respond and adapt to 
changes in the environment and the ecosystem structure . Such 
understanding is necessary to enable appropriate utilization and 
management of whale stocks .

- Objective 2 (Modelling competition among whale species and 
future management objectives) was established mainly because the 
results of JARPA suggested the possibility of a major shift in the 
composition of baleen whales in the Antarctic . The goal of 
constructing a competition model among whale species would 

 
 

contribute to the multi-species management approach which would
overcome one of the deficiencies of the current Revised 
Management Procedure (RMP) .

- Objective 3 (Elucidation of temporal and spatial changes in stock 
structure) responds to the lack of information on current stock 
structure of the main species comprising the current Antarctic 
marine ecosystem . This information is important for better 
interpretation of items such as abundance estimates and for the 
implementation of management procedures .

- Objective 4 (Improving the management procedure for Antarctic 
minke whale stocks) is intended to reduce the range of 
uncertainties that relate to the Implementation of the RMP . 

5 .6 The research methods of JARPA II are designed to achieve the 

above objectives and, as was the case for JARPA, are also limited to what is 

scientifically necessary . The research area is the same as that used in the later 

years of JARPA, but the area for research take was slightly narrowed 

because data from JARPA showed that sampling of Antarctic minke whales 

in the area that excluded was of low scientific importance .

5 .7 The research period of JARPA II started from the 2005/06 austral

summer season with the first two seasons dedicated to feasibility studies . It is 

a long-term research programme structured to progress in six-year phases 

and there is no specified termination date because its primary objective – to 

monitor the Antarctic ecosystem – requires	 a	 continuing	 programme of 

research . While JARPA was designed to estimate its research items at a 

particular time, JARPA II has the purpose of detecting changes over time . 

5 .8 Lethal methods are also indispensible for the achievement of the 

objectives of JARPA II . Non-lethal methods, such as satellite tagging, cannot 

completely replace lethal sampling . Internal organs such as earplugs for age 
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determination, ovaries and testes for sexual maturity determination and 

dorsal vertebrae for physical maturity determination are essential for 

estimating trends in the target items for JARPA II objectives . Examination of 

stomach	contents	 and	measurement	of	blubber	 thickness	 also	 require	 lethal	

sampling .

5 .9 The Antarctic minke whale continues to be a target species of 

JARPA II . Humpback and fin whales were also to be sampled in order to 

have a better management tool of more than one whale species by building 

an ecosystem model . Other whale species, such as blue whales or Southern 

right whales, were excluded because of their low abundance . 

5 .10 The sample sizes of the target species of JARPA II are calculated 

following the established but complex statistical procedures . For example, 

after calculating the number of samples necessary to detect annual changes 

of each research item, such as age at maturity, pregnancy rate and blubber 

thickness, the sample size for minke whales was found to be 850 (with 10% 

allowance), because the statistical conditions are satisfied for most of the 

research items with this number . As in JARPA, JARPA II was carefully 

designed not to harm whale stocks .

5 .11 The actual catches of Antarctic minke whales and fin whales under 

JARPA II fell significantly short of the originally planned number, primarily 

because of a fire on board the research base vessel in 2007 and the annual 

violent sabotage activities by an anti-whaling non-governmental organization .

As for humpback whales, Japan decided to suspend their sampling in 

response	to	a	request	from	the	Chair	of	the	IWC, in order to contribute to the 

 
 

creation of a positive atmosphere for the negotiation to resolve the stalemate 

in the IWC (i .e . the Future of the IWC process) .

5 .12 The first six-year phase of JARPA II ended in 2010/11, but the 

first official review will not take place until 2013-2014 following the 

agreement of the Scientific Committee . However, research outputs such as 

cruise reports and analytical papers have already been submitted to the 

Scientific Committee . Two peer-reviewed publications based on JARPA II 

samples and data are already available, and more are expected once the 

programme has been reviewed . 

5 .13 Although the review has not been conducted yet, the Scientific 

Committee has already recognized the usefulness and value of some of the 

data/samples of JARPA II . For example, in 2010 and 2011, the Scientific 

Committee recommended that up-to-date catch-at-age data from JARPA II 

should be included in its SCAA (integrated statistical catch-at-age) analyses . 

Preliminary analyses have also proved that the samples of fin whales are 

useful for objectives of JARPA II . 

5 .14 This Chapter shows that contrary to what the Memorial of 

Australia suggests, JARPA/JARPA II are not dictated by economic or 

commercial purposes . They are designed on the basis of scientific 

considerations to achieve scientific objectives through scientific methods .

5 .15 For all the reasons given in this Chapter, it is shown that JARPA II 

has been and is conducted “for scientific research”, contributing to the 

“review” and the “comprehensive assessment” envisaged in Paragraph 10(e) 
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of the ICRW Schedule .

Section 1.  Research Needs

5 .16 JARPA produced a number of scientific findings, which the 2005 

Japan JARPA Review Meeting and the 2006 IWC JARPA Final Review 

Workshop considered would contribute to a better management of whale 

stocks in the Antarctic Ocean621 . At the same time, these findings revealed 

scientific	 questions	 that	 would	 require	 further	 special permit whaling . In 

addition, some of the scientific developments that had taken place since the 

launch of JARPA, the most conspicuous example of which was a growing 

concern about climate change, including global warming, necessitated 

research whaling of a different kind from JARPA . Thus, JARPA II 

commenced in 2005 to obtain further data necessary for scientific decisions

on the conservation and sustainable use of whale resources .

5 .17 The Plan for JARPA II (the 2005 Plan)622, submitted to the IWC by 

the Government of Japan in 2005623 explains the research need in its section 

III . 1 ., of which an extract is reproduced here:

“JARPA data have shown that the increase in minke whales has 

621 See above, paras . 4 .160-4 .161 .
622 Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under 

Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and 
Development of New Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1 (2005) [Annex 
150] .

623 JARPA II was launched after the 2005 Review Meeting called by the Government of Japan but 
before the 2006 Final Review Workshop organized by the Scientific Committee . It should be noted 
that the 2005 Review Meeting was open to any interested scientists and the report of that meeting 
was submitted to the Scientific Committee (SC/57/O6) [Annex 102], and that it was important to 
keep the consistency and continuity in data obtained in the research area (trend of different 
parameters can be estimated by combining JARPA and JARPA II data) . Waiting for the Scientific 
Committee review workshop had meant no survey in one or two years .

 
 

been halted together with the reversal in the trend of age at 
maturity towards younger ages and a trend of decreasing blubber 
thickness . The humpback and fin whales, on the other hand, have 
shown a rapid increase in abundance .… It is necessary to study 
and analyse these changes by conducting research that includes not 
only minke whales but also humpback and fin whales . Also, the 
effects of global warming are becoming apparent in the Antarctic 
and we need to study the effect on the cetaceans as soon as 
possible .

Since the ecosystem is undergoing a major shift, we should have a 
better management tool to achieve appropriate utilization of more 
than one whale species with a better RMP, as the current RMP is a 
basically single species management model .

To this end, there is a need: a) to monitor cetaceans and various 
environmental factors in their habitats (population trend, 
biological parameters such as age at maturity, krill abundance, 
oceanographic environment, etc .); b) to construct a competition 
model among whale species, verifying various hypotheses based 
on the data obtained by past JARPA and through future monitoring, 
and c) to establish future management objectives .”624

5 .18 Recommendations made by the 2006 IWC JARPA Final Review 

Workshop have been extremely helpful to Japan in preparing and conducting

JARPA II . As summarized in Appendix 3 of Annex O of the Report of the 

Scientific Committee 2007 625 , scientists involved in JARPA II have 

addressed or are addressing most of the recommendations626 .

624 Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under 
Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and 
Development of New Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1 (2005), pp . 9-10
[Annex 150] .

625 “Report of the Standing Working Group on Scientific Permits . Appendix 3 . Summary of 
Recommendations from the JARPA Review Workshop”, Annex O, Report of the Scientific 
Committee, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 10 (Suppl.), 2008, p . 349 [Annex 112] .

626 Compare AM, para . 5 .87: “Japan did not revise the JARPA II proposal or re-submit it for review or 
discussion following the Scientific Committee’s final review of JARPA” .
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5 .19 These research needs, which constitute the very basis of JARPA II, 

are now elucidated more in detail in relation to specific research objectives .

Section 2.  Objectives

5 .20 The 2005 Plan sets forth JARPA II’s research objectives in detail627 .

Its structure is summarized as follows:

“(1) Monitoring of the Antarctic ecosystem
(i) Monitoring of whale abundance trends and biological

parameters
(ii) Monitoring of krill abundance and the feeding ecology of 

whales
(iii) Monitoring of the effects of contaminants on cetaceans
(iv) Monitoring of cetacean habitat

(2) Modelling competition among whale species and future 
management objectives
(i) Constructing a model of competition among whale species
(ii) New management objectives including the restoration of 

the cetacean ecosystem
-Establishing future management objectives
-Estimating surplus production (and hence allowable 
catch) by species, under some of the management 
objectives
-Contribute towards a multi-whale-species management

(3) Elucidation of temporal and spatial changes in stock structure
(4) Improving the management procedure for Antarctic minke 

whale stocks
-Improvement of MSYR (maximum sustainable yield
rate) estimates for Antarctic minke whales

- Redefinition of appropriate management Areas
-Incorporation of effects arising from the inter-species 

relationships among the whale species .”

627 Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under 
Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and 
Development of New Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1 (2005), pp . 
10-12[Annex 150] .

 
 

5 .21 According to the Memorial of Australia, “JARPA II does not have 

scientific objectives” 628  . The present section explains the scientific 

considerations on which JARPA II’s research objectives are based629 .

A. Objective 1: Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem

5 .22 The 2005 Plan sets forth monitoring the Antarctic ecosystem as its 

first objective . The importance of ecosystem approaches to the management 

of whales has been recognized by the IWC, as mentioned earlier630 .

5 .23 The concept of Antarctic ecosystem is defined in the Convention 

on the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources as follows: “the 

complex of relationships of Antarctic marine living resources with each other 

and with their physical environment” (Article I, paragraph 3) . This concept,

which corresponds to a broadly accepted understanding of the term

“ecosystem” in the scientific literature631, is so well known that it is usually 

used in the scientific arguments without being defined each time632 . For 

example, when JARPA/JARPA II data were used as input for a 2008 joint 

CCAMLR/IWC workshop, whose objective was to review input data 

628 AM, Chapter 5, Section II, A . (paras . 5 .35ff)
629 AM,	 para.	 5.47	 quotes	 IWC	 Resolution	 2007-1, affirming that “the aims of JARPA II do not 

address critically important research needs” . However, as mentioned above paras . 4 .151-4 .155, this 
resolution was adopted by 40-2-1 with 27 States refusing to participate in the voting and a number 
of States expressed its recognition of the scientific values of Japan’s special permit whaling during 
the debate preceding the adoption of the resolution . It is to be noted that the Scientific Committee, 
composed of scientific experts, has never issued a statement that might suggest the lack of scientific 
utility of JARPA II’s objectives .

630 See above, para . 3 .100-3 .102 .
631 Roger J . Lincoln, Geoffrey A . Boxshall and Paul F . Clark, A Dictionary of Ecology, Evolution and 

Systematics (CUP 1982), p . 75 .
632 Compare AM, para . 5 .41: “Japan does not define the Antarctic ecosystem” . For Australia’s 

comments on the research area (AM, p . 211, fn . 598), see below Section 3, A .
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5 .19 These research needs, which constitute the very basis of JARPA II, 

are now elucidated more in detail in relation to specific research objectives .

Section 2.  Objectives

5 .20 The 2005 Plan sets forth JARPA II’s research objectives in detail627 .

Its structure is summarized as follows:

“(1) Monitoring of the Antarctic ecosystem
(i) Monitoring of whale abundance trends and biological

parameters
(ii) Monitoring of krill abundance and the feeding ecology of 

whales
(iii) Monitoring of the effects of contaminants on cetaceans
(iv) Monitoring of cetacean habitat

(2) Modelling competition among whale species and future 
management objectives
(i) Constructing a model of competition among whale species
(ii) New management objectives including the restoration of 

the cetacean ecosystem
-Establishing future management objectives
-Estimating surplus production (and hence allowable 
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(3) Elucidation of temporal and spatial changes in stock structure
(4) Improving the management procedure for Antarctic minke 

whale stocks
-Improvement of MSYR (maximum sustainable yield
rate) estimates for Antarctic minke whales

- Redefinition of appropriate management Areas
-Incorporation of effects arising from the inter-species 
relationships among the whale species .”

627 Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under 
Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and 
Development of New Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1 (2005), pp . 
10-12[Annex 150] .
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required	for	ecosystem	models	being developed to provide management and 

conservation advice on krill predators in the Antarctic marine ecosystem, the 

workshop did not feel it necessary to provide a definition of “Antarctic

marine ecosystem”633 . The IWC, when it discusses issues relating to the

Antarctic marine ecosystem and whale management, does without defining 

the term634 .

Figure 5-1 . Simplified structure of the Antarctic ecosystem635 .

5 .24 The 2005 Plan extensively elucidates why JARPA II sets forth 

633 “Report of the Joint CCAMLR-IWC Workshop to Review Input Data for Antarctic Marine 
Ecosystem Models”, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 11 (Suppl. 2), 2010, pp . 541-586 .

634 See documents referred to in paras . 3 .100-102 .
635 Beddington J R and May R M, “The harvesting of increasing species in a natural ecosystem” (1982) 

247 (5) Scientific American, pp . 62-69 .

 
 

monitoring the Antarctic ecosystem as its first objective 636  . The most 

important considerations are summarized as follows:

“Appropriate utilization and management of whale stocks will 
become possible by understanding how whales respond and adapt 
to changes in the environment and the ecosystem structure .”637

“The effect of worldwide climate changes638, including global 
warming, is becoming apparent in the Antarctic Ocean .”639

“It is therefore necessary to promote surveys of global marine 
ecosystems including the polar regions such as the Antarctic .”640

“In addition to global warming, it is important to monitor 
environmental contaminants such as mercury and PCBs on a 
global scale since they are dispersed worldwide .… [C]ertain kinds 
of pollutants will be highly concentrated in top predators of the 
food web . It is necessary, therefore, to investigate the pattern of 
pollutant accumulation in the top predators themselves and to 
examine how they are biologically affected in order to determine 
the effect of the contaminants .”641

5 .25 For these reasons, the 2005 Plan sets forth four concrete objects of 

monitoring as follows, explaining how the data collected in JARPA II will be 

636 Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under 
Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and 
Development of New Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1 (2005), p . 8 . (“2 . 
Global environmental changes”), pp . 10-11 (“2 . Research objectives ; 1) Monitoring of the 
Antarctic ecosystem”) .

637 Ibid ., p . 10 .
638 JARPA II thus does not purport to examine the climate changes as such: it examines the effect of 

climate changes on whale stocks . Compare AM, para . 5 .42 .
639 Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under

Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and 
Development of New Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1 (2005), p . 5 . The 
2005 Plan furnishes several examples . Air and seawater temperatures have risen in the Antarctic, 
resulting in the major break-up of the Larsen Ice Shelf in 2002 . The rise in temperature is 
particularly evident in the Antarctic Peninsula, where it has risen by as much as 5 degrees Celsius 
in winter, and the receding ice has caused a shift in penguin species distribution . See ibid.

640 Ibid ., p . 8 .
641 Ibid .
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useful in understanding changes in the Antarctic ecosystem642:

“1) Monitoring of the Antarctic ecosystem

…JARPA II will monitor the changes over the years of various 
environmental variables, prey density and abundance, and 
abundances and biological parameters of three baleen whales: the 
Antarctic minke, humpback and fin whales . The obtained data will 
be indicators of changes in the Antarctic ecosystem, and the 
observations and records will have a great significance in 
themselves . Appropriate utilization and management of whale 
stocks will become possible by understanding how whales respond 
and adapt to changes in the environment and the ecosystem 
structure… .
I) MONITORING OF WHALE ABUNDANCE TRENDS AND 

BIOLOGICAL PARAMETERS
JARPA II will monitor changes over the years in abundance by 
mean of sighting surveys, and changes in recruitment, pregnancy 
rate, age at maturity and other biological parameters by sampling 
survey .

II) MONITORING OF KRILL ABUNDANCE AND THE 
FEEDING ECOLOGY OF WHALES

JARPA II will monitor the yearly amount of prey consumption and 
the change in blubber thickness of whales over the years . 
Meso-scale surveys will be conducted, if possible, to investigate 
prey distribution and abundance . Changes in the biological 
environment of whales will be monitored .

III) MONITORING OF THE EFFECTS OF CONTAMINANTS 
ON CETACEANS

The temporal and spatial behaviour of pollutants is global and they 
become highly concentrated through the food web . By 
investigating top predators including cetaceans, JARPA II will 
elucidate the pattern of contaminant accumulation and the effects 
of the toxins on them . Together with other data it should also give 
an accurate picture of global contamination and help predict future 
trends643… .

642 Compare AM, para . 5 .42 .
643 Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under 

 
 

Specific objectives are as follows:
*To elucidate the pattern of pollutant accumulation in whales in 

the Antarctic and the western North Pacific, and the pattern of 
changes in their biological processes;

*To elucidate the pollutant behaviour in the marine ecosystems of 
the Antarctic and the western North Pacific; and

*To elucidate the biological effects of pollutants on cetaceans .

IV) MONITORING OF CETACEAN HABITAT
Monitoring of changes in water temperature, salinity, ice and other 
oceanographic and meteorological factors will be conducted . This 
will make it possible to promptly note changes in the environment 
in connection with the ecosystem model (the second research 
objective) and the management of minke whale stocks (the fourth 
research objective) .”644

5 .26 Australia alleges that Japan neither demonstrates how the data 

collected will be useful in understanding changes in the Antarctic ecosystem,

nor defines what it proposes to achieve pursuant to this objective645 . The 

paragraphs	 of	 the	 2005	 Plan	 quoted	 above	 show	 that	 such	 allegations	 are	

factually incorrect .

5 .27 Under the first objective of JARPA II the yearly trend of several 

biological parameters, in addition to stomach content and blubber thickness 

trend will be investigated using statistical methods . Temporal changes in 

Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and 
Development of New Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1 (2005), p . 15 . The 
plan also indicates that:

“[t]he Antarctic is a remote area, far from the middle latitude regions of the Northern 
Hemisphere, which is the main source of pollutants including organochlorines . The 
Antarctic Ocean is considered the terminus of global contamination, and therefore 
monitoring of the area is important in considering future global contamination . The area 
also has significance as a control region for considering biological effects on cetaceans in 
the North Pacific, which is close to the contamination sources .”

644 Ibid ., pp . 10-11 .
645 AM, para . 5 .42 .
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those parameters have been demonstrated under the JARPA research and 

they suggest changes in the ecosystem . Under the second objective, 

ecosystem models will be developed and the output of the models will allow 

for an interpretation of the changes observed646 .

B. Objective 2: Modelling Competition among Whale Species and 

Future Management Objectives

Figure 5-2 . Modelling competition among whale species in the Antarctic (source: 
Institute of Cetacean Research) .

5 .28 The scientific background for Objective 2 of JARPA II is also 

explained in the 2005 Plan in detail . The most important elements are as 

follows:

646 Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under 
Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and 
Development of New Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1 (2005), pp . 14-17 .

 
 

“The results of the JARPA sighting surveys indicate a rapid 
recovery of the once depleted humpback and fin whales, while the 
increasing trend in abundance of Antarctic minke whales, that had 
been indicated after other larger baleen whales were substantially 
decreased due to past over hunting, has been halted . These results 
suggest the possibility that the composition of baleen whales in the 
Antarctic is starting to undergo a major shift at the present 
time .”647

“JARPA	 II	 intends	 to	 monitor	 the	 quantitative	 and	 qualitative	
changes of important species of whales, pinnipeds and possibly 
sea birds, and the environmental factors surrounding them . The 
goal is to construct a competition model among whale species 
based on the data obtained . JARPA II thus aims to contribute to the 
establishment of a new and improved management system for 
whales based on the ecosystem approach .”648

“Looking to the future, the IWC will need to consider a 
multi-species management approach in the Antarctic Ocean, which 
has the world’s largest whale resources, for the conservation and 
sustainable use of these resources . Multi-species management also 
should allow for the recovery of depleted whale species . JARPA II 
should make great contributions towards this goal .”649

“[A]lthough the matter has not yet been taken up at the IWC650,
the necessity of a multi-species management approach has been 
recognised worldwide, and some such approaches are already in 
place in the U .S . and Norway (North Pacific Fishery Management 
Council, 2002; Ministry of Fisheries, 2004) . Many baleen whales 
commonly consume krill in the Antarctic ecosystem, and as stated 
above, results from JARPA are consistent with the behaviour to be 

647 Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under 
Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and 
Development of New Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1 (2005), p . 5 .

648 Ibid .
649 Ibid ., p . 6 .
650 The Scientific Committee has now started discussions to incorporate multi-species approach into 

the RMP (“Report of the Working Group on Ecosystem Modelling”, IWC/63/Rep1, Annex K1, 
Report of the Scientific Committee (2011) pp . 8, 19, 43-44, 
<http://iwcoffice .org/sci_com/screport .htm> accessed 14 February 2012) and contribution from 
JARPA/JARPA II will be important for these discussions of the Scientific Committee .
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expected of baleen whale populations competing for a dominant 
single food resource, krill . Therefore, it is necessary for the IWC, 
as well as its member countries, to develop a management method 
based on multi-species models .”651

“[One] of the deficiencies of the current RMP is the zero catch 
quota	 that	 it	 turns	 out	 when	 carrying	 capacity	 declines	 due	 to	
competition among whale species . The decrease in abundance 
caused by the competition is misinterpreted by the current RMP as 
an over-hunting so that catches are set unnecessarily low . That part 
needs also to be improved by the use of more realistic 
multi-whale-species models .”652

5 .29 It is also to be noted that the 2005 Review Meeting agreed that the 

results obtained from JARPA provided clear support for the need to take 

species-interaction (ecosystem) effects into account in understanding the 

dynamics of the baleen whale species in the Antarctic ecosystem, and 

predicting future trends in their abundance and population structure653 .

5 .30 On the basis of these scientific considerations, the 2005 Plan sets 

forth two concrete research objectives:

“I) CONSTRUCTING A MODEL OF COMPETITION AMONG 
WHALE SPECIES

…We need to consider hypotheses654 related to this competition 

and clarify the mechanism of resource fluctuation to be able to 

651 Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under 
Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and 
Development of New Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1 (2005), p . 9 .

652 Ibid ., p . 10 .
653 “Report of the Review Meeting of the Japanese Whale Research Program under Special Permit in 

the Antarctic (JARPA) called by the Government of Japan, Tokyo, 18-20 January 2005”, SC/57/O6 
(2005), p . 15 .

654 Several hypotheses and models are discussed in the Plan for JARPA II . Government of Japan, “Plan 
for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under Special Permit in the 
Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and Development of New 
Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1 (2005), pp . 15-16 and its Appendix 5 .

 
 

construct a model that will show the dynamics of competitive 

whale species to better allow the sustainable use of resources in the 

future… .

II) NEW MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES INCLUDING THE 

RESTORATION OF THE CETACEAN ECOSYSTEM

Little can be achieved by using a single species management 

system for monitoring the whole ecosystem and identifying 

measures for the recovery of depleted cetaceans, in the context of 

changing cetacean population balance . Management objectives and 

policies including the major whale species are necessary . JARPA II 

will look into specific matters shown below and contribute to the 

future work of the IWC Scientific Committee .

* Establishing future management objectives…

* Estimating surplus production (and hence allowable catch) by 

species under some of the management objectives…

* Contribute towards a multi-whale-species management .”655

5 .31 In this connection, the Memorial of Australia states that “the 

investigation of [the krill surplus] hypothesis is simply not achievable 

through Japan’s whaling”656 . JARPA II, however, does not purport to verify 

the validity of the krill surplus hypothesis . What it tries to do is to 

incorporate data on other animals/fish that prey on krill in order to develop a

“model of competition among whale species”, considering several 

hypotheses explaining changes in abundance of baleen whale species, 

655 Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under 
Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and 
Development of New Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1 (2005), pp . 11-12 .

656 AM, para . 5 .43 .
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651 Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under 
Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and 
Development of New Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1 (2005), p . 9 .

652 Ibid ., p . 10 .
653 “Report of the Review Meeting of the Japanese Whale Research Program under Special Permit in 

the Antarctic (JARPA) called by the Government of Japan, Tokyo, 18-20 January 2005”, SC/57/O6 
(2005), p . 15 .

654 Several hypotheses and models are discussed in the Plan for JARPA II . Government of Japan, “Plan 
for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under Special Permit in the 
Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and Development of New 
Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1 (2005), pp . 15-16 and its Appendix 5 .
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whale species to better allow the sustainable use of resources in the 

future… .
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655 Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under 
Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and 
Development of New Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1 (2005), pp . 11-12 .

656 AM, para . 5 .43 .
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including the krill surplus hypothesis657 . Australia’s allegations that JARPA 

II is not designed or not conducted to verify the validity of the krill surplus 

hypothesis658 are thus beside the point .

Figure 5-3 . Conceptual chart on the input, output and goal of the ecosystem models 
under JARPA II (source: Institute of Cetacean Research) .

C. Objective 3: Elucidation of Temporal and Spatial Changes in

Stock Structure

5 .32 The scientific background for this research objective is provided in 

the 2005 Plan as follows:

657 Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under 
Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and 
Development of New Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1 (2005), pp . 11, 15 .

658 AM, para . 5 .59 .

 
 

“Information on stock structure of the main whale species 
comprising the Antarctic marine ecosystem is also important for a 
better interpretation of the abundance estimates and trends, for 
estimation of biological parameters and for the implementation of 
management procedures .”659

5 .33 On this scientific basis, the 2005 Plan sets forth Objective 3 as 

follows:

“As shown in Appendix 3, there is not sufficient information on 
current stock structure of fin and blue whales in the Antarctic . Most 
of the available information comes from the period of commercial 
whaling and is based on non-genetic data… . These species have 
experienced substantial changes in abundance and it is possible that 
the current stock structure does not match that described in the past . 
The research objective here is to investigate current stock structure 
and to compare it to that suggested in the past .

…[Humpback and Antarctic minke whales] have also experienced 
changes in abundance over the years and therefore temporal 
changes in the stock structure can be expected . The research 
objective here is to investigate shifts in stock boundaries (or 
equivalently	changes	of	the	relative	proportions	of	stocks	in	mixing	
areas) on a temporal (yearly) basis .”660

D. Objective 4: Improving the Management Procedure for

Antarctic Minke Whale Stocks

5 .34 The 2005 Plan explains the scientific background for the fourth 

and last research objective as follows:

659 Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under 
Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and 
Development of New Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1 (2005), p . 10 .

660 Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under 
Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and 
Development of New Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1 (2005), p . 12 .
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“Although the IWC Scientific Committee completed the Revised 
Management Procedure for the regulation of commercial whaling 
in 1992 (IWC, 1993661), with the exception of operations carried 
out by Norway that has lodged an objection, whaling based on the 
RMP has not been resumed to this day . The RMP is overly 
concerned with the protection of whale stocks and thus too 
conservative in terms of rational utilization of resources . Stock 
hypotheses, tuning levels, MSYR and other parameters are chosen 
unduly conservatively because of argued uncertainties in biological 
understanding .… It is therefore of primary importance to conduct 
research that will reduce the range of uncertainties in such factors, 
as is the aim of JARPA II .”662

“We need better estimation of the MSYR in order to respond to 
any concerns over the implementation of the RMP and to improve 
its likely deficiencies concerning inefficient utilization of whale 
resources . Currently, RMP Small Areas for minke whales in the 
Antarctic have been established as longitudinal sectors of 10°, but 
at the very least, we need to redefine appropriate Small Area
according to information on stock structure .”663

5 .35 On the basis of these scientific considerations, the 2005 Plan sets 

forth Objective 4 as follows:

“4) Improving the management procedure for Antarctic minke 
whale stocks

JARPA II research objectives will ultimately lead to the 
improvement of the whale stock management procedures . In other 
words, the first objective will provide information on biological 
parameters (such as MSYR) necessary for managing the stocks 
more efficiently under a revised RMP, the second will lead to 
examining a multi-species management model for the future and 

661 “Report of the Scientific Committee”, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 43, 1993, pp . 57-62, and pp . 
146-152, Annex H [Annex 89, 90] .

662 Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under 
Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and 
Development of New Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1 (2005), pp . 8-9 .

663 Ibid ., p . 10 .

 
 

the third will supply information for establishing management
areas in the Antarctic Ocean .…

In view of the above, JARPA II will attempt to provide data for the 
following improvements:
* Improvement of MSYR estimates for Antarctic minke whales;
* Redefinition of appropriate management Areas; and
* Incorporation of effects arising from the inter-species 

relationships among the whale species . For instance, should the 
carrying capacity for the minke decline due to competition with 
other whale species, minke whale stocks would still be at their 
full capacity and a robust level even if abundance decreased for 
this	 reason.	 With	 the	 current	 RMP,	 the	 catch	 quota	 for	 the	
foregoing scenario would be heavily (but unnecessarily) reduced, 
even to zero; it would fail to function as a realistic basis for 
management and needs to be improved .”664

5 .36 Although Australia alleges that “[i]t is unclear whether Japan 

proposes to improve the RMP or replace it entirely”665, it is clear from the 

above	 paragraphs	 quoted	 from	 the	 2005	Plan	 that	 JARPA	 II	 is	 intended	 to	

collect data and information to improve the RMP . Regarding the RMP, the 

Memorial of Australia claims that “the Scientific Committee examined and 

satisfactorily resolved the very issues that Japan now proposes to address”666 .

However, the MSYR of interest for management established upon a 

multi-species model may be different from that established upon a single 

species model . The Scientific Committee has in fact considered possible 

multi-species effects (such as time-varying carrying capacity) on the 

performance of the CLA, which currently uses single-species operating 

models667, and is now preparing to consider the RMP in the context of 

664 Ibid ., p . 12 .
665 AM, para . 5 .44 .
666 AM, para . 5 .45 . See also M . Mangel, para . 3 .29: “I know of no peer-reviewed published paper that 

demonstrates fundamental flaws with the RMP that can only be corrected through field-based 
programs that involve lethal take .”

667 “Report of the Sub-Committee on the Revised Management Procedure”, Annex D, Report of the 
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multi-species operating models668 . Analyses conducted under Objective 4 are 

relevant to this exercise .

5 .37 Australia further contends that “Japan has given no identification 

that it intends to make a proposal for revising the RMP”669 . It is however 

clear	 from	 the	 above	quotes	 that	 Japan	does	 intend	 to	propose	 revisions	 to	

improve the RMP . Detailed and intensive analyses are currently underway, 

following the first six-year research phase that ended in 2011 .

Section 3. Details of the Research Project

A.  Research Area

5 .38 The research area for JARPAII is the same as the later years 

(1995/96-2004/05) of JARPA, i .e ., Areas III East, IV, V and VI West670 . The 

area between 35°E-175°E and the area between 130°E-145°W are to be 

surveyed alternately each season, which means the area between 

130°E-175°E is to be surveyed every year . However, under JARPA II, the 

area for the research take was slightly narrowed from south of 60°S to south 

of 62°S671 . The area was slightly modified because sighting data from 

JARPA showed that the density index of Antarctic minke whale was low in 

the latitudinal band between 60°S and 62°S672, the area which covered less 

Scientific Committee, IWC/63/Rep1, pp . 3-4, <http://www .iwcoffice .org/_documents/sci_com/
SCRepFiles2011/Annex%20D%20-%20RMP .pdf> accessed 14 February 2012 [Annex 124] .

668 Ibid .
669 AM, para . 5 .46 .
670 See Figure 4-1 .
671 Research take of fin whales is to be conducted in Areas III East + IV (south of 62°S) and Areas V + 

VI West (south of 62°S) alternately each season, and that of humpback whales is to be conducted in 
Area IV (south of 62°S) and Area V (south of 62°S) alternately each season .

672 Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under 

 
 

than 10 percent of the whole latitude range . This indicated that sampling of 

Antarctic minke whales in this latitudinal band was of low scientific 

importance .

5 .39 The Memorial of Australia claims that JARPA II’s research area is 

too small673 . However, when the appropriateness of the research area of 

JARPA II is considered, it is important to bear in mind that it is a scientific 

research programme for pursuing the realization of sustainable use of whale 

resources in the Antarctic . As	quoted	above,	JARPA	II	conducts	research on 

the Antarctic ecosystem because “[a]ppropriate utilization and management 

of whale stocks will become possible by understanding how whales respond 

and adapt to changes in the environment and the ecosystem structure”674 .

This explains why it covers Areas III East, IV, V and VI West, which are 

regarded as potential whaling grounds, rather than the whole Antarctic 

Ocean .

5 .40 The Report of the 2006 IWC JARPA Final Review Workshop

stressed the importance of obtaining samples from the breeding areas675 . It 

must be noted however that the locations of breeding grounds of the 

Antarctic minke whales are unknown, except in waters off Brazil676 . In any 

case, research under the JARPA demonstrated that the analyses of samples in 

the feeding grounds are informative of the stock structure of Antarctic minke 

Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and 
Development of New Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1 (2005), p . 14 .

673 AM, para . 5 .41 .
674 See above, para . 5 .24 .
675 “Report of the Intersessional Workshop to Review Data and Results from Special Permit Research 

on Minke Whales in the Antarctic, Tokyo, 4-8 December 2006”, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 10 
(Suppl.), 2008, p . 421 [Annex 113] . See also AM, para . 5 .90 .

676 S . T . Buckland,and E . I . Duff , “Analysis of the Southern Hemisphere minke whale mark-recovery 
data”, Rep. int Whal. Commn 39, 1989, pp . 121-143 .
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whale677 .

B.  Research Period

5 .41 JARPA II started from the 2005/06 austral summer season . The 

first two seasons (2005/06 and 2006/07) were dedicated to feasibility studies 

in order to examine the practicability and appropriateness of sighting 

methods in the enlarged area and sampling procedures given the increased 

sample size and additional species678 . Since the species targets of JARPA II 

included bigger whales, methods for catching, flensing and taking biological 

measurements of large body-sized whales were also tested679 . The full-scale 

JARPA II started from the 2007/08 season680 .

5 .42 JARPA II is a long-term research programme and has no specified 

termination date because its primary objective (i.e. monitoring the Antarctic 

ecosystem) requires	 a	 continuing	 programme of research . The necessity of 

continuous research is explicitly stated in Article VIII(4) of the ICRW,

which provides that “continuous collection and analysis of biological data …

are indispensable to sound and constructive management of the whale 

fisheries”681 . It is also to be noted that, while JARPA was designed to 

estimate such items as age, age at maturity, pregnancy rate, and blubber 

677 L . A . Pastene, “What do we know about the stock structure of the Antarctic minke whale? A 
summary of studies and hypotheses”, SC/D06/J12, Report of the Intersessional Workshop to 
Review Data and Results from Special Permit Research on Minke Whales in the Antarctic, J. 
Cetacean Res. Manage. 10 (Suppl.), 2008; “Report of the Scientific Committee”, J. Cetacean Res. 
Manage. 10 (Suppl.), 2008, p . 58 [Annex 111] .

678 Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under 
Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and 
Development of New Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1 (2005), p . 19 .

679 Ibid .
680 Ibid ., p . 13 .
681 Emphasis added . Compare AM, para . 5 .42: “JARPA II has no defined endpoint .”

 
 

thickness for a whale species at a particular time period or for a particular 

year class (cohort), JARPA II has the purpose of detecting changes over a 

period of time for such items as age at maturity and blubber thickness682 .

5 .43 JARPA II is structured to progress in six-year phases . Since the 

programme needs to detect changes over a period of time, at least two data 

points (on a time basis) is needed . Furthermore, a third data point adds 

substantial certainty to the detection of an increasing or decreasing trend . 

JARPA II thus adopts three data points . As research is carried out in two 

research areas alternately, six years are needed . 

5 .44 Therefore, JARPA II is to be kept under periodic scientific review 

on the basis of its six-year term research phases683 . With the accumulation of 

data from the six-year phases, revisions of the programme will be made as 

appropriate based primarily on IWC reviews684 .

682 Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under 
Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and 
Development of New Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1 (2005), pp . 14-15
(Objective 1) .

683 Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under 
Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and 
Development of New Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1 (2005), p . 13 . This 
review at the end of a six-year	period	is	not	mentioned	in	the	AM,	which	quotes	comments	made	by	
some members of the Scientific Committee alleging that the JARPA II proposal “has no time limit 
by which it can be assessed” (AM, para . 5 .42) . The Memorial also fails to mention the response to 
those comments, which states that “JARPA II will be reviewed at the end of the first six years of 
the	research,	and	results	will	be	evaluated.	Revisions	will	be	made	to	the	programme	if	required .” 
H . Hatanaka et al ., “Response to Appendix 2”, Annex O1, Report of the Scientific Committee, 
J.Cetacean Res.Manage . 8 (Suppl.), 2006, p . 263 [Annex 152] .

684 Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under 
Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and 
Development of New Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1 (2005), p . 13 .
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thickness for a whale species at a particular time period or for a particular 

year class (cohort), JARPA II has the purpose of detecting changes over a 

period of time for such items as age at maturity and blubber thickness682 .

5 .43 JARPA II is structured to progress in six-year phases . Since the 

programme needs to detect changes over a period of time, at least two data 

points (on a time basis) is needed . Furthermore, a third data point adds 

substantial certainty to the detection of an increasing or decreasing trend . 

JARPA II thus adopts three data points . As research is carried out in two 

research areas alternately, six years are needed . 

5 .44 Therefore, JARPA II is to be kept under periodic scientific review 

on the basis of its six-year term research phases683 . With the accumulation of 

data from the six-year phases, revisions of the programme will be made as 

appropriate based primarily on IWC reviews684 .

682 Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under 
Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and 
Development of New Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1 (2005), pp . 14-15
(Objective 1) .

683 Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under 
Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and 
Development of New Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1 (2005), p . 13 . This 
review at the end of a six-year	period	is	not	mentioned	in	the	AM,	which	quotes	comments	made	by	
some members of the Scientific Committee alleging that the JARPA II proposal “has no time limit 
by which it can be assessed” (AM, para . 5 .42) . The Memorial also fails to mention the response to 
those comments, which states that “JARPA II will be reviewed at the end of the first six years of 
the	research,	and	results	will	be	evaluated.	Revisions	will	be	made	to	the	programme	if	required .” 
H . Hatanaka et al ., “Response to Appendix 2”, Annex O1, Report of the Scientific Committee, 
J.Cetacean Res.Manage . 8 (Suppl.), 2006, p . 263 [Annex 152] .

684 Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under 
Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and 
Development of New Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1 (2005), p . 13 .
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C.  Research Items and Methods

1. Necessity of Lethal Sampling

5 .45 JARPA II effectively combines sighting and sampling methods, as 

explained in the 2005 Plan685 . The research items and methods for the 

JARPA II being basically the same as those employed for JARPA, the 

explanation for the necessity of lethal sampling provided regarding 

JARPA686 also applies to JARPA II .

5 .46 Therefore,	 the	 question	 is	 not	 whether	 lethal	 research	 is	 allowed	

under the ICRW (which it clearly is: see Article VIII), but whether lethal 

research is necessary to achieve the objectives of JARPA II .

5 .47 Lethal research is indispensable in JARPA II . Internal organs such 

as earplugs for age determination, ovaries and testes for sexual maturity 

determination, and dorsal vertebrae for physical maturity determination are 

essential for estimating trends in ages at sexual and physical maturity687,

pregnancy rate 688 , and temporal trends in recruitments based on VPA 

analyses (Objective 1 of JARPA II); detailed measurements of blubber 

thickness are important to estimate trend in body conditions689 (Objective 1 

of	 JARPA	 II),	 quantitative	 information	 on	 stomach	 content	 to	 investigate	

temporal trends in this parameter690 (Objective 1 of JARPA II) . Information 

on stomach contents is used as input parameter for the development of 

685 Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under 
Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and 
Development of New Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1 (2005), p . 14 .

686 See above, paras . 4 .46-4 .83 .
687 See above, paras . 4 .46-4 .83 .
688 See above, paras . 4 .46-4 .83 .
689 See above, paras . 4 .46-4 .83 .
690 See above, paras . 4 .46-4 .83 .

 
 

ecosystem models (Objective 2 of JARPA II) .

5 .48 Australia alleges that “types of models proposed in association 

with	JARPA	II	do	not	 require	 the	 information	collected	from	Japan’s lethal 

take”691 . However, the kind of data to be used as input in the models depends 

on the kind of models to be used . The experience in JARPN II suggests that

the	most	typical	input	data	would	be	qualitative	and	quantitative	information	

on diet consumption, abundance of predators and prey species, and some 

biological parameters . Information on the functional response (the intake rate 

of a consumer as a function of food density) is also very important for the 

models . The accomplishment of the first six years of JARPN II definitely 

shows that the information collected from lethal sampling is necessary and 

useful to construct a model of competition among whale species proposed

and this applies also to JARPA II692 .

5 .49 As explained in detail above693, currently none of these data can be 

obtained by non-lethal methods . It is true that the 2009 Report of the Expert 

Workshop on JARPN II mentions “the increasing success of satellite tagging 

programmes for several whale species”694 . It is also to be noted that the 

Memorial of Australia refers to the Southern Ocean Research Partnership

(SORP), which “employs modern non-lethal methods”695 . However, the 

investigators involved in SORP themselves admitted, as late as in 2011, that:

691 AM, para . 5 .64 .
692 “Report of the Expert Workshop to Review the Ongoing JARPN II Program”, J. Cetacean Res. 

Manage. 11 (Suppl.), 2010, pp . 410-411 . 
693 See above, paras . 4 .55-4 .83 .
694 “Report of the Expert Workshop to Review the Ongoing JARPN II Program”, J. Cetacean Res. 

Manage. 11 (Suppl. 2), 2010, p . 420, sec . 6 .3 .3 . See also, AM, para . 5 .55 .
695 AM, para . 5 .60 .
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“[T]he area to the south of Australia and the South Pacific was 
difficult for logistic operations and, while they were hopeful of 
future tagging opportunities on the feeding grounds [= the south of 
Australia and the South Pacific], these were uncertain”696 .

5 .50 The attachment of satellite tags is even less practical regarding

faster swimming whale species such as the minke whales . Although it is less 

difficult regarding species like humpback or right whales697, which are easier 

to approach – note however that the SORP investigators delivered the 

statement	just	quoted	regarding	humpback whales – the number of tags that 

can be attached is not sufficiently large for population-level analyses even in 

these species698 .

5 .51 The Memorial of Australia refers to CEMP to try to convince the 

Court that lethal methods are unnecessary for JARPA II . According to 

Australia, “CEMP studies krill and a range of krill-dependent species . . . . 

Scientists in CEMP use over 20 different non-lethal standardised 

methods .”699 However, target species of CEMP are penguins, flying birds,

seals and non krill-dependent species700 . Since their biological characteristics, 

696 Statement delivered by the investigators participating in the SORP project, “Report of the Scientific 
Committee” (30 May – 11 June 2011) IWC/63/Rep1, p . 64,
<http://iwcoffice .org/sci_com/screport .htm> accessed 14 February 2012 . In addition, one of the 
articles	quoted	in	Professor	Mangel’s	Assessment	(AM,	Appendix	2,	para . 5 .34) to support the 
usefulness of satellite tags (Mate et al ., “The evolution of satellite-monitored radio tags for large 
whales: One laboratory’s experience” (2007) 54 Deep-Sea Research II, p . 235) says that “[m]ost of 
our tagging projects have taken place within 30 km from shore” . The experience of this research is 
thus not valuable for cases of oceanic-offshore markings, as it is the case of JARPA II .

697 Mate et al . (fn 77, pp . 224-227) refers to tags deployed on blue, fin, humpback, gray, right and 
sperm	whales	but	not	minke	whales.	The	other	two	articles	quoted	in	Professor	Mangel’s	
Assessment (AM, Appendix 2, para . 5 .34) say nothing about the practicability of the attachment of 
tags .

698 N . Gales, M .C . Double, S . Robinson, C . Jenner, M . Jenner, E . King, J . Gedamke, D . Paton and B . 
Raymon, “Satellite tracking of southbound East Australian humpback whales (Megaptera 
novaeangliae): challenging the feast or famine model for migrating whales”, SC/61/SH17, 
presented to the IWC Scientific Committee (June 2009) .

699 AM, para . 5 .61 .
700 Commission for the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources, CCAMLR Ecosystem 

 
 

such as habitats, behaviour and size, are totally different from those of 

whales, research methods applied to them do not necessarily apply to whales .

5 .52 A variety of data/samples have been obtained through lethal 

sampling under JARPA II . The status of data and samples obtained by 

JARPA II was reported to the Scientific Committee at its 2011 annual 

meeting held in Tromsø, Norway701 .

2. Scientific Basis of the Targeted Species and the Sample Size

(1) Targeted Species

5 .53 As indicated above, one of the objectives of JARPA II is to improve 

the management procedure for Antarctic minke whale stocks702, since this 

most abundant species in the Antarctic is a potential target of future 

commercial whaling there . Sampling Antarctic minke whales is thus 

indispensable to achieve JARPA II’s objectives .

5 .54 The 2005 Plan explains why humpback and fin whales should also 

be sampled under JARPA II as follows:

“Since the ecosystem is undergoing a major shift, we should have a 
better management tool to achieve appropriate utilization of more 
than one whale species with a better RMP, as the current RMP is a 
basically single species management model .

Monitoring Program, Standard Methods, Part I . 
<http://www .ccamlr .org/pu/e/e_pubs/std-meth04 .pdf#search=%27CCAMLR%20CEMP%20Pengui
n%20Flying%20birds%20Seal%27> accessed 14 February 2012,

701 “Effect	of	the	March	11	earthquake	and	tsunami	on	JARPAII/JARPNII	data	and	samples”,	ANNEX	
P1, ANNEX P in the Report of the Scientific Committee, IWC/63/Rep1,
<http://iwcoffice .org/sci_com/screport .htm> accessed 14 February 2012, p . 2 (Table 1: Status of 
data and samples obtained by JARPA II (2005/06-)) . As seen in ANNEX P1, some parts of such 
data and samples, stored in a Pacific coastal city of Ishinomaki, were lost or damaged by the huge 
earthquake	and	subsequent tsunami that hit Japan on March 11 2011 .

702 See above, paras . 5 .34-5 .37 .
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To this end, there is a need to: a) to monitor cetaceans and various 
environmental factors in their habitats (population trend, biological 
parameters such as age at maturity, krill abundance, oceanographic 
environment, etc .); b) to construct a competition model among 
whale species, verifying various hypotheses based on the data 
obtained by past JARPA and through future monitoring, and c) to 
establish future management objectives . For instance, it may be 
possible and desirable, through selective harvesting, to accelerate 
the recovery of blue and fin whales toward the [stock levels of the]
early days when the blue and fin whales were the dominant species . 
Sustainable use of these resources as a management objective 
would be assisted by models that investigate the effects of takes of 
one species of whales on another .

It is essential for the construction of such models to obtain data not 
only of the Antarctic minke but also humpback and fin whales 
through the research programs . There is a need to build an 
ecosystem model, taking due account of the competition for krill 
among whale species, based on the monitoring data obtained and 
other information, while utilizing data from CCAMLR concerning 
other krill predators .”703

5 .55 Sampling of minke, humpback and fin whales in two Areas 

indicated above704 also provides an important opportunity to gain insight into 

the dynamics of whale and inter-species competition through comparative 

analysis . It was regarded as neither important nor appropriate to include other 

whale species, such as blue whales or Southern right whales, because of their 

very low abundance (biomass), in the light of Objective 1 of JARPA II 

(Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem) as well as the conservation of those 

depleted species .

703 Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under 
Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and 
Development of New Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1 (2005), pp . 9-10 .

704 See above, paras . 5 .38-5 .40 .

 
 

5 .56 In Area IV, Antarctic minke whales may be decreasing in response 

to competition with other whale species, including humpback and fin whales 

in particular, recovery of humpback whales of Breeding-Stock D may soon 

slow as they approach their pristine level, and fin whales are increasing705 .

By contrast, in Area V, there is less evidence of negative impacts of 

competition on minke whales at present, since humpback whales of 

Breeding-Stock E are at relatively lesser proportion of their pristine 

abundance than in Area IV . It is however likely that together with fin whales 

humpback whales in this area will continue to increase706 . Thus the different 

possible comparisons across species and Areas are expected to provide 

important	 potential	 insight	 into	 whale	 dynamics,	 and	 consequently	

appropriate management actions for sustainable utilization707 .

(2) Sample Size

(i) Antarctic Minke Whales

5 .57 The 2005 Plan furnishes scientific considerations on the basis of 

which the sample size of minke whales is set at 850 ± 10%708 . A more 

detailed scientific explanation is provided in its Appendices 6-8 709  .

Australia’s allegations that “Japan has never provided a coherent scientific 

705 K . Matsuoka, T . Hakamada, H . Kiwada, H . Murase and S . Nishiwaki, “Distribution and 
standardized abundance estimates for humpback, fin and blue whales in the Antarctic Areas IIIE, 
IV, V and VIW (35°E-145°W), south of 60°S”, SC/D06/J7, p . 37, presented to the Intersessional 
Workshop to Review Data and Results from Special Permit Research on Minke Whales in the 
Antarctic (4-8 December 2006) .

706 Ibid.
707 Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under 

Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and 
Development of New Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1 (2005), p . 14 .

708 Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under 
Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and 
Development of New Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1 (2005), pp . 17-18 .

709 Ibid., pp . 63-79 .
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rationale for its sample size”710 or that “[t]he process for setting sample 

sizes in JARPA II ‘is not based on solid statistical reasoning or analyses of 

the	accuracy	required	to	meet	objectives’”711, need to be evaluated in light of 

the detailed scientific and statistical explanations provided in the above 

documents submitted by Japan to the Scientific Committee . The following 

paragraphs explain only very basic considerations .

(a) Basic Principles

5 .58 It is possible to construct a very basic table	of	the	required	sample	

sizes by using only three factors: size of the population subject to research, 

the maximum margin of errors and a confidence interval (i .e . a specified 

probability that the value of a parameter lies within a calculated range)712 . If

this table is used for the case of minke whales in JARPA II (suppose 

population size: 761,000 (IWC 1990); margin of errors: 3 .5%; and 

confidence	interval:	95%),	the	required sample size would be 783 .

5 .59 The sample size calculation for research whaling follows the 

established statistical procedures but is far more complex than the simple 

model shown in the previous paragraph because research whaling is designed 

to collect multiple data for analysis . Under JARPA II, more than 100 data 

items and biological samples are collected from each and every whale 

sampled713 . For	 each	 data	 item,	 the	 degree	 of	 data	 dispersion,	 required	

accuracy for analysis, and other data characteristics are different .

710 AM, para . 5 .72 .
711 AM, para . 5 .77 .
712 The Research Advisors, “Sample size table from the Research Advisors”, 

<http://research-advisors .com/tools/SampleSize .htm> accessed 14 February 2012 [Annex 205] . The 
table is established using the formula by Robert Krejcie and Daryle W . Morgan in their 1970 article 
“Determining Sample Size for Research Activities” (1970) 30 Educational and Psychological 
Measurement, pp . 607-610 .

713 See above, paras . 5 .45-5 .52 .

 
 

5 .60 In order to illustrate how the sample size is determined for a 

research item, a few examples regarding minke whales714 are provided 

below . While these are some of the most important research items for the 

scientific objectives of JARPA II, they do not represent the whole spectrum 

of the research . A full scientific explanation is provided in the 2005 Plan715

and its Appendices 6-8 .

(b) Example: Age at Maturity

5 .61 The 2005 Plan furnishes scientific considerations on the basis of 

which the sample size of minke whales is set at 850 ± 10%716 . A more 

detailed scientific explanation is provided in its Appendix 6 “Sample sizes of 

Antarctic	 minke,	 humpback	 and	 fin	 whales	 required	 for	 statistical	

examination of yearly trend in biological parameters” . By way of illustration, 

the following explanation will show succinctly how sample size is 

determined as regards research on the age at sexual maturity .

5 .62 Age at maturity for an individual whale changes in response to 

nutritional conditions . When changes of the age at maturity for a whole 

whale stock or species are detected, either an increasing trend or a decreasing 

one, changes in the marine ecosystem including the whale habitat as well as 

in the relationship among different whale species are suspected .

714 The same approach was used for the calculation of the sample sizes for other species included in 
JARPA II (i .e . humpback and fin whales) .

715 Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under 
Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and 
Development of New Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1 (2005), pp . 17-19 . 
[Annex 150]

716 Ibid ., pp . 17-18 .
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5 .63 In the case of Antarctic minke whales, their habitat and food 

availability were greatly improved as a result of the over-harvest of other 

species of whales (e.g . blue whales, humpback whales, and fin whales) 

during the heyday of commercial whaling717 . As a result, minke whales 

became mature earlier . It was estimated that their age at maturity had 

decreased (i .e . matured at a younger age) by 0 .2 years annually during the 

days of commercial whaling718 . It is also understood that the decreasing 

trend of their age at maturity had come to equilibrium	from	the	cohorts	born	

in 1970 as the number of minke whales had increased to reach the carrying 

capacity of the Antarctic marine ecosystem719 .

5 .64 While the age at maturity of minke whales had decreased by 0 .2 

years annually in the past, it is expected that the increase in this biological 

parameter, if it happens in relation to the observed increase in the number of 

whales of other species, would be more gradual than the past decrease of the 

age at maturity720 . Therefore, the JARPA II research plan is designed to 

detect an annual change of 0 .1 years in age at maturity .

5 .65 Furthermore, if change is happening in the Antarctic marine 

ecosystem, it is desirable to find it as promptly as possible . Two data points 

717 Y . Fujise, H . Hatanaka, and S . Ohsumi, “What has happened to the Antarctic minke whale stocks? 
– An interprepation of results from JARPA” (2006) SC/D06/J26, p . 15, presented to the JARPA 
Review Meeting (December 2006) .

718 Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under 
Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and 
Development of New Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1 (2005), pp . 17-18 . 
See also Figure 4-4 .

719 Ibid .
720 Takeharu Bando, Takashi Hakamada, Ryoko Zenitani, Yoshihiro Fujise, Eiji Tanaka and Hidehiro 

Kato,	 “Sample	 sizes	 of	 Antarctic	 minke,	 humpback	 and	 fin	 whales	 required	 for	 statistical	
examination of yearly trend in biological parameters”, Appendix 6, Plan for the Second Phase of 
the Japanese Whale Research Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) –
Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and Development of New Management Objectives for 
Whale Resources, SC/57/O1 (2005), pp . 65-66 .

 
 

(e.g.	 years	2000	and	2001)	 is	 the	minimum	data	 requirement	 to	 compare	 a	

change . However, it is highly uncertain to suggest a trend from only two data 

points . Three data points adds substantial certainty to the detection of an 

increasing or decreasing trend . As JARPA II covers two research areas 

alternately, six years would be needed to obtain three data points (i .e . years) 

from both research areas . This six year period is used to calculate the sample 

size .

5 .66 In summary, for the calculation of a sample size for the detection 

of changes in the age at maturity of minke whales, conditions were 

established as follows .

- size of the population subject to research: several hundred 
thousand721

- target length of years to detect changes: 6 years
- rate of change to detect: 0 .1 years per year

5 .67 By applying these conditions, the established statistical formula for 

calculating sample size produces 1,288 samples per year as the necessary 

sample size722 . If the rate of change to detect is increased to 0 .15 years per 

year, the sample size is 594 .

(c) Example: Pregnancy Rate

5 .68 Since the minke whale population had been increasing from the 

days of commercial	whaling	and	 reached	 its	equilibrium	around 1970, it is 

721 Takeharu Bando, Takashi Hakamada, Ryoko Zenitani, Yoshihiro Fujise, Eiji Tanaka and Hidehiro 
Kato,	 “Sample	 sizes	 of	 Antarctic	 minke,	 humpback	 and	 fin	 whales	 required	 for	 statistical	
examination of yearly trend in biological parameters”, Appendix 6, Plan for the Second Phase of 
the Japanese Whale Research Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) –
Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and Development of New Management Objectives for 
Whale Resources,  SC/57/O1 (2005) .

722 Ibid .
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expected	to	stay	at	the	equilibrium	or	start	decreasing	because	of	competition	

with other whale species . The analysis of the past JARPA data shows that the 

current pregnancy rate of mature female Antarctic minke whales is more than 

90%723 . If the pregnancy rate is changing, the change would be gradual like 

the case of the age at maturity and decreasing (i .e . a negative change) . The 

expected rate of change at the beginning is between minus 1 .0% and minus 

1 .5% annually724 . The necessary sample size to detect this level of change, 

calculated by a similar statistical method as in the case of age at maturity, is 

from 663 (to detect a rate of change at minus 1 .5%) to 1,617 (to detect a rate 

of change at minus 1 .0%) samples per year .

(d) Blubber Thickness

5 .69 From the analysis of the past JARPA data, it is necessary to be able 

to detect an annual change of 0 .5mm in blubber thickness in order to find 

changes in six years725 . The established statistical formula provides a range 

of the necessary sample size from 818 to 971 . The sample size is indicated as 

a	range	because	the	required	sample	size	based	on	the	pregnant	female	data	

is 818 while that of mature males is 971 .

(e) Determined Sample Size

5 .70 The range of the scientifically necessary sample size is thus 

723 Takeharu Bando, Takashi Hakamada, Ryoko Zenitani, Yoshihiro Fujise, Eiji Tanaka and Hidehiro 
Kato,	 “Sample	 sizes	 of	 Antarctic	 minke,	 humpback	 and	 fin	 whales	 required	 for	 statistical	
examination of yearly trend in biological parameters”, Appendix 6, Plan for the Second Phase of 
the Japanese Whale Research Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) –
Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and Development of New Management Objectives for 
Whale Resources,  SC/57/O1 (2005) .

724 Ibid .
725 Kenji Konishi, Takashi Hakamada and Tsutomu Tamura, “Sample size of Antarctic minke whale 

for the purpose of monitoring yearly trend of blubber thickness”, Appendix 7, Plan for the Second 
Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) –
Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and Development of New Management Objectives for 
Whale Resources, SC/57/O1 (2005), p . 75 .

 
 

somewhere between 594 and 1617 per year . If the minimum size of 594 is 

adopted,	 the	 research	 on	 blubber	 thickness,	 which	 requires	 818	 to	 971	

samples per year will be compromised . Conversely, if the maximum size of 

1,617 is adopted, statistically more than enough samples would be provided 

for all of the research items except pregnancy rate . For most of the research 

items, the necessary sample size is something over 800 per year . 800 per year

is insufficient for the research on age at maturity to detect an annual change 

by 0 .1 years but sufficient to detect an annual change by 0 .15 years .

Figure 5-4 . Necessary annual sample sizes for respective research items under JARPA II, 
which was calculated by the established statistical procedures (source: Institute of 
Cetacean Research) .
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5 .71 850 was finally adopted as the JARPA II sample size for minke 

whales because the statistical conditions are satisfied for most of the research 

items . Furthermore, the compromised accuracy for some of the research 

items will be mitigated because such analysis as the changes in the Antarctic 

marine ecosystem and the competition among different whale species are 

conducted by comprehensively integrating many different data and analyses .

(f) Actual Catches

5 .72 The numbers of actually sampled Antarctic minke whales under 

JARPA II are as follows:

Season 2005/06 2006/07 2007/08 2008/09 2009/10 2010/11

Sample 

number
853 505 551 679 506 170

5 .73 The number of samples that have been obtained from the JARPA 

II programme is significantly smaller than originally planned because of the 

fire onboard the research base vessel the Nissin-Maru (the 2006/2007 

season) and the violent sabotage activities by an anti-whaling 

non-governmental organization726 . The IWC took account of “dangerous 

actions by the Sea Shepherd Conservation Society (SSCS) in the Southern 

Ocean directed against Japanese vessels” and repeatedly called upon the 

SSCS “to refrain from dangerous actions that jeopardise safety at sea”727 .

The extent to which these smaller numbers might affect the output of

scientific research is currently being evaluated in the context of the analyses 

on JARPA II . The most likely effect is that it will take several additional 

726 As for Australia’s allegation that there are “other” reasons, see AM, Chapter 6, Section 6, 1 ., B . (3) .
727 “Resolution on Safety at Sea” Resolution 2011-2,

<http://iwcoffice .org/meetings/resolutions/resolution2011 .htm> accessed 14 February 2012 .

 
 

years	 of	 research	 to	 achieve	 the	 required	 sample sizes before the research 

objectives can be met: although JARPA II envisages a periodic review at the 

end of each of six-year periods, periodic reviews risk delay .

5 .74 Japan notes with regret that Australia has not only downplayed the 

seriousness and the dangers of violent sabotage activities of the SSCS, but 

also gone so far as to allege that Japan is using the SSCS as some sort of a 

cover-up for Japan intentionally reducing the number of whales taken for 

lethal sampling 728 . On the contrary, the violent activities of the SSCS 

conducted annually are a real threat to the safety of Japan’s research vessels 

and crew, and they seriously undermine legitimate scientific research and 

safe navigation . 

5 .75 On 6 February 2009, the Steve Irwin, a Dutch-flagged flagship of 

the SSCS, rammed into two of the Japanese research vessels, the 

Yushin-Maru No. 2 and No.3729 . The crew of the Steve Irwin repeated their 

violent actions such as throwing bottles containing butyric acid at Japanese 

research vessels during the 2008/2009 research season. Again on 6 February 

2010, the Bob Barker, another SSCS ship now registered also in the 

Netherlands730, rammed a Japanese research vessel, the Yushin-Maru No.3

port stern731 . Further, on 15 February 2010, an activist of the SSCS used a 

jet-ski to approach a different Japanese vessel, the Shonan-Maru No.2,

climbed up and onto the deck after cutting through the anti-boarding net with 

728 See AM, para . 3 .95 .
729 Photographs of the incident can be found at 

<http://www .icrwhale .org/gpandsea-img0809ENG .html> accessed 14 February 2012 .
730 At the time of the incident the Bob Barker was registered in Togo, but since 25 May 2010, it has 

been registered in the Netherlands .
731 Photographs of the incident can be found at 

<http://www .icrwhale .org/gpandsea-img0910ENG .html> accessed 14 February 2012 .
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his knife . He was held in custody on board the ship and was taken to Japan, 

until he was arrested by the Japan Coast Guard on 12 March 2010732 .

Withdrawal of the Shonan-Maru No.2 from the fleet was necessary for crime 

scene investigation by the Japan Coast Guard, but it had to be done at a cost 

of significant reduction in capabilities of the research fleet, and as a result,

not only did the actual whale samples taken fall far short of the number 

needed to attain the research objectives stipulated in the JARPA II research 

plan, but the incident also impeded other research activities such as the 

sighting surveys to estimate abundance .

5 .76 In recent years, the SSCS’s violence has seen a significant 

escalation.	 The	 SSCS	 has	 been	 employing	 new	 equipment	 such	 as	 laser	

beams and high-power gas launchers to shoot glass bottles, and they have 

increased the number of their vessels . It was because the violence had 

become so intense that, for the first time since JARPA began, it was decided 

that the research operation of the 2010/11 season was to be cut short on 18 

February 2011, to protect the lives of the crew members . This of course was 

a significant set-back in the research .

5 .77 Such unlawful acts of violence must be condemned with all 

seriousness . In fact, resolutions and a statement condemning such acts of 

violence have been adopted by consensus at the Annual or Intersessional

Meetings of the IWC in 2006733, 2007734, 2008735 and 2011736 . A similar 

732 Japan Coast Guard Annual Report 2010, p . 8, 
<http://www .kaiho .mlit .go .jp/info/books/report2010/html/topics/p008_06 .html> accessed 14 
February 2012 [in Japanese] .

733 “Resolution on the Safety of Vessels Engaged in Whaling and Whale Research-related Activities”, 
Resolution 2006-2 <http://iwcoffice .org/meetings/resolutions/resolution2006 .htm> accessed 14 
February 2012 .

734 “Resolution on Safety at Sea and Protection of the Environment”, Resolution 2007-2,

 
 

resolution was adopted by the Maritime Safety Committee (MSC) of the 

International Maritime Organization (IMO) in 2010 737 . These are clear 

indications that the international community gives due recognition to the 

seriousness of the dangers caused by the SSCS . Japan has been urging the 

concerned governments, including the Government of Australia, to take 

necessary and effective measures in accordance with these resolutions and 

with the relevant rules of international law, so that the safety of Japanese 

crew members is protected, and so that the integrity of the rule of law at sea 

is upheld .

(ii) Humpback and Fin Whales

5 .78 The sample sizes for humpback and fin whales are also determined 

following the same approach as the one adopted as regards minke whales . 

The 2005 Plan also furnishes precise scientific reasons for which the annual 

sample sizes of humpback and fin whales is set at 50 for each738, while 

planed sample sizes during the feasibility study in the first two seasons 

(2005/2006-2006/2007) were 0 for humpback and 10 for fin whales .

5 .79 The numbers of actually sampled humpback and fin whales under 

JARPA II are as follows .

<http://iwcoffice .org/meetings/resolutions/resolution2007 .htm> accessed 14 Feburary 2012 .
735 “Chair’s report of the Intersessional Meeting on the Future of IWC”, Annex D, Chair’s Report of 

the 60th Annual Meeting, Annual Report of the International Whaling Commission 2008 (2008), 
pp . 56-78; “Media Release: Statement on Safety at Sea Made at the International Whaling 
Commission’s Intersessional Meeting”, Appendix G, Chair’s Report of the Intersessional Meeting 
on the Future of IWC, Annual Report of International Whaling Commission, 2008, p . 78 .

736 “Resolution on Safety at Sea”, Resolution 2011-2,,
<http://www .iwcoffice .org/meetings/resolutions/Resolution2011 .htm> accessed 14 February 2012 .

737 Resolution MSC . 303 (87), adopted on 17 May 2010 at its 87th session .
738 Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under 

Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and 
Development of New Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1 (2005), pp . 18-19 .
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his knife . He was held in custody on board the ship and was taken to Japan, 
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732 Japan Coast Guard Annual Report 2010, p . 8, 
<http://www .kaiho .mlit .go .jp/info/books/report2010/html/topics/p008_06 .html> accessed 14 
February 2012 [in Japanese] .

733 “Resolution on the Safety of Vessels Engaged in Whaling and Whale Research-related Activities”, 
Resolution 2006-2 <http://iwcoffice .org/meetings/resolutions/resolution2006 .htm> accessed 14 
February 2012 .

734 “Resolution on Safety at Sea and Protection of the Environment”, Resolution 2007-2,
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<http://iwcoffice .org/meetings/resolutions/resolution2007 .htm> accessed 14 Feburary 2012 .
735 “Chair’s report of the Intersessional Meeting on the Future of IWC”, Annex D, Chair’s Report of 

the 60th Annual Meeting, Annual Report of the International Whaling Commission 2008 (2008), 
pp . 56-78; “Media Release: Statement on Safety at Sea Made at the International Whaling 
Commission’s Intersessional Meeting”, Appendix G, Chair’s Report of the Intersessional Meeting 
on the Future of IWC, Annual Report of International Whaling Commission, 2008, p . 78 .

736 “Resolution on Safety at Sea”, Resolution 2011-2,,
<http://www .iwcoffice .org/meetings/resolutions/Resolution2011 .htm> accessed 14 February 2012 .

737 Resolution MSC . 303 (87), adopted on 17 May 2010 at its 87th session .
738 Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under 

Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and 
Development of New Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1 (2005), pp . 18-19 .
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Season
2005

/06

2006

/07

2007

/08

2008

/09

2009

/10

2010

/11

Sample 

number

humpback 0 0 0 0 0 0

fin 10 3 0 1 1 2

5 .80 The difference in number of sampled fin whales between the 

targeted 50 and actual 0-2 is explained by the violent sabotage activity of 

anti-whaling non-governmental organizations and some logistical reasons 

(i .e . limitation of Nisshin-Maru’s facility to pull up larger animals 

onboard)739 . As for humpback whales, the Government of Japan decided to 

suspend their sampling in	 response	 to	a	 request	 from	 the	 then Chair of the 

IWC, William Hogarth of the United States in order to contribute to the 

creation of a positive atmosphere for the negotiations to resolve the stalemate 

in the IWC (i .e . the Future of the IWC process)740 that were initiated at the 

2007 Annual Meeting of the Commission 741  . However, the JARPA II 

research plan remains unchanged . Here also, the extent to which these 

smaller (or inexistent) numbers might affect scientific output of the research 

is currently being evaluated in the context of the analyses on JARPA II .

(iii) Statements Delivered by Japanese Officials Regarding the Sample 

Size

5 .81 The Memorial	 of	Australia	 quotes	 fragments	 of	 statements	made	

739 Shigetoshi Nishiwaki, et al, “Cruise Report of the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research 
Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) in 2008/2009” SC/61/O3 (2009), p . 4, 
presented to the Scientific Committee (May 2009) .

740 Press Conference by Minister for Foreign Affairs Masahiko Koumura, Friday, December 21, 2007, 
6:35 p .m ., <http://www .mofa .go .jp/announce/fm_press/2007/12/1221-2 .html> accessed 14 
February 2012 .

741 Chair’s Report of the 59th Annual Meeting, pp . 26-31,
<http://www .iwcoffice .org/meetings/chair2007 .htm> accessed 14 February 2012 .

 
 

by Japanese officials that it considers show that the sample size planned in 

JARPA II is not based on scientific considerations . All these statements need 

however to be understood in context . For example, Minister Akamatsu’s

statement on 9 March 2010742 was delivered in the middle of the discussions 

concerning the Future of the IWC, in which Contracting Governments 

concerned discussed the possibility of “peacemaking” through compromises 

from both pro- and anti-whaling sides . During this period, Japan had to pay 

utmost attention not to pre-empt Japan’s flexibility in the Future of the IWC 

negotiations743 .

(3) Absence of Harms to the Whale Stocks that might be Caused by 

Lethal Methods

5 .82 The 2005 Plan explains as follows:

“Based on the results of the Hitter-Fitter Method (Appendix 9744), 
no adverse effect on Antarctic minke whale stocks is expected .

As regards humpback whales, their steady recovery has been 
reported745 . Using the population dynamics model by Johnston and 

742 See AM, para . 3 .81 .
743 The date 9 March 2010 is telling . On 22 February 2010, a draft “Consensus Decision to Improve 

the Conservation of Whales” was issued . Chair’s Report to the Small Working Group on the Future 
of IWC, IWC/M10/SWG4 (22 February 2010) , <http://www .iwcoffice .org/commission/
futuredocs .htm> accessed 14 February 2012 . On 28 April 2010, a “Proposed Consensus Decision to 
Improve the Conservation of Whales from the Chair and Vice-Chair of the Commission” was 
released . “Proposed Consensus Decision to Improve the Conservation of Whales from the Chair 
and Vice-Chair of the Commission”, IWC/62/7rev ., <http://www .iwcoffice .org/commission/
futuredocs.htm>	 accessed	 14	 February	 2012.	 The	Minister’s	 statement	 in	 question	 is	 situated	 in	
between .

744 Takashi Hakamada, “Effect on the Stock of the Catches during JARPA II”, Appendix 9, Plan for 
the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic 
(JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and Development of New Management 
Objectives for Whale Resources, SC/57/O1 (2005), pp . 82, 99 [Annex 150] .

745 John L . Bannister and Sharon L . Hedley, “Southern hemisphere Group IV humpback whales: their 
status from recent aerial survey” (2001) 47 Mem. Qld. Mus. 587, pp .587-598; Robert A . Paterson et 
al ., “Status of humpback whales in east Australia at the end of the 20th century” (2001) 47 Mem. 
Qld. Mus. 579, pp . 579-586; S .J . Johnston and D . Butterworth, “Assessment of the West and East 
Australian Breeding Populations of Southern Hemisphere Humpback Whales Using a Model that 
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<http://www .iwcoffice .org/meetings/chair2007 .htm> accessed 14 February 2012 .
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Butterworth746, the effect of take of 50 animals on the stock was 
examined . The results showed that the take of 50 animals per year 
hardly delays747 their recovery to the pristine level (Appendix 9) .

The abundance estimate of fin whales (Appendix 1) does not cover 
their entire range and is therefore greatly underestimated . The 
planned sample size is fifty animals each year, which comes to 
twenty-five a year from each stock which is less than 1% of the 
underestimated abundance . Therefore it is considered to have no 
adverse effect on the stocks… .”748

5 .83 As for Antarctic minke whales, Australia alleges that the 

“uncertainty” concerning its abundance “clearly warrants a precautionary 

approach .”749 The basis of this allegation is that “[w]hile estimates typically 

place the number of minke whales in the Southern Ocean at between 300,000 

and 500,000 individuals, the Commission has repeatedly expressed concern 

that minke whales may be ‘appreciably lower’ in abundance than 

estimated”750 .

5 .84 It is true that IWC Resolutions repeatedly stated that the abundance 

of Antarctic minke whales might be “appreciably lower” – but lower than 

which	estimate?	The	resolutions	quoted	in	the Memorial of Australia751 state 

Allows for Mixing on the Feeding Grounds and Taking Account of the Most Recent Abundance 
Estimates from JARPA”, JA/J05/JR19, pp . 9, 20-22, presented to the JARPA Review meeting, 
January 2005 [Annex 101] .

746 S .J . Johnston & D . Butterworth, see above, fn 745 .
747 The scenario of taking 50 animals every two years and that of no catch have basically the same 

effect on the trajectory of the populations in that the populations will still recovering (growing) to 
the pristine level . See Takashi Hakamada, “Effect on the stock of the catches during JARPA II”, 
Appendix . 9, Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under Special 
Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and Development of 
New Management Objectives for Whale Resources, SC/57/O1 (2005), p . 83 .

748 Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under 
Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and 
Development of New Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1 (2005), p . 19 .

749 AM, para . 5 .99 .
750 Ibid., para . 5 .98 .
751 Ibid., fn . 716 (para . 5 .98) .

 
 

as follows:

Resolution 2000-4: “[T]hese estimates [made by the Scientific 
Committee in 2000] were “appreciably lower” than the estimate of 
760,000 accepted by the Scientific Committee in 1990 .”752

Resolution 2001-7: “[T]his year’s Scientific Committee report 
provided a crude estimate (…), which (…) suggests a substantially 
lower abundance estimate for Southern Hemisphere minke 
whales” and “the Scientific Committee report cannot rule out that 
the Southern Hemisphere minke whale population may have 
suffered a precipitous decline over the past decade .”

Resolution 2003-3: “the Scientific Committee report of 2001 did 
not rule out that the Southern Hemisphere minke whale population 
may have suffered a precipitous decline over the past decade .”

Resolution 2005-1: “the Third Circumpolar Survey indicates that 
the abundance of Antarctic minke whales is substantially lower 
than the earlier estimate of 760,000.”753

5 .85 The Scientific Committee and/or the IWC thus suggested the 

possibility that Antarctic minke whales might be fewer than 760,000 for the 

whole Antarctic Ocean . The 2005 Plan, for its part, assumed two scenarios: 

(1) 192,653 in I-stock (Eastern Indian Ocean stock) and 212,258 in P-stock 

(Western South Pacific stock), thus 404,911 in total, and; (2) 228,349 in 

I-stock and 95,116 in P-stock, thus 323,465 in total754 . Based on these 

conservative estimates, the 2005 Plan concluded that “there would be no 

negative effect on the minke whale stocks .”755

752 Emphasis added .
753 Emphasis added .
754 Takashi Hakamada, “Effect on the Stock of the Catches during JARPA II”, Appendix . 9, Plan for 

the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic 
(JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and Development of New Management 
Objectives for Whale Resources, SC/57/O1 (2005), p . 81 .

755 Ibid., p . 82 .
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748 Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under 
Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and 
Development of New Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1 (2005), p . 19 .

749 AM, para . 5 .99 .
750 Ibid., para . 5 .98 .
751 Ibid., fn . 716 (para . 5 .98) .
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752 Emphasis added .
753 Emphasis added .
754 Takashi Hakamada, “Effect on the Stock of the Catches during JARPA II”, Appendix . 9, Plan for 

the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic 
(JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and Development of New Management 
Objectives for Whale Resources, SC/57/O1 (2005), p . 81 .

755 Ibid., p . 82 .
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5 .86 The Memorial of Australia contends in this context that “Japan 

fails to even mention the literature on the Allee effect in its JARPA II 

proposal”756 . It is because the Allee effect is simply irrelevant that the 2005 

Plan does not mention it . The Allee effect usually applies to a school and not 

to a stock as a whole; it	is	only	when	the	stock	in	question	is	extremely	small

that the effect may possibly apply to it757 . As indicated in the paragraph

above, the stocks of minke whales that are the subject of JARPA II are 

sufficiently large even on the basis of a considerably conservative estimation .

5 .87 As for humpback whales, Australia claims that “Japan’s

calculations are flawed” because “Japan relies on its own abundance 

estimates from JARPA, which were roundly rejected by the Scientific 

Committee” 758  . Two remarks are warranted in this respect . First, as 

mentioned above759, the Scientific Committee did not “reject” the abundance 

estimates made under JARPA . Secondly and more significantly, the part of 

the	 report	 of	 the	 2006	 Workshop	 quoted	 by	 the Memorial of Australia 

concerns Antarctic minke whales760: why refer to it when discussing the 

abundance estimate of humpback whales?

5 .88 It is true that Resolution 2005-1 states that “even small takes [of 

humpback whales] could have a detrimental effect on the recovery and 

survival of such populations”761 . While this resolution, adopted by 30-27-1

votes, is based on no scientific data, the 2005 JARPA II Plan furnished, as 

756 AM, para . 5 .103 .
757 Brian Dennis, “Allee effects in stochastic populations” (2002) 96 Oikos 389, pp . 389-401 .
758 AM, para . 5 .100 .
759 See above, 4 .147 .
760 See AM, para . 5 .14, fn . 544 .
761 See AM, para . 5 .102 .

 
 

has just been indicated, scientific data and information on the basis of which 

it considers that the take of 50 animals per year hardly delays their recovery 

to the pristine level .

5 .89 As for fin whales, the Memorial of Australia does not even attempt 

to challenge the abundance estimate on the basis of which the 2005 Plan was 

established762 .

5 .90 It is thus clear that JARPA II will cause no harm to whale stocks . 

Tim Flannery, an Australian environmental expert, stated in 2007 that:

“In terms of sustainability, you can’t be sure that the Japanese 
whaling is entirely unsustainable . …It’s hard to imagine that the 
whaling would lead to a new decline in population .”763

Section 4.  Outputs

A.  Documents Submitted to the Scientific Committee

5 .91 Utilizing data/information derived from JARPA II cruises, eight

papers 764 , including six cruise reports 765 , have been submitted to the 

762 See AM, paras . 5 .97, 5 .101 .
763 “Flannery says whaling is OK”, The Sunday Telegraph (31 December 2007) ,

<http://www .dailytelegraph .com .au/news/flannery-says-whaling-is-ok/story-e6freuy9-1111115216
998> accessed 14 February 2012 .

764 Papers other than cruise reports:
- Government of Japan (Compiled by Y . Fujise, L .A . Pastene, H . Hatanaka, S . Ohsumi and T . 

Miyashita), “Evaluation of 2005/06 and 2006/07 feasibility study of the Second Phase of the 
Japanese Whale Research Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II)” 
SC/59/O3 (May 2007) [Annex 153] .

- K . Mastuoka and L .A . Pastene, “Summary of photo-id information of blue whales collected by 
JARPA/JARPA II and preliminary analysis of matches in the feeding grounds”, SC/61/SH3 
(May 2009), p . 5, presented to the Scientific Committee,
<http://www .iwcoffice .org/_documents/sci_com/sc61docs/SC-61-SH3 .pdf> accessed 14 
February 2012 .
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Tim Flannery, an Australian environmental expert, stated in 2007 that:

“In terms of sustainability, you can’t be sure that the Japanese 
whaling is entirely unsustainable . …It’s hard to imagine that the 
whaling would lead to a new decline in population .”763

Section 4.  Outputs

A.  Documents Submitted to the Scientific Committee

5 .91 Utilizing data/information derived from JARPA II cruises, eight

papers 764 , including six cruise reports 765 , have been submitted to the 

762 See AM, paras . 5 .97, 5 .101 .
763 “Flannery says whaling is OK”, The Sunday Telegraph (31 December 2007) ,

<http://www .dailytelegraph .com .au/news/flannery-says-whaling-is-ok/story-e6freuy9-1111115216
998> accessed 14 February 2012 .

764 Papers other than cruise reports:
- Government of Japan (Compiled by Y . Fujise, L .A . Pastene, H . Hatanaka, S . Ohsumi and T . 

Miyashita), “Evaluation of 2005/06 and 2006/07 feasibility study of the Second Phase of the 
Japanese Whale Research Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II)” 
SC/59/O3 (May 2007) [Annex 153] .

- K . Mastuoka and L .A . Pastene, “Summary of photo-id information of blue whales collected by 
JARPA/JARPA II and preliminary analysis of matches in the feeding grounds”, SC/61/SH3 
(May 2009), p . 5, presented to the Scientific Committee,
<http://www .iwcoffice .org/_documents/sci_com/sc61docs/SC-61-SH3 .pdf> accessed 14 
February 2012 .
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Scientific Committee for its annual meetings from 2006 to 2011 .

5 .92 Since JARPA II started from the 2005/06 season, the end of the 

first six-year phase (including two-year feasibility study) was in 2010/11 . 

However, the first periodic review of the programme, under the IWC’s new 

procedure for review of scientific research proposals and research results 

from existing and completed permits, agreed to in 2008, (“Process for the 

Review of Special Permit Proposals and Research Results from Existing and 

Completed Permits”)766, is scheduled to take place in 2013/14 because the 

final review of the Icelandic special permit research programme was 

postponed until 2012/13 767  . While intensive data analyses, including 

construction of ecosystem models, in accordance with the objectives of 

JARPA II are being done, their results have not yet been fully documented . 

However, some interesting information has already been revealed in several 

765 Cruise reports <http://www .icrwhale .org/CruiseReportJARPA .html> accessed 14 February 2012:
- Shigetoshi Nishiwaki, et al, “Cruise Report of the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale

Research Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) in 2005/2006 
-Feasibility study-”, SC/58/O7 (May-June 2006), pp . 1-21, presented to the Scientific 
Committee .

- Shigetoshi Nishiwaki, et al, “Cruise report of the second phase of the Japanese Whale Research 
Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) in 2006/2007 –feasibility study-,”  
SC/59/O4, presented to the Scientific Committee (May 2007) . 

- Hajime Ishikawa, et al, “Cruise report of the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research 
Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) in 2007/2008”, SC/60/O4, 
presented to the Scientific Committee (June 2008) . 

- Shigetoshi Nishiwaki, et al, “Cruise Report of the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale 
Research Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) in 2008/2009”, 
SC/61/O3,  presented to the Scientific Committee (June 2009) . 

- Shigetoshi Nishiwaki, et al, “Cruise report of the Japanese Whale Research Program under 
Special Permit in the Antarctic – second phase (JARPA II) in 2009/10”, SC/62/O3, presented 
to the Scientific Committee (May 2010) . 

- Hajime Ishikawa, et al, “Cruise Report of the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research 
Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) in 2010/2011”, SC/63/O1, 
presented to the Scientific Committee (June 2011) . 

766 “Process for the Review of Special Permit Proposals and Research Results from Existing and 
Completed Permits”, Annex P, Report of the Scientific Committee, J. Cetacean. Res. Manage. 11 
(Suppl.), 2009, pp . 398-401 [Annex 116] .

767 “Report of the Scientific Committee”, IWC/63/Rep1 (30 May - 11 June 2011), p . 61,
<http://iwcoffice .org/sci_com/screport .htm> accessed 14 February 2012 . 

 
 

cruise reports, as follows .

1. Cruise Reports

5 .93 Reports of the cruises of JARPA II have shown results on sightings 

and catch distribution, and on biological segregation (sex and reproductive 

status) of whales sampled in the research area . These results are useful to 

understand the interaction among whale species in the Antarctic under 

Objective 2 of JARPA II, “Modelling competition among whale species and 

future management objectives”, and are also important for understanding the 

changes in the abundance and distribution of the three whale species by 

research area and year, which is related to Objective 1 of JARPA II 

(Monitoring of Ecosystem) .

5 .94 In Areas III East and IV the Breeding-Stock D of humpback whale 

is growing rapidly and is the dominant species together with the Antarctic 

minke whale768 . In fact the density index of humpback whales in Area IV

West for example is higher than that of the Antarctic minke whale in recent 

surveys769 . The rapid increase in abundance in the humpback whale is having 

an effect on the distribution of Antarctic minke whales in summer in these 

Areas . For example in 2007/08 the sighting and sampling survey revealed 

that mature female Antarctic minke whales were concentrated within the 

polynya and that they were segregated from humpback whales which were 

768 Shigetoshi Nishiwaki, et al, “Cruise Report of the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research 
Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) in 2005/2006 -Feasibility study-”, 
SC/58/O7 (May-June 2006), p . 11 .; Hajime Ishikawa, et al, “Cruise report of the Second Phase of 
the Japanese Whale Research Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) in 
2007/2008”, SC/60/O4 (June 2008), p . 13; Shigetoshi Nishiwaki, et al, “Cruise report of the 
Japanese Whale Research Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic – second phase (JARPA 
II) in 2009/10”, SC/62/O3 (May 2010), p .7 .

769 Shigetoshi Nishiwaki, et al, “Cruise report of the Japanese Whale Research Program under Special 
Permit in the Antarctic – second phase (JARPA II) in 2009/10”, SC/62/O3 (May 2010), p .7 .
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distributed outside . The results support the hypothesis that many Antarctic 

minke whales, especially mature females, are distributed in the ice-free area 

beyond the ice-edge where research vessels could not enter770 .

770 Hajime Ishikawa, et al, “Cruise report of the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research 
Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) in 2007/2008”, SC/60/O4 (June 2008), p .
19 .
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Figure 5-5 . Distribution of sightings of Antarctic minke whales (upper) and humpback 
whales (lower) in Areas III East and IV during the 2009/10 JARPA II research cruise771 .
Sightings of humpback whales in Area IV are at similar level with Antarctic minke 
whales, and that would mean that the abundance of humpback whales in this Area is 
increasing .

771 Shigetoshi Nishiwaki, et al, “Cruise report of the Japanese Whale Research Program under Special 
Permit in the Antarctic – second phase (JARPA II) in 2009/10”, SC/62/O3 (May 2010), p .11 .
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Figure 5-6: Spatial distributions of humpback and Antarctic minke whales based on the 
2007/08 JARPA II sighting survey data . Expanding humpback whales pushing Antarctic 
minke whales into polynyas (source: Institute of Cetacean Research)772 .

5 .95 In Areas V and VI West, as in Areas III East and IV, the Antarctic 

minke whale is segregated sexually with its distribution depending on their 

sex and reproductive status . They were segregated from the humpback and 

fin whales in the research area . The Antarctic minke whale is the dominant 

species in these Areas773, and humpback whales are less abundant than in 

Areas III East and IV . This observation supports the view that humpback 

whales of the Breeding-Stock E are increasing but at a slow rate in 

772 Hajime Ishikawa, et al, “Cruise report of the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research 
Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) in 2007/2008”, SC/60/O4 (June 2008), p . 
19 (modified) .

773 Shigetoshi Nishiwaki, et al, “Cruise report of the second phase of the Japanese Whale Research 
Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) in 2006/2007 –feasibility study-,”  
SC/59/O4 (May 2007), p . 9; Shigetoshi Nishiwaki, et al, “Cruise Report of the Second Phase of the 
Japanese Whale Research Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) in 2008/2009” 
SC/61/O3 (2009), p .11; Hajime Ishikawa, et al, “Cruise Report of the Second Phase of the Japanese 
Whale Research Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) in 2010/2011”, 
SC/63/O1 (June 2011), p . 10 .
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773 Shigetoshi Nishiwaki, et al, “Cruise report of the second phase of the Japanese Whale Research 
Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) in 2006/2007 –feasibility study-,”  
SC/59/O4 (May 2007), p . 9; Shigetoshi Nishiwaki, et al, “Cruise Report of the Second Phase of the 
Japanese Whale Research Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) in 2008/2009” 
SC/61/O3 (2009), p .11; Hajime Ishikawa, et al, “Cruise Report of the Second Phase of the Japanese 
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SC/63/O1 (June 2011), p . 10 .

 
 

comparison to Breeding-Stock D . Fin whales were widely distributed in the 

northern and southern strata of these Areas and large schools were observed 

in Area V .

2. Other Analytical Papers

5 .96 SC/59/O3 reported the results of the analyses of the feeding 

ecology and body weight of fin whales sampled during the first two JARPA 

II surveys . The prey species in the stomach contents of fin whales was the 

Antarctic krill . This is direct evidence that Antarctic minke and fin whales 

consume the same prey species, at least in some regions of the Antarctic . 

Biomass estimations are important for the construction of ecosystem models . 

The relationship between body weight and length of 11 fin whales samples in 

the first two surveys was examined . Results suggested that the body weight 

of the fin whales from recent JARPA II surveys is heavier than those 

previously reported in 1950’s and this suggests that new data from JARPA II 

is valuable for ecosystem modelling exercise, which is Objective 2 of JARPA 

II . 

5 .97 SC/61/SH3 reported a single photo-id match of blue whale in the 

JARPA II research area . Within the 2005/06 season a whale first sighted in 

Area III at position 65º49S, 63º00E on 12 January 2006 was re-sighted in 

Area IV at position 65º44S, 76º31E on 1 February 2006 . The distance 

between the first and second sightings was 334n .miles and the average 

distance per day was 17n .miles . Results from this analysis are relevant to 

understand distribution and movement of large whales and then they are 

relevant to Objective 1 of JARPA II (Monitoring of the Ecosystem) .
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5 .98 These results reported in various documents that Japan has already 

submitted to the Scientific Committee indicate that special permit whaling 

under JARPA II is already producing data relevant to its research objectives .

B.  Publications in Peer-reviewed Journals

5 .99 Most of the effort has been made to have the JARPA research 

published, as most of the analyses (some including suggestions from the 

Scientific Committee) have been completed for that programme . However, 

some peer-reviewed papers on whale morphology and physiology based on 

JARPA II samples are already available774 . A larger number of peer-reviewed 

publications from JARPA II are expected once the programme has been 

reviewed by the Scientific Committee in 2013/14 . In addition, several oral 

presentations based on JARPA II samples and data have been made at 

scientific symposia775 .

774 Noriaki Ono, Takeshi Yamaguchi, Hajime Ishikawa, Mitsue Arakawa, Naohiko Takahashi, 
Tetsunori Saikawa and Tatsuo Shimada, “Morphological varieties of the Purkinje fiber network in 
mammalian hearts, as revealed by light and electron microscopy” (2009) 72 Arch. Histol. Cytol.
139, pp . 139-149; Hiroki Nagai, Toshihiro Mogoe, Hajime Ishikawa, Shinichi Hochi, Seiji Ohsumi 
and  Yutaka Fukui, “Follicle size-dependent changes in follicular fluid components and oocyte 
diameter in Antarctic minke whales (Balaenoptera bonaerensis)” (2007) 53 Journal of 
Reproduction and Development 1265, pp . 1265-1272 .

775 Four relevant oral presentations have been delivered so far .
- T . Shimada, T . Yamaguchi, H . Kai, T . Yoshihara, M . Segawa, S . Kato, H . Kawazato and H . 
Ishikawa, “Why can the whale dive deeply? -Histological characteristics-”, Third Conference of 
U .S .-Japan Panel on Aerospace-Diving Physiology & Technology, and Hyperbaric Medicine (3rd 
New UJNR) (Oita, November 2008) .
- T . Shimada and H . Ishikawa, “Functional Morphology of the Whale skins”, Third Conference of 
U .S .-Japan Panel on Aerospace-Diving Physiology & Technology, and Hyperbaric Medicine (3rd 
New UJNR) (Oita, November 2008) .
- T . Shimada, T . Yamaguchi, M . Segawa and H . Ishikawa, “Functional Morphology of the Whale 
Hearts”, Third Conference of U .S .-Japan Panel on Aerospace-Diving Physiology & Technology, 
and Hyperbaric Medicine (3rd New UJNR) (Oita, November 2008) .
These three presentations are listed in T . Miyashita, L .A . Pastene and H . Kato, “Progress report on 
cetacean research, April 2008 to March 2009, with statistical data for the calendar year 2008 or the 
season 2008/09”,  SC/61/ProgRepJapan,  presented to the Scientific Committee, p .33,
<http://www .iwcoffice .org/_documents/sci_com/2009progreports/SC-61-ProgRepJapan revised .pdf
> accessed 14 February 2012 .
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Section 5.  Preliminary Evaluations

5 .100 Under the JARPA II research plan776, it was intended to have a 

review of research results every six years; however, the Scientific Committee

agreed that the JARPA II review would be postponed to begin in September 

2013777 . In the meantime, it was agreed not to discuss ongoing permit results 

in the years between periodic reviews; rather it will merely note short annual 

reports provided by those undertaking the permit research778 .

5 .101 At the same time, the Scientific Committee has already recognized

the usefulness and value of some of the data/samples . For example, at its 

meeting in 2011, and in regard to the JARPA II sighting surveys, the 

Scientific Committee “expresses regret that such actions (violent actions 

from an anti-whaling NGO) had prevented the sighting survey from being 

conducted as planned . Following the end of the IDCR/SOWER programme 

in 2009, these surveys now provide the only dedicated cetacean sighting data 

Another relevant oral presentation is:
- K . Sawada, R . Matsukura, H . Murase and Y . Fukuda, “Target strength of Antarctic krill; 
comparison between in-situ measurement and model calculation”, Spring Meeting of the Japanese 
Society of Fisheries Science, College of Bioresources Sciences, Nihon University (Kanagawa, 
March 2010) . This presentation is listed in T . Miyashita, L .A . Pastene and H . Kato, “Progress 
report on cetacean research, April 2010 to March 2011, with statistical data for the calendar year 
2010 or season 2010/11”,  SC/63/ProgRepJapan, presented to the Scientific Committee, p . 39,
<http://iwcoffice .org/_documents/sci_com/2011progreports/SC-63-ProgRepJapan .pdf> accessed 
14 February 2012 .

776 Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under 
Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and 
Development of New Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1 (2005), p . 13 . 
[Annex 150]

777 “Report of the Scientific Committee”, IWC/63/Rep1, (30 May - 11 June 2011), p . 61,
<http://iwcoffice .org/sci_com/screport .htm> accessed 14 February 2012 .

778 “Report of the Scientific Committee”, J. Cetacean. Res. Manage. 11 (Suppl.), 2009, p . 64 
[Annex 115] .
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in this region and are extremely valuable to the work of the Committee”779 .

5 .102 Another example is the importance the Scientific Committee is 

giving to age data of Antarctic minke whales obtained during JARPA II . 

During its 2010 and 2011 annual meetings the Scientific Committee

recommended that up-to-date catch-at-age data from JARPA II should be 

included in its SCAA (integrated statistical catch-at-age) analyses780 .

5 .103 Preliminary analyses have also proved that the samples of fin 

whales are useful for the objectives of JARPA II . The analysis of the body 

length/weight relationship suggested that the body weight of fin whales from 

JARPA II surveys is heavier than those previously reported in the 1950s and 

this suggest that new data obtained from JARPA II is valuable for ecosystem 

modelling exercises781 .

Section 6. JARPA/JARPA II are Not Dictated by

Economic or Commercial Purposes

5 .104 Australia alleges that “science is not Japan’s real purpose in 

undertaking ‘scientific’ whaling” and that “economic interests drive the 

conduct of Japan’s ‘research’, dictating the use of lethal methods and driving 

779 “Report of the Scientific Committee”, IWC/63/Rep1, (30 May - 11 June 2011), p . 34,
<http://iwcoffice .org/sci_com/screport .htm> accessed 14 February 2012 (emphasis added) .

780 “Report of the Scientific Committee”, J. Cetacean Res. Manage.12 (Suppl.), 2011 (30 May- 11
June 2010), p . 26; “Report of the Scientific Committee”, IWC/63/Rep1 (30 May - 11 June 2011), p . 
26, <http://iwcoffice .org/sci_com/screport .htm> accessed 14 February 2012 [Annex 122] .

781 Government of Japan (Compiled by Y . Fujise, L .A . Pastene, H . Hatanaka, S . Ohsumi and T . 
Miyashita), “Evaluation of 2005/06 and 2006/07 Feasibility Study of the Second Phase of the 
Japanese Whale Research Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II)” SC/59/O3 
(May 2007) [Annex 153] .
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conduct of Japan’s ‘research’, dictating the use of lethal methods and driving 

779 “Report of the Scientific Committee”, IWC/63/Rep1, (30 May - 11 June 2011), p . 34,
<http://iwcoffice .org/sci_com/screport .htm> accessed 14 February 2012 (emphasis added) .

780 “Report of the Scientific Committee”, J. Cetacean Res. Manage.12 (Suppl.), 2011 (30 May- 11
June 2010), p . 26; “Report of the Scientific Committee”, IWC/63/Rep1 (30 May - 11 June 2011), p . 
26, <http://iwcoffice .org/sci_com/screport .htm> accessed 14 February 2012 [Annex 122] .

781 Government of Japan (Compiled by Y . Fujise, L .A . Pastene, H . Hatanaka, S . Ohsumi and T . 
Miyashita), “Evaluation of 2005/06 and 2006/07 Feasibility Study of the Second Phase of the 
Japanese Whale Research Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II)” SC/59/O3 
(May 2007) [Annex 153] .

 
 

key participants to maximise revenue” .782 It goes as far as claiming that 

Japan contravenes the commercial whaling moratorium783 .

5 .105 The present Section explains how such allegation is bound to fail 

(1 .) and describes fundamental difference between whaling operations for 

commercial purposes and scientific purposes (2 .) .

A. Research Implementation Framework (RIF) of JARPA/JARPA II

5 .106 Australia’s hypothesis is that JARPA/JARPA II is a “business 

model” designed “to ensure the maintenance of the industry’s pelagic 

whaling capacity and to provide retirement opportunities for senior 

Government bureaucrats”784 and	is	qualified	to	be	“commercial whaling”785 .

To prove this hypothesis, Australia indicates three “facts”:

1 . JARPA/JARPA II are largely funded by the revenue from the 
sale of whale meat by-products786 .

2 .  JARPA/JARPA II adopt scientifically unnecessary lethal 
methods in order to produce whale meat787 .

3 .  The number of sampled whales is dictated by economic 
necessity rather than by scientific reasons788 .

5 .107 As for the first point, Japan admits that a significant portion of the 

research cost of JARPA/JARPA II has been funded by revenue from the sale 

of whale meat by-products in conformity with Article VIII (2) of the ICRW . 

782 AM, para . 3 .118 .
783 AM, Chapter 6, Section I .
784 AM, para . 3 .73 .
785 AM, paras . 6 .6-6 .7 .
786 AM, paras . 3 .72, 6 .11 .
787 AM, paras . 3 .75-3 .79 .
788 AM, paras . 3 .80-3 .107, 6 .14-6 .23 .
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As for the second and third points, Japan does not accept Australia’s

allegations .

5 .108 Before elaborating Japan’s position regarding these three issues, it 

is convenient to explain succinctly how Japan’s scientific whaling is 

structured in legal and institutional terms .

1. Basic Structure of RIF

5 .109 The framework within which JARPA/JARPA II have been

designed and implemented is called the Research Implementation 

Framework (RIF) . The Government of Japan, the Institute of Cetacean 

Research (ICR) and Kyodo Senpaku Kaisha, Ltd . collaborate in RIF .

Figure 5-7 . Government of Japan, ICR and Kyodo Senpaku Kaisha, Ltd . in the RIF .
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(1) Government of Japan 

5 .110 Government of Japan has the responsibility, as a Contracting 

Government of the ICRW, to ensure that every special permit whaling 

activity is conducted in conformity with the ICRW as well as other 

applicable international and domestic law .

5 .111 The Fisheries Agency of Japan (FAJ), an extra-ministerial bureau 

of the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (MAFF), is the part of 

the government tasked with ensuring the proper conservation and 

management of fisheries resources, securing the stable supply of fishery 

products, development of fishing industry and the welfare of fishermen789 .

Since whaling is part of fisheries in Japanese law, the FAJ plays a primary 

role in policy-making regarding whaling .

5 .112 When an application for whale research is submitted by the ICR, 

the FAJ conducts a technical and legal examination . If the application is 

confirmed to have no problem, the Minister of Agriculture, Forestry and 

Fisheries issues a special permit in accordance with relevant provisions of 

the Fisheries Law790 that domestically implement Article VIII(1) of the 

ICRW . The permit sets forth restrictions and conditions for research 

activities in accordance with applicable Japanese laws and regulations as 

well as the relevant provisions of ICRW . The FAJ also sends government 

officers aboard research vessels to monitor research activities .

789 Act for Establishment of the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (1999, as amended 15 
June 2011) [“Norin–Suisan-Sho-Secchi-Ho” in Japanese], Art . 37 [Annex 148] .

790 Ordinance for Enforcement of the Fisheries Act 1950 (as amended 18 March 2009)
[“Gyogyou-Hou-Sekou-Kisoku” in Japanese], Art . 1 [Annex 133] .
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(2) Institute of Cetacean Research (ICR)

5 .113 The Institute of Cetacean Research (ICR) is a foundation

established in 1987791 as a “public-benefit corporation” in accordance with 

Japan’s Civil Code792 . It has conducted JARPA/JARPAII and other cetacean 

researches (including non-lethal researches) . Its staff includes scientists and 

researchers with different expertise to be sent aboard research vessels to 

collect and analyse proper scientific samples and data and to report to the 

FAJ and the IWC scientific findings obtained on the basis of such analyses .

The ICR also sends scientists to the Scientific Committee for scientific 

discussions .

5 .114 The objective of the ICR is specified in Article 3 of the Act of 

Endowment793 of the Institute of Cetacean Research as follows:

“The objective of this research institute is to contribute to 
appropriate management and use of fishery resources by 
conducting experiments/researches and surveys on cetaceans and 
other marine mammals, as well as examinations on the 
international situation regarding cetaceans and other marine 
mammals .”

5 .115 Activities of the ICR are specified in Article 4 of the Act:

“To accomplish the objective specified in the preceding Article, 
this research institute conducts the following activities:

791 The ICR is a successor to the Whale Research Institute, established in 1947 . A new institution was 
needed to cope with a new situation following Japan’s drop of opposition to the moratorium on 
commercial whaling . Since the moratorium on commercial whaling was based on a lack of 
scientific information required	 to	manage	whale	resources,	 it	was	necessary	 to	have	an	 institution	
specialized to obtain such scientific information .

792 Following an amendment of relevant provisions of the Civil Code, the legal status of the 
“public-benefit corporations” is in a transitional state and such corporations, including the ICR, will 
be transformed into a corporation of a new category by 2013 .

793 The Institute of Cetacean Research, Act of Endowment of the Institute of Cetacean Research (30 
October 1987) (As amended 20 October 1999) [Annex 137] .
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(1) experiments/researches and surveys on cetaceans and other 
marine mammals;

(2) collection and dissemination of reference materials on 
cetaceans and other marine mammals;

(3) examinations and collection, as well as dissemination of 
information on the international situation regarding cetaceans 
and other marine mammals; and

(4) other matters necessary to accomplish the objective of this 
research institute .”

(3) Kyodo Senpaku Kaisha, Ltd.

5 .116 Kyodo Senpaku Kaisha, Ltd . is a private company that was 

established in accordance with the Commercial Code of Japan794 in 1987 . It 

owns ships and employs ship crews for cetacean researches and operates the 

research cruises under charter contract with the ICR . It also sells the 

by-product from the whale researches in accordance with sales consignment 

contracts with the ICR .

5 .117 Kyodo Senpaku Kaisha, Ltd .’s predecessor, Kyodo Hogei, Ltd ., 

which used to be engaged in commercial whaling, was dissolved in 1987, 

when Japan suspended commercial whaling . The same year, Kyodo Senpaku 

Kaisha, Ltd . was established as a company whose works include: research on 

whales and other fishery resources; marine transport and rental of vessels; 

processing and buying/selling of whale products . It	 acquired	 the	 ships	 and	

ship crews from Kyodo Hogei, Ltd . Since it is the only organization that has 

a fleet and ship crew capable of whale research in the Antarctic Ocean, the 

ICR has maintained a charter contract with Kyodo Senpaku Kaisha, Ltd . 

regarding whale research .

794 Since 2005, its legal status is based on the Companies Act of 2005 .
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2. RIF is Structured for Scientific Purposes

(1) Lethal Sampling is Employed in JARPA/JARPA II to Achieve 

Scientific Objectives

5 .118 Australia argues that JARPA/JARPA II adopt scientifically 

unnecessary lethal methods because whale meat can be obtained only by 

lethal methods 795  . The scientific necessity of lethal sampling in 

JARPA/JARPA II has been so extensively explained in the present and 

previous Chapters796 that there is no need to repeat it here .

5 .119 The fact, which Japan has never denied, that the sale of whale meat, 

lawful under the ICRW, partly funded JARPA/JARPA II has nothing to do 

with	 the	 question	 whether	 JARPA/JARPA	 II’s objectives are genuinely

scientific . Plenty of scientific research programmes all over the world are 

partly financed by the sale of by-products derived from the programmes 

themselves .

(2) The Number of Whales to be Sampled is Determined by Scientific 

Considerations

5 .120 Australia also argues that the number of whales to be sampled is 

“driven by the economic interests of key participants in Japan’s pelagic 

whaling industry”797 . The scientific considerations that determine the number 

of whales to be sampled have been so comprehensively discussed in the

present and previous Chapters798 that there is no need to go back to them 

here .

795 AM, paras . 3 .75-3 .79 .
796 See above, paras 4 .55-4 .83, 5 .82-5 .90 .
797 AM, paras . 3 .83 .
798 See above, paras . 4 .84-4 .88, 5 .53-5 .81 .
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(3) The Sale of Whale Meat By-products is Conducted in Conformity 

with Article VIII(2) of the ICRW

5 .121 Australia	qualifies	JARPA/JARPA	II	as	a	“business model”799 and 

alleges that JARPA/JARPA II’s fundamental purpose is not scientific 

research at all .800 It is a “business model” because, according to Australia, 

“the revenue from the sale of whale meat by-products largely funds ongoing 

whaling operations”801 .

5 .122 Article VIII(2) of the ICRW provides that:

“Any whales taken under these special permits shall so far as 
practicable be processed and the proceeds shall be dealt with in 
accordance with directions issued by the Government by which the 
permit was granted .”

5 .123 Curiously enough, Australia, while it mentions this paragraph en 

passant in	 a	 Chapter	 in	which	 it	 deals	with	 a	 different	 question802, avoids 

discussing its applicability to the sale of whale meat under RIF when it 

alleges JARPA/JARPA II constitute a “business model” . The clear text 

prevents Australia from referring to it: according to this paragraph, the 

Contracting Governments are under an obligation to “process” “[a]ny 

whales taken” and to ensure that “the proceeds … be dealt with in 

accordance with directions issued by the Government by which the permit 

was granted” .

5 .124 Whales taken in JARPA/JARPA II have been “so far as 

799 AM, para . 3 .72
800 AM, para . 3 .119 .
801 AM, para . 3 .72 .
802 AM, para . 4 .1 .
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practicable” “processed” and sold, and “the proceeds” have been “dealt with 

in accordance with directions issued by the Government by which the permit 

was granted”, i .e ., the Government of Japan . The sale of whale meat 

by-products under RIF is thus in full conformity with Article VIII(2) of the 

ICRW .

5 .125 The following paragraphs provide details of the scheme which 

ensures the application of Article VIII(2) to whale meat by-products obtained 

in JARPA/JARPA II .

1 .  Whales taken in JARPA/JARPA II are processed and sold in accordance 
with Articles 12 and 13 of the Code for Special Research Programs803

of the ICR, which was approved by an order from the Minister of 
Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries804 .

2 .  Upon completion of every special permit whaling programme, the ICR 
makes an application to the Director-General of the Fisheries Agency 
(DGFAJ) for his/her approval to process and sell whale products 
derived from the programme (Article 13(2) of the Code) . The DGFAJ,
in order to verify whether or not unlawfully harvested or imported 
products are mixed, examines the items in the application including: 
yield of products by species; planned yield of products to be sold by 
species; and method of selling; and gives the ICR approval as 
appropriate (Article 13(1) of the Code) .

3 .  Proceeds obtained through the sales of whale products are to be 
allocated to cover expenditures associated with conducting special 
permit whaling programmes (Article 14 of the Code) .

5 .126 The sale of whale meat, by-products derived from the research 

803 The Institute of Cetacean Research, Code for Special Research Programs (24 November 1988) (As 
amended 28 April 2009) [Annex 138] .

804 Nourinsuisanshou-Shirei-63-Suikai-Dai-3427-Gou [Order of the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry 
and Fisheries 63 Suikai No . 3427 (24 November 1988)] [Annex 139];
Nourinsuisanshou-Shirei-21-Suikan-Dai-165-Gou [Order of the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry 
and Fisheries 21 Suikan No . 165 (16 April 2009)] [Annex 154] .
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activities under JARPA/JARPA II, is thus in conformity with Article VIII(2) 

of the ICRW .

B.  The Difference Between Whaling Operations for Commercial 

Purposes and Scientific Research Purposes

5 .127 When Australia alleges that JARPA II is commercial whaling, its 

principal argument is based on the following syllogism:

- [T]here are only three categories of whaling under the ICRW 
regime: scientific, aboriginal and commercial;

- JARPA II is neither scientific nor aboriginal whaling;
- therefore, JARPA II is commercial whaling805 .

It is clear from the present Chapter that JARPA II is scientific whaling under 

the ICRW . The minor premise thus being invalid, the syllogism fails, without 

discussing the validity of the major premise .

5 .128 Australia’s alternative argument is that JARPA II’s commercial 

purpose can be discerned from its design, architecture and structure806 . Since 

this argument807 is essentially identical to the one concerning the “business 

model” –for example, Australia again avoids examining the clear text of 

Article VIII(2) of the ICRW– it is not necessary here to repeat what has been 

said in the previous part of the present Section .

5 .129 However, it is useful here to explain how commercial whaling is 

different from scientific whaling, in order to clearly illustrate that JARPA II 

805 AM, para . 6 .6 .
806 AM, para . 6 .7 .
807 AM, paras . 6 .8-6 .23 .
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is not commercial whaling .

5 .130 Whaling operations for commercial and scientific research 

purposes are different in a number of significant aspects, including: the areas 

of operation, the target species and number taken, the individual animals 

taken, the information/data to be obtained, the tissue samples collected, the 

personnel involved and the manner in which proceeds are dealt with .

1. Areas of Operation and Trackline

5 .131 Commercial whaling operations are only roughly planned 

beforehand and would be changed depending on the actual distribution of the 

target species . They tend to be conducted without a predetermined vessel 

trackline and only in areas where the density of target species is high enough .

5 .132 In contrast, scientific research whaling operations are planned in 

detail beforehand in accordance with the objectives of the research and would 

not be changed unless absolutely necessary (e .g . in case of severe weather or 

violent sabotage activities) . JARPA/JARPA II special permit whaling follows 

scientifically determined tracklines808 and covers broad areas in accordance 

with the objectives of the research, including areas where the density of the 

target species is low .

808 See Figure 4-2 .

 
 

2. Target Species and the Number of Whales Taken

5 .133 In	 commercial	 whaling	 only	 stocks	 for	 which	 risk	 averse	 quotas	

have been set based on scientific advice and only species of high commercial 

value would be targeted, whereas in research whaling species of less or no 

commercial value such as sperm whales may be targeted in numbers 

scientifically	calculated	as	 the	lowest	number	required	to	obtain	statistically	

meaningful results dependent on the research objectives .

3. Selection of Individual Whales Taken

5 .134 In commercial whaling animals to be taken are selected based on 

commercial efficiency so that larger animals tend to make up a majority of 

the catch . In research whaling, individual animals taken are based on random 

sampling procedures .
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4. Information/Data to be Obtained

5 .135 In commercial whaling operations, only basic information/data are 

to be obtained, such as time and location of taking, species, body length, sex, 

whether lactating (if female), length and sex of foetus (if present), killing 

method used, and number of whales struck but lost809 . Research whaling 

requires a variety of additional information/data in accordance with the 

809 The	minimum	information	required	for	commercial	whaling	operation	are	specified	in	Paragraphs 
23-29, Schedule, ICRW, including Schedule Appendix A [Annex 6] .

 
 

objectives of the research, such as body weight, body proportion, thickness of 

blubber, and weight and composition of stomach contents810 .

5. Tissue Samples Collected

5 .136 For	commercial	whaling	operations	no	tissue	samples	are	required	

under current IWC regulations . In contrast to this for scientific research 

whaling operations a variety of tissue samples are to be collected in 

accordance with the objectives of the research, such as ovary, testes, foetus, 

earplug, blood plasma and other tissues for monitoring of pollutants .

6. Personnel Involved

5 .137 Ordinary crew of whaling vessels for commercial whaling includes 

the captain, navigation officers, engineers, radio operators, gunners, factory 

workers, deckhands, and others . For scientific research whaling operations,

besides the ordinary crew of the whaling research base vessels, a number of 

scientists/researchers and technicians are on board the research base vessels . 

Japan also places officials of the Fisheries Agency on research base vessel

used in the special permit whaling .

7. Manner in which Proceeds are Dealt with

5 .138 For commercial operations there are no restrictions on the use of 

the proceeds other than those relating to CITES regulation of trade . For 

special permit whaling operations, Article VIII(2) of the ICRW provides that 

the proceeds shall be dealt with in accordance with directions issued by the 

Government by which the permit was granted . As already explained in 

810 See Chapter 4, Section 2, D; Chapter 5, Section 3, C (JARPA II) .
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detail 811 , in the case of Japan’s special permit whaling programs, the 

proceeds are to be used to fund the cost of the following years’ special permit 

whaling activities . This means that there are no profits resulting from the 

special permit whaling .

Conclusion

5 .139 The present Chapter has established that JARPA II is a research 

programme launched and conducted to collect scientific data to contribute to 

the “review” and the “comprehensive assessment” envisaged in Paragraph 

10(e) of the ICRW Schedule and to follow up on the findings of JARPA 

indicating that significant changes in the Antarctic ecosystem were taking 

place .

5 .140 JARPA II is designed and has been conducted to achieve the 

following research objectives, established on the basis of scientific 

considerations:

- Objective 1: Monitoring of the Antarctic ecosystem;

- Objective 2: Modelling competition among whale species and 

future management objectives;

- Objective 3: Elucidation of temporal and spatial changes in stock 

structure; and

- Objective 4: Improving the management procedure for Antarctic 

minke whale stocks .

811 See above, paras . 5 .121-5 .126 .
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5 .141 JARPA II’s research methods are also limited to what are 

scientifically necessary . Although Australia alleges that lethal methods are 

not necessary to achieve JARPA’s objectives, non-lethal methods cannot 

completely replace lethal sampling, as explained in the present Chapter as 

well as in Chapter 4 . Furthermore, the examples on which Australia relies to 

“prove” that lethal methods are unnecessary either indicates the 

impracticability of non-lethal methods (SORP) or has nothing to do with 

whale research (CEMP) .

5 .142 Although JARPA II’s first review is scheduled in 2013-2014,

JARPA II has already produced a number of results, the scientific value of 

which has been recognized by the Scientific Committee .

5 .143 Contrary to what the Memorial of Australia suggests, JARPA II is 

not dictated by economic or commercial purposes . It is designed on the basis 

of scientific considerations to achieve scientific objectives through scientific 

methods, and has been in fact conducted as such .
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INTRODUCTION: APPLICABLE LAW

III .1 As recalled in Chapter 1812, the case of which the Court has been 

seised by Australia is expressly limited by the Applicant itself to Japan’s 

alleged failure to comply with its obligations under the ICRW813 .

III .2 As far as other sources of law are concerned, Japan accepts 

Australia’s view that they are a priori inapplicable to the case and cannot 

constitute bases for adjudication . This applies in particular to the Convention 

on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora

(CITES)814 and to the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD)815 referred 

to in paragraph 1 .9 of Australia’s Memorial816 . The same holds true for the 

“other international obligations for the preservation of marine mammals and 

the marine environment” incumbent upon Japan, to which paragraph 2 of 

Australia’s Application refers . It must be noted that Australia does not 

invoke other conventions autonomously but rather refers to them from the 

perspective of systemic interpretation817 .

812 See above, Introduction, paras . 4-10 and paras . 1 .6-1 .10 .
813 See AM, para . 1 .8 . In the next para . 1 .9, Australia claims that it “reserves the right to seek remedies 

from the Court in relation to a breach of the Convention on International Trade in Endangered 
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (‘CITES’)” . As shown above (paras . 1 .7-1 .8), Australia has not 
such a “right” . 

814 Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (entered into 
force 1 July 1975)  993 UNTS 243 .

815 Convention on Biological Diversity (entered into force 29 December 1993) 1760 UNTS 79 .
816 See also Application, para . 38 .
817 AM, paras . 4 .81-4 .86 .
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814 Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (entered into 
force 1 July 1975)  993 UNTS 243 .

815 Convention on Biological Diversity (entered into force 29 December 1993) 1760 UNTS 79 .
816 See also Application, para . 38 .
817 AM, paras . 4 .81-4 .86 .
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III .3 In the same vein, principles such as the precautionary approach818

or the principle of good faith 819 are not (and cannot be) 820 invoked 

independently, but only for the purposes of interpreting and applying Article 

VIII and in so far as permissible under the law of treaties .

III .4 Part III of Australia’s Memorial, entitled “The Law”, refers solely 

to what is called by the Applicant “The Article VIII Exception” . Japan agrees 

that the only applicable law in the case put before the Court is indeed Article 

VIII of the ICRW . Therefore, the matter put before the Court is a matter of 

interpretation of the Convention and, more precisely of Article VIII and of 

its application to the JARPA II programme . However, having recognized 

this, Australia overlooks that it is indeed Article VIII that governs the 

legality of JARPA II . By using the “secondary” instruments adopted by the 

Convention organs with a view to contradicting the obvious interpretation of 

this Article, it inverts the natural hierarchy between the relevant instruments .

III .5 With respect to applicable law, the most significant points to be 

made are that:

(i) this case exclusively relates to the application of Article VIII of the 

ICRW; and

(ii) by virtue of the terms of paragraph 1 of this provision, the granting of 

special permits by Contracting Governments is “exempt from the 

operation of” the ICRW and, leaving aside some procedural obligations, 

is subject only to “such restrictions as to number and …to such other 

818 AM, paras . 4 .87-4 .90 .
819 AM, paras . 4 .57-4 .63 .
820 See Border and Transborder Armed Actions (Nicaragua v. Honduras), Jurisdiction and 

Admissibility, Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 1988, p . 105, para . 94 . 

conditions as the Contracting Government thinks fit”, “[n]otwithstanding 

anything contained in” the ICRW .

III .6 The precise meaning and scope of Article VIII will be further 

analysed in detail in Chapter 7 . Suffice it to note at this stage that the rules 

applying to special permits under Article VIII have something in common 

with “self-contained regimes”821 – not giving to the expression too technical 

a meaning – in that they consist exclusively of the rules included in Article 

VIII notwithstanding all the other rules provided for in the Convention . It 

can be seen as a “special treaty regime” included in a more comprehensive 

set of treaty rules – from which it derogates .

III .7 Australia’s method of interpretation of this provision is flawed 

from the outset: while paying lip service to the text of Article VIII itself, 

Australia’s Memorial puts much weight upon secondary instruments 

supposed to clarify the meaning of Article VIII or to restrict the rights of the 

Contracting Governments under Article VIII .

III .8 In so doing, Australia tries its best to obscure the plain meaning of 

this provision . In particular, it confuses the role of the Convention itself 

(which is the primary rule in the relations between the Contracting 

Governments) and the secondary instruments adopted in application of the 

821 See SS “Wimbledon”, Judgments, 1923, P.C.I.J., Series A, N° 1, pp . 23-24; United States 
Diplomatic and Consular Staff in Tehran, Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 1980, p . 40 . See also ILC, 
“Fragmentation of International Law: Difficulties Arising from Diversification and Expansion of 
International Law”, Report of the Study Group of the International Law Commission, 
A/CN .4/L .682, 2006, paras . 111-185 . See Pierre-Marie	 Dupuy,	 “L'unité	 de	 l'ordre	 juridique	
international :cours général de droit international public (2000)” (2002) 297 Recueil des cours,
pp .428-437; Bruno Simma and Dirk Pulkowski, “Leges speciales and Self-contained Regimes” , J . 
Crawford, A . Pellet and S . Olleson, The law of international responsibility (OUP 2010) pp . 139-
163 .
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Convention . Moreover, among these secondary instruments, Australia relies 

indiscriminately on amendments to the Schedule on the one hand and on 

other secondary instruments on the other hand – probably in the hope that the 

binding character of the former will contaminate the latter . This is legally 

wrong – even though there is a common element: both kinds of instruments –

amendments to the Schedule and “resolutions” or “recommendations” of the 

IWC and of the other organs of the ICRW – being adopted on the basis of the 

Convention, must comply with its provisions and, in particular, cannot 

modify its object and purpose .

III .9 All these instruments are secondary insofar as they are, by their 

origin, unilateral in nature, being texts voted by the IWC on the basis of the 

Convention . But there is an essential difference: while the amendments to the 

Schedule modify the regulations for those Contracting Governments which 

do not object to them, the instruments belonging to the second category are 

simply hortatory texts of general scope (the IWC guidelines on special 

permits addressed to the Scientific Committee and resolutions addressed to 

States on the same subject-matter) or recommendations addressed by the 

Commission to individual States, in particular to Japan .

III .10 Australia’s approach to the interpretation of Article VIII is not 

only methodologically flawed, but also misleading, since it actually purports 

to substitute for the clear rights and obligations resulting from Article VIII a 

series of “soft obligations” that have no conventional basis and were simply 

stated in a number of IWC resolutions, having as such no binding power and 

certainly not that of modifying the Convention . As will be shown in more 

details in Chapter 8, Australia’s heavy reliance upon secondary instruments

is aimed at creating the (erroneous) impression that Article VIII 

interpretation could be just a pretext for elevating secondary instruments to 

the level of applicable law, independently of any issue of interpretation .

III .11 The legal impact of amendments to the Schedule adopted in 

conformity with Article V of the Convention as “necessary to carry out the 

objectives and purposes of” the ICRW is different in that “[s]ubject to any 

reservation that may be made by a Contracting Government to the ICRW, 

amendments to the Schedule form part of the ICRW and are legally 

binding”822 . Japan	has	no	quarrel	with	 this	Australian	allegation	– but with 

two important caveats:

- first, it goes without saying that these amendments must be adopted in 

conformity with the Convention and cannot change its object and purpose 

(which is explained in Chapter 6);

- second, the Schedule and its amendment do not apply to special permit 

whaling since they are part of the Convention823, and it is precisely the 

object of Article VIII to exempt it from its application .

III .12 While Part III of the Memorial does not expressly identify the 

amendments to the Schedule as being the applicable law, Part IV, dealing 

with the alleged “Japan’s Breaches of International Law”, refers to the 

Commercial Whaling Moratorium824, the Southern Ocean Sanctuary825 and 

the Factory Ship Moratorium826 as constituting the material basis for Japan’s 

822 AM, para . 1 .2 .
823 Cf . ICRW, Art . I(1): “This Convention includes the Schedule attached thereto which forms an

integral part thereof” .
824 AM, Chapter 6, Section I .
825 AM, Chapter 6, Section II .
826 AM, Chapter 6, Section III .
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responsibility . All three “decisions” 827 are formally embodied in 

amendments to the ICRW Schedule . It follows from Australia’s presentation

that the application of these amendments is ancillary and triggered by the 

inapplicability of Article VIII of the Convention to JARPA II828 . While not 

necessarily sharing Australia’s perception of the relations between Article 

VIII and the amendments to the Schedule829, and even less its conclusion

relating to the lack of conformity of JARPA II with Article VIII, Japan notes

that, if a special permit programme meets	 the	requirements of Article VIII, 

the issue of its compatibility with the three Schedule amendments referred to 

by Australia does not arise .

III .13 In line with this autonomous invocation of the Schedule 

amendments as a basis for assessing the international legality of the JARPA 

II programme,	Australia	equally	refers	to	them,	as	well	as	to	Paragraph	30	of	

the Schedule 830 , as instruments relevant for the interpretation of Article 

VIII 831  . The same role is attributed by the Applicant to the IWC’s 

guidelines 832 and recommendations 833  . It is nonetheless apparent that 

Australia wrongly appreciates both the relevance and the impact of these 

instruments upon the interpretation of Article VIII, since the proposed result 

is contrary to the obvious meaning of these provisions on their own terms . 

And the Court has constantly expressed its reluctance to override the clear 

meaning of a text:

827 Art . III uses the term “decisions” for all acts of the Commission, binding and non-binding alike . It 
thus refers to Schedule amendments that are in principle binding (Article V) and to 
recommendations (Article VI) and other type of resolutions, having no binding effect . See also 
below, paras . 8 .58-8 .59 .

828 AM, paras . 6 .2, 6 .6, 6 .26 .
829 See below, paras . 8 .15-8 .56 .
830 See text in AM, Annex 1, p . 11; see AM, paras . 4 .20-4 .24 .
831 AM, paras . 4 .20-4 .24, 4 .52-4 .56 .
832 AM, paras . 4 .25-4 .29, 4 .110-4 .414 .
833 AM, paras . 4 .67-4 .80 .

“To warrant an interpretation other than that which ensues from the 
natural	meaning	of	the	words,	a	decisive	reason	would	be	required	
which has not been established .”834

III .14 This would amount not to interpretation, but rather to an 

unacceptable revision of Article VIII under the guise of interpretation, a path 

that the Court has always refused to follow:

“It is the duty of the Court to interpret the Treaties, not to revise 
them .”835

III .15 Australia’s positions on applicable law are erratic and paradoxical . 

It seems to accept that Article VIII, on its own terms, exempts special 

permits from the operation of the ICRW . This does not prevent it from

seeking by all means to neutralize this provision, however crucial in the 

present case:

- it	 pretends	 that	 it	 has	 been	 amended	 by	 subsequent	 instruments lacking 

binding force;

- contradicting the previous argument, it alleges that Article VIII must be 

interpreted in conformity with those non-binding instruments or Schedule 

amendments which only apply to commercial whaling; 

- it adds arbitrary criteria that it says scientific research programmes must 

meet but which are not part of Article VIII; and,

- it finally attempts to take refuge behind the uncertain notion of abuse of 

rights (thus acknowledging that Japan can invoke its rights in the present 

case) .

834 Conditions of Admission of a State to Membership in the United Nations (Article 4 of the Charter), 
Advisory Opinion, 1948, I.C.J. Reports 1947-1948, p . 63 .

835 Interpretation of Peace Treaties with Bulgaria, Hungary and Romania, Second Phase, Advisory 
Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1950, p . 229.
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III .16 The present Part will set out the rules applicable to the present 

case . To this effect, it is divided into three Chapters . Chapter 6 discusses the 

object and purpose of the ICRW, which is sustainable use of whale resources, 

as a correct understanding of the object and purpose of the Convention is 

necessary for the proper interpretation of Article VIII of the ICRW; Chapter 

7 analyses Article VIII in some detail and offers an interpretation of this 

provision which conforms to the usual rules of interpretation; and Chapter 8 

considers the status of the secondary instruments so heavily relied upon by 

Australia . 

CHAPTER 6

THE OBJECT AND PURPOSE OF THE ICRW

6 .1 It was shown in Chapter 2 that as a matter of historical fact the 

object and purpose of the ICRW and its predecessors was the conservation of 

whale stocks in order to make possible the orderly development of the

whaling industry . This Chapter explains the significance of that object and 

purpose in the context of the principles governing the interpretation of the 

ICRW, as a preliminary to the discussion of the interpretation of ICRW 

Article VIII in the next chapter . 

Section 1. The Object and Purpose of the ICRW

as Stated in its Preamble

6 .2 In the 1970s there was increasing international concern over the 

level of exploitation	 and	 consequent	 depletion	 of	 whale	 stocks,	 and	 also	

more general environmental concern over the taking of whales836 . But it is 

not correct to suggest, as Australia tries to do, that the object and purpose of 

the ICRW has shifted towards securing the preservation of whales, or that 

conservation cannot coexist with commercial whaling .  

6 .3 In explaining the object and purpose of the ICRW Australia refers 

to the last paragraph of its Preamble, which records that the Contracting 

Governments had “decided to conclude a convention to provide for the 

proper conservation of whale stocks and thus make possible the orderly 

836 AM, para . 1 .2 .
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development of the whaling industry” . Australia contends that through the 

use of the conjunction “and thus” the “orderly development” of the whaling 

industry is made contingent upon the proper and effective conservation of 

whale stocks 837  . However, as is apparent from the travaux préparatoires

described in Chapter 2, that contention distorts the wording and 

misrepresents the history of Article VIII of the ICRW . Orderly development 

of the whaling industry is not a contingent possibility, which may or may not 

come about as a by-product of the achievement of the goal of the 

conservation of whales . The “conservation of whale stocks” was the means 

to achieve the goal of the “orderly development of the whaling industry” .

Conservation is intended to make the development of industrial whaling 

possible and the ICRW aims to secure the sustainable use of whales .

6 .4 Indeed, Australia does not deny the wording of the ICRW 

Preamble, or what the wording signifies . Australia explicitly concedes that 

“[a]t the time of the conclusion of the Convention, the ICRW’s objective –

the conservation and recovery of all whale stocks – was seen as a means to 

achieve the orderly development of the whaling industry .” 838 Australia

contends that the object and purpose of the ICRW has changed; but it is 

indisputable that there has been no formal amendment to the Convention,

and no change in the wording of the Preamble . 

6 .5 It has been noted that “[t]he preamble is a principal and natural 

source from which indications can be gathered of a treaty’s objects and 

purposes even though the preamble does not contain substantive 

837 AM, para . 2 .19 .
838 AM, para . 2 .98 (emphasis added) .

provisions”839 . The Court has applied this precept in its practice, for example 

in the Oil Platforms case840 . The travaux préparatoires of the ICRW also 

indicate that the drafters intended specifically, as they considered to be the 

customary practice, to explain the purposes and objectives of the Convention 

in the Preamble841 . The Preamble to the ICRW begins by “Recognizing the 

interest of the nations of the world in safeguarding for future generations the 

great natural resources represented by the whale stocks” 842 .  The initial 

premise is that whales are resources .

6 .6 After recalling the overfishing of whale stocks which makes it 

“essential to protect all species of whales from further overfishing”, the 

Preamble continues by:

“Recognizing that the whale stocks are susceptible of natural 
increases if whaling is properly regulated, and that increases in the 
size of whale stocks will permit increases in the number of whales 
which may be captured without endangering these natural 
resources” .

6 .7 The next two paragraphs in the Preamble are directed at the 

transition of whale stocks from their state as it was at the time of drafting in 

1946 to the ideal state .  The shortages of food and fats following World War 

II	 required	 that	 the	 process of this transition should balance the need to 

continue catching whales for their resource value and, on the other hand, the 

839 Arbitral Award of 31 July 1989, Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 1991, Dissenting Opinion of Judge 
Weeramantry, p . 142 . 

840 Oil Platforms (Islamic Republic of Iran v . United States of America), Preliminary Objection, 
Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 1996, p . 813(para . 27); Arbitral Award of 31 July 1989, Judgment, I.C.J. 
Reports 1991, pp . 70, 72, paras . 49, 56 .

841 See above, para . 2 .30 .
842 Emphasis added .
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837 AM, para . 2 .19 .
838 AM, para . 2 .98 (emphasis added) .

provisions”839 . The Court has applied this precept in its practice, for example 

in the Oil Platforms case840 . The travaux préparatoires of the ICRW also 

indicate that the drafters intended specifically, as they considered to be the 
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6 .6 After recalling the overfishing of whale stocks which makes it 
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Preamble continues by:
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increases if whaling is properly regulated, and that increases in the 
size of whale stocks will permit increases in the number of whales 
which may be captured without endangering these natural 
resources” .

6 .7 The next two paragraphs in the Preamble are directed at the 
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839 Arbitral Award of 31 July 1989, Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 1991, Dissenting Opinion of Judge 
Weeramantry, p . 142 . 

840 Oil Platforms (Islamic Republic of Iran v . United States of America), Preliminary Objection, 
Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 1996, p . 813(para . 27); Arbitral Award of 31 July 1989, Judgment, I.C.J. 
Reports 1991, pp . 70, 72, paras . 49, 56 .

841 See above, para . 2 .30 .
842 Emphasis added .
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rapid increase in whale stocks . The Preamble then states the need to limit 

certain whaling operations in order to achieve this aim:

“Recognizing that it is in the common interest to achieve the 
optimum level of whale stocks as rapidly as possible without 
causing wide-spread economic and nutritional distress; 

Recognizing that in the course of achieving these objectives, 
whaling operations should be confined to those species best able to 
sustain exploitation in order to give an interval for recovery to 
certain species of whales now depleted in numbers” .

6 .8 The approach to the achievement of this balance between the need 

to continue catching whales and the need to increase whale stocks was 

spelled out in the next paragraph of the Preamble:

“Desiring to establish a system of international regulation for the 
whale fisheries to ensure proper and effective conservation and 
development of whale stocks on the basis of the principles 
embodied in the provisions of the International Agreement for the 
Regulation of Whaling, signed in London on June 8, 1937 and the 
protocols to that Agreement signed in London on June 24, 1938
and November 26, 1945” .

6 .9 The reference to the 1937 Agreement is notable . As explained in 

Chapter 2 843 , the 1937 Agreement was itself envisaged as a resource 

management agreement, emphasizing the importance of conserving whale 

stock as a means to maintain the whaling industry . Its Preamble referred to 

the desire of the contracting parties “to secure the prosperity of the whaling 

industry and, for that purpose, to maintain the stock of whales”; and no other 

aim was set out in the Preamble . The clause in the Preamble to the 1937 

Agreement is perfectly clear: the maintenance of stocks was adopted as an 

843 See above, paras . 2 .11-2 .22 .

aim explicitly for the purpose of securing the prosperity of the whaling 

industry.

6 .10 Other provisions of the 1937 Agreement were considered in 

Chapter 2844; but it should be noted here that the 1937 Agreement, whose 

principles were expressly adopted as the basis for the ICRW as intended by 

the drafters, was very clearly conceived as a resource management 

convention and not as a preservation convention . The ICRW is a 

continuation of this tradition, as the final paragraph in its Preamble makes 

clear . This paragraph explains the reason for concluding the ICRW:

“Having decided to conclude a convention to provide for the 
proper conservation of whale stocks and thus make possible the 
orderly development of the whaling industry” .

6 .11 The “orderly development of the whaling industry” is the key and 

final aim of the ICRW . Australia tries 845 to invert the language of the 

Preamble, arguing that conservation is the first objective of the ICRW, and 

the orderly development of the whaling industry as secondary objective 

relying on and flowing from the first . But that is not what the ICRW says . It 

adds nothing to the strength of Australia’s argument to say that “through use 

of the conjunction ‘and thus’ in the final paragraph of the preamble, the 

‘orderly development’ of the whaling industry is expressly made contingent 

upon the proper and effective conservation of whale stocks .”846 The words 

do not express that at all . The natural meaning of the sentence is that

conservation is the way in which the orderly development of the whaling 

844 See above, paras . 2 .15-2 .19 .
845 AM, paras . 2 .19-2 .20 .
846 AM, para . 2 .19 .
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industry is to be made possible . Whale stocks will be conserved, “and thus” 

or “in this way” or “in the way just indicated” the orderly development of the 

whaling industry will be made possible .

6 .12 The ICRW does not focus upon the limitation or prohibition of 

whale catches for its own sake or for the sake of biological diversity or of 

animal protection, or upon any other aim, worthy as any of those aims might 

be .  To regard the ICRW as a wildlife preservation measure is to ignore its 

object and purpose as set out in its Preamble .  There is no basis upon which 

any anti-whaling bias or presumption can be read into the ICRW . 

6 .13 Neither the object and purpose nor the nature of the ICRW has 

changed since its adoption in 1946 . As Switzerland correctly explained in 

2002: 

“La Convention internationale du 2 décembre 1946 pour la 
réglementation de la chasse à la baleine n’est	pas	uniquement	un	
instrument de protection des baleines: son objectif est de rendre 
possible l’exploitation durable des peuplements baleiniers . La 
convention	 ne	 protège	 les	 baleines	 que	 dans	 la	 mesure	 où	 la	
protection permet aux peuplements baleiniers de se reconstituer et 
ainsi ‘d’augmenter	le	nombre	des	baleines	pouvant	être	capturées’
(citation du préambule de la convention) .”847

Section 2. Conservation and Exploitation are Not Contradictory

6 .14 The Memorial of Australia extensively uses the term 

847 Conseil	fédéral	suisse,	“Résponse	aux	questions	déposées	par	M.	Aeschbacher	Ruedi”	(Conseiller	
national, 20 février 2002),
<http://www .parlament .ch/f/suche/pages/geschaefte .aspx?gesch_id=20013754> accessed 14 
February 2012 [Annex196] .

“conservation” as though it is interchangeable with “preservation” . Since 

“conservation of natural resources” is an almost universally accepted concept, 

the picture is created of a confrontation between the conservation of whales 

and whaling, as if they are incompatible . But that is simply incorrect . The 

established definition of “conservation” is very different from that suggested 

by Australia, as is explained below . 

6 .15 There is no contradiction between the conservation of whales and 

the exploitation of whales . The ICRW is not at all unusual in pursuing the 

aim of conservation in order to secure the sustainable use of natural 

resources . The provisions of other environmental treaties adopt the same 

approach . It is of central importance in this case that the approach that these 

treaties have in common is clearly understood, and accordingly the following 

paragraphs illustrate that approach by reference to the texts of some of the 

treaties .   

6 .16 One example is the 1992 Convention on Biological Diversity 

(CBD), to which Australia refers in its Memorial848 . The CBD does not have 

conservation as its sole aim, and it very clearly does not prohibit the 

exploitation and use of biological resources . Article 1 of the CBD states that:

“The objectives of this Convention  . . .are the conservation of 
biological diversity, the sustainable use of its components and the 
fair	 and	 equitable	 sharing	 of	 the	 benefits	 arising	 out	 of	 the	
utilization of genetic resources  . . .”

6 .17 Indeed, the CBD is premised upon the idea that there will be 

848 See AM, para . 4 .86 .
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greater incentives to conserve biological resources where they are used and 

have a direct benefit to society .  In this way, the CBD seeks to contribute to 

the long-term conservation of biological diversity and to sustainable 

development . Thus, it places obligations on Contracting Parties to co-operate 

and take various measures for the “conservation and sustainable use” of 

“biological diversity” or “biological resources” 849  . Moreover, in the 

objectives of the CBD, the drafters differentiated between the conservation 

of biological diversity on the one hand and the “sustainable use of its

components” on the other850 . This language leaves no doubt that the CBD

permits the use of biological resources in a manner which “avoid[s] or 

minimize[s] adverse impacts on biological diversity”851 .

6 .18 “Use” includes both commercial exploitation and use for the 

purposes of scientific research . The CBD expressly calls upon the 

Contracting Parties to “[e]ndeavour to provide the conditions needed for 

compatibility between present uses and the conservation of biological 

diversity and the sustainable use of its components”852; and in relation to use 

for scientific research, Article 12(b) of the CBD specifically	 requires	 the 

Contracting Parties to “[p]romote and encourage research which contributes 

to the conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity . . .”

6 .19 The concept of sustainable use has been further developed by the 

Conference of the Parties to the CBD .  In 2004, the Parties adopted the Addis 

Ababa Principles and Guidelines for the Sustainable Use of Biodiversity

849 CBD, Arts . 5, 6, 7, 8(c)(g)(i)(j), 10, 11, 12(c), 13(b) .
850 CBD, Art . 1 . 
851 CBD, Art . 10(b) .
852 CBD, Art . 8(i) .

which recognize that: 

“Sustainable use is a valuable tool to promote conservation of 
biological diversity, since in many instances it provides incentives 
for conservation and restoration because of social, cultural and 
economic benefits that people derive from that use . In turn, 
sustainable use cannot be achieved without effective conservation 
measures . In this context, and as recognized in the Plan of 
Implementation of the World Summit on Sustainable 
Development, sustainable use is an effective tool to combat 
poverty,	 and	 consequently,	 to	 achieve	 sustainable	
development .”853

6 .20 The combination of conservation and sustainable use as the policy 

behind the CBD is a matter of practical necessity . The notion of sustainable 

use does not set a specific rate at which species may be exploited and, as 

explained by one commentary on the CBD, “the very nature of the 

components of biological diversity and the ever increasing external demands 

placed on them by human use, most notably driven by population growth and 

patterns of over-consumption	 will	 require	 the	 contours	 to	 be	 continuously	

evaluated and re-defined over time”854 . It follows that precisely what types 

and levels of utilization are sustainable will depend on the status of the 

species and the demands upon it at any particular time .

6 .21 The idea that conservation policies will change over time is 

reflected in the principle of adaptive management . The link between 

sustainable use and adaptive management is described by the Secretariat to 

853 COP Decision VII/12, Annex II, at para . 2 .  The reference to the Plan of Implementation adopted at 
the World Summit on Sustainable Development in 2002, is to paragraph 44(b) of the Plan, which 
calls on States to “[p]romote the ongoing work under the Convention on the sustainable use on 
biological diversity .”

854 Lyle Glowka et al ., A Guide to the Convention on Biological Diversity, IUCN Environmental 
Policy and Law Paper No . 30 (IUCN Gland and Cambridge 1994) p . 57 .
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the CBD in the following way:

“Sustainable	use	is	not	a	fixed	state,	but	rather	the	consequence	of
balancing an array of factors, which vary according to the context 
of the use . In addition, sustainability of uses cannot be expressed 
with certainty, but rather as a probability that may have to change 
if the conditions in which management is taking place change .”855

6 .22 Since the level of exploitation will depend on the conservation 

status	 of	 the	 species	 in	 question,	 it	 follows	 that	 the	 measures	 adopted	 to	

promote sustainable use of biological resources should be adjusted according 

to the information available about a species, bearing in mind the 

precautionary approach . This understanding of sustainable use permits a 

spectrum of possible measures ranging from full commercial exploitation, to

giving a stock fully protected status . “Protection” appears in Article 8 of the 

CBD856, but	 the	 Convention	 does	 not	 require	 protected	 status	 to	 be	 either	

absolute or permanent . The on-going responsibility of a Contracting Party to 

monitor the status of biological diversity means that a species which was 

once threatened may be subject to exploitation in the future once the 

population has recovered to a level which would permit sustainable use857 .

The Commercial Whaling Moratorium currently in force and the JARPA II 

scientific research programme are instances of the application of this 

approach858 .

855 “Extract from the Note by the Executive Secretary on Sustainable Use Prepared for the Ninth 
Meeting of the Subsidiary Body on Scientific, Technical and Technological Advice 
(UNEP/CBD/SBSTTA/9/9)”, Annex I, Decision VII/12, Conference of the Parties to the 
Convention on Biological Diversity, Seventh Ordinary Meeting (2004), para . 11 .

856 Art . 8 deals with in situ conservation .
857 Art . 7	requires	Contracting	Parties	to	monitor	biological	diversity	and	to	identify,	inter alia, species 

which are threatened .
858 Detailed explanation provided in (re Moratorium) Joji Morishita and Dan Goodman, “The IWC 

moratorium on commercial Whaling was not a value judgement and was not intended as a 
permanent prohibition” (2011), 1(2) Aegean Review of the Law of the Sea and Maritime Law 301, 
pp . 303-304 [Annex 203] . (re JARPA II) Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the 

6 .23 A similar approach is adopted in the 1982 United Nations 

Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS)859 . Article 64 of the UNCLOS 

explicitly provides that coastal States and other States shall cooperate “with a 

view to ensuring conservation and promoting the objective of optimum 

utilization of” those highly migratory species which are listed in Annex I of 

the UNCLOS .  Seven families of cetaceans are included in Annex I: 

Physeteridae (Sperm whales); Baleanopteridae (Rorquals,	 including	 blue	

whales, humpback whales, and minke whales); Baleanidea (Bowhead whales 

and right whales); Escrichtiidae (Grey whales); Monodontidae (Beluga and 

narwhal); Ziphiidae (Beaked whales); and Delphinidae (Dolphins, killer 

whales, pilot whales and relatives) . All species included in the JARPA II 

programme are included in the UNCLOS Annex I list; and their optimum 

utilization is the objective set by the UNCLOS .

6 .24 The 1995 UN Fish Stocks Agreement860, whose parties include 

Japan and Australia, is another example of a treaty concerning marine 

resources which adopts a similar approach . The Agreement makes specific 

provision for “[c]ompatibility of conservation and management 

measures”861; and it specifies detailed principles for the conservation and 

management	of	highly	migratory	and	straddling	fish	stocks,	requiring	States	

to maintain or restore harvested populations to a level which will produce the 

Japanese Whale Research Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) - Monitoring 
of the Antarctic Ecosystem and Development of New Management Objectives for Whale 
Resources”, SC/57/O1 (2005), p . 6 [Annex 150] .

859 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (entered into force 16 November 1994) 1833
UNTS 3 .

860 The United Nations Agreement for the Implementation of the Provisions of the United Nations 
Convention on the Law of the Sea of 10 December 1982 Relating to the Conservation and 
Management of Straddling Fish Stocks and Highly Migratory Species (entered into force 11
November 2001) 2167 UNTS 3 .

861 UN Fish Stocks Agreement, Art . 7 .
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Resources”, SC/57/O1 (2005), p . 6 [Annex 150] .

859 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (entered into force 16 November 1994) 1833
UNTS 3 .

860 The United Nations Agreement for the Implementation of the Provisions of the United Nations 
Convention on the Law of the Sea of 10 December 1982 Relating to the Conservation and 
Management of Straddling Fish Stocks and Highly Migratory Species (entered into force 11
November 2001) 2167 UNTS 3 .

861 UN Fish Stocks Agreement, Art . 7 .
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Maximum Sustainable Yield  (MSY) 862 , as	 qualified	 by	 relevant 

environmental and economic factors863 . Here, too, it is evident that there is 

no incompatibility between conservation and exploitation .

6 .25 The same is true of the 1980 Convention on the Conservation of 

Antarctic Marine Living Resources (CCAMLR) 864  . The CCAMLR

recognizes	 that	 the	 Antarctic	 region	 is	 a	 fragile	 ecosystem	which	 requires	

special protection, and applies to all marine living resources of the area south 

of 60 degrees South latitude and to marine living resources of the area 

between that latitude and the Antarctic convergence which form part of the 

Antarctic marine ecosystem.

6 .26 The objective of the CCAMLR is the “conservation of Antarctic 

marine living resources”865, but it does not prohibit the taking of marine 

living resources in the Antarctic . Conservation under the CCAMLR is 

understood as “rational use” 866 and all conservation and management 

measures taken by the Commission established by the CCAMLR are based 

on principles designed to ensure “stable recruitment” to harvested 

populations of the resources	in	question867 .

6 .27 The target of preventing a decrease in harvested populations to 

levels below those which ensure stable recruitment is very similar to the 

862 See above, paras . 3 .16-3 .18 .
863 See UN Fish Stocks Agreement, Art . 5(b) .
864 Convention on the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources (entered into force 4 April 

1982) 1329 UNTS 47 .
865 CCAMLR, Art . II(1) .
866 CCAMLR, Art . II(2) .
867 CCAMLR, Art . II(3)(a) .

concept of the MSY found in Article 61(3) of the UNCLOS and in the 1995 

UN Fish Stocks Agreement . The key difference between the CCAMLR and 

these other instruments is that there is no need to take into account economic 

factors	when	setting	the	total	allowable	catch.	The	consequence	is	a	different	

approach to the conservation and management of living resources covered by 

the CCAMLR .  Nevertheless, this does not alter the fact that the exploitation 

of these resources is permitted, provided that the relevant populations are not 

over-exploited .

6 .28 Even the Convention on International Trade in Endangered 

Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES), concluded in 1973 for “the 

protection of certain species of wild fauna and flora against over-exploitation 

through international trade” 868 adopts sustainable use as an overarching 

element of the Convention . CITES Resolution 13 .2 recognizes that 

“[a]lthough CITES does not have a definition of sustainable use, the case 

studies show that the elements of the Addis Ababa Principles and Guidelines 

for the Sustainable Use of Biodiversity that are generally relevant to CITES 

are either already implicit in the language of CITES or are promoted by 

CITES”869 .

6 .29 CITES follows the system of adaptive management . It does not 

mandate one level of protection for all species: rather, it differentiates 

between species, depending on the level of the threat posed to them by 

international trade . Species “threatened with extinction which are or may be 

868 CITES, Preamble . 
869 Sustainable Use of Biodiversity, CITES Resolution Conf . 13 .2 (Rev . COP 14), Annex 2 .
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affected by trade” should be listed in Appendix I870 and these species will 

receive the greatest level of protection . Appendix I species may only be

traded if import and export permits have been issued by the States of import 

and States of export .  In deciding whether to issue these permits, Contracting 

States must be satisfied, inter alia, that trade will not be detrimental to the 

survival of the species, that the specimen was not obtained in contravention 

of national laws of that State, and that the specimen is not to be used for 

primarily commercial purposes 871 . In other words, even the most strictly 

protected species, threatened with extinction, may be exploited provided that 

the trade in them will not threaten the survival of the species . CITES also 

expressly permits Contracting States to make reservations which enable them 

to continue trading in certain species, even when those species are listed in

Appendix I872 .

6 .30 As these examples show, there is no contradiction between 

conservation and utilization . The objective of sustainable use of whale 

resources of the ICRW is in line with modern environmental treaty practice . 

Section 3. The Object and Purpose of the ICRW 

Contrasted with that of Other Treaties

6 .31 There is a further point to be made . The object and purpose of the 

ICRW, clearly evident from its Preamble and consistent with modern 

practice in conservation treaties, is put into sharper focus when it is 

contrasted with the language of wildlife preservation . Those conventions 

870 CITES, Art . II(1) .
871 See CITES, Art . III .
872 See CITES, Art . XV(3) .

refer to the objects of their protection not in terms of sustainable use but in 

terms of the need to preserve them from danger of extinction, in particular as 

a result of man-made threats . 

6 .32 For example, six years before the ICRW was adopted, the 1940 

Convention on Nature Protection and Wild Life Preservation in the Western 

Hemisphere was adopted with the following Preamble:

“The Governments of the American Republics, wishing to protect 
and preserve in their natural habitat representatives of all species 
and genera of their native flora and fauna, including migratory 
birds, in sufficient numbers and over areas extensive enough to 
assure them from becoming extinct through any agency within 
man’s control; and

Wishing to protect and preserve scenery of extraordinary beauty,
unusual and striking geologic formations, regions and natural 
objects of aesthetic, historic or scientific value, and areas 
characterized by primitive conditions in those cases covered by 
this Convention; and

Wishing to conclude a convention on the protection of nature and 
the preservation of flora and fauna to effectuate the foregoing 
purposes, have agreed upon the following Articles”873 .

6 .33 A little later, the 1950 Convention internationale pour la protection 

des oiseaux was adopted, with a Preamble which read thus:

“Les Gouvernements signataires de la présente Convention,
conscients	 du	 danger	 d’extermination	 qui	 menace	 certaines	
espèces	 d’oiseaux,	 inquiets	 d’autre	 part	 de	 la	 diminution	
numérique	d’autres	espèces et, notamment des migratrice,
considérant	que	du	point	de	vue	de	la	science,	de	la	protection	de	

873 Convention on Nature Protection and Wild Life Preservation in the Western Hemisphere (entered 
into force 1 May 1942), 161 UNTS 193, Preamble .
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la	nature	et	de	l’économie	propre	à	chaque	nation,	tous	les	oiseaux	
doivent, en principe,	être	protégés,	
ont reconnu la nécessité de modifier la Convention Internationale 
pour la Protection des Oiseaux Utiles à l’Agriculture signée à 
Paris le 19 mars 1902, et sont convenu des dispositions 
suivantes”874.

Article 1 of that Convention stipulated that “[l]a présente Convention a pour 

objet la protection des oiseaux vivant à l’état sauvage” .

6 .34 States understood well how to draft a convention on wildlife 

preservation . The language appropriate to such conventions was used when 

States wished to use it . That language was not used in other conventions, 

such as the ICRW, whose object and purpose was not the preservation and 

protection of wildlife as such but rather the management of natural resources, 

including plants and animals, so as to secure their sustainable use .

Conclusion

6 .35 This Chapter has shown that it is clear that the object and purpose 

of the ICRW is the orderly development of the whaling industry through 

proper conservation of whale stocks . Protection of whales is indeed provided 

for in the Convention, but it is not an objective per se: it is an appropriate 

means to insure a sustainable whaling . Sound conservation is the instrument 

by which industrial whaling is to be developed . The objective of sustainable 

use of whale resources of the ICRW is in line with modern environmental 

treaty practice . 

874 Convention internationale pour la protection des oiseaux (entered into force 17 January 1963),
638 UNTS 185 .

CHAPTER 7

INTERPRETATION OF ARTICLE VIII

7 .1 As was explained in the Introduction of Part III, the focal point of 

the	present	dispute	is	the	question	whether	JARPA	II	has	been	carried	out	in	

conformity with Article VIII of the ICRW 875  . The onus lies upon the 

Applicant State to show why Japan’s authorization of special permit whaling 

violates Article VIII of the ICRW, which reads as follows:

“Article VIII 
1 . Notwithstanding anything contained in this Convention, any 
Contracting Government may grant to any of its nationals a special 
permit authorizing that national to kill, take, and treat whales for 
purposes of scientific research subject to such restrictions as to 
number and subject to such other conditions as the Contracting 
Government thinks fit, and the killing, taking, and treating of 
whales in accordance with the provisions of this Article shall be 
exempt from the operation of this Convention . Each Contracting 
Government shall report at once to the Commission all such 
authorizations which it has granted . Each Contracting Government 
may at any time revoke any such special permit which it has 
granted . 

2 . Any whales taken under these special permits shall so far as 
practicable be processed and the proceeds shall be dealt with in 
accordance with directions issued by the Government by which the 
permit was granted . 

3 . Each Contracting Government shall transmit to such body as 
may be designated by the Commission, in so far as practicable, and 
at intervals of not more than one year, scientific information 
available to that Government with respect to whales and whaling, 
including the results of research conducted pursuant to paragraph 1 
of this Article and to Article IV . 

875 See above, paras . III .4-III .5 .
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4 . Recognizing that continuous collection and analysis of 
biological data in connection with the operations of factory ships 
and land stations are indispensable to sound and constructive 
management of the whale fisheries, the Contracting Governments 
will take all practicable measures to obtain such data . ”

7 .2 Australia’s arguments are contrary to the clear wording of Article 

VIII and are heavily dependent on Australia’s own interpretation of the 

object and purpose of the ICRW . The present Chapter therefore addresses the 

question	of	the	interpretation of Article VIII and sets out the plain meaning 

of the Article .

7 .3 It is trite law that the interpretation of treaties must follow the rules 

reflected in Articles 31-33 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties 

(VCLT)876, to which both Japan and Australia are parties877 .

7 .4 The Court has emphasized that the basic rule of interpretation is 

that the words of the treaty must be given their natural and ordinary meaning 

in the context in which they occur . In its decision in the case of the Arbitral 

Award of 31 July 1989 (Guinea-Bissau v Senegal)878, the	 Court	 quoted	 a	

passage from its Advisory Opinion in the Conditions of Admission case:

“‘[T]he first duty of a tribunal which is called upon to interpret and 
apply the provisions of a treaty, is to endeavour to give effect to 
them in their natural and ordinary meaning in the context in which 

876 See, e .g ., Avena and Other Mexican Nationals (Mexico v. United States of America), Judgment, 
I.C.J. Reports 2004, p . 48, para . 83 . See also, to similar effect, Sovereignty over Pulau Ligitan and 
Pulau Sipadan (Indonesia/Malaysia), Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 2002, pp . 645-646, para . 37; Legal 
Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied Palestinian Territory, Advisory 
Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 2004, p . 174, para . 94; Gabčíkovo-Nagymaros Project (Hungary/Slovakia),
Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 1997, pp . 36-38, paras . 42-46 .

877 Australia acceded to the VCLT on 13 June 1974, and Japan did so on 2 July 1981 . 
878 Arbitral Award of 31 July 1989, Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 1991, p . 69, para . 48 .

they occur . If the relevant words in their natural and ordinary 
meaning make sense in their context, that is an end of the matter . 
If, on the other hand, the words in their natural and ordinary 
meaning are ambiguous or lead to an unreasonable result, then, and 
then only, must the Court, by resort to other methods of 
interpretation, seek to ascertain what the parties really did mean 
when they used these words .’ (Competence of the General 
Assembly for the Admission of a State to the United Nations, 
Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1950, p 8 .)” .

Section 1.  The Meaning of Article VIII is Clear and Unequivocal

7 .5 It is the provisions on special permit whaling in Article VIII of the 

ICRW that are of primary relevance in this case; and it is apparent upon 

reading Article VIII that there is no obstacle to interpreting it by giving its 

words their natural and ordinary meaning in their context and in the light of 

the treaty’s object and purpose .

7 .6 The context includes the text of the treaty, its preamble and its 

annexes . Article 31(2) of the VCLT also includes agreements made in 

connection with the treaty within the “context” to be taken into account; but 

there are no such ancillary agreements bearing upon the context of the 

relevant provisions in the present case 879  . It is the text, including the 

Preamble to the Convention and the Final Act of the Conference at which it 

was adopted, that constitute the “context” of ICRW Article VIII . That 

contextual material also indicates the object and purpose of the ICRW .

7 .7 The object and purpose of the ICRW was discussed in Chapter 6 .

There it was shown that the objective of the ICRW is the sustainable use of 

879 See above, para . 2 .27 .
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879 See above, para . 2 .27 .
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whale resources . Neither the prevention of whaling nor the restriction of 

whaling is an object and purpose of the ICRW: restrictions on whaling serve 

the object and purpose of the ICRW only insofar as they are instruments for 

the achievement of the sustainable use of whales . 

A.  The “natural and ordinary meaning”: Article VIII(1) Gives the 

Contracting Government Discretion Regarding the Grant of Special 

Permits to its Nationals and the Conditions Attached to Them

7 .8 Article	 VIII	 addresses	 the	 question	 of	 how	 and	 by	 whom	 the	

collection of data is to be organized . Article VIII(1) permits each Contracting 

Government to authorize its nationals “to kill, take, and treat whales for 

purposes of scientific research” . The opening words of Article VIII 

(“Notwithstanding anything contained in this Convention”) make clear that 

the provisions of Article VIII are free-standing and not to be read down by 

reference to any other provision of the ICRW . Further, Article VIII(1) does 

not stipulate that special permit whaling is permitted as an exception under 

the ICRW to the more general provisions on whaling: on the contrary, it 

stipulates that special permit whaling is “exempt from the operation of this 

Convention” . Special permit whaling under Article VIII is entirely outside 

the scope of the ICRW . It is not regulated by or under the ICRW, except by 

Article VIII itself880 .

7 .9 Under ICRW Article VIII(1) it is the right of each Contracting 

Government to authorize its nationals to engage in special permit whaling . It 

is the exercise of this right, which is expressly stated in Article VIII(1) to lie 

880 Also Paragraph	30	of	the	Schedule	prescribes	procedural	requirements.	

beyond	the	scope	of	the	ICRW,	that	is	in	question here . 

7 .10 As its travaux préparatoires make clear881, it was as the result a 

deliberate decision that the ICRW deliberately makes no provision for 

collective decisions on any research programmes, or for the collective 

authorization of such programmes . The decision on authorization is taken by 

each Contracting Government acting independently . 

7 .11 Furthermore, Article VIII(1) specifically provides that the 

authorization of the killing, taking, and treating of whales is “subject to such 

restrictions as to number and subject to such other conditions as the 

Contracting Government thinks fit” . It is plain that the authorizing 

Government is competent and has discretion to set the conditions; and under 

the ICRW no-one else is given any right to overturn those conditions,

although proposed permits “shall be reviewed and commented on by the 

Scientific Committee at Annual Meetings when possible”882 .

7 .12 The Contracting Government that gives the authorization has the 

power, spelled out in Article VIII(1), to revoke it at any time; but under the 

ICRW no-one else is given the right to revoke an authorization .

B.  The Natural and Ordinary Meaning: “Special Permit” Whaling is 

“exempt from the operation” of the Convention

7 .13 Article VIII(1) explicitly exempts from the operation of the ICRW 

881 See above, para . 2 .36 .
882 ICRW Schedule, Paragraph 30 . On the precise scope of Paragraph 30, see below, paras . 8 .18-8 .30 .
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whale resources . Neither the prevention of whaling nor the restriction of 

whaling is an object and purpose of the ICRW: restrictions on whaling serve 

the object and purpose of the ICRW only insofar as they are instruments for 

the achievement of the sustainable use of whales . 

A.  The “natural and ordinary meaning”: Article VIII(1) Gives the 

Contracting Government Discretion Regarding the Grant of Special 

Permits to its Nationals and the Conditions Attached to Them

7 .8 Article	 VIII	 addresses	 the	 question	 of	 how	 and	 by	 whom	 the	

collection of data is to be organized . Article VIII(1) permits each Contracting 

Government to authorize its nationals “to kill, take, and treat whales for 

purposes of scientific research” . The opening words of Article VIII 

(“Notwithstanding anything contained in this Convention”) make clear that 

the provisions of Article VIII are free-standing and not to be read down by 
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the scope of the ICRW . It is not regulated by or under the ICRW, except by 

Article VIII itself880 .

7 .9 Under ICRW Article VIII(1) it is the right of each Contracting 

Government to authorize its nationals to engage in special permit whaling . It 

is the exercise of this right, which is expressly stated in Article VIII(1) to lie 

880 Also Paragraph	30	of	the	Schedule	prescribes	procedural	requirements.	

beyond	the	scope	of	the	ICRW,	that	is	in	question here . 

7 .10 As its travaux préparatoires make clear881, it was as the result a 

deliberate decision that the ICRW deliberately makes no provision for 

collective decisions on any research programmes, or for the collective 

authorization of such programmes . The decision on authorization is taken by 
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restrictions as to number and subject to such other conditions as the 

Contracting Government thinks fit” . It is plain that the authorizing 

Government is competent and has discretion to set the conditions; and under 

the ICRW no-one else is given any right to overturn those conditions,

although proposed permits “shall be reviewed and commented on by the 

Scientific Committee at Annual Meetings when possible”882 .

7 .12 The Contracting Government that gives the authorization has the 

power, spelled out in Article VIII(1), to revoke it at any time; but under the 

ICRW no-one else is given the right to revoke an authorization .

B.  The Natural and Ordinary Meaning: “Special Permit” Whaling is 

“exempt from the operation” of the Convention

7 .13 Article VIII(1) explicitly exempts from the operation of the ICRW 

881 See above, para . 2 .36 .
882 ICRW Schedule, Paragraph 30 . On the precise scope of Paragraph 30, see below, paras . 8 .18-8 .30 .
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whaling in accordance with the authorizations by special permits .

7 .14 This exemption follows the practice prior to 1946 of exempting

special permit whaling from the operation of international treaties on 

whaling883 . Article 10 of the 1937 Agreement, upon which Article VIII of 

the ICRW was based, provided that:

“Notwithstanding anything contained in this Agreement, any 
contracting Government may grant to any of its nationals a special 
permit authorizing that national to kill, take and treat whales for 
purposes of scientific research subject to such restrictions as to 
number and subject to such other conditions as the contracting 
Government thinks fit, and the killing, taking and treating of 
whales in accordance with the terms in force under this Article 
shall be exempt from the operation of this Agreement.”884

7 .15 The	 effect	 of	 ICRW	Article	VIII(1)	 in	 this	 respect	 is	 quite	 clear.	

Special permit whaling is “exempt from the operation of [the] Convention” .

In other words, the ICRW does not regulate special permit whaling: indeed, 

except for Article VIII itself, the ICRW does not apply to special permit 

whaling885 . Special permit whaling cannot be assessed against any criteria in 

the ICRW .  

7 .16 Japan	does	not	seek	to	argue	that	the	question	whether	a	particular	

expedition to kill, take, and treat whales is or is not a “special permit 

whaling” expedition	 is	 itself	 a	 question	 to	 which	 the	 ICRW	 is	 entirely	

883 Cf ., Agreement between the Governments of Norway, Denmark and Sweden concerning Measures 
for the Protection of Stocks of Deep Sea Prawns, European Lobsters, Norway Lobsters and Crabs, 
1952, Art . 5: “The provisions of this Agreement shall not apply to fishery research conducted by, or 
with the consent of, the public authorities .”

884 The 1937 Agreement (emphasis added) [Annex 2] .
885 Though, as was noted above in para . 2 .46, the Scientific Committee may review and comment upon 

proposed special permits: Schedule, Paragraph 30 .

irrelevant . That is why Part II has explained how JARPA/JARPA II was/is 

conducted “for purposes of scientific research” . An implementation of 

“special permit whaling” should be consistent with the object and purpose of 

the ICRW, and an arbitrary or capricious designation of a whaling expedition 

as a scientific expedition entitled to authorization by a special permit might 

be challenged on the basis that it lies outside Article VIII . But once it is 

determined that a whaling expedition is a special permit whaling expedition 

authorized by a Contracting Government, the ICRW is no longer relevant to 

questions	of	 the legality of the expedition . No other State or body is given 

the power to impose restrictions or conditions upon the exercise by a 

Contracting Government of its right to authorize special permit whaling . No 

other State or body is given the power to overturn decisions taken by a 

Contracting Government in exercise of its right to authorize special permit 

whaling .

C.  The Context: Article VIII(4) Establishes that the Continuous 

Collection and Analysis of Biological Data in Connection with the 

Operations of Factory Ships is Indispensable

7 .17 Article VIII of the ICRW contains a specific indication of the 

object and purpose of the right to collect scientific data . It appears at the end 

of the Article, in paragraph 4:

“Recognizing that continuous collection and analysis of biological 
data in connection with the operations of factory ships and land 
stations are indispensable to sound and constructive management 
of the whale fisheries, the Contracting Governments will take all 
practicable measures to obtain such data .”
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irrelevant . That is why Part II has explained how JARPA/JARPA II was/is 

conducted “for purposes of scientific research” . An implementation of 

“special permit whaling” should be consistent with the object and purpose of 

the ICRW, and an arbitrary or capricious designation of a whaling expedition 

as a scientific expedition entitled to authorization by a special permit might 

be challenged on the basis that it lies outside Article VIII . But once it is 

determined that a whaling expedition is a special permit whaling expedition 

authorized by a Contracting Government, the ICRW is no longer relevant to 

questions	of	 the legality of the expedition . No other State or body is given 

the power to impose restrictions or conditions upon the exercise by a 

Contracting Government of its right to authorize special permit whaling . No 

other State or body is given the power to overturn decisions taken by a 

Contracting Government in exercise of its right to authorize special permit 

whaling .

C.  The Context: Article VIII(4) Establishes that the Continuous 

Collection and Analysis of Biological Data in Connection with the 

Operations of Factory Ships is Indispensable

7 .17 Article VIII of the ICRW contains a specific indication of the 

object and purpose of the right to collect scientific data . It appears at the end 

of the Article, in paragraph 4:

“Recognizing that continuous collection and analysis of biological 
data in connection with the operations of factory ships and land 
stations are indispensable to sound and constructive management 
of the whale fisheries, the Contracting Governments will take all 
practicable measures to obtain such data .”
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7 .18 That paragraph, which had no parallel in the 1937 Agreement upon 

Article 10 of which Article VIII was based, recognizes the indispensability 

of data collection to the aim of “sound and constructive management of the 

whale fisheries” . This paragraph is focused upon factory ships and land 

stations; but the point is general . Scientific research is not an activity that is 

merely tolerated, alongside the other provisions of the ICRW . It is declared 

to be an integral and essential part of the ICRW scheme .

7 .19 Moreover, Article VIII(4) emphasizes the need for the continuity

of data collection . This points to an elementary proposition concerning 

scientific research . The need for continuous, long-term research is well-

established, and was explained in Part II .

7 .20 It will be noted that Article VIII(4) refers to “whale fisheries” in 

the plural . Whales are (rightly) not regarded as a single stock . The need is for 

data relating to the various different whale stocks – and for data to establish 

what are the identities and boundaries of the different stocks .

7 .21 The need for continuous, long-term research is not merely a matter 

of scientific discipline and proficiency .  It is recognized as a matter of law .  

The Contracting Governments of the ICRW are bound by the Convention to 

take all practicable measures to obtain biological data in connection with the 

operations of factory ships; and, as a necessary corollary of the obligation 

under Article VIII(4), the Contracting Governments are also obliged to 

recognize the propriety of the continuous collection of such data . This point 

is explicit in the text of Article VIII, which in the ICRW scheme will always 

sit alongside the provisions of the Schedule, no matter how the Schedule is 

modified .  There can be no doubt as to the recognition of the need for

scientific research as one of the basic and permanent elements of the ICRW 

regime .

7 .22 The exegesis of Article VIII set out above is clear and 

straightforward .  It follows from the ordinary meaning of the terms of Article 

VIII in their context and in the light of the object and purpose of the 

Convention .

D.  There is No Subsequent Agreement or Practice                                   

to be Taken into Account

7 .23 The VCLT refers, to the possibility that a “subsequent	agreement”

(Article 31(3)(a)) or “subsequent practice” (Article 31(3)(b)) might be taken 

into account together with the context when interpreting a treaty . As is 

shown in Chapter 8, there has been no such agreement or practice as is 

contemplated by VCLT Article 31(3) . Similarly, to the extent that rules or 

principles of international environmental law might be thought relevant 

under VCLT Article 31(3)(c), they plainly support the reading of ICRW 

Article VIII explicated above and offer no grounds for reading a different 

meaning into its plain words . 

Section 2.  The Same Interpretation would Result from Examination of 

the Scheme and the Drafting History of the ICRW

7 .24 No doubts attend the interpretation set out above; and nothing in it 

is ambiguous or absurd or unreasonable .  There is no need to go beyond the 
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7 .24 No doubts attend the interpretation set out above; and nothing in it 

is ambiguous or absurd or unreasonable .  There is no need to go beyond the 
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plain words of Article VIII in order to interpret it . There is accordingly

neither any need nor any justification to have recourse to the supplementary 

means of interpretation set out in VCLT Article 32 . In the words of the Court,

“[i]f the relevant words in their natural and ordinary meaning make sense in 

their context, that is an end of the matter”886 . It is therefore only for the sake 

of completeness that Japan will proceed to demonstrate that the interpretation 

is wholly borne out by an examination of the travaux préparatoires of the 

ICRW . 

7 .25 The fact that the ICRW was conceived as an agreement relating to 

the management of resources, rather than as an agreement concerned with 

conservation per se, is evident from its drafting . The initial draft of the 

ICRW, prepared by the United States and dated 29 October 1946887, set out 

in the Preamble a view of the object and purpose of the Convention that was 

not materially different from that adopted in the final text . 

7 .26 The changes that were made were for the most part stylistic .  For 

example, in the second paragraph of the Preamble the proposed reference to 

“one kind of whale after another” was changed in the final text to “one 

species of whale after another” . More significant changes tended to 

strengthen emphasis upon the aim of developing the whaling industry and 

achieving the optimum utilization of whale stocks, as appears from a 

comparison of the two texts (with significant changes emphasised) set out 

below . All of the changes were proposed by the Drafting Committee888 and 

886 Arbitral Award of 31 July 1989, Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 1991, pp . 69-70, para . 48 .      
887 “United States Proposals for a Whaling Convention”, IWC/3 (29 October 1946) pp . 1-3 [Annex 14] .
888 See “Amendments of United States Proposals for a Whaling Convention Recommended by the 

Drafting Committee”, IWC/49 (27 November 1946), pp . 1-3 [Annex 24] .

accepted without debate by the Conference889 .

PREAMBLE
United States PROPOSAL IWC/3 ICRW FINAL TEXT
Recognizing the interest of the 

nations of the world in safeguarding 
for future generations the great 
natural resources represented by the 
whale fisheries;

Recognizing the interest of the 
nations of the world in 
safeguarding for future generations 
the great natural resources 
represented by the whale stocks;

Considering that the history of 
whaling has seen overfishing of one 
area after another and of one kind of 
whale after another to such a degree 
that many whale fisheries may never 
recover and that the few productive 
whaling areas now remaining are 
rapidly being depleted, making it 
essential that all kinds of whales be 
protected from future depletion;

Considering that the history of 
whaling has seen overfishing of one 
area after another and of one 
species of whale after another to 
such a degree that it is essential to 
protect all species of whales from 
further overfishing;

Recognizing that the whale stocks 
in some areas are susceptible of 
natural increases if whaling is 
properly regulated, and that increases 
in the size of whale stocks will 
permit increases in the number of 
whales which may be captured 
without endangering that natural 
resource

Recognizing that the whale 
stocks are susceptible of natural 
increases if whaling is properly 
regulated, and that increases in the 
size of whale stocks will permit 
increases in the numbers of whales 
which may be captured without 
endangering these natural 
resources;

Recognizing that it is in the 
common interest to restore the whale 
stocks as rapidly as possible  without 
causing widespread economic and 
nutritional distress and that the 

Recognizing that it is in the 
common interest to achieve the 
optimum level of whale stocks as 
rapidly as possible without causing 
wide-spread economic and 

889 See “Minutes of the Twelfth Session”, IWC/56 (28 November 1946), p . 6 [Annex 25] .
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Recognizing that the whale 
stocks are susceptible of natural 
increases if whaling is properly 
regulated, and that increases in the 
size of whale stocks will permit 
increases in the numbers of whales 
which may be captured without 
endangering these natural 
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889 See “Minutes of the Twelfth Session”, IWC/56 (28 November 1946), p . 6 [Annex 25] .
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ultimate objective should be to
achieve and to maintain the stocks at 
a level which will permit a sustained 
capture of the maximum number of 
whales

nutritional distress;

Recognizing that in the course of 
restoring the stocks whaling 
operations should be confined to 
certain species to give an interval of
recovery to the kinds of whales now 
depleted in numbers

Recognizing that in the course of 
achieving these objectives, whaling 
operations should be confined to 
those species best able to sustain 
exploitation in order to give an 
interval for recovery to certain 
species of whales now depleted in 
numbers;

Desiring to establish a permanent
system of management for the whale 
fisheries to assure proper and 
effective conservation and 
development of whale stocks on the 
basis of the principles embodied in 
the provisions of the International 
Agreement for the Regulation of 
Whaling signed in London on June 8,
1937 and the protocols to that 
Agreement signed in London on  
June 24, 1938, February 7, 1944, 
October 5, 1945, November 26,
1945, and March 15, 1946; and 

Desiring to establish a system of 
international regulation for the 
whale fisheries to ensure proper 
and effective conservation and 
development of whale stocks on the 
basis of the principles embodied in 
the provisions of the International 
Agreement for the Regulation of 
Whaling signed in London on  June
8, 1937 and the protocols to that 
Agreement signed in London on
June 24, 1938 and November 26,
1945; and 

Having decided to conclude a 
convention to provide for the orderly
conservation and development of the 
whale fisheries ;

Having decided to conclude a 
convention to provide for the 
proper conservation of whale stocks 
and thus make possible the orderly 
development of the whaling 
industry;

7 .27 Similarly, a comparison of the United States proposal and of the 

final text of Article VIII shows that there was no material change in the text 

during its passage through the Conference . Again, the changes resulted from 

recommendations of the Drafting Committee 890 , which were accepted 

without debate by the Conference891 .

ARTICLE VIII
United States PROPOSAL IWC/3 ICRW FINAL TEXT

(1)   Notwithstanding anything 
contained in the present Convention 
and Schedule, any contracting 
Government may grant to any of its 
nationals a special permit authorizing 
that national to kill, take and treat 
whales for purposes of scientific 
research subject to such restrictions 
as to number and subject to such 
other conditions as the contracting 
Government thinks fit, and the 
killing, taking, and treating of whales 
in accordance with the provisions of 
this article shall be exempt from the 
operation of the present Convention
and Schedule . Each contracting 
Government shall report to the 
Commission all such authorizations 
which it has granted . Each 
contracting Government may at any 
time revoke any such special permit 
which it has granted . 

(1)   Notwithstanding anything 
contained in this Convention, any
Contracting Government may grant 
to any of its nationals a special 
permit authorizing that national to 
kill, take, and treat whales for 
purposes of scientific research 
subject to such restrictions as to 
number and subject to such other 
conditions as the Contracting 
Government thinks fit, and the 
killing, taking, and treating of 
whales in accordance with the 
provisions of this Article shall be 
exempt from the operation of this 
Convention . Each Contracting 
Government shall report at once to 
the Commission all such 
authorizations which it has granted . 
Each Contracting Government may 
at any time revoke any such special 
permit which it has granted . 

890 See “Amendments of United States Proposal for a Whaling Convention Recommended by the 
Drafting Committee”, IWC/49 (27 November 1946), pp . 14-16 [Annex 24] .

891 See “Minutes of the Twelfth Session”, IWC/56 (29 November 1946), pp . 10-11 [Annex 25] .
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ultimate objective should be to
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restoring the stocks whaling 
operations should be confined to 
certain species to give an interval of
recovery to the kinds of whales now 
depleted in numbers

Recognizing that in the course of 
achieving these objectives, whaling 
operations should be confined to 
those species best able to sustain 
exploitation in order to give an 
interval for recovery to certain 
species of whales now depleted in 
numbers;

Desiring to establish a permanent
system of management for the whale 
fisheries to assure proper and 
effective conservation and 
development of whale stocks on the 
basis of the principles embodied in 
the provisions of the International 
Agreement for the Regulation of 
Whaling signed in London on June 8,
1937 and the protocols to that 
Agreement signed in London on  
June 24, 1938, February 7, 1944, 
October 5, 1945, November 26,
1945, and March 15, 1946; and 

Desiring to establish a system of 
international regulation for the 
whale fisheries to ensure proper 
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basis of the principles embodied in 
the provisions of the International 
Agreement for the Regulation of 
Whaling signed in London on  June
8, 1937 and the protocols to that 
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1945; and 

Having decided to conclude a 
convention to provide for the orderly
conservation and development of the 
whale fisheries ;

Having decided to conclude a 
convention to provide for the 
proper conservation of whale stocks 
and thus make possible the orderly 
development of the whaling 
industry;

7 .27 Similarly, a comparison of the United States proposal and of the 

final text of Article VIII shows that there was no material change in the text 

during its passage through the Conference . Again, the changes resulted from 

recommendations of the Drafting Committee 890 , which were accepted 

without debate by the Conference891 .

ARTICLE VIII
United States PROPOSAL IWC/3 ICRW FINAL TEXT

(1)   Notwithstanding anything 
contained in the present Convention 
and Schedule, any contracting 
Government may grant to any of its 
nationals a special permit authorizing 
that national to kill, take and treat 
whales for purposes of scientific 
research subject to such restrictions 
as to number and subject to such 
other conditions as the contracting 
Government thinks fit, and the 
killing, taking, and treating of whales 
in accordance with the provisions of 
this article shall be exempt from the 
operation of the present Convention
and Schedule . Each contracting 
Government shall report to the 
Commission all such authorizations 
which it has granted . Each 
contracting Government may at any 
time revoke any such special permit 
which it has granted . 

(1)   Notwithstanding anything 
contained in this Convention, any
Contracting Government may grant 
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890 See “Amendments of United States Proposal for a Whaling Convention Recommended by the 
Drafting Committee”, IWC/49 (27 November 1946), pp . 14-16 [Annex 24] .

891 See “Minutes of the Twelfth Session”, IWC/56 (29 November 1946), pp . 10-11 [Annex 25] .
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[No	equivalent	in	US	proposal.892] (2)   Any whales taken under these 
special permits shall so far as 
practicable be processed and the 
proceeds shall be dealt with in 
accordance with directions issued 
by the Government by which the 
permit was granted . 

(2)   The contracting Governments
shall report to the Commission, 
insofar as practicable, and at 
intervals of not more than one year, 
scientific information collected with 
respect to whales and whaling, 
including the results of research 
conducted pursuant to Article III893

and to the preceding paragraph .

(3)   Each Contracting Government 
shall transmit to such body as may
be designated by the Commission, 
in so far as practicable, and at 
intervals of not more than one year, 
scientific information available to 
that Government with respect to 
whales and whaling, including the 
results of research conducted 
pursuant to paragraph 1 of this 
Article and to Article IV .

(3)   Recognizing that continuous 
collection and analysis of biological 
data in connection with the 
operations of factory ships and land 
stations are indispensable to sound 
and constructive management of the 
whale fisheries, the contracting 
Governments shall take all 
practicable measures to obtain such 
data .

(4)   Recognizing that continuous 
collection and analysis of biological 
data in connection with the 
operations of factory ships and land 
stations are indispensable to sound 
and constructive management of 
the whale fisheries, the Contracting 
Governments will take all 
practicable measures to obtain such 
data .

892 See the debates at the Conference recorded in “Minutes of the Third Session”, IWC/20 (21 
November 1946), pp . 10-11 [Annex 18]; “Minutes of the Seventh Session”, IWC/32 (25 November 
1946), pp . 4-5 [Annex 20]; “Report of the Committee on Penalties”, IWC/45 (27 November 1946),
p . 2 [Annex 22]; “Amendments of United States Proposals for a Whaling Convention 
Recommended by the Drafting Committee”, IWC/49 (27 November 1946), pp . 14-16 [Annex 24] .

893 Art . III in the United States proposal provided for the planning and recommendation by the 
Commission of “studies and investigations relating to whales and whaling to be undertaken by the 
appropriate agencies of the contracting Governments, or by other public or private agencies, 
establishments or organizations” .

7 .28 The consistency of approach between the United States proposal 

and the final ICRW text to the drafting of the Preamble and Article VIII is 

not fortuitous . An examination of the travaux préparatoires reveals that the 

approach	was	not	questioned	at	any	stage	of	the	1946	Conference .

7 .29 There are four specific points arising in the travaux préparatoires

to which attention should be drawn .

7 .30 First, the importance of whaling as an activity, an industry, and a 

source of natural resources was repeatedly affirmed . 

7 .31 On the day of the opening session of the Conference, delegates 

spoke of “the great tasks of fostering and developing this common 

resource”894, and of the aim that “the world resource may be maintained and 

an immensely important source of food supply conserved for all time for the 

benefit of both the producer and the consumer in all parts of the world”895 .

They referred to the whaling industries as “extremely important industries in 

which an enormous amount of money is sunk and …producing very vital 

commodities, oil among other things” and said that “we must look after the 

whaling industries” 896 and that “[w]haling is of paramount importance to 

mankind”897 .

7 .32 The proposal for the inclusion of a “sanctuary” provision in 

894 “Minutes of the Opening Session”, IWC/11 (20 November 1946), p . 2 [Annex 16] .
895 Ibid., p . 3 [Annex 16] .
896 “Minutes of the Second Session”, IWC/14 (20 November 1946), p . 4 [Annex 17] .
897 Ibid., p . 8 [Annex17] .
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Article V(1) of the ICRW is no exception . It was introduced by the Chairman 

“not only as a conservation measure, but to assure recognition of the 

principle of a sanctuary”898 among the measures that the IWC might adopt . 

Article V(2) stipulates, however, that all such measures must be “necessary 

to carry out the objectives and purposes of this Convention and to provide 

for the conservation, development, and optimum utilization of the whale

resources”, and must “take into consideration the interests of the consumers 

of whale products and the whaling industry”899 . Furthermore, such measures 

would in any event bind only Contracting Governments that had not objected 

to them900: the establishment of a sanctuary is a very different matter from a 

general ban on whaling . The principle of a sanctuary is that it offers a place 

of temporary respite . There is no suggestion that a whale enjoys immunity 

from capture once it leaves a sanctuary . 

7 .33 Second, the importance of scientific research and the continuous 

collection of biological data was repeatedly affirmed . One speaker said that 

“[t]here is perhaps no area of biology in which we know so little as we do in 

the case of life in the seas and oceans of the world”901; another “indicated 

that the [IWC] would have need for all of the biological information it could 

obtain from all possible sources, in order that it might take such information 

into consideration at the time amendments to the various provisions of the 

898 “Minutes of the Seventh Session”, IWC/32 (25 November 1946), p . 29 [Annex 20] .
899 This point was made and developed in a paper by Professor William T Burke of the University of 

Washington, Seattle, submitted by Japan to the IWC: “The Legal Invalidity of the IWC Designation 
of the Southern Ocean sanctuary”, IWC/50/37(1998), p . 316 [Annex 147] .

900 See ICRW, Art . V(3) .
901 “Address by the Honorable C . Girard Davidson, Assistant Secretary of the United States 

Department of the Interior at a Dinner in Honor of the Delegates to the International Whaling 
Conference”, IWC/42 (26 November 1946), p . 4 [Annex 21] . The speaker was the Hon . C . Girard 
Davidson, Assistant Secretary of the US Department of the Interior, addressing a dinner in honour 
of delegates .

Schedule were taken up”902 . Another speaker recalled the lessons learned in 

relation to the Pacific halibut fishery: “before anything could be actually 

done to manage this resource, we had to learn a great deal more about it than 

we then knew”903 .

7 .34 Other delegates emphasized not merely the need for data, but the 

importance of obtaining continuous runs of data over a period of time .  One 

referred to the envisaged catch limit on pelagic whaling south of 40 degrees 

South latitude, saying:

“[I]f we change this figure from year to year, we will not have a 
statistical basis for evaluating the populations of whales south of 
the 40 degrees south . In other words, if we are going to proceed on 
a logical basis, we will have to let a figure run a few years to get a 
statistical basis for analysis . You cannot do that if you change that 
figure from year to year .  It will have to stand for a few years if 
you expect to accomplish anything .”904

7 .35 That view was echoed by the Chairman, who said “unless we set 

up this definite figure or limit …and continue that limit for a few years, we 

will have no statistical basis on which to determine how many whales there 

are or the condition of the whale stock” 905 . His view was endorsed by 

another delegate, who said “it	 is	quite	necessary	 in	order	 to	get	some	good	

information on the whale stock that there should be a certain fixed number 

and even for a certain period, which should be fixed in order that we can get 

902 “Minutes of the Fourth Session”, IWC/22 (21 November 1946), p . 26 [Annex 19] .
903 “Address by the Honorable C . Girard Davidson, Assistant Secretary of the United States 

Department of the Interior at a Dinner in Honor of the Delegates to the International Whaling 
Conference”, IWC/42 (26 November 1946), p . 3 [Annex 21] .

904 “Minutes of the Fourth Session”, IWC/22 (21 November 1946), p . 9 [Annex 19] .
905 “Minutes of the Seventh Session”, IWC/32 (25 November 1946), p . 30 [Annex 20] .
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the necessary statistical data”906 .

7 .36 The reference in ICRW Article VIII(4) to indispensability of the 

“continuous collection and analysis of biological data in connection with the 

operations of factory ships and land stations” reflected a clear understanding 

articulated by delegates at the Conference .

7 .37 Third, it was clearly understood that the IWC would not itself 

conduct that scientific research and data collection .  That was a matter that 

was deliberately left to the Contracting Governments and others acting under 

their authority .

7 .38 That understanding was voiced at the beginning of the Conference 

by a delegate of the United States, who said that there were being set up:

“[T]oo many research organizations, so that in drafting this 
proposal we tried to safeguard it against the setting up of another 
organization for	 which	we	would	 have	 to	 request	 appropriations
for research work .  We tried to draft this proposal in such a way as 
to leave the carrying on of research to the existing organizations or 
to any new research group that any government cared to sponsor in 
any part of the whaling industry .”907

7 .39 The Chairman, a delegate of the United States, confirmed that 

view, saying:

“[I]t is not our intention or our belief that this commission [sc ., the 
IWC] would usurp any of the previous prerogatives, let us say, of 
these various scientific organizations that have been engaged in 
research on whales . We certainly do not want to interfere with 

906 Ibid ., p . 31 [Annex 20] .
907 “Minutes of the Second Session”, IWC/14 (20 November1946), p . 28 [Annex 17] .

their work, because we are in the main dependent on the factual 
information and on the work of their staff .  I think the Conference 
should bear in mind the great debt we owe to these research 
organizations, such as the Discovery Committee and the 
Norwegian Committee; and I only hope that some of the other 
governments may see fit to carry on similar lines of 
investigation .”908

7 .40 It was against this background that the “recommendations”

included in the Final Act of the Conference were drafted, such as 

Recommendation VIII which stated that “when	 adequate	 information	

becomes available concerning the migration routes and seasons in localities 

where land stations are maintained and operated, specific annual open 

periods for whaling should be prescribed instead of the regulation included 

in the Schedule as paragraph 10”909 .

7 .41 Fourth,	 while	 the	 possibility	 was	 suggested	 of	 requiring	 a	

Contracting Government that was proposing to authorize special permit 

whaling to consult with the IWC before doing so, that suggestion was 

rejected .

7 .42 A delegate of United Kingdom, A . T . A . Dobson, speaking in 

relation to the draft of ICRW Article VIII and the provision for special 

permits, said:

“[U]nder this article a contracting government may take certain 
action and then report it when it is a fait accompli to the 
commission . I would suggest, for the consideration of the Drafting 
Committee, that they consider whether it wouldn’t be better to 
require	a	contracting	government	to	give	these	dispensations	after	

908 “Minutes of the Third Session”, IWC/20 (21 November 1946), p . 11 [Annex 18] .
909 “Final Act”, The Final Documents of the Conference, IWC/64 (1 December 1946), p .13 [Annex 26] .
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908 “Minutes of the Third Session”, IWC/20 (21 November 1946), p . 11 [Annex 18] .
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consultation with the commission, and not independently of it .”910

7 .43 The ICRW leaves the organization and approval of research and 

special permit whaling to Contracting Governments, as the United States

proposal had intended . Neither authorization by, nor consultation with, the 

IWC	or	any	other	Contracting	Government	is	required by Article VIII of the 

ICRW as a precondition for special permit whaling .

7 .44 These points reinforce the point that ICRW Article VIII means, 

and was intended to mean, what its words plainly say . Contracting 

Governments may authorize special permit whaling within their discretion . 

Conclusion

7 .45 This Chapter has addressed the meaning of Article VIII of the 

ICRW, pointing out that its express terms are clear and unambiguous, and 

consistent with the object and purpose of the Convention . Article VIII 

recognizes, “Notwithstanding anything contained in this Convention”911, the 

right of each Contracting Government to authorize special permit whaling, to 

set the conditions for such whaling, and to revoke permits that it has granted . 

No other State or body is given the power to impose restrictions or 

conditions upon the exercise by a Contracting Government of this right . No 

other State or body is given the power to overturn decisions taken by a 

Contracting Government in exercise of this right . Once authorized as special 

permit whaling, the whaling thus authorized is explicitly “exempt from the 

910 “Minutes of the Third Session”, IWC/20 (21 November 1946), p . 11 [Annex18] .
911 Emphasis added .

operation of this Convention”912 . Nothing could be clearer .  Article VIII also 

recognizes that the continuous collection and analysis of biological data in 

connection with whaling is indispensable to the sound and constructive 

management of whale fisheries . 

912 Emphasis added .
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CHAPTER 8

THE LEGAL STATUS OF IWC SECONDARY 

INSTRUMENTS

8 .1 Australia’s strategy in the Memorial is to suggest that a dynamic 

interpretation of the provisions of the ICRW has led to the creation of new 

obligations for the Contracting Governments and especially to the reduction 

of their sovereign powers under Article VIII . This alleged new meaning of 

Article	VIII,	quite	at	odds	with	a natural understanding of the text, has been

triggered, in Australia’s view, by a number of IWC “decisions” .

8 .2 The IWC was established by the ICRW and endowed with 

regulatory and recommendatory powers in order to give effect to the 

objectives of the Convention, as stated in the Preamble . A clear distinction 

must nonetheless be established between the different types of “decisions”913

the IWC can make, that is between the Schedule amendment mechanism 

under Article V, and the more general power to make recommendations 

under Article VI . Whereas the former are intended to be binding, the latter 

are merely invitations addressed to the Contracting Governments to consider 

a particular course of action, the Contracting Governments remaining free to 

accept or reject those invitations . 

8 .3 Although the secondary instruments put forward by Australia are 

not invoked as an autonomous basis for adjudication, they are part of 

Australia’s strategy for interpreting Article VIII . This strategy is at odds with 

913 Article III uses the term “decisions” for all acts of the Commission, binding and non-binding alike . 
It thus refers to Schedule amendments that are in principle binding (Article V) and to 
recommendations (Article VI) and other type of resolutions which have no binding effect .

the canons of interpretation established under the VCLT . Australia, by 

invoking the IWC secondary instruments, actually purports to displace the 

clear meaning of Article VIII of the ICRW and to replace it with one 

supposedly derived from the resolutions, whereas, most of the time, these 

instruments either do not say what Australia wants them to say, or they are 

interpreted by Australia contra legem in a way incompatible with the plain 

meaning of Article VIII itself .

8 .4 While in the previous Chapter, Japan has explained the true 

meaning of Article VIII when interpreted from the perspective of the general 

law on interpretation of treaties, the present Chapter will be devoted to 

analysing the legal status of the IWC secondary instruments and to re-

establishing their real meaning and scope . This Chapter firstly considers the 

legal value of these secondary instruments, which is misleadingly presented 

by Australia (Section 1), and the context in which they were adopted .

Secondly, it explains Japan’s consistent attitude towards these resolutions

(Section 2), placing particular emphasis upon Japan’s good faith 

consideration of secondary instruments, with whose content it did not always 

agree (Section 3) . 
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913 Article III uses the term “decisions” for all acts of the Commission, binding and non-binding alike . 
It thus refers to Schedule amendments that are in principle binding (Article V) and to 
recommendations (Article VI) and other type of resolutions which have no binding effect .

the canons of interpretation established under the VCLT . Australia, by 

invoking the IWC secondary instruments, actually purports to displace the 

clear meaning of Article VIII of the ICRW and to replace it with one 

supposedly derived from the resolutions, whereas, most of the time, these 
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consideration of secondary instruments, with whose content it did not always 

agree (Section 3) . 
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Section 1. Australia’s Misuse of IWC Secondary Instruments

for the Purposes of Interpretation

8 .5 Relying on Article 31 of the VCLT 914 , Australia invokes IWC

secondary instruments, binding and non-binding instruments alike, as a

means for interpreting Article VIII on several accounts:

- by endowing them with the power of authoritatively defining (or 

redefining) the object and purpose of the ICRW; this is especially the 

case, in Australia’s presentation, for the Schedule amendments915;

- by considering them as amending the text of Article VIII through

subsequent	 practice	 of	 the	 parties: this is the case, in Australia’s 

presentation, for Paragraph 30 of the Schedule as well as for the IWC 

guidelines for the review of scientific permit proposals916 or for the 

IWC recommendations917;

- by invoking them as the relevant context for the interpretation of 

Article VIII: this is the case, in Australia’s presentation, for the 

moratoria on commercial whaling and on factory ships and on the 

Southern Ocean Sanctuary918 .

A. Australia’s Reliance upon Secondary Instruments for Determining 

the Object and Purpose of the ICRW is Misplaced

8 .6 Australia considers that the creation of the IWC is of the utmost 

importance for the determination of the object and purpose of the ICRW . But 

914 AM, paras . 4 .33-4 .43 .
915 AM, paras . 4 .51, 4 .70-4 .80 .
916 AM, paras . 4 .20-4 .31 .
917 AM, paras . 4 .65-4 .69 .
918 AM, paras . 4 .53-4 .56 .

there is a major shortcoming in Australia’s analysis, in that it attributes to the 

Commission exclusive authority to (re)define the object and purpose of the 

Convention by exercising its power to amend the Schedule919 . In reality, the 

IWC must respect the object and purpose of the Convention: it has no power 

to redefine it . Moreover, in Australia’s presentation, the IWC’s power covers 

the granting of special permits, whereas Japan will show that Article VIII

reserves the granting of such permits to the Contracting Governments, 

subject only to the “conditions as the Contracting Government thinks fit” .

8 .7 It is true that the ICRW established the IWC as a permanent 

regulatory body920, and gave it – among other tasks – a mandate to “amend 

from time to time the provisions of the Schedule by adopting regulations with 

respect to the conservation and utilization of whale resources”– but these 

amendments must be “such as are necessary to carry out the objectives and 

purposes of this Convention” (Article V(2)(a)) – and to make 

recommendations “which relate to whales or whaling” on the express 

condition that they also relate to “the objectives and purposes of this 

Convention” (Article VI) . The Commission is an organ established under the 

ICRW, and as such subject to the provisions of the Convention . Its regulatory 

and recommendatory activity must be in conformity with the object and 

purpose of the Convention921, as defined by the Convention’s text and its 

general philosophy .

8 .8 The Applicant’s misleading appreciation of the role of the 

Commission in the general scheme of the Convention leads Australia, while 

919 AM, para . 2 .20 .
920 See above, paras . 2 .34-2 .57 .
921 For the definition of the ICRW’s object and purpose, see Chapter 6 above . 
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formally accepting that the object and purpose of the Convention remained 

unchanged 922 , to imply that Schedule amendments, and in particular the 

Moratorium on Commercial Whaling, have actually modified its purpose, by 

forbidding any form of whaling unless expressly authorized by the 

Commission . The Convention would thus become a preservation convention, 

as opposed to its initial conservation purpose . Moreover, this would finally 

impose upon Contracting Governments the obligation to seek approval from 

the Commission when granting special permits on the basis of Article VIII, a 

restriction on the parties’ sovereignty which is in direct contradiction with the 

text of Article VIII and finds no legal basis in the Convention .

8 .9 However, a Contracting Government, or the Court, cannot lightly 

ignore the purposes expressly stated in the Preamble of the Convention and 

substitute for them other objectives:

“The purposes and objects of this Convention were stated in its 
Preamble … In these circumstances, the Court can not adopt a 
construction by implication of the provisions of the …which would 
go beyond the scope of its declared purposes and objects . Further, 
this contention would involve radical changes and additions to the 
provisions of the Convention .”923

8 .10 Contrary to Australia’s assumption, in establishing a convention for 

the regulation of whaling, the Contracting Governments have not delegated 

to the Commission the exclusive authority to determine how this object and 

purpose should be interpreted and achieved . As regards the interpretation and 

application of Article VIII, the role of the Commission is all the more 

922 AM, para . 4 .51 .
923 Rights of Nationals of the United States of America in Morocco, Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 1952, p .

196 .

subsidiary in that Contracting Governments retain discretionary powers to 

determine not only the conditions under which special permits are to be 

granted, but also when this should be done and, last but not least, the power 

to issue them without any interference from the Commission924 .

8 .11 In effect, the exceptional nature of Article VIII stems from the fact 

that it preserves the Contracting Governments’ power of appreciation when 

special permits are granted . This is apparent in the opening words of this 

Article: “Notwithstanding anything contained in this Convention, any 

Contracting Government may grant  . . .a special permit …” 925 This 

phraseology underlines that Contracting Governments’ power of appreciation 

under Article VIII is preserved not only substantially – the material 

obligations contained in the Convention and in the Schedule do not apply to 

special permit whaling – but also instrumentally – the Commission’s powers 

under the Convention do not restrict the right of a Contracting Government to 

grant special permits . This is also confirmed by the very firm phraseology

according to which “the killing, taking, and treating of whales in accordance 

with the provisions of this Article [VIII] shall be exempt from the operation 

of this Convention .”

8 .12 This does not mean that no procedure of cooperation between 

Contracting Governments and the IWC organs could be established in the 

application of Article VIII . But it does mean that the rights of the Contracting 

Governments under this provision cannot be diminished by any such 

procedure . 

924 See below, paras . 8 .17-8 .27 .
925 Emphasis added .
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925 Emphasis added .
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8 .13 It is true that, when exercising rights under Article VIII, the 

Contracting Governments must act in furtherance of the Convention’s object 

and purpose and take the Commission’s views into consideration .

Nevertheless their assessment is not in any way controlled by the 

Commission . It follows that, even if the Commission expresses doubts about 

the results or the methods involved in a scientific programme, its views 

cannot override those of the Contracting Governments granting the special 

permit . As long as the programme aims at contributing to the realization of 

the object and purpose of the Convention – that is to ensure sustainable 

whaling through the conservation of the whales stocks – and respects the 

other conditions established by Article VIII – as JARPA II does926 – it falls 

within the scope of Article VIII and it is lawful .

8 .14 Australia is therefore wrong in stating that the ICRW provides for a 

system “involving an institution (the IWC) having oversight of special 

permits issued by Contracting Governments, with the authority to determine 

the proper scope and application of the special permit whaling exception 

under Article VIII .”927 This preposterous interpretation of Article VIII, which 

clearly goes against the text itself, cannot find support in the secondary 

legislation invoked by Australia .

926 See above, Part II, and Chapter 9 below .
927 AM, para . 4 .19 .

B. Secondary Instruments are

Neither Subsequent Agreements Nor Subsequent Practice

8 .15 Article 31(3) of the VCLT provides that the interpreter should take 

into account:

“(a) any	 subsequent	 agreement	 between	 the	 parties	 regarding	 the
interpretation of the treaty or the application of its provisions;

(b)	 any	 subsequent	practice	 in	 the	 application	of	 the	 treaty	which	
establishes the agreement of the parties regarding its 
interpretation” .

8 .16 While not formally distinguishing between sub-paragraphs (a) and 

(b) of Article 31(3)928, it is on these grounds too that Australia invokes IWC 

secondary legislation in supposed support of its interpretation of Article VIII . 

The Court has explicitly acknowledged the relevance of these instruments for 

the interpretation of treaty provisions929 . Still the instruments invoked for this 

purpose	 must	 meet	 the	 requirements	 established	 in	 Article	 31(3) of the 

Vienna Convention . But the instruments put forward by Australia do not 

qualify	 as	 subsequent	 agreements, nor as subsequent	practice.	A	distinction	

must be made between these two supplementary means of interpretation . 

However, neither of them supports Australia’s interpretation of Article VIII .

928 The title of the relevant section in Australia’s Memorial is entitled “Subsequent	 practice	 of	 the	
Contracting Governments to the ICRW” (p . 164), but footnote 437 only refers to sub-paragraph (a), 
on	subsequent	agreements.

929 See Kasikili/Sedudu Island (Botswana/Namibia), Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 1999, pp . 1075-1076, 
paras . 47-51 and the case-law cited at para . 50 . See also, Preliminary conclusions by the Chairman 
of the Study Group on the subject of Treaties over Time, ILC, Report on the work of its sixty-third 
session (2011), General Assembly, Official Records, Sup. N° 10 (A/66/10), pp . 281-284 .
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1. Secondary Instruments are Not Subsequent Agreements within the 

Meaning of Article 31(3)(a) of the Vienna Convention

8 .17 Two arguments lie at the heart of Australia’s heavy reliance upon 

the IWC secondary instruments: the Commission would have the power

- first, to establish criteria to be applied by the Contracting Governments

when granting special permits under Article VIII;

- second, to verify whether these criteria were met by a particular scientific 

programme930 .

For this purpose, Australia puts much weight on Paragraph 30 of the 

Schedule and on the IWC guidelines for the review of special permits931 .

(1) Australia Misconceives the Scope of Paragraph 30 of the Schedule

8 .18 The amendment adopted in 1979 as Paragraph 30 of the Schedule 

and invoked by Australia states: 

“30 . A Contracting Government shall provide the Secretary to the 
International Whaling Commission with proposed scientific 
permits before they are issued and in sufficient time to allow the 
Scientific Committee to review and comment on them . The 
proposed permits should specify:

(a) objectives of the research;
(b) number, sex, size and stock of the animals to be taken;
(c) opportunities for participation in the research by scientists 

of other nations; and
(d) possible effect on conservation of stock .

Proposed permits shall be reviewed and commented on by the 
Scientific Committee at Annual Meetings when possible . When 
permits would be granted prior to the next Annual Meeting, the 

930 See AM, para . 4 .24; paras . 4 .28-4 .29 . 
931 AM, paras . 4 .20-4 .29 .

Secretary shall send the proposed permits to members of the 
Scientific Committee by mail for their comment and review . 
Preliminary results of any research resulting from the permits 
should be made available at the next Annual Meeting of the 
Scientific Committee .”

8 .19 Australia considers that this Schedule amendment introduces a 

form of review or authorization by the Commission of the special permits 

granted under Article VIII . Thus, paragraph 4 .30 of the Memorial concludes 

that:

“The amendment of the Schedule by the introduction of a new 
paragraph 30 set out for the first time detailed criteria that had to
be addressed before a Contracting Government could issue a 
permit under Article VIII . Since then, these criteria and the system 
of oversight by IWC institutions, have been refined, beginning with 
the Guidelines introduced in 1985 and culminating with the 
adoption of Annex P in 2008 .”932

8 .20 Australia’s objective in invoking this Paragraph is to show that the 

discretionary powers the Contracting Governments enjoy under Article VIII 

have turned into a form of controlled power with the adoption of this 

Schedule amendment . Its effect would then be to displace the rights 

recognized to the Contracting Governments by Article VIII to the 

Commission	 itself.	 But	 in	 order	 to	 do	 so,	 Paragraph	 30	 should	 qualify	 as	

subsequent	agreement,	which	it	is	not.

8 .21 The International Law Commission (ILC) commentaries to what 

was in 1966 draft Article 27 of the VCLT suggest that the agreement referred 

to in this provision is of the nature of a treaty, and it must be agreed between 

932 Emphasis added . 
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the Parties that the scope of this instrument is to provide for an authentic 

interpretation of the provision to which it relates:

“Paragraph 3(a) specifies as a further authentic element of 
interpretation to be taken into account together with the context 
any	 subsequent	 agreement	 between	 the	 parties	 regarding the 
interpretation	of	the	treaty.	A	question	of	fact	may	sometimes	arise	
as to whether an understanding reached during the negotiations 
concerning the meaning of a provision was or was not intended to 
constitute an agreed basis for its interpretation . But it is well settled 
that when an agreement as to the interpretation of a provision is 
established as having been reached before or at the time of the 
conclusion of the treaty, it is to be regarded as forming part of the 
treaty .  . . . Similarly, an agreement as to the interpretation of a 
provision reached after the conclusion of the treaty represents an 
authentic interpretation by the parties which must be read into the 
treaty for purposes of its interpretation .” 933

8 .22 Both Paragraph 30 of the Schedule and the guidelines in relation to 

special permits, adopted after the conclusion of the Convention, are unilateral 

acts of the Commission . As such, they can hardly claim to provide for an 

authentic interpretation of the Convention, since the Contracting 

Governments and the IWC are two distinct bodies . The acts of the 

Commission do not necessarily represent the common will of the Contracting 

Governments of the ICRW . It is significant that these instruments are adopted 

by majority: a simple majority for recommendatory texts and three-fourths of 

the members voting in the case of binding instruments, that is for

amendments to the Schedule934 . Of course, Paragraph 30 of the Schedule is 

binding upon the Contracting Governments, by virtue of Article V of the 

Convention . But acts of the Commission, taken on this basis and following 

the procedure established therein, are amendments to the Schedule and not 

933 Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 1966, Vol . II, p . 221, para . 14 .
934 See ICRW, Art . III . 

amendments to any of the eleven articles of the Convention . Article V has 

established a procedure for the amendment of the detailed regulations found 

in the Schedule, while amendment of other provisions must be achieved 

through a separate agreement, as exemplified by the 1956 Protocol to the 

ICRW935 .

8 .23 The impossibility of amending provisions of the Convention itself 

by virtue of an amendment to the Schedule is further demonstrated by the 

conditions established by Article V(3) for the entry into force of 

amendments: they enter into force ninety days after notification to the 

Contracting Governments, unless a Contracting Government formulates an 

objection, in which case it is not bound by the amendment . It thus follows

that amendments create binding obligations except with regard to Contracting 

Governments that exclude their effect in accordance with established 

procedures .

8 .24 The rationale behind this distinction has been explained in Chapter 

2 of this Counter-Memorial936: the drafters of the ICRW confined the role of 

the IWC to prescribing “technical” regulations in pursuance of the object and 

purpose of the Convention and did not grant a legislative role to the 

Commission . The Schedule amendments are rules that identify the specific 

measures needed to carry out the object and purpose of the ICRW, when they 

are	 technically	 required	 on	 the	 basis	 of	 scientific	 findings;	 but	 they	 do	 not	

(and cannot) define new and different objectives .

935 See AM, Annex 1 .
936 See above, paras . 2 .34-2 .42 .
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authentic interpretation by the parties which must be read into the 
treaty for purposes of its interpretation .” 933
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933 Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 1966, Vol . II, p . 221, para . 14 .
934 See ICRW, Art . III . 

amendments to any of the eleven articles of the Convention . Article V has 
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935 See AM, Annex 1 .
936 See above, paras . 2 .34-2 .42 .
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8 .25 If amendments purporting to restrict the rights the Contracting 

Governments enjoy by virtue of the Convention were given legal effect by 

the process of interpretation, it would become immaterial whether a 

Contracting Government made or did not make an objection to the 

amendment . In either case it would be bound by the provisions of the ICRW,

as re-interpreted . Obligations excluded by the front door of objection would 

nonetheless return and become effective through the back door of 

interpretation . 

8 .26 Sir	 Derek	 Bowett’s	 legal	 opinion,	 requested	 by	 the	 IWC	 before	

Paragraph 30 of the Schedule was adopted and to which Australia makes 

reference937, states clearly that amendments to the Schedule cannot purport to 

restrict Contracting Governments’ rights under Article VIII:

“It is also important to emphasize what the amendment could not 
do . The amendment must be so drafted as not to derogate from the 
rights of contracting Governments under the Convention . Article 
VIII makes clear that the decision to grant a special permit rests 
with the contracting Governments . The function of the Scientific 
Committee must therefore be retained as one of ‘review and 
comment’	 (Rule	 F).	 There	 can	 be	 no	 question	 of	 the	 Scientific	
Committee assuming a power to authorise or disallow a permit . 
Even the fixing of the number of whales to be taken, and any other 
conditions, rests in the discretion of the Contracting Governments
(‘as the Contracting Government thinks fit’), so that the most the 
Scientific Committee can do is to comment on these conditions, 
and this by way of reports and recommendation to the Commission 
as Rule J .3 recognizes .”938

937 AM, para . 4 .66 .
938 Derek Bowett, “Legal Opinion on Schedule Provision for Prior Review of Scientific Permits and 

Prohibition of Whaling by Operations Failing to Supply All Data Stipulated”, IWC/31/9, p . 4 
(emphasis added) [Annex 78].

8 .27 The same understanding appears on the IWC website page, devoted 

to special permits:

“Whilst member nations must submit proposals for review, in 
accordance with the Convention, it is the member nation that 
ultimately decides whether or not to issue a permit, and this right 
overrides any other Commission regulations including the 
moratorium and sanctuaries .”939

(2) Australia Distorts the Meaning of Paragraph 30 of the Schedule and 

of Related Instruments

8 .28 Paragraph 30 of the Schedule has introduced an obligation for the 

Contracting Governments to notify the Secretariat of the IWC and, through it, 

the Scientific Committee and the Commission, of any special permits they 

propose to grant . It also specifies four types of information that the 

notification must contain, listed as points (a) to (d) . On this basis the 

Scientific Committee can review and comment on the proposed permits . On 

its plain reading, Paragraph 30 does not introduce any criteria for assessing 

the legality of special permits nor does it create a procedure for this purpose . 

While	 it	 is	 true	 that	 the	Contracting	Government	must	provide	 the	 required	

information prior to the issuance of special permits, it is nowhere stated in 

this paragraph of the Schedule (nor anywhere else in the Convention or the 

Schedule) that the Scientific Committee (or the Commission) must or can 

authorize	them,	nor	that	it	can	subsequently assess their legality . 

8 .29 The Paragraph 30 procedure merely creates a mechanism of 

cooperation between the Contracting Governments and the organs of the 

ICRW . Prior to its introduction the granting of special permits was 

939 “Scientific Permit Whaling”, Home page of the International Whaling Commission,
<http://www .iwcoffice .org/conservation/permits .htm> accessed 14 February 2012 .
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completely outside the scope of the Convention . Paragraph 30 gives the 

Scientific Committee power only to “review and comment on” proposed 

permits . In accordance with the ordinary meaning of these words, this 

provision does not envisage a process of prior approval by the IWC based on 

criteria which it determines . The issuance of special permits remains a matter 

for the Contracting Governments to decide, not the Scientific Committee, nor 

the IWC . It is also evident from the wording of Paragraph 30 that it envisages 

that scientific research	 will	 require	 a	 number	 of	 animals to be taken . It is

impossible to read this provision as empowering the Scientific Committee or 

the IWC to disallow special permit whaling, nor does it imply any restriction 

on the numbers of whales taken or the necessity of lethal methods . 

Australia’s reading of Paragraph 30 is wholly inconsistent with the language 

used .

8 .30 It is thus clear that Paragraph 30 obligations can only be 

apprehended in terms of a procedural obligation to notify the ICRW organs 

of the proposed scientific permits . To reiterate, although the Scientific 

Committee has the power to review and comment on these permits,

Paragraph 30 does not endow it with any competence to authorize or disallow 

special permits . This reading of Paragraph 30 is underlined in Bowett’s 

opinion,	 requested	by	 the	 IWC	prior	 to	 the	 introduction	of	 this	amendment:	

“There can be no question of the Scientific Committee assuming a power to 

authorise or disallow a permit .”940

940 Derek Bowett, “Legal Opinion on Schedule Provision for Prior Review of Scientific Permits and 
Prohibition of Whaling by Operations Failing to Supply All Data Stipulated”, IWC/31/9, p . 4
(emphasis added) [Annex 78] . See also above, para . 8 .26 .

8 .31 As far as the substantive aspects of a research permit are

concerned, Paragraph 30 sets out a list of items that should be included in 

proposed permits which are reviewed by the Committee: these include “the 

objectives of the research”, the “number, sex, size and stock of the animals to 

be taken”, and the “possible effect on conservation of the stock .”941 On this 

basis, the Scientific Committee and the Commission have developed a series 

of texts for the review of the proposed special permits and of the research 

results . These instruments, adopted first as internal documents of the 

Scientific Committee942 and	 subsequently	 endorsed	 by	 the	 Commission	 as	

annexes to some of its annual reports, as well as the various resolutions of the 

Commission	requiring	the Scientific Committee to adapt the guidelines to the 

wishes of the Commission, are unable, as a matter of law, to amend Article 

VIII of the Convention . They are recommendatory texts that cannot prevail 

over the terms of Article VIII, nor add to the Contracting Governments’

treaty obligations, nor reduce the rights they derive from this provision .

8 .32 Therefore, when the Commission’s resolutions on scientific permits 

recommend the use of non-lethal methods to undertake research under Article 

VIII943, they cannot create any legal obligation to that effect, nor establish 

criteria for the assessment of the legality of special permits . They simply 

suggest a course of action, which the Contracting Governments are not bound 

to follow944 . Thus, in its resolutions, the Commission refers to the guidelines 

in purely recommendatory terms:

941 Schedule, Paragraph 30(a), (b), and (d) . 
942 This review procedure has been incorporated into the Rules of Procedure of the Scientific 

Committee as Section F . See “Report of the Scientific Committee”, Rep. Int. Whal. Commn 36,
1986, p . 37 .

943 See 1986 Resolution (AM Annex 43); 1987 Resolution (AM Annex 44); Resolution 1999-2 (AM 
Annex 47) . Resolution 1995-9 (AM Annex 46) .

944 See also below, paras . 8 .77-8 .101 .
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“The Commission … invites Contracting Governments … to take 
account of … guidelines of the Scientific Committee .”945

“The Commission … recommends … Contracting Governments … 
should also take account of guidelines drawn up by the Scientific 
Committee .”946

(3) Discussions within the IWC Highlight the Lack of Agreement for a 

Revision of Article VIII

8 .33 It is no mystery that a number of anti-whaling members of the 

IWC, having gained the numerical majority in the Commission, thus control 

the decision-making process and attempt to present the resolutions as 

instruments creating obligations for Contracting Governments granting 

special permits . The ultimate purpose of a number of anti-whaling countries 

of the IWC is to “phase-out” the right to conduct special permit whaling 

using lethal methods . However, considering the wording of Article VIII, it 

was clear even to the proponents of the abolition of special permit whaling 

that this cannot be done without a revision of the Convention – which is 

clearly presented as such (a future aim) in various Chairman’s Reports: 

“Several of these [Contracting Governments] also re-iterated their 
view that a code of conduct [on special permit whaling] is not 
acceptable to them and that the only acceptable approach is to 
amend the Convention and phase-out special permit catches 
altogether .”947

945 See “Resolution on Scientific Permits”, Appendix 2, Chairman’s Report of the Thirty-Seventh 
Annual Meeting, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 36, 1986, p . 26 (emphasis added) .

946 “Resolution on Special Permits for Scientific Research”, Appendix 2, Chairman’s Report of the 
Thirty-Eighth Annual Meeting, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 37, 1987, p . 25 (AM, Annex 43) (emphasis 
added) .

947 Chair’s Report of the 58th Annual Meeting, Annual Report of the International Whaling 
Commission 2006, p . 23 (emphasis added) [Annex 65] .

“Slovenia, speaking on behalf of the EU believed that special 
permit whaling programmes should be brought under IWC control
and phased-out completely in the short- to medium-term .  . . . The 
USA, Argentina, Costa Rica, Chile, Portugal, Mexico, 
Luxembourg, Peru, Uruguay, France, Panama and Spain associated 
themselves with previous speakers and re-iterated their opposition 
to whaling under special permit, believing it to be no longer 
necessary .”948

8 .34 The same opinion - of the legal necessity of a revision of the ICRW 

for special permit whaling to be suppressed or to come under the 

authorization of the IWC - appears in statements of anti-whaling State 

officials . Thus, a statement of the then United States Commissioner before a 

committee of the United States House of Representatives, William Hogarth, 

underlines that: 

“Article 8 of the ICRW allows member countries unilaterally to 
grant Special Permits to kill, take, and treat whales for the purpose 
of scientific research .  . . . Although scientific whaling is legal under 
the	ICRW,	many	countries	including	the	United	States	question	the	
necessity of the lethal research for IWC purposes and object to 
commercial sale of the meat derived from the research programs .  . . .

The IWC has examined the problem of scientific whaling for many 
years, and has found no easy solution . In order to prohibit scientific 
whaling through legal means, a change to the ICRW would be 
necessary, or relevant countries would need to enter into a separate 
binding international side agreement with regard to scientific 
whaling .”949

948 Revised Chair’s Report of the 60th Annual Meeting, Annual Report of the International Whaling 
Commission 2008, p . 28 (emphasis added) [Annex 67] .

949 William T Hogarth, Written Testimony on the 60th Meeting of IWC before the Committee on 
Natural Resources, Subcommittee on Fisheries, Wildlife, and Oceans, 110th Congress (10 June 
2008), p . 4 [Annex 186] .
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8 .35 A number of anti-whaling countries of the IWC thus repeatedly 

presented proposals to submit special permits to the authorization of the 

IWC . These attempts to subject the special permit procedure to special 

conditions must be read within the larger context of the desire of anti-whaling 

States of the IWC to abolish special permit whaling . Australia’s position in 

this regard was repeated openly in the Commission:

“Australia believed that the Convention had been brought in to 
replace unilateral action with the protection of whales through 
international regulation . It therefore considered scientific permit 
whaling to be contrary to this purpose as it is not subject to 
international control .”950

“Australia noted its full commitment to the reform of the IWC but 
noted that unilateral special permit whaling was severely testing the 
Australian public who wished to see it brought to an end . It 
expressed disappointment that the SWG had not engaged seriously 
on resolving the special permit whaling issue which has been the 
most controversial issue within the IWC for many years . In this 
context it made reference to the paper it had tabled (IWC/61/9) in 
which it proposed that IWC members agree on a principle-based 
approach to all scientific research under the authority of the 
Commission . In this approach, Governments should commit to 
activities only when authorised by the Commission . To implement 
such a process, Australia noted that three steps would be required:
(1) a consensus-based approach to determining key knowledge 
gaps, priorities for research that address these gaps in a practical 
and outcome-focused manner, and mechanisms by which that 
research will be delivered; (2) a process for assessing all science 
activities against the approach outlined in (1); and (3) a mechanism 
for the Commission to reach a decision on outcomes and 
recommendations derived from (1) and (2), i.e. countries would 
agree not to undertake scientific activities without Commission 
approval. Australia indicated that the details of this process would 
need to be developed co-operatively by IWC members and agreed 

950 Chair’s Report of the 59th Annual Meeting, Annual Report of the International Whaling 
Commission 2007, p . 40 (explaining vote on JARPA) [Annex 66] .

by consensus . It believed that such a process would ensure that any 
scientific activity would be collectively agreed, would have strong 
scientific underpinnings, would be outcome-focused against agreed 
priorities, would receive appropriate independent peer review and 
would support the conservation and management objectives which 
have been agreed by the Commission .”951

8 .36 The use of the conditional is telling: these positions reveal the wish

of the Contracting Governments concerned – which were clearly conscious 

that they did not reflect the law in force . And Australia’s various proposals to 

that effect, as reflected in a document submitted to the IWC in 2009952, were 

far from consensual953 . A number of Contracting Governments noted that 

such a decision would run against a right granted under the Convention and 

that the anti-whaling States’ insistence on phasing out special permits was 

not a constructive attitude in the negotiations on the Future of IWC:

“For Japan, it considered special permit whaling a right under the 
Convention . Nevertheless, it believed it had indicated willingness 
to compromise on these activities and would not obstruct the 
creation of a South Atlantic sanctuary . Japan supported the notion 
of a 5-year interim arrangement so as to be able to make progress, 
but believed that the insistence to phase out special permit whaling 
could destroy the process. Iceland, Norway and the Republic of 
Korea also expressed concerns regarding proposals put forward in 
relation to special permit whaling .”954

951 Chair’s Report of the 61st Annual Meeting, Annual Report of the International Whaling 
Commission 2009, p . 8 (emphasis added) [Annex 68] .

952 See, Government of Australia, “Addressing Special Permit Whaling and the Future of the IWC”, 
IWC/61/9 (2009) [Annex 178] . The idea of a consensual decision meant to bring the special permit 
procedure under the authorization of the Commission was already evoked by Australia in 2008 
(Revised Chair’s Report of the 60th Annual Meeting, Annual Report of the International Whaling 
Commission 2008, p . 28 [Annex 67]) .

953 Revised Chair’s Report of the 60th Annual Meeting, Annual Report of the International Whaling 
Commission 2008, pp . 28-29 [Annex 67]; Chair’s Report of the 61st Annual Meeting, Annual 
Report of the International Whaling Commission 2009, pp . 10-11 [Annex 68] .

954 Chair’s Report of the 61st Annual Meeting, Annual Report of the International Whaling 
Commission 2009, p . 11 (emphasis added) [Annex 68] .
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recommendations derived from (1) and (2), i.e. countries would 
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approval. Australia indicated that the details of this process would 
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950 Chair’s Report of the 59th Annual Meeting, Annual Report of the International Whaling 
Commission 2007, p . 40 (explaining vote on JARPA) [Annex 66] .
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951 Chair’s Report of the 61st Annual Meeting, Annual Report of the International Whaling 
Commission 2009, p . 8 (emphasis added) [Annex 68] .

952 See, Government of Australia, “Addressing Special Permit Whaling and the Future of the IWC”, 
IWC/61/9 (2009) [Annex 178] . The idea of a consensual decision meant to bring the special permit 
procedure under the authorization of the Commission was already evoked by Australia in 2008 
(Revised Chair’s Report of the 60th Annual Meeting, Annual Report of the International Whaling 
Commission 2008, p . 28 [Annex 67]) .

953 Revised Chair’s Report of the 60th Annual Meeting, Annual Report of the International Whaling 
Commission 2008, pp . 28-29 [Annex 67]; Chair’s Report of the 61st Annual Meeting, Annual 
Report of the International Whaling Commission 2009, pp . 10-11 [Annex 68] .

954 Chair’s Report of the 61st Annual Meeting, Annual Report of the International Whaling 
Commission 2009, p . 11 (emphasis added) [Annex 68] .
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8 .37 Japan, and other Contracting Governments, opposed this attempt to 

submit special permit to the authorization of the Commission:

“However, [Japan] expressed its concern over recent comments 
calling for the curtailing or cessation of special permit whaling, 
recalling the initial agreement when the ‘future’ process began on 
the need for compromise . It suggested that all parties needed to 
decide on where they can compromise . For Japan, it considered 
special permit whaling a right under the Convention . Nevertheless, 
it believed it had indicated willingness to compromise on these 
activities and would not obstruct the creation of a South Atlantic 
sanctuary . Japan supported the notion of a 5-year interim 
arrangement so as to be able to make progress, but believed that the 
insistence to phase out special permit whaling could destroy the 
process . Iceland, Norway and the Republic of Korea also expressed 
concerns regarding proposals put forward in relation to special 
permit whaling . Norway stressed the importance of those involved 
in discussions in having the political mandate to compromise .”955

“Several countries expressed concern regarding the principle 
proposed by Australia that the proposed methods, scope and 
objectives of a research programme should require the approval of 
the Commission, believing that this would require a change to the 
Convention .”956

8 .38 Australia’s attempt to portray the guidelines and resolutions as 

setting forth legally binding conditions and to endow the Commission with 

the power to check the fulfilment of such conditions is clearly at odds with 

the Contracting Governments’ rights under Article VIII . The Paragraph 30 

procedure can only be analysed as a notification procedure, obliging 

Contracting Governments to transmit scientific information, and enabling the 

Scientific Committee to comment upon . In the same spirit, the guidelines and 

the resolutions related to the issuance of special permits are mere invitations . 

955 Ibid . (emphasis added .)
956 Ibid., p . 11 (emphasis added .)

Any other interpretation would be incompatible with the clear text of the 

Convention .

8 .39 This interpretation of the resolutions concerning JARPA/JARPA II

seems self-evident: it is only if and insofar as these resolutions do not purport 

to restrict Contracting Governments’ rights under Article VIII that they 

survive the test of validity957 .

8 .40 Such an interpretation is indeed shared even by the co-sponsors of 

these resolutions . Thus, in 1996, in support of the proposed Resolution on 

Special Permit Catches by Japan 958 , the United Kingdom representative 

stated:

“In the first place, I think it is clear that this Resolution does not 
conflict in any way with Article VIII because Article VIII confers 
sovereign rights and we all appreciate that those cannot be removed 
by a Resolution .”959

8 .41 And even Australia’s representative further confirmed that, even to 

the sponsors’ mind, the resolutions cannot be understood as means to restrict 

Contracting Governments’ rights under Article VIII . Their legal scope was 

meant to be mere exhortations:

957 Cf . the ITLOS’s findings relating to  the regulations adopted by the International Seabed Authority 
apply, mutatis mutandis, to the IWC Schedule amendments and resolutions: “The Regulations are 
instruments subordinate to the Convention, which, if not in conformity with it, should be interpreted 
so as to ensure consistency with its provisions . They may, nevertheless be used to clarify and 
supplement certain aspects of the relevant provisions of the Convention .” (ITLOS, case n° 17, 
Advisory Opinion, 17 February 2011, Responsibilities and obligations of States sponsoring persons 
and entities with respect to activities in the Area (Request for Advisory Opinion submitted to the 
Seabed Disputes Chamber), para . 93 (emphasis added) .)

958 Resolution on Special Permit Catches by Japan, Resolution 1996-7, 
<http://iwcoffice .org/meetings/resolutions/IWCRES48_1996 .pdf> accessed 14 February 2012 . For 
the voting records, see below, Table 8-1 .

959 Verbatim Record (24-28 June 1996) p . 86 [Annex 37] .
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“Mr . Chairman, we note that Japan has expressed doubts about the 
legality of the Resolution as adopted by the Commission last year 
and in relation to the decision to establish the Southern Ocean 
Sanctuary . In drafting this Resolution we have endeavoured to take 
account of the Japanese concerns . However, I must stress that we 
do not consider this to be a legal argument . We do recognise the 
provisions of Article VIII of the Convention .”960

8 .42 Since the prospects for the lawful establishment of a procedure for

authorization of special permits appeared close to zero, the anti-whaling 

countries enjoying the majority in the Commission engaged in a process of a

posteriori condemnation . Resolutions on specific special permits then 

appeared as the expression of approval or disapproval by the Commission . 

This was apparent already in 1987, when after long discussions on the 

Resolution on Scientific Research Programmes (the Appendix 1 resolution), 

Japan’s proposed permits were said not to meet the guidelines and not to 

comply with the procedure, and it was	 therefore	 requested	 to	 withdraw	

them 961  . However, the voting conditions for this resolution, where the 

conclusions of the Scientific Committee were presented to the Plenary in a 

biased and distorted way, were immediately condemned by the Contracting 

Governments that voted against:

“Japan pointed out that a number of the points expounded by the 
UK were arguable, and the only way to reduce uncertainty in 
knowledge of the stocks is by carrying out research . It noted that 
out of 16 countries consistently voting for these resolutions, 7 did 
not attend the Scientific Committee, and other 7 did not submit 
Progress Report on research .”962

960 Ibid., p . 173 [Annex 37] .
961 See UK comments and the proposed resolution, Chairman’s Report of the Thirty-Ninth Annual 

Meeting, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 38, 1988, p . 14 .
962 Ibid ., p . 14 . Japan was seconded by the Republic of Korea, Norway, Iceland, and the USSR .

As will be further detailed963, these resolutions were perceived as ultra vires

by many Contracting Governments .

2. Secondary Instruments are Not Subsequent Practice within the 

Meaning of Article 31(3)(b) of the Vienna Convention

8 .43 Australia identifies the IWC guidelines 964 and resolutions 965 , as

well as other Contracting Governments’ comments966, as	subsequent	practice .

The	sections	of	the	Memorial	devoted	to	subsequent	practice	rely	nonetheless	

mainly upon the resolutions addressed by the IWC to individual Contracting 

Governments967 .

8 .44 Article 31(3)(b) of the VCLT refers	 to	 subsequent	 practice	 as	 a	

means for interpretation . The concept is not defined in the VCLT, either with 

respect to the type of practice concerned, or to the authors whose practice 

would be relevant, or for the effects (confirming or modifying the natural 

meaning) .

8 .45 In the travaux préparatoires of this provision the ILC accepted that 

subsequent	 practice	 can	 have	 the	 effect	 either	 of	 confirming	 the	 terms	 of	 a	

treaty or of modifying them:

“Subsequent	 practice	 in	 the	 application	 of	 a	 treaty, as stated in 
article 27, paragraph 3(b), is authoritative evidence as to its 
interpretation when the practice is consistent, and establishes their 
understanding regarding the meaning of the provisions of the 
treaty.	 Equally,	 a	 consistent	 practice,	 establishing the common 

963 See below, paras . 8 .81-8 .101 .
964 AM, para . 4 .67 .
965 AM, para . 4 .68 .
966 AM, paras . 4 .78-4 .79 in fine .
967 AM, paras . 4 .65-4 .69 .
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consent of the parties to the application of the treaty in a manner 
different from that laid down in certain of its provisions, may have 
the effect of modifying the treaty .”968

8 .46 At the same time, the ILC made clear that modifying practice 

amounts to amending the treaty and has to be submitted to the conditions 

provided for that purpose:

“Although the line may sometimes be blurred between 
interpretation	 and	 amendment	 of	 a	 treaty	 through	 subsequent	
practice, legally the processes are distinct . Accordingly, the effect 
of	 subsequent	 practice	 in	 amending	 a	 treaty	 is	 dealt	 with	 in	 the	
present article as a case of modification of treaties .”969

8 .47 However, the conditions for practice to modify a treaty are 

stringent, since the agreements of the parties (either express or tacit) is 

necessary:

“In formulating the rule in this way the Commission [ILC] intended 
to	 indicate	 that	 the	 subsequent	practice,	even	 if	 every	party	might	
not itself have actively participated in the practice, must be such as 
to establish the agreement of the parties as a whole to the 
modification	in	question.”970

8 .48 Thus, insofar as practice is invoked for the purposes of modifying 

treaty provisions, it can only be relevant for that purpose if the agreement of 

all the parties to the treaty, either explicit or implicit, can be established . Such 

is obviously not the case of the secondary instruments invoked by Australia: 

far from being adopted by consensus, the resolutions relied upon by the 

Applicant called for recurrent reiteration of entrenched positions . While 

968 Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 1966, Vol . II, p . 236, para . 1 .
969 Ibid.
970 Ibid., para . 2 .

consensus is the preferred procedure for the adoption of secondary 

instruments971, the	 IWC	mostly	conducts	 its	business	through	a	sequence	of	

bitterly contested votes . And it must be noted that it is not only Japan that 

votes against these resolutions, since the majority is often small and does not 

reflect all the trends in the Commission . 

8 .49 The	question	of	whether	the	practice	of	the	organs	established	by	a	

multilateral	treaty	could	qualify	as	subsequent	practice	(so-called institutional 

practice) is far from self-evident . Australia seems to presume that it must 

necessarily receive an affirmative answer, simply referring to the Certain 

Expenses case972 . However, this reference is misplaced: in that case the Court 

was called upon to define the powers of the UN General Assembly973, the 

practice of this organ being certainly relevant for that purpose974 . This is not 

so in the present case, where it is not the powers of the IWC that are before 

the Court, but rather the obligations of the Contracting Governments under 

the ICRW, and especially under Article VIII . Thus, only their practice is 

relevant in this context . The resolutions can only be relevant insofar as they 

are reflected in the practice of all the concerned Contracting Governments .

8 .50 Being simply unilateral documents, the resolutions in themselves 

are not able to constitute practice if they are not mirrored by acts of the 

971 In the context of the Future of the IWC, consensus was introduced in the Rules of Procedure as the 
principal method for the adoption of IWC “decisions” . (Chair’s Report of the 60th Annual Meeting, 
Annual Report of the International Whaling Commission 2008, p . 7; see also Rule E of the IWC 
Rules of Procedure, “Rules of Procedure and Financial Regulations” (as amended by the 
Commission at the 63rd Annual Meeting), 
<http://iwcoffice .org/_documents/commission/rules2011 .pdf> accessed 14 February 2012 [Annex 
121] .)

972 AM, para . 4 .66 . 
973 This entailed an interpretation of the term “expenses” under Article 17(2) of the UN Charter . 
974 In the same vein, see also Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied 

Palestinian Territory, Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 2004, p . 149, para . 27 .
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972 AM, para . 4 .66 . 
973 This entailed an interpretation of the term “expenses” under Article 17(2) of the UN Charter . 
974 In the same vein, see also Legal Consequences of the Construction of a Wall in the Occupied 
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Contracting Governments . The best they can do is to propose a certain 

interpretation of Article VIII that would ultimately amount to practice if 

Contracting Governments adopt it . The WTO Appellate Body thus defined 

subsequent	practice	as:

“[C]oncordant,	 common	 and	 consistent	 sequence	 of	 acts	 or	
pronouncements which is sufficient to establish a discernible 
pattern implying the agreement of the parties (to a treaty) regarding 
its interpretation .”975

8 .51 The resolutions Australia is referring to do not fulfil the condition 

of being a “concordant,	 common	 and	 consistent	 sequence	 of  . . .

pronouncements” . Moreover, Contracting Governments’ practice under 

Article VIII does not follow the pattern that Australia claims that has 

emerged in respect of the application of Article VIII976 .

8 .52 Australia’s reference to the Certain Expenses cases is unconvincing 

for one further reason: the Court concluded that “the practice of the 

Organization is entirely consistent with the plain meaning of the text .”977 Had 

this	 not	 been	 the	 case,	 the	 question	 of	 the	 ultra vires character of General 

Assembly resolutions would have been raised .

8 .53 However, Australia does	 not	 invoke	 subsequent	 practice	 for	 the	

purpose of confirming the natural meaning of Article VIII, but rather for 

975 Appellate Body Report, European Communities - Customs Classification of Frozen Boneless 
Chicken Cuts (27	 September	 2005)	WT/DS269/AB/R,	WT/DS286/AB/R,	 para.	 256,	 quoting	 the	
Appellate Body Report in the Japan – Alcoholic Beverages II case .

976 Ray Gambell, “The International Whaling Commission and the Contemporary Whaling Debate” in 
Twiss J .R . and Reeves R . (eds), Conservation and Management of Marine Mammals (Smithsonian 
Institution Press 1999) pp . 179-198 .

977 Certain Expenses of the United Nations (Article 17, paragraph 2, of the Charter), Advisory 
Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1962, p . 160 .

contradicting it – and this is also shown by the fact that, at one and the same 

time, the Applicant introduces the same instruments as having modified the 

Convention, which would indeed be the case if they were considered as 

binding.	 In	 reality,	 the	 effect	Australia	 devotes	 to	 subsequent	 practice	 is	 to	

modify the express terms of Article VIII, depriving a Contracting 

Government of the power to decide on the granting of special permits as well 

as the means best suited to achieve the objectives it determined for a 

scientific programme . Thus, when the Applicant bases itself on resolutions, 

which either presuppose that the selling of the products resulting from special 

permit whaling render this whaling commercial 978 or deny a Contracting 

Government the use of lethal methods979, it wrongly alleges that these rights 

(or even obligations) expressly granted to the Contracting Governments 

under Article VIII have been superseded by non-binding instruments adopted 

by the IWC . Insofar as Australia invokes these resolutions to set aside rights 

expressly	 preserved	 by	 the	 ICRW,	 they	 cannot	 qualify	 as	 a means of 

interpretation of the latter .

C. The Schedule Amendments do Not Qualify as “context”

for the Interpretation of Article VIII

8 .54 Japan rejects the factual contention that JARPA II would 

undermine the conservation agenda of the IWC . Australia claims that the 

Factory Ship Moratorium, the Moratorium on Commercial Whaling and the 

Southern Ocean Sanctuary should be considered as context relevant for the 

interpretation of Article VIII980 . However, here again, Australia’s contentions 

978 AM, paras . 4 .72-4 .74 .
979 AM, para . 4 .80 .
980 AM, paras . 4 .53-4 .55 .
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Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1962, p . 160 .

contradicting it – and this is also shown by the fact that, at one and the same 

time, the Applicant introduces the same instruments as having modified the 

Convention, which would indeed be the case if they were considered as 

binding.	 In	 reality,	 the	 effect	Australia	 devotes	 to	 subsequent	 practice	 is	 to	

modify the express terms of Article VIII, depriving a Contracting 

Government of the power to decide on the granting of special permits as well 

as the means best suited to achieve the objectives it determined for a 

scientific programme . Thus, when the Applicant bases itself on resolutions, 

which either presuppose that the selling of the products resulting from special 

permit whaling render this whaling commercial 978 or deny a Contracting 

Government the use of lethal methods979, it wrongly alleges that these rights 

(or even obligations) expressly granted to the Contracting Governments 

under Article VIII have been superseded by non-binding instruments adopted 

by the IWC . Insofar as Australia invokes these resolutions to set aside rights 

expressly	 preserved	 by	 the	 ICRW,	 they	 cannot	 qualify	 as	 a means of 

interpretation of the latter .

C. The Schedule Amendments do Not Qualify as “context”

for the Interpretation of Article VIII

8 .54 Japan rejects the factual contention that JARPA II would 

undermine the conservation agenda of the IWC . Australia claims that the 

Factory Ship Moratorium, the Moratorium on Commercial Whaling and the 

Southern Ocean Sanctuary should be considered as context relevant for the 

interpretation of Article VIII980 . However, here again, Australia’s contentions 

978 AM, paras . 4 .72-4 .74 .
979 AM, para . 4 .80 .
980 AM, paras . 4 .53-4 .55 .
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are self-contradictory, since it clearly admits that the provisions of these 

Schedule amendments apply only if JARPA II does	not	qualify	as	a scientific 

programme . The application of Article VIII and the application of the three 

Schedule amendments are, in Australia’s contention, mutually exclusive . It is 

then difficult to understand how they could, at the same time, be mutually 

informative for the purposes of interpretation . 

8 .55 For a text to be considered as part of the relevant context for 

interpretation of a provision, it must have been intended by the Parties to the 

Treaty or, at least, by its author to fix the meaning of that provision . As the 

ILC explained in its commentary to what has become Article 31(2) of the 

VCLT:

“The principle on which this provision is based is that a unilateral 
document cannot be regarded as forming part of the ‘context’ 
within the meaning of article 27 unless not only was it made in 
connexion with the conclusion of the treaty but its relation to the 
treaty was accepted in the same manner by the other parties . On the 
other hand, the fact that these two classes of documents are 
recognized in paragraph 2 as forming part of the ‘context’ does not 
mean that they are necessarily to be considered as an integral part 
of the treaty . Whether they are an actual part of the treaty depends 
on the intention of the parties in each case .”981

8 .56 The three amendments to the Schedule relied upon by Australia all 

relate to commercial whaling and they were never intended to apply to 

whaling	under	 special	permit	and	 thus	 to	change,	or	 to	qualify,	or	 to	 throw	

light on the meaning of Article VIII . Therefore, as established above, they 

981 Yearbook of the International Law Commission, 1966, Vol . II, p . 221, para . 13 (emphasis added) .

cannot be used to restrict rights that the Contracting Governments enjoy by 

virtue of Article VIII982 .

Section 2. Secondary Instruments cannot Provide

an Autonomous Basis for Adjudication

8 .57 Australia is invoking the amendments to the Schedule (in 

particular, Paragraph 30 on the review of the special permits, the Moratorium 

on Commercial Whaling, the Factory Ship Moratorium, the Southern Ocean 

Sanctuary), along with the IWC guidelines and recommendations in order to 

prove that Japan would be in violation of the ICRW .

8 .58 A distinction of principle between the two categories must be set 

out from the outset: while the amendments, being binding, are in principle 

amenable to judicial adjudication, such is not the case for hortatory 

instruments, which cannot create binding obligations by themselves . 

8 .59 In the present case, among the Schedule amendments, only 

Paragraph 30, concerning the prior review of the special permits granted 

under Article VIII of the Convention, is applicable . As will further be seen983,

Japan has fully complied with its provisions . The three other amendments are 

not applicable to special permit whaling . Were they applicable, this would 

first entail an unlawful limitation of the Contracting Governments’ power of 

appreciation under Article VIII . Second, taken on their own terms, 

Paragraphs 7(b) and 10(e) of the Schedule only purport to apply to 

982 See above, paras . 8 .25-8 .27 .
983 See below, paras . 9 .37-9 .39 .
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commercial whaling984 . Japan has amply demonstrated that JARPA II is a 

programme of special permit whaling, respecting the conditions set out by 

Article VIII . It follows that these Schedule amendments are de jure non 

applicable985 .

8 .60 In respect of the soft law instruments (guidelines and 

recommendations), they clearly do not (and cannot), whatever their names, 

create binding obligations986 . Article VI of the ICRW,	in	quite	general	terms,

provides for a general empowerment of the IWC to make recommendations

to the Contracting Governments, individually or collectively, on issues 

relating to the ICRW:

“The Commission may from time to time make recommendations 
to any or all Contracting Governments on any matters which relate 
to whales or whaling and to the objectives and purposes of this 
Convention .”

8 .61 As the Court explained in relation to the resolutions of the General 

Assembly of the United Nations, it is an accepted premise that, absent any 

acceptance by the States concerned, they are not binding:

“[T]he absence of any binding force of the resolutions of the 
General Assembly of the United Nations implies that such 

984 On the one hand, Paragraph 7(b) provides that: “[C]ommercial whaling, whether by pelagic 
operations or from land stations, is prohibited in a region designated as the Southern Ocean 
Sanctuary .” (emphasis added) . On the other hand, Paragraph 10(e) provides that : “Notwithstanding 
the other provisions of paragraph 10, catch limits for the killing for commercial purposes…” 
(emphasis added) . 

985 See above, paras . III .11-III .13 .
986 See for instance, Chittharanjan Felix Amerasinghe, “Where resolutions are not binding decisions or 

do not have their legal effects specified in the constitutional instrument or do not by implication 
have a particular legal effect that can be identified they are generally ‘recommendations’ and are 
not as such binding .” in Principles of the Institutional Law of International Organizations, (2nd ed .,
CUP 2005) p . 175 .

resolutions must be accepted by the members of the United Nations 
in order to be legally binding .”987

8 .62 The same applies mutatis mutandis to the IWC secondary 

instruments . Resolutions and guidelines have no more binding effect than the 

resolutions of the UN General Assembly . And, with all due respect, they 

certainly carry less political weight .

8 .63 However, Japan accepts that, even in the absence of binding effect, 

there is a duty on the part of the Contracting Governments to consider a 

recommendation in good faith and, if requested,	 to	 explain	 their	 action	 or	

inaction . Judge Hersch Lauterpacht, in his separate opinion in the Voting 

Procedure case, rightly stated:

“A Resolution recommending to an Administering State a specific 
course of action creates some legal obligation which, however 
rudimentary, elastic and imperfect, is nevertheless a legal 
obligation and constitutes a measure of supervision . The State in 
question,	while	not	bound	to	accept	the	recommendation,	is	bound	
to give it due consideration in good faith . If, having regard to its 
own ultimate responsibility for the good government of the 
territory, it decides to disregard it, it is bound to explain the reasons 
for its decision .”988

8 .64 In the same vein, the ICJ has indicated that membership in an 

international organization entails certain mutual obligations of cooperation 

987 Arbitral Award, 19 January 1977, Texaco Calasiatic v. Libya, I.L.M, vol . 17, 1978, p . 30, para 86; 
see also Michel Virally, “La Valeur Juridique	 des	 Recommandations des Organisations 
Internationales” (1956) 2 AFDI 66, p . 90 .

988 Voting Procedure on Questions relating to Reports and Petitions concerning the Territory of South
West Africa, Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1955, Separate Opinion of Judge Lauterpacht, pp . 
118-119 (emphasis original) .
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and good faith on the part of member states and organizations989 . However as 

aptly explained by C .F . Amerasinghe:

“This co-operation should not be confused with co-operation in 
carrying out the recommendations which is not an obligation .”990

8 .65 The limited character of those obligations is all the more 

compelling in the present case in that, as stressed in Article VIII(1), “the 

killing, taking, and treating of whales” under special permits are “exempt 

from the operation of [the] Convention .”

8 .66 In the present case, as will be further shown in Section 3 of this 

Chapter, Japan has fully complied with these obligations of behaviour (and 

not of result): it took into account the guidelines established by the 

Commission for granting special permits991; it gave full consideration to the 

IWC relevant resolutions and, when it did not agree with their content, not 

only did it inform the Commission of its reasons but, as a Contracting 

Government, it continued to try to reach agreement on contentious issues992 .

Australia has therefore no legal or factual ground for, very unpleasantly, 

charging Japan with lack of good faith993 in its relations with the IWC or in 

its interpretation of Article VIII .

989 In the case concerning Interpretation of the Agreement of 25 March 1951 between the WHO and 
Egypt, the Court stated: “The very fact of Egypt’s membership of the Organization entails certain 
mutual obligations of co-operation and good faith incumbent upon Egypt and upon the 
Organization .” (Interpretation of the Agreement of 25 March 1951 between the WHO and Egypt, 
Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1980, p . 93) .

990 Chittharanjan Felix Amerasinghe, Principles of the Institutional Law of International Organizations
(2nd ed, CUP 2005) p . 179 (emphasis original) .

991 See below, paras . 8 .67-8 .68 .
992 See below, paras . 8 .71-8 .76 .
993 See AM, paras . 4 .57-4 .63, 5 .135-5 .136 .

Section 3. Japan Considered in Good Faith the Secondary Instruments

8 .67 While not bound to follow the recommendatory texts of the 

Commission, Japan is due, by the very effect of its membership, “to give 

[them] due consideration in good faith .”994 This Section is simply devoted to 

showing that Japan’s good faith in the consideration of the secondary 

instruments cannot seriously be put in doubt .

A. Japan’s Permits Take into Consideration the Guidelines and 

Resolutions on Special Permits

8 .68 It is indisputable that Japan has duly attempted to address the 

IWC’s concerns995 . Japan’s attitude in relation to resolutions concerning the 

issuance of special permits is symptomatic . To give an example, regarding 

the 1986 Resolution on Special Permits for Scientific Research (1986-

Appendix 2):

994 Voting Procedure on Questions relating to Reports and Petitions concerning the Territory of South 
West Africa, Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1955, Separate Opinion of Judge Lauterpacht, p . 119 .
In the same vein, see Michel Virally, “La Valeur Juridique	 des	 Recommandations	 des	
Organisations Internationales” (1956) 2 AFDI 66, pp . 66-99, in particular pp . 85-91 .

995 See, for instance, “Resolution on Special Permit Catches by Japan in the Southern Hemisphere”, 
Appendix 2, Chairman’s Report of the Forty-Second Meeting, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 41, 1991, pp . 
47-48: “Whereas the Commission recognises . . . that the Government of Japan, through its various 
modifications of the original research programme, including those outlined in SC/42/SHMi9, has 
attempted to address the concerns expressed by the Scientific Committee in its reports” (AM, 
Annex 18) . See also for an identical acknowledgement “Resolution on Special Permit Catches by 
Japan in the Southern Hemisphere”, Appendix 2, Chairman’s Report of the Forty-Third Meeting, 
Rep. int. Whal. Commn 42, 1992, p . 46 (AM, Annex 19); “Resolution on Special Permit Catches by 
Japan in the Southern Hemisphere”, Appendix 7, Chairman’s Report of the Forty-Fifth Annual 
Meeting, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 44, 1994, p . 33 (AM, Annex 21) .
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Operative paragraph 1996 recommends the Contracting Governments to take 

account of guidelines drawn up by the Scientific Committee, as well as full 

compliance with Paragraph 30 . Japan took into consideration the 

guidelines 997 developed as Annex L of the Report of the Scientific 

Committee in 1985 998 and Annex O of the Report of the Scientific 

Committee in 1988999, both of which refer to guidelines to review special 

permits . The grant of special permits for JARPA and JARPA II programmes 

complies	 in	 all	 respects	 with	 the	 requirements of Paragraph 30 of the 

Schedule to the ICRW1000 .

Operative paragraph 21001 recommends the Contracting Governments to take 

account of the comments of the Scientific Committee . Japan took account of 

the comments by the Scientific Committee on the original plan1002 and made 

further examinations on those comments1003 .

996 “Recommends that prior to deciding on the granting of permits for the killing, taking and treating of 
whales for the purpose of scientific research, Contracting Governments while complying fully with 
Paragraph 30 of the Schedule, should also take account of guidelines drawn up by the Scientific 
Committee .” (AM, Annex 43) .

997 For example, in the review of JARPA II proposal, the Scientific Committee reviewed the research 
plan in accordance with relevant guidelines, including such items as “proposal”, “objectives”, 
“methodology”, “effects on stocks” and “research co-operation” . See, “Report of the Scientific 
Committee”, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 8 (Suppl.), 2006, pp . 48-52 .

998 “Proposed Guidelines for Review of Scientific Permits”, Annex L, Report of the Scientific 
Committee, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 36, 1986, p . 133 .

999 “Review of Scientific Permits”, Annex O, Report of the Scientific Committee, Rep. int. Whal. 
Commn 39, 1989, p . 154 .

1000 See below, paras . 9 .37-9 .39 .
1001 “Recommends that Contracting Governments in deciding the issuance of, or modifications, 

postponement, or withdrawal of the permits, should take account of the comments of the Scientific 
Committee” (AM, Annex 43) . 

1002 “The Program for Research on the Southern Hemisphere Minke Whale and for Preliminary 
Research on the Marine Ecosystem in the Antarctic” (SC/39/O4) .

1003 Government of Japan, “The Research Plan for the Feasibility Study on ‘The Program for Research 
on the Southern Hemisphere Minke Whale and for Preliminary Research on the Marine Ecosystem 
in the Antarctic’”, SC/D87/1 (1987) pp . 1-3 [Annex 136] .

Operative paragraph 31004 recommends that the duration of special permits be 

limited to the need for completion of the proposed research . Japan’s position 

is	that	the	duration	is	the	minimum	for	acquiring the sought scientific results . 

For example in JARPA, the length of the full-scale research programme (16 

years) was determined considering the relationship between sample size and 

the accuracy of the estimation of natural mortality rates, which was the main 

research objective of the program 1005  . As for JARPA II, the long-term 

characteristic is necessary for the monitoring of the Antarctic ecosystem (first 

objective	 of	 the	 program),	 which	 requires	 a	 long-time series of data and 

information . However, JARPA II’s research plan states that a review will be 

conducted every 6 years and revisions will be made to the program if

required1006 .

Operative paragraph 4 1007 recommends that the preliminary results of the 

research be subject to annual review by the Scientific Committee . Japan 

submits “Cruise Reports” and documents containing results of specific 

analyses to the meeting of the Scientific Committee every year, as well as 

documents containing data and results of the research program to the 

intersessional review meetings carried out by the IWC Scientific 

1004 “Recommends that the duration of any such permits issued by the Contracting Governments 
should be strictly limited to the need for completion of the proposed research” (AM, Annex 43) .

1005 Government of Japan, “The Research Plan in 1989/90 Season in Conjunction with Note for ‘The 
Program for the Research on the Southern Hemisphere Minke Whale and for the Preliminary 
Research on the Marine Ecosystem in the Antarctic (SC/39/O4)’”, SC/41/SHMi13 (1989) p . 7
[Annex 140] .

1006 Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale research Program under 
Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) –Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and 
Development of New Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1 (2005) , p . 13
[Annex 150] .

1007 “Reaffirms that as stated in Paragraph 30 of the Schedule the preliminary results of the scientific 
research will be subject to annual review by the Scientific Committee .” (AM, Annex 43) .
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on the Southern Hemisphere Minke Whale and for Preliminary Research on the Marine Ecosystem 
in the Antarctic’”, SC/D87/1 (1987) pp . 1-3 [Annex 136] .

Operative paragraph 31004 recommends that the duration of special permits be 

limited to the need for completion of the proposed research . Japan’s position 

is	that	the	duration	is	the	minimum	for	acquiring the sought scientific results . 

For example in JARPA, the length of the full-scale research programme (16 

years) was determined considering the relationship between sample size and 

the accuracy of the estimation of natural mortality rates, which was the main 

research objective of the program 1005  . As for JARPA II, the long-term 

characteristic is necessary for the monitoring of the Antarctic ecosystem (first 

objective	 of	 the	 program),	 which	 requires	 a	 long-time series of data and 

information . However, JARPA II’s research plan states that a review will be 

conducted every 6 years and revisions will be made to the program if

required1006 .

Operative paragraph 4 1007 recommends that the preliminary results of the 

research be subject to annual review by the Scientific Committee . Japan 

submits “Cruise Reports” and documents containing results of specific 

analyses to the meeting of the Scientific Committee every year, as well as 

documents containing data and results of the research program to the 

intersessional review meetings carried out by the IWC Scientific 

1004 “Recommends that the duration of any such permits issued by the Contracting Governments 
should be strictly limited to the need for completion of the proposed research” (AM, Annex 43) .

1005 Government of Japan, “The Research Plan in 1989/90 Season in Conjunction with Note for ‘The 
Program for the Research on the Southern Hemisphere Minke Whale and for the Preliminary 
Research on the Marine Ecosystem in the Antarctic (SC/39/O4)’”, SC/41/SHMi13 (1989) p . 7
[Annex 140] .

1006 Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale research Program under 
Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) –Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and 
Development of New Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1 (2005) , p . 13
[Annex 150] .

1007 “Reaffirms that as stated in Paragraph 30 of the Schedule the preliminary results of the scientific 
research will be subject to annual review by the Scientific Committee .” (AM, Annex 43) .
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Committee1008 . Examples of presentation and discussion of cruise reports are 

given in the Report of the Scientific Committee in 2008 1009 ; of specific 

analyses in the Report of the Scientific Committee in 20071010 and of review 

meetings in the Report of the Intersessional Workshop held in 20061011 .

Operative paragraph 51012 recommends the Contracting Governments to take

into account (1) practical and scientific feasibility of the objectives of the 

research through non-lethal	 techniques, (2) the proposal was structured in 

order to contribute information essential for rational management of the stock, 

(3) the number, age and sex of whales to be taken are necessary information 

so as to complete research and facilitate the comprehensive assessment, (4) 

killing method is consistent with the provisions of Schedule, with compelling 

scientific reasons – Part II of this Counter-Memorial amply shows that 

JARPA	and	JARPA	II	meet	these	requirements.

1008 “Report of the Scientific Committee”, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 11 (Suppl.), 2009, pp . 61-63; 
“Report of the Sub-Committee on In-Depth Assessment”, Annex G, Report of the Scientific 
Committee, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 8 (Suppl.), 2006, pp . 167-196 (see, for example, items 6 .2 
and 6 .4); “Report of the Intersessional Workshop to Review Data and Results from Special Permit 
Research on Minke Whales in the Antarctic, Tokyo, 4-8 December 2006”, J. Cetacean Res. 
Manage. 10 (Suppl.), 2008, pp . 411-445 .

1009 “Report of the Scientific Committee”, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 11 (Suppl.), 2009, pp . 61-63 .
1010 “Report of the Sub-Committee on In-Depth Assessment”, Annex G, Report of the Scientific 

Committee, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 10 (Suppl.), 2008, pp . 167-196 (see, for example, items 6 .2 
and 6 .4) .

1011 “Report of the Intersessional Workshop to Review Data and Results from Special Permit Research 
on Minke Whales in the Antarctic, Tokyo, 4-8 December 2006”, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 10
(Suppl.), 2008, pp . 411-445 [Annex 113] .

1012 “Recommends that Contracting Governments when considering proposed research permits and the 
Scientific Committee when reviewing such permits and when reviewing the results of research from 
permits previously issued in accordance with the procedures of the Convention should take into 
account whether: 
(1) the objectives of the research are not practically and scientifically feasible through non-lethal 

research	techniques;	
(2) the proposed research is intended, and structured accordingly to contribute information essential 

for rational management of the stock; 
(3) the number, age and sex of whales to be taken are necessary to complete the research and will 

facilitate the conduct of the comprehensive assessment; 
(4) whales will be killed in a manner consistent with the provisions of Section III of the Schedule, 

due regard being had to whether there are compelling scientific reasons to the contrary .” (AM, 
Annex 43) .

Operative paragraph 6 1013 recommends the Contracting Governments to 

ensure that maximum scientific information is obtained from any whales 

taken under special permits: vast volume and categories of data are obtained 

from the whales taken (as was shown in Part II) . 

Operative paragraph 71014 recommends the Contracting Governments to take

into account Article VIII(2) of the ICRW and ensure that, following the 

completion of scientific treatment, the meat and other products should be 

utilized primarily for local consumption . Article 13(1) of the Code for 

Special Research Programs of the Institute of Cetacean Research (ICR), 

states as follows:

“In processing whales taken in the research whaling programs, 
from the perspective of utilizing them efficiently, they can be sold 
exclusively within the domestic market and their sales proceeds can 
be a revenue (of the ICR), provided that an approval of the 
Director-General of the Fisheries Agency is obtained in advance of 
whale products derived from each research whaling program being 
sold .”1015

Operative paragraph 81016 recommends the Contracting Governments to take 

great care when considering issuing special permits for the take of whales 

from a Protection Stock: JARPA and JARPA II were never designed to take 

1013 “Recommends that Contracting Governments ensure that maximum scientific information be 
obtained from any whales taken under special permits for scientific research .” (AM, Annex 43) .

1014 “Recommends that, taking into account Paragraph 2 of Article VIII of the Convention, following 
the completion of scientific treatment the meat as well as the other products should be utilised 
primarily for local consumption .” (AM, Annex 43) .

1015 Emphasis added .
1016 “Recommends that great care should be taken by Contracting Governments when considering 

issuing special permits for the taking of whales from a Protection Stock . Contracting Governments 
should take care to ensure that the proposed catch will not further deplete the stock or substantially 
impede its recovery .” (AM, Annex 43)
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whales from depleted stocks, and possible effects on conservation of stocks 

were	adequately	addressed1017 .

Operative paragraph 91018 recommends the Contracting Governments not to 

grant permits until the proposals for such permits have been reviewed in 

accordance with Paragraph 30 . At the 62nd Annual Meeting of the IWC, the 

Chair of the Scientific Committee noted that JARPA II was “continuing on 

the basis of plans already submitted and reviewed in the Scientific 

Committee”1019 .

Operative paragraph 10 1020 recommends the Contracting Governments to 

submit proposals for special permits more than 60 days prior to the next 

Annual Meeting of the Scientific Committee . Details of the proposed 

scientific research permit for JARPA II were submitted to the Scientific 

Committee through the IWC Secretariat two months before its 2005 annual 

meeting in Ulsan (Republic of Korea) .

B. Japan’s Readiness to Compromise

1. Japan’s Concessions in the Negotiations

8 .69 On several occasions, Japan showed its willingness to compromise . 

For instance, although there was no evidence that the taking of samples of 

1017 See above, paras . 4 .89, 5 . 82-5 .90 .
1018 “Reiterates that Contracting Governments should grant no permits until the proposals for such 

permits have been reviewed in accordance with Paragraph 30 of the Schedule and further …” (AM, 
Annex 43) .

1019 “Report of the Scientific Committee”, J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 12 (Suppl.), 2011, p . 57 .
1020 “Recommends that Contracting Governments submit proposals for scientific permits and results of 

research obtained from permits previously issued in accordance with the procedures of the 
Convention, to the Secretary of the Commission not later than 60 days before the next Annual 
Meeting of the Scientific Committee .” (AM, Annex 43) .

humpback whales would in any way affect endangered stocks, in response to 

a	 request	 from	 the	 then	 IWC	 chair	William	Hogarth of the United States, 

Japan agreed “to delay the taking of humpback whales” 1021 as long as 

progress was being made with the IWC normalization process . In the same 

vein, although Japan firmly considers that establishment of Sanctuaries 

irrespective	 of	 the	 stock	 is	 not	 compatible	 with	 the	 ICRW,	which	 requires	

decisions to be based on scientific data1022, Japan “indicated willingness to 

compromise on these activities and would not obstruct the creation of a South 

Atlantic Sanctuary . Japan supported the notion of a 5-year interim 

arrangement so as to be able to make progress .”1023 Japan has also said that it 

will “suspend catching  humpback whales” for the 2011-2012 season “as 

long as progress is being made with the IWC normalization process .”1024

8 .70 More generally, during the Future of the IWC1025 process, Japan 

offered numerous and substantial compromises . These included: a substantial 

reduction of the lethal research catch in the Southern Ocean, acceptance of 

international observers on whaling vessels, deployment of a satellite based 

real-time vessel monitoring system, acceptance of a number of conservation 

programmes and assurance that its effective DNA-based registers and market 

monitoring programmes would continue and that Japan would allow the IWC 

1021 Chair’s Report of the 60th Annual Meeting, Annual Report of the International Whaling 
Commission 2008, p . 27 . See also above, para . 5 .80 .

1022 ICRW, Art . V(2) . 
1023 Chair’s Report of the 61st Annual Meeting, Annual Report of the International Whaling 

Commission 2009, p . 11 .
1024 “Japanese Special Permits in the Southern Ocean: Clarification of suspension of take of humpback 

whales”, IWC Circular Communication to Commissioners and Contracting Governments IWC 
CCG 976, SB/JAC/31457 (16 December 2011),
<http://iwcoffice .org/_documents/commission/circulars/2011/IWCCCG976 .pdf> accessed 14 
February 2012 [Annex 125] .

1025 See above, Introduction, paras . 14-16 .
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1021 Chair’s Report of the 60th Annual Meeting, Annual Report of the International Whaling 
Commission 2008, p . 27 . See also above, para . 5 .80 .

1022 ICRW, Art . V(2) . 
1023 Chair’s Report of the 61st Annual Meeting, Annual Report of the International Whaling 

Commission 2009, p . 11 .
1024 “Japanese Special Permits in the Southern Ocean: Clarification of suspension of take of humpback 

whales”, IWC Circular Communication to Commissioners and Contracting Governments IWC 
CCG 976, SB/JAC/31457 (16 December 2011),
<http://iwcoffice .org/_documents/commission/circulars/2011/IWCCCG976 .pdf> accessed 14 
February 2012 [Annex 125] .

1025 See above, Introduction, paras . 14-16 .
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auditing of these1026 . These are all substantial concessions since, in addition 

to the large reduction of catch, they introduce monitoring elements that 

would otherwise not apply to research conducted under Article VIII . 

However, such reduction could not be done unless at the expense of the 

accuracy of the planned research . Thus a substantial reduction of the lethal 

research catch in the Southern Ocean would have necessitated longer 

research	period	 in	order	 to	maintain	 the	same	quality	of	 the	research	result,	

and otherwise, the accuracy of the research result would not be the same as 

planned . Japan had also indicated its willingness to accept the establishment 

of a South Atlantic Sanctuary in order to form a consensus 1027 on the 

“Proposed Consensus Decision to Improve the Conservation of Whales from 

the Chair and Vice-Chair of the Commission” 1028 notwithstanding its 

opposition to the establishment of sanctuaries without scientific grounds .  

2. Japan Engaged in a Good Faith Dialogue

8 .71 During the negotiations of resolutions within the IWC, on the 

occasions when a debate on the resolution actually existed 1029 , Japan 

struggled to create a constructive atmosphere within the Commission, by 

avoiding the extreme polarization of anti- and pro-whaling positions of the 

Contracting Governments . When looking back at Japan’s attitude in the IWC 

meetings, notably after the introduction of the Moratorium on Commercial 

1026 “Statement by H .E . Yasue Funayama, Vice Minister of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, Japan”, 
IWC/62/28 (2010) [Annex 157] . See also, Government of Japan, “Japan’s Opening Statement to the 
62nd Annual Meeting of the International Whaling Commission”, IWC/62/OS (2010) [Annex 155]

1027 Government of Japan, “Statement on the Future of the IWC”, IWC/M10/SWG7 [Annex 158] .
1028 “Proposed Consensus Decision to Improve the Conservation of Whales from the Chair and Vice-

Chair of the Commission”, IWC/62/7rev,
<http://www .iwcoffice .org/_documents/commission/iwc62docs/62-7rev .pdf> accessed 14 February
2012 .

1029 Sometimes the resolutions concerning JARPA were submitted to vote without any debate . E .g ., 
“Resolution on Southern Hemisphere Minke Whales and Special Permit Whaling”, Resolution 
2001-7, Annex C, Chair’s Report of the 53rd Annual Meeting, Annual Report of the International 
Whaling Commission 2001, p . 57 .

Whaling, one can see that Japan did not systematically oppose, by a negative 

vote, the adoption of resolutions that could be critical of its research 

programme . A form of negative consensus, resulting in the adoption of the 

resolution without voting, could then be established . This was the case, for 

instance, in 1990, when Japan stated it would join the consensus over the 

adoption of a resolution critical of JARPA, since it appreciated that its 

participation in the consensus could contribute to a climate of constructive 

dialogue, and this would ultimately allow it to present the results of its 

research and share information with the rest of the world . 

“The UK then put forward a Resolution (Appendix 2) on special 
permit catches by Japan on behalf of the co-sponsors Australia, the
Federal Republic of Germany, Finland, the Netherlands, New 
Zealand, Sweden, Switzerland, the USA, and the UK . This 
recognised the important contribution that Japan had made to the 
knowledge of whales, but as the proposed research is not structured 
so as to contribute information essential to rational management, 
invited Japan to reconsider the proposal . 

Japan explained why it would enter into a consensus . It wished to 
continue its national research involving the take of whales and the 
IWC/IDCR sightings surveys to benefit the whole world . The 
objectives of the Convention should be strictly pursued as a duty by 
member nations and Article VIII gives a sovereign right to nations
to issue special permits . Since the implementation of the 
moratorium it had spent a great deal of effort and finance to 
monitor the dynamics of the minke whales in relation to the entire 
ecosystem of the Southern Hemisphere . All the results were 
available, and it also offered research on krill through 
CCAMLR .”1030

1030 Chairman’s Report of the Forty-Second Meeting, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 41, 1991, p . 15 [Annex 
51] . Similar reasons explain the adoption without vote of the 1991 and 1992 Resolutions on Special 
Permit Catches by Japan in the Southern Hemisphere .
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Japan’s position was all the more commendable in that other Contracting 

Governments objected strongly to the content of this resolution1031 . Japan’s 

lack of opposition certainly does not entail acceptance of the content of the 

resolution	 in	 question,	 but	 simply	 evidences	 Japan’s	 “willingness to enter 

into discussions on concerns and differences”, as another anti-whaling 

member of the Commission acknowledged1032 .

8 .72 More generally, while not agreeing with many of the Commission’s 

tabled agenda items1033, Japan has been most devoted to the reform process, 

designed to change the Commission into a place of dialogue, where 

conflicting interests could find the right compromise . Thus the prime and the 

most recent example of Japan maintaining a good faith dialogue with the 

Commission and the Contracting Governments is its attitude towards (and 

actual engagement in) the Future of the IWC process1034 . Japan has been an 

active member of all of the groups that played central roles in the process1035

and its attitude was commended by Sir Geoffrey Palmer of New Zealand, 

Chair of the Support Group at the 62nd Annual Meeting of the IWC held in 

June 20101036 .

8 .73 The following paragraphs provide further evidence of Japan’s 

cooperative and good faith participation in the work of the IWC . Japan 

1031 “Resolution on Special Permit Catches by Japan in the Southern Hemisphere”, adopted without 
voting (ibid ., Appendix 2, pp . 47-48) . See statement by Iceland, ibid ., p . 15 [Annex 51] .

1032 United States’ representative declaration as reported ibid ., p . 15 [Annex 51] .
1033 See for example, Chair’s Report of the 56th Annual Meeting, p . 6, 

<http://iwcoffice .org/_documents/meetings/ChairReportIWC56final .pdf> accessed 14 February 
2012 .

1034 A detailed chronological overview of this process which began in 2007 is available on the IWC’s 
website <http://www .iwcoffice .org/commission/future .htm> accessed 14 February 2012 .

1035 Steering Group established at IWC 59 (2007); Small Working Group (SWG) established at IWC 60 
(2008), Support Group (SG) to support the Chair of the SWG in developing the consensus solution . 

1036 Chair’s Report of the 62nd Annual Meeting, Annual Report of the International Whaling 
Commission 2010, p . 8 .

participated fully in discussions of the Scientific Committee related to the 

“comprehensive assessment”1037, RMP, data availability, genetic databases, 

oversight of surveys, data analysis and other issues 1038 and supported the 

recommendations of the Scientific Committee on these matters1039 . It also 

participated fully in all RMS discussions 1040 and negotiations including 

technical meetings, the expert drafting group, intersessional meetings1041 and 

the Chair’s (Fischer) small group1042 . Japan further contributed to the RMS 

negotiations by submitting draft texts for the observation and inspection 

scheme . Japan’s efforts to reach compromise in drafting the relevant texts 

were commended both by the IWC’s organs 1043 and other Contracting 

Governments, even of the anti-whaling group1044 . At the fifty-second Annual

Meeting in 2000, Japan submitted a draft text to amend the Schedule to 

finalize and incorporate the RMS1045 and offered to host an intersessional 

meeting of the RMS Working Group1046 .

1037 See above, paras . 3 .74-3 .80 for an explanation of “comprehensive assessment” .
1038 See Reports of the IWC Scientific Committee . For example, at the 2000 meeting of the Scientific 

Committee, Japanese scientists presented 11 papers relevant for discussions on the RMP . See
Annex C, IWC/52/4 .

1039 See Chair’s Reports of the IWC Annual Meetings . In most years, these reports simply note that 
“[t]he Commission adopted the Scientific Committee report and its recommendations, including the 
future work plan” . See Chair’s Report of the 56th Annual Meeting, p . 46
<http://iwcoffice .org/_documents/meetings/ChairReportIWC56final .pdf> accessed 14 February
2012 .

1040 See above, paras . 3 .83-3 .84 .
1041 See for example “Report of the Revised Management Scheme Working Group”, IWC/54/7 (2002)
1042 Fischer had invited Denmark, Iceland, Ireland, Japan, the Netherlands, Spain, Sweden and the US 

to take part in small group . All except Ireland were able to accept (Chair’s Report of the 56th 
Annual Meeting, p .21 <http://iwcoffice .org/_documents/meetings/ChairReportIWC56final .pdf>
accessed 14 February 2012 .

1043 Chairman’s Report of the Forty-Ninth Annual Meeting notes that “[t]he [RMS] Working Group 
recorded its appreciation and thanked Japan for this work which was a significant step forward .”
(Chairman’s Report of the Forty-Ninth Annual Meeting, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 48, 1998, p . 33 .)

1044 Chairman’s Report of the Fifty-First Annual Meeting records that “[t]he USA, UK and New 
Zealand congratulated Japan on its hard work in compiling the document…” (Chairman’s Report of 
the Fifty-First Annual Meeting, Annual Report of the International Whaling Commission 1999, p . 
25 .)  

1045 Chair’s Report of the 52nd Annual Meeting, Annual Report of the International Whaling 
Commission 2000, pp . 32-33 .

1046 Ibid., p . 34 .
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Japan’s position was all the more commendable in that other Contracting 
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1031 “Resolution on Special Permit Catches by Japan in the Southern Hemisphere”, adopted without 
voting (ibid ., Appendix 2, pp . 47-48) . See statement by Iceland, ibid ., p . 15 [Annex 51] .

1032 United States’ representative declaration as reported ibid ., p . 15 [Annex 51] .
1033 See for example, Chair’s Report of the 56th Annual Meeting, p . 6, 

<http://iwcoffice .org/_documents/meetings/ChairReportIWC56final .pdf> accessed 14 February 
2012 .

1034 A detailed chronological overview of this process which began in 2007 is available on the IWC’s 
website <http://www .iwcoffice .org/commission/future .htm> accessed 14 February 2012 .

1035 Steering Group established at IWC 59 (2007); Small Working Group (SWG) established at IWC 60 
(2008), Support Group (SG) to support the Chair of the SWG in developing the consensus solution . 

1036 Chair’s Report of the 62nd Annual Meeting, Annual Report of the International Whaling 
Commission 2010, p . 8 .
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8 .74 During the course of RMS discussions which began in 19941047 and 

lasted until 2006 when the Commission acknowledged that it had reached an 

impasse on the matter1048, there were two “package” proposals put forward 

by IWC Chairs . The first of these was put forward by the Commissioner for 

Ireland (it became known as the “Irish Proposal” at the 1997 meeting because 

Ireland saw a risk of the break-up the IWC) . The proposal aimed at breaking 

the deadlock between the governments opposed to a resumption of 

commercial whaling and those in favour1049 . Although Japan did not agree 

with the details of the proposal it expressed some support as a means to 

further discussion in order that its objective of completing an RMS might be 

achieved1050 . The second package proposal came from Chairman Fischer in 

2004 as a way forward on the RMS based on the work of his small group 

referred to above 1051  . Japan recognized that the Chair’s proposed RMS 

package represented a compromise and noted that because of this, it was not 

happy with all elements . Nevertheless, Japan remained committed to taking 

1047 See “Resolution on the Revised Management Scheme”, Resolution 1994-5,
<http://www .iwcoffice .org/meetings/resolutions/IWCRES46_1994 .pdf> accessed 14 February 

2012 .
1048 Chair’s Report of the 58th Annual Meeting, Annual Report of the International Whaling 

Commission 2006, p . 25 .
1049 “Denmark, Mexico, Sweden, South Africa, Netherlands, Switzerland, Oman, Germany, Norway, 

St . Lucia and Japan all gave support to varying degrees .” (Chairman’s Report of the Forty-Ninth 
Annual Meeting, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 48, 1998, p . 35 .)

1050 According to the verbatim record, Japan stated the following: “Japan appreciates any initiative or 
proposal to find common ground among IWC members to resolve what we view as critical issues 
facing the Commission and we appreciate the efforts exerted by Ireland . It is our view that new 
initiatives and proposed compromises must respect the fundamental principles enshrined in the 
International Convention for the Regulation of Whaling including the principle of sustainable use 
based on the best available scientific evidence which was adopted by the onset . In this regard we 
welcome the productive dialogue among the members on the Irish proposal and are willing to 
discuss the resolutions for the constructive solution .” (Verbatim Record (20-24 October 1997), p . 
36 .)

1051 Details of the proposal as well as the Chair’s explanation of why an RMS is needed can be found in 
Annex E of the Chair’s Report of the 56th Annual Meeting, 
<http://iwcoffice .org/_documents/meetings/ChairReportIWC56final .pdf> accessed 14 February
2012 .

part in future work1052 . Further, Japan hosted a meeting on “normalization of 

the IWC” in 2007 and invited all the IWC members1053 . The aims of the 

conference were to discuss and recommend specific measures to restore the 

IWC as an effective resource management organization in accordance with 

its mandate prescribed by the ICRW and to promote dialogue and reduce the 

confrontational nature of the discourse that had become entrenched in 

IWC1054 .

8 .75 It is remarkable that the Scientific Committee in 1997, when it  

reviewed the JARPA programme at its half-way point, expressed 

appreciation of its results, and considered them in the light of the guidelines 

and resolutions of the Commission:

“The Scientific Committee agreed to address the issue of the 
Commission’s Resolutions with respect to JARPA by reference to 
relevant comments from the JARPA report and its discussions as 
summarised above .  . . .The Scientific Committee noted that JARPA 
is at the halfway point and has provided substantial improvement in 
the understanding of stock structure .  . . .There was general 
agreement that the stock structure data were of value to 
management .  . . .It was also agreed that the programme provided 
valuable information on a number of biological parameters 
(recruitment, natural mortality, decline in age at sexual maturity 
and reproduction) .”1055

1052 Ibid., p . 23 .
1053 The Chair’s Summary of the meeting together with a background document which had been 

prepared for the meeting were presented to the 59th Annual Meeting as document “Conference for 
the Normalization of the International Whaling Commission”, IWC/59/7,
<http://iwcoffice .org/_documents/commission/IWC59docs/59-7 .pdf> accessed 14 February 2012 .

1054 Chair’s Report of the 59th Annual Meeting, p . 26, 
<http://www .iwcoffice .org/meetings/chair2007 .htm> accessed 14 February 2012 . This page also 
includes the major recommendations from the meeting and reference to the fact that anti-whaling 
States boycotted the meeting .

1055 Chairman’s Report of the Forty-Ninth Annual Meeting, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 48, 1998, p . 38
[Annex 57] .
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3. Japan Gave Reasons for its Disagreement, When it Occurred

8 .76 Finally, even when Japan strongly disagreed with the position of 

the majority of the IWC members, it always provided detailed reasons for its 

disagreement . Such is the case for the use of non-lethal method, to which 

many resolutions refer to . Japan explained at length for what purposes the 

lethal method was necessary1056 .

C. Japan’s Right to Oppose IWC Resolutions

8 .77 A Contracting Government has a duty to consider IWC resolutions

in good faith; however this does not entail a duty for it to comply with them . 

The resolutions, not being binding, do not create an obligation for the State to 

comply with them . This is all the more true when, by their own terms, they 

attempt to restrict the Contracting Governments’ rights under Article VIII of 

the Convention . It is only if the resolutions remain purely exhortatory acts 

which the State to which they are addressed is free to follow or not that the 

question	of	their	legal	validity	need	not	be answered .

8 .78 Furthermore, it is certain that a Contracting Government is not 

merely free not to follow the recommendations of the IWC . If it believes that 

such recommendations are at odds with the provisions of the ICRW, it is 

within its right to oppose the adoption, by a majority vote, of the resolution or 

to denounce it . The reasons for doing so are various; first, every Contracting 

Government is a guardian of the integrity of the Convention . As such, it must 

speak up when the Convention’s organs appear to be in violation of the text . 

1056 See, for instance, Verbatim Record (24-28 May 1999), pp . 152-153 [Annex 39] . On the necessity 
for using lethal methods, see also above, paras . 4 .55-4 .83, 5 .45-5 .52 .

Furthermore, a State must constantly defend its legal position, otherwise it 

may	be	argued	that	its	silence	means	acquiescence.	

8 .79 Japan is thus entitled and even has a duty to oppose those

resolutions which it considers not to fulfil the objectives of the Convention, 

and even more, if it considers that they violate a State’s rights under Article 

VIII . As Japan explained during the 1996 Annual Meeting, when it presented 

to the Commission a legal opinion1057 on the legality of the Resolution 1995-

91058:

“This paper is the legal analysis of the Resolution on whaling under 
special permit last year and that is number 1995-9, the Resolution . 
The reason to present this paper here is to avoid similar mistakes of 
the Commission this year because some people allege that 
accumulation of the opinion to ignore Article VIII could have some 
meaning simply because this is an expression of the majority view 
of the Commission .”1059

8 .80 Japan’s decision to oppose IWC resolutions condemning special 

permits granted under Article VIII, and notably the JARPA and JARPA II 

programmes, was justified on several grounds . Often, they were adopted 

without supportive advice of the Scientific Committee and in violation of 

Japan’s power of appreciation under Article VIII . The record of voting shows 

how controversial many of these resolutions were and underlines that Japan’s 

position, far from isolated, is shared by many of the Contracting 

Governments having an interest in whaling .

1057 Government of Japan, “Some Counter Comments on the Past IWC Resolution”, IWC/48/36 (1996) .
1058 “Resolution on Whaling under Special Permit in Sanctuaries”, Appendix 9, Chairman’s Report of 

the Forty-Seventh Annual Meeting, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 46, 1996 (1995), p . 46 .
1059 Verbatim Record (24-28 June 1996), p . 85 [Annex 37] .
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1. Resolutions Inconsistent with Article VIII of the ICRW

8 .81 Unsuccessful attempts by the anti-whaling countries of the IWC to 

phase out whaling under special permit or at least to submit special permits to 

the authorization of the Commission were prolonged by a series of 

resolutions attempting to restrict the power of appreciation of the Contracting 

Governments granting the permits1060 .

8 .82 The use of lethal methods in the scientific research is one of the 

most controversial subjects discussed within the IWC . Australia thus suggests 

that the contemporary interpretation of Article VIII of the ICRW must be 

such as to rule out the lethal methods of research1061 . However, the use of 

lethal methods is explicitly authorized by Article VIII(1) of the Convention 

which permits each Contracting Government to authorize its nationals “to 

kill, take, and treat whales for purposes of scientific research” . Australia’s 

reliance on resolutions urging Contracting Governments to refrain from using 

such methods 1062 postulates that the clear wording of Article VIII has 

somehow become obsolete 1063  . It explicitly assumes a contra legem

1060 See above, paras . 8 .33-8 .42 .
1061 AM, paras . 4 .79-4 .80 . 
1062 See “Resolution on Whaling under Special Permit”, Resolution 1999-3, Appendix 4, Chairman’s 

Report of the Fifty-First Annual Meeting, Annual Report of the International Whaling Commission 
1999, pp . 52-53 (AM, Annex 32); “Resolution on Special Permit Catches by Japan”, Resolution 
1996-7, Appendix 7, Chairman’s Report of the Forty-Eighth Annual Meeting, Rep. int. Whal. 
Commn 47, 1997, pp . 51-52 (AM, Annex 28) . See also “Resolution on Special Permit Catches by 
Japan in the Southern Hemisphere”, Resolution 1994-10, Appendix 15, Chairman’s Report of the 
Forty-Sixth Annual Meeting, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 45, 1995, p . 47 (AM, Annex 25); “Resolution 
on Special Permit Catches in the Southern Ocean by Japan”, Resolution 1997-5, Appendix 5, 
Chairman’s Report of the Forty-Ninth Annual Meeting, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 48, 1998, p . 47 
(AM, Annex 29); “Resolution on JARPA”, Resolution 2007-1, Annex E, Chair’s Report of the 59th 
Annual Meeting, Annual Report of the International Whaling Commission 2007, p . 90 (AM, Annex 
41) .

1063 See “Resolution 2003-2 on Whaling under Special Permit”,
<http://iwcoffice .org/meetings/resolutions/resolution2003 .htm#2> accessed 14 February 2012 (AM, 
Annex 38) .

interpretation of Article VIII by the Commission and by the Contracting 

Governments advocating it, as Australia does in its Memorial1064 .

8 .83 Even from Australia’s perspective, this revision of Article VIII 

must have occurred recently, since in 1997, when it introduced a resolution 

calling for Japan to refrain from using lethal methods in the Southern Ocean 

Sanctuary, Australia admitted that such use is legal under Article VIII and 

that non-lethal research could	 only	 be	 required	 by	 virtue	 of	 extra-legal 

considerations: 

“Australia introduced a Resolution on Special Permit catches in the 
Southern Ocean by Japan . This was co-sponsored by Austria, 
Brazil, Finland, France, Germany, Monaco, Netherlands, New 
Zealand, Oman, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, UK and the USA . It 
recognised that although Japan’s programme is strictly legal under 
Article VIII of the Convention, science should endeavour to adopt 
the highest standards and that there are civilised limits to the 
pursuit of knowledge: killing should only occur where critically 
important information is otherwise unavailable, and that the scale 
and nature of these catches subverts the sanctuary and the 
moratorium .”1065

8 .84 However, the conditions for such a revision are not fulfilled1066 .

The existence of an opinio juris as to the existence of such an obligation1067

1064 AM, para . 4 .80 .
1065 Chairman’s Report of the Forty-Ninth Annual Meeting, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 48, 1998, p . 39 

(emphasis added) [Annex 57] .
1066 Compare with ICJ, Advisory Opinion, 8 July 1996, Legality of the Threat or Use of Nuclear 

Weapons, Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1996, p . 247, para . 52: “The Court notes by way of 
introduction that international customary and treaty law does not contain any specific prescription 
authorizing the threat or use of nuclear weapons or any other weapon in general or in certain 
circumstances, in particular those of the exercise of legitimate self-defence . Nor, however, is there 
any principle or rule of international law which would make the legality of the threat or use of 
nuclear weapons or of any other weapons dependent on a specific authorization . State practice 
shows that the illegality of the use of certain weapons as such does not result from an absence of 
authorization, but, on the contrary, is formulated in terms of prohibition .”
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Forty-Sixth Annual Meeting, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 45, 1995, p . 47 (AM, Annex 25); “Resolution 
on Special Permit Catches in the Southern Ocean by Japan”, Resolution 1997-5, Appendix 5, 
Chairman’s Report of the Forty-Ninth Annual Meeting, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 48, 1998, p . 47 
(AM, Annex 29); “Resolution on JARPA”, Resolution 2007-1, Annex E, Chair’s Report of the 59th 
Annual Meeting, Annual Report of the International Whaling Commission 2007, p . 90 (AM, Annex 
41) .

1063 See “Resolution 2003-2 on Whaling under Special Permit”,
<http://iwcoffice .org/meetings/resolutions/resolution2003 .htm#2> accessed 14 February 2012 (AM, 
Annex 38) .

interpretation of Article VIII by the Commission and by the Contracting 

Governments advocating it, as Australia does in its Memorial1064 .

8 .83 Even from Australia’s perspective, this revision of Article VIII 

must have occurred recently, since in 1997, when it introduced a resolution 

calling for Japan to refrain from using lethal methods in the Southern Ocean 

Sanctuary, Australia admitted that such use is legal under Article VIII and 

that non-lethal research could	 only	 be	 required	 by	 virtue	 of	 extra-legal 

considerations: 

“Australia introduced a Resolution on Special Permit catches in the 
Southern Ocean by Japan . This was co-sponsored by Austria, 
Brazil, Finland, France, Germany, Monaco, Netherlands, New 
Zealand, Oman, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, UK and the USA . It 
recognised that although Japan’s programme is strictly legal under 
Article VIII of the Convention, science should endeavour to adopt 
the highest standards and that there are civilised limits to the 
pursuit of knowledge: killing should only occur where critically 
important information is otherwise unavailable, and that the scale 
and nature of these catches subverts the sanctuary and the 
moratorium .”1065

8 .84 However, the conditions for such a revision are not fulfilled1066 .

The existence of an opinio juris as to the existence of such an obligation1067

1064 AM, para . 4 .80 .
1065 Chairman’s Report of the Forty-Ninth Annual Meeting, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 48, 1998, p . 39 

(emphasis added) [Annex 57] .
1066 Compare with ICJ, Advisory Opinion, 8 July 1996, Legality of the Threat or Use of Nuclear 

Weapons, Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. Reports 1996, p . 247, para . 52: “The Court notes by way of 
introduction that international customary and treaty law does not contain any specific prescription 
authorizing the threat or use of nuclear weapons or any other weapon in general or in certain 
circumstances, in particular those of the exercise of legitimate self-defence . Nor, however, is there 
any principle or rule of international law which would make the legality of the threat or use of 
nuclear weapons or of any other weapons dependent on a specific authorization . State practice 
shows that the illegality of the use of certain weapons as such does not result from an absence of 
authorization, but, on the contrary, is formulated in terms of prohibition .”
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in carrying out special permits research is far from being general . Moreover,

the Contracting Governments whose interests would be particularly affected 

by the emergence of such a rule1068 – i .e . those undertaking whaling research 

– have constantly and consistently expressed their opposition to the 

Commission’s attempt to impose non-lethal methods .

8 .85 During discussions of the resolutions Australia relies upon, many 

Contracting Governments expressed their opinion that lethal methods are not 

only authorized by the ICRW but are necessary to obtain important 

information on the stocks of whales and their interaction with the ecosystem: 

“As it had on previous occasions, Iceland noted that since lethal 
scientific research on animals is carried out widely including in all 
IWC member countries, it is an accepted practice . It urged 
members to be consistent and to stop treating whales differently 
from other animals . Switzerland reported that its position is that 
lethal research on animals is only acceptable on two conditions: (1) 
that the results cannot be obtained by other research methods; and 
(2) that the principle of proportionality is followed, i .e . that the 
expected results of the research will contribute to science in such a 
fashion that any suffering of animals can be justified .

St . Kitts and Nevis understood that scientific permit whaling 
remains a controversial issue .  . . .The Russian Federation, Republic 
of Korea, Norway, Grenada, St . Lucia and St . Vincent and The 
Grenadines spoke in support of research under special permit as 
provided for by the Convention noting that such programmes have 
provided important information .”1069

1067 See mutatis mutandis, Legality of the Threat or Use of Nuclear Weapons, Advisory Opinion, I.C.J. 
Reports 1996, pp . 254-255, para . 70 .

1068 See mutatis mutandis, North Sea Continental Shelf, Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 1969, pp . 42-43,
paras . 73-74 .

1069 Revised Chair’s Report of the 60th Annual Meeting, Annual Report of the International Whaling 
Commission 2008, pp . 28-29 [Annex 67] .

8 .86 The fact that non-lethal methods could not always provide the type 

of information obtained by JARPA or JARPN was acknowledged by IWC’s 

1997 review meeting of JARPA . This “noted that there were non-lethal 

methods available  . . . but that logistics and the abundance of minke whales in 

the relevant area probably precluded their successful application .” 1070

Scientists composing the panel established to review Japan’s research 

whaling in the North Pacific (JARPN II) concluded:

“The Panel noted that the issue of lethal versus non-lethal research 
remains controversial within and outside the IWC . A major 
contributory factor to this is that the issue is not only a scientific 
question.	 The	 appropriate	 quantitative	 data	 to	 allow	 a	 full	
comparison of various lethal and non-lethal	techniques	do	not	exist.	
Given these information gaps and other difficulties, the Panel could 
not complete this item on its Agenda . However, it did recognise 
that at present, certain data, primarily stomach content data, are 
only available via lethal sampling .”1071

8 .87 More generally, members of the Scientific Committee could never 

reach consensus on the necessity or lack of necessity of lethal methods1072 . In 

this context, the Commission’s resolutions appear clearly as political 

decisions, driven more by the convictions and the preservationist attitude of 

anti-whaling States of the IWC than by scientific knowledge . And, as 

1070 “Report of the Intersessional Working Group to Review Data and Results from Special Permit 
Research on Minke Whales in the Antarctic”, SC/49/Rep1 (1997), p . 386 .

1071 Chair’s Report of the 61st Annual Meeting, Annual Report of the International Whaling 
Commission 2009, p . 27 (emphasis added) [Annex 68] . The Panel’s conclusions were addressing 
the JARPN program . However, insofar they pronounce upon the method of conducting scientific 
research, they apply mutatis mutandis to JARPA II . 

1072 “As has been the case in past Committee discussions on of the respective merits of lethal and non-
lethal methodology, it was not possible to reach consensus amongst the participants .” (Chair’s 
Report of the 59th Annual Meeting, Annual Report of the International Whaling Commission 2007,
p . 39 [Annex 66] .) See also, Chairman’s Report of the Fiftieth Annual Meeting, Annual Report of 
the International Whaling Commission 1998, p . 29 [Annex 58]; Chair’s Report of the 52nd Annual 
Meeting, Annual Report of the International Whaling Commission 2000, p . 35 [Annex 60] .
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recalled earlier 1073 , JARPA and JARPA II have always employed lethal 

methods for scientific purposes only1074 .

2. Instruments Adopted in Disregard of the Opinion of the Scientific 

Committee

8 .88 As shown in Chapter 2 of this Counter-Memorial, the ICRW places 

great importance on the role of science in furthering the object and purpose of 

the Convention . As the IWC’s website underlines, “[a]n important feature of 

the Convention is the emphasis it places on scientific advice . The Convention 

requires	 that	 amendments	 to	 the	 Schedule	 ‘shall be based on scientific 

findings’ . To this end, the Commission has established a Scientific 

Committee .”1075 The Scientific Committee was thus created to ensure neutral/ 

consensual scientific advice to the Commission, which is at least bound to 

take the views of the Committee into account .

8 .89 However, the resolutions condemning the scientific programmes

were adopted either regardless of the conclusions of the Scientific Committee 

or in open defiance of it . As far as JARPA or JARPN resolutions were 

concerned:

“Japan expressed its objection to this kind of Resolution which 
does not reflect what was discussed in the Scientific Committee . 
There was no disagreement there on the research or the effect of the 
catches in the North Pacific, only three scientists raised the non-

1073 See above, para . 8 .76 .
1074 See below, paras . 4 .55-4 .83; see also below, paras . 5 .45-5 .52 .
1075 “IWC Information”, Home Page of the International Whaling Commission, 

<http://www .iwcoffice .org/commission/iwcmain .htm#committee> accessed 14 February 2012 . 

lethal means, while there was appreciation of the results from the 
Southern Hemisphere .”1076

8 .90 Other Contracting Governments also criticized the Commission’s 

mistreatment of the conclusions of the Scientific Committee regarding the 

scientific importance of the JARPA programme . Thus in 1997, when the 

Scientific Committee had praised the results of the JARPA programme on

more than one account1077, Australia proposed a resolution stating that “the 

JARPA programme does not address critically important research needs .”1078

Together with Japan1079, other Contracting Governments criticized this open 

ignorance of the Scientific Committee’s conclusions: 

“Antigua and Barbuda expressed embarrassment at the way the 
Scientific Committee is treated by the Commission, hijacking the 
work of that Committee, and St Lucia stated that its reason for 
being in the Commission was the work of the Scientific 
Committee .”1080

And further:

“Antigua and Barbuda commented on an attack earlier in the 
meeting on the Scientific Committee and considered that a vote for 
this Resolution is an indictment of the Scientific Committee”1081 .

1076 Chairman’s Report of the Forty-Sixth Annual Meeting, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 45, 1995, p . 29 
[Annex 54] .

1077 See Chairman’s Report of the Forty-Ninth Annual Meeting, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 48, 1998, pp . 
37-38 [Annex 57] . 

1078 “Resolution on Special Permit Catches in the Southern Ocean by Japan”, Resolution 1997-5,
<http://iwcoffice .org/meetings/resolutions/IWCRES49_1997 .pdf> accessed 14 February 2012 
(AM, Annex 29) .

1079 Japan	 declared	 that	 “[i]t	 view[ed]	 these	 Resolutions	 as	 an	 affront,	 because	 of	 the	 quality	 and	
quantity	of	the	research	which	the JARPA review identified as having potential for management” . 
(Chairman’s Report of the Forty-Ninth Annual Meeting, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 48, 1998, p . 39
[Annex 57] .)

1080 Chairman’s Report of the Forty-Ninth Annual Meeting, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 48, 1998, p . 38 
[Annex 57] (see, ibid ., report of the discussion within the Committee and the declaration by 
Norway in the plenary) .

1081 Ibid ., p . 39 .
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1078 “Resolution on Special Permit Catches in the Southern Ocean by Japan”, Resolution 1997-5,
<http://iwcoffice .org/meetings/resolutions/IWCRES49_1997 .pdf> accessed 14 February 2012 
(AM, Annex 29) .

1079 Japan	 declared	 that	 “[i]t	 view[ed]	 these	 Resolutions	 as	 an	 affront,	 because	 of	 the	 quality	 and	
quantity	of	the	research	which	the JARPA review identified as having potential for management” . 
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1080 Chairman’s Report of the Forty-Ninth Annual Meeting, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 48, 1998, p . 38 
[Annex 57] (see, ibid ., report of the discussion within the Committee and the declaration by 
Norway in the plenary) .

1081 Ibid ., p . 39 .
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8 .91 More generally, anti-whaling Contracting Governments in the 

Commission, when facing advice from the Scientific Committee or other 

scientific body established under the ICRW that does not serve their political 

purposes, had an unfortunate	tendency	to	question	either	the	quality	of	these	

scientific conclusions or the integrity of the members of the Committee:

“In addition, Monaco, referring to papers tabled but not discussed 
by the Scientific Committee, commented that it has serious doubts 
about the internal procedures of the Committee as far as allowing 
flow of information during its meetings and asked its Chair to 
comment on the basis for the decisions she must have made . 
The Chair responded that there was no censoring of papers, and 

certainly no censoring of discussions on the lethal versus the non-
lethal issue, which has been discussed many times by the 
Committee .”1082

3. Instruments Adopted Despite the Pro-Whaling States’ Opposition

8 .92 Most of the resolutions against special permit whaling were 

adopted with a significant number of negative votes1083 . Japan’s opposition to 

most of these resolutions is apparent not only through its negative votes, but 

also by the interventions of the Japanese representatives during the 

discussions within the Commission . In all circumstances, Japan insisted that 

the	 resolutions	 in	 question	 were	 ultra vires, as they violated Contracting 

Governments’ rights under Article VIII and went against the philosophy 

behind the ICRW, which is that regulatory decisions must be based on 

science:

“Japan introduced a paper giving comments on past IWC 
Resolutions on this subject . It argued that these Resolutions were in 

1082 See Chairman’s Report of the Fifty-Second Annual Meeting, 2000, p . 37 [Annex 60] .
1083 See below, Table 8-1 “Voting Records on Resolutions on JARPA/JARPA II Programmes”

conflict with Article VIII of the Convention, the Report of the 
Scientific Committee, which did not entirely deny the effectiveness 
of lethal research, and with the Schedule concerning the need for 
the best scientific advice in keeping paragraph 10 (e) under review, 
the basis for which had now been changed .”1084

“Japan opposed strongly the proposed Resolution [by Australia, on 
JARPA II] since it contravened certain elements of the Convention, 
e .g . that science should be the basis for decision-making and the 
clear rights provided under Article VIII . It further took the view 
that the previous 30 Resolutions also went against the spirit of 
Article VIII and international law, and pointed out that the 
Convention has a higher standing than Resolutions, which are non-
binding . Japan considered that denying the right to lethal research 
was a value judgement and an imposition of others’ ethical 
positions and that science and international law should prevail over 
emotion . It found parts of the proposed Resolution to be 
misleading, noting for example, that while it could agree that there 
are ‘no agreed data’ on fin whales, scientists have agreed that 
abundance is increasing . What is not agreed is by how much they 
are increasing . Japan suggested that IWC began ignoring science 
when it adopted the moratorium, which was not a recommendation 
supported by the Scientific Committee . It believed that the future of 
IWC is more important than emotional attitudes and national 
politics .”1085

8 .93 This opinion, far from isolated, was shared by other Contracting 

Governments supporting sustainable use of whales:

“Following further exchanges on details of the research, Iceland 
stated that it believed such Resolutions to be ultra vires to the 
organisation, taking into account the provisions of Article VIII of 

1084 Chairman’s Report of the Forty-Eighth Annual Meeting, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 47, 1997, p . 38 
[Annex 56] . See also Chairman’s Report of the Forty-Third Annual Meeting, Rep. int. Whal. 
Commn 42, 1992, p . 14 [Annex 52] .

1085 Chair’s Report of the 57th Annual Meeting, Annual Report of the International Whaling 
Commission 2005, pp . 38-39 [Annex 64] . In the same vein, see other States’ positions, supporting 
Japan’s, e.g. in Chairman’s Report of the Forty-Seventh Annual Meeting, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 
46, 1996, p . 30 [Annex 55].
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the Convention .  . . . Norway associated itself with these views on the 
illegality of the Resolution .”1086

8 .94 Even more significantly, some pro- and anti-whaling States alike,

expressed similar concerns:

“While it considered the report of the Scientific Committee on its 
review of existing and new proposals entirely appropriate, 
Denmark did not believe it appropriate to establish a Commission 
policy on scientific permit whaling since this would be contrary to 
the Convention . It indicated that it would not participate in any vote 
on the Resolution . Antigua and Barbuda also referred to the rights 
given	 under	Article	VIII	 and	 that	 the	Convention	 requires	whales	
taken under Special Permit to be utilised .”1087

8 .95 The context in which these resolutions were put to a vote	is	equally	

disturbing: no compromise between contradicting interests was sought by 

their sponsors, but simply a condemnation of a whaling policy that they 

opposed more for cultural than legal reasons . This ultimately led 27 

Contracting Governments not to participate in this biased voting: 

“Drawing attention to its long-standing policy on Resolutions 
concerning Article VIII, Denmark reported that it would not 
participate in any vote . 

Norway, Antigua and Barbuda, Iceland, Mali, St . Kitts and 
Nevis, St . Lucia, Morocco, Republic of Guinea, Benin, Republic of 
Korea and Senegal spoke against the draft Resolution .

Norway did not agree with New Zealand’s conclusion that JARPA 
had not provided useful information . … Antigua and Barbuda 
referred to discussions on the future of the organisation and noted 
that if governments are to be sincere in their efforts to improve the 

1086 Chairman’s Report of the Forty-Third Meeting, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 42, 1992, p . 14 [Annex 
52] .

1087 Chair’s Report of the 55th Annual Meeting, Annual Report of the International Whaling 
Commission 2003, p . 30 [Annex 63] .

organisation, there must be a commitment to stop the grandstanding 
style used in debates, particularly when the press are present . 
Regarding comments on the abuse of Article VIII, Antigua and 
Barbuda believed that the Convention is as good today as it was in 
1946 and that regardless of whether some Contracting 
Governments did not like the concept, scientific permit whaling is 
expressly condoned in the Convention . It could not, therefore, 
support the draft Resolution . Iceland also referred to the rights of 
governments under the Convention and associated itself with the 
remarks of Norway . It further noted that lethal research on animals 
is conducted in every country sponsoring the draft Resolution . …
St . Kitts and Nevis congratulated Japan for its extensive research . It 
viewed the draft Resolution as frivolous, devoid of factual 
information and emotive . St . Lucia noted the tendency of some 
governments to focus on some parts of the Convention and not 
others and drew attention to the fact that the Scientific Committee 
had agreed that the JARPA programme had provided valuable 
information . Morocco believed that research should be encouraged . 
It noted that while it might have been able to support a Resolution 
fine tuning Japan’s research programme in the Antarctic, it could 
not support the simple Resolution proposed .”1088

8 .96 This is a characteristic of the recent practice of the Commission, in 

which anti-whaling States in the IWC simply forced through the adoption of 

the resolution by imposing a vote, instead of looking for consensus . This 

contrasts with the period after the adoption of the Moratorium, when in the

expectation of a comprehensive assessment that would allow for the 

resumption of commercial whaling, Contracting Governments endeavoured 

to reach compromises on the text of proposed resolutions concerning 

scientific permits . In that context, resolutions could be adopted by consensus, 

1088 Chair’s Report of the 59th Annual Meeting, Annual Report of the International Whaling 
Commission 2007, p . 40 . Thus “[o]n being put to a vote, Resolution 2007-1 was adopted, there 
being 40 votes in support, 2 votes against and 1 abstention (see Annex E) . Twenty-seven countries 
did not participate in the vote as they believed that the submission of the proposal was not 
conducive to building bridges within the Commission” (Chair’s Report of the 59th Annual Meeting, 
Annual Report of the International Whaling Commission 2007, p . 41 [Annex 66] .)
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the Convention .  . . . Norway associated itself with these views on the 
illegality of the Resolution .”1086
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52] .
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Commission 2003, p . 30 [Annex 63] .
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although disagreement on the substance of the resolutions among pro- and 

anti-whaling States in the IWC was apparent1089 .

8 .97 Unfortunately, the consensus approach did not last long, and anti-

whaling States in the IWC decided to impose their views on the other 

members, by forcing a vote . Sometimes a proposed resolution was not even 

discussed by the Commission for supposed lack of time . The purpose of 

submitting a proposed resolution should be, on the contrary, to stimulate 

discussion1090 .

8 .98 Thus, the voting record on most of the recommendations Australia 

invokes simply underlines the divergence of opinion between the majority, 

on the one side, and a significant minority of the members of the IWC, 

including Japan 1091, on the other side, as to the scope and extent of the 

obligations the members have undertaken .

8 .99 The history of voting on these recommendations only underlines 

the existence of polarized positions in the IWC among the pro- and the anti-

whaling States . For that reason these resolutions cannot be relied upon as 

having any interpretative or customary normative value:

“With respect to the second point, to wit the appraisal of the legal 
value on the basis of the principles stated, it appears essential to 

1089 See below, Table 8-1 “Voting Records on Resolutions on JARPA/JARPA II Programmes”  .
1090 See, for instance, “Ireland’s declaration”, Chair’s Report of the 53rd Annual Meeting, Annual 

Report of the International Whaling Commission 2001, p . 29 [Annex 61] . See also, Chair’s Report 
of the 59th Annual Meeting, Annual Report of the International Whaling Commission 2007, p . 46 
[Annex 66] . See also, ibid ., p . 49 (on Resolution 2007-4) .

1091 The exact number is fluctuating since the composition of the Commission has changed . Besides, 
recently, the whaling States, despairing to have their views at least taken into consideration, have 
given up participating in the votes . See on this point the Table 8-1 “Voting Records on Resolutions 
on JARPA/JARPA II Programmes” and the 2007 record in particular .

this Tribunal to distinguish between those provisions stating the 
existence of a right on which the generality of the States has 
expressed agreement and those provisions introducing new 
principles which were rejected by certain representative groups of 
States and having nothing more than a de lege ferenda value only 
in the eyes of the States which have adopted them; as far as the 
others are concerned, the rejection of these same principles implies 
that they consider them as being contra legem .”1092

8 .100 And they certainly cannot be invoked against Japan which, “far 

from having by its attitude adhered to [them], has, on the contrary, repudiated 

[them]”1093 constantly, denouncing both their content and the conditions for 

their adoption . 

8 .101 The IWC has done very little to build consensus among 

Contracting Governments . On the contrary, it has attempted to impose the 

agenda of anti-whaling Contracting Governments, without taking into 

account the preoccupations of the pro-whaling countries of the IWC and 

other Contracting Governments, through a process which is regrettably 

reminiscent of the “tyranny of the majority”1094 . However, such a process 

falls	 short	 of	 complying	with	 the	 requirements	 of	 the	 normative	 process	 in	

international law: no customary rule can be born out of it, and their 

interpretative value is devalued by the liberties the IWC deliberately took 

with the text of the Convention and the opposition constantly manifested by 

Contracting Governments particularly affected .

1092 Arbitral Award, 19 January 1977, Texaco Calasiatic v. Libya, I.L.M, vol . 17, 1978, p . 30, para . 87 .
1093 Asylum, Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 1950, pp. 277-278. See also, mutatis mutandis, Fisheries, 

Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 1951, p . 131 .
1094 Alexis	de	Tocqueville,	Democracy in America, (8th ed, New York: Pratt & Woodford & Co . 1848)

p . 287 .
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Conclusion

8 .102 By way of conclusion, it will be apparent that Australia’s attempt 

to base its allegations of breaches of the ICRW by Japan on alleged 

violations of “rules” included in secondary instruments adopted by the IWC 

is doomed to failure because:

(i)   the approach is “up-side down” since it postulates that the Commission 

could redefine the object and purpose of the ICRW, while the opposite is 

expressly provided for in the ICRW, and in conformity with the general 

principles of interpretation;

(ii)  with the exception of Paragraph 30 of the Schedule, as adopted in 1979,

none of the Schedule amendments are relevant in respect of the present 

case since they do not concern special permits (which are exempt from 

the operation of the Convention);

(iii) Paragraph 30, which relates to the granting of special permits, only 

imposes on the relevant Contracting Governments formal and procedural 

obligations, with which Japan has always scrupulously complied;

(iv) the other relevant “decisions” (whether guidelines or recommendations) 

adopted by the IWC or other organs of the Convention are non-binding 

in essence; however,

(v)  Japan has always considered them faithfully and has maintained an 

attitude of full cooperation inside the Commission, but

(vi)  it has not been rewarded for its positive attitude, since the anti-whaling 

countries in the IWC have during the last decade adopted a rigid and 

arrogant position leaving little room for dialogue inside the IWC .
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Conclusion

8 .102 By way of conclusion, it will be apparent that Australia’s attempt 

to base its allegations of breaches of the ICRW by Japan on alleged 

violations of “rules” included in secondary instruments adopted by the IWC 

is doomed to failure because:

(i)   the approach is “up-side down” since it postulates that the Commission 

could redefine the object and purpose of the ICRW, while the opposite is 

expressly provided for in the ICRW, and in conformity with the general 

principles of interpretation;

(ii)  with the exception of Paragraph 30 of the Schedule, as adopted in 1979,

none of the Schedule amendments are relevant in respect of the present 

case since they do not concern special permits (which are exempt from 

the operation of the Convention);

(iii) Paragraph 30, which relates to the granting of special permits, only 

imposes on the relevant Contracting Governments formal and procedural 

obligations, with which Japan has always scrupulously complied;

(iv) the other relevant “decisions” (whether guidelines or recommendations) 

adopted by the IWC or other organs of the Convention are non-binding 

in essence; however,

(v)  Japan has always considered them faithfully and has maintained an 

attitude of full cooperation inside the Commission, but

(vi)  it has not been rewarded for its positive attitude, since the anti-whaling 

countries in the IWC have during the last decade adopted a rigid and 

arrogant position leaving little room for dialogue inside the IWC .
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CHAPTER 9

JARPA II IS IN CONFORMITY WITH 

ARTICLE VIII OF THE ICRW

Section 1. The Court Has No Jurisdiction over the Dispute

9 .1 Before turning to the conformity of JARPA II with Article VIII of the 

ICRW, Japan reiterates that the Court has no jurisdiction over the present 

dispute by virtue of reservations made by Australia when depositing its 

Declaration under Article 36(2) of the Statute of the ICJ and on the basis of 

reciprocity1095 . Those reservations exclude from the Court’s jurisdiction any

“dispute concerning or relating to the delimitation of maritime zones, 

including the territorial sea, the exclusive economic zone and the continental 

shelf, or arising out of, concerning, or relating to the exploitation of any 

disputed area of or adjacent to any such maritime zone pending its 

delimitation”1096 .

9 .2 While the dispute submitted to the Court by Australia is not a dispute 

relating to the delimitation of maritime areas, there can be no doubt that it is 

one “arising out of, concerning, or relating to the exploitation of any disputed 

area of or adjacent to any such maritime zone pending its delimitation” . Insofar 

as the results of JARPA II can be used to prove that commercial whaling of 

certain species is sustainable (or not) and helps to improve the RMP, it is 

clearly a form of research “concerning, or relating to the exploitation” of 

1095 See the Declaration of the Government of Japan, made by virtue of Article 36(2) of the ICJ Statute, 9 
July 2007 .

1096 Australian optional clause reservation, paragraph (b) .
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Australia’s disputed claim to an Antarctic Exclusive Economic Zone or 

adjacent maritime areas .

9 .3 Neither the legality of Australia’s territorial and maritime claims nor 

their exact extent needs to be established for the purposes of the application of 

Australia’s reservation, however . What is disputed is not only the exact extent 

of these claims, but also and most importantly the basis of their validity, that is, 

whether the claimant State is the holder of sovereign rights over the relevant 

area . It follows that this undelimited maritime area as a whole is a “disputed 

area” within the meaning of Australian reservation (b) . Moreover, the 

Australian reservation also covers areas “adjacent to any such maritime zone 

pending its delimitation” . A large part of the area within which special permit 

whaling for the purposes of JARPA II has been carried out falls within 

Australia’s claimed EEZ and in maritime areas immediately adjacent to it . For 

these reasons the Court lacks jurisdiction over Australia’s claim and the case 

should be dismissed on that basis . 

9 .4 It is therefore only in the alternative that Japan has discussed – and 

will recapitulate hereafter – its arguments on the substance of the case . Japan 

also notes that Australia’s Submissions paragraph 4(a) refers to special permit 

whaling generally, not only to JARPA II . Similarly, paragraph 1 of the 

submissions refers to Japan’s “international obligations” generally, not only

on those arising under the ICRW . But Australia’s pleadings are directed only 

to JARPA II and to the ICRW, and that is the case that Japan has answered . 

Japan reserves its right to return to these matters, should the need arise .

Section 2. The Conditions Specified in Article VIII 

have been Complied with

A. Australia’s Five Arguments

9 .5 Australia makes five arguments summarized in paragraph 5 .131 of 

its Memorial . First, it says that large-scale whaling on a regular basis is 

fundamentally inconsistent with Article VIII’s character as a strictly limited 

exception . That comes close to saying that because Article VIII does not 

create many exceptions, Japan may not catch many whales . But the 

continuity	and	scale	of	the	catch	are	a	consequence	of	the	need	to	establish a 

proper statistical base and to determine the sustainability of whaling . As was 

explained in Part II of this Counter-Memorial, it is the mathematics behind 

the statistical analysis that dictates the sample size1097 .

9 .6 There is, however, a more fundamental point . Australia’s submission 

implies a right to review Japan’s determination of the need for special permit 

whaling . Australia offers no legal argument whatever on the existence and 

content of such a putative right, which is the premise upon which its entire 

application is based . Its omission creates a serious problem .

9 .7 Article VIII of the ICRW expressly recognizes that Japan, and every 

other Contracting Government, has the right to authorize special permit 

whaling . Japan has exercised and is exercising that right . There is a 

presumption that States are acting in compliance with their international

1097 See paras . 4 .84-4 .88, 5 .57-5 .71 .
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1097 See paras . 4 .84-4 .88, 5 .57-5 .71 .
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obligations1098, and accordingly that in this case JARPA II is consistent with 

Japan’s obligations under the ICRW . This presumption is admittedly 

rebuttable: Japan	does	not	question	the	right	to	challenge a State’s decision to 

authorize special permit whaling on the ground that the authorization is 

arbitrary or capricious . But, as Part II of this Counter-Memorial makes plain, 

that is very obviously not the case here . It is not clear what further power 

Australia believes the Court to have to decide whether or not it shares Japan’s 

view that JARPA II has been designed in a manner that is completely 

consistent with Article VIII of the ICRW.	Japan	considers	that	question to be 

one that lies within the margin of appreciation that international law affords 

States in such matters 1099 . This is plainly a matter to be addressed in

Australia’s Memorial on the merits1100; but it is not addressed .

9 .8 Australia’s second argument, that “Japan objectively fails to meet 

the	 requirements	 of	Article	VIII,	 and	 the	 legality	 of	 its	 program	 cannot	 be	

saved by the legal fiction Japan has created through the issue of special 

permits”, is the same as its first argument; and it calls for the same answer .

1098 “Omnia rite acta praesumuntur. This universally accepted rule of law should apply with even greater 
force to the acts of governments than those of private persons .” (Duffield, Umpire, in the Valentiner
case (1903), X UNRIAA 403 at 405); “[M]isuse cannot be presumed, and it rests with the party who 
states that there has been such misuse to prove his statement .” (Certain German Interests in Polish 
Upper Silesia, Merits, Judgment No. 7, 1926, P.C.I.J., Series A, No. 7, p . 30); Cf ., Bin Cheng, 
General Principles of Law as Applied by International Courts and Tribunals (CUP 1953; reprinted 
1994) pp . 304-306 and ch . 10 passim; Chittharanjan Felix Amerasinghe, Evidence in International 
Litigation (Leiden: Martinus Nijhoff Publishers 2005) pp . 214-215 and ch . 11 passim; Anna Riddell 
and Brendan Plant, Evidence before the International Court of Justice (London: British Institute of 
International and Comparative Law 2009) pp . 102, 105-106 .

1099 On the margin of appreciation see, e .g ., the WTO Appellate Body in the Hormones case, which 
ruled that the power to review of national measures under the Agreement on Sanitary and 
Phytosanitary Measures “is not to determine whether the risk assessment undertaken by a WTO 
Member is correct, but rather to determine whether that risk assessment is supported by coherent 
reasoning and respectable scientific evidence and is, in this sense, objectively justifiable,” : WTO 
Doc . WT/DS320/AB/R (16 October 2008), para . 590 . 

1100 As Australia has recognized in the past: see the Reply on Jurisdiction of Australia and New Zealand 
dated 31 March 2000 in the Southern Bluefin Tuna cases, paras . 172, 183, 
<http://icsid.worldbank.org/ICSID/>

9 .9 Australia’s third argument, that “Japan’s whaling does not possess 

the four essential criteria of a program for purposes of scientific research”,

supposes that Article VIII of the ICRW prescribes four mandatory criteria 

(identified by Professor Mangel) for the design of a research program, and 

that special permit whaling that does not meet those four criteria is therefore 

incompatible with Article VIII of the ICRW .

9 .10 No authority is given for according this status to the “Mangel 

criteria” . Australia has hired one expert whose reported opinion supports its 

case, and has sought to present the report as evidence of a general “scientific 

truth” . No reason is given as to why his opinion should be regarded as legally 

binding upon all Contracting Governments as a matter of international law . 

Japan has employed scientific experts for many years on the design of its 

research programmes and the analyses of the resultant data . Their views 

differ from those of Professor Mangel; and the reasons for the views of the 

scientists who designed JARPA II are explained in Part II of this 

Counter-Memorial . Differences among scientists are perfectly normal: that is 

how science develops .

9 .11 Australia argues that the essential characteristics are reflected in the 

resolutions and guidelines adopted by the IWC; but, as explained in Chapter 

8, they are recommendatory in nature, and Japan has in every case given 

them due consideration in good faith . 

9 .12 Australia then says that “[r]elevant international law sources and 

other international standards regulating the conduct of such research also 
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support these essential attributes which characterise a legitimate program for 

purposes of ‘scientific research’” 1101  . But Australia’s evidence of this 

alleged support shows only that the international law sources support 

uncontroversial propositions such as the need for programmes whose 

justification is that they address a defined practical problem to contribute to 

knowledge and understanding of that problem . Moreover, “support” for 

“attributes” is not at all the same thing as proof that those attributes are 

mandated by law . Only by establishing a legal obligation to apply the criteria 

favoured by Professor Mangel, can Australia begin to make out its case; and

that Australia has not done .

9 .13 Australia’s fourth argument, that “Japan’s purpose is not scientific 

research, but in fact the continuation of whaling” moves beyond the 

statement	 of	 a	 logical	 consequence	 of	 its	 third	 argument . It asserts what 

Japan’s “purpose” is . That is, presumably, an assertion that Japan’s stated 

purpose is not its true purpose . It is an assertion that Japan is acting in bad 

faith . That assertion is not true . Japan has no legal obligation to disprove 

allegations of bad faith: the burden lies upon Australia to prove it1102 .

Nonetheless, it is fully explained in this Counter-Memorial why JARPA II is 

constructed as it is1103 .

9 .14 Australia’s fifth and final argument is that “[b]y issuing special 

permits for a program that is intended to subvert the moratorium on 

1101 AM, para . 4 .94 .
1102 “[G]ood faith must be presumed”: Dispute regarding Navigational and Related Rights (Costa Rica 

v. Nicaragua), Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 2009, p . 267, para . 150 . “[I]l est un principe general de 
droit	bien	établi	selon	lequel	la mauvaise foi ne se presume pas .”: Lac Lanoux, (1957) XII RIAA 
281 at 305 . Cf ., Application of the Interim Accord of 13 September 1995 (The Former Yugoslav 
Republic of Macedonia v. Greece), Judgment of 5 December 2011, paras . 132, 138, 168 .

1103 See paras . 5 .16-5 .37 .

commercial whaling, and by ignoring relevant IWC Guidelines as well as the 

significant concerns expressed by the IWC in relation to JARPA II, Japan is 

not acting in good faith .”

9 .15 Again, there is a direct accusation that Japan is acting in bad faith; 

but here the bad faith is said to be entailed by what is described as the 

“ignoring” of relevant IWC guidelines and significant concerns expressed 

“by the IWC” . The argument plainly could arise only insofar as JARPA II can 

be shown to be inconsistent with IWC guidelines and concerns; but even then 

Australia would need to demonstrate that Japan has “ignored” (rather than 

disagreed with) IWC guidelines and concerns, and that such guidelines and 

concerns have some obligatory force . Australia would have to show that 

Japan has in fact acted in bad faith . Australia has satisfied none of those 

requirements;	and	Japan	rejects	each	of	them.

9 .16 Furthermore, it will be noted that Australia has made no attempt to 

address the very obvious point that States must have a margin of appreciation 

in cases such as this . There is extensive jurisprudence on the subject; and the 

principle must be an axiom of international law and relations, as well as a 

sensible safeguard against unwarranted accusations of bad faith1104 . Given 

the	central	importance	of	this	question,	Australia’s omission is startling . 

9 .17 For its part, in addition to rejecting accusations of bad faith, Japan 

asserts and relies upon the principle that States have a margin of appreciation 

1104 For discussions of the debates over the degree and manner of deference to be accorded to 
determinations by States see,	e.g.,	Jaqueline	Peel,	Science and Risk Regulation in International Law
(Cambridge, 2010) pp . 347-357;  Catherine Button, The Power to Protect. Trade, Health and 
Uncertainty in the WTO (Hart, 2004) pp . 163-191, 227-235; Caroline Foster, Science and the 
Precautionary Principle in International Courts and Tribunals:  Expert Evidence, Burden of Proof 
and Finality (CUP, 2011) pp . 14-17 [Annex 202] .
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in	 making	 judgments	 upon	 questions	 of	 scientific	 necessity.	 	 Mere	

divergence from international standards, even if established, could never be 

in itself proof of bad faith and the improper exercise of discretion .

9 .18 These responses to the five arguments advanced by Australia must 

not, however, be allowed to distract attention from the most obvious and most 

important point, made in Chapter 7 and summarized in the following section,

namely that Australia has failed to show that JARPA II falls outside the clear, 

express terms of the permission to which Australia agreed when it ratified the 

ICRW . 

B.  JARPA II Falls Well within the Margins of Appreciation 

under Article VIII

9 .19 As a Contracting Government to the ICRW, Japan may grant special 

permits authorizing its national “to kill, take and treat whales for the purposes 

of scientific research” pursuant to Article VIII, within the discretion given by 

the Article to the Contracting Governments . Furthermore, according to the 

natural and ordinary meaning of the text of the Article, the killing, taking or 

treating of whales under special permit for scientific purposes is exempted 

from the operation of the Convention by Article VIII(1) . Except for the 

provisions of Article VIII itself, the ICRW including the Schedule1105 does 

not prescribe any obligation upon the Contracting Governments concerning 

special permit whaling . Instead, each Contracting Government is given the 

discretion under Article VIII to determine the need for the scientific research 

and then to set restrictions such as the number of whales to be taken and 

1105 With the exception of Paragraph 30 – see Section 5, below .

other conditions subject to which the special permit whaling may be 

conducted .

9 .20 The	Scientific	Committee	has	been	quite	clear	on	this	point.	At	 the	

9th Annual Meeting of the IWC held in 1957, N .A . Mackintosh, the then 

Chairman of the Scientific Committee, reported to the Plenary as follows:

“[W]e were unwilling to make any definition of what should be 
included in scientific research . We felt that it would be anti-scientific 
to make any limits on scientific research of any kind, and, therefore, 
we thought that every case should be considered on its own merits, 
and the only people who could judge whether the project of research 
would justify a special permit would be the Contracting 
Government .”1106

No objection was raised by the Contracting Governments on this point, and the 

Report of the Scientific Committee was accepted unanimously1107 .

9 .21 Pursuant to Article VIII(1) of the Convention it is for Japan to 

determine the number of whales taken under special permits and the 

conditions subject to which such permits are issued . The JARPA and JARPA 

II programmes fall well within Japan’s margin of appreciation in these 

respects, and Chapters 4 and 5 have established that JARPA and JARPA II are 

designed and implemented with the objective of providing to the Scientific 

Committee the scientific data necessary for conservation and management of 

whale stocks . The sovereign powers of the States granting special permits 

thus	 remain	 unqualified,	 subject	 to	 procedural	 obligations	 of	 notification	 to	

the ICRW’s organs . In the exercise of its power to grant special permits, 

1106 Verbatim Record, Document XIVC (28 July 1957), p . 47 [Annex 27] .
1107 Ibid ., pp . 74 -75 .
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Japan has also in good faith considered the recommendations the 

Commission addressed to it on the subject . However, this duty to consider the 

IWC’s recommendations is not a duty to comply with them: Japan does not 

violate the ICRW when it does not comply with the resolutions which are not 

binding upon it and which in its view openly contradict the express terms of 

the ICRW1108 .

C. Obligations under Article VIII have been Complied with

9 .22 Whereas Article VIII(1) stipulates that “[e]ach Contracting 

Government shall report at once to the Commission all such authorizations 

which it has granted”, Japan has submitted copies of the special permit to the 

IWC Secretariat every time it is issued for the JARPA and JARPA II 

programmes, with an English translation, promptly through diplomatic 

channels . The IWC Secretariat has then circulated copies of the special 

permits to all Commissioners and Contracting Governments1109 .

9 .23 Article VIII(3) stipulates that Contracting Governments “shall 

transmit …, in so far as practicable, and at intervals of not more than one year, 

scientific information available to that Government with respect to whales 

and whaling, including the results of research conducted” pursuant to Article 

VIII(1) . Utilizing data/information from JARPA II cruises, 9 papers, 

including the 6 cruise reports, have been submitted to the Scientific 

Committee for its annual meetings from 2006 to 20111110 .

1108 See above, Chapter 8 .
1109 The latest circular communication sent by the IWC Secretariat regarding JARPA II for the 

2011/2012 season can be found on the IWC website,
<http://iwcoffice .org/_documents/commission/circulars/circulars .htm> accessed 14 February 2012 .

1110 See above paras . 5 .91-5 .98 for more details on documents submitted to the Scientific Committee . 

9 .24 The sale of whale meat taken under the JARPA II programme is in 

conformity with Article VIII(2) since that	article	requires	that	“[a]ny whales 

taken under these special permits shall so far as practicable be processed and 

the proceeds shall be dealt with in accordance with directions issued by the 

Government by which the permit was granted .” The special permit issued by 

the Government of Japan clearly stipulates that any whales caught in 

accordance with the special permit shall, so far as practicable, be processed 

after observation and collections of samples are completed1111 . In practice, 

whales taken in the process of conducting JARPA and JARPA II are so far as 

practicable processed and sold, and the proceeds are dealt with in accordance 

with Article 12 and Article 13 of the Code for Special Research Programs of 

the Institute of Cetacean Research, which was approved by an order from the 

Minister for Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries of Japan1112 .

Section 3. JARPA II is Carried Out for Purposes of Scientific Research 

in Accordance with the Object and Purpose of the ICRW

9 .25 JARPA and JARPA II are conducted for scientific purposes and

therefore the killing, taking or treating of whales pursuant to those 

programmes does not constitute commercial whaling . The fact, which Japan 

has never denied, that the significant portion of the research cost of 

JARPA/JARPA II has been funded by revenue from the sale of whale meat, 

lawful	 under	 Article	 VIII(2),	 has	 nothing	 to	 do	 with	 the	 question	 whether	

JARPA/JARPA II’s objectives are genuinely scientific .

1111 Ibid.
1112 Order of the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries 63 Suikai No . 3427 (24 November 

1988) [Annex 139]; Order of the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries 21 Suikan No . 165
(16 April 2009) [Annex 154] .
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1111 Ibid.
1112 Order of the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries 63 Suikai No . 3427 (24 November 

1988) [Annex 139]; Order of the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries 21 Suikan No . 165
(16 April 2009) [Annex 154] .
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9 .26 JARPA and JARPA II are programmes of scientific research carried 

out under special permits granted in furtherance of Article VIII of the 

Convention . JARPA was conducted between the 1987/1988 and the 

2004/2005 seasons to collect and analyze data to contribute to

“comprehensive assessment” and “review” of the Commercial Whaling 

Moratorium as prescribed in paragraph 10(e) of the Schedule . Its objectives 

included research into the effect of environmental change on cetaceans, the 

role of minke whales in the ecosystem, and the stock structure of Southern 

Hemisphere minke whales . Research methods were limited to what was 

scientifically necessary to achieve its objectives and carefully designed to 

cause no harm to the whale stocks . Scientific calculation showed that a 

research take of several hundred minke whales (less than 1% of the 

population size) would not harm the stock1113 . Abundance estimates obtained 

from JARPA indicate that no harm was caused to the whale stocks by the 

JARPA activities using lethal methods1114 .

9 .27 JARPA produced a number of scientific findings, which were 

positively recognized by the Scientific Committee as well as a number of 

Contracting	 Governments.	 It	 also	 revealed	 scientific	 questions	 that	 would	

require	 further	 research	 whaling.	 In	 addition,	 some	 of	 the	 scientific	

developments that had taken place since the launch of JARPA, the most 

conspicuous example of which was a growing concern about climate change, 

necessitated further research whaling of a different kind from JARPA . Thus 

JARPA II commenced in 2005 for the purpose of obtaining further data 

1113 Government of Japan, “The Program for Research on the Southern Hemisphere Minke Whale and 
for Preliminary Research on the Marine Ecosystem in the Antarctic”, SC/39/O4 (1987), pp . 24-26
[Annex 135] .

1114 See above, para . 4 .89 .

necessary for scientific research on the conservation and sustainable use of 

whales . It is planned, inter alia, to collect and analyse data and information 

on the Antarctic ecosystem, on whale abundance, feeding ecology, and the 

effects of contaminants . JARPA II research objectives will ultimately lead to 

the improvement of the whale stock management procedures . In other words, 

the first objective will provide information on biological parameters (such as 

MSYR) necessary for managing the stocks more efficiently under the RMP, 

the second will lead to examining a multi-species management model for the 

future and the third will supply information for establishing management 

areas in the Antarctic Ocean . 

9 .28 JARPA II is a long-term research programme and has no specified 

termination date because its primary objective (i .e . monitoring the Antarctic 

ecosystem)	 requires	 a	 continuing	 programme	 of	 research.	 The	 necessity	 of	

continuous research is explicitly stated in Article VIII(4) of the ICRW, which 

provides that “continuous collection and analysis of biological data …are 

indispensable to sound and constructive management of the whale 

fisheries”1115 . It is also to be noted that, while JARPA was designed to 

estimate such items as age, age at maturity, pregnancy rate, and blubber 

thickness for a whale species at a particular time period or for a particular 

year class (cohort), JARPA II aims to detect changes over a period of time 

for such items as age at maturity and blubber thickness1116 . JARPA II’s 

research methods are thus also limited to what is scientifically necessary to 

achieve its objectives and similarly designed to cause no harm to the whale 

1115 Compare AM, para . 5 .42: “JARPA II has no defined endpoint” .
1116 Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under 

Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and 
Development of New Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1, pp . 14-15
(Objective 1), <http://www .icrwhale .org/JARPAIIResearchPlan .html> accessed 14 February 2012
[Annex 150] .
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stocks . JARPA II has already made available data and samples whose 

scientific value has been recognized by the Scientific Committee1117 .

9 .29 JARPA and JARPA II are necessary for the purpose of conducting 

research into whale stocks and their ecosystem . The continuity and scale of 

the	whale	catch	are	a	consequence	of	the	need	to	establish	a	proper	statistical	

base and to determine the sustainability of whaling . The parties to the ICRW 

are bound by Article VIII(4) of the Convention to take all practicable 

measures to obtain biological data continuously in connection with their

whaling operations . Scientific research is not an activity that is merely 

tolerated, alongside the other provisions of the ICRW . It is declared to be an 

integral and essential part of the ICRW scheme . Article VIII(4) thus 

recognizes the indispensability of continuous data collection to the aim of 

“sound and constructive management of the whale fisheries” . Other parties to 

the Convention have necessarily recognized the need for continuity of data 

collection and the need for continuous, long-term research into their 

sustainable use .  

9 .30 JARPA and JARPA II therefore accord with the object and purpose

of the Convention, in particular because they are designed to further proper 

and effective management of whale stocks and their conservation and 

sustainable use . To regard the ICRW as a wildlife preservation measure is to 

ignore its object and purpose as set out in the Preamble . There is no basis 

upon which any anti-whaling presumption can be read into the ICRW . The 

Schedule amendments cannot change the object and purpose of the ICRW .

Nor	 have	 subsequent	 multilateral	 treaties	 redefined the concept of 

1117 See above, paras . 5 .91-5 .103 .

conservation in the way that Australia alleges . “Conservation” as used in the 

ICRW has always allowed for sustainable use of resources, and it continues 

to do so1118 .

9 .31 Whaling operations for commercial and scientific research purposes 

are different from each other in a number of crucial respects . In particular, the 

areas of operation, the target species and number taken, the individual 

animals taken, the information/data to be obtained, the tissue samples 

collected, the personnel involved and the manner in which proceeds are dealt 

with are	 quite	 different 1119  . Scientific research whaling operations are 

planned in detail beforehand in accordance with the objectives of the research 

and would not be changed unless absolutely necessary . JARPA/JARPA II 

special permit whaling follows scientifically determined tracklines and 

covers broad areas in accordance with the objectives of the research, 

including areas where the density of the target species is low1120 .

9 .32 As Chapter 5 has shown, in commercial whaling the selection of 

animals to be taken is based on commercial efficiency so that larger animals 

tend to make up a majority of the catch . In scientific research whaling, 

individual animals are taken on a random sampling basis . In commercial 

whaling only basic information/data are to be obtained . Research whaling 

requires	 a	 variety	 of	 additional	 information/data	 in	 accordance	 with	 the	

objectives of the research . For scientific research whaling operations besides 

the ordinary crew of the whaling vessel, a number of scientists/researchers 

and technicians are on board the vessels . Japan also places officials of the 

1118 See above, paras . 6 .14-6 .30 .
1119 See above, paras . 5 .127-5 .138 .
1120 See above, para . 5 .132 .
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Fisheries Agency on research vessels used in the special permit whaling

operation .

Section 4. JARPA II Supports a Precautionary Approach to Whaling

9 .33 JARPA II supports a precautionary approach to whaling, insofar as 

that approach is applicable at all . Japan does not dispute that it should act 

with prudence and caution . A precautionary approach necessarily envisages 

that steps will be taken to illuminate uncertainties and provide a sounder 

scientific basis for conservation and sustainable exploitation . Adopting a 

precautionary approach thus entails the conduct of further special permit 

whaling for scientific purposes as a means of improving understanding of 

marine ecosystems and the sustainability of whale stocks . It is on that basis 

that JARPA and JARPA II have been designed and carried out .

9 .34 The JARPA and JARPA II programmes pose no risk to the survival 

of abundant minke whale stocks and the numbers which can be taken under 

special permits are both prudent and cautious in that context1121 . So is the far 

smaller	 quota	 of	 fin	 and	 humpback	 whales1122 . Australia has advanced no 

evidence to the contrary . It merely makes reference to the past history of 

whaling and uncertainty over the total minke population 1123  . The

precautionary approach only comes into play where it can first be shown that 

1121 Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under 
Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and 
Development of New Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1, Appendix 9,
<http://www .icrwhale .org/JARPAIIResearchPlan .html> accessed 14 February 2012 [Annex 150] .

1122 Ibid.
1123 AM, paras . 5 .96-5 .98 . Australia’s own evidence shows that pre-exploitation abundance of minke 

whales is most likely at or below, possibly well below, even the most conservative estimates of the 
current population . See William de la Mare, Natalie Kelly, David Peel, “Antarctic Baleen Whale 
Populations”, paras . 6 .12-6 .18 (AM, Appendix 1) .

there are “threats of serious or irreversible damage”1124 . In other words, this 

kind of damage must be likely to some degree1125 . This threshold is a high 

one: serious or irreversible	 harm	 requires	more	 than	 “significant” harm1126 .

The precautionary approach does not reverse the normal burden of proof in 

international litigation: it is for Australia to prove a risk of serious or 

irreversible harm to whale stocks resulting from JARPA and JARPA II1127 . In 

the present case it has not even tried to do so .

9 .35 Even if the burden of proof did fall upon Japan, possible effects of 

JARPA II catches on whale stocks were analysed and submitted to the IWC 

Scientific Committee in 20051128 . These analyses concluded that there would 

be no adverse effects on the long-term status of any of the targeted whale 

species in the Antarctic . If there is scientific uncertainty about the 

1124 Rio Declaration on Environment and Development, Principle 15: “In order to protect the 
environment, the precautionary approach shall be widely applied by States according to their 
capabilities . Where there are threats of serious or irreversible damage, lack of full scientific certainty 
shall not be used as a reason for postponing cost-effective measures to prevent environmental 
degradation” . UN Doc .A/CONF .151/26/Rev .1, Report of the UNCED, vol . 1 (New York) .

1125 “Recourse to the precautionary principle presupposes that potentially dangerous effects deriving from a 
phenomenon, product or process have been identified, and that scientific evaluation does not allow the 
risk to be determined with sufficient certainty” (European Commission, Communication on the 
Precautionary Principle, COM(2000)1, p . 4) .

1126 2001 Articles on the Prevention of Transboundary Harm from Hazardous Activities, ILC Report 
(2001) GAOR A/56/10, 366 .

1127 Pulp Mills on the River Uruguay (Argentina v. Uruguay), Judgement of 20 April 2010, para . 162: 
“To begin with, the Court considers that, in accordance with the well-established principle of onus 
probandi incumbit actori, it is the duty of the party which asserts certain facts to establish the 
existence of such facts . This principle which has been consistently upheld by the Court (Maritime 
delimitation in the Black Sea (Romania v. Ukraine), Judgment of 3 February 2009, para . 68; 
Sovereignty over Pedra Branca/Pulau Batu Puteh, Middle Rocks and South Ledge (Malaysia/ 
Singapore), Judgment of 23 May 2008, para . 45; Application of the Convention on the Prevention 
and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide (Bosnia and Herzegovina v. Serbia and Montenegro), 
Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 2007, p . 128, para . 204; Military and Paramilitary Activities in and 
against Nicaragua (Nicaragua v. United States of America), Jurisdiction and Admissibility, 
Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 1984, p . 437, para . 101) applies to the assertions of fact both by the 
Applicant and the Respondent” .

1128 Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under 
Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and 
Development of New Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1, Appendix 9,
<http://www .icrwhale .org/JARPAIIResearchPlan .html> accessed 14 February 2012 [Annex 150] .
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1128 Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under 
Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and 
Development of New Management Objectives for Whale Resources”, SC/57/O1, Appendix 9,
<http://www .icrwhale .org/JARPAIIResearchPlan .html> accessed 14 February 2012 [Annex 150] .
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conservation status and population dynamics of whale stocks, then further 

research is obviously necessary, and Japan is acting prudently in continuing 

to conduct JARPA II . 

9 .36 Alternatively, if there is no uncertainty about these matters – no

“gap” in the knowledge – Australia’s reliance on the precautionary approach,

“in the abstract” so to speak, can only be explained by its failure to produce 

any better evidence of a risk of serious harm to targeted stocks . Presumably it 

has none, and can only invite the Court to speculate . In effect it says that 

there might be a problem, but one so serious that no research into it should be 

allowed . This is not a credible position .

Section 5. JARPA II Complies with Paragraph 30 of the Schedule

9 .37 The grant of special permits for JARPA and JARPA II programmes 

comply in all respects with the	requirements	of	Paragraph 30 of the Schedule 

to the ICRW . Japan both followed the notification procedure of Paragraph 30 

and	provided	the	type	of	information	required	by	it.	With	respect	to	JARPA, 

the Scientific Committee has expressed that the JARPA research plans 

adequately	fulfilled	the	requirements1129 . With respect to JARPA II, details of 

the proposed scientific research permit were submitted to the Scientific 

1129 For example, when the Scientific Committee considered the 1989/90 JARPA plan (first season of 
the full scale research) at its 41st meeting, the Committee “agreed that the proposal specified the 
number, sex, size and stock of animals to be taken in so far as was possible given the random 
sampling strategy specified . The Committee also agreed that the opportunities for participation by 
scientists	 of	 other	 nations	 had	 been	 adequately	 specified	 and	 that	 the	 possible	 effect	 on	 the	
conservation of the stock had been addressed .” (Report of the Scientific Committee, Rep. int. Whal. 
Commn. 40, 1990, p .66 .) [Annex 84] For other JARPA plans, see Report of the Scientific 
Committee, Rep. int. Whal. Commn, 38, 1988, pp . 56, 58 [Annex 82]; Report of the Scientific 
Committee, Rep int. Whal.Commn, 39, 1989, pp . 161-162, [Annex 83]; Report of the Scientific 
Commitee, Rep. int. Whal. Commn. 46, 1996, p .83 [Annex 92]; Report of the Scientific Committee, 
Rep. int. Whal. Commn, 47, 1997, p .96 [Annex 93] .

Committee through the IWC Secretariat two months before its 2005 annual 

meeting in Ulsan (Republic of Korea), immediately followed by circulation 

to the Commissioners and members of the Scientific Committee . The 

Committee reviewed the JARPA II research plan in accordance with the 

relevant guidelines, and at the 62nd Annual Meeting of the IWC, the Chair of 

the Scientific Committee noted that JARPA II was “continuing on the basis of 

plans already submitted and reviewed in the Scientific Committee”1130 . No 

objection was raised on this point . 

9 .38 Paragraph 30 sets out a list of items that should be included in 

proposed permits which are reviewed by the Committee: these include the 

“objectives of the research”, the “number, sex, size and stock of the animals 

to be taken”, and the “possible effect on conservation of the stock”1131 .

However, Paragraph 30 gives the Scientific Committee power only to 

“review and comment” on proposed permits . The ordinary meaning of these 

provisions of Paragraph 30 does not envisage a process of prior approval by 

the IWC based on criteria which it determines . 

9 .39 The issuance of special permits thus remains a matter for 

Contracting Governments to decide, not the Scientific Committee or the IWC . 

The IWC fully accepts that “[w]hilst member nations must submit proposals 

for review, in accordance with the Convention, it is the member nation that 

ultimately decides whether or not to issue a permit, and this right overrides

any other Commission regulations including the moratorium and 

1130 Report of the Scientific Committee, J. Cetacean Res. Manage . 12 (Suppl .), 2011, p 57 .
1131 Schedule, Paragraph 30(a), (b) and (d) .
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conservation status and population dynamics of whale stocks, then further 
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conservation of the stock had been addressed .” (Report of the Scientific Committee, Rep. int. Whal. 
Commn. 40, 1990, p .66 .) [Annex 84] For other JARPA plans, see Report of the Scientific 
Committee, Rep. int. Whal. Commn, 38, 1988, pp . 56, 58 [Annex 82]; Report of the Scientific 
Committee, Rep int. Whal.Commn, 39, 1989, pp . 161-162, [Annex 83]; Report of the Scientific 
Commitee, Rep. int. Whal. Commn. 46, 1996, p .83 [Annex 92]; Report of the Scientific Committee, 
Rep. int. Whal. Commn, 47, 1997, p .96 [Annex 93] .
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sanctuaries .”1132

Section 6. Special Permit Whaling is Not an Abuse of Right

9 .40 In relation to the principle of good faith, Australia claims that 

Japan’s exercise of rights under Article VIII of the Convention would amount 

to an abuse of rights . This is wrong both on legal and factual grounds .

9 .41 Should the Court find that the conditions set out for the application 

of Article VIII are met – as is indeed the case – Australia relies additionally

on the abuse of rights doctrine . For Australia, an abuse of rights would derive 

from a supposed mala fide interpretation and application of Article VIII by 

Japan 1133  . A review of the authorities suggests, however, that there is 

substantial uncertainty, to say the least, as to the existence of the principle 

and, if it does exist, there is certainly no consensus as to its precise contours 

or how it should apply in particular cases . The scarcity of references in 

Australia’s Memorial to authorities acknowledging the existence or the 

statute of this alleged principle in international law is telling to the extreme . 

9 .42 Australia refers first to the Free Zones case . However, in that case, 

like in any other where the argument was pleaded, the Court did not consider 

that the unstated conditions for this doctrine to come into play were met . 

Australia’s	 quotation	 of	 the	 Free Zones judgment leaves aside the second 

sentence of that paragraph, which is most telling of the Court’s reluctance to 

rely upon this theory:

1132 “Scientific Permit Whaling”, Home Page of the International Whaling Commission, 
<http://www .iwcoffice .org/conservation/permits .htm> accessed 14 February 2012 .

1133 See AM, paras . 4 .57-4 .63, 5 .135-5 .136 .

“But an abuse cannot be presumed by the Court .”1134

9 .43 The Court had hinted in a few other cases1135 at the existence of 

such a theory in international law, without however applying it . Absent any

occasion to apply the concept, nothing can be inferred from these judgments 

concerning the legal content of this principle . Like in the Free Zones case, the 

principle, if any, was unnecessary for the determination of the issue at hand, 

and the statements appear no more than guarded warnings against abusive 

exercise of a right .

9 .44 Similarly, in the Shrimp-Turtle case to which Australia refers1136, the 

Appellate Body of the WTO did not rely upon a general principle of law, but 

simply interpreted and applied a specific provision of the GATT, namely the 

chapeau of Article XX, which placed specific limitations on States’ rights1137 .

Thus, the Appellate Body, while mentioning the principle of good faith as an 

interpretative aid1138, did not rely upon it in reaching its conclusions . Instead, 

it relied upon specific evidence of a violation of explicit and objective 

standards forbidding arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination contained in 

GATT 1994 itself .

9 .45 The international case-law shows that the abuse of rights doctrine 

1134 Free Zones of Upper Savoy and the District of Gex, Judgment, 1932, P.C.I.J., Series A/B, No. 46, p . 
167 .

1135 Rights of Nationals of the United States of America in Morocco, Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 1952, p . 
212; Barcelona Traction, Light and Power Company, Limited, Second Phase, Judgment, I.C.J. 
Reports 1970, p . 3, para . 3; Aerial Incident of 10 August 1999 (Pakistan v. India), Jurisdiction, 
Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 2000, p . 30, para . 40 .

1136 AM, para . 4 .61 and fn . 435 .
1137 United States – Import Prohibition of Certain Shrimp and Shrimp Products, Report of the Appellate 

Body (1999) 38 ILM 119, paras . 147-160 .
1138 Ibid ., paras . 158-160 .
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does not have an autonomous application . It may eventually come into play 

when the violation of conventional or customary obligations is proved, but it 

does not apply when no other violation can be established . As the Court 

explained in the Border and Transborder Armed Actions case, good faith, 

although undoubtedly a normative principle, is “not in itself a source of 

obligation where none would otherwise exist .”1139

9 .46 Returning to the interpretation of Article VIII, Australia concludes 

that the obligation of good faith interpretation is fulfilled “where that grant 

[of a special permit] is in furtherance of the objects of the ICRW .”1140 It 

cannot be doubted that such is the case: Japan has already demonstrated that 

JARPA II respects the letter of Article VIII and the spirit of the Convention . 

Reliance by Australia on the doctrine of abuse of rights is itself abusive . Even 

assuming that the theory of abuse of rights could provide a basis for 

international responsibility – which Australia has not established – the 

requirements for ascertaining such an abuse are plainly not met in this case . 

Accusations of this kind are all the more out of place when they lack any 

legal and factual basis . The Court should discourage thoughtless attempts to 

delegitimize the exercise of rights expressly conferred upon a State by a 

treaty .

1139 Border and Transborder Armed Actions (Nicaragua v. Honduras), Jurisdiction and Admissibility, 
Judgment, I.C.J. Reports 1988, p . 105, para . 94 . 

1140 AM, para . 4 .62 .

Conclusion

9 .47 In	view	of	the	above,	it	is	unequivocally the case that JARPA II is a 

programme designed and implemented legitimately “for purposes of 

scientific research” under Article VIII of the ICRW . It follows, therefore, that 

contrary to what Australia alleges, in authorizing and implementing JARPA II 

in the Southern Ocean, Japan cannot be said to be in breach of its obligations 

under the Convention, or under the Factory Ship Moratorium, the 

Commercial Whaling Moratorium or the Southern Ocean Sanctuary 

prescribed in the Schedule, Paragraphs 10(d), 10(e) and 7(b) respectively,

because special permit whaling conducted in accordance with Article VIII is 

exempt from the operation of the ICRW . 

9 .48 The fact that implementation of JARPA II has not violated any of 

Japan’s obligations has been recognized by other Contracting Governments . 

For example, Richard Benyon, the Secretary of State for Environment, Food 

and Rural Affairs of United Kingdom, has stated as follows in his recent 

Written Answer to Questions in 18 July 2011:

“Under the [I]nternational [C]onvention on the [R]egulation of 
[W]haling, [C]ontracting Governments are able to issue ‘special 
permits’ to allow whaling for scientific purposes . Japan conducts 
this ‘scientific’ whaling legally under current International Whaling 
Commission (IWC) rules .”1141

1141 HC Deb 18 July 2011, vol 531, col 617W [Annex 191] . See also the written answer given by Lord 
Hunt of Kings Heath, Minister of State, Department of Energy and Climate Change & Department 
for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs of the United Kingdom, HL Deb 4 March 2009, vol 708, col 
WA164: “Under the terms of Article VIII of the International Convention on the Regulation of 
Whaling, Japan's lethal research takes of minke whales in the Southern Ocean and of minke, Bryde’s, 
sei	and	sperm	whales	in	the	North	Pacific	are,	regrettably,	quite	legal” [Annex 190] .
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9 .49 Finally, it is worth recalling the views of the then United States IWC 

Commissioner William T . Hogarth:

“Article 8 of the ICRW allows member countries unilaterally to 
grant Special Permits to kill, take, and treat whales for the purpose 
of scientific research . … Japan is currently the only member 
country conducting lethal scientific research . … In order to prohibit 
scientific whaling through legal means, a change to the ICRW 
would be necessary, or relevant countries would need to enter into a 
separate binding international side agreement with regard to 
scientific whaling .”1142

1142 William T Hogarth, Written Testimony on the 60th Meeting of IWC before the Committee on 
Natural Resources, Subcommittee on Fisheries, Wildlife, and Oceans, 110th Congress (10 June 
2008), p . 4 [Annex 186] .

SUBMISSIONS

On the basis of the facts and arguments set out above, and 

reserving its right to supplement or amend these Submissions, 

Japan	requests	that	the	Court adjudge and declare:

- that it lacks jurisdiction over the claims brought against 

Japan by Australia, referred to it by the Application of Australia of 

31 May 2010;

- in the alternative, that the claims of Australia are rejected .

NAGAMINE Yasumasa

Agent of Japan
before the International Court of Justice

9 March 2012
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1. Convention for the Regulation of Whaling (entered into force 16 January 1935)  
155 LNTS 349

No 3586. 

UNION SUD-AFRJCAINE, 
ALBAN J E, ALLEMAGN E, 

ETATS-UNJS D'AMERIQUE, 
AUSTRALIE, etc. 

Convention pour Ia regJementation 
de Ja chasse a Ia baleine. Signee 
a Geneve, Je 24 septembre 1 93 1. 

UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA, 
ALBANIA, GERMANY, 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
AUSTRALIA, etc. 

Convention for the Regulation of 
WhaHng. Signed at Geneva, Sep
tember 24th, 1 g3 1. 
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350 Societe des Nations - Recueil des Traites. 1935 

N° 3586. - CONVENTION 1 POUR LA REGLEMENTATION DE LA 
CHASSE A LA BALEINE. SIGNEE A GENEVE, LE 24 SEPTEMBRE 
1931. 

Textes officiels en fran~ais et en anglais. Cette convention a ete enregistree par le Secretariat, conformement 
a son article 21, le r6 janvier 1935, date de son entree en vigueur. 

SA MAJESTE LE ROI DES ALBANAIS; LE PRESIDENT DU REICH ALLEMAND; LE PRESIDENT 
DES ETATS-UNrs D'AMERIQUE; SA MAJESTE LE Ror DES BELGES; SA MAJESTE LE Ror DE GRANDE
BRETAGNE ET D'!RLANDE ET DES DOMINIONS BRITANNIQUES AU DELA DES MERS, EMPEREUR DES 
lNDES ; LE PRESIDENT DE LA REPUBLIQUE DE COLOMBIE ; SA MAJESTE LE ROI DE DANEMARK 
ET D'lSLANDE ; LE PRESIDENT DU GOUVERNEMENT DE LA R:EPUBLIQUE ESPAGNOLE ; LE PRESIDENT 
DE LA R:EPUBLIQUE DE FINLANDE ; LE PRESIDENT DE LA REPUBLIQUE FRANc;:AISE ; LE PRESIDENT 
DE LA REPUBLIQUE HELLENIQUE; SA MAJESTE LE ROI D'lTALIE; LE PRESIDENT DES ETATS-UNIS 
DU MEXIQUE; SA MAJESTE LE Ror DE NoRvEGE; SA MAJESTE LA REINE DES PAYs-BAs; LE 
PRESIDENT DE LA REPUBLIQUE DE POLOGNE ; SA MAJESTE LE ROI DE ROUMANIE ; LE CONSEIL 
FEDERAL SUISSE ; LE PRESIDENT DE LA REPUBLIQUE TCHECOSLOVAQUE ; LE PRESIDENT DE LA 
REPUBLIQUE DE TuRQUIE; SA MAJESTE LE Rm DE YouGoSLAVIE ont designe pour leurs 
plenipotentiaires, savoir : 

SA MAJESTE LE Roi DES ALBANAIS: 

M. Lee KURTI, ministre resident, delegue permanent aupres de Ia Societe des Nations. 

I Depot des ratifications a Geneve : 
ETATS-UNIS n'AMERIQUE. 
NoRVEGE ...... . 
UNION Sun-AFRICAINE. . 
SUISSE . ...... . 
MEXIQUE .................. . 
PAYS-BAS {y compris les Indes neerlandaises, Surinam 

et Curac;:ao). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
ITALIE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

Tt·aduction.- L'adbesion du Gouvernement 
italien a cette convention ne pourra en aucun 
cas constituer un precedent pour les accords 
futurs prevoyant une limitation de la pckhe dans 
les mers extraterritoriales. 

ESPAGNE . .... 
POLOGNE 
TCHECOSLOVAQUIE 
YouGOSLAVIE 
TURQUIE ............ . 
DANEMARK (y compris le Groenland) . 
GRANDE-BRETAGNE ET IRLANDE DU NORD 

Traduction. - Sa Majeste n'assume aucune 
obligation en ce qui conceme l'un quelconque 
de ses colonies, protectorats et territoires d'outre-

7 juillet 1932. 
IS juillet 1932. 
II janvier 1933. 
r6 fevrier 1933. 
13 mars 1933. 

30 mai 1933· 
12 juin 1933· 

2 aoflt 1933· 
27 septembre 1933· 
20 octobre 1933. 
16 janvier 1934· 
2S mai 1934· 
26 juin 1934· 
rS octobre 1934. 
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1935 League of Nations - Treaty Series. 351 

No. 3586. - CONVENTION 1 FOR THE REGULATION OF WHALING. 
SIGNED AT GENEVA, SEPTEMBER 24TH, 193r. 

Official texts in French and English. This Convention was registered with the Sett-etariat, in accordance 
with its Article 21, on January r6th, 1935, the date of its entry into force. 

HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF THE ALBANIANS ; THE PRESIDENT OF THE GERMAN REICH ; THE 
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA; HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF THE BELGIANS; 
HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF GREAT BRITAIN, IRELAND AND THE BRITISH DOMINIONS BEYOND THE 
SEAS, EMPEROR OF INDIA ; THE PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF COLOMBIA ; HIS MAJESTY THE 
KING OF DENMARK AND ICELAND ; THE PRESIDENT OF THE GOVERNMENT OF THE SPANISH 
REPUBLIC ; THE PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF FINLAND ; THE PRESIDENT OF THE FRENCH 
REPUBLIC; THE PRESIDENT OF THE HELLENIC REPUBLIC; HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF ITALY; 
THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF MEXICO; HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF NORWAY; HER 
MAJESTY THE QUEEN OF THE NETHERLANDS ; THE PRESIDENT OF THE POLISH REPUBLIC ; HIS 
MAJESTY THE KING OF RouMANIA ; THE Swiss FEDERAL CouNCIL ; THE PRESIDENT oF THE 
CzECHOSLOVAK REPUBLIC ; THE PRESIDENT OF THE TuRKISH REPUBLIC ; His MAJESTY THE KING 
OF YuGOSLAVIA, have appointed as their Plenipotentiaries the following : 

HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF THE ALBANIANS : 

M. Lee KuRTI, Resident Minister, Permanent Delegate accredited to the League of Nations. 

1 Deposit of ratifications in Geneva : 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
NoRWAY ......... . 
UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA . . 
SwiTZERLAND . . . . . . . 
MEXICO ... ......... ..... . . . 
THE NETHERLANDS (including the Netherlands Indies, 

Surinam and Cura~ao) . . . . . . . . . . . 
ITALY ............. . ...... . 

Translation. - The accession of the Italian 
Government to this Convention can in no way 
constitute a precedent for future agreements 
providing for the limitation of fishing in extra
territorial seas. 

SPAIN .... . 
POLAND .... . 
CzEcHOSLOVAKIA . 
YuGOSLAVIA . . . 
TURKEY . ... . . . ... ... . . 
DENMARK (including Greenland) . . . . 
GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND 

His Majesty does not assume any obli
gations in respect of any of His colonies, 
protectorates, overseas temtories or territories 

July 7th, 1932. 
July 18th, 1932. 
January nth, 1933. 
February 16th, 1933. 
March 13th, 1933. 

May 3oth, 1933. 
June 12th, 1933· 

August 2nd, 1933· 
September 27th, 1933. 
October 2oth, 1933. 
January 16th, 1934· 
May 28th, 1934. 
June 26th, 1934· 
October 18th, 1934· 
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LE PRESIDENT DU REICH ALLEMAND : 

M. Hans Hermann V6LCKERS, consul general a Geneve. 

LE PRESIDENT DES ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE : 

M. Hugh R. WILSON, envoye extraordinaire et ministre plenipotentiaire pres le Conseil 
federal suisse. 

SA MAJESTE LE Ror DES BELGES : 
M. P. HYMANS, ministre des Affaires etrangeres. 

SA MAJESTE LE Ror DE GRANDE-BRETAGNE ET D'!RLANDE ET DES DOMINIONS BRITANNIQUES 
AU DELA DES MERS, EMPEREUR DES lNDES : 

PouR LA GRANDE-BRETAGNE ET L'IRLANDE DU NoRD, ainsi que toutes parties de !'Empire 
britannique non membres separes de la Societe des Nations : 
Le tres honorable vicomte CECIL OF CHELWOOD, K.C. 

PouR LE DoMINION DU CANADA : 

L'honorable Hugh GuTHRIE, P.C., K.C., M.P., ministre de la Justice, procureur general. 

POUR LE COMMONWEALTH D'AUSTRALIE: 

Mr. James R. CoLLINS, C.M.G., C.B.E., secretaire officiel et conseiller financier au Bureau 
du haut commissaire a Londres. 

POUR LE DOMINION DE LA N OUVELLE-ZELANDE : 
Sir Thomas Mason WILFORD, K.C.M.G., K.C., haut commissaire a Londres. 

PouR L'UNION SuD-AFRICAINE : 
Mr. c. T. TE WATER, haut commissaire a Londres. 

PouR L'INDE : 

Sir Brojendra L. MITTER, Kt., membre juridique du Conseil executif du Vice-Roi. 

LE PRESIDENT DE LA REPUBLIQUE DE COLOMBIE : 
Le docteur A. J. RESTREPO, delegue permanent aupres de la Societe des Nations. 

SA MAJESTE LE Ror DE DANEMARK ET D'IsLANDE : 
M. William BoRBERG, delegue permanent aupres de la Societe des Nations. 

mer ou territoires places sous la suzerainete ou 
le mandat du Gouvemement de Sa Majeste dans 
le Royaume-Uni. 

FRANCE ••.••• 
N OUVELLE-ZELANDE 
CANADA ..... 

Adhesions 
SOUDAN 
NICARAGUA 
MONACO • 
BRESIL • 
EGYPTE . 
EQUATEUR 
LETTONIE 

16 mai 1935· 
16 octobre 1935. 
12 decembre 1935. 

13 avril 1932. 
30 avril 1932. 

7 juin 1932. 
21 novembre 1932. 
25 janvier 1933· 
13 avril 1935. 
17 septernbre 1935. 
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THE PRESIDENT OF THE GERMAN REICH : 
M. Hans Hermann VoLCKERS, Consul-General at Geneva. 

THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA: 
Mr. Hugh R. WILSON, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary to the Swiss 

Federal Council. 

His MAJESTY THE KING OF THE BELGIANS : 
M.P. HYMANS, Minister for Foreign Affairs. 

HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF GREAT BRITAIN, IRELAND AND THE BRITISH DOMINIONS BEYOND 
THE SEAS, EMPEROR OF INDIA : 

FOR GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND and ali parts of the British Empire which 
are not separate Members of the League of Nations : 
The Right Honourable Viscount CECIL OF CHELWOOD, K.C. 

FOR THE DOMINION OF CANADA : 
The Honourable Hugh GuTHRIE, P.C., K.C., M.P., Minister of Justice and Attomey

General. 

FOR THE COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA : 
Mr. James R. CoLLINS, C.M.G., C.B.E., Official Secretary and Financial Adviser in the 

Office of the High Commissioner in London. -

FoR THE DOMINION OF NEW ZEALAND : 
Sir Thomas Mason WILFORD, K.C.M.G., K.C., High Commissioner in London. 

FoR THE UNION OF SouTH AFRICA : 
Mr. C. T. TE WATER, High Commissioner in London. 

FoR INDIA : 
Sir Brojendra L. MrTTER, Kt., Law Member of the Viceroy's Executive Council. 

THE PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF COLOMBIA : 
Dr. A. J. RESTREPO, Permanent Delegate accredited to the League of Nations. 

Hrs MAJESTY THE KING OF DENMARK AND IcELAND : 
M. William BoRBERG, Permanent Delegate accredited to the League of Nations. 

under suzerainty or under mandate exercised by 
His Majesty's Government in the United King
dom. 

FRANCE ... 
NEW ZEALAND 
CANADA 

Accessions : 
SUDAN. 
NICARAGUA 
MoNAco . 
BRAZIL • 
EGYPT .. 
EcuADOR 
LATVIA 

23 No. 3586 

May 16th, 1935. 
October 16th, 1935 .. 
December 12th, 1935. 

April 13th, 1932. 
April 3oth, 1932. 
June 7th, 1932. 
November 21st, 1932. 
January 25th, 1933. 
April 13th, 1935· 
Septeinber 17th, 1935. 
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LE PRESIDENT DU GOUVERNEMENT DE LA REPUBLIQUE ESPAGNOLE 
M. Alejandro LERROUX GARCiA, ministre d'Etat. 

LE PRESIDENT DE LA REPUBLIQUE DE FINLANDE : 

1935 

M. Evald GYLLENBOGEL, conseiller de legation, delegue permanent a. i. aupres de ·la 
Societe des Nations. 

LE PRESIDENT DE LA R:EPUBLIQUE FRAN<;AISE : 
M. Louis RoLLIN, depute, ministre du Commerce et de l'Industrie. 

LE PRESIDENT DE LA REPUBLIQUE HELLENIQUE : 
M. R. RAPHAEL, delegue permanent aupres de la Societe des Nations. 

SA MAJESTE LE Roi D'lTALIE : 
M. Augusto Rosso, ministre plenipotentiaire, delegue adjoint au Conseil de la Societe 

des Nations. 

LE PRESIDENT DES ETATS-UNIS DU MEXIQUE : 
M. Salvador MARTiNEZ DE ALVA, directeur du Bureau permanent aupres de la Societe 

des Nations. 

SA MAJESTE LE Rox DE NoRVEGE : 
M. Birger BRAADLAND, ministre des Affaires etrangeres. 

SA MAJESTE LA REINE DES PAYS-BAS : 
Le Jonkheer F. BEELAERTS VAN BLOKLAND, ministre des Affaires etrangeres. 

LE PRESIDENT DE LA REPUBLIQUE DE PoLOGNE : 
M. Auguste ZALESKI, ministre des Affaires etrangeres. 

SA MAJESTE LE Rm DE RouMANIE : 
M. Constantin ANTONIADE, envoye extraordinaire et ministre plenipotentiaire aupres 

de la Societe des Nations. 

LE CONSEIL FEDERAL SUISSE : 
M. Giuseppe MorrA, president de la Confederation suisse, chef du Departement politique 

federal. 

LE PRESIDENT DE LA REPUBLIQUE TCHECOSLOVAQUE : 
M. Zdenek FIERLINGER, envoye extraordinaire et ministre plenipotentiaire pres le Conseil 

federal suisse, delegue permanent aupres de la Societe des Nations. 

LE PRESIDENT DE LA REPUBLIQUE DE TURQUIE : 
Cemal HusNu bey, envoye extraordinaire et ministre plenipotentiaire pres le Conseil 

federal suisse. 

SA MAJESTE LE Roi DE YouGOSLAVIE : 
M. Voislav MARINKOVITCH, ministre des Affaires etrangeres. 

Lesquels, apres avoir communique leurs pleins pouvoirs, trouves en bonne et due forme, sont 
convenus des dispositions suivantes : 
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THE PRESIDENT OF THE GOVERNMENT OF THE SPANISH REPUBLIC 
M. Alejandro LERROUX GARCiA, Minister of State. 

THE PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF FINLAND : 

355 

M. Evald GYLLENBOGEL, Counsellor of Legation, Permanent Delegate a.i. accredited 
to the League of Nations. 

THE PRESIDENT OF THE FRENCH REPUBLIC 
M. Louis ROLLIN, Deputy, Minister of Commerce and Industry. 

THE PRESIDENT OF THE HELLENIC REPUBLIC : 
M. R. RAPHAEL, Permanent Delegate accredited to the League of Nations. 

His MAJESTY THE KING OF ITALY : 
M. Augusto Rosso, Minister Plenipotentiary, Substitute Delegate to the· Council of the 

League of Nations. 

THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF MEXICO : 
M. Salvador MARTiNEZ DE ALVA, Head of the Permanent Office accredited to the League 

of Nations. 

HIS MAJESTY THE KING OF NORWAY : 
M. Birger BRAADLAND, Minister for Foreign Affairs. 

HER MAJESTYlTHE QUEEN OF THE NETHERLANDS : 
Jonkheer F. BEELAERTS VAN BLOKLAND, Minister for Foreign Affairs. 

THE PRESIDENT OF THE PoLISH REPUBLIC : 
M. Auguste ZALESKI, Minister for Foreign Affairs. 

His MAJESTY THE KING OF RouMANIA : 
M. Constantin ANTONIADE, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary accredited 

to the League of Nations. 

THE Swiss FEDERAL CouNCIL : 
M. Giuseppe MorrA, President of the Swiss Confederation, Head of the Federal Political 

Department. 

THE PRESIDENT OF THE CZECHOSLOVAK REPUBLIC : 
M. Zden~k FIERLINGER, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary to the Swiss 

Federal Council, Permanent Delegate accredited to the League of Nations. 

THE PRESIDENT OF THE TURKISH REPUBLIC : 
Cemal H USNU Bey, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary to the Swiss Federal 

Council. 

His MAJESTY THE KING OF YuGOSLAVIA : 
M. Voislav MARINKOVITCH, Minister for Foreign Affairs. 

Who, having communicated their full powers, found in good and due form, have agreed on the 
following provisions : 

No. 3586 
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Article premier. 

Les Hautes Parties contractantes conviennent de prendre, dans les limites de leurs juridictions 
respectives, des mesures appropriees pour assurer !'application des dispositions de la presente 
convention et pour punir les infractions auxdites dispositions. 

Article 2. 

La presente convention est applicable seulement aux baleines a fanons. 

Article 3· 

La presente convention ne s'applique pas aux aborigenes habitant les c6tes des territoires 
des Hautes Parties contractantes a Ia condition que : 

ro IIs £assent seulement usage de canots, de pirogues ou d'autres embarcations 
exclusivement indigenes et mues a la voile ou a rames ; 

2° IIs ne se servent pas d'armes a feu ; 
3o IIs ne soient pas au service de personnes non aborigenes ; 
40 IIs ne soient pas tenus de livrer a des tiers le produit de leur chasse. 

Article 4· 

II est interdit de capturer ou de tuer les << right whales >>, qui seront considerees comme 
comprenant Ia baleine du cap Nord, la baleine du Greenland, la <<right whale>> australe, Ia <<right 
whale >> du Pacifique et la << right whale >> pygmee australe. 

Article 5· 

II est interdit de capturer ou de tuer les baleineaux ou jeunes baleines non sevrees, les baleines 
non adultes et les baleines femelles accompagnees de baleineaux (ou jeunes non sevres). 

Article 6. 

Les carcasses de baleines capturees devront etre utilisees aussi completement que possible. 
En particulier : 

ro L'huile devra etre extraite, par ebullition ou par tout autre procede, de tout le 
blanc ainsi que de Ia tete et de Ia langue et, en outre, de la queue jusqu'a l'ouverture 
exterieure du gr0s intestin. 

· Les dispositions du present paragraphe ne seront applicables qu'aux carcasses ou 
parties de carcasses non destinees a etre utilisees comme comestibles. 

zo Toute usine, flottante ou non, servant a traiter les carcasses de baleine, devra 
etre munie de l'outiJlage necessaire pour extraire l'huile du blanc, de la chair et des OS. 

3o Si des baleines sont amenees au rivage, des mesures appropriees devront etre prises 
pour utiliser les residus apres !'extraction de l'huile. 
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Article I. 

The High Contracting Parties agree to take, within the limits of their respective jurisdictions, 
appropriate measures to ensure the application of the provisions of the present Convention and the 
punishment of infractions of the said provisions. 

Article 2. 

The present Convention applies only to baleens or whalebone whales. 

Article 3· 

The present Convention does not apply to aborigines dwelling on the coasts of the territories 
of the High Contracting Parties provided that : 

(I) They only use canoes, pirogues or other exclusively native craft propelled by 
oars or sails ; 

(2) They do not carry firearms; 
(3) They are not in the employment of persons other than aborigines ; 
(4) They are not under contract to deliver the products of their whaling to any third 

person. 

Article 4· 

The taking or killing of right whales, which shall be deemed to include North-Cape whales, 
Greenland whales, southern right whales, Pacific right whales and southern pigmy right whales, 
is prohibited. 

Article 5· 

The taking or killing of calves or suckling whales, immature whales, and female whales which 
are accompanied by calves (or suckling whales) is prohibited. 

Article 6. 

The fullest possible use shall be made of the carcases of whales taken. In particular : 

(I) There shall be extracted by boiling or otherwise the oil from all blubber and 
from the head and the tongue and, in addition, from the tail as far forward as the outer 
opening of the lower intestine. 

The provisions of this sub-paragraph shall apply only to such carcases or parts of 
carcases as are not intended to be used for human food. 

(2) Every factory, whether on shore or afloat, used for treating the carcases of 
whales shall be equipped with adequate apparatus for the extraction of oil from the blubber, 
flesh and bones. 

(3) In the case of whales brought on shore, adequate arrangements shall be made 
for utilising the residues after the oil has been extracted. 

No. 3586 
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Article 7· 

Les canonniers et les equipages des navires baleiniers devront etre embauches a des conditions 
qui feront, dans une grande mesure, dependre leur remuneration de facteurs tels que la taille, 
l'espece, la valeur des baleines capturees et Ia quantite d'huile extraite, et non pas seulement du 
nombre des baleines capturees, pour autant que cette remuneration depende des resultats de la 
chasse. 

Article 8. 

Aucun navire des Hautes Parties contractantes ne pourra se livrer a la capture ou au traitement 
des baleines sans gu'une licence Speciale ait ete concedee a ce navire par la Haute Partie 
contractante dont il porte le pavilion, ou sans que son proprietaire ou affreteur ait notifie au 
gouvernement de cette Haute Partie contractante son intention d'utiliser ce navire pour la chasse 
a la baleine et qu'il ait re<;u dudit gouvernement une attestation de cette notification. 

Le present article ne porte nullement atteinte au droit, pour l'une quelconque des Hautes 
Parties contractantes, d'ex1ger, en outre, une licence emanant de ses propres autorites, pour tout 
navire desireux d'utiliser son territoire ou ses eaux territoriales en vue de capturer, d'amener a terre 
ou de traiter des baleines. La delivrance de cette licence pourra etre, soit refusee, soit subordonnee 
aux conditions que la Haute Partie contractante interessee estirnera necessaires ou opportunes, 
queUe que soit la nationalite du navire. 

Article g. 

La zone geographique d'application des articles de la presente convention s'etendra a toutes 
les eaux du monde entier, y compris a la fois la haute mer et les eaux territoriales et nationales. 

Article IO. 

r. Les Haute Parties contractantes devront obtenir des navires baleiniers portant leur 
pavilion les renseignements les plus complets possibles au point de vue biologique sur chaque baleine 
capturee, et en tout cas en ce qui coilcerne les points suivants : 

a) Date de la capture ; 
b) Lieu de Ia capture ; 
c) Espece; 
d) Sexe; 
e) Longueur, mesuree si !'animal est retire de l'eau ; approximative si la baleine est 

decoupee dans l'eau ; 
f) S'il y a un fretus, longueur du fretus et son sexe, s'il peut etre determine ; 
g) Renseignements sur le contenu de l'estomac, lorsque cela est possible. 

z. La longueur mentionnee aux paragraphes e) et f) du present article sera celle de la ligne 
droite depuis l'extremite du museau jusqu'a !'intersection des nageoires caudales. 

Article II. 

Chacune des Hautes Parties contractantes se fera adresser par toutes les usines, flottantes 
ou etablies sur la terre ferme, soumises a sa juridiction, des releves indiquant le nombre des baleines 

N° 3586 
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Article 7· 

Gunners and crews of whaling vessels shall be engaged on terms such that their remuneration 
shall depend to a considerable extent upon such factors as the size, species, value and yield of 
oil of whales taken, and not merely upon the number of whales taken, in so far as payment is made 
dependent on results. 

Article 8. 

No vessel of any of the High Contracting Parties shall engage in taking or treating whales 
unless a licence authorising such vessel to engage therein shall have been granted in respect of 
such vessel by the High Contracting Party, whose flag she flies, or unless her owner or charterer 
has notified the Government of th~ said High Contracting Party of his intention to employ her 
in whalin~ and has received a certificate of notification from the said Government. 

Nothmg in this Article shall prejudice the right of any High Contracting Party to require that, 
in addition, a licence shall be required from his own authorities by every vessel desirous of using 
his territory or territorial waters for the purposes of taking, landing or treating whales, and such 
licence may be refused or may be made subject to such conditions as may be deemed by such High 
Contracting Party to be necessary or desirable, whatever the nationality of the vessel may be. 

Article 9· 

The geographical limits within which the Articles of this Convention are to be applied shall 
include all the waters of the world, including both the high seas and territorial and national waters. 

Article ro. 

1. The High Contracting Parties shall obtain, with regard to the vessels flying their flags 
and engaged in the taking of whales, the most complete biological information practicable with 
regard to each whale taken, and in any case on the following points : · 

(a) Date of taking ; 
(b) Place of taking ; 
(c) Species; 
(d) Sex; 
(e) Length ; measured, when taken out of water ; estimated, if cut up in water ; 

(f) When fretus is present, length and sex if ascertainable ; 
(g) When practicable, information as to stomach contents. 

2. The length referred to in sub-paragraphs (e) and (f) of this Article shall be the length of a 
straight line taken from the tip of the snout to the notch between the flukes of the tail. 

Article II. 

Each High Contracting Party shall obtain from all factories, on land or afloat, under his 
jurisdiction, returns of the number of whales of each species treated at each factory and of the 

No. 3586 
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de chaque espece traitees dans chacune des usines et les quantites d'huile de chaque qualite, poudre, 
guano et autres sous-produits tires de ces baleines. 

Article 12. 

Chacune des Hautes Parties contractantes communiquera les renseignements statistiques 
relatifs aux operations, concernant les baleines, qui ont eu lieu dans le ressort de leur juridiction, 
au Bureau international de statistiques baleinieres, a Oslo. Les renseignements fournis devront 
comprendre au moins les details mentionnes a !'article 10 et : 1° le nom et le tonnage de chaque 
usine flottante ; 2° le nombre et le tonnage global des navires baleiniers ; 3o une liste des stations 
terrestres ayant fonctionne au cours de la periode envisagee. Ces renseignements seront fournis 
a des intervalles appropries ne depassant pas une annee. 

Article 13. 

L'obligation, pour l'une quelconque des Hautes Parties contractantes, de prendre des mesures 
en vue d'assurer !'observation des dispositions de la presente convention dans ses territoires et 
dans ses eaux territoriales et parses navires, sera limitee a ceux de ses territoires auxquels s'applique 
la convention et aux eaux territoriales contigues, ainsi qu'aux navires immatricules dans ces 
territoires. 

Article 14. 

La presente convention, dont les textes fran<;ais et anglais feront egalement foi, pourra etre 
signee, jusqu'au trente et un mars 1932, au nom de tout Membre de la Societe des Nations ou de 
tout Etat non membre. 

Article 15. 

La presente convention sera ratifiee. Les instruments de ratification seront deposes aupres du 
Secretaire general de la Societe des Nations, qui en notifiera le depot a tons les Membres de la 
Societe des Nations et aux Etats non membres, en indignant les dates auxquelles ces depOts ont 
ete effectues. 

Article 16. 

A partir du premier avril 1932, tout Membre de la Societe des Nations et tout Etat non membre 
au nom duquella convention n'a pas ete signee a cette date, pourra y adherer. 

Les instruments d'adhesion seront deposes aupres du Secretaire general de la Societe des 
Nations, qui notifiera le depot et la date de ce demier a tons les Membres de la Societe des Nations 
et aux Etats non membres. 

Article 17. 

La presente convention entrera en vigueur quatre-vingt-dix jours apres que le Secretaire 
general de la Societe des Nations aura re<;u des ratifications ou des adhesions au nom d'au moins 
huit Membres de la Societe des Nations ou Etats non membres. Dans ce nombre doivent etre 
compris le Royaume de Norvege et le Royaume-Uni de Grande-Bretagne et d'Irlande du Nord. 

N• 3586 
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amounts of oil of each grade and the quantities of meal, guano and other products derived from 
them. 

Article 12. 

Each of the High Contracting Parties shall communicate statistical information regarding 
all whaling operations under their jurisdiction to the International Bureau for Whaling Statistics 
at Oslo. The information given shall comprise at least the particulars mentioned in Article 10 
and : (1) the name and tonnage of each floating factory; (2) the number and aggregate tonnage 
of the whale catchers ; (3) a list of the land stations which were in operation during the period 
concerned. Such information shall be given at convenient intervals not longer than one year. 

Article 13. 

The obligation of a High Contractin~ Party to take measures to ensure the observance of the 
conditions of the present Convention in h1s own territoires and territorial waters, and by his vessels, 
shall not apply to those of his territories to which the Convention does not apply, and the territorial 
waters adjacent thereto, or to vessels registered in such territories. 

Article 14· 

The present Convention, the French and English texts of which shall both be authoritative, 
shall remain open until the thirty-first of March 1932 for signature on behalf of any Member of the 
League of Nations or of any non-member State. 

Article 15. 

The present Convention shall be ratified. The instruments of ratification shall be deposited 
with the Secretary-General of the League of Nations, who shall notify their receipt to all Members 
of the League of Nations and non-member States indicating the dates of their deposit. 

Article 16. 

As from the first of April 1932, any Member of the League of Nations and any non-member 
State, on whose behalf the Convention has not been signed before that date, may accede thereto. 

The instruments of accession shall be deposited with the Secretary-General of the League of 
Nations, who shall notify all the Members of the League of Nations and non-member States of 
their deposit and the date thereof. 

Article 17. 

The present Convention shall enter into force on the ninetieth day following the receipt by 
the Secretary-General of the League of Nations of ratifications or accessions on behalf of not less 
than eight Members of the League or non-member States, including the Kingdom of Norway 
and the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. 

No. 3586 
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A l'egard de chacun des Membres ou Etats non membres au nom desquels un instrument 
de ratification ou d'adhesion sera ulterieurement depose, Ia convention entrera en vigueur le quatre
vingt-dixieme jour apres la date du dep6t de cet instrument. 

Article 18. 

Si, apres !'entree en vigueur de la presente convention eta la demande de deux Membres de Ia 
Societe, ou deux Etats non membres, a l'egard desquels la presente convention sera ace moment 
en vigueur, le Conseil de Ia Societe des Nations convoque une conference pour Ia revision de la 
convention, les Hautes Parties contractantes s'engagent a s'y faire representer. 

Article 19. 

I. La presente convention pourra etre denoncee a !'expiration d'une periode de trois annees 
a partir de la date a laquelle elle sera entree en vigueur. . 

2. La denonciation de la convention s'effectuera par une notification ecrite, adressee au 
Secretaire general de Ia Societe des Nations, qui informera tousles Membres de la Societe et les Etats 
non membres de chaque notification, ainsi que de Ia date de Ia reception. 

3· La denonciation prendra effet six mois apres Ia reception de Ia notification. 

Article 20. 

I. Chacune des Hautes Parties contractantes peut declarer, au moment de la signature, de Ia 
ratification ou de !'adhesion, que par son acceptation de Ia presente convention, elle n'entend 
assumer aucune obligation en ce qui concerne I' ensemble ou toute partie de ses colonies, protectorats, 
territoires d'outre-mer ou territoires places sous sa suzerainete ou son mandat ; dans ce cas, la 
presente convention ne sera pas applicable aux territoires faisant l'objet d'une telle declaration. 

2. Chacune des Hautes Parties contractantes pourra ulterieurement notifier au Secretaire 
general de Ia Societe des Nations qu'elle entend rendre Ia presente convention applicable a I' ensemble 
ou a toute partie de ses territoires ayant fait !'objet de Ia declaration prevue au paragraphe 
precedent. Dans ce cas, Ia convention s'appliquera a tous les territoires vises dans Ia notification 
quatre-vingt-dix jours apres Ia reception de cette notification par le Secretaire general de la Societe 
des Nations. 

3· Chacune des Hautes Parties contractantes peut, a tout moment apres !'expiration de Ia 
periode de trois ans prevue a !'article 19, declarer qu'elle entend voir cesser !'application de la 
presente convention a !'ensemble ou a toute partie de ses colonies, protectorats, territoires d'outre
mer ou territoires places sous sa suzerainete ou son mandat ; dans ce cas, la convention cessera 
d'etre applicable aux territoires faisant !'objet d'une telle declaration six mois apres Ia reception 
de cette declaration par le Secretaire general de la Societe des Nations. 

4· Le Secretaire general de Ia Societe des Nations communiquera a tous les Membres de la 
Societe des Nations et aux Etats non membres les declarations et notifications rer;ues en vertu du 
plesent article, ainsi que les dates de leur reception. 

Article 21. 

La presente convention sera enregistree par le Secretaire general de la Societe des Nations 
des qu'elle sera entree en vigueur. 
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As regards any Member of the League or non-member State on whose behalf an instrument 
of ratification or accession is subsequently deposited, the Convention shall enter into force on the 
ninetieth day after the date of the deposit of such instrument. 

Article rB. 

If after the coming into force of the present Convention the Council of the League of Nations, 
at the request of any two Members of the League or non-member States with regard to which the 
Convention is then in force, shall convene a Conference for the revision of the Convention, the High 
Contracting Parties agree to be represented at any Conference so convened. 

Article rg. 

I. The present Convention may ·be denounced after the expiration of three years from the 
date of its coming into force. 

2. Denunciation shall be effected by a written notification addressed to the Secretary
General of the League of Nations, who shall inform all the Members of the League and the non
member States of each notification received and of the date of its receipt. 

3· Each denunciation shall take effect six months after the receipt of its notification. 

Article 20. 

I. Any High Contracting Party may, at the time of signature, ratification or accession, 
declare that, in accepting the present Convention, he does not assume any obligations in respect 
of all or any of his colonies, protectorates, overseas territories or territones under suzerainty or 
mandate ; and the present Convention shall not apply to any territories named in such declaration. 

2. Any High Contracting Party may give notice to the Secretary-General of the League of 
Nations at any time subsequently that he desires that the Convention shall apply to all or any 
of his territories which have been made the subject of a declaration under the preceding paragraph, 
and the Convention shall apply to all the territories named in such notice ninety days after its 
receipt by the Secretary-General of the League of Nations. 

3· Any High Contracting Party may, at any time after the expiration of the period of three 
years mentioned in Article rg, declare that he desires that the present Convention shall cease to 
apply to all or any of his colonies, protectorates, overseas territories or territories under suzerainty 
or mandate and the Convention shall cease to apply to the territories named in such declaration 
six months after its receipt by the Secretary-General of the League of Nations. 

4· The Secretary-General of the League of Nations shall communicate to all the Members 
of the League of Nations and the non-member States all declarations and notices received in virtue 
of this Article and the dates of their receipt. 

Article 21. 

The present Convention shall be registered by the Secretary-General of the League of Nations 
as soon as it has entered into force. 

No. 3586 
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En foi de quoi les plenipotentiaires sus
mentionnes ont signe la presente convention. 

Fait a Geneve, le vingt-quatre septembre 
mil neuf cent trente et un, en un seul exemplaire 
qui sera conserve dans les archives du Secre
tariat de la Societe des Nations et dont cdpie 
certifiee conforme sera remise a tousles Membres 
de la Societe et aux Etats non membres. 

ALBAN IE 

In faith whereof the above-mentioned Pleni
potentiaries have signed the present Convention. 

Done at Geneva, on the twenty-fourth day 
of September one thousand nine hundred and 
thirty-one, in a single copy which shall be kept 
in the archives of the Secretariat of the League 
of Nations and of which certified true copies 
shall be delivered to all the Members of the 
League of Nations and to the non-member 
States. 

ALBANIA 
Lee KuRTI. 

ALLEMAGNE GERMANY 
Dr. Hans Hermann VoLCKERS. 

ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
Hugh R. WILSON. 

BELGIQUE BELGIUM 
HYMANS. 

GRANDE-BRETAGNE ET IRLANDE DU 
NORD, ainsi que toutes parties de !'Empire 
britannique non membres separes de la 
Societe des Nations. 

GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN 
IRELAND, and all parts of the British 
Empire which are not separate Members of 
the League of the Nations. 

CECIL. 

CANADA CANADA 
H. GUTHRIE. 

COMMONWEALTH D'AUSTRALIE COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA 
James R. CoLLINS. 

NOUVELLE-ZELANDE NEW ZEALAND 
Thomas M. WILFORD. 

UNION SUD-AFRICAINE UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA 
C. T. TE WATER. 

INDE INDIA 
B. L. MITTER. 

COLOMBIE COLOMBIA 
A. J. RESTREPO. 

DANEMARK DENMARK 
Avec reserve, jusqu'a nouvel ordre, pour ce qui concerne le Groenland. 1 

William BORBERG. 

1 Tt'anslation : 
With reservation, until further notice, as regards Greenland. 
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ESPAGNE 

FINLANDE 

FRANCE 

GRECE 

ITALIE 

MEXIQUE 

NORVEGE 

PAYS-BAS 

POLOGNE 

ROUMANIE 

SUISSE 
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SPAIN 
A. LERROUX. 

FINLAND 
Evald GYLLENBOGEL. 

FRANCE 
Louis ROLLIN. 

GREECE 
R. RAPHAEL. 

ITALY 
Augusto Rosso. 

MEXICO 
S. Martinez DE ALVA. 

NORWAY 
Birger BRAADLAND. 

THE NETHERLANDS 
Pour le Royaume en Europe et les Indes neerlandaises. 1 

BEELAERTS VAN BLOKLAND. 

POLAND 
Auguste ZALESKI. 

ROUMANIA 
C. ANTONIADE. 

SWITZERLAND 
MOTTA 

TCHECOSLOVAQUIE CZECHOSLOVAKIA 
Zd. FIERLINGER. 

TURQUIE TURKEY 
Cerna! HusNu. 

YOUGOSLAVIE YUGOSLAVIA 
Dr V. MARINKOVITCH. 

1 Translation : 
For the Kingdom in Europe and the Netherlands Indies. 
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2. International Agreement for the Regulation of Whaling (entered into force 7 May 
1938) 190 LNTS 79

UNION SUD-AFRICAINE, ALLEMAGNE, 
ETATS-UNIS D'AMERJQUE, 
REPUBLIQUE ARGENTINE, 

COMMONWEALTH D'AUSTRALJE, etc. 

Accord international pour Ia reglementation de Ja chasse a 
Ia baJeine, signe a Londres, le 8 juin 1 93 7• et declaration 
du principal secretaire d'Etat aux Affaires etrangeres de 
Sa Majeste Je Roi de Grande-Bretagne, d' lrlande et des 
Territoires britanniques au deJa des mers, Empereur des 
) ndes, relative a ]a prorogation dudit accord, signee a 
Londres, Je 29 juin 1938. 

UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA, GERMANY, 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 

ARGENTINE REPUBLIC, 
COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA, etc. 

l nternational Agreement for the Regulation of WhaHng, 
signed at London, June 8th, 1937, and Declaration by 
the Principal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs of 
His Majesty the King of Great Britain, Ireland and the 
British Dominions beyond the Seas, Emperor of India, 
relating to the Prolongation of the said Agreement, 
signed at London, June 29th, J 938. 
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No. 4406. - INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENT 1 FOR THE REGULATION 
OF WHALING. SIGNED AT LONDON, JUNE 8TH, 1937. 

English official text communicated by His Majesty's Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs in Great 
Britain. The registration of this Agreement took place July 27th, 1938. 

THE GoVERNMENTs OF THE UNION OF SouTH AFRICA, THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, THE 
ARGENTINE REPUBLIC, THE COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA, GERMANY, THE UNITED KINGDOM 
OF GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND, THE IRISH FREE STATE, NEW ZEALAND AND NORWAY, 
desiring to secure the prosperity of the whaling industry and, for that purpose, to maintain the 
stock of whales, have agreed as follows : 

Article 1. 

The contracting Governments will take appropriate measures to ensure the application of 
the provisions of the present Agreement and the punishment of infractions against the said 
provisions, and, in particular, will maintain at least one inspector of whaling on each factory ship 
under their jurisdiction. The inspectors shall be appointed and paid by Governments. 

Article z. 

The present Agreement applies to factory ships and whale catchers and to land stations as 
defined in Article 18 under the jurisdiction of the contracting Governments, and to all waters 
in which whaling is prosecuted by such factory ships and/or whale catchers. 

1 Ratifications deposited in London : 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA • • • • • • 
GREAT BRITAIN AND NORTHERN IRELAND 
NoRWAY ••• 
GERMANY ••• 
IRELAND ••• 
NEW ZEALAND: 

Accessions : 
MEXICO •••• 
CANADA 

Came into force May 7th, 1938. 

September 3rd, 1937· 
October 25th, 1937. 
October 29th, 1937. 
November sth, 1937. 
May 7th, 1938. 
June 24th, 1938. 

May 7th, 1938. 
June qth, 1938. 
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1 TRADUCTION. - TRANSLATION. 

No 4406. - ACCORD 2 INTERNATIONAL POUR LA REGLEMENTA
TION DE LA CHASSE A LA BALEINE. SIGN£ A LONDRES, LE 
8 JUIN 1937. 

Texte otficiel anglais communique par le secretaire d'Etat aux A[faires etrangeres de Sa Majeste en 
Grande-Bretagne. L'enregistrement de cet accord a eu lieu le 27 juillet 1938. 

LES GOUVERNEMENTS DE L'UNION SUD-AFRICAINE, DES ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE, DE LA 
R:EPUBLIQUE ARGENTINE, DU COMMONWEALTH D'AUSTRALIE, DE L'ALLEMAGNE, DU ROYAUME
UNI DE GRANDE-BRETAGNE ET n'IRLANDE DU NORD, DE L'ETAT LIBRE D'IRLANDE, DE LA NOUVELLE
ZELANDE et DE LA NoRvEGE, desireux d'assurer la prosperite de l'industrie baleiniere et, a cette 
fin, de proteger l'espece baleiniere, sont convenus de ce qui suit : 

Article premier. 

Les gouvernements contractants prendront toutes mesures utiles en vue d'assurer !'application 
des dispositions du present accord et de punir les infractions auxdites dispositions ; ils maintiendront, 
notamment, au moins un inspecteur de la chasse a la baleine a bord de chaque usine flottante 
soumise a leur juridiction. Les inspecteurs seront nommes et retribues par les gouvernements. 

Article 2. 

Le present accord s'applique aux usines flottantes et aux navires baleiniers, ainsi qu'aux stations 
terrestres, tels qu'ils sont definis a !'article 18 et pour autant qu'ils sont Soumis a la juridiction 
des gouvernements contractants, de meme qu'a toutes les eaux dans lesquelles la chasse ala baleine 
est pratiquee par lesdites usines flottantes et fou par lesdits navires baleiniers. 

1 Traduit par le Secretariat de la Societe des 1 Translated by the Secretariat of the League 
Nations, a titre d'information. of Nations, for information. 

6 

B Ratifications depostfes a Londres : 
ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE . • . • •••• 
GRANDE-BRETAGNE ET !RLANDE DU NORD 
NORVEGE ••... 
ALLEMAGNE .... 
lRLANDE •••.. 
N OUVELLE-ZELANDE 

Adhesions: 
MEXIQUE ..... 
CANADA ..•.. 

Entre en vigueur le 7 mai 1938. 

3 septembre 1937. 
25 octobre 1937. 
29 octobre 1937. 

5 novembre 1937. 
7 mai 1938. 

24 juin 1938. 

7 mai 1938. 
14 juin 1938. 
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Article 3· 

Prosecutions for infractions against or contraventions of the present Agreement and the 
regulations made thereunder shall be instituted by the Government or a Department of the 
Government. 

Article 4· 

It is forbidden to take or kill Grey Whales and/or Right Whales. 

Article 5. 

It is forbidden to take or kill any Blue, Fin, Humpback or Sperm whales below the following 
lengths, viz. : . 

(a) Blue whales . . . . 
(b) Fin whales . . . . 
(c) Humpback whales . 
(d) Sperm whales . . . 

Article 6. 

70 feet, 
55 feet, 
35 feet, 
35 feet. 

It is forbidden to take or kill calves, or suckling whales or female whales which are accompanied 
by calves or suckling whales. 

Article 7· 

It is forbidden to use a factory ship or a whale catcher attached thereto for the purpose of 
taking or treating baleen whales in any waters south of 40° South Latitude, except during the period 
from the 8th day of December to the 7th day of March following, both days inclusive, provided 
that in the whaling season 1937-38 the period shall extend to the 15th day of March, 1938, inclusive. 

Article 8. 

It is forbidden to use a land station or a whale catcher attached thereto for the purpose of 
taking or treating whales in any area or in any waters for more than six months in any period 
of twelve months, such period of six months to be continuous. 

Article 9· 
It is forbidden to use a factory ship or a whale catcher attached thereto for the purpose of 

taking or treating baleen whales in any of the following areas, viz. : 
(a) In the Atlantic Ocean north of 40o South Latitude and in the Davis Strait, 

Baffin Bay and Greenland Sea; 
(b) In the Pacific Ocean east of 15oo West Longitude between 40° South Latitude 

and 35° North Latitude; 
(c) In the Pacific Ocean west of 15o0 West Longitude between 40° South Latitude 

and zoo North Latitude; 
(d) In the Indian Ocean north of 40° South Latitude. 

Article 10. 

Notwithstanding anything contained in this Agreement, any contracting Government may 
grant to any of its nationals a special permit authorising that national to kill, take and treat whales 

N° 4406 
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Article 3· 

En cas d'infraction ou de contravention aux dispositions du present accord et des reglements 
edictes en vertu de ce dernier,les poursuites seront intentees par le gouvernement ou par un service 
gouvernemental. 

Article 4· 

Il est interdit de capturer ou de tuer les baleines grises (grey whales) et fou les << right whales ». 

Article 5. 

Il est interdit de capturer ou de tuer les baleines bleues (blue whales). les baleines a 
nageoires (fin whales), les baleines a bosse (humpback whales) ou les cachalots (sperm whales) 
qui n'atteignent pas les longueurs suivantes : 

a) Baleines bleues . . 
b) Baleines a nageoires 
c) Baleines a bosse . 
d) Cachalots . . . . . 

Article 6. 

70 pieds, 
55 pieds, 
35 pieds, 
35 pieds. 

Il est interdit de capturer ou de tuer les baleineaux, ou les jeunes baleines non sevrees, ou 
les baleines femelles accompagnees de baleineaux ou de jcunes baleines non sevrees. 

Article 7· 

Il est interdit de faire usage d'une usine flottante ou d'un navire baleinier rattache a celle-ci 
en vue de capturer ou de traiter des baleines a fanons dans toutes les eaux au sud du 40o de latitude 
sud, sauf pendant Ia periode comprise entre le 8 decembre et le 7 mars suivant, I'une et !'autre 
date incluse ; toutefois, il est entendu que pour Ia campagne 1937/38, la periode en question 
s'etendra jusqu'au IS mars 1938 inclusivement. 

Article 8. 

Il est interdit de faire usage d'une station terrestre ou d'un navire baleinier rattache a celle-ci 
en vue de capturer ou de traiter des baleines dans des zones ou des eaux quelconques pendant 
plus de six mois par periode de douze mois, etant entendu que ladite periode de six mois devra 
~tre continue. 

Article 9· 

Il est interdit de faire usage d'une usine flottante ou d'un navire baleinier rattache a celle-ci 
en vue de capturer ou de traiter des baleines a fanons dans les zones ci-apres : 

a) Dans !'ocean Atlantique, au nord du 40° de latitude sud et dans le detroit de 
Davis, la baie de Baffin et la mer du Groenland; 

b) Dans !'ocean Pacifique, a l'est du rsoo de longitude ouest, entre le 40o de latitude 
sud et le 35° de latitude nord ; 

c) Dans !'ocean Pacifique, a !'ouest du 150° de longitude ouest, entre le 40° de latitude 
sud et le zoo de latitude nord ; 

d) Dans !'ocean Indien, au nord du 40o de latitude sud. 

Article IO. 

Nonobstant toute disposition contraire du present accord, chaque gouvernement contractant 
pourra accorder a ses ressortissants un permis special autorisant !'interesse a tuer, capturer et 

No. 4406 
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for purposes of scientific research subject to such restrictions as to number and subject to such 
other c(;mditions as the_ contracting q-overnment thin~s fit,. and the killing, taking and treating of 
whales m accordance w1th the terms m force under this Article shall be exempt from the operation 
of this Agreement. 

Any contracting Government may at any time revoke a permit granted by it under this Article. 

Article II. 

The fullest possible use shall be made of all whales taken. Except in the case of whales or 
parts of whales intended for human food or for feeding animals, the oil shall be extracted by boiling 
?r othenvise from all blubber, meat (except the meat of sperm whales) and bones other than the 
mternal organs, whale bone and flippers, of all whales delivered to the factory ship or land station. 

Article 12. 

There shall not at any time be taken for delivery to any factory ship or land station a greater 
number of whales than can be treated efficiently and in accordance with Article II of the present 
Agreement by the plant and personnel therein within a period of thirty-six hours from the time 
of the killing of each whale. 

Article 13. 

Gunners and crews of factory ships, land stations and whale catchers shall be engaged on 
terms such that their remuneration shall depend to a considerable extent upon such factors as 
the species, size and yield of whales taken, and not merely upon the number of the whales taken, 
and no bonus or other remuneration, calculated by reference to the results of their work, shall be 
paid to the gunners and crews of whale catchers in respect of any whales the taking of which is 
forbidden by this Agreement. 

Article 14· 

With a view to the enforcement of the preceding Article, each contracting Government shall 
obtain, in respect of every whale catcher under its jurisdiction, an account showing the total 
emolument of each gunner and member of the crew and the manner in which the emolument of 
each of them is calculated. 

Article IS. 

Articles s. g, I3 and I4 of the present Agreement, in so far as they impose obligations not 
already in force, shall not until the rst day of December, I937, apply to factory ships, land stations 
or catchers attached thereto which are at present operating or which have already taken practical 
measures with a view to whaling operations during the period before the said date. In respect 
of such factory ships, land stations and whale catchers, the Agreement shall in any event come 
into force on the said date. 

Article r6. 

The contracting Governments shall obtain with regard to all factory ships and land stations 
under their jurisdiction records of the number of whales of each species treated at each factory 

N• 4406 
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traiter des baleines en vue de recherches scientifiques, ladite autorisation pouvant etre subordonnee 
a telles restrictions, en ce qui concerne le nombre, et a telles autres conditions que le gouvernement 
contractant jugera opportun de prescrire ; dans ce cas, les baleines pourront etre tuees, capturees 
ou traitees sans qu'il y ait lieu de se conformer aux dispositions du present accord. 

Tout gouvernement contractant pourra, a n'importe quel moment, annuler un permis ~qu'il 
aura accorde en vertu du present article. 

Article II. 

Toutes les baleines capturees devront etre utilisees aussi completement que possible. Sauf 
s'il s'agit de baleines ou de parties de baleines destinees ala consommation humaine ou ala nourriture 
du betail, l'huile sera extraite par ebullition ou par tout autre procede de tout le blanc, de toute 
la chair (a !'exception de la chair des cachalots) et de tons les os, autres que les organes internes, 
fanons et nageoires, de toutes les baleines livrees a l'usine flottante ou a Ia station terrestre. 

Article 12. 

A aucun moment il ne devra etre livre a une usine flottante ou une station terrestre plus de 
baleines que leur outillage et leur personnel n'en permettent de traiter efficacement et conformement 
a !'article II du present accord dans un delai de trente-six heures a compter de l'heure a laquelle 
chaque baleine aura ete tuee. 

Article 13. 

Les canonniers et les equipages des usines flottantes, des stations terrestres et des navires 
baleiniers devront etre engages a des conditions qui feront, dans une large mesure, dependre leur 
remuneration de facteurs tels que l'espece, la taille et le rendement des baleines capturees, et 
non pas seulement de leur nombre ; aucune prime ni autre remuneration calculee sur la base des 
resultats de leur travail ne sera versee aux canonniers et aux equipages des navires baleiniers pour 
toute baleine dont Ia capture est interdite par le present accord. 

Article 14. 

En vue d'assurer !'application de !'article precedent, chaque gouvernement contractant 
exigera, pour tout navire baleinier soumis a sa juridiction, la production d'un compte indiquant 
le total des emoluments de chaque canonnier et membre de !'equipage, ainsi que les modalites 
selon lesquelles les emoluments de chacun des interesses sont calcules. 

Article 15. 

Les articles 5, g, 13 et 14 du present accord, pour autant qu'ils etablissent des obligations 
non encore existantes, ne s'appliqueront pas avant le rer decembre 1937 aux usines flottantes, 
aux stations terrestres ou aux navires baleiniers rattaches a celles-ci qui sont actuellement en 
exploitation ou qui ont deja pris des mesures effectives en vue de se livrer a leurs operations pendant 
la periode anterieure a la date susindiquee. En ce qui concerne ces usines flottantes, stations 
terrestres et navires baleiniers, l'accord entrera, en tout cas, en vigueur ala date en question. 

Article 16. 

Les gouvernements contractants exigeront de toutes les usines flottantes et stations terrestres 
soumises a leur juridiction des releves indiquant le nombre de baleines de chaque espece traitees 
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ship or land station and as to the aggregate amounts of oil of each grade and quantities of meal, 
guano and other products derived from them, together with particulars with respect to each whale 
treated in the factory ship or land station as to the date and place of taking, the species and sex 
of the whale, its length and, if it contains a fretus, the length and sex, if ascertainable, of the fretus. 

Article 17. 

The contracting Governments shall, with regard to all whaling operations under their 
jurisdiction, communicate to the International Bureau for Whaling Statistics at Sandefjord in 
Norway the statistical information specified in Article 16 of the present Agreement together with 
any information which may be collected or obtained by them in regard to the calving grounds 
and migration routes of whales. 

In communicating this information the Governments shall specify : 
(a) The name and tonnage of each factory ship ; 
{b) The number and aggregate tonnage of the whale catchers; 
{c) A list of the land stations which were in operation during the period concerned. 

Article 18. 

In the present Agreement the following expressions have the meanings respectively assigned 
to them, that is to say : 

" Factory ship " means a ship in which or on which whales are treated whether wholly 
or in part; 

" Whale catcher " means a ship used for the purpose of hunting, taking, towing, 
holding on to, or scouting for whales ; 

" Land station " means a factory on the land, or in the territorial waters adjacent 
thereto, in which or at which whales are treated whether wholly or in part ; 

" Baleen whale " means any whale other than a toothed whale ; 

" Blue whale " means any whale known by the name of blue whale, Sibbald's rorqual 
or sulphur bottom ; · 

" Fin whale " means any whale known by the name of common finback, common 
finner, common rorqual, finback, fin whale, herring whale, razorback, or true fin whale ; 

" Grey whale "means any whale known by the name of grey whale, California grey, 
devil fish, hard head, mussel digger, grey back, rip sack ; 

" Humpback whale " means any whale known by the name of bunch, humpback, 
humpback whale, humpbacked whale, hump whale or hunchbacked whale ; 

" Right whale " means any whale known by the name of Atlantic right whale, Arctic 
right whale, Biscayan right whale, bowhead, great polar whale, Greenland right whale, 
Greenland whale, Nordkaper, North Atlantic right whale, North Cape whale, Pacific 
right whale, pigmy right whale, Southern pigmy right whale or Southern right whale ; 

" Sperm whale " means any whale known by the name of sperm whale, spermacet 
whale, cachalot or pot whale ; 
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par chaque usine flottante ou station terrestre, ainsi que les quantites totales d'huile de chaque 
qualite et les quantites de poudre, de guano et autres sous-produits tires des baleines, de m~me que, 
pour chaque baleine traitee dans l'usine flottante ou la station terrestre, des renseignements sur 
la date et le lieu de la capture, l'espece et le sexe de la baleine, sa longueur et, s'il y a un fretus, 
la longueur de ce dernier et son sexe, s'il peut etre determine. 

Article I7. 

Pour toutes les operations concernant les baleines et relevant de leur juridiction, les gouver
nements contractants communiqueront au Bureau international des Statistiques baleinieres, a 
Sandefjord, en Norvege, les renseignements statistiques prevus a !'article I6 du present accord, 
ainsi que tous renseignements qu'ils pourront recueillir ou obtenir sur les lieux de reproduction 
et les voies de migration des baleines. 

En transmettant ces renseignements, les gouvemements specifieront: 
a) Le nom et le tonnage de chaque usine flottante; 
b) Le nombre et le tonnage global des navires baleiniers ; 
c) Une liste des stations terrestres ayant fonctionne au cours de la periode envisagee. 

Article I8. 

Dans le present accord, les expressions ci-apres ont respectivement le sens enonce: 

Par cc usine flottante », on entend un navire a bord duquel des baleines sont traitees 
en tout ou en partie. 

Par cc navire baleinier », on entend un navire utilise pour chasser, capturer, tuer, 
poursuivre ou reperer des baleines. 

Par cc station terrestre ll, on entend une usine sur la terre ferme ou dans les eaux 
territoriales limitrophes, dans ou par laquelle des baleines sont traitees en tout ou en 
partie. 

Par cc baleine a fanons ,, (baleen whale), on entend toute baleine autre que la baleine 
denticete. 

Par cc baleine bleue ,, (blue whale), on entend toute baleine connue sous le nom de 
baleine bleue, de rorqual de Sibbald ou de cc sulphur bottom ,,, 

Par cc baleine a nageoires ,, (fin whale), on en tend toute baleine connue sous le nom 
de baleine a nageoires commune, de physale commun, de rorqual commun, de baleine 
a nageoires (fin back, fin whale)' de ((herring whale ll, de gibbar ou de baleine a nageoires 
veritable. 

Par cc baleine grise ,,, on entend toute baleine connue sous le nom de baleine grise, 
de grise de Californie, de cc devil fish», de cc hard head ll, de cc mussel digger», de cc grey 
back ,,, de cc rip sack ». 

Par cc baleine a bosse ,,, on entend toute baleine connue sous le nom de jubarte, de 
cc humpback », de cc humpback whale ll, de cc humpbacked whale ll, de cc hump whale ,, ou 
de u hunchbacked whale ,,, 

Par cc right whale ,,, on entend toute baleine connue sous le nom de cc right whale ,, 
de !'Atlantique, de cc right whale )) arctique, de cc right whale ,, de Biscaye, de cc bowhead», 
de grande baleine polaire, de cc right whale,, du Groenland, de baleine du Groenland, 
de u Nordkaper », de «right whale,, de !'Atlantique nord, de baleine du cap Nord, de 
cc right whale ,, du Pacifique, de cc right whale » pygmee, de cc right whale pygmee ,, australe 
ou de cc right whale ,, australe. 

Par cc cachalot ,, (sperm whale), on en tend toute baleine connue sous le nom de 
baleine a spermaceti, de (( cachalot )) ou de (( pot whale )), 
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" Length " in relation to any whale means the distance measured on the level in a 
straight line between the tip of the upper jaw and the notch between the flukes of 
the tail. 

Article 19. 

The present Agreement shall be ratified and the instruments of ratification shall be deposited 
with the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland as soon as 
possible. It shall come into force upon the deposit of instruments of ratification by a majority 
of the signatory Governments, which shall include the Governments of the United Kingdom, 
Germany and Norway ; and for any other Government not included in such majority on the date 
of the deposit of its instrument of ratification. · 

The Government of the United Kingdom will inform the other Governments of the date on 
which the Agreement thus comes into force and the date of any ratification received subsequently. 

Article 20. 

The present Agreement shall come into force provisionally on the 1st day of July, 1937, to 
the extent to which the signatory Governments are respectively able to enforce it ; provided 
that if any Government within two months of the signature of the Agreement informs the 
Government of the United Kingdom that it is unwilling to ratify it the provisional application 
of the Agreement in respect of that Government shall thereupon cease. 

The Government of the United Kingdom will communicate the name of any Government 
which has signified that it is unwilling to ratify the Agreement to the other Governments, any of 
whom may within one month of such communication withdraw its ratification or accession or 
signify its unwillingness to ratify as the case may be, and the provisional application of the Agreement 
in respect of that Government shall thereupon cease. Any such withdrawal or communication 
shall be notified to the Government of the United Kingdom, by whom it will be transmitted to 
the other Governments. 

Article 21 . 

The present Agreement shall, subject to the preceding Article, remain in force until the 30th 
day of June, 1938, and thereafter if, before that date, a majority of the contracting Governments, 
which shall include the Governments of the United Kingdom, Germany and Norway, shall have 
agreed to extend its duration. In the event of such extension it shall remain in force until the 
contracting Governments agree to modify it, provided that any contracting Government may, 
at any time after the 30th day of June, 1938, by giving notice on or before the 1st day of January 
in any year to the Government of the United Kingdom (who on receipt of such notice shall at 
once communicate it to the other contracting Governments) withdraw from the Agreement, so 
that it shall cease to be in force in respect of that Government after the 30th day of June following, 
and that any other contracting Government may, by giving notice in the like manner within one 
month of the receipt of such communication, withdraw also from the Agreement, so that it shall 
cease to be in force respecting it after the same date. 

Article 22. 

Any Government which has not signed the present Agreement may accede thereto at any 
time after it has come into force. Accession shall be effected by means of a notification in writing 
addressed to the Government of the United Kingdom and shall take effect immediately after the 
date of its receipt. 

The Government of the United Kingdom will inform all the Governments which have signed 
or acceded to the present Agreement of all accessions received and the date of their receipt. 
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Pa.r « longueur », en ce qui concerne la baleine, on entend la distance mesuree, 
sur le meme plan, par une ligne droite entre l'extremite de la machoire superieure 
et !'intersection des nageoires caudales. 

Article 19. 

Le present accord sera ratifie, et les instruments de ratification seront deposes, aussitot que 
possible, aupres du Gouvernement du Royaume-Uni de Grande-Bretagne et d'Irlande du Nord. II 
entrera en vigueur lorsque les instruments de ratification auront ete deposes par une majorite 
des gouvernements signataires, comprenant les Gouvernements du Royaume-Uni, de l'Allemagne 
et de la Norvege, et, en ce qui concerne tout autre gouvernement non compris dans cette majorite, 
a la date du depot de son instrument de ratification. 

Le Gouvernement du Royaume-Uni fera connaitre aux autres gouvernements la date a laquelle 
l'accord entrera ainsi en vigueur et la date de toute ratification rec;ue ulterieurement. 

Article 20. 

Le present accord entrera en vigueur a titre provisoire le 1er juillet 1937, dans la mesure 
oil les gouvernements signataires pourront respectivement l'appliquer, etant entendu, toutefois, 
que, si un gouvernement quelconque fait savoir au Gouvernement du Royaume-Uni, dans les 
deux mois qui suivront la signature de l'accord, qu'il n'est pas dispose a ratifier ce dernier, 
!'application provisoire de !'accord cessera pour ce qui concerne ce gouvernement. 

Le nom de tout gouvernement qui a fait savoir qu'il n'etait pas dispose a ratifier l'accord 
sera notifie par le Gouvernement du Royaume-Uni aux autres gouvernements. Chacun de ces derniers 
pourra, dans le delai d'un mois a dater de cette communication, retirer sa ratification ou adhesion 
ou faire savoir qu'il n'est pas dispose a ratifier !'accord ; de ce fait, !'application provisoire de 
!'accord cessera a l'egard de ce gouvernement. Tout retrait ou toute communication de ce genre 
seront notifies au Gouvernement du Royaume-Uni, qui les transmettra aux autres gouvernements. 

Article 21. 

Sous reserve des dispositions de !'article precedent, le present accord demeurera en vigueur 
jusqu'au 30 juin 1938, et ulterieurement si, avant la date indiquee, la majorite des gouvernements 
contractants, comprenant les Gouvernements du Royaume-Uni, de l'Allemagne et de la Norvege, 
conviennent dele proroger. En cas de prorogation, l'accord demeurera en vigueur jusqu'a ce que 
les gouvernements contractants conviennent de le modifier, etant entendu, toutefois, que tout 
gouvernement contractant pourra, a n'importe quel moment apres le 30 juin 1938, par un avis 
donne le 1er janvier de n'importe queUe annee, ou auparavant, au Gouvernement du Royaume-Uni 
(qui, des reception de cet avis, le communiquera aux autres gouvernements contractants), se 
retirer de l'accord, de telle sorte que celui-ci cessera d'etre applicable a l'egard de ce gouvernement 
apres le 30 juin suivant. 11 est egalement entendu que tout autre gouvernement contractant 
pourra, par un avis analogue, donne dans le mois qui suivra la reception de cette communication, 
se retirer egalement de l'accord, de sorte que celm-ci cessera, a la meme date, d'etre applicable 
a son egard. 

Article 22. 

Tout gouvernement non signataire du present accord pourra adherer a celui-ci a n'importe 
quel moment apres son entree en vigueur. L'adhesion s'effectuera au moyen d'une notification 
ecrite, adressee au Gouvernement du Royaume-Uni, et prendra effet immediatement apres la 
date de sa reception. 

Le Gouvernement du Royaume-Uni portera a la connaissance de tous les gouvernements 
qui auront signe le present accord ou y auront adhere, toute adhesion rec;ue ainsi que la date de 
sa reception. 

No. 4406 
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In faith whereof the undersigned, being duly authorised, have signed the present Agreement. 

Done in London the 8th day of June, 1937, in a single copy, which shall remain deposited in 
the archives of the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, 
by whom certified copies will be transmitted to all the other contracting Governments. 

For the Government of the Union of South Africa : 

F. J. DU Ton. 

For the Government of the United States of America: 

Herschel V. jOHNSON. 
Remington KELLOGG. 

For the Government of the Argentine Republic : 

Manuel E. MALBRAN. 
M. FJNCATI. 
T. L. MARINI. 

For the Government of the Commonwealth of Australia : 

S.M. BRUCE. 

For the Government of Germany: 

WoHLTHAT. 

For the Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain 
and Northern Ireland: 

Henry G. MAURICE. 
Geo. HoGARTH. 

For the Government of the Irish Free State : 

Sean O'Faolain O'DULCHAONTIGH. 

For the Government of New Zealand: 

G. McNAMARA. 

For the Government of Norway : 

Birger BERGERSEN. 
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En foi de quoi, les soussignes, dfunent autorises, ont signe le present accord. 

Fait a Londres, le 8 juin 1937, en un exemplaire unique ; celui-ci restera depose dans les 
archives du Gouvernement du Royaume-Uni de Grande-Bretagne et d'Irlande du Nord, qui en 
transmettra des copies certifiees confonnes a tous les autres gouvernements contractants. 

Pour le Gouvernement de l'Union Sud-africaine : 

F. J. DU ToiT. 

Pour le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis d'Amerique: 

Herschel V. jOHNSON. 
Remington KELLOGG. 

Pour le Gouvernement de la Republique Argentine : 

Manuel E. MALBRAN. 
M. FINCATI. 
T. L. MARINI. 

Pour le Gouvernement du Commonwealth d' Australie : 

S.M. BRUCE. 

Pour le Gouvernement de l' Allerriagne : 

WOHLTHAT. 

Pour le Gouvernement du Royaume-Uni de Grande-Bretagne 
et d'Irlande du Nord: 

Henry G. MAURICE. 
Geo. HoGARTH. 

Pour le Gouvernement de l'Etat libre d'Irlande : 

Sean O'Faolain O'DuLCHAONTIGH. 

Pour le Gouvernement de Ia Nouvelle-Zelande : 

G. MeN AMARA. 

Pour le Gouvernement de la Norvege : 

Birger BERGERSEN. 
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DECLARATION 

BY THE PRINCIPAL SEcRETARY OF STATE FOR FoREIGN AFFAIRS OF His MAJESTY THE KING 
oF GREAT BRITAIN, IRELAND AND THE BRITISH DoMINIONs BEYOND THE SEAS, EMPEROR 
OF INDIA, REGARDING THE PROLONGATION OF THE INTERNATIONAL AGREEMENT OF jUNE 8TH, 
1937, FOR THE REGULATION OF WHALING. SIGNED AT LONDON, jUNE 29TH, 1938. 

Registered on November 2nd, 1938, at the request o.f His Mafesty's Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs 
in Great Britain. 

Whereas the International Agreement for the Regulation of Whaling, signed in London on 
the 8th June, 1937, has been ratified by the Governments of the United States of America, 
Germany, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Eire, New Zealand and 
Norway, and came into force in accordance with the provisions of Article 19 on the 7th day of 
May, 1938 ; and 

Whereas the Governments of the United States of Mexico and Canada have acceded, with 
effect from the 7th May, 1938, and the 14th June, 1938, respectively, to the said Agreement in 
accordance with Article 22 thereof ; and 

Whereas in consequence the Governments of the United States of America, Germany, the 
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Eire, New Zealand, Norway, the United 
States of Mexico and Canada are contracting Governments; and 

Whereas, according to the provisions of Article 21, the said Agreement remains in force until 
the 30th June, 1938, and thereafter if, before that date, a majority of the contracting Governments, 
which shall include the Governments of the United Kingdom, Germany and Norway, shall have 
agreed to extend its duration ; 

The undersigned, Principal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs of His Majesty the King 
of Great Britain, Ireland and the British Dominions beyond the Seas, Emperor of India, hereby 
certifies that the Governments of the United States of America, Canada, Germany, the United 
Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Eire, the United States of Mexico, New Zealand and 
Norway have agreed to extend the duration of the said Agreement, and that the Agreement will 
accordingly, under the provisions of Article 21, continue in force after the 30th June, 1938. 

Witness my hand this 29th day of June, 1938. 

Given at the Foreign Office, London. 

Certified a: true copy : 

Stephen Gaselee, 
Librarian and Keeper 

of the Papers at the Foreign Office. 

London, nth Oct., 1938. 

HALIFAX. 
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DECLARATION 

DU PRINCIPAL SECRETAIRE D'ETAT AUX AFFAIRES ETRANGERES DE SA MAJESTE LE R01 DE GRANDE
BRETAGNE, D'lRLANDE ET DES TERRITOIRES BRITANNIQUES AU DELA DES MERS, EMPEREUR 
DES lNDES, RELATIVE A LA PROROGATION DE L'ACCORD INTERNATIONAL DU 8 JUIN 1937 POUR 
LA REGLEMENTATION DE LA CHASSE A LA BALEINE. SIGNEE A LONDRES, LE 29 JUIN 1938. 

Enregistree le 2 novembre 1938 ala demande du secretaire d'Etat aux Afjaires etrangeres de Sa Mafeste 
en Grande-Bretagne. 

Attendu que l'Accord international concernant la reglementation de la chasse a la baleinc, 
signe a Londres, le 8 juin 1937, a ete ratifie par les Gouvernements des Etats-Unis d'Amerique, 
de l'Allemagne, du Royaume-Uni de Grande-Bretagne et d'Irlande du Nord, de l'Eire, de la 
Nouvelle-Zelande et de la Norvege, et est entre en vigueur, conformement aux dispositions de 
!'article 19, le 7 mai 1938 ; et 

Attendu que les Gouvernements des Etats-Unis du Mexique et du Canada ont adhere, avec 
effet a partir du 7 mai 1938 et du 14 juin 1938, respectivement, audit accord, conformement a 
!'article 22 de ce dernier ; et 

Attendu qu'en consequence les Gouvernements des Etats-Unis d'Amerique, de l'Allemagne, 
du Royaume-Uni de Grande-Bretagne et d'Irlande du Nord, de l'Eire, de la Nouvelle-zelande, 
de la Norvege, des Etats-Unis du Mexique et du Canada, sont des gouvernements contractants; et 

Attendu que, conformement aux dispositions de !'article 21, ledit accord reste en vigueur 
jusqu'au 30 juin 1938, et ulterieurement si, avant la date indiquee, la majorite des gouvernements 
contractants, comprenant les Gouvernements du Royaume-Uni, de l'Allemagne et de la Norvege, 
conviennent de le proroger ; 

Le soussigne, principal secretaire d'Etat aux Affaires etrangeres de Sa Majeste le Roi de Grande
Bretagne, d'Irlande et des Territoires britanniques au dela des mers, Empereur des Indes, certifie 
par la presente que les Gouvernements des Etats-Unis d'Amerique, du Canada, de l'Allemagne, 
du Royaume-Uni de Grande-Bretagne et d'Irlande du Nord, de l'Eire, des Etats-Unis du Mexique, 
de la Nouvelle-Zelande et de la Norvege ont convenu de proroger ledit accord et que, par consequent, 
celui-ci, conformement aux dispositions de !'article 21, demeurera en vigueur a pres le 30 juin 1938. 

En foi de quoi j'ai signe les presentes, ce vingt-neuvieme jour du mois de juin 1938. 

Fait au Foreign Office, Londres. 
HALIFAX. 
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3. Protocol amending the International Agreement on the Regulation of Whaling 
(entered into force 30 December 1938) 196 LNTS 131

 

UNION SUD-AFRICAIN·E, 
ALLEMAGNE, 

ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE, 
REPUBLJQUE ARGENTINE, 

COMMONWEALTH D'AUSTRALIE, etc. 

Protoco)e modifiant I' Accord international du 
8 juin • 93 7 pour )a regJementation de )a 
chasse a Ja ba1eine. Signe a Londres, Je 
24 juin 1938. 

Texte ogiciel anglais communique par le secretaire d'Etat aux Affaires etrangeres 
de Sa M afeste en Grande-Bretagne. L' enregistrement a eu lieu le 
31 mai 1939· 

UNION OF SOUTH APRICA, 
GERMANY, 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
ARGENTINE REPUBLIC, 

COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA, etc. 

Protocol amending the International Agree
ment of june 8th, 193 7, for the Regu]a
tion of WhaHng. Signed at London, June 
24th, I 938. 

English official text communicated by His Majesty's Secretary of State for Foreign 
Affairs in Great Britain. The registration took place May 31st, 1939. 
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No. 4575· -- PROTOCOL 1 AMEND
ING THE INTERNATIONAL 
AGREEMENT OF JUNE 8TH, 1937, 
FOR THE REGULATION OF 
WHALING. SIGNED AT LON
DON, JUNE 24TH, 1938. 

THE GOVERNMENTS OF THE UNION OF SOUTH 
AFRICA, THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, THE 
ARGENTINE REPUBLIC, THE COMMONWEALTH OF 
AusTRALIA, CANADA, EIRE, GERMANY, THE 
UNITED KINGDOM OF GREAT BRITAIN AND 
NoRTHERN IRELAND, NEw ZEALAND and NoR
WAY, desiring to introduce certain amendments 
into the International Agreement 2 for the Regu
lation of Whaling, signed in. London on the 8th 
June, 1937 (hereinafter referred to as the Prin
cipal Agreement) in accordance with the provi
sions of Article 21 thereof, have agreed as 
follows: 

Article I. 

With reference to the provisions of Articles 
5 and 7 of the Principal Agreement, it is for
bidden to use a factory ship or a whale catcher 
attached thereto for the purpose of taking or 
treating humpback whales in any waters south 
-of 40o South Latitude during the period from 
the rst October, 1938, to the 30th September, 
1939· 

Article 2. 

Notwithstanding the prbvi~ions of Article 7 
of the Principal Agreement, it is forbidden to 
use a factory ship or a whale catcher attached 
thereto for the purpose of taking or treating 
baleen whales in the waters south of 40° South 
Latitude from 70o West Longitude westwards 

1 Ratifications deposited in London : 
GERMANY . . . . . . . October 31st, 1938. 
UNITED KINGDOM December 7th, 1938. 
NoRWAY . . . . . . . . December 3oth, 1938. 
UNITED STATES OF AME-

RICA . . . . . . . . . March 3oth, 1939. 
Came definitively into force on December 30th, 

1938. 
t Vol. CXC, page 79, of this Series. 

TRADUCTION. - TRANSLATION. 

No 4575· - PROTOCOLE 1 MODI
FIANT L'ACCORD INTERNATIO
NAL DU 8 JUIN 1937 POUR 
LA REGLEMENTATION DE LA 
CHASSE A LA BALEINE. SIGNE 
A LONDRES, LE 24 JUIN 1938. 

LEs GouV'ERNEMENTS DE L'UNION SuD-AFRI
CAINE, DES ETATS-UNIS D'AMERIQUE, DE LA 
REPUBLIQUE ARGENTINE, DU CoMMONWEALTH 
D'AUSTRALIE, DU CANADA, DE L'EIRE, DE L'AL
LEMAGNE, DU ROYAUME-UNI DE GRANDE-BRE
TAGNE ET D'I:RLANDE DU NORD, DE LA Nou
VELLE-ZELANDE et DE LA NORVEGE, desireux 
d'apporter certains amendements a !'Accord 2 

international pour la reglementation de la 
chasse a la baleine, signe a Londres le 8 juin 
1937 ( ci-dessous mentionne so us le nom d' Accord 
principal), conformement aux dispositions de !'ar
ticle 21 dudit accord, sont con venus de ce qui suit: 

Article premier. 
En ce qui concerne les dispositions des articles 

5 et 7 de !'Accord principal, il est interdit 
d'utiliser une usine flottante ou un navire 
baleinier rattacM a celle-d, en vue de capturer 
ou de traiter des baleines a bosse (humpback 
whales) dans toutes les eaux au sud du 40° de 
latitude sud pendant la periode comprise entre 
le 1er octobre 1938 et le 30 septembre 1939. 

Article 2. 

Nonobstant les dispositions de !'article 7 de 
1' Accord principal, il est interdit de faire usage 
d'une usine flottante ou d'un navire baleinier 
rattache a celle-d en vue de capturer ou de 
traiter des baleines a fanons dans les eaux au 
sud du 400 de latitude sud et a !'ouest entre le 

1 Ratifications deposees a .Londres : 
ALLEMAGNE . . . . . . 31 octobre 1938. 
ROYAUME-UNI . . . . . 7 decembre 1938. 
NORVEGE . . . . . . . 30 decembre 1938. 
ETATs-UNIS D' AMERIQUE . 30 mars 1939. 

Entre definitivement en vigueur le 30 decembre 
1938. 

'Vol. CXC, page 79, de ce recueil. 
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as far as 16oo West Longitude for a period of 
two years from the 8th day of December, 1938. 

Article 3· 
I. No factory ship which has been used for 

the purpose of treating baleen whales south 
of 40o South Latitude shall be used for that 
purpose elsewhere within a period of twelve 
months from the end of the open season pre
scribed in Article 7 of the Principal Agreement. 

2. Only such factory ships as have operated 
during the year 1937 within the territorial 
waters of any signatory Government shall, 
after the signature of this Protocol, so operate, 
and any such ships so operating shall be treated 
as land stations and remain moored in terri
torial waters in one position during the season 
and shall operate for not more than six months 
in any period of twelve months, such period of 
six months to be continuous. 

Article 4· 
To ArticleS of the Principal Agreement there 

shall be added the following : 
" Except that blue whales of not less 

than 6S feet, fin whales of not less than 
so feet and sperm whales of not less than 
30 feet in length may be taken for delivery 
to land stations provided that the meat 
of such whales is to be used for local con
sumption as human or animal food." 

Articles. 

To Article 7 of the Principal Agreement there 
shall be added the following : 

" Notwithstanding the above prohibi
tion of treatment during a close season, 
the treatment of whales which have been 
taken during the open season may be 
completed after the end of the open season.'' 

Article 6. 

In Article 8 of the Principal Agreement the 
word " baleen " shall be inserted after the word 
" treating ". 

No. 4575 

70° de longitude ouest et le I6oo de longitude 
ouest, pendant une periode de deux annees a 
dater du 8 decembre 1938. 

Article 3· 

I. Aucune usine flottante qui aura ete utili
see en vue de traiter des baleines a fanons au 
sud du 40° de latitude sud ne sera utilisee ail
leurs a cette fin, au COUTS d'une periode de 
douze mois a dater de la fin de la saison auto
risee, mentionnee a !'article 7 de !'Accord prin
cipal. 

2. Seules les usines flottantes qui auront 
ete utilisees au cours de l'annee 1937 dans les 
eaux territoriales d'un des gouvernements si
gnataires pourront etre ainsi employees apres 
la signature du present protocole, et tous les 
bateaux ainsi utilises seront consideres comme 
stations terrestres et resteront a l'ancre dans 
les eaux territoriales, a un poste fixe, au cours 
de la saison ; ils ne fonctionneront que pendant 
six mois au plus au cours de toute periode de 
douze mois, etant entendu que ladite periode 
de six mois devra etre continue. 

Article 4· 
L'article S de !'Accord principal comportera 

les dispositions additionnelles suivantes : 
<< Toutefois, les baleines bleues (blue wha

les) d'au moins 6s pieds, les baleines a na
geoires (fin whales) d'au moins so pieds 
et les cachalots {sperm whales) d'au moins 
30 pieds de longueur pourront etre captures 
et livres aux stations terrestres, pourvu que 
la chair en soit utilisee en vue de la con
sommation locale comme nourriture pour 
l'homme ou les animaux. >> 

Article s. 
L'article 7 de !'Accord principal comportera 

les dispositions additionnelles suivantes : 
<< Nonobstant !'interdiction ci-dessus de 

traiter des baleines au cours d'une saison 
interdite, le traitement des baleines qui 
auront ete capturees au cours de la saison 
autorisee pourra etre acheve apres la fin 
de ladite saison. » 

Article 6. 

A 1' article 8 de l' Accord principal, le mot (( a fa
nons » sera insere apres le mot << baleine >>. 
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Article 7· 
For the areas specified in (a), (b), (c) and (d) 

of Article 9 of the Principal Agreement there 
shall be substitutedthe following areas, viz. : 

(a) In the waters north of 66o North 
Latitude ; except that from r5o0 East 
Longitude eastwards as far as r40° West 
Longitude the taking or killing of whales 
by such ship or catcher shall be permitted 
between 66° North Latitude and 72o North 
Latitude; 

(b) In the Atlantic Ocean and its depen
dent waters north of 40° South Latitude ; 

(c) In the Pacific Ocean and its depen
dent waters east of r5o0 West Longitude 
between 40° South Latitude and 35o North 
Latitude; 

(d) In the Pacific Ocean and its depen
dent waters west of r5oo West Longitude 
between 40o South Latitude and zoo North 
Latitude; 

(e) In the Indian Ocean and its depen
dent waters north of 40° South Latitude. 

Article 8. 

For Article rz of the Principal Agreement 
there shall be substituted the following, viz. : 

The taking of whales for delivery to a 
factory ship shall be so regulated or re
stricted by the master or person in charge 
of the factory ship that no whale carcase 
shall remain in the sea for a longer period 
than 33 hours from the time of killing to 
the time when it is taken up on to the deck 
of the factory ship for treatment. 

Article 9· 
The present Protocol shall come into force 

provisionally on the first day of July, I938, 
to the extent to which the signatory Govern
ments are respectively able to enforce it. 

Article ro. 
(i) The present Protocol shall be ratified and 

the instruments of ratification shall be depo
sited with the Government of the United King
dom of Great Britain and Nortl1ern Ireland as 
soon as possible. 

(ii) It shall come into force definitively upon 
the deposit of the instruments of ratification 

Article 7· 
Les zones specifiees aux paragraphes a), b), c) 

et d) de !'article 9 de !'Accord principal seront 
remplacees par les zones suivantes : 

a) Dans les eaux au nord du 66o de lati
tude nord ; toutefois, a l'est du I500 de 
longitude est jusqu'au 140o de longitude 
ouest, il sera permis d'utiliser une usine 
flottante ou un navire baleinier en vue de 
capturer ou de tuer des baleines entre le 
66o et le 72o de latitude nord ; 

b) Dans !'ocean Atlantique et les eaux 
qui en dependent, au nord du 40° de lati
tude sud; 

c) Dans l'ocean Pacifique et les eaux qui 
en dependent, a l'est du I50° de longitude 
ouest, entre le 40° de latitude sud et le 35° 
de latitude nord ; 

d) Dans I' ocean Pacifique et les eaux qui 
en dependent, a l'ouest du I50° de longi
tude ouest, entre le 40° de latitude sud et 
le 20° de latitude nord ; 

e) Dans !'ocean Indien et les eaux qui 
en dependent, au nord du 40° de latitude 
sud. 

Article 8. 
L'article rz de !'Accord principal sera rem

place par le texte suivant.: 
La capture des baleines a livrer a une 

usine flottante sera reglementee ou res
treinte par le capitaine ou la personne res
ponsable de l'usine flottante, de maniere 
qu'aucune baleine morte ne reste en mer 
plus de 33 heures entre le moment oil elle 
aura ete tuee et le moment oil elle aura ete 
livree sur le pont de l'usine flottante, en 
vue d'y etre traitee. 

Article 9· 
Le present protocole entrera en vigueur, a 

titre provisoire, le rer juillet I938, dans la me
sure oit les gouvernements signataires pourront 
respectivement l'appliquer. 

Article IO. 

i) Le present protocole sera ratifie et les 
instruments de ratification seront deposes aus
sit6t que possible aupres du Gouvernement du 
Royaume-Uni de Grande-Bretagne et d'Irlande 
du Nord. 

ii) 11 entrera definitivement en vigueur lors
que les instruments de ratification auront ete 

N• 4575 
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by the Governments of the United Kingdom, 
Germany and Norway. 

(iii) For any other Government which is a 
Party to the Principal Agreement, the present 
Protocol shall come into force on the date of 
the deposit of its instrument of ratification or 
notification of accession. 

(iv) The Government of the United Kingdom 
will inform the other Governments of the date 
on which the Protocol comes into force and the 
date of any ratification or accession received 
subsequently. 

Article II. 

(i) The present Protocol shall be open to 
accession by any Government which has not 
signed it and which accedes to the Principal 
Agreement before the definitive entry into force 
of the Protocol. 

(ii) Accession shall be effected by means of 
a notification in writing addressed to the Go
vernment of the United Kingdom and shall 
take effect immediately after the date of its 
receipt. 

(iii) The Government of the United Kingdom 
will inform all the Governments which have 
signed or acceded to the present Protocol of 
all accessions received and the date of their 
receipt. 

Article 12. 

Any ratification of or accession to the Prin
cipal Agreement which may be deposited or 
notified after the date of definitive coming 
into force of the present Protocol shall be 
deemed to relate to the Principal Agreement 
as amended by the present Protocol. 

In witness whereof the undersigned, duly 
authorised thereto, have signed the present 
Protocol. 

Done in London the twenty-fourth day of 
June, 1938, in a single copy, which shall be 
deposited in the archives of the Government 
of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland, by whom certified copies shall 
be communicated to all the signatory Govern
ments. 

For the Government of the Union of South 
Africa: 

c. T. TE WATER. 

F. J. DU ToiT. 

No. 4575 

deposes par les Gouvernements du Royaume
Uni, de l'Allemagne et de la Norvege. 

iii) Pour tout autre gouvernement partie a 
!'Accord principal, le present protocole entrera 
en vigueur a la date du depot de !'instrument 
de ratification ou de la notification d'adhesion. 

iv) Le Gouvernement du Royaume-Uni fera 
connaitre aux autres gouvernements la date a 
laquelle le protocole entrera en vigueur et la 
date de toute ratification ou adhesion reryue 
ulterieurement. 

Article II. 

i) Le present protocole sera ouvert a !'adhesion 
de tout gouvernement qui ne !'aura pas signe 
et qui aura adhere a !'Accord principal avant 
!'entree en vigueur definitive du protocole. 

ii) L'adhesion sera effectuee par voie de 
notification ecrite, adressee au Gouvernement 
du Royaume-Uni, et prendra effet immediate
ment apres la date de reception. 

iii) Le Gouvernement du Royaume-Uni por
tera a la connaissance de tous les gouverne
ments qui auront signe le present protocole ou 
qui y auront adhere toute adhesion reryue ainsi 
que la date de sa reception. 

Article 12. 

Toute ratification de !'Accord principal ou 
adhesion audit accord qui aura ete deposee ou 
notifiee apres la date de !'entree en vigueur 
definitive du present protocole, sera conside
ree comme s'appliquant a !'Accord principal, 
amende par le present protocole. 

En foi de quoi, les soussignes, dument auto
rises, ont signe le present protocole. 

Fait a Londres, le 24 juin 1938, en un exem
plaire unique qui sera depose dans les archives 
du Gouvernement du Royaume-Uni de Grande
Bretagne et d'Irlande du Nord, qui en trans
mettra des copies certifiees conformes a tous 
les gouvernements contractants. 

Pour le Gouvernement de l'Union Sud-Afri
caine: 

C. T. TE WATER. 

F. J. DU TOIT. 
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For the Government of the United States of 
America: 

Herschel V. JoHNSON. 
Remington KELLOGG. 
Wilfrid N. DERBY. 

For the Government of the Argentine Republic 

Manuel E. MALBRAN. 
M. FINCATI. 

For the Government of the Commonwealth of 
Australia: 

Robert G. MENZIES. 

For the Government of Canada : 
Vincent MASSEY. 

For the Government of Eire : 
Sean O'FAOLAIN O'DuLCHAONTIGH. 
J.D. RusH. 

For the Government of Germany: 
Helmuth WOHLTAT. 

For the Government of the United Kingdom of 
Great Britain and Northern Ireland : 

Henry G. MAURICE. 
Geo. HoGARTH. 

For the Government of New Zealand: 

W. J. JORDAN. 

For the Government of Norway: 
Birger BERGERSEN. 

Pour le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis d'Ame-
rique: 

Herschel V. JoHNSON. 
Remington KELLOGG. 
Wilfrid N. DERBY. 

Pour le Gouvemement de la Republique 
Argentine: 

Manuel E. MALBRAN. 
M. FINCATI. 

Pour le Gouvernement du Commonwealth 
d'Australie : 

Robert G. MENZIES. 

Pour le Gouvemement du Canada : 
Vincent MASSEY. 

Pour le Gouvemement de l'Eire : 
Sean O'FAOLAIN O'DuLCHAONTIGH. 

J.D. RusH. 

Pour le Gouvernement de l'Allemagne : 
Helmuth WoHLTAT. 

Pour le Gouvemement du Royaume-Uni de 
Grande-Bretagne et d'Irlande du Nord : 

Henry G. MAURICE. 
Geo. HoGARTH. 

Pour le Gouvernement de la Nouvelle-Zelande: 

W. J. jORDAN. 

Pour le Gouvemement de la Norvege : 
Birger BERGERSEN. 

No 4575 
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4. Protocol amending the International Agreement for the Regulation of Whaling 
(entered into force 5 October 1945) UKTS 1946 61

WHALING/ 1 . 0(!)7 

Treaty Series No. 6 I (I 946) 

PROTOCOL 
ON THE INTERNATIONAL 

REGULA--fiON OF WHALING 

L ondon, 7th February, 1944 

Presented by the Secretary of State for Foreign .·!!fairs 
to Parliament by Com11wnd of His Majesty 

L O N D ON 
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PROTOCQL ON THE INTERNATIONAL REGULATION OF WHALING 

~--- ---·---- ··----. ,-

London, 7th Febnwry. 1944 

THE Governments of the Union of South Africa, t he t:nited States of 
America, the Commonwealth of Australia, t he United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Northern:Ireland; Canada, Eire, New Zealand and Norway, 

Being parties. or ' signatories to the International Agreement for the 
Regulation of Whaling signed at London on the 8th June, 1937(1) (hereinafter 
referred to as the Agreement of 1937), and to the Protocol signed at London 
on the 24th June 1938,(2) introducing certain amendments into the 
Agreement of 1937 l hereinafter referred to as the Protocol of 1938); and 

Desiring, in view of the fact that pelagic whaling operations in the area 
to which Article 7 of the 1937 Agreement applies have been interrupted 
for a considerable period by the existence of hostilities and in order to meet 
the present emergency without prejudicing the conservation of stocks of 
whales, to put into force by agreement such provisions as may be necessary 
with regard to pelagic whaling in this Grea when whaling operations are 
resumed there: 

H ave agreed as follows :-

ARTICLE 1 

(i . The period fixed by Article 7 of the Agreement of 1937, during which 
factory ships or a whale catcher attached thereto may be used for the 
purpose o£ taking or treating baleen whales, shall be extended £or the first 
season in which whaling operations are resumed in the area referred to in 
the said Article 7, so as to cover the period from the 24th November to the 
24th March, both dates inclusiYe. 

(ii) Each Government party to the present Protocol shall give notice to 
the Government of the United Kingdom \vhen wha.le factory ships registered 
under the law o£ any territory under its authority or otherwise under its 
jurisdiction engage in whaling operations in the area defined in Article 7 of 
the Agreement of 1937. The Government of the Fnited Kingdom will inform 
the other Governments party to the present Protocol of all notices received 
under this paragraph and shall itself similarly give notice to the other 
cont racting Governments if whale factory ships registered under the law of 
any territory under its authority or other>vise under its jurisdiction engage 
in wlwling operations in the said area. 

(iii) For the purposes of paragraph (iJ of this· article the first season in 
respect of which any notice has been given under paragraph (ii) above, shall 
be deemed to be the first season in ,,·hich whaling operations are resumed. 
This season is hereinafter referred to as " the first. season. " 

ARTICLE 2 

The provisions of Article 1 of the Protocol of 1938 relating to the taking 
of humpback whales in an:v waters south. of 40 degrees south latitude shall 
apply during the first seRson. 

(I) " Treaty Series No. 37 (L938)," Cmd. 5757. 
(2) "Treaty Series No. 18 (1939)," Cmd. 5993. 
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ARTICLE 3 

(i) During the first season, t he number of baleen whales caught in the 
area referred to in Article 7 of the 1937 Agreement shall not exceed 16,000 
blue whale units. 

(ii) For the purposes of p~1 ragraph (i) of this art icle, blue whale units 
shall be calculated on the basis that one blue whale equals-

(a) 2 fin whales, or 
(b) 2t humpback whales, or 
(c) 6 sei whales. 

(iii) The Government of t he United Kingdom shall consul t all t.he 
Governments who have given notice under Article 1 (ii) of this agreem~nt in 
order to arrange by co-operation and agreflment t he measures necessary to 
ensure that the total number of baleen whales caught during t he first season 
does not exceed t he number specified in paragraph (i) of th is article. 

A ltTlCLE 4 

In the absence of agreement. to the contrary none of the provision;; of the 
present. Protocol shall operate except in the first S·eason. 

ARTICLE 5 
The present Protocol shall be ratified and the instruments of ratification 

deposited as soon n,s possible with the Government of the llnit-ed Kingdom. 

A RTICLE 6 

(i) The present Protocol shall be open to accession on behalf of any 
Government which was a party to the 1937 Agreement and has not signed 
the present Protocol. 

(ii) Accession shall be effected by means of a notification addressed to 
the Government. of the United Kingdom. 

ARTICLE 7 

(i) The Govem ment of the United Kingdom shall inform the Govern
ments of t he United States of America, Canada, E ire, Mexico, New Zealand 
and Norway of all ratifications of this Protocol or accessions thereto. 

*(ii) The present Protocol shall come into force as soon as ratifications or 
accessions have been deposited on behalf o£ all Governments referred to in 
paragraph (i) of this article and of the Government of the United Kingdom . 

(iii) The ratification of or accession to the present Protocol by a Govern
ment which is a signatory but not a par ty to the Agreement of 1937 shall 
not become effective unt il such Government becomes a party to t hat 
agreement by ratification. 

In wit ness whereof the undersigned plenipotentiaries, being duly 
authorised to this effect by their respective Governments. have signed the 
present Protocol and affixed thereto t heir seals. 

Done at London this 7th day of F ebruary, 1944, in a single copy which 
shall remain deposited in the <1rchiYes of t he Government of the United 

• See" Treaty Se ries No. 44 (1946),'' Cmd. 6941. 
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Kingdom by whom certified copies will be transmitted to all the Governments 
referred to in Article 7 (i). 

~or the Government of the Union of South Afriea: 

(L.S.) 
(L.S.) 

DENEYS REITZ. 
A. P. VAN DER POST. 

For the Government of the l'nited States of America: 

(L.S.) LOYD V. STEERE. 

:B'or the Government of the Commonwealth of Australia: 

(L.S.) S. M. BRUCE. 

For t.he Government of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland: 

(L.S.) 
(L.S.) 

For the Government of Canada : 

(L.S.) 

For the Government of Eire: 

A. T. A. DOBSON. 
J. E. DE \YATTEVILLE. 

' 

YINCENT MASSEY. 

For the Government of New Zealand: 

(L.S.) 

For the Government of Norway : 

(L.S.) 

Signatory States. 

United Kingdom 
Canada 
Australia 
New Zealand 
South Africa, Union of 
Norway 
United States · ... 

Acceding States. 
Argentine R.epublic. 
Denmark 
Mexico 

W. J. JORDAN. 

BIRGER BERGERSEN. 

Da.te of Deposit of 
Ratification. 

28th June, 1944. 
24th August, 1944. 

8th March, 1945. 
18th March, 1946. 
31st March, 1944. 
lOth July, 1944. 

Date of Accession. 
18th June, 1946. 
lOth November, 1945. 
29th June, 1944. 
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5.  Protocol amending the International Agreement of 8 June 1937, and the Protocol 
of 24 June 1938, for the Regulation of Whaling (entered into force 3 March 1947)  
11 UNTS 43

No. 148 

UNION OF SOUTH AFRICA, 
AUSTRALIA, CANADA, 

DENMARK, FRANCE, etc. 

Protocol amending the International Agreement of 8 June 
1937, and the Protocol of 24 June 1938, for the regula· 
tion of whaling, signed at London, ou 26 November 
1945, and Supplementary Protocol regarding the entry 
into force of the Protocol of 26 November 194,5, signed 
at London, on 3 March 194 7 

English official text communicated by the Permanent United Kingdom Represen
tative to the United Nations. The registration took place on 26 November 
1947. 

UNION SUD-AFRICAINE, 
AUSTRALIE, CANADA, 

DANEMARK, FRANCE, etc. 

Protocole modifiant I' Accord international du 8 juin 1937 
et le Protocolc du 24 juin 1938 pour Ia reglementation 
de Ia chasse a Ia baleine, signe a Londres, le 26 novembre 
1945, et Protocole additionnel concernant !'entree en 
vigneur du Protocole du 26 novembre 1945, signe a 
Londres le 3 mars 194 7 

Texte officiel anglais communique par le representant permanent du Royaume
Uni aupres de !'Organisation des Nations Unies. £'enregistrement a eu 
lieu le 26 novembre 1947. 
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No. 148. PROTOCOL1 AMENDING THE INTERNATIONAL 
AGREEMENT OF 8 JUNE 1937, AND THE PROTOCOL OF 
24 JUNE 1938, FOR THE REGULATION OF WHALING. 
SIGNED AT LONDON, ON 26 NOVEMBER 1945 

PROTOCOL 

The Governments of the Union of South Africa, the Commonwealth of 
Australia, Canada, Denmark, France, Mexico, the Netherlands, New Zealand, 
Norway, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and the 
United States of America; 

Desiring, in view of the fact that pelagic whaling operations in the area 
defined by Article 7 of the International Agreement for the Regulation of 
Whaling, signed at London on the 8th June, 19372 (hereinafter referred to as 
the Principal Agreement), as amended by the Protocol signed at London on the 
24th June, 19383 (hereinafter referred to as the Protocol of 1938), have been 
interrupted for a considerable period by the war, and in order to meet the 
emergency produced by post-war conditions without prejudice to the conserva
tion of sfocks of whales, to put into force by agreement such provisions as may 
be neceSsary in regard to pelagic whaling for the season 1946/47; 

Have agreed as follows:-

Article 1 

Subject to the provisions of Article 3 of the present Protocol, the period 
fixed by Article 7 of the Principal Agreement, during which factory ships 
or whalecatchers attached thereto may be used for the purpose of taking or 
treating baleen whales, shall be extended for the season 1946/4 7 so as to cover 
the period from the 8th December to the 7th April inclusive. 

Article 2 

Each contracting Government shall give notice to the Government of the 
United Kingdom when factory ships registered under the law of any territory 

• Came into force on 3 March 1947, by signature of the Supplementary Protocol (see page 
52 of this volume). · · · 

• League of Nations, T reaty Series, Volume CXC, page 79. 
1 League of Nations, Treaty S eries, Volume CXCVI, page 131. 
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TRADUCTION - TRANSLATION 

No 148. PROTOCOLE1 MODIFIANT L'ACCORD INTERNA
TIONAL DU 8 JUIN 1937, ET LE PROTOCOLE DU 24 JUIN 
1938 POUR LA REGLEMENTATION DE LA CHASSE A LA 
BALEINE. SIGNE A LONDRES, LE 26 NOVEMBRE 1945 

PROTOGOLE 

Les Gouvemements de !'Union Sud-Africaine, du Commonwealth d'Aus
tralie, du Canada, du Danemark, de Ia France, du Mexique, des Pays-Bas, de Ia 
Nouvelle-Zelande, de Ia Norvege, du Royaume-Uni de Grande-Bretagne et 
d'Irlande du Nord et des Etats-Unis d'Amerique; 

Desireux, en raison de Ia tres longue interruption subie par les operations 
de chasse a Ia baleine en haute mer dans Ia zone definie a !'article 7 de I' Accord 
international pour Ia reglementation de Ia chasse a Ia baleine signe a Londres 
le 8 juin 19372 

{ ci-apres mentionne sous le nom d'Accord principal) modifie 
par le Protocole signe a Londres le 24 juin 19388 (ci-a pres mentionne sous le 
nom de Protocole de 1938) du fait de Ia guerre, et afin de faire face aux diffi
cultes resultant de Ia situation d'apres-guerre, sans porter prejudice a Ia conser
vation des especes de baleines, de mettre en vigueur par voie d'accord toutes 
dispositions necessaires relatives a Ia chasse a Ia baleine en haute mer durant Ia 
campagne 1946/47; 

Sont con venus de ce qui suit: 

Article premier 

Sous reserve des dispositions de !'article 3 du present protocole, Ia periode 
fixee par !'article 7 de !'Accord principal et durant laquelle l'usage d'usines 
flottantes ou de navires baleiniers rattaches a celles-ci est autorise en vue de cap
turer ou de traiter des baleines a fanons sera prolongee durant Ia campagne 
1946/47 de maniere a s'etendre du 8 (tecembre au 7 avril indus. 

Article 2 

Chacune des Parties contractantes avisera le Gouvemement du Royaume
Uni lorsque des usines flottantes immatriculees conformement a Ia legislation 

• Entre en vigueur le 3 mars 1947, par signature du Protocole additionnel (voir page 53 
de ce. volume). 

• Societe des Nations, Recueil des Traitis, volume CXC, page 79. 
• Societe des Nations, Recueil des Traitls, volume CXCVI, page 131. 
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under its authority or otherwise under its jurisdiction engage in whaling opera
tions in the area defined by Article 7 of the Principal Agreement. The Govern
ment. of the United Kingdom will inform the other contracting Governments 
of all notices received under this paragraph and shall itself similarly give notice 
to the other contracting Governments if factory ships registered under the law 
of any territory under its authority or otherwise under its jurisdiction engage 
in whaling operations in the said area. 

Article 3 

The prohibition contained in Article 1 of the Protocol of 1938 relating 
to the taking of hump back whales in any waters south of 40° south latitude 
shall apply during the season of 1946/47. 

Article 4 

(1) During the season of 1946/47 the number of baleen whales caught 
in the area defined by Article 7 of the Principal Agreement shall not exceed 
16,000 blue whale units. 

(2) For the purposes of paragraph 1 of this Article blue whale units shall 
be calculated on the basis that one blue whale equals-

(a) Two fin whales or 

(b) Two and a half hump back whales or 

(c) Six sei whales. 

· (3) Each contracting Government undertakes to ensure that the Inter
national Bureau for Whaling Statistics shall be provided, within two days after 
the end of each calendar week, with data on the number of blue whale units 
caught by each factory ship under the jurisdiction of the said Government in the 
area defined by Article 7 of the Principal Agreement. The Government of the 
United Kingdom shall consult from time to time with the International Bureau 
for Whaling Statistics and it should appear that the annual quota provided by 
paragraph ( 1 ) of this Article may be reached before the 7th April, the Inter
national Bureau for Whaling Statistics shall be requested to determine, on the 
basis of the data provided, the date on which the annual quota of blue whale 
units shall be deemed to have been reached and to notify each contracting 
Government of that date not less than two weeks in advance thereof. The taking 
of baleen whales shall be illegal after the date so determined. 

No. 148 
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d'un territoire quel qu'il soit, SOumis a son autorite OU relevant a un autre titre 
de sa juridiction, se livreront a des operations de chasse a 1a baleine dans 1a zone 
definie a !'article 7 de l'Accord principal. Le Gouvernement du Royaume-Uni 
communiquera aux autres Parties contractantes toutes 1es notifications qu'il 
recevra en vertu des dispositions du present paragraphe et i1 avisera de meme 
les autres Parties contractantes si des usines flottantes immatriculees conforme
memt a la lt~gislation d'un territoire quel qu'il soit, soumis a son autorite ou rele
vant a un autre titre de sa juridiction, se livrent a des operations de chasse a la 
baleine dans ladite zone. 

Article 3 

L'interdiction relative a la capture de baleines a bosse (hump back whales) 
dans toutes les eaux au sud du 40° degre de latitude sud, qui fait l'objet de 
!'article premier du protocole de 1938, s'appliquera durant la campagne 1946/47. 

Article 4 

1) Au cours de la campagne 1946/47, le nombre de baleines a fanons 
capturees dans 1a zone definie a !'article 7 de 1' Accord principal ne devra pas 
depasser 16.000 unites de baleines bleues. 

2) Aux fins du paragraphe 1 du present article, Ie nombre d'unites-baleines 
bleues sera calcule sur la base d'une equivalence d'u.ne baleine bleue et de: 

a) Deux baleines a nageoires (fin whales), ou . 

b) Deux baleines et demie a bosse (hump back whales), ou 

c) Six rorquals de Rudolf (sei whales). 

3) Chacune des Parties Contractantes s'engage a faire en sorte que soient 
fournies au Bureau international des statistiques baleinieres, dans un delai de 
deux jours apres la fin de chaque semaine, des indications sur le nombre d'unites
baleines bleues capturees par chacune des usines flottantes relevant de sal juri
diction, dans la zone definie a I' article 7 de 1' Accord principal. Le Gouvernement 
du Royaume-Uni se concertera periodiquement avec le Bureau international des 
statistiques baleinieres et, s'il apparaissait que le contingent annuel prevu 
au paragraphe 1 du present article puisse etre atteint avant le 7 avril, le Bureau 
international des statistiques baleinieres sera invite a fixer, sur la base des indica
tions qui lui auront ete fournies, la date a laquelle 1e contingent annuel 
exprime en unites-baleines bleues sera considere comme atteint et de faire con
naitre cette date a chacune des Parties contractantes deux semaines au moins 
avant ladite date. La capture de baleines a fanons sera illicite apres la date 
ainsi fixee. 

No 148 
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Article 5 

The provisions of Article 3, paragraph (2), of the Protocol of 1938, regard
ing the operation of factory ships as land stations in the territorial waters of any 
contracting Government, shall not apply during the period from 1st May, 1947, 
to 31st October, 1947, inclusive. 

Article 6 

( 1 ) In the present Protocol the following expressions shall have the mean
ings assigned to them in Article 18 of the Principal Agreement: "factory ship," 
"whalecatcher," "land station," "baleen whale," "blue whale," "hump back 
whale," "fin whale." 

( 2) Sei whale means, for the purposes of this Protocol, any whale known 
by the name of balaenoptera borealis, sei whale, Rudolphi's rorqual, pollack 
whale, or coalfish whale, and shall be taken to include Balaenoptera brydei, 
Bryde's whale. 

( 3) The expression "land station" shall, for the purposes. of Article 5 of 
the present Protocol, include a factory ship the movements and anchorage of 
which are confined to the territorial waters of any contracting Government. 

Article 7 

( 1 ) The present Protocol shall be ratified and the instruments of ratifica
tion deposited as soon as possible with the Government of the United Kingdom; 
and it shall be open to accession on behalf of any Government which is a party 
to the Principal Agreement and the Protocol of 19.38 and has not signed the 
present Protocol. 

( 2) Accession shall be effected by notification addressed to the Government 
of the United Kingdom. 

(3) The Government of the United Kingdom shall inform the Govern
ments which are parties or signatories to the present Protocol of all ratifications 
of this Protocol or accessions thereto. 

Article 8 

( 1) The present Protocol shall come into force in its entirety when all 
the Governments referred to in the Preamble hereof shall have deposited their 
instruments of ratification or given notification of accession. 

No. 148 
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Article 5 

Les dispositions du paragraphe 2 de !'article 3 du protocole de 1938 concer
nant !'utilisation des usines fiottantes comme stations terrestres dans les eaux terri
toriales de l'un quelconque des Etats contractants ne seront pas applicablcs 
durant la periode allant du 1er mai 1947 au 31 octobre 1947 indus. 

Article1 6 

1 ) Dans le present protocole, les expressions suivantes auront le sens qui leur 
est donne a !'article 18 de 1' Accord principal: "usine fiottante", "navire balei
nier"' "station terrestre"' "baleine a fanons"' "baleine bleue"' "baleine a bosse"' 
"baleine a nageoires". 

2) On en tend par rorqual de Rudolf ( sei whale), aux fins du present 
protocole, toute baleine connue sous le nom de balaenoptera borealis, de sei 
whale, de Rudolphi's rorqual, de pollack whale, ou de coalfish whale, y compris 
la baleine connue sous le nom de baleine de Bryde, balaenoptera brydei. 

3) Aux fins de I' article 5 du present protocole, I' expression "station ter
restre" s'appliquera egalement a une usine flottante dont les deplacements et le 
mouillage sont limites aux eaux territoriales de 1'une quelconque des Parties 
con tractantes. 

Article 7 

1 ) Le present protocole sera ratifie et les instruments de ratification seront 
deposes aussitot que possible aupres du Gouvernement du Royaume-Uni; il 
sera ouvert a !'adhesion de tout Etat partie a I' Accord principal et au protocole 
de 1938 qui n'a pas signe le present protocole. · 

2) L'adhesion sera effectuee par voie de notification adressee au Gouverne
ment du Royaume-Uni. 

3) Le Gouvernement du Royaume-Uni portera ala connaissance des Gou
vemements qui sont parties au present protocole ou qui l'ont signe, toutes les 
ratifications ou adhesions dont il aura fait l'objet. 

Article 8 

1) Le present protocole entrera en vigueur dans toutes ses dispositions 
lorsque tous les Gouvernements mentionnes dans son preambule auront depose 
leurs instruments de ratification ou notifie leur adhesion. 

N• 148 
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(2) The provisions of this Article and Articles 2, 3, 4, 6 (1), 6 (2) and 7 
of the present Protocol shall, when instruments of ratification have been deposited 
by at least three signatory Governments, becoming binding on those Govern
ments and shall become binding on each other Government which subsequently 
ratifies or accedes, on the date of the deposit of its instrument of ratification or 
notification of its accession.1 

( 3) The ratification of or accession to the present Protocol by a Govern
ment which is not a party to the Principal Agreement and the Protocol of 1938 
shall not become effective until such Government becomes a party to that 
Agreement and the Protocol of 1938. 

Article 9 

The present Protocol shall bear the date on which it is opened for signature 
and shall remain open for signature for a period of 14 days thereafter. 

IN WITNESS . WHEREOF the undersigned plenipotentiaries being duly 
authorised to this end by their respective Governments have signed the present 
Protocol. 

DoNE at London this 26th day of November, 1945, in a single copy which 
shall remain deposited in the archives of the Government of the United Kingdom, 
by whom certified copies will be transmitted to all the Governments referred 
to in the preamble. 

For the Government of the Union of South Africa: 
A. P. VAN DER PosT 

For the Government of the Commonwealth of 
Australia: 

J. S. DuNCAN 

1 The following Governments have deposited their instruments of ratification or accession: 

Signatory States 

United Kingdom ........ . ....... . . . ..... . . . ... . ........ . ... · . · . . · · · . 
Australia . . .... . ......... . . . ... . ....... . . . .............. . ..... . .. . .. . 
New Zealand .............. . . . ....... . ... . ........................... . 
Union of South Africa ... . . . ........... . .... . ... . ... . ... . . ... ...... . . 
Denmark . . ........ . ... . ... . . . ... . . . . . .... . ... . . . ... . .... . . . ....... . . 
France ...... . ....... . ... . . . ............ . ....... . . . ... . ....... . .... . . 
Norway . ...................... . . . ........ ... ....... . ....... .. .. . . . . . . 
United States ........ . . . ... . . . . . . . .. . .. .. ............. . .... . .. . .. .. . . 

Acceding State 
USSR 

No. 148 

Date of deposit of 
instrument of: 

ratification 
29 March 1946 
23 July 1946 

7 March 1946 
11 December 1946 
10 April 1946 
24 October 1946 
4 April 1946 

30 Augwt 1946 
accession 

25 November 1946 
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2) Les dispositions du present article et des articles 2, 3, 4, 6 ( 1 ) , 6 ( 2) et 7 
du present protocole seront, lorsque les instruments de ratification auront ete 
deposes par trois Etats signataires au mains, obligatoires pour ces Etats et elles 
deviendront obligatoires pour chacun des autres Etats qui, par Ia suite, ratifieront 
ledit protocole ou y adhereront, a Ia date du depot de leurs instruments de 
ratification ou de Ia notification de leur adhesion1

• 

3) La ratification du present protocole ou I' adhesion audit protocole par 
un Etat qui n'est pas partie a l'Accord principal et au protocole de 1938 ne 
produira ses effets que lorsque cet Etat deviendra partie audit Accord et audit 
protocole de 1938. 

Article 9 

Le present protocole portera Ia date a laquelle i1 est ouvert a Ia signature et 
il restera ouvert a cet effet pendant un delai de quatorze jours apres cette date. 

EN FOI DE QUOI, les plenipotentiaires soussignes, dilment autorises a cet effet 
par leurs Gouvemements respectifs, ont sigJUe le present protocole. 

FAIT a Londres, le 26 novembre 1945, eri un exemplaire unique, lequel 
restera depose dans les archives du Gouvernement du Royaume-Uni qui en 
communiquera des copies certifiees conformes a tous les Gouvemements me.n
tionnes dans Ie preambule. 

Pour 1e Gouvernement de l'Union Sud-Africaine: 
A. P. VAN DER PosT 

Pour le Gouvemement du Commonwealth d'Australie: 

J. S. DuNCAN 

1 Les Gouvernements suivants ont depose leurs instruments de ratification ou notifie leur 
adhesion: 

Etats signataires 

Royaume-Uni .... .. .. . ............ . .. . ... .. . . ... . .... . ...... . ..... . . . 
Australie .. . ... .... .. . . . ......... . .... .. ... .. . .. . . ........... .. ... .. . 
Nouvelle-Zelande ... . .. .... . ....................... .. ... .. . .... .. ... . . 
Union Sud-Africaine ...... ..... ......... . ... .. ..... .. . .. . . . . ......... . 
Danemark ........ . ... ... . ........ . ..... .. ... . . . ... . ................. . 
France ....... . ......... . . ...... .. . .. . ...... .. ... . . . .. . ..... . .... . .. . 
Norvege ..... .. . . . ....... . .. . . . .... . . . .. . ....... . . .. ... . .... .. ... . ... . 
Etats-Unis d'Amerique ... . .... . . .... . .. . . . . . . . ... . .. . . ..... . ... .. .... . 

Etat adh4rent 
URSS . . . . ..... .. . .... .. ...... . . .. . .... . . ..... ... . .... . . . .. . . . . ... .. . 

DattJ du d4p8t dtJs 
instruments: 
ratification 

29 mars 1946 
23 juillet 1946 

7 mars 1946 
11 decembre 1946 
10 avril 1946 
24 octobre 1946 
4 avril 1946 

30 aout 1946 
adhJsion 

25 novembre 1946 
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For the Government of Canada: 
Vincent MASSEY 

For the Government of Denmark: 
P. F. ERICHSEN 

For the Provisional Government of the French 
Republic: 

Noel HENRY 

For the Government of the United Mexican States: 
Alfonso DE RosENZWEIG DIAz 

For the Government of the Netherlands: 
E. TEIXEIRA DE MATTOS 

For the Government of New Zealand : 
R. M. CAMPBELL 

For the Government of Norway: 
Birger BERGERSEN 

For the Government of the United Kingdom of 
Great Britain and Northern Ireland: 

A. T. A. DoBSON 
J. E. DE WATTEVILLE 

For the Government of the United States of America : 
Remington KELLOGG 
Ira N. GABRIELSON 

SUPPLEMENTARY PROTOCOL SIGNED AT LONDON, ON 3 MARCH 
1947, REGARDING THE ENTRY INTO FORCE OF THE 
WHALING PROTOCOL OF 26 NOVEMBER 1945 

The Governments of the Union of South Africa, the Commonwealth of 
Australia, Canada, Denmark, France, New Zealand, Norway, the United 
Kingdom, 'the United States of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics, 
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Pour le Gouvernement du Canada: 
Vincent MASSEY 

Pour le Gouvernement du Danemark: 
P. F. ERICHSEN 

Pour le Gouvernement provisoire de Ia Republique 
fran~aise: 

Noel HENRY 

Pour le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis du Mexique: 
Alfonso DE RosENZWEIG DIAz 

Pour le Gouvernement des Pays-Bas: 
E. TEIXEIRA DE MATTOS 

Pour le Gouvernement de la Nouvelle-Zelande: 
R . M. CAMPBELL 

Pour le Gouvernement de la Norvege: 
Birger BERGERSEN 

Pour le Gouvernement du Royaume-Uni de Grande
Bretagne et d'Irlande du Nord: 

A. T. A. DoBsoN 
J. E. DE WATTEVILLE 

Pour le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis d'Amerique: 
Remington KELLOGG 
Ira N. GABRIELSON 

PROTOCOLE ADDITIONNEL SIGNE A LONDRES, LE 3 MARS 1947, 
CONCERNANT L'ENTREE EN VIGUEUR DU PROTOCOLE 
RELA TIF A LA CHASSE A LA BALEINE DU 26 NOVEMBRE 1945 

Les Gouvernements de !'Union Sud-Africaine, du Commonwealth d' Aus
tralie, du Canada, du Danemark, de la France, de la Nouvelle-Zelande, de la 
Norvege, du Royaume-Uni, des Etats-Unis d'Amerique et de !'Union des Repu
bliques socialistes sovietiques, 
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Having ratified or acceded to the Protocol signed in London on 26th Novem
ber, 19451 (hereinafter called "The Protocol"), amending the International 
Agreement for the Regulation of Whaling signed in London on 8th June, 1937,2 

as amended by the Protocols of 24th June, 1938,3 and 7th February, 19444
; 

Considering that it is provided under paragraph ( i) of Article VIII of the 
Protocol that the Protocol shall come into force in its entirety when all the 
Governments referred to in·.· the preamble of the Protocol shall have deposited 
their instruments of ratification or given notification of accession; 

Considering further that ratifications or accessions have been deposited on 
behalf of all the Governments referred to in the preamble of the Protocol with 
the exception of the Governments of Mexico and the Netherlands; and 

Desiring that the Protocol should be brought into force in its entirety without 
awaiting ratification by the Governments of Mexico and the Netherlands; 

Have decided to conclude a Supplementary Protocol for this purpose and 
have agreed as follows:-

Article I 

Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph (i) of Article VIII of the 
Protocol, the Protocol shall, on the signature of the present Supplementary 
Protocol, come into force with respect to Governments signing the present 
Supplementary Protocol immediately upon signature by them. 

Article II 

The present Supplementary Protocol shall bear the date on which it is 
opened for signature and shall remain open for signature for a period of 14 days 
thereafter. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the Undersigned, duly authorised by their respective 
Governments, have signed the present Supplementary Protocol, done in London 
this 3rd day of March, 1947, in a single copy, which shall be deposited in the 
archives of the Government of the United Kingdom and of which certified 
copies shall be transmitted to all the signatory Governments. 

• See page 44 of this volume. 
"League of Nations, Treaty Series, Volume CXC, page 79. 
"League of Nations, Treaty Series, Volume CXCVI, page 131. 
•Great Britain, Treaty Series No. 61 (1946), Cmd. 6990. 
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Ayant ratifie 1e protocole signe a Londres le 26 octobre 19451 ( ci-apr~ 
mentionne sous 1e nom de "protocole") modifiant }'accord international pour la 
reglementation de la Chasse ala baleine, signe a Londres le 8 juin 19372, modifie 
par les protocoles du 24 juin 19383 et du 7 fevrier 1944\ ou ayant adhere audit 
protocole. 

Considerant qu'il est prevu au paragraphe i) de l'article VIII dudit proto
cole qu'il entrera en vigueur dans toutes ses dispositions lorsque taus 1es Gouver
nements mentionnes dans le preambule dudit protocole auront depose leurs ins
truments de ratification ou notifie leur adhesion; 

Considerant en outre que des ratifications ou des adhesions ant ete deposees 
au nom de taus les Gouvemements mentionnes dans le preambule dudit proto
cole a !'exception des Gouvemements du Mexique et des Pays-Bas; et 

Desireux de mettre en vigueur ledit protocole dans toutes ses dispositions 
sans en attendre la ratification par les Gouvemements du Mexique et des Pays
Bas; 

Ont decide d'etablir a cet effet un protocole additionnel et sont convenus 
de ce qui suit: 

Article premier 

Nonobstant les dispositions du paragraphe i) de l'article VIII du protocole, 
ledit protocole entrera en vigueur au moment de la signature du present proto
cole additionnel, a l'egard des Gouvemements ayant signe ledit protocole addi
tionnel, et au moment meme de leur siguature. 

Article 2 

Le present protocole additionnel portera la date a 1aquelle il est ouvert 
ala siguature et il restera ouvert a cet effet pendant un delai de quatorze jours 
apres cette date. 

EN FOI DE QUOI, les soussignes, dument autorises par leurs Gouvernements 
respectifs, ont signe le present protocole additionnel, fait a Londres, le 3 mars 
194 7, en un exemplaire unique, lequel sera depose dans les archives du Gouverne
ment du Royaume-Uni et des copies certifiees conformes seront communiquees 
a tous les Gouvernements siguataires. 

1 Voir page 45 de ce volume. 
1 Societe des Nations, Recueil des Traitls, volume CXC, page 79. 
• Societe des Nations, Recueil des Traitls, volume CXCVI, page 131. 
• Great Britain, "Treaty Series" n° 61 (1946), Cmd. 6990. 
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For the Government of the Union of South Africa: 
Eugene K. SCALLAN 

For the Government of t:h£ Commonwealth of 
Australia: 

John A. BEASLEY 
Subject to approval 

For the Government of Canada: 
N. A. RoBERTSON 

For the Government of Denmark: 
E. REVENTLOW 

For the Government of France: 
Jean LERoy 

For the Government of New Zealand: 
W. J. JoRDAN 

For the Government of Norway: 
P. PREBENSEN 

For the Government of the United Kingdom: 
0. G. SARGENT 

For the Government of the United States of America: 
w. J. GALLMAN 

Subject to ratification 

For the Government of the Union of Soviet Socialist 
Republics: 

G. ZAROUBIN 
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Pour le Gouvernement de l'Union Sud-Africaine: 
Eugene K. SCALLAN 

Pour le Gouvernement du Commonwealth d'Australie: 

John A. BEASLEY 
Sous reserve d'approbation 

Pour le Gouvernement du Canada: 
N. A. ROBERTSON 

Pour Ie Gouvernement du Danemark: 
E. REVENTLOW 

Pour le Gouvernement de la France: 
Jean LERoY 

Pour le Gouvernement de la Nouvelle-Zelande: 
W. J. JORDAN 

Pour le Gouvernement de la Norvege: 
P. PREBENSEN 

Pour le Gouvernement du Royaume-Uni: 
0. G. SARGENT 

Pour le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis d'Amerique: 
W. J. GALLMAN 

Sous reserve de ratification 

Pour le Gouvernement de l'Union des Republiques 
socialistes sovietiques: 

G. ZAROUBIN 
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6. The International Convention for the Regulation of Whaling (entered into force 
10 November 1948) 161 UNTS 72, amended by Protocol of 19 November 1956, 338 
UNTS 366

No. 2124 

ARGENTINA, AUSTRALIA, 
BRAZIL, CANADA, CIHLE, ete. 

International Convention for the Regulation of Whaling 
(with annexed schedule). Signed at Washington, on 
2 December 1946 

Amendments to paragraphs 6, 7 (a) and 10 of the schedule 
to the above-mentioned Convention. Adopted at the 
first meeting of the International Whaling Commission, 
held in London, 30 May-7 Jnne 1949 

Amendment to paragraph 17 of the schedule to the above· 
mentioned Convention. Adopted at the first meeting 
of the International Whaling Commission, held in 
London, 30 May•7 June 1949 

Amendments to paragraphs 6, 8 (c), 8 (d) and 8 (e) ·of the 
schedule to the above-mentioned Convention. Adopted 
at the second meeting of the International Whaling 
Commission, held at Oslo in Jnly 1950 

Official texts: English. 

Registered by the United States of America on 4 March 1953. 
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ARGENTINE, AUSTRALIE, 
BRESIL, CANADA, CIDLI, etc. 

Convention internationale pour Ia rcglementation de Ia 
ehasse a Ia baleine (avec annexe). Signee a Washington, 
le 2 decemhre 1946 

Modifications aux paragraphes 6, 7, a, et 10 de l'annexe a 
Ia Convention susmentionnec. Adoptees a Ia premiere 
reunion de Ia Commission internationale de Ia ehasse 
a Ia baleine, qui s'est tenue a Londres du 30 mai au 
7 juin 1949 

Modification au paragraphe 17 de l'annexe a Ia Convention 
susmentionnee. Adoptee a Ia premiere reunion de Ia 
Commission internationale de Ia chasse a Ia baleine, 
qui s'est tenue a Londres du 30 mai au 7 juin 1949 

Modifications aux paragraphes 6, 8, c, 8, d, et 8, e, de l'annexe 
a Ia Convention susmentionnee. Adoptees a Ia deuxieme 
reunion de Ia Commission internationale de Ia ehasse 
a Ia baleine, qui s'est tenue a Oslo au mois de juillet 1950 

Textes officiels anglais. 

Enregistrees par les Etats-Unis d'Amerique le 4 mars 1953. 
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No. 2124. INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION1 FOR THE 
REGULATION OF WHALING. SIGNED AT WASHING
TON, ON 2 DECEMBER 1946 

The Governments whose duly authorized representatives have subscribed 
hereto, 

Recognizing the interest of the nations of the world in safeguarding for 
future generations the great natural resources represented by the whale stocks; 

Considering that the history of whaling has seen overfishing of one area 
after another and of one species of whale after another to such a degree that it 
is essential to protect all species of whales from further overfishing; 

Recognizing that the whale stocks are susceptible of natural increases if 
whaling is properly regulated, and that increases in the size of whale stocks 
will permit increases in the numbers of whales which may be captured without 
endangering these natural resources; 

· Recognizing that it is in the common interest to achieve the optimum 
level of whale stocks as rapidly as possible without causing wide-spread economic 
and nutritional distress; 

Recognizing that in the course of achieving these objectives, whaling 
operations should be confined to those species best able to sustain exploitation 
in order to give an interval for recovery to certain species of whales now depleted 
in numbers; 

Desiring to establish a system of international regulation for the whale 
fisheries to ensure proper and effective conservation and development of whale 

1 In accordance with article X, the Convention came into force on 10 November 1948 in 
respect of the following States on behalf of wbicb the instruments of ratification or notifications 
of adherence (a) were received by the Government of the United States of America on tbe dates 
indicated : 
Iceland . . . . . . 10 March 1947 (a) 
Australia . . . . . 1 December 1947 
United Kingdom of 

Great Britain and 
Northern Ireland .. 17 June 

UnitedStatesofAmerica 18 July 
1947 
1947 

Norway . . . . . . . 3 March 
Union of South Africa. 5 May 
Union of Soviet Socialist 

1948 
1948 

Republics . . . . . 11 September 1948 
Panama . . . . ... 30 September1948 (a) 
Netherlands ..... 10 November1948 

It subsequently came into force on the dates indicated in respect of the following States upon 
the receipt by the Government of the United States of America of the respective instrument of 
ratification or notification of adherence (a) : 
France. 3 December 1948 
Sweden 28 January 1949 (a) 
Canada 25 February 1949 
Mexico 30 June 1949 (a) 

New Zealand . 
Brazil 
Denmark 
Japan 

2 August 
9 May 

23 May 
21 April 

1949 
1950 
1950 
1951 (a) 
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(TRADUCTION - TRANSLATION] 

N° 2124. CONVENTION1 INTERNATIONALE POUR LA RE
GLEMENTATION DE LA CHASSE A LA BALEINE. 
SIGNEE A WASHINGTON, LE 2 DECEMBRE 1946 

Les Gouvernements dont les representants dument autorises ont signe Ia 
presente Convention, 

Reconnaissant que les nations du monde ont interet a sauvegarder, au 
profit des generations futures, les grandes ressources naturelles representees 
par I' espece baleiniere; 

Considerant que, depuis son debut, Ia chasse a Ia baleine a donne lieu a 
!'exploitation excessive d'une zone apres !'autre et a Ia destruction immoderee 
d'une espece apres !'autre, au point ou il est essentiel de proteger toutes les 
especes de baleines contre Ia prolongation d'abus de cette nature ; 

Reconnaissant qu'une reglementation appropriee de Ia chasse a Ia baleine 
serait de nature a assurer un accroissement nature( des peuplements baleiniers, 
ce qui permettrait d'augmenter le nombre des baleines pouvant ~tre capturees 
sans compromettre ces ressources naturelles; 

Reconnaissant qu'il est dans ('interet general de faire en sorte que les 
peuplements baleiniers atteignent leur niveau optimum aussi rapidement que 
possible, sans provoquer une penurie plus ou moins generalisee sur les plans 
economique et alimentaire; 

Reconnaissant que, pour atteindre ces objectifs, il faut limiter les operations 
de chasse aux especes qui sont le mieux a meme de supporter une exploitation, 
de maniere a donner a certains peuplements baleiniers actuellement insuffisants 
le temps de se reconstituer; 
. Desirant instituer un systeme de reglementation internationale de Ia chasse 

a Ia baleine qui soit de nature a assurer d'une maniere appropriee et efficace 

1 Conformement a !'article X, Ia Convention est entree en vigueur le 10 novembre 1948 a 
l'egard des Etats enumcres ci-apres au nom desquels des instruments de ratification ou des 
notifications d'adhesion (a) ont cte re~us par Ie Gouvemement des Etats-Unis d'Amerique au:x: 
dates indiquees ci-dessous : 
Islande . . . ..•. 10 mars 1947 (a) Norvege . . . . • . . 3 mars 

Union Sud-Afr icaine . 5 mai 
Union des Republiques 

1948 
1948 Australie . . . . . . 1•• decembre 194 7 

Royaume-Uni de Gran-
de-Bretagne et d'lr-
lande du Nord . . . 17 juin 

Etats-Unis d'Amerique. 18 juillet 
1947 
1947 

socialistes sovietiques 11 septembre 1948 
Panama . . . . . . . 30 septembre 1948 (a) 
Pays-Bas . . . . .. 10 novembre 1948 

La Convention est entree ulterieurement en vigueur aux dates indiquees ci-dessous a l'egard 
des Etats enumeres ci-apres, lorsque 1e Gouvernement des Etats-Unis d 'Amerique a eu re~u 
leurs instruments de ratification ou leurs notifications d'adhesion (a) suivant Ie cas : 
France. . 3 decembre 1948 Nouvelle-Zelande . 2 ao(lt 
Suede . 28 janvier 1949 (a) Bresil . . 9 mai 
Canada . 25 fevrie r 1949 Danemark 23 mai 
Mexique 30 juin 1949 (a) Japon 21 avril 

1949 
1950 
1950 
1951 (a) 
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stocks on the basis of the principles embodied in the provisions of the Inter
national Agreement for the Regulation of Whaling signed in London on 
June 8, 19371 and the protocols to that Agreement signed in London on June 24;. 
19382 and November 26, 1945;3 and 

Having decided to conclude a convention to provide for the proper con
servation of whale stocks and thus make possible the orderly development of 
the whaling industry; 

Have agreed as follows : 

Article I 

1. This Convention includes the Schedule attached thereto which forms 
an integral part thereof. All references to " Convention " shall be understood 
as including the said Schedule either in its present terms or as amended in 
accordance with the provisions of Article V. 

2. This Convention applies to factory ships, land stations, and whale 
catchers under the jurisdiction of the Contracting Governments, and tr. all 
waters in which whaling is prosecuted by such factory ships, land stations, and 
whale catchers. 

Article II 

As used in this Convention 

1. " factory ship " means a ship in which or on which whales are treated 
whether wholly or in part; 

2. " land station " means a factory on the land at which whales are treated 
whether wholly or in part; 

3. " whale catcher " means a ship used for the purpose of hunting, taking, 
towing, holding on to, or scouting for whales; 

4. " Contracting Government " means any Government which has 
deposited an instrument of ratification or has given notice of adherence to this 
Convention. 

Article III 

1. The Contracting Governments agree to establish an International 
Whaling Commission, hereinafter referred to as the Commission, to be composed 

1 League of Nations, Treaty Series, Vol. CXC, p. 79; United Nations, Treaty Series, Vol. 32, 
p. 404, and Vol. 91, p. 388. 

• League of Nations, Treaty Series, Vol. CXCVl, p. 131; United Nations, Trtaty Series, 
Vol. 32, p. 405, and Vol. 92, p. 435. 

s United Nations, Treaty Series, Vol. 11, p. 43, and Vol. 32, p. 396. 
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Ia conservation et l'accroissement des peuplements baleiniers, sur Ia base des 
principes incorpores dans les dispositions de !'Accord international pour Ia 
reglementation de la chasse a la baleine, signe a Londres le 8 juin 19371, et des 
protocoles audit Accord, signes a Londres le 24 juin 19382 et le 26 novembre 
19453, et 

Ayant decide de conclure une convention destinee a assurer la conservation 
appropriee des peuplements baleiniers et voulant ainsi donner a l'industrie 
baleiniere la possibilite de se developper d'une maniere methodique, 

Sont convenus des dispositions suivantes: 

Article premier 

1. La presente Convention comprend l'annexe JOlnte, qui en fait partie 
integrante. Toutes mentions de Ia « Convention » viseront egalement ladite 
annexe, soit dans sa version actuelle, soit telle qu'elle pourra etre modifiee con
formement aux dispositions de !'article V. 

2. La presente Convention s'applique aux usines flottantes, aux stations 
terrestres et aux navires baleiniers Soumis a la juridiction des Gouvernements 
contractants, ainsi qu'a toutes les eaux dans lesquelles ces usines flottantes, 
stations terrestres et navires baleiniers se livrent a leur industrie. 

Article II 

Aux fins de la presente Convention : 

l. Par « usine flottante », on entend un navire a bord duquel les baleines 
sont traitees en tout ou en partie. 

2. Par « station terrestre », on entend une usine sur Ia terre ferme ou les 
baleines sont traitees en tout ou en partie. 

3. Par<< navire baleinier », on entend un navire utilise pour chasser, capturer, 
remorquer, poursuivre ou reperer des baleines. 

4. Par << Gouvernement contractant », on entend tout gouvernement qui a 
depose un instrument de ratification ou notifie son adhesion a la presente Con
vention. 

Article III 

1. Les Gouvernements contractants sont convenus de creer une Commission 
internationale de la chasse a la baleine, ci-apres denommee « la Commission >J, 

1 Societe des Nations, Recueil des Traites, vol. CXC, p . 79; Nations Unies, Recueil des Traites, 
vol. 32, p. 404, et vol. 91, p. 388. 

2 Societe des Nations, Recueil des Traites, vol. CXCVI, p. 131; Nations Unies, Recueil des 
Traith, vol. 32, p . 405, et vol. 92, p. 435. 

8 Nations Unies, Recueil des Traitts, vol. 11, p . 43, et vol. 32, p . 396. 
No 2124 
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of one member from each Contracting Government. Each member shall have 
one vote and may be accompanied by one or more experts and advisers. 

2. The Commission shall elect from its own members a Chairman and 
Vice Chairman and shall determine its own Rules of Procedure. Decisions of 
the Commission shall be taken by a simple majority of those members voting 
except that a three-fourths majority of those members voting shall be required 
for action in pursuance of Article V. The Rules of Procedure may provide 
for decisions otherwise than at meetings of the Commission. 

3. The Commission may appoint its own Secretary and staff. 

4. The Commission may set up, from among its own members and experts 
or advisers, such committees as it considers desirable to perform such functions 
as it may authorize. 

5. The expenses of each member of the Commission and of his experts and 
advisers shall be determined and paid by his own Government. 

6 . Recognizing that specialized agencies related to the United Nations 
will be concerned with the conservation and development of whale fisheries 
and the products arising therefrom and desiring to avoid duplication of functions, 
the Contracting Governments will consult among themselves within two years 
after the coming into force of this Convention to decide whether the Commission 
shall be brought within the framework of a specialized agency related to the 
United Nations. 

7. In the meantime the Government of the United Kingdom of Great 
Britain and Northern Ireland shall arrange, in consultation with the other 
Contracting Governments, to convene the first meeting of the Commission, 
and shall initiate the consultation referred to in paragraph 6 above. 

8. Subsequent meetings of the Commission shall be convened as the 
Commission may determine. 

Article IV 

l. The Commission may either in collaboration with or through inde
pendent agencies of the Contracting Governments or other public or private 
agencies, establishments, or organizations, or independently 

(a) encourage, recommend, or if necessary, organize studies and investigations 
relating to whales and whaling; 

N o. 2124 
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qui sera composee de membres designes par les Gouvernements contractants, 
a raison d'un membre par Gouvernement. Chaque membre disposera d'une 
voix:; il pourra se faire accompagner d'un ou de plusieurs experts ou conseillers. 

2. La Commission elira dans son sein un President et un Vice-President 
et elle elaborera son propre reglement interieur. Elle prendra ses decisions a 
la majorite simple des membres votants ; toutefois, une majorite des trois quarts 
des membres votants sera requise pour les decisions prises en vertu de I' article V. 
Le reglement interieur pourra disposer que les decisions pourront etre prises 
autrement qu'au cours des seances de la Commission. 

3. La Commission pourra designer son secretaire et son personnel. 

4 . La Commission pourra creer, en faisant appel a ses propres membres, 
experts et conseillers, les comites qu' elle jugera utiles pour remplir les fonctions 
qu'elle pourra conferer. 

5. Chaque Gouvemement determinera et prendra a sa charge les frais de 
son representant a la Commission, ainsi que ceux: des experts ou conseillers 
qui l'accompagneront. 

6. Constatant que certaines institutions specialisees rattachees a !'Organisa
tion des Nations Unies s'interessent au maintien et au developpement de l'in
dustrie baleiniere, ainsi qu'aux produits de celle-ci, et souhaitant eviter que les 
activites en Ia matiere ne fassent double emploi, les Gouvernements contractants 
se consulteront dans un delai de deux: ans a compter de l'entree en vigueur de 
la presente Convention, afin de decider s' il convient ou non d'integrer la Com
mission dans le cadre d'une institution specialisee rattachee a !'Organisation 
des Nations U nies. 

7. En attendant, le Gouvernement du Royaume-Uni de Grande-Bretagne 
et d'lrlande du Nord, agissant de concert avec les autres Gouvernements 
contractants, prendra les dispositions necessaires pour reunir une premiere 
fois Ia Commission et il fera proceder aux consultations visees au paragraphe 6 
qui precede. 

8. Pour les seances suivantes, Ia Commission fixera elle-meme son mode 
de convocation. 

Article IV 

1. La Commission, agissant soit de concert avec des organismes autonomes 
des Gouvernements contractants ou d'autres organismes, institutions ou etablisse
ments publics ou prives, ou par leur intermediaire, soit independamment, sera 
habilitee a : 
a} Encourager, recommander et, en cas de besoin, organiser des etudes et des 

enquetes sur les baleines et la chasse a la baleine; 
N • 2124 
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(b) collect and analyze statistical information concerning the current condition 
and trend of the whale stocks and the effects of whaling activities thereon; 

(c) study, appraise, and disseminate information concerning methods of main
taining and increasing the populations of whale stocks. 

2. The Commission shall arrange for the publication of reports of its 
activities, and it may publish independently or in collaboration with the Inter
national Bureau for Whaling Statistics at Sandefjord in Norway and other 
organizations and agencies such reports as it deems appropriate, as well as 
statistical, scientific, and other pertinent information relating to whales and 
whaling. 

Article V 

1. The Commission may amend from time to time the provisions of the 
Schedule by adopting regulations with respect to the conservation and utilization 
of whale resources, fixing (a) protected and unprotected species; (b) open and 
closed seasons; (c) open and closed waters, including the designation of sanctuary 
areas; (d) size limits for each species; (e) time, methods, and intensity of whaling 
(including the maximum catch of whales to be taken in any one season); (f) types 
and specifications of gear and apparatus and appliances which may be used; 
(g) methods of measurement; and (h) catch returns and other statistical and 
biological records. 

2. These amendments of the Schedule (a) shall be such as are necessary 
to carry out the objectives and purposes of this Convention and to provide 
for the conservation, development, and optimum utilization of the whale 
resources; (b) shall be based on scientific findings; (c) shall not involve restrictions 
on the number or nationality of factory ships or land stations, nor allocate 
specific quotas to any factory ship or land station or to any group of factory 
ships or land stations; and (d) shall take into consideration the interests of the 
consumers of whale products and the whaling industry. 

3. Each of such amendments shall become effective with respect to the 
Contracting Governments ninety days following notification of the amendment 
by the Commission to each of the Contracting Governments, except that (a) if 
any Government presents to the Commission objection to any amendment 
prior to the expiration of this ninety-day period, the amendment shall not 
become effective with respect to any of the Governments for an additional 
ninety days; (b) thereupon, any other Contracting Government may present 
objection to the amendment at any time prior to the expiration of the additional 
ninety-day period, or before the expiration of thirty days from the date of 
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b) Rassembler et analyser des renseignements statistiques sur Ia situation 
actuelle et ('evolution des peuplements baleiniers, ainsi que sur les reper
cussions des operations de chasse sur ces peuplements; 

c) :Etudier, evaluer et diffuser des renseignements sur Ies methodes a utiliser 
pour preserver et reconstituer les peuplements baleiniers. 

2. La Commission prendra les dispositions voulues pour publier des rapports 
d'activite; elle pourra egalement publier, soit independamment, soit en collabo
ration avec le Bureau international des statistiques baleinieres a Sandefjord, 
en Norvege, ou d'autres organismes ou services, tous autres rapports qu'elle 
jugera necessaires, ainsi que des renseignements statistiques et scientifiques ou 
d'autres renseignements pertinents sur les baleines et Ia chasse ala baleine. 

Article V 

1. La Commission pourra modifier de temps a autre les dispositions de 
l'annexe en adoptant, au sujet de la conservation et de ('utilisation des ressources 
baleinieres, des reglements concernant: a) les especes protegees et non pro~ 
tegees; b) les saisons autorisees et interdites; c) les eaux ouvertes ou fermees 
a la chasse, y compris la delimitation des zones de refuge; d) les tailles minimums 
pour chaque espece; e) l'epoque, les methodes et l'intensite des operations de 
chasse (y compris le nombre maximum de prises autorisees pendant une saison 
donnee); f) les types et caracteristiques des engins, appareils et instruments 
pouvant etre utilises; g) les procedes de mensuration, et h) l'etablissement des 
releves de prises et autres documents de caractere statistique ou biologique. 

2. Ces modifications de l'annexe devront: a) s'inspirer de Ia necessite 
d'atteindre les objectifs et les buts de la Convention et d'assurer la conservation, 
le developpement et !'utilisation optimum des ressources baleinieres; b) se 
fonder sur des donnees scientifiques; c) n'instituer aucune restriction en ce qui 
concerne le nombre ou la nationalite des usines flottantes et des stations terrestres, 
ni allouer des contingents determines a une usine flottante ou a une station 
terrestre ou a un groupe d'usines flottantes ou de stations terrestres, et d) tenir 
compte des interets des consommateurs de produits tires de Ia baleine et des 
interets de l'industrie baleiniere. 

3. Une modification de cette nature entrera en vigueur a l'egard des 
Gouvernements contractants quatre-vingt-dix jours apres Ia date a laquelle Ia 
Commission !'aura notifiee a chacun des Gouvernements contractants; toute
fois, a) si l'un des Gouvernements presente a Ia Commission une objection contre 
cette modification avant 1' expiration de ce delai de quatre-vingt-dix jours, son 
entree en vigueur a l'egard des Gouvernements contractants sera suspendue 
pendant un nouveau delai de quatre-vingt-dix jours, et b) n'importe quel autre 
Gouvernement contractant pourra alors presenter une objection contre la 
modification, a tout moment avant ('expiration de ce nouveau delai de quatre-
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receipt of the last objection received during such additional ninety-day period, 
whichever date shall be the later; and (c) thereafter, the amendment shall become 
effective with respect to all Contracting Governments which have not presented 
objection but shall not become effective with respect to any Government which 
has so objected until such date as the objection is withdrawn. The Commission 
shall notify each Contracting Government immediately upon receipt of each 
objection and withdrawal and each Contracting Government shall acknowledge 
receipt of all notifications of amendments, objections, and withdrawals. 

4. No amendments shall become effective before July 1, 1949. 

Article VI 

The Commission may from time to time make recommendations to any or 
all Contracting Governments on any matters which relate to whales or whaling 
and to the objectives and purposes of this Convention. 

Article VII 

The Contracting Governments shall ensure prompt transmtsston to the 
International Bureau for Whaling Statistics at Sandefjord in Norway, or to such 
other body as the Commission may designate, of notifications and statistical 
and other information required by this Convention in such form and manner 
as may be prescribed by the Commission. 

Article VIII 

1. Notwithstanding anything contained in this Convention, any Con
tracting Government may grant to any of its nationals a special permit authorizing 
that national to kill, take, and treat whales for purposes of scientific research 
subject to such restrictions as to number and subject to such other conditions 
as the Contracting Government thinks fit, and the killing, taking, and treating 
of whales in accordance with the provisions of this Article shall be exempt 
from the operation of this Convention. Each Contracting Government shall 
report at once to the Commission all such authorizations which it has granted. 
Each Contracting Government may at any time revoke any such special permit 
which it has granted. 

2. Any whales taken under these special permits shall so far as practicable 
be processed and the proceeds shall be dealt with in accordance with directions 
issued by the Government by which the permit was granted. 
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vingt-dix jours ou, si cette eventualite doit se produire plus tard, avant !'expira
tion d 'un delai de trente jours a compter de la date de la reception de la derniere 
objection parvenue au cours de ce delai supplementaire de quatre-vingt-dix 
jours, apres quoi c) la modification entrera en vigueur a l'egard de tous les 
Gouvernements contractants qui n'auront pas souleve d'objection, cependant 
qu'a l'egard d'un Gouvernement qui aura presente une objection, elle n'entrera 
en vigueur que lorsque celle-ci aura ete retiree. La Commission devra notifier 
toutes les objections et tous les retraits d'objections a chaque Gouvernement 
contractant, des leur reception, et chaque Gouvernement contractant sera tenu 
d'accuser reception de toutes les notifications relatives a des modifications, des 
objections ou des retraits d' objections. 

4. Aucune modification ne pourra entrer en vigueur avant le 1 er juillet 1949. 

Article VI 

La Commission pourra formuler de temps a autre, a l'intention de l'un 
quelconque ou de tous les Gouvernements contractants, des recommandations 
a propos de questions ayant trait, soit aux baleines et a la chasse a Ia baleine, 
soit aux objectifs et aux buts de Ia presente Convention. 

Article VII 

Les Gouvernements contractants devront veiller a ce que les notifications 
et les renseignements statistiques ou autres requis par Ia presente Convention 
soient transmis sans delai au Bureau international des statistiques baleinieres a 
Sandefjord, en Norvege, ou a tout autre organisme que Ia Commission pourra 
designer, et ce en la forme et de la maniere que Ia Commission pourra fixer. 

Article VIII 

1. Nonobstant toute disposition contraire de la presente Convention, 
chaque Gouvernement contractant pourra accorder a ses ressortissants un permis 
special autorisant !'interesse a tuer, capturer et traiter des baleines en vue de 
recherches scientifiques, ladite autorisation pouvant etre subordonnee aux: 
restrictions, en ce qui concerne le nombre, et a telles autres conditions que le 
Gouvemement contractant jugera opportunes; dans ce cas, les baleines pourront 
etre tuees, capturees ou traitees sans qu'il y ait lieu de se conformer aux disposi
tions de la presente Convention. Chaque Gouvernement contractant devra 
porter immediatement a Ia connaissance de Ia Commission toutes les autorisations 
de cette nature qu'il aura accordees. Un Gouvernement contractant pourra 
annuler a tout moment un permis special par lui accorde. 

2. Dans toute la mesure du possible, les baleines capturees en vertu de 
ces permis speciaux devront etre traitees conformement aux: directives formulees 
par le Gouvernement qui aura delivre le permis, lesquelles s'appliqueront 
egalement a !'utilisation des produits obtenus. 
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3. Each Contracting Government shall transmit to such body as may be 
designated by the Commission, in so far as practicable, and at intervals of not 
more than one year, scientific information available to that Government with 
respect to whales and whaling, including the results of research conducted 
pursuant to paragraph 1 of this Article and to Article IV. 

4. Recognizing that continuous colle'ction and analysis of biological data 
in connection with the operations of factory ships and land stations are indis
pensable to sound and constructive management of the whale fisheries, the Con
tracting Governments will take all practicable measures to obtain such data. 

Article IX 

1. Each Contracting Government shall take appropriate measures to 
ensure the application of the provisions of this Convention and the punishment 
of infractions against the said provisions in operations carried out by persons 
or by vessels under its jurisdiction. 

2. No bonus or other remuneration calculated with relation to the results 
of their work shall be paid to the gunners and crews of whale catchers in respect 
of any whales the taking of which is forbidden by this Convention. 

3. Prosecution for infractions against or contraventions of this Conven
tion shall be instituted by the Government having jurisdiction over the offense. 

4. Each Contracting Government shall transmit to the Commission full 
details of each infraction of the provisions of this Convention by persons or 
vessels under the jurisdiction of that Government as reported by its inspectors. 
This information shall include a statement of measures taken for dealing with 
the infraction and of penalties imposed. 

Article X 

1. This Convention shall be ratified and the instruments of ratification 
shall be deposited with the Government of the United States of America. 

2. Any Government which has not signed this Convention may adhere 
thereto after it enters into force by a notification in writing to the Government 
of the United States of America. 

3. The Government of the United States of America shall inform all 
other signatory Governments and all adhering Governments of all ratifications 
deposited and adherences received. 
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3. Dans toute Ia mesure du possible, chaque Gouvernement contractant 
devra transmettre a l'organisme que Ia Commission pourra designer a cet effet, 
a des intervalles d'un an au maximum, les renseignements de caractere scienti
fique dont il disposera sur les baleines et la chasse a Ia baleine, y compris les 
resultats des recherches effectuees en application du paragraphe 1 du present 
article et de !'article IV. 

4. Reconnaissant qu'il est indispensable, pour assurer une gestion saine et 
profitable de l'industrie baleiniere, de rassembler et d'analyser constamment les 
renseignements biologiques recueillis a !'occasion des operations des usines 
flottantes et des stations terrestres, les Gouvernements contractants prendront 
toutes les mesures en leur pouvoir pour se procurer ces renseignements. 

Article IX 

1. Chaque Gouvernement contractant prendra toutes mesures utiles en vue 
d'assurer !'application des dispositions de Ia pn!sente Convention et de punir 
les infractions a ces dispositions qui seraient commises au cours d' operations 
effectuees par des personnes ou des navires soumis a sa juridiction. 

2. Aucune prime ni autre remuneration calculee sur la base des resultats 
de leur travail ne sera versee aux canonniers et aux equipages des navires balei
niers pour toute baleine dont la capture est interdite par la presente Convention. 

3. En cas d'infraction ou de contravention aux dispositions de la presente 
Convention, les poursuites seront intentees par le Gouvernement competent 
pour juger le delit. 

4. Chaque Gouvernement contractant devra transmettre a la Commission 
les renseignements detailles qui lui auront ete fournis par ses inspecteurs au 
sujet de toute infraction aux dispositions de la presente Convention commise 
par des personnes ou des navires SOumis a sa juridiction. Cette communication 
devra indiquer les mesures prises pour reprimer !'infraction, ainsi que les 
sanctions infli gees. 

Article X 

1. La presente Convention sera ratifiee et les instruments de ratification 
seront deposes aupres du Gouvernement des Etats-Unis d'Amerique. 

2. Tout Gouvernement non signataire de la presente Convention pourra 
adherer a celle-ci apres son entree en vigueur, au moyen d'une notification ecrite 
adressee au Gouvernement des Etats-Unis d'Amerique. 

3. Le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis d' Amerique portera toutes les rati
fications deposees et les adhesions res:ues a la connaissance de tous les autres 
Gouvernements signataires et adherents. 
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4. This Convention shall, when instruments of ratification have been 
deposited by at least six signatory Governments, which shall include the Govern· 
ments of the Netherlands, Norway, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, 
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and the United 
States of America, enter into force with respect to those Governments and shall 
enter into force with respect to each Government which subsequently ratifies 
or adheres on the date of the deposit of its instrument of ratification or the receipt 
of its notification of adherence. 

5. The provisions of the Schedule shall not apply prior to July 1, 1948. 
Amendments to the Schedule adopted pursuant to Article V shall not apply 
prior to July 1, 1949. 

Article XI 

Any Contracting Government may withdraw from this Convention on June 
thirtieth of any year by giving notice on or before January first of the same year 
to the depositary Government, which upon receipt of such a notice shall at 
once communicate it to the other Contracting Governments. Any other: 
Contracting Government may, in like manner, within one month of the receipt 
of a copy of such a notice from the depositary Government, give notice of 
withdrawal, so that the Convention shall cease to be in force on June thirtieth 
of the same year with respect to the Government giving such notice of with
drawal. 

This Convention shall bear the date on which it is opened for signature 
and shall remain open for signature for a period of fourteen days thereafter. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the undersigned, being duly authorized, have signed 
this Convention. 

DoNE in Washington this second day of December 1946, in the English 
language, the original of which shall be deposited in the archives of the Govern-'. 
ment of the United States of America. The Government of the United States 
of America shall transmit certified copies thereof to all the other signatory and 
adhering Governments. 
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4. Lorsque six Gouvemements signataires au mains, y compris ceux des 
Pays-Bas, de Ia Norvege, de l'Union des Republiques socialistes sovietiques, 
du Royaume-Uni de Grande-Bretagne et d'Irlande du Nord et des Etats-Unis 
d' Amerique, auront depose leurs instruments de ratification, Ia presente Con
vention entrera en vigueur a l'egard de ces Gouvernements, et, pour chacun 
des Gouvernements qui Ia ratifiera ou y adherera par Ia suite, elle entrera en 
vigueur a Ia date du depot de l'instrument de ratification ou de la reception 
de la notification d'adhesion. 

5. Les dispositions de l'annexe ne seront pas applicables avant le I er juillet 
1948. Les modifications de l'annexe qui pourront etre adoptees en vertu de 
!'article V ne seront pas applicables avant le 1 er juillet 1949. 

Article XI 

Tout Gouvernement contractant pourra se retirer de la presente Conven
tion le 30 juin de chaque annee en adressant le 1 er janvier de Ia m~me annee 
au plus tard une notification de retrait au Gouvernement depositaire, lequel, 
des reception de cette notification, sera tenu d' en communiquer le tenant aux 
autres Gouvernements contractants. Chacun des autres Gouvernements con
tractants pourra, dans un delai d'un mois a compter de Ia date a laquelle il aura 
re~u du Gouvernement depositaire une copie de ladite notification, notifier son 
retrait suivant Ia m~me procedure, et la Convention cessera d'etre en vigueur 
a son egard a compter du 30 juin de Ia meme annee. 

La presente Convention portera Ia date a laquelle elle est ouverte a Ia signa
ture et elle restera ouverte a Ia signature pendant un delai de quatorze jours 
apres cette date. 

EN Foi DE QUOI les soussignes, a ce dument autorises, ont signe Ia presente 
Convention. 

FAIT a Washington, le 2 decembre 1946, en langue anglaise, I' original devant 
~tre depose dans les archives du Gouvernement des Etats-U nis d' Amerique. 
Le Gouvernement des Etats-Unis d'Amerique transmettra une copie certifiee 
conforme de Ia Convention a tous les autres Gouvernements signataires, ainsi 
qu'a tous les Gouvernements qui auront adhere a Ia Convention. 
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For Argentina : 

For Australia: 

For Brazil: 

For Canada: 

For Chile : 

For Denmark : 

For France: 

For the Netherlands : 
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G. BROWN 
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Pour 1' Australie : 

F. F. ANDERSON 

Pour le Bresil : 

Paulo FR6Es DA CRUZ 

Pour le Canada : 

H. H. WRONG 
Harry A. ScoTT 

Pour le Chili : 

Agustin R. EDWARDS 

Pour le Danemark : 

P. F. ERICHSEN 

Pour la France : 

Francis LACOSTE 

Pour les Pays-Bas : 
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For New Zealand : Pour la Nouvelle-Zelande : 

G. R. POWLES 

For Norway: Pour la Norvege: 

Birger BERGERSEN 

For Peru: Pour le Perou : 

C. ROTALDE 

For the Union of Soviet Socialist Re- Pour !'Union des Republiques socia-
publics : listes sovietiques : 

A. BoGDANov 
E. NIKISHIN 

For the United Kingdom of Great Pour le Royaume-Uni de Grande-
Britain and Northern Ireland : Bretagne et d'lrlande du Nord : 

A. T. A. DOBSON 
John THOMSON 

For the United States of America: Pour les Etats-U nis d' Amerique : 

Remington KELLOGG 
Ira N . GABRIELSON 

William E. S. FLORY 

For the Union of South Africa: Pour l'Union Sud-Africaine: 

H. T . ANDREWS 
NO 2124 
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No. 2124. INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION FOR THE REGULATION OF 
WHALING. SIGNED AT WASHINGTON, ON 2 DECEMBER 19461 

PROTOcoL2 TO THE ABOVE-MENTIONED CoNVENTION. SIGNED AT WASHINGTON, ON 

19 NoVEMBER 1956 

Offidal text: English. 

Registered by the United States of America on 6 August 1959. 

The Contracting Governments to the International Convention for the Regulation 
of Whaling signed at Washington under date of December 2, 1946,1 which Convention 
is hereinafter referred to as the 1946 Whaling Convention, desiring to extend the applica
tion of that Convention to helicopters and other aircraft and to include provisions on 
methods of inspection among those Schedule provisions which may be amended by the 
Commission, agree as follows : 

Article I 

Subparagraph 3 of Article II of the 1946 Whaling Convention shall be amended to 
read as follows : · 

"3. 'whale catcher.' means a helicopter, or other aircraft, or a ship, used 
for the purpose of hunting, taking, killing, towing, holding on to, or scouting for 
whales." 

Article II 

Paragraph 1 of Article V of the 1946 Whaling Convention shall be amended by 
deleting the word "and" preceding clause (h), substituting a semicolon for the period 
at the end of the paragraph, and adding the following language: "and (i) methods of 
inspection ". 

1 United Nations, Treaty Series, Vol. 161, p. 72; Vol. 177, ~· 396; Vol. 181, p . 364; Vol. 252, 
p . 316; Vol. 278, p. 278; Vol. 300, p. 376, and Vol. 337. ' -

1 In accordance with article III, the Protocol <:arrk ~rito force on 4 May 1959, the date upon 
which the instrwncnts of ratification had been deposited with the Government of the United 
States of America on behalf of all the Contracting Parties to the Convention. Below is the list of the 
contracting parties indicating the dates of deposit of the instruments of ratification of the Protocol : 
Australia 8 April 1957 Panama 9 February 1959 
Brazil . . 4 May 1959 Sweden 6 June 1957 
Canada . 14 June 1957 Union of South 
Denmark . 26 July 1957 Africa 25 April 1957 
France . 14 April 1958 Union of Soviet 
Iceland . 23 November 1956 Socialist Republics . 3 July 1957 
Japan . . 24 May 1957 United Kingdom of 
Mexico . 9 March 1959 Great Britain and 
Netherlands 23 December 1957 Northern Ireland . 23 May 1957 
New Zealand 21 June 1957 United States of 
Norway 15 April 1957 America 30 August 1957 
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(TRADUCTION! - TRANSLATION2] 

N° 2124. CONVENTION INTERNATIONALE POUR LA REGLEMENTATION 
DE LA CHASSE A LA BALEINE. SIGNEE A WASHINGTON, LE 2 DECEM
BRE 19463 

PRoToco~ A LA CoNVENTION susMENTIONNEB. SIGNt A WASHINGTON, LE 19 NOVEMERE 

1956 

Texte officiel anglais. 

Enregistri par les Etats-Unis d'Amirique le 6 aotlt 1959. 

Les Gouvemements contractants de Ia Convention intemationale pour Ia regie
mentation de Ia chasse a Ia baleine signee a Washington le 2 decembre 19461 et appelee 
ci-apres Ia Convention de 1946 sur Ia chasse a Ia baleine, desireux d'etendre !'application 
de cette Convention aux helicopteres et autres aeronefs et d'inserer des dispositions rela
tives aux methodes d'inspection parmi les dispositions du Reglement qui peuvent etre 
modifiees par Ia Commission, sont convenus de ce qui suit : 

Article I" 

Le paragraphe 3 de !'article II de Ia Convention de 1946 sur Ia chasse a Ia baleine est 
modifie et doit se lire ainsi qu'il suit : 

« 3. « navire baleinier • signifie un navire, ou un helicoptere, ou un aeronef 
quelconque, utilise pour chasser, capturer, remorquer, tenir a !'attache ou rechercher 
les baleines. • 

Article II 

Le paragraphe 1 de !'article V de la Convention de 1946 sur 1a chasse a Ia baleine 
est modifie de Ia fa~on suivante: le mot<< et» qui precede Ia clause h) est supprime; 1e 
point qui termine le paragraphe est remplace par un point-virgnle; 1es mots suivants sont 
ajoutes au paragraphe : « et i) les methodes d'inspection. )) 

1 Traduction du Gouvernement canadien. 
• Translation by the Government of Canada. 
8 Nations Unies, Recueil des Traites, vol. 161, p. 73 ; voi.Jl7, p. 397; vol. 181, p. 365; vol. 252, 

p. 317; vol. 278, p. 279; vol. 300, f· 377, et vol. 337- · 
• Conformement a !'article II , le Protocole est 'entre en vigueur le 4 mai 1959, date a laquelle 

1es instruments de ratification ont ete deposes aupres du Gouvernement des Etats-Unis d'Amerique 
au nom de toutes les Parties contractantes a Ia Convention. Voici Ia liste des Parties contractantes, 
avec Ia date du depot des instruments de ratification du Protocole : 
Australie . . . . . 8 avril 1957 Panama . . . . . . 9 fevrier 1959 
Bresil . • . . . . . 4 mai 1959 Pays-Bas . . . . . . 23 decembre 1957 
Canada . . . . . . 14 juin 1957 Royaume-Uni de 
Danemark . . . . . 26 juillet 1957 Grande-Bretagne et 
Etats-Unis d'Amerique 30 aoftt 1957 d'Irlande du Nord . 23 mai 1957 
France 14 avril 1958 Suede . . . . . . 6 juin 1957 
Islande 23 novembre 1956 Union des Republiques 
Japon 24 mai 1957 socialistes sovie-
Mexique 9 mars 1959 tiques . 3 juillet 1957 
Norvege . . . . 15 avril 1957 Union sud-africaine . 25 avril 1957 
Nouvelle-Uiande 21 juin 1957 
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Articli! Ill 

I. This Protocol shall be open for signature and ratification or for adherence on 
behalf of any Contracting Government to the 1946 Whaling Convention. 

2. This Protocol shall enter into force on the date upon which instruments of 
ratification have been deposited with, or written notifications of adherence have been 
received by, the Government of the United States of America on behalf of all the Con
tracting Governments to the 1946 Whaling Convention. 

3. The Government of the United States of America shall inform all Governments 
signatory or adhering to the 1946 Whaling. Convention of all ratifications deposited and 
adherences received. 

4. This Protocol shall bear the date on which it is opened for signature and shall 
remain open for signature for a period of fourteen days thereafter, following which period 
it shall be open for adherence. 

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the undersigned, being duly authorized, have signed this 
Protocol. 

DONE in Washington this nineteenth day of November 1956, in the English language, 
the original of which shall be deposited in the archives of the Government of the United 
States of America. The Government of the United States of America shall transmit 
certified copies thereof to all Governments signatory or adhering to the 1946 Whaling 
Convention. 

For Australia: 
F. J. BLAKENEY 

For Brazil: 
· Ernani DO AMARAL PEIXOTO 

For Canada: 
A. D.P. HEENEY 

For Denmark: 
Henrik KAUFFMANN 

For France : 
Herve ALPHAND 

For Iceland : 
Thor THORS 

For Japan: 
Masayuki TANI 

For Mexico: 
Manuel TELLO 
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Article Ill 

I. Le present Protocole sera ouvert a Ia signature et a Ia ratification ou a !'accession 
de tout Gouvemement contractant de Ia Convention de 1946 sur Ia chasse a Ia baleine. 

2. Le present Protocole entrera en vigueur le jour ou le Gouvernement des ~tats
Unis d'Amerique aura re~u depot d'instruments de ratification ou avis ecrit d'accession 
de Ia part de tousles Gouvernements contractants de Ia Convention de 1946 sur la chasse 
a Ia baleine. 

3. Le Gouvemement des Etats-Unis d'Amerique devra informer tousles Gouveme
ments ayant signe la Convention de 1946 sur la chasse a Ia baleine ou ayant accede a cette 
Convention de tous les depots de ratification operes ainsi que de tous les avis d'accession 
recus. 

4. Le present Protocole portera Ia date du jour ou il sera ouvert a Ia signature; 
il restera ensuite ouvert a Ia signature pendant quatorze jours, apres quoi il sera ouvert 
a !'accession. 

EN FOI DE QUOI les soussignes, dfunent autorises, ont signe le present Protocole. 

FArr a Washington ce dix-neuvierue jour de novembre 1956, en langne anglaise, 
en un original qui sera depose dans les archives du Gouvemement des Etats-Unis 
d'Amerique. Le Gouvemement des ~tats-Unis d'Amerique devra en transruettre des 
copies conformes a tous les Gouvernements qui ont signe Ia Convention de 1946 sur la 
chasse a Ia baleine ou qui ont accede a cette Convention. 

Pour I' Australie : 
F. J. BLAKENEY 

Pour le Bresil : 
Emani DO AMARAL PEIXOTO 

Pour le Canada : 
A. D. P. HEENEY 

Pour le Danemark : 
Henrik KAUFFMANN 

Pour Ia France : 
Herve ALPHAND 

Pour l'Islande: 
Thor THORS 

Pour le J apon : 
Masayuki TANr 

Pour le Mexique : 
Manuel TELLO 

N• 2124 
Vol. 338-zs 
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370 United Nations - TTeaty Series 

For the Netherlands: 
J. H. VAN RoiJEN 
For the Kingdom in Europe 

For New Zealand : 
G. D. L. WHITB 

For Norway: 
Wilhelm MoRGBNSTIERNE 

For Panama: 
J. M. MOO>BZ M. 

For Sweden: 
Erik BoHEMAN 

For the Union of South Mrica: 
W. C. DU PLESSIS 

For the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics: 
3APYBlffi 

For the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland: 
Harold CACCIA 

For the United States of America : 
Herbert HooVER Jr. 

No. 2114 

1959 
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1959 Nations Unies- Recueil des Traites 371 

Pour les Pays-Bas : 
J. H. VAN ROIJEN 

Pour le Royaume en Europe 

Pour la Nouvelle-ZClande : 
G. D. L. WHITE 

Pour la Norvege : 
Wilhelm MORGENSTIERNE 

Pour le Panama : 
J. M. MENDEZ M. 

Pour la Suede : 

Pour l'Union Sud-Mricaine : 
W. c. DU PLESSIS 

Pour l'Union des Republiques socialistes sovietiques : 
ZAROUBIN 

Pour le Royaume-Uni de Grande-Bretagne et d'lrlande du Nord: 
Harold CAcciA 

Pour les ~tats-Unis d'Amerique: 
Herbert HooVER J r 

NO :ZI:Z4 
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International Convention 

for the 

Regulation ofW haling, 1946 

Schedule 

EXPLANATORY NOTES 

Tite Schedule printed on the following pages contains the amendments made by the Commission at its 63rd Annual Meeting in July 2011. The amendments. 
which are: <..hnwn in irnUr hnld type. c:1me into effect on 2.~ J:mmuy 20 12. 
In Table<;. l. 2 and 3 unclassified stocks arc: indicated by a dash. Other positions in the Tables have been filled with a dot to aid legibility. 
Numbered footnotes are integral pa11s of the Schedule fonually adopted by the Conunission. Other footnotes are editorial. 
Tite: Commission wa'i. i.nfonned in June 1992 by the ambassador in London that the membership of th e Union of Soviet Socialist Republic~. in the: lntemational 
Convention for the Regulation of Whaling from 1948 is continued by the Russian Federation. 
Tite Commission recorded at its 39th (1987) meeting the fact that references to names of native inhabitants in Schedule paragraph 13(b)(4) would be for 
geographical pm-poses alone. so as not to be in contravention of Article V.2(c) of the Convention (Rep. h1t. Whal. Comnm 38:21). 

I . INTERPRETATION 

I . The following expressions have the meanings 
respectively assigned to them. that is to say: 

A. Baleen whales 
·'baleen whale" means any whale which has baleen or whale 
bone in the mouth. i.e. any whale other than a toothed whale. 

"blue whale'' (Balaenoptera m11sc11111s) means any whale 
known as blue whale. Sibbald's rorqual. or sulphm bottom. 
and including pygmy blue whale. 

·'bowhead whale" (Balae11a mysticet11s) means any 
whale known as bowhead. Arctic tight whale. great polar 
whale. Greenland light whale. Greenland whale. 

·'Btyde's whale" (Balaenoptera edeni. B. brydei) means 
any whale known as Btyde's whale. 

"fin whale'' (Balaenoptera physal11s) means any whale 
known as common Iinback, connnon rorqual. fin whale. 
hen"i.ng whale. or tme fin whale. 

·'gray whale'' (Eschrichtills rob11Sf11s) means any whale 
knO\vn as gray whale. Califomia gray. devil fish. hard head, 
mussel digger. gray back. or rip sack. 

"humpback whale" (Megaptem nomeangliae) means 
any whale known as btmch. humpback. humpback whale. 
luunpbacked whale. hump whale or htmchbacked whale. 

·'minke whale" (Balaenoptem acllforostrata. B. 
bonaerensis) means any whale known as lesser rorqual. 
little piked whale. minke whale. pike-headed whale or shmp 
headed fim1er. 

"pygmy right whale" (Cape1-ea marginata) means any 
whale known as southem pygmy tight whale or pygmy right 
whale. 

"right whale" (Eubalaenn glncinli>. E. nu>trali>) means 
any whale known as Atlantic tight whale. Arctic right whale. 
Biscayan right whale. Nordkaper. North Atlantic right 
whale. Nonh Cape whale. Pacific right whale. or southem 
tight whale. 

"sei whale" (Balaenoptera borealis) means any whale 
known as sei whale. Rudolpbi ·s rorqual. pollack whale. or 
coalfish whale. 

B. Toothed whales 
"toothed whale" means any whale which has teeth in the 
jaws. 

"beaked whale" means any whale belonging to the 
genus Mesoplodon. or any whale known as Cuvier's beaked 
whale (Ziphi11s cm·irostris). or Shepherd's beaked whale 
(Tasmacet11s shepherdi). 

"bottlenose whale'' means any whale known as 
Baird's beaked whale (Berm·di11s bairdii). Amoux·s whale 
(Berardi11s arn11xii). southem bottlenose whale (H1peroodon 
planifrons). or nonhem bottlenose whale (H1peroodon 
amp11llat11s ) . 

"killer whale .. ( Orcin11s orca) means au.y whale known 
as killer whale or orca. 

"pilot whale" means any whale la10wn as long-finned 
pilot whale (Giobicephala melaena) or shon-fumed pilot 
whale (G. macrorhynclws). 

"sperm whale" (Physeter macrocephal11s ) means any 
whale la10wn as spetm whale. spennacet whale. cachalot or 
pot whale. 

C. General 
"strike" means to penetrate with a weapon used for whaling. 

"land" means to retrieve to a factory ship.land station. or 
other place where a whale can be treated. 

"take" means to flag. buoy or make :fast to a whale 
catcher. 

"lose'' means to eitl1er sttike or take but not to land. 
"dauhval" means any unclaimed dead whale found 

floating. 
'·lactating whale'' means (a) with respect tro baleen whales 

- a female which has any milk present in a mammaty gland. 
(b) with respect to spetm whales - a female which has milk 
present in a mammmy gland the maximum thicla1ess (depth) 
of which is I Ocm or more. This measurement shall be at the 
mid vetmal point of the manmmty gland petpendicular to 
the body axis. and shall be logged to the nearest centimetre: 
that is to say. any gland between 9.5cm and 10.5cm shall 
be logged as !Ocm. The measmement of any gland which 
falls on an exact 0.5 centin1etre shall be logged at the next 
0.5 centimetre. e.g. 10.5cm shall be logged as Jl.Ocm. 
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However. notwithstanding these Ciitelia. a whale shall not 
be considered a lactating ;vhale if scientific (histological or 
other biological) evidence is presented to the appropriate 
national authmity establishing that the whale could not at 
that point in its physical cycle have had a calf dependem on 
it for milk. 

··small-type whaling·• means catching operations using 
powered vessels with mounted harpoon guns lnmting 
exclusively for minke. bottlenose. beaked. pilot or killer 
whales. 

II. SEASONS 

Farto1-y Ship Operations 
2. (a) It is forbidden to use a fact01y ship or whale 

catcher attached thereto for the purpose of taking 
or u·eating baleen whales except minke whales. 
in any waters south of 40° South Latimde except 
dming the peliod from 12" December to 7" Aplil 
following. both days inclusive. 

(b) It is forbidden to use a factmy ship or whale 
catcher attached thereto for the ptupose of taking 
or u·eating spenn or minke whales. except as 
pemiitted by the Contracting Govenunents in 
accordance with sub-paragraphs (c) and (d) of this 
paragraph. and paragraph 5. 

(c) Each Comracting Govemmem shall declare for 
all factmy sliips and whale catchers attached 
thereto under its jmi sdiction. an open season or 
seasons not to ~~xceed eight momhs om of any 
period of rwelve months dming wliich the taking 
or killing of spenn whales by whale catchers may 
be pemiitted: provided that a separate open season 
may be declared for each fact01y sliip and the 
whale catchers attached thereto. 

(d) Each Contracting Government sha!l declare fer all 
factmy sliips and whale catchers attached thereto 
under its jmisdiction one continuous open season 
not to exceed six months out of any peiiod of 
twelve months dming which the taking or killing 
of minke whales by the whale catchers may be 
penni ned provided that: 
(1) a separate open season may be declared for 

each fact01y ship and the whale catchers 
attached thereto: 

(2) the open season need not necessarily include 
the whole or any pan of the period declared 
for other baleen whales pursuant to sub
paragraph (a) of this paragraph. 

3. It is forbidden to us,e a fact01y sliip which has been 
used during a season in any waters south of 40° South 
Latimde for the purpose of u·eating baleen whales. 
except minke whales. in any other area except the 
Nonh Pacific Ocean and its dependent waters n011h of 
the Equator for the same pmpose within a pe1i od of one 
year fi·om the temiination of that season: provided that 
catch liniits in the Nonh Pacific Ocean and dependent 
waters are established as provided in paragraphs 12 and 
16 of tills Schedule and provided that this paragraph 
shall not apply to a shlp whlch has been used dming 
the season solely for freezing or salting the meat and 
entrails of whales imended for human food or feeding 
animals. 

2 

Land Station Operations 
4. (a) It is forbidden to use a whale catcher attached to a 

land station for the pmpose of killing or attempting 
to kill baleen and spe1m whales except as pe1mitted 
by the Conn-acting GoveiUlllent in accordance with 
sub-pm-ag:raphs (b) . (c) and (d) of this paragraph. 

(b) Each Cmmacting Govemment shall declare for 
all land stations tmder its jurisdiction. and whale 
catchers attached to such land stations. one open 
season during which the taking or killing of 
baleen whales. except minke whales. by the whale 
catchers shall be pennitted. Such open season shaH 
be for a pe1iod of not more than six consecutive 
months in any period of twelve molllhs and shall 
apply to aU land stations tmder the jurisdiction 
of the Cmmacting Govenunent: provided that a 
separate open season may be declared for any land 
station used for the taking or treating of baleen 
whales. except minke whales. which is more than 
1.000 miles fi·om the nearest land station used for 
the taking or treating of baleen whales. except 
minke whales. tmder the jmisdiction of the same 
Conmtcting GoveiUlllent. 

(c) Each Contracting Govenunent shall declare for all 
land stations tmder its jm·isdiction and for whale 
catchers attached to such land stations. one open 
season not to exceed eight continuous months in 
any one pe1iod of rwel~e momhs. dming which 
the taking or killing of spenn whales by the 
whale catchers shall be penuitted: provided that 
a separate open season may be declared for any 
land station used for the taking or n·eating of spenn 
whales which is more than 1.000 miles from the 
nearest land station used for the taking or treating 
of spe:nn whales under the jmisdiction of the same 
Conu·acting GoveiUlllent. 

(d) Each Conn-acting GoveJUlllent shall declare for all 
land stations under its jmisdicrion and for '.vhale 
catchers attached to such land stations one open 
season not to exceed six continuous months in 
any pe1iod of twelve months dming wliich the 
taking or killing of minke whales by the whale 
catchers shall be pemlitted (such pe1iod not being 
necessruily conctm·em with the pe1iod declared 
for other baleen whales. as provided for in sub
paragnph (b) of this paragraph): provided that a 
sepru·ate open season may be declared for any land 
station used for the taking or u·eating of lllinke 
whales wllich is more than 1.000 miles fi·om the 
nearest land station used for the taking or treating 
of niilllke whales under the jmisdiction of the same 
Cmmacting Govenunent. 

Except that a separate open season may be 
declru·ed for any land station used for the taking 
or u·eating of minke whales which is located in 
an ar,ea having oceanographic conditions cleru·ly 
distinl..'liishable fi·om those of the area in which are 
located the other land stations used for the taking 
or u·eating of minke whales tmder the jmisdiction 
of the same Conn-acting Govenunent: but the 
declaration of a sepru·ate open season by vinue 
of the provisions of this sub-paragraph shall not 
cause thereby the pe1iod of time covering the 
open easons declared by the same Cmmacting 
Goverlllllelll to exceed nine continuous months of 
any twelve months. 
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(e) The prohibitions contained in this paragraph shall 
apply to all land stations as defined in Anicle II of 
the Whaling Convention of 1946. 

Other Operations 
5. Each Conn·acting Govennnent shall declare for all 

whale catchers under its jur isdiction not operating 
in conjtmction with a factoty ship or land station one 
continuous open season not to exceed six months out 
of any period of twelve months dming which the taking 
or killing of minke whales by such whale catchers 
may be pennined. Notwithstanding tlJ.is paragraph one 
continuous open season not to exceed nine months may 
be ill1plemented so far as Greenland is concemecl. 

III. CAPTURE 

G. The killing for commercial pmposes of whales. except 
minke whales using the cold grenade hmpoon shall be 
forbidden fi·om the beginning of the 1980/81 pelagic 
and 1981 coastal seasons. The killing for connnercial 
pmposes of minke whales using the cold grenade 
hmpoon shall be forbidden fi·om the beginning of the 
1982/83 pelagic and the 1983 coastal seasons* 

7. (a) In accordance with Anicle V(i)(c) of the 
Convention. commercial whaling. whether 
by pelagic operations or from land stations. is 
prohibited in a region designated as the Indian 
Ocean Sancmmy. This comprises the waters of the 
Nonhem Hemisphere from the coast of Aflica to 
I 00°E. including the Red and Arabian Seas and 
the Gulf of Oman: and the waters of the Southem 
Hemisphere in the sector from 20°E to 130°E. with 
the Southem boundaty set at 55°S. This prohibition 
applies i.nespective of such catch linJ.its for baleen 
or toothed whales as may fl·om time to time be 
determined by the Commission. This prohibition 
shall be reviewed by the Connnission at its Annual 
Meeting in2002 '" 

(b) In accordance with Anicle V(l)(c) of the Con
vention. conmtercial whaling. whether by pelagic 
operations or from land stations. is prohibited 
in a region designated as the Southem Ocean 
Sancmaty. This Sancmaty comprises the waters 
of the Southem HenJ.isphere southwards of the 
following line: staning from 40 degrees S. 50 
degrees W: thence due east to 20 degrees E: 
thence due south to 55 degrees S: thence due 
east to 130 degrees E: thence due nonh to 40 
degrees S: thence due east to 130 degrees W: 
thence due south to 60 degrees S: thence clue east 
to 50 degrees W: thence due notlh to the point of 
begimting. This prohibition applies i.ITespective 
of the consetvation stams of baleen and toothed 
whale stocks in tlJ.is Sancmmy. as may fl·om 
time to time be determined by the ConmJ.ission. 

However. this prohibition shall be reviewed ten 
years after its initial adoption and at succeeding ten 
year iutetvals. and could be revised at such times by 
the Collllnission. Nothing in this sub-paragraph is 
intended to prejudice the special legal and political 
stams of Antarctica.**+ 

Area Limits for Fact01y Ships 
8. It is forbidden to use a factoty ship or whale catcher 

attached thereto. for the pmpose of taking or treating 
baleen whales. except minke whales. in any of the 
following areas: 
(a) in the waters nonh of 66°N. except that fl·om 150°E 

eastwards as far as 140°W. the taking or killing of 
baleen whales by a factoty slJ.ip or whale catcher 
shall be pennitted between 66°N and 72°N: 

(b) in the Atlantic Ocean and its dependent waters 
uunh uf 40°S: 

(c) in the Pacific Ocean and its dependent waters east 
of 150°W between 40°S and 35°N: 

(d) in the Pacific Ocean and its dependent waters west 
of 150°Wbetween40°S and 20°N: 

(e) in the Indian Ocean and its dependent waters nonh 
of 40°S. 

Classification of Areas nnd Divisions 
9. (a) Classification of Areas 

A .. reas relating to Sourhem Hemisphere baleen 
whales except Btyde's whales are those waters 
between the ice-edge and the Equator and between 
the meridians of longimde listed in Table 1. 

(b) Classification ofDhisions 
Divisions relating to Southem Hemisphere spenn 
whales are those waters between the ice-edge and 
the Equator and between the meridians oflongimde 
listed in Table 3. 

(c) Geographical boundaries in the North Atlantic 
The geographical boundaries for the fin. mitike and 
sei whale stocks ill the Nonh Atlantic are: 

Fll" WHALE STOCKS 
NOVA SCOTIA 
South and West of a line through: 
47•N 54•w . 46· N 54•3o·w. 
46°N 42•w. 2o•N 4rw. 

NEWFOUNDLAND-LABRADOR 
\Vest o f a line through: 
75•N 73•3o·w. 69°N 59•w. 61 °N 59•w. 
'Q0 20'N 42°\V. 40°N 42°\V :nul 
North of a line through: 
46°N 42°\V. 46°N 54•3o·w. 47°N 54°\V. 

WEST GREENLAND 
East of a line through: 
75•N 7 3• 30'W. 69•N 59•w. 
61°N 59°\V. 52°20'N 4r\V. 
and \Vest of a line through 
52°20'N 42°\V. 59°N 42°\V. 
59•N 44•w . Kap Fan·el. 

*The Governments of Brazil. Iceland. Japan. Norway and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics lodged objections to the second sentence of 
paragraph 6 within the: prescribed period. For all other Contracting Governments this sentence came into force on 8 March 1982. Norway withdrew its 
objection on 9 July 1985 and Brazil on 8 January 1992. Iceland withdrew from the Convention with effect from 30 June 1992. The objections of Japan and 
the Russian Federation not having been withdrawn. this sentence is not binding: upon these governments. 
1) At its 54 Ill Annual Meeting: in 2002. the Commission agreed to continue this prohibition but did not discuss whether or not it should set a time when it should 
be re\·iewed again. 
**The Gonnunent of Japan lodged an objection within the pre~cribc:d period to paragraph 7(b) to the extent that it applies to the Antarctic minke lVhale stocks. 
Tite Govenunent of the Russian Federation also lodged an objection to paragraph 7(b) \Vi thin the prescribed pe1iod but withdrew it on 26 October 1994. For 
all Contracting Govemments except Japan paragraph 7(b) came into force on 6 December 1994. 
-Paragraph 7(b) contains a provision for review of the Southem Ocean Sanctuary ··ren years after its initial adoption"'. Paragraph 7(b) was adopted at the 4611>. 
( 1994) Ammal Meeting. Therefore. the first reYiew is due in 2004. 
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EAST GREENLAND-ICELAND 
East of a line throu2h: 
Kap Farvd (South Cn·cenland). 
59°N 44°W. 59°N 42°\V. 20°N 42°W. 
and West of a line tlu·ough: 
20°N !8°W. 60°N IS 0 W. 68°N .l'E. 
74°N 3°E. and South of 74°N. 

NORTH NORWAY 
N011h and East of a line: through: 
74°N 22°W. 74°N 3°E. 68°N 3°E. 
67°N o• . 67°N I4°E. 

WEST NORWAY-FAROE ISLANDS 
South of a line tluough: 
67°N 14°E. 67°N 0°. 60°N 18°W. 
and N011h of a line throusz:h: 
61 oN !6°W. 61 oN 0°. Thyborou 
(Wcstem entrance to Li.mfjorden. Denmark) . 

SPAIN-PORTUGAL-BRITISH ISLES 
South of a line tluough: 
Thyborou (Denmark) . 61 •N o•. 61 •N 16°W. 
and East of a line through: 
63°N u·w. 60°N 1s•w. n ·N !sow. 

~liNKE WHALE STOCKS 
CANADIAN EAST COAST 
\Vest of a line tlu·ough: 
75°N 73°30"\V. 69°N 59°W. 61"N 59°\V. 
52°20"N 42°W. 20°N 42°\V. 

CENTRAL 
East of a line throu2h: 
Kap Fan·e1 (South Cn·een1and). 
59°N 44•w. 59°N 42°\V. 20°N 4l0 W. 
and \Vest of a line rhrou2h: 
20°N !8°W. 60°N !8°W 68°N .l0 E. 
74°N 3°E. and South of 74°N . 

WEST GREENLAND 
East of a line through: 
75°N 73°30'W. 69°N 59°W. 61"N 59°\V. 
52°20'N 42°\V. and 
\Vest of a line through: 
52°20"N 42°W. 59°N 42°W. 
59°N 44°W. Kap Fatve1. 

NORTHEASTERN 
East of a line through: 
20°N I8°W. 60°N I8°W. 68°N .l0 E. 74°1' 3°E, 
and N011h of a line through: 
74°N 3°E. 74°N 22°\V. 

SEI WHALE STOCKS 
NOVA SCOTIA 
South and \Vest of a line through: 
47"N 54°W. 46°N 54°30"W. 46"N 42•w. 
20°N 42°W. 

ICELAND-DENMARK STRAIT 
East of a line throusz:h: 
Kap Fan·d (South Cn·ccnland). 
59°N 44•w. 59°N 42°\V. 20•N -12•w. 
and \Vest of a line tlu·ough: 
20°N !8°W. 60°N 18°\V. 68°N .l'E. 
74°N J• E. and South of 74•N. 

EASTERl'l 
East of a line through: 
20°N ts•w. 60°N !8°W. 6S•N .l•E. 74•N 3°E. 
and North of a line through: 
74°N 3°E. 74°N 22°\V. 

4 

(d) Geographical boundaries iu the North Pacific 
The geographical boundaties for the spenn. Btyde 's 
and minke whale stocks in the Nonh Pacific are: 

SPER-'1 WHALE STOCKS 
\VESTER1 DNISION 
West of a line from the ice· edgc south along the 180° meridian 
of longitude to 180°. 50 °N . then east along the 50 °N parallel of 
latitude to 160°\V. 50°N. then south along the 160°W meridian 
oflongintde to 160°W. 40° .. then east along the 40°N parallel of 
latin1de to 150°W. 40°N. then south along the l50¢W meridian 
of longitude to the Equator. 

EASTERN DIVISION 
East of the line described above. 

BRYDE'S WHALE STOCK S 
EAST CHINA SEA 
West of the Ryukyu hland chain. 

EASTER,'! 
Ea')t of l60°W (excluding the Penn·ian stock area). 

WESTERN 
\Vest of 160°\V (excluding the East China Sea stock area). 

MINKE WHALE STOCKS 
SEA Of JAPAN-YELLOW SEA-EAST CHINA SEA 
West of a line through the Philippine hlands. Taiwan. Ryukyu 
hlands. Kyu.shu. Honshu. Hokkaido and Sakhalin Island. no11h 
of the Equator. 

OKHOTSK SEA-WEST PACIFIC 
East of the Sea of Japan-Yellow Sea- East China Sea '.tock and 
west of 180°. no11h of the Equator. 

REMAINDER 
East of the Okhotsk Sea-West Pacific c;,tock. not1h of the Equator. 

(e) Geographical boundaries for Bryde 's whale stocks 
in the Southern Hemisphere 

SOUTHER!' Jl\DIAN OCEAN 
20•E to 130°E. 
South of the Equator. 

SOLOMON ISLANDS 
150°E to 170' E. 
l 0°S to the Equator. 

PERUVIAN 
11 0° \V to the South American coast. 
10°S to 10°N. 

EASTER,'! SOUTH PACIFIC 
1soow to 70°\V. 
South of the Equator (excluding the Peruvian stock area) . 

WESTERN SOUTH PACIFIC 
130°E to 150°W. 
South of the Equator (excluding the Solomon hlands stock 
area). 

SOUTH ATLANTIC 
7o• w to zo• E. 
South of the Equator (excluding the South African inshore stock 
area). 

SOUTH AFRICAN INSHORE 
South African coast west of 2 7°E and out to the 100 metre 
isobath. 
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Classification of Stocks 
I 0. All stocks of whales shall be classified in one of three 

careg01ies according to the advice of the Scientific 
Collllllittee as follows: 
(a) A Sustained Management Stock (SMS) is a stock 

which is not more than I 0 per cent of Maximum 
Sustainable Yield (hereinafter refe!Ted to as MSY) 
stock level below MSY stock level. and not more 
than 20 per cent above that level: MSY being 
detennined on the basis of the number of whales. 

When a stock has remained at a stable level 
for a considerable period under a regime of 
approximately constant catches. it shall be 
classified as a Sustained Management Stock in the 
absence of any positive evidence that it should be 
othe1wise classified. 

Commercial whaling shall be pennitted on 
Sustained Management Stocks according to the 
advice of the Scientific Committee. These stocks 
are listed in Tables 1. 2 and3 of this Schedule. 

For stocks at or above the MSY stock level. 
the pennitted catch shall not exceed 90 per cent of 
the MSY For stocks between the MSY stock level 
and I 0 per cent below that level. the pennitted 
catch shall not exceed the number of whales 
obtained by taking 90 per cent of the MSY and 
reducing that number by I 0 per cent for eve1y I 
per cent by which the stock falls short of the MSY 
stock level. 

(b) An Initial Management Stock (IMS) is a stock 
more than 20 per cent of MSY stock level above 
MSY stock level. Commercial whaling shall be 
pennined on Initial Management Stocks according 
to the advice of the Scientific Connninee as to 
measures necessa1y to b1ing the stocks to the MSY 
stock level and then optinnun level in an efficient 
marn1er and withont risk of reducing them below 

this level. The pennitted catch for such stocks will 
not be more than 90 per cent ofMSY as far as this 
is known. or, where it will be more approp1iate. 
catching eff011 shall be limited to that which will 
take 90 per cent of MSY in a stock at MSY stock 
level. 

In the absence of any positive evidence that a 
continuing higher percentage will not reduce the 
stock below the MSY stock level no more than 5 
per cent of the estimated initial exploitable stock 
shall be taken in any one year. Exploitation should 
not commence until an estimate of stock size has 
been obtained which is satisfact01y in the view 
of the Scientific Conuuinee. Stocks classified as 
Initial Management Stock are listed in Tables I . 2 
and 3 of this Schedule. 

(c) A Protection Stock (PS) is a stock which is below 
10 per cent of MSY stock level below MSY stock 
level. 

There shall be no CO!mnercial whaling on 
Protection Stocks. Stocks so classified are listed in 
Tables I. 2 and3 of this Schedule. 

(d) Notwithstanding the other provisions of paragraph 
I 0 there shall be a moratoriUlll. on the taking. 
killing or n·eating of whales. except minke whales. 
by fact01y ships or whale catchers attached to 
fact01y ships. This moratorium applies to spenn 
whales. killer whales aml \mleeu whales. except 
minke whales. 

(e) Notwithstanding rhe other provisions of paragraph 
I 0. catch lin1its for the killing for conm1ercial 
pmposes of whales fi"om all stocks for the 1986 
coastal and the 1985/86 pelagic seasons and 
thereafter shall be zero. TIJ.is provision will be 
kept tmder review. based upon the best scientific 
advice. and by 1990 at the latest the Connnission 
will tmdertake a comprehensive assessment of 
the effects of this decision on whale stocks and 
consider modification of tins provision and the 
establishment of other catch limits. *•# 

*The Govetmnents of Japan. Norway. Pem and the U nion of Soviet Socialist Republics lodged objection to paragraph lO(e) \Vithin the prescribed period. For 
all other Contractin g Govcnunents this paragraph came into force on 3 Febnuuy 1983. Peru w ithdrew its objection on 22 July 1983. The Government of Japan 
withdrew its objections with effect from I May 1987 \Vith respect to conunercial pelagic whaling: from I October 1987 with respect to conunercial coastal 
whaling for minke and Bryde's whales: and from I Aptil l988 with respect to conuuercial coastal spenu whaling. 1l1e objectiotlS of Norway and the Russian 
Federation not having: been w ithdrawn. the paragraph io; not binding upon these Govenunents. 
•Iceland's i11stnunent of adherence to the I.ntemational Convention for the Regulation of\Vhaling: and the Protocol to the Convention deposited on 10 October 

2002 states that Iceland 'adheres to the aforesaid Convention and Protocol with a reservation w ith respect to paragraph lO(e) of the Schedule attached to the 
Convention· . The instrument further states the following: 

·Notw ithstanding this. the Govenunent of Iceland w ill not authorise w haling for connnercial purposes by Icelandic vessels before 2006 and. thereafter. 
\vill not authorise .such w haling while progress is being made in negotiations w i.thil1 the IWC on the RMS. This does not apply. however. in case of the 
so-called moratorium on w haling for conunercial pmposes. contained in paragraph lO(e) of the Schedule not bei11g lifted withil1 a reasonable time after 
the completion of the RMS. Under no circumstances will whaling for commercial purposes be authorised without a sound scientific basis and an effective 
management and enforcement scheme.' 

#The GoYemments of Argentina. Australia. BraziL Chile. Finland. France. Germany. Italy. Mexico. Monaco. the Netherlands. New Zealand. Pem . San Marino . 
Spain. Sweden. UK and the USA have lodged objections to Iceland's reservation to paragraph lO(e). 
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Table I 
BALEEN WHALE STOCK CLASSIFICATIONS AND CATCH LIMITS. (excludutg Brydc's whales). 

SEI MINKE FIN BLUE RJGJ·IT. BOWJ·lEAD. PYGMY JUG! IT GRAY HUMJ'BACK 

Classi- Catch Classi- Catch Cla5si- Catch Classi- Catch Classi- Ca tch Classi- Catch Classi- Catch 
f1eation limit fication limit tication limit fteation limit fication limit fication limit fication limit 

SOUTHERN J·IEMJSPHERE-ZO/ /IZO/ Z pelagic season and ZOI Z coas1al season• 
Area 

I 120'W-60' W PS 0 0 PS 0 PS 0 PS 0 PS 0 
II (J.)ow-oo PS 0 0 PS 0 I'S 0 I'S 0 J'S 0 
Ill 0"- 70"E PS 0 0 PS 0 PS 0 PS 0 PS 0 
rv 70' E-1 30' E PS 0 0 PS 0 PS 0 PS 0 PS 0 
v 130"E· 170' W PS 0 0 PS 0 I'S 0 PS 0 PS 0 
VI 170' W-120' W PS 0 0 PS 0 I'S 0 PS 0 PS 0 

Total catch not to exceed: 0 0 0 0 

NORTHERN J·IEMJSPH ERE-ZO/Z season• 
ARCTIC PS 0 
NORTH PACIFIC 
Whole region PS 0 PS 0 PS 0 PS 0 PS 0 
Okhotsk Sea-West Pacific Stock 
Sea of Japan-Y cllow Sea-East 
China Sea Stock PS 0 
Remainder IMS 0 
Eastern Stock SMS 
Western Stock PS 0 

NORTH ATLANTIC 
Whote region PS 0 PS 0 PS 0 
West Greenland Stock PS 0 16" 
Newfoundland-Labrador Stock 0 
Canadian East Coast Stock 0 
Nova Scotia Stock PS 0 PS 
Central Stock 
East Greenland-Iceland Stock SMS 
lceland-Dcnmart. Strait Stock 
Spain-Portugal-British Isles 
Stock 
Northeastern Stock rs• 
West Norway-Faroc Islands Stock PS 
North Norway Stock 
Eastern Stock 
NORTHE RN INDIAN OCEAN JMS 0 PS 0 PS 0 PS 0 
1 Available to be taken by aborigines or a Contract ing Government on behalf o f aborigines pursuant to paragraph 13(b)2. 
' Available to be struck by aborigines pursuant to paragraph 13(b)3. Catch limit for each of the years 2010, 2011 and 2012. 
t in IWC/62 in Agadir, Morocco, Jwte 2010. Denmark and Greenhmd agreed to voluntarily reduce further the catch limit for the West Greenland stock of t:in whales from 16 to 10 for each of the years 20 10. 201 1 and 
2012. 
'The catch limits of zero introduced into Table I as editorial amendments as a result of the coming. into efi'ect o f paragraph IO(e) a rc not binding upon the governments of the countries which lodged and have not 
withdrawn objections to the saKI paragraph. 
• T he Government of Norway presented objection to the classification of the Northeastern Atlantic stock of minke whales as a Protection Stock within the prescribed period. This classi fication came into force on 30 
JanUaJ)' 1986 but is not binding on the Govcnum .. "llt of Norway. 
• Tlt e G01·erume111 of the Czech Republic lodged tm objectiou withiu the prest:ribed period to the llmemlmeutJ to the Schedule ari~iltg from the 6JM A"'"''" Meetiug oftlte Commis~iou. i.e. clrt111ges to the tittle~ 
of the pelagic lmd crxtstal whaling seasomo g il•eu iu paragraph.\· II am/ 12 m ul Tables I , 1 am/ 3. 1-"iu all otlr er Cmrtractiug Gtwerumeul.\', t lte.H! p rrH'i.'liimt.<t c.·ame into force on 23 Jmruary 2012. Tlte Cuclt 
Republic lodf(etl ~imi/(lr objeL1ions to lite Scltedu/e mueudmeub· arisiug from tlte 6rf. 61., aml 61"* Atumal Meeti11gs of tlte Commission. Tltese objedions were h'itlulrawn ~~· tlte GOI't!rtuuelll of the Cuclt 
Republic on ~~ Jum! 2011. 
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Table 2 

B1yde"s whale stock classifications and catch limits! 

SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE-1011/.?012 pelagic se.ason and 1012 coastal season• 
South Atlantic Stock 
Southem Indian Ocean Stock 
South Afiican Inshore Stock 
Solomon Islands Stock 
Westem South Pacific Stock 
Eastem South Pacific Stock 
Pemvian Stock 

NORTH PACIFIC-lOll season• 
Eastem Stock 
Westem Stock 
East China Sea Stock 

NORTH ATLANTIC-l Oll season• 

NORTHERN INDIAN OCEAN-1012 season• 

Classification 

IMS 

IMS 
IMS 
IMS 

IMS 
IMS 
PS 

IMS 

Catch limit 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

0 

0 

llte catch limits of zero introduced in Table 2 as editorial amendments as a result of the conllng into effect of paragraph l O(e) 
are not binding upon the govenunents of the countries which lodged and haYe not withdrawn objections to the said paragraph. 
• See footnote to Table I. 

Table 3 

Toothed whale stock classifications and catch limits.-

SOUTHER.t'l HEMISPHERE-1011/.?0ll pelagic se.ason and 1012 coastal season• 

DiYision Longimdes 
I 60°W-30°W 
2 30°W-20°E 
3 20°E·60°E 
4 60°E-90°E 
5 90°·l30°E 
6 l30°E·l60°E 
7 !60°E-170°W 
8 170°W- l00°W 
9 l00°W-60°W 

NORTHERN HEMISPHERE-lOll season• 

NORTH PACIFIC 
Westen1 DiYision 
Easten1 Di\·ision 

NORTH ATLANTIC 

NORTHERN INDIAN OCEAN 

NORTH ATL.>\NTIC 

Classification 

PS 

PS 

SPERM 

0 

0 

BOTTLENOSE 

Catch limit 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

o' 
0 

0 
1No whales may be taken from tllis stock tmtil catch linlits including any linlitations on size and sex are established by the 
Commission. 
+Tile catch limits of zero inh·oduced in Table 3 as editorial amendments as a result of the coming into effect of paragraph lO!e) 
are not binding upon the govenunents of the comltries which lodged and haw not withclra""' objections to the said paragraph. 
• See footnote to Table 1. 
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Baleen Whale Catch Limits 
II . The munber of baleen whales taken in the Somhem 

Hemisphere in the 201112012 pelagic season and the 
2012 coastal season shall not exceed the limits shown 
in Tables I and 2. • 

12. The munber of baleen whales taken in the Nonh 
Pacific Ocean and dependem waters in 2012 and in 
the Nonh Atlantic Ocean in 2012 shall not exceed the 
limits shown in Tables I and 2. • 

13. (a) Notwithstanding the provisions of paragraph 10. 
catch limits for abotiginal subsistence whaling 
to satisfy abmi ginal subsistence need for the 
1984 whaling season and each whaling season 
thereafter shall be established in accordance with 
the following ptinciples: 
( I) For stocks at or above MSY level. aboriginal 

subsistence catches sha II be pemlitted so 
long as total removals do not exceed 90 per 
cent ofMSY. 

(2) For stocks below the MSY level blll 
above a cenain minimum level. abotiginal 
subsistence catches shall be pemlitted so 
long as they are set at levels wllich will allow 
whale stocks to move to the MSY level. ' 

(3) The above provisions will be kept under 
review. based upon the best sciemific advice. 
and by 1990 at the latest the Commission 
will tmdenake a comprehensive assessment 
of the effects of these provisions on whale 
stocks and consider modification. 

(4) For aboriginal whaling conducted under 
subparagraphs (b)( l). (b)(2). and (b)(3) of 
this paragraph. it is forbidden to strike. take 
or kill calves or any whale accompanied by a 
calf. For abotiginal whaling conducted under 
subparagraphs (b)(4) of this paragraph. it 
is forbidden to sttike. take or kill suckling 
calves or female whales accompanied by 
calves. 

(5) All abmiginal whaling shall be conducted 
tmder national legislarion that accords with 
this paragraph. 

(b) Catch limits for abotiginal subsistence whaling 
are as follows: 
( l) The taking of bowhead whales from the 

Beting-Chukchi-Beaufon Seas stock by 
abotigines is pennitted. bm only when the 
meat and products of such whales are to be 
used exclusively for local consumption by 
the abotigines and funher provided that: 

(i) For the years 2008. 2009. 2010. 2011 
and 2012. the number of bowhead 
whales landed shall not exceed 280. 
For each of these years the mnnber of 
bowhead whales stlltck shall not exceed 
67. except that any tmnsed ponion of a 
strike quota fi·om any year (including 
15 unused sttikes from the 2003-2007 

"Su foor,ot., ro Tobll! 1. 

quota) shall be canied forward and 
added to the sttike quotas of any 
subsequem yeal"S. provided that no 
more than 15 sttikes shall be added to 
the strike quota for any one yea1·. 

(ii) This provision shall be reviewed 
ammally by the Commission in light of 
the advice of the Sciemific Comminee. 

(2) The taking of gmy whales from the Eastem 
stock in the North Pacific is petmined. 
but only by aborigines or a Contracting 
Govemmelll on behalf of aborigines. and 
then only when the meat and products of 
such whales are to be used exclusively for 
local constmlption by the aborigines. 
(i) For the years 2008. 2009. 2010. 

20 ll and 20 I 2. the munber of gray 
whales taken in accordance with this 
sub-paragraph shall not exceed 620. 
provided that the munber of gray 
whales taken in any one of the years 
2008. 2009. 2010. 2011 and 2012 shall 
not exceed 140. 

(ii) This provision shall be reviewed 
ammally by the Commission in light of 
the advice of the Scientific Comminee. 

(3) The taking by aborigines of minke whales 
from the West Greenland and Cetltl"al stocks 
and fin whales from the West Greenland 
stock and bowhead whales fi·om the 
West Greenland feeding aggregation and 
humpback whales from the West Greenland 
feeding aggregation is pennined and then 
only when the meat and products are to be 
used exclusively for local consumption. 
(i) The munber of fin whales stt1tck from 

the West Greenland stock in accordance 
with this sub-paragraph shall not 
exceed 16 in each of the years 2010. 
2011 and 2012.1 

(ii) The number of minke whales stlliCk 
from the Cetltl"al stock in accordance 
with tllis sub-paragraph shall not 
exceed 12 in each of the yeru"S 2008. 
2009. 2010. 20 II and 2012. except 
that any mmsed ponion of the quota 
for each yeru· shall be canied forward 
fi·om that year and added to the quota of 
any subsequem yeai"S. provided that no 
more than 3 shall be added to the quota 
for any one year. 

(iii) The number of mitlke whales stl1tck 
fi·om the West Greenland stock shall 
not exceed 178 in each of the years 
2010. 201 1 and 2012. except that any 
unused pottion of the quota for each 
year shall be can·ied forward fi·om that 
year and added to the sttike quota of 
any of the subsequent yeru·s. provided 

1Titc ComJnission. on ad\-ice of the Scientific Committee. shall establish as far as possible (a) a mininnuu stock level for each stock below which whales shall 
not be taken. and (b) a rate of increase towards the MSY level for each stod:. The Scientific C01wninee shaH advise on a mini..tmun stock level and ou a range 
of rates of increase towards the MSY level wtdcr different catch rcgitucs. 
1 At 1\VC 62 in Agadir. Morocco. Jtmc: 2010. Denmark and Greenland agreed to \·oluntarily reduce funher the catch limit for the West Greenland stock of fin 
whales from 16 to 10 for each of the years 2010. lOl l and 2012. 
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that no more than 15 sn-ikes shall be 
added to the su·ike quota for any one 
year. This provision will be reviewed 
if new scientific data become available 
within the 5 year period and if necessaty 
amended on basis of the advice of the 
Scientific Cmmninee. 

(iv) The number of bowhead whales stmck 
off West Greenland in accordance with 
this sub-paragraph shall not exceed 2 
in each of the years 2008. 2009. 2010, 
2011 and 2012. except that any unused 
ponion of the quota for each year shall 
be cani ed forward from that year and 
added to the quota of any subsequent 
years. provided that no more than 2 
shall be added to the quota for any one 
year. This provision will be reviewed 
if new scientific data become available 
within the 5 year period and if necessaty 
amended on basis of the advice of the 
Scientific Connninee. 

(v) The number ofhumpback whales stmck 
off West Greenland in accordance with 
this sub-paragraph shall not exceed 
9 in each of the years 2010. 2011 and 
2012. except that any unused ponion of 
the quota for each year shall be can·ied 
forward fi·om that year and added to the 
strike quota of any of the subsequent 
years. provided that no more than 2 
strikes shall be added to the su·ike quota 
for any one year. This provision will be 
reviewed if new scientific data become 
available within the remaining quota 
period and if necessaty amended on 
the basis of the advice of the Scientific 
Cmmnittee. 

(4) For d1e seasons 2008-2012 the m1lllber 
of humpback whales to be taken by the 
Bequians of St. Vincent and The Grenadines 
shall not exceed 20. The meat and products 
of such whales are to be used exclusively for 
local consumption in St. Vincent and The 
Grenadines. 

14. It is forbidden to take or kill suckling calves or female 
whales accompanied by calves. 

Baleen Whale Size Limits 
15. (a) It is forbidden to take or kill any sei or Btyde's 

whales below 40 feet (12.2 metres) in length 
except that sei and Btyde's whales of not less than 
35 feet (10.7 metres) may be taken for delivety 
to land stations. provided that the meat of such 
whales is to be used for local consumption as 
hmnan or animal food. 

(b) It is forbidden to take or kill any fin whales below 
57 feet ( I 7.4 metres) in length in the Southem 
Hetnisphere. and it is forbidden to take or kill 
fin whales below 55 feet (16.8 meu·es) in the 
Nort!Jem Hemisphere: except that fin whales of 
not less than 55 feet (16.8 meu·es) may be taken 
in the Southem Hemisphere for delivety to land 
stations and fin whales of not less than 50 feet (15.2 

9 

meu·es) may be taken in the Nonhem Hetnisphere 
for delivety to land stations. provided that. in each 
case the meat of such whales is to be used for local 
consumption as human or animal food. 

Sperm W hale Catch Limits 
i 6. Catch iinlits for spenu whales of both sexes sllall be 

set at zero in the Southem Hemisphere for the 1981/82 
pelagic season and 1982 coastal seasons and following 
seasons. and at zero in the Nmthem Hetnisphere for 
the 1982 and following coastal seasons: except that the 
catch limits for the 1982 coastal season and following 
seasons in the Westem Division of the Nonh Pacific 
shall remain undetennined and subject to decision by 
the Commission following special or annual meetings 
of the Scientific Committee. These limits shall remain 
in force until such time as the Commission. on the basis 
of the scientific infonnation which will be reviewed 
annually. decides othetwise in accordance with the 
procedures followed at that tin1e by the Collllnission. 

I 7. It is forbidden to take or kill suckling calves or female 
whales accompanied by calves. 

Sperm W hale Size Limits 
18. (a) It is forbidden to take or kill any spenn whales 

below 30 feet (9.2 metres) in length except in 
the Nonh Atlantic Ocean where it is forbidden to 
take or kill any spetm whales below 35 feet (10.7 
meu·es). 

(b) It is forbidden to take or kill any spetm whale over 
45 feet (13.7 metres) in length in the Southem 
Hemisphere north of 40° South Latimde during 
the months of October to Janumy inclusive. 

(c) It is forbidden to take or kill any spemt whale over 
45 feet (13. ? metres) in length in the North Pacific 
Ocean and dependent waters south of 40° Nonh 
Latimde dming the months of March to Jm1e 
inclusive. 

IV. TREATMENT 

19. (a) It is forbidden to use a factmy ship or a land station 
for the purpose of treating any whales which m·e 
classified as Protection Stocks in paragraph I 0 or 
are taken in cotmavention of paragraphs 2. 3. 4. 
5. 6, 7. 8, II. 12. 14. 16 and 17 of this Schedule. 
whether or not taken by whale catchers tmder the 
jurisdiction of a Cotmacting Govetmnent. 

(b) All other whales taken. except mitike whales. shall 
be delivered to the factmy ship or land station and 
all parts of such whales shall be processed by 
boiling or othetwise. except the intemal organs. 
whale bone and flippers of all whales. the meat 
of spemt whales and parts of whales intended for 
human food or feeding anintals. A Contracting 
Govenunent may in less developed regions 
exceptionally pennit treating of whales without 
use of land stations. provided that such whales are 
fully utilised in accordance with this paragraph. 

(c) Complete treaunent of the cm·cases of ' ·dauhval" 
attd of whales used as fenders will not be required 
in cases where the meat or bone of such whales is 
in bad condition. 
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20. (n) The taking of whales for treatment by a factmy 
ship shall be so regulated or resnicted by the 
master or person in charge of the factmy ship 
that no whale carcase (except of a whale used as 
a fender. which shall be processed as soon as is 
reasonably practicable) shall remain in the sea for 
a longer period than thirty-three hours from the 
rime of killing to the time when it is hauled up for 
treatment. 

(b) Whales taken by all whale catchers. whether for 
factmy sl:ti.ps or land stations. shall be clearly 
marked so as to identity the catcher and to indicate 
the order of catching. 

V. SUPERVISI0:-1 AND CONTROL 

21. (n) There shall be maintained on each factmy ship at 
least TWo inspectors of whaling for the pmpose of 
maintaining twenty-four hom inspection provided 
that at least one such inspector shall be maintained 
on each catcher ftmctioning as a factmy ship . 
These inspectors shall be appointed and paid 
by the Govemment having jurisdiction over the 
factmy ship: provided that inspectors need not be 
appoinTed To ships which. apart from the storage 
of products. are used dming the season solely for 
freezing or salting the meat and enTrails of whales 
inTended for human food or feeding animals. 

(b) Adequate inspection shall be mainTained at each 
land station. The inspectors setving at each 
land station shall be appointed and paid by the 
Govemmem having jurisdiction over the land 
station. 

(c) There shall be received such obsetvers as the 
member commies may mnnge to place on factmy 
ships and land stations or groups of land stations 
of other member counuies. The obsetvers shall be 
appointed by the Commission acting through its 
Secretmy and paid by the Govennnent nominating 
them. 

22. Gmmers and crews of factmy ships. land stations. 
and whale catchers. shall be engaged on such tem1s 
that their rennmeration shall depend to a considerable 
extent upon such factors as the species. size and yield 
of whales and not merely upon the n\1111ber of the 
whales taken. No bonus or other remuneration shall 
be paid to the gmmers or crews of whale catchers in 
respect of the taking of lactating whales. 

23. Whales must be measured when at rest on deck or 
platfmm after the hauling out wire and grasping device 
have been released. by means of a tape-measure made 
of a non-stretching material. The zero end of the tape
measure shall be anached to a spike or stable device 
To be positioned on the deck or platfmm abreast of 
one end of the whale. Altematively the spike may be 
smck into the tail fluke abreast of the apex of the notch. 
The rape-measure shall be held taut in a straight line 
parallel to the deck and the whale ·s body. and other 
than in exceptional circ1m1stances along the whale's 
back. and read abreast of the other end of the whale. 
The ends of the whale for measurement pmposes shall 
be the tip of the upper jaw. or in spenn whales the most 
fmward pan of the head. and the apex of the notch 
between the rail flukes. 

10 

Measmements shall be logged to the nearest foot or 
0. 1 men·e. That is to say. any whale between 75 feet 6 
inches and 76 feet 6 inches shall be logged as 76 feet. 
and any whale between 76 feet 6 inches and 77 feet 6 
inches shall be logged as 77 feer. Similm·ly. any whale 
between I 0. 15 metres and I 0.25 men·es shall be logged 
as 10.2 men·es. and any whale between 10.25 metres 
and 10.35 metres shall be logged as 10.3 men·es. The 
measurement of any whale which falls on an exact half 
foot or 0.05 men·e shall be logged at the next half foot 
or 0.05 men·e. e .g. 76 feet 6 inches precisely shall be 
logged as 77 feet and l 0.25 metres precisely shall be 
logged as 10.3 metres. 

VI. INFOR.i\1ATION REQUIRED 

24. (n) All whale catchers operating in conjunction with 
a factmy ship shall report by radio to the factmy 
ship: 
(I) the time when each whale is taken 
(2) its species. and 
(3) its marking effected pursuant to paragraph 

20(b). 
(b) The infonnation specified in sub-paragraph (n) 

of this paragraph shall be entered innnediarely by 
a factmy ship in a pennanent record which shall 
be available at all times for examination by the 
whaling inspectors: and in addition there shall be 
entered in such permanent record the following 
infmmation as soon as it becomes available: 
( I) rime of hauling up for Treatment 
(2) length. measmed pmsuant to paragraph 23 
(3) sex 
( 4) if female. whether lactating 
(5) length and sex of foems. if present. and 
( 6) a full explanation of each infi·acrion. 

(c) A record sintilar to that desciibed in sub-paragraph 
(b) of this paragraph shall be maintained by land 
stations. and all of the infommtion mentioned in 
the said sub-paragraph shall be entered therein as 
soon as available. 

(d) A record sintilar To that desciibed in sub-paragraph 
(b) of this paragraph shall be maintained by 
··small-type whaling" operations conducted 
from shore or by pelagic fleets , and all of this 
infmmarion mentioned in the said sub-paragraph 
shall be entered therein as soon as available. 

25. (n) All Contracting Govennnents shall rep011 to the 
Commission for all whale catchers operating in 
conjunction with factmy ships and land stations 
the following infonnation: 
( I) methods used to kill each whale. other than 

a hatpoon. and in patticular compressed air: 
(2) number of whales Sl111Ck but lost. 

(b) A record similar to that desctibed in sub-paragraph 
(n) of this paragraph shall be maintained by vessels 
engaged in ·'small-type whaling" operations 
and by native peoples taking species listed in 
paragraph 1. and all the infonnationmentioned in 
the said sub-pm·agraph shall be entered therein as 
soon as available. and forwarded by Contracting 
Govemments To the Connnission. 

26. (n) Notification shall be given in accordance with 
the provisions of Article VII of the Convention. 
within TWO days after the end of each calendar 
week. of data on the number of baleen whales 
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by species taken in any waters south of 40° 
South Latitude by all factmy ships or whale 
catchers attached thereto under the jurisdiction 
of each Conn·acting Govemment. provided that 
when the munber of each of these species taken 
is deemed by the Secretmy to the Intemational 
Whaling Cmmnission to have reached 85 per 
cent of whatever total catch lintit is imposed by 
the Connnission notification shall be given as 
aforesaid at the end of each day of dat~ on the 
munber of each of these species taken. 

(b) If it appears that the maximum catches of whales 
pem1itted by paragraph !!may be reached before 7 
April of any year. the Secretmy to the Intemational 
Whaling Cmmnission shall detennine. on the 
basis of the data provided. the date on which the 
maxinmm catch of each of these species shall be 
deemed to have been reached and shall notify the 
master of each factmy ship and each Conn·acting 
Govennnent of that date not less than four days 
in advance thereof. The taking or attempting to 
take baleen whales. so notified. by fact01y ships 
or whale catchers attached thereto shall be illegal 
in any waters south of 40° South Latimde after 
midnight of the date so detennined. 

(c) Notification shall be given in accordance with the 
provisions of Anicle VII of the Convention of 
each fact01y sltip intending to engage in whaling 
operations in any waters south of 40° South 
Latimde. 

27. Notification shall be given in accordance with the 
provisions of Alricle VII of the Convention with regard 
to all fact01y ships and catcher ships of the following 
statistical infonnation: 
(a) conceming the number of whales of each species 

taken. the number thereof lost. and the munber 
n·eated at each fact01y ship or land station. and 

(b) as to the aggregate amounts of oil of each grade 
and quantities of meal. fertiliser (guano). and 
other products derived fi·om them. together with 

(c) patriculars with respect to each whale treated in the 
factmy ship. land station or ·'small-type whaling'' 
operations as to the date and approxinmte latimde 
and longin1de of taking. the species and sex of the 
whale. its leneth and. if it contains a foems. the 
length and se;. if asce11ainable. of the foems. 

The data refen·ed to in (a) and (c) above shall be 
verified at the tin1e of the tally and there shall also be 
notification to the Conmtission of any infonnation 
which may be collected or obtained conceming the 
calving grounds and migration of whales. 

28. (a) Notification shall be given in accordance with the 
provisions of Alricle VII of the Convention with 
regard to all fact my ships and catcher ships of the 
following statistical infmmation: 
(I) the name and gross tonnage of each fact01y 

ship. 
(2) tor each catcher ship attached to a tact01y 

sltip or land station: 
(i) the dates on which each is conunissioned 

and ceases whaling for the season. 
(ii) the number of days on which each is 

at sea on the whaling grotmds each 
season. 

11 

(iii) the gross tmmage. horsepower. length 
and other characteristics of each: 
vessels used only as tow boats should 
be specified. 

(3) A list of the land stations which were in 
operation dming the period concemed. and 
the number of 1niles searched per day by 
aircraft. if any. 

(b) The infmmation required under paragraph (a)(2) 
(iii) should also be recorded together with the 
following infonnation. in the log book fonnat 
shown i~1 Appendix A. and f01~·arded to the 
Conunission: 
(1) where possible the time spent each day 

on different components of the catching 
operation. 

(2) any modifications of the measures in 
paragraphs (a)(2)(i)-(iii) or (b)(J) or data 
from other suitable indicators of fishing 
effon for ·'small-type whaling" operations. -

29. (a) Where possible all factmy ships and land stations 
shall collect from each whale taken and repon on: 
(1) both ovmies or the combined weight of both 

testes. 
(2) at least one ear plug. or one tooth (preferably 

first mandibular). 
(b) Wh ere possible similar collections to those 

described in sub-paragraph (a) of this paragraph 
shall be undenaken and reponed by "small-type 
whaling" operations conducted fi·om shore or by 
pelagic fleets. 

(c) All specin1ens collected under sub-paragraphs (a) 
and (b) shall be properly labelled with platf01m or 
other identification munber of the whale and be 
approp1iately presetved. 

(d) Cmmacting Govenllllents shall anange for the 
analysis as soon as possible of the tissue samples 
and specinlens collected tmder sub-paragraphs 
(a) and (b) and report to the Conm1ission on the 
results of such analyses. 

30. A Contracting Govemment shall provide· the Secretmy 
to the Intemational Whaling Conunission with 
proposed scientific pe1mits before they are issued and 
in sufficient time to allow the Scientific Committee to 
review and connnent on them. The pro1posed penuits 
should specify: 
(a) objectives of the research: 
(b) number. sex. size and stock of the animals to be 

taken: 
(c) oppommities for participation in th.e research by 

scientists of other nations: and 
(d) possible effect on conse1vation of stock. 

Proposed pennits shall be reviewed and conunented 
on by the Scientific Conunittee at Almual Meetings 
when possible. When pennits would be granted prior 
to the next Alumal Meeting. the Secretmy shall send 
the proposed pennits to members of the Scientific 
Cmmninee by mail for their coll1lllelll and review. 
Prelimina1y results of any research resulting fi·om the 
pemtits should be made available at the next Almual 
Meeting of the Scientific Cmmnittee. 

31. A Cmu:racting Govenm1ent shall n·a:nsmit to the 
Conmtission -copies of all its official laws and 
regulations relating to whales and whaling and changes 
in-such laws and r~gu.lations. ' ' 
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INTER."'IATIONAL CONVENTION FOR THE REGULATIO:\' O F WHALING, 1946 
SCHEDULE APPENDIX A 

TITLE PAGE 
(one logbook per catcher per season) 

Catcher name .... .. . . .. .. . .... .. . ... .. . ... Year built .. .. .. .. .. . ... .. ... . .. ... .. .. .... .. . . ... .. ... .. . 

Attacl1ed to expedition/land station .. . .. .. . ......... .. .. ... .. .. . ... .. . . .. .. . ..... ..... . .. ... . .... ... .. .. .. .. . ...... .. .. . 

Season 

Overall length . .. Wooden/steel hull. .... .. . 

Gross tonnage. 

Type of engine H.P. 

Maximtllll speed. Average searching speed. 

Asdic set, make and model no ... ... . .. .... . .. . ..... .. . .. ... . .. .. . 

Date of installation ... .. .. .. ... . ... .. ...... . .. . ......... .. .... . 

Make and size of cannon .... ... .. . . .. . . 

Type of first hmpoon used . .. .. 

Type of killer hmpoon used 

Length and type of forenumer. 

Type ofwhaleline ... 

Height ofbanel above sea level 

Speedboat used. Yes/No 

Explosive/electTic/non-explosive 

Name of Captain .................. .. .. ... ... . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . ....... ... . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .... . . .. . .. .. ... . . .... . .. . . . ... .. . 

Number of years expe1ience .. 

Name of gmmer. . 

Number of years expe1i ence .. . ... . ... ...... . ..... ... . .. .. . . . 

Number of crew .......... .. ..... . ..... . .. .. ... . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . . 

12 
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INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION FOR THE REGULATION OF WHALING, 1946 

DAlLY RECORD SHEET 

Date ........ ........ Catcher name 

Searching: Time started (or resumed) 
searching 

*Time whales seen or reponed to 
catcher 

Whale species 
Number seen and no. of groups 
Position found 
Name of catcher that found whales 

Chasing: Time started chasing (or 
confirmed whales) 

Time whale shot or chasing 
discontinued 

Asdic used (Y es!N o) 
Handling: Time whale flagged or alongside 

for towing 

Towing: 
Serial No. of catch 
Time started picking up 
Time finished picking up or 

started towing 

Resting: 
Date and time delivered to factory 
Time stopped (for drifting or 

resting) 
Time finished drifting/resting 
Time ceased operations 

Total searching time ...... ... .. . 
Total chasing time 
A) with asdic .. 
B) without asdic 
Total handling time 
Total towing time 
Total resting time 
Other time (e.g. bunkering, in pon) .. ... . 

Time 

TABLE I 

Sheet No ............ .. ............... .. ..... . 

WEATHER CONDITIONS 

Sea state 

Wind 
force and 
direction Visibility 

Whales Seen (No. and No. of schools) 

Blue ...................................... .•.......... 
Fin .... .......... ....... .............................. . 
Humpback .... .......... ....... ....... ........... . 
Right... ..................... .......... ......... ... .. . 
Sci .. ........................................... .. . 
Signed ............ ................. ...... ... . 

*Time whales reponed to catcher means the time when the catcher is told of the position of 
a school and starts to move towards it to chase it. 

SCHEDULE APPENDIX A 

SCHOOLING REPORT TABLE2 

To be completed by pelagic expedition or coastal station for each sperm whale school chased. A 
separate form to be used each day. 

Name of expedition or coastal station 

Date Noon position of factory ship .......................... . 

Time School Found 

Total Number of Whales in School 

Number of Takeable Whales in School 

Number of Whales Caught from School by each Catcher 

Name of Catcher .......... .......... . 

Name of Catcher ................. ... . 

Name of Catcher ... ................. . 

Name of Catcher ........................................................ . 

Total Number Caught from School .......................................................... . 

Remarks: 

Explanatory Notes 

A. Fill in one column for each school chased with number of whales caught by each catcher taking pan 
in the chase; if catchers chase the school but do not catch from it, enter 0; for catchers in fleet which 
do not chase that school enter X. 

B. A school on this form means a group of whales which are sufficiently close together that a catcher 
having completed handling one whale can start chasing another whale almost immediately without 
spending time searching. A solitary whale should be entered as a school o f I whale. 

C. A takeable whale is a whale of a size or kind which the catchers would take if possible. It does not 
necessarily include all whales above legal size, e .g. if catchers are concentrating on large whales 
only these would be counted as takeable . 

D. Information about catchers from other expeditions or companies operating on the same school 
should be recorded under Remarks. 
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7. British Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries, “Minister’s Speech at the Opening of 
the Conference”, ICW/1937/3 (24 May 1937)

I . C . W. /1-937/3. 
MIFISTRY OF AGRICULTURB AND FISHERIES. 

o~. 'i' d.Ju.,L.G- . -----

llir. ister 1 s b!,)eeci"l at ti"le Opu~ing of the Confere.nce. 

~ . ~5 p . m . , ~y 24th, 1 937 . 
at 

Sh.el:::.. Mex: _l!ouse!.. L ondon, W . 0 . 2 . 

It is. n .-.;roat p _e.:.dU).'t: .for me to oe here t o - day 

to welcome you all , and t o ex:p~ss the satis.fact ion of 

His hla.,;esty 1 s G-overr-me••t in the United Kingdon that your 

respective Governments ~ave see~ .r~t to instruct you t o 

atte,-d t his confere ce . Fr-om this we j ud :;e that your 

Governme..,ts recogTtise t hat the future o.f t he great whaJ.i.:ng 

industry is Lo jeopardy, and that i t s Lmport~nce is such 

-r.hat we ough<. to Jr.c.l<e an effort to preserve :i.t :!"rom the 

fate which has overtaKen other whaling industries :i.n the 

pas t . 

As you know , t he old whaJ.e fi.sher:i.es which depended 

upon t he Right Hhales, are things of the past . For ce~turies 

the F:i.n Wha~ca and t he msgnlii.cent Bluo Vlhales , ·ahich are the 

lar gest animals i.n the worJ.d , were immune from attack from 

ma.n because they were too swift in t heir movements , too large 

and too power:f."ul to be atrtacked by the o ld method at: the 

harpoon thrown by band .from a smaJ.l boat . But , since the 

invention by t he Horwegi an svend Foyn o:f." the harpoon gun , 

which can b e r~red £rom the bo~ of a sh1p specially constructed 

for the p urpose , a ship 111ith the necessary speed to enable her 

to overhaul a travell i ng whale , t hat immunity h.as ceased to 

exist . In tne comparative l y narrcw seas of the Arctic Ocean 

the stock o:f whales has been reduced to a level at wb~ch it 

can on1 y maintain a few smal~ stations , and a t the beginn ing 

of t he present oe"l tu.ry whaJ.ers bega•1 t o turn t heir a tten tion 

to t he vast and :i.nho spitab~e sea t hat sur rounds t he Antarct~c 

Continen t . That sea was found t o contain abundant l ire , 

upon which g reat school s Of whales t'ed a n d g r ew fat . In a. 

sho r t time a prosperous indus try was established , based on 

l . 
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lund s~ations .n the Faltuande Islands and tbe ir vepende~cies . 

So lon6 as whaling was thus conducted the 

aestruction of whales >~las lim! ted by the rar.e;e of the whale 

catchers from tha ldnd stations. BuL the irr~e~tion of the 

£loating fa~tory, wbicll cryJlJ worz irdup5ndent_y of ~ny land 

st.atio"'l , brou.::;ht about. a comple .. e onnn~e . These flo a.tiog 

factories: 'fllttl t.heir ~o:r.tenctanr.. catch~:.·s, ho.d the 

advan~u~e of mooility . Tha cat~hers, instsad of bei~ 

t ased a.'3 b6fore upon lbnd station::;, tho situation of which 

limited their ru"'lgs of ac~ivity so that they could only 

&t t.ack sucll wha.le<i as came w1.thin the economic radiUE from 

the land st~tion, ~er~ n~ ablu with their floating factories 

to travel in search of the Tmalcs and attack tbem wherever 

t.llC:!y might bo ~ rund . 

This developnte"lt led to the dis oovery that tne stock 

of whales wns greater than had ever been supposed . Floating 

fa~to~ies began to be built in ever- increasing numbers, and 

with aver- increasing efficiency . The catchers also became 

more speedy and ruore powsrf~, and a vast destruction of whales 

ensued . In the year 1930- 31, no less than 37,000 were killed . 

:n ~be past ~hree years for wL1Ch we have statistics the nurrber 

destroyed has been more thsn 82, 0CO . The wor~: of the 

0Discovery 11 Co!lllllitte<:~, and the statistlcs of ~he whaling 

industry, collected from the factory ships and worked out in 

Nor~ay, i ndicate clearly that if tne present rate of destruction 

is continued the Antnr~tic Wl1aling Industry will soon cease to 

be a profitable commorcial venture, and the magn1ficent c l ue 

'flhala will proLlably oe ext-erminated . 

2 . 
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fJost of u.s represented here are parties to the 

Convention !'or the Protection of Whales , which "as made in 

Geneva in 1931. That. Comrention provides for a very modest 

degree or protection of the stock, which eAY6rie~ce has proved 

to be insuf'ficient. For several years past we , in agreement 

with our friends in ri"or:Yay, have enforced re3\llations, and 

have been able to secure volWltary agreements , the effect of 

which is to extend the scope of protective measures; but in 

the mean time the increasi:.1g price of' whale oil has encouraged 

the building of increasingly powerfUl and efficient factories 

and catchers , not only 1n Great Britain and i~ Uor>lay and in 

the British Dominions, but in other countries which hitherto 

have interested themselves little , if at all , in the Antarctic 

Whaling. These are the circumstances which have led us to 

invite you to conf'er with us in the hope that we may all agree 

upon rr~asures of protection so that the endeavours of some 

countries may not be defeated by the enterprise of others. 

As I said in my opening remarks , Gen;;lemen, your 

presence here to- day indicates ~~at your Governments share our 

opinion that some such agreement is necessary if the Whaling 

Industry is to be preserved for the presen-t and for future 

generations. The path of' conservation is beset by many 

dit'f'icul ties , but as we are all ge t~'lered to pursue a common 

object , I hope that your united ef'forts will f'ind a way tr~oug~ 

or over these di.fficul ties , and that we may reach an agreement 

which will be beneficial for all of us , and which because of its 

reasonableness and its practical character t may induce those who 

are not w1 th us to- day to work w1 th us in the near future . 

3. 
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I bid you all a very hearty welcome. I have to 

express regret that tl:e pressure of my duty prevents me from 

presiding at the day to day work of t:_e Conference , and I am 

the!•efore going to suggest that you appoint as Chairman, my 

colleague, !.ir. Haurice , who is sittine at my right hand. Be 

has recently been Chairman of an International Conference for 

the size of 1'ish nets , which be brough~ to a. very success:f'ul. 

c~cl~sion. I can therefore recommend him to you as a very 

skilfUl and impartial Ohai rman. I should be very glad to 

know if that receives the support of the gatheri~ Will 

anyone seco~d that? 

(seconded by His Excellency senor Dr. Don Malbran, G.B.E. ( .<\rgentine) 

4. 
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8. Verbatim Record, ICW/1937/5 (25 May 1937) pp. 1-3

/ 

CH.AIR:!A!: : 

J'l<OF3:350R 
.BH!GER 
~"'SEt-;: 

=.c. '.'1. /1.937/5 . 

Tnesdey, 25th r:ay , 1937. 
1_hl5 a . m. 

~o--Ir Exceller:.c:; , Gen.tlerJ::::l, befo!•e ue bep:1 our 

to raise, wi tll rq;.J.r<l to t;1e posj tioil of' experts. Sone 

del~gatio= have b!·o~l:t c:~erts ~d th them, c.n•."' "de I1:1ve 

sugzcs ted tha ':. e::tpe:. "ts should not take :r>a='t ~ the Conf"ererrce 

in our ..,enc ra:t r.ce ti..-,co . T.i1e .:.•ca:-:oa ..lei' t.!•,ir.; is that &::parts 

engaged in the iudustr-J nnd !..lave a fi·=cial inte.xst in it. 

It may 'he ver~' neces<.ary to cli!.'\cuss c;;.•testions with t:1ese 

pe:-so. s at sooilC later ata~e, a.~~ 11c nn:r liish to cc:1sul t cur 

e:;:perts and other del.egatio:J.o ruay wish to consult theirs , but 

we do not want to have round ~s tab.l.e a competition bet'1'1een 

'fihaling con:panies , and t!"lr!t is w=.at. it is likely to becO!ile 

:udgi~ fro~ past e~~rience; w!:en you ge ;; companies 

re~reoented ro~1d the table it is ju~t a scraumle betweeu them 

as to who is goinz to come out of' it je~t. 

What ~e want to discu~c here are , in the first ~lace, 

regulations wluch our reapective Govc~£nts ore prepared to 

en-f'orce . I do not know whetb.•n• yon . Professor Ber${ensen , 

woi.lld like to agree that :;;>oiut. 

Yes, I agree . 

0:1 the ot>1er b.a::ld \t"e mi-:;ht ;<ant to go into same 

technical questions and then fJe should want expert. adv1ce so 

that. it is good to have the eA"~">Elrta in the off'in~ so that we 

can call on tb.em tlhen we mmt tllelil . 

With that preliminary , I think we can proceed to 

the discussion of t.he memorandtU'Il which we have prepared. 

Have you anything you would lil~e to say Excellency? 

l. 
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:Oef'ore the proceedi.ngs of' t:1e Conference zo on 

: should lilte to ma.'te a reservation, which is very 

important, The l.~inister of ~ricul ture , in hi& openil1g 

speech , men-tioned in z-ct;£:rd to ;;he pol"crs tb.a~ have ~een 

given to the Government fo~ the Fz~and Isl~=• a 

juri&diction in all t~a adjuceDt islands. His t!ajeaty 1 s 

firmly sustained :t.s ril?'r.t of jurisdiction over tl,cse 

Island.&. Tb!:.tis a question t.hat t-.as noching to do '.71th 

t:Us Coni'ere:Jce, '.Jut; as .I l>elleve ·ihe speech cr t.l:.e 

Minister cr P..,3r icul ture ;Til::. 'Je r:.:oro.e:d in t:!le Mi.cutes of 

the Confe~nce, I consider it rirr~~ and I caa~~t se~ any 

objection to recording in the ~~u.es, the statement tilat 

I mad.e o:t beh~:~l:f of my Govc~·oment that any ag:i'eement 

reached , or any document ::: • .;ned, or any duty to be paid by 

the compar.ieo working in ter:'i tor:..al water c;hould not be 

considere~ My Government ~ill not consid~r in ~v way 

anything prejudi cial ~o the rights firmly sustained by w.y 

country. That is the reservation. that I ElllOuld lil~e to 

make, and I asJ:: you tu', Chai=, i:f the speech o-r t!le 

tJinister o!' .\[:.-ricul ture is recorU.ed1 ;;;.1a t t~e statement 

I have ~Bde should be recorded a!so. 

?bat shall be done , sxc~lleucy. 

With re-ference to our· :llc:nm'c.n.5.1.un, I ha!'>.ll.y 

think we need debate the f'irrri; 'f1.ve p.:tru.graphs; I believe 

we have all Q6reed to Chat 8lld t;J.<.. t is ou:r- reaso:1 'for 

coming here . Unless there is anything you ifish to .,;a.y, 

I su~:;:es't lW pass to the s<;coud JM6e and t.ake p::;...re.graph 6 

and discuss the :first sub-par&gr!lph (e.) . Tba point. or 

that paragraph is t~at we aPe not all parties to tne 

Geneva Con.-en~;l.o!l , and there artl C~;;:?tain principleH L1 the 

Genev~ Convent1.on which I hope we shall all acce~t here, 

i f' I m.s.y v e-ry bri efl y sullr.l8.rise the point.s. 

2 . 
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They a r e the following -

First o~ all ~he Convention, es it is stated in 

the opening of the Second Articl.e, a:;J~lies only to b!Ueen 

whales . 

In the provisions in Article .!, there is a 

prohibl tion of t;.e killiU<J o'!: ri:¥tt w;w.lea, and there is a 

def"L'li tion o.f !'ight ','/hales <.o include Hcrth Ca!Je :;Jhales , 

Grecnl::md \7hales, aouthern l'l6"·.t w:.al<'!.:., .::tc. 

~en again, Artic:o 5, ~rc~i~its t~e ~ill!ng of 

calves or suc:d.i.r.~ whaleG, or innwtl!!'e ~;hales, - immature 

whe.l~s t:.re c!efineu latdr on - and f'cr.ule 1-!w.les ·.vr..:;.ch are 

accc.m9Wlled b~r cal.,es o!' sucl::.ing ':il:.:!..es . 

Then there is tLe ne:;:t ...:.rt~.cl!), that ;;be fullest 

possible use shouJ.d be :nad'" o~ tile C':i:'case o.f ·,vhales . I 

need not go i nto that very fully; in e:t':::'ect , it is that 

every part of the whale tbat can ~e tu~1ed to commercial 

use shal~ ce u~ilised. 

Then, t:1ere is 7. It it; a very important 

article - that the gunners and crP.ws of such vessels 

s.."'lall be encsged on such terms t~::.;t t:-,eir remuneration 

sh<Jll be in accordance w::. t.'l the slze c-1' -..he whales kill~d.. 

Most. companies enforce reg.!latio:l.3 u.:aer which a gunner 

dces aot 0et pa!d ~or a whale ~der a certain size. 

These, I think, are tha mair- prov:isior.o n-h~ch 

we want to ~et accepted by this (Jo;'lfcrenc"'• Ther e are 

other ~rovisic~ which : hope wi~l be ~~ccpted, particula~ly 

in P.rticle 10 &bout provicll.ng inf'oro.c.tion c:mcernJng t.!le 

catehing of the whales. I should 2-i~re to lmov1, £.nd 

I ha.ve no doubt some of you will llaYI:l ci>serva·::.ionz on this 

poir.t , to what extent the Gove.:-nmeut:;; represe!ltetl l-.er.:: a:.:-e 

pr e.Pared to enforce re.:;ulationz to these e!':!'oc.·ts , a.zu.t have 

got the pone:.:-s to e!l£orce then :r::.o~:, b~!cau3e 1 ~ is 

:.lllpOrt<int to get these regula-:..=.o"..a i!lto operation ne;.:-t 

season. 

:.; . 
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9. Verbatim Record, ICW/1937/21 (1 June 1937) pp. 1, 16-17

r . o. w. /1937/2.1. . 

INTERNftTIOPJIL 00tl1':S!\o!;~~ ON WEALlliO . 

Fi~th Plenary Session. ~st June, 1937. 
11.15 a.m. 

CHAIRMAN: 

CHAirutAN : 

MR. BORLEY : 

Befo~ we proceed to discuss the dr~t 

Artic:!.es ~·hich we have put hef'o:::-e you , Mr. Bo:!'l.ey wishes 

-to report on t:1e meetings of' the Comni ttee of' which he wa'l 

Chairm:m. '?Wo re:r>orts from that Co!!ID.i ttee have been 

circulated .n dra£t and I unders~d that they have 

subsequently been accepted by t!le Committee , but 

Mr. Borley will be able co tell us how things stand. 

The paper which has been circulated 

(No. r.c.W. /1937/9) is a note on ti>...e first meeting of 

that Oorrrni ttee t!la t has now been approved by the 

Commi tl#ee . The second note is : . c . w. /1937/15. That 

has not been before the Con:mi ttee in a corporate way, 

but I have ask~d neGrly all '~ members of the Committee 

for amendments, and ~h~ Gnly one = have received relates 

to paragraph 4 " 'Nl"18les llenerally·• on the secor.d page; 

in paragraph 4 (b) the Gel'!llan De~egation wish to point 

out that that coes no~ ~present their remarks and that 

the words 11South Atlantic" should be replaced by 

11Equstor" ("protective zone south of' the Equator") . 

Is the Committee recocmending us to put 

so!l'.ething into the Agreement ? 

~Y are reporting on whaling sanctuaries and 

their recommendations are in the notes . :t is 

obvious tr_at they cannot be applied immediately ~or 

tl::e moat part and tl:ey will tal~e their place, I presume, 

with ~ aatters to be discussed ~or ~ture ~~JUlstion . 
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t:a'7ing Gie~ose.:'. fo:~ ::h~ t>:.me bei.n.c:: oi' 

~h:~t quastion. st.al! ·n!l r.;t..1!'•1 to the draft and 

con~i~er :!.t . I e:r. f':'Cir.g to ask yo·,l to leave out> 

the pre~~ule bsca~so tt~re is a certain amount of 

dil'f"er.,;nce o:f op inio.u 9 s to the order :..:::1 -..hich the 

c.:~unt'!'i~z s;1<.:1ll t.e put . 

I have aJ so n '}\.eDt ion I'Tith reference to 

t~~ 'FOl'tl~ng, •• •:r,~eP, .. ~e·.t fo:r t:he regllLtt:!.on of the 

i.>du;;"&::.;; of w!llling . " I understand that on other 

occasiol!.l a·.:cb ::e.-.a ... :~~.;r:ts bavo LJe~n made :fo::o the 

:-e3ulat:!.o:. of (;he in•iustr;. o~ v·hal.inr~ . ··o deal. 

:..n t~is ~~;·au!11'1Ut . t:> a ::u:.rge axtent with the 

p:..•eserva:;.:..o:. of y,b!.tles ~nO:: I dcr: 1t know · hother the 

\icrd ing 1 -~32'at:nn.;:;ut .for the ragula. tion of wh31ing11 

vzould e •. press the matter better t;}'...an "the regulation 

of ths inJustry ol 't~a 1 iD ~ . 11 

I dou~t ~~a~~er tnere is veFv much in it . 

1 am responsible .fo~· ;:.hat ex-pression and tlle reason 

wby I use ·1 h as b•3caue,-, we wero 1•egulatin,?" not 

r.1erely th~ r.al:inf! of "l"'laies bu~ also cl'te t··aat;ing 

of whales. ar.-1 i;lle v•:>rkinS\ ~? of tne wmles in the 

.fac~o;~:'-'s. 5.•1•• it jn.:::t occurred ~.o ma chat -pe::oba-ps 

tb.e regul&tio:>'l of the i"ldu.F~::;ry o:' whali;;g ?aS 

-perb:lps a mor" suitable phraae , bilt if you like 

to malre it !'H.11Pl:r "of ;.talin~" I agree . 

· I should also like to add somethinp: about 

tbs presorvatio~. o!' .... r.ales . 

16. 
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GHAIRMiu"'i : You mean l?reserva tion o:f the stock '? 

!I or r ~VOHL'i'AT : Yen . 

t!r. :.tACL.l!;QD: 
(Ganacht) 

OilAIR~: 

If you want to get i.)) sanothing abou"t the 

preservation of the stock I think one might sey in the 

:preamble t;hn t ''d~sii'bg to secure the 1ll'oaperi ty of' 

t~e ;'lbnling industry 1 and f'o:!:' t~t -purpose to mnintain 

t he stocks o:f whalos''. 

I ll.<id in minC.. -the ~ression "desi ring to 

muiTitain tn~ stoc!>:. of wll?J.<:s and to secm·e the 

proa~er·ity ot: the wtw.l illg indttatry. 11 

I rat!ler !J!'<:fe:· what I s&i.d . 

. ~.grGed , 

Doesn ' t it r ather leav9 you O?en to cri ticism 

thnt the only :purposf: of your -pro-r.ecting wor ds is to 

mak e money out o:f t!:J.~m? 

Herr WO!iLTAT: 

I run a:f::raid i t i s brutally t rue . 

I n the Geneva Oonvcntion they said 

' 'Regul ation of Whuli.r).g" . 

All right , "Regulation of' whaling" . 

Does every'.:>od,y ag!>ee? (Agr eed) . 

I thir.Ut i t is pe~·i'ectly sati sfactor y . VIe 

will lceve the order of' countries for f'uture discussion . 

Af'tcr we had drafted and 

circulated i t I asked our Foreign Off'ice to look 

tbrough the d.r&i't o.nd the~ hav-e made c er tain f'ormaJ. 

suggest ions whic h 9er heps it would be conven ient t o 

l '7 . 
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10. “Agreement for the Regulation of Whaling, Additional Article”, ICW/1937/31  
(3 June 1937) 

__ I.o.w .. /l937/3L 

AGREEMENT FOR THE REGULATiotf OF WHALlllG . 

Additional Article. 

Notwi th.standing a.nythil".g contaLYled i."l thie 

Agreerr.ent, any cc·nt!'acting Government may grant to any 

of ita nationals a special permit authorising that national 

to kill take and treat whales for purposes of scientific 

research subject to such restrictions as to number and 

subject to such other cor.lti t~ons as the contracting 

Government thinkEI f'i t and the ki.llin& "taking and t::-eating 

or whales in accordance with. 'the 1.e.t'IUS in force under this 

Article shall be exempt :frotc the operation or the foregoing 

Articles of this Agreemen~. 

Any contracting Government may at any time 

revoke a penni t gran-ced by it under this Article. 
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11. Verbatim Record, ICW/1937/33 (3 June 1937) pp. 1, 15

I 

r.c . w./J.937/!33 . 

Bqventh Plenar y Session. 3rd June, 1937. 
3 o.n. 

MR. T:EIOi.SQ;T : 

GE-nt::.eL'!e::l , : am anxious not to start if I can 

help it u~~~l Tiis ~c~lleucy tLe Ars~~t~nc }~bassaaor 

cones, ar:;.d I au hoping also t:r.c..:; Dr. Wohl.ta& wil:. be 

here , but perha;.>s you would , il.l t.he meantime, run your 

eyes over l;he draf't of the proposed Protocol so that 

when l'fe co1:1e to it you will be fa:niliru.• ;vi th it. 

There :is one small anendrr.er..t. to ~he 

addit2onsl reVise or Alticle 9 ; it should be 

Article B in the ne~ draf1;. 

3.20 p.m. 

May we start and run rapidly through the 

revise of L rticles 1 - 9, whic~ have been circulated. 

A:re th~re any observa~ions on ~~ticle 1 ? 

DP.. KELLOGG : I scocld l~e to !Glo\'f how ::.. t is proposed to 

OP...A..IRJ.JJI.ll : 

DR. KELLOOG: 

CHAIRMAH : 

---

ensure that tee rezuJations are to be enforced by 

the land stations. 

I d01~ 1 t thi:lk they w.ill be elll'orced fox' t-here 

are no Inspectors on the land sta tiona. ~le anticipat e 

that Inspectors will be stationed there . What we have 

said is that &here should be at least one Inspector on 

each factory ship. 

I n our l egislation ~e have Inspectors on each 

or oar shore stations. Would there be any objection 

to including such a condi~ion in -~ticle I ? 

I understand that at a land station an 

inspection may ~ake place at BilY mo~ent. 

It is all righ (; provided they are insJ)ectcd 

once i n a while . 
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~<?feElSOr 
B~Gll\SEN : 

t.Ir • THOMSON : 

:Mr . .:-mmsoN : 

(Agre.Ptl) . 

I thi~k we agreed article ~9 . 

1lX> you agree ~cel1ency? 

Yes . 

Have -you anything t..o say m1 t.rticJ..e J.9 Which 

\7es 1 8 . 

Do you thir~ it wou1d be advisable to have 

the scientific nanws in connection With the 

defH•J. "&ior.s of tile v;r...JL.es, inserted? 

I do not tl::Link so . 

Artic~e :g Nas agreed . Articl e 20 was agreed . 

The Accession Article 21 was agreed . 

That :fj ro.ebes 'the articles 6:XCept old 

Article 12 (now LrLi~.le 14) , Beto::-e we come to t hat 

we have an art~cle ~~c3 ha~ been circulated 

(I.C. W. /1937/31) ~"hicn .;<;!&!lied -uo be desirable :for us 

to put ~n, a savic~ ~cr sc~anti=lc purposes . Is 

there ar.y objection to that additional article? 

{l .. g:·eet) . 

It becomes .~rticle 17. 

v·e shall he.ve to do some re-m.unberi!lg, but we will 

do that afte::-wards , 

The definitHln article has now bec ome artic le lB. 

In Article l there i s some doubt in my mind 

as to Whether it hen been decided to use the 

expression in:fraction "egainst 11 or 11o:!" . 

15. 
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12. “Whaling, A Short Historical Sketch” (1937) p. 1

WHALING 

In co:::u:ection with this -.. 'haling - Conference it may 

be of interest to give a brief historical account of the 

developnent of the modern whaling industry. 

1iodern whaling was inaugurated in 1868, v1hen Svend 

Foyn of T0nsberg, afte~ ~ years o: unsuccess:ul experinentation, 

i nvented t~e shell ha~poon and killed 30 Blue Whales in 

Varangerfjord . In the course of a few y~ars a series of whaling 

companies were started, with starionary factories along the 

coast o: ?innmarken. in the north of rorway. The catch reached 

its culmination in 1886, when 19 co~panies were operating 

wi th 35 boats .• F::>om. this year the numb<=P of companies has 

slowl y declined . 

A few companies now began to look for other fields, 

as f . i . Iceland, where r;orwegi ans commenced catching in 1882 . 

To begin with , the catch from Finn~rken only 

comprised Blue Whales , but later on Fin Whales , Sei ·.~bales 

and Eumubacks were also hunted . 

?or several years the whaling gave a goon profit, 

and although the amount o: whales on the field as well as 

the pri ces obtained for the products were subject to great 

variat i ons , the profit of the catch was reduced from year 

to year . 
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13. “Final Act” (1940) 34 (2) AJIL 112, pp. 112-114

112 THE AMERICAN JOURNAL OF INTEltNATlO~AL LAW 

M. F!NCATI 

T.L.:\IARI.N1 
For tlte Government of the Commonu;ealth of Australia: 

S. l\1. B RUCE 

For the Government of Germany: 
WoRLTRAT 

For the Gouernment of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern 
I reland: 

HL~'llY G .. MAURICE 

GEo. H oGARTH 

For the Government of the I rish Free Stale: 
SEA.'> O'FAOLAI!\ O'DULCIIAOYTIGH 

For the Government of N ew Zeala1'lil: 
G. McNAMARA 

For the Government of Norway: 
BraGER B ERGEBSEN 

FINAl. AcT 

The Conference, having this da.y signed an Agreement for the Regulation of 
Whaling, to take immediate effect, desires to add, for the consideration of 
the governments represented aL the C.onference, the following observations: 

2. The agreement is valid for one year and will, it is hoped, continue in 
force for future years, unJess the gove:mments, or any of them, decide to the 
contrary. It is likely, in the opinionr of the Conference, to go far towards 
maintaining the stock of 'vhales, upo1n which the prosperity of the whaling 
industry depends. 

3. Experience may prove, however, that further measures of conservation 
are necessary or desirable. The Conference desires, therefore, to suggest 
that certain further methods of conservation and of preventing wastage of 
whales should be examined by the governments concerned without delay, 
and that the governments should take the necessary measures by legislation 
to place themselves in a position to impose such further regulations of whal
ing as experience may dictate. 

4. The agreement prescribes regulations mainly of general application 
to whaling from factory ships a nd land stations alike. The most important 
of these regulations are those requiring the observance of close seasons, pro
hibiting the taking of whales of certain species already threatened with ex
tinction, prohibiting the taking of female whales v.;th calves or suckling 
whales and of whales of different species below s~e limits prescribed for each 
species, requiring full commercial use to be made of every part of every whale 
taken, and limiting tbe time within which, from the time of catching, whales 
must be treated in a factory ship or l.and station as the case may be. The 
purpose of these r egulations is to limit the number of whales killed a.nd to 
prevent the waste of whale material. 
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5. Certain provisions of the agreement, however, affect only pelagic 
whaling, in particular those provisions which absolutely prohibit pelagic 
whAling for baleen whales in certain large areas of the sea. This differentia
tion between. whaling prosecuted by means of factory ships and by means of 
land stations needs explanation. It has been urged that whaling as hitherto 
prosecuted from some land stations, especially near the equatorial zone, has 
been wasteful and harmful because the physiological condition_ of the whales 
taken was such that their oil yield was low and because whales were taken at 
these stations when they were about to throw their calves. Against this it 
may be argued that the raising of the size limits for various species under the 
agreement will greatly restrict the catch brought to the land stations, that 
the land stations, not enjoying the mobility of the factory ships, are already 
handicapped in the pursuit of whales, and that wha.t.ever catch they take is a 
comparatively insignificant fraction of the total catch. The Conference 
recommends that the catch of the land stations should be carefully studied 
and that the governments should consider, in the light of such study, what 
further regulations, if any, should be attached to whaling from land stations, 
either generally or in particular geographical areas. In the view of the Con
ference, there is a certain risk that the restrictions imposed on pelagic whal
ing may lead to a development of whaling from land stations, and the 
governments should accordingly place themselves in a position to check or 
regulate such development should it occur. 

6. The Conference further recommends that the governments should put 
themselves in a position. to limit, if it is thought fit, the number of whale 
catchers that may be employed in connection with any factory ship or land 
station with a view to further limitation of the destruction of whales. 

7. The governments are also recommended to take powers, if they do not 
already possess them, to prohibit whaling entirely in any area of the sea 
either permanently or for a. limited period. It is felt that it may be desirable, 
in the light of experience gained, to close permanently areas which may be 
proved to be calving areas, or to close from year to year selected areas of the 
Antarctic Ocean or elsewhere for the purpose of giving to the whales a sanc
tuary in which they may escape molestation. 

8. The Conference also recommends that the governments should place 
themselves in a position to regulate the methods of killing whales. Under 
existing methods of whaling, whales may be fataJJy injured, but lost owing 
~0 defects in the guns or harpoons in use. including the propelling and burst
lllg cbarges. This involves waste of whales. It is suggested that it may 
Prove desirable so to regulate the methods of taking whales as to ensure 
that/ by the use of suitable explosive charges, or by the use of a haTpoon 
electrically charged, the whale when hit may be speedily killed and wastage 
thUs avoided. Moreover, a regulacion of this character may be expected to 
abate something of the undoubted cruelty of present methods of whaling. 

9. The Conference further recommends that the contracting governments 
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should take steps to prevent this agreement and any regulations mad•e there.. 
under from being defeated by the transfer of ships registered in theii.r tern
tories to the flag of another government not. a party to this agreement, and 
suggests that for this purpose it might be provided that the transfer of a fac
tory ship or whale catcher from its national Bag to the fiag of any othe·r coun
try should be permitted only under license of the goverrunent. 

10. The Conference believes that the regulations upon which it has agreed 
will certainly contribute to the maintenance of the stock of whales and to the 
prosperity of the whaling industry. Not aU the representatives of Jgovern
ments present at the Conference have been able to sign the agreement, some 
of them not being authorized by their governments in that behalf. It is 
hoped that all governments represented will eventually accede to thE~ agree.. 
ment. The Conference desires to urge upon the contracting governments 
that they should use their utmost endeavors to secure the adhesion of such 
Powers as are interested in the whaling industry but were not represented at 
the present Conierence. The Conference recognizes that the purpose of the 
present agreement may be defeated by the development of unre,gula.ted 
whaling by other countries, in which case it would be a matter for consider
ation whether the present agreement should be continued in force, or whether 
the contracting governments should not agree to modify their :regulations to 

meet the situation thus created, or even to permit their nationals to pursue 
whaling without regulation, so that they may derive from its pursuit such 
benefit as may be had before the stock of whales ha.s been reduced to a. level 
at which whaling ceases to be remunerative. For the Conference is con
vinced that, unless whaling is now strictly regulated, that eventuality can
not be regarded as remote. 

11. In conclusion, the Conference desires to urge that a further contference 
should be held at a convenient time next year, at which the result!; oi the 
forthe.oming seA~on may be studied and the question of the modificntion or 
extension of the present agreement be considered. 

Done in London, the 8th day of June, 1937, in a single copy, whitch shall 
remain deposited in the archives of the Government of the United Kingdom 
of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, by whom certified copies will be 
transmitted to the other governments which have signed the Agreement for 
the Regulation of Whaling. 

[Here follow the same signatures as on the preceding agreement, ptp. 111-
112.] 
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14. “United States Proposals for a Whaling Convention”, IWC/3 (29 October 1946)  
pp. 1-3, 11-12

!".ESTRI CT""'D 
IWC/3 

October 29, 1946 

INTERNATiONAL WHALING CONFtRE:iCE • WASHUtGTOM,D.C. • 194S 

l 

2 

UNIT"'D S':'A'i'ES PROPOSALS F OR 
~ W.-lALIHG CO:·:\'CHTION 

The Governments of - - - - - - - - - - - - -

R.;cognizing the inte::oest of the nations· of the 

3 ~orld in safeguarding for future 

4 generations the great nat ural resources represented 

5 by the ~hale fisher~es; 

6 Consider ing tha t the hi3tory of whali ng has 

7 seen overfish~ng of one a r ea after anothe r and of 

8 one kind of wha le after another to such a degree 

9 trzt ~any whale fisheries cay never r ecover and 

10 that tte fa'W productive l·rhaling a r eas now ren~ainir..g 

11 a r e :-e:;:idly bei~ depleted, ~aJ::ing it essent i a l that 

12 all kinds of whales be prctected froc futur e 

13 dep!.eticn; 
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RESTRICTED 
.Lw'C/ 3 

17 in the size cf whale stocks will permit increases 

18 in the n~bers o~ whales which ~ay be captured 

19 without end~~gering that natural rescurce; 

20 Recognizing that it is in the co~~on interest 

21 to restore the vhale stocks as rapidly as possible 

22 without causing widespread economic and nutritional 

23 distress and that the ultimate objective should be 

24 to achieve and to maintain the stocks at a level 

25 which will permit a sustained capture of the maximum 

26 number of whales; 

21 Recognizing that in the course of restoring 

28 the stocks whaling operations should be co~ined to 

29 certain species tc give ~~ interval of recovery to 

jO kinds cf w~ales now depleted in nUZI!ber5; 

31 Desiring to establish a permanent system of 

32 r.:anagement for the whale fisheries to assure proper 

33 and effective conservation and development of whale 

stocks on the ~~sis cf ~he prin~iples e=bo~ied in 

35 the previsions or the !nte~~e~io~al Agree~ent fer 

the Regulation cf ;~a.ling signed in Landen en 

37 J·~-:e 8, 1937 a.I".d the protocols to that J~ . .greeoer~t 

38 signed !n Lcndcn en June 24, 1933, February 7, l?h4, 

39 Octcber 5, 1945, ~cve~ter 26, 19~5, &nd ~arch 15, 
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REST::1ICTED 
I'tlC/3 

41 F~v~ng d~cided to cor-elude e convent~on to 

42 prov~de·~or ~he orderly conservation ~nd d~velopment 
I 

43 or the whcle fisheries, 

l.l.'' ."+ Hcve agreed as follows: 

.ARTICLE I 

45 (1) The present Conventionz including the Schedu~e 

46 attached to end forming an integral pert thereof, 

47 epplies to factory ships end whcle catchers end to 

43 lend stetl.ons under the jurisdiction or the co::ltra.ct-

49 ir~ Gover~ents, and to ell ~eters in which ~r~licg 

50 i~ prosec'.lted by such rectory ships e!ld/or ;.;hale 

51 catchers. 

52 (2) The provisions of the Schedule shall not apply 

53 prior to June 30, 1947. They shall apply thereafter 

5~ 1n their preeent tar~s or es amended ~rc~ time to time 

55 in accord~ncc with the prov~sions or A~t!cle IV. 

ARTICLE II · 

r-:f'er!"e d 
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ARTICLE VII 

RESTRICTED 
r,;c/3 

199 The contracting Governcents shall assure prc~pt 

200 transffiissi~n to the Commission, or to such agency as 

201 the Con~ission cay designate, of notifications and sta-

202 tistical and other information required by the present 

203 Convention and Schedule in such form end lliar~~er as ~ay 

204 be prescribed by the Co::::llission. 

~'"!'riCLE VIII 

205 ( 1) Notio71thstandi:lS anything conta!.ned in the present 

206 Convention and Schedule, any contracting GoverrJnent ~ay_ 

207 grant to _any of its nationals a sp~cial per~it au:horiz-

208 ing that natic~l to kill, take, and treat whales for 

209- pu:pcse3 of :::~· ~::t;ifi~ research su"!:lject to such restric-

210 ti·~n:; a3 .. ;(') n~b~;>::' ~nd. su;, ject to such other conditions 

212 taJ,:ir.g , 

213 provisio~s of this art;icle ~~all be exe~pt frcm the 

214 ope~stion of the prese~t Convention and Schedule. Each 

c..::!.l 
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RESTRICTED 
HlC/3 

216 all such a~ttoriza~io~s ~hich it has granted. Each con~ 

217 t~ecting Goverr~ent ~ay at any t~me revoke any such 

218 special ~ermit ~hich it has granted. 

219 ('2) ·The contracting Goverr-tnents shall r~port to the 

220 Co~ission, insofar as practicable, and at intervals of 

221 not ~ore than one year, scientific information collected 

222 ~i~h respect to ~b~les and ?h~ling, including the results 

223 of resea~ch conducted pursuant to Article III and to 

22~ the preceding paragraph. 

225 ( -) 
\ j Recognizing t ha t continuous collection and ~nalJsis 

226 cf biolcgical data in con.';.ection ~ith the operntir:lns o£ 

227 factory ships and land st~tions ere incispensable to 

22.3 so'.lnd and constructive :::anege!!le~t of the ~hale fisheries, 

229 the contracting Governments shall take all pr acticable 

230 ~easures ~o obtain s'.lch data. 

AR':'ICLE IX 

231 . (l) Nothing contained in the present Convention she.ll 

233 ec~crcing a~y l~~s or regulations, applicsble to it s 

c;rn 
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15. “List of Reference Material Available”, IWC/8 (19 November 1946)

!WC/8 

I MHRNATIOHAl WH-'LING COHF'ERENC£ • WASHIMGTUN, D.C. • I 946 

LIST OF REFERENCE MATERIAL AVAILABLE 

A numb~r o~ articles, backgro~d ref~ren~e material, 
and stat:1.stics on Whaling have been s~lected fur t;b.Q use 
o~ the del~gates and members of the Secretariat. These 
data have been placed on file at the In£o~at:1.on Desk :1.n 
the Foyer and may be charged out during the day.for use in 
the Coorerence Su:tte or taken out overnight. 

file: 
The ~allowing titles Gre included in the material on 

LeaguA of Nations, Assembly, Second Committee. 
Opening of a Convent:1.on for the Regulat:1.on of 
Whal:1.:J.g • 1931 • 

Regulation of wnaling, Series 880. Convention 
Between the United States o~ America and other 
Powers. September 24, 1931. 

Regulation o~ Whaling, Series 933. Agreement cetween 
the Unitej States of America and other ?ewers. 
JW1e 8, 1937. 

Regulation of 'Jhaling, Series 944. Protccol Between 
the United States of America and other Pavers 
Amending the International Agreement fc:' the 
Regula t1on of 1fualing. Signed in London .TI.lne 8, 
1937 - JW1e 24, 1938. 

Regulation of 'Hhaling, Seventy-eighth Congress, 
Second Session, Senate Executive D. Inter
national Agreement for the Regulation of ~baling. 
February 7, 1944. 

, Seventy-~~nth Congress, Second 
----~s~e--s-si~o-n-,-Senate Executive I. Protocol P~ending 

the International Agreement for the ~egulation 
of Whaling. November 26, 1945. 

, Seventy-ninth Congress, Second 
----,S,..e_s_s_i.,......c-n-,-Senate Executive Repor·c No. 9. Protocol 

Amending ~he !~t~rnatio~al Ag~eement for the 
Regul.ati ':m r:Jf 'n"r:aL1.ng. July 30, 1946. 

Sever.ty-ninth Congress, ?irst Ses3ion, 
Senate Executive J. S~pp1e~zntary Protocol 
Cc·ncArning '"nal~::.g. Oc t-a ber 5, 1945. 

Suppl~~P.ntary Prot~col. Pho t ostat copies. 19U5-46. 

( 2 paged ) .. 
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List of Reference Material 
AVailable 

- 2 -

IWC/8 

Fur Seal Treaty, Series 415. Agreement Betveen the 
United States of America and Canada. December 
8 a.nd 19, 1942. 

Halibut Treaty, Series 701. Convention between the 
United States and Great Britain. March 2, 1943. 

Salmon Treaty, Series 918. Convention Between the 
United States of America and Canada. May 26, 
1930. 

Great Lakes Treaty. Seventy-ninth Congress, Second 
Session, Senate Exeeutive C. Convention with 
Canada for the Development, Protection and 
Conservation of the Fisheries of t he Great Lakes. 
April 2, 1946. 

Diacovery Committee Report. First Report 1926. 
Second Report 1927 and 1928. 

No~egian Whaling Gazette. January, February, March, 
· A~ril, and August 1938; January through 

December 1939; January through December 1945; 
January through September 1946. 

International 1Nhal1ng Statistics (Hvalrads Skrifter ) . 
Volumes I through Xrl. 

Life f.'!agazine. September 30, 1946. 

Foreign Agriculture Report. August 1946. 

-END-
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COHFEREMCE • WASHIMGTUN,D.C. • 194S 

MIN'"uTES Q[ 1'1-:E OPENING S~SSION 

TIME: Wednesda7, November 20, 1946, 11:20 p. m. 

PLACE: Main Conference Room 

1. MR. KELLOGG (Temporary Chairman): The International 
Whaling Conferen ce is now convened. The Honorable Dean 
Acheson, Aoti~ Sac~etary or State, will now address the 
Confer ence. 

2 . MR. ACHESON (U .S.): Mr. Kellogg and gentlemen 
of the Conference, I ~ very pleas ed to have this oppor 
tunity of welcoming you he~e today on behalf of the 
Goverr~ent o£ the United States. 

3. The convening of this Internatiocal Wnaling 
Conference is gratifyi~g, not only beca~se it uarks 
the advance of L"l.ternat1onal coone!'at:!.ve effort ln whale · 
conse~ation, but because it illustrate~ increasing coopera
tion a.t:long the nations in the solution of international 
conservation problems. 

4 . The wo~k of thi~ Conference is (1) to provide 
for the coordination and the codification of existing 
regulati ons and (2) the establis~ent of an effective 
4dministrative machinery fo~ the modification cf these 
regulations from t~e to time as conditions cay in the 
future r equire. 

5. Previous conferences have recognized that there 
is an urgent need to establish a pe~a~ent internation~l. 
~achinery to deal with whall:-g quc3 t:!.ons and ~o avoid the 
freq :.1er. t !'or:nal in t.erna. tional coni'e!'ence s an:J proto c:::> 1 s 
which have che.re.cteriz.ed the history of the 1.rhaling regu
lations . The 'Ul"-ited States proposals for a pe:·~anant 
whaling corr.m1<se1on and. z'or t~:i: ' c.ocJi!'lCa::!.on·or e:':1s':~ng 
regulations a:::-e a !:!E>.nifestat:!.on of ~ne recognized r.ee·.:'. to 
place whale ccneervat.ion on a per::-,:1-nent basis. These 
pr::>posals have been presented to you a~ a basis for your 
deliberat~ons at this Cor1erence. 

6 . While the ~ediate task of this Confer ence is 
pri=.arily of an ac.:uinist::-ative ·.:t:aracter in estatlish:L'1g 
the long-r~nge ~e.:hine:::-y f or :::-egule.tion, the broad 
objectives of v~ale conservation cust be constantly borne 
in ~i~d . :i:n •..rice pers;:ect1ve, all of the nations of the 
•~orld have responsibil i t7 ar.d interest in :::!l.intai:.:i.~g and 
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developing the -whale stocks. These whale stocks are a 
t~uly international resource in that they belong to no 
sir'lgle nation nor to a group o~ nations but rather they are 
the wards of ~he entire world. It · is true that the whalers . 
of only a fe·vr nations have, durir.g any one .period, chosen to 
ex:ploi t this common resource~- It has not been so long since · 
this country was 1;he primary exploiter of the world~s s ,tocks, 
and I must admit that I look back with regret to the fact· 
that the wo'!'ld did not take its conservation responsibilitfeS:· 
more seriously 1n that era. · · - · · 

7. Whale conservation must be an international ~ndeavor 
and it is our hope that each nation, whatever its direct · 
or indirect interest in whaling, W"ill ultua.tely parti.:ipate ··· 
actively in the great tasks of fostering and developing this ·. 
common resource. · · ··· 

8. As I tur~ this meeting over to you I do so with 
no question as to its outcome. This problem o~ whale 
conservation and development is not new to you - ma.nr of 
you are authors of this program, most of you have wor~ed . 
closely together for many ·years in striving toW"ard the 
b-ast pos9:lble means for preservi:ng int;erna.tional whale 
stocks, and all of' you are here vi th _simila~ purposes and 
s!.milar aims. 

9. May I ther. wish you great ·succe3s :ln the work 
of this Conf_erence e.nd a pleasa.."l.t stay L'1. r..rash.!.ngton. 

10. MR. KELLOGG (Temporary Chairman): Thank you', 
Mr. Secretary. . . 
11. !'Tow, I have the honor to introdu·.;e l\1r. A. T. A. 
Dobson, Chairman or the British Delegation. 

12- t-'_q, DOBSON (U.K.): Mr. Secretary of S~:ate, 
members cf the Conf'erence, I feel very ~uch in your debt. 

13. In the first place, I should like to express my 
persona·l thanks for the honor that you have conferred upon 
me in inviti.ng ~e to respond ~o your addre3~ of W"elco=e. 

14. Secondly, on behalf not onlj of the Brit~sh Delega-
~ion but also on behalf of all delegations, I wish t o say 
r.ow much we have appreciat ed the charming way in which you 
have bid us welcome to this city. 

15. Thirdly, from what I have seen already, I would 
like to congratulate the fl~erican State D~par~=ent ~~d 
ezpress · our heartfelt tcsnk3 to 1t fo ~ the magnifice~t 
way in which it ha3 conduc ced t~is Conference so far. Some 
of the British ~elega~ion, a~d I ha7e nc doubt t hat ~~e 
same applies to members of ot~er deleg~tio~s , a~e payi~g 
our first visit to ~3e U~i ted Scates. Cthe~s are fort~ate 
enough to be f~iliar a lready wit h t~is c ity. 
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16. Through the kinclr:.ess of sc>11e of O'J.Z' !'riends, 
especially Dr. Kellogg and :-:r. ?lory, ve of the Eri tish 
Delegation h~ve had tha advantage of seeing under the ~ost 
ideal 0onditicns and ~~der the most id~al ~3atner c~nditions 
this very beautiful city. To. ment:!.o n ·:;ut one example~ the . 
very beautiful Lincoln Memorial, vhich ~pressed us immensely. 

17. I can confess, however, to a certain amount of 
sadness. I saw so many or"' the pictures vith which ·.;a have 
been brought up in our United King~o~ in your National 
Museum, Corcoran Gallery, and other~. I~ told tb~t in 
the Folger Lil:·rary, which ! am going to see, tl:'..a.t there 
are no less tb~ seventy-six volu=P.s of Sr~es~e~re, ¥hioh 
represents more than half the n~ber knovn to exist. 
Neverthelegs, it is noted that the:y a:::oe very ~~eautifully 
housed, end I cannot imagine more beautif~ repository 
for such a vork of treasure. 

18. So, _I can assure you that r.~hen the time comes 
at.the end of our labors tor us to leave Washington, ve 
shall be very sorr-y to go. We have so far--I have been 
here a veek already--had the most extraordinary sponta.!).eous 
kindness from everybody. We came here f ·;,r tr.e firat tine 
~ithout knowing how wa vo~ld be received, and I confess 
that when the ta..-,::i!-..sn told me that h~e collected old china 
end old glass I felt very much at heme. ·· 

19. I notice in one o~ 
to go back better .~er:!.cans. 
',.[as:Ungton ~=-e at least shall 
nationality. 

your guide book3 that we are 
I feel that ;.rhen -we leave 

go bac~ better, whatever our 

20 . One r.~ord a'bout the Co.n.!'e:oence it· elf. I think 
this is the fifth com.,erence that I perso!'...?..lly have at
te-nded, ar.d for some of you I thir .... l.( it is the oi.:cth. We 
t-.ave, as ycu :r.ave said, a fairly complicated, but yet I 
think a fairly clear-cut, problem before us. It is cne of 
consolidation and codification, and I am confident enough to 
think we shsll have no difficulty in re~ching complete 
~~ni~ity by the end of our Conference. At all events, I 
wo~ld like to assure you t~~t r.~e of ~he British Deiegation 
pledge to do our ~~most to ass~~~ in the achieveoent of that 
end so tl:'.a.t the r.~cr~Ld :-esource ;::;.e.y be oaintained and an iJ:l
;::;.ensely important source of fcod supply coneerved for all 
time for the benefit of both the ~reducer and the cor~umer 
in all parts of ~he world. · 

21. ~=. Secretary of State, I thar~ you most cordially. 

22. Mr. ~2~LCGG (Te~porary Chair~an): Tnenk you, 
Mr. Do~son. 

23. At this point in our proceedir.gs it is the ;ractice 
to introcuce the ne~ters of the ir.divid~~l de:egat:cns, ~o 
that we will all get s.co.'.".ain~ed at the start. \t:1en your nama 
is called you vill plec?.:. e rise and ·,;e will go r.Lrour..d t.he rc·::::~ 
ar..:! get through with t~'le int;rcd,.!c tior.s fairly rapidly. 
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MTNOTES OF THE SECOND SESSION 

TI~m : Wednesday, November 20, ~946! 3:00 p.m. 

PLACE: l-iaui. Con!'ere.nce R·oom 

1. Ml'L KELLOGG (Temporary ChB.iri:lan): •will the Coni'er-
er..ce please come to ordc.r .. Fi.rst I -..ould 11ke · to call your 
~ttention to a correction in press relc~se 830, copy of 
-..hich has been laid on each desk. On page 2, the second · 
l i.ne no-.. reads t. "You a.re nov ne-.. .•. ". It should be, "You 
~re not new .•. ' If you w111 make t~t correction, we w111 
~11 be satisfied. 

2. The second item is t~t you will observe place 
c~rds for delegation oe1:1bers hB.Ye been placed on the table. 
E<:.ct. delega.ti.on shculd f'eel free to re~c'.just the ~rre.nge
~ent in accordance w1th the seating ~rr~~gement you desire. 
Please a.lso in spea.king--ag~L~ let me repeat--state your 
r..cme and your cO'.l.."ltry for the benefit of the reporters. 

3. Another item to which your attention is directed 
is Document rwC/9 .' er.ti tled "Conference I:ocumenta.tion" I and 
pa.rticulcrly to i~s cttacnment~-Form 2--to be filled out 
and delivered to the Documents Distribut1on Officer. It 
is tho ·sn::all docl.ll:ler.t attached on the back--Form 2. I urge 
t:J.at e.:lch delegatt-:m sees to it that Form 2 1s executed to
day end deposited with the. Documents Distribution Officer 
in the Foyer. If' you will ·taka car;:. or that :natter we will 
all appreciate 1t very much. 

4 I have an apology to m.:lke. Introduction of' Captain 
S~lvesen of' the United Kingdom Delegation wcs omitted this 
morning, and 1f Captain Sa~vesen wi~l ~lease rise you -..111 
see vho Captain Salvesen is. Thank you, Captain Sa~vesen. 
1•17 apologies. 

5. I will now call on Color.el Guy ?owles, Chair~n 
of tte Credentials Coomittee,for his inter1m report. Colo
nel ?owles. 

15. COLOrlEL PCWT....ZS (Net; Zeal.:lnd) : !-!r. Chai.r:nan, the 
Co~~ittee has the honor to report cs f o llows: The Co~it
~ee a ppointed by the Te~por~ry Chai.r~an of the Ir.te.rne.tional 
· .. r:-:.~ling Coni'er~nce to er.~mine tt:.e credentials of i!:s parti
c i?e nts ~et o~ November 2C, 1946, a~ 12 no on at the Coni'er
ence Hea.do·.J.ar'ters. Tte Committee consisted or t be repre sen
t~tivc s oi the re~egatior.s of ~ew Zeala nd, Chai.rm~n, Chile, 

(32 pa ge s ) 
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States of America. Nomination for Vice-Chairman of the 
Coru:"'erence I J:'r. Gabrielson, Member of the Delegation or· 
the Ur.ited States of America. I beg to move the adoption 
or that report and its contents. 

14 . MR. lGLLOGG (Tecporary C ha irms.n) : You b.ave heard. 
the motion. Is there a second? 

15. DELEGATE FROM NOWlAY: I second it; 

16. MR. KELLOGG (Temporary Chairman) : Those in favor 
say "Aye". (''Ayes") 

17. MR. KELLOGG (Temporary Chairman): Contrary? The 
report of the Nominations Committee is accepted and the 
officers therein nominated are declared. elected in these 
proceedings. 

18. Delegation Proposals are now in order. 

19. MR. DOBSON (U.K.):·· May.I address the Conference 
on this. 

20. z.m. KELLOGG ( Ch.!l.irm.e.n): Dr. Dobson of the United 
Kingdom. 

. . 

. . 

.. 

21. MR. DOBSON (U.K.) I neve rather en Loportent ob
serv~tion to ~ke and vtth the help of the Conference I ' 
would like to· get it off my chest. I ~efreined this .morn
ing from s~ying enythi:lg about the egende of the Conference 
because what I am going to sugge3t does not materially inter
fere with the subject metter of the agenda. But, ~~. Cr~ir
~n, the British Delegation is very concerned at the possi
bility th<lt the convention which we ell ho;~e to a.chie'.te at 
this Confe:oence ·wi:!.l be of sucl1 i:nportance that it n:ay not 
attract the necessary ratification to Yhatever we settle 
in :ttme for dealing \lith the wi:aling season of I947-4A, 
\olhich will be due· to start cbout December, 1947. The Pro
tocol of November~ 1945 dealt with tte whe!ing season which 
is about to open, that is, 1946-47. It was, of . course, the 
earnest desire of the British Goverr~ent, and I think of 
the United States Government, and I am sure of the Nor•;e 
gian Government, ~mong others, that \¥hen ~e met hers we 
should be able to arrive e. t a conclusive ccn·rention, •.rhich 
would not only cover the position for all t~e but which 
would at the s~me ti~e allow for a procedu~e which wculd 
s~plify the question.of such things as rctiftcation,or at 
e.ll events even eneble alterations to be ~ade without that 
rather elaborate· procedure . Therefore, vith 5C~e regret, 
I have now on ber~lf of the British Delegation to move a:1. 
~~endzent which I feel is absolutely necessary if we are to 
be quite Sure that We ere going to provide as a result Of 
this Conference for the 1947-48 see.~on, ~hich ctherv~se 
ilOU.ld be bft to the te:::de~ <!:ercies of the 1937 agrce:~r.ent 
and its ezending protoco~s. 
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22. iijow, gentlamen, I naed nol; inform you that th-3 . 
whaling industry, espGcially of thos~ countries like Norway 
end curs;lv~s, Holland and Scuth Africa, and especially th.; 
first two, ar~ extr~m~ly impor~ant industriGs in which an 
enormous amount of money is sur~ ar-d th~y are producing very 
vital commodit13s, oil among o~her 1;~ngs. ThG whalir.g 
industries have to make elaborate arrangem~nts for the con- · 
duct of their expeditions in any given ysar. Th-=y have, r·or. 
example, to make contracts for the employm~nt of their crews 
and thoir catchers, and it is imp ssible for the whaling · 
industry of any country to go on r~lying on a conv~ntion which · 
they may S<3;3 U..."lra.ti:'ied., as, st'rictly spae.king, they don't 
k~ow that is going to be bi~ding until it is rat~i3d. r 
say ~e must look after the whaling industri=s in this respect. 
As I say, I feel doubtful whether th<3 · convention which we hope 
will -=merge quickly from this conference will be effectivo; . 
in vi::w of the experience we have had in the pasi:, in time ' 
for th~ 1947-48 season. I would, therefore, strongly press 
on behnli' of tha British D3L~gat1on that •..;e should, as the· · 
first it~m on the agenda address ours~ves to a short pro
tocol, which need not be more than t•..ro provisions, the e.ffact 

.. of which will ba to deal with the 1947-48 s~ason as a separate · 
'• entity and apply to that s~ascn the cond;Ltior.s of 191.1.6-47 as : 
1 s~t out in tha protocol t:b..a.t ~merg~d from the 1945 wr..aling 

: . coru~arence. Gentlemen, ths.t is my first proposal. I reC.liz~, 
iof course, tha question as -co whether the 1946-47 provis1or...s 
'should precisely apply is a mat :;er of discussion. I woul.d ·. · 
lik~ to-se.y har(; that the advantage of' transferring th-= pro
visions of the 1945 protocol so as to apply it in its 3nt;Lrety 
to 1947-48 obviously has a. grJat deal to r3ccmm3nd it. · ·. 

23. Well, new, Mr. Chairman, if I a.m able to. ·c::arry . 
my colleagues in this Conf~re~c~ in that proposal, I would 
suggest th3.t '.t'<J apply ourselves to the r-=st of th.3 agenda 
in two sections. i.Je a::-e .co=.sidcring a draft convention 
covering a long-distanc-3 policy. That convent·:..on, as I see 
it, should be dealt with in two separate halves. The first 
half, ·..r.hlch I thir..k is most important, is that we should d.)
cid~ what wa are going to put in by way of restrictions. Tr..a.t . 
is ·..rhat I call, in !'act, the -::odificat:ton of all the..t is good. ·: 
in tha 1937 a.nd subsaquar.t proto-::ols. · 

21.1.. I said this mor~ing tr~t I am sa.ngui.nu ~ncugh to 
thir-k t.l:"...ore •.rill ba suff' ic:!..;nt gi·; ,a and taka to er • .::..bl.; us 
to arriV·3 qu.i.t-3 r..a.ppily at '\That is th.:; best Of those .SO that 
""~ ~Y ;ut them into th0 new convention as codifi-::ation. 

25. Having dealt w:l.th tr.at, ··~ then ha·1e to d.aa~ with . 
the s-econd pa.rt · o~ the ;::.:•• conv_;ntion. Tr..a.t is th:; qu3stion. 
of th;; settin3 up of a cc;::mission so that wa n:.ay Jr:d'3avor i_.:l 
th.) :~utura to d·:::al •..ri th a:-..y am.:r:dl:l~nts to th.:: !!lain conv.3n_
tion in a man.n.3~ which 'lill b~ ax~editious and ~ossibly avoid 
th·= pr:as-~nt,~ reth~r d~:f~i::::~lt ;roC~d:J.rc of rati~:Lcaticn. 

26. Now that !s t~a ord~r, Mr. Chai~n:.en, in which I 
suggast '.t".) shcul.d. prcc<J;ed. First, t::S.t 'W.3 should ~:q:;p:!.y 
~urs-3lves to ;.:J:-..at '.1::! er~ goi::.g to do !"cr th.3 1947-l.i.<:l s2eson; 
T:...is, I ~ully r-~ali.z;, r.1ust r.:1~an a s;;pa:-at-J but v;;.~y s:'1or-c··. 
p~otccol which can be r~~idly subm tt:::d t o th.3 gov~r•~~nts 
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cr > 1cerned, a:1d, I tope, :-etified. I realize your pe:oti
c· 1l.c.r d1ffic'll ties in the United Ste tes. Secondly, '.Te 
s .::mld address ours elves to the long-distance convention, 
b~t divide it into t~o heeds . On1 ~auld be the main part 
c f the conver..tion, w-hich will1ee.:· . .,.ith ~c·o.:J.iftca.tion and 
I egulations. '!wo, ~o.·hich I th11k :;hould come at the end of 
1 h.e. convention, wot:ld be the m.!.tt.Jr of setting up a whalL:lg 
c ;Cmmission. I will say no more e.l•out how that should be · 
:;et up. I st-ell t:.a:Te a little to say on that, but I now 
• 1e.r..t only to put be fore the Cczferen=e L"l the shortest n:a.n
.lor what I th!.nk tc ·~e, or rather, \'hat the British Del.e
gation wishe! t;Q pl.: t for•..to.rC. as, t .1e; most eff'ective ;:;:eans 
of getting tc~oug~ this Conf'e~ence s~eedily. 

27. Mr. Chairran, one oth3r f~~~l word which you will 
perhaps forgive me for mention·.ng no.1. I should:n't wish to 
emphasize it so ee:•ly at this l ! onfer~nce, which many of us 
came a long di~ten!e to attend but ! do knov tnat ~~e of' 
my collea.gues 1.n tc.e other del· :gat ions are, or certainly . 
may be, af'fected in the same· 'lll.-;r. we find it extremely 
dif'f'icult to obta1n passages bl ,ck to Europe, because there 
are only a limiten n~ber of Pl tssages available, end I was 
hoping that all t .1e metr.bers of' the Conf'erence would vie 
with each other t~ address ourJelves to this problem with 
the utmost exned1tion ~o t~~t lf ttere is a chance for a 
sudden passage bt.clc to Europe, ~•e n:ey take it. I :z;.ean, it 
isn't a question of vatting a i.c.y or two; i .f, for e;caople, 
we miss a pas~ag3 en the seconi OT Deceober, we might tave 
to vcit another 14 or 15 days. That mea.ns we oigh~ not be 
able to get home before Cr~istmes. I admit this is a 
rath.er domestic metter, but I thought it well to mention the 
thought. :i:t wot.ld be a greet pity if ;;e found on the fourt-h 
of Decen:ber tha· . we mig':lt tulve finished on the second and 
somebody ~~.s· c1:nsed a 1 ~- or 15-d.Cly delay. 

28. ~ffi. FL)RY (U.S.) Once again, I believe that the 
British and the Americans are in co~plete agreement in sub
stance, and, possibly, have ot .ly some disagreecent in terms 
of form and procedure. On 11!'. Dobson 1 s first point, I be
lieve tha.t we· would agr~e cooi letely that the continuity of 
regulations is most des~reble, tr~t we should make every 
eff:;,rt to essure t~.a.t· the reg,; lations on an interim basis 
should coincide fully end cc~;letely ¥ith the entry into 
effect of any kind of long-teim arrcngement that we may 
resch at this Conf'erence. 

29. Eovever, I would like to make several observations 
on tr..at point. Inasmuch as it ·..-as our intent'!.on in d:'afting 
the proposals that there shouJd oe this continuity of regu
la.ticns, we tried to provide ~ mec~.a.nisrn whereby the pro
posed agreement, '!.f agreeable to the Ccnference, would 
cooe into effect with tte lca~t possible trouble. 

30. ·,;e were us'!.::.g es OQ!' guide the Al:lerica:J. proced·-1re 
for ratiftcation which we thot~ht was possibly t he ~est co~
plics.ted cf all rati~ication I :-ocedures. Cn tr.a.t, i.-e ~Y 
have been i::. error. 
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the 1938 ~greement, and the propos~l of my Delegation's 
suggestion is as follows: 

56. The Chilean Delegat!._on proposes tb..a.t the wording . 
of p~ragraph IX of the schedule of the United States pro
posals be a.mend:d --line B7, page 20 --by the addition 
of the VO!"d "ba:.een" after tho word "treating"~ to con£orm. 
to the 1937 agr£.· ement~ Article VIII, as amended by the 1938· 
~greement,. Arti~le VI. 

57. MR. lGLLOGG (Chair!!!a.n) : Tr..an.k you, Mz'. Edwa:-ds. 
Would you be a~,reeable to let· that go until we g~t to that 
part 1cular 1 tei 1~ · 

58. MR. EDWARDS (Chile): Cer~inly. 

59. MR. ·.<ELLOGG (Chairman): We can take it later .and 
1n order. I=. the meantime the propose.l will be in the 
hands of our Technical Secretary. 

60. M.R. VAN DIJK (Netherlands): 1.1..r. Chairman and 
Gentlemen: Af~er receiving the invi~atian to ~ttend the 
Internatiocal Conference f or · the Regulation of ,rlr.aling, 
on which oc;cc.sion a simplifice tion of the Regulations 
already pr·.Jposed at seve:·c.l inter!'lationa.l meetings was to 
be discussed, the Netherland Goverr~ent felt ~~1ous to 
accept. 

61. Whali~~ is of ?cracount i~por~ance to ~~ind; 
tho :uJ.ny products which can be extracted from whales are of 
course so well-known t o.you that it cay be considered 
superfluous f or ne to enter into details with regard to 
thi s subject. However, I especially want to draW' your 
a.t~enti~n to the fact that the world fat s~tuation is 
largely dependent on successful wr~ling. O~e of the 
thtngs that is of the utmost c onc~rn to many gover~ents 
is the world fct situation. 

62. Before the recent war, undernourishment ·existed 
in meny parts of the world; that is t9 say, t he diets 
consumed there were much belov the standard required for 
good health. under t he present ci "('Cumste.nces I t he people.' :!1 
concern with everyd~Y. feed probleds has bec ome more 
in~ansa . Not only in those countries ~here faci~e prevailed 
before the war , but also in countries vhich for~erly vera con
sidered to have high nutrition standards. 

63. ~he scarcity of f ood ~ust primarily be ascribed 
to the fact that the production of ~a~y bas~c foodstuffs 
did r.ot keep pace vith the needs. Moreover , inter~etional 
relations r2d not suffic:ently developed -- a ~act ~h1~h 
caused ~ scarcity cf f oreign currency; s o tr~t it was 
~possit~e ~cr tne peo~le t o purchase the foodstuffs they 
could not possibly dispc~se ~ith. 
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6~. It would ap~ear to the Netherland Government 
that all regulations with regard to wr~ling r~ve · to be 
discussed also in the light of the present world food 
siguation. 

65. If '<~e review the world food situation, the . 
shortages of fats are found to be most alarmL-.g. Thes·e 
shortages can, to a considerable extent, be eliminated 
through proper wr~ling, which ~plies that adequate con
sideration should be given to the conservation of a cer-
tain stock of wt:e.las so as to preV<;;!:.t the fat situation from -
becoming serious again in the fUture. 

66. The Netherland Government, therefore, -;l.s very 
·happy : ii:):deed tha.t e. Dutch. shipping company .r~s suc
ceeded in obtaining a ship. In taking .these and many 
other measures, the-Netherlands have cooperated in mutual. 
understanding and .are indeed p~epared to do so in the 
future. 

67. The Netherlands, however~ were highly astonished 
at learning that one of the countries which plays en impor
tant part in· whaling, and which also has signed the Inter
national Agreement for the Regulation cf '..fhales, a country 
which is, just e.s the Netherlands themselves, a full part
ner vith~ the framework of this agreement, has thought 
fit to issue -a Royal Decree which forbids nationals and 
establisr~ents of ~hat country from cooperating in enter
prises of coum::ries •.thich, before September, 1939, b..s.ve 
not participilted in whnling. 

68. Apart from the moral consequences of this Royal 
~ecree--which need not be judged by us--it seems that this 
Decree provides ~easures, which are almost ~~acceptable, 
against a member country and •.thich,· to ::nake things worse,. 
is on friendly terms with the country concerned. 

69. The ifetherla.nd Goverr..ment highl:t depl~res this 
Decree issued by a friendly nation, and it must be said 
tr..tJ.t it almost seems a hendicap to t:he promo·tion of 
proper inter~~tionel cooperation in the field of wr~li~. 
In spite of this, the Netherland Gover~ent is prepared 
to coopere te, but 1 t iS 9f : the opinion that t he e:tis
tence of this ~ather unfortunate regul~tion ought to be 
brought to the notice of the Conference. 

70. It should once more be emphasized that the 
!Tetherle.nd Gover~...rr.ent is eager to solve the technical 
e~d economic proble~3 that are associated with wheling; 
but, on the other hand, it would be appreciated if, once 
cer·~c.in !"egula tions t:ave been agreed upcn, one -;,f the sig
;-~tory- countries shculd not take any measure ·..;hich :night 
~eke it i~pcsssi~le for anot her of the other signatcr:r 
countries to adhere to the I:lternaticn!l.l Regulations. 

71. ~1r. C~...air:nen, I p:-cpose t~at tl:erc be added to . 
the agen~ e p:-oposel ttat the Conference agrees that ncne 
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of the signatory countries be allowed to take any measure 
that might work against one of the other sigr~tory coun
tries. 

72. Mr. Cr..air!::An, I sincerely hope that this Confer-
ence may lead to fruitful results, assuri~~ you at the same 
time tb~t the Netherlands Delegation vill do its utmost to 
achieve the ~ost satisf'actory agreement . possible. - · 

73. . !viR. KELLOGG ( Chair:ilan): Th~ iou, Dr. Van Dijk. · :_ 

74. This proposal is not on the agenda. Does the 
Conference vis~ tc place the matter on the age.r..da? 

75. (No response) 

76. MR. ~OGG (C~~irman): I should state at this 
tioe that the United States Delegation does not consider 
this subject particularly appropriate for consideration 
~t a conservation conference. Nevertheless, a proposal 
r~s been made, and ve should· decide wr~t to do with it. 
Suppose I just start the ~ound with the delegations now 
and ask whether or .r..ot they wis.h. to plsce it on t:he agenda • . 
Ti"'~t 1s according to our · ::-esol'.ltion· on procedure. l>.rgen- · . 
tina, is there any objection? 

77. ARGENTINE DELEGAT2: No objection. 

78. M."lt. KELLOGG (Chairman): Australia? 

79. AUSTRALIAN DELEGATE: '..te -,:-auld like f'or '!.. t to 
be placed on the agenda. 

80. MR. KELLOGG (Chairman): Canada? 

. 81. CAliADIAN DFT:FGATE: No objection • . 
82 . MR. KELLOGG ( Chair!IlB.n) : Chile? 

83. Cr~~~ DELEGA~E: No objection. 

8 ll. ~1R . KELLOGG ( Cb..airrnan): Denmark? 

35. D).JUSH DELEGATE: !'To objection. 

26. :r~,.-q. KELLOGG ( Ch~'!..rman): . The Netherlands r~ve 
already ~de their proposal. 

87. New Zealand? 

88. NEW ZEAL.;nn· :CFirGA'I'E : !To objection. 

29 . VJ..=t. !GLLOGG (C hairman ) : Ncr-..·ay ? 

90. NOR~·lEGIAN :C:ET....ZGATE: No objection. 

91. ~'"'"'· KZLLOGG ( Chai.r!:.an): Portu.g<:l.l? 
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133 . MR. K3LLOG<' ( ~~irman) : In ·the past, it hes been 
customary for the Cc~.ttee to elec~ its ovn Cheirman, and tm 
the Provis1ona! Rul(s <.f ?.•ocedure, Article 13, states: 
"Each con:mittee sha: 1 ci~:;i~ nate its ovn chairme.n. The 
Secretary Gene:-e.l st.all f11 nish a secreta::-y for ee.ch 
cotr.mittee . " . 

134. Were there any o~l:~ propos~ls. 

135. As I stated this · ~~ 1r.ing, tt~ Secretary assigned 
t~ a COII:!Ilittee vill act as t ·'l.~ report.~r. Sucb. Secretary 
....-ill consult ·.r!.th the Chair·m.:.: . and thtt Members before 
the report is !"!..ended to th& ~ 't -:;mical Secret.:l!"Y for dup
lication. 

136. May ve nov take up, te ~ave t ·~e--it ~s getting on 
.tovard four--the Onited Stat~s ~~opo~a:s and go through 
them provisionally to expedite t.l vork or tb.e Conference. 

137. The Pree.mble, as is c· tst ~ l'e.ry, .explains t he pur-
poses and the objectives of t~ · Cc~ven~i~n . It is intended 
to serve as a guide to tb.e Cot!!!: ~iss ·.on in perfor l:li.'lg its 
functions. The Preamble also I Oint s out specifically and 
primarily that the.pur:pose Of tb.is · Conven~ion is to develop 
a sound conservation program wtich will ~intain an ade
quate and healthy breeding stock .. 3y restoring depleted 
stocks, as, for instance, the 1:: lue · 'rha.le a:1d ~he hU!llp
backed whale., and by vise me.::1c.g 3rc.en·.; of the existing 
stccks a ~Lmum sust~ined . yetli of this naturcl resource 
can be assu=-ed . That, in a re·.; •.rorc.s, is the general i!l
tent of the Preattble. 

138. Are there any ob3ervatLons? 

139 . MR . FLORY {O . S.) : In ~·..uosu!!nce of the l:latte~ that 
Mr. Dobson raised earlier, I ta~e it t ha t it is the gene
r~l understanding of this Conf~rence that as ve go through 
the American proposals we are cons~derir~ substance and 
intent only and not the fo·r!ll. The f nm then ce.n be dec ided 
upon later and would be a subjtct of discussion in the 
drafting committee. Are we agreed tiat the Preamble is a 
statement of tho principles and the Jbjectives of our con
servation progr~, but does not nece 3s~rily represent the 
terms, in form, of ar.y agree~ent the~ we =ay arrive atJ 

140. (A long pause er..sued.) 

1~1. MR. KELLOGG (Chairman): I ;uggest that anyone 
vho vc.nts rccogntttcn will please ral~e his r~r.d. Maybe 
that will ex;>edite thi:J.gs, pa~ti:ula~:y if you have any 
potr.ts you wish to raise . {?euse) 

142. If there ts no objection, s ~ll ~e adopt the 
P~ea:nble ;>rcv!.s'!.ona.lly ar.d go on to ·:he ::ext item. 

143. Article I. E..ooccept !~or li:J.e , , 45, 46, the ·.;o!"d!.ng of 
section (1) of Article I o ;,~ this Ccn··ention is teken from 
A~t!.cle II of' t;,.e 1937 eg::-ee::ent. I·: provides t l."_e.t the 
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.~ticle III ? But, before we proceed vith .~ticle III, I 
U.'":.C.t;rstanC. th~t A.;tel Kenr:ter of S'lleden has nov joined the 
Coru~rence a.."la, :..r sc, vould he please r!.se. (••!r. Hem!!!e..r rose.) 

226. ~h~. K~IT.OGG (Chairman ): Article III, lines 92 to 
113. Article III is ne'll to these whal ir.g agreements but 
~s s~~il~r to provisions in recent international fisheries 
agreements and proposels. Tne ·.commission is to have res
ponsibility f or planning ~nd recommending research on 
vhales and w~ling but not f or undertaking field or labora
tory investigation. It is believed tr~t this vill provide 
coordination of reseerch progrl:'.ms end investigation in 
fields net adequately covered, minimize duplication of 
fun=tions, end avoid the establisr~ent of separete end du?
licatir~ research f ac ilities by the Co~ission. The Commis
sion has direct ~esponsibili~y for receiving end a~lyzi~ 
statistical end biological i~~or~tion and for the publica
tion of materials relating to whales end vhaling. · 

2~7. It 13 recognized thet t ·he Commission vtil, in so 
i"ar e.s possible, avoid eny dupl.ication of functions with 
governcents of other agencie~ anc bodies. 

228. :-lR. DOESON (U .K. ) Mr. Che.ir:!!en, :r.cy I say c 'llord 
on tb~t. I would t hrow out a 'llarning at the openir~ ~ords, 
"The Cot:'.mission sb..ell plan c.nd recol!l::lend". This is a very 
wide power. They m!!.Y rec·cn:mend, but . I would onl.y just men
tion th.c.t if you t~ke. t he example of ' the International 
Co~~cil of the Exploration of the Sees, vhich covers ~ · grset 
~ny Euro~ee~ r.etions , but s~ply coordi~etes. I thi~~ 
coordincte is ·e better word. This Commission ~ight possi
bly run tvo indivtduel org~niz~ticns 'llho are already plan
r.ir~. It is a drafting point, but I ~ent~on it nov without. 
any idea of raising discussion on it. · 

229. The same applies to statistics which ere alreadT 
covered not only by previous a greements but ers covered by 
en Act of Parliament so fer es we are concerned. I think 
t he Act puts the obligation of collecting statistics on 
the I~tarr.ation~l Eurseu. 

230. HR. KELLOGG (Chairman ): :·lr. Flory. 

231. :-.m. FLORY (U .S.): I believe the connotation of 
the word " reco:nmend" "OC£."'! have :;cme·,.rtct stro!"'.ger ~eaning 
in the United Kingdom th.c.n it does i n ~te United States. 
The ieee behind the draft here wc.s that you ·.rould ha•re 
some kind of body t o keep in tcuch ?ith research develop
r..ents throug hout the ·.rorld end oc.ke observc.tions concern
ir.g the areas that mcy not be given sufficient .c.ttention 
end =all that to the s~ecific atte~tio4 of certcin govern
~ents suggesting for the b~oc.cening cf scope of the~r 
investigc.tions, et cetera. 

232. 1·1R. DCESON (U .X . ): It would be like the Interne.-
tior.el Coul"!cil. 

233 . !·!R. K:::LLCGG (CC.ai.::-::-.e.l"'. ) : Tt.c.!'l.k you, ~r . ?:o.::-y. 
·~ie:-e there c.r.y ether co:::.:::ents on t his Article? 
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235. M..~ . VAN DIJX (i-Tetherl:.nds): Mr. Che.1.rrt.e.n, I l':Ave 
several thoughts, but I do not .. think the.t it is necessary 
or efficient to call tr ... em to your e.tte.ntion just now. l1ay 
we c.gree on something? Perr.aps it is necessary t"o call .for 
co~ent. Otherwise, I really cannot see what we have to do 
then. 

236. ivl..R. KELLOGG ( Chc.irmc.n): The purpose of' this provi~ 
sionc.l discussion is to rc.ise . any ~tters of substantive 
ch.enges vhtch ·ve may 'lish to consider tn the interim before 
we co~e up to any definitive decisions. Tr~t is the purpose 
of this prel1m1nc.ry discussion. 

237. Professor Bergersen. 

238. MR. EERGERSEN (Norvc.y): l1r. Chc.irme.n , I think 
th~t is vhat the Drafting Committee has to consider . I do 
not think it is necessary to go into detail. 

239. l.ffi . KELLOGG ( Chc.trmo.n) : Thc.nk you, Professor 
Bergerson. 

240. Dr. Vc.n Dijk. 

241. HR. VAN DIJK (Neth.erle.n.ds ): l1r. Chc.ir!llc.n, ;;hc.t you 
~ant nov to discuss.tn pri~ciple is the necessity ~hat 
there should be estc.blished c. commission. As I ~~ve seen 
here the commission will hc.ve all the powers. Let me say 
until this morning a proposc.l the International 'tlhE.li!lg 
Corderence hc.s these powers. Nov, I cannot see vhy ve 
should set up just a co~~ission. Do you, in other words, 
~·rc.nt the '..!r..al1ng Conference to consider it? Then I quite 
agree, but. this commission only provides i~ having one 
delegate f~om each country in its co~ission . I heard this 
morning from Dr. Flory that also other observers of the 
vc.rious countr1.es who have one delegate as r epresentative 
in the co~1ssion can attend the meetings of this commission . 

242 . Thc.t is, l·1r. Ci"'..ei:-:::an, '"hY I should be very much 
obliged if ycu could explc.in to ~c ~hy you have come to 
t he idee just of a co~iss~on ~stead of a Conference. 

243. MR . ~CGG (Ch~irman) : Dr. Flory . 

24!:.. !..YR. FLORY (U. S.): One of t he pr1nc1.pal reasons 
for the idee. c f e co~~i3sion wc.s ttet ve wo~ld thereby get 
the regulation on c. per~enent ~nd ~out~nuing b~sis with 
ree.cily est~blisted ~~chinery v~ercby c.ny proposc.ls could 
be l!:~de by ar:.y of tts gc•,erl'.Jr.ents at ~-:17 ti::.e, •..rhereby the 
co>.~ission would keep ~br&~st of ell the biologic~l ~nd 
technical infor~~tion the.~ ~cy be current . I~ other ~crds , 
so ~r.~t some contin~i~g crgc.r.ization c~n keep ~ finger on 
the pulse o~ vt~ling and wculd be prcp~red to step in at 
ar.y ti;:-,e t o tc.t:e ·official cog::izance of any :::ec.sures •.;hich 
~1 be ::ec es3~ry in order to assure e. s~ooth ru:~ing re~ula~ 
ticn !cr t~a purposes vhich heve been .set forth in the Prec.ctle. 
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245. As it stands now, each individual government, more 
or less ~it hout organization, is responsible for bringing 
tc the atter.tion of the other goverr.,.,.,er:.ts any questions 
that ~ay arise and necessitating this kind of full and 
formal, I will call it, Diplomatic Conference. 

2~6. Essentially, I think, we are agreed in terms on the 
principles and objectives of whaling conservation, and cor:.
sequently the ~uestions of detailed regulations are more 
or less a tec~~ical question which =ight very well be handled 
by a less for~al gathcrir~ than we have here today. 

247. The provision in the Ar-erican draft for one me~ber 
was r:.ot at all dictated by the idea that there is only one 
good man on whaling from each government, but rather that 
you would have one formal representative from each. government 
who will be, on a cor.tinuing basis, responsible for keepir~ 
currer.t all whaling de~, etcetera, and the cor:.servation 
needs. At any meeting of the co~ission it would be under
stood that such member would be entitled to bring any tech
nical representatives alor:.g witt him th~t he may feel neces
sary in order to perform his job. 

248. Really, the idea. behind the est~bl!.sr.r.ent ·::Jf a. com-
mission •.'as to facilitate the regulation of '.'haling and to pt.:t 
it on a permaner.t basis wit~out the necessity~ goi~g through 
the dinlo~atic. for~al or~cedures tr~t we ha ve had i~ the 
,t:·ast. - · - · 

249. HR. KELLOGG ( C ha ir~~:an) : l·lr. ':'hens on. 

25 0 . HR. THO:•ISON (U.K.): If I unC.erste.z-.d the ft_lnerice.n 
proposals correctly I think there is e.not her aC.vantage in the 
C:):::0.1:ission •1hich possibly Dr. Flory has not entirely cleared 
1..:p and that is that by setting up a co::-nissioc. instead of a 
conference you ce.n ~ake certai~ a.lter~tions of a nincr chara~ 
ter i~ the whaling agreeme~ts and regulations which would 
~ot have to go through a~l the for~al~tJ of ratification, 
which at present is an action which has delayed a good deal 
of the wr~ling regulation. 

251. I c!.o not know '.'tether I a::: co::-::-ect in this, o;.:t that, 
I ~nc!..;;rstood -...e.s at tr.e ba~!.s o:' tt.e ~--:::z.rica:l proposal, e.::c!. il: 
'= .. t2.s certc.:.i11l'i in fro nt of ;J.S '.-lhen we ~t.:.t fO!''_.,e..rc! c. scl:lei,.·hat 
similEr s~gg~stion in 19 ~5. It wculd-~e c cethcd 0f speeding 
•..:.p ar-Y. swell a.ncr"C.7.ents ' .. -hic h :7!ight cc~e u p e.s becor::e neces
.sary after ~.;haling ssasons. 

252. ~.:~. :C::LLOGG (Che.ir::-,a.z-.): You .:.re q~ite right, Hr. 
Ticcsor:.. ~he! wcz b~hind our propcse.ls. 

253. 1-l.R. ~/_;, . .:_: DI:i:C ( :::3t.tc-:::-l:..::ds): I c:..:-. see w·::.:.-: 1·~=. 
7hc:::son ~ells ~s, but then I c:..n::ot u::c!.s::-sta::d ::cv any Gov
~~~~e~t c~~ ~:ce~t ttat u cc~~iss~c~ ccul~ ~~ke alte~~~ic~s 
~~ich conflict ~it h the ~~inci~:es of the Conve~ticn. I 
3::.c·_;,ld o~l:r :i.k0 to see .2.:: ex':Cl..ltiv cc~_ ....... "!..s si:-r:, 0 ;.:!-:E.t.~ver 
y0u c~ll it, t~:..t c~n only h~~e ~er ain po~crs in ~e erea 
=n ~inor poin:s, s ~~h as ~~e e~:ens on of the ~~e: ::g seescn 
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The no•,•er of the 
~ill conflict also 
~nd thew r~tifica 
my opinion, 11r. 

254. Y!.R . KELLOCJ (Ci1~.irr.1an ): Th.1nk you, Dr. Ven Dijl<. 

255. Dr. Ge.bri<:.son. 

256. DR. GABR!J :LSOH ( U.S.): I ::lierht clear u:;::> son:e points 
in this 'oecause tll£ United States G'Overrunent is one of' the 
goverl'!ments that hLs eng.~ged in this kind of commission in 
prier ye:~.rs. He ht s e t"~<o tre:J.ties, fishery treatte.!.l, that 
do ex-'lctly whet w1 , ere proposing to do in this agreement. 
Tha International ?isheries Cm:r.missi .. ~, which you have all 
~ear~ of, is con~J3ed of ~em'oers appointed by the Governnents 
cf the two countl ~es signetories to th~t Convention, and t he 
men from the two 1 ountries actually draf't t 'ne changes in 
the regulations ; .: d. by e.gre:emont prod•.!ce such changes in 
tte regul~ti~ns ·~- are deened necessary from e biological 
basis. 

257. The cnl y f •.1rther ~ction t=:at i s needed to r.:ake the 
reg·.:.l:.ticns effe:: ·.tve is sigr.~.ture by :he ?resident of the 
~nited St~t~s ez,i of t he Governor Gener~l, I believe, of' 
C :cr:~d£. I do n ·. ·t re:cell.:. single '1.::1ste."'-ce 1.:1 ;;hicn either one 
of them ha•:e re f1.:::ed to sigr: ti1e egreer::!er:ts t i'!at ·,;ere made by 
the C.eleg!ltes ~J:_: -:)inted to ti'lis Ccr.:.>::iss ion . 

258. After al~, the QUestions that they are deciding in 
thes e cc::..-r.issio:;.s ere no·,r far ve can go 1.!1 teking :'ish fro;:1 
th:s s~ock wt.thout depleting stock e.r.d ~h~t ve ~us~ do fur
ther to build it u~ if ~re seEJ signs o!' depl<:tior.. ':'he o:r..ly 
differ~r.ce, I thi~, between tte esser:cc of this proposel 
and that or.e, which has ce:rtcinly ;;orked •;ery successfully 
for the two countries thet are concerned, is th~t in case 
o ~ ~te Internatio~al Fishert.es Cc~ission t.t hc.s its o~~ 
investig.:.tivc ~taf~. 

259. It hcs been th~ feeling of tr.e -~e~icans who were 
cc <-c er~ed in the work o f that Co~iss:o:1 tt~t we were S3ttin& 
es far as the Un~tcd States wcs concerned at :east, ~retty 
f~r i:r..to the fic~d of s~t~ing up t oo ~e.ny rElSEl~rch org~r.iza-· 
ticns, so that in drc.fting t =:is ;:::'op . .:;a.l ,,-e tried to se!·e
!!: '..l.=.rd :.t e.g£>..inst the setting up of c.r:ct::.~r org~n izc.ti::-!1 !:or 
~-~:1 !.ct. ~--~8 w-ould r.~v~ to ~eques~ c.;pr~prie~ic:::s for ~esea.rch 
· ... ·c:-i: . ·,.re tried to craft -:tis :::ro:Josc.l i:J. s•..:ch a w.:.y :!S to 
le~ve the ~~~ryi~; c~ 0f ~es ea;c~ to the exi~ti~S c~san1ze
ti~r:: ~~ t:J ~r::t ~aew resa=..~c=: g!'C'J.P th~t c.r:y gove~=--~ .. :::.eGt c~~eC. 
t~ £;c~so~ ~~ ~~y ;~~~ o~ the ~t~li~~ ind~st~y. ~tile ttecrc
ti c ~~l :r i~- ::-~.~:,· ~e ~~::'C. -:o t.:.:--_C.e:'stand ho;.;· u e;:::v0 :-~--::c:-. t :-.ight 
~c :os~~e tC: !.s a~tt)rity, : c~~ ~s3~re you it wor k s very well 
"!..:1. ; ·:.' :! c-::. c e . 

:-. :~. :::u..L.:·GG ( ·:t(li!"'~.!l:: ) : ~~=:!"'.k :, ... ou. , Lr. G=..brielson. 
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261. Are there ~~?other c~r.E.e~ts on this Art~cle. If 
.!1·J t, let us ::ons::.der . .:..rticle I-V . Article IV is a neY 
p:-ov:.sio!l. Sect:.on 1 give::: t:'le Coll:L....ssion the poYer to a.11end 
the ~·r:gulat::..ons ~md· is :::::..r:ilt..r to thoze in Internati'Jnal 
Fishe:'ies Agreencnts . Sect::..cr. 2 sets forth the C:'iter:.a to 
be use:.i by the Cc;:;-~s s:.on ~.n forr:~.llat::..ng ~.:::er.dments. T!'..is is 
a guide to the Corrx:iss:.cn wten .:'rt:...'T.ir.g c.::1encL"llents to existing 
~e~.ll~·~""S or ·r~on ~l.~-·~~ ~c~ -~~u·~~~cns Cri•ari" (a\ .. 6 _Q.,._...,~~" ~~ .. .:. ....... .:. ..:.......&...:.. ..... o •- "' ·~..;~~~c..:. .... _" .. ;.; ..., ~.,.;.. c::..J 

~t.:lte3 ir:. st.:.=· st~:'lcc t~ct t~~e o·ojecti·.re is ccnser7a.t!. -:>n and 
de~,nJ:!.o~:.:e!lt o ~ the whal~l!S fishc~:.as. Cr:. ~cri.a. (b) , the.t 
ge cgrap~ical ~:d other sc::..cr.tif:c e:v.:Lccnce shall be the 
primo.ry cr:.te~i~- Cr::..teri~ (c), ~hat the rcgulacic.ns shall 
n.o t restrict t::-.c n·,u:n·oer c.ad rlC.tionc.lity of factories or land 
st<ltior.s. Cr.!.tcri~ (d ) , t:::~t cor..cl.,..:.sions ree.checl on the 
b<1sis of' gecgra.phicc.: c.nd scicnt.!.fic infor:r..:.ticn alone n:.ust 
be developed bJ a ro~crenc3 to ccnte~porc.ry world roqu.!.rc
:nents for fc.ts .:.r .. C. o ::.:s C..."ld to the :!..:r.prc..ctL:abili':y for 
r·egulc.ticns tnat r;ropo !:e C.b!·U't curt.:..!.J.li:erlt of producti on, 
The United States G0ver~~cnt ~as taken ~he pcsi~!c.n that such 
allocc.tion is no~ in t:::c i~~c~e3t o~ ~ree ~~d cc~petit::..ve 
enter prise o..nd it :.s n·:>':: ::~ce::::s:.ry to the ccnser•:c.tion of 
>rh.:.ling r ·~sourccs . s~c-:ior• ;J l!.r.cs 133 to 154, :?rovi.des that 
.:.ne:J.d.l::.cnts to the reO'..:.:c.t::..ons c.dc;":cd ·r;,y the Co:lr.:!.ssion are to 
be bi.:".d.:!.ng en the C01:trc.c t.!.ng 0o·;c::o;-.::cn~S JUt t:'lat C.n;,; gover::
:;:e:-.~ r::ay C.e:lj,!'e t::.a-: ~} .. c..:~\3::-_-:.=.e::t 5:::_,r-.l l not s.ppl1 to it. 1.. f' 

t:::rre is ~t.,.ch C.cc l c.rc.-:::..o:J., o'"::1e:' :3c •; ::r:~a~~~ s.re g i · .. :"er-. the o; 
~c~t~~~ty ~c ~~~e s~=.il~r C3cl~rctio~s. ~owevcr all s~ch Cec
lc.~"c..~ions ~u.s~ be mcde be:'ore t::e c.:.le!"' .. C=:..:Jn.t goes i~:o effect . 

25:2 , I'~0\1 t:1.e gene~r..: ::.z:ter:t :.f "::"liS "'l't·c..s ~!"-J.-~Uld #:...r::..y ~egt:-
:!..2.-:::.cn be bind!.:!g v:l. 2.:1y gc·;"!'a .. ":l.e.:".t ~·.-:L':ho'..lt its e.::t::.ve consent '? 
Secti on 4 s tetc s that :1.0 2-:~:.e~~cr.t ~ .. :e..ll be e ffe c'ti ;.·e Cefc:'e 
S··.lne ~0 

1 
1043 W"'lcl tl1.is Yras ~r:. ec !.f:1.c.s.:l~- \Y .. lt in bc c ~'..lse the 

"r' (:) -·~"'1~·~ ..... ~~ r-,., +- ,-n 1 ~4;::.-.• 1 "7 ~ .... t-,_,c-. • c e:e :;,s.~ll h .""JtJ e Oe~!'l t~G~ 
·-.J~---<..0.'-J -. · ..... . ...... _ ..., _ ..... _ - · ;7-.,/ .., 1 .............. "'"' • ..,..., --- ··- -· .. -

c~:e o~ ~~ tho l9~5 protoccl. ~hat wcrdi.ng ~s only o. =atter 
oz., dr~fti::g. 

263. !·3. JOESOIT ( U . :C. ~: : .. t:. C:1~::.r~~J I C!"' ... l7 '~·3-.i.t to 
~:!.~= ·~ t·..;o cor.-u::cr.ts on tr ... :.s wr ... i -:::"1 ::3-y ~"'lelp the ot~c;!" dclc:g:::es. 
I c.r.: r ... c t ~t:.~a -:h2. s is a =~ t ~ :J!' fer t :::c 2r ~ft:!.r...g Cc ~-=-i. t t ee . I 
!'.~ ::o-: su::'c tl:e "JU~·rers '4~ ·lor ... to -::~e Cc::--r.is s:!.~:l C.o ::c~ £0 ~ur
:~1t'.1l1 tl::.....-: sc::1c c!' t:"'lu .c:el.zs~tes c..r o'...!~d · -:l:.:~ tab:e "'.;auld ·..r:.::~ 
to sec t~~~ ~o . ~~~t ~s & ca~~cr for di scu~sicn ~ut va feel 
i:-... ~:~e C::':i. t:!.s::"! r:e : e3c.t:. c:1 :h~t. ~:h-:3~ yc-..;. c~::c to cl~t:.se 3J 
i -:a::. c :r-:,1...: ~":!..:!G. t~e =.c.c::.. o f £:.:1 :!.=.c::C!..:cr.t ·.;cccr-~:'lg e f fecti ve :..:: 
t::c c"[sc ~=., s-:~:-.e ~ovcr~~o!J.ts . .:..""":d :!.:: ·J z""~cct:. 'iC in tr_~ cc.~c :~· 
c:- ,.... .. -~~- · - '_::: 6. ~ '·-- ,-. - ~": ~ ~- ~-- -""~~ 6. ..,!"" ... ,...._ - ~ - ri-1" .... .J . ~;} ·-.~ ·..~:.. _c _lt (!.,c·ve .... ..,.-!... .• er. .... s . ... .:.· ___ .,~u s..,. ......... ..... _ .. ~ -- ........ -""' ~- - ••- :; ..... , 

~~ f5~~~;i~~~ii~;I~~;!~:;!~i]~~~~~i;{~~:~~;~"' ~I :~~~:~~:t~;?~~,, 
~=~:: :.o~ c ~r:~~~ly a J r~ ~;~::s i~c ~ 2· As ~=~ !~y, ~~ C~~~=-
=:.~, t~c ~:.~a! ;~r~g=~;h ~ :s =~rely ~ ~=~~ti~; cnc . I~ ~~~ 
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British suggest~on about 1947-48 is ~greed upon thut would 
have to be altered. That :s ~ll I want to · say. 

264. 

265. 

1·ffi. n-.LLOGG (Chairman): Tha.."lk you, !v'JJ:'. Dobson. 

!·1R. !GLLOGG (Chui.rzr.a..-..) : :;tr. Flory. 

266. :·1R. F:.Ot\Y (U.S.): '..lith respect to ~he possibility 
rn.er.tioned by :r~'l.'. :Cobson of the nati.ons tei:1g sc::.ddled by a. 
!'ogc:.::.c:cion >·rr.ich they did nc t l.:Ll(e, it ·,;us cur feeling this 
was a decided irr.provement over t~e present set-~p whereby 
if ~~y n~tion objects to ~~Y one regul~tion its only roco~se 
is to denounce the entire ~grce~ont or to swallo~ the rcs~lc
tion. The present drcfting1 of course, w~s a compromise mea
su:c. We felt, following in general the :pr~nciplcs of dcnun
cic.ti-::n of O!!tir~ c.greements thc-..t r,;ere !.ncor:por~tod in the 
1937 A~ec~ent whereby cny nc.tion thut ~kno~•ces its intention 
to deno~~ce could thereby be followed by other den~~cic.tions. 
As cnv:..sicned in c.ctuc.l prc.c ticc it vc::.s our thought t.i:c.t the 
Co!ili:lissi·on in fornulc.-:ing cny .::r.er"dwor..ts would. k::mr pretty 
well 'I-Th.etl1.er all of the vc.rious goverr..r.:cnts ·.;arc in complete 
accord. on the Q!l!endr.en t . :rcwe·;cr, ii' scr.:cthing shc~ld 'oe 
a:::is3, c~c~ cf tha go,rcr:-.I::cnts >·rc~ld be in c. position to 
·.rithdl,c.w t.l:C. consent -:o c.n c.=e::dr.:cnt c.s ::.: c.ppec.!"ed the.t c.ll 
cf ~he GO';crr-.:'l<:mts '"'erG r:ot w:.lli::g ~o go .c.long with c. common 
Qc:ision o~ the Co~Q:.ssion. 

267. r-m. KELLOGG (C.i:c.irr::c.n) Th~~ you, Dr. ?lory. 
r~:z, . · -v ::> s s of IT crw~:r. 

258. ER. VOSS (Ho~vc.y): L1'1 w.y opinion t!:c Un.iteC. St~tas 
;rc;,c· :::~l :!..s objGc!:i~.;c Qnd I thi:lk thw.t the !for'Jegi~,_ delega
ti:n v:.ll support 1t c.lcng tho~e lines. 

!·:R • KELLOGG (Chair;::~}. : Then..~ you, 11r • Voss . 

270. i•lL !CELLOGG (Chc.ir:lc.:n) : M:. Vc::.n Di jk, do you hc.ve 
c.:::;-c~:i.r.;; to sc.y on tlli s? 

27l. i·:1. V.''i~ JIJK (:·rcthGrle.nC.s) Cnl;..· t.=:is , r..o·...- ":hat you 
r:.~·:::J r.sl..::ed r::e, I ag::-ee wi -:h tl:c. cor:r:er.ts of the iJ::.i ted King-
c.cn, 

272. Thc.r1~ you, rr, v~~ Dijk. 
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273. i'm . .K:;;'l',I,QGG (Ch:!i!'na.n) : Are there any other dele-
gates who wish to co~ent on Article IV? If r.ot, suppose 
ve go on to A~ticle V. It is also new, but it is similar 
to those included in. recent fisheries agreements. This Arti
cle will enable the Ccnm~ssicn to take offic ial cogniz~nce 
of gover~~enta.~ action or inaction which ~ff~cts vh~les or 
whaling and of r.£tters on which the Co~~ission is. ur.able to, 
or does not vish to, regul~te. 

274. Do any of the delegations care to cocment on 
'Article V? 

275. If there are·:w co~ents on Article V, we will now 
consider Article VI. 

276. ~~.DOBSON (U.K.): Mr. C~ir~an, I wonder whether 
I ~ight ask your kindness on a small matter? I don't want 
to miss t he post, so to speak, but ~t ~ay be appropriate 
just to raise it nov between 5 and 6 p.n . . I em not sure it 
husn' t been clrea.dy to•.lchcd upon by •·~. V~n Dijk, but we are 
very interested ir. a proposc.l \,-hic h wC.S :nc.C.e by the un ited 
Statas Delegation at the l945 Conf'e~ence ••ith regc.rd to the 
sale, loan, or delive~y of vesse~s, equipcent, or supplies 
designed especially ~or whaling operations to cour.tries who 
e.re r:.ct parties to the Agre-ement. Y::::u -.;i11 r-::::<:::::1ber the 
point, :.Yr. Ch:::.irr...:.n, 'N'hic ~ .,-::..s one of co:1.side .:'~ble substcnce, 
ar:d ve decided to ex?rcss our views i:1. pcrc.gr~pc 4, or 
resoluticn 4, of the Final Act. You vill reffie~ber it vas 
not possible to give cr.y legal effect to that in the cor.ven
ticn ~ecause of the difficult~es that the Eritis~ Delegation 
certcinly found beccuse they couldn't corr~it the 3ritish 
Goverru:1ent to legislatior., which -,;auld '::::le ne,cess£:.r;.r, because 
of the complete jam in Great Britain's legislative p~ogram. 

277. M.r. Chairti:.C.n, I don't vant to be out of order, but 
I vould just ~ike to give notice nov and. <;.sk your lcir:dness. 
I =~J raise that point later, but I rianted to also r.:.ise it 
ttis even~ng. I am net ir: a ;osit i on to s~y anything at 
t::e ::~ow.er.t '::::lec?.use I ~ave hc.d to t.:~egraph fo~ i.::.!::tructior:s 
from rr.y Gcv~r~ent, but I thought it ~::::uld b e ki::.d to the 
:ir_·i,tcd Statos Departu:ent of State if I as!ccd you ,.,-c-_etr_er 
I =ight raise that po int ~hich, normally, I s~ould. do at 
sc~e apprcpriata ti~e, ~ith the idea of introducing c. r.e~ 
Lrticl6 if those ere the instr~cti::::ns I set fro~ ~y govern
~c~t. 3ut ~s l o ng ~s I ~~Y r~ise thc t l2ter I ~cnrt wa~t 

;tc t~ke up your ti~o r:.ov. I ~il: c onfer the hcncr to you . 

2'7'8 . ;.:R. FLC:.Y (iJ .S. ): :~ . Chaj·:-:::::_n, I ·..- o ~ld. like to 
s£y now, in connection ~it h ~h~t ;o:~t, t~c.t t~e :~ited 
S t~te~ ~elegc.t~on g~ve t~at q~esticn ve r y serio~s co~si~?r~
t~~n i~~o d.=a~~i~5 o~ t~is e ~ree :::ent. L~st yen~ we ?rapcsc d 
~~ rJ s~rc~£lY t~~t thct ~e ~~c~ ~pcr~~ed lc : tc ~;~e~:::ent, 
":~t 1 ·..;i th s~!:" .. c·.., .. ~c.t ~ere: =~t:.:.:--c .:or..~~8.e!"'z~i.:>n, ,,;e b~l~cve, o r 
c~~= to t ~e cc~~:usi~~, ~~ct i~ ~~e p~ep~~~~i~~ cf ttis 
~c ~~~e~t. eccnc~ic sanc t ic~s c f this ~~t~re, ~~~la pcssi~ly 
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a;propri~te for t~e short-run igreements, tte yoar-to-year 
~greements which we h~ve had in the p~st oight be quite in
~ppropriete in a lor.ger-range agree~ent, and, buttressed by 
a cor.tinuing ~echanism, lt might ve~y well be appropriate 
tJ elimi~ate the q~estion of economic sanctions ~t this. 
point ~nd resort to the usuel procedure of using persuasion 
snd such ciplomatic representction as may be necessary in 
order to get er.y refr~ctory gover~ents to concede the prin
ciples set forth in the agreement. 

279. 1>1R. KELLOGG ( ClleirilUln) : Ti:ank you, Dr. Flory. 

280. N:R. DOBSON (U.K.): I will a>rait my instructions. 

281. ~~. F~LLOGG (Chairmen): Were there eny further 
co~ents thet the delegations care t~ meke on Article V? I 
note thet the clock is cpprocching the time when we should 
~djourn in order to attend the reception, and, inasmuch 
as Article VI is taken ~c~gely frow articles in previo~s 
AgreE:Jments, with the perr.:issicn of the Conference, I propose 
we let that go over until we cooe to the co~sidarction of 
this pro;osel egutn. 

232. I would li!-::e to req_uest ttat tt".e :uembers of each of 
:hose c~~~ittecs ~Elet with the Tec~~i:~l Se:retery a~ the 
:lese of th~s sassi0n and arr~ngE:J for the t~e and pla:e of 
t ~-...e fficetings. Let '..4S r.ot :'orget that. 

283. ~nless there is ob j 0cticn, I p~opose thet we 
~~Jour~ the ~~esent session end proceed to the reception. 
Th~t will give us all cmple time to reach the Meyflower. 
'I'he recc·~tion ;;ill b~ held in the East ?.oon. The Hayflower 
?.otel is. loc~ted 0n CoP~E:Jcticut AVenue, I believe, bct~een 
L cnC. :·il, 

284. We will meat tomorrow at 10 a.m. in this room in 
eccord~nce with tho proposals we ~~de ~his cornir~. 

2~5. (The ~eeting e1journed at 5:20p.m.) 
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MINUTES OF .:£!f§. THIRD SESSION 

Thursday, November 21, 1946, 10:25 a.m. 

Main Con£e~ence Room 

l. CHAIRMAN: The Con£erence ~ll please come to 
order. It is now my pleasure to introduce the new arriv
als. When your name is called will you please stand. 
~~. Anziani, Mr. Budker, and Mr. Le Gall. There was a 
r~me omitted yesterday from the New Zealand list, 
Mr. Hawthorne or the New Zealand Legation. 

2. I wish to repeat again that when you wish to 
speak, please hold up your hand and remaLn seated. Speak 
into the microphone or pull it near enough to you so 
that it will carry your voice. 

3. Pending the receipt and the eAamination of the 
Soviet and Brazilian credentials and full powers, I 
suggest the indulgence or the Conference so that these 
Delegations may be seated and participate in the work 
Conference in the same manner that was recommended for 
the Australian Delegation by the Credentials Committee 
yesterday. I should state at this moment that these 
Delegations have not as yet arrived. It is just a 
matter of procedure. If there is no objection, we will 
follow the same practice as yesterday. 

4. The minutes of the Second Session have now 
been mimeographed and the minutes of the Opening Ses
sion have already been distributed to the Delegations. 
If any Delegation wishes to suggest any corrections, 
they can be put up to the Conference. Ir accepted, the 
corrections will be made by the addenda to the minutes. 
So please examine the proceedings of yesterday's ses
sion. You have berore you Conference Documents IWC/8, 
9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 15. IWC/14 has not as yet been 
duplicated. · 

5. I should announce at this ti~e that through 
the generosity of the Norwegian De1ega tion ·.1e Yill .be 
privileged to see the showing of a Yhaling film this 
evening at 8 o'clock in this room. Some of you 4~Y have 
heard the bread cas a: this mornir.g in which it '.las sug
gested that some cf the ruembers of the Conrerence ~ght 
Yish to go to the s~~thscnian and see w~at the cast or 

(18 pages) 
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a whale looks l~ke~ but I think that seeing this movie 
would be even better. You will see a film or actual 
operations on the whaling grounds. Thank you~ 
Professor Bergersen. 

6. Is there any new business to be considered be-
fore we commence the continued review or the proposals 
that we were engaged in yesterday? I£ not, I propose to 
commence with Article VI. I believe we completed 
Article Vat yesterday's session. Article VI is taken 
fr.om Art:icles I a.nd ~III of' the 1937 2 .greement ~ with 
some changes. Section 1 or Article vr~ lines 161 to 166 
is taken f'rom Article 1 or the 1937 a.greement •. In lines 
167 to 170, under paragraph "a", tvo inspe.:::tor:;; instead 
of' one are ~equired ror ell £aotory ships. That matter 
was discussed at some length at ~he 1945 Con£erence as 
well as at pr.evio~s onesJ particula~ly the .l939 Con
re~ence. At that time a subccmrnit~ee ¥as ir-3tructed to 
come iiJ. with the report at· the .ne:r.t Con.f'e-renceJ but the 
war intervened at"..d I do not knov wl"'...a.t ha:o-oened to that 
particula~ co~ttee. -· 

7- The ::::a-::ter of e.ppointn:.ent and pay of the in
spectors in lin~~ 170 to 172 is ~aken in ~Rrt from the 
last part o.f' A:.•ticle I of ti:e 1937 agreement . rn lines 
173 to 177 a.<lec:ruat:e · j_nspe(":t:i.cn is indicateq for land 
statio~s. Th1. s i3 in ~ccord with the remarks of 
Chairman .,.Iaurice when · the 1937 agreement •.-ras berore the 
C oru"'erence. 

8. . The wording of ·section 2 of Article~. lines 
178 to 182 is taken rrom Article III of the 1937 a.gree
~ent. Paragraph {a), sect~on 3, Article VI, lines 183 
to 187, co~es from the last part of P~ticle XIII of the 
1937 agreement. It should be noted nov that the first 
half of Article XIII of the 1937 agreement has been 
transferred to the Schedule, l~nes lll to 118. 

9· With rererence to paragraph (b) of section 3 
of Article VI--that isJ the uniform pe~alty or fcr
fei~ure provisions involving the proceeds rrom illegal 
~hales--that now becomes an established method of pro
cedure, if accepted. I may state that the substance 
of this prov~sion is in cor1ormi~y with the statutory 
provisions of the United States. This is also a ~atter 
that was discussed at some length at the 1939 con£ar
ence. Reference was also made to so~e such provision 
at !,)recedir..g conferer..ces. If this paregra;Jh meets vith 
the a;J~rove.l of' the Conference, the penalt~es for in
fra0tions i~posed by all contracting goverr~ents will 
·oe ur..i.fcrm :!.n their seve:-i ty. '!'h.::. s provision rr.ay re
;;uire ::ew do:r.est:!.c legislaticn :!.n son:e ccu..."'ltr.ies ... 
There~cre, i n an effort to avoid ~~cue delays i n the 
ratif'ic~ticn by such governmentsJ Article X, secticn 5, 
Parag:-aph ( b)J lines 261 to 264 of these Proposals, 
prcvides that domes~ic · les:!.~lation is ~ot requi:-ed f or 
a pericd of tvo yea:-s a~~er ratifica t ion or access~cn 
"c7 ar..y gcve:-r~'Tlent. Are there a:::.y cc:r:.-r..er..ts? :·!r. -~--:.::ie.."1~. 
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CHAlRHAN: Un.!.ted States? 

DELEGATE OF UUIT:ED STATES : Yes. 

92 . CHAIR!·tAl'l': :i: t is in accorda..."'lce with t!'le us"Jal, pro -
cedure that the delegations which have s ignified t~~iP de - · 
sire to parti~ipate in tpis committee will designate their 
representative and meet wit~ the Technical 3ecretary, 
Mr. Ch~~ey, at the close of this session. He will arrange 
for a room and you can then deci·de on the hour of oeeting .. · 

93. You will notice that in call~g for these repre-
sentatives I have purposely omitted the Observer De~egatiom!'; 
I hope that is understood. · 

94. Now, as to Article VII, lines 199 to 204 .Article VII 
is based on a number of paragraphs of earlier agreements ~~ 
is expanded and revised to . cover all statistical reporting 
requirements. The nature of the data required from t~e gov
err~ents will be specified in the schedule. The f oro and 
manner of report~ng will be specified by the conmission . 

95. Any co~ents'? 

96. HR. DOBSOri (U. K. ) : The only point I w~~t to raise 
here is that if there should be ~- inter~m during wr~ch 
there is no co~ssion, I take it the Drafting Co~ttee 
will lock at this clause so as to make sure t~at 7hile there 
-is no commission it will go to 3ome appropriate government . 

97. 

98. 

CHAT.Rf.lA:;: That point has been noted, l1!r. Dobson. 

~m. DOBSON (u .K. ): Thank ycu. 

99. HR. 3ERGERSEH (Norway): !·!!'. Chair!I:~"l, I hope ve 
will have ~ thi s L~terim essent~ally the same prov1s~ons as 
we have now . Everyone gives to the Coomit~ee of Internat1o~al 
Whaling Statistics all the notificatlons &"'ld statistical in
for~ation . In this Co~ss~on Gunnar J~~, th~ Governor of 
the Bar~ of Norway, is President and I, also, have been a 
~e~ber . We hooe that the ~r.for~ation w~~ch we have received 
hitherto ~ill come to us in the fut~e. 

100. CHAIRNA!i: ~~ank you~ P:-of'essor 3erger sen. 

101. HR. FLORY (U.S.): \.fe are 1r.. co::~pl . .)te agreeoent 
with Professor 3ergersen on that ~oint. In eraft~n5 t~s 
proposal there was no intention of c~ar-g~ng the present pro
cedure. Rowe ver, '"e thought tha~ in draf'::.Z:£ tl"'..i.s proposal, 
inas~ch as we are proposing t o est~olish a lo~g-r~ge Cu~
mis3~on, that it should not be deprived of the aut~ority to 
obtain such infc~oat~on ifJ , for any reason at all, the In
terr.ational Bureau shoul~ be ~~sbanded or any ot~e~ occur
rence o f that ~atur~ sl':culd take ?lace. I~ is a ~ind of L~
surance rather -:ha..~ a.::j'i:hi.::g :1andato:-y or cl':a.'lg~ng the ;;re
sent sche~e of tl':ings. 

102. C?..A!:?J.:.Al'I : Tl':a.."'.k :;ou, !:':::' • Florj'. 
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103. Were there any other comments? If not, I propose 
that ve take un .AJ:ot:!.cle VII-I. Article v:ur extends from 
lines 205 to 230. The first section of P~ticle v:II, lines 
205 to 214 is the same as Article X or th~ 1937 agreement. 
It exempts certain scientific investigation3 from the Con
servation Regulations applicable to ordinary commerc:!.al op
eration. 

104. Lines 215 to 21S are in part nev and are acim.iiU.- . 
st~at1ve in ch~acter. The remainder of Article VIII, that 
is, sections 2 a.nd 3, is nev, and stresses t~e importance 
of scientif~c research, end encourages disse~~ation of this 
information. I should also point out that report~g is 
covered partly in section 2 of Article !II, lines 105 to 
113, and in section 2 of Article VIII , lines 219 to 224. 

105. A.."ly cotmlen ts? 

106. HR. VAN DIJX (Netherlands): Mr. Chaircan, sec-
tion 1 of Article VIII, I don't see anything about the value 
of those vhales vhich have been granted by ~~y governcent 
to be taken for scientific purposes. I thL~ it.would be 
best that the .Committee set up with regard to section 3 of 
Article VI, should also study this ·question. And then, in 
section 2 of Article VIII, · vhen we draft that section, I 
should like to ask you if it would not be a little better 
that the results of · scienti!'ic work by the various govern
ments or by the various governoent ~nstitutions oe reported, 
not to the co~ssion but, f~st, . to the International Co·~
cil for the Exnlora.t~on of t~e Sea.. Tr.us when the cocmiss~cn 
gets a certain-report there vould oe a certain coord!r-a.tion 
with all the biological vork vr~ch ha.s oeen done on tr.e ques
tion of whaling. 

107. CRAIR!1AN: Thank you, Dr. V~"1 Dijk; 

i o8 . HR. BERGERSE!I (nor•..ra.y) : Professor Ruud, ·.;ho is 
head of the Whaling Institute, has a few comments. 

109. MR. RUGD (Norvay) : As you knov, the No~wegian 
Goverru:1ent has for many year s had an Institute for '([haling 
Research L~ addit~on to the International Cocmittee fo~ 
vrnaling Stat~stics. This instit~t~on sent out papers regu 
larly and we have tried, as far as we have oeen aole to co 
so, to send them to all co~"ltries inte~ested~n wnaling ~d 
whaling research. He •..rill A:eep 'J.P this p:cocedure in the fu
ture. Yfe hope, of couroe, to ca"t'ry these things on, as oen
tioned here in the p~eceding ~arag~aph, when ve expect this 
cowr-ission to des1~ate the ~nves~igacions to such agenciez 
as the co:c-.oission should find useful ~~or their in•Testi0a::icn 
and purposes. If ~"1Y delegations do not ~ece~ve tr~s ~~o~
~ati~n and t~ese papers, Nc ~r.ould like t o near abo~t ~t ~~d 
t~y to help the~ as f~ as we can. 

110 . CE.A.i.n~·Ll\li: 'l'!lar..k J·cu , Profe ~ sor Ruud . I :!:ay s ay 
that the publica~icn of yours is a ve~y exceller.t one . ! 
have lea!'ned !':'!'.lch f~o!"l t:-.e various !:lez::.or:.nda a.'1ci, :: a::!l s u:-'3, 
all t!le delegations of the co~"1:ries e~g:.ged in whaling could 
read theo with a g:-eat deal of pr~fit. ~~ . Gao~ie :s cn. 
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111. DR. GABRIELSON: I can 1 t see that this proposed 
provision would inter fere L~ any way with any scientific 
papers or reports t~at oisht be oade by any agency, govern
ment or othe~~ise. The or~y provision is that th~s infor
metion should cooe to the cocmission. I thiru: it should 
have all the Lnforoation as quickly as possible, if this 
commission is going to do the job that it ought to do; and 
I see no particular point in routing it through anothe~ 
agency first. If the commission wants to refer the i~or
mation to another agency, it would have that prerogative. · 
But I do thlrJc that, at times, it might be very import~"lt 
for the information to come directly to the commission 
froo the agency doing the research. 

112. 

113. 

114. 

CEAIRHAU: Thank you, Dr. Gabrielson. 

HR. DOBSON (U .K·.) : Mr. Chairman. 

CEAIRl-!AN: Hr. Dobson. 

115. :.ffi. DOBSON (U.K.) : · · I would just like to mention 
the existence of the Discovery Committee whose reports ere 
available to all and sundry. On the point, perhaps, of 
dr~fting, I would like to call attention to 'the fact that 
under t~s article a cont~ac~ing governoent may taka certain 
action and then report it when it is · a fait acconnli to the 
co~ssion. I would sugg~st, for the consideration of the 
Dreft~"lg Co~ttee, that they consider whether it wouldn't 
be better to require a contrec.t.::..ng government to give these 
dispensations after consultation ,,ith the col!!!!l:!.ssion, at'ld 
not ~dependently of it . I tc~ it is a catter that should 
be considered when che Draft~g Committee come to tr~s po~t. 

116. CF..AIRHftli : Thank you, Hz-. :C..b~on. I quite agree 
vi th you tl:..a t thls '.:latter could eppro:~;:ria tely be considered 
by the Drafting Co.l%l!:li.ttee. 

117. I should make it clear at teis noint that it is 
n~t our intention or our belief that this-co~ssion would 
usurp any of the p!"evious prerogatives, lat us say, of these 
various scient~fic org~~izat1ons that have been ensaged in 
research on whales. 'vTe certainly do not vant to interfere 
with their work, because v e are :!.n the !:lain dependent on 
the factual infor~tion ar.d on· the vo~k of their s~aff. I 
thi:.L~ the Conference shou~d bear ~~ I~~d the great debt ve 
oo;.;e to t~'lese resee.:-ch orge.nizations, such as the Di~covery 
Cor.:nittee and the Horwegian Cc::mittee ; an.d I only .hope teat 
so~e of the o~her goverrucents may see fit to car~y on s~
le~ l~"les o~ investigation. 

118. T~ose of 70u vho a~e not fem.ili~ with th~ Discovery 
Publications s~ould certa!nl7 ~ecoce so, or at least recom
mend to tee appr~priate ag~~c :..es of your own Co~~try the de
sireoility of co~sulti~g ~~ese ~ublications. 

119. Az-e t=:ere a...~y further cor.uner..ts? (No respo!'lse ) 

120. r:o;.;, as to t!'le proposal by Dr. Ve."l D.!. ~k, ! propose 
th~t it also ce referred to t~e ~raft:..!'lg Co~~~tee, f or 
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132. The alternate consideration of having some kind 
of interim arrangement whi c h ~auld operate until ve should 
get all the signatories vould~ I believe, be a ratner cum
bersome method. If ve should require t hat all of the · sig
natories to this Convention ratify before the agreement en~ 
ter s into force, we may find that one government would refuse 
to ratify, and we then would be raced with a ~ituation of · 
b~ving to cell another international conference to adopt 
a modification ~f t h is entry into force provision. 

134. Certainly, we have no ~trong feeling as to how 
this should ope rate. I thLnk we are agreed in principle 
that this document should come into force as -qu~ckly as 
possible end with the least legal dii'f'icultyr For the 
United Stat es· Delegation, we would be quite anxious to have 
this question rei'erred to the Drafting Committee for a full 
and thorough discussion of ·the ways end means whereby 
this agreement could come into force as easily, quickly, 
and equi'tably as possible. 

135 . CHAIRMAN: Thank you, Dr·. Flory. M:L-. Dobson. 

136. I>ffi . DOBSON (U.K .• ): I would like to thank Dr. Flory 
for his explanation, end I am sure he realizes that I would 
join in any attempt with him to circumvent the tedious 
method of' ratii'tcation. But there i s possibly a middle 
course. I emphasize tr~t the adoption of the procedure 
under rather special circumstances last year was to insure 
t~~~ there was no holding up of pelagic whalin~ . You 
might m~dif'y the propo sal cere by eliminating tr~ee 
governm3nts" and say "the Goverill!len.:s concerr..ed in pelagic 
whaling" . But I am prepared to leave it to your Drafting 
Cct:=littee . 

137. As I say, ve are both anxious to secure a good 
method of getting the Convention ratified. ~e did not went 
to leave it so that certain gover~_me n ts might say the Con
ventLon is in for~e and we may sit beck ~nd take advantage 
of it and not ratify. That is t he point I ~ant to ~ake. 

138. C~~IffiAJL~ : Is there any f urther commect? . well, 
if there is no objection, let us turn to Article~ . 

139 . Article XI, lines 265 to 267. Article XI, which 
contains the provision f or denunciation, is s~ilar in sub 
stance to Article XXI of the 1937 Agreement . 

1 49 . ~~. Dobson. 

1 41. HR . DOESOU ( U.K. ) : On a po!.nt of drafti:lg I am 
r..ot quite sure tt-_at it is c lear from the clause t::at "con
tracting Gcver!"..n:ent" :t.us t also ir.c!.ude adheriz:g Government . 

142. C~ .. AIRHAN: Thar.k you, Mr. :!:obson. I t hink you 
are q\lite ri0 ht . Ju:.J f'.!:'ther co;.:mer.ts. 

1.43. HoY let us take uo the schedule. Let us have a. 
brief r~view before Ne teke-uo t he ite~s i n t~is schedule . 
"':'he provisicne of t he Scheduie shall net apply prior to 
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Jw:::.e 30, 1947. 11 They shall apply in their present term:s o r 
as amended 1~om time to time in accordance with the provi
sions of Article IV. See lines 52 to 53 of the Convention. 

144, In Artiele IV, section (4), on line 155 to 156: 
"No amendments sb.a.ll become effec1;ive before .Tune 30 , 1948". 
That, of course, is subject to change in drafting . For 
e.mdending this schedule, see Article IV of t ·he Convention 
on page 6 beginning ~ith l ine 114. Also, lines 126 to 130 
and 138 to 156. 

145 . DR. FLORY (U .S. ): I would like to explain briefly 
the division of subject mat ter between the schedule and the· 
b o dy of the agreement proper. It vas the thought in dra£tLng 
the body that therein would be contained the obligations of 
governments, one to the other, and to the c ommission, while 
~ the schedule there would be contained the provisions by 
which the whaling companies and whaling operators would be 
bound. It ~s only Lo the schedule tr~t there is any provi
sion for a~inistrative amendment. 

146. The body of the agreement, that is the portion 
coming before the schedule, could be amended only by anoth er 
protocol or a formal document such as we have here, subject 
possibly to ratification--ce rtainly in the United States 
subject to reti£ication. 

147. The items in the schedule, then, a~e the specific 
~egulations for the conduct of whaling -hich are suscepti
ble of change from t~e to time depending on the conditions· 
o f the stocks of wbAles, of biological and scientific ev~
dence, vorld requirements for fats and oils, and other 
ractors that may cr~e from time to time. 

1~8. The s chedule, of course , for~s a n integral part 
of t he Convention proper, but havL~g been set up as a 
schedul~ it becomes a more or less divisible part, a sepa
rate, clearly·defined section of the agreement. 

149. CBAI~~: Thank you, Dr. Flory. Nov, as to this 
schedule. Paragraph· ( 1), lines 1 to 2, we find the ...,ording 
is taken from .~ticle rv of the 1937 agree~ent. I think 
:nost of us will agree that t::e stocks of both cf these 
species are at a critical level. Such prohibition is ~eeced 
essential to any recovery, and there are some who hold tr~t 
the stocks of both species are n ow so lov that recovery ~7 
be impossible. Any comments~ 

15o. If r..ot, let us proceed "it:h pa::-agraph 2 .. Cn· liiles 
3 to 5 the wording is here taken from Article VI o f' the. 1937 
agree~ent. This parag~eph is designed to pro~ect ~ature 
whales of all species. 

151. MR. TRGr1SON (U .K. ) : With regard to this No.2 in 
the schedul e, it is q~ite true, az the C hai::-~~n says , that 
it is taken f::-om Ar~icle VI of the agree~ent of 1937 . 3ut 
I should j ust like to ~ention the pcint tha~ 1~ 1939, when 
·.re n!' ..... , ., ,..,.,r.·""' .... 0 " ."A tr. 'LI" ",.. '"' ':" . \' l: "7~q ce ,.t.o• .. n. T'Af~ O lut-i.o ,.,.s 
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November 21, 1946 

INTERNATIONAL WHALING COHF'£RDICl • WASHIMSTO~D.C • • I~ 

MI!~ES OF TEE FOURTH SESSION 

TI!-1E: ":'hursday, November 2~, 1946, 2:50 :p .m, 

PLACE.: Main Conference Room 

1. CEL~Rr~: W~~l the Conrer6nce please come to 
order. First there is the matter of the showing or the 
Norwegian r11m. I fL"ld that the ril.n is not of the safety 
type and consequently cannot be shown in this room. How
ever, the Secretariat has a.rr~"lged to sho~ the film at the 
same hour, 8 p.m., this evening, in . t he Auditorium Building. 
Ii' you wi~l, ta.ke down this address~ Aud.:!. torium Building, 
1901 New York Avenue. 

2. This ~s located at Eighteenth and New York Avenue. 
If you go down this street about two blocks west and then 
turn down t-.;o blocks south you come to the building. Un-
rortunately, the building does not have an elevator. It 
will be necessary to ~alk up tr~ee or four flights of ste~s, 
but arrangements have been mad~ for soceone there to guide 
you and you follow the OSS projects signs that you will see 
as you go up the steps. The showing will be there. 

3. Let me repeat again, the Auditorium Building, at 
1901 New Yo~k Avenue. I understand the room is large enough 
so that we can ta.ke care or all or the members oi' the dele 
gations and oi' the Secreta~iat, in case tr.ey desire to know 
Nhat a whale looks lL<e. The wives of the delegates are in
vited also. 

4. There is another matte:::' that I think deserves tl:e 
attention of the Conference. Inasmuch as the FAO has been 
admitted to the Conference in an observer status, the cinutes 
of the executive sessions are, or course, available to FAO. 
This, therefore , raises the question or >vhether the !!li.nutes 
of the execu~ive sessions should also be made available to 
other gover~~ents on application with, of cou:se, the prcper 
injunction of ~ecrecy . 

5. It is ass~~ed tha~ the Confe=ence does not wish to 
ch~ge the Rules of P~o~ed~re so as t~ m~~e these ~atters 
available to the gene~2l p~=lic . Are ~here ~~7 observations? 
! clo net Jr.no'' Wh::!.t the practice is in the other g overr:.ents 
or m::!.k~g such documents availatl~ :o governn~nt a 0 enc1es. 

5 . ~·8. DOSSON (U.K . ) : Hr. Cl:air!::an, i'C ::1i3-'"lt ~elp :rcu 
to know that on the o::ca.s i cn of t!'le le..st \·li!.al.ing Ccnf'erence 
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54 . ~~at being the case, is there any_ :lore· discussion 
o:: A.rticle VI? If not, let us tu.rn to P~ticle VII, li.:1es 
40 to 71. Pare0raph 7 is essantially ~he s~e as Article 
III, section 1 of the 1944 protocol, a."'ld A='ticle IV, 
section l of ~he 1945 protocol . Acqording ~o the v.o~ding_ 
of the Convention, the·· quota specified 1n S'..lbparagraph 
(a} of paragraph ? remains Ln force until the Comcission 
recc~ends an e.lte~ation which meets with the approval 
of the ccntractL~g governments under the procedure outlined 
L"'l A.rticle ZV, section 3 of the Conven~ion. 

55 . This paragraph establishes a."'l over - all catch limit 
for the waters south of 40 south latit~de, wp~ch is 
probably too high, from a conservation viewpoi~t , but 
may appear to be the compro~se ~ost acceptable to all 
parties, since the figure proposed here was adopted ~ 
1944 and 1945. 

55. The total Antarctic production during the 
1938-39 season berore the war, a."ld vhen there was 
no ca.tch 1im.it, was 2,821,000 barrel s. Last year, that 
is, during the 1945-46 season, the ~"'ltarctic catch of 
790,928 barrels constituted roughly one-~alf of the 
amount e.1lo~e.b1e ~~der the 16,000 blue-~hele ur~t li~te.tion . 
I am subject to cc~rection on that. rigure . 

57. '!'l:'.e wording of paragraph 7 (o) is ta..lcen from 
paragraph 2, A~ticle IV or the 1945 ,rotocol. Certa~ 
wodificatior-s he.~e been mcde in the procedu.re ror report
ing catcnes. 

58. In subparagraph (c) of pe.ra;raph 7, w~th refer-
ence to the prevision fer notiric-e.tion of the weekly catch, 
the subs tanc.e of S\:.b;aregre.ph (c) of paragraph 7 has 
been taken rrom section 3 of A:ticle ~V of ti::s 1945 
protocol. 

59. Subparagraph (d) of paragraph 7 is e. ~edification 
of the prQVisions of the 1944 and 1945 protocols which 
pro·tiC.es fer :'l.Ot1.::e or the An"Va.rCtiC o:gerat.iO:'l.S to 
ass~::e that ~•eei:ly data are received for the p·..:rpcses 
of ascerta~L"'lg w~en the ce.tc~ l~t is ~eacned. 

60 . !1lOst of the wordir..g or this su":>paragrs.ph has 
bee:'l. te.k~n f~om section 3 of P~ticle rv of the 1945 pr otocol . 

61. vlith rererence to subpara.gre.pi:: (e) of pe.re.gre.ph 
7, tr.e substance is t~cen, in par~, f~oo f.x~icle~r of the 
1945 protocol. Are th~re ~"'lY co~ents? 

62 . ~·:R. 3ErtGE.l ~Z!i (Ncr•..-a y) : I e.g~ce ;..·i th tho 
Chair~~"'l ti::at 15,000 bl~e ~~ele ~"it~ is ;=etty c~gh . 
Frcr:: =.7 s':ud.7 o f tl::e i'igt1res, coveri!'lg l.::.s t 
yea..r 1 s catch on ~pcrl!.t!.ons in t,l:eir cr.'t~.:'et~,-, ! 
go'; "Vhe i::pressio-'1 t::-.at is prett:r hig:., but I 
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~ill make no p~oposal. I think, as the C~~irman has 
said, that ~e have to stick to this figure, 16,000 
blue whal5 units. 

63. There is one small ppint which I wish to mention 
here. When we in 1944 introduced the 16,000 blue whale 
units, it was understood that this figure applied to 
pelagic whaling. Perhaps it is not enough to say south 
of 40 degrees south latitude, but perhaps we should. say 
the nucber of baleen w~les caught through pelagic wr~l
tng in any waters, if that is right. T~~t is all. 

64. CHAIRMAN: Thar~ you, Professor Bergersen . . This is 
a ~tter of drafting, and we can decide o~ t~At later. 

65. :01R. THOMSON (U.k.): Nr. Cb.e.irman, it ts certainly 
true, as Professor Bergersen has said, but it may not be 
~uite clear in the initial words of the section as to 
whether the limitation applies only to whale .f'actory , 
ships. But I think it. ts made quite claar later on, 
because, in the later paragraphs only the ~hale factory 

. ships are required to provide information as to their 
catches to the Iaternatio~al Bureau. Therefore, obvi
ously, a catch of land stations ~s not . intended to be 
included in this 16,000-blue-whale unit. · 

66. CEAIR.M..Mi: Thank yo1i 1 Mr •. Thomson. 

67. ER . VAN DIJK (Netherlands): fu'. ·cr....s.irman, in 
this draf~ schedule, we see that the limita~ion to. 
16,000 blue whale units will work not only for the 
short term, but .also for the long term. Now several 
data which are taken up in the sc~edule are rather 
fL~ed, and I think that the b i ological people r~d 
their good experience in that. However, w~th regard to 
16,000 blue-whale units, .I think that is different. 
Isn't it quite an er~itrary figure? Is that the right 
figure? Is it too great, o~ is it too· small? I think 
nobody eight know. When ve accept a nucber like 161 000 
o~ 12,000 cr 18,000, it might be, on the long term, 
that it would •..rork out the wrong way. That is, 1-ir. 
Chatrzan, why I should propo~e tb~t th~ n~ber of 16, 000 
clue-whale units apply c~~y to the ne~t season, end 
~ha.t we leave it to ~he Co~ission to fix the number of 
blue-vb~le units for · the following seasons. Thank 70u. 

68. CF.AI.RHAN: Thank you, Dr. Van Dijk . I.f r ·in.a.y 
step out of character of Chairman for a moment, I vould 
like to s~7 that practically ell of us who .have bee~ 
follo·.;i!lg ln this before the war ~ere agreed tb~ t pelagic 
wrzling sou~h of 4c degrees south latitude · rzd been too 
~~tensiva , and ~~at something must be cone. We looked 
ever t he catct~s cf the previous years and ~ecided on 
a. figure ttat . -was apprcxi!!ls.tely- t;;o -thirds of the 
average catch f or the precedi~g six or seven years. 
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69. !iow there are others here far more competent 
then I em, but let me suggest tr~t if ~e cb~nge this 
~igure from year to year, we w~ll not r4ve a statis
t~cal basis for evaluatir~ the populations of wr~les 
south of the 4o degrees south . In other words, ir we 
are going to proceed on a ·logical basis , ~e will have 
to let a figure run a few years to get a statistical 
basis for ana-lysts. You ca.r.not do that if' you cba.nge 
that figure from year to year. It vill have to stand 
!'or a few y~ars ir you expect to accomplish anything. 

70. I am sorry I have to speak o~t of character. 

71. MR. DOBSON. ( U.K.): r.:r. Chairman, vith regard 
to the suggestion wh~ch has been made by Mr . Van Dijk, 
I am glad he agrees for the first season, wbich we s~~ll 
deal w1.th separatel.y·, that he doesn • t wish to cut out 
16,000 blue-whale units •• But I feel that there are· 
two objections to h~s proposal that in the l.ong d1.stance 
policy· we should say nothing and l.eave it to the Comm1.s 
s1on to settl.e. In the first place, the Commission 
might be rather hard put to dec1.de upon what should 
be the number for the 1948-49 season. Ir there is any 
chance of thet--I am afraid I am rather obsessed with 
the idea of d elay, but delay in these th~ngs does take 
a long time to get through--I thick 1.t would be very 
unfortunate 1.f, for any one year, : ;;e had dropped out 
wbat we had settled Ln 1943 as a principle. 

72. I want to· say, Mr. Chairman, one other point. 
In subarticle 7 (c), I think that the Drafting Com
m~~tee should address themselves to t1.ghtening up a 
little the in£or=ation which must be given here. I 
think that it should either be made quite clear that 
this 1n!'orma.t1.on is supplied con fident1.ally, or, 
that 1.t shoul.d be available for s1.multaneous rel.ease 
to everybody. That is a drafting poi~t, but ve at t ach 
ve~y great importance to it· in t he Brit1.sh Delegation. 

73.' CHAIRl.'1AN: Thank you, Mr. Dobson . 

74. HR . VA .. ~ DIJX (Netherlands ) : Mr . Chair!!:.an, !::lAY 
I raise ano~he~ point. I car~ot understand why, in 
paragraph 7 (c), the~e sb~ll be notification to the 
Comoiss:ion. As I unders.tand it now, the procedure 
is that we have to give notification to the Interna
ti~nal Bureau of Whaling Statistics~ and I th1~ that 
the practice ~here is very gee d. That is why I do not 
understand why it should be alte~ed now, and in the 
future there should be giv en notirication to the Commis
sion. 

75. C HAIR...~1AH: Thank you. 

76. MR. VA!( .D!J:-c ( Netherls.r.d s ) : T l:a t ....-o uld !"'equire 
tr~t t he C c~~ission ha ve s. s Decia l bureau, and, rega~d
ing the questior. o f the b ureau, ~e have n o t yet ~~nished, 
Y.:r . c r...e i.~:r.an. 

77. C~IR~~~ : The.~< you, ~r. Van Dtjk. 
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78. HR. FLORY (.U .S. ) : On that point, 9f cou!'se, we 
anticipated that the procecure would ~e precisely the 
~ame as it is at the present t~e, and that notification 
vc.1ld continue to be Jr.e.de to the International Buree.u . 

79 . CRA.IR.."'lAN: We all recog."'lize the vond.erful 
and valuable services t he International Buree.u of 
Whaling Stati3tics has· performed in compiling all 
statistical de.te. relacing to whaling. They have 
done a va!'y fine Job. Specific author1ze.t1on for 
this vork has been included in previous conventions. 

80. Were there ~Yother comments? 

8L If there is no further discussion on p,a.re.graph 7, 
let ~s t ·ll'n to paragraph 8, lines 72-84. The wording of 
paragraph 8 is take~ from Article V of the 1937 e.greemerit, 
ex~..ept for references to sei and spert:l whales. ·. It we.s 
thoughc -desirable to introdl,l.ce a ::Unimtl!ll length _for the . 
sei whales, since under pare.greph 7 subpa.ragl'aph (b) line 
4.8, · ;;e have taken 6 .sei wh1:1.i.es as being the equivalent to 
1 blue whale. · 

82. In accordance with certa~ proposals made at the 
1945 conference, the minimum l~ngth of spore yhale·s has_ 
been increased in this proposal as bei~g from 35 feet to ~0 
feet In the case of spero whales, the incree.se ~n ~ 
length is suggested to p~r~t a greater· escape or· ~ha 
females and to provide add.:.tional prote~tion to the males-,. 
~~o attain · sexuel ~aturity betveen 38 and 41 faet. The 
specified lengt:.s of whaJebor.e whales ~e, toughly put, in 
all cases s:!.ightly under the ncr:nal sizes- at ·l-;hich these whales 

. r-= .~ch sexual maturity. 

83. The second portion of ·Article Vtrr,, lines 80 84, 
is taken f"!'oo Article DT of the 1938 protocol, except 
that an exc~ption included in the 1938 protocol, permitting 
sperm vhales of 30 feet to be taken, is elimi;1e..ted~ . ao 

. satisfacto~y evidence has been brought forth that the c~at 
of sperm whales c~~ be eaten, e.s originally conte;1ded -~hen 
this article was afopted. Japan insisted that they ~te · ape=~
-.rhale :c1eat. None of us agreed. I t~ it voul.d ·oo ve-:y 
herd to get anyone .to eat sper:n-vhs.le meat. 

84. l-1R. BERGERSErT (~or.tay} : i-~:-. Chairca.?J.. 

85 . CHAI&m.aJ-f : P!'ofessor Berga::-sen. 

86. r,iR. BERGERSEN (1-io:;:".,ray) : Th3 sei •.thale o.f 40 .feet, 
as ~reposed by you, is e. r.e~ i tem, end I don 1 t knov 1~ we 
ha•1e C:a ta. enoug."l to be quite su':'e . Personally,. I feel •,;e 
sho_ul d ha\'e e. little :1o:-e, a.."ld ! l·T1sh· Dr . Kellcgg, 
:.fr. !·lack:!.:.tosh, a.~d i-::- . Paul sen would lvok i nto t :'lis ques 
tiou . T~e No!''t·7egian Deleg=ttion 1 ! thi::k 1 ,,.;~ll be prepa: .. ed 
to c.dopt this pr:>posal vit~ :·egar::i to the pelagic whaling . 
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277 . l,IR. IVAN!SSEVICH (ArgentU1a) : Argentina. also agrees 
with &•gland, gross tonnage. 

278. MR . BERGER SEN (Nor\ray) : 1·1r. Gf.a4.rman, I thi.r:k we 
shculd stick to l·1r. Tho.nson' .s obser.vat;f.on, r;e can't giv e 
the dead weight on the catchers! 

HR. VAN DI.n: (Netherlands) : Quite right. 

280. CH.<\.IRHAN: CaptaU1 l1oore, would you like to say 
anythl:1g at this point? 

281. Mr. Thomson has ~armed me that gross to:1nage 
would be agreeable to the United Kingdom. Are there any 
other comments or objections? I!' not, we could L•sert ~he 
words "gross tonnage" and sinlpli!'y the dra.fting. Then~ 
line 141 (a) •.rill read as .follows: "the name and gross 
tonnage of each .factory ship", and line 142 (b) "the number 
and aggregate gross tonnage o.f the whale catchers" . 

282. 

283. 

Is that agreed? 

Let us turn to paragraph 16. 

'284. liffi. VAN DIJK (Ne therlands) : Mr. Chairman, in 
lines 133 t ·o 138, I see that a noti!'ication should be. :::ade 
to the Comz:dssion. No,.,-, as !'ar as ·w.a see, this thing ap
plies especially to biological questions. We th~ it better , 
there!'ore, that the noti.fication should not be made to the 
Commission but only to a body like the International Coun-
cil !'or the ~~ploration o!' the Sea. It is not necessary 
that the Commission have members vho are dealing with only 
biological pur:;;;oses. I th~ .. l1.k t..'1.at there might be othe:
questions which are not in relation vi th biological ques 
tions, and, there.fore, we pre!'er that the noti!'ication should 
be ~ade to the International Cou.1cil !'or the Exploration c.f 
the Sea, which, as you know, has a co~ttee o n whaling. 

C:aAIRMAI'l: Thank you, Dr. Van Dijk. 

286. r-!R. DEASON (U.S . ): Hany of the s.:!.gnatories to 
the previous whaling agreements are not members o!' the In
ter~ational Council .for the Ehnlorat.:!.on o!' the Sea. !t was 
the intent, I believe, .in the United Sta~es Pr oposals ~ot 
to inter!'ere w~th the =epcrt1ng or biological ~or~at~on 
to any Lnter~ational organization or other bod7 . There is a. · 
provision i~ the proposed convention requiring that repor~
ing be to the Commi~sion or to any other agency ~hat the 
Comcis3ion may designate. Dr. Gabrielson L~ co~antLng on 
this point this ~orning L•dicated that the Co~ssion ~culd 
have need for all c!' the biological L•for=ation it could ob
tain !'rom all possible sources, ~ order that it ~ght take 
such in.forr::ati.on into con.siderat!cn at the tir::e a.mend=ents 
to the various prov i.s:!.ons of: tl:e Schedule •,;ere ta.:.:en up. 

287 . C~IAIR!1ft.ll: Thank you, Dr. ::::>eason. 

288. iv!R. J:OBSON (U .K. ) : l•la.y I m.S.:.<u an observation en 
this? I ~ould call attention to the fa.ct ~~at ~~car the 
Geneva convention the dcc~ents regarding s~atisti.cs and 
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~"'s:Rr::::::> 
r,.iC / 32 

x~vember 25, 1;46 

INTERNATIONAL WHALING CONFERENCE • WASHINGTON,D.C. • 194S 

:U?-iU~S o_-;- TIIE SE'i1"3:NTH SESSICi:I ----
TI~IE: Mcr.day, Novet:l"ber 25, 1·946 , 2:50 p.m. 

1 . CH.4.IRrWi: Will the Conf'ere.nce please come to 
order. The r1rst item befo~e this pler.a~y session is the 
French proposul. :•Ir. Anziani. 

2. I'!R . A.r~ZIANI (Frar.ce) (I.:lterpreto.tion) : Mr. 
Chair~£n, as I advised the Cc=Zerence in the l&at session, 
I at:1 presenting the rollowi.:lg ~otion: In .order t~ 
has~en the wcrk of the Ccnrerence the French Delegation 
requests that working co=mittees meet, 1r possible, in night 
sessions, in order to be able to present t~eir fi.:1al report 
wi~h the shortest possible d~lay. 

3 . CH..~Izu,wr : T!:a.nk y~u J i'!r. Anzia.::i. A.fter s tt:.dying 
tJur ce.le~ .. d ar :;!' a.c ":~ ·11 ti~s I 3l':culd o ci:1 t 'J"...! t t c ":C ... e F:'ench 
::> el~gaticn thac it rr.ay be a l:.ttle .difficult to t.ave r:.ight 
sessior:s 'Tery often. I find ~hat arrangerr.er.ts of a sccial 
:-"a'::ure ha•; e been ::-,ace for T-:.1.esda:r ar.d '.-.-ed::esday. T:-_e cffi ·~i:l 
:.:i:-~'"ler by the U. S. gover:-..r:::ent •.;ill be held at the \v'illard 
?.:ctel tcr::;.cr~ o·.;, that is Tuescay, ever.ir.g . The ~i cr·~·ee;ia..'1 
I:el-=g'"- tioc has re::p.lested ·::.ur presence at a cocktail ]:arty 
e.t "=~-e ] cr",.regia.n E::.ba.ssy on '!JeCnes~a.y ever .. i.r:g. '!'hurs-::!ay .~ 
of cour s e, is aU. S. natioLal holiday. 

4. Hcwever 3 1£ the Confere4ce so desires, ~a ~ght 
hold a short plenary session on ~hur~day mcrni~g, sa:r fr c~ 
9 :30 t'=l 12:00 . A·lso, i~ o!'de:- t.o s.i~ in expediting :::att.~rs, · 
may :;: sug.;est tl:'.e pc s sioilit.y c:.' s cheduling .:cwmittee ~ee ti.:l~ 
in the eveni.:1g at h ours that. ·H·ill r1 t i.:1 ·..ri th che :;Jlan cf 
social f~'1ctions . 

5. It is prc~csed that the Drafting Co~~ittee will 
:r:eet this ev~r:.1r:.g f er i.'li='~hs:- !''9V!.s~onary ~..rcrk: e n the 
8c~ve~~i Q~ that ~e h~ve t.efore us, ~f it ~eets wi tC the i= 
a.;:::::r':)Va.l. 

~ ~hat ~ill ~e t he desire c~ this Ccnrerence re~ar~i::g 
~ol1i~g ~ ~~~~i~g c~ ~~~rsC~y) ~~~~ksgiv i~g DayJ ~~a~ ~5 , 
-t- tt.e =::::-:-.. i::g f~ c!:l. 9~30 ,~~til :..2 : ·JC ? Arge!:t~.::a . 

'T . :.!3 . 33.'~'._.~"'!7C ( Arg'er: t:!..:_=.. ) 
,..:::~c =-~ 3 t.s.::G s t::a: r::'h.s.:::<s ~i v i=:~ 
~~ =ul1 t e res;e : t ed . So ~e -
::-_3l= "': :-.E.. ~ :: :..7 

T~ : A=ge~tine rel e;a~i cn 
3 a~ - S . ~cli~ay snj 
~cse tha~ .:1 c sassi~:: ~ill ~e 
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R~3·l~Ir:TE~ 

I:'t!C / 32 

29. C:L.l.I?.!·LUT: The ~ction has been secondo:::d. I ta.~<e it 
tr.at the Conference approves tC.e reference of t r.ese qt.!~stior:s 
to u·.e Pez:alties Cor.unit"':ee. To make sure, I '-vill chec:<: ;.rit~ 
t::.e delegati:Jns . 

30 . 

31. 

32-

34. 

35-

37. 

38. 

39. 

4o . 

41. 

42. 

1..:-:: . -' . 
44 

l.!.~ .o . 

L3. 

50. 

51. 

:;.2. 

53. 

Argentina? 

DEW:GA?E OF AHGE~iTHiA: Yes. 

Canada? 

DELEGATE OF c.c. .. !~.~J:A: Yes. 

CEAI:R!·WT : 

DELEGATE OF CHILE: Yes. 

CF.AIRNP..;:T: Dermark? 

DELZGATE OF DEI~1.A.F.K: Yes . 

CH.ll.I imAn: France? 

I:ZLEGATE 05' FR.Al'TCE: Yes . 

Netherlands? 

Yes . 

Yes . 

CF-.'HRHAl'T: 

DEl...EGA'I·E OF r-:omTA"! : Yes . 

Peru? 

DELEGATE OF ?E~U : Yes. 

CEAIRf-lAH: U.K . ? 

U.S.S.H.? 

~ELEGATE 0? U.S.S.R. Yes. 

·: :-~es,e f'c ~..:r :-;:.:.~tars--tr:c.~ is 1 t :-:11 :9rc cessi::g ~ :.""' :.-=-.:.:: ::c..::: 
=e~t. :he va!~e o~ ~ta!es :ak~ z: ~or sct~~t i~i~ s t ~~~. =i!k
: ·:.2.led ~r le..~~atir-g .. ...r~2.:..es 1 ~!1j t:-_e!! ~he c.e..:;c:'!-al1. J t:.::= ~=-- -:.~_=..: ::: 
o! ~~ale2, s~ac~a~~ ~ettcd of =eas~~i~; ~~~ =a:~~~g ~~ ~~al~s 
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:cilled by c:::ews ~f ;rl:ale catchers, ·.rill be referred t::> the 
?e!".alties Co:::nittee. 

:J. I shc~ld also bring to t~e attention cf this Cc~-
ferenca tt:at tr"e hel!::poack limi.tati.cn has oeer:. cons:.d.ered. 
informally oy the Biological Co~~ittee. I w~uld li~e to :::e
q_uest concur;:ence ir: this reference so that ue ::r.ay have e. 
report before us. 

56. Mr. Dobson. 

57. YIR. D03SCr; (U.K.): ~~Iay I just say a '..:ord on this? 
I d.id. raise :ti3 c_t.:.e stic:n of t t:e h\ .. :.z::;;ba:k e~bargo 1 I t ~i:--.._tc 
on tw-o ·::ccesicr:s, at a p:er:.arj- session.. I also :lade sc!:".e 
P'J.rely general re::e.:::ks on the subject of tte ler:gth of the 
f'.lture whali!"..g season tL."'lder t.he long-term convention. ~,re 
had a long discussion on that. last ·ntgnt in -the Eritish_Dele2;e.
tion and I am afraid, ·without beir..g a':ile to '..rarn you, I 
tock the liberty of asking our :::epresentative on the Biolo
gical Substance Co~ittee to ventilate this ~atter at ttis 
~orning's meeting. I gather ttere was a very useful discus
sion, and at all events, the ot~er delegates k~ow ~hat is in 
our ::~ind. I ·wo'.lld, t~erefore, s:.r;rport you, ~'lr. Ct:air~a::::, e.::d 
~articularly re~uest that these ~atters go for~ally to t~e 
Biological S:...osta::::ce Con.-:::ittee. They ::!ay ttus have a f~.;.ll 
discussion, if they want :ore discussion, and issue a re;ort 
cr: both those ma.tte!"s, tGe q'...iesti·:)::.. of tt:e ::',J..,~;:back eG:b.s.rg:: 
c.:-.:.d the question of t~ ... e lengt::: cf t~e · .. ;h=-.1'!.::.; season ur::ier 
the lor~-ter::1 con":rent~oJn. 1 ·t~h:Lc~ we a.rs ccns:..C..eri~~. I ~1:.:pe 
this may fir:.C. acc:e;;ta::lce by tG.a r::er::.bers of tie C-:r:fere:-.ce. 

sa. 
5;1. 

6c. 
~, o_. 

62. 

Is the::-e s. secor::. to that ::1ot:..cr.? 

Professor Ee:::gersen. 

I secor.d. 

63. C?....AIR~;L4.:r: ~f'" ... e:'e ~a.s bee-n a secc:-... ·.:i. TJ:1.less tt--_era 
i3 :.n ~bjectio:1, let t;.s c-:JnsiC.e:r ttat .. ,re ,.r:..::. re!.,er thes~.: 
-:, .... ') mat::ers :o t':1s s~~i.ttee c::. Ciolcg:.ce.l :ate:. t::at is, 
t~e le~gt:: of ~~~e scc.::::>r:., a.~d tte pr·JM.ib'!..ti:·n on. ~~ill:lpbe.. -:E
~illin~ so~th of ~C de~rees so~th leti~ude. You agree, 
?~ofes;or 3e~ge:::se~? -

s:;.. 

~~ 

"J <J. 

'.:8 s. 

~s t~ere a~7 c~~sc~i:~ to tav~~g tte 
st~dy t~ese ~a:ters? C::-, w~~l~ ycu 
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376. I as3u=.e it i3 approved. ~e c~~ go en to para-
g:::oe.ph 2 .,.hic!l. is designed to protect ::...."'ll::at~e •.rhales of 
all species. It is t~:en f~om Article VI of the 1937 aeree
::en-: . 

3':"7 . 11R. ?LOR:: (U.S.) I mo1:e that paragraph 2 of the 
schedule be approved Ln substance and referred to the D:::oaft
i.::!g Coz:-1'-ittee. 

373 . 

379. 

CH.A.IRHAJ:f : Mr . BogC.ar..ov. 

~,ffi • 30GDk'TC'T ( 'J . S. S. R. ) : I second . 

.:e;: . CH.A.Im·t;..l.; : Is t.!:ere any d2' scuss!.on? !t has 'bee!'!. 
n:.oved az:.d seconded that pa.rc.grs.ph. 2 .:e referred to the. 
Crafting Co~ttee . Are there ~~y ob~ections? If n ot , we 
i.rill t.::.lce it as appr0·..red e...J.d re!'er it to t:'le· Dra.ftL'1.g Com
~~ttee end proceed with paragraph 3. 

381. In p arasraph 3, l~nes 6 to 10 are taken from 
.~;:;i c :e IX o f t~1.e 1937 agreemen~. Under (a.) f o llowing the 
•.rcrC.s " in the •,;a~ers r.ort~1. cf 56° North La.titt!de", w·e have 
deleted " except that frc;r. 1500 Sa.st Longitude ea.stward.s as 
f:.;o as 14.JO we st Longit'...:.C.e the taking c r ~:illi..'1.g of ·..rhales 
by such sh:..p o r captu:-e s:J.a.ll be per~ tted be t -.:;een 66° 
~rorth Latitude e...'1C. 72° ::o::-tl: Latit"l:.de " . T~a':. is essen
tially Lorth of 2e::-ing ~t::-ai:. 

382. T!l.e ge~e::-al ~~ter.~ o f the de:e:~on c f that parti-
cula.r :;:hrase ~s to preve~t the ~:illin£; of grey -.rhales e..r.d 
::>~~~~ whales i~ the region r.orth of Ber~ng Strait by fac 
~ol..,j- ~1-:i:_:ls. 

523. ~he general L'1 t ent o f t~e recainder o f this 
£~ti~le ~s to g~ve ~~ctect~on, or g~ve so~e ~rotectic~ a~ 
least to wh ales o~ their tro~~cal calving gro~'1.ds. Axe 
t~:.ere a::::.y other col:lDents? -

Dr. F~ory. 

3c 5. :.ffi . ~CRY (U . 3.) I :::ave tl:a.t the Cor:.ference 
ap~r~v9 the su=stance o f pa~e~aph 3 e=_d re~er it to t~e 
~r2~ting C o~ttee. 

336 . CF..AJ:R.N.~.:r: Is there a se~ond? 

Er. Ec:..;ards. 

I secc~d teat =otion . 

::89 . C:l_C...J:R:-LO:.::i: It i:as ":Jeen :::aveC: a=.d sa:::o=.C.ed. Is 
t:.-.;.e:'e a. ......... J- d..:.sc·.l:;:s:".. ·~:-1 o~ e..":!.:r obj a c~ia::? I!, r: -:t let ·.: .s 

_c..s~"...ll::.e t::.:..t t!:c Cc:-.. .:~a ~ ·-=!1.-: e acce~-::s t l:.e re: ... ere::ce c ~ 
-~ t:!.c2.e I :! , or :;.a.:'~~='=--~~1 3 t .'J -::-.e Dre .. ft:.=:.; C')=...;"::i -:-:ee. 

::: ~ .:. . P a.:: a~::'a:;~-: ~ :. s a s ::!.J.~C t·..12.r: ;:r·:-- ;:c .s el . ~:-_e ~-,·:· r~i.::.g 
:..s ~9.l:e~- i"'rc:~ .. ~"::..~::..~ ~ I :; ~ ~he l 93-3 ~rc~-~c-:)1 . S:h.::.s ~=-r=--
:;~a;h :"'~es-::c...b:.~s:~8.s -:I:e za...-_ctu.e..:'J ... ;r-:.\. .. ~s.:..::n i.:::s ~ .:..,a~ as f~~
~~~7 s~~~ ~;e~ ~~!o~s s~a con~sr=.ed. 
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406 . 

rt3~~R:r:r:::s:n 
i. -... ~v;.: 2 

4;.-_:~. ! ~;ctlld :.:..~:e t~· p :J:_nt c·..1t ti:a:: :.!r.~..less ~.;c set ~.:·o 
-: ... !.:_s C.. ·3:""'i.::i~a f.ig~...:=e or li:::i--:--no~ 16, :JOG vr::.e~e3, ·:,_:.~ :s~o·:o 
~ l ue lr::.:'.le '.l!li t s--e:~d cor:. -::...:1.ue tha. t l~~ t ~ vr e.. :' a-r,r :;-a:::.:~ s .. 
,,-e ·,r::.ll ~ave no s':2.tist:..cal ossis on ·,..-h::.ch ':o C·3':e:::>r.-.::.::e 
ho~.; !J.a:~y 1·(r .. 9..las ti1.ere a.re ~:... ... t!:.e cor:di ~i;:n. 0f t:-:e "'N-::.-~.:...e 
s-:cck. :l:t :..s very necessarj- tr:a.t 'Je ~s..ir.:.tc..::..:1. a d.·3.:'i::.!.~:3 
l:...r.-..::.tat::.on f o:r a :feT,; yee:::os tc get the ::uch neeC.'Sd. .:':..:._""lds.-
::.e:-_ tal data. 

:1r. BosG.anov? 

~ ;:9. ~·rR. ECGD:.:TO.V (U.S.S.R.) (:i:nta~prete..t:..~r ... ) 
~ ·~.,. 3o;C.::.~cv ~.;c'_:ld. 1~:-ca to hear the o;;i-~.ion o:~ c ~::e~ C.ele-
5D. ':es c:: t:-~e Conference. 

4l·J. 

,, ., , 
'T..:.._. 

otl:er 

412. 

C~R:LU1: Is thare any further ?O~ent? 

:.~. 3o6C.c:.r.~.ov ha.s re~~.lested t~:e op:..r:.:Lo!"l of t:-:e 
G.eleset~o~s ir. regard ~o this lo,COO ~lue w~al8 li~t. 

F~ofesscr Berge::osen? 

413. :8. :SE2G~S3IT (~Io rva;:,.-) I-·:=. Ch3.:..r:.:an, I hope t:-::::.t 
t~e Scviet Dele;:::.tion vill join w:..~h a~. It is e~sctly as 
o1..:.:;:o C~air::J.a:l h:::.s stated.. It -;vv'.l2.C. oe preci:icall:; i:-.:;:ossi-cle 
to .f:...:{ r:.e..t.Jrial u~e, tl:at is s-:e.~ist.:..c.:.l !:..0..-:cr~:::.l, ~.;:.-:c.c,_~:, 
ha.vi:-,:.; t~.:_s l.irr..:..t. ~h.:.~ se-:s t~e fis-:...:~es.. I~ ::s r~~:.l:r 
!'"'.;.ecess.::.ry tc !-!.=..v·e it. ~hls 16,~-:co ·ol~e 'TH-!la2.e ,J.....-.;,.:_:. col.,:rG3-

pon.~ to s:~eth:..~~ like 1,78C,000 or l,Ecc,cao ba:'rels, :::.~cut 
3CO,OGO ::~r..s. T:1.a~ i.s the ::43<3-"l.i.:lg o~ ~:~:.s i'~5:.1re. :!:tis 
ccr-::a.i.;-..;.ly nc~esser;,r to l:e..-:,-e son8 sc!""": o:~ :.::......-::its~~o.:l, a::..:. 1 ... e 
h:.vor .. ' t :l.:'.;.J'. ather fi .;--~re to p!'c~c se. It is 'C:le 88 s t o:-_e 
that ¥e c~~ ~ake, 

~14-. 

415. !-1t. I:CES:.::r (U.K.): i ~'tJ.ppo:'t ·,.;:1e,t Profe;;s:;:L' 3cr:;e::'-
sen hcs said, a.."1d I :::ope ve--:y :::uch tl:e..t 1::he U.S.S.R. Dele~-:.
tion w:.11· :r-.;.ot press tr.;.i.s po:!...:J.t. B1.1t ::he::'c is P-.J.ot::e~ tt::..::~ 
: wc,.ll:i l:!.1=e to call. atter.tion tv. I ar:. ~o t q·~:..:a s~e 
~.rh.:;t:::~:.., :2..s the ... 4-:'~icles are !:O\J C:.CJ..·,.r:J. 1 or .. "'.,.::et:·.:.er e..s ~~"1e~; 
=.e..J- :e 1zt::.w:1. as tha result cf ~:1e ~:'J.!'".:.sid ... 3rc::iJ.!.J.Z o:~ t~:e ,:c::.
::.itt ~~e tl:c..t ycu £:eve set 'J.P to r:~ee.;; 2 .. t 2 p.:: .. -c~~::.~rrs;,...-J 
wr_e-:~e:::' -::::e Co:r=.iss:..·.:n Tl'f"'c-uld.. ~c.ve t~a ;o;;e:., to a: :..er -:~.:..s 

l6,'.JC.O "'olue-'.-:--_al-3 tL""lit. 

I• 1 -.,._.:), If t~~ Cor.~izs~cn is 
=-~~st c~~a ~ ~a~te~ fer 

g~ve~ t~at ;c~a~, 
7.:-_c S.:.~:-_-::i-::-:a:J t .:J ,-..-.--.., .... ::.. ..., '..;- ---·-l......o.-- J 
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4l9. 
pe..1~ =-~ra.;~: 
re:~c.rt. 

420. 

421. 

- 31 -

~E.:~~:·:TE:J 

J..iC/32 

:~ "T,:~"''T (iJ• ~ ) • .. .J. •• __ ..}.(\_ ' .......... I ;:;.ev-e that the substa."1ce of 
3iologicel Co~ttee f or a 7 be referred to t he 

::..q. V.\::T DITt: (Netherlan.ds ) 
donrt see the ~eces~ity fo~ refe~ri~g pe~~gr~ph 7 to tho 
Bi.slagica.l Cor,~~ ttae. ~;.s I.-Ir, Dc'bscn of the t7rr~ tad ?C.i:1gC.o~ 
has :;co.::.:: ted out, it is .,;:_thin t.h.e c e.pac:. ty and tl:e c.u t::.o:::-
ized. ::,J~vers of the Co""r~ssion, if t h at Com,...,is~io:J. is e.G.opted, 
t .o C.eciC.e o.::: the rn2:1ber of whales e.:=.ch year. I Q'...ti ;;e c.;ree 
i·i:.t::-. yo~r poir..t cf vie~; ths.t it is qui':.e necess2.::'J i:1 c rc'.er 
to ge~ sc=e ge ed ~r~8rmet~o~ en the wh~le s t cck th~t t~e~e 
sh.tJ-....:.1·=.. ::e c. certai:-_ fi~ed ::~ ... :.::1ber E..:lci e-..rer~ for a ::e~-ca.i.::. 
period, -:<hie:;, s:'loilld ':Je fL"'.:ed L"l ord.Gr that •.;9 c.s.r. get the 
necessary statistical C.ata. 

422. C:-L.UR1·1AH: Thank -ycu, iv!r. V2.n Di }:..: . '.-fl:.:l t I n~d. 
in :::i.."ld was that if '"e ref•Jrred this :;:ntter to t::;.e 3i0:cgi
cal Con=ittee, t::e Represent.:ltiv~ f~o~ the U.S.S.R. ~o~:Q 
_g~t t i"le benefit of, let US s2.y, fu:'ther ventilaticn cf ;,-h,c_t 
is t:ehind the set'!::ing up of the 16,800 bh1e-whcle 1..lni.'C c:..""ld. 
t h us prevent undue delsy in the Ccr~erence deliberations. 
Th8.t i s •.rl1at I hc.d 1.::1 r:ind •.rhen I :::ace the sc:.ggcstic ::, C'..it; 
I ll.':l e!l t i.rely at the C.isposal of the Cor-.fe:::-c.r~ce. - A ::;.oti::-n 
h.:1s been ;:::~C.e t:--:.2. t pc.rsgr.:1ph. 7 ·oe referrad to the B:!..o2. ·.:;i.:c.l 
Ccrw':littee. 

4.2 3. 1;ffi. BOGBAXOV (U.S. S . R. ) ( I:1 ter:,Jre t c. tio.::1) : 
i··~~. Chair:l~"'l, it is very d.::.ffic;J.l~ to say th.2.t t:':e quc~a. C:' 
the nw.":lber cf •.;hales won 1 t c:=:a.."l~e. :t is very di.ffiou 2. t t c 
saj- tl'lat the n~":lbe!' of wr .. :=.le.s ;.J'onit cha.-_ge at all. ~o I 
prcpo~e, f0r the second ti:s, that the quota of whales ~ill 
be desig.::ed or -:.;ill be eppu~!lted or:l:r fer one y:ar 1 a..::1C.. I 
propose that t~is catter will be give:: fer ccnsiC.eraticn of 
t~e Biological Co=~ittee. 

424. CK.UR:•LCC·i: The stat~:r.er.t of the 'U.S.S.R. I:'ele;::?..te 
'\~11 , he ~o~a•c.-e~ad os a sec~r:~ ~0 t~~ -ot•on ~ha~ ~a-o-;=~h -1 

•1 -.J.. -...; ...,. __ ,....._ ~ -.J - --· ... ~ ""' .• .~.. ...... "- ..1. - .... _ .. ~ .... .c~-· -::..- -:·-
be refer!'ed to the Biolo gical Coi.r.."littea. Is there any C.is
cussior:.? I.f t:.~.e~e are no sbjec t :.cr:s, I ass~e t:-... ::.t t::e ~0:1-
fe~ence a~proves referri~g tl:e ~atter of t h e :6,:~0 bl~e 
w .. ha.:-:; li.~t;a.ticn t o ·e;::e 3i.cl:;gi.:e.~ C~L~:.-:ee. I:-.a.s~:~!c!: ~s 
it :..s !'10""' 5 o 1 c2.oclc, I propcse t!:at tl:e Cor...fe:'e:-_c.e e..C..~::-t.:.:., :: 
a.:..._c. tl:a. t wa :r..e e t !le:'e to::.orrcw =~l"'!l.i...""lg at 18 : JO a. ::::1. 

425. 6:tJC p.!'2.) 

:c:; .. ;,:_J J.. c:-:_~..:~~ 

.-~ec: .... :::i.::.s.l 3ec::"'-=~:.r:t 
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21. “Address by the Honorable C. Girard Davidson, Assistant Secretary of the United 
States Department of the Interior at a Dinner in Honor of the Delegates to the 
International Whaling Conference”, IWC/42 (26 November 1946)

INTERNATIONAL WHALING CONFERENCE 

RSST~ICT3~ 
I 1·1C/42 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 

A.!:TRESS E~ ~:i:E ::OC:IORi....B:Z g_. GIRARD I:" . .:..VI:::30CI, 
)._ss~ s?;. ... I'·T? SECP..E~~;_.~y ·~ "'? ·~?2 -J:7ITED S'!"~::..·~·ES :SEP~~~~:.7:1T 

T!-"2 r::rTE?.~ CR ;_·-r === :'I:-!:·TER II·I no r-;oR OF TS DELEG_::_·::~s 
T!--3 I!?~ER:;_.:...~I O?J)....L ~·r:..:_...:..L ~!~G CO~·I~F:EI·:C3~ 

-:.{;.S~It;G'!'O!:·i' , £. g_., NO\lE!~lBER 26 , lQ46 

I feel deeply grat~fied to have the priv ilege of 
b eing wi t h you this eveni ng . I should like to teke a~van
tage cf this oppor~un~ty ~o say a few wcrds about conser 
vation as a~appro?r iate f ield fo r international coopera
tion. 

194S 

'!'he task ycu hcva 3et f or y ourselv es is t r ... e..t of 
c~ncluding an i nternational convention ¥hich ~ill g~ve fur
ther impetus to world- wide c oc~eration in the conser vation 
of -~-r.e, le r escur ces . T"::e success of your ef'f'8r t s is v ite..l 
to t'::.e S"..!!"Vi"":t a.l of -: r-_e wt:::.li::g ~·ndustry. I wish to sa3r-
~are~thetic£lly that I h~d t~e gQcC f ortune this efternco~ 
t o see tt:e ren.::rkable sot:..!!.d filo e n :ncdern ~Nha.ling in tt:e 
)..nt.s.l..,cti c ,.,;hich ·11e. s made £.~ .... e..'!.lable tr-roue;h the co'-...:.=tesy e: f 
tr..e :::.e::-.bers o f the Nc rwegic.r:. Le:. egs.tl.on . ':he pic tare ::::-e
vse..ls Z:Qt cnl y the rnagnit'..!.C.e e.r..~ i::;:porte.nce of t ":-.e '..rhaling 
i~dustry, b~t also pays just ~rib~te to t he skill and 
co'..lr :=..ge a.r:d sa..cri!'ices of' the ~er.. ~..r t:o me..ke ll:; tt:e c:-e~.;s on 
the whal i ng flsets. I a.m. sure t":1Q.t it mustOe e. s o urce of 
g r eet satis:fc.c ·-~ion to c. l l o f' you that in t.::l:ir:g r!:eesure:s 
t o conserve whsl~ re sc,..:.r ces you are protecti:::g tr.e i:::terssts 
of these b rs. ·,re :r.er:. . · · 

Y~ur t~sk i s =os~ sig~iric~~t in c~cther respect . 
The worlC today h~s ~cce~teC tee pri~ci~le t~at t~e v~~ious 
r.2..tions ::1ust get tc;e ~ ~er .::.::C. ,,.,~=--~: out tte i:- :[::''Jble=.s in 
cocperc.t i on and :'·:Jr t ~e'!.~ ~utl..:e...J. ":-le~f0- ::!"'e . ~~:s s~~cess vf 
t~is ~rinciple de~en~s ~~o~ i t s ~rec ti:~ ~ a~~l icetic~ to 
s~e~1~ic ~roble~s effectin~ t~e i :::te rests c f t ~s ~~ric~s 
neticns . E~ch c f y~u ~~st feel proud to ~:::ow t~at yc~r 
~ork her e is ccntr tbutin~ to the vit~l1t7 ~~~ ~e£lth o ~ 
ir:te:'r-.:..:.. t'!..-J,r_~l g~cc. - · . .;~:!.~. 

Ccnserv~t~ c ::: o f w ld:.ife r esour ce s o f fe r~ e n e~"e~ 
lent o;p c rtunity for s ucoe sful :o~cert ed s:~i=~ J~ e n i~ter-
r_.s.t~ ~ ::::l2. le ·J<3l . ·-·~·.;: · .... :-::) :..:.. -a :..:-_ t :--~ ... Fes:,e:-:1 :-:s::!is:::--~ -= ":-1.:.·.:~ 

elrec~y e~joyed the te~ef 1 s o f 1nterna~1 ona: :Jc;er ti:n 
i~ ~ ~is f ie l d an~ c£n ~=1~ ~tth p r ide tc res~:ts ~r s in; 
=~t :f c o r e tha~ 3C yes r s ~ ex~ e::::-ie:::ce . 
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~~s:?!:::~ 
r.·. ~-c ; :-. ·2 

For exam;:e, i~ tte Bering Sea, off t~e coast ~~ 
A:~aka, is a grsu~ o~ isla&ds--t he Pribilofs--wcLch are t~e 
(:o:..e cf :::ore t ~:e.::. :3o ;:ercent ::f all ti!e fur se.s.ls i:-2 t:-_e 
~o~ld. These bar~en and treeless islands are ~~e only 
~lE.ce in tte vorld where the Al.s.ska f u r seals eve~ come 
astor~. s~~i~g t~e winter ccntts the herd lives at sa~ . 
?rob~tly sene of its cacbers migrate south as far as t~e 
cc.s.st of southe:::>r.. Cali.f'o:::>r:.ia. i-_fter si..:<: to ~i~e :-:\Onths 
of this ~E.ndering at sea, the fur seals re~urn to the 
?rioilof Isl.!lnds in t~e s~ring. There the older :::ales 
este.blist-.. t.e.re~::.s O :::' rool<el .. i ·:s comprising m=.r.j"" fer:sles. 
:~e~e ~~e ;u;s are bcrr:. . After several cont~s o~ this 
cc:cnial e~ia~ence, the seals go to sea agai~ . 

At the ti~e of the discovery o f the ?ribi!of Islsnds 
by the Russian r:.evigato:::>, Gerassi~ ?ribilof , in 1786, the 
:::rd c:, see.::.s on the Is'lands :or·obably n 1n;;.bered about 4 
.:-.il2..ir;n .:o.ni:!iels. D~rir.g tt-.e ne;~t r..a.lf century about 2 
:::il!ion pelts Yere t~~en by seelers. This so seriou~ly 
~ed~:~c ~he ~ere t~~t ~ur1~6 the follcwir~ 30 yee.rs --frc~ 
a~o~~ 1835 to '1867--cnly about 600 , 000 s kins were taken . 

I~ 2..667 ~ha Cnited St~tes ca~e into possassicr. 
~~ -:~e f·_:r seal herd t C:!"oug~- :::;ur cha.se of .~lasl<~ c..::.d tr~e 
~~j~cent islsnds f~o~ R~ssis. During the next ~0 yes~s. 
on~e eg~in the explo:.tctian of the fur seal :::>escurc~ ~ss 

T~e ~os~ Cestr~c-
-:~-i'e ;~.,2..c-:ice ~-r2.s ·..;t:c.~ was lc::c ,.,.;r: e.s ;>el.s.gic see.:i::g, :J~ t~: 
~!ll:.~g cf ssals c ~ the hig~ seas . T~is was csrrisd en by 
~~a fis~er~en cf sevsrcl cc~nt~ias. It ~~s parti:ularly 
.::.r.z::.:.~ :.r: :s :.r:C. " . .;c .. s:,cf·J.l bc.cc_·J.::e i.t ~es t.!.~ted in t~e :~:i~2.~r:g 
o~ ~~e mot ~er seals and indir~ctly led to the ~est~ of tne 
~~~s t~rc~gh s~arvat ion. 

Sy pel:.gic sc-=..1 ~:1g =..::d c t :-:e:::' t.l.r.!."tlise :r.etr:c .=..s ::f 
e~p:citsttcn, t~c f~:::> soals ~e~e red~ced ~o t~e ~e:::>ge cf 
G::t-Lr:.-;t:.o!! . Ir:. l~:c , t:-~e herd nt.:.!:.bered only e:.'":lo ·....4 -: l3 G_, ::ca 
~~:.=cls. ?ort~n~tely, e.t t~is derk period in t~e ~istory 
-:.:f th.a ::-es-::..:.!'ce, ·::. prcgre..n cf ~ntern.D.ticnc..l CQO;~~c.ti..::l ~ .. r:ts 
~~~er~cken~ Under ~ t~eety which became effective in !?!1, 
t~e ~~tions i~volved in the fu:::> seal fishery cgreed to c~~ 
:~w p~le.; ic sealing. One cf t~e ~~tions--t~e Cnitei 3tat2s --
t::>~: -:-~.~sr t~~ =..::.:-_.:::.,.._-e ~:-~e~t ~r:d =xJ ~ -.~ t ....... i~""r: .~;-- 1- :~.~ (:,:::t;....,r "-'~y -

o·--... ~- ;- ;_e- ':L; e .-_~ ; .. J, -~ ; ·_~.c-_-_ _,.;- :_ -~ ' +-._. '----~ :.~:£ ~ .:; -:~e -::>ther sig:1~ -:crics .... ~ _ - ...... _ -

::r'Jf:.. t s . ~b.. a success :Jf ~ --~--~ __ ~~.:..::.-;~s -t: : •. ·-:.~;. ~ t ~_._-_ ... _:.~oct-~.:_·:=-_~-:~··-~.==.·. ~"-·--·co; 
:~~;~~ ty t~e p~enc~encl --~ · ·= ~~ -- - ·· - - - - ·~ 
t ·.:e ~--0::.~c.. sines 1912.. ·.;·::e~ ~:. ·:1Q¢i:::~s ~f t::o 7]!"' ... ~-:ed. 5t!:.ts-s 
:e ;s:::>t=c~t ~f tt~ =n~ertor took c ce~s~s o~ t~e ~~r se~ls 
::. : ... -:'·r ~:r:-:ts .:_~o, ti::oy :"": :..::::! t::.c:: tr-_8~e -::_ ~ .-; :!C-.-t :::.::rc t::.:.:: 
~ =tl:~~~ ~~ ~~2~. ~~i ~ ~e~resents en incr3S2? =f ~5 0~ 
;c~~ ·~=---: ·i·.lr~=--; -: ·:-_s !=-~:.,~ .:C. ::: ... :-:.~::~:..;<::::2::-... -:. --~-= ·:. -.. ~- ~-: :.,.::-~:_ - ·- ~ ~ 
~: ~ ~~~=t b? s~:cess~~: ~~ =~~scrv~~; ~~e ~~~:2 ~~s= ~~~~ 
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T':lese are t·~·o e::.-r'.~P!cs of successt'..ll co~se::-<.·stic:: 
of e. renevrc:ble resou::.•ce t L1:-o~i i::tarnet'!..cn.:=.l e.ctic~. I 
could c-.s ec.sil:r give ycu. :~er..y :1ore. 3ut the 2.e:=:s o:2s ·,;e 
learn from such successes in conservation as ttese. ere 
r..o more significc.r..t t t!e.n those w-e have lsc:rned f:::-'Jw cur 
failures. A tr'..l2.y intarne.tioncl r0source ce.r..r..ot be effac
ti'Jely cor..served by t=:e unilc.tere.l c.cticn of cr..e nc:ti;Jn . 
This ~1e.s been proved ti=le e.nd tin!e egein. 

Tte conse~vetion story is essenti~lly tte sc=e t~e 
world over . 'He in ti:e iJniteG. StD..tes t.e.ve (-.2.d diffi~u.lty 
ir.. leernir..g it, end cnce having laerr..ed i~, ~e o~tan t e.7e 
t sd difficulty in ap~lyir..g it bec&'..lse cf o'..lr ~eculiar ;eli
tical orger..iz.£.~ior... As c. young cc•.mtry stretct-~ir..~ e.cross 
en entire continent, we possessed resources wt:ich our c.nces
t;:,rs felt were so e..::1ple th.c.t they could n~ver rur.. out. 

Little more t :-:.::n s. ~!.l~ from ...,here l<e sit ton"!.gt:.t 
a huge seine ~•e.s oper&ted in the P --:>to~e.c river. ·,.re are 
told t~t in a single sweep o f t~c.t huge net ~s ~~~Y ss 
3,600 sh.£.d vere t o.i<en! "n' i':h O'le:'fi.'3hing, a::d •..rith the 
pollution which f ollowed the rise of O'..lr cities o.~d · 
increasing industrielizeticn, it is no wonder t het tod~y 
c;;:;.serv.:>.tionists are hevir:g to struggle to restore tt-~e 

s~ad to e ven less then~ fourth of its for~e~ n~=e~s. 

I cite this ex~~~~e baccuse it i~lust~ctes so 
clec..rly t~e d.i.ffic,..!l ti83 ~e t.c.-:re h£.d in s0l7i:lS ::::=.:r 
ccnserv-:.tion problems in t'::"!.s cct:..'1try. .?irst, ab~nC..e.:;.ce 
·which. lec..ds O"'J-:ntt:.~ll:r to ·...,~cs-:e. SeCo::..C., tC:e c"~~ .. er - cc::--_-::e~-

ci~li::.::.tion •..rhich lea.C..s s::::-.e r::en to etter::~t to e:ql.::>it 
::: resource tt-.J:t :r.:ch r ... :::.rC.er ,,., t:cn e C.ec}.in.e :.n t t:.=.t r~sct.:.zt:.= 
becor::es obvious. Third, ger..er~l reluctance t o do enyth~ng 
effecti·.;e s·cc'..lt consarv£.tic:: ur:ti.l the reso:..:..rce i-L.s beer. 
s.:- er:d.:;.ng::r'=d £.s to mel-:e c ::::1se::c"r.::.tion prsct ic es e i t'::er 
uselessJ cr lo~g a~d ~rduous. 

In the United Sta.tes, as .,·ell, ""';;; h.::.'J-3 a prob.:..e:n 
mu~h like which f~c~s 6~0ups cf nations attenpti~g to 
epply ccnserveticn. It is just about as ~iffic~:t to 
ccr:.serve. the sh:ld :.n e. rive:- 't·Tt.!.ch f~ -:J~·r s t~..= ~~t.!.gt"" ... se'!.,-e:-'-!:.1 
s~~tes as i~ wo~lC be to do ~~~ s~~e tt~~g ~~ 2 ri7er 
¥ihich flawed t'"".roug':: sa·.;e~:=.l r:e.ticns. Tr_ro'..!g~ c:::::;e.cts 
betweer: the s tates we are achiev1r..g sc:::c ~ec.sure of ~hat 
cne day ~e hope to be able ta ~o fully. 

7-h·.:s, even t::o 1J.g:: ~re kr_o' . .r ~~~· ~~2.t -::.:..y '":'e req~...:. !.red. 
: -::> ~et~:::":: e .. ~ rer..c::wz.2·:!...: rc-s ·:urc•:; t.J :..ts r:o~::-.. .s.l s:, ·~~~C..z.:-_::e J 

t':-_e s..pp:i.c:..tio:: o~ tt.!!.t ~(z:·.: ,.,r::. . .:;dgc ~s:r : e C.i.:"l.::..,icu.:t .:.:-... C. s : -'J:.,
tG Cri!'!g e..~c'...:t. 

Cf coursa, ~a de ~ot al~C:.J! ~r:=~ ~~st ~~ ~~-
is pe~t.S.?S :10 E:~es. :::'"" 'b :. ~l~g::· i!"'.;. • .. : :--_:.: ·~.:. ~,..~ ~=::~-:·r ~:-

:.. s t,;.~ G.u i:1 t '::~ esse 'J f li.~ a ir: ": ::e .s~:.s -::-_J. ::c~::::-l s 
·.-t-'J:'ld. ! t.c· :J f,~ : ::~ .. -: tc-.~ c:.c ":,·er!'"'-~e::.~ ...... -~ : ·.-4 ::· : .. ;:::.:2=. 
~·r:.:~ :.:: t:-_·3 ~ ·...:..t :~:'e G.o :::1..:cr:. ~v!"e to · .... :..::2~ :::.:.:: ' ~ 
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b:r:oltledge i:J. tj~s :':.elC. . I ~'Jpe that -:7!e go-:rerr_"':lents of 
other ~~ttons, sc~e of ~tich ~ave a:rea~y done More i~ 
this dir·3cti Jn t '::.e.L'.. cur own, :rill a lso pr·:::::ptly resu:::a 
sc:e:1ti.fic r esea.~c :: i ::.. t ~:is f:.eld, e..::.ci : r.;:.t soor: c.e;ai!! .,,~ 

s~all t"'.J:.·:e free, co:::::J~:.ate,and unrestri:ted disser::ir:a.t::.on 
of this k.-.c•.rledge t:-.rougt:out the ·..rorl.d. 

Cor.servat~on is one of the ~ruest sj~bols of ~::
kind's ho~e . ~o one without conviction cf a peaceful an~ 
r:.cre r.:a.pp:r f'..:.ture fo r ~.:a. !"'.k i:-.d. 'tlOUld s:;:er:.:i t i..!::e a:;.d thoug':t 
a nd a:;.ergy in tryi~g to provide for future gener~ticns . So, 
· . .-e :;:ay trib'..:.-:e to y:Ju ·..rho are here tc • .. ;:-:. te an::Jt'::.e!' c ::apter 
in : (: e i'""istor:..- of conservation . I hcf:e t~£t we ·..rill a:;;p l :t 
t'::G sae1e pri:-.ciple::: -..rhich ::ave guided you in your delibera 
tions in other fields. Ar..d I h·ope that, inc r easingl;-j •..re 
·..rill settle prcole:ns which involve more than Pne nation 
in the same a.:r.ia.b l e atmospl:ere ,.,~i ch ha s :r.a.:'ked this 
:t.eeti.:1g. 

- EN:J -
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22. “Report of Committee on Penalties”, IWC/45 (27 November 1946) pp. 1-2

RES'!'RIC':·-::-D 
r,,·c /45 

INTERNAT10~AL WHALlNG CONFERENCE • WASHIHiiTUH,D.C. • l9-4S 

2E?CRT OF CC~~~··!TT':EE ON ?E:L4 ... I./7"~IES 
[AF.·:'IC~E -rv-I - 5 (b) 

Hovember 27, 19L.6 

·I'te Cor."'-r.ittee on Perralties ·was apr.:ointed to consider 
the proposals regarding ~ticle VI - 3 (b ) in the P~erican 
~aft. Its jurisdiction was extended to include: 

(e.) The value of "..rha2.as taker. u..TJ.der per~i t 
for scientific p~rposes. 

(b) The treat=.ent o r ot herwise of le~n back 
!:leat e.I!c! the 1.1se of -;..,·rieles as fe~ders. 

(c) The penalty for t a king ~ilk-filled or lactating 
·,·hales. 

(C.) The :::.ethcC. of :neasu.ring ·.rt:ales. 

(e) ~ he reporting o f t8e ti=.e of killing of 
~hales by w~ale c~tc~ers . 

(f) The a rranserr.e:::ts fo1• the distributio!:l. of 
cop ies of the J..a;.rs a.::.G. regt.:.la ticns g oJVe!'n 
ing the taking, killing, arrd treatment cf 
'"hales in different countries . 

Tt.e Cor..=~ittee ::v"t on se·-rersl :::>cca sions U..."1der t(:e 
C t:a i~r.:a::s ~i~ of ~·!::' 4 ? . ? . E:-- i8 h~ er: (De r...:na::-k) . 'I't.e c t ~-er 
~e:::bers preser:t ·..,-e re ~·Ira fl . Sa Drost ar:d Ga G. Ha -v--on ?elde 
(:·re -: L-:erle.rrds), i·,!r. ::~. r:-3 F"-:."l'...lC:~zc:l ( :·Io r·~-a.:y- ) , ~~I~. :'t:c~s an 
(U::ited--!C.ing:: o~ ),l·!~. Eogd=.r:a".r s.r:d :~rr. Tveri.=..;:o"ri c h ( U.S.S.P.. ) , 
c:::t :Cr. Gc.t·rie:s::nJ :·.~ra ?lcry-J ar:d Ce..::;Jteir: :-~!oo!"e (:.~:1ited 
States). . 

s.rt:...cle 
Articl9 ~I- 3(b). 

~.:: s:...:.".J:;tit:.;.t:.-'Jr-.. :""'::!"' 
T~e a~optiorr o~ t~e 

)_rti.cle "'-lT. - 3(b) c f 
fc j_j_c· .. ;ir--5 
t t:e ... c._'T'..e r-

· · ~c. ~ c r:~ra.c-c.=.::g ~ -:rl· ;:J~=--~e::t sr..c.2.2. -::--o2.:-_s::-_i:: 
t) t~e :-~ .. z~1 ~Si. ·:?!"_ :' ·.J..:...i ;:.eta.ils ·::f ~~~:: :..~_:"!"'.s.ct i.:=: 
o f t~e ~ ov si~~s of ~hts Cc~ve~t~oc by ~~~s o~s 
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23. “Minutes of the Tenth Session”, IWC/47 (27 November 1946) pp. 1, 10-11

::t:ssT:r::c-:--_J 
:.:.iC/"-7 

T:ovewber 27, 1 ·?~:) 

INTERNATIONAL WHALING CONFERENCE • WASHINGTON, D.C. • 194S 

PL~CE: c•lain Conf'ere::ce Rocl"!! 

l. 
c::-C.er. 

Cnh.I2~·[A2r : ~n" i.2.1 the Conference please ccr!l.e tc 

2. -~e ha~.re the repcrts. o f :'!...ro C'JrTJ:.it:.ees f ·J r t~e 
consi~erati~n o f ~te Confe~ence. ~~ h~ve bee~ ~rc~ised 
~ta~ t he ~uplicatad copies o ~ these ~eports wi!i be ava~:
atle s ~cr~ly. ~a thought t~et ~e shculd ~o~ de:ay the 
delegations,~ho ~i s ~ed to ~:~er~ a social ~~gags~e~t t ~is 
ever_i~gJ s.::d. .: c ~ .. re :-.a.'.-.g C.e-: :.:::.ec. to ::e-~:- a t ':·~ r:=ec~-:ic e.l 

Se~ reta~y ~eed ~r~= ~ ~e c sr~c~ c~;~es of t tes s ~epc~~s; 
t~e =s;Jrts ~te=se:ves will ~e c ~r:u:ated as soc~ as 
they c:=e fr~~ t~~ ~~~li:at~~; ==c~. 

3. that 
? e~alties, A~tic le 

of ~te Cc~~ittee 
Cha~ey. 

4 :.:R. CE..!~..:·c~ (7-ecr~i ·:s.J.. Se ~reta:':.-) : 11 'It" .. e C ow~~tt.'=e 
~ ?e~alties ~;as e~;cinted to ccns~der t te ~rcpo s~ls ~e~ard
=o ~rt~:le V~- 3 (G) i n t~e ;~er~ca~ Dra~t. Its j~r:sdi~ 
ior: ~N .. as extenC.eC. ":c i:l:luC.=: 

(a ) The val ~..le ':>f h·tales :Oaken U...'":d.er per!!l!.t for scient i
f!.c ~ -:..:~;;oses . 

(b) treat=e~t or =t~~~~i se of : ea~ back =ea t 
use of ~h~les es fe~~ers. 

( ~) The per. =.lt:r f e r t~kir:g r:!i 2.~< -!'i~: ed c ::- l e.cte.: i.::,g 
;vr..a.le s. 

(e) ~~9 ~e; c~t~~g 0 f tje ~~~s c~ ki:: ~~g =~ w~~les 
~y ~~a:~ CE~:te~3 . 

. .. J ., .. 

~---.:.. =) a.: ... .: 
:.:: s . 

e~~..::..2. :i..: ::3 ~ :~:~ :::.:::~; : ·:.e :z.~:~::~) 

r-=s.:::~~ =-.. t :J : .... ·,.<:.s. -2s ~::. c :.:"" :"'-=:e:-_:: 
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24. “Amendments of United States Proposals for a Whaling Convention Recommended 
by the Drafting Committee”, IWC/49 (27 November 1946) pp. 1-3, 8-10, 14-16

1 

2 

CtiNFtJEMCE 

F.~3 ·:R ::~:~3D 

~:.rc/4 :1 

WASHINGTON, D.c. 1948 

Recognizi~g the 1~tarast of t~e ~ations o~ the ~orld 
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- 2 -
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:",4c,7'.:.:; 

14 susceptible of ~atural i~creases if ~~ali~g is proper!y 

!'egul~ted a::C. tta: i::c:::eases in the si:a cf' ·..rhale stcc:·:s 

•.r:.ll perni t increases in t;:e nu:::bers .;.;teles -o-
···-J 

17 be ca:;;tured 'Jit~.out ~:ldar:.gerir:.g these thet ·:.a.tural rescurc_~~; 

19 

28 
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25. “Minutes of the Twelfth Session”, IWC/56 (29 November 1946) pp. 1, 6, 10-11

: r:.:.:::: 

1. 

R:::2!~: -::~ 
:·,.4·C/5b 

INTERNATIONAL WHALING CONFERENCE • WASHINGTON, D.C. • 1946 

CF 

? :' ida.y , :::ve::;.ber 1946' 3:23 ~ .::: . 

2. ?he fi~ s~ ~att~r Cefore the C:~ferer-ce ~3 Locu=.~~t 
I'N'C/ 53, 'I~e S t at:::::er:. t c" t ::e Dele;a-:1c:1 cf t t. e U . S . S . R . c: 
:he prGpcsal of the Da? ~gat1 c~ c f ~he U~ited ~i~gdc~ C c~ce~~ 
!.rJ.g the Pr cl::r.ga ti:!l. c.r the I:-..ter:-_a..t1.c::.al Agr e'=:1e:-.:.~ t':r ::he 
R-=e;ula t:. c:l cf ~ ... ~_a.l :..:-.. g ., !: :.gned i ::. :.937- 32 e.:-_d Its St:.bse:;ue::t 
.Ajler:d~c~ .. ts , I:1c l c.d.::.r:g ::he P~:;to c ol of' l94 5 . 

-· 
it. 

ir. 

~-1:1. ?!.JC?.Y (G . S .): !·~~ . CI-~a::.~::.a.~, I :-.eva tl-_e f <:::s-'..;::. :.g 
~~n ta~~ed !~ s~bsta.nce .::.c a ~rovi s~ c~ :f the fi~al a~ -

3U.b s ticutic:l c.:"' ;a.ragr~~h I ' A!' c:: ;a.3 e 2 cf :·,rc/5'5: 

5 . 11 At th~ re~~est of t!:e ~el~ -~a~:c:--_ c f t!:e u.s.s .n . 1 

7;he f'c ll -:".Jir-~ s to.-:e:-:_er.~. ts are :!..r.:.c.luCeC i r:. tt:e ?:..:"~e..l A ~ t ::.: ... 
tr:-= Co:1f~rer:. ::: e: 

l . Owi~g t~ '..:.!"'J..f or ese-e:: c.:..rc~~sta.r_ces, ~~:.e s c~/ :.et 
fa.ct:ry s ::-~p ~ .. -~11 :,e ur:a.-t:le t c ~each the ·..;~:.a..l::-_g 

grcur~d s by ~l:'? cc~~7 .. ar .. -:-=r.:~:-t cf the lS·t6 -~ ; s es.scrl 
in wate=s s :ut~ c f ~a d~g~ess 3 ou~h la~!t~~9 . 
Acc cTdi~gl7 , they re~uest t~at t~ey t~ ;e~~~tted 
t:J c ;e~a.te T..ri : :1 a. fu.l l c c·rr:p :.s :::e !" ... :, c :' ca tc~ers 
f' : r a. ~:.:-.~:=--~:t!s ;e~:. cd. :;f !' •.:u: ::cr..:.!'ls fr : :1 t~e d c. te 
or: ·o'j· t.:.ch th~:..!" fc. -~tc:'y ship ~,;e..s able t o c cr:ur.er.~.ce 

c;erat~ c~s !~ that area . ?ict~ .:..s ~ad~ tha~ a 
s :.::t:.ls..r ·: cn :::e s s::. ~:1 T.~-o. s ::-.a.:.: e to c. : t.er g ·~v -er::.:::-==--- ::; 
fer tta s e ~s = ~ 1 ?~5 -46. 

2 . :~~ 5:7i~t Dele~~ ticn als o rs ~~es ~ s~ t~a t :~~ ~r 
f' e.. c. ~ ::::'J s::.:.;- ·c~ -;-=:: -::--..:.. ::ed tc ::: c:::: u~ : ~ ; ~ :o e.t :..::--_s :..:: 
t~:s e ~a : ~rs ~( ~ ~~~ ~~u~ -~=~:~ ; e~:cd ~~ ~~=~ ~ 
~ '=gs.~j t(- -: :.:.=? 2. -5 , 1J•:· :, ':l ~.:-e -~..;~ .. a2. ;:; - ~-~..:-a.:.: ~u c~.:. :'-: :- ~t.e 
s -=a:.: ·.::-.:. : ?~a ·= - L- . 

~~~ ::~f~ ~~~ ... ~ s~~~c=:s :~es~ ~~:~es ~ 3 a~: 
-c~sid~r s ~ ~~ ~ :us~ ~f~~d ~~ :~~ ~;d:{ ~: :~- ~ ;~~s:~~= ~s . 
:: ~ s ~~~s s : :: j ty ~ h~ Cc~~s ~~~: e tts~ ~ ~s s~~~~ r : 
c ~ ~~ese r ~~e3 : s s~al l ~~t ~e ~ ~~; ~~sd ~ ~ s 
-- "l~ ~ ...:::. . ..:: ~-.· - .... ... ...... ""'- ..... 
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' · 

G -
r.-iC/So 

~ffi. ~OESON ( U.K. ): No tnir:g .f'.:1'ther tt:.an that? 

74. C?..P.lP.Y:.).1T: !·ic tt:ir.g .:'urt ::1er t <:a:: t:-:at. Are tt:ere ar:y 
r~...:.:-t2.e:r C::J::-.:::er.ts? "I.r ti-.ere is r:o fL.:.::'ther objection, If ... , a3S'~":le 
t ~ ... e.t -=~~e C:Jr:.ferer_ce approves the fi::st page. 

75 . :-row "'e cor;:e to t~e dcct:::.er.t itself'. Since tt:e :;:i:::eo-
61'Bphir:g is r:ct very clear, I pro;ose in goi::g thro~gh t~e docu
ment to ir.C.i ·:ate the portior:s t c:at ha•;e been C.eleted ar:d tr,e 
alterations that r~ve beer: ~ade. 

76. 0::1. lir:e 4 the word "stocks" has been added and 11 f'ishe:"-
ies" deleted. Or: lir .. e 7 tee •..rord. · i:ci:1.d" has ceen deleted ar:d also 
:; tr.a.t ::;any". Li:J.es 8 and 9 ·::ave been entirely deleted. Cr.. l'!.r.e 
10 '' ::;akir:6 '' :-.as oee:J. deleteC. a:J.d also tte ~.-ord " t hat " . On lir.e ll 
'' kind.s:t ar.d. ;;'":Je pr~tec1:ed 11 t-2.·ve been deleteC.. Line :..2 r_as bee!! 
er:tirel:r de:!.eted. Or: line 13 " in some areas" r:.as 'ceen C.e:.ete ·.:.. 
On lir-.e 17 tr.e word "these " has been added, "that " :-.as beer: dele 
ted, and "resour ces" ~as been added. On 18 tte ·~·ord "resource" 
has been deleted. Cn line 20 "restore ,t =:e" r.a.s· been deleted. Or. 
line 22 ';e.r:d that the ultizr.ate ob j e ·::-=!.ve should" r..a.s been deleted . 
!.i::es 23, 24, ar.d 25 r.z1te also been deleted. On lir:e 27 " res tor
i::g the st-::cks" has bee!l de,;,.eted. On line 2'3 "certai:J." has been 
deleted. On l~r.e 29 tt:e word "of'" after the ·.;ord "for" has beer: 

. ·::.eleteC.. Cn line 30 "certain species" has been deleted . Line 
3 0 shot.;.2.d read "to certain species or~ ·.;r..a.les no• .. ; de;=~leteC. 1::1 " . 
Line 32, "pe1'~:J.ent" t:as beer.. d.eleteC.. On line 33 "!r:ana~e:::ent " 
has been deleted. On line 31+ "assure" tas been :ieleteC.. Cr" 
l"!.n.e 39 ~' February 7? 1944 11 E.~d "Cct::ber 5, 1945 :' ta·.re beer! C.8-
leteC.. On li..ne 2-Q 'e.~d !-!arc- h 15) 191.;.6 11 hZ!s been de2.eteC.. Cn 
line !.;.2 '" orderly" has been del-:;ted . Line L3 delete " a::d". Line 
44 dele::e " w-hale fisheries". 
7T. 
78 . 

c•1r . ~lcrj-. 

:•1R . FLORY (U .5.): I r:1ove tte ado}:ticn of the ?ree.:::ole 
as reC.::s.fted. 

79. 
3c . 
8::.. 
the 
the 

I secor:d that ~oticn. 

CH;._IR~LA!-T: Is ths:'e any discussior ... ? If !:Ot~ I take it 
Ccnfare~ce approves t he w-ordi~g that has been f~rnished us by 
Drafti~g Co~7.ittee. 

C2. ...u_rticle I. Cn li::e 52 C.elete !' (1) 11
, 

11 The present 11
, 

:''!..r:clud. i.:-_g t t:e " ." On li::.e 53 C.elete the '"JC.o le li!:.e. Lir.:.e 55, 
C..elete :: .S.!"'.lC. to la.z:d s:.atio!!.sn , li:1e 53, Cela-:e ne..::d.; 'o!'" . Li~es 
59 t~-rc-:.:.;~ 62 .:..re a:.so C.e:e-:::cC.. 

I ~o~e tt:e aC.o~tio~ cf Article I es 

"'-CG. 

C : 

be acce~~e~. I~ there a~y de:ege.ti c n tta: is ~o t ~=v satisfied 
~~~~ ~~:s ~:~c~~s? 

J~jectio~s, E~d ~e ~1:: 
t~ere are ~o C.ele::tc::s. 
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C CMMITTE.E ON DRAFTI:.JG 

J. Thc·n:scn (Uni t:d Kingdc!U) - Cl'.airn;.c.n 
A. R. Ed~ards (C~ila ) 
Ar~~~d Anz~~ni (?renee) 
?~ul Budk:r (?r~nce) 
Je~n J. La G~ll ( Fr~nce) 
~ . J. v~n D1 j k (Netherl::.nds) 
G. :i.. ?m..rl~s (!rew Zeal.:J..nd) 
:C:cut Lykka (Ncrwc.y) 
E~ns T. Knudtzon (Norway) 
v~ 1;::.,..,+- in Vc<=s ~T.'~r"'·"~) 
~:-~~-~: Ee;t l~~1~;~ Kingdom) 
¥!lli~m E. S. F:ory (United States ) 
H. J. De~scn (United States) 

Cherlas I. Eevc.ns 
- Secret'!!"iEs 

i·i . R. Vall ·J.nce 

CC!(!o!ITT:=::S C·N P:SI1ALri.ES .A ND FO::tF:SIT'C'RE 

? • :s'. ::::r ichsen (Den;na.rk) - Cl:a1 r!:.::l.n 
J ose ~. Monet~ (Argentina) 
E. S. Drost Uiatl:erl::nds ) 
G. G. E . von Felde (~atharl~nd s) 
E"J.r_s ~. :{n~dtzon (:rrorw··:l~-) 
h . ~. 2cgd~ncv (Union of Sovi~t S6ci s l1st Republics ) 
~- A . Tve~lanov1ch (Union of So~iet Soci::list Re;u~l~cs ) 
J. ·:"!:cm~ cn (T;nited Kin~d::>:::) 
? . V. Cr~ss (United Kir.~do~) 
C:...~t:~. ::-1 rt. K. S.:.lves:::.n. ( lTni-:ed Ki.:!g=. :Jr!'l) 
Ir~ ~. G.:J..brialson (Uni ted St~tas ) 
~1 lli .:J..~ E. 3 . Flory (Un1~ad St~tes ) 
C~pt~!n Harold C. ~core (United State s) 

~. R. V~ll~nc e - Secretary 

CCl<1Ivli?TE2 C~T BIOI..CGICAL ::.~T . .; 

:'r. ft.. :~!::c k! nt~sl: (Ur.i tad S:ing::.~~ ) - C~.~i r:n~-~ 
~edrc E~ B~uno V!d~l~ (A rgentic~ ) 
~~~ ~ c ·~ ~ ~ra.·~rsnr: ( ' • ·st~" li ") 4 .I, --- .. .... - • • .. . .;,. - ._ .. l'1....... - ;,_ -

C~dri c G. Setter (Austr::li~ ) 
A . R. 2dw~r~s (:~i lc) 
?. ?. Eric::r_~-=r:. (!J~:"'..l!l·~rk ) 
?~~l a~~~sr (?r~nc e) 
J~:~ : . ~= G2ll ( Fr~~cc) 
G. ~- ~o¥l~s ( ~ew Ze~l~nd ) 
E . S . :r=s t (~a tharl~~ds) 
3i!"g 3 ~ 3~rg.::::'::::: :l (::c!"'" .. ;·:::j j 
J ·:.r-_: .. :--... ·r . ?.'..4;,.:C. ( : : cr~"'"" ~::- ) 
~. S. E cg~~~C7 (U~!~~ ~f Sc ?~et 5cci ~ ~!st ?~;~~l!~s ) 
?. ~- :v~ri~~=~ i=~ ( ~~icR 0~ Soviet Scc!~ l! s t ? ~;~~l! ~s) 
~ - ~ - A . ~~ts:~ (~~!t~d K~~gd:c ) 
c ~~~~i~ E. ~- S~lv~ss~ (Unite d K!~gdc= ) 
? . =!~s t~c ~ell :gg (G~ited S t~t es) 
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CG!·I:IITTEE CIT RENT.!1fERi>,::riCH CF GUI:-I'i'ERS 

D. J. van Dijk (~Tetherla.nds) - Chair:r.e.n 
Francis F. hn~erson (Australia) 
?. F. lrichsen (~e~ark) 
G. G. H. van Felde (Netherle.n~s ) 
Hans T. Knudtzcn (Norway ) 
I!:.gvald Eaugen (Norway) 
V. A. Tverianovich (Union of Soviet Socialist ?.epublics ) 
'~r. Te::.;;lerr.a.n (:inited Kir.gdorn) 
Captain ~. K. ~a.lvesen (United Ki~gdon ) 
Willie.~ E. S. ?lory ( ~nited States) 
Ca.~tain ~arold C. Moore (United States) 

A. T. A. Dobson (United ~ingdcm ) - C~air~a~ 
Francis F .. .U:derson (Aust ralia ) 
F.arry A. Scott (Canada ) 
J. A. Ro~~ (Cana.~a) 
P. F. Erictsen (Den~a.rk) 
hrnand ~nzia.ni (France) 
Jean J. Le Gall (France ) 
"JJ T ~,.,...., ,.J i '...- ( '"et '"'e""' ""''d-) · • u • -1<;;:;.-.1. !.!.l...;~ ... t L .. - J..-.... .1. .::. 

" R ~o~·e (~e·· "e.,·~~d ) "J. • .. w..;.. s .~. I " £. ~.L.::...L.:. 
~rr:,- t- T .,.,, •• .,. ( ~ror•t""" ) 
... \. ......... w ~~ !\...:\.\;; -~ ; C.J J 

Ingvald Ea.ugen ~Norway ) 
~. S. Bas~a.nov ~Union of Soviet Socialist ?e,ublics~ 
~.I. :.rikisC.in (iJr:ion ::;f 3c~ti~~ Scci.al~s-: 2e;n.:'bli.~3) 
'~ ·' ""'''le"•!l,.,C'"'~h c ~J-nic" or' Sc'"ie"' "'oc~"l'-i- ~e"''\-.1i~~) v • • .., • .J. .1. .:...-... - ... .:. ..... ~ . • - ~..:. - tJ ..... v v ___ ............... . :-~..,. ___ _ 

A. F. Geolot (United Ki~gdc~ ) 
"{"1l'i<>'"1 ~ ~ _.,,~r ( T"r.'"" d s+-~._,:>C:\ : .~.,_ .... - ... ~. ~. :~ ....; J u ___ ve _.c. ..~~ ... ) 

L. 'fler..dell na:.·es ('Jr.ited Stat-es ) 

if. R. Ve.~.iance - Secret.e.ry 

:cten ~. ~uud (J~rwaJ) - C~a!r=a~ 
?a~l Eudker ( Fr=-~~e ) 
Jean J. :e Gall ( Fra~ce ) 
·,- A '7'·:re"';~~o''l;c;-, (~'r.'"'"' c_-' <:o~;iet Sc~ i£.list R'?~_.., -:.;.:;-l:..::s',· ' . . - . ~ _::~.... - -- " --~ ... -
..... '\ :"\., ... ,.. ~ ... -tyo: .... ~}; ( '!"T-t.._::.3~ ~"'.;,......-...;,..._') 
- · . r ... a.'.Lc....,: ... .- .. ~""o .... . .:. .... ~. -.~~;J _, ... '1..-•-e::- ... ..... 
Reci~gtc~ Kellogg (~nite~ States) 
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CO'!HIT'!'S:: CN ? . .;CTCRY S:C:I'?S wl:T::nr TERR!TGFIX~ ... '.·!.; :':S?S 

A. T. A . Dol:so~ (Un.!ted K!ng-:!.oz;,) Ct.-:c.:ir::-.~n 
Francis ?. Andersen (Austr~li~ ) 
A. R. Edv~rds (Chile) 
P. F . Ericr_sen ( :;)<3nn1.rk) 
ArT.~~d Anzi~ni (France) 
?~ul 3udksr ( F~~nce) 
J2~n J. Le G~ll (Fr~nco) 
:~h~n T. Ruud (~orw~y) 
Ad-":1! !"::.. 1 Ca :..,1 cs F.~ t.J.l'ie { ? .;; rt:.) 
A. ~- Eogd~ncv ( C~!~~ cf Soviet Scc!~list Ee;~~:ics ) 
v. n. Tv6~!~novic~ (U~~o~ cf Scv1et Scci~liss ?s~ub!ic: ) 
N. A. ~ackinto=h (7nitGd Ki~gdcc) 
E. J. Deason (Unitad Stat~s ) 

'" . R . v~:lanc e Secr::;t:lry 

T!:0 .fir"~l sessic.r:. ·..r~s held on De-:::e:::ber 2, 19'-:-6. 

~ ·- ·-·-.... __ _ 

1946, 

..... _., - ....... -· ....... --l J. ~ •. . ::..: .. - __ , 
:: -~ _ .......... 
-- _ .. _- .1 - 0 ··- --~ ·-- ...... -- ------; ::~ f:.:!.s ~ --~ _..! .... --~ - --- ...... _ -- -- .. - . -

·- : ...... ~ .....,_ ., - -·- ":' - -- ---. ····- .. ) 

--·-.: ,._ -- :"' -- -
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ccnti.r...uous peri:;d cf four mc-:1.ths f:-cw. t:t:e dc.ta en :."t.:.ch it 

Not<; :s ;:;:;.::C.s 

th:..t -: simil~.r conc;:ssion -r,.r.:-.s r.,~"de to ot:t:ar gcvdrr.r.snts fe r 

t:t:e se~son 1945- 46 . 

2 . Tbe Deleg~ticn of t:t:~ Union of Sov1~t Soci:..list 

to conduct cper~tions in t:t::.. t ~re~ f or the fcur-~cnt:t: period 

during the seeson 1946-47 -r,.rithout reg:..rd to the sixteen 

t:t:ous:..r:d blue--r,.rh~le unit cc.tch :1:n1t~tion. 

tl:.em jus t:U'iec! in tt~c- spec.i:.l ci rcums t.:.. r.c ee . It is ur:der -

stco:i t:t::.t s u ppor t by tl:e Ccn1~e r:o- nce of the:se r .zo q u .ss t s st.::-.::.1 

r.ot b~ ::' ·:Jg:..rc!6d .:::s ·- pro:;;c ~dec.t for future ~e.:.scns. 

X 

T!-.0 Int.s-rn:..ti on-:. : :~1::.l1::g Co:;.r, ;:, r c- nc e 

of the G~ion cf Soviet S c c .i :..l!st Re~ublics t:t:~t t:t:~ t~kir...g 

of gr-:y vh.:.les in t:t:~ !: c.- r.:!.~g -~nd Chukots:.:: se:..s shc...:.:i ca 

p ·.: r!:li tt~d ~w-t-... 1-?n t t_-;; mo:. t :.~c. p~ ·::c!:.!cts cf S:!C~ '.v·r ... o:les :.r....:· ~:J 

C;3 us-.:c! e xclu.:; iv-::.ly fer lcc.:.:::l const:!!:p':: i .cn t:r t t e :.":: :J ::".:.g.i:-."'"s 

cf the Ct.ukotsk c..r.d Kc r j.::.\c:; k . -:r·:J:..s. 

ZI 

n·.0 In t& rn:-. ~:! on:. ~ ·..,·:-. -:. ~=- ::g C o !"'..r~ e ::-o c :1-:: e 

P.:=:ccc~::z:=:s: 
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FOR ARGEN'riNA: 

FOR FR.A!-TC:S: 

- 16 -

rt::; :;:rss~ntsd ..., ... 
. ... l,., 

?C~ ':'EE !ETEEELA.l\!:S: 
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::rcP.vL4 Y: 

FCR 

c b s e ~ v e ~ Q 

FCR ICEL~]!J: 

FOR IRELLI:C: 

ETR PC~~CG.C..L: 

r . .-c/ 64 
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17 
ANNEX 

IIOM'.!itlCJJ,TUR";; OE' 'll11!LES 

- - ----- --- ------- --- ···- ----- ---·-------
SC! Bl1TIFIC EtiGLISII Fm;t'CII · Nt'rl!iliLMIIJS 

·- ·--1---·~-~-· ---1--
1 

Ha 1 :'it :aiJ.: q~~ 

( n1/:iit~li:.Td 
I 
l 
I 

}~:~ :~1o.::i'.H lll)'t>t tc.::tu~ Limlilous I 

1~uh.1luLr.H ~li..l clulin 
·u..:.~nnuturrr.: 

B,tli:.>l'!t;m; Japoni r.a 
l~I CqJud~ 

Eul.:1lu~r.a ·11U,; l1·il li ~ 

D.::r.;uoulin~ 

lkcl>z >lacr~R ''"' rgi "a li.1 GnJy 

!~•] , ,, ·,,u~~ ~'.!•.• e 
(~'un~w-thn .. :• td Wtu1lc~) 

F .. ~;'.~' 'fJI. , ·:rn JIIJ.},,~.~L 

l hJlill.:il t.:: t'J'C 

t1..:.·;.JI pli;r·· Nuv~u 

nn( lim: 1\t,n .w:;kl 

I 
i 
i 

I 
I 
I 

Gref,nlllnd 'lli>ule: 
Ri e-ht Wl.ule 
llowhead 
A r et ic wr.a le 
Great Pvlur Whal e 

lhr;ht Wl.al e. 
Jlbcuylln Rigl•t Whale 
Nurth Atl<mtic Rieht 

Wl><llu 
Nur·JciJ [J,;I' 
Nor·th t:ape Wh1le 
Scrag WlJ:J le 
bl~ck Wlnli: 
Nilck Rit;ht W!i.1le 
Seuthern Ril':ht Whlll tl 

Pig1ny Right Wl"'le 

lhunp Wltllle 
!iU;uJ:,Lii t.:ktd Wbalu 
lll!~:puar.k 

llunchU.1clr.t:d Whal c 
ll undt 

1 Bale iue frnnche 
Bc~lcinu Ju Gr,J,;nlauri 

I iJalc i nc llu lli ~wyo 
I 
i. 
I 

j Gro~nlc.nJ. Halvisch 

i 
I I Nuo;-Likiiper 

I 
I 
! 

Bdl t: ine frandte ruine: I'Jlw~:r~ Wttlvi sch 

M,]t;aJ•t D;c J ul:urte llul tnJi; 

r 
R:JSSIAN I SGAi'ID:!iib.'IUN 

0 renlandski i kit ! GrC:nland~hval (N) 

tlastoiashr.ld.i kit 
. v I 

Severo -..'l.t lant i cht:skii ' 
-Nc.l.;' ,f;.nb .. n Ci ki.t 

~ht bc.k (H): 
Nv;-.!lw ... l (D)~ 
GronJ ilnthlval ( S)l' 
Nonh•d ( :;) 

I 

R.ot.hval 
lb:rdk.;1Jur 

(D N )
1 

(N)! 
Bi. uc<t)'Hhvr.l 
NvrJ.kajJO:-e 
Biocuya~lil 

I 
i 

( S)· 
Uj), 

I 

I 

S~':,Ji 1:;11 

GaLt:~a Ar4u~.:.1J; 

IJ,:llem fH1n.;..1 

ECiclna 

Gorb<>t:/i kl t 
<Zorbach 

KniilJ",v;\l 
llukkcll:1a 1 
Knolval 
Puckcl Vi1l. 

I 
(N) , J orokdn 
(ll)l 
(s) 
(S)I 

~ · -~•n ;• i sh . 
·~ - ) •' , I' : ' 1 w •. ,: l Ah 
--uWI..alL-i /1 

I 
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Ar.n~x - llumtnclillure 
nf l/r,al~J~ -16-

- ---- ---------~-------

SCn:!ITIFIC I EliGLlSII I FlmlCII I N1'l'HEHL\NIJS 

;;:;:;;.~P'· , , ,,, ;;:.,;-;-,:,~~ r-:--------- --+---- I I 
[Fur ruw--tltw;leJ Wl111l;:;s) I I 

I I 
lbl;; , r,uJlL"ra (SilJl~,lJ.us) Sil>bC!Id1s Ror<JUAl llllaleinc Llauo 1' Illauwe Vinvisch I 

wu,;L'Ulu~ Linuuuu~ 1 Blue Whale Rorwwl blcu 
Sulphur Bot t om I 
Gr;;at Northern llorqual 

r;,l;-a:wrt•.' ril fhysn lns 
Linnaeus 

lh ln.:noplt'l''' 't . .-.r talis 
Le:;,,on 

D: 'bH,r,rtl n llryJt:l ,,h en 

1:;, brnq:.tc·ri• ac: lltorr,tilrn ta 
Lac<:~J(<ie 

~'in \li1r~le 
}'inner 
Coo~non Finl~ttr:k 

Herrin~; Whille 
I RIIZO!'\;ICk 

: Cou,Hon Rurqw1l 

Sl'i Whal1:1 
PollAck %,1le 
Co~Hish Wh<,Je 
RuJol~hi 1 s-Rorqual 

T!ryda 1 s Whrt l e 
S<) i \Vh;;l..; 

L~s scr Rorourtl.-!Jinke 
Little Piked Whal ~ 
Pikt>-l.\JL~ded Whale 

lloraual conumm . 
I 

I 
I 

I 
RorqW~ 1 de: Hudol: I 

I 
llnlf:in,) de Dryde 

Put it RorqUAl 

I 
I 

Gcwone Vinvisch 

Noordsche I 
Vmvisch i 

llrydc Vinvisch I 
I 
I 

Dwc,rg Vinvi sch 

RUSSIAN 

Sinii kit 
Bluvul 

Selt.1i.1nol kit 
~'in val 

Seival 

v 

Malyi polosHti.k 
kit wlivov 

ICtl•, 

I SGA.IIDINAVIAN I SPANISH r-- --------~----- - -· 

. l 

I 

I 
I 

i 

' 

Blahval 
Dlaval 

Finhval 
Rorhval 
Sillvnl 

Scihvul 
Sejvul 

Drydchval 

Minke 
V<ig2hV!1l 
Vikvul 

D- -Di1nbh 
M- -N ·· '~'!l'< ":i<1n 
s--sw. ··:1t~h 

(D.N.)' Balltna Azul 
(s), 

(n.u.)l 
(D)! 

(S)l 

i 
(D.tl. )I 

(s) : 

I 
(il) I 

(N) I 
(D, ll,), 

(S)I 

Ballenn de alda 

Ballcllfl Bota 

Dallentl lJrydu-1 

Ballena pequ~iia 
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Ann.,x ·· :·r,,,IL·Ju: l ::tu.r" 
": \i! . 1 .::~ .. _l 

-1~-

- ·······- -- ··--- · ----~-- . .. , ___ ----·-T·~-------·-··-

·----~G-!Ei¥P~~l~ f- EJ'{}Lisu . I ~'RENCH N1'ri!ERLANns 

fl] ,,,,.},J:tne:•. t HJ...e ---+ 
'lhi1clti.•rh'•:t.;!; glr•ut:us Cope 

P hy ~et i· r i d11 e 

l'hysd,,r C:ttudon Linna.-us 

:'.ic,hiio.be 

llypcroo,\c.n n•npul hlus 
llyp,:ro•·,,JoJ, pbnifruns 

Gr~ 1y W!!i• le 
Gr<~y lJ;1~,;k 

G-~urorni~ Gr11y While 
Pllcifio.; llro1y \'!hale 
Devil 'Fish 
Hard lle•J:i 
Mm;sdl Di !!,ger 
Ttip Suclc 

Sperua Whlile 
Pot lt'h>l~ 
G1H:hnlut 

' Bc.ttlenose (Arctic) 1 

Bottlcm·~! (Ant~rctic) ; 

I 

i 
I. 

Baleine griae~ Gryze W11 lvisch 

Cachalot Potvisch 

Snwe:l Pot vi sch 

RUSSIAll 

Stryi kit 

K11sh~lot 

Ilutyllconos 

r·c1·· 

SCANDIN.to.VB.i~ Si AIHSII 

- - - - --------

Gr;thval 
Grilv•1l 

(i:l) i D•,ll t:l'li.l ~ri s 
(s) I 

Kaskelot (D.N .S.) 
Sp0rmcetival (S) 
Sp~rudwal (ll) 
Potlvul (S) 

Nabbvul 
Bottlenose 

D--D:ni~h 
N--Norwt:gian 
S--Swt:di sh 

(S) 
(li) 

CacLalote 

Hocico de 
uotdla 
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."..DDEHDUH 

~= ~ result or the discussion of certain matters ~aisej 

a~ the C:nference, the Netl::e:::O:l.ar:.d.s "relegate in·:i~ed the C'on-

fere~ce tc !nclude in its Final A;t a resolution in the fol-

"T:J.e Ccr.ference r:Jco:rr.end::: that in the 1n':ergst 

s sr·1a.t.io:1 of <Ih:'1.1.e stocks. :r 
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27. Verbatim Record, Document XIVC (28 June 1957) pp. 44-49 

- 4L-

Ses:!"-9Jl o1' l'rj.daz, 2Bt!l June, 1!!57 

In the ()udr: Dx-. G.J. Lienesob (!lrihe:r:WW.) 

Ib OfL!p!IA'!I: Centle.en, ;leu., oo» "Jo Ol'd=. 'l'.bo thl:r.i Jll.enar7 
saasion :is mw open IU\4 ! hope yvu ue ~ "JJat 'lb> J!epw:ts • 
are prcaen-..ed. -to the Colm:l.a!don. r quote Daaw:ont m, ;a,port ~ the 
!!'e~\mlca1 Clcmd1;t.ee, lloco.me.'lt .rm, !1eport ~ tM S<».elrtii'io Oe:::rl.tteo, 
Doow:aout IIVil, Ve:rbaUa lillpc-rt c£ tile~ S...Sic::l of tM 27~ .!>mo. 

ICq I call upon the ~ ':<> :eee1''6 tMse lloc"...,.<mts? 

tlr. !. 1!11~ UIZDCC ( 11. S,A ): 1 ao 110\"C, 

~e <J!.UJ!IWr: Dr. Xalio13 :sf th= IT. s. A. t~DVea -th&t tl>e 'Beparta bs 
reae1-.!. 

l!la CSIJ"RMtl'!: I te.k6 !.1; thA"ti it i.s nca:xfWJls],y Lgnu•d ~ l'ho.nlt 
;rou., ...m. 

I prepcsa -to the ....... isMnt! thAt ,.., lri:r1rt dollberatiQoa on Docwsout Xlll, 
1mport ~ t:be SciAntifio Ca:::l1two, <mi 1 ClheWd lil1! to ...n \IP"l' til& 
Ola1:raJl ot Ul4 S<:!.~~ ec-ittce to gin bia ra:aub or ~a?:lAJ:IAtinns with 
regard to ths couhnta d tbe Repor-; ot the Saien':U"i.n a..:-1 ttee. Dr. llack1ntos:b 
b&i 1ho f'lo=. 

lh'. N. J.. IU.CXIllWS!:f (IJ'Qited Jti!!&dca): llr. ~. there :is ootbi.ng 
te aa;r about ~ 1, but 11>. pa:r«grqlh 2 - '~~!lion gi-.._ tbe Usc ot ·~ 
~ the o.=ttea - ~- ia jUst one point to .-clltian: -th&-; llr'. l'r'aDeia, 
repn•utir.g ~ Ze~ =a =a.ipated by the ar:.rlssion u an ob""""" 
on~. :: ~. am"" )'tlU will ...... ±l .. ldcr part of tM ~. there 
waa a quaation rsi.aed ~ llo 'WAll erli:th~ to vote. I think HI .a 
cnt1r•l3' an •cada:lo q~<Gnion, b-e all. I tbi1llt the Qoc:lld.srlon .....nis to 
lalaw :is wh&t na the divU:!.an ot ap1cion. 11:1 tho Oocrllihe.o on~ po_~ 
que.ati.on. 

Ita:. ~gives the .lgellU. In dt• tgend!l. ::toa 1 'R.51 ot course, -the ~ec:tioc 
or Ola.1ran, 'Ltea 2, ~ ot tba ~. and rte,. 3 cmwa.....as i.a ~ aeU>al. 
J.c!O!Ildo. 'IIMch ,... hu! to ~. 

~ !genda .,.... u:!ls],y tha So!.ontit'ic Qlb-Oo;aoi.ttee• s ~rt, wi.tb ol>e <5' 

-two additie=1 1ta~e b'O!I ~ Ca:absio-'111 5 Aaerula. 

~ 5 em tM fir.:s-; :pap ot tha &pc>rt dea.:.t n~ the stat=rtie.s 
or ttw l35Rl557 seuc.n, and we t:llc:uafl:t &t t.h" ...w. interaat - tro. the 
Oc:amhee' a p:dnt ~ -n.-, jn eo tar ll.5- have b.e.d ~-- to read tbroiJ.gb 
all these sta::Ut:LcG - 'li1loS tho di.6tr'..butic>n or c:A<;ahing o3llrina t:isat -en. 
Tha o&tch.Ulg bad ~ been m ~· .fonllCl' ~ =ea. and the ~ 
Area n. I think 1t 'llill ~ 'ba ~~ to ""'' bow the =tchin& 
b ~.nr!.bo:l~ed tar.: • ........n and in ~ ..,.,.,,.., 

'rll• largeat catch 1IU Ul Area n end r.sry ,_..~ e.s ~ -='0 taken in 
.Aro& I, the :fcmaer ~'Y; n:ry ~- .maJ.ea ..ere tuen in Areas m aDi ri. 
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The te.ot that then ,.... a large catch in boa I UW: yu:r ~a D>t ~~~. o£ 
oc:urs,., tho.-:; tho:-e 1IC... be a. lu!!• catch n=t ~ or in otb«r ;reu"S· 

*t ye&r in tU Ccalrl.aaioa..., did.~ that the:e ..-as a. .tall 1n -:.be 
o.verage si.se G? tin ~. Cld w- thcAJsht t.bllt }'O!alb~ ;;hU ,.... -.ething 
1;0 tau mto of, end t.ha.t if tbf:N wu a 1'\Jrther tall 111 'l:hia lAst aeuon 
'then" u1gbt ::lrlJ>k ·h _, oi' _. "'BJ''I'1eanoe. l!ut, in tact, tbar-e ...,.,. 
a. ~t riao in the averaa• au. ot tin 'lb&l.e:oi, eo wo ~ :-esaz-4 this o.a 
an UIOakr•.W..to ari.t..-i.cm. 

!!'here are signa age.in :hA~ 't.he b:U.. lihale stock ia 3till goU!g dolm. 
.. peo'!ally b~ - I think I !UI r'.gltt ;in a-r~ thU - ~ w.a a s"Ull 
Sl8llAir ~ent.ge o£ blue '<hal:s in. "tlla ca.Ulh ar blue end t"...r. ~ 
call.i>i.tlea. 

On the teoo.n4 p&ge, the it~ to~ were ;aken in lila Soi.eut"..fic 
Sur-Co::ll!ttee1s lillpGr"l and 'ft comi4En4 fint of all blue 1'bal.GS in. tbe 
Hor--4 Atlantic. llr. ~ thii:'G a =thil>o ,,.. "to 383 :sere. lie sa!.d 
vor:r IIlah the "'"'" aa wa Uid. .lA:n: ye= t.ad. s1Jipl:y rei7e:r·o.:<ed ~" op:lni.cn 
o£ ~ .. Sel.onti.t'14 ~Ooiadi:tec &:Ill tl» Q:.naittee or 1&$ yur. "" 
reit«ra.1:ri <Ur resret that there 'R5 still. a. ca-t&1.n mlltbe:r o£ blue 1lba..las 
bemg ta.lcen 1.n the Nartb Atlantic; that 'i.e a. poir.l 'llhicb -... 4ee.lt nth 
:r~. 

1iha.l:.:>g in the Narlh l'ac1fic; I ~ III..Y that biolosioe.liJ' th1$ it 
a vtt7 i.:rteN&rlJia area and S?'*'Di: ~ I ..mu.ld be DOot ~e:::eated 
in i'ollcr.ing ~ho resulta o~ th" reseerah, eop~ b;y th~ Je;.anna a."Jd 
tbe llu!e!.an a:...tor!.l:!.&a in tho Jlorlh !'ecll'!e. We ba~ra n:> reoo=e~tilln 
'flrl.ch aftects tho C<mt1•sion'•qol.iey; tb.ouih it a1ght be o£ ilite"~ to 
Ca.n&dt. &nli tho United stat~ to mte tlnt tb.ere are 30IIe prelt.dnny ~ 
tbo.t u .. stocl<3 o£ o;bl.ea on "the ~'!. =d_'/fe¢t sil!ea o£ the Monb l'llc'....tio -
~ ~·~• 'that i.a to ~ tll.&~ eo tao:- a.a. tha wmt. aor~ sl:c<i1l at 
,;pres::nt they appear JlOt to ba ""PC= to at~· ll<l_.,..,..., .,.., have noc :reuoc 
~ th1.%llc a.t p:reac<; "±at the stocka U1 the l'lc:rt.'d'a<:~io are 'b~ O'."eZ"

f'Uherl. 

!hen ,.., ~t nth wbal.e IIArld.!>g a:111. I th1r.k tha ~ thing r.en !.a 
the 1l1lCh inare""od l=!lber o1' la!!rlal :reOO'tU'ed ~ the past "essen, v:hlch. 
1.a ver, p~ :rc. the actetr"..ii'.ic 1'0~ o1' vi,... ~ a_; note• on 
as-<cnl. marla'~ of ape<:Ul. ~ which ....re t-ew•u-ed., Out I tb:i.Dit we shauld 
!'<lprd thaeo 8Ulp~ as brl.Ob 1n the acUfi.ce o£ •o1ent:Lfi.c lcnoWle4Ga whiDh 
..., aro ~ ._,.,,,., ~· I 'III:!Uld u.-y thU, that 1lba.l.o ::oa:rlt1r,g is llD~ 
justll'led. ~ by ~OOV'<!r1 of certain car'.oo or parl;ic1lAr un:ereat; -
bcpe to ,~~;et aoro apo.-..ant .r...Ut. ,.;,.~n we have su:N'icient ruabln' of 
recoorerle3 1:0 :!Do:.O: at 'lb- all as a 11bole, intep'ate tho tb.-w. and ~t 
it in o. ato.tiaticaJ., or u l.uat in" .soll£-sw.rtat~ ..enD!!%", aml tne.D. we 
bopio to ,~~;ct m::re ~e rssnlb. 

I ...,..ald drmv .,ttu;eon to the uhiri ~ unilu ecction 9, ~ 
~· - t!ri=* tb:>t thJI ~ ~ .. ba:Yt dcxle t. g:roo.t deal. to 
~ ... tho ~n o! the aan .....rld.ng j,Q ti>e 1'M>tories ix> ~ ..,.4 to 
oot&l"<lb tor ~~.~~rkl'l i.n 'Obal,ea ~t aro te.JrJm, but ve hAd eoae :roaeon to thi:M 
tbtt a certll.!.n ~ o1' IO!rb ve:re :stm onrloo'Joed. It a, of ocur.e, 
ve:cy dJ.1'ticult tc :i.nd the ll4lic in A 1lha.J.e Mlen the mar..t U buried 1rt 
lha :uaa1ss, a.n:! thare a.re a till ~~<~~:re llll.rks not roocverod. =tU boi.l.era 
ue cl.eanoa up. lib«:> a. aa...-lt 1a fcand.i.n the boiler, on sti.ll hroe ""'~ 
o1' the i.zltarM.tior....., want, wldch b l:ils ~to poaibon and date 
o1' rewve:tj, 11\.~, ::2' ..:ursa, 1~ u EUCb batter i1' we )ln,y i:ho actual. 
'ilb6la:s bdl tm1ch they are :reoo•er.d, and bette: artll ~ Ye have 
~· of the """-le a.nd ""')' •terial. !%a= it wb1oh '""¥ sp«ci •1 ,~ 
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vn s clue to 1-;& ~&. Bo "'" ~ it a.ish~ help Lf' the J.nspaeto>--. 
CXIU1d bo u1cd U> ~ all t.'ley ~. I bape tllh lloea nat in ~ Wtr,t 
l'Ot'leat: upon the Q)-opet'ation of the •b&li:>g oompa:dea, bcC-"lle they l:'.aTG 
c~ been ~i;; belpi\tl 1n arrar~ the recovery of ...-leo. 
'lbat -n feU fta '~bat the 100r0 J>OOPle 1n L- factory 1i;bo .,.., &...-are of tha 
FO"JJ"Ctl Gr f'inditl& ~>erka - and if ttw =~ lc::loor !here 1& a :reRrd. - tb• 
..,..., :it inereues 1ho clluces of' f'i:ldi..Dg caz'.las And rotlu:u tbe cbmo;ee o!: 
-.rb being ~loobd. 

On the q.tUticn ~ ~ u&i.st&rco by the Coarl.odcr;. I th1:W: 'II'IS 

.aid all. tha1: .U roa2l:r nedlasary on ~t yen=r&.y, IUld- ~UEpl;r would be 
gl&d or &eytb:1n,g til" c-mia&J..on ooul.ii afford to beJ.:l us. 

I aight .PO~ ~e the g::>od ~as of llftl"ldna in_ Al.ustn1ia all4 
N-.r Zeal.a.'ld, tlhore I unde:rwta.nd t.hoy ha'vc ~>~>rked altogether SOJ:Iething lib 
;oo wh.aloa, 

Poxhaps -:r ought also to sa:. tha~ '1!D have bad- & JV•a~ dea1 ct: ~l.p tro:ll 
tt.e ~so !'a.ctaries "in the :lAJ>t a-n; th!JY ban aarlred 'l_Ui'te ~t ~= 
or ~15 in W J..ntaretio a.nd. NCOYUed e. m.ber or l3ll:rial - I th.in<t ! 110 rll#lt in 
111.Ting - in tbo J!aatem regi.cn, .A..-e11:0 V o.nd VI, ~ to om· muberillg 
d t.heso o.:r'e&.a, 'lllhere .carpue.±inl;r ll1>tl.e ~ ~- l>Hll iltme before, 
a.nd share .., have no~ ve:rf IIDCh data on ..mal.e ...,.;...,'11· 

Then 'Wff aoaa to aeotion 1 of -thee &port, "Ooctcbi.q; ~ t'cr bll!!!Jlbac!cs 
in the J.nta:=tic"; I qpso tlli -ms be-t ccm::zvvC'd&l point 1lbi.ch -:.b" 
~~ee bad ~ oond.der. I tlU.llk I can U¥ tba.t aoieuti!'io o¢.nion on 
th1a ~estion ia :!101: very atrol!g . It ia a. c1S:f'ti,uJ..t pstio:n, one of' 

~ae u.rgb:laJ. pmb~ ltbich one he.a tut to ocno1.,.,. en ~" Mle""" of 
~- Of OC>IU'n, ;bO ~Oocai:ttee bed IIOl"t t:il>e to oonn•c!er thU 
thAn tbe ~t'!iae , and the Sul>-Oo1:cni -=tee 'OttO oertainl;r or:;e.;red 'by the 
consideration that !.t ~~~arc ""nbeob,....... ~abc. i.n tha Ant&retio i.~ -~ 
to _, ext.mt rel.i.eft tlla pr~ an 'b:llle &DCi :!'ln 9b81ea. 

/!i:tw the \'Ot1."'8, .... 704J ........ . 
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N~:Wt!u! vot!Dg, a:.s ;;ou s~ ~the~. 71!3 f'a.= in fa."vur af 
a.:l 1ru:1reas~ ca+cil ill -;he .m:tarot~c ac:i 'tbree ag;e.:i.nst, w.Lth SC!IIle ahs~OI'..s, 
bu"t .i;; u f aL- "to ~Y ~hat I rol.~d '"~""lt Rr, ~s of life;; Zeal.e.r.d. ll'a.S :JO'C 

em-.;i.tleft to ?Ot:e , as he ?ill!S d~t-ea .3.S an o':lserv-er, 'crut 'fiE did =t-c 
~"t :he- -was ~ -.:lm F=?03cl. eo t::,.at- in !'ect. t1te Cazi:l!..tte-a ' s ap::.n!!m. 
10a.5 eqaCly O.v:iaeii ae t::: wile-t-he:- t:-,ere ~cuJ.d be:. an increas~ or not . I 
~ou.l.d alii t!:Lt :: did a.cln~.a "thfi Ca:zoi:ttee that as. a. Sciertifio Oomm;:..ttee 
we we'I'I: ~ oc.n:::a::lSd w:i±h nati.CIIl.ll.l. .interes:ta on -;.lu.s quest~, '!ltich 
cmv-:.LOUS.ly ';IO'C. are =n.cc-rned lid 't;h. 

F:::1:1m -;.he poim o'? :froposal (b). that tha subje~ :sh01lld "oe ::-eca!:S.:.aered. 
·tJ>r t.ru; C=i.ss!..:m next r-ar .in ~_e .1.!.gn:t o! the u.t ches o-? l::'.JJL?baclc.s in 
1957 tc l9.58, thm"ll is co::ts.i.d.e:rahe U!lC!Irl.ainty as -tg the .results 1.!" it is 
dec:i.i1c11 to ~rea..se -.he tllJIIIlE:- of cat~ daye. :t tight be tba~ it will 
rr::ake :ng au:'e::-ence -to the catch l:n. f"ut>..zre, "in ~.:..san vith the ~t-c!J. b 
_previotiS ~-s. On t-.t.e other bmd., if t'actoriel! b .ppen ~o C3 in reg!.lln.3 
wtere ~ba.cka a:re cxmc~ed it ~&ht double \:he ca·tdl l.f """f: d.JI.!hl.e th!! 
ca.toll!:l6 &ys. &1; -we thought tr...at ·"-as- more .a c:atier fox tb:s Tecl'm:ical. 
Ctl:i::t!.l;tee :ucl the Camrd.es:!-an, so -.e t:~etre"iJ' .rec~-:i by a prot:J.ema1;.iJJal 
I!IB.jority tr.a--; t;b~ sh<Jtil.rl ';)o an. i:nnre!!.Se of the catch to d-0'.1ble ;he 
RVe:rag~ =ber taken s±n~e l~L.9 to :950. \ (,,,., _ _..... ) . 

On Se.ctia::I ll., ~ch ! supp~~ was the mos-: imp:u-t.e.nt q-.Jestion -.m.:clt 
the Com:i•..ec. had t'O ~:..de:r , op!Jri.cn ~ real.J.;· very much ti:e ~ as 
l.a.s-t 7ear· we had :nat very !!lll.C!l :l.e<f ev.i.dence ~ 01':. ~ probl.em, 
except soone ccw ev.l.d.ence ,;h.a-:; ~he co:JStitu1;.ion of ttte !li;ock h.u been 
st-rtm&17 E-"'i'e.cted i.."\ -..he. o1.d v.ts11ng 4r""-BS 1 i.!' "the stock i.r.. thosa E--ea.s -
ana especie1Jy the age distribution of ~'le stock i.e the ol.d !I.Z"5aS - is 
0'-.'"'l!lpa:red wit b. l;ho ege d!.st--i.bc~i.an. :..n the ::1B'i71y openeil. SE.n.C"t>...~:acy , mte..--e ..ve 
can assume the stock ~s s-ane-:;hing rather l:ii!e 1;b.e natural. st;:x:.,.:, 

ks befGr'e> Il!' . Slljp.e!:'. or.. "b!!hal.f "r the N"E:tber1 ani!:s , llt!Ulted t=<~r..: or 
le.!iS corullus!.ve evidence be:3lre we made a rec~.d.d:.an ;;o reduce me catch, 
l:ut -:be :::-e:rl; af us -:;l--"'g:rt "tb.at we sh:m..ld again say t1:.a:t -mere :is su:!i'ia:ient 
p:ro'babi.l.i-;y tb&..-& -:h.e stocl: as a il:lole i.s declimne; tz ;jus"t;ti'y a wa.J:ni..ng tm~-t 

tll.& catch u substa.nt"la:..:...y -coo ~-

S EC'tl.Cill. :.2, "liba:.es ~;!!ken ~= pto:?OS~ aT scd.e~t ific :resear--.il' 1 ; I T.hi.r.k: 
three pouts e...-rise on t!rl.a. r-:.r.:t , we do nat "ttu.:nk res~--ch WQlld -:reelly 
S'.ll'fe~ :u" :::;enti1>2 wers restn.C'ted to ~s "aken in the open season . :Jlou,gi-_ 
:ur.esum.a.bJ.y tone Conver.tion l.eaV"'-S Go-;~ qu:i;-;e ~ to d!l what they w:t.al::. 
on ~'t p.oir..t . We em:. anJ..:1 Z""=nnenil . Secondly, ~ n~n-e:i that 'e=y ~f!!J'It· . 
o~ the per:d.ts ba....-e resul"t"•Zlll ~ r::porl:s, :;r l!"ii u.y rats ::-epnrts .nicll ar..y 
~ us Ce;ve seen. Vie tlwu~.t it migbi; ~lp :ii' i-: a.cn.Jld. be :=ilrle alee= -:o 
--whom ~he reJ.l'oGs .sb:;Jld. ":>e S1il::l:l.-t'"..ed. 'El.e Convent~cm. appeare -to 'be a b :1;1;le 
-:E.pl.e on. "Ulat p~, bJt i=' :.t lK!re c.le~.ly" sta:~ed ':tat t-l:m :eyorl3 on. the 
~t:J.:~s of> .resea...'"'Cil. an s~nS :fr= 3peCial. :Pe.rmi.TiS .:':"or t"aki:tQs -.6aJ.a5 should 0e 
scl:uri:~t-ed. b the Secretar;,· o! ~<> Cnmrrriss1on then -.here would be :10 dellbt; 
a.:bokt u . Tr.-i...-c..ly, we 'lrere •.IIlW"-ll.i::lg to ma.ke any O.efinin=. of wh£~ 
should re L'U:l.udeC. ::n scie~:.-::i::':.e reaearch. We -.!'el.t tha:t i.".: w::r.lld. be anti..-
3Ci.e!:.:t.:ll~ ~:J =.ke arry lim:..ts = sci.enti..U.c. ~-cl:. Cif e.n;y-ld::ui, and, t-he::-e
fln"e, we t.htr-Wtt "that ~ ~e .shcu.l~ be cons.id.ereit .:m. :its :71111 merits, end 
--:-he only JF--C?1.e wh::l !:on..la ,t.:dga "\'6eth:er ..-he p-=-ojcc" r::"f resee-""C!l m:.ul.d justil'y 
a !;peciaJ. penni-:: =~ be ;:l::e C:::nt:ra.c:t-f-:I-6 ~t. 

So~l.o:l "l}, 'Til.e ~ :Jate af tho Se.a&CEL0
; ~n generg.l, wh.a;; we u.y 

he~ !mlaUit3 !;o t:ha v'..ew ;;hat t!-le JEter t?:e whaling the ~er from Tihe 
scier.t-L-'::ic pain~ o f -,:.eo;, but I ~"'Sta.:1d. f'rom -;he Teclmical. Comm:ttteets 
Report t:ha..t an a.C:~ in. tt6 ~g date of -che sea.sCil i.s .not l..il:.ely -co 
be~ 
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Secti:on :14- deals w:ith -tbe c:cntim:led clpeni.ng of the sanatu.aly. We 
thou.gllt <Ill ~ "llhole that ii:" ~ not be pr-..tdent t'.rllm the poiJrt; 1rl' vi'ew
o£ oa:o-ss=ntim1 i'oD the Commission to be ~~ed to having the saoc~ 
opBI!Bd. for as ~!Blah as t'QUT ye~U"S from llO'ilr, "'hi-c:h is '1'1}-.a-t- !:he proposal em 
th.e c=i.ssion' a A _geuda amounts -to, though -we mruld emphasise that as 
~ e..."""e :!.t w:nlld probably be yen f'rom a1J.. poi.nts of -v}..ew1io ~ the 
E>!lllCtwuy O?erl. f'gr III!IJlY years- to CCI!le . I th±nk ~ onJJr f e11; "that if 
lihe.re is a, ce.ta.at.ramiD m:leticm of the ~:!.-c at~ck3 then. :it lll.i.ght 
fer one .re.!l.SQII :;r .mother be detdrabl.e tp ::l.os.e tbe s.in.ct\il.a._oy cagain, 
~ the mri:ntemmce of -the san.ctuel;y might be looked upan as -tbe 
l!mt defa=e of ihe stocl: aglrlnst ~ :caJ..am;t ous :reduction. J:t h 
a. rather <li.i'f'icult and rather CO!llplica:tell queati0l11 and perhaps. ~tat is 
enough t.o se.y at the 1lu:mte:nt, Dllt :if'"" yen i(ttl).d J..ike me ~ on to 
ampl.i:t'y tha.t I "'riTT be Cj!li.~e '1ri.J.1illg. 

Secnon 15 i.s on "Frogress !teparts on. lle~a.rob". 'nUs i.e rea!J.;r 
a matter o£ lnt=st ~ to the "S~tbts, b~ the:$8 progress 
:reports are belptu:L in letting bi.cilogists working on "lihal.es knl:l'lf wb;s..t 
their ooll.eegnea ~ doing ~ k:eap i:n tcuch \'ld.th their progt:ess. :I 
think it is not c. question of invo1.ving the Ccmnnssion's ::?Olioy. The 
synopsis or dai:a on '~hales Y7h.icb i.& prepared by tbs Food. and J',gricul:tura 
Qrgani s~ was pc..s~,;ed .round. hbc Ctt!rni.ttee and. ;re tbru.¢ thrl ilia Shocl.d 
be!come of ir=:es.sing ~ -to Bli a£ us. ae time goes on. ,re uruierstood 
that it is a firstd:::eft:j a great deal. pf -..ork bas been pUt into j_i; • and 
we: were v>ery iDte:Featea to :seo ~t . J?ersonaJ.lsr. I have not had tiJre to 
read it th:rol::gh )'et' rut ±t loclcs a I!Dst va:llie.ble OOo!!MOt . ll"e e..re 
intited to mala! ron~l1..1tions tg .i"t, aod we think that .it m.n be- of 
great vsl.l.\e in ~. 

Under ~other I!Ua~.a~ I t"tus \18$ :re!illy ;tu.s.t a 'teobni.c.al.jlomt. It 
:is i:a i"a.ct veyy useful. .i:n sara b:rnnclws ~ research ·H--. can feel. t:!ra:t; the 
nwnbered <;maHng areas i:n the!>c:ta..-ctic-ba?e certa±n Ull.l:l!!:rstood l.!m£1;& . 
They'I!la7 he.ve to be =vi.s.ed = day"but i-t :is lJ,lldasirable- to .hltve ll'hanges 
Utttl.l they~ ax-e :really Jmcessa.z:y. Ii' i.t mul.d. suit everybody ~. 
,.-e-11'01.Ud like to propcae th.e.t the 1Xumrurries g;lven t.o -these areas. in th:is 
~ ~d be 15-cce,pted 1mtll there :i.e same X'8aSCin to change thsm.. 

lir. Cll:au:man, I !ll!l -sorry • there i6 ona point 'l'lhi.ca has been e:coiWmlly_ 
cmi:tteA :1'ro:::i~~ ~ and that is tb questi<ll! t~f CC'lJVelilisg tile Sc:ientifio 
~ee ~ at' a "SU:ita'ble tilDe, proba:lily eu-Jy- next yeu-. I think 
that the Caa::i~ WOJ.ld probably ~ w-4--±h lliB tb&t we shCIIJ.lil be ~ 
in ~ dii'ficult.i&s U' all ill:ese proble= ~nat. c::msi@:red some time in 
a.d:nnce. I llhtlcld il.!re to suggest -t<bat l<b:e SCientit'io Sub-Ccmnittee ~be 
heU.d as llSU&l some t-i!Da in -the ea:rJ.y spr1llg. o~ tterl-)'e=. - - ' 

~ EEATRIM .. l'f~ ~you ve:ry ~:lUSh, 1):: , l1Allki:ntosh, £or ytTar 
tu;~>'lana:tion. ef' the oontwrls of Doou!Dent XIII. I l:e-li.eve 1:ha:t thl.s has been 
a ·veJ:uahle cam.ribu:tim:t to~t i.s in the J!epon;. NQII''i'e can oont:i.mle the 
de.li~ in "the Plen=;:r- Seaa:ion.. 

nr. A. Remi:a.gt;on !ELUXlG (u.s. A. ) : tt=. Cb2..i=ea, ~ :b oe. r:n 
order D!1Vf t.o ma-re that the Cam:rd:s.sii:m. authoti.se the ~ of ~ Ati Hoc 
Sul:i-Calll!itte~ :t1erl ~. and dispose af the -qo.esti=.'? 

XbB CH!IP.!fAll; 'I think that is ~ good scl.utian, I s1lould l.i.lca to 
ac.cept h. Til= sett:e:a one o~ the :p.Qci.nts of ;;lus Rep:>rt ai.rea.dy. I think 
there 1a no. crbjec.t:ion to i'ilrla i-tem 'libi.ch was nat EclllC.ea in the Repo..-t. 
Th:is baS Deen aeamrlsd by Mr. vau a£ the Drlted lf1ngdnm. 5o .I -take it that 
iv !.s e.ccepted by the 0cmmissiml t?av the Scim:rtiilic Sub-Commit-t-ee 1ld..l1 meet 
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nex1; year agajn, 8.11 has been t.he case b the pa8t. 
liDch. !or that. 

';ent1~. it ytlU ba.vE a1l rsad and ca..~ru:J.y ~ the oonte:at 
ot the Report of "W!e Scientitic Comm:ttee, '!l'hiclt cove::-& a. good deal. of 
ite=3 Ql -a Agemla ~till open, ~ I call~ the t}arrris•iOD tar a:r:q 
o:ml'!nt:s an the Report? 

K.r. R. G. R. WJG:. (Uni:tec. Kingdcmh ll.i.ght I aslc ;rcu, Kr. 
Cba1TIIllln, whether it. 1I'Qil1d be a good thing to reoeive the .Report of th3 
!~ Cocd.ttee so ths:t we 1lig\1t discus~ th4" two 't'og~ar. beoause ill 
~a.at on e. ='ber o~ queaticna both Ccamittees bavs vien to expre5s. 

The CBAllil!'.AN:: I am ~1' in the bands of "the Coaaissl.on, o-t 
cow:"Se, and i1' this moticn u secnrded -

'Ihe ®.IEIUN: Then I taka i<;; th1d: it iB ~by "the Ctrmiu1(W) 

that we aJ.ao deaJ. 11'1th tbe Bcport of --;~ 'reclmi.cal. Com:Dittee. Perilaps 
the bert thing 110-uld be that; tlrl.s Report be lnt:odu.ced. 't!Y :i:h [lbai T!!!!m, S!) 

...-e = deal. dizeetJ;r with 1:h4 i-tems ot the P.geD!la 1:I:Jat overlap in 
bof!h iepox'ts. ?on-haps t;t-.!l.t will a.void a good ~al of duplication o! 
e.xpl.aDAtimb by Ca:missi=a en 1ihe same it= mentiQiled in both Repc::rts . 

:ttay I osll an the Chainum of the :iee:!m±ca1 cc-n~ee to gi'fe 1m 

introduction "';o t)le Report ot t:le !l'ecbc:ica.l. Comadttoe? 

Mr. R. G. R . WAIL (Uniteci.ltillg&:a): Thank you, K.r . Cba~ nmm. 

~ 'l'~cal Ccmnittee bad a great deal at d.i.acunie& md m.et OA 

!'our 1!1\lceea!rl.ve CJI.Ya, and they ~ me the b:a:lour of elect"..ng ce as 
Cbaimwon, bin= ahculd expl..a.in tha:t I had to be ~ect !ram the oanc1wJing 
session, l'd:um ltr. Drost ~ actced k lilY place. '!:he.retore, ~~~&ttars 
wide &.-e d.iscnased ~ pa.&ea 5 snd. 6 of thb P.eport ~re deal~ "Wi.th tmi1er lfr. Dlxlsl;'s 

. - /Cha.i:rn~Bnah1p. and he my . •• • . • • 
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Finance Committee that they also meet tomorrow morning, that they go 

through that part of the report submitted to them as to how the 

secretariat should be constituted and that this question could be 

decided by the plenary session tomorrow after 2 o'clock. Then if we 

8 gree on the main general outline of the constitution: of the Secretariat 

we could leave to the Finance Committee the pleasant task of finding 

how they will finance it. 

Is th~re any other question delegates would like to take·up nov · 

before we receive the first part of the Scientific Committee's report. 

I am sorry to keep youwaiting, but the Secretariat is doing all it can 

to speed matters up as much as possible and in a couple of minutes we 

should have the report here. 

(Pause) 

Dr. D.G. CHAR-IAN: I am sorry Mr. Chairman, I am sorry that 

this has been considerably delayed. We have bad considerable discuaaion 

of this section of our report. Let me note that I have not been able to 

re-read it in full yet, but I see that the last word of the first paragraph 

is clearly mis-spelt, it should be 'stocks'. 

li e returned to the original convention and the quotations in the firat 

paragraph refer to that original conTention. As stated the Committee takes 

the preamble to the original convention to imply that the original whale 

species are to be regarded by .the Commission as resources, which would be 

so managed as to keep them in a condition which will enable them to.proTide 

the optimum yield on a continuing basis. Of course, these are points which 

have been discussed extensively, but the concept of individual 5pecies 

management is now operative, the Scientific Committee agreed that at the 

present ttme there is no biological requirement for the imposition of a 

blanket moratorium on all commercial whaling. The word 'require•ent' 

caused some difficulty. A m jority further considered that for the ... e 
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reason there ia, at present, no biological juatification for auch a 

blanket moratorium - a slightly stronger statement. 

The COliiDittee baa repeatedly pointed out to the CO!IIaiaaion, particularly 

with regard to the blue whale unit but with regard to other atocka alao, 

that effective management can only be achieved if each species, and 

indeed each individual stock ia managed and exploited separately in a way 

appropriate to its condition. Any blanket management, such as a global 

moratorium,would be in direct contradiction to this principle. 

In addition, the Committee was fortunate in having prepared for it 

two documents related to this. One of these was 1'fhe effect of a mora-

torium on stock sizes of all of the major stocks in the world!. This 
Annexa G 

was prepared by Hr. Allen frOR Australiajand I am afraid it is not 

available to the full committee aa yet, but will be, as it is alao being 

worked on. The other document, Annexe B, discusses the relationship of 

the moratorium to the research programme. This will also be available 

very shortly. 

The CHAIRMAN: We have before us the document which is 

necessary and fundamental to the discussion in the Technical Committee, 

and I assume that the two annexes referred to in the last paragraph of 

the document will be ready by tomorrow morning. 

Would the Committee be agreeable to submit t hia document to the 

Technical Committee for it to debate. 

Dr. CHAalAN: Yea, Mr. Chairman_. we are very happy for them to 

have it, and we shall provide them with Annexe G and B aa aoon as possible, 

certainly by tomorrow morning. 

The CHAII!MAN: Well, Ladies and Gentl-en, I think that completes 

our work aa a plenary committee today, and we shall then proceed with more 
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these facts are added to those we presented last year and to the 
Jhetl . 

. patterns which have :esulted over the past century in the systematic 
JdS~rical . 

-•ction of successive whale stocks, you have the basic reason why thE!' dele
d,. ... ~ . 

the united States will again seek at this meeting, first,.a 10-year 
ptioO of . . . 

on all commerc~al whal1ngt s~condly, a strengthening of the secretari~t 
~~wrl~ . 

· h activities of the International·Whaling Commission, and, thirdly, IIlii researo 

~t on.steps which will l~ad to a revision of the Convention under which 

__ , ion, operates. I hope that all nations will ·join us in the efforts 
tbl c-ss 
~ reach these objectives. 

'l'liE CHAIRMAN! Thank you, Dr. White. 

I'R· !,G, BOLLEN(Australia) z The Australian delegation wishes to take this 

~nmdt.Y of making a short opening statement on some of.the more important 

~.atua !acing this meeting of the Commission and outlining the Australian 

1 tt1tudt to these issues. 

~t, on behalf of the Australian delegation I should like to welcome the 

~~t1~ehed representatives of Br~zil to the Commission., It is manifest to 

~ ~~t the future effectiveness of the International \Vhaling Commission will be 

c:.'Wlcld by the adherence of all whaling nations to the Convention. l'le comm~nd 

~.-~ :~O:f:'l':'ltulate Brazil for taking this step and look forward to the remaining 

:·.o:.~~~ed countries joining us in the near future. 

kt the 25th meeting of the International Whaling Commission Australia voted 

::. !uour of the moratorium on all whaling and undertook to implement it if all 
·~ . . 

: '~ countries were prepared to do likewise. As we all know, the moratorium 

tU !lOt obt&i,n the required majority. .When the moratorium issue is being 

t!~atd thi 8 week, the Australian delegation will be moving an amendment to 
,. tN'tet that 

moratoria on catching should be imposed in respect of those 
~t .. or stoc'-- . 

La for wh1ch the Scientific Committee determines that stock 
~ar. . 

undesirably low, based on estimates of initial numbers, and that 
~,., .. _ 

- abould ce118e 

--~lt 71tld. 
in order to restore them to levels producing a maximum 

- 5 -
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I should add that the Australi~ delegation will actively support ~ 

initiative to have the constitution of the International 'Nhailng Co'IDIIliasioll 

· upgraded to enhance the standing qf the .commission in the inte'rnationai 

commurii ty. Further, the Australian delegation· would. welcome ·a:ny move to a 
. . . .. · . ~ 

to the Commission's secretariat scientific staff 'charged With the responsibh 
. . ~ 

of collecti~g •.. analysing and dis.semina.ting .all scientific· data available on 

whales, with a view to managing stocks on the basis ·or objective scientific 

principles designed to conserve the species. 

The Australian delegation, with the friendly co-operation of other del~ 

will do its best to achieve these aims and la;y the foundations for the succeaat( 

continuation of the work of the +nternational \Vhaling Commission. 

DR. L.V. NIKONOROV {USSR)I It .is ·a great pleasure for me to express grati~ 

to the Government of Grea~ Britain on behal~ of the Soviet delegation for ita 

traditional hospitality, which provides most favourable conditions for succ"1 

in. the present IWC ,meeting. We fully· share the point of view of Mr. Buolwt 

that we are to resolve a number of complicated·' problems. Resolving many of 

them will be of decisive importance for the future activities of this Corudse~ 

The joint efforts of our Commissioners in recent years have led · to the adoptioa 

and successful fulfilment of the most important decisions regarding the c~ 

out of whaling on a rational basis and conservation of whale stocks. For 

example, the taking of right, blue and· humpback whales was prohibited; quotas 

for species were established; catches of fin whales and sei whales l'fere coM~ 

ably decreased from year to yea:r. The international observer scheme was inUilll 

The role of the Scientific Committee has .grown greatly· and its recommendatioJ\1 

are strictly complied with by the Commission in its activities. 

These achievements of the Commission have resulted from the joint efforW 

of all member countries of !VIC. . We would hardly have been able 

positive results if the mutual interests of all member countries 

- 6 -

to achieve r# 

of this c~ 
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-'•y 25th June 1974• . Tue&Suao ' --
The CHAIRMAN: Ladies and Gentlemen, aa you will r .eme11ber ·we 

asked the Technical Committee yesterday to review O\ll' Agenda Point 10, 

the. provisio~. for a world-wid~ 11oratoriwil on c~m~~ercial whaling. I 

would ask ~he chairman of t~e Technical Colllllit.tee to report _to ils as to 

the outcome of the deliberations in that committee~ . Mr. Bollen please. 

Mr. A.G~· BOLLEN (Australia): The Technical: committee . has 

considered Agenda item 10 :-'hich refers . to the··World-wide moratoriull· on 

whaling, and recommends the adoption of a resolution which was submitted 

by the Australian delegation and hae been well and truly circulated. I 

rill read it if' you wish, Mr. Chairman • . 

The CHAIRMAN: The chairman of the Technical •Committee offers 

to read out the resolution again. I ass1111e that you have all read it 

'"f"1 caref'ully and that there should be no necessity to repeat it • . I 

take it that . we are all fully aware of what it contains so we know what we 

u. talking about. 

Mr. BOLLEN: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I should mention that 

the f'eaaibili"ty of this proposal waa discua~ed by the Scientific Committee 

•lUch reported that it was within the terms of referenc'e of that Committee 

'Act a11111ar to the advice being given by that Colllllli.ttee to the Commission. 

The Scientific Committee reported that the procedure enviaaged in the 

,..e~nd.ation to this plenary session was in order. 

The CHAIRMAN: .,. __ ,_ 
T~ you, Mr. Bollen. Mr. Fujita, did you wish 

~ 8af SO-thing? 
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Mr. IWAO FUJITA (Japan): (Tranel.ated): I understand tro• 
"'-t 

has been reported by the chairman o~ the Technical. Co~ttee that he 
1111~ 

1ike to introduce, or he i.nt:t'oduced, I am not quite sure, an aaendaent t. 

the last ite•. We would like to have the exact wording o~ thi.a. 

The CHAIRMAN: If you so desire, Mr. Fu~ita, I am qu:Lte eur, 
~ 

Mr. Bollen wil.l. be happy to read the recomaendation as proposed by 4114~ 

aa an amebd!Dent to the •erican proposal. .• 

Mr. BOLLEN: As the chairman of the Technical. Committee, allt 

can report i:s the reco-endation of the Technical. Colllillittee, and vhat '1111 

the·JAustral.ian amendment is now the proposal. by the Technical. Co~tt•, 

I wil.l. read ·it. 

Mr. FUJITA (translated): . It is only the l.ast part which vu 

repl.aced by a new sentence, I understand. 

Mr • J. MOSS (Uni. ted Kingdom): I think it woul.d be helpful at tit 

stage if we were to have formal.l.y recorded and read out by the AustrLUa 

the full. amendment that was carried this morning, that is to say the 

substantive resolution. It woul.d be hel.pful. i~ .we could have it read ell 

a nd .then there is no peradYenture and doubt about it. It might taka a 

minute or two of the committee • s t::l.IDe, but neverthel.ess I t~nk it w1114 

be worth while having .it ~irlllly on record, and I woul.d propose this. 

The CHAIRMAN: Thank you, Mr. Moss. I have al.ready asked Ill'• ~ 

to read out the operative part o~ the amendment. 

as well.. 

Mr. BOLLEN: I assume, Mr. Chairman, that you need the preubl' 

eolflll' 
"The Technical. Colllllli ttee, noting that whal.e stocks are a -~· 

t~ 
concern to mankind, concerned that some species of gr.-
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11are at present conaiderab~y dep~eted bel.ov. their optimwn 

popuJ.ation l.evela·, reca~l.ing that the historic decl.ine in 

vhale population occurred not only because of excessive 

exploitation but al.so because knovledge was inadequate to 

protect the . species, motivated by the need to preserve and 

enhance vhale stocks as a resource for future use when food 

needs of the world vil~ be greater becau5e of increased human 

population and by the need to m81ntain marine eco-systems in 

a well-balanced condi~ion capable of high productivity, taking 

· i~to consideration the long-range interests or the consumers 

of whale products and of the vhal.ing industry as cited in 

Article 5 of the Convention, and_ ·recognising that the 

management of whal.e stocks should be ba5ed not only on the 

concept· of maximum sustainable yield and n.umbered by species 

but should also include such considerations as total. veight 

of whales and interactions between species in the marine 

eco-sys·tem, re·commencis it" shall. classify ali stocks of vhales 

into one of three categories according to the advice of the 

Scientific Colllll!i ttee: (a) i .ni ti.a.l management stocks which may 

be reduced in a controlled manner to achieve may levels and 

then optimum levels as these are determined; ~b) sustained 

management stocks vhich should be maintained at or near msy 

levels and then at optimum levels as they are determined; 

(c) Protection stocks which are belov the level of s~stained 

management stocks as described in (b) which should be fully 

protected. The Commission should now define stocks for this 

purpose as the units which can be most-effectively managed 

indi vidual·ly. 

"2(a.) Commercial whaling shall. be perrirl.tted on initial. management 

stocks subject to the ad~ce of the Scientific Committee as to 

measures necessary to bring the stocks to the may level and then 

optimum level. in an efficient manner and without risk of 

reducing them belov this level. 

" Commercial ·whaling shall. be permitted on sustained management 

stocke eubject to the advice of the Scientific Committee. There 

shall be no commercial vhal.ing on species or stocks classified 

aa protected stocks including those species listed for full. 

protection in the current schedule. 

" The Committee a'1so rec"ommends the implementation of this 

recomeendation by requesting the Scientific Committee to 
proVide ad · · · 

V1ce on the criteria vhich should be used in defining 
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"categories of whale stocks which should be treated as in 

Section 1 above. This advice to be provided as soon ae 
P<leet~ 

with a view to its incorporation in the. schedule, directing · 

Scientific Committee to arrange to prov~de the Commissi ~ 
011 '111"-

annually updated advice on these criteria and on the allo ~ 
eatt'lll 

of stocks to categories, making all necessary amendments t ott. 
schedule not later than the 27th Meeting of the Collll!i.seion,n 

The CHAIRMAN: Thank you, Hr. Bollen. 

Mr. FUJITA (Translated): A point of clarification: I underetoo. 

this morning that the las t item, that ·is 3(c), has been deleted and repllc.c 

by something else. This was my understanding. Am I correct? 

Mr. BOLLEN: Mr. Chairman, the point of clarification: in ~ 

opening address to the Technical Conuni.ttee this morning, I mentioned 811 

alternate way to handle this situation if it was not a ccepted. That liU 

for the Scientific Committee to be asked to discuss this at s ome fut~ 

date and Australia would put the item on the agenda 6o days before t he 

.<i!7th Meeting. That was the alternative, and it was not carried on. 

The CHAIRMAN: Any further remarks on this parti,cular point? 

South Africa. 

Mr. R.W. RAND (South Africa): Mr. chairman, the south Africaa 

stand on this matter is somewhat complicated as we have very serio~ 

reservations untii the Scientific Committee has defined the criteria !~ 

establishing the categories of whales. we would reserve our posit<on b1 

stating that our support for the J4otion would be conditional upon coll]lllt' 

compliance with the outcome by all other member governments. 

~ 
The CHAIRMAN: Thank you, .South Africa. I shall take it~ 

h . st til ... rig t that everyone will adhere to the decisions when we arr1ve 
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~co.-ittee, the Australian representative told us that it was not at all 

Contradiction of the first proposal. It is therefore an amendment. ill . . . 

not know what to do now. w• do 

\Ill• 

You are not a legal man, but please prompt 

The CHAIRMAN: In that ca-se. I can probab1y do what is not 

completely correct, I do not know. This is a recommendation from t he 

technical polllllitte~ on Item. lO. It is the only recommendation before us 

on Item 10 on the Agenda. No other proposals have been moved and seconded. 

Therefore the only item under Article 10 9f the Agenda is the recommendation 

troa tbe Technical Committee. May I ask that someone propose that this 

reco.-endatio~ be accepted? 

Mr. BOLLEN (Australia): I propose that this recolllllendation be 

accepted. 

The CHAIRMAN: It is recommended by the Australian delegation 

that the resolution be accepted by the Plenary Session. Is there a 

seconder? France seconds the motion. We will therefore now proceed to 

Yote on the only item that is before us under Agenda Article 10, and no 

others. By voting on this recommendation, Article 10 has been met. 

Please answer "yes" or "no" when the secretary polls you. 

(The vote was taken): Ar~ntina Yes 
Australia Yes 
Brazil Yes 
canada Yes 
Denmark Yes 
France Yes 
Iceland Yes 
Japan· No 
Mexico Yes 
Norway Yes 
Panama Yes 
South Africa Yes 
USSR No 
UK Yes 
USA Yes 
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Ladies and Gentlemen, the result is that 

al.l the rest voted nyes11 • The recommendation 

is therefore accepted by the.Plenary Session~ 

States. 

two·· countries · vOtel
1 
'llo"._., 

from the Technical CO · : 
~tt.. . 

Thank you. The Ullitec~ 

Dr. R.M. WHITE (USA): Mr. Chairllllln, I should like to take the 

opportunity of 

proposed quite 

explaining the vo.te of the United States since we ort~ 

a different action by this Commission, namely a 10-:Fear 

moratorium on all commercial whaling. I should like to stat·e 'for the 

other eommissioners . and for the record that the United States contin~e 

to support a 10-year moratorium. We have voted· for the amended us pro!lalll 

by the Australians because we feel that it represents a significant at~ 

forward in the management of the world's whales. I wanted to explau 

our vote. 

The CHAIRMAN: Thank you, Mr. White. That strikes off ~intW 

on our Agenda. United Kingdom? 

Mr. J. MOSS (UK): On behalf of the United Kingdom, I wish to 

state that we subscribe entirely to the ·v:i.ews expressed by the delegate 

from the United states. 

The CHAIRMAN: Thank you,. Mr. Moss• Mexico? 

Miss S. F1JENTES-BERAIN (Mexi.co): My position is exactly tbf.,. 

We would have liked a moratorium to be voted for and to be passed, bUt .. 

feel that the Australian proposal can be a first step to the achieYelfll 

of the moratorium in future. 

The CHAIRMAN: You may be going a little too far, but you-r 

have your h opes. 
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Chairman 

Ladies and gentlemen I welcome all of you to the 

thirty-first Annual Meeting of the International 

Whaling Commission which I now declare open. I 

wish to extend a special welcome to representatives 

from the six new member countries which have joined 

the Commission since the last Annual Meeting. These 

countries are the Republic of Korea, the Republic of 

Seychelles, Sweden, Peru, Chile and Spain . The 

adherence of these countries to the International 

Whaling Convention does indeed increase the capability 

of this international body to properly conserve and 

manage the harvesting of the world's whale stocks 

and I hope that the new membership of these countries 

will inspire the very few whaling countries which are 

still not members of this group to join in the very 

near future so that all the whale stocks can be pro

tected and conserved through this Commission. 

The meeting place once ag~in is the United Kingdom's 

capital, London, and I take great pleasure in welcoming 

on behalf of the Commission Mr. Buchanan-Smith, the 

Minister of State for the Ministry of Agriculture, 

who has been kind enough to come here in order to 

address us. Since we are all looking forward to 

hearing what you want to tell us please take the floor . 

Mr . A. Buchanan-Smith 

Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, it gives me very 

great pleasure this morning to welcome you all here 

on behalf of Her Majesty's Government fer what is of 

course as you know, the Thirty-First Annual Meeting 

of the Internationa l Whaling Commission and I would 

also like to repeat what our Chairman has said in 

extending a very particular welcome to all those 

delegations from co~ntries who have joined the Whal ing 

Commission as full members for the first time a nd 

certainly I believe that their membershjp can only 

help t o ~ssist the work of the Commission in making 

Opening 
Address 
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it more effective in conserving the world's whales. 

As you know the United Kingdom Go vernment - we only 

came t o power just over two month's ag~ but I must 

say that in that short period of time I h ave certainly 

learned ~ great deal a bout the work of the Commisson. 

I've also leaned a grea t deal about the strength of 

feeling that there is in this country and elsewhere 

of the work which you carry out and in this period 

and against this backg=ound of general interest and 

g e neral concern my Government has, as yo u know, been 

reviewing its policy in relation to whaling and in 

relatio n t o the part which it plays in the Inter

national Wh2ling Commission. 

I'd just like to say straight away that I c e rtainly 

recognise and acknowledge that the establishment of 

this Commission in 1946 was of course a very major 

advance in ensuring the effective conservation of 

whales. However, equally, I am aware that since 

that time there has been a growing awareness of 

man's resp.ons ibili ty t.o conserve hi s environment 

and in particular wild life, and indeed I think it 

was back at the Conference in Stockholm on the 

Conference on the Human Environment in 1972 that my 

Minister, Mr. Peter Walker, made clear the interest 

at that time of the British Government. 

Now whales, of course, have a very special signifi-
cance for man, but in recent y e ars we have come to 
realise that large scale commercial whaling has, of 
course, placed the surv ival of some species of whale 

at risk and I think we owe it to future generations 

to ensure that stocks are not over-e xploited. 
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Now successive governments in the United Kingdom have 

believed that the world's whales can best be conserved 

by out continuing membership of the IWC and I certainly 

want to make that plain this morning. We still believe 

this to be so and we certair.ly intend to continue to 

play a constructive and active part in the wor k of 

this Commission. However, we have also to recognise 

that since the time when the Commission was first 

established nearly every whale stock has declined and 

some species of course, as we all know, have to be 

total ly protected. In this period some of tho se 

stocks that have been protected have in fact shown 

little signs of real recovery. These of course 

include the blue, the humpback a nd the bowhead whales . 

The largest stocks have been reduced to a mere fraction 

of their original size and of the great whales only 

~he sperm a nd minke whales are still found in large 

numbers, but even in relation to s ome of the s tocks 

of these species we believe that they have been 

reduced to levels which of course do cause us concern 

today. 

Now I certainly recognise that in recent years the 

Commission has very greatly improved its procedures. 

I recognise too that these are sufficiently developed 

now to prevent currently exploited stocks from becoming 

extinct, but frankly from the study that I and others 

in government have made we do not believe that this 

is enough in itself. Indeed, e xperience in recent 

year s has shown that the quotas set by the Commissio n 

have often had to be reduced subsequently as better 

data has become ava i lable to the Sc i e nti fic Committee. 

The Commi ttee cer t ainly has a difficult task but there 

are st i ll gaps in our knowl~dge of the behaviour of 

whale populations and we c annot afford t o ignore these 
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gaps in our knowledge at the present time. Y.-Jhat 

also concerns us very much indeed is that there is 

data collected from whaling operations which is 

still awa~ting analysis at the present time. We 

are also very concerned about the methods used for 

killing whales. Whilst of course the explosive 

harpoon is the most effective method currently 

available, and I know many people in this conference 

room also recognise, this method is of course fa r 

from satisfactory as evidence shows in relation 

to the time taken from strike to death. 

Now it is against all this background that the 

United Kingdom Government has been reviewing its 

policy in relation to whaling, and it is as a result 

of the analyses that we have been making in recent 

months that we believe, and have come to the con

clusion, that there bhould be a moratorium on 

commercial whaling in order t~ allow a thorough 

reassessment of whale numbers and of their biology. 

Accordingly, in this conference the United Kingdom 

delegation will be supporting the proposal for a 

moratorium on commercial whaling. We believe that 

resumption of whaling should only b e considered if 

evidence of recover y of stocks and improvement in 

methods of killing justify it. 

I'd like to say also that we support in principle 

the s ugges tion f r o m the Seychelles dele gation for 

a whale sanctua ry. In addition to this we also 

beli eve that we hav e g ot to giv e spe cial c onside ration 

to a boriginal whaling. We have to consider the 

need s o f t h e p o pula tion, the human pop u lation, tha t 

a re inv olv ed in this a nd we acce p t there f o re that 

a borig i nal whaling under sui table control should b e 

allowed t o continue . We ' ve a lso been looking at 

the imp licat i o n s o f this p olicy a n d o f c ourse this 

h a s a direct effect o n the ma tter of impo r ts o f whale 

products in the Uni t ed Ki n g d om. 
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As you know the United Kingdom banned the imports of 

whale product~ except for those derived from the sperm 

whale, in 1973. However, in spite of the policy 

which I announced this morning we now propose to enter 

immediately into discussion with our partners in the 

F.uropean Community, and with the Commission, with the 

aim of securing their agreement to imposing a Community 

wide ban on imports of sperm whale oil and other 

derivatives. We also, of course, propose having 

discussions shortly with the user industries within 

the United Kingdom. 

Mr. Chairman, I recognise that in the conference this 

week you've a lot of work to do and a lot of data to 

analyse and to discuss. In conclusion I would simply 

like to wish you well in this your first Annual Meeting 

over which you have presided. I understand that you've 

had the advantage of a dress rehearsal so to speak 

in Tokyo already, and I'm told that you very effectively 

chaired a somewhat difficult and controversial meeting. 

I wish you and all other delegations her e a very 

successful and useful conference and I look forward 

to meetir.g you this evening at the reception in 

Lancaster House. 

Chairman 

Thank you very much Minister for what you have said 

and for the good wishes and w~ certainly all are 

looking forward to s eeing you again at the reception 

tonight. While we would, of course, like to have 

you stay with us for a little longer, but I understand 

that you are a very busy man and that you have other 

engagements so if you wish to leave us now then that's 

all right. 
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Chairman 

Thank you Mr. Lemche. South Africa. 

South Africa 

Mr. Chairman. I'll abide with your request as far 

as possible about not mentioning matters which should 

be touched upon but I am afraid that the - if - I will 

keep the repetition to the minimum but if there is 

such repetition it will be necessary to mention these 

things as they affect my position. We agree with 

the shortcomings which Mr. Frank has ably identified 

in his statement but we also realise that at the 

present time there are some rather sincere attempts 

being made to rectify these shortcomings and in par

ticular my own country has gone to great lengths to 

ensure that the pirate whaling operation which was 

associated with us is not functioning as smoothly as 

been in the past and we are also impressed by the 

stand which has been taken by the Japanese and also 

by the fact that at this meeting we have welcomed 

a number of members, new whaling member nations. 

We realise that there are severe problems with the 

New Management Procedure but I would like to remind 

you, Mr. Chairman, that these problems are being 

tackled by a very prominent group of scientists and 

the Working Group of our Technical Committee has 

itself commended these scientists on their efforts 

and in fact endorsed the approaches which they are 

taking. So we feel that the management procedures 

a r e in the process of being reviewed by very competent 

people. 

We deplore the failure of nations to provide adequate 

data for scientific assessments and we are also 

extremely concerned about the lack of funding by 

member nations of the IWC. But I think you will 
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recall, Mr. Chairman, that at the Special Meeting 

which we held in Tokyo we took a very strong and a 

very active stand on this matter and we'll be 

watching very carefully how nations vote with regard 

to the budget which we should be discussing later on 

during this seision, but I think this will give us 

some indication as to whether there has been a 

change in heart and a change in attitude. 

Mr. Chairman, there are two particular aspects about 

the United States proposal which concern us. Firstly, 

we note the observation by the Scientific Committee 

that the proposal does not deal with the aboriginal/ 

subsistence whaling and we riotice that most scientists 

in the Committee - I believe there's only one dissenting 

voice - feel that certain of the stocks which are not 

covered by this proposal are in a position of greatest 

risk and so we cannot reconcile this situation with 

a genuine desire to improve the status of the whale 

stocks. And, secondly, the second particular point 

I wish to address is that we do get the impression 

from the Scientific Committee's r eport - although 

there is a lot of dissention and controversy within 

the report - that not all the whale stocks are in 

fact in the same bad state, and in particular the 

minke whales I notice from tables which the scientists 

have produced - and I think they have some confidence in 

these tables - the minke whales have more than doubled 

since 1930. And, Mr. Chairman , we are very, very 

interested and in fact enthusiastic about the Australian 

proposal which, in effect, amounts to conducting a 

study of the social and the economic ramifications 

of the effect of a ban or moratorium on whaling 

nations and we feel that this is something which should 

be encouraged and this is something which will be a 
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source of very, very valuable information and will 

enable us to make a rational decision . 

So taking all the above arguments into account, Mr . 

Chairman, my delegation in fact will reserve its 

decision on the us proposal, but we will b e watching 

very closely the developments in the immediate 

future and the way in which the severe short-comings 

which have been mentioned by Mr . Frank- the way in 

which attempts are being made to rectify these funda

mental problems in the Commission is going to shape 

our attitude in the future. Thank you, Mr . Chairman. 

Chairman 

Thank you. Norway , then USA . 

Norway 

Mr. Chairman. As we a l l know the question of a total 

moratorium was first taken up in 1972. The Commis

sion was under considerabl~ pressure at the time but 

the Scientific Committee courageously came ou t with 

a unanimous recommendation that there was no scien-

tific basis for a blanket moratorium . As in the 

years past it has been the practice of the Commission 

to treat the quest ion of this nature on a stock- by

stock and area-by-ar ea basis and I think we may all 

agree that this procedure has brought a ma j o r i mprove

ment and several de fac to moratoria. My delegation 

agrees that a discussion on moratoria along t hese 

lines would be necessary, and indeed constructive. 

We find it difficult to go along with a general and 

undifferentiated moratorium on all commerc i a l whaling . 

That is a special case as regards the North Atlantic 

region where whaling has been taking place for at 

least half a cen tury under strict regulation and 

control by the Governments concerned. The ' effort 
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between this division is that the use of factory 

ships is much more dangerous than a coastal station. 

Factory ships can go anywhere in the ocean and hunt 

any population of whales. Historically, the over

exploitation of whale population has been the re

sponsibility of factory ship much more than coastal 

station. Also, our knowledge of whale population 

that move alongside the coast is better than our 

knowledge of whale population that stay in the ocean 

completely, far out in the ocean. Also, the control 

of operation with factory ship is more difficult than 

control over land whaling station. 

I woulq like to answer an objection that will be 

certainly made by somebody, that there is a paragraph 

in the Commission's Schedule that says that the 

Commission will not put limits to the number of 

factory ships used. My proposal does not put any 

limits to the number of factory ships but to the 

use of factory ships. Also I would like to point 

that there has been many case of prohibition of use 

of factory ship, or several case of prohibition of 

the use of factory ship, in the past history of the 

Commission. Therefore, to make things perfectly 

clear, I do not change anything to the American 

proposal, I am simply calling for a vote in two parts. 

All the countries that have voted "yes" to the Ameri

can proposal only have to vote "yes" to both parts 

and that will be the same proposal. Thank you, Mr. 

Chairman. 

Chairman 

Thank you. Well, I have a slight problem here. 

Although you said that what you did was to split the 

Technical Committee's recommendation in two parts, and 
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that your proposal to vote first on prohibition of 

the use of factory ships doesn't constitute any 

change in the proposal w~ are dealing with, I see 

this as a fundamentally different approach to the 

problem and I can - in my opinion this is an 

approach that is contrary to rule G in our order 

of business which provides for a 60 days advance 

notice of any proposals to be discussed for a change 

of the Schedule. I remind you that the prohibition 

of use of factory ships has not been considered by 

the Scientific Committee; it was not discussed at 

all in the Technical Committee and there might be 

many delegations around this table who don't know the 

exact effects of splitting these proposals so, in 

two parts; and I for one haven't had sufficient time 

to think about it or time to get proper instructions 

as to how to act to such division of this proposal. 

So I have to rule Panama that your amendment proposal 

is out of order and that we only have got one proposal 

on the f l oor, namely the proposal recommended by the 

Technical Committee. The Netherlands. 

Netherlands 

Thank you Mr. Chairman. I have some doub ts about 

your reference Rule G of the Rules of Procedure since 

I think that the subject matter, bringing a moratorium, 

has been included in the provisional order of business. 

I don't think that the proposal which was just made 

by Panama would need notification for 60 _days in 

advance . I think that we can indeed p ut it to the 

vote here. Thank you. 

Chai rman 

Well I think I explained my r easons and of course my 

ruling can be challenged by any Commissioner around 

this table, but if I don ' t get that challenge we will 

proceed on the basis that we only have one proposal 

in front of us. The floor is open to discuss the 
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the original one and the "Panamanian one. It is just 

a point of clarification - I mean I have no strong 

feeling against, but I would like to be clear this 

way. If the Committee agree to vote only the first 

paragraph, the case of this paragraph will be included 

or accepted, you will put this paragrap~ in t he 

Schedule like that? 

Chairman 

Yes 

Argentina 

All right, thank you. 

Chairman 

Is everybody clear now what we are doing? The 

Secretary please. 

Secretary 

Mr. Chairman, the vote requiring three quarter's 

majority is the first part of the amended addition 

to the Schedule as previously identified, the 

amended sub-para graph 1 , what happens to paragraph 

2 and the resolution will be voted on next. So we 

are voting now on the amended paragraph 1, and the 

vote starts at Iceland. Iceland, yes . Japan. 

Japan 

I'd like to vote at the end if I may. Thank you . 

Secretary 

Korea, abstain. 

New Zealand, yes. 

Mexico, yes. 

Norway, yes. 

Peru, y e s . Seyche lles , yes . 

Spain , abstain. Sweden, yes. 

Netherlands, yes. 

Panama , yes . 

South Africa, yes . 

USSR, no. UK, yes. 
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USA, yes. Argentine, yes. Australia, yes. Brazil, 

abstain, Canada, yes. Chile, yes. Denmark, yes. 

France, yes. 

Japan? No. 

Japan- I'm sorry I didn't hear -

Thank you. 

Mr. Chairman, there were 18 votes in favour and three 

against - the motion therefore received the required 

three quarter's majority to amend the Schedule. 

Two against and three abstentions - I'm sorry. 

Chairman 

Thank you. We will then deal with the latter part 

of the US proposal as amended and we will go straight 

to the voting. I'll ask the Secretary to explain 

the vote and call the roll. 

Secretary 

US SR 

Mr. Chairman, we are now voting on sub-paragraph 2 

of the Panamanian amendment. The addition to the 

Schedule of a part of paragraph B(d) to read "There 

shall be a moratorium on the taking, killing, or 

treating of whales by land stations or whale catchers 

attached to land stations, except as provided for in 

paragraph 11. This is an amendment to the Schedule 

requiring a three quarter's majority to pass in 

plenary. The roll starts at Japan. No. Korea, no. 

Mexico, yes. Netherlands, yes. 

Norway, abstain. Panama, yes. 

yes. South Africa, abstain. 

Sweden, yes. USSR, 

New Zealand, yes. 

Peru, no. Se ychelles, 

Spain, abstain. 

Sir , we want to reserve our opinion at the end , be last. 

Sec r e tary 

Be last? UK, yes . USA , yes . Argen tina, yes. 

Austral i a , yes . Brazil, abstain. Canada , abstain. 
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Chile, no. Denmark, abstain. 

no. USSR, abstain. 

France, yes. Iceland, 

Mr. Chairman, there were 11 votes in favour and five 

votes against so that the motion did not receive the 

three quarter's majority and therefore does not 

amend the Schedule. 

Chairman 

USA 

Thank you. In the light of the result of this voting 

it doesn't seem to me that the resolution proposed 

by the US is relevant any longer. Can I have the 

US delegation view on this? 

That is correct. 

Chairman 

Japan 

So it means that we won ' t have a voting on the 

resolution and we then turn to the other part of this 

agenda item, the world-wide ban on whaling, which was 

also discussed in the Technical Committee this morning 

and I call upon the Chairman of the Technical Committee 

to report to us. Japan. 

Thank you very much. I would like to make a short 

statement on this occasion. I like to register my 

sense of resentment and displeasure on the discrimi

natory measure which was introduced by the most 

irregular way by some member of the Commission. 

This process deprived of the normal course of action 

so that the matter be brought to the attention of the 

Scientific Committee and Technical Committee, but this 

modification of the Schedule was abruptly introduced 

at the beginning of the plenary session. We understand 

World-Wida 
Ban 
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that the significance of this meeting should be that 

our decision should be based on scientific grounds 

because we also, we are from various countries with 

different philosophies and different approaches to 

the questions. The only thing we are united is 

that we are going to act solely through scientific 

evidence which is available to us, by virtue of 

vote. The , Japanese plea for fair treatment and 

justice has now been disregarded. I like to record 

my sense of resentment at this and hope that this 

will not happen ever again and the order of business 

would be conducted as in same way as we do in other 

multilateral government meetings. We . are minority 

so if we are deprived of opportunity of having it 

discussed in detail on a scientific basis we have 

nothing to protect ourselves and we find no signi

ficance in sitting with you in good faith. Thank you . 

Chairman 

USSR 

Thank you . The USSR. 

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. The decision adopted by 

the Commission now have a strictly discriminative 

corrector, not only between the two kind of 

operations but between the whaling countries and 

other countries . Inside the framework of Convention 

this create a very severe circumstance inside the 

convention and should be reflected in specific 

displeasings of countries, members of IWC, to such 

kind of activitie s of Commission . Thank you Mr . 

Chairman . 

Chai rman 

Thank you . Korea. 
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Chairman 

Thank you. It is my intention now to break for tea, 

or coffee, and then return to this item in the hop~ 

that we can dispose of it in an expedient way and then 

even have a chance to convene the Technica~ Committee 

before dinner, before lunch. 

11 o'clock. 

[COFFEE BREAK] 

I call the meeting.to order. 

So we will be back at 

Before we adjourned for 

the coffee break, there were several delegations who 

had asked for the floor, to make statements. I 

can't remember the order, I remember France ·asking for 

the floor. Would you care to start France? You 

would like to wait. South Africa? South Africa , 

then France, then New Zealand. 

OK, please go ahead, Dr. Newman. 

South Africa 

Thank y o u, Mr . Chairman. Mr. Chairman, at the thirtiei~ 

Meeting of the Commission my delegatio n clearly stated 

that we regard whales as a · valuable source to be used 

for the benefit of all people i rrespective.of their 

nationa lity. We recogni se the Commiss ion's objectives 

as b e i n g to pro vide for the c o nserv ation, for the 

d e v e lopment, and for the o ptimal util i sation o f whale 

res ources b a s ed on scientific findings, and tak i ng intd 

a c c o unt c onsume r needs. Now I think, Mr. Chairman , 

that you will proba bly rec o g nise tha t these words are 

from Ar t icle v of our Conventio n, and my , delegation fully 

~ubscribes to this of c o urse. A number of whale stocks 

have b een red u ced in the past through mal-pract i s e and 
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bad management, but most of these are afforded complete 

protection under the New Management Programme. But my 

delegation is not complacent about this and we will in 

the future strive to ensure that any other stocks wh~ch 

may be equally stressed will also be afforded protection. 

And we also note with some satisfaction that a group of 

highly skilled scientists have recently met and have 

made some very constructive suggestions fof. improving 

the Commission's management of whales and if these 

suggestions are adopted they would introduce further 

safeguards . In this year's Scientific Report, Mr. 

Chairman, the scientists of the Commission have recom

mended that , in the case of a number of stocks, the 

take of whales is permissible , as for instance, for 

some minke , sperm, fin, sei and Bryde whales . 

Now, Mr . Chairman , these recommendations are made by 

highly skilled scientists supported at some expense 

by member countries, and they take advantage of data 

which has been collected over a long period and also 

at considerable cost. This being the case, my 

delegation finds it difficult at the present time to 

support an indefinite moratorium on all commercial 

whaling. For, leaving aside the question o f uncertairity, 

which I would like to introduce later, this is not in 

accordance with the advice of the Commission's scientists, 

whose report clearly indicates that specific stocks are 

capable of yielding a harvest . Mr. Chairman, we 

recognise that wild life assessment involves a degree of 

uncertainty a nd ideally this uncertainty should be 

reflected in management policy. While the present 
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management programme does not incorporate , while i t 

does incorpo rate some allowance for unce r tainty, the 

adoption of a r evised procedure could perhaps address 

this question more adequately. We believe that a 

moratorium on commercial whaling wi·ll · still not satisfy 

the problem of uncertainty. 

And finally, Mr . Chairman, we have had a t this meeting, 

had presented to us a Report which illu~tr~tes the 

adverse affects which a cessation of whaling would have 

on employmen t, on diet , and on cultural attitudes. 

Now should the poor situation of whale stocks demand 

that they be afforded protection these social and 

economic p roble ms will have to be faced because , 

obviously , a further deterioration in the stock only 

exacer~a~es t he social and the economic problem . . 

However , if the resource is capable of yielding a harvest 

without an adverse i mpact in the stock we have to make 

careful , and I think we have to make respons ible, 

decisions. 

So fo r the above reasons, Mr . Chairman, we prefer at 

the present time to adopt a n attitude which is to 

evaluate and decide o n each stock separately, and as 

such we cannot see the wisdom of a moratorium on all 

commercial whaling and we will vote accord ingly . 

Thank you, Mr . Chairman. 

Chairman 

Thank you . 

France 

France . 

Thank you, Mr . Chairma n , the French delegation does no t 
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INTERNATIONAL WHALING COMMISSION 

THIRTY-THIRD ANNUAL MEETING: VERBATIM.RECORD 

OPENING PLENARY SESSION 

Chairman 

Ladies and gentlemen I welcome all of you to the 
Thirty-Third Annual Meeting of the International Whaling 
Commission which I hereby declare to be open.. I take 
special pleasure in welcoming Minister Jerry Wiggin, who 
has been kind enough to come to Brighton to address.us. I 
will say that we are very grateful to the British 
Government,Mr. Wiggin, to once again hosting our meeting 
and we are very· pleased with the arrangements and the 
facilities that we will be enjoying here for the next 
six days. I would like you to convey to your Government 
our sincere thanks and I now invite you to address the 
Meeting. 

Mr. J. Wiggin 

Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, it gives me great 
pleasure to welcome you to the Thirty-Third Annual 
Meeting of the Internation~l Whaling Conference here 
at Brighton and I would like to thank you, Mr. Chairman, 
for your kind remarks ':.and I am glad to hear that the 
arrangements. ~~e convenient to you. In particular, I 
would like to ·welcome those delegations who are attending 
the Commission for the first time. As you may know my 
colleague, Alec Buchannan-Smith, the Fisheries Minister, 
was to have opened this Meeting and to have hosted the 
reception tonight, but unfortunately he has had to attend 
an important Council of Agriculture Ministers' Meeting 
in Brussels and so is unable to be here. He has asked 
me to pass to you his personal wishes for a successful 
and constructive Meeting. The Agenda for the Meeting, 
Mr. Chairman, demonstrates the rapidly growing concern 
throughout the world for conservation and the environment. 
In particular, the United Kingdom, and other countries, 

Formal 
Opening 

Address of 
Welcome 

have felt it right to propose an indefinite ban on all 
commercial whaling. We are concerned, both that knowledge 
of whales is not yet adequate to enable catch limits to be 
set at levels which can be sustained, and that satisfactory 
methods of killing have still not been developed. Stocks 
have been exploited over many years to levels where increased 
protection is now necessary. Unfortunately, there is little 
evidence that grossly depleted stocks necessarily recover 
to their previous population levels, even over a long period 
of time. In view of the doubts and uncertainties which 
clearly exist and the past record of management failure, 
the only safe course is to end commercial whaling. I 
emphasise that what we are proposing is a moratorium. We 
recognise that other countries have a legitimate commercial 
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interest in whaling and if, .in the future, it could be shown 
beyond reasonable doubt that some exploitation of stocks 
might safely be resumed, and that satisfactory methods of 
killing were available, the .lifting of the ban might be 
considered. 

If the Commission is once again unwilling to agree to a ban 
on all commercial whaling we consider that it should at 
least adopt measures to protect those species and areas 
which are subject to the greatest risks. We have therefore 
made two other suggestions. 

The first is for a ban on all co~nercial whal i ng in the North 
Atlantic. The information available on whale stocks in the 
North Atlantic is markedly poor in comparison with other areas. 
Indeed, insufficient data are available on any of the stocks 
for satisfactory population estimates to be made . Despite 
thi s , the Commission has regularly agreed to substantial catch 
limits. The situation clearly gives cause for concern. The 
North Atlantic is now the only area in which fin and sei whales 
are currently being caught and the conservation status of 
these two species is of the greatest international concern. 
The only prudent course of action, in our view, is to 
prohibit commercial whaling in the area. This would give 
depleted s tocks an opportunity to recover and permit proper 
stock assessments to be made, based on sound scientific 
principles. 

We have also proposed a ban on commercial exploitation of sperm 
whales. This measure has been discussed at the two previous 
Annual Meetings and the arguments in support have been well 
rehearsed. In summary, the Commission 's management procedure 
has shown itself inadequate in detecting and arresting declines 
in sperm whale populations . As a result stocks have been 
over exploited and could take decades to recover fully . The 
impact of whaling on the social structure of sperm whale 
stocks is not understood . a nd behaviour patterns may well give 
rise to misleading assessments . Only three sperm whale 
stocks are currently exploited by IWC~members and in each 
case there are clear management problems. The only reasonable 
response to this degree of uncertainty is to prohibit 
exploitation of the species. This will allow time for 
further research, for the depleted stocks to recover to 
higher levels, and for better analysis of the data. 

Furthermore, there is no longer any pressing need for sperm 
whales to be exploited. Substitutes are, or can be made, 
available for all the industrial applications of sperm 
whale oil. This was one of the factors which persuaded the 
United Kingdom to press for the ban on imports of whale products 
into the European Community and this comes. :j,nto effect-.-.on 
the first of January 1982. 
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We remain concerned that the methods used to kill whales 
are unjustifiably cruel. Indeed, as I have already 
mentioned, this is one of the factors which has led us to 
conclude that a ban on commercial whaling should be 
introduced. I know that there is an increasing awareness 
within the Commission of the need to develop more satisfactory 
methods. The Workshop on Humane Killing Techniques held in 
November 1980 considered that to be humane death must be 
without pain, stress or distress perceptible to the animal. 
In the working environment of whaling this ideal may be 
difficult to realise. Nevertheless, the present methods, 
including the explosive harpoon, are a very long way from 
meeting these criteria. Last year the Commission agreed to 
prohibit the use of the cold grenade harpoon for killing all 
whales except minke whales. This represented a step in 
the right direction. We believe that the ban should now 
be extended to minke whales and we will be strongly supporting 
a Schedule amendment to achieve that objective. But the 
Commission should not allow matters to rest there. In the 
longer term a replacement for the explosive harpoon must 
clearly be found. 

Finally, I should like to mention recent relevant United 
Kingdom legislation. The Fisheries Act 1981, which comes 
into effect on the second of August this year, will extend 
our existing prohibitions so that the taking or treating 
of porpo ises and dolphins as well as whales - in short all 
cetaceans - will be prohib i ted within British fishery limits. 
The Act also provides for substantially increased penalties 
for offences. The Act will be of benefit to the nume rous 
species of toothed whales, p o rpo ises and dolp hins which 
occur in our waters. 

Mr. Chairman, ladies and gentlemen, you have as usual a 
very full Agenda before you. I need hardly remind you that 
your deliberations and the decisions which you take will be 
watched closely and with keen interest by many people 
around the world. I wish you e very succ ess, though I 
am very conscious of the f act that what one delegation 
would reg ard as a success ful outco me might wel l be r e g a r d ed 
quite differently by another. But that perhaps illustra tes 
the importa nce o f this meeting. Countries holding entirely 
o pposite v iews of wha ling meet together in what I hope will 
be a constructive a tmosphere to e xpress these views and t o 
try and seek s o lutions which will find majority acceptance. 

On behalf of Her Ma jest y' s Go v e rnme nt I again extend to you 
a wa rm wel9ome to Brighton. I loo k forward to meeting you 
all at the Gove rnment receptio n whi c h I shall be hosting 
here toni ght. 

Chairman 

Thank y ou Mr. Ministe r f o r the wo rds you ha ve spoke n to us. 
I know that ma ny of us will agree with much , if not all, 
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Chairman of the Technical Committee 

Thank you Mr. Chairman. The Technical Comittee under Item 6 "Ending 
of Commercial Whaling" discussed first 6.1 A negotiated end to 
commercial whaling. The Seychelles introduced its paper IWC/34/21 
stating that it had joined the IWC to protect the resources in the 
oceans · which are of particular interest to it as an island State. It 
regards the whales as a trust for the future and has looked for 
rational management, but this has been difficult to attain. There is 
scientific uncertainty and lack of data, some of which are not fully 
available. Recognising the disruption to the whaling industry and the 
communities involved it proposed a phasing out over a fixed period of 
time during which there would be a diminution of whaling and catches 
based on scientific. advice. This took the form of a new clause to 
paragraph 10 of the Schedule which has the effect of introducing a 
three-year period for the industry to accommodate, noting that block 
quotas will end in 1985. The proposal, seconded by Australia, read as 
you will see in the inserted paragraph. 

Norway appreciated the intent of the Seychelles to reflect the broader 
issues involved but believed that the intention to end whaling 
absolutely is not in keeping with the purpose of the IWC for rational 
management of renewable living resources. The World Conservation 
Strategy favours sustained utilisation of ecosystems and species and 
has been backed by the FAO/UNEP Global Plan of Action for Marine 
Resources. 

Norway recalled the statement of FAO which sets out reasons for 
another approach to the problem. 

Norway has undertaken a full review of its whaling activities and has 
decided that this will continue where scientifically justified 
regardless of any IWC decisions to the contrary. It does not wish to 
use the objection procedure because of the implications for the future 
of the Commiss ion and is prepared to negotiate on the matter. 

Japan endorsed the Norwegian position, remarking that ever since 1972 
the Scientific Committee has indicated that there is no scientific 
justification for a blanket moratorium. The objectives of the 
Convention are the conservation of stocks and the orderly development 
of the industry, and Article V calls for scientific evidence in 
management procedures. The present management procedures require very 
good knowledge of stock sizes and yields and this has introduced the 
scientific uncertainty. Japan believes that the Seychelles' proposal 
is incompatible with the intents and purposes of the Convention. 

Australia stated that it believes that because of the declining whale 
stocks, conservation must be the over- r iding factor and reminded the 
Commission of the working group on· the effects of the implementation 
of the ban on whaling which it set up in 1979. Over-eKploitation has 
reduced the i ndus try. Since improvements i n management are too 
difficult to implement and there are additional problems ~ssociated 
with humane killing , orderly reduction appear s to be the best course 
of action. 

Costa Rica consid ered that continued whaling was a recipe for disaster 
and proposed an amendment t o the Seychelles proposal for a two-year 
phase-out period which was seconded by France and St. Lucia. 
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Iceland spoke on its belief for rational eKploitation of whales and 
their · proper utilisation as a resource which makes the moratorium 
unacceptable to it. 

The Netherlands commented that the history of IWC management has shown 
that a serious decline in stocks has occurred which must not occur 
again, so that the benefit of the doubt must be given to the whales. 

"This position also appears in the World Conservation Strategy. 

The United States stated that it is looking for effective conservation 
which will guarantee wise management. The past history of over-riding 
economic concern shows species after species driven into the 
protection status. A slow increase in scientific understanding has 
only demonstrated the decline. The present management procedure has 
not given the protection necessary because the data available are 
inadequate for stock assessment and identification. It believes the 
moratorium is long overdue. 

New Zealand supported the Seychelles' proposal, believing that it is 
consistent with the Convention and emphasised the continuing need for 
scientific research during the moratorium period. 

Spain spoke in appreciation of the Seychelles' attempt to achieve a 
balance in its approach but objected to the discrimination drawn 
between commercial and aboriginal whaling, especially where the latter 
took place on very small, vulnerable stocks. It considered the 
proposal incompatible with the Convention and asked for consideration 
of the Scientific Committee Report. 

The Republic of Korea also thought a moratorium is in contradiction to 
the Convention's objectives. 

Argentina emphasised the crucial decision facing the Commission. It 
was looking for a negotiated conclusion bearing in mind the questions 
of international law and the principles involved, including rational 
utilisation of resources, and the Law of the Sea position. 

An amendment to the proposal was put forward by the Netherlands, 
seconded by Denmark, to replace the words, quote, until the Commission 
decide otherwise, unquote, by "This measure will apply for 10 years, 
with the provision for a general review after 5 years, unless the 
Commission decides otherwise." 

The Seychelles emphasised that its proposal is not for a moratorium or 
ban on whaling but proposes catch limits, which are set at zero. 

Japan stated its view that the Commission's present management 
procedures do not threaten the survival of the whale stocks. There is 
a l a rge number of minke whales in the Southern Hemisphere and sperm 
whales in the North Pacific, which will not be jeopardised by small 
catches. Collection of data from these stocks would be reduced by a 
moratorium. 

Uruguay raised the issue of sovereignty in 200 mile zones of coastal 
states and, whilst agreeing to a ban on whaling, did not believe this 
would apply within the EXclusive Economic Zones. 

The United Kingdom supported the substance of the Seychelles' proposal 
because of its concern over the humaneness of whaling and the adequacy 
of the Scientific Committee's advice. It also spoke of the need to 
consider the future of the IWC • 
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After a procedural discussion associated with clari~ication of 
delegate credentials, Oman moved for a vote on the substance of the 
debate. Japan and the USSR referred to the implications of this vote, 
which is crucial to the future of the Co~ssion, including resource 
utilisation within 200 mile zones and the sovereign rights issue. 

The pr.ocedural .m9tion was then pas.sed by ! 7 votes for.,. with. 9 . against. 
and 8 abstentions. 

The Netherlands then withdrew its amendment with the agreement of 
Denmark, after which the Costa Rican amendment seconded by France and 
St. Lucia was put to the vote. Argentina eKplained that it was v oting 
to keep the matter open; the Seychelles and the Netherlands indicated 
their preference for a three year phasing out period but would vote in 
favour. 

The amendment was then adopted by 19 v otes for with 6 against and 9 
abstentions. 

The United Kingdom, the United States, France and Australia then all 
withdrew their proposals concerning an end to whaling. 

Mr. Chairman, that means that under item 6 the Technical Committee has 
only one recommendation, and that is the one which was adopted with 19 
votes for, with 6 against and 9 abstentions. 

In my capacity as Technical Committee Chairman I so move, Mr. 
Chairman. 

Chairman 

Thank you Chairman of the Technical Committee. Then we have to take a 
decision on the ma tter of this recommendation coming from the 
Technical Committee. Norway has the floor. 

Norway 

Mr. Chairman, bet"ore we begin on the consideration of the 
recommendation, could I just point out that the Chairman of the 
Technical Committee has now read to us an unapproved draft of the 
Report of the Technical Committe e. I realise fully the difficulties 
which are pres ent in trying to summarise the views of Commi ssioners 
but these are issues on which considerable delicacy has been put into 
comments. Would it be in order for deleg ations to present revisions 
of the r e sume of their own statement in writing to the Secretary for 
inclusion in the corrected, in the final, version of the Technical 
Committee Report. I see you nodding; I thank you, s i r. 

Chairman 

Thank you, Commissione r for Norway . I think it is a very appropriate 
remark. This is an unapproved report and I think even that we can 
consider, and perhaps approve here, that any deleg ation is entitled to 
correct, to add , to his own statemen t, saying that to the Secreta riat 
and in principle it would be accepted unless there are other states 
who can be concerned with this new adjus·tment of the personal 
declaration of each Commissione r. I think that would be the fair way 
to deal with this matte r and we can speed it up f ollowing the 
procedures. Is e v erybody agreed on that? Thank you. 
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So, we move again to the proposal we have coming from the Technical 
Committee. I need a seconder for the motion put forward. Seychelles 
seconded. 

Seychelles 

No, I'm not seconding it, Mr. Chairman. I would like to briefly speak 
to it if I may? I suppose an amendment to it. 

Chairman 

Yes of course but the preble~ is we need some seconder for the 
proposal that was made by the Technical Committee. 

Seychelles 

I'm out of order then. 

Chairman 

Yes. I am asking for one. The United Kingdom. The Seychelles 
please take the floor. 

Seychelles 

For reasons which we gave in the Technical Committee we continue to 
feel that it's necessary and reasonable to give those involved in the 
whaling industry sufficient time t ·o wind down without undue hardship. 
We think that three years is a more reasonable figure which seems to 
us to have a broader measure of support from the membership of this 
Commission. 

We have also taken into account op1n1ons which have been SKpressed 
amongst member states here which suggest that it is necessary to 
provide also for the possibility of review and reassessment and, if 
the scientific information should so suggest in the interim, perhaps 
even a resumption of some form of commercial activity. So we would 
like to propose an amendment to the Costa Rican proposal which has 
been forwarded to us from the Technical Committee. 

In the state of flUK and the fluid condition in which we find 
ourselves in this Commission we haven't had the chance to have this 
amendment printed and circulated to you. If I may briefly describe 
its intent and then read it to you. 

It has, and 
move from 
figures 
Seychelles 
second is 
necessary 
zero. I 
proposal. 

embodies, two basic propositions. The first of these is a 
two to three years, a restoration of the '86 and '85/6 
in other words a return to the original form of the 
proposal as made in the Technica l Committee; and the 
an add i tional clause which provides for the setting, if 

and under scientific advice, o f catch limits other than 
would repeat and remind you that this is a catch. limit 

The amendment, if I may r e ad it now, is to paragraph lO(e) of the 
Schedule and begins as the original Seychelles proposal to the 
Te chnical Committee, "Notwithstanding the other provi sions of 
paragraph 10 catch limits for the killing for commercial purposes of 
whales from all stocks for the 1986 coastal and the 1985/86 pel~ic 
seasons and thereafter shall be z e ro. " Delete "until the Commiss1on 
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decides otherwise" from the original Seychelles form and add this 
sentence. I' 11 read it at dictation speed. "This provision will be 
kept under review, based upon the best scientific advice, and by 1990 
at the latest the Commission will undertake a comprehensive assessment 
of the effects of this decision on whale stocks and consider 
modification of this provision and the establishment of other catch 
limits.'' 

That is the 
remind you 
five years, 
other time. 

Chairman 

form of the Seychelles amendment and it would, I would 
just to conclude, provide specifically for a review after 
but not preclude the possibility of assessment at any 

Thank you Commissioner of Seychelles. Commission of Seychelles, yes, 
Dr. Gambell would like some clarification. 

Secretary to the Commission 

Mr. Chairman, could I just get completely clear how etactly it fits on 
to the previous tett which we have in the Technical Committee Report. 
Since we don't have this in writing we must be very sure ex:actly what 
is being proposed. -

Seychelles 

On page one of the unapproved draft of the Technical Committee, the 
Seychelles proposal, seconded by Australia, as it stands down to the 
word "zero". Then the addition of the ex: tra clause which I' 11 read 
quickly again. "This provision will be kept under review, based upon 
the best scientific advice, and by 1990 at the latest the Commission 
will undertake a comprehensive assessment of the effects of this 
decision on whale stocks and consider modification of this provision 
and the establishment of other catch limits." 

Chairman 

So we have a proposal, an amendment to the former proposal of Costa 
Rica that we have already approved in Technical Committee. Is there a 
seconder? Sweden, St. Lucia, Australia, New Zealand, Oman. So we are 
considering then this new proposal, may I ask comment on it? In order 
to avoid a rule of procedure I will accept as the usual practice here 
that it was not necessary to present and distribute at some previous 
time the wording of this because it was quite simple. I hope every 
delegation has already taken note. I do not see any comments. Is 
there any consensus on the - Japan has the floor and then Uruguay. 

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I would like to speak with respect 
to the proposal just put forward by the Seychelles delegation, which 
is in substance a total moratorium. We have discussed in the past 
meetings whether there is any scientific justification for this 
moratorium and the Scientific Committee ruled many times in the past 
that there is no scientific justification or the biological need for a 
total or blanket moratorium and as you peruse through this Report of 
the Scientific Committee this year you would a lso note that there is 
not a single scientist who claims that moratorium is the means, only 
means, to achieve the conservation of the whales. The question of the 
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moratorium has been viewed by scientists as political issue. However 
I would like to point out that our Convention provides that any· 
regulations we have, we are going to adopt, should be on the basis of 
scientific justification. Lack of scientific justification for a 
moratorium is only stated in the statement by the FAO representative. 
As you know FAO is a specialised agency of the United Nations. He 
pointed out clearly in his statement there is no justification for a 
moratorium. He went on to say a justification for a complete 
cessation of whaling can be put forward on aesthetic or moral grounds 
but these are outside the terms of reference of the Commission. 

Seychelles Commissioner mentioned the inadequacy, or inadequacy of the 
data. FAO representative clearly states that certainly our knowledge 
of whale resources is far from complete but he said "However, these 
doubts are no reason for not taking moderate, and carefully monitored 
catches from stocks which appear to be in a healthy condition." 

The Scientific Committee, remember, concluded that there are more than 
300,000 mature animals, mature minkes, in the Antarctic and there are 
many other stocks which are in good condition. Also I have to point 
out to you that many of you casted "yes" vote yesterday for the 
management of subsistence whaling. In some cases scientific evidence 
as we have indicates that there are less than 4,000 mature, immature, 
calves, all inclusive, there are only less than 4,000. But management 
principle, as to be applied for this stock, clearly states in the 
proposal of the United States delegation that this stock ·can be 
managed so that they recover to MSY levels. Remember many delegations 
cast the "yes" vote for this proposal and resolution. What your vote 
meant is that you are convinced that this resource can be restored to 
MSY with continuing catches, even if it is a small number. If this is 
the case how you can cast "no" vote for the continuation of commercial 
whaling when the land stations are making use of a small portion of 
whale stocks migrating through their coast and distributing far beyond 
the reach of the coastal stations in great number. Or in the case of 
minke whales where Scientific Committee agreed last year that, or the 
year before, that this is in, this stock is in robust condition. 

I have to mention, therefore, that this proposal is clearly in 
violation of the present Convention and I have to mention also that it 
should be beyond doubt that the rights of the Contracting Governments, 
as embodied in -this Convention and other relevant international law, 
cannot be denied or advocated on the basis of a vote of the IWC. This 
is merely the e<ecutive, e<ecuting organisation under the Convention. 
You cannot change the duties or the obligations provided under this 
Convention. We therefore maintain that should a proposal for a total 
moratorium as proposed by the Seychelles delegation lead to the 
eventual collapse of the IWC the responsibility for such an outcome · 
should not be attributed to my delegation. We have been faithfully 
discharging the duties and obligations under the Convention, 
particularly through our scientific contribution to ensure rational 
utilisation of whale resources. 

Remember what we have been doing in organising international research 
cruises, e<pending huge amounts of monies for this purpose in the past 
three years. Our delegation also wishes to point out that the 
proposal for a moratorium which would prevent member countries from 
utilising whale stocks in their coastal waters represents a flagrant 
infringement of the sovereign rights of those countries. The proposal 
is incompatible with the spirit of internationally established 
practice and customary law with respect to the ZOO mile zone. 
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Now, I have to conclude my statement by saying that before going to 
vote, obviously you have the majority to carry whatever you want 
through the Commission, but please consider whether your conscience is 
clear in terms of the duties and the obligations of the Convention to 
defy the right of the people which is not dominating this Commission. 
We like to see therefore that you would like to postpone voting until 
you have had time to consult with very objective scientists before 
deciding on a very historic decision you are making, and also if the 
vote is inevitable we like to request that you question yourselves if 
your conscience is very clear if you are going to support moratorium. 
Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. 

Chairman 

Thank you Commissioner of Japan. Commissioner from Uruguay, no was 
Antigua and then St. Lucia. 

Antigua and Barbuda 

Thank you Mr. Chairman. 

Chairman 

And Norway. 

Antigua and Barbuda 

One need not be only a conservationist to desire a complete moratorium 
on whaling, for there is a greater consideration than the numbers game 
my colleagues from Japan would have us believe is truly the issue with 
respect to the amendment urged by the Seychelles. I read with great 
interest the IWC/34/44 item submitted by the Japanese delegation which 
was entitled "A Summary of Fx periments on Humane Catching of Whales". 
There is no humane method of continuing this needless form of 
industry. On behalf of Antigua and Barbuda I urge this Convention to 
consider not only the scientific side of this proposal but the 
humanitarian side which is truly the over-riding issue here. Thank 
you, sir. 

Chairman 

Thank you Commissioner for Antigua. St. Lucia please. 

St. Lucia 

Thank you Mr. Chairman. It is with deep regret that I note that there 
has been a misunderstanding on the proposal of the dis·tinguished 
delegate from the Seychelles. It is not a proposal for a total ban 
for commercial whaling, but is rather a proposal on catch limits. 

The second point that I would like to discuss is that in 1946 when the 
Convention was adopted by the countries that ratified it the status of 
stocks of whales wa s not as depleted as it is now, therefore there 
were no provisions made at the time for the circumstances with which 
we are now confronted. 

Similarly I would like to point out that the scientific uncertainty as 
to the rationale behind the eKploitation of most stocks of whales has 
led us to believe that we are in a state of grave doubt. 
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Finally, mention has been made to the position of the Food and 
Agricultural Organisation of the United Nations and I would like to 
bring to the Commission's attention the position of the International 
Union for the Conservation of Nature which has drawn up the World 
Conservation Strategy in consultation with the Food and Agricultural 
Organisation of the United Nations, the United Nations Environmental 
Programme, and the United Nations Organisation known as UNESCO, 
Educational and Scientific Organisation. This World Conservation 
Strategy maintains and supports the view as an international policy 
that commercial whaling should come to an end. Thank you Mr . 
Chairman. 

Chairman 

Thank y ou delegate of St. Lucia. Norway has the floor. 

Norway 

Thank you Mr. Chairman. In the absence of any recommendation from the 
Scientific Committee the adoption of the current proposal would, in my 
delegation's view, entail the effective abdication of management 
responsibilities by the IWC. I consider this deplorable in itself and 
I consider it incompatible with the International Whaling Convention. 
The proposal distinguishes between one type of whaling which comprises 
several other types of whaling lumped together under the term 
commercial whaling and other types of whaling. I've previously urged 
to Commissioners that the Commission should endeavour to undertake a 
more sophisticated differentiation between two types, between various 
types of whaling. The present proposal either distinguishes too much 
or too little. The effect of the present proposal ·will in fact be to 
allocate whaling rights to nationals of a very limited number of 
countries. That is not compatible with the provisions of Article V 
paragraph 2 sub-paragraph (c) of the International Whaling - Convention 
which specifically prohibits discriminatory management measures on 
grounds of nationality. 

Mr. Chairman, in my remarks in the Technical Committee I said that I 
thought serious negotiations fo r a revision of the management 
procedures would provide an alternative to the approach which is 
suggested to us now. My delegation has attempted to present some 
ideas for such negotiation but we have not had enough time to pursue 
these negotiations in a responsible manner. I am confident that we 
will co~tinue t~ negotiate on t hese matters and that a successful 
conclusion of such negotiations holds out a hope for more mutual 
confidence within the Commission and for more constructive working 
methods for the future. In the present circumstances, Mr . Chairman, I 
have no other alternative than to oppose the proposal and to reserve 
the rights of my government under the Convention. Thank you, sir. 

Chairman 

Thank you Commissioner of Norway. 
sorry. 

Iceland 

Commissioner of Iceland, I'm 

Mr. Chairman, adoption of a moratorium on all commercial whaling based 
on strength of votes but not on scientific findings nor 
recommendations of the Scientific Committee, nor with any r egard to 
the economi·cal or social importance of whaling to the whaling nations, 
is in our opinion most certainly contrar y to the fundamental 
objectives and purposes of the Commission. Thank you . 
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Chairman 

Thank you Commissioner of Iceland. Any other comments? Uruguay has 
the floor and then St. Vincent. 

Uruguay 

Thank you very much Mr. Chairman to give me the floor, after all the 
countries was after me, but I'm sure I will make stronger my 
statement. As everyone knows in this room there are many countries 
who are deeply worried about the implications of that amendment 
proposal on the sovereign rights of the coastal States in the 200 
miles exclusive economic zones. Therefore, and since the concerned 
countries does not express their worries in proposing an amendment, we 
will be realistic and we will support the proposal as it is only to 
point out our conservationist feelings, but we reserve our opinion 
that this proposal should be applied with full respect for the right 
of the coastal States to all resources of their exclusive economic 
zones. Thank you Mr. Chairman. 

Chairman 

Thank you Commissioner of Uruguay. Mexico has the floor. 

Hexico 

Thank you Mr. Chairman. Mr. Chairman we have the same feeling just 
expressed by the distinguished Commissioner from Uruguay, and we would 
like to add that his concern over the rights of coastal States on the 
economic exclusive zone should be .in accordance with the approved 
Convention of the Law of the Sea. Thank you Mr. Chairman. 

Chairman 

Thank you Commissioner of Mexico. Australia has the floor. 

Australia 

Thank you Mr. Chairman. 

Chairman 

I'm sorry, St. Lucia bas the.floor, I'm extremely sorry please, and 
later on Australia. 

St. Lucia 

Thank you Mr. Chairman. I have a considerable amount of sympathy for 
those countries who are engaged in whaling at the moment, but I would 
like to point out to them that this body represents to them a very 
considerable strength of world public opinion. Not only the nations 
here who anticipated are going to support this proposal, but also many 
other nations who have joined CITES and proclaim that several species 
of whales should be completely protected. This clearly represents the 
majority of op~n~on in the world and it clearly represents a very 
widely held opinion. The nations who currently whale should consider 
why it is that so many nations who have nothing to gain .should want to 
stop whaling. I would like to read part of the World Conservation 
St:rategy if I may, which suggests that a zero quota or moratorium, if 
you prefe r the word, should be extended to all commercial whaling 
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until, 1) the consequences for the ecosystems concerned of removing 
targe portions of the whales' populations, and such population's 
capacity for recovery can be predicted. 2) That permitted levels of 
eKploitation are safe, and that an effective mechanism eKist for 
detecting and correcting mistakes made in the management of any stock. 
3) That member nations of the IWC are no longer engaged in purchasing 
whale products from or transferring whaling techniques and equipment 

- to or otherwise supporting non-whaling nations or the so called pirate 
whaling ships. There is no question that there is a very considerable 
doubt in any scientist's mind as to what is happening to the world's 
ecosys.tems, including in the marine environment and especially in 
relation to whales. Thank you. 

Chairman 

Thank you Commissioner of St. Vincent, Australia has the floor and 
then France. 

Australia 

Thank you Mr. Chairman. I will be brief because I think we have made 
many of our points in , have been made by previous speakers, but I 
would like to eKplain why Australia supports this Schedule amendment, 
and the reasons are that we believe that because while it aims to 
provide the conservation of whales it also has regard for the problems 
faced by the whaling industry. The amendment provides for an initial 
period of adjustment by the whaling nations and during this period the 
Scientific Committee will continue to work and will continue to advise 
the IWC, and the discussions on the revision on management provisions 
can continue, . I believe that they should continue, as suggested by 
Norway. During this period of time there are provisions made for 
revisions and for re-consideration in the light of any new information 
that arises. Therefore, I believe that this Schedule amendment is a 
good solution which has regard for a variety of interests and 
therefore Australia is pleased to support it. 

Chairman 

Thank you. Commissioner of France. 

France 

Thank you Mr. Chairman. Mr. Chairman as already said France in the 
eKercise of its sovereign rights over the resources located within its 
eKclusive economic zone unreservedly supports the proposal put forward 
by the distinguished delegate of the Seychelles and will apply it to 
all the waters lying within its sovereignty. 

Chairman 

Thank you Commissioner of France . ~~y other comments? United Kingdom 
has the floor. 

U.K. 

Thank you Mr. Chairman. U.K. views are , on this matter are well 
known, not only because of the statements we have made before but also 
by the inclusion of an item on our Provisional Agenda. The case for 
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this proposal has been very well made by other speakers, and I will 
not repeat it here. Our views in very short summary form are set out 
in the draft Technical Committee Report. Reference has been made to 
the future of the IWC and also to the possibility of changes in 
scientific advice in future years, and taking these two important 
factors into consideration we are prepared to support the proposal now 
advanced by the Seychelles, rather than the proposal we originally had 
in mind. Thank you. 

Chairman 

Thank you Commissioner for United Kingdom. Could I, if you allow me 
and not waste time to change my hat and take the floor as an Argentine 
Commissioner. Thank you. May I, I'm sorry, I can't. Yes Spain has 
the floor. 

Thank you Mr. Chairman. I'm sorry you didn't see me raising my card 
before you made this last statement, I wanted to take the floor before 
that. Thank you. Mr. Chairman I think I need to take the floor at 
this moment before this voting takes place, because whatever the 
result of the voting is I would first want to make clear some 
positions of the Spanish delegation. First of all let me advance that 
I don't consider this as a total ban, as it has been said here, but 
just as a temporary interruption of the activity which does not from 
the part of Spain result from other considerations than those of a 
need to add very carefully in managing these very important stocks of 
marine living resources. 

Secondly, I would like to re-state at this moment our firm position 
that living marine resource such as whales should be managed in such a 
way that considerations such as the further use of them or the reasons 
or means for their captures should not be taken into consideration-, as 
the decisive factor. Therefore, Mr. Chairman, we hope that efforts 
will be made so that such distinctions, as aboriginal and commercial 
whaling be abandoned in future as a basis for dual criteria of 
management. 

Finally Mr. Chairman, our very considered op~n~on is that there is a 
necessity at this stage of adopting some precautionary measures in the 
eKploitation of whales. We have already taken some by our own 
decision two years ago. We have been maybe, the only country that not 
having to do so, decided this for sperm whales in the Atlantic. We 
think that today that one of these measures can be that of stopping 
the catching of whales during a period of years, allowing thus the 
scientists to reach a better biological knowledge of the populations, 
with perfect working methods and the Commission to reach an agreement 
on a more rational way of managing the whale stocks. 

Nevertheless, as a fishing and a ·..rhaling n~tion we are especially 
concerned about the economic and social implications that this measure 
implies and the effort that the g overnments will have to make to 
overcome the problems created. This aspect Mr. Chairman is especially 
important in those cases in which we have in truth no doubts about the 
healthy state of the populations such as is the case of the Antarctic 
minke whales. Without makir~ any concrete proposal I would like to 
draw the attention of the Commission to all these matters. Thank you 
Mr. Chairman. 
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Chairman 

Thank you Commissioner of Spain. Now if I may take the floor for just 
a few minutes as the Argentine Commissioner. Will you allow me to do 
that? I would like as well to join the position of Argentina, as 
already stated by Uruguay and MeKico, and we by no means are affecting 
the decision of our vote in the right of a coastal State and it will 
be the position of Argentina taking a vote in this. Thank you very 
much. Republtc of Korea has the floor. 

Republic of Korea 

Thank you Mr. Chairman. It is the view of my delegation that any 
debate on the ending of commercial whaling should be made very 
carefully on the basis of scientific data and the reasons which are 
the main object of the International Whaling Convention 1946, and with 
this Schedule in mind we also wish to stress any proposal which is 
short of scientific data it defiles the basis objective of the IWC, 
will not be accepted by the meeting. Thank you. 

Chairman 

Thank you Commissioner of the Republic of Korea. Peru has the floor. 

Peru 

Thank you Mr. Chairman. Before the vote the Peruvian delegation wants 
to recall the attention of the meeting to a statement made by Peru 
will ratify the Convention in 1979. It reads as follows: 
"Ratification by Peru cannot be interpreted as appertaining to or 
restrictive of the sovereignty and jurisdiction which Peru eKercises 
up to a limit of 200 miles off its coast". Thank you Mr. Chairman. 

Chairman 

Thank you Commissioner, delegate of Peru. Any other comments on this 
matter? Brazil has the floor. 

Brazil 

Thank you Mr. Chairman. I would also like to associate my delegation 
to the statements made before by several other countries from Latin 
America, in the order that it is our strong belief that the provisions 
of this Commission must be applied taking into account the rights of 
the coastal States to all the resources within their economic 
eKclusive zones. When casting our vote in the near, in the neKt 
minute, we will have in mind this strong feeling. Thank you. 

Chairman 

Thank you Commissioner of Brazil. Commissioner of Chile. 

Chile 

Thank you Mr. Chairman. I also would like to join the last statement 
made by the distinguished delegate of Brazil, and in the same way the 
others made in this sense. 
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Commissioner of Chile. 
Costa Rica has the floor. 

Any other comments on this 

Thank you Mr. Chairman. I would like to adhere to the positions of 
Uruguay, Argentina, Mexico, Brazil and Chile; and this in no means to 
diminish the proposal put forward by the Seychelles •. Thank you. 

Chairman 

Thank you Commissioner of Costa Rica. Any other Commissioner would 
like to speak on this matter? Switzerland has the floor. 

Switzerland 

Mr. Chairman, a point of clarification. Would you give us as in the 
past, Commissioners who so wish the opportunity before the vote the 
possibility to explain their vote. 

Chairman 

Yes, I think it will be always the right to any country to do that, I 
think some of them already are doing both things, making a statement 
and explaining the vote but you can wait until the last moment if a 
vote come, For the time being if I am not wrong we have a 
recommendation to amend the Schedule, we have a consensus now with a 
very strong objection from the Commissioner for Japan, I would like to 
see which is the reaction as a whole if I am working in this consensus 
approach. It is obvious that Japan ask for a vote and I think we will 
go ahead with that but for the time being unless you decided this 
discussion is over I think this point deserves to give you all the 
opportunity to talk, otherwise I will close the debate. I'm sorry but 
in order to be clarified I think Dr. Gambell, it's not perhaps, 
couldn't listen when I heard the Commissioner for Japan comment on the 
postpone of the vote, was not in the consideration now, but in the 
future I think is the whole philosophy of this matter, or did you make 
some particular approach, I think it was in the future in order to ••• 
No, I think you, if I may interpret the Commissioner of Japan you only 
said that, if I may, that the postpone of the vote looking for more 
scientific data in order, I'm sorry, yes. Thank you, sorry. So I 
think taking into account that we should serve one delegation to vote. 
I don't know which is the reaction to this proposal . Norway has the 
floor. 

Norway 

Mr. Chairman. I am at any time ready to co-operate with the chair in 
order to expedite the business of the Commission, but I recall that 
certain remarks have been made about action taken by my government, 
subsequent to a deci~ion adopted by the Commission by consensus with 
reservations on the part of my delegati on and I would in the future 
sincerely wish to avoid that situation again. I would therefore join 
the distinguished Commissioner from Japan in requesting the v·ote. 
Thank you Sir, 
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Chairman 

Thank you Commissioner of Norway. Then the situation is cleared up, I 
think we will take a vote. Yes, I mean the debate is closed, is any 
one asking for any comment on the debate itself, for the debate or 
just for the clarification of your vote. 

Switzerland 

The latter. 

Chairman 

Alright. So we consider the debate closed, we are going to vote and 
may I remind you all of the Rule of Procedure we already agree, there 
are no pass of vote, will be a statement if anyone would like to do 
before the vote, I will accept if I may the eKplanation later. So may 
I ask for the eKplanation of vote, yes please. Switzerland has the 
floor. 

Switzerland 

Thank you Mr. Chairman. Mr. Chairman when Switzerland joined the IWC 
in 1980, she did so with her intention to co-operate towards the 
conservation of whales, within the framework of the International 
Convention for Regulation of Whaling. Her record since then Mr. 
Chairman shows clearly that she fulfils that commitment effectively. 
Mr. Chairman, the matter which is in front of us is an impor~ant one. 
The outcome of the vote thereon may affect the future of our 
Commission. OWing to the enlargement of our Commission which I 
welcome, there is a new situation, which in my view has to be taken 
into account in our deliberations, this new situation has certainly 
led this delegation to an even more careful eKamination of the item 
under discussion. 

Mr. Chairman it is certainly the intention of my government and I may 
add in view of the possible outcome of the vote on the proposal in 
front of us, which may affect the future of our Commission. It is 
also the hope of having the opportunity to continue to pursue the 
objective of the conservation of whales within the framework of the 
Convention. 

Mr. Chairman, let me conclude by stating that the proposal . in front of 
us is an amendment to the Schedule which according to Article V of the 
Convention has to be based on scientific findings, this requirement 
Mr. Chairman, which is in my view not fulfilled by the present 
proposal, also what I have said earlier will lead this delegation to 
abstention. Thank you Mr. Chairman. 

Chairman 

Thank you Commissioner of Switzerland. Any other statement on the 
vote, eKplanation of the vote? Thank you. Then we close the 
Gambell to proceed. Thank you. 

Secretary 

Mr. Chairman, the 
to the Schedule 
Paragraph 10 of 
proposed by the 
and Oman. 

proposal before this Plenary Session is an amendment 
by the introduction of a new Paragraph (e), to 
the eK isting Schedule with the following wording, 

Seychelles, seconded by Sweden, St. Lucia, Australia 
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"Notwithstanding the other provisions of Paragraph 10, catch limits 
for the killing for commercial purposes of whales from all stocks for 
the 1986 coastal and the 1985/86 pelagic season and thereafter shall 
be zero. This provision will be kept under review based upon the best 
scientific advice and by 1990 at the latest, the Commission will 
undertake a comprehensive assessment of the effects of this decision 
on whale stocks and consider modification of this provision, and the 
establishment of other catch limjts." 

This is an amendment to the Schedule to the Convention and requires a 
three-quarters majority to become effective. Following the rolling 
start to the voting procedure the role starts at the Netherlands -
yes; New Zealand yes; Norway no; Oman - yes; Peru - no; 
Philippines - abstain; St. Lucia- yes; St. Vincent - yes; Senegal 

yes; Seychelles yes; South Africa - abstain; Spain - yes; 
Sweden yes; Switzerland abstain; U.S.S.R. -no; U.K. - yes; 
U.S.A. yes; Uruguay yes; Antigua - yes; Argentina - yes; 
Australia yes; Belize yes; Brazil - no; Chile - abstain; 
People's Republic of China -abstain; Costa Rica- yes; Denmark
yes; Egypt - yes; France - yes; Federal Republic of Germany - yes; 
Iceland no; India - yes; Japan - no; Kenya - yes; Republic of 
Korea - no; Mex:ico - yes; Monaco - yes; 

Chairman 

Silence, 
observers 
that way. 

silence please. I think it is not the behaviour of the 
and the representatives here to e<press the situation in 
Thank you. 

Secretary 

Mr. Chairman 
abstentions. 
the Schedule. 

Chairman 

there were 25 votes in favour, 7 votes against with 5 
That is the sufficient three-quarters majority to amend 

So a decision is taken by the Commission on this Item 6. If I don't 
see any other comments on that I will pass to the Item 7. So is 
decided Item 7 "Revision of Present Management Procedure". Could I 
ask Dr. Lemche please, as Chairman of the Technical Committee. Yes 
please. 

Chairman of the Technical Committee 

Thank you Mr •. Chairman. Still we are working on an unapproved draft. 
Item 7 you see on page 4, Revision of Present Management Procedures". 
Japan introduced its document IWC/34/24 whic h sets out a new proposed 
management procedure. This is designed to overcome the difficulty now 
e<perienced in estimating initial stock sizes by proposing a new 
reference level, which can be more easily established. This is 
defined in one of three ways depending on the amount of information 
available for a stock . The procedure also takes account of the 
requirements for coastal operations and aboriginal whaling; transi t ion 
methods from the present to the proposed new system a r e also 
i ncluded. 

Norway spoke on its document IWC/34/33 which sets out a posit ive new 
app r oach to management by ident i f ying the purposes. All other catches 
would be prohibited , and aboriginal/subsistence catches ar: al so 
ca t e r ed for. The Norwegian proposal is intended as an ~ntrod~ct1on t o 
r evised management proposals still be ing discussed, 1nclud1ng those 
consider ed a t last year' s meeting . 
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'The Chairman 

Thank you. The Coumissioner for Japan has the floor. 

Japan 

Thank you very much. I'm not addressing to the proposed resolution. Before 
that, several things have been mentioned with respect to our proposal by 
delegate of the United Kingdom. I think I have right of reply. 

About our research program he mentioned that, against Japanese scientists 
number of distinguished scientists commented that the methodology is not good 
one. But I must stress the fact that not only the English-speaking ones,non
English-speaking ones can be also distinguished scientist. And, I'm not 
referring only to Japaneses scientists, but some other scientists from other 
countries also supported, considered this program methodology as good one. And 
therefore here there isn't agreed recommendation from Scientific Committee. 
Clearly there was division of opinion between distinguished scientists. And 
these differences should be sorted out, only by experiment, going ahead I 
mean. 

And, with respect to natural mortality which could be density dependent, there 
has been again the view by perhaps distinguishe d English-speaking scientists 
that, by Japanese way, you cannot get net recruitment yield which is more 
important for, than age-specific mortality. But, in order to get net 
recruitment yield, you need age-specific mortality and perhaps there are some 
people who have never carried out their own research by themselves. They can 
just wait. Everything comes out all at once. Scientific research should go 
step by step. Therefore, although there has been division of opinion here, 
again this is not clear statement that. Because of that Japanese proposal is 
not unwarranted. 

About sample size I have mentioned that sample size proposed by, considered by 
UK scientist are necessary for achieving same result was more than 20,000. 
But, by repetitive and having some period of rest, we can make, reduce down to 
825. 

About moving nature of whales, everybody knows that whale moves. That's why we 
have cut the Areas into small sections, longditudinal and latitudinal, and 
also time factors. By that way we believe that we can collect it. Again, there 
is division of opinion between distinguished scientists. 

With respect to remarks that Japanese proposal, Japanese program does not help 
the Comprehensive Assessment or in any way what Commission needs, I don't 
think so. Research carried out will produce every year very unique estimate of 
various figures which has never been existed in this Commission. This is 
right, fed into the Commission, the Scientific Committee's conside ration right 
from the next year. That is mos t important information for rational management 
of resources. 

There has been mention of unreliability. I don't think there could be any 
research which does not involve any uncertainty. If there is at all exist, if 
there is a situation where there is no uncertainty at all that would be 
perhaps the situation where you don't need any research. In order t o reduce 
uncertainty, narrow the uncerta inty, that's why we need the research. 

Of course, this information coming from our research is contributing the 
Comprehensive Assessment which should be concluded by 1990 at the latest. 
Information is forthc oming year a fter year and we achieve our aim of, our own 
national aim I mean, would be achieved in time of 12 years. 

142 
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And this is my response to what has been mentioned by UK delegation. With 
respect to the SO animals of sperm whales I have been told from my expert in 
that area 10,000 s uch animals are there in our most recent estimate in these 
two Areas, Area IV and Area V. And there would be nothing to be concerned 
about this small number. And a lso it is very important information asked by 
the scientists who are working on Antarctic ecosystem. 

That's about all that I wanted to respond to US, UK delegation and now I would 
like to continue addressing to the proposal made by UK delegation. 

Yes, there has been proposed United Kingdom resolution and t he main word, key 
word here is 'uncertainty'. I 'm a£raid that this word uncertainty becoming, is 
becoming quite favourite word for this Commission. When you plan to carry out 
research you say 'research result is uncertain' and then if we ask them, then 
whether you know the s tock situation they say that stock situation is not 
known, quite, it's full of uncertainty. Moratorium was adopted on the reason 
by those people that s tock situation is uncertain. Then someone should do 
something to find out real situation. We start, we should start research in 
order to reduce the uncertainty, As I have mentioned, the situation we are in 
you can carry out r esearches without any room for uncertainty. 'nxtt is the 
situation. You need not carry out any research. I think those people who likes 
word uncertainty, who likes to do nothing in research are people who doesn't 
like science itself. 

We are the ones who likes to see the science to advance, to narrow the 
uncertainty and to increase our knowledge. I remember very clearly when we 
have started IDCR research about 10 y ears ago we are sort of laughed at by 
this huge project. You'll be leading nowhere but we have sort of proved 
through our 10 years effort, we have been reported from Chairman of Scientific 
Committee about the finding this IDCR cruise. I think this estimate obtained 
by IDCR sightings cruise is I think the solidest, or most solid, information 
this Commission has and about which Commission can be proud of. Ten years ago 
it was laughed at, it will lead nowhere. I think this applies present proposal 
of ours . 

And also, with respect to, perhaps I need not repeat similar example a ny 
further. And, before concluding and presenting our amended proposal I cannot 
conclude my statement without mentioning the fact that I examined voting as to 
the position of various countries, starting yesterday afternoon. I recognised 
16 countries who are consistently voting for the passage of various 
resolutions, quite consi stently, quite organised way, and I found 7 countries 
out of them did not attend Scientific Committee meeting. Another 7, and 7 
countries did not even submit Progress Report to the Scientific Committee. I ' m 
afraid without a ttending, without carrying out, without report ing their own 
researches whether they are qualifi e d to make judgement on such important 
issues. As Chairman of Scientif ic Committee 'has mentioned, distinguished dele, 
distinguised scientists considered this matter quite long long time and quite 
complicated issues are involved. Therefore I would like to make plea to fellow 
delegates that those delegation who likes to see the science advance would 
kindly support us and those delegations who believes that science, scient ific 
matter should not be decided by such categorical usage of force of majority 
would support us and also those people who believe, those delegations who 
believes that, as we have d iscussed yesterday, there is something incorrect in 
connection with Article VIII legally speaking. Those people also please give 
us your support. Thank you • 

.And now I move to amendment we are to propose. Although we don't like the 
proposal which made the basis of UK proposal, therefore I have some hesitation 
even to amend proposed amendment to this proposal. That is, IWC/39/47. Again 
there has been mistake about: the Japanese proposal for scientific catches 
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proposed by amendment to the resolution on the UK pr oposal. There has been 
some confusion. I believe that amendment to the resolution so and so on the OK 
proposal for scientific catches proposed by Japan to read as follows; to 
delete three operative paragraphs and insert instead 

agrees to defer the consideration of the Report of the Scientific 
Committee concerning ~ research program of Jap311 am any action arising 
relating to it mtil the 40th hmual Maeting of the Q:mnission. 

Thank you. 

The Chairman 

Thank you, Commissioner for Japan. Does anybody second this amendment? The 
Commissioner for Korea. 

Korea 

Yes, I second it. 

'l'be Olairman 

And Norway. Thank you. Iceland. I'm sorry, are you seconding the amendment, 
Commissioner for Iceland? Thank you. The Commissioner f ,or the Soviet Union. 

USSR 

Second. 

'lbe Olai.rman 

Seconding the amendment, yes . 

USSR [interpretation] 

May I say why I support it. 

Yes, please. 

USSR [interpretation] 

It's not only that I would like to second the amendment by the Japanese 
Commissioner but I would l ike to say a coupl e of words as regards this point . 

We studied the scientific program developed by Japan. It contains very, er 
very serious intentions of research meant for the near future and for the next 
years. Science is such an area when we cannot do without conflicts and 
arguments and the Japanese Commissioner "!as right when he was saying that 
we'll never know the truth unless we carry out specific research. The 
essential points of knowing the dynamics of whale stocks is that we must know 
the recruitment, the mortality and the growth of the stock and rather than 
delve into arguments scientists first should carry out field research and this 
is exactly what the Japanese program under consideration is meant to achieve. 
It is therefore the, the USSR also supports this program. 

The Chairman 

Thank you. Commissioner for Iceland . 
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Chait:man 
Thank you the Netherlands. Sweden. 

Sweden 
After having considered comments made in the Scientific Committee, roy 
delegation thinks that there are still u nresolved problems r e garding the 
methodology and overall objectives in the proposed Japanese Research Programme 
invo lving takes under Special Permit. In some of the discussions of the 
Scientific Committee it has been expressed that even if random samples can be 
obtained, the proposed research is not likely to achieve its objectives of 
estimating age specific natural mortality and net recruitment of the stock 
with any precision.. More importantly, the development of new management 
procedures which is carried out by t he Scien tific Committee as one of its most 
important tasks in the Comprehensive Assessment i s moving t owards procedures 
that do not depend on estimates of such biological parameters as natural 
mortality and net recruitment. This means that even if the objectives of the 
Japanese Research Prog ramme could be met, the information obtained will not be 
essential for rational management no r does it facilitate the Comprehensive 
Assessment. Thus we do not consider the proposed take to fully satisfy the 
criteria specified in the 1986 and 1987 Resolutions on Special Permits. We 
therefore s upport a proposed Resolution the text of which we have agreed to in 
elaborate negotiations to try to reach a consensus although we would hav e 
liked to see some stronger formulations. However, since we have the floor we 
would like t o take the opportunity, like Netherlands , to express our 
appreciation for the sighting surveys carried out by Japan for many years 
which do contribute important information for the Comprehensive Assessment. 
Thank you Hr. Chairman. 

Chairman 
Thank you. I have two speakers on my l ist. Japan and New Zealand. Japan. 

Japan 
Thank you Mr. Chairman. Japan has presented the Research Programme to the 
Scientific Committee in 1987 to which comments were made by the members of the 
Scientific Committee as regar ds the possibility of collecting the samples 
representative of the total population. That was one point, and another point 
made was the possibility of separation of M from RY. For the first point we 
have made the feasibility study conducted in t he Antarctic in 1987/88 season, 
1988/ 89 season which resolved that problems of collecting the samples 
representative of the population and that part we believe has been r esolved. 

The second point, we have developed a methodology to have the way of 
separation of M from RY and therefore two critical points have already been 
resolved. As regards the second point of separating M from recruitment, as 
have been point out by Dr. Fortom Gouin of Antigua & Barbuda earlier, we have 
asked the most authoritative expert in this f ield in Japan and of the world, 
Dr. Nakamura, and t hat part has been seriously looked into and h as been 
studied and we have a very promising resolution of t hat problem. However, 
some scientists have not received the message of this s tory by Dr. Nakamura 
a nd persist on opposing to his method and I deepl y regret that this is the 
case. 

I would not like t o state what has been presented by the Chair man of the 
Scientific Committee. However, I would like to point out that by the result 
of the preliminary studies conducted by Japan for the two seasons we have 
collected samples and ascertained that in the age composition of the samples 
the highest ratio exists in one year old whales and t hen the ratio declines as 
the age goes higher Which means the s tock is in a very healthy condition. 
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Such results clearly show that the data collected by the commercial whaling 
should be used with utmost caution as has been commented upon by Dr. Holt and 
other scientists and other members of the Scientific Committee, and we have 
succeeded in collecting the samples representing the population by the 
feasibility study taken for the past two seasons. 

Another point we have found out by the result of the feasibility studies i s 
that the younger animals tend to be distributed in offshore areas while the 
middle to high age animals are distributed more heavily in the pack- ice ages. 
Such pattern in the distribution ascertained would greatly contribute to the 
future management of the whale stocks. 

Not only this information but also many other information obtained from our 
feasibility study and research would contribute to the Comprehensive 
Assessment which would not have been possibl e with the data collected from the 
commercial whaling operations. I expect that there will be more information 
f orthcoming as we progress in our analysis of the result of the feasibility 
studies. 

Since the alternative management procedure is still under development and 
would not be completed in short time, the current New Management Procedure 
would be used in some way, either revised or amended, for the time bei ng and 
in that case our knowledge and information obtained from research would 
greatly contribute to the management. 

After havi ng two seasons for feasibility studies implemented in the Ant arctic, 
Japan is now going to back to the original research plan present ed to the IWC 
Scientific Committee in 1987 plus the amendment and modifications for 
improvement ma de on the sighting system and other parts of the programme. Any 
constructive comments made at the Scientific Committee on this new programme 
will be seriously taken into account befo re the impl ementation of this 
programme when we go back to Japan. 

I would like to stat e again here that we encourage the participat ion of any 
scientists who would take interest in our research and we are looking forward 
to receiving applications from those sci entists who would be interested in it. 

I would also like to take this opportunity to express my regrets that some 
corners of the conservation movement claim that this very serious undertaking 
by Japan is the disguise of commercial whaling and try to interfere in the 
implementation in the field of our research in the Antarctic. 

One thing I just cannot understand is that the sponsors of this Resolution are 
almost all former great whaling nations who depleted the great whale species. 
I don't know about Switzerland, but most of t he sponsors of this Resolution 
should take responsibility to monitor what happened after the depletion to all 
these whal e stockst and Japan is taking responsibi l ity because we feel that 
we are responsible t o monitor anything that is happening in the Antarctic. 

I must say that the situati on here in IWC is quite abnormal in that those 
sponsors busy themselves to prepare thi s Resolution before the presentation is 
made by the Chairman of the Scientific Committee. Should this abnormal 
situation last then it will lead to the collapse of the very existence of the 
Commission. I strongly call for the Commissioners' prudence to say no to this 
Resolution and if that is difficult then I call for the abstention of the 
Commissioners. 
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I have a very deep commitment and involvement in this plan of research and I 
think this is a correct direction to proceed. My belief is so firm that I 
would go to the Parliaments of United Kingdom or Switzerland or Netherlands if 
your Parliament is so strongly against our research, and if I could I would 
very much l ike to see President Bush of USA to explain our position. Thank 
you Mr. Chairman. 

Chainnan 
Thank you Japan. New Zealand. 

New Zealand 
Thank you Mr. Chairman. I think I could reassure the Commissioner for Japan 
that New Zealand as a sponsor was never a great whaling nation. ~e did indeed 
provide the whaling grounds from which the ships of other countries took very 
large numbers of whales but New Zealand itself took comparatively few so I 
think I should make that clear. 

Mr. Chairman, in the consultations that preceded the submission of this 
Resolution there was I believe a genuine a ttempt to find a text that we all 
could live with and indeed a considerable number of obstacles were bridged. 
It emerged, however, that there was one difference between us that could not 
be overcome and that centred around the operative paragraph commencing with 
the word "considers". As New Zealand sees it, if t he programme fully 
satisfies the criteria speci fied in the two Resolutions, and those are the 
criteria that have already been decided by this Commission, then one must 
conclude that there is no need for a Resolution. I f, however, the programme 
does not fully satisfy the criteria, and this in our view emerges qui t e 
clearly from the Scientific Committee Report, then we really have no choice 
but to vote for this Resolution which invites Japan to reconsider the 
programme. That Mr. Chairman is the basis f or New Zealand's vote in favour of 
the Resolution. Thank you Mr. Chairman. 

()lfl j rm:rn 
Thank you New Zealand. UK. 

United Kingdom. 
Mr. Chairman, I would l ike to make clear that as in the case of the Resolution 
on the Norwegian programme, we are not here criticising an entire research 
programme, we are only concerned with that part involved in the take of whales 
and I should say that the extensive research done by J apan such as the 
sightings survey are fully appreciated, 

On the sampling part of the programme, I would observe that the work is 
interesting and innovative, but I also note that on page 55 of the Scientific 
Committee Report that the author admits that further work is needed to develop 
a procedure applicable to more real istic situations being undertaken so 
perhaps there is some more work to be done before sampling takes place. 

Turning to other aspects of the p rogramme which I think we recognise is 
ambitious and is still in the process of being developed, and one has to look 
through a series of papers and I recognise that the Government of Japan have 
made very great efforts to try and make more clear what they a re trying to do, 
Initially there was research for age specific mortality and from this year we 
have added in, or there has been added in, estimation of the number of one 
year old whales being recruited with some other wider evidence. In this 
year's papers there is a third paper which emphasises age-specific mortality 
while a fourth paper SCWPlS provides an overview that the objectives will 
obtain by direct observation, the dependency of recruitment rate, t he 
population replacement yield, etc. and also estimate MSY and the MsY rate. 
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Now we cannot fault the scientists for making the contributions they have made 
in this Report, in fact we must applaud the contributions they have made, but 
on the other hand I think there is probably something fundamentally wrong in 
the structure of the Scientific Committee, its operations, the role and the 
contribution and what is expected of the individual scientists and the method 
of reporting because Commissioners here and non-scientists have to make a 
decision and have to come up with Resolutions based on what is contained in 
here, deliberations, expressions by very few of the 92 scientists from the 16 
different nations. So I am not at all surprised and this is why it is 
expressed in the Resolution that there was not a unanimous view on the 
scientific programmes. Final l y I would say, Mr. Chairman, that it i s 
unfortunate that non-scientists f or the most part had to t ake a vote on 
scientific issues. Thank you very much. 

Cbainnan 
Thanlt you. Are there any further comments? France. 

France 
Thank you Mr. Chairman. Yesterday I asked to close the curtain because I had 
some difficulty to see the Chair but it seems today it is the opposite 
explanation probably. Thanlt you. 

Beyond the usual reservation from France on that kind of Resolution based on 
legal matter of provision of Article VIII our disappointment this year is 
deeper than usual. The reference of that document is IWC/41/ 28 Rev.2 and in 
French r~ve means dream and f or a while this morning I dreamt that we could 
have reached a consensus because we were so close to a consensus that really 
we deeply regret that it was impossible to have it. It was a choice from 
countries here not to accept that consensus. Of course I unders t and the 
problem not based on scientific matters because we are not a scientific body 
here, we are also a political body and we represent Governments. We are not 
only to take into consider a tion the scientific advice, we have to take care of 
them of course, but we are more than that and that choice of the one made 
impossible to meet the concern of others. For several years France's efforts 
were made to fill the gap in that Commission, however everything is not los t 
and maybe t o finish my comment I will associate my delegation with the 
comments made by Brazil and by Iceland that in the way everything was made 
this year we can have some comfort of t he situation. Thank you Mr. Chairman. 

Chairman 
Thank you France. India. 

India 
Thank you Mr. Chairman. In the light of what: my distinguished colleagues f r om 
St. Lucia and France have mentioned vis-a-vis whaling and the decisions taken 
by non-scientists and if this august body will just forgive me for saying 
something in lightweight. May I mention something t hat was said in respect of 
war, that war is too serious a matter to be left with the Generals. Can 
something similar be said about whaling and scientists? 

Chai:onan 
Thank you India. I think all comments wil l be recorded. Are t here any 
further comments? That seems not to be the case, I would like to echo those 
praising efforts to reach consensus. This concludes our considerations for 
Agenda Item 8 - Scientific Permits. I adjourn the meeting until 9.30a.m. 
tomorrow morning when we will start with Agenda Item 15.2 and I call 
Commi ssioners to a Commissioner's Meeting in the Penguin Room at 8.30a.m. The 
meeting is adjourned. Argentina 
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USA 

Thank you Chair. My delegation still notes that the proposed review of the Japanese research programme 
which is operating in the Antarctic Sanctuary has not been undertaken. My delegation would therefore call 
upon Japan to at least refrain from undertaking their new proposed research element until that review is 
completed. We would also urge them to adhere to the spirit of the, and intent of the, Sanctuary which 
sentiment was expressed in our Resolution last year by the Commission. Thank you. 

Chairman 
Thank you US. I have France and then New Zealand. France please. 

France 
Thank you Mr. Chairman. This is a question addressed to the Chairman of the Scientific Committee. What 
is in its prog~me of research regarding the Arctic region? · You remember, of course, the debate we had 
on that issue last year, and we- convey to the Scientific Committee the need to focus part of its work on this 
issue, the research in the Arctic region in close cooperation with other organisations dealing with that issue. 
So I would like to know if our Chairman is able to give us some update on that question. 

Chairman 
All your Chairman will say at the moment is that I think it is item 15.3 so we will come to that at our next 
agenda item. 

I had New Zealand asking for the floor. 

New Zealand 
Mr. Chairman, New Zealand endorses the comments made by the United States. 

Chairman 
Thank you and Japan had asked for the floor and then Norway. Japan please. 

Japan 
Thank you Mr. Chairman. The Australian delegation stated that they are going to create a Resolution but 
we would like to introduce our paper titled lWC/48/36. It's some comments on the past lWC Resolutions 
and this is our comment because every year the similar Resolution is drafted and voted and adopted but 
some kind oflegal consideration is necessary before creating such Resolutions so we would like to introduce 
this one if I am in order? 

Chairman 
I think you probably are but can I just ask Norway if the comment it wanted to make is sensible to make 
before we take consideration of this paper or are you happy to wait until afterwards? 

Norway . 
Thank you Mr. Chairman. It's a very short intervention so I think, if I'm allowed, I will make it now. I 
would just like to remind the US and New Zealand that the reason that the review has not been undertaken is 
that this Commission, in its meeting last year, did not give the intersessional meetings sufficiently high 
priority and I hope it would be possible to have that intersessional meeting during the coming year. 

Chairman 
Thank you Norway for that comment. Japan, I think that now is a clear field, as it were, for you to introduce 
your paper lWC/48/36. Japan you have the floor please. 

Japan 
Thank you Chairman. This paper is the legal analysis of the Resolution on whaling under special permit last 
year and that is number 1995-9, the Resolution. The reason to present this paper here is to avoid similar 
mistakes of the Commission this year because some people allege that accumulation of the opinion to ignore 
Article VIII could have some meaning simply because this is a expression of the majority view of the 
Commission. Japan as a signatory nation of ICRW never accept this interpretation as the Article VIII is 
ignored year after year, the failure of the, in compliance of the ICRW repeated under, is piling up under, the 
situation of the Commission is getting worse and worse, so I would like to explain some reasons. 
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Under the Resolution of last year at the meeting, by itself, that stated arrangements have direct conflict with 
Article VIII and therefore we should treat this particular Resolution in order to avoid a potential 
infringement of other legally binding provisions of the Convention and its Schedule. This Convention has 
not only conflict with the Article VIII but also it has conflict with the Report of the Scientific Committee. 
The Scientific Committee last year did not entirely deny the effectiveness of the lethal research but the 
preamble of last year's Resolution say that lethal research is not necessary and this erroneous preamble 
could lead the Commission debate in some difficult situation. So whether this preamble could have misled 
the Commissioners, debate before the voting and so this is my second point 

My third point is the Resolution last year also has a conflict with the Schedule of the Convention because 
one operative paragraph stated that scientific research intended to assist comprehensive assessment shall be 
undertaken by non-lethal means, but exactly the opposite recommendation was made in 1987 stipulating that 
the research address question or questions that should be answered in order to conduct the comprehensive 
assessment. So last year, without any scientific argument, this criteria was altered and so it is extremely 
difficult so find a good faith interpretation and also the Contracting Governments, if acting as recommended 
in 1995, may face a danger that action might violate the ·conditions stipulated in paragraph lO(e) because 
paragraph I 0( e) stipulated that this provision will be kept under review based on the best scientific advice. 

Also, one other programme is this recommendation recommend to comply with section 3 of the Schedule, 
even in the research under Article Vlll, but the provision of section 3 of the Schedule are not applicable to 
the research under special permit under Article VIII and this recommendation violates the right of 
Contracting Governments. So, again finally, I would like to underline that the same kind of those mistakes 
should be avoided this year or in the future because piling up the same kind of mistake would harm the 
credibility of the Commission. 

I want to briefly respond to the comments made by the Netherlands. The distinguished delegation of the 
Netherlands endorsed the comments made by some member of the Scientific Committee but in the Scientific 
Committee there are some other members saying totally different things so some other member was 
majorities so I don't see any validity of the comment made by the Netherlands. Thank you Mr. Chairman. 

·chairman 
Thank you Japan for this paper and your explanations. I am sure that any parties who are developing 
Resolutions will take note of what you have introduced and hopefully use it in the best way that they feel 
appropriate in [Taming their Resolutions and I am sure that if there are issues of debate there will be bi
lateral discussions with you on those issues of debate. Australia you are twitching your sign does this 
indicate you want the floor? 

Australia 
I was really waiting for you to conclude your remarks Mr. Chairman but I did want to make a short 
intervention if I could. We have had a fairly lengthy debate on a different legal issue this afternoon and there 
was quite a cogent remark from the Commissioner for St. Vincent and the Grenadines, I think it was, on 
legal opinions. I am sure, as you suggested, that those considering a Resolution on this issue will take note 
of the Japanese position but we all have our own legal views. 

Chairman 
Thank you. United Kingdom please. 

United Kingdom 
Thank you Chairman. Well I would like to make a few comments on this paper. This Resolution was, in 
fact, introduced last year by the United Kingdom and it was overwhelmingly supported, I think 23 countries 
voted in favour of it. There are just a couple of observations I would like to make about the Japanese paper 
and the remarks we have just heard. In the flfSt place, I think it is clear that this Resolution does not conflict 
in any way with Article VIII because Article Vlll confers sovereign rights and we all appreciate that those 
cannot be removed by a Resolution. Nevertheless, the Commission is entirely within its rights to make 
recommendations to contracting parties as to how they might exercise those rights and this is what I think 
this Resolution does so I don't see any conflict there. 

The second point, really the development of modem scientific techniques and the whereas clause. I think 
that it is important to read the whole of that provision which is talking about obtaining the information that 
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is needed for initial implementation of the Revisep Management Procedure for a particular whale stock. 
That wording was chosen with care after detailed discussions with a large number of scientists from the 
Scientific Committee and as I understand it, and I think the Chairman of the Scientific Committee will 
contradict me if I'm wrong, initial implementation of the RMP can be done with a relatively broad 
knowledge of stocks which can be obtained by non-lethal means. It may well be true that if you were using 
lethal means you could obtain more precise knowledge but that precise knowledge is not essential for initial 
implementation of the RMP even though it might come in useful later on. I think that the whereaS clause is 
there to provide the reasoning for the operative paragraph which reCommends that scientific research 
intended to assist the comprehensive assessment of whale stocks and the implementation of the RMP shall 
be undertaken by non-lethal means. It provides justification for it and that is justification which was clearly 
accepted by the overwhelming majority of contracting parties. 

Finally, Chairman, I think you can hardly argue that there· is a conflict between this and the previous 
Resolutions. It is quite clear from the Resolution that it is replacing the previous Resolutions. The 
Commission took a view in 1986 and 1987 and it has now changed its mind and it has given different 
instructions to the Scientific Committee that it is entitled to do. What I don't think the Scientific Committee 
is entitled to do is what the Japanese delegation suggested it should do in the Scientific Committee Report 
which was basically to ignore this Resolution because it conflicted with the earlier Resolution which it 
replaced. Thank you Chairman. 

Chairman 
Thank you United Kingdom. I am sure that in the development of any further Resolution this year there will 
be reference to good sense in discussion drawing on all of our wisdom I trust. Does anybody else wish to 
make any observations on this issue. Japan please. 

Japan 
Thank you Mr. Chairman. Yes, the fust point is not to relate to the debate being currently held, rather its to 
response and followed by distinguished delegate from Norway that it's Japan's intention, as was so last year, 
that we are pleased to have the JARPA review although we consider, even though this is written clearly in 
the document, this is on a voluntary basis because this is research under Article VIII. We are very much 
pleased to do so and this would be done prior to next year and the reason for the postponement of last year's 
review was not because Japan didn't want to but that was the decision made by the Commission for fmancial 
reasons, officially, I don't know, the reason behind ( ... .. .. .. ?) which I get as information which I couldn't 
say here. 

Secondly, this is related to the response made by the UK. The UK frequently touched upon the 
implementation of the RMS and importance of the, you know, safety implementation of the RMS. I am 
confused to listen to, again, reading the opening statements, your comment is conflict of what you have said 
and I further would like to seek your answer if you can provide us the useful sufficient information for say 
implementing comprehensive assessment including stock identity and stock distribution and what so ever as 
well as what is requested by this Commission and if source information shall be obtained to the non-lethal 
means we would like to exactly know what would be the research design to be executed in a realistic manner 
and realistic time framework to response to the question raised by the Scientific Committee as well as the 
Commission and finally, you pointed that because of the conflict ofthe Resolution, last year's Resolution be 
placed, previous Resolution of 1986 and 1987 for me it sounds very strange and inconsistent. The 
Convention has never changed since 1946 whereas Resolution has changed. I see if the Resolution has 
changed this· must inconsistent, maybe a previous one could be interpreted into inconsistent or current one 
could be inconsistent with the Convention itself. In my interpretation of course the later is right. Thank 
you. 

Chairman 
Thank you Japan. I don't really what to open up the topic for discussion although I am sure it would be 
interesting. I think I would only make the observation that Resolutions, because of their nature, are likely to 
be mutable from time to time and that in a sense is one of the ways of which we have internal governments 
but you have raised some points that you might need, with your delegation, to discuss with the UK 
delegation to gain some clarification. 
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Once again I would exhort that if we are to have consideration of a Resolution under item 14.2, that if it is to 
be a new Resolution, that it be developed as widely as possible although I would understand that under item 
14.2 it is unlikely to be in any sense a consensus type of Resolution. 

I am ready for a cup of tea and I'm sure everybody else is, so unless anybody wants to continue with item 14 
I propose we now leave the item and adjourn for tea, resume at 15.00, when we will start with item 15 and 
US you are asking for the floor? 

USA 
Yes Chairman. I just beg your indulgence, on Saturday at the Aboriginal Subsistence Sub-committee, the 
US had a very ........... [end of tape]. 

[TEA BREAK] 

Chairman 
Delegates I would like to resume the plenary it being a little after 16.00. We will commence our business 

15. now with agenda item 15 which is scientific research. There are a number of items to be considered here. 
15.1 15.1 deals with research proposals and under this item the Scientific Committee will report on future 

research activities which it believes our attention should be drawn and that we should support so I now hand 
over to the chair of the Scientific Committee. No I don't hand over, yes I do hand over. I wish people 
would nod and shake, to explain to us about 15.1. Dr. Reilly please. 

15.1.1 

15.1.2 

15.2 

15.2.1 

Scientific Committee Chairman 
Thank you Chairman. The Scientific Committee presented its results under this item to the Finance and 
Administration Sub-Committee and I assume that you will have received that through their Report. I can 
make any clarifying statements or answer any questions that Commissioners would like to point in my 
direction. 

Chairman 
Thank you. You are quite right and perhaps in the past we might have done 15 after we would have done 
the other one. Can I ask if there is any delegation that has any specific questions that they would wish to 
raise with those items which might be dealt with here? No, in which case we will deal with them if we have 
to and I hope we don't under the Report of the Finance and Admin Committee. That then takes us on to 15.2 
which is conservation of whale stocks. 15.2.1- Report of the Scientific Committee there please. 

Scientific Committee Chairman 
Thank you Chairman. From the notes to your agenda Mr. Chairman it seems that this is the place for us to 
report to you on our discussions on our so-called research programme for large baleen whales which at 
present is directed towards research on blue whales and you will find our discussion on this item beginning 
on page 22 of our Report IWC/48/4. 

The first topic we considered concerned progress with acoustic studies. Last year the Committee had 
encouraged further research and development leading towards incorporation of acoustic techniques into 
Southern Ocean blue whale surveys. The Committee welcomed the report of a feasibility study combining 
visual and acoustic survey techniques that was undertaken off California. The Committee considered a 
number of questions relating to the advantages and disadvantages of acoustic and visual surveys as you can 
see on our page 22. 

We now have a recommendation for you Mr. Chairman. The Conunittee recommends that developmental 
work should continue together with work to develop a theoretical and practical framework for combined 
visual acoustic assessment surveys. 

The Committee then went on to consider the Report of the Japan IWC Blue Whale Cruise and this is item 
9.1.2 of our Report. As proposed last year, the cruise was conducted to the south of Australia as a joint 
venture between Japan and the IWC with cooperation from Australia and the USA. Its main aim was to 
obtain scientific information relevant to developing shipboard identification methods for separating the so 
called true and pygmy blue whales. Research techniques used included skin biopsy, photo-identification, 
photogrammetry and acoustics. The cruise was successful in meeting the primary objective of locating 
concentrations of blue whales but the number of biopsy samples obtained was low and photogrammetry 
proved difficult Mr. Chairman. Most blue whales were tentatively identified as pygmy blue whales. 
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Committee operates like a Scientific Committee sl)ould operate, as it has been doing the last few years, 
perhaps except for a few members of that Scientific Committee, then we have no problems with this 
operative paragraph. But if, as happened In the early 80s, discussions were delayed from one year to the 
next, to the next, in a series of delay operations which this operative paragraph may open to and then, of 
course, this will destroy the Commission and the working of the Commission. 

We have strong reservations about the possibilities here for a delay operation for COWltries who are opposed 
to whaling but don't want to say that in other terms or want to use the 'scientific Committee as a tool for 
their political objectives and I !tope that those of you who have experience from this Commission will know 
what I am referring to, the discussions about the classification under the RMP for different stocks of 
different whale species etc. Here, we have the feeling in this meeting that we have a kin.d of trying to get a 
kind of delay operation into the endorsement of the Scientific Committee and this is a strong reservation on 
the -Norwegian point which I would like to have recorded in the Report of the meeting. 

Chairman 
Thank you. Well I think I can conclude that we have an egg-shell consensus on lhis Resolution but I hope it 
will be a strong enough shell, as most of them usually are, to allow us to make progress on it The Secretary 
has suggested we might like to think of who would Chair the proposed group and so I plant that seed in 
Commissioners' minds. 

It's actually now 12:25 in contravention of my other statement I wonder if we can have a brief break for 
lunch because at the very least my stomach has told me that we shouldn' t actually plough on and I don 'I 
really want to faint at the desk. So, could we have a maybe 35 minute break and resume just after I :00. Are 
Commissioners happy with that? Delegates happy with that? Chile. 

C hile 
Yes, I am sorry but could we follow this session for at least half an hour and stop at I :00 or something like 
that. I mean if the majority think that we should stop now it' s alright but we would like to request maybe to 
follow the session for half an hour. Thank you. 

Chairman 
Netherlands. 

Netherlands 
Thank you Chairman. I vlas just wondering whether you could explain the reasons for your proposal in 
terms of the time that you think that is required to finish our work. 

Chairman 
Weill see we have four Resolutions. Experience would suggest that not all of them will necessarily be easy 
or brief and I think if we actually have a brief break for a snack and resumed at around 1:00 we will all be a 
little bit more refreshed and therefore not fractious when we come to some of these Resolutions and some of 
our other issues and we can still finish quite early this afternoon in my view with, of course, a.IJ your 
cooperation. Besides which, a number of my organs are complaining and I therefore actually adjourn this 
meeting for 35 minutes. We will resume at 13:00 hours. Thank you. 

[LUNCH BREAK] 

Chairman 
Delegates our meeting is resumed. I know that a number of delegations have to catch flights quite early this 
afternoon so we try and be as expeditious as we can with our work. 1 didn't fonnally close item 12 when I 
broke for lunch which is perhaps slightly fortunate because Ireland has asked me to make the following very 
brief statement which is that Ireland wishes to record that it accepts consensus on the Resolution that was 
passed by consensus just before lunch but draws attention to the fact that Ireland retains its reservations on 
Resolution 1994-5. It doesn't change anything we've done but simply another statement. 

That said, I think we can close item 12 and move to now item 14 which is Special Permits. There is a 
14.2 Resolution IWC/48/40 dealing with agenda item 14.2. It is headed "Draft Resolution on Special Permit 
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Catches by Japan" proposed by Australia with a number of other countries. May I ask who is to introduce 
this. Australia please you have the floor. 

Australia 
Thank you Mr. Chairman. This Resolution deals with the issue of special permits for scientific research . 
under Article VIII of the Convention. In addition to those countries listed on the top of IWC/48/40 as the 
proposers of the Resolution, Brazil and France have asked that their names be added to that list. 

Mr. Chairman, I have said on a number of occasions during the week that Australia has a strong 
commitment to seeking world-wide protection for all cetaceans. Australia along with many others does not 
support or condone the use of provisions of Article VIII of the Convention for research involving the killing 
of whales. We are opposed to the use of research techniques that involve killing whales. We hold the view 
that with modem techniques, almost all the information essential for the management and conservation of 
cetaceans can be gained using non-lethal methods. We have a particular concern where permits granted 
under national legislation to take whales for scientific purposes under those provisions of Article VIII appear 
by their scale and nature to subvert the intent of the moratorium on commercial whaling. 

Mr. Chairman, as many Commissioners will recall, Australia was one of the sponsors of the proposal that 
led to the creation of the Southern Ocean Sanctuary. We have subsequently initiated and supported non
lethal research activities on cetacean stocks in the Sanctuary. We note that the Commission in Resolution 
1995-8 expressed the view that research in the Southern Ocean Sanctuary should be undertaken using non
lethal means. It requested Co~tracting Parties refrain from issuing Special Permits for research involving 
the killing of whales in such Sanctuaries. We note also that the Commission, as in Resolution 1995-9, 
agreed criteria against which the Scientific Committee should assess and provide advice on Special Permit 
research programmes. That Resolution also recommended that Contracting Governments refrain from 
issuing any Permits which do not meet these criteria. 

Mr. Chairman, we note that Japan has expressed doubts about the legality of the Resolution as adopted by 
the Commission last year and in relation to the decision to establish the Southern Ocean Sanctuary. In 
drafting this Resolution we have endeavoured to take account of the Japanese concerns. However, I must 
stress that we do not consider this to be a legal argument. We do recognise the provisions of Article VIII of 
the Convention. 

Nevertheless Mr. Chairman, a very large majority of Commissioners have expressed deep concern at Japan's 
continuing proposals to conduct lethal research within the Southern Ocean Sanctuary and in the North 
Pacific. They have previously urged the Government of Japan, in exercising its sovereign rights, to refrain 
from issuing Special Permits for research involving the killing of whales. 

We note, with great regret, that the Government of Japan has chosen not to heed those requests and that in 
fact the numbers of whales taken has increased in recent years. Furthermore, Japan has proposed that as part 
of its 1996/97 Research Programme, to again issue Special Permits to take up to 440 Southern Hemisphere 
minke whales from within the boundaries of the Southern Ocean Sanctuary and 100 North Pacific minke 
whales. Mr. Chairman, this Resolution notes that neither Proposal for a Special Permit in 1996/97 has been 
found to meet the criteria established under Resolution 1995-9. It requested the Government of Japan 
reconsiders and restructures its research programmes so that all its objectives can be met using non-lethal 
means. It also urges the Government of Japan to refrain from issuing Special Permits to take minke whales 
in the Southern Ocean Sanctuary and in the North Pacific. 

Mr. Chairman, we sincerely trust that the Government of Japan will recognise and acknowledge the views of 
the large majority of Commissioners, that it will heed this request and that it will act in accordance with the 
Resolutions of this Commission. Thank you Mr. Chairman. 

Chairman 
Thank you Australia. New Zealand had indicated that it wished to take the floor on this issue .. New Zealand 

please. 
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38. Verbatim Record (20-24 October 1997) pp. 5, 139
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TIU$" the 6nt tirue tltat our cotmtry bas tile privilege to host the Conunission, and wt hope that your stay will 
be a. pr·oductivt and enjoyab le as pos;ible on our few acres of land, nruTowly botmded by tilt DIO\Ultains and tilt 
Mtdite>tanean Sea, 

Geography oftto dictotes de51iny. as iu tile case of !his country, whi.ch for cecrurits hu largely relied on W.. seo 
for its st.n'i\'al. Thi• explains \\b y we take •uch an intere.;t in maritime affuirs. TIU$ is abo a tiuw!y tradition 
dailllg back to lhe 14"' croturywben one of my ance.;t ors, Rainier !" , was lhe Gren1 Admiral oflbe Freochfleet. 
Today, despitt 1l$ swall siz;e. out tenitory hom a l1lrious \·ariety of marine im:tintttotU knO\\U wol'lct..'""ldt. 
lUil01lg which lbe Interuaticm.al Hydrographic Organisation, the Intemarioual Laboratory on Marine R.adioacii\il)' 
and the European Oceanology OIY.>en-atory. 

This scienti6c orieclatioc IS ic many ways a legacy of my great grandfather, Albett 1", "no was. as you blow. a 
pi~ iu the fitld of octaoograpby and spent many years of his life at sea at tht btlm of some 28 sciOilllfic 
<llll>"'P'- & was runocg the first acruaily to study \\hales in tbe field, all tht way from Gibta.ltar and tbe 
Az.ores to lbt Spittberg hlaods, and was oue of !he founders of !he Arctic Cowmissioc. It was bt "no decided 
tbe eoostrucboo of tbr magnificect Oceanographic Museum wbere }'011 ;peru tht last ftw d.t)'S. It was bt also 
\\110 <en~ u lbt fO<l<ldul2 Presidem of !he Intercatioual Scientifu: CommisSlon for lht ~an S.a. It is 
6111Dg lbat lbt DU-.clors of these m·o institutioos today lead our delegation to lht IWC. 

!I " lbtrtfore -..ith a certain amount of experiecce. in lOla! independence, and wilh our feet firmly gro~ "' 
SC:JeDCe. lbat "~ carefully define out pcsitiom on wbalicg issue<;, Thtse issut• have grown iucreUU!gly 
complex. <ocowpa.sing questions of internaliocal trade. sustainable me, abonginal rights, oational 00\'erei!"'Y
anunal \\'tlfare. and I can uoderslaod that consensus is rarely rea.ched in your a3Setl!bly. For )'Oil refioct • rich 
<ulruro.l mosaic. -..ith today strikingly differing modes of relalicg 10 the world of whales thac was lbt cue 50 
}'ears ago. 

Let us reGo.ll for a moment !bat not so long ago most of tbe countries represented litre were acri\'ely engag-ed w 
\\>haling. fndetd the 1948 Washiugton Convention \\-'3S negoriated by most of iu parties to prorect rbtir wb.aling 
inrtresl.$. not to indefinitely p rotect the wltales. There have been radical shifu in rh!.uking since. and at happens 
that m:Uly 113tions ha•·• traded !heir whaling practices iu favotlt oh very ,.,rang constr\'Otioc elhics. Yet o then 
"'""' tlll\Ul~1ined tiltir b·aditiocal attaclunent to \\haling. 

On each s ide valid arguments ru·e to be heard. but not without significant cultural biasos. This $tu·ely affects tilt 
obJtciJVity of the decision-making proces;. and in the end carries tile risk of tindenuiniug the credrbrliry of the 
1\VC. We believt that deci.siocs oo wltaling should be based oo c ooservation couu del·.tiou• aloce. with due 
l't-1.>-pect for tht tight of other nations to follow their ou.u cultu.res. As it stands now, the reuse eoulliet betv.'etU 
the wh.1ling and anti-whaling coalitiocs, each entrenched in tlleir finn resolve and con•ictioos. looks OlOre and 
lllOre likt a «uo-win situation .. . .. for the whales alas. 
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C hair·man 
Thank you Japan. I think it seems very clear that there isn't a possibiliiy to adopt this Resolution by consensus 
and therefore we need to see whether we do adopt it or not by proceeding to a vote. I would like to ask the 
Secretary if he would conduct the \·ote on this Resolution which you ha\·e in paper TWC/49/36 Draft Resolution 
on Special Peruut Catches in the Southent Ocean by Japan. Secretary could you conduct the \ 'Ole please . 
Antigua you m·e asking for dte floor. 

Antigua and B:u·buda 
Mr. Chairman just before we proceed to the \ 'Ole Antigua and Barbuda would like to Yoice its opinion on this 
Resolution. Mr. Chair. yesterday we saw and witnessed a \·icious attack on the Scientific Comnuttee of the rwc 
by some members of tlus able body. \Ve saw. Mr. Chair. a few days ago we were recommending that the 
Scientific Comnuttee establish stronger links with the arumals Comnuttee of the IUCN . We see now Mr. 
Chairman that our same Scientific Comnuttee is admitting the usefuhtess of the research that is takittg p lace irt 
the Southem Oceans. The need for some lethal killing irt order to accomplish certain goals of this research. Mr. 
Chair. a Yote for this Resolution is an irtdictment against the Scientific Colll111ittee of tlus organisation Mr. 
Chairmatl. A vote for this Resolution is sendirtg a message to the Scientific Comnuttee that dtey are only needed 
when it is irt the interest of some member comttries of tltis orgarusation Mr. Chair. We cannot expect our 
Committee to d eYelop stronger links with other Committees of other organisations when we ourseh·es m·e 
rejectirtg om Comnuttee . Charity begirts at home and tmless we show respect for the Scientific Comnuttee by 
respecting its opinion on tlus research progrmnme we are irtdictirtg our Scientific Conmuttee and suggesrittg to 
them that they may as we ll close shop up. I am appealittg to fellow Connnissioners irlSide here to realise tlus 
process and realise the dynanucs of this process and the dattger irt wluch we at·e pmsuirtg this process before we 
cast our Yote on tlus issue Mr. Chairman. Thank you very much. 

Chair·m an 
Thatlk you Antigua and Barbuda. I see a couple of additional people asking for the floor. I had thought that we 
had tmderstood that debate was to be at a nlliunnun . Russian Federation you wish the floor? 

Russian Fl'dHa tion 
Thatlk you Mr. ChairUian. We at·e always supporting the scientific researches which haYe the end to establish 
tlus scheme of the stock ruanagement so therefore this Resolution. Thank you Mr. Chairman. 

Chair·man 
Thatlk you Russian Federation. I tlllilk the views are therefore clear. It just reirtforces by O\Vll Yiew that we 
should proceed to a vote on tlus issue and I ask the Secretary now to do so p lease. 

Sl'Cl'l't:u ·y 
Mr. Chairman the proposal before the Conmussion is the Resolution irt docmnent TWC/49/36 a Draft Resolution 
on Special Pemut Catches in the Southem Ocean by Japan. A Resolution of this namre requires a simple 
majority of those votirtg for or against to be adopted. Following om rolling stan the role starts at St. Lucia. St. 
Lucia. St. Lucia - no: St. Vincent and the Grenadirtes - no: Solomon Islands - no: South Africa - yes: Spain -
yes: Sweden - yes: Switzerland - yes : UK - yes: USA - yes: Antigua and Bm·buda - no: Argentirta - yes: Aus tralia 
- yes: Austria - yes: Brazil - yes: Clule - yes: People's Republic of China - no: Demnark - yes: Donllitica - no: 
Finland - yes: France - yes: Germany - yes: Grenada - no: Ireland - abstain: Japan - no: Republic of Korea -
abstain: M exico - no: Monaco - yes: Netherlands - yes: New Zealand - yes: Nor\\·ay - no: Oman - absent: Russian 
Federation - no. Mr. Chaim tan there were eighteen votes in fa\·om. ele\'en votes agairlSt with 2 abstentiotlS so 
that Resolution is adopted. 

Chair·m an 
Thank you. We are still on that same Agenda Item 14. A s I irtdicated there was a second Resolution . 
Resolution TWC/49/ 37. The Netherlands has already irtdicated it would like to introduce tlus Resolution and I 
would now like to ask Netherlands to so do please. 

:'lil'thl'r·lands 
Thank you Mr. Chairutllll. I would like to also on behalf of a munber of other commies wluch you fmd at the top 
of paper 39/36 to addt·ess the other research programme im·olving the k illing of whales which is the Japanese 
Reseat·ch Prog!'amme irt the North Pacific . Tlus Programme started two years ago and apparently it is beconling 
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39. Verbatim Record (24-28 May 1999) pp. 5, 152-153

\ IRRillMRECORD 

5151 A.'\i\"UALMEEIINGOF lEE MIR!"XUIO:'i.'\1. Wli-U.E'<GCQ.\IMISSIO:" 

Prime ~finisttr Dr Keidt Mitchell 

GRDCID.\ ~28MAY 1999 

OPil.\'[\"G SESSIO:" 

MONDAY24UW 

1. ADDRESSOF\\!LCOME I 

Good morning. On behalf of the Gove1mnent and people ofGrenada, it is my di..tinct plea<~~te tow1>lcome 
you to this island. We are indeed honoured to host this very iop>mut iutematiooal meeting. As you are 
aware. preparations for the 51" session of the International Whaling CommisSion have been uudenvay in 
Grenada for severnl days. 

I have no doubt that participants of the Scientific Committee Meetings hav1> been be1·e to prepat" for this 
most iruportaut gathering and that you have come to appreciate ou:r beautiful cou.ctry and our wann 
hospitality. 

Ladies and gentlemen, for more- than fifty years the- IWC has been addressing the ·various issues 
sturotwding the 1""5e1v ation of the world's "'hale ; tocks. During that pe1iod tbe1·e have been .substantial 
changes in the methods used to _gather and analyse appropriate data. In other- words. as \vith all other are-as 
of nanttal resource management, the. work of the Commission has lten lllfluenced by tecbnoloiT. 
Computer sinmlatious and otbe1· technological advances have aided the Commission in cauyiug out its 
duties. 

Ho\veve.r, after more than five decades the balance be.tween conservation .aud h.11vest, between economics 
and politics , between emotion and tUloo·=diug continues to challenge this important body. These 
challenges. however. should oot. serve as a deten:ent but rather an in~t.iou as you cany out your 
de.J.iberatiou~ over the next few yeas.t... 

G!..nada. as a small islaud developing nation ..ubraciug the c.urreut United Nations Food aud Agriculture 
Orgamsation 's P13ll of Action fon"" sustaining n1.1rine re..sources. \Ve consider the Plan of Action to be. 
extremely impoltaut, particularly s ince it acknowledges the plight of the fish ;tocl:.s caused by illegal 
unregulated and unreported activities. 

We, in G!·enad.,, therefore recogniSe that without long tenn aud ;u;tainable sn·ategies, will ruu the 1isk of 
depleting these valuable natural resources. We also understand, ladies and gent!.,_ that the method; by 
which each indiv-idual nation is able to tr.uJslate global objectives into international action will indeed vary. 
This applies to aU a;pec.ts of the industry including safety measures. the implementation of harvest seasons 
for particular species, the genernl presetVation of the marine entironment, as we.U as training and acistance 
for our hardwo!lcing fishfnnen. 

ludeed, in G!..nada we ha,., adopted measures for applying selec.tive fishing gear and methods. This is 
enabling us to avoid the problems associated with over.barvesting targeted species, as well as. harvesting 
untargeted species. 

It must be understood. there.fore, that coastal states like Grenada have no choice but to harvest i~ resources 
from the ;ea. Additionally, our tourism indusby includesrecreatioual use oftbe sea. 

lu othe1· warda, ladies and gentl.,.,n, sisters and brothers, the C.'Uibbean Sea is a integral part of our overall 
food sectuity strnteiT. j11st as it is "" inte,gral part of our towism~or. We recognise and understand that 
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Thank you UK. Are !here any olher comments on this paper? In that case we "ill note the paper. Can I 
move on to agenda item 14.3.2 and r ,·e got two Resolutions. The first one is IWC/51/48. New .Z..aland 

~...-Zealand 
Yes, Mr. Cbainnan, !his Resolution really Oll!y does one, or depending on ho\\' you \iew it. rwo things. It 
.u.ks th-e: Scientific Commi.tttt to cUl.SVter just m·o questiotu in respect of ill re.:Sc.uch conducted under 
special pennits. It does not specify what those answers utight be and it certainly doesn't dictate what they 
should be. The preamble to the Resolution equally simply recorda the relevant provisions of the 
Convention and its Schedule. The information is sought for this Commission to enable it responsiOly to 
review the various scientific progrannnes that are being conducted under Article vm of !he Convention. 
The information, Sir. is highly relen.nt so that we will know whelher the data that is being obtained by 
lethal research is required for management purposes ... .. [End of Tape ] .. ... ... the Vel}' same questio::t that 
the Council for International Organisations of Medical Science.s asks of its members and that is the 
information, Mr. Chairman. that shoold enable us to make our judgements accordin~Jy on the scientific 
programmes that come before ns. ~- Chairman, a c.ouple of years ago I was criticised by one delegate for 
ha\l'ing raised these issues. h is very dear now that it doesn't trouble other international organisations to 
raise these questions. It is \'0!}' dear that they do in fact ask them and I belie\·e that we should do likewise. 
I urge support for the Resolution. 

Chairtnan 
Thank you New Zealand. Any othet" comments on !his Resolution? Again can I ask that we presun:.e the 
co-<ponsors support New Zealand. Chairman of the Scientific C-ommittee. 

Ch.U'IDJlll of the Scicatific Comutitt«' 
Mr. Chairman, I am not dear whether !his Resolution replaces pre\·ious Resolutions or i; in additicn t.l 
them. Perhaps that could be clarified. 

Chairman 
Kew Zealand 

~""' z.aland 
l\.1r. Chairman. it ;; ,.ery clearly intended to be in addition to and not to replace any of the pre·nous 
Resolutions. 

Chairtnan 
Thank you New Zealand Any other comments? Can I aocept !his Resolution? Japan. 

Japan 
Thank you lvlr. Chairman. I am actually reluctant to take the floor but I have to speak_ so ple<tse understand 
my feeling but anyhow there i; information that can be obtained by the non-Jelhal method as well, but lhffe 
is certain information that can only be obtained by !he lethal method. In reality, and in fact there is 
information that can only be obtained through the lethal method to secure the accuracy and signifi=ce as 
well as the statistically signific.ant and useful information, and if yon ouly have the non-lethal method 
available that could be quite limited in a scope. For esample, the information from the standalone case, 
single case, exceptional case or maybe from a vexy special stranded case or maybe incidentally -taken whale 
case and so forih. Such information. for example_ includes the information on age or the speed o-f the 
growth or the degree of maturity or the s tate of pregnancy or !he degree of pollution and so fonh, thatrould 
only be obtained through the lethal research. 

E\·en to elucidate the stock sttucture fro.m a practical standpoint when you tlrink of the sample size to be 
collected and so forth, the lethal method is really required So lhese are the information that are quite 
necessazy for the improvement of the stock management and to elucidate the status of the stock, and also 
the infoimation require-d for the safe manage.ment of the cetacean resowces, and so these are: the 
information that can only be- obtained by the Japanese research acti\!itie-s in the Antarctic as well as m the 
Norlh Pacific. I would really like to see any plan for the non-lethal project wbich could obtain !his kind of 
information that is c.urrently only obtained by the lethal method, because if those non~e.thal m ethods could 
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ever e-lucidate the ecology and status of the whales within t11e ecologic.al i:bain or the ec.ology or e<.osystem, 
or to elucidate and improve the safe manage.mem of the resourc-es as well as utilisation and so forth. If such 
a progJ"amme plans are available we would like that to be indicated and proposed and to see it implemented. 
So if such a plan is available by using non-lethal method please indicate and propose here. Thmfore I 
would like to appeal here. that we should have the realistic standpoint realistic view, to pass the c.onect 
accurate judgement be.re. Thank you. 

Ch~inn.w 

Thank you Japan. Monaco. 

~fouaco 
Mr. Chairman, I want to react to what Japan just said as a co-sponsor on this Re~oluti.on. Japan impl:es that 
lethal takes of whales on the scale which if it is canied out is done for valid experimental pwposes. I think 
this is au important but vety controversial point of view and actually as everyone knows in this room at 
least, the loose regulations on scientific whaling have been the subject of much debate in the IWC and also 
in the scientific literature .. You will look at the scientific evidence. in journals such Nature and Science and 
you will understand clearly what I am refening to. As you know. many of us are conce.me.d that ·.vhales 
continue to be kille.d to that exte.ut unnec.essari1y in the name of scie.nce. We. see no justification to 
'scientific whaling' on that e.~tent and to that scale .. I am not saying that certain questions c.an be. aru\lf·ered 
entirely by noJ.l..le.thal take-s, I am just questioning. and so does a large fraction of the scientific connntw.ity~ 
the fact that Japan is resorting to lethal takes to such a de gee. 

Finally, I will just say that non-lethal methods of research, they develop very quickly over the past decades 
and they have supplanted the need to kill whales in many instanc-es~ genetic samples from skin~ b:opsies 
from foe'dlses now produce a wealth of information on things such as stoi:-k structure, and we. address this 
que.sti.on in the form of a proposed iutersessional Wo.r.kshop tmder a differen t agenda item so I \\ill come 
back to that because we think there is .much work to do on this issue because the answe.rs are not clear. 
This is a controversial issue and it desen'es a d ear answer. Finally, I will just draw also the atten:ion of 
this assembly in the papers on ethical considerations that not only the. Council for Inte.m~tional 

Organisations of Medical Sciences made some. ve.ry valid point but also on page 2 of the Cotmcil Directive 
of the. European Comm.tmities which states dearly that the Commission and member states, this i:oncerned 
at lea$t fifteen states in E\U·ope now~ should eucomage researc.h in the development and validation of 
alternative techniques which could proYide the same level of infonuatiou as that obtained in lethal 
experiments. That's aU I have to say, Mr. Chainnan. 

Ch~in.n.w 
Thank you Monaco. The.re. are. a large number of co-sponsors for this so I can we. accept it? Norway. 

NormtY 
As referred to. Mr. Chainnan, in the firSt paragraph of this Resolution, e.very party to the Convention has a 
right to set quotas for scien tific purposes and we think that's a right that should be maintained.. We mpport 
the Japanese. \<ie.ws. Thank you Mr. Chairman. 

Ch~in.n.w 

Thank you Norway. Dominica. 

Dominica 
TJ.m.uk yuu Mt . Ch.Uuuau. Cltaiuuau, iu uu~: Vtt:!<tth I wou.I.U lik~ to I."O.UJ}Il~w~ut lh~ ptoyoucu~ uf ll.ti~ 
Resolution in that they ru-e. a.t.ing the Scientific CoiDillittee for advice. My concem is what will they do. 
Will they abide by ihe advice of the Scientific Committee• Thank you. 

Chairman 
Thank you Dominica. Can I adopt this as a majority view and note the comments made? Seems OK 
Thank you. The next item fve got is Resolution IWC/51/49 and before I ask somebody to take. the floor, 
can I refer bac.k to COIWllen ts I made on Monday where I bad proposed to disallow Resolutions which I 
i:onsider to be a repe.at of something that was done last yeax. We tried out this proi:edure particularly in 
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40. Verbatim Record (16-19 June 2003) [transcript of the audio Verbatim Record]

* The following text was transcribed  from the IWC’s audio record of the Annual 
Meeting in 2003 by the Government of Japan since no official transcript of the record 
is published by the IWC. Copies of the verbatim recordings (CD-ROMs) are deposited 
in the Registry of the Court in accordance with Article 50, paragraph 2, of the Rules of 
Court.

The 55th Annual Meeting of the IWC (16-19 June 2003)

AGENDA ITEM 12.2: Commission discussions and action arising – Draft 
Resolution on Southern Hemisphere minke whales and special permit whaling

Monaco [15’47”-]
Surely, I do not wish to challenge, and actually no one has, the legality of takes under 
scientific permits. But please allow me to strongly differ and strongly challenge the 
view that this body should simply be happy to be a recording chamber. The question 
here is one of scale. When our founding fathers allowed scientific permits, back in 
the mid-40s, the understanding was that a number of individuals would be sufficient 
to meet the legitimate questions at those days, in those times. Now we have heard 
that several thousands of whales have been taken under JARPA in the past ten or 
twelve years.

Dominica [18’22”-]
Dominica would like to commend Japan on the most valuable research conducted by 
the JARPA programme and would like to say, Mr. Chairman, that we look forward 
to the renewal of a similar programme like JARPA in the future, so as to allow us 
to be able to continue to obtain valuable information on cetacean resources that will 
allow us to be able to utilize such cetacean resources in a sustainable manner. Be it 
for whale watching, be it for the use for food for mankind.
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41. Verbatim Record (28-31 May 2007) [transcript of the audio Verbatim Record]

* The following text was transcribed  from the IWC’s audio record of the Annual 
Meeting in 2007 by the Government of Japan since no official transcript of the record 
is published by the IWC. Copies of the verbatim recordings (CD-ROMs) are deposited 
in the Registry of the Court in accordance with Article 50, paragraph 2, of the Rules of 
Court.

The 59th Annual Meeting of the IWC (28-31 May 2007)

AGENDA ITEM 10.1.4: Other – Commission discussions and action arising 

Norway [4’33’’-]
The Minister of Environment of New Zealand, in his introduction of the resolution 
on JARPA, claimed that the Scientific Committee had concluded that JARPA 
programme has not produced any valuable science. This is not correct. JARPA has 
produced a large amount of valuable data and this was acknowledged by the JARPA 
review meeting and also can be found in the report of the Scientific Committee. I 
do certainly not agree with the Commissioner of Mexico, who is also a scientist, in 
his strong criticism of the results. The results are valuable in two ways. One is that 
it gives important information about the changes in the ecosystem in the Antarctic, 
in the Antarctic Ocean. The other part is, and this relates to the text of the proposed 
resolution, that it has certainly given information [inaudible] minke whales in this 
Ocean, and that relates to the RMP on the stock structure of minke whales.

France [7’11’’-]
La France s’est toujours opposée à la chasse scientifique à la baleine, comme nous 
l’avons fait remarquer par le passé. Or, le Japon continue de pratiquer ce type de 
chasse controversée avec sa campagne de chasse JARPA II dans le sanctuaire de mer 
australe, dont nous avons soutenu activement la création. Nous avons noté qu’une 
réunion intersessionnelle d’évaluation des résultats du programme JARPA a été 
organisée à Tokyo en décembre 2006, comme le président du Comité scientifique 
l’a souligné. Nous avons noté, parmi les conclusions de cette réunion, que 
l’information la plus significative concernait le stock de petit rorqual antarctique, 
comme l’a d’ailleurs indiqué la Norvège. Il est en effet apparu, qu’il y avait au 
moins deux stocks de petit rorqual antarctique dans la zone d’étude de JARPA, ce 
qui infirme les zones actuelles de gestion de cette espèce. Cette information est très 
intéressante et très importante, parce que de manière générale, ce sont précisément 
des stocks qui doivent constituer les unités retenues pour la gestion. Toutesfois, nous 
souhaitons rappeler ici, avec force, ce que nous avons toujours soutenu, qu’il n’est 
nul besoin de tuer des baleines pour aboutir au même résultat. En effet, l’étude des 
stocks est classiquement réalisée par l’alanyse génétique de biopsy de peau. C’est 
pourquoi nous avons décidé de parrainer la présente résolution de l’opposition 
proposée par la Nouvelle-Zélande.
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Iceland [17’00”-]
The right to conduct whaling for scientific purposes is made very clear in our 
Convention and I’m happy to see that that is at least generally recognised here in 
this forum. More than that, Japan’s scientific research is very useful, and Iceland 
strongly opposes to the reasoning of the proponents of the draft resolution. 

Saint Kitts and Nevis [21’36’’-]
Let me first of all congratulate Japan, the Government of Japan, for the extensive 
research it is conducting and the valuable information it is providing to our 
organisation and of course to the international community. In our view, this research 
has allowed us to further extend and broaden our knowledge on life histories and 
ecosystem dynamics of whales found. (…) 

Japan has the right under Article VIII to conduct research so is [sic] any country that 
are [sic] members of this organisation. And Saint Kitts and Nevis takes [inaudible] 
with some of the remarks that have been made by some commissioners by calling 
Japan’s research programme “so-called” research, scientific whaling without giving 
recognition to the fact that over the years this research programme has provided 
significant information that can let us better understand, you know, the nature and 
abundance of whale stocks, which we are dealing with. Saint Kitts and Nevis cannot 
support this resolution and further would call upon the sponsors of this resolution to 
withdraw it immediately.

Saint Lucia [25’26’’-]
I note that under various situations we talk about the Convention and sticking to 
the words of the Convention, the intent of the Convention. Yet, on the other hand, 
we tend to ignore certain sections of the Convention. And I refer to Article VIII, 
which has been mentioned by my colleagues of the Caribbean and others: the right 
of countries to conduct the research. And the Convention talks about killing for 
scientific purposes by contracting States. I assume that we have not as yet suspended 
the Convention to allow certain delegations to speak freely on issues which are 
clearly written in the Convention.

Now, as far as I recall, as far back as 97, and I refer to the scientific report, and 
it says that it was agreed that the programme, that is the Japanese programme, 
provided valuable information on a number of biological parameters. And it spoke 
about natural mortality, decline in age of sex [maturity] and a whole range of 
other parameters. And it also says that it also provided information requested by 
the IWC’s pollution workshop. It contributed greatly to stock identification and 
improved understanding of minke whale’s role in the ocean ecology. (…)
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Morocco [29’10’’-]
Nous sommes devant une situation où on est en train d’essayer de pénaliser un pays, 
qui s’investit dans des programmes de recherche qui sont de l’intérêt particulier pour 
l’évaluation et le suivi de ressources baleinières. A mon avis, c’est des initiatives 
que cette Commission devrait encourager.

Guinea [30’30”-]
Parmis les résultats, qui sont de grands intérêts pour notre pays, figurent en 
bonne place les résultats obtenus par le programme JARPA afférent à la relation 
baleine-poission. A la rencontre de Saint Kitts et Nevis, ces résultats ont montré 
de façon détaillée la quantité de poisson consommé par les espèces baleinières 
et les différentes espèces composant cette quantité, qui sont en majorité de petits 
pélagiques. Monsieur le président, je rappelle une fois, que dans la recherche 
quotidienne de  protéine d’origine marine pour nos population, de petits pélagiques 
figurent une bonne place. (…)

Il faudrait aussi rappeler que l’article VIII de notre Convention accorde ce droit. 
Aujourd’hui, je ne vois pas comment on peut soulever le fondement même de la 
Convention, dès que ceci rentre en contradiction avec nos sensibilités.

Republic of Korea [33’35”-]
JARPA programme has greatly contributed to the understanding of the Antarctic 
marine ecosystem and the estimation of stock abundance, which was the base of the 
proper management of whale resources. 
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42. Chairman’s Report of the Twenty-Forth Annual Meeting, pp. 1, 5-6

IlflWRJUCTIOHA.L Wll.A.LING oa&ISSIOif 

CRAIHMA1f1 S REPORT OF 'mE TWENTY- POIJRTH I&Ul'ING 

stn.1MARY OF MAilf DECISIONS MADE AT ~1EETIIiG 

Aa in the laat aeveral yeara ainoe 1965 the CCIIIIId.aaion made wbetantial prosrase 

t~ ita goals at the 24th llieetingr 

a. The blue 'llhale unit no o method of setting catch lllllitw in the 

Antarcti c waa abandoned, the prot"iaions ~or ita use -• deleted .frca 

the Schedule to the Conventim and baleen whale oatcb lillli te wen aet 

separately by apeciea. 

b, Reduction• were made in catch limite in all areaa, based an the 

lstelt scientific assea~nte or the whale atooks made by the Scientific 

COIIIIIittee. .4 catch llAlt was introduced for a1Jlke wbalea in the 

Antarctio a.lthOUBh this r ea=• is under-harveated. Catch limita 

for epem wbalea were f,ixed eeparatel)r for Mlea and f811111les and lilli ta 

Mre iaposed on apem whaling in tbe eouthem H.emispl\are for the first 

time. 

c . Yri t h the ai¢116 of llll agreement by the Antarctic whaling oountriea 

duriDg the caune of the meeting, the Inten:lllticmal O'baarYer Soh-~ 

operative i n all. area s where 'llhaline; is undert.elten by membe1' oaantriea. 

d. .U. thoue:h the Cor:umiasian ns unable to aoeept the reaolution of the 

UN Conference on t ho Htlllllln E!nrtronment at Stoclthollll calUng f'or a caaplete 

aoratorium on o011111erc.ial whaling for ten years, taking tlut view that 

1'8@'\llation by s pecies and stocks was th.e only practical -thod of whale 

OODBa.t'Ve. t i on, i t approved a number of associa ted or related proposal a. 

i . The Stockholm. Conf'orenoo resolution had reooaaanded that ttae 

Commiaeioo be s t :r•ngthened to 1nc.reaee intemational reeeuah 

efforta. The Commiss ion decided to aet up a Cooaittee to develop 

specific duties o.f t he secretariat perecnnel in an expanded ataf:f, 

:re comQa od a budget and develop plans for adequate financial support. 

1. 
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all govertliiiiQnts concerned in a. t en-yea.r moratoriwa on e01111erei&l whal:\ng. 'l'he 

Seeretar7 General, Mr Maurice Strong, attended tno meeting to transmit the 

resolution and oopvey t he i mportance t he UN Conference attac~ed to it. He said 

that emerging from t he oonsiderntion given to thie eubject at the Conference 

was a ver1 new dimension in t he i ntoreet of government• in the qu .. tion wnicn 

is the principal purpose o! the Commission's meeting. HG knew the C~seion 

recognised this larger intares t that exists aaongat th& Goveromente of the 

world in the q11est1on of whales not 01117 88 a reeo11rco for COIIIIleroi al 

erploitation but as a world resource in a larger sense. Re po1nted o11t that it 

was the intention of Governments to add t o and strengthen the ver1 important 

role of the Commissi on. Be u=ged etrong favo11rable conslderation of the 

recommendation and offered t ho co-operation o! tho United Nat1oAS in ~ of the 

Ca.mission's futur e acti vities that ~ ?ertain to them . He asked that a report 

oo the Colleission's decie itJno be sent to him. The CllaJ.l'la8ll i.n thi!Jikill8 

Kr Strong tor h i e statement said a report of the meeting would be sent to him 

as soon as it was rea~. 

9. A Global Moratorium on Co:nmercial Whalin&. 11'1. t h the object of enabliog 

the Commission to institute a globnl moratori~ on commercial whaling, the 

United Statee delegatioo moved and t~e United Kingdom dele&at1on seconded a 

•otion that t he Schedule f or 1973 be amended ill ever¥ case where a nwnerica.l 

quota appears to s ubstitute t he nwnoral "0" ! or al l auob numer"loal quotas . 

The proposal !or a more. t or ium was considered by the Technical Cotllmi. ttee. In 

introducing it to the Committee, the United States delegati on said that the 

state of kno~ledgo of t he ~hale stocks was eo i nAdequate that ~t was oal7 

00..011 pl'lldeace to suspend whaling; t his weB necesau;y ao that so1ea.t1fio 

efforts could be r edoubl eo and new research t echniques developed. The 

TeOhnioal Committee had before it t he views o! the Sci entific Commi ttee ae 

expressed in that Cowoi t~eb ' e report. The Scientifi c Committee agreed that 

a blanket moratorium on •aal1og could not bo justifi ed ec1entif1cally sinoe 

; . 
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prudent management requi red r~lation o! the stocks individ~lly. It would 

&lao probably bring about a reduction in the amount of research whereas there 

was a prime need for a substantial increase in research aoUvit,.. It 

rec0111118nded that i nstead of a moratoriWR, support should be solJ8ht tor a decade 

of intensified research on cetaceans and that this should proceed in parallel 

w1 th further developaant of the policy of bringing catch restriotiona into line 

with the beat available knowledge of the state ot the s tocks . The Technical 

Committee rejected the proposal f or a aoratorium, four delegations voting in 

favour !!Ad seven against 1 three delegations abstained . 

In the course of diaoll8sion in the plene.ry eession of the Colllliesion it waa made 

clear that the proposed b&ll would apply only to the co~Dercial talticg of whale&• 

Th"' present exception granted in the Schedule to the small scale whaling 

from Greenland and the Faroe Islands, mere the whales are taken for eonsumptlon 

by the local population, would not be affected. Opposition to the motion was 

expressed on the grounds that there was no sound scientific basis for a 

aoratorium, that a cessation of whaling would result in reducing the research 

effort, fro:n l oas of ·hh. a"lri f r .-r - t he inability of countries to provide 

increased funds f or invest igati on into the whale stocks; that 

With the r eductions of the quotas of the i ndivi dual species and operation 

of the observer acheme in all areas greater progress was baing made thaD ever 

before, and the introduction of a moratorium could result in a complete setting 

aside of al l that was being achieved by the Commission and lead to unregul&te4 

whaling 1.n eeveral parts of t ile world. The United Statea delegation did not 

acoept that the impoeition of a moratorium would bring to an end reeearcb and 

the collection of scienti f ic data on whalea. The motion waa rejected ~ the 

Commission, four delegati.on.a voting in favour of it and six against1 four 

delegatione abstained. 

6. 
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43. Chairman’s Report of the Twenty-Fifth Meeting, pp. 1, 4-5

1. 

were condu<;tecl by the Ghail'men of' tl1e C.ommission, Hr I R:i.ndal (Nor11ay). 

2e B~-~~~~!2-~~?-~ · COi~Hnissionc:c:~; e.nd d.ole{~a.tes f:c·om. ctll the r~\O~aber cottntric s 

atteniect. Oh servers y;err~ present from the governments of Jl1'azil, Chile, Peru, 

· P01·tugal . and Sweclen, r:he l:'ood and. Agx·icul t1.1xe (!l'gan iss.'i;ion of the United. Na tion.s, 

'che International Counc:U for the Exploration of the Sea, the Inter national 

Commission f'or South Ei!.st Atlantic Fisheries, Whaling and Marine Ham\SC1'ipt 

Archives, t he Fauna Preservation f3oc:Lety , '.;he International Union for the 

Conserva.tion of Nature ana. Na.tu.x·(,}. Hesources, The Vlorld. Wildlife Fund., Friend.~:~ 

of the Earth, Project Jonah, The Intema.t;ional Socie-ty :f'or the 'l:lrotection of 

A"limals and. the World. li'ed.eration for the P~·otection of A..>li!nsls . 

An ad.ru:ess of' welco;;\e, on behalf' of the United Kinga.orr, 

Government, was given by Mr Anthony Stocla r t , M.P. j,t:l.nister of State for 

Jlgric:ulture, ~'isheries and. Food.. ltir Stodart ref'er1·ed to the decision of last 

year's meeti ng not to introduce the 10--yea.r !!lOrat oriu.m or. a ll whaltng a s 

recommended by the UN Stockho).!!l Conference and said that he was glad. 'Go see 

the,t the Comm:Lssion had followed very closely the advice tlf its scientists, 

by ext<;nd.i.ng the existing moratoria indefinitely, introd.ucing q:aota!:l by s tocks 

and. extendinf~ them to sperm whales, and. introducing precautionary quotas on 

rninke whale s, I n his view it was !'lOst importarl'i; that this meeting should. 

demonstrate that this momentum would be maintained, He drew attention 

particularly to the need. for much more strin~;ent conservation measures if 

the fin whale was to r e cover to i ts maximum yield level as quickl.y as desired.. 

He referred to the a.d.vice he ha il best~ given that no speci es of whale was a t 

present in da."lger of being expJ.oited at a r at e greater than the stocks can sustD.il~ 

l. 
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Director of' ·clH3 Bureau, was ci r .;ulu.ted. A oc•pf i.~ UJ>:fH::Il<kd. (Appt:nd.:i.x A) to this 

report • 

. 9. 

a mora·~orium 011 commer c:i.u.l whaJ~iuc; wa s coris:l.ctcred by the 3ci<mi::U'ie C:cmL:i ttce and 

the •.reclm:J.ooJ. C:ommi ttea, For some yeo ... rs the formei' ha d cclvocatoo. tho regulation 

of the whalr:. stocks on the b.as.i..s of j_nd:i.vidual species. ~.'h:~s wa s now operative 

and a ste.rt hc>.d been mac1.e to ext~nd. :\t to tht:o rca.r.~t1.t;ement of' i:be i ntJ.iv-:i.cJ.ual 

&tocks . The Cosumit.t ee ccn~i8.erec1 that at '.;ha preserLi; ·i:;j.me there war; no biolc(S:i.Cc..l 

r.equi reme!l t for t he :iJnposition of a b lanket mor~torium on al l col!Ulle:..·ci al whali ng 

ancl the !:':C.jol•ity considered that there was at present no biologice.l justification 

'Oy the Ur,ited States and a.ftor d1sou~;.sion it wa:; runendec. in the light of point:> 

made. I t was then seconded. by the Arg!:lntine aml France, It referrecl. to the concern 

that all the speni es of grea·t; whales were at prer.e:1t depleted considerably below 

'the:l.r or igimtl. population levels, due not onJ.y t o excessi v<~ exploi tE,tiou but als o 

because knowle dge was inadequate to protect the species, and, in order to pr ovicl(: 

time that the nations could. use to enhance their knowledge of t he ecolot,-y and 

population dym unics of' whe.les and per mit t he r.1ost rap~d recovery vf' whale popuJ.atioa 

proposed that the Comnis::;ion decirle that oo~hnercia.l 'uha..Ung for all species of 

cete.cee.ns should cease for a. pericd of t en yee.rs beginn:i.ng not later than three 

yea rs frc,fl the date of the adopt:i.on of the resolutj.on , except e.bor5.ginal catches 

where they do not enclanger th e species, The re:s olution 11e.s a.pprovod by the Commi tte 

on a ma jo:!.'ity vo-te. I n the pl enary session , J~he Sc,viet Couuni ss:i.on~>:r.· l'epeated. hi.s 

country ' s ~>pposition to the re!:olation on t!10 groundtJ that it wa.s contrary to the 

:Cinclings of the Scien'G:i.f'ic Coom:L ttee, that it wa t incou:patible vri th the ConYent:i.on 

::md its S(;hcc'l<.tle a..;d l'tCiuld. lead. t o the cesar.t tj.on of the Co;wention lind to 

unr·egul::J.te\1. l'tbn.linc,. The Je..panE:se Corumissior,el' suppol~'ced 'Chis sta.ting that the 

mcrn.tor.iu.m r;o.s in ccrr·~.ef.~·'d.G tion to ~,he 51):j_r i t. 11f the Gonveni;ton. Iv \novi ng 1-:ho 

8-dopi:ion of the re:.~c~ltd:j on:. th ~. lHd.t.e·~. St ... ~ tf:h Cuu~hl~ . .z;;.,J.oJ)C!, said tfli·! t il:LG flt:lt:.gh t..l~~-..'1! 
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tho thr·E:o-·qu<:tri::c:~s ma.j ority of tho6e votin~ as rc:qui:ceC!. by t he P.ules of P:~ocedur·E•, 

(i) .£!l.'~i!£9t:i.Q Th 0 8 c::i.entific Commi ttee f;; tated. that i t b elieved 1:1l<>t wher.co, 

possible e.l l '~hale s toc:ts shoul d be ruanageci. i ndi viduf.ll:Ly and p r esent ed a 

sub-committee's r eport recommen d.i.ng sub - rl:i.v:i s ions f er imta.rctic baleen vlhtl 1•)c\ 

and percentage a l lorJa 'c:i.ous of' the oatche,s t he,t may be a:pJ)i.·oveil :Cor f':"t.n, sei. 

proposals for s uch a procedure ~.t its n ext Cif•etine;. 

The Scientific Cu~un:i. ttee repod;ea. t hat it felt i t woulC!. not b0 

r.afe to depart. f'rom t h f! c »tiu:ate of' ::;u.stain~ble y :i.eJ.d. :J.r: 1972, L e. 3,200. 

The; Corumi t t&e emphasised t h?t at pres en t t h e> f in wllal(, s t ocks were about 

one---thircL to one-half of the l e •J el whi,~h would provi de maximum su.r,t1'!:\.nab l e 

yield. 'rh e 'l'echnica l Co:nroi ttee approve d, by sev en votes t o five v:ith t wo 

abs tentions, a proprJs:<.l '~bat t he ce.!;ch cp ottt f or fin .whale s shou.ld be J.ero, 

Th e a doption of this pr oposa l was mov ed in the plenary s <:ssi on by the 

Chairman of' t he Technical Committee a n d see onded by He:;-..ico a.ud the P.rge1~tin<l . 

Seven coun trie s vote ct in f avour and f ivt' agairJSt with two f1b sten.'d.on.s, th" 

nec e.,sary three-quarters majo'rity was theref ore uo t acr.ieved. The Commissioner 

for Norwa.y propose d t ha t the oatch quota fo1· fin vrhale.~, shoul d. be 1 ,1;.50 with t.hc~ 

·. · :ddl3>r t h a t t h o i;wo countri es ae1;ua lly engag ed in whaling in the Antal' o'ci c 

Japan ano. the Sovie t Union - shoula. undertake t o work tov:c:.x·d s further 

reductions i n fut ure year:;, This WE. :s s ec:onil.ed by the Commiszioner for Japan, 

5. 
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44. Chairman’s Report of the Twenty-Sixth Meeting, pp. 1-3

!~~~NATIONAL ~ING COMMISSION 

CHAIRMAN'S REPORT OF TWEl'n'Y-SIXTH MEETING 

1 . Date and Place The Twenty-sixth meeting of the Commission was held ~t Riverwalk 
iio.,oe, Hillbank, London from 24-28 June 1974. The proceedings were conducted by the 
c~.i~n of the Comddseion, Mr I Rindal (Norway). 

2. Renresentation Coaaiesionera and delegates from all membftr countri&s attended! 
t~ey included the Commissioner for Brazil who had joined the Commission since the laet 
m~e ting. The Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations was represented 
by two observers and there was ~leo an observer from the Untted Nations Environmental 
Pr0gramme. There were also observers present fro11 the Governments of 
Swe<len 
Chile 
Netherlands 
Per-u 
l'ortugljl 

a 11:i f'rom the 
Int. ~rnational Council for the ~loration of t~ Sea 
International Commission for South East At lantic Fisheries 
Int~rnational Marine H~nuscript Archives 
International Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Re"ourcea 
Fauna Preservation Society 
World Wildlife Fund 
International Society !'or the Protection of Animals 
World Federation for the Protection of Animals 
Friends of the Earth 
Project Jonah and the 
Sierra Club 
3. Address of Welco~e An address of welcome was given on behalf of the United 
Kingdom Goverlllllllnt by Hr Norman Buchaa, KP Minister of State, Ministry of Agri culture, 
Fisheries and Food. In welcoming the delegateB Mr Buchan referred to the important 
decisions taken by the Co~is6ion since he last addressed the annual meeting mentioning 
particularly the abolition of the blue whale unit and the establishment of the 
International Ohe~rver Sche~e but potnted out that there was still much to do. There 
was the question of strengthening the Co~iasion, in ita executive capacity and in its 
8cientific capabilities for research into whale populations. There was also the 
question of the moratori UJt on which widely different but sincere views were held. 
Nobody wanted to see whalestocka reduced to danger level and the Commission especially 
had a responsibility to future generations in this regard. The fundal!lental parpose 
of the 111oratorium, of its opponents,and of the Commiesion wae the same - to conserve 
the world's whale •tocka for the benefit of fUtare generations. Other illlpOrtant 
i!ISUee were the particular problem of the fin whale and the question of the sub-division 
of the blll.ettn and apel'll llhala ctuotas to give greater protection to indiVidual stocks. 
There vera signa that soae of the depleted stocks were now showing signs of recovery, 
the Collai.asion t a critics would not be sa tidied until they saw that eYery effort po86i ble 
was being made to speed tbat recovery for every depleted etock. 

4. Statements by Commissioners and Observers The Commission accepted the Chairman's 
suggestion that representatives of the press should be invited to remain for item } 
on the agenda - openiag state~ents by Commissioner. and observers fro11 other countries 
and organisations. Stat..ents outlining the position of their Governments on proposals 
before the Coaaiesion were made by the C~saionere for the United States, Australia, 
tbP USSR and Japan. The Commissioner for Brazil made ~ brief statement on t he return 
of a rlele~ation from hie country to the Commission. 

1. 
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St atementswe re made by the observers from the internatl.onal organisations . 

Mr L K Boersma made a statement on behalf of the FAO Allsis t ant Director Gener al of 
Fieheri ee . In the cour se of hls reliiATkB Mr Boerelll"l re f e rred t o t he active part played 
by FAO staff i n the investigation of the whale s tocks carri ed out by t he Co~seion~• 
sc;"ntists in the 1960s and said t hat now the CommiRsion was again f acing diffic ult 
deci sions his Director General had been instructed by 11e111ber GoverlliiM!nte ac t ing 
t hrough the FAO Committee on Fisherie6 t o aSBi st in any way possi bl e. 
Dr K Curry-Li ndahl who attended as an observer for the United Nations Environmental 
Progr~~~me said that tJN!1I vas willing and anxious t o co-operate i n the worlt of tbe 
C~ieeion as aoon ae opportunity arises and suggested t ha t such an opportunity would 
be found particularly in the f ield of research. Re outlined the act i viti es UNEP was 
developi ng with FAO and the FAO Committee o n Marine Resources Res earch aimed at t he 
prot ecti on of livi ng marine resources. 

5. Dr N A Mackint osh The Chairman referred to the death duri~ the year of 
Dr Mackint osh. Se had been a memher of t he United Kingdom del egation s ince t he 
Conaiasion was establ i shed 26 years a~o and had missed only one of the Commission's 
meetings. He was Chairman of the Scientific Committee fo~ mnny year s . The meeting 
s t ood i n silent tribut e to hie ~emory. 

6. Adoption o f Agenda The Commission adopts<! t he provisional agenda on the proposal 
o f the Commiss ioner for Canada seconded by the Commissioner s for the USSR and So11t h 
Africa. 

7. Opening of meeti~a to the Press The Chai rman referred to this i t em on t he 
agenda and recall ed t t prior to l ast year's meeting the question of whether t he 
Commi asion should perftdt t he admiaaion of the Preas to its meetings was put to 
Comniaal oner8 in wri t ing and of t he ni ne countries that replied eight were opposed . 
He euggeeted that unless any delegat ion had changed its view t his decision should still 
s t and. No change of view was i ndicated by any delegation . 

8 , Review of Previous Seasone1 Catche6 Stati6tics relating to t he catch outside t he 
Antarcti c in 1973 and the catch in the Ant~rctic i n 1973/74 prepared by the Bureau of 
International Whaling Stat i etics had been di s tributed to the Scientific Commit tee and 
were availabl e f or del egations . A statement reviewing the seasons ' opera tions prepared 
by Mr Vangstein , t he Dir ect or of the Bureau wa5 cir culat ed . 

9• Provi sion for a World Wide H'ratorium on Commercial Whaling A resolution propos i ng 
a ten-year moratorium on all comm,rc i al whSling beginning not later than the 27th 
110e t i ng of t he eo.miesi on was considered by the Technical Committee . It was submit ted 
by tbe United States and eeconded by Mexico and was in simil ar terms t o the 
resolut i on presented t o the 25th meeting which was approved by the Techni cal Commit t ee 
but fail ed to obtain a sufficient majority in t he meetin~ of the Commissi on. The 
Scientif i c Ca.mittee reported that it had review~d i ts state~ent made i n ita r eport 
to tbe 25th IJI8eting that ther'i) vae no biologi cal r e qllire11ent for t he illposition of a 
bl&llket 110ratcriua on all coaDercial whaling and agreed that t he statetDent waa s till 
appropriate. I t drew attention to t be suggest i on of poss ibl e co•petition between 
species wbereby rebuilding of severely deplettd stocks ~ay not necessarily be 
~mieed by a aor atorium. 

An amending r esol uti on waa moved by Australia seconded by Denmark. It r eferred to the 
need to preserve a!ld enhance whale stocks as a resource for future use and t aking i nto 
oo!lBi deration the int erests of consumere of whale produc ts and t he whaling industry ae 
required by the I nternational Convent ion on Whaling, a nd r ecognising that the 
manage.ent o f whale s tocks abould be baeed not only on the concepts of maximum sustain
able yield in number by species , but shoulrl al&e include such considerations as t otal 
weight of whales and i nt eractions between 8p&Cies in the marine ecosyst em, propose i that 
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all stocks of whales should be claseifiod into one of the following three categories 
according to the advice oi the Scientific Committee: 

(i ) Initial Kals!88118nt Stocla!_ which 111&7 be reduced in a controlled IIISll!ler to 
achieve MSY levels or optimus levels aa theee are determined. 

(ii) Sustained ~eent Stocks wbich should be maintained at or near MS! levels 
and then at opt~evala as these are determined. 

(iii) Protection stocks which are below the level of Sustained Management Stocks 
and abould be fUlly protected. 

The Coalittte would datlne stocks for thia parpoee as the wrlts which can be 110st 
eftecthel.y IIU&ged indhi.dual.lJ'. The re.alution further proposed that 

(a) eo-rcial wb&l.it\8 shall be pel'llitted on Initial Haugea~ent Stocu subject 
to the advice of the Scientific Committee aa to measurea necesear:r to bring the 
stocka to the HSY level a.nd then optimum level in an efficient aanner and without 
risk of reducing them below this level, 

(b) Coa~~~ercial whaling shall be permitted on Sustained Kanage~~ent Stocks subject 
to the advice of the Scientific Co~ttee. 

(c) There shall be no ca.ercial w.b.al1113 on species or atocke classified ae 
Protection atocka, including those apeciea listed for full protection in the 
current schedule. 

The resolution provided that it would be implemented by the Scientific ~ttea 
prodding advice, to be up- dated Al\llWllly , on the criteria to be wsed in defini113 the 
abo.,.. categories of whale stocks to be incorporated 111 the Sebedule aa soon u 
possible, and b:r aaking the aeceaaaey -eudments not later than the 27th eeetiC« of the 
ec-ieaion. 

The question of the Scientific Committee participating in the va:r proposed in the 
resolution wa.e referred to that Collllllittee. It reported that it conaidered that the 
advice it would be required to provide caae within ita ter.. of reference and vas 
stailar to advice now bei ng given. The Committee would provide advice on criteria and 
a stock levele relativ a to criteria and the eo..ieaion would IIAke tlw claaaific:btione 
and allocationB to ma.aas-ent re~e. It understood that the adoption of the 
proposals wuld in no WSJ limit i ts advice to the ec-ieeion v:itbin its terms of 
reference. An amendaent providing an aJ.ternatiYe definition of Sustained KanagaMnt 
Stocks waa not accepted and the amending resolution was approved on a aajorit1 vote 
for subadeaion to the eo-ieaion. 

In plenary Seeaion tbe Comaission by a majority adopted the resolution vith the 
addition of the words "present and" before " tuture" in the reference in the preuble 
to the uae of the Wale stocks u a reoource. rha United States Comaiesioner statl d 
that hi.s GoveroMnt still supportN a teu-1ear eoratorilll but bad voted tor the 
resolution ~cause it felt it represented a eigni!icant step forward in the aanagament 
of the world'• vbales. 1 num~r of other eo.aieai.onere expre~eed their agree-nt 
vith thia view. Advice to uaist t be Coauai1111ion in defining the categories of etocka 
vill be determined at a eeetiD8 of the Scientific eom.ittee which is to be held b1 the 
and of 19?4. 
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REP. INT. WHAL. ('llMMN Z7, 197? 

Chairman's Report of Twenty-Seventh Meeting 

I . OA TE AND PLACE 

The Twenty-seventh n •~Ctln~ of the C<llnruis~on was held 
at Riverw~lk 1-louse, M1 1lbank, London from 23 to 27 June 
197 5. The prooeedin~ts WCIC tundocted by the Chai•man or 
the Commis~ion, Mr 1. Rindal (Nvrway). 

2. REPRESENTATION 

Commissionef$ and delegates from 311 the f1ft~en member 
;:ountne.s attended. The Food and AAricu\ture Organisation 
or the United Katlons W3S ICprescnted by two observers 
and there was also ln observer rrom lhe United Nations 
Environment Programme. There we1e olso observers present 
fro m the Governments of: 

Korea 
Netherlands 
New Zealand 
Peru 
Sweden 

~ml fcon1 the 
lnternaltonal Council for the Explur.HIIJn ot' the Sea 
lnternational CtJrrunission l()r Snuth E~st Allaolic Fi~eries 
International Union ror the Conserv•tiou nf Nature and 

N:nural Resonrces 
Fauna PreservatJ<m Society 
Friends of the Earth 
International Soc1ety for the l'roteetlon of Animal& 
Project Jonah 
Sierra Club 
World Federation for lite l'rmcc tion of Anlmals 
World Wildlife Fund 

3. AOORESS Of WELCOME 

An addrc~ of wekome was given oo b~half of i11e United 
Kingdom Gqvernmcnt by Mr Edward llbhop, Ml', Mini> ter 
o( Stale, Ministry qf Agricultttre, Fisheries and Food In 
welcoming delegates to the mc~r.ng, Mr flishop referred 10 

the further important steps the Comm1ss1on had taken 
tuwnrds lhc con:;ervation of the world 's whale ~rocks. He 
reler~r.d particularly to t11e proposal whtch wa~ aco:ptcd al 
the ls1t meet in& and which had been me subject of n spectal 
'"eeting of llle Sc1entific Committee for the classiltc;~tion 
uf whole stocks. He said that !he t.:nit<ld Kiugdom Govern· 
meul 1ecarded il as a ~ignificant step forward m the nilional 
management of the various whale stocks of the o-.ea11~ 
because conservation needs varied significantly fr0111 swck 
10 Stock. He commended t.he extemion o f thu ~uh· 

tllvlSion of l11e stocks of the Southern Hcmisph~rc and thu 
~oti!Jlg of Individual quotas for tl\e regions Involved thus 
e.110bling more confident degrees of whol he coU~d 'line 
tuning' In the control of these stocks. 

~ow that tnc Commisston had latd the f(.)und ~ l iou fw a 
IIC.W lHUnugernet1t scheme, he very much hoped tha t it 
would be nhl e. 10 move quickly towards ngroc1ng the 

B!l!essnte.nt.s ll1e S1:1enufic Commiltee would be orcsenlin&. 
The Commtss1nn would he • II too ~ware that, throughout 
the world, all whn ~h~re concern for the environ10011l 
would be ~nXiCIUS that !he mom~nturn is kept up. 

4. STATllMENTS flY COMMlSSlONERS 
AND OBSERVERS 

Statemen t~ setting Olll the views l!lld the position or their 
G,>vernment~ on ptoposals befote the Commission wert 
made by thr. CnmmlssiClne r~ for A\1Slral1a, Canada, Jopafl, 
Mexico ~nd USSR •11d for ths USA by the CommiSSlOner 
and Cong1essman lidwlll ronythe on behalf of the US 
Congress_ Stntcmcnts were made hy the observers from the 
lntemational organisat iu11s. Press r~presentatives rhen len 
the meeting. 

5. AOOI''n ON OF AGENDA 

The Coonm•sston ~<iup ttd the pr()vmonnl agend~ which )Ia(! 
b~n drculated six ty d~ys helot~ the meeting in •r.cord
ance with the CommiHn.lll's Rules of Procedure. 

6. R£VI£W OF PREVIOUS SllASONS' CATCHES 

Statmics relating to the cu tch out>i,ie the Anuretic in 
1974 and the catch in 1hc An!HC1ic in 1974 75 prepared 
by the Burea~ of lnlerna tJOilill Whaling Statistics had 
been distribu te<;! to the Scient if'l.c Commillee arld were
available for delegations. A stut0111~llt reviewing lhe seasons' 
operations prepared by .Mr Vstngstein, the Directo r of the 
Bureau, was ctrculnted. 

7. CLASSJFlCATlON OF WHA.LE STOCKS 

A I its la~t meeting the Commi~<<oon nccep1ed 11 p roposal that 
all ~locks of wh3lcs ~houl<J be d3sslfied m1o one of the 
following three caregones accordtr~g tn the utlvlce of the 
Scientific Coonntittee 

(a} lnitlilf Managernt!IJI Stocks whtch may be reduced 
in a controlled manner tn achieve MSY le•el~ or 
oprimum levels n~ these are determined. 

(ii) Sustair1?d Mrmugeml'/lf S/llth which shcnJJd be 
maintained at or near MSY tcvcb and then ar 
optimum level! ~s lhese are d~lermlned, 

(iii) Protection Stocks which ur~ below lhe level of 
Sust:uned MaJlagernenl S tN;ks and sl1oUld oe (utly 
protected. 

h wa's agreed that. 

(a) Commercial whaling should be permitted on Initial 
Management Stocks su~jccl 10 lht ud~IC~ of the 
ScientifiC Comrnilt~l' ~ to llltasurts necessal)' to 
bring the stocks to the MSY rcvel.!lld thNiolPiil!111rn 
level in an eifident mouner anJ witJ1out risk or 
reducing them below this level. 
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(b) Commercial whaling should be permitted on Sus
tained Management Stocks subject to the advice of 
the Scientific Committee. 

(c) There shall be no commercial whaling on species or 
stocks classified as Protectlon Stocks, incl~ding 
those species listed for fu ll protect ion in tile 
current Schedule. 

Jt was decided that the proposal should be implemented 
by the Scientific Committee providing advtcc, to be Up· 
dated annually, on the cri teria to be used in defi ning the 
above categories of whale stocks to be incorporated in the 
Schedule as soon as possible, and by the Commtssion 
making the necessary amendments not later than its 27th 
Meeting. 

The Scientific Committee at a meeting in La Jolla, 
California in December 1974 considered the criteria that 
should be adopted in defining the three categories of 
stocks and following its meeting in London ptior to the 
meellng of the Commission finalised the following pro
posals which were considered by the Technical 
Committee: 

A Sustained Management Stock shall be defined as a stock 1 

which is not more than Z% of MSY stock level below 
MSY level, and not more than 20% above that level, 
MSY being determined on the basis of che number of 
whales. provided that for stocks between the MSY srock 
level and Z% below that level the permitted catch shall 
be not more than is ind1cated by a str<Hgln line from zero 
at the lower limit to 9(1% of MSY for stocks above MSY 
level and that it shall not be more than 90"4> of MSY for 
stocks above MSY level. 

When a stock has remained at a stable level for a 
considerable period under a regime of approximately 
constant catches, it shall be classified as a Sustained 
Management Stock in the, absence of any positive 
evidence that tt should be otherwise classified under 
the preceding criteria. 

An Initial Managemem Stock shaU be dcllned as a stock 
mure than 20% of MSY stock level above MSY level: it is 
fu rther recommended that the pe~O:utted catch for such 
stocks shall be not more than 90% of.MSY as far as this 
is known, or where it wiU be more appropnate, fishing 
effort shaU be limited to that which ,;,ill take 90% of 
MSY in a stock at MSY level. In the absence of any 
positive evidence that a conlinuing higher percen tage 
would nor reduce the stock below MSY level, no more 
than S% of the estimated initial exploitable Sto(k size 
should be taken in any one yea r. 

Exploitation should not commence until an esti· 
mate of s10ck size has been obtained which is satis· 
factory in the view of the Scientific Commit tee. 

A Protection Srock shall be delined as a stock which is 
below Z% of MSY stock level below MSY level. 

The Technical Committee agreed wllh the majority view 
of the Scientific Committee that the limit helow MSY level 
for Sustained Management Stock and Protection Stock 
should be l 0%. 

An al ternative formula was proposed by the United 
\Kingdom for dete rmining the annual catch during the trans· 
ltjonal period when a sustained 10anagement stock is re· 
tuining to MSY level. The length of the transitional period 

1 Stock for this. purpose may be de tined b~' lhe Scientjnc Com
mittee as lo tal, llt:lture or explo itnble as: :tppropliate in each case. 

or the total catch of whales dunng it would not be affected 
by the formula wluch was as follows: 

The annual catch for a Sustained :-.lanagement Stock for 
each year during which 11 remains below MSY level shall 
not exceed the number of whales obtained by takrng 
90'% of the MSY and reducing that number by 5% for 
every one per cent by which the stock at the beginning 
of the sustained management period falls short of the 
MSY stock level. 

The Technical Committee recommended the adoption of 
the Scientific Committee's pruposals as !he basis for the 
classiftcation of the stocks except that for the 1975- 76 
Antarctic season and the 1976 season in all other areas in 
the Southern Hemisphere 

1
the permitied catch or sci whales 

should be determined in accordance with the alternative 
formula sot out above. 

The Sctentiflc Committee was asked to eJ..amine the two 
formulae with the object of providing the Commission at its 
next meeting with advice on !he adv:mtages and disadvan· 
tages of each so that the Committee can deddc on the 
application of one of I hem to all stocks. 

For the purpose of clas.~ifying the individual stocks and 
de termining the catch limi ts the Commission accepted the 
areas proposed by the SciCil ltfic Committee as follows : 

Sou rhcrn Hemisphere fo< waters between the ice edge 
and 40°S for fin whales, ~nd the ice edge and the 
equator for sei and lllinkc whales. 

Areal 
Areall 
Area Ill 
Area IV 
AreaV 
Area VI 

120"w - 60°\V 
6o•w o• 

06 70°E 
70°£ - 130"E 

130° E - 17o•w 
17o•w - I zo•w 

Southern Hemisphere for sperm whales fo1 waters 
between the icc edge and the equato r_ 

Division 1 60°W - Jo•w 
Division 2 JO"W - - 20•E 
Division J 20° E - 60° E 
Division 4 60• E - 90• E 
Diviston S 90° E - 130" E 
Division 6 I 30° E - 160• E 
Division 7 160" E - 170°\V 
Division S 170°\V -- 100•w 
Di•isiun 9 wo·w - 60•w 

1l1e Commission accepted the Te.:hnical Committee's 
recommendation thar the following classtf1cation of the 
wh:Ue stocks proposed by lhe Scientific Committee should 
be ~Jopted for I he 1975-76 Antarctic se~son and the 1976 
season elsewhere: 

St<StaiiU!d Marwgement Srock 
F111 whnles Southern Hemisphere 
Fm whales North Atlantic (Iceland Stock) 
Fin whales North Arlanti-.; (Newfoundland 

Stock) · 
Sci and Bryde's wh~les Southern Hemisphere Areas I, 

II, IV, V, Vi 
~inke whale$ Southern Hem1sphere Area IV, 

North Allant ic (Stock Enst of 
Cape Farewell. Greenland) 

Sperm whales-males Southern Henusphe1e Divisions 
I . 2, 3. 4, 7 and 9 

Sperm whales-females Southern l~ern isphere Divisions 
3, 4, 7 aud 9 
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Appendix 

AMENDMENTS TO TH£ SCHEDULE OF THE 
INTERNATIONAl WHALING CONVENTiON I ?46 

APPRO\'ED llY THE COMMISSION AT THE 
27TH MEETING 

Paragraph l Aullthc followmg at end of paragrap)l 
"'lac!ating whnlc" means (n) with respect l<J l)aieen 
whales- a female wluch has 1ny onilk present in ;L m~m. 
mary gland (b) with respect \II spenn whales- n female 
which ha$ oulk present iu a mamm~ry gland the 
maximum thicku~ {depth) o;>l which is 10 ern or more. 
This measurement shall be at the rnid ventral point of 
the mamrnaty g],ond perp.ndiculru to the body axts, and 
shall be log~cd to the nearest ccutimetre; that I$ to s;~y, 
any gland betlv<:en 9.5 em and 10.5 em s)laJI be IQgged as 
10 em. TI1e mea.~ureme.nt of any gland whidt f:Uls on an 
euct O.S centimel!e sh~U be logged at the next 0.5 
centimetre, e.g. 10.5 em shaU IJe Jogged as I I 0 ,m. 

However, 110twithstanding these cnterlu, • whAle shall 
1101 be con.tdt re..J o !acta ling whale if scientinc (hi5tO· 
logical or other biOlogical) cvidenc~ is prescnt~d to the 
appropriate nnlional authority establishing that the 
whale could not 3t thai point in its physical cycle have 
had a calf dependent on il for uulk ' 

Paragraph 2 { r) 
Une 2. Delete 'em~ continuous open season' 

lnscn '<IlL open season '" seasons' 

Plll'llgraph 3 (c) 
Unes 5 a no li. Delete 

'such p~siod of eight Jnonths to include the whole of the 
period of six months declo rod for baleen whulc~, except 
mmke whale~. 1lS provided rot ln sub·paragrilph (b) of 
1his parag1aph.' 

Sectioll Ill Cnrlure 
Delete ' Prohlhl!lons and area11' 
Dele·te paragrorhs S, 6 and 7. A•~r.nd to re.1d :1.~ foil.;, .. ~: 

'Ciassil'icution of Areas Jnd Divi~ions 
5. In para&tllphs 6 ~nd I I . are~~ in the South~rn llcm~ 
sphere arc those water& betwoen the ic• edge and 40 
Sout,h Latitude and lyLng betW~cn the folluwlug p3rallels 
of kmgitude, c~cept that for •ei and 13ryde's wh.1les com· 
bin~d Md n1inke whal~s they shall exi~Od LO the 
equator; 

Area I 
Area !I 
Area 111 
Area IV 
AreaV 
Area VI 

120"W - 60°W 
Go•w- o 

0 - 70"E 
1o•B- uo•~:: 

110"E - 170"W 
no•w - 120"w 

ln p~r-agn!phs 6 and 15, divisions r~lating to lhc ~att~h 
limits fo1 Sou thcrn Hemisphere sperm wh~los nr~ those 
waters ly1ug between 1.he ;,., edge and the equ~tor and 
bet .... "tCII th~ foUoWlog parallels o f )ongiwde 

DivtsJOn 1 h0°W- 1o•w 
Division 2 10"W- 20°E 
Division 3 20"E - 60"E 
Division 4 60" E - 90°Li 
Division S 90°E- !JO"E 
DiVision 6 I 30" E - 160" E 
Div1sion 7 ]110° E - l70"W 
Division 8 170"W- 1 OO"W 
Division 9 I OO"W - 60"W 

6. Clmificatiou of Stocks 
1\JI stocks or w)\41os sllall be clas:!lfl~d tn one of Uuu 
CI11Ggories accortli!l~ to the advice of the Scientific Com· 
mJt•ee us follows: 

(11) A Sustained Manag"ment Stock 11 a ~tock whtch i~ 
nol111ore thou 10 per cent ot M~ximuntSustainablt 

Y1al~ (hereinafter refcncd to ·~ MSY) stock l•v61 
below MSY stock lcvd, and ni:>\ more (han 20 per 
cent above !h:H level; MSY bciiiM tletcnnined on \he 
n•LSis of th~ number of whales: 

Wl\en a slock has remained ~ ~ n $ll1ble level for 11 
eonsiderablc p~rtod under a regime of npproximAiely 
('t)!1S!J!ni c.atcl•e,. it shall be c1n"1f'i!!d .as. su~!.Z!!!!~d 
Management Stock m the o!>$e!lcc uf any po~ttlve 
evi\lcnce thai )t ~hould be otherwise classified. 

Commercial whaling shall l>c pcrrru ttad on SuS· 
tJined Management Stocks accorthng to the ndvke 
of the Sc1enu0c Committee. 

r"or 1hc J97S-76 pclagi.c season and 1976 coastal season 
In the Southern Hemisphere a.nd ror the 1976 seasou 1n 

ull o ther areos (or stocks between Ute MSY stock levul 
and tO per cen t below ~hal level, rht permitted catch, 
exllept for set whnles and Bryde's whules combined 111 

!he Sout.l,ern H•lllispltere, shall not e){cee(l the munber 
nf whales obtained by taking 90 per cent of the MSY 
and reducing th.a\ number by 10 (let cent for every one 
i>Ct cent by which the s10ck f~!lt sl1orr of the ~!SY ~IO<.k 
level. Por stocks ut or above tJ1o MSY stock lev•l rile 
Jl"lrntitted cat~h sh11 ll not exceed 90 per cent of the 
MSY. 

For sei alld Urydr's whales com hi ned in the Southern 
llemisphere fo1 the !975- 76 IX' lagtc ~cason and the 
1976 coastal se•~on the permo lied cat<:h of SuMHined 
Mtln~gcmen t Stocks below the MSY 5:ock level slu1ll nQt 
exceed tl te number of whale~ obtained by takin~ 90 pet 
c~ t of d1e MSY and reducing that number by live per 
~ .. m for ev<ry one per cent by which the stock fit i ll~ 

begmning of the sou;taintld mana~;ccnen l period falls ~hon 
e>l the MSY stock level. 

The followiHG stocks ate cl~sslned as Sustained 
Maoo"gement Sto~ks for U1e 197.)- /6 pelagic sea1011 ~ood 
iloe 1976 co~stal season In the Southern HcmlspJ•ere uptl 
for the 1976 sea!un In all other nre~s· 

fln whales Southern Hemispl1ere Aren 1 
Fm whales Nor th Atlunlic (lcel:;nd Stl">tk) 
Pin whales North Atlnnlfc (New(nundlnnd 

Sci and Bryde'l whttles 
oombineJ 

:\Iinke whales 

Sperm whales- malru> 

S tock) 
Sou th~ rn Hemisphere Aroas I, 
n, rv. v. vt 
Southern Hemisphere Area 1 V. 
North Atlantic (Stock East of 
Cape Farewell , Greenland) 
Sou tllerrl i lenoisoherc Divisions 
I , 2, :3, 4, 1 and 9 

Sperm wha!es-rcmales Sou thern llernispherc Divisi\,.,s 
J, 4, I and 9 

(b) .A!I lnttial Management Stock is a $lOCk m<)rc than 
20 per cent or MSY stock level above MSY slo)ck 
level Comn1Ct'cia1 whulm~:~ sh~ll be pcm1itted on 
Initial Manugcment S10cks according ro the a..Jvlce 
of the Scientific Committco a• to meas11res 11Cces· 
sary to bnng the stocks to the MSY sto'k levcl and 
tluln opumunl le•el "' an rfOuent manner and 
without mk of rcduung them below this level. 
The pcrmlttr.d catch fo r suW1 stoch W1ll not be 
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more (han 90 per cent of MSY as far as th1s i~ 
known, or, where It will be more appropr!ute, 
catching effort shall be limited to that which will take 
90 per cent of MSY in" stock 3l MSY >toe!< level. 

In the ab~ence of any posJ live ev,d¢.11ce lhG 1 a 
continuing ht~er ~~'~ntaQe wtll not reduce the 
stock bdow the ~lSY stock level no more th9n liv~ 
pt! crnr of the estimated rOtl1al exploitable st01;k 
!hall be taken in ~ny <lne year. Exploitation should 
not commence until an e1tlmate of stock si~e has 
been obtained which is r.a tisfactory in tl1e view of 
tht Scientific Committe¢. 

The following stocks J!re classified as lt'litial 
ManMgement Stocks for the 1975-76 pelagic season 
and lhe 1976 coasrol ro~son in the Southern Heml· 
sph~ re and ror the 1976 set•son m all othe.r areas· 

Minke whal~ 

Mmke whales 

flryde's whales 
Sperm whales-male~ 

Southern llembpher~ 
Area~ !,II, Jll, V, VI 
North Atlantic (Stock 
West of Cape Farewell , 
c; reenland) 
Ni>rth Pac•fic 
Southern Hem•sphere 
OMsoons :5 and 8 

Sperm whales- f~mal~s Southern Hemisphero Divr· 
saons I. 2, 5, 6 anll S 
North Pacific Sperm whale?~male~ 

Sperm whale~- iermoles Noilh Pacific 

(c) A Protection Stock l~ :1 swck whJch is below J 0 per 
cant ofMSY stock level below MSY Stl\Ck level. 

There >hall be no totnnrcr~ial whaling oo species 
no noel>s whilst they ar ... cla,-silied a~ ProlctUon 
Stocks. The following ~rocks are classified as Protec· 
trnn Stoc~ for !he lil75--76 pelagic .season Md 
I "176 GOastal season in thl! !)ou thcrn Hemi~phcre and 
ror the 1976 season in all other arcs; , 

lllUe whales 
ltLOmpb~ck whales 
Ris,h t whales 
Gruy wit ale~ 
Hn whales 

Pin whales 
Fan whales 

Fin whale~ 

Sel whales 

Sel Whales 
Sprrrn whal~-malcs 

All 6~eans 
All Oceans 
All Oecxns 
-<\U Oceaots 
Southent He111isph~1e Arras 
II IIJ , IV, V, VI 
North Pacific 
Nunlt Atlantic (F'aroes and 
W~M Norway Stock) 
North Ad anric (NoV• Scotia 
SWak) 
Southern Hemisphert Area 
Ill 
North l'acilic 
Southern Hemlspherf O!Yt· 
$10n 6 

1 Notw\l.l;lstaodang the provisions of paragraph 6 the 
taking of 10 humpback wkale~ not below 35 f~el (10.7 
merrr.~) in length, per year Is pe.rmitted In Greenlund 
Woterl provaded that wl•ale ~at~hers of less than 50 gri.IS!> 
mglster tonnage are used fot· thi~ purpose and the taking 
of gf3Y or righ t whales by abori~tmes or a Contrncling 
Govcrnmeut on behalf of •borogine1 is permitted h111 
only when the m~at and products of such whales nre 10 
be u'cd e:.,clusively for lo~:al consumption by 111e 
nborigines: 

Poa;grfJph 8 Amend to f~ad as follow; 
'It is fOJbrdden to take or kill sur:.kltnp, calve-s or 
femal~ whales ac:tonrpamed by c~lve1,.' 

Pariigruph 11 AmcnO to r~•d itS follows : 
'The number of fin whales taken dtrrin.& t~e oren 

senson in wator8 Nauth !lf40° Smolh L8tJ! udO h)l facwry 
ships or whulc Clltdtcrs ij lta.ched thereto under the jul'is
diction of the Contracting Gnve1nme.nt:; stwll not exceed 
220 lO 1975-76 ·ll•e laking offin Wh!le~ s)>ail c~~c not 
later th3n 30 June l97b. The number of other specaes of 
baleen whales taken during the ope1n season m lite 
Southern Hembphert by lactmy ship~. land st~lions or 
whale c&tchers attached thereto unde~ the j\lrisdicti()n of 
the Conrracung Governments shall not exceed 2,230 seo 
and Bryde's whales combined and 6,BJ 0 minke whales in 
the 1975-76 pCI11gic season and the 1976 co~stal scasun. 
1'he lOlBl c~tche~ lnken in any of the fl1rcus I to VI shall 
not exceed lh~ llml ts shown below Ht>wcvet. in no 
ci rcumstances sllnll the sum of ihe ar~'u cul~hes ex.ceed 
the total qunt•s fm each species: 

Area I 
Area II 
Are" Ill 
Ao-ea lV 
AreaV 
Area VJ 

Pan 
220 

11 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Sel ancl flryde'~ 
whales combin~cl 

198 
567 

0 
671 
()'l.) 

297 

Plltagmplt 12 Amenll lu read as follow>· 

Minke 
1,200 
7,160 
2.400 

89 1 
840 
ooo· 

'The numb~r of whlles tak.en m the Nnrth Pacofic 
Ocean and dep&nllent waters in 1976 shall no t e.xceed 
the follow1ng limits: 

Sperm wholes - males 
Sperm whales females 
Bryd~·~ whnlcs 

5,2()0 
3.100 
1.363' 

Parngrapl! JJ Amend to read as follows . 
' The numbeo of lin and minkc whale~ taken In the 

North Atlanhc Ocean m 1976 shall nut cxuccd the l'ol
lowingllmJts 

Fin whales Ncwfollndland wa lets 
Fin whales - lcel ~nd waters 
Min\(e wJHI~s- E.nt Q( Cape Farewt;ll 
Minke w!]a)e$ West o f Cape Farcw.ell 

P(/ragraplr 14 Ddete provisions. 

Paragraph IS Amend as follows: 

90 
'75 

1,000 
550' 

line I Dc!ere '1974- 75' Jnsert'J975-76' 
Llo~ 2 Delete ' 1975' ·Insert '1976' 

Delete '8,000' insert '5,H70' 
Delete '5,000' lnmt '4,870' 

line 3 Oe l~ te ·Area~ J Insert 'Div)sioos 1 
to V I ' to9' 

lines 6-9 inclusive. Delete .111d inse1rt 1he following: 

'DiviSions 3 ~nil 4 
Drvi~ion 5 
01VlSion 6 
Division 7 
Dwision 8 
Divi.sions 9, I mid 2 

Male !Female 
l,562 1,.36& 
I ,080 756 

0 324 
495 396 

l ,5 12 971 
2,014 ) ,99~' 
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l'uragraph 1 7 Amend w 1ead as foUows. 
'(a) It is forbidden 10 use a factory ship ot a land staliou 

for the purpose of treanng any whales (whethe• 01 not 
taken by whale catchers under the juri$diction of a 
Contracting Covernmem) which are class1fied as Pro
tec tion Stocks in paragoaph 6 or a1e taken by whale 
C»tchers under the junwiction of a Cnntracting 
Government in contravention of paragraphs 2, 3, 9 , 11, 
12, 13 and 15 :Jf this Schedule.' 

Patagraph 20 Amend last sentence to 1ead. 
' No bonus or orh~1 remuneration £hall be paid to the 

gunners or crews of whale catche1s in 1espect of the 
raking of lactating whales.' 

Pd1agraph 22 Amend (b) (4) to read : 
'If female, whether lactating.' 
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Chairman's Report of the Thirty-First Annual Meeting 

1. DATE AND PLACE 

The thirty-first Annual Meeting of the Commission was 
held at the Cafe Royal, London. 9-13 July 1979. The 
proceedings were conducted by the Chairman of the 
Commission, Mr T. Asgeirsson (Iceland). 

2. REPRESENTATION 

Commissioners and delegates attended from all twenty
three member Governments, including six which had 
joined since the previous meeting. 

Observers were present from the following non
member Governments: 

Belgium 
Costa Rica 
Federal Republic of Germany 
indonesia 
Portugal 
Switzerland 
Tonga 

Observers were also present from seven international 
organizations: 

Convention on International Trade in Endangered 
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora 

Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United 
Nations 

Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission 
International Council for the Exploration of the Sea 
International Commission for Southeast Atlantic 

Fisheries 
International Union for the Conservation of Nature and 

Natural Resourves 
United Nations Environment Programme 

and from twenty-seven Non-Governmental international 
organizations: 

American Cetacean Society 
African Wildlife Leadership Foundation 
Center for Environmental Education 
Friends of the Earth 
Fauna Preservation Society 
Fund for Animals 
Green peace 
International Federation of Institutes for Advanced 

Studies 
International Fund for Animal Welfare 
International Institute for Environment and 

Development 
International .League for Animal Rights 
International Ocean Institute 
International Society for the Protection of Animals 
International Transport Workers' Federation 

International Youth Federation for Environmental 
Studies and Conservation 

Marine Action Centre 
Monitor 
National Wildlife Federation 
People's Trust for Endangered Species 
Project Jonah 
Roy&l Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals 
Sierra Club 
Threshold Foundation 
Whale Centers International 
World Association of World Federalists 
World Federation for the Protection of Animals 
World Wildlife Fund 

3. ADDRESS OF WELCOME 

The address of welcome on behalf of the Government of 
the United Kingdom was given by Mr A. Buchanan
Smith, Minister of State, Ministry of Agriculture, 
Fisheries and Food. Mr Buchanan-Smith particularly 
welcomed the new members and noted that their member
ship could only increase the Commission's effectiveness in 
conserving the world's whales. 

The new UK Government had been reviewing its policy 
on whaling in the light of the great public interest and 
concern in the UK. It had concluded that the world's 
whales could still be best conserved by the UK's con
tinuing membership of the IWC. However, t.he UK was 
concerned that there were still gaps in the knowledge of 
whale populations and that there was material collected 
from whaling operations still awaiting analysis. It was also 
concerned about the methods used to kill whales. For 
these reasons the UK would support the proposals for a 
moratorium on commercial whaling and the principle of a 
whale sanctuary although accepting that special consider
ations applied to aboriginal whaling which should be 
allowed to continue under suitable control. 

The Minister of State added that the UK would enter 
into discussions with the EEC and the user industries of 
sperm oil with the aim of securing agreement for a 
community-wide ban on imports of sperm oil and other 
derivatives. 

4. OPENING STATEMENTS 

It had been agreed beforehand, in order to save time at 
this meeting, that opening statements would be distri
buted in written form only. However, the Chairman called 
upon the new members to address the Commission, and 
the Commissioners for the Seychelles and Sweden did so. 
In addition, joint statements by three speakers repre
senting the Non-Government Observer groups were 
presented orally. 
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S. ADOPTION OF AGENDA 

The Commission adopted, o n the proposal of Canada 
seconded by the USA , the Provisional Annotated Agenda 
which had been d istributed in accordance wi th the Rules 
of Procedure sixty days in advance of the meeting. Items 
6-23 were referred to the Technical Committee for 
conoideration in the first instance. 

6. WORLD-WIDE BAN ON WHALING 

Two main proposals had been submitted under this 
agenda item; Australia seeking to bring an end to all 
whaling and the USA proposing a moratorium on the 
commercial killing of whales until serious flaws in the 
design and practice of t he Commission's current conser
vation programme have been remedied. 

The Scientific Committee had noted that both proposals 
involve a blanket approach to management, rather than 
taking action based on the state of each individual s tock 
which has been the policy of the Commission in recent 
years. Members of the Scientific Committee saw some 
advantages and some disadvantages in the two proposals, 
but there was no agreement on the overall effect of a 
moratorium o n the pace of research leading to a better 
understanding of whale biology. 

The Technical Committee, after extensive d iscussion, 
recommended by a majority decision an amendment to 
the Schedule and a supporting Resolution designed t o stop 
whaling until there is in effect a conservation proposal 
which wil l ensure the survival of whales. This motion, 
proposed by the USA and seconded by Sweden, received 
strong support from some members although o thers drew 
allention to legal problems, the resulting economic hard
ships and lack of scientific support. 

Panama, seconded by Sweden, proposed an amend
ment to the proposal which had the effect of considering 
the mora torium in two parts ; one dealing with factory-ship 
whaling and the other with land station operations. 
Denmark, seconded by C hile, further amended the first 
part to exclude m inke whales and this was agreed by the 
Commission. The final proposal was thus to add to 
paragraph 8 of the Schedule the fo llowing sub-paragraph: 

8(d) Notwithstanding the other provisions of para
graph 8: 

(i) there shall be a mora torium on the taking, killing 
or treating of whales excluding minke whales by 
factory-ships or whale ca tchers a ttached to 
factory-ships 

(ii) there shall be a moratorium on the taking, killing 
or treating of whales by land stations or whale 
catchers attached to land stations except as 
provided for in paragraph 11. 

In addition, in Tables 1 and 2 of the Schedule all no n-zero 
catches would be changed to zero and an accompanying 
Resolution set out the condit ions necessary to end the 
moratorium. 

The two sections of the new sub-paragraph were put to 
the vote separate ly. The first , on factory-ship whaling, 
received the necessary three-quarters majority to amend 
the Schedule, with 18 votes in favour, 2 against and 3 
abstentions. However , the second on land stations failed 
to obtain a sufficient majority, with 11 votes for, 5 against 
and 7 abstentions. 

In this situation the proposed amendments to Tables 1 

and 2 and the Resolution were no longer appropriate and 
so no further action was taken on them. 

Both Japan and the USSR registered their resentment 
and d ispleasure a t what they regarded as a discriminatory 
measure. The Commission then adopted a two part 
Recommendation (Appendix 1) proposed by Denmark, 
seconded by Austra lia, which the Technical Committee 
had approved by !t mnjority for the first part and by 
consensus fo r the second. Put forward by Australia , this 
recommended consideration or questions re lated to 
implementation of a ban on whaling qnd to obtain data on 
the social and economic trends in the whaling industry. 
Japan registered its dissent to the first part. 

It was agreed that a Technical Committee Working 
Group will meet in the week prior to the 32nd Annual 
Meeting of the Commission to consider these questions. 

7. REVIEW OF PRESENT MANAGEMENT 
PROCEDURE 

The Commission received the report of its Special 
Scientific Working Group, which was reviewed by the 
Scientific Committee and the Technical Committee 
Working G roup on Management. The Commission 
endorsed the recommendations that: 

(i) the Special Scientific Working Group on Manage
ment Procedures should meet for one week well in 
advance of the next Annual Commission Meetjng 
to finalise their Report and 

(ii) the group should be augmented with additional 
experts on whale biology and population dynamics 
at the d iscretion of the Chairman or the Special 
Scientific Working Group. 

and stressed the need for the Report to the circulated to 
the ;rppropria te Committees of the Commission well in 
advance of the next Annual Meeting to a llow them 
~dequate time to consider the recommendations. 

1l1e USA had submitted seven proposed Schedule 
amendments relating to management procedure , and 
these were referred to the Special Scientific Working 
Group. 

8. JM.PLICATIONS FOR WHALES OF 
MANAGEMENT REGIMES FOR OTHER MARINE 

RESOURCES 

Australia requested the Commission to consider how best 
to achieve co-o.rdination or its aims in the context of 
proposals to exploit krill or other Antarctic marine 
resources to ensure that the po tential recovery of depleted 
baleen whale populations is not prejudiced. In addition, 
the UK suggested that krill catches should be monitored 
before the proposed Convention for the Conservation of 
Antarctic Marine Living Resources is established. The 
Scientific Committee recognised the broad nature of the 
problem and stressed the need to inves tigate the structure 
and dynamics of ecosystems and to obtain basic data for 
management. 

The Commission agreed that: 

(I ) member nations be encouraged to supply krill 
harvest ing da ta to the FAO 

(2) this matter be referred to the Scientific Working 
Group on Management Procedures since manage
ment of the ecosystems may conflict with the 
Commission's policy for whales. 
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A Resolution (Appendix 2) recommending appropriate 
action and defining terms of reference for a Technical 
Committee Working Group was adopted , Argentina and 
Chile reserving their positions on the latter. The Working 
Group will meet during the week before the 32nd Annual 
Meet ing of the Commission. 

9. WHALE SANCTUARIES 

The general concept and the specific proposal for a 
sum:tuary in the Indian Ocean put forward by the 
Seychelles were discussed by the Scientific Committee, 
but no firm conclusions were reached. lt was noted that 
sanctuaries could provide freedom from disturbance for 
ecosystems and for species or groups of an imals, especially 
for activities such as breeding. There was a wide division 
of opinion on the data which might be obtained on vital 
population parameters unless scientific permit catches are 
allowed and adequate monitoring was un dertaken. 

The Seyche lles stated that their proposal satisfied the 
ecological coherence of the area and the expressed 
opinions of several ne ighbouring coumries. The rights of 
coastal states especially in their Exdusive Economic 
Zones would also be respected. Japan objected on the 
grounds that it believes the sanctuary concept conflicts 
with the objects of the Convention and the individual 
stock approach to management , and the USSR thought 
that the introduction of sanctuaries would reduce the 
knowledge needed to regulate whale resources. 

By a majority vote. the Technical Committee recom
mended an amended proposal incorporating a ten year 
review period to allow sufficient time for effects of 
disturbance and the recovery rates of depleted stocks to be 
followed. 

A further amendment proposed by Seychelles, 
seconded by Australia , had the effect of reducing the 
review period. This was adopted by the Commission by 16 
votes for, with 3 against and 3 abstentions, so that the 
following new paragraph was inserted in the Schedule: 

' In accordance with Article V(I ) (c) of the Convention, 
commercial whaling, whether by pelagic operations or 
from land stations, is prohibited in a region designated 
as the Indian Ocean Sanctuary. This comprises the 
waters of the Northern Hemisphere from the coast of 
Africa to 100' East, including the Red and Arabian Seas 
and the Gulf of Oman and the waters of the Southern 
Hemisphe re in the sector from 20' East to 130' East 
with the southern boundary set at 55' South. This 
prohibition applies irrespective of the classifications of 
baleen or toothed whale stocks in the Sanctuary, as may 
from time to time be dete rmined by the Commission. 
This prohibition will apply for ten years, with the 
provision fo r a gene ra l review after five years, unless 
the Commission decides otherwise.' 

The Commission then approved a Resolution (Appendix 
3) put forward by Denmark, seconded by Japan and South 
Africa, concerning scientific research in the Sanctuary. 
Seychelles stated that within the next few years it would 
like to offer to host a speci!ll meeting of scientists 
interested in carrying out research in the Sanctuary. 

10. MANAGEMENT O•' SPERM WHALE STOCKS 

The Scientific Committee had been unable to undertake 
any new analyses for the North Pacific stocks of sperm 

whales, and had only obtained results for D ivisions 2, 4, 5 
and 9 o[ the Southe rn Hemisphere from an analytical 
method which may include ccrtHin biases. 

Because of the scientific uncertainty and the amount of 
biological material still remaining to be analysed, the 
Seychelles proposed a t hree year mormorium on the 
commercial taking of sperm whales. This was adopted by a 
majority vote in the Technical Committee. Support for 
this proposal on the same ground came from seve ral 
governments, and Panama added the possibility of a high 
intelligence potential in the sperm whule as a furt her 
reason for such action. Japan pointed out that the Scien
tific Committee had not made this recommendation and 
stated that its own scientists could complete their work in 
one year. Iceland noted that the Scientific Committee had 
no t called for a halt to sperm whaling in the North 
Atlantic, and the USSR commented on the discriminatory 
chamcter of the proposal. 

On being put to the vote, the proposal failed to gain the 
three-quarters majori ty necessary to amend the Schedule, 
receiving 11 votes in favour, with 6 against and 5 
abstentions. 

The Commission then went on to consider the classi
fications and catch limits of the sperm whale stocks which 
would be available to land station operations. 

10.1 North Atlantic 
The Scientific Committee at present considers the sperm 
whales in the North Atlantic to belong to a single stock. It 
recommended that the stock be unclassified with a 
provisional catch limit of 273 fo r 1980 only, the average of 
the past ten years' catches by Iceland and Spain. 

The Technical Committtee agreed to recommend a 
provisional classification as SMS with t he same catch limit. 
This was approved by the Commissiou by 10 votes in 
favour to 2 against with 11 abstentions, after the defeat or 
an amendment fo r a zero quota proposed by Panama, 
seconded by France, by 6 votes for to 9 against . with 8 
abstentions. 

Full analyses of all the available data from Icelandic, 
Spanish and other catches should be undertaken at the 
next meeting. 

10.2 North Pacific 
The Technical Committee recommended that the catch 
limits for males in the Eastern D ivision and all females 
should be zero, and that the Western D ivision males be 
provisionally listed as SMS with a catch limit of 1350. 
Included in thi? figure there may be a catch of females not 
to exceed 11.5% and all whaling operations for this 
species are to cease when the by-catch is reached . 

The Net herlands, seconded by Seychelles, proposed an 
amendment for 1,100 males with no by-catch in the 
Weste rn Division. After reference to discussion at pre
vious meetings on the by-catch problem, a second 
amendment for a catch of I ,100 males with a by-catch of 
11.5% females was moved by Seychelles and seconded by 
Australia and New Zealand. This failed to receive a three
quarters majority, with 8 votes in favour, 7 against with 8 
abstentions. Following the withdrawal of the fi rst 
amendment the original proposal was adopted by 12 votes 
for to 4 against with 7 abstentions. 

The Commissioners for the UK and the USA both 
expressed their continuing concern that the by-catch 
problem should be investigated. 
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20 CHAIR\-! AN'S REPORT OF THE 34TH MEETING 

Chairman's Report of the Thirty-Fourth Annual Meeting 

I. DATE A:"'D PLACE 

The thirty-fourth Annual Meeting of the Commission was 
held at the Metropole Hotel, Brighton, UK, 19- 24 July 
1982. The proceedings were presided over by the 
Chairman of the Commission, Mr E. H. Iglesias 
(Argentina). 

2. REPRESEI'iTATION 

Commissioners and delegates attended from thirty-seven 
member governments. These included the Philippines, 
Egypt, Kenya, Monaco, and the Federal Republic of 
Germany, who had joined since the previous Annual 
Meeting, and Belize. Senegal and Antigua and Barbuda 
who joined during the course of this meeting. Dominica, 
having given notice of withdrawal with effect from 30 June 
1983, and Jamaica were not represented. 

Observers were present from seven non-member 
governments: 

Belgium, Canada , Ecuador, Finland, Indonesia, Ireland 
and Portugal. 
Observers were also present from seven inter

governmental organisations: 
Commission for the Conservation of Antarctic Marine 

Living Resources (CCAMLR) 
Commission of the European Communities (CEC) 
Food and Agriculture Organisation of the United 

Nations (FAO) 
Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission (IATTC) 
International Council for the Exploration of the Sea 

(ICES) 
International Commission for the Southeast Atlantic 

Fisheries ( ICSEAF) 
United Nations E nvironment Programme (UNEP) 

from the International Union for the Conservation of 
Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN) 

and from fifty-one international non-gove rnmental organ
isations listed in Appendix 1. 

3. ADDRESS OF WELCOME 

An address of welcome was given on behalf of the United 
Kingdom Government by Mrs Peggy Fenner, Parliamen
tary Secretary to the Ministry of Agriculture. Fisheries and 
Food. She commented that while discussions may be 
dominated by the proposals calling for a cessation of 
commercial whaling, other issues also re flect the concern 
of people throughout the world for the effective 
conservation of the whale population. She noted the 
importance of refining stock assessments and the need to 
find acceptable alternatives to the cold grenade harpoon. 
Mrs Fenner re-emphasized the UK's belief that the 

International Whaling Commission is the only organisation 
through which international co-operation to regulate 
whaling can be achieved. having stood the test of time and 
grown in size and stature since its inception. 

4. OPENING STATEMENTS 

Following the Commission's usual pract ice, opening 
statements bv Commissioners and Observers were 
distributed in. written form. The Commissioners from 
the new member governments of Monaco. the Federal 
Republic of Germany and Belize also took the floor for 
verbal presentatio ns. 

5. ADOPTION OF AGENDA 

In adopting the Provisional Annotated Agenda 
dist ributed 60 days in advance of the meeting, the 
Commission noted the preambular wording inserted by 
the USA. This indicated that every agenda item reading 
Action Arising is interpreted to imply that a Schedule 
amendment may be required. Japan stated its 
reservation on this point concerning whether topics can 
be made the suhject of Schedule amendment. 

6. ENDING OF COMMERCIAL WHALING 

The Commission had five proposals , from the Seychelles. 
UK. USA, France a nd Australia, seeking an end to 
commercial whaling. In the Technical Committee the 
Seychelles proposal in the form of a new clause to 
paragraph 10 of the Schedule which had the effect of 
introducing a three-year period for the industry to 
accommodate to zero catch limits, was discussed 
extensively. Topics covered included the need for rational 
management and sustained utilisation, the scientific 
uncertainty and Jack of data in assessments, past 
over-exploitation and the decline in the whale stocks. the 
large size of some whale stocks at present , the humaneness 
of whaling, compatibility of the proposal with the intents 
and purposes of the Convention, the distinction drawn 
between commercial and aboriginal whaling, coastal state 
sovereignty in 200 mile exclusive economic zones, and the 
present situa tion in the Law of the Sea. An amendment for 
a two year phasing-out period was put forward and the 
proposal as amended was approved hy a majority vote . 

In the Commission . the Technical Committee 
recommendation was seconded by the UK but was then 
amended by the Seychelles. and seconded by Sweden, 
St Lucia . Australia. New Zealand and Oman to restore 
the three year period before implementation. to allow 
for the sett ing of catch limits o ther than zero under 
scientific advice. and with provision for a full review of 
the effects of the decision within five years. 
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Japan recalled that the Scientific Committee had 
stated in the past that there is no scientific justification 
for a blanket moratorium. There are large numbers in 
some whale stocks, and the Commission is prepared to 
allow aboriginal catching of very small stocks. Japan 
believes that this proposal violates the Convention as 
well as infringing sovereign rights in coastal waters. 

Norway commented that in the absence of a scientific 
recommendation for the proposal, it believes its 
adoption would entail the effective abdication of 
management responsibilities by the IWC. It queried the 
distinction created between various types of whaling 
operation, which it believes is not compatible with the 
Convention. Norway would prefer to negotiate a 
revision of the present management procedures, and 
reserved its rights under the Convention. 

Spain spoke of the need for careful management and 
a uniform approach for a ll types of whaling, while 
Iceland and the Republic of Korea both opposed the 
proposal because of the lack of a scientific basis as 
required under the Convention. 

Uruguay , whilst supporting the proposal, expressed 
its concerns with respect to the sovereign rights of 
coastal states to the resources within their 200 mile 
exclusive economic zones. Similar views were shared by 
Mexico, Argentina, Peru, Brazil , Chile and Costa Rica. 

Antigua and Barbuda, and the UK both indicated 
their concern over the lack of humane killing methods 
in the whaling industry. Further support fo r the 
prupusal was also voiced by St Lucia, which noted the 
strength of world public opinion on the issue and the 
ecological uncertainties outlined in the W orld 
Conservation Strategy. Australia believed that the 
proposal was a good solution to the various interests of 
the whaling industry and the conservation of whales. 

Before the vote was taken, Switzerland explained 
that it would abstain because it believed the proposal 
did not fulfil the Convention requirement of being 
based on scientific findings . 

The amendment to the Schedule was then adopted by 
25 votes in favour, with 7 against and 5 abstentions, so 
that the following new paragraph is added to paragraph 
10: 

Notwithstanding the other provisions of paragraph 
10, catch limits for the killing for commercial 
purposes of whales from all stocks for the 1986 
coastal and the 1985186 pelagic seasons and thereafter 
shall be zero. This provision will be kept under 
review , based upon the best scientific advice, and by 
1990 at the latest the Commissio n will undertake a 
comprehensive assessment of the effects of this 
decision on whale stocks and consider modification of 
this provision and the establishment of other catch 
limits. 

7. REVISION OF PRESENT MANAGEMENT 
PROCEDURE 

In the Technical Committee Japan introduced a 
proposed new management procedure designed to 
overcome the difficulties at present experienced in 
estimating initial stock sizes. T his sets a new reference 
level, defined according to the amount of information 
available, and also takes account of the requirements 
for coastal and aboriginal whaling, as well as 
transitional arrangements in moving from the present to 

the proposed new schemes. The Scientific Committee 
had discussed this proposal, and also drew attention to 
difficulties it has with de finition of some terms in the 
present management procedure. 

Norway put forward a proposed new approach to 
management by identifying the species which may be 
harvested predominantly for nutritional purposes, 
prohib iting all other catches and catering for 
aboriginal/subsistence catches. This was intended as an 
introduction to revised procedures st ill being discussed, 
and the Technical Committee agreed to a small group 
with the same composition as the Rome Management 
Working Group continuing to study the proposals. 

This group met during the course of the Annual 
Meeting and reported that because o f the useful 
discussions held it would be desirable to continue with 
similar consultations. The Commission endorsed this 
activity and urged its continuation. 

8. REVIEW OF REGULATORY MEASURES OTHER 
THAN CATCH LIMITS 

The Technical Committee discussed a proposal from the 
Seychelles for a workshop to be established before the 
next Annual Meeting to look at the questio ns of stricter 
seasonal limitat ions, prohibitions on capture in states 
such as lactation, and more stringent limits on 
minimum and maximum sizes. The Seychelles believes 
that in cases of doubt the benefit at present goes to the 
industry rather than the resource, but Japan refuted 
this and indicated that it regards this as a scientific 
question related to management. 

Following further discussion o f the scie ntific aspects 
of the matter, the Technical Committee established a 
group comprising the Seychelles , Norway and the 
Chairman of the Scientific Committee which reported 
directly to the plenary session on possible terms of 
reference. With one modification the Commission 
adopted the proposal, shown in Appendix 2. fo r a 
Working Group to meet immediately prior to the next 
Scientific Committee meeting to consider ways to 
improve the present management procedure. 
particularly to broaden it to take into account measures 
and ecological characteristics not at present included. 
The group would comprise members nominated by 
governments , inter-governmental organisatio ns as well 
as invited experts. and will be convened by the 
Seychelles. 

9. PROTECTED SPECIES 

The Commission accepted the Technical Committee's 
proposal to reconsider next year the question of the 
degree to which IWC actions have resulted in the 
intended recovery of Protected Species. It noted that 
the Scientific Committee will hold a special meeting on 
right whales before the next Annual Meeting: this 
species had bee.n selected because sufficient information 
appeared to he available to develop useful data on 
recovery rates. 

10. WHALE SANCTUARIES 

10.1 Scientific research in the Indian Ocean Sanctuary 
The Commission received the report of the meeting 
held to plan research and co-ordinate activity in the 
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TABLE I. BALEEN WHALE STOCK CLASSIFICATIONS AND CATCH LIMITS (excluding Bryde's whales) 

SE! MINKE 
Classi- Catch Classi- Catch Classi-
ficatio n limit fication limit fication 

SOUTHERN H EMISPHERE- 1982/83 
pelagic season a nd 1983 coastal season 

AREA LONGITU DES 

I 120"\V 60"W rs 0 - 852 PS 
II 60~W-O'W PS 0 - 656 PS 

Ill 0 ' 70' E PS 0 - 1,116 PS 
IV 70 ' E- 130"E PS 0 1,969 rs 
v IJO· E- 170°\V PS 0 1,896 PS 

VI 110· W-- 120''\V PS 0 937 PS 
To(a) catch no t to exceed: 7,072 

NORTHERN HEMISPHERE-1983 .<eason 

A R<:TIC 

NORTII PACI FIC 
\\' hole region PS 0 PS 
Okhotsk Sea-Wes t Pacific Stock SMS 42 J1 
Sea of Japan Yd low Sea- East China 

Sea Stock SMS' 940" 
Rc:m:Ji ndcr IMS o·' 
F~stcrn Stock 
Western Stock 

NORTH ATLANTIC 
\Vholc region 
\Vest Gn:enland Stock - 444"·' -
Newfo und land-LabraJor Sto\.:k -
C:ln:ld ian Eas t Co<tst Stock - o• 
Nova Scotia Swck PS 0 PS 
Central Stoc k - 300 
l:.ast Urcenland-lcelimd S10ck S MS 
Jccland-Denma rk Strai t Stock SMS 100' 
Spain-Ponuc~li-British Isles S10ck -
Northeastern Stock - -
\Vest Norway-Faroe Jslctnds Stock PS 
N orth Norway S tock -
F ;.t.;tern Stock - ll 

NORTHER!' INDIAN OCEAN IMS () 

1 The tor~ I catch o f minke whales shall no t exceed 1,67& in the five years 1980 to 19 84 inclusive. 
= Provisionally listed as SMS for 1983. 
3 The tow I catch of minkc whales sha ll nm exceed 3,634 in the five years J9tW to 1984 inclusive. 
1 Pend ing a s(l ti~factory estimate of stnck size. 

F IN BLU E 
Catch Ciassi~ 
limit fkation 

0 PS 
0 PS 
0 PS 
0 PS 
0 rs 
0 PS 
0 0 

0 PS 

rs 
6' 
0 

0 

167 

120" 

0 
0 

PS 

~ Availahlc to be taken by a borigines o r a Contract ing Government on behalf of aborigines pmsuant to paragmp h 13(b)(3). 
"The total catch of m inke whales s hnll no t exceed 1,77H in the five years 1981 to 19S5 inclusive. 
7 Of the total numhcrs shown. a proportion corn-sponding to needs rnay he taken by aborigines pursuant to pa ragraph 13 (b)(4). 
8 A"ailable to he taken by aborigines pursuant to paragraph 13(bX4). 
9 The tot:·ll c:uch of sei whales shall not exceed 504 in tht si x yct~rs 1980 to 1985 indu.,ivc. 

11
' The total catC'h of tin whales shall not exceed 270 in the three yea rs 1983 to 1985 inclusive. 
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TABLE 2. BRYDE'S WHALE STOCK CLASSIFICATION AND 
CATCH LIMITS 

SOUT HERN H EMISPHERE- 1982/83 pelagic 
season and 1983 coastal season 

South Atlantic Stock 
Southern Indian Ocean Stock 
South African Insho re Stock 
Solomon Islands Stock 
Western South Pacific Stock 
Eastern South Pacific Stock 
Peruvian Stock 

NORTH PACIFTC- 1983 season 
Eastern Stock 
Western Stock 
East China Sea Stock 

NORTH ATLANTIC-1983 season 

NORTHERN INDIAN OCEAN-
1983 season 

Catch 
Classification limit 

0 
IMS 0' 

0 
IMS o• 
IMS O' 
IMS 0'* 

1651§ 

IMS 0' 
IMS 536 

10 

IMS 0' 

0 

1 Available to be taken in a six month period starting in November 1982. 
'Pending a satisfactory estimate o f stock size. 

•The Government of Chile lodged an objection to the zero catch limit ror the 
Eastern South Pacific stock within the prescribed period. This catch limit ca me into 
rorce on 3 February 1983, but is not binding on Chile. 

$The Government of Peru lodged an objection to the catch limit or 165 ror the 
Peruvian stock within the prescribed period. This catch limit came into force on 
3 February 1983, but is not binding on Peru. 

TABLE 3. TOOTHED WHALE STOC K CLASSIFICATIONS AND 
CATCH LIMITS 

SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE 1982/83 pelagic season and 1983 coastal season 

SPERM BOTTLENOSE 
Classi- Catch Classi-

Divisions Longitudes fication limit fication 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

60' W-30' W 
30' W-20' E 
20' E-60' E 
60' E-90•E 
90'E-130'E 

130'E-160' E 
160'E-170' W 

170' W-IOO' W 
IOO' W-60' W 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

NORTHERN HEMISPHERE- 1983 season 

NORTH PACIFIC 
Western Division 

Eastern D ivisio n 0 

NORTH ATLANTIC 0 

NORTHERN INDIAN OCEAN 0 

ps• 

1 No whales may be taken from this stock until catch limits including any limita
tions on size a nd sex are established by the Commission. • 

' Notwithstanding rootnote I catch limits for the 1982 and 1983 coastal seasons are 
450 and 400 whales respectively, pro•·ided that included within each of these catch limits 
there may be a by-catch of females not to eKceed 11.5 % and all whaling operations 
ror this species shall cease ror the rest of each season when the by-catch is reached. 

• Provisiona lly listed asPS for 1983 pending the accumulation of sufficient info rma
tion for classification. 

*The Government o f Ja pa n lodged a n objectio n to foomotc I of Table 3 within 
the prescribed period. This footnote came into force on 8 February 1982 but is no t 
bind in& o n Ja pan. 
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Chairman's Report of the Thirty-Seventh Annual Meeting 

1. DATE AND PLACE 

The thirty-seventh Annual Meeting of the Commission was 
held at the Moat House Hotel . Bo umemouth. U K. 15-19 
July 1985. Mr E . H . Iglesia (Argentina) chaired the 
proceedings. 

2. REPRESENTATION 

Thirty-eight member governments were represented by 
Commissioners and delegates; the Solo mon Islands 
adhered to the Convention and joined the meettng during 
the course of the week. Mauriuus. Senegal and Uruguay 
did not attend. 

Three non-member governments. Canada. Ponugal and 
Sri Lanka. were represented by observers. as were five 
inter-governmental organisations: 

Commissio n for the Conservation of Antarctic Marine 
Living Resources (CCAMLR) 
Commissio n of the European Communities (CEC) 
Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission ( lA TIC) 
International Council for the Exploratio n of the Sea 
(ICES) 
Convention on the Conservation of Migratory Species of 
Wild Animals (CMS) 

as well as the lnte rnariona.l U nion for the Conservation of 
Nature and Natural Resources ( IUCN) and fifty-six 
international non-governmental organisations (listed in 
Appendix 1}. 

3. ADDRESS OF WELCOME 

ln his address of welcome o n beh alf of the Government of 
the United Kingdom. Mr John MacG regor. OBE, MP. 
Minister of State. Ministry of Agriculture. Fisheries and 
Food, stated that Ius Government regards the moratorium 
on commercial whaling as absolutely vital in view of the 
uncertainties surrounding whale popu.lations and the past 
record of management failure. The Commission still bas 
much work to do in monitoring and controlling aboriginal 
subsistence whaling. and in improving killing methods. He 
therefore appealed to governments in arrears with their 
contributions to bring them up to date and so to lift the 
financial threat to the IWC, which is the only body working 
global.ly for the protection of whales. Much progress bas 
been made during the lifetime of the rwc which gives 
grounds for hoping that further important strides needing 
to be made wiU be achieved . 

4. OPENING STATEMENTS 

Following the Commission ·s usual practice. opening state
ments by Commissioners and Observers were distributed 
in written form and included in the documentation of tbe 

meeting. Upon reque~!· the Chairman invited the 
O bserver for Sri Lanka to present his government's 
statemem verbally. 

5. AOOPTION Of AGENDA 

The Provisional Annotated Agenda had been circulated 
sixty days in advance of the meeting. The Philippines 
requested that Item 6--Future Acthities of the 
Commission-should be discussed after certain other 
matters, and the Chamnan pointed out that this would be 
achieved by referring Items 7-l to be discussed first by tbe 
Technical Committee. 

6. FUroRE ACTIVITIES OF TH£ COMMJSSION 

6.1 Report of Working Group on the future Activities of 
the Commission 
As the result of an initiative by the USA art he 36th Annual 
Meeting . the Chairman formed a Working Group to meet 
in two sessions to discuss the future cour.;e of activities of 
the Commission . The first meeting, of a small group of 
Commissioners im~ted by the Chairman. was held in 
Cambridge, 12- 14 February 1985. The Report of this 
meeting was distributed to al.l Commissioners and Con
tracting Gove rnments and reviewed. together with com
ments received from Cont.racting Governments and those 
of the Scientific Committee . by a larger group immediately 
before the 37th Annual Meeting. 

The Chairman introduced the Report of the second 
session to tbe Annual Mee ting. This included an Appendix 
developed at the Cambridge session setting out the Future 
Activities of the Commission under the beadings of: 
Commercial Whaling a nd the Comprehensive Assessment; 
Aboriginal Subsistence Whaling; Revision of the Present 
Management Procedure ; Humane Killing; Sanctuaries: 
Publications: S1atistics: Specia.l Permits; Infractions; and 
Othe r Activities. The linancia.l implications of these 
proposals were endo rsed and updated by the Finance and 
Administration Committee during tbe Annual Meeting. 

A number of governments, including the UK . USSR. 
USA and Denmar k. spoke in support of the Report. 
recognising that its value was already apparent in the work 
of this meeting, and commenting o n its usefulness as a 
springboard for the future . 

There was also discussion of four particular items raised 
by the USSR. Brazil. Australia and Mexico. wbicb is 
reported in the follo\\~ng paragraphs. 

/ . Revision of tire Convemion 
The USSR expressed its belief that the best way forward 
for the IWC is to consider revision of the International 
Convention fo r the Regulation of Whaling. in the light of 
the UN Conference on the Law of tbe Sea. 
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6.3 Action arisi~~g 
ln adopting the Repon of the Wo rking Group on the 
Future Activities of the ComlllliSion. the CommiSSion tOok 
account of the discussions of the pomts indicated above 
and also a reservauon by Me:Uco concerning the 
designation of closed waters. including the designation of 
sanctuaries. In this respect. Mexico noted that the 
soveretgn rights and opinions of member states and coastal 
states were not conSidered in the rcpon. and believed tha t 
they should be fully considered in such designations. 

7. CO~lPREHENSIVE ASSESSMENT OF WHALE 
STOCKS 

The Chairman of the Scientific Committee introduced the 
Repon of his Committee which noted that 11 was not in 
a posiuon to define the term 'comprehensive assessment' 
There has not been any progress in clanfying Within the 
Commission what is meant by comprehensive assessment. 
nor has specific advice been provided to allow the Scientific 
Comminee to structure consideration of this issue The 
Scientific commiuee recommended that it hold a special 
meeting to identify spectfic tasks, assign prio rities and 
establish a timetable for undenakmg a comprehensive 
assessment of whale stocks. More specific objectives will 
need ro be developed. but would include: 

--<>stablishmenr of priorities for providing advice to the 
Commission: 

-identification of specific reviews and other studies of 
existing information or assessmenttcchmques required : 

-establishment of requirements for new mformatio n for 
assessment, and identification of surveys or other work 
to be undenaken to provide tha t information: 

~stablishment of a timetable that will allo" timely advice 
to the Commission: · 

~xamination o f the likely cosrs of the proposed 
programme: 

~xploration of new management regimes (as suggested 
under hem 8). 

The Scientific Committee had received a number of 
papers containing new information and analyses of rhe 
current management procedure. and believed that this 
represented a valuable approach. II recommended that a 
workshop be held. includmg in";ted expens. to explore 
these matte rs funher within the context of the 
comprehensive assessment. This might lead to a new 
approach to management strategy. 

Japan introduced a worktng paper to the Techmcal 
Committee designed to promote fun her discussiOn before 
the next Annual Meeting. It included con tderation of a 
conceptual approach based on the levels of present stocks 
and minimum levels. the uncenainties in\'olved m such 
analyses. and outlined a series of pn or ity items to be 
considered before 1990. II re minded the Committee that it 
had lodged an obJeCtiOn to Schedule paragraph JO(e) as it 
believed that the dectsion should be based o n scienttfic 
findings and take toto consideration the tnterest o f 
consumers of whale products and the "haling mdust~ 
(Con•·ention Anicle V). 

Iceland stated thar one of rhe basic reasons why 11 had 
not lodged an objection was because of the clause in 
Schedule paragraph IO(e) referring to the compre henst"c 
assessment . It appreciated the Japanese inlllattve and had 
itself de\'eloped a four-year programme of research as pan 
of its contribution to compreheoSI"e assessment 

The Technical Commtnee recogmsed tbe financtal 
implications of the timing of any meeungs. but agreed in 
principle to recommend that there should be a scientific 
meeting he ld about March 1986 fo llowed by a Joinr 
Worlang Group of the Scientific and Technical Commit· 
tees immediate!~ before the 38th Annual Meeting The 
Fmance and Admims tration Committee recommended an 
aUocation of £2,000 for the Scientific Meeung. which 
would cost less if held in Cambridge The cosr of the JOin! 
Work:ing G roup would be subsumed in those of the 38th 
Annual Meeting. The Commission then adopted the 
recommendations for these meetings. 

St Lucia emphasised its understandmg tha t the com
prehensive assessmenl is of the effects on the whale stocks 
of the pause of commercial wbalmg and thought that there 
would not be sufficient time before 1990 if whaling 
continues until 19 8. as suggested by Japan . II raised rhe 
question of data a\'ailability . to which Japan responded 
that IOCR sightings data arc open 10 a ll members but its 
natiooal policy gave first use of nationally collected data to 
its own soentists before they become generally available . 
Because of the diffenng nature of the samples and data, 1t 
is not possible to ~e a de finite single time for wider 
a\·ailability. 

8. REVISION OF PRESE~ MANAGEMENT 
PROCEOt:lH'-" 

orway rndrcated that no speofic consulta tions had 
occurred during the past year but rhat a number of 
governments linked this item wnh the comprehensi•e 
assessment The Commission agreed to approve funher 
endorsement of the procedures and continuation of the~e 
discussions 

9. lNOI.Al'i OCEA."' SA~CTIJARY 

9.1 Scientifk mHting 
The Scientific Committee had re,iewed the plannmg 
pre,~ously unde naken for thts meeting and had appointed 
a steering group to wo rk by correspondence should the 
meeting be held in the next year. However, it bad placed 
this item as of lower pnorit~ relative to some other 
meetings. because 11 was aware o f few studies of specific 
relevance to the Commission 

Se)'chelles re·staled its o ffer to hosr the scientific 
meeting and had a!locared funds to suppon participants 
from Indian Ocean States. but recognised that there may 
be other priorities within the Commission. It was still ready 
to host t he meeting in 1987. 

The Chairman o f the Finance and Admintstration 
Committee reponed that. bearing to nund the financial 
constraints and the scientific priorities. it wo uld not 
recommend the allocation of funds for the meetin2 thi• 
year. a ltho ugh some m.:mbers wished for a~ firm 
commitmenr in the next year. 

The e therlands. because of its firm commi1ment to the 
Sanctuary roncept. dtd not \\1Sh for a funher delay and 
supponed a meeung m 1\187. a posllion also taken by India. 
Australia. Kenva and Oman . These nations indicated rh~ir 
belief that 3 meeting \Oo OUJd generate furthe r scientifiC 
activity and also have importance in terms o f the admmis
tration and cooperation bet\\ een nations bordering the 
Sanctuary 

The Technical Commmce agreed in principle to support 
a recommendation for the meeung to be held m I \I 7. and 
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Chairman's Report of the Thirty-Eighth Annual Meeting 

l. DATE A:\'0 PlACE 

The thirty-eighth Annual Meeting of the Commission was 
held, at the invitation of the government of Sweden. in the 
Radhus, Malmo, 9-1 3 J une l9H6. The proceedings were 
chaired by Mr I.L. G. Stewart (New Zealand). 

2. REPRESE:"'T A TION 

Commissioners and delegates from thirty-two of the 
Commission's forty-one me mbe r governments atte nded 
the meeting. There were a lso observer' from t wo 
non-member governments, Canada and Portugal. a mi four 
intergovernmental orga nisations: 

Convention for the Conservatio n of Antarctic Mari ne 
Living Resources, 

Commission of the European Com munities, 
International Council for the Explo ratio n of the Sea, 
United Nations Environment ProgrammeiC:onvention 

on Migratory Species, 
as well as the International Union fo r the Conservat ion of 
Nature and Natural Resources a nd forty-four Non
Governmental Organisations. 

3. ADDRESS OF WELCOME 

Participants were welcomed on beha lf o f th e gove rnment 
of Sweden by Mrs Birgitta Dahl. Minister of the 
Environment and E nergy. She e mphasised the 
environmental problems which mod.:rn industrial society 
creates in the form of air a nd " ·ater poll ut ion a nd depletio n 
of natural resources. The his ton of whaling with its 
disastrous effects o n the species i~ an illus traiion of the 
trend towards environme ntal d eterioratio n. 

Mrs D ahl expressed the hope that this year's 40th 
a nniversary of the signing of the Inte rnat ional \Vhaling 
Convention will mark the beginning of further progress in 
protecting for future gene ra tions the natural resource 
represented by the whale stocks . Sweden believes that 
whales should be regarded and treate d as part of our 
common global natural and gene tic resources . It therefore 
strongly supported the moratorium o n commercial whaling 
proposed at the U nite d l'iations Confere nce on the 
E nvironment held in Stockholm in 1972. and at the I WC in 
1982, and wished success to the Commissio n in the 
challenging work before it. 

4. OPE:\1'0(; STATEME:\"I'S 

Opening statements by Commissio ners and nbser,crs were 
distributed in writte n form as part of t he documcntmion of 
the meeting. in accordance with the Com mission's recent 
practice . 

S. ADOPTIOI\ OF AGE:"'DA 

Japan requested a re,bion of the tit le o i Age nda Item I I 
·Outlaw Whaling' proposed last year by St Lucia, and 
included in the Annotated Provisional Agenda circu lakd 
sixty days before the meeting. It suggested that the title 
'Whaling by No n-IWC Countri~s' was more appropriate. 
Th~ L:K proposed a previously used term 'Whaling 
Ope rations O ut!>idc IWC Regulations' which was accepted 
by Japan a nd St Lucia a nd agreed by the Commission. 

After clarifying tha t t he Press could re ma in th roughout 
the opening ple nary session on the first morning . the 
Chairman proposed that. Agenda Items 7 to 19 inc lusive 
should be referred for considerat ion fi rst by the Technica l 
Committe\.!. and this wa~ agreed hy the Commis~ion. 

6. FCTCRE ACTIVITIES OF THE COMMISSIO:\ 

6.1 Revision of the Convention 
The USSR recalkd that last year it proposed that the 1946 
Convention should be revised to reflect. g reater e mphasis 
o n scie ntific research and conservation. It bel ieves thnt 
Contracting Governments should ha ve a n obligatio n for 
jo int cooperation in scientific research and managcm~nt. 
as well as fina ncial aspects , and it sees a need to bring the 
Conve ntion into line with the United Nations Convention 
o n the Law of the Sea . It suggested that the IWC convene a 
specia l group of expcrls to ma ke recommendations to the 
next meetin l!.. 

Norway s~pportcd the suggestion for a fresh look at the 
I<J-16 Conventio n. It spo ke of the new framework for the 
manaccment i.lnd conservation of marine living resourcl.!s 
through the exte nsion of national zon.:s of maritime 
resource jurisdict ion . and it believes it is time to put the 
ha!'.iC con,tit ut ional instrument in rune \~v·ith act ual 
practic~> . In partic ular, the work of the Scientific 
Committee no w con~ titutc~ the most important part of the 
activi ties of the Commission. and t.his is hardly rdlcctcd in 
the 1'1-16 Conven tion . It referred to the re port of the 
Re ykjavik meeting on the revision o f the Convention as a 
basis fo r a new meeting of experts. 

lcdand a nd Japa n supported t his position . but New 
Zealand questio ned the need for such an exercise. give n 
the way in which the Conventio n has been able to evolve 
over time to accommodate cha ngi ng circum~tances. It 
JHltcd. in particu la r . tha t !he Law oi the Sea ba; specific 
provision for the Jl)-l(l Convention. a nd tho ught that the 
present fi na ncia l d ifficulties a rc no t problems arising from 
the mechanisms of the Cnnventio n. 

The USA . S\\·cdcn and th~ Federa l Republic of 
Ge rma ny supp(>rk d the latter view. while the L: K had no 
ii rm position. In the alh ence of a broad consensus on the 
maHer . it wa~ ag.rcl.!d to retain the Item o n the A gend a for 
the n~xt Annual f\·1cering. to give governme nts time to 
cnn:-.lde r tile i "i'-lll ~'-~ furth e r. 
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abuses, but stressed that the Commission is now in a 
transitio nal period and care should be taken in establishing 
any particular line for the future. It therefore 'uggested 
tha t a small Working Group should be se t up to try and 
finalise an agreed fo rm of resolution. The Commissio n 
agreed to this suggestion. and Argentina. Iceland. Japan , 
Norway, Oman, Spain, Sweden. Switzerland and the L:K 
were nominated to the Working Group. 

After further protracted discussions in the W orking 
Group, a third draft resolutio n was developed and 
presented hy the Chairman. The two previous dra fts were 
withdrawn by their sponsors. and the Commission then 
adopted by consensus the new Resolution, which is shown 
in Appendix 2. 

Sweden declared that it had, in the spirit of consensus. 
agreed to accept the recommenda tion on the usc of whales 
taken under special permits for scientific purposes. It 
hoped that a ll whaling natio ns will implement the 
recommendation conservatively so as not to make the 
special permit fo r scientific purposes a cover for continued 
commercial whaling. Oman associated itself with th i' 
statement. 

6.4 Listed species 
Mexico requested gu idance last year from the Commission 
in solving the legal aspects of the species referred to as 
'small cetaceans· - species not listed in the Annex on 
Nomenclature of Whales to the Final Act of the 1946 
Internatio nal \Vhaling Conference. Mexico did not wish 
for a repetitive debate, and its own position was not static, 
but it thought it important to establish the competence o f 
the !WC with respect to species. It proposed that the Item 
should be maintained on the Agenda. leading to a proper 
analysis of the subject. Spain, Iceland . Japan , 1\orway, 
Brazi l, the Philippines and Argentina supported this 
proposal. 

New Zealand reviewed the legal texts of the 1946 
Convention and the Schedule and stated its view that these 
are not restrictive as to species. It referred to the Annex of 
Nomenclature, which it believes has no hinding force, as it 
is not part of the Convention or Schedule and was a 
Secre tariat paper produced for guidance purposes to list 
the common names of species being discussed . Therefor.:, 
it should not be used to restrict the range of the 
Commission's activities. 

This view was shared bv the Netherlands, Sweden , U K. 
Finland, Australia, Swit~erland and India, while France 
and Denmark stated their position to the contrary. In the 
absence of consensus, the Commission agreed to keep the 
subject o n its Agenda for next year. 

6.5 Operations of the Scientific Committee 
The future mode of ope ration of the Scientific Committee, 
fundin g and associated activities, especia lly in re lation to 
the programme of Comprehensive Assessment, are 
reported under Sections 7 and 16. 

7. COMPREHE~SIVE ASSESS:\1E:-IT OF WHALE 
STOCKS 

7 .I Report of the Scientific Committee 
The Chairman of the Scientific Committee introduced the 
report of the Special Meeting of the Scie ntific Committee 
held in Cambridge in April 1986, and the re levant sectio n 
of the report of the Scientific Committee's annual meeting. 

The Scientific Committee had been asked 10 identify 
specific tasks. assign priorities and es t3blish a timetable for 
undertaking a comprehensive assessment of whale >lOcks. 
In develo ping the deiinition of a comprehensive 
assessment the Scientific Committee no ted tha t the te rms 
of reference implied a much wider scope than the 
comprehensive assessment indicated in Schedule 
paragraphs lO(e) and 13(a)(3). The Scientific Com mittee 
agreed that Comprehensive A"essment could be 
considered as an in depth evaluation of the sta tus of stocks 
in the light of management objectives and procedures. It 
identified three major e lements: 

(i) Review and revision of stock identity, assessment 
methods a nd data 4uality and availability. 

(ii) Plan and conduct collectio n of new information. 
(iii) Examine a lte rnative management regimes. 

The Scientific Committee saw the carrying out of the 
Comprehensive Assessment as an iterative p rocess with 
considerable interactio n between these three d ements. 

The Scientific Committee agreed that there is 
considerable uncertainty over stock identity and the 
relationship between biological a nd manageme nt stocks. A 
number of types of data and studies of re levance were 
identified. An essential part of the review process will 
involve compiling and updating cata logues o f available 
data by management unit and species. It was noted that 
new data requirements may arise when the data inventories 
have been developed, and after an initial review of 
methodologies, to examine part icular assessment 
methodologies, as well as to provide additio nal 
information for assessme nt o f particular stocks. 
Continuation of monitoring stud ies of particular stocks was 
also recommended by the Scie ntific Committee. 

lt has become clear that there are a number of problems 
in trying to full y implement the present management 
procedure, particularly associated with difficulties in 
estimating the maximum susta inable yield. maximum 
sustainable yield levels and ini tial stock sizes. I:lecausc of 
the relationship hetween manage ment procedures and the 
advice required to implement them. an essential part of a 
Comprehensive Assessment will include exploration of 
alternative management procedures. 

The Scie ntific Committee developed an o utline work 
plan of scientific work and joint scientific/technical wo rk. 
The scientific work consists of seven steps: 
- an inventory of current knowledge on the status of 
stocks; 
- methodo logical problems in dete rmining stock identity 
and population trends; 
-parallel with this to examine the avai lability of data; 
-review scientific aspects of a lternative management 
procedures; 
- preparation of a second round inventory; 
- examination of general aspects of whale populat ion 
dynamics; 
- preparation of a third round inventory. 

The Joint Scientific/Technical Committee activity involves 
discussion of the management objectives of the 
Commissio n and their scientific implications. 

At each stage in the process of carrying out the 
Comprehensive Asse"mcnt there is a need to set priorities 
which will be dictated by the needs at each stage of the 
work . Completio n of a Comprehensive Assessment will 
take a considerable length o f time. The Scientific 
Committee develo ped a timetable to complete work for at 
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Chairman's Report of the Thirty-Ninth Annual Meeting 

I. DATE AND PLACE 

The Thirty-Ninth Annual Meeting of the Commission wa.> 
he ld at the Moat House Hotel, Bourncmouth. UK. 22- 26 
June 1987. Mr I.L.G. tewan ( ew Zealand) chaired the 
proceedings. 

2. REPRESENTATION 

Thirty-three o r the Commission's forty-one member 
governments were represented by Commissioners and 
delegates. Observe rs from two no n-member governments. 
Canada and Po rtugal. also artended . as well as observers 
from five Inter-Governmental O rganisations: 

Commissio n for the Conservation of Anta rctic Marine 
Living Resources: 

European Economic Community; 
International Council for the Exploration of the Sea: 
International Council for South East Atlantic Fisheries; 
United atio ns Environment Programme 

and the International Uruo n for tbe Conservatio n of 
Nature and Natural Resources. rogethcr with observers 
from 57 international Non-Governmental Organisarions. 

3. ADDRESS OF WELCOME 

The Rt Hon. John Sclwvn G ummcr. Mini~1er of Sr:ne. 
Ministry of Agriculture.' fisheries and Food welcomed 
partictpants on be half of the Go,•ernment of the United 
Kingdom. He emphasised the importance of the is!;ues to 
be discussed within the general framework of oonservation 
of the world' wildlife and husbandry o f the natural 
environment. The IWC remain' a •ital and acth e body in 
the forefront of tntcrnational debate . Important work h~ 
stHI to be done, fo llowing the mora torium on commercial 
whaling. "'lr Gummer recognised the taki.ng o f whales for 
scientific purposes and aboriginaUsub>"istencc hunting as 
except ions which needed to be free of any anr ibures of 
commercia.! whaling. He referred a.lso to the continuing 
concem o•cr the humaneness o f the hunting and killing 
methods. 

~- OPENI~G STATEMEr.TS 

Continuing the Commi io n's recent pracllce . opening 
staRmenn b\• Commi sioners and Observers were 
distributed in ·wrinen form fo r inclu5ion in the meeting 
documentation. 

5. ADOPTION Of AGENDA 

Th'-' Commission adop ted the Agenda circulated sixty da~;, 
in advance of the meeting. The Chairman proposed that 
hems lO 10 22 should be l'On idered first by the Technil~d 

Commirtee. and this was agreed 

6. REVISI0:-1 OF THE CONVENTJO~ 

The USSR spoke of the ne w situation il sees in the 
activitie~ of 1he Commis.~ion resulting from the ce-sation of 
commercial whaling. This has eliminated regulator:· 
functiOns a nd moved research and conservation objectives 
10 the forefro nt . Thus it believed it essential to amend the 
1946 Convention appropriately. so as 10 take account of 
the norms of the International Law of the Sea. to make 
provision {or the financial aspects of the CommiSSion. as 
well as the legal latus of the functions and objec1ives of the 
SCientific Committee. The USS R believed that lhe 
regulations esLablishcd by the Commissio n shou ld pay due 
regard to 1he ove retgn rights of coastal Slales and their 
fi ·hcry zone jurisd iction. and tncorporate provisions for 
the adoption of decisions and cooperation with other 
international o rgnnisations. II therefore pro pOS<!d that a 
specia l workmg group should be established in the near 
fu1ure for this p urpose. 

This proposal was econded by Me xico. o n• ay and 
Japan , wbo ail spoke o f the need. they saw for revision and 
recalled the previous attempts ro achieve this. Japan and 
'orway also pointed o ut tbal they do not regard the 

present cessation of commercial whaling as the prime 
motivation. 

wnzerland . Sweden. Denmark. U K and New Zealand. 
while recogmstng 1 be changed circumstances and 
perceptions since 1 9~6. also noted the evo lutionary 
approach in the Commission's wo rk and suggested that the 
quest ion of revision was of rather low priority and need nor 
be s.een as a maHer of urnencv. 

At a l:ltersession. the USSR pur fo rward a proposal for a 
Working Group to meet in the UK in November/ 
December 1987 to examine questions related to tJte 19-16 
Convention. It wo uld report to the 40th Annual Meeting. 
and a t a later stage consider specifi.c proposals for rcvtsion 
of lhe Con~ntion. Mexico ~econded this proposal. 

Br:Jzil proposed a clarification of wording for !his two 
stage approach. which was supported by Of\\11)'. together 
with Ireland aud Argentina. The UK. A ustralia. Oman. 
the Federal Republic of Germany. the People's Republic 
of China. Netherlands and the USA expressed >Orne 
doub~ about making such a decision now. Japan and 
France spoke in ravour of the Soviet proposal 

Funher discussto n of 1he factors and practJcalities 
involved by the USSR. S"'>itzcrland. Arge nu na. Mexico. 
Brazil. CK. Peru and Oman led 10 the dedsion to 

estabh<h a Workong Group charged with the re,pun<ibility of 
e'{ammjn~ question~ related to 1he openHion of the 1940 
Con«ntion. and "' h•ch would meet in the wed prior 10 and 
report it> results 10 the ~Oth Annllill Meeting of tbe 
Commt.s1on 

llle Chairman p roposed that Amh:t>sador E.H. Iglesias. 
the Commissioner for Argentina and the pre\10US 
Chainnan ot the Cc>mmissio n. sho uld act as convenor of 
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this Working Group. This nomination was supported by 
the USSR. Brazil and Spain. and agr.:=ed by the 
Commbsion. 

7. SOCIO-ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS 

7.1 Report of Working Group 
The Working Group on Socio-Economic lmplic<ttions of a 
Zero Catch limit was chaired by Mr J.G . l'v1arqul!l' Po rto 
(Brazil) and anended by delegations from Auslralia . 
Brazil. Iceland. Japan. Republic of Korea. M~xico. New 
Zealand. Norway. Seychelles. Spain. Sweden and USA. 

Onlv one wrillen submissio n was available 10 the 
Wor~g Group. from Australia. which described some 
socio-economic implications of the l'l78 closure of the 
whaling station in West.:=rn Australia. This had initial 
economic and employment implicarions but rhesc had 
dissipated over a short period. A whaling museum had now 
been established and a whale watching industry has 
evolved e lsewhere in Australia. 

Brazil made a pre liminary repon of economic and social 
data related to its whaling operation in recent years. and 
Spain indicated that a paper is being prepared. 

The Working Group empha~ised thai the re rrns of 
.rrference are intended onlv as a model. \\ilh enou2h 
flexibility to accomiOOd~te the greatly differi~g 
circumstances Governments are asked to describe . It 
solicited the submission of as much information as i~ 

available to member 20\•emm~nts bv reasonable efforts. 
The: Secretary was also requested to ~ntact no n-member 
so•·ernments and international inter-governm~ntal 
organi\ations which may he able to supply material 
nlevant to the rerms of reference. 

The Working Group considered that the result> of irs 
deliber.u:ions would constitute an important input for the 
Commission·s work in reviewing the effect of setting zero 
-catch limits. To this end. it was felt that governments may 
need more time to collect and evaluate the appropriate 
information. It therefore recommended that it should 
reconvene in two years· time to prepare a preliminary 
.repon in time for full consideration at the 1990 
Commission meeting. Fo r this purpo5e. member 
JlOVemments with direct experience were re4uesrcd to 
present their submissions three months before the IY89 
Working Group meeting . 

In_ the interim. the Chairman of the Working Group 
dlrough the Sccrelaf)' should m<~intain contact with the 
member.; and circulate to all members of !he Commission 
aliy progress reports or other submissions receiveu. 

!,l Action arising 
llhc p~als for further actions and a meeting in r"o 
·~· time were seconded by Japan. Mexico and Norway. 
~adopted by the Commission. 

8. SClENTlFIC PERMJTS 

llie USA introduced a proposed Resolution. co-sponsored 
~ Australia. Finland. Netherland•. New Zealand and 
S~. This called upun the Scientific Committee to usc .l!'" <;riteria when evaluating research proposed under a 
~ial permll. and it would then be wnhtn the discretion of 

the Commission to recommend lo member I!Ovemments 
whether the proposed research i~ consist;nt with the 
Commission·s conservation policy. The USA saw no 
conflict in such action with the authoritv reserved to 
Contracting Governments under Arttcle . Vrii of the 
Convention in issuing sp.:cial permits. stating that its 
proposal was intended to implement Article VI. that the 
Commission mav from. time to time make 
recommendations io any or all Contracting Governments 
on any matters which relate to whales or whaling. 

Statements of support for thts proposal were made by a 
number of governments. Sweden expressed its <.-oncern 
about the development of whaling for sctentific purposes. 
and S<tW the resolution as a step forward to avoid abuse. 
Switzerland emphasised its domestic preoccupations o•er 
the use of animals for scientific purposes. and Australia 
spoke of the need to prevent whaling for scientific research 
circumvenring the effects of the moratorium and affecting 
the Comprehensive Assessment. The Federal Republic of 
Germany recognised the two main aspects of the proposal 
as establishing additional criteria for scientific whaling 
both for the Comprehensive Assessment and o ther 
important research needs. and the right of the Commission 
to e~press its ,·jew on research programmes of member 
~1ates which involve the taking of whales. 

The Netherlands and the UK were both concerned that 
commercial "tlaline mav be reintroduced under the I!Uise 
of scientific study. a~d believed that the resol;;_tion 
proposed appropriarely reflects the Commission ·s right 
and responsibility to express irs views and the sovereignty 
of Contracting Governments to i.ssue special permill\. The 
Peopte·s Republic of China supported the use of special 
p.:rmits for real research . but opposed their use as an 
excuse for commercial whaling. It thought permits should 
be approved hy the Scientific Committee and the IWC. and 
the catches restricted to the needs of the Scientific 
Committee. to a\'oid depletion of the whale resources. 

Oppos.ition to the proposal was voiced by Iceland. which 
belie\•ed that the issue had been effectively resolved last 
Y"ar. In its view the proposal oi the USA was inconsistent 
with the Con\·ention. and exceeded its authority. ~o that 
Iceland wo uld no r consider itself bound by such a 
resolution and would seek remedial methods in accordance 
"ith international law. Its further cooperation o r 
participation in the JWC would need to bc~·onsidered if the 
resolution were to be adopted. Japan similarly believed 
that the resolurion infringed the sovereign rights of 
Contracting Go\'crnments tu issue special permits. and did 
not think rhe Commission should make decisions on the 
scientific soundness of a programme b>· maJority vote. The 
USSR regarded scientific research on whales as a matter of 
paramount imponance. The decision to terminate whaling 
bad led to a sharp decline in research and loss of biological 
information. Ln this s ituation it belie,·ed that research 
whaling could make a considerable contr ibutio n to the 
collection of biulogicul informat.ion and monitoring of the 
status of stocks. It funher constdered the proposed 
resolution to he in cont.radiction with the provisions of 
Convention Ankle \o1 11 . 

Norway was also dismayed at the re-opening of an issue 
dealt wtth last year. It was aware of the concerns. and 
quoted the World Commission on Environment and 
Dcvelopmenl to this effect. which commented that 
permissions for such hunting should be stringently applied 
by JWC members . While Norway was prepared to enter 
into constr ucti\·e di.cussion of the criteria for review of 
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'pecial pcnnits. il had gr.tv~ m"~"ings about the 
pn:<~mtlle. cenain opcrame paragraph' . and 1hc propo"-Cd 
procedur.: couched m scmo-Con• enuomol IJnguagc on I he 
proposal. 

The Republic of Kore .. a lso voiced i1s oppo,ilion Ill 1he 
proposed resoluuon . 

Tht: Cha1rman 1hen .ldJoumed lhc di.ClL'>oon ''" 1has 
hem until the next se~ion. 

Following this adjo urnment . orw:1~ introduced a< un 
amendment a detatkd draft m the , :orne fomull '"' lh.: 
ong~nal p ropo<al. but "hich the Cha1rman ruk<l to he a 
nc" rc.olution rather than an amendment of the first n u, 
ne" d ran \\ ;!!> b.o>ed on th~ m o premtsc<. that the 
guidehne' c>tahlished last year should he rctamcd . a~ m 
the first proposal. but that an~ dement whtch rai"<Cd douhh 
ahou1 conformity ",th the Con,enuou or the pohucal 
con..equenccs should be omottcd Tht' " U' d~~cnhcd 
paragraph by paragraph. <ccondcd b~ lccl,md :1nd 
, upportcd b} Japan . 

The L' K recof.!flised some w.eful element> m thts 
propos.~l. but :..lso-<ame i hortcommgs. nOtdhl~ the lack of 
R ference to the moraJOrium on commerdal " luhnp. or the 
Comprehenst'e Asse <ment.the need f11r an annual re' tt'\\ 
and report b~ the Sacntific Committee uf rc,.,arch 
programme,. , ·ariou- de taih of \H•rd mg. ;tnd th~ Uffil" tnn 
of an)' proc.:dure for the Commisston 111 mal-e~ J udg~m~nt 

on tbc matter. 
keland had .ome difficult) in partlc tp:tUng. 111 the dchatc 

on ~ q uestion of prmciple. t>ccall!>e rt t>chc,cd the l..SA 
prnp<bal was unlawful. but non.:thclc;s set u ul lh.: 
Icelandic \'tews on the legal situation . Thi~ clu<.c analy't' 
concemed the relationship b<'l"een Ai ticles VI and VIII of 
the C01n cntio n. Attention \\aS focu eU (In tbc terms m 
Article VII I permitting an) C<•ntracung GOH!rnmcnt 10 

grant tt. nauonals a ~pecial permit ·nol\\ith>tandi ng 
an) thing contained m thi< Coll\ ention· . and <u h 1-illinp.. 
takmg and trcat rng o f whak' lx:mg ·exempt rrom th~ 
opcratton of lht> Convention·. lccl.ond hclte,ed that the 
USA·, propo ·al " as mcon,.,limt " ith the Comcntt11n 
because It would infri nge the right< nf ontro~clinl! 

Go, ernment. and unpede thc tr ability Ill fulfill thet~ 
oblig.auons under An1cle VII I. It mtroduced eur.meou; 
political and economic consider:llr<•n. h~ the threat of 
sancttons under U Ia" and " as .1n .111emp1 to amend 

rt1 lc \'111 b~ unlawful meuns. 
The USSR and Japan supporled thc>c ' tt'"""' 
The SA emphasised it VIC:\\ th~t the llntOH,,u)n\ 

position on the moraJorium on com mereta! whahnp. " hich 
~~ <1111 not in place. and the Comprehen' i" : A;se"mcm. 
which i, proving difficult to ~gin . .hould t>c ~t rcng.thencd 

more than b~ last ycm·s Re.<11lutlon so that "haling for 
scientific purpo~; mtght nnt be a ""Y for soml' to get 
an1und the moratonum It rcitcra ted thnt the Comm1s"on 
rna~ make recommenda tion< to :ony Contmcting 
Government under Con, entio n Article VI. :md lha t 
catches undcr Article VIII are ·for purj)O'C> of >Ctc nuftc 
research· It ' a" its propo.ed rc'>olution :L~ an J ltcmpt to 
cstabli,h .,t.mdards followtng the prt·cedl.!nt ot ht<t ~car·, 
Resolution adopkd h~ con cn,u<. and to ttllo" the 
Commt5~iun to cxpre • 11< \ tC" a' w.:ll a, 1hc l tentific 
Commutcc on propo>«< -pccial pcrmib 

u trnlia refuted the lcddndic unplico~tton tha t thi.' 
re.olution it had jointly ~pon,ored "a~ dt"igncd pnmarilv 
to a lin" the domestic le~rislauon of nthe r countnl'' tu hear 
on I WC member< "ho cnuld be Judged to be m 
conmwenuon of the scientific cmena fnr >pectnl permit>. 

The immediate pmblem was the dul> and r.:sponsibtht~ of 
the Commi-.ton to manal!c and coru.erve the "hale ·ux·ks 
and. gi,en the po,_ihility-that w mc count ric' may -.eek to 
tdk<: udvantag< of the excepuun u1 the Convcnuon . make 
r~commcndation< o n SCientific permll> to i nh:re~tcd 
Go\cmments. 

Oman and etherlands a>SOOatcd thcm><"h es wtth tht< 
' iew 

Non'<!~ concurred \\ith the urgumenl put forward by 
Iceland .md supported ~~ cunclu.,tmh . ~eeiug. the USA 
l>ropo<.al ;~< an anempt 1(1 set up ll JOt a ll} no•el procedure 
using I he phmseolog) that the Commi.;io n ·ngr~e. · as a 
mure bindmg rel:mo!bhtp lhan u recommendation. 

After a further adjournment to the next se,.,ion. Japan 
inlroduced a serie. of amendments t\1 the o riginal 
rcsoluuon propo,ed h~ the US.-\ and other>. Thc.e were 
mtenJed to 13rif~· certain pMagraph' and saf..,guard the 
position of princ1ple and legal mterprctauon it held. The-e 
dmendments " ere "<CCOnded by Iceland . 

The Federal Republic nf Gcrmnn) then proposed lhat 
the debate should he ciO!-Cd on all the propo <als lxforc the 
meeting. "' it lxheved there " .IS no chance of a 
wmpromi>c: because of haste difference' uf opimon . and 
the argument' " e re being repeated 

orwa) 'poke agatn.,t the clo;urc. smcc there h,,d been 
no opponunit) to discU>s the amendment> n:ccntl~ 
prc-ented o r to con,1dcr modifi<.-.:tt ion, . and Mcxtco 
supported thi, po>ilion 

After clanfication of the procedure being followed. lhc 
mouon to c lose the debate "a.~ adopted b~ lh ,·otes in 
fa•<nH. ng:unst wllh 6 abstention>. 

TI1e Commtssion then proceeded w vote separately on 
each o f the nme amendment, pro po>cd h) Japan to the 
re<olution put fo rward b~ the t.:SA ;md fi, e <"O·<ponsors. 

Thl! prop<»l.!d amendments to pn:amhular paragrnphs I 
:tncl2 \\ere defeated. wtth 7 vote:- ut fa Hour. 21 agamst and 
~ ah>tention ; and 5 lor. 23 ag:un<t and ~ abstention' 
r~'PN"Il\c)y 

The amendment to preambular paragmph J "a' adopted 
with 2-1 \Ole. in fa, our and ll :lb'>lenuun, . 

A propo;ed n'"' preambula r parngrnph. amendmen ts to 
operntiv~ p.lTagmphs I . 2 >Ub·paragraph I . ' 
~ub-paragr.tph .3. replacmg paragraphs :; and~ with ne" 
\\ording. and replacing paragrJph 6. " .:rc all dcfcJied. the 
\ Otmg bemg 9 for. IY again't. .I ahstenut•n' : fl for. I 
agamst. 8 abstentions: 7 for . llJ ~g.o in'> t. 6 ah,t.:ntion ; 6 
for. 11 agam;t. 5 a~tention~. 6 [<lr. 1'.1 agamst. 7 
ab<tetllllln>: and 5 for. 19 agatmt. ~b\tenuon' 
rc,pect i• ... ly. 

Tummg to the ongmal pro~al h) the U A and other>. 
n<•w amended b~ the <ub<tnution of the Japane>e wo rding 
for p reambular paragraph 3. Br.tzil pn1po.ed I hat th~ third 
opcrnti,•e paragraph 't10ulcl be •o tcd on ;epar:nd y. and 
;incc there wa no ubjecuon. this \\a< done 1111d the 
pMagrdph adopted hy 17 voles 111 favour. 7 agaimt wuh I'! 
abstent ions The rcm;under o f the prupo-cd re<oluuon " a' 
then \Oted on as amended. and appruvcd h~ 19 \Ole' for . 6 
agam<t " ith 7 abstcnlion' T he text a' .1duptcd i; gi' ~n rn 
A ppendix I .1nd the ahermot t' c :o-.ur"egt.m pmpo"<al "a< 
not ,·un>idcred furt her 

In cxpl . .tinmg their \ Ole!'\. ~un" J.~ . Dr.tzll. JuJ>·'"· 
Argentina and :O.Ie~1co made refcren.:c w th<tr legal 
.:on,·ern• and nclu~. ~" nzerland and $l\cden indic.u..-d 
thcor con.cnation constdcrdllnns. and t Lucia .tnd t 
Vincent and th._. Gr~n:uiinc> -pol-e of the necJ f,,r 
negoti,,uon and con~en3-u<,. 
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8.1 Report of the Sdentilic Committ('(' 
Bdor~ d i;cu>Sing pantn tldr scie nLtJo,· pem111s. the 
Scientific Commmee rC\1c\• ~rl the !!uideh ne< e<tahli,hcd 
for this pr<'Ccdurr. nam e I ~ thL· 'I:\ ~n'\mg. from Schedule: 
paragraph 311. and th~ four co ntained in the 1'1~ 
Resolution of the Ct1mml~'ion There \\'ert> ~Oml" 
tll fficultie~ in interprcling thr:!c par1icular pmnls m lh~ 
lo:tHer. and after di .... (,:u.~sinn th~ ComrntsshJO ;&gnt('ll 1l1a1 it 
had been intended fo r the Scie n tific Ct>mm otto:e to repon if 
enid grenade harp',""' were u~cd 111 spec1al permit (..";::ucht.·o;: 
and that the Re;olutum j us t :tdop tcd con tn111Cd nc\\ 
cmcria to atd evaluation of "hcthc r ·propo>ed r.otchc' 
" o uld facolitare th,· conduct •Jf tt,,. Comp~heobiw 
A~se~:,menl· . ·u cxpldnatiLlll of th~..· lcrm ·prdl"llc,l ll~ · tn the 
<."rit~..~rion t)f " bc.·th~..·r "the nl"llecuve~ of the rc')carch 3rt' nol 
praC!I('<!II ) and SCICntifocall) [ea<oble through n•>n·J..:thal 
rescar<·h I< hniq ue,· " a' forthcoming. 

(a ) Republic of Kor<'u 
The Scu:"nllfo.: Comnune~ rcvo,·wed the r~su lb o t an 
cxbting scientific perm n i>>u<:d b) the Re publi.: o1[ Korea . 
unde r whKh f>ll m inke "hale' h.od h<e.:n take n last )car 
Conside rable concern " "' rai>.:d 11\ the Conun illee abo ut 
the n;:, ult of research uoJ,·r 1 hi' p~rrnit. <iperofi.:a ll' . the 
Committee :t2rc~..·J that the- informalion l."o!k~..~tc..:d ~..·annf'l 
help \" ith an~r ... sigmficant manag~mcnt qu~..·s1 ion. nnr 1s 1t ot 
any significant sch:nufit..• \ alue. a~ only ;t fr.•ction of the 
potentoall) a,·aiiJblc hio lngic;JI dat:o ""' colkct.:d. 

The Sctcntific Committee n:quc:"t'-·d clurifit.:ation u11 th\.· 
question of wbe, h ~..~r data rcpt•ning rc.:·qUircmenb «'"{th.:!-tS 
in the ·hcdule were app licilhk tt• ca tchc, ta ke n under 
scientific rcnmt. T he Chairman nr th,· Commi'>io n wok 
the posilitm. w itho u t h.nu:hing on the qucs110 n ot whether 
o r nut thi> informa ll<'n "required. that it wo uld be hdrfu l 
to the Setentifit· Cornmolla if G o • crnm.:m' did ,uppl~ 
these data <1nJ the' should be cncou r.H!Cd '''do so. 

A re' i>eJ pennil prnpn;;d from the -Re puhlic of Kor~a 
fo·r rt take ul RP min~e whak ' cl \ear irum 1'-l. tn J9S9 .. 
together with ondcpendent ' ighllo.gs <un ·cy'. in the Sea u f 
Japan-Yello w ea-E<J>,t China Sea area . w;J> al'o rcvi~\\cd 

by the Sricnufk Commiucc It c~pr~~,et.l onct"rn th~t 
there wa, i!bufficocnt prcci.oun in l>oth the uhJ~Cil\'c- :onu 
method' 10 he \.'mplo~ed (stnlllar to last ~ car·, \\ Ork ) H • 

proper!) e valuate the like I) sut· .:e'-' n f e ither th,· boulugkal 
l 'T ~ighung.s data gathc:ring. and thnl th'-· takl' m:-t~ lun ht."r 
deplete the ' lock nr sub,tanto:oll~ un ped.: II< r,•cm·~r: It 
therefor.: reque-sh:lJ that the Conn11i"ion strongh ur!!~' 

the Gnvernmcnt oi the Rcpubli~.~ of K<,rea tfl r · frain from 
issuing rht permit until II c;111 full~ 'how that the ta~c '"II 
not fun her depkt< th~ ""ck "" d that ot "oil mall'riall~ 
ronrribut\.· to th~ Cnmprehen, i\'c r\s~c;::o-,111('01 of 1h1:, 'tod.;:. 

(b) lcel<md 
The S<:icnrtfi\.' Commin.:~..· TC \ It"" ed thl" n.~'uh .. nbt .. uned 
from cal~:hcs lilkcn und .. ·r 'pccwl pcrmH~ h\ lcd..tnd l<ast 
)Car. In J \1.~6 " total of7o fin wh"k' and ~(J,c o whal.-> ""' " 
taken and sumc 33 studi~~ \' en~ under\\'tl~ or prnpo:"lcd. 
Comments W(!h: prn\ id~J unclc.:r c~~..·h of the guitk·line-. f,,r 
re' ic'' <lf ~peewl pt"rmit~ . l llcre were Jifferenl·.:, of 
opm1on on th~ ohJeCth l'~ anJ (ontributwn nt thl.;" 
en(nrmrltJOn. and wh~th\!r H \\ UUid t.u:di l .\tC' thC' 
Comprch~nSi\'C ru'.:ssm e nt. ·n'"'" were cxct'lknt 
arrangcmenb fnr l-'UOp::rati' t:. in ' c:'t igJti ms dnJ m.l'~imum 
effort "a~ expended tu collect and dnaly'-<· the rnataoal. 
TI1<:Seienti fic Co mmoll<!e "as unal'k we' • ludic the d fe<'l 

llf the c nd1es of fin and sci whales from the..~ stocks 
without a h.: tier c•,urnntc of popula tion ahundaoce. 

\\'o rk l>rnpt1'ed for fu ture ~eaflo "''"abo di!l<:ussed. 1 o,is 
includ ed a cat<"h o r Sfl rnmh· whale,. " l11ch will not b< 
t a~~n until sarisf:rctor~ arrangcmcnb were matf~ re-g_arding 
lht• landing nf \\hales at ,-e ntr.lh,ed area' JnJ racilitie.~ for 
ct' nd ucting f1dJ research T he fin and seo whak
prngramm~.: '' 1ll al '-to Cl'ntlllUl' . 

(c) laf'GII 
The dc..cus.oon, on the Scienti fic Com mittee " n a prO(l<>Scd 
annual research ""~'tch uf 8.:3 mmlr..c ''hales anJ 5(1 '-perm 
wh;olc> in the ,\nldrC!IC aS pan o f a 12 ~car pr• lgramm..
wcrc ht,th leng1h) .md n'rnplicatcd . 

I>Jonkc "hale s<~mpk> fro m Area> J\' a nd V were 
c.le"tgn~d pnmanl~ hJ obtam estim :.~tes nf a~~·,pecific
natural monaliry. togethe r "ith infnrma!lo n on " Ot'k 
idcnti l ~ . ~~nr-to-~~.:"ar variation~ in hioh'~''-~aJ param~..·lc:na. 
fe~ding t..·~~-.Jng~ and .:nergeti~. Some member~ <lid nn1 
hell\.'\ e the main TC~L\(H1 for the s~lent i fic Commtt lct..•', 
faolufl' tu prm·1J e u.eful ad\lcc ''" replaccmcrll yield, <tnd 
the effcc1s uf connnu1nl! catche~ fi om th..:sc- stock~ ar~e
trom not h.-ing r.:hable·~,trmdle>oi n&tural mun aJit) . hut 
rather net rccruitm.:nt e;.·~t imat<!!' . Con~~:rn wa..., :llso 
c~pre»cd about the fc"'ihihl)' o f the mcthod<olog) 
propo, ed ttl dt>lon~ui,h \';uious cfft:l'l>. anll !he ;ampling 
,1fatcg). A IS('. tht: mu.nagemem procedur~..·~ bC'i ng. 
d...:veklpec.J an: TflhU'l tO ll'llpH~CI' IOn Of bit.1\ In e't imate~ of 
po pula1ion parame ter>~ O ther rncm!xn. disputed >Omi.' n r 
a ll uf the'e (l<>ints. The Scicnllfi<" Cornrnillec aiS<' 
cor1>idcreJ the J;opane'e pm[JOS<IIIIl tcrms of the gmJ~hnes 
rnr specaal pt:Tmlt~. lmd pn:'!-C:nted d range of \iC'' !'· 

Th<' propm ed t~ke of >perm whale< wa, to in' c't igmc 
the: rnlc played h) cct;u.:ean., m the eco'y't m with 
emrh""' on the 'PCflll whale and II> food . S..:\Oo ntlar: 
ObJeCII\'c < tncludc lu ng-1erm ' tudy nt reprod uction. 
grO\\Ih. energetiD. Stock ickrttity .. Uh.l p1 1IIUthJil. nle ctgbt 
year plan in"ll"es a ma"~:imum cau.~h nf 50 \\, hale~ 111 

Div~klfl' .l , 5. ~ <J nd i 
~rbl.· Sct;;:-ntifk Comnuuee .tcfl•cd rhat. ''htk 1mportan1. 

the role ,,f whales m the cco-;_y<tcm is nor nf immcdiat,· 
unpon~tncc to lhi: ( \ .l ntlll l!'o'Jon ·,.. ddibcralion, Southern 
'perm ''l l:.t ll..' ~lnck5 ha\(' not hcl!'n a'!-se:-.sed h:t.~cnlly . ~" no 
ad' icc couh.J 1~ \,fkred o n the.· cffc-.:1 nf tlu .... take. hut sonh.' 
m~mbeflo nnktl that the rctmwal uf Lhe S.1lll3r). larg..- . 
... uci~t ll\' mature hull' in hn:h l 1.1ti tud~~ m :;I\ h~t\ C erearer 
h1u lot!.~GJI ~temficancc.: tha~ thr rt:mo,·al .Clf an a .. , er..'U!C' 
~pcrn; whale- The , ;ornplin!! >ehcm~ should be ""rcruih 
eton>~dcrcd. and input fr.>m cephalopod rc,cart'ht'rs 
;olicotcd 

8.2 Artiun arising 

I It I f<epuhflc vf K on•a 
In the Cnmmi<Sio n. the U k. a nd the People'; Rc puhlic o f 
Chm<J '-'" 'prc::.., c:d th~i r concC'rn l' O th"· re:,carch carri~U nuc 
hy the R~puhh,· of Kor~a 

TI1e Rc puhli,· uf Korea ~mphast>Cd th<· d ifficult ie' 11 

f:u.:~d in cHnductmg rcsc::lrch. that Chi.' ('ltupo, ed re, can.h 
~,·atch i"' ahouc 10 .. ~~ ur the >·t\ l.·racc cat<.:h 111 the ld!<-t tkeo:tdc. 
It' he lie f that 1l11'- will n~ u uch ~,~ r:elv affec1thc ''o~k ... mJ ih 
r~,.·,rorhihlfir~ for l'On~~n Jtion ,;1 it~ 2DO 1mk Lone It 
th..:rch.lh.~ C\)uld n•11 th .. "Ccpl an~ r~~c·mmcndut1un . 

The U A th,·n intruduc~d " propu;ed resnlull,>n 
f<·rommdldong that the R.:puhli.- uf Knrea r,· tratn from 
i,!Oumg. ur fC'\ C•Io.e. -.p~da l pcrmu' a-. Jc')crihcU 10 lh~ 

lan~..· r·, prnp.o'-<tl l•> thl.· Sde111ific Committee:. 
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t..pan proposed adJOurnment of the debate o n tJtis 
Agenda llcm,to allo" nme foro,·ermght consultation " 'llh 
itS go.,emmcnt Argentina supported this as the 
Commission's usual practice. and there -.. as no dissent. 

On re>umption. St Lucia expressed the ' io:w that it 
would be bencr to gi••e national inslllutions dll opportun i t~ 

to improve their methodology or programmes. rather than 
to as l.. that go, c rnmem; r~vol...: or refrain from g_ranung 
pemuts 

The USA formally propo,ed its resnlutJon. \\ h ich wa' 
seco nd<:d b \ s-..-itzcrland because of the clear dnd 
uneqUivocal · advice of the Scientific Commit1~e. dnd 
supported by th~ People\ Republic of C hma. The 
Republic of Korea then repeated that 11 c-ould n\l t 3("l"Cpl 
the resolunon . and Brazil and Japan wh1le acccpt1ng th• 
commt>nts of the Scientific Commmec. could not ' uppo rt 
th i> action t>v th" Com mi,sion on keaJ erounds. 

A rgentina" requested that tfle fina l- ruu paragraph' 
sht>uld b~ voted on separately. and this w;" seconded h) 
Brazil but o bjected to b~ the USA. On t>em!! put to the 
\'Ot.,, the prOpo'ial was defeated with 12 •o te• in fa, our. 13 
agamst and 6 abs tentions . 

The whole resolution was then adopted t>y !'I vo tes fur. 3 
aga1 nst with ') at>stention> and appcap, in A ppe ndix 2 

Brazil explained its position on this and u thc r rc~olutJon' 
to be considered with similar phraseology: it diu not ot>jcc1 
tn the sut>stance but only the action> propo~cd h~ the 
Commi sion Argentina shared this positoon. 
Norw~y made a general statement rewgni<mg 

commendable aspec ts of two ot her re>ca rch pnlgrammc> 
to be considered . where evaluation of e~ch on ib t)\\11 
me ri ts wou ld lead to different co nclusion' in cal'h " '''-' It 
wa' concerned that the Commission was aduptmg 
mechanical conclusions. possibl~ redoing the work of the 
Scoentific Commn tee. and rcqUJred a !tetter fo rum for Jts 
discussions. 

(b) Iceland 
Australia commented on the rcpon "f the Scientific 
Commirtee. emphasising tht> po ints mad.: h~ the>se 
scientisrs who cxprcs~ed concern~ about alhl\VIIlg. th 1~ 
scientific take to continue. It concluded tha t senous doubts 
were raised with reeard to three •>f the four cnteri:t 
established b\ the 19- '6 rc>olution and beli~ved that t h~ 
Icelandic scie-ntists sb0 uld submit a revi.cd proposal. dnd 
thar the Commission should urge th~ Go-.:rnm~nt of 
Iceland lu refram from rssuing <pccia l pem rtt< fo r the 
lakin!! of fin. sci an d minke whales. It there fore tabled a 
re<ol~tion to th1s effect. which wa> ;econded hy ''"' 
Zealand and suppon~d b~ Sweden. 

lccldnd put forward an amendment to thiS resolution to 
dder cons1de rauon of 1 he report of the Scienti fic 
Committee on the research programme nf k~land and an~ 
action aris1ng until the -IOrh Annuall\lcctmg It arguNi tha t 
the ~cu:nti fic report was not prepar<'d in ~uch a "ay !b w 
provide all the infommtio n n"ce>s~ry for the CnmmiS>.Jon 
to take -,cientific responsit>ili tv at thi> time Iceland 
outlined its four-~e.ar progrJmme and the '11rth Atlunti~ 
sogbting~ survey abnul tn take place. Apart from the legal 
as pee1s. it con; ilkred the Au<trahan prnp<hal uf a 
destructl\'e nature and wuh hulc basb in ~c1~nce 

l'on•av seconded this amendment . whoch was defeated 
with 9 \'O.tes 111 fa•·our. 17 again'' and 5 ab<tcnuun>. 

T urning to the Australian propo,al. Argentma ag.1111 
asked that there he a separate 'Cite on the last two 
paragraph,_ which was agreed . 

Before the vote . the UK explained that it was ' 'Oiing 
'<Oiely on the taking of whales and wi~hed to congratulate 
Iceland on the o the r pails of the research programme. Thi< 
pmition was shared by Denmark. the Fednal Republic oi 
Germ'"" . Finland . wirzerland and the ~cthcrlands. 

The Ji..st two paragraphs of the r~oluti0n were then 
adopted by IIi vote<' for. 6 against and 9 ab.tenti\lns . 

Brazil cxpr~<sed ils conce rn over punmg a standard 
paragra ph ,., the conclusion of these rcsolutoons. 
disregarding clements of merit in the programmes. 

The first part o f the resolution \\a.~ then at.lopted. "ith 19 
1-0tcs in favour. -1 against and w1th 8 abstemions. The ful l 
text apprnved .rppcan. in Appendix 3. 

(c) Japan 
Japan emphas1<cd that it programme ha< i:)een des1gned 
\\i th a e:enuine ~ci~.:: nufic aim. A new n:search inslitute has 
bet·n c~tahlished to 1mplement this long term stud~. It 
b~lievcd the <ample , izes were large ~nough to give rcli"ble 
results but would no t adwrsel~ dffect tbc stoch 

The t:K re' i~wed the comments in the report o f the 
ScienllfJC Commntce . and l·onduded with respect to m inkc 
wha les that it h ad not been sausfactori lv demonstrated tha t 
this large undcrtakmg would produce ~diahk results. and 
that sp~rm \\ hdk work "'"" no I ,, f <'SS.:ntial importance to 
the Commi;,sion at this time. It therefore put ion-ard a 
resolution recom mending the Go,emmcnr of Jap:m to 
refrain from ISsuing the special p~rmit until the 
uncertannies Identified are re<ah cd . 

Thb wa, seconded by S"cd~n. 
Japan pomted out that u number of the pomt. 

expounded b~ the UK were arguable. and the on!) '"lY to 
reduce unc·cnamty 111 knowledge of the wcks is h) 
carrvinE out research. It noted that ,,r Ill wuntries 
COnSi'iiCntly VOting fo r th~se resolut ion'. 7 did not attend 
the Scient ific Commute~ . and another 7 d id not •ul>mll 
Progress Rcpon s on research . It appealed for suppon fo r 
scien11fic ach ancr 1111d o n 1.:-gal gmu nd; . 

Japan then pur fo rward an ~·mcndment to th.: UK 
resolution. uefe rring .:onsidera11nn and any ac11on unti l the 
-lOth Annual 1- lecting. 

This ''as seconded by the Republic of Korea. Norwa) . 
Ice land and the t.:SSR . the l:!!!cr '"" recognising the 
<enou. intent o f the re,earch O\ cr the futu re •e•m• 

Switzerland asked if t he rese!.rch would al>o' be deferred 
if tht: diSt.·ussion " as put off til next ~<>ar. and J:ipan 
re;p.mdcd that a;; ot \\ Ould lose the funding •1va ilablc n,,,.. 11 

would proceed. Antigu;o and Barbuda suggested referring 
tht• ma thematJcal pro blems nr•olved to independent 
e'pcns for judgement. and Japan stated 11 wa' open tt) an)' 
constructi\e suggestion~. and was a lreadY taking such 
~dv1ce. The Peoplt:', Rcpubli<· of China bd iewd th~ 

sample srzes propos"d lo b" t\lO large: the Sc1entrfir 
Cnmmrrtee ~hould t>.stabli<h the catch size neces,ar~ . 

The Japanese :1mendment to defer con~oderauon \\ as 
defeated bv I I votes for to 16 agains t. with -1 ab>t.:nuon>. 

It "'"' agreed. on the proposal of Ar!!ent in;t. w \OI~ on 
the last two paragraphs of the LIK pmpo,ed rese>lution 
'Cparate l~. and these -..ere adopted" ith If> vote' in fa, our . 
q again>t and 6 at><tention<. The re m;undcr of the tt.'XI \\ a< 
the~ adoptc:d b~ I~ \etlC5 fo r. X agains1 \\i lh :.. ah'\tenuons 
Th~ fu ll text is given in Appc·ndox -1. 

St Lucia and BraLil ('Xplained thei r v .. Jh.~:- •"Jn I he grnunt.b 
e>f >eekmg imprmcmenb in the re>earch programme' and 
recngni<ing their me ri" Mexiro al..-. po inted nu l its 
concern wnh th~ potential dfc<:t' nn 'ome ul tht! 'tock .. . 
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and appealed for intc rnauo nal <:Ov pe rauo n . Japan 
e'prc.,~<l i t~ di,ma~ ~nd d isappomtm<:nl .11 the decisions 
being taken. 

(d I t.enau/ 
Iceland put fM"ard J p r.>p vsal de<~gned to be .>n c way out 
o f the k gal d i>pute. b~ >Cttmg up d gr. >Up vi legal expert' ro 
cons1dc r if the re><•lulion' adopted arc "'-''""lent" i1 h the 
Con"cntio n . and to "'tah lish ;1 1hird-p.1rt~ wttkment 
procedure if there b 't ill d i'a!!re.,·mcnt. Thi< " a' :><:c<>ndcd 
b~ Non<ity dOd 1\kxico. and :<u ppnrted h~ J ap:m. 

The L'SA oppv>cd the propt>,al. arguing that tho: legal 
anah·, i< turn~ nn cnmm<ml\' unckr\1<"><.1 wo rd' and " nut 
CS>Ot~ric. There \\ 111 ;.a(\,·ay~· be d1'agreemcnt anumg legal 
expcru,. ' u th;tt tho: CummiS>in n would b<· ahdicatiug 
fC\p!11l>il->iJit~ Ill d th iTd f'Jrl~ . 

S~>itzerland and BraLII 'uc~estcd tha t t ill> i•Nic could he 
considered t>y the Wo rking (irour e,t.lt>lbhcd tn ,-xaminc 
quesuons rdateJ to the Cvn <e nll<ln . Followm l! tunhcr 
di~us.s ion in' uh in~ the'c .:nuntric,_ ~~ L~Cia amJ 
Au. traha. vn th<' q~c,uon of"' helher the I"UC .:nuld 1><: 
referrcd to the Wu rk ing Gro up 1f the p ropusal failed ar rh.s 
mectmg. the lceland1~ pr.>p<lsal "a> put w the \CI!e and 
defeated. "- l th 6 \'Ole' Ill fa <uur. 17 J)!.liO>l and n 
abstc nll<>m . 

9. U STF.D SPECIF~"i 

Mexico rcmmJc:d the C:ommi»i<>n ,,( its req uc't mad e in 
19&5 fur gllldanw in o rder to ~oh c the legal a' pcc·t> •>f rh..
Commlssion·~ compctenc~ \\llh r~fcrcn~(' h..' the -,pedes 
rdcm:d to as ·~mall cetacean; 1\h!Ch are 1u>t h<ted m the 
Annex on :-.tomenclatu r~.· uf \ \ h"k' tu the Fmal Acto! rhe 
1946 lntcrn.1tional Whalin)! \ onfercn.:e. It "ill put thi' 
item o n the agcnJa of the Wo rk in!! Group nm • e'tablished 
to examine ljUC>IIOns relat<"d to the up<·ratinn ul the I ':1~6 
Conwnuon. hut a lso w~;hcd to ke.:p the ncm u n the 
agenda lor the next A n nua l l<lceung . 

France recorded th<· same (X'<1t1on to mainta m rhc 11cm. 
and this \\aS agreed Ill' the Cnmlni>MOn 

10. COI'>IPREII.E~SI\'E . .\SSF.SSME~T O F WH -\L F. 
5.'TOCKS 

10.1 Rep ort of the Scientific Committee 
Dr G .P. Kirk"o' ><.l (Athtralia 1. Chairman nf I he S.:i• nt rfr<: 
Cummillee . re \ IC\\eJ the 1\0rk oi the Scic ntiri.: C'om millec 
earned out 111 accordant·.: wnh the pldn a nd llmetark 
developed at a 'f'CC>.II mc~ting held 111 April I 'l'n IJunng 
the past yedr (A l t\\O w<>rbh'-'P' .1nJ I B) rhr<·c rontr•ct 
reviews h a\'c been conJucted. 

A. L The \\'mkshor o n C'atch Pe r l ' nit r: n,m dealt \\Jth 
the rdatn>nsh1p hetween C'Pl: E and <tnd. 
abundance 

A.2. The \ \ 'lukshop ' '" l\b1ug~.·m~nt Jc,du pcd .1 
l\\o-~tag~ pr('\Ce:o., f•) r t:\ a luating P'"'''ihlc 
manal!cme nt p ro,·cd ure•. and Identifie d t hree: 
general ~urn~ 
(a) ' ta hihty o f Lal" h lnn11': 
(bl a.:ceptal>lc ri,k lc<el that a ,,.,ck n<ll 0.: dcpkted 

b..·low snm<" ,-how n k'el. 
(c) makm~ pos,lt>le the hiehc,t cnnllnUIII~ d<.'ld i•Jr 

thl' ,,,;-.,k. - - -

1t wr.s n<>tcd t hat the<c a1m' cannor 0.: ,imultancousl~ 
sa ti~ftc!d . 

B.l . The r<:> ic " <>f 1->l<><:hemicdl g.:ne!lcs dealt " nh recent 
J eve h>pm.:nl> 1n 01\.-\ techni<JUC' \\ hich may h<lp rn 
stud ; tJcnti f~e;~ tion. 

B.2. ll1e re \' lcw df c<.'n>u' tc<·hnlljUC> cn.:om pas,cd 
sh ip~ornc: .mJ la nd 1'\a,c:J 'urvc:y"" ctnd it " '*' n,,tcd 
that :he recommended p roccdure> arc U-<'d in rurr(nt 
I WC >UPilOTte d <~eli\ II ie> 

B 3. The rcVI<'W of mar~-fl·capturc tcdllli<JUC> g;n e a 
t>ro.1J <uf\ cy .,f m::th" d' "h~eh md~ ~ :.pplicahk tu 
whales . 

The cientifk C ummllle.: had r'-'("CI\'ed d~ta in,·entu rics 
from <>nly rwci\'C m.:mhcr go v<.' rnment,, ot which riw \\ere 
:-.ti ll not cnn!i.tJerr:d hJ ~· '-' ,·omplctc '<."1 nf mformauon 
req ueste d . It '"" rccogni..:d that p reparation o i thc'c 
tn\•cntorit:~ r~prc~cnh ~ sub:o.t.Jntla l amount ,,f \\ Ork 

1-lll\\<"<'cr. in the hght o f the Ut!(~:nt nel'd of the r.·y ucstcd 
inf,•rmat"'" for the cn nduct oi the Co mprchcn,ivc 
:\''"''srnent. the Technical Commlllt'C e ndo,.,cJ the 
r.:comtnend<~tion v f t he Sc1en11fic Commm.:e that the 
Ct)mmi:..~i\'" unac~ a ll mL"mb..: r co\·c:mmcnh tn re t urn the 
cornpktet.l invc·~ton f,>rrn> to> the Sc·crctan:ll h\ I J .rnuaf\ 
~~~- . . . 

10.1 Report o£ the .I oint \ \corking G r oup 
D r L. Flc1schc r it\1ex1cnl. V i.:c Chairm.m ,,f the Te.:h nic:ll 
C o mmiuec . rcportc d that the J oint \V,•rking Group o f the 
Tl'.:hmcal and S<:1cntific Cumnu uces I which h.: ch.1ir'-'d l 
had rc\'lcw.:J the S.:1enllfic Commll t<·e r'-'porl nnd 
endnn.<-d .11! it< recomme ndation' fo r fun he r wnrk These 
were fu rther endor~ed hy the T .:chn icJI Commince as 
follow>: 

(I) the Sccrc tr.n a t comp u!rng 1a,·1liry ' h o uld t>e uset.l l<>r 
carrymg v ut .,.;cnnJ ; tage te>ting o f management 
prL>~cdurc,, 

1:!) the "'-'" t<:chniqucs uf D NA analy,i< ;hnuld he tu rther 
de, eloped fM 'tc>ck identity stud i.: 

Iceland <oundcd a note oi cauuon in cmphn;ising that 
the>e tccbmquc> ha\'C not yet he~n te'itcd <ln all whale 
>PC ·ic ; . vr >hO\< n tu 0.: <>f p rJCilcal \'a lue for determining 
'tuck 1d c ntit< . In particu l:,r_ uw •>f thc'c tcchlli<J Ue> ma~ 
reljUifc ;.uhsta nual e1fnrt and wst in w llccting ,amrlcs 
The C hainnan of the Scie nt1fic C n mm m cc <'Xplained that 
th.: prop<•"d contrJct ,rud~ of the-e tcchoiq ue' "a.s 
'PCCIII"- ~•IIy de,tgnc d l\l fu n hcr in\'C~ll!!..llC thl·lr 
.1pph,·abihty . dOd that the i" ue of .-ollcctiL>n uf 'ampk ' 
\\ C>Uill he ad dres,cd . 

13) nl<.>nitoring s tudic' 'u.:h :1> the Ant~rc11c IOCR 
!'oUr'~,·,. and thn!t,_. un \!'~bh.:rn North Pacafu: e.ro.~\ 

\\hal~' - s.~ut h African nght " hale,. J nd lkring 'sc~ 
hm<hc acl "hales , h,,uld l:>c co nrinuet.l : 

(-1 ) ~ .:nntract 'tud~ be mrncJ ilUI 10 anal~se Southern 
I k ml>phcre min l..c "h~,(e marking data. 

( ~ I " "nr~,hvp 'hnuld h~ h.:IJ t•> a tlllr~'' the lJ liC'tu>n ,1f 
1he u~e ('~f natur:tl marl-.m~' tn id e-n t if~ "hah.:' in \)rJer 
In e ,tunatc Jl'-'r ularinn pari1mC:t C' r!': 

(61 till>''-' ll;tlhlll> \\ht> haw <! \plo iteJ mml..o: wh~k' in th.: 
~'•rth r\r lanll I I (" Of\\ .J\ . lcd..and . D\.·nnM.rl.. 
IG re.:nla nLI ) . • md a nnn-m~ml;cr n.11io n . C'.1n.1dat he 
r.:que,tc:d to supply a deta1led de cripr"' " of lhe 
mt"thud~ .:md !'-lTLl t l.!gics l"Jf these operatiOn~. 

T he n,·ntHil' C o m mlltce hall nuted <e, cral cateR•mes 
l>f popu la110 11' rcglt>n< wh" h Tlll):!hl warrant priori!~ - 10 l iS 
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work. Japan comm~n1~d that ot regarded rhe 
Comprehensh e Ass.:ssmenr as rho: mn>l impnnant l as~ 

befor~ lhe Commis>ion. In ' ''"' of the ohjecri<cs , ,f tbc 
Convention . whKh are Ihc conscrvarion and rmoun:ol 
utilization o f whale rc~ource~. il prnpoo;erl rhar rhe 
Scientific Com mine" >hould gi< e priorn~ ' " rhn>c sto<:k, 
on which there "'"' suhstanti:ll whaling acti< it~ before the 
mora1on um. and where much infc>rmatonn ha< been 
accumulaicd and ~uh>l:mtia l scielllific work '' under wa~ 
Thi was agreed by the Technocal Commonee. 

In discussing managcmenl ohJ<:cllw < and nltcrnalivc 
man3gement p~ocedur~s the Jnin1 Working Group found 
!hat Ihe general managemt:'nl <>bjecli<•c> <>ulhned b~ the 
Scientific Com mine,· ior comparing the efft'riS <Jf vari<>u' 
mJUlagemMt pmcedure>. were adeyume fnr th~ 

Comminee·, preoent purpch es. It "a' al<n noted that thi' 
could nut prejudge <ubseyuen r cons>der:ttll>n h~ the 
Commission of rc'1~cd m~nagcmcnt procedure~. The 
T~chnica l Committe<' noted the need for p<>»ihk 
management procedure> to he simpk enough in 
application :tnd ondependcnt from cnmplc ~ moJc.'l< 
requiring parameters which are ilifficult tn dctrrmone : ami 
that the uhjecti<e of making pm~tbk the highc" 
conrinuine \·ie ld from a '"x:k moght nnt he comparibl~ with 
the nee~ · 10 :Jccummudatc ._.,entual mult~>p<'<·ies 
mnnag.:ment re4uir.:mcn1>. 

With respect Ill ~pecifk prop.>»l> to fatilitat.: the \\Oil.. 
of the Scicntofo<· Commllta. the Technocal Cummitto:•· 
agreed to defer con>id<'ration of -ettong ab.mgtnal 
sub£tstence whali ng catch hmn> l<•r mNc than one ~car 
unlilll considered h em 16 o f the plenary agenda . and nf 
the need for the Scocnlific Committee to re' ie" ,_·ienlific 
pcnnit> annuall~ until th" matter had b.:en discu-sed and 
resolved bv rhe Commi~siun. It did :OI!Tfe. ho\lewr. tu 
recommend that an ext ra dil\ >h<>ulo.l- k><' added ' " the 
Scientific CHmmittee meeting io allnw the 'ccund la;.t d .t~ 
to be spell! on cnmplctonn of rcpo.•n 1\'nting and ft•r 
membe rs to rt!atl those ...ectio n" al re~d\ \\Titten and 
distributed. In reoponse to an en4uir) fn11n th,· USA. the 
Chainnan of th..- s~ientifoc Commillc~ indi.:,u~d that It~ 

thought be could de,•dop an appropnate los t <>f priorit~ 
st<lCks for the nn t meeting nf the S•:icntofi.- Ctunmolle<:. 

The Technical Committee nNed the voew< nf >omc 
members that it might be ncce<sary for the Ct•mmi>>it•ro to 
reconsider the rimct~thlc for rhc Cumprchcn>i\·t' 
IU>el>sment nf whale >loeb. I t abo no!ed arootha nc\\ 
that it is nccc<,s,tn• fur th<· S..·r .. rllifi<: Co mmittet· w corofurm 
"ith the time hmit laid do\\'n in chedule pi!rdgraph 1111 .:1. 

11 endor~ed the rccomm.:ndation tll:ot rhc Jn1111 \\ orkong. 
Group of the T cchno<·al an d Scientific Committees " " 
Compre.heros i•e A>se>sment remain a standing committee 
as long as the Sci..-nrific Cnmmi11ec i> " orking " " the 
Compr.:hen;,i\•e .-\M,<!>smcnt. 

The Technical Cnmmutce abo n<'ted rhc fon hcoming 
inJemational !':onh Allanto<· -.ghti nl!' <Un'e\ thi< <ummer. 
and the tmponance nf co.>rerat o~m hct~ •·cn m.:mher 
nnttons in ~uch re\earch prnj~cl< Finally. it "'"; ~grc"d 
that the Secretary he J.>kcd tu prcp.ore :o ia.:tu.1l do umcnt 
COncerning the Chronnlllf!\ u f the C<) tnprchl-n>i\ c 
A.<...<essmenl for corculalu.>n tl> Commi»ioner.; anJ 
members of the • ckntifi<· Cnmmottec. 

10.3 Action arising 
The Commjssion recci<ed the rcpo.m uf the Techni,,ol 
Committee on thi> it em and 011t~d the \aliOU> cummcnl, , 
ln particular it endm~cd the rccommendarum' r~gardong 

data Lm cnrurieo: the prioritie~ and wor l.. plan of tbe 
')cienllflc O•mml!tcc :.nd the need im an C\,ra da) to be 
ddded 10 the Iauer·• Annual Meeting: :utd the contrnuauon 
of tlu: Joont Wur~tng G ro up 

II. RF.\'lSIO!\ Of PRESE!'\T MA:-.AGEME:-iT 
PROCEDl' RES 

Th~ 1 echnical Co mmitlcc agreed to recommend thai thJS 
Aeenda Item should in fu ture be . u!:>>umcd with in the 
management a peel' nf the Compreht"n'l\'e A-~c,ment . 
and the Co mnu»Sion agreed thm thi' item should"'' lo nger 
appear a> a 'cparate element in its ugt"nda 

12. Ll\1)1,~' OCEA.'\ SAJI\(TL\R\' 

12.1 Sclentilk Meeting 
Dr Ktrk,\C>Od rt·porred !hat the Scientific Committee had 
n:t~i"ed the repon of the Scientific !\•leering held on the 
Sevchcllcs in Fehrudn 1 '1~7 . It "a' rccognt>cd that a 
lo~g-term sancruar: h~> a unique and es,ential mcnufic 
role on I he ma naeemcnt of "hall' ~tock' for 'll>ta inahk 
e \pluitauon un tl~.: a:-<umption that whaling "ill re;ume 
<Ome ume on the future outsodc it. 

lllc imp,oct of the Sanctuar~ on re>earch ""~ difficu lt to 
C\'aluate because nf Cl'Onomil- and lither facto r~ "hich 
occurred al about I he samc ti me a' th•· eqahl"hmcnt of the 
Sanctuan . 

The y~esuon nf the possible cxtcn>ton of the \Outhern 
houndan nf rhc San~tuar\ to tmprovc ih <"COiogical 
coheren~e \\':1,!, J"cu:.sed .Ill~ il wa' .:oncluded tha t. >ince 
the qu~stion of >to.:k oound<Onc> fo r whak >peck' woll he 
addr<"s,ed durin!! th<" Cnmprehen, ivc A;;se~menl . details 
of pnssihk adJ~trncnts w anv ot th~ boundari~s of the 
Sanc.:tuar~ L."•tn P.e more appropriate!~ d Jscus,cll when thn"c 
re'<ults hew me avatlahk . 

The na:cd for con~idera11nn to he g.i\'t!O ttl ~ritica l h;lhH..ih 

.:~ nd :tr~a~ of spe<·ial :-cit!nHfic inte rest w ithin the Sanctuar) 
ma~ r'-"quirt.• ~pc~..·,al prov1:- ion~ .md \\ arr.mc conccnlra(cd 
re,earch effort . 

The Sncnlltit· Comrnollec r•·pc;ll<."d oh recommcmlauon 
thai the work>hop un th•· incitkmal take of w w<·ea n> 
' hould he held . 

12.2 Repon of .-\dmini~lratin• :'o·ltt'tin)! 
Ill<' r\ lmini>tnlll\t' ,\.kelln~ held lt1 Llo)Urn.:motllh 
immediate!\' before lit.· prcse,;-t Annual M~eung.. ch:urcd 
b\ Mr K.F ·Ddpech (Seychellc> l had !un o ted p:tnicipation. 
\\;llh Uc:lcgu11r1111\ rrom r\ntigu~t .UJd Barhud~. Athtralia. 
J,opan. Seychelles and South Africa. hut ther" were no 
O\.m-1\VC ~late:' r rc!'IC:nl. HU\\~\'CT . ::1 \ \ ' Ilk' rangmg. 
dJscussion nf the 'ariil US IS:\U~' mn'tl\ ed arismg n nm the: 
report ,, f rhe ci~ntiloc 'vlccti ng and •>f the .:icnlltor 
Commillec lo1<>k plac~ In partocul;tr th<' r\J rnono-t ratll <' 
;\Ice ling stated the need lo r 

(a) co-mdinat10n ol re,~arch and m<~notorong acto<llll!'. 
ind uding fX'pulati(ln <tatu' . mcidental anJ <>ther 
catche<. 

(b1 ... ~,H.Hdmalion of \.tppr0aC'h~ "" 11.1 th~ Gn\l..!'rnmc-nl.., 
c llncern-cJ fnr c:~-,J !<-tan ... ·..: ;md CCl-op'--ra1ifm. mcl uJ mg 
h:gi~la tit.ln rd('\ :101 h ) cc.:t:u:can rc~,.:ar\. h am.J 11~ 

implt.,.mcnt:1ru'n: 
(c) rqti11nal ~uh-tlllt>ll>n ,,f the lndoan O<ean l•' r 

~.u.l mll1i,tr:sli\'-' purp("e'. 
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Appendix 4 

RESOLUTIOS ON JAPAI'ESE PROPOS . .\ I. fOR SPEC IAL P£RMITS 

WHEREAS the Inte rnational Whahne Commi"ion 
adopted in 191-tl a Rewlut ion o n Special Permits for 
Scientific Research ( IWO J, 2S): 

WHER EAS the Commis~ion h:t> c.m, idncd the Repurt 
of the Scientific Committee (IWC JC), .U concerning the 
research program ' t ~1 t>e conducted under 'Jle"ial p•·rmits: 

WH ERE AS the Commt,sion takes co2nizance of 
Article Vlll of the lnt.:mauonal Co nvention fo r the 
Regulation of Whaling. und..:r "hich the granting hy an) 
Contwcting Gtwemmcm to its natiomtbof a sp.:cial pem1it 
authorizing the killing. lllk ing or trea tment of whak' for 
purpu~s uf ><:ientific resear h remains the resp.1nsibiluy of 
each Contracting Government. e ~erc1stng 11> Scweretgn 
rights m re peel of maritime a rea' under ib JUn>di tion 
and freedom of the h1gh sea<: 

Now. THE REFORE the Commi» ion 
ADOPTS TH E VIEW that thc prop.)scd take of 

Southern Hemisphere Minke Whales and Sperm Whales 
under tho.' prop.>Sed rc,..,arch program a_, dcscn hed in 

SC'39/0 ~doc> not >ati fy the criteria set out in the 1'.186 
Re.olution in SJ'<'cial Pern1its for Scientific R~earcb rn 
that the prop.l~ed research d<lt'S not appear. on present 
infom1atiun . to be structured so as ro contrihute 
mfom1ation e,_,.,nual for ra tional manal!em..:nt of the stock 
and that th~ propo<cd take "ill not. at least nt thi~ stag~. 
material!~ facilitate the Cumpreh.-nSJve Assessment: and 

REQt:ESTS the Secreta~ <o to notif~ the Gmcm mcnt 
uf Japan: and 

RECOl\IMEI'>D the Go, crnment of Japun to rdrain 
from issuing special penn its to it> nationab for the taking of 
such "hales under the rcsemch program describc.d in 
SC 39:0 .: until >Uch tim~ a the Scient ific ('ommittee ts 
able to rc'<lh e the , eriuus uncertaintrcs identified m ~~ 
d iscus.,on a, to th~ capab1lity of the rc.carch method> 
p roposed to contrihutc >trfficicntly rdiahk re<uh'> needed 
for the Co mprchcnsrve A sS<.:>Smcnt or for o ther critical!) 
Important rc-carch needs. 

Appendh 5 

fORMAT Of WHAI.L'\'G !>,.ATISTICS 

T ITLE· 
I;\"T ERi'ATIO AL WHALING STATIST ICS 

INTRODUCTIO~ 

Comments on nwJnr changes in rcgulati'm' . c;lldting 
operations. etc note an~ change> to pre ' iously pub lished 
data: and summamc the compute rised data available. 
Outline m;•p of \tock di\·IS10n<. 

PART I 

lnfonn;Jtlon from Cmuracting Go' crnment.S rc4utreu 
under th~ lntc rnauonal Corwcnuon for the R,•fula tinn .,f 
Whaling ( 19~6) and ih Schedule. 

(All t;~bles for latest ;;ea,un on I} [ unJcs., there i< a 
~ignificant rc ' is1u n of figure, fro m earlier ycal'j. l 

Tabh• I . Catches by"'"· !!"ograph1cal regmn (e.g. North 
Atlantic) ancL or >lock dt' ision. nation. ~pcc1c~. anu an 
indication oi operation tland <tat ion noatrng. factor~ . 
small-type. abnriginal. showmg number o f ( Utl·hc,-,. and 
vessel!>). 

Tab!.- 1 . Production . b~ region or stock div~>ion and 
nation (all roam products. meal. e tc). 

Tablr 3. Length frcqucnc,.-,. b~ region ( h~ An:J in 
Antarctic) and.or srock di,·ision. na trnn . >pe-'1<'> and >e, . 

Tahlt .J. Foetal lengths. h) region (by Area in Anta rctic) 
and1or stack division . speci<'•s . se~ and month. 

PART II 

Info rmation with reSp'-'Ct tn catches of larg~ whales b) 
nation• rw t members of the lntcrnat.ional Whaling 
c.,mrm. ion 

A PPEND IX 

Information supplied <lrl a <oluntar) basi' to the 
lnt<! rnational \\hahn g. Comm1" 1C10 (mcluding its Scrcntific 
C••mm1tt..:c) nut li~ted under Parts l ur II 

Tahlt• I . Directed catchc, b) >pecie' and nauun. plu~ 

operation t~pe (dn vc . n.:t. h• nd harpnon . '-'IC). Li'c 
capture> can be mdudcd a. an Item in this tahk . 

Table 2 . Directed catdJ<•<; b) >pecies. rc:g1on and month. 
rahl~ 3. Incidental take~ h\ rel!iOn. n ac natron (If 

p.>S>ibk) ''"d ~pec11.:' (if kno« n).plu> ~ypc of fi~hcry (purse 
Sl'ID<' . dnft net . >CI ne t . etc ). 
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Chairman's Report of the Forty-Second Meeting 

J. DATE AND PLACE 

The Fony-second Annual Meeting of the Commission was 
held at the Hotel Oranje. Noordwijk:, 2--{i July 1990, at the 
invitation of the Government of the Netherlands. The 
proceedings were chaired by Mr S. lrberger (Sweden). 

2. REPRESENTATION 

Commissioners and delegates from 30 of the Commission's 
36 Contracting Govemrnents attended. Two non-member 
governments, Austria and Canada, were represented by 
observers; as were four inter-governmental organisations
the Convention for the Conservation of Antarctic Marine 
living Resources (CCAMLR), the European Economic 
Community (EEC). the Jnter:national Council for the 
Exploration of the Sea (ICES), and the United Nations 
Environment Programme {UNEP} 

Observers were also present from the International 
Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural 
Resources (IUCN) and 68 international non·go~ernmental 
organisations (NGOs). 

3. ADDRESS OF WELCOME 

The Minister of Agriculture, Nature Management and 
Fisheries. Mr G.J.M. Braks, gave an address or welcome 
on behalf of the Government of the Netherlands. H e 
recalled that the Netherlands had been involved in 
tndustrial whaling from the stan, sending vessels to 
Spitsbergen in 1612. The bowhead whales there were 
brought to virtual extinction and now the Antarctic is 
nearly void of the large baleen whales Instead of the mere 
economic value of whales, public awareness of the need for 
their conservation has become predominant as a result of 
the decline of the stocks. 

The International Whaling Commission seem> to be the 
forum for this task, and has made several important 
decisions that offer hope for the furure of whales. But the 
slow growth rates and reproduction of whales require a 
long-term view and wide horizons. In the view of the Dutch 
Governmeru, any modification of the moratorium can only 
be considered when the comprehensive .review of the 
relevant whale stocks has produced sufficient data, and a 
revised management procedure has been agreed. 

Whale species other than those of direct commercial 
interest have now come into focus, and Mr Braks urged 
support for the Resolution adopted by the UN General 
Assembly on the use of pelagic drift nets in which so many 
animals drown. Many of these other species remain outside 
the seope of international conservation efforts, and here 
may be a new task for the [WC. 

For many people, this year is crucial ro whales, and he 
wished for a successful and fruitful meeting. 

4.0PEN~GSTAT~~ 

The openmg statements from nine Commissioners, 
UNEP, TUC.'-' and five NGOs were distributed in written 
form in accordance with recent practice. and included m 
the meeting documentation. 

5. ADOPTION OF AGENDA 

The Provisional Agenda circnlared sixty days in advance of 
the meeting was adopted with tile addition of sub-item 
23.3.6 FAO, to consider an invitation from the Food and 
Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations related to 
its strategy for fisheries management and development. 
The Chairman referred Items 8-17 to be considered first by 
the Technical Comnunee under its Chairman, Dr L.A. 
A eischer (Me~ico). 

6. OPERATION OF THE CONVENTIO. 

The USSR outlined its reasons for attaching great 
importance to tile issue of the operation of the 1946 
Convention. It was disappointed that the.rc had been an 
inadequate response to the questions developed by the 
Working Group in l988. 

The Convention was established to manage the whaling 
opentions at a lime of relative abundance of stocks. The 
whale stocks are now more enda.ngered, and there bad 
been a consequent change in world public opinion The 
Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties allows a party 
to invoke a fundamental change of circumstances as a 
ground for terminating, suspending or withdrawing from a 
Treaty. There is a new imperus in ~ysearcb in 1vhich the 
IWC is called to play a cenrral role of harmonisation, and 
there have been important changes in internation legal 
order at sea. All these developments should be reflecred in 
the Convention, and the USSR cannot agree to a broader 
inrerpretation of the 1946 provisions beyond the original 
intentions. 

It proposed that: 

(1) the issue of the Operation of the Convention be 
included as an item on the agenda of the Commission's 
43rd Annual meeting; 

(2) the inviration to Contracting Governments to 
comment on the questions developed by the Working 
Group in 1988 in Anck.land be extended, and that any 
such written comments be submined before the next 
Annual Meeting; 

(3) the Working Group be convened during a week prior 
to the 43rd Annual Meeting of the Commission in 
order to consider wrirten contributions of Contracting 
Governments and prepare recommendations to the 
Commission on the action arising; 

(4) a draft R-esolution submitted by the USSR beheld over 
for consideration at the 43rd Annual Meeting. 

Norway recognised a need for the Commission to look at 
how it works at two levels -how It operates in practice in 
achieving its own priorities and programmes; and 
secondly, as the USSR bad suggested, whether the 
Convention reflect> what it is actually doing. operating as a 
study society for whales. l t saw the comprehensive 
assessment programme and tile development of 
management procedures in that comext, but also spoke of 
the need for the Commission to deal with the issues 
tbrough a multi-species and broad ecological view. rather 
than with the exi;ting single species approach. 

The USA agreed that consideration of the Resolution 
should be deferred to next year's meeting in which it would 
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Ne'>~~ Zealand then introduced a Resolution on the 
subject of the NOTWegian proposal for special pennits, 
sponsored by Australia, the Federal RepublicofGeTmany, 
the Netherlands, Nev. Zealand, Seychelles. South Africa, 
Switzerland and the UK. lt remarked that the primary 
purpose of the proposed research involving the taking of 
whales is multi-species modelling which appears to be 
primarily designed for the management of fishenes 
resources in Norwegian waters. It dre"' anention to 
comments by a lengthy list of scientisiS from many 
countries who quesuoned '>~~hether further work on 
digestibility problems, for example, was necessary. While 
noting with appreciation the effort by Norway on research 
on whales. particularly the sightings surveys in 1989, the 
Resolution pointed out that the proposed research is not 
adequately structured so as to contribute to or materially 
facilitate the completion of the Comprehensive 
Assessment, nor bad it been established that it addressed 
critically important research needs. Norway was invited to 
reconsider the proposed take of minke whales in l990. 

Australia welcomed that component of the research 
effort by Norway which did not involve the take of whales. 
It drew attention to the conclusions or a number of 
members of the Scientific Committee last year that there 
was insufficient information presented to determine 
whether the data to be obtained would be critical to the 
proposed multi-species model or whe.ther the model itself 
represented a critical research need. The Commission 
adopted a similar Resolution last year. and to be consiSLent 
it commended the present Resolution. 

Sweden appreciated the extensive sightings su:rvej'l; 
conducted by Norway in the Northeast Atlantic. It noted 
the proposed take was limited to five minke whales, but 
previous criticism in the Sciemilic Committee had not been 
fully taken into account in this year's proposal, and it 
would like also to sponsor the Resolution. Finland 
associated itself with theseargumentsand also wished to be 
a co-sponsor. 

Norway felt that it had taken into account the comments 
and views expressed on a valid scientific basis. This was a 
fruitful process contributing to an immensely complicated 
area of research, trying to break new ground in developing 
models relevant to handling the challenges in managing 
important living resources. As a small coastal nation it bad 
a responsibility to the present and funrre generations in 
managing and conserving marine life. It would like to have 
seen respect for the quality of its research and the 
Commission encouraging real science. Norway based itself 
on the validity of Article VTil of the Convention and saw 
no alternative to asking for a vote on the Resolution. 

Iceland opposed the Resolution for the reason that it 
found in it a demonstration of disrespect for the type of 
efforts carried out by Norway. 1t also had legal proble= 
which had consistently stated since 1987, as well as 
grammatical problems with the text. 

The UK emphasised that it is fully appreciated that 
Norway had embarked on a highly ambitious programme. 
It made the point that when embarking on wholly new 
areas of work, a lot of testing of models is needed before 
actually taking whales to feed data into the models. 

The Resoluuon (Appendt't 1) was then put to the vote 
and adopted wtth 16 votes in favour, 5 against with 8 
abstentions. 

Japan 
Japan spoke of the value of its national research 
programme in the Antarctic on minke whales, the most 
important component of the marine ecosystem there. Data 
obtained from commercial '>~~hahng bad been criticised by 
some members of the Scientific Committee for its bias. 
Random sampling during the moratorium was. therefore 
very appropriate. The feasibility srudies in 1987/88 and 
198&'89 and the main programme implemented in 1989/90 
had provided data from a lot of young artimals, and It had 
been found that the artimals aTe segregated by sex and by 
age Mortality by age is now analysed, and mvestigations 
on energy flow in the Antarctic ecosystem will <:omribute 
to the scientific management of the marine system. There 
wa~ no assurance that non-lethal research would bring 
forth any nseful result as rega.rds minke whales, although 
the sightings surveys have proven nseful and Japan was 
proud to have sponsored in many ways the IDCR survej'l; 
with rwc international scientists. 

The UK recognised that the Japanese contrib11tion to the 
understanding of the Antarctic area was considerable. lt 
commented that a primary objective of the permit proposal 
is to estimate the age-specific natural mortality rate. This is 
technically difficult and development work on the models is 
progressing fiurly slowly. This confirmed concerns it 
expressed last year that sampling may be moving a little 
ahead of methodological technique. 

St Lucia noted that the Scientific Commillee made use of 
the Japanese research in the Comprehensive Assessment 
of the Southern Hemisphere minke whale. Tt spoke of the 
need to give time for such a long-term prograrnm.e to 
deYelop. The history of science had many examples of 
people being taken to task, for it only to be found later that 
the information v.as vi tal. Based on the high quality and 
quantity of research presented by Japan, including the 
whole question of rational management of stocks, itllad no 
hesitation in encouraging Japan to continue. 

Norway supported the encouragement expressed by St 
Lucia, and called for appreciation of the extensive research 
carried out by Japan, and recognition that it has so fully 
shared its research plans, its procedures and results. The 
study of whales might be more useful if it had a basis other 
than literature from which to lcnow whales. Those states 
without the resources or motivation for doing research 
themseiYes should consider if acting as auditors was a 
sufficient approach to obtaining new information and 
meeting the challenges now faced. St Vincent & The 
Grenadines also supponed what had been said by St Lucia, 
pointing out that virtually all the information for the 
Comprehensive Assessment bad come through the support 
and efforts of Japan and her scientists. 

Switzerland, while recognising the great efforts and 
results presented by Japan, hesitated because tbe death of 
the animals must be accomplished before the research can 
be done. There is very strict Swiss legislation on this 
subject; research must be shown to serve precise scientific 
purposes, the use of a given animal is the only means to 
accomplish the experimental aim, and no other procedures 
can be applied instead. The use of the animals must be 
methodologically sound; lower spedes cannot be used; the 
proposed number is indispensable; pain. suffering and 
injury must be avoided as much as possible; the research 
must be carried out by qualified specialists, and records 
must be kept and accessible. 

Iceland belie~ed that the Japanese programme had 
already given such essential information on the biology of 
minke whales. fn its view it also complied with the nine 
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cnteria mentioned by Switzerland. The Japanese 
programme is of great value to the Commission and its 
objectives of rational utilisation, conservation and 
management of the world's whale stocks. 

Japan thanked the governments who had shown 
understanding of us research programme and evaluated 
the resuhs h looked forward to mOie constructive 
criucism from other scientists. The lcilling technology 
employed was authorised and recognised by the rwc. and 
it did not think application of Swiss domestic criteria was 
appropriate. 

The People's Republic of China commented that it has 
laws protecting wild animals, and it supportS SCientific 
research so long as the purpose is m line w11h the 
regulations set out by the JWC on use of living animals to 
serve this purpose. 

The l.JK then put forward a Resolution (Appendix 2) on 
special permit catches by Japan on behalf of the co· 
sponsors Australia, the Federal Republic of Germany, 
Finland, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Sweden, 
Switzerland, the USA, and the UK. This recognised the 
important contribution that Japan had made to the 
knowledge or whales, but as the proposed research is not 
structured so as to contribute information essential to 
rational management. invited Japan to reconsider the 
proposal. 

Japan explained wh)' it would enter into a consensus. It 
wished to continue its national research mvolving the take 
of whales and the IWOIDCR sigh lings surveys to benefit 
the whole world. The objectives of the Convention should 
be strict.ly pursued as a duty by member nations and Article 
vm gives a sovereign right to oai.Jons to issue special 
permits. Since the implementation of the moratorium it 
had spent a great deal of effort and finance to monitor the 
dynamics of the minke wbales in relation to the entire 
ecosystem of the Southern Hemisphere. AD the results 
were ava.J1able, and it also offered research on krill through 
CCAMLR. It expected to achieve a deeper understanding 
by member countries and to receive constructive views to 
enhance its programmes, as well as the participation of 
foreign scientists in the research. 

1celand, while not objecting to the adoption of the 
Resolution by consensus, maintained the same 
reservations as for the one on the Norwegian programme, 
that is on the questions of disrespect, law and perhaps 
grammar also. 

Norway respected Japan's position. II there bad been a 
vote it would have voted no, but it accepted the consensus. 
It associated itself with the reservations expressed by 
ICl'land, and commended the open door policy in research 
and the open hand invitation to participate by Japan. 

The USA also commended Japan for its willingness to 
enter into discussions on concerns and differences. Its 
openness and contnbutions in the non-lethal area of 
research bad been meaningful. 

USSR 
The USSR spoke of the necessity of conducting ecosystem 
research in the Okhotsk Sea, for which Soviet scientists 
had developed the programme presented to the Scientific 
Committee. For a number of reasons the programme could 
not be considered fully, but it was interested to receive the 
views of scientists from other countries. It will submit 
additional documents or a revised programme next year. In 
response to a question from the USA, it stated that 
research activities relating to the take of whales wiU not be 
conducted this year. 

Non-lerha/ res~ord1 
France introduced a Res:olution on redirecting research 
towards non-lethal methods, sponsored by Brazil, Finland. 
France, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Seychelles, South 
Africa, Sweden, Swit:z.erland, the UK and the USA. 
Updating and developmg knowledge on cetaceans is 
essential to guide the Commission in taking decisions on 
whaling matters Altbough Anicle Vlll enables 
go~·emments to grant special permits, non-lethal methods 
have developed and prove:n successful in .recent years. This 
Resolution is intended to gtve strong support and 
encouragement to these methods to gradually replace to 
the extent possible the lethal ones. 

The USA had hosted many of the Scientific Committee's 
meetings and workshops [looking at such possibilities. and 
it strong!} supported rhe Resolution. Seychelles was 
p leased to be a co-sponsor because of its numerous 
interventions m the Commission in suppon of benign 
research methods. It has become possible to initiate 
techniques of getting information in a non-lethal fashion 
which could probably only be obtained by lethal means. It 
thought this Resolution will be a move in the right 
direction. Australia U!ociatcd itself with these comments. 
New Zealand supported the proposal because it expressed 
the sense of the Commission which had before only been 
done in a piecemeal way. 

The Federal Republic of Germany. Spain, Ireland, the 
:-letherlands, Oman. Chile, St Lucia and the UK all 
expressed support. the Iauer recognising the advances 
made in benign research although 10 cenain cases it may 
just be necessary to use lt:thal reseaTfh methods. 

Japan did not suppon the needless lilaughter of animals, 
but certain human activities and certain kinds of research 
can onl)• be conducted by lethal methods It could not 
suppon the Resolution. Iceland also had problems on its 
basic legal position, but it in no way was against the 
principles found in the Resolution. 

FolloWUlg informal diS(;ussions, during which Spam was 
added to the list of co·spt:>nsors, a revised Resolution was 
presented. Further amendment of wording was discussed 
by Japan, the USA, Frauce, Om3.14 Iceland and France, 
during which emphasis was placed on the purpose as an 
encouragement to direct research to non-lethal methods 
without denying the merits of other techniques at the 
present ume. 

In the absence of agreement, the Resolution (Appendix 
5) was put to the vote an<!l adopted with 23 votes in favour. 
none against and 6 abstentions. Iceland expressed regret 
that a consensus could not be reached. 

8. INFBACTJIONS, 1989 SEASON 

8.1 Report of Tcctmlcal Comminee Infractions 
SutH:omrnillee 
Mr N. 0teo (Norway) presented the Report of the Sub
comminee which be bad chaired, and which was attended 
by delegates from Australia, Brazil, Denmark, Japan, 
Iceland, the 1\etherlands. New Zealand, Norway. Sweden, 
Sv.itzerland, UK and USA. Observers from Cana1fa and 
two NGOs were also present 

lnfracJions reporrs 
The Sub-comminee revit:wed the summary of mfracuoos 
from aboriginal subsistence whaling. No commercial 
whaling took place in 1989 There was same uncertainty 
over the question of whether the 179 gray whales mcludmg 
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Chairman's Report of the Forty-Third Meeting 

1. DATE AND PLACE 

The Forty-third Annual Meeting of the Collllllission was 
held in the Saga Hotel, Reykja•ik. 27-31 May 1991, at the 
mvitation of tile Government of Iceland. The proceedings 
were chaired by MrS. lrberger (Sweden). 

2. REPRESENTATION 

ColllliUSSioners and delegates from 30 of the Commission's 
37 Contracting Governments attended. Canada, a non
member govemmem, was represented by observers, as 
•-ere five intergovernmental organisations - the 
Con\·ention for the Conservation of Antarctic Marine 
Uving R~urces (CCAMLR), the European Economic 
Commumry (EEC), !.he International Council for tile 
Exploranon of the Sea (ICES), the North Atlantic 
Committee for Cooperation on Research on Marine 
Mammals, and the United Nanons Environment 
Programme (UNEP), 

Observers were also present from 60 IDtemational non
governmental organisations (NGOs). 

3. ADDRESS OF WELCO~fE 

The M.truster of Fisheries, Mr Thorsteinn PA!sson, gave an 
address of welcome on behalf of the Go•-emment of 
Iceland He expressed his Government's belief that the 
decisions taken at this meeting will profoundly affect the 
future of the International Convention for the Regulation 
of Whaling The v.11y in which the Collllllission deals v.ith 
proposals for the continuauon of subsistence whaling and 
the resumption of commercial whaling, and the adoption of 
re\ised management procedures, will be an important test 
of the commitment of the Commission 10 the responsible 
management of whale stocks 

The Government o f Iceland deemed the utilisation of all 
marine resources, including whales, to be a maner of vital 
national interest. Because of its geographic and 
demographic circumstances it is overwhelmingly 
dependent on the production and expon of seafood from 
its waters for its survh•al as a modem society. This 
dependence bas continued for over 1,000 years, and whales 
are a rraditional source of food and a deeply rooted 
clement of the cullural heritage. 

Iceland joined the Convention on the understanding that 
the members would act in the spirit of cooperation and 
good faith, wtth full respect for the sovereign rights and 
legitimate inte rests of all parties. Mr P41sson mentioned 
that his Government bas ratified the tDl Convennon on 
the Law of the Sea under which the parties undertake to 
manage the resources of the oceans. He caned upon the 
ColllliUSSion to rededicate itself to the purpose for which it 
"115 established. 

4. OPENING STATE~1ENTS 

Following the Commission's usual pracuce, the opening 
statements of ten member goYCmmcnts, UNEP, IUCN 
and nine NGOs were distributed as pan of the meeting 
documentation. 

5. ADOPT101\ OF THE AGENDA 

The Provisional Agenda, circulated stxry days before the 
meeting, was adopted. The Chairman referred Items 8 to 

17to the Technical Comminee for consideration ii.rst under 
tts Cba.irrnan, Dr L.A. Fleischer (Mexico). 

6. OPERATION OF THE CONVEYnON 

6. 1 Repon ot Working Group 
The Working Group which met prior to the Annual 
Mee?"g was attended by 19 delegations - Australia, 
Btaz~l. Chile, People's Republic of China, Denmark, 
France, Iceland, Japan, Republic of Korea, Mexico, 
Netherlands, New Zealand, Norw&)', St Vmcent and The 
Grenadines, Spain, Sweden, USSR, UK and USA, and 
one . NGO observer Its repon was presented by its 
Chamnan, Mn; M.W.S. Goes (Brazil). 

The Working Group's tenns o f refe rence were derived 
from four proposals made by the USSR at !.he 42nd Annual 
Meeting of the IWC and accepted by the Commission. The 
USSR bad proposed that: 

(I) the issue of the Operation of the Convention be 
included as an item on the Agenda of the 
Commission's 43rd Annual meeting; 

(2) the mvitalion to Contracting G overnments to 
comment on the questions developed by !.he Working 
GToup i~ 1988 in Auckland be extended, and that any 
such wr:men comments be submitted before the next 
Annual Meeting: 

(3) the Working Group be convene\:! during a ,;.e~k prior 
to tile 43rd Annual Meeting of the Commission in 
order to consider wntten contn'butions of Conrracting 
Governments and prepare recommendations to the 
Commission on the action arising; 

(4) a draft Resolution submitted by the USSR be held over 
for consideration at the 43rd Annual Meeting. 

The mtroduction by delegauons of their responses 10 issues 
addressed m the questioDD3Jrc devised by the Working 
Group at its 1988 meeting, as well as additional comments 
b) delegations, led tO a general discussion regarding tile 
operation of the Convention and whether it was necessary 
to revise or renegotiate the 1946 Convention. 

Some delegations expressed the viev. that improving and 
updating the Convention are urgently necessary because of 
fundamental changes of circwnstances and international 
law. or these delegations, some believed that the 
Commission had taken off from the Convention, and that 
the Convention should be modified in view of this 
development. 1l was noted that the extent ofsucb revisions 
may require the convening of a diplomatic conference. 
Some delega.tions expressed regret at the slow pace the 
discussions had taken over the past several years and the 
low number of written responses to the 1988 questionna.are. 
The Chair provided the Working GToup v.'itll some 
historical perspective by reminding it of the lengtlly and 
complex analysis gone through in the 1970s \\ben possible 
revisions to the Con\lention bad been pre•iously 
considered. 

Other delegations, while acknowledging that !.here bad 
been changes of circumstances since the negotiation of the 
Convention in 1946. did not consider them to be such 
fundamental changes m circumstance, or international law 
so as to require revision of the Convention. They believed 
tllat the Convention in ns present form has operated 
successfuUy over the years They funher stared that the 
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unf11101ess m the Convention and to estoblish n new 
Convention which recognises that whaling can and should 
take place on a sustainable basis. 

Spain bad arrived at the conclusion that the UN 
Convention on the Law of the Sea is compatible with the 
Whaling Convention. It did not think that this is the 
moment for major revision of the Convention, but it did 
support the creation of a group for revising the Schedule. 

Suppon for the remarks made by Germany and the USA 
was expressed by Australia, which saw the need for clear 
terms of refe rence for the proposed Working Group. New 
Zealand also shared the view of ihe UK as to the 
desirability of holding a special Working Group to review 
the Schedule. 

6.2 Action arising 
In discussion of possible draft terms of reference for the 
Working Group, the U K identified the need for advice 
from the Scientific Committee concerning the 
implementation of a revised management procedure. This 
also includes arrangements for monitoring and dato 
collection, as well as inspection and enforcemeru advice 
from fisheries inspectors, all related to the smaller 
geographical management units required. 

Denmark raised the question of whether it issuitoble for 
the revised management procedure to be included in the 
Schedule, and did not wish the work of the group to delay 
the adoption of a revised procedure. Norway supponed 
this position. 

After time for further consideration, the Commission 
then adopted the three recommendations from the 
Working Group and, on the recommendation of the USA. 
the rerms of reference shown in Appendix 1. 

1. SClEWIFIC PER.~ 

7 .l. Report or the Scientific Committee 
Rev~ew of research results based on eriscin$ sciennfic 
pennits 
JAPAN 

lt was noted that the programme had been revised to try to 
take into aooount comments made by the Scientific 
Committee last year. ThiS was the founh year of the 
programme and many papers had been submitted to the 
Committee based on the programme. The research in 1990/ 
91 had taken place from December to March. A total of 
750 primary sigh Lings and468secondary sigh Lings had been 
made and 327 animals bad been taken. Results from the 
programme were given in a number of documents covering 
topics ranging from estimation of narural mortalny rates 
and age at sexual marurity to estimation of abundance and 
ex.amination of segregation and age distribution. 
Insufficient time was available to discuss these in any detail 
but some tbeoretieal aspects were discussed briefly under 
continuing research. 

NORWAY 

Five m.inke whales were taken in 1990, 4 males and l 
female. This completed the first stage of the Norwegian 
programme which bad been a pilot Sludy into 
methodology. A major methodological finding from last 
season's catches had been that reedmg and energetic 
studies could be equally weU carried out on frozen as fresh 
samples and future work would use frozen samples. There 
were no plans to take whales this year. Any future 
programme would of course be submitted io the 
Conmuttee in good time for review. 

Some general comments were made but there was little 
detailed discussion in the Scientific Committee. 

Plenary discussion 
Ja pan spoke of the TlUIIpant whahng activities by many 
countries in the past which had depleted the abundant 
Antarctic whale Slocb. However, little research bad been 
done to accurately assess the ir depletion or recovery. In 
particular, estimates in 1976 of ihe minke whale varied 
from a few tens of thousands to 400,000. The IWO!DCR 
sightings surveys with major logistic support from Japan 
every year since 1978 now gave an agreed estimate of 
760,000. Information on the population trend, as weU as 
the natural monality coefficient, recruitment rate and 
other biological parameters, is still needed. Japan regarded 
the period of the moratorium as a rare opponunity to 
collect unbiased data by random sampling not influenced 
by commercial operations. ll therefore bad carried ou:t 
feasibility studies for two -years before storting its main 
research in the 1989190 season. This national research bas 
clarified knowledge on the segregation by age and sex, and 
other information for proper management, Emd Japan 
would welcome the participation of foreign scientists in its 
research programme. 

fc:eland noted that the Japanese research activities are 
the only significant contribution to knowledge of these 
stocks, and believed that they are imponaru for the 
continuing flow of information. 

Appreciation of the non-lethal aspects of the programme 
was also expressed by the Netherlands, who asked if tbe 
resumption of commercial whaling let some tinie under a 
revised management procedure would lead to any 
significant changes in the Japanese programme. Japan 
responded that its research is a long-range plan to obtain 
the precise monality rare by random sampling, as well as 
othe r biological parameters, which ean be usefully 
incorporated into the management procedure. 

The UK, while appreciating the contribution of the non· 
lethal pan of the research, remarked as noted in previous 
years that the other research is not essential for the 
management schemes, old o r new. 

Review of new or revised Scientific Permit p roposals 
JAPA.'I 

The Scientific Committee noted that the proposal was a 
continuation of the programme it had discussed extensively 
before and drew the Commission's attention to those 
discussions. It funber noted that the popula tion estimate 
for Area IV, where the research is to be carried out, is 
74,692 (CV 0.257). Various members of the Scientific 
Committee commented on the proposal. 

USSR 

The Scientific Committee reviewed the proposal only wi1h 
respect to the proposed lethal taking of m.inke whales from 
the waters of the Okhotsk Sea. Last year, the Committee 
noted that its 1985 meeting bad agreed that documents on 
any proposed scientific permits should be provided to the 
Secretary at least 60 days in advance of an Annual Meeting 
of the Scientific Comrrunee so that the proposal and 
supporting documentation may be sent out at the same 
time as tbe provisional Agenda. The proposal was received 
by the Secretar iat and forwarded to the Committee on 20 
Aprill991. 

The main objective of the research is to obtain material 
that will pro,ide morphological and physiological 
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characteristics of the populations. In addition. biological 
samples wW be collected for determining age, sexual and 
physical maturity, and reproductive condition. Stomach 
contents will also be examined to investigate the role of 
minke whales in the food web. The proposal envisages a 
catch of 90 minke whales during June and July of 1991. No 
selection for size or sex will be made of the minke whales 
taken No information was available on future catches after 
1991. All catches wiU be from the Okhotsk Sea. Based on 
discussion of ::'llorth Pacific minke whales at this year's 
meeting, whales killed in the Okhotsk Sea will be from rwo 
previously accepted management stocks, the Okhotsk Sea· 
West Pacific and Sea of Japan-Yellow Sea-East China Sea 
stocks. The Comnuuee noted that the proposal bad not 
adequately specified the objectives of the research 
although some clarification bad been pro..,~ded by the 
scientists present. 

There was insufficient information given regarding aims 
and methodology to be able tO comment on sample size. 
No reasons were given in the proposal justifying sample 
sizes other than thar the proponents believe that such 
catches will not deplete the stock. There was no statement 
of the method of killing to be used. The proposal noted that 
the catcher Zvezdny will be used. the same vessel which is 
used in the aboriginal subsistence gray whale fishery off 
Chukotka. 

Several observations were made on the methodology 
proposed and the Committee noted that the level of 
informa.tion given in tile proposal made it difficult to 
comment in detail. 

The Committee noted the new abundance estimate of 
whales in the Okhotsk Sea of 19,209 (95% Cl 10,069-
36,645). It also noted that some degree of mixing from 
animals from two 'stocks' occurred in the Okhotsk Sea 
north of Japan, at least in April. Minke whales from the 
Sea of Japan-Yellow Sea· East China Sea stock area were 
not able io be assessed at this year's meeting. They are 
currently classified as a Protection Stock by the 
Commission. It is not possible to say what proportion of 
the proposed catch might be from the two mi"'tiog 'stocks' 
nor what the levels of mixing might be in June/July. 

The proposal stated that participation of foreign 
specialists is welcomed, to help in the execution of the 
programme. 

Plenary discussion 
The UK commented that the proposal is not ready yet. I t 
therefo:n: hoped that the USSR would withdraw the 
programme and allow it to be developed. This view was 
shared by the USA, Australia, SwitzeTiand, Spain, 
Germany, France, New Zealand, the Netherlands, 
Denmark. Sweden, Ireland and Chile. 

Japan welcomed research to obtain scientific 
information for the management of whale stocks, and 
thought that the USSR would be able to amend and 
enhance its programme. Iceland also noted references in 
the Scientific Committe-e report welcoming plans for 
maeased research in areas for which there is a need and 
expected that the presentational difficulties could be 
remedied. It repeated its w-ell·lmown '~ews about the right 
of governments to carry out research by issuing scientific 
permits. 

The USSR stated that the comments brought forward 
would be taken into account, bu! believed the research 
activities which include the taking of a certain number of 
whales are necessary. 

The People's Republic of China hoped thai the advice 
from the Scientific Committee would be considered. Brazil 
did not favour lethal reseru-ch initiatives, and appreciated 
that the USSR authorities win be made aware of the 
opinion of the Commission. India clarified that it is not 
against scientific research, but it is against lethal research. 

7.2 Action arising 
Japan 
Australia introduced a Resolution propo.sc.d by itself, 
Brazil, Finland, France, Germany, Ireland, the 
Netherlands, New Zealand, Sweden, SY.itzerland, UK and 
USA. 11 noted improvements in non-lethaltechruques used 
by Japan but was still concerned at the level of lethal 
techniques used for some aspects of the research. The 
Resolution therefore invited the Governmelll of Japan to 
reconsider the proposed research under special permit in 
1991192 in the light of these concerns. 

As one of the several co-sponsors, the UK repeated its 
appreciation of the great contribution of the non·lethal 
research by Japan, but thought that the research 
programme involving the take of whales still does not meet 
the crite:ria essential for either the new management 
procedure or a future one. 

Japan recalled that in response to the Resolution at last 
year's meeting, it undertook a thorough reconsiderauon of 
Its programme and concluded that by taking a sample of 
300 minke whales it is possible to achieve the level of 
precision in the course of its long-range programme. No 
governments commented on the revised programme, 
which had been reviewed by the Scientific Committee, and 
it believed all the problems had been resolved. Only two 
governments commented in this meeting on the 
programme and it felt resentment and regret that so many 
countries now joined the bandwagon on this Resolution. It 
firmly believed that the combination of non·lethal reseru-cb 
as represented in the IDCR surveys and its own national 
programme with the take of whales can accurately give the 
information needed. 

New Zealand responded that the programme remained 
fundamentally the same and does not really contribute to 
the setting of catch limits under the revised management 
procedure. Brazil and France both fell uncomfortable with 
the lethal part of the research, and the USA also found that 
these takes do not seem to serve the purposes determined 
by the Scientific Committee. Switzerland shared the 
concerns expressed and wished to see the non-lethal 
research intensified by such methods as biopsy sampling, 
radio tracking and direct ethological observation. 

Following further exchanges on details of the reseru-ch, 
Iceland stated that it believed such Resolutions to be ultra 
vires to the organisation. taking into account the provisions 
of Article VD1 of the Convention. lt also identified 
stru.clural and grammatical problems with the Resolution. 
:-lorway associated itself with these views on the illegality 
of the Resolution. 

References to paragraph 30 of the Schedule and 
gtUdelines in the fonn of Rule:s of Procedure and 
Resolutions back to 1986 were cited by New Zealand as 
other commitments on contracting states, while the USA 
drew attention to Convention Article VI, before the 
Resolution shown in Appendix 2 was adopted without 
vote. 

USSR 
The USA recalled that it welcomed the action of the USSR 
wllen it withdrew its proposal for a special pennit catch of 
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minke whales in !he Nonh Pacific iast year. [t v.as 
therefore disappointed that the USSR had decided no1 10 
take the advice of the Scientific Comminee and several 
delegations this year 10 withdraw its proposal for 1991. 
Therefore on behalf of itself and Ausrralia, Brazil, France, 
Germany, Ireland, the Netherlands, ew Zealand, 
Sweden, Switzerland and the UK it submitted a Resolu:rion 
tequeSJing the USSR to refrain from proceeding with its 
proposal since it is not in accordance with the crileria 
specified in the 1986 and 1987 Resolutions on research 
whaling. 

The UK supported the Resolution as a eo-sponsor and 
referred to its earlier misgivings about tbis programme, 
since it does not address any established research needs 
Seychelles and Fin.land also wanted to eo-sponsor the 
Resolution. 

The USSR was not able to accept the Resolulion and 
called for a vote, while Iceland reiterated, as in the 
p reVloUS case, us views on the legality, inconsistency and 
grammar involved. 

The Resolution shown in Appendix 3 was then adopted 
by 20 votes in favour, with 4 agains1 and 5 abstentions. 

Japan reserved its position with respect to the sovereign 
rights for the issue of scientific permits. 

8. INFRACTIONS, 1990 SEASON 
8.1 Report of T echnical Commlnee lnfracdons 
Sub-committee 
The Infractions Sub-committee was attended by deleg;ares 
from Australia, Brazil, Chile, Denmark. Iceland, Japan, 
New Zealand, Norway, Spain, Sweden, the UK and the 
USA, and observers from six NGOs. Its repon was 
presented by the Chairman, Mr K. Chu (USA). 

8.1.1 lnfraclions reporr.s frmn Contracting Govemmenr.s 
A swnmary of infrac1ions reponed from aboriginal 
subsistence whaling ope1:ations showed !here l"ere no 
infractions. No commercial whaling took place in L990. 
The Sub-eomminee noted a report from Norwar 
concerning the incidental take of two minke whales by two 
trawlers in separate incidents. The incidents had been 
reponed in detail to Norwegian authorities. The Sub
committee recognised thai these did not eonstirute 
infractions. 

8.1.2 Other mauers 
Pem 
Last year, the Sub-eommitlee had again recommended 
that Peru submit i1s outs landing 1984 infractions report 
The Secretariat had received no response from Peru to ils 
letter requesting the report. The Sub-commiuee again 
recommended that Peru be urged to submit this report. 

USA, 1989 
The USA proVlded further details to 1hose given last year 
concerning the take, during the spring of 1989, of two 
minke whales in unrelated incidents by two different 
subsiSlence whalen from the village of Gambell. Ice and 
weather conditions were severe during the spring of 1989 
and subsistence resources were scarce. None of the nine 
bowhead whale strikes had been made by Gambell 
whalers. One minke whale had been taken by a whaler who 
was unaware that hunting minke whales was prohibited. 
The other was taken by a hunter who had believed the 
animal lo be sick. The Sub-committee noted that the 
AEWC had fined both captain& and had informed the 
captains of all whaling boats that minlc.e whales eould not 
be taken . 

Faroe islands, 1989 
Denmark reported the results of the police inqwry intio an 
incident involving two bottlenose whales in September 
1989. The inquiry had found no evidence that the animals 
had no t stranded naturally. 

SuTVeiflance of whaling operatio11s 
The only information on the infractions reporting f•~rms 
eoncerrung the surveillance of wha.ling operations was for 
the USA, who reoorted thai 90% oi the catch was under 
direCt inspection by national programmes. lnformatio•n on 
the S)'Slem in Greenland was given and th.e Sub-<:omm.inee 
welcomed the information and expressed irs appreciation 
of the efforr that had been made to improve the moni1uring 
system, noting that there had been no quota overrun i1D the 
ca1ches of minke and fin whales in the 1990 season. 

Checklist of infonnation required or requested under 
SecJion VI of rhe Schedule 
The available information from Denmark (Greenland) and 
the USA was re,'iewed. 

Submission of national laws and regulations 
The Secretariat provided a tabulation of the national 
legislation received by the Commission. The Sub
committee noted that this lengthy tabulation presented 
each year has usually only minor changes (if any) lfrom 
previous years It recommended that the Secretariat 
eontinue to collect and archive information on nati.ooal 
legislation, but that in the future only a summary sheet: and 
reports of new legislation received during the year be 
circulated to the Sub-committee. \ 

8.2 Action arising 
The UK asked for the report of the enquiry on a humpback 
whale taken in 1he Maniirsoq municipalily of West 
G reenland to be submitted to the IWC when finalised. The 
UK appreciated the load enforcement placed on 
governmenls but said that it was important that 
enforcement of the regulations is clearly seen to be 
imposed and monitored.lt appreciated thai there bad lbeen 
no over-run of quotaS in West Greenland in the last year 
and thanked the governments for their continuing work. 
Denmarkeonfirmed thal il wiiLreporton the incident when 
police investigation has been completed. 

The Technical Committee and the Commission adopted 
the report and endor:sed its recommendations. 

9 . COMMlSSION'S C0!\1PETENCE TO SET CATCH 
LIMITS FOR BAIRD'S BEAKED WHALE IN THE 

NORTB PACIFJC 

Technical Committee disc:ussion 
The USA believed that ir would be useful to broaden the 
debate to all cetaceans subject to commercial operations 
and 1herefore proposed to change the title of this ltem to 
'Commission's competence for cetaceans nor listed in 
Table 3 of the Schedul~'. This matter had been bro-ught 
forward to save time last year and the USA again proposed 
to expand the discussion. It noted that at ils 12th Amnual 
Meeting the Co.mmission agreed thal all whales are 
eovered by the Convention and that individual speaes are 
subject to specific measures. Tn particular Baird's be.aked 
whale is included in the present Schedule as a sp<ecies 
eovered by small-type whaling. 

Japan suggesled that thi~ matter must ~ referred to a 
meeting on lhe Convention. It believes that only those 
species named in the 1946 List of Nomenclature are 
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wished the item to be continued on the Agenda and that 
the status of small cetaceans should continue to be 
considered in the Scientific Comminee. I t welcomed the 
suggestion from Brazil to set up a group to consider how 
the lWC will deal with this maner. 

Iceland expressed the view that UNCLOS requires the 
coastal states to decide the n:levant organisation, not the 
organisation to decide Its competence. 

The People's Republic of China supported management 
and particularly emphasised the importance of domestic 
legislation. It favoured the Brazlllan suggestion. 

The history of small cetaceans in the Commission was 
oullined by Japan, who noted that the Small Cetaceans 
SuiH:ommittee or the Scientific Committee was 
established after a Special Meeting on small cetaceans was 
held in Montreal in 1972. It reviewed tts own national 
research arrangements and pomted out that catches or 
Baird's beak:ed whale and o ther small cetacean species are 
reponed each year as well as the national management 
regulations. Many other countries do not do this and it 
urged them to report such material before the JWC 
assumes any role. 

The UK emphasised that Baird's beak:ed whale is larger 
than some species already regulated. lr liked the idea from 
Brazil supported by the USA, and suggested that members 
reflect on this before the ple nary session. The Netherlands 
also stated that it is looking for practical solutions ~ucb as 
the Brazilian/USA idea and added supponior the Gennan 
proposal to look at whar o the r international organisations 
are doing. 

Mexico preferred to continue the discussion in_ the 
framework of the Operation of the Convention. Denmark 
also saw the relationship with the Operation of the 
Convention and the suggestion of the need for a diplomatic 
conference. Norway was not opposed to the work of the 
Scientific Committee dealing with all threats to small 
cetaceans, including not only catches but pollution and 
environmental factors, but thought, like other delegations, 
that it might be best to deal v.~th this matter under the item 
on the Operation of the Convention. 

The Chairman indicated that, wbilst there was clearly 
no consensus on this issue, there seemed to be a 
general feeling for further discussion which should go 
forward to the plenary session, and this was supported br 
Iceland. 

Ple.nnry discussion 
In the plenary session, both New Zealand and the USA 
pointed out that they have a different interpretation rrom 
Iceland of the Law of the Sea teJ:t requiring coastal states to 
decide on cooperation through the appropriate 
international organisations. The USA also indicated that a 
Resolution on this Item might be brought forward. 

After time for consultation between delegations, Brazil 
reported that a draft which had been circulated informally 
would not be tabled. An attempt had been made to go 
deeper into the problem of small cetaceans, at a practical 
level and for members to finally solve tbeir differences of 
view on the issue of competence. An ad hDC solution for 
impro'ing the situation of small cetaceans worldwide was 
proposed. bur this is not a qoestion to be solved by majority 
vote, since the cooperation of the minority is necessary to 

conserve the small cetaceans. 
The USA proposed that this item be kept on the Ag.<mda 

~or nellt .year so that all cetaceans can be considered by one 
mternallonal organisation that bas special expertise in this 
area. The UK seconded this proposal, sincei thad not b een 

possible to make enough progress this year, and the report 
of the Scientific Committee demonstrates that there is 
much to be done. The IWC may be well placed to achieve 
the cooperation, coordination and direcnon needed 
throughout the world. 

10. CmfPREHENSIVE ASSESS:\fENT OF WHALE 
STOCKS 

10. I Report of the SdentiJlc Committee 

10.1.1 Mcmag~mem procedures 
Dr G. Kirkwood (Chairman of the sub-comrninee on 
management procedures) presented a review of the work 
to date. A Workshop was held In Tokyo In December !990 
w~ch specified a final set to single stock and multiple stock 
mals. The results of these u:ials were finalised for all .live 
potential Revised Management Procedures fo:r review at 
the 1991 Annual Meeting. The review was carried out by 
examining whether each procedure had performed 
satisfactorily on all trials and then an attempt was made to 
sel~ct the .best procedure from those that had performed 
sausfactOrily Three cases were used in which starting 
population levels were taken as 99%, 60% or 30% of the 
unexploLLed level. 
~or single srock mall; all five procedures had performed 

satiSfactorily and were therefore suitable for further 
consideration and possible adoption by the Commission. 
Th~s included rests of robustness to bias io sightings survey 
estunates of absolute abunda.nce, mistaken assumptions 
about the dynamics of whal'\ stocks and the assumed 
frequency of sightings surveys. 

Multi·stock trials have also been conducted to mimic 
situa~ons of un~nain stock: identity in coastal and pelagic 
whaling operauons. Results presented indicated that If 
assesstnent and management can only be conducted on a 
geographical scale similar to the present Corrurussion 
management areas, conservation of all breeding stocks m 
the management areas is difficult to achieve. However, all 
~reeding stocks were conserved by all procedures when 
hlghungs survey data and catc.b limits could be set by 
smaller sub-areas such as a 1()" sector in the Antarctic. 

The Scientific Comminee was encour11ged by these 
results but they do suggest that the Commission should 
consider the p racticality of setting catch limits on a 
markedly smaller geographical scale than has been its 
practice ia tbe past. 

Comparison of performance of the management 
procedures led to the Committee agreeing that no 
procedure performed uniformly best over all trials and all 
tunings. The five procedures could be divided into three 
groups aceording to the way in which they attempted to 
meet the Commission's objectives. 

(i) The ST procedure places greatest weight on achieving 
very low variability in catch limits. 

(ii) The diM procedure places greatest emphasis on 
ensuring that the risk: of reducing stock le\lels to below 
a designated protection level does not exceed a 
specified probability Measures are included to ensure 
to a high degree that depleted populations are 
restored to above the designated protection level as 
soon as possible. 

(iii) The C. MS and PB procedures anempt to achieve a 
balance between the conservation, explottanon and 
catch limit stability objectives of the Commission. The 
relative emphases given to these can be adjusted. 
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On the basis of pairwise comparisom of the performances 
of the different procedures. most members of the 
suiK:omminee agreed that lhe primary candidates 
for recommendanon to the Commission should be the PB 
and C procedures. Other members dissented from this 
view On the expectation that the Commission would wish 
to place highest emphasis on nsk minimisation, the 
Scientific Committee preferred the C procedure and 
therdore recommended it as the 'best' single stock 
procedu.re. 

Further work will be required after the Commission 
adopts a procedure and de<:ldes that it should be apphed to 
a panicutar stock or region. The trials conducted have 
made rather general assumptions about data availability 
and propenies. Therefore before a procedure is applied it 
wiU be necessary to determine whether these general 
assumptions are suitable. 

The SCientific Committee agr-eed that the foUowing steps 
must be undertaken before a Revised Management 
Procedure adapted by the Commission can be applied (I) 
~eighting of management objectives; (2) validation and 
verification of computer programs by the Secretariat; (3) 
evaluation of data available for a stock/region; (4) 
evaluation of the tmplications of uncertain stock identity; 
(5) other regulations such as size limits, protection of 
calves, etc. 

ln anempting to develop procedures that are widely 
applicable, have minimal data requirements and a 
satisfactorily robust perfonnance, it was agreed that 
amendments and improvements could be made from time 
to time afte r careful consideration. It was noted that some 
typeS of additional biological information could lead to 
increases in efficiency However, it was agreed that an 
appropriate series of robustness trials should be conducted 
to ensure that any proposed amendments should lead to 
performance at least as sound as shown by existing 
procedures. 

The time schedule, Secretariat staff and budget 
trnplications for implementation of a Revised Management 
Procedure were considered. For Southern Hemisphere 
minkc whales no funherstoclc identity trials are necessary, 
but {or North Atlantic minke whales such trials should be 
completed during the intersessional period. Thus, given 
sufficient resources, the Scientific Committee could bema 
position to implement an adopted Revised Management 
Procedure for both South Hemisphere and North Atlantic 
minke whales at its 1992 Annual ~eeting without the need 
for a special meeting beforehand. 

The workload on the Secretariat computing staff will 
require at least the vacant post for a .sightings survey data 
analy t to be filled. There ts a need for continued work by a 
Management Procedures Steering Group in the coming 
year. 

Technlcal Committee discussion 
FoUowing this presentation, the Chairman expressed the 
thanks of the Commission to Dr Kirkwood and aU bts 
colleagues for their efforu over the years in tlus 
development programme. All the foUowing speakers 
joined 10 the appreciation of the work undertaken so 
successfully. 

Iceland noted that it has contributed to this work and 
thus recognised the efforts involved, and supported the 
recommendation to implement the Southern Hemisphere 
and North Atla.ntic minke whale regimes. 

Australia commented that, despite the lack of clear 
advice from the Commission, all the developers had 

contributed subStantially even though only one procedure 
mtght be selected as the Commission's revised 
management regime. AUstralia also noted that there was a 
mmority view wluch also needed to be considered, and 
reminded the Committee of the range of other activities 
assoctated with the Revised Management Procedure whtch 
it had raised last year. 

Dr Kirkwood then responded to a series of technical 
questions from Japan, Iceland, UK and New Zealand 
concerning the toning of the procedures through 
adjustment of the parameters to arnve at various final 
performance and chosen levels o( stocks after 100 years; 
the internal protection levels in the procedures; the issue of 
stock tdentity; and the use of a single stock procedure as 
the core which needed to be developed to devise a 
complete re\'ised management procedure whtc:h would be 
applicable to multi-stocks 

Switzerland asked why the author of the C procedure 
preferred the d1M procedure and if It was not poSSible to 
combine desirable elemenrs of these two procedures Dr 
Kirkwood explained the difficulties of uyi:ng to combine 
procedures o r to tranSplant one section into another. 

The USA noted that there is still extensive work to be 
done and recommended endorsement of the Scientific 
Cornmmee's programme. It thought that the risk of 
depletion should ha~e the highest priority and suggested 
tha 1 the protection level should be no less than that under 
the existing management procedure. It believed it 
inappropriate to allow catches o f currently protected 
SlOCks. 

Japan noted that the C procedure bad been selected by 
the majority as best achieving the Commission's objecttves 
and it suggested that an average figure of66% should beset 
as the finn! target level £or stocks, as the nvernge of the 
range given, and that Southern Hemisphere minke 
followed b) North Atlantic minke whales should be the 
order of priority for funher work. lunendment of the 
Schedule should be considered at the ne.llt meeung and 
Japan suggested that there is a need for specialists on the 
management procedures plus legal experts to meet. lt also 
noted that until the procedures have been finalised for 
tmplementation the Commission should conSider interim 
procedures. 

The UK wished for a cautious approach. It considered 
that working within the terms of the IWC the primary 
objeenve must be to maintam abundant populauons a1 or 
abo~e the target levels and tO ensure recovery of depleted 
stocks. It would prefer a regime giving low risk and high 
final stocks. It noted the need for cooperation between the 
Scientific Comnuttee, lawyers and other techrucal experts 
and pomred out the need to develop systems to manage 
catches in small a reas and the possible need for other catch 
regulations 

Plena ry comments 
Thanks for the work of Dr Kirkwood and his sub
committee were repeated..by Iceland, which went on to 
emphasise the substantial tests which had been carried out 
on the live proposed procedures since the work was started 
in 1987. The majority of the Scientific Committee agreed 
that the C procedure was the besL based on criteria 
determined to allow utilisation with a minimal risk of 
depleting any stock. No further tests of a generic nature 
were required, and therefore the Commission bad before it 
the basts on which to adopt a ReVISed ~anagement 
Procedure with fuU confidence that it had been subjected to 
the most careful scientific analysis. 
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REP. ll'ff WHAL COMMN 43, 1993 11 

Chairman's Report of the Forty-Fourth Annual Meeting 

1. DATE AND PLACE 

The Commission held its Forty-fDunh Annual Meeting at 
the Cenlr81 Hotel, Glasgow, UK, 29 June - 3 July 1992. 
The proceedings were chaired by Dr L. FleiSCher 
(Mexico). 

2. REPRESENTATION 

Commissioners and delegateS representing 31 Conrracting 
Governments were preseot at the opening. The withdrawal 
ol Iceland from the international Convention for the 
Regulation of Whaling became effective on 31 June leaving 
a memberYrip of 38 governments. 

Two non-member governments, Austria and Canada, 
~ere represented by observers, together with m 
mtergovernmental organisations - Con,·ention for the 
Conservation of Antan:tic Marine Living Resources 
(CCAMLR). European Economic Community (EEC), 
international Council for the Exploration of the Sea 
(ICES), Nonh Atlantic Marine Mammal Commission 
(NAMMCO), United Nations Environment Prognmme 
(UNEP) and the Convention for the Conservation of 
Migratory Species of Wild Animals (CMS). 

Observers from 79 accredited international non
governmental organisations (NGOs) were also present. 

3. ADDRESS OF WELCO!>ff 

The UK Minister of Agriculture, FISheries and Food. the 
Right Honourable John Gummer MP. gave an address of 
welcome. He recalled the ruthless and reckless 
exploitation of whales. in which Britain bad a part, and 
pointed to the need to develop new and safer procedures 
for their future conservation and management. He 
believed the burden of proof for lifting the moratorium 
must rest with those who want to exploit them. Despite its 
past failures the rwc is widely recognised as the body best 
placed to deliver agreed systems fur the protection of 
whales. 

The UK wlll not contemplate a resumption of 
commercial whaling until it is satisfied that the whale stocks 
are at healthy le\-els; that revised management prooedures 
a.re robust and prudent. and involve effective inspection, 
enforcement and monitoring; and that improvements are 
made in the present methods of killing whales. 

Mr Gummer highlighted the proposal for a circumpolar 
whale sanctuary in the Antarctic, and the need to protect 
small cetaceans from the increasing pressures of direct and 
incidental catches. He gave the meeting his best wishes for 
a good ourcome to tts difficult deliberations. 

4. OPK"o'ING STATEMENTS 

Statements from 11 member governments, CMS. UNEP. 
fUCN and eight NGOs were distributed as pan of the 
meetmg documentation. In addition, Norway read a press 
release just available from Oslo announcing that it will 
resume commercial harvesting of mioke whales on a sound 
scienti6c and sustainable basis in the 1993 season. 

5. ADOPTJO. OF AGRNDA 

Japan proposed an addition to the Provisional Agenda 
circulated 60 da~ before the meeting. by the inclusion of 
North Pacific minke whales to Item 1 L1.4. It a lso stated its 
opposition to the Seychelles proposal for the Indian Ocean 
Sanctuary on the grounds that the proposed amendment to 
the Schedule had not been notified 60 days in advance; and 
to the French proposal for a Southern Ocean sancruary as 
running counter to the spirit of the Convention. The 
Chairman ruled that both these items were received in due 
time and, with the addition of the North Pacific miolce 
whale item, the agenda was adopted by the meeting. The 
Chairman instructed the Technical Committee under its 
Chairman , Dr P. Bridgewater. to consider Items 10.11 and 
12. 

6. REVISION OF THE SCHEDULE 

6.1 Report of the Worldng Group 
The Working Gt-oup established last year met prior to the 
Annual Meeting and was attended by delegations from 
Australia, Brazil, Chile, People's Republic of China, 
DellliUITk, Iceland, Japan, Republic of Korea, 
Netherlands. New Zealand, Norway, Spain, Sweden, UK, 
US~, and 5 NGOs. Its report was presented b)' its 
Cbauman, Mrs M.W.S. Goes (Brazil)~ • 

The terms of reference v.-ere: to initiate a thorough 
review of the Schedule: to identify, with the adVice of the 
Scientific ~mmittee and other erpens as appropriate, 
those ~?Drtions of the Schedule that may need updating, 
amending or deleting and to recommend proposed 
changes; and to report to the Commission. 

The Working Group agreed to limit its deliberations to a 
review of a draft revised Schedule, based on the October 
1991 edition, prepared by the Secretary. It also bad 
available the relevant sections of this year's report of the 
Scientific Comrninee. ln his presentation of these sections 
the Chairman of t:hat Committee explained, however, tha; 
the Committee had not yet had time to develop specific 
recommendations for incorporating its proposals into the 
Schedule. He pointed out, bowC\·er, that the Scientific 
Committee bad proposed that a requirement to include 
position of whale capture to the nearest degree and minute 
of latitude and longitude be included in Paragraph 24 of the 
Schednle. He funher noted that the Scientific Committee 
had suggested that Paragraph 29 of the Schedule should be 
replaced by an enabling clause to provide for the collection 
of biological samples which might be of value now or in the 
future. 
~.e Working Group noted that a comprehensive 

reVlSion of the Schedule could not be completed until the 
Commission bad resolved certain outstanding issues. 
particularly those regarding implementation of the 
Revised Management Procedure (RMP) and related 
matters. It also was agreed that proposals by delegations 
for amendments [0 the Schedule were useful as insights for 
possible furure modifications. 

A chapter-by-<:hapter review of the draft proposal 
produced the foUowing results: 

Chapter I- INTERPRETATION. The Working Group 
agreed that definitions of those terms that wiU no longer 
appear elsewhere in the Schedule, as amended, should be 
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information. It was agreed to recommend that the review 
of thiS quota be left unnl th•: next review period. 

In the plenary, Mexrco appealed to the authorities in 
charge of surveillance for more research on the abundance 
of this species. 

1023 North Atltmiic West Grunland stock of fin wlllliu 
The last major advice given by the Scientific Committee 
was in 1989 and there was no new advice this year_ The 
Sub-committee agreed that there was no need to propose 
changes during this Annual Meeting. 

10.2.4 North Atlantic Cenrml srock of minkt whales 
No new advice had been givo:n by the Scientific Committee 
on this stock . Denmark, rete rring to all Greenland catches, 
noted that in 1990 the Commission bad recognised a 
subsistence need for meat from large whales at West 
Greenland of 670 tonnes per year. This yearly catch limit 
now stood at the equjvalent of 420 tonnes. The Aboriginal 
Subsistence Whaling Sub-committee noted these pointS. 

Other business 
Terms of reference 
As a result of the planned restructuring of the Annual 
Meeting, decisions would gcollirectly from the various Sub
commimes to the plenary session. Brazil pointed out that 
the Aboriginal Subsistence Whaling Sub-committee was 
charged with analysing the need for aboriginal subsistence 
takes, and catch limitS were generally considered in the 
Technical Committee. It therefore suggested that tbe 
terms of rderence of the A borigi:nal Subsistence Whaling 
Sub-committee be revis>::d to include preliminary 
discussion on the request for quotas. 

USA pointed out that many pieces of information were 
necessary to determine catch limits, including needs 
assessment (from this Sub-comminee), status of stocks 
(from the Scientific Committee). humane killing 
information (from the Humane Killing Working Group) 
and data on efficiency (from the Infractions Sub
committee). All were nec=ry facets of the catch limit 
decision which had tradilltonally been discussed in the 
Technical Committee. Wh.a.tever mechanism was selected, 
it must recognise this complexity. 

The Sub-committee agreed that it was faced with an 
interim position as the o rganisation of the Commission's 
work changed. The Commission needed to be apprised of 
the concerns of the Sub-committee and the need to ensure 
that all relevant aspects wt~e properly considered in any 
revision of work practice. There was likely to be a need for 
changes to ItS terms of ro:ference and the Colllllllssion 
should determine how to handle this. 

Sr Vincmt and Th~ Grenallina whaling 
St Vincent and The Grenadines reported on its limited 
aboriginal subsistence hun·t. One female whale was taken 
in 1992. It was 35ft long and was notlactllting. No stomach 
contents were analysed. The animal was eaten by the 
people of the island. ln addition, one large male was 
struck-and-lost. The Sub-committee noted this 
information with thanks. 

10.3 Action arising 
In the Technical Committt!e, Denmark indicated that the 
catch lintit foe the West G1reenland fin whales is 21 set for 
one year while that for east coast minke whales is 12 for 
each of the years 1990. 1991 and 1992. It proposed no 
changes in these catch limits but suggested that they should 

both be set for the two years 1993 and 1994 so that all the 
aboriginal subsistence whaling catch limits could be 
reviewed together in 1994. This was agreed by consensus 
for recommendation to the plenary. 

In the plenary, Switzerland asked if whales struc.k by 
rille shot:s are included iJ1 the quotas. Denmark stated that 
the min.ke whale catch limit on the west coast of Greenland 
includes struck and lost. Rill.es are not used for the west 
coast fin whale fishery. On the east coast, the number of 
whales is very small compared with the stock, and rilles are 
not often used due to ice conditions. 

The Commission thE:n approved the catch limitS by 
consensus. 

The Russian Federation indicated that there were 
technical reasons for not providing information on its 
catches and subsistt~ce need due to internal 
reorganisation, but its wquest for the catch was unchanged 
from previous years. 

The Teclutical Co11unittee agreed to transmit the 
concerns over the tenns of re ference to the plenary. 
Further discussion of this issue in the plenary between 
Brazil, Denmark, Mexico, USA and Australia led to the 
conclusion that tbe Aboriginal Subsistence Whaling Sub
committee should report to the Technical Committee in 
future. so that all the factors bearing on consideration of 
catch limits have at least one primary discussion there 
before being debated in plenary The decision on what 
matters are referred to the Technical Commillee would be 
made early in the pleoa.ry meeting. 

The UK recalled the discussions in earlier years on the 
y,1Jalemeat conversio11 factors in the Greenland 
subsistence fishery and Denmark responded that there bad 
been no change in its position. 

11. COMPREHENSlVE ASSF.SSME.'IT OF WHALE 
STOCKS 

U.l Report of the Scientific Committee 
11.1.1 ReviSed Man.agemenr Procedure 
The Resolution adopt(!d by the Commission ar itS 1991 
meeting requested advice from the Scientific Committee 
on the probability of whaling being inadvertently allowed 
under the proposed Revised Management Procedure 
(RMP) when stock b!vels are significantly below tbe 
protection level of 54~ •• 

At the Special Meeting of the Scientific Committee held 
in Copenhagen in Mat'ch 1992 the Committee agreed to 
examine two statistics for single stocks using the standard 
simulation trials: the 'Realised Protection Level' (RPL) 
and the ' Relative Recovery'. The probability of whaling 
being inadvertent!)• allowed when the actual population is 
at some level below 54% is markedly dependent on the 
value of the MSY rate (MSYR). ln the rehabilitation case 
where the initial poptdation is 30% of the u.nexploited 
level, when MSYR is k>w (l%), the probability is high; as 
MSYR increases, the p•robability decreases. However, the 
catches allowed will be so small as to affect only marginally 
the recovery rate of the population. 

The trade-offs in performance measures that would be 
involved if the amount of catch taken below 54% is to be 
reduced, was investigated by exami.ning variants of the 
core single stock procedure. The results of these 
investigations show thaot while substantial improvements m 
RPL can be achieved, this leads to only a slight 
improvement in recov(!ry rates of stocks at low population 
levels and that this is at the expense of substantially poorer 
performance of catch related statistics. 
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Draft spedjiCIJtion forth~ Revis~d MarUJg~menl Proc~dure 
In discussing the scope of the draft specification, the 
Scientific Committee agreed that it was designed solely for 
application to baleen whales for the calculation of caccb 
limits. It was difficult to be fuUy prescriptive in definitions 
thai ate to apply to all baleen whales and the text was 
therefore annotated a1 those plaoes where che need for 
interpretations or illustrations were necessary. The 
Comminee recommended thai particular care should be 
calc en to provide full documentation of all implemencations 
of the RMP to a species and region. In particular, criteria 
used or developed for changmg the precise form of 
implementation should be recorded, normally in the 
appropriate annotations ro the specification. 

Possible need for additional simulation trials 
The Scientific Comminee discussed the potenlial need for 
further single or multi-stock simulation trials. lt agreed 
further single stoclc trials for examining the effects of 
different inter-survey in1ervals and 1he robustness of the 
procedure co potential degradation of !he environment in 
the future . 

The RMP demonsttates robust performance in the 
cireumscanoes modelled and no more trials were needed 
for the Scientific Committee to complete its developmenl 
of the draft specification. However, the Scientific 
Comminee recommended thai suitable case specific 
simulation trials should be carried ou1 prior to the initial 
implementation for particular species and region. 

Sp«ification of ntle.s for serring CIJtch limils 
Trials confirmed chat the primary effect on single stock 
trials of an inter-survey interval of 10 years instead of 5 was 
a reduction in catch rather than an increase in risk. Because 
of concerns expressed by some members, lhe selection of 
an appropriace period to e lapse before phaseouts were 
invoked was referred to 1he Commission for advice. 

Futur~ cluznges to the ReVISed MaMgemem Procedun 
The Scientific Commiuee agreed that any revised 
management procedure recommended by the Committee 
and adopted by the Commission should be able lo be 
amended and improved in the futore in the tigh1 of 
advances in knowledge and methodology. However, an 
amendmenl of the procedure is not something that should 
be undertalcen without careful consideration. Some 
suggestions were made although there had been 
insufficient nme available for thorough deliberation and 
the Scientific Committee recommended that this issue be 
considered further. 

Docunrenllllion and availabiluy of computer programs 
Calculation of catch limJls according to lhe draft 
specification is accomplished using a computer program 
held and verified by the Secretariat. In addition the large 
se1 of simulation trials used by the Scientific Commitlee in 
developing the RMP was carried out using a computer 
program developed by the Secretariat. II was agreed that 
full documentation of the program implementing the 
calculauon of catch limits was essential. 

The Scientific Commiuee agreed thai the programs and 
associa1ed documentation must be available to accredJted 
scientists and should, as a matter of principle, be accorded 
as wide an availabili ty as possible. However, several issues. 
relating to ownership of 1he programs and copyright 
remain unresolved and unci! these are resolved the 

Sci emilie Committee recommended that access co tb1ese 
programs be resrric1ed to accredited scientists. 

In Technical Commillee, the USA stated its view that 
these progrants should be available to anyone imerested 
and no1 limiled only to accredited scien1ists. 

Draft specijiCIJtiOn and annotations 
The Scientific Comminee recommended that the 
Commission adopt the draft specification for the 
calculation of catch limits m an RMP for baleen wb.ales 
comaioed in Annex H of its Repon {lWC/44/4) and ~ba1 
the Commission endorses the anno1atious arr.ached to mat 
Annex. 

Norway stated its view !hat the draft specification in 
principle is satisfactory, bulthat the Scien1ific Committee 
£hould be instructed 10 investigate the effects on the 
performance of the RMP of tuning levels other than 0. n . 

Phaseout mle 
The Scientific Committee bad been unable to determine a 
suitable period that should elapse before phaseout of 
catches should occur on the basis of simulation trials alone. 
Other issues involved include che continuity and 
maintenance of skills by those conducting surveys, the 
hkelihood that unexpected events may be detected, the 
wide variety of possible types of survey (e.g. the time 
needed to survey entire areas, such as Southern 
Hemisphere minke whales), the inability to complete 
surveys due to unexpected events such as bad wealher or 
brealcdowns. The Scientific Commihee was tliere:fore 
unable 10 reach a conclusion on what would be an 
appropriate period between 5 and 10 years to allow be:fore 
invoking a phaseout of catches. 

Discussion in the Technical Committee showed that 
some delegations favoured the shorter period of five years 
while others no1ed that 10 years was safe. It was noted that 
the IDCR Antarctic cruises foUow a six year cycle and 
some delegations proposed thai 6 years was approprime. 

Other malters relared to the draft specification 
The Scientific Commillee pointed out that all knoown 
removals from each area should be included in the 
historical catch data used in an assessment, but thai s~Jme 
problems remained in 1erms of 'estimated' removals. 
A ltention was drawn to the robustness demonStrated in 
single stock trials in which the historical catch record was 
underestimated by up to 50%. 

The catch limits proposed in Annex H remain in force 
for a period of five years and do not a now any carryovc:r of 
catches between seasons. The Scientific Commillee 
recommended that the attention of the Commission be 
drawn to the possibility of the incorporation of a block 
quota in the RMP and it furthey recommended that, 
subject to the Commission's appTOval and specification of 
the Conn of the proposed block quota, it should cons.ider 
this possibility further. The Scientific Committee also 
noted 1be need to address the question of catches taken in 
exoess of ca1ch limits and adjosrments for unbalanced! sex 
ratios. 

Advice on incorporation of the RMP intO the Schedulo! 
The Scientific Committee had recommended lhatthe draft 
specification [or calculation of catch limits be formally 
adopted by the Commission and that the annotations be 
endorsed by the Commission. It was unable ro advise 
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further on how the draft specification should be handled in 
terms of a Schedule amendment. lt noted that t.he 
development of Annex H had been a long and difficult task 
and recommended that the Commission exercise great 
caution before considering any changes when developing 
possible Schedule amendments. 

.:t.1inimum standards for daw 
The Committee recommended that Paragraph 24 of the 
Schedule should require the position of whale catches to 
the nearest degree and minute of latitude a nd longitude 
along with the other information detailed. 

The Scientific Committee recommended that a set of 
guidelines for conducting surveys and analysing the results 
should be developed. Ldeally, this should include 
standardised methods of survey design, field procedures 
and data collection. Similarly, a set of approved methods 
of analysis should be developed for use by the Comm.ittee. 
Programs for conducting such analyses should be validated 
by and held at the Secretariat and should be available to 
accredited scientists. As new methodologies are 
developed. tested and approved, these would then be 
added to the set of available options. 

The questions of data availability and validation were 
considered. The Comm.ittee recommended that data for 
any sightings survey to be used to calculate abundance 
estimates for the purposes of applying the RMP should be 
documented and provided to the Secretari.at in computer 
readable data files before a specified time in advance of the 
Committee meeting in which the data are to be used. All 
such data should be archived by the Secretariat in an 
appropriate database such that abundance estimates can be 
calculated for any specified Small Areas. Data should be in 
a fully disaggregated form so that estimates can be 
recalculated correctly if the boundaries of 1\-tanagement 
Areas are altered. Once lodged with the Secretariat, these 
data should be available to accredited scientists as defined 
in the Committee's Rules of Procedure. 

The Scientific Committee agreed that minimum 
standards for survey design, data and estimates should be 
considered further. 

Data not directly required for implementation of the 
RMP includes various requrrements for biological samples 
ab·eady specified in Paragraph 29 of the Schedule. The 
Scientific Committee considered that it would be most 
helpful to replace Paragraph 29 with an 'enabling clause' 
which stated that in response to advice or requests from the 
Committee the Commission could require samples/data to 
be collected from whaling operations. 

Section V1 of the Schedule deals v.'ith 'information 
required' and the Scientific Committee agreed that it is 
highly desirable t.hat effon data continue to be collected on 
a routine basis and that the provision for collection of 
product data should be retained. Due to Jack of time it had 
been unable to complete a full review of Section Vl. 

Discussion in the Technical Committee on the draft 
specification for the RMP spanned a range of views. Some 
delegations believed it was time to adopt Annex H and 
endorse the annotations. How this was to be incorporated 
into the Schedule presented problems, and a Working 
Group to consider this was suggested. Some delegations 
distinguished between the Catch Limit Algorithm (CLA) 
and other elements of a total package of a revised 
procedure whtch would include provision of data, 
verification, inspection and observer schemes. Thus there 
was an underlying broad acceptance of the RMP but a wide 
di"ergence of views on the next steps. 

Jmplcrn.enwlion and inuiol catch limiu 
The Scientific Comm.ittee thought it would not be 
appropriate to include in its Report catch limits that would 
apply in the first year following implementation. It agreed 
that, should the Commission wish to set catch limits 
according to the RMP during its forthcoming meeting, 
tb= should be calculated by the Secretariat, checlced by 
the Chairman of the Scientific Commillee and then 
transmitted by him to the Commission. 

11.1.2 Southern Hemisphere baleen whales 
Minke whales 
Srock idenlijicorion 
The Scientific Committee agreed that 10" sectors longitude 
represented the best option for Small Areas, and that 60"S 
was generally a satisfactory northern boundary. 

Three options for Medium Areas (containing known or 
suspected stoeks) were considered. The preferred option 
was for six areas each spanning 90" with 30" overlap. 
Arising out of this discussion the Scientific Committee 
recommended that biopsy sampling be carried out on 
breeding areas, to allow further invesngation of the 
discreteness of Southern Hemisphere mink:e whale stoclcs. 
Isozyme analyses were suggested in addition to DNA 
analyses. 

Estinuues of abundanu 
The Scientific Committee made three recommendations on 
coding sightings data, the development of a database of 
such data (including the appointment of a database 
manager) and development of a general linear model 
[rameworlc to permit evaluation of alternative models of 
spatial and temporal distribution. Estimates of abundance 
obtained during the meeting were adopted. 

Jmplicarions of implemouarion of the RM P 
The Scientific Committee agreed that detailed case specific 
implementation simulation trials should be carried out to 
determine the eJttent to which catch-cascading and/or 
catch-capping would be appropriate when implementing 
the RMP for Southern Hemisphere minke whales. 

Ln the Technical Committee, J apan commented that it 
belie,·ed 30" was better than 10" as the sector width for 
Small Areas and commented that information on Southern 
Hemisphere mink:e whales is the best available for any 
stoclcs. It further commented that a t least combination of 
Small Areas by cascading should be implemented. 

Other baleen whales 
The Scientific Comm.ittee received updated analyses for 
blue, fin, sei and humpback whales from s1gbtings surveys. 
The sample sizes were very small and only meaningful for 
the circumpolar Areas as a whole. There was greater 
confidence in the results for humpback whales than for 
other species and the Scientific Committee recommended 
that studies to provide estimates of population size and, 
where practicable, rates of increase and l.inlcage between 
Areas for humpback whales should be encouraged. It also 
recommended that humpback whale assessments be given 
priority at the next meeting. 

In the Technical Committee, Japan commented that too 
many blue whales had been taken by many nations in the 
past. The IDCR cruises and Japanese data had been 
provided to give the present estimates and it requested 
other nations to assiSt in research and analysis. 
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The Scientific Committee recommended that studies of 
current population size and increase rates for right whales. 
important in indicating their recovery, should continue. 

Future work 
Assessments may require a relatively long timeframe, 
possibly three or more years. The Scientific Committee 
adopted a ~st of priority items for data coding. Concerning 
photo-identification data, it recommended that tbe 
Secretary be asked to seek from national groups and 
individual researchers, listings of the nature and extent of 
data currently held, by location of sampling for all species 
where available but for humpback whales in particular. 

In the Technical Committee, Japan requested that tbe 
Scientific Committee should complete all its business on 
the assessments within the period indicated. 

11 also recommended that information on incidental 
sightings should be included .in national Progress Reports. 

l L 1.3 North A.Jlantic baleen whales 
Minke whales 
New results together with earlier data indicate that whales 
from West Greenland and Iceland are genetically distinct 
from each other, strengthening the existing hypothesis of 
three breeding stocks. ll was agreed to continue nsing the 
Small Areas as defined for previous simulation trials and 
that pedormance of the RMP would not be sensitive to 
minor boundary changes. 

EscimDres of abundance 
A new estimate of g(O), the probability of sighting a whale 
on the cruise Lrack, led to a revised abundance estimate for 
the northeast North Atlantic of 86,000 (95% Cl 61,000-
ll7 ,000) minke whales. After extens.ive discussion nf the 
results and implications in the Scientific Committee. it was 
agreed that these were the best currenUy available for the 
1988 and 1989 shipboard surveys. which led to revised 
estimates for Small Areas to be used for implementation of 
the RMP. 

Implications and impleme111arion of the RMP 
The Scientific Committee agreed that additional 
implementation simulation trials should be conducted 
using a revised mixing matrix, the actual estimates of 
absolute abundance and associated variance statistics, and 
improved methods of modelling CVs or future surveys. 

Results from implementation simulation ln"als 
The Scientific Committee received the extensive results on 
these trials in the final hours of its meeting and it was not 
possible to review them in any detail. 1t agreed that the 
only conclusion that could be reached in the time available 
was that implementation of the RMP was possible on a 
Small Area basis for both North Atlantic and Southern 
Hemisphere minke whales. Further consideration of the 
trial .results, in addition to the results of two trials originally 
specified but not completed was necessary. After th.is the 
Sci.entific Committee agreed that it would be in a position 
to de,·elop recommendations to the Commission on the 
most appropriate options to use when implementing the 
RMP for North Atlantic or Southern Hemisphere minke 
whales. 

Austrnlia posed a technical question to the Chairman of 
the Scientific Committee concerning one of the Small Area 
trials. A written reply was appended to tbe Report of the 
Technical Committee. 

Recommendntioru for future implementation for other 
species or regioru 
In the light of its recent experience with respect w 
implementation, the Scientific Committee discussed a 
number of ways in which its procedures could be improved. 
ln particular it noted that, should further implementation 
be attempted, more time must be allotted to this work 
which may require work: to be carried out ov,er two 
meetings. The Scientific Committee also agreed that it 
should only undertake an implementation of the RMP to a 
species and region on instruction from the Commission and 
that adequate notice and specific details should be given. 

In the Technical Committee, Japan received 
confirmation from the Chairman of the Scientific 
Committee that the North Atlantic and Southern 
Hemisphere mink:e whale trials can now be implemented 
on a Small Area basis and requested that the catch limits be 
calculated. Discussion brought out the views that 
calculating catch limits is different from setting them, and 
that the Commission must formally adopt the Carch Limit 
Algorithm (CLA) before it could be used in determining 
catch levels. OnJy when Annex H is published .in the 
Schedule does it become theoffi.cial Commission procedure. 
These differing views led to the Chairman indicating that 
the wbole matter should be referred to the Commission. 

In plenary, Japan repeated its request for the calculation 
of the initial five year catch limit, inclnding catch
cascading, to be done in a specified time prior to the next 
Annual Meeting. 

North Atlantic fin whales 
The Scientific Committee considered some preliminary 
results of genetic studies on Nortb AUantic fin whales. It 
recommended that isozyme analyses be continued and 
expanded to include larger sample sizes from more areas 
and that the alternative explanations for heterogeneity 
which bad been suggested be investigated. 

A new fin whale abundance estimate for the survey 
blocks covered by the Spanish vessel in NASS--89 of 17,300 
(95% 0 10,400-28,900) was accepted. The Scientific 
Committee recommended continuation of studies on fin 
whale blow rates off West Greenland carried out in 
response to its recommendation in 1991. 

Future implemenwion of the RM P 
The Scientific" Committee had been working on the 
assumption that implementation for North Atlantic fin 
whales would follow the Comprehensive Assessment. 
However, it now referred to its view that work toward 
implementation should only be initiated on .instruction 
from tbe Commission. 

North Atlantic sci whales 
Abundance of sei whales in Iceland and adjacent waters 
from the NASS-89 survey gave an estimate of 10,300 (95% 
Cl6.100-17 ,700) which was accepted as the best estimate 
for the Area surveyed. The Scientific Committee 
recommended that biopsy sampling be undertaken in 
Canadian and US waters because lack of samples for 
_genetic studies in areas other tban Icelandic waters 
precluded StUdies ofstocksepararion in tbe North Atlantic. 

11.1.3.1 Catch limits for Nonh Atlantic minke whales 
Iceland bad expected that the Commission would set catch 
limits for mink:e whales in tbe NortbAtlantic on the advice 
of the Scientific Committee in accordance with the RMP 
and the Comprehensive Assessment of these stocks. In the 
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absence of formal agreement and acceptance of the CLA, 
the Technical Committee was not able to take funher 
action. 

11.1.3.2 Amendment of the classificarioll of the Northeast 
Atlan:ric minke whale srock 
Norway bad proposed that the classification of this stock 
should be amended but the Scientific Committee had been 
told that the question could be considered to be 
withdrawn. The Norwegian Commissioner confirmed tllat 
this question would not be raised again by Norway during 
this meeting. 

11.1.4 Other srock.r 
North Pacific mlnke whales 
Japan stated that it believed the West Pacific-Sea of 
Okhotsk minke wl:tale stock bad been sufficiently analysed 
for implementation of the .RMP. [t requested an 
intersessional meeting of the Scientific Committee for this 
purpose and that such implemen.tation should be 
comp leted in two sessions of the Commission. This was 
supported by Norway. 

This request was repeated by Japan in the plenary. 
Australia, supported by Sweden, asked to know the cost 
implications. 

North Pacific Bryde's whales 
The Scientific Committee noted that Japan will provide an 
updated status report on the available data for North 
Pacifi.c "Bryde's whales at next year's meeting with respect 
to a future in-depth assessment by the Committee. It noted 
that relevant data should also be available in Russia and 
the USA. It recommended tha t information on data 
available in these countries should be provided to next 
year's meeting. 

11.1.5 Furure work plnns 
The Scientific Committee identified the work it needed to 
do during tbecomingyear. ltnoted that, as discussed in the 
Report of the Fmance and Administration Committee, if 
the Commission wished more subjects to be discussed, 
further time would need to be added to this meeting. 

In the Technical Commlttee Norway pointed to the 
North A tlantic fin whale as the next case for 
implementation of the RMP and the CLA on the grounds 
that the order of the Comprehensive Assessment gives the 
order for the RMP implementation. Japan supported this 
,;ew and also spoke in favour of completion of the 
Comprehensive Assessment and implementation of the 
RMP for North Pacific minke whales and the 
Comprehensive Assessment of North Pacific Bryde's 
whales, confirming that it will provide all necessary data for 
completion of the work in 1994. 

Japan asked the Commission in the plenary session to 
adopt this priority of work for the Scientific Committee. 
There was some discussion of what was involved in terms of 
meetings. 

11.2 Rtwiew of Schedule paragraph l O(e) and other relevant 
paragraphs 
This work was referred directly to the plenary. 

11.3 Action arising 
The Technical Committee agreed to endorse all the 
recommendations from the Scientific Committee, other 
than those where discussion had indicated a lack of 
consensus which were therefore passed to the plenary for 
further consideration. 

Australia introduced a Resolution on the Re\ised 
Management Scheme (RMS)*, co-sponsored by Finland, 
Germany, Switzerland and the USA. The Australian view 
is that there should be no more commercial whaling, but it 
understood that the work of the IWC must go on while it 
tried to persuade others to its view. Accordingly it 
recognised the great efforts made by the Scientific 
Committee and sought ro advance the work of that 
Commlttee and the Commission in developing the RMS, 
so that if aU else fails and whaling does resume, a high level 
of security is afforded to exploited cetacean populations. 
The Resolution took into account the work of the Scientific 
Committee but also emphasised that there a re a number of 
o ther additional items besides the CLA which the sponsors 
believe are essential to be completed before any RMS 
could be agreed. 

Sweden also wished to co·spo.nsor the R esolution. 
Switzerland, in associating itself with the statement of 

Australia. recalled that last year the Comm1ssion adopted a 
Resolution accepting the C procedure as the core for the 
development of the CLA. The R esolntion had requested 
further elements to make it even safer, which have been 
accomplished by the Scientific Commirtee. The Committee 
now recommended that the draft specifica tion for the 
calculation of catch limits in the RMP for baleen whales be 
adopted, and the attached annotations endorsed. 
Switzerland is instructed to base its decisions on the 
findings and recommendations of the Scientific 
Committee. lt therefore thought that the CLA should be 
accepted as a central e lement of the management scheme 
to avoid any intention o f funher modification, and the 
other elements mentioned in the Resolution developed 
and completed. 

The Netherlands took the view that an important part of 
the work of the Commission had now been completed. It 
was satisfied that the CLA contains sufficient safeguards to 
ensure the long-term survival of whale stocks. It believes 
that commercial whaling can only be considered when 
oth.er conditions have been fulfilled, namely that the 
Comprehensive Assessment of whale stocks bas produced 
sufficient data on stock identity, size and reproduction, and 
that effective rules had been adopted concerning the 
provision of data, stock monitoring and inspection. The 
Resolution also made clear that, pending the adoption of 
the RMS, there should be no commercial whaling nor 
implementation of the CLA. On this basis it gave its 
suppon. 

The USA associated itself with the comments made by 
Australia and the Netherlands, emphasising that it does 
not favour the resumption o f commercial whaling nor 
condone a resUIIIptioo not authorised bv the IWC under 
the consenrative guidelines comained in ·the Resolution. 

• [Editor's note]: 
In the original Resolution presented to lhe Commission, a 
typographical em>r resulted in the heading referring to the 'Revised 
Management System' [my itati<:s] not •Scheme', although 'Scheme· 
wa« used tbroughow the text. Pending final clarilication and definition 
of terms at next year's meerlng, I have used the following definitions 
for the pu~ of thil Repon. ( I) Caleb Umit Algorithm (CLA) 
l.b.ts refers to the method of calculating catch limits for baleen whales 
as d~bed in Annex H of the Scie nlifie Committe<:' s Rt:pon. {2) 
Rt:vtsed Management Procedure (RMP) - this includes the CLA and 
incorporates further scentific aspectS including data standards and 
survey gujdelines. (3) Revised Management Scheme (RMS) - this 
includes the RMP (and thus the CLA) but also incorporates non
scientilic aspectS including inspection. the establishment of an 
observer scheme and incorporation of all scientific and non-scientific 
aspocts into the Schedule, as deuiled in the Resolution. 
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New Zealand stated its posauon in ahe context of 
wrestling with 1992 problems in a 1946 Convention time 
warp, and not having complied with the requirement in 
Schedule pa.ragraph lO(e) to complete a comprehensive 
assessment of the effects of the moratorium decision on 
whale saocks. 1n its view the RMP has not been tested on 
realistic data and does not take adequate account of multi
species concerns of changes in the environment. The 
uncenainries in vinually every area are enormous. Two 
aspects of particular concern are the protection level of 
54% of the unexploited level and the target level of 72%. 
The former is 10% lower than tbe level set in the NMP 
wbich was completely inadequate. The deliberate 
depletion of the Southern Hemisphere min.ke whales to the 
target level is totally unacceptable to New Zealand, and 
was the reason it abstained on last year's Resolution on the 
RMP. It would have been prudent if the Commission bad 
applied the precautionary principle more fully by setting 
higher target and protection levels for an initial period of 
say 10-15 years and thus give the opportunity to assess 
Eunher the effects of the procedure on the stocks in the real 
world as distinct from the computer world. Until its 
concerns are taken care of, New Zealand had no choice but 
to continue to abstain on this item. 

The UK pointed out that in its view the Resolution sets 
out some but not all the elements which should be in place 
before Schedule paragraph 10 can be altered and the 
moratorium on commercial whaling lifted. An essential 
area for the UK IS the question of progress on humane 
killing. Norway's decision to resume commercial whaling 
nexl year has been a blow, there is concern about 
NAMMCO (Nonh Atlantic Marine Mammal 
Commission) as a potential rival organisation. and 
suggestions for funher tuning o[ rhe CLA perhaps leading 
to larger catches. New ideas such as the circumpolar whale 
sanctuary and en,ironmental threat assessment are on the 
table, and the UK believed it would be right to pause and 
think at this imponant juncture. lt would rherefore abstain 
if the proposal were pressed to a vote. 

Norway and Japan proposed five amendments to the 
Resolution which had the effect of requestmg the Scientific 
Committee to provide full documentation of the CLA and 
control program by the 45th Annual Meeting; to test lower 
tuning levels of 0.66 and 0.60; and committing the 
Commission to implementing associated regulatiortS by the 
end of the 45th Annual Meeting. NoflY!ly commented that 
it had expected at the start of the week.to be talking about 
implementation of the RMP, but it was now faced with a 
new concept of the RMS. Japan indicated that these 
amendments had the effect of putting completion dates on 
the proposal and reduced the optiortS involved. 

Seychelles could not suppon the Resolution because in 
itS view the proposed rules for calculating catch limits do 
not conform to the Resol11tion adopted last year that catch 
limits shall only be greater than zero where the stock is 
det"ermined to be above 54% of its unexploited level. The 
Scientific Committee has said that catches from depleted 
stocks would usually be small and would not slow recovery 
very much, but there have been no multisrock trials and 
there are some rather disturbing indications that all is not 
yet well. It would therefore abstalll on a.ny vote and hope 
that ~rrect apphcation of any rules can be more precisely 
S)lCC!fied next year, and at the same time give serious 
consideration to any proposals for additional sanctuaries. 

The USA suggested that the amendments proposed by 
Norway and Japan, which it found unacceptable, be voted 
on as a block. Norway supported thts suggestion. 

St Vincent and The Grenadines supported the 
amendments because of the nme limit they placed on the 
implementation of the RMP. St Lucia also supponed the 
setting of a timefraroe, but Monaco questioned whether 
the timeframe was too shon. 

On being put to the vote, the amendmenr was defeated 
wttb 5 votes in favour, 16 agaimt and 7 abstentions. 

Mexico explained its abstention because of the co
sponsors' stated aim of a final end to whaling but yet 
recognising some son of whaling. It wondered if there was 
a need to revise the whole legal frame of the Convention. 

Denmark also abstained because while it had sympathy 
with the intentions of some of the amendments, it was 
concerned about the request to investigate other tuning 
levels since it accepts I be )e\o'el of 0. n. 

Ireland expressed some reservations on the original 
Resolution, because of the possibiliry of whaling occurring 
on stocks below the protection level of 54%. lt W<JS also 
opposed to catch-cascading since this would almost always 
increase catch limits and it wished to adopt the most 
conservative position. Finally, it was concerned thai 
acceptance of the CLA might encourage any member to 
take action before the complete RMS is approved. It 
therefore would abstain. 

Germany was prepared to follow the Scientific 
Committee advice on the CLA, but made it clear that a lot 
of other conditions formulated in the Resolution have to be 
fulfilled before the RMP can be accepted and 
implemented. Spain gave its suppon, following the 
arguments expressed especially bj A usuai.Ur, the 
Netherlands and Germany. 

France would abstain, because despite the technical 
sophistication of the RMP it looked, as did Seychelles. for 
a diversity of management measures and a more global 
approach. 

On being put to the vote, the Resolution (shown in 
Appendix 3) was adopted with 16 votes in favour and 1 
against, with 11 abstentions. 

Japan explained its abstention as recognition of the hard 
y,ork by serious thinkers amongst the like•minded anti
whaling opinions. Brazil also valued the work of the 
Scientific Committee and the thinkers referred to by Japan, 
but abstained because of doubts about where it stood in the 
pressure of this week's events. 

Denmark voted in favour of the Resolution as a step 
towards the end of yean of discussion concerning revised 
management procedures, but it thought the questions of 
control and inspection should not cause any unnecessary 
delay in the further implementation of the RMP. St 
Vincent and The Grenadines, while still not satisfied with 
the timeframe, also supponed the Resolution as a step 
forward. Chile's affumative vote was for a step in a long 
process to be continued on a scientific basis as before. 

Sweden saw the adoption of the Resolution as following 
the recommendations of the Scientific Committee this 
year. Other imponal'\kissues still need to be resolved 
concerning safe whaling before the moratorium is lifted. H 
therefore proposed that the necessary work on obse.rvation 
and inspection be dealt with by an intersessional meeting 
before the next Annual Meeting. 

Drscussion of the vaoous intersessiona.l meetings being 
cons1dered and the priorities of the work of the Scientific 
Comrruttee with input from Japan, New Zealand, 
Australia, the Chairman of the Scientific Committee, 
Norway, USA, the Netherla.nds and the Republic of Korea 
led to the decision that Nonh Pacific mio.ke whales should 
be the next priority subject for implementation trials, to be 
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carried out by adding three days to the slarl o f the next 
annual meeting of the Sc1entifu: Committee. 

General reluctance was expressed fo r an intersessional 
meenng on observation and inspection, because of time 
and cost constraints. Sweden proposed an alternative 
solution of the Secretary seeking information from other 
international organisations to be transmitted to 
Commissioners before next year's meeting for comments 
as a basis for discussion . Japan and Norway preferred an 
imersessional meeting. but Australia reiterated its view 
that this was not practical in the foreshonened year. 

There was discussiOn of the financial implications, 
including opposition by Mexico and St Vtneent and The 
Grenadines to any additions to the CommiSSion's budget, 
and clarification of and comments on the additional costs 
for the various meetings by Germany, the USA and Japan. 
This led A ust.ralia to propose parallel meetings of working 
groups and the addition of £27,000 to the basic budget. 
This was the sum estimated by the Secretary to cover the 
additional days needed by the Scientific Committee, 
Working Groups and the Commission. The increase in the 
budget would still be less than the 5% ceiling lhe Finance 
and Administration Committee bad set Mexico suggested 
reducing all working group meetings to half a day, which 
Oman supponed. Brazil was o pposed to parallel meetings 
but supported the Australian .financia.l proposal, a position 
shared by Sweden and Spain, and finally approved by the 
meeting. 

12. WHALE SANCI'UARIES 

12.1 lndian Ocean Sanctuary 
The Seychelles introduced its p roposa.l in the Technical 
Committee to amend Schedule paragraph 7 so that the 
.Indian Ocean Sanctuary provision would apply until the 
Commission may decide otherwise. It was not proposing 
any change to the boundaries and no ted that the current 
area would become continuous with the Antarctic 
sanctuary pro posed by France. The .Indian Ocean Marine 
Affairs Cooperation, mainly made up of non-lWC states, 
had prepared a Resolution for the declaration ofthe l ndian 
Ocean as a sancruary for wha.les for all time. Japan raised 
the question of the validity of the Seychelles proposal 
because it was not p resented 60 days before the meeting as 
required by Rule of Procedure J . 

The Scientific Committee bad discussed the issue of 
whale sanctuaries in genera.! and its Report contained the 
views of a number of individua.ls or groups o f members. 

In the Technical Committee there was a balance of 
views. Some delegations were in favour of the Seychelles 
proposal, recognising the research potential and ecosystem 
elements. Other delegations expressed opposite opinions, 
considering that little research had resulted and there was 
little rationa.l motivation o r scientific basis for the 
sanctuary. The Technical Committee agreed to transmit 
these divergent positions to the plenary. 

The USA, noting the concerns over the indefinite 
extension proposed, suggested that the .Indian Ocean 
sanctuary might be reviewed in ten years' t~. 

In the plenary, J apan again questioned if 60 days' notice 
of the proposal had been given. The Chairnum repeated his 
ruling given when the Agenda was adopted, and Japan 
agreed to cooperate. 

Seychelles spoke of the low level of research in the 
Sanctuary because of the generally limited le.,..el of 
resources of the perimeter and is.! and states. lt believes it is 

the collective responsibility of all members to ensure 
adequate research and monitoring. The Sanctuary was 
established in l979 not primarily for research but as a 
regulatory measure. Seychelles took the view that some 
areas, especially breeding areas, shou.ld not be subject to 
the vagaries of annual and temporary catch quotas. but 
should offer protection e,·en if commercial hunting is 
resumed. When the Sanctuary was first proposed, the 
intention was that it should extend to the southern feeding 
grounds to protect the minke whales over their entire 
range. This was not adopted, but it believes that their 
breeding grounds must be protected for many years to 
come, and perhaps even for all time. 

Australia, as a n .Indian Ocean s ta te, spoke of the value 
of sanctuaries in providing a range of additiona.l 
management strategies for conservation of cetacean 
stocks. It identified a number of its research programmes in 
the area, including aeria.l surveys, incidenta.l catches, 
srrandings, sigbtings and behaviour studies, and wished to 
continue its research activity in cooperation with o the r 
coasta.l s tates. Aust:ralia's view is that the Indian Ocean 
Sanctuary s.bou.ld be continued, preferably for all time but 
for not Less than ten years, and that it wou.ld be valuable to 
extend southwards into Antarctic waters. 

The USA thought it beller to discuss the southern 
bounds when the Antarcticsanctnary bad been considered. 
It believed the Indian Ocean Sancruarv will continue 
indeftnitely but. given the limited number ~f .Indian Ocean 
state members of the fWCand the rapidly changing world, 
thought there was merit in at least reviewing the status of 
the Sanctuary every ten years. 

Switzerland, France, Germany, Brazil, Denmark, 
Sweden, Spain, New Zealand, Ireland, Finland, Oman, 
People's Republic of China, UK and Netherlands all 
supported the proposal for continuation for a funher teo 
years. 

Japan spoke of the rational utilisation of marine species 
a nd the effect on otheT fisheries of protecting whales alone. 
It could agree to the Sanctuary for a no ther ten years but 
not to an extension to the south. It wou.ld lik.e to see all the 
coasta.l states doing extensive research, on an ecosystem 
basis. orway could see no research advantages in 
prolonging this Sanctuary, but went along with the view 
expressed by Japan. St Lucia gave suppon but subject to 
consultation with the many countries that are not members 
of the JWC. and Mexico expressed a similar view on the 
need to consult the coastal counrries concerned. St Vincent 
and The Grenadines and Monaco gave simi.lar support. 

In response to a question from St Lucia on whether in the 
past ten years of the Sanctuary there bad been an attempt 
to have dialogue with other countries and organisations 
controlling fisheries in the area, Australia stated that, as 
New Zealand had earlier pointed out, this is an issue within 
IWC competence. Nonetheless IOMAC, which covers all 
Indian Ocean coastal sta tes, was supponive of extending 
the Sanctuary on an indefinite basis. 

12.2 Proposal by the Government or France for a sanctnary 
in the Southern Hemisphere 
france introduced its proposal to designate all the waters 
of the Southern H emisphe re soulh of 40"S latitude as a 
sanctuary. It indicated that it had received wide support in 
principle for this proposal, but a number of delegations had 
expressed the view that there was a need for more time for 
consultation to take place both within their governments 
and with other appropriate treaty organisations. France 
was disappointed that the Scientific Committee had too 
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Chairman's Report of the Forty-Sixth Annual Meeting 

1. DATE AND PLACE 

The 46th Annual Meeting of the Commjssion was held in 
Puerto Vallarta, Mexico. 13-27 May 199-l. at the kind 
invitation of the Government of Mexico. Dr L. Fleischer 
(Mexico) chaired the proceedings. 

?,. RF.PRF-'>E.NTATI0;-1 

Commissioners, experts and advisors were present from 33 
of the 40 Conrracnng Governments. together with 
observers from 5 non-member governp1ents. 8 
intergovernmental organisations and 9-l non-go~emmental 
organisations. 

3. ADDRESS OF WELCOME 

FoUowing a welcome from the Governor of the State oi 
Jalisco, Mr Carlos Rivem Aceves. an address was g~ven by 
Mr GuiUenno Jimenez Morales. Seerera.rv of the Fisheries 
Department. on behalf of the Govemme~t of Mexico. He 
emphasised the importance of cooperation in managing 
and prcsen•ing biodiversity and the role of responsible 
fishing. Mexico has incorporated such actions in us own 
legislation and memion was made of the tuna/dolphin 
situation, its actions on the vaquita and sealions, and the 
establishment of whale refuges for gray whales. Mexico 
~ill support the I WC moratorium until !he Re,'ised 
Management Scheme is finished. It also supported !he 
Antarctic sanctuary and look.ed for decisions which respect 
national sovereignty and are based on scientific evidence. 

4. OPENING STATEMENTS 

Opening statements from member and non-member 
governments and observer organisations were distributed 
as meeting documents. Austria. as a newly joined member. 
spoke uf ill> interest in environmental and wildlife 
protection whilst South Africa was applauded for its new 
standing. 

5. ADOPTION OF AG&"'DA 

The agenda circulated in advance of the meeting wus 
adopted. Mexico gave notice that it would raise under Item 
32. Any Other Busines:.. the question of the operation of 
the Convention. 

The Chairman indicated that Items 10. ll and L2 would 
be considered first in Technical Commiuee under the 
O.ainnanship of Dr P. Bridgewater (Australia). 

6. HUMANE KILLING 

6.J Report of Humane Killing Working Group 
The Working Group met undet the chairmanship of Mr 
H.P. Johansen ( orway). 

6.1 J Tams of reference 
The 45th Annual Meeting had charged !he Working Group 
with considering its mandate further this year. The 
discussion revealed that the Working Group was in the 
same position as the previous year and, on the Cb3lcman's 
proposal, the meeting agreed to proceed on the basis of the 
terms of reference proposed in 1993 - to Te\•iew 
information and documentation available with a ''iew to 

advising the Commission on promoting the development of 
humane methods or kiUing, whales. The objection of Japan 
to this change. nod the interpretation of Denmark and 
Norwa~ that this refi!rred to whales covered by the 
Convention, were taken into aecounl. 

Japan also raised the further issue concerning the name 
and title of the Worlciing Group. since 'humane' is not 
defined. li s-u.gge~cd c1 more objecU \·t: name shouid be 
souglu, such as ·Killing: Methods of Whale>'. This mauer 
was referred to the Commission for its consideration. 

6.1.2 Aaion arising from the 1992 Workslrop on Humarw 
Killmg Methods 
A number of papers we1resubmitted to the Working Group 
and presented by the rc!spective delegations. 

Norwa) introduced its paper on bunting methods in 
Norway, a report from !he 1993 scientific and traditional 
catch. This indicated a subStantial decrease in the median 
(72 seconds to 0) and mean (33-1 to 228 seconds) survival 
times compared "ith the latest data collected from !he 
traditional catch during 198-l-S6. and an increase (from 
-14.8% to 53.5%) in the percentage of animals that died and 
lost consciousness instantaneously. 

The USA gave an ao::ount of the hunting efficiency and 
recovery methods dev·eloped and employed by native 
Alaskan~ in the subsist.ence hunt for the bowhead whale. 
The development or !he pentbrite projectile and the 
benefits of the AEWC'!> focus on efficiency are evident in 
the statistics of the l9SI3 hunt when close to 80% of the 
whales struck were landed. which represents a dramatic 
improvement O\'er tbe 50% efficiency rate found in this 
hunt historically. 

New Zealand prese1nted a report on its preliminary 
investigation of techniques for k.illing whales, focussing on 
anatomical studies and hasic work on the euthanasia of 
manded animals. Multiple projectiles fired from a 12-
gauge shotgun weFe ideal for small cetaceans and explosive 
penthrite charges for larger animals. It also had 
preliminary evidence that electric lancing is li.kel> to cause 
unnecessary pain andl suffering to a whale already 
harpooned. 

japan reported on the humane killing oi Antarctic minke 
whales for the 1993>/94 season. This recalled the 
development of the penthrite grenade harpoon used since 
1983 and efforts 10 reduce !he k:ill time while ensuring crew 
safety. The median time to death was calculated as four 
minutes. It also present'ed a paper setting out !he reasons 
why it thought compariison with case~ of other animals is 
essenrial. since comparative studies, particolarly with 
terrestrial animals. will offer direct infmmation on time to 
death and assessment of .stress which ma) inspire 
improvement in the pmsently used methods. 

Japan also reported <>n a bilateral meeting with orway 
tO exchange information for refinement of the design of !he 
pemhrite gre nade harp>oon. 

The UK offered n compilation of figures on times to 
death and Struck-and--lost rrues in recent Norwegian 
scientific and commercial whaling operations derived from 
Norwegian Government reports. in !he belief !hat it might 
assist diseussion. 

DenJruiJ'k outlined the wavs !he 1993 Greenland action 
plan on whale hunting methods implemented the JWC's 
1992 Action Plan. Thiis included provisions concerning 
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Zealand endorsed this approach and mentroned the 
possibility of genetic te!.r.ing of samples. Norwa} stated its 
view lhattrade is noUn the mandate of the 1 WC. a posit ion 
shared by Sweden and Denmark, the Jailer believing 
CITES not lWC tS the appropriate forum. Switzerland also 
had doubts on tbe legal competence. 

Denmark had instrucrioos to request a vote on the 
Resolution (Appendix 7). which wa~ adopted by l.J \Otes 
in favour. 6 against with 7 abstentions. 

SuperviSiQn and wntrQ/ 
Discussion in the Plenary o n the admissio n of oll-<en'el'li Lo 
the Working Group invoh'ing Norwa)', Japan. USA. 
Netherlands. France, UK. Australia. Denmark and St 
Vincent and The Grenadines led to the understanding that 
the nonnal Commission rules would apply. 

The maners agreed by the Working G roup were all 
endorsed by the Cormmssion. 

A fu rther extended discussion then took place between 
Denmark. Norway. Brazil. UK. France. l\ew Zealand . 
Germany, Japan and Spain on the next meeting of the 
Working Group. This included consideration of the costs 
mcurred for an intersessional meeting. the length of time 
needed for an adequate meeting and the importance of the 
subject. Eventually it was agreed to accept tbe offer of 
Norway to host an interscssional meeting in the second 
week of JanUM) 1995. foUo"-ed b) a one day lll¢eting on 
the Monday of the week preceding the ~7th Annual 
Meeting in Dublin. The Worlcing Group report will go first 
to the Teclmical Committee for consideration. 

12. WHALE SANCTIJARY IN TDE SOUTHERN 
OCEAN 

12.1 Report of lotersessioual Working Group 
The Report of the inter=ional Working Group on a 
Sanctuary in the Southern Ocean held on No:rfolk .Wand. 
South Paofic, in February 1994 wa~ presented to the 
Technical Committee by the Cbainnan of the Working 
Group. Dr C.-G. Ducrct (Switzerlaml). ll1e Worlcing 
Group recommended by consensw. to the Commission the 
15 recommendations shown in Appendix 8: 

(i) Recommendations I, HI and 13 relate ro the Antarctic 
Treaty sy.,tem and other intergovernmental 
arran~temen.tS: 

(ii) Reoo~mendations 3 and 7 were directed to the 
Scientific Committee: 

(iii) Recommendations 5. 6 and 14 proposed specific 
actions by the J\VC; 

(i\') Recommendation~ 2. 8 and 11 related to legal 
questions: 

(v) Recommendations .J. 9, If and LS concerned the 
establishmem of a sanctuary itself. 

The Working Gro up proJIOl>Cd that tbe Commission shou.ld 
take note of its Repon and funber endorse the 15 
recommendations. which was agreed by the Technical 
Committee and accepted by the Commisst<>n. 

Japan a•ked the Chairman of the Scientific Comminee if 
the Committee studied the specific quCl.tions raised <11 the 
Working Group. The Chairman of the Scientific 
Committee responded that the re was no substantial 
discussion on the matter bm there wru. little to gain in the 
oontellt of the conservation perfo.rmance of lhe RMP by 
modifying the procedure to take further account of 

envirorun~ntal change. Also. the Scientific Comminee 
believes tb:nthe RMP adequately considers the question of 
under-reporting of catches. 

12.2 Proposal b) Frant.-e. Australia, Brazil. ireland, 
MoruJco, Netherlands, ew Zealand. Spain, UK aod IQSA 
The Chairman oJ the Technical Committee identified 1 hrec 
choice> arising out of Recommendation 9 [or the 
geographical boundaries of a «anctuary in the Southern 
Ocean contained in docurnen~ submitted by France and 
nine co-sponsors. Japan and five co-sponsors. and Chile 
and three co-sponsors. and be invited comments from 
membe~ on these propo:.als. 

Following tllis exchange of view~ from all the members 
present. the Chairman concluded that tJlli, bad been a 
valuable cxen:ise which emphru.ised the range of opirtions 
for the non hem boundary set at 4o>s through a sen•es of 
other options. lt was clear Lbat there wa$ room for fu1nber 
discussion which might lead to a compromise which could 
acbiev<! a consensus in the Plenary. Some ddcg~Lion~ 
believed that no decision should be taken until the 
Scientific Conuruttee had been asked to examine and 
repon back on the ~ient.ific aspeeL~ of and give 
manaeement ad• ice on a Southern Ocean sancruan. ~' hile 
othe~ believed that there wa-. no need to delay taking a 
decision since the time bas no" come for such action. 

Japan. after hearing the Cbairman'•~ummary. called for 
a vote on the following proposal: 

'That me Tc:chmcal Cumrmt~ r<wmmcmls the ComiJUSSl,OO 10 

•nst:ruet the SacnHhC Conurullee to SJ•·c management advice (In llk:
spcafic questions in the Norfo!L Wand Working Group r~pon pnor 
to taking an} full and final decisions on a Soulltem Ocean 
saoctuary · 

This wru. seconded by Norwa) although secondment was 
not required in the Technical Committee. 

Prior to voting. Australia_ seconded by Frnmce. 
proposed an amendment to replace the •word 
·management' by ·scientific' and to delete all the text lfrom 
·prior 10 •. .'. 

This amendment was adopted with 22 votes in favour, 6 
ag:tiost and with 4 abstentions. 

Japan·~ original proposal was thu.< not pw to the v.ote. 
Following 3n adjoummenL tlu: amended sub>:tanti•e 

motion was put to the vote and adopted wilh 22 \'Ot•es in 
favour. 1 againq and 9 abstentions. 

Thus. the Technical Committee recommended the 
Commission to in.~rruct the Scientific Commirree 10 give 
scienufic advice on the ~peciftc questions in the odolk 
lslnnd Working Group report. which the Chairman of the 
Technical Committee interpreted to be Recommendation 
7(a)·fe). 

The Technical Committee therefore forwarrled these 
conclusions together witll the one proposal and two 
propo<cd amendments in the documents bUbmiu cd b~ 
France. Japan. Chile and their co-sponsors. 

In the Plenary. Japan ;,poke of the need for such 
proposal!. to be based on scientific ad,·ice and its concern 
over the amount of fish consu med by whales that could 
provide human nourishment_ Japanese research had 
coruribULcd much to our knowledge and it took pride iu t he 
development of the RMP It saw no reason to hun) to 
adopt such a proposal as no commercial whaling can eveT 
be conducted in the a rea until completion of tbc RMS. 

Spain believed that the severe depletton of whale stocks 
in the past ha~ made it imperative to consciously proleo 
them now. This is a mimmum precaunonaT) appro.acb. 
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Responsible resource management through the RMI> and 
R.'vlS should not be rushed_ and adoption of a Southern 
Ocean sanctuary is a clear ex:unple of re!.polhrbilil) 

St Vincent and The Grenadines emphasised the need for 
scientific ad•ice to be presented before ~tal>hshmg a 
sanctuary. nor to justify it afterwards. It bchcved the 
proposal would cont:Faveoe Article V. and noted that the 
Chairman of the European Parliament·~ Intergroup on 
Conservation and Development wrote that the TWC 
should base all management decisions on ad,•ice from us 
Scientific Committee and its basic task is to regulate 
whaling. It comrasted the need to justify aborigmal quotas 
yet the sanctuary is not p11t to an~ such t~t and the haste 
O\er the !>llncmal} while the RMS needs so much more 
"'orl. The majorit} countries should not im~ their 
attitude to whales on people from other culture•. 

Venewela, although unable to exercise it •oung rights. 
spoke of its behe£ in the self-determmation of nations 
Cetaceans in its tcmtorial water<' are protected llOder 
national legi5latioo. but it respected mhcr oountri~ with 
whaling as a cultuml tradition. MO»t countries would 
consider a global "hale sanctuaf) so long as tho.e few 
remrurung nauons engaged in domestic v. haling can secure 
a regulated catch and the quesuon was can we ~hare the 
planet"s natural llStainable resources m peace and 
goodwill? 

Argentina recalled thru it has o;upponed the 'anctual): 
iniuative from the beginning. It favoured a compromise on 
the northern boundary to enlarge the bastS of support. 
which has a sound scientific basis and as in lane wnh the 
preeauuona.ry principle. 

Australia commented that it has al~ 'upported tlae 
concept of a sanctuary since it first came before the 
Commission in 1992. The£e has been con~iderat ion and 
diSCUSSIOn. and there has been am'lce from the S.::icntific 
Comm1uee and o ther bodies. It was pleased to sec 
emerging a proposal "''hich see~ 10 have secured a Wtde 
measure of agreement. 

12.3 Action arising 
Me~ico introd11ccd a compromise proposal on behalf ol 
nself. France and Chile. <upponed b) Anugua and 
Barbuda. Argentina. AllSt:ralia. Au,tria. BlliZII. Finland. 
Germany. lreland. Monaco. Nethedancls, !:\ew Zealand. 
Russian Federation. South Africa. Spain. Sw-eden. GK and 
USA This w-as based on political will and l.cieottfic 
foundations for the protection of the whales. france. 10 

seconding this proposal, withdrew 1t:s own onganal 
proposal It thanked Chile for itS helpful amendment 10 

earlier di~ussions and emphasised the trong ~cicnufic 
base or the latest formulation. 

Dominica considered that Uae proposal was b)'Passing 
sc1ence and recalled ihe reasons for the reSJgnauoo of the 
former Chairman of the Scientific Committee. It was not 
satisfied that there were enough data to jllStify the nonbem 
boundary and questioned •be need of the Scienullc 
Commiuee. It characterised the proposal ~ a triumph of 
ch1canery over science and Dominica· principle> wuuld 
not be compromised. 

Japan su essed its strong commatment to the worl.. on the 
RMPIRMS and introduced an amendment. seconded by 
Norway "'h1ch v.ould have the effect of selling the 
northern boundary along the Antarctic Converg<:n~ 
e;~cept in the lndian Ocean where it would jom that 
sanctuary at 55"S and exempt minke v.hales from the 
probibmon on commercial whaling when the RMS ts 
adopted for that •pecies. 

Grenada qared its posiuon as one in which pnnciples 
and science take precedence o,·er political expedtenC) . It 
believed culling could occur in a -.:mctuary and noted the 
views of Marearet Thatcher. President Cinton and Vice 
President Go~ that science mu5t be the ba~i and guiding 
princtple at all times. Elephants m Zimbabwe and 
crocodile.~ m Zambta are tQO numcrollS because CITES 
regulauons have ~topped them bemg taken. Similar thm~ 
are happening with seals and we may lioi h up with a .ea or 
"'hale~ and no fish. with a consequential impact not on the 
developed. iod~Lrialised world but on developing 
countries. It ~upported the Japanese amendment but. 1f 
that failed. would abstain on the main propo~l. 

Japan quc-uoned if the CommiSSion could make a 
deasion on the sanctual) proposal or amendment "'hen 
the Scientific Cwnminee bad not <een either. but the 
Chairman stated that the Co!lllilhston lla~ the power to 
make decisions on management or conser\"ation. 

France identified that the Japanese amendment meant 
that "'hale' not presently hunted ... ,11 not be hunted m the 
future and the "'hale. now hunted will be huntt:d tn the 
rurure. All the p<r.>itioru. are well know11and it "a~ time to 
take decisaons. 

The People's Republic of China spole of tb principles 
towards wildlife re:.ou.rces - protection. propagauon anti 
utilisation. and reserved its ~ition on establishing the 
.anctual): until the Japanese amendment had been 
examined by the Scientific Commiuee 

Ireland pointed out that the ori~>inal French propmal 
wa.~ considered by the Scienufic Comllllllee. a Working 
Group had c:hscussed it and the present propol>al•s a subset 
of that. 

The Japanese amendment w& then put to the vote and 
defeated with 6 in fa\'our. 23 against and 2 ab>tenuon<>. 

Before the ,·ote on the ~ubMantive Mexico. France and 
Chile proposal. with support from 17 other go,ernment>. 
?\orwa} ~tated that 1t would not take pan. This proposal 
.-as 10 amend the Schedule by desagoaung existmg 
paragraph 7 as sub·parugmph 7(a). and adding the 
foi](Jwing ;ub-pata£1aph: 

!I> I Jn """"~ "ilia Artodc Vt l~cl ,,f the Coo,oruidn. 
oommcmal "halm~t- "hcthcr b) pclo)IIC operations or from 
t..n..f <tl!110nS I prohJbtted ID 3 ~· ~led "' lb.: 
Southern Ottan SanauM) Tht> s..nc:......, oam""'"" 1he 
"'atcrs or tho: Soutllcm Henuspta.:re ,.,..,h,.arJ. of the 
follo,.mglme: <tanJug lrom~ldo:gr=S. <O.Jcl!f1'6 w, a hence 
due ca<t to :!0 do:yccs E. lheace due <outh w 55 d<.-gr«s S. 
th"""" dlK: efL>l to 13!1 d<...,...,es E lh.!noe due north to ~~ 
<legr= S lhence d"" ea.'ll to UO dcgn:cs W. thenre do.: loOUth 
10 60 o.I<.'V""' S: tbcnce dw: ea>l to> 50 de pee~ W: then"" du~ 
nonh ID the J'OIOI of 1-e!l'nrung. l1u> prohtbitwn •ppll<> 
1nespecuve Of the c:ons,r.rvauon 'l4LUS ol baleen .and toothed 
"'hale: "--ack~ in tht~ ~nctu.>~f). oss mal rn.."m t.tme "' ume be 
de.ttnnined b) 1hc CommL"-SI(m. HO\\'C\'Cr. lht' J'f'Ohihu.on 
shall be rC"oicwed ten ~ear> after '"' 1niuaJ 3(](\puon 01nd at 
suctet:dmg len ~ear tlllCI"''DI<. ond could be re'·i..J >I ,uch 
umc=s b) 1toe Comm1'3ion 1\othm~: 1n aht~ <ut>-.,.,rograph 15 
mtcnded to preJudice the <;pCC~al legal and po1Jt!C31 StatU" ''' 
A.ntareth.:.a. 

TheTe were 13 \otes in favour. 1 agaan~t and 6 
~b!.teot iom. and w the runendment to the chedule \\a> 
appro\-ed b) the necessary three-quaner. tnlljority 

Fouo .. ing the vote. Norway e:tplained that 11 l>ebe,·cd 
the acuon wa.' not in accordance w1th the Convenuon 
..ince there bad been no >eientific consultauon Japan 
n:peated ib view that these rewurce• should not be demed 
for future human generatio~. Denmark saw no break in 
this action with its "iew of sustainable uufuauon. "htle 
Chile expressed tts satisf3Cllon even though 11 wouiJ ha'e 
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preferred tbe CCAMLR nonhcrn boundar) . Mexico 
emphasised the large re~poosibili t> now taken on by the 
Commission. 

13. DOPTJON or REPORT Or TilE TECIDUCAL 
COJ\f'ITITEE 

The Technical Commmec had met under the 
Chairmanship of the Vice Chairman of the Commtssion, 
Dr P Bridgewater (Austraha). lts rcpon on Items tO, 11 
and 12 wa_~ adopted by the Technical Commmee before 
being considered in the Plen:-.ry sessions on th~ maners 
and then formaUy adopted by the Commrs<ion. 

1-1. SCIENTIFIC PERJ.UTS 

1-1.1 Report of the Scientific Committee 
The Scientific Comminee receh·ed an overvtcw of the 
SCientific programme carried out by Japan in the Southern 
Hemi<>phere Area IV tn the 1'193.19-1 season. whtch included 
a catch of 200 male and 130 female mtnke whales. A 
number of papers on <pecilic aspects. mcludiog age 
distribution. ,.egregat ion and relationship to 
oceanographic condiuoru.. were discus.ed in the limited 
lime 3\'ailable. 

The results o f the 1993 t-.orwegian programme were 
coru.•dered. Only fN mmke whales were taken. fewer than 
planned. because of poor weru.her and tee condnions. and 
permission was not recetved to operate in Russian 
Federation waters. Prey abundance, diet. genetiC!.. 
reprOduction and pollution studie~ were continuing. 

Japan is continuing llS Southern Hemisphere 
programme which the Sctenufic Commmee has discussed 
e~teru.ively in the pa,t. It noted that the mmli.e whale 
popub11on estimate tn Area V ts 295.000 and the planned 
~mple size 300± 10"• Increased effon i:. being placed on 
emironmemal aspects of the programme tn light of the 
Commission's Resoluuon on environmental effecrs. 

The orwegtan proposal for 199-1 is the final )eaT of IL' 

programme. Y.ith a planned take of 127 minke whales. 
Unle~ the operouon~ are hampered by extreme ...-eather. 
there are no immedmte plan.. for a further catch of minke 
""hales in -O!"<eg.ian waters. 

The Scientific Committee abo reviewed a research 
proyamme from the Government of Japan to clarify the 
stock structure of minke whales m the nonbw<..>Stern Nortlt 
Pacific following the agreed revte'W gutdetincs. the 
ob;ecti\t!S of the research are 10 clarif)' the ~lock ~tructure 
and mixing rates of rmnke wltal~ around Japan based on 
problem.' encountered b) the Scientific Committee in i~ 
dt5cu~saon ofimplementauon trials for Nonb J>actfic minli.e 
whales. The objectJ\'eS directly address question;, of 
interest to the Scientific Commi ttee and the proposal gave 
a number of re-asons Y. by lethal sampling ( IIJ! whales m the 
first )Cat feasibility rudy) w-.., required. Much of the 
di.'cus>ion centred on the replacement of the proposed 
~arch take b) the coUecoon of baops) sampl~ and the 
use of etisting <;tared !>:Unples from ear!Jcr takes for genetic 
anaJy,;,. Jnpane~ scientists ;udged from calculauons on 
tho! impact ofvariou~ levels of re"~arch catch that an annual 
take in the range of t(X}-200 whales would have no harmful 
effect on the populations. even in the Y.Orst ca-.e .cenano< 
The Scientific Commtttee noted the difficultiC!> in 
adequately providing advice on this matter in the past and 
decided it should con.,ider the general que tion of how to 

provide web M'H;e at i!.S nex1 meeting. It agreed t!!m the 
guideline for r~\CUrch cooperation had been met. 

In the Plt::nan. the Netherland; concluded that none of 
the programmes meet the criteria established by the 
Commi.~on and announced that it mtended to propose 
Resolutions requesting Japan and 'orwa) to review their 
programmes ew Zealand supported the NetherLand>.. 
urging Japan in parucular to con•ider maltng u.se of !DNA 
an.aly5e~ of stored ~amples from the North Pacific rund to 
develop biopsy techniques. The UK. USA. Spain. India . 
GcrrnanJ. Au:.tria. Brazil, France and Australia all 
supported the posinon of the etbertaods and New 
Zealand and e>epressed their doubts over the need for a 
lethal research programme. 

:-.orwa) pointed out that there is little suppon in the 
rcpon from the Scientific Commtllee to criticise the North 
Pacafic pr<.lptlsal, a position strongly reinforced b} Jltpan. 
while St Lucia. St Vincent and The Grenadines and 
Domimca referred to the favourable com:men~ of the 
Soenti.fic Committee. 

1~.2 Action arising 
The 'letberlands introduced three Resolutions dealing 
wnl1 spectal permit catches, proposed with Au:stria, 
Australia. France, Germany. Ireland. Monaco. Ne"' 
Zealand. UK and USA. and sub<;equemly jotned by S·pain 
Concerning the propched take by orway. it noted that no 
reviSions had been made to the original prognmme, but 
welcomed the fact that Norwav has decided not to issu•~ am 
DC\\ permit in 1995. lt believed that the objective!, are 
unachievable in any realistic ume frame in the Japa.nese 
Southem Hemisphere research proposal, but noted the 
auempts by Japoo to addre.s the concerns expressed b~ the 
Scientift<: Commiuee and ack.nov.ledged that the non· 
lethal methods for whale population 3S>CSSment had been 
\'Cf) valuable The ol:>)ectives of the Japanese North Pacific 
minke whale programme directly address questions of 
<ctentilic mtere t. but it considered that these could he 
equaUy well, if not better, be met by non-lethal methods, 
utilising the more than one thou'3nd stored sample~. and 
nt:\~ biop } <amples. The Resoluuons invited Norway to 
recoru.iderits programme for 199-1 and Japan to restructUre 
ats two programmes so that the research interest> are 
adequately addre:.sed with non-lethal means. 

Japan <!xpre~-.ed tts objection to this land of Resolution, 
whach doe!> not reflect what was discussed in the Scie1Mlfic 
Committee. There wru. no disagreement there on the 
research o r the effect of the catch~ in the Nonh Pacific, 
onh three '>Cienti ts raised the non-lethal means. while 
the~ was appreciation of the results: from the Southern 
Hemisphere. 

·o~"<ay put forward another Re!>Oiution on <cienufic 
permits h~ Japan forth~ take of minke whales in the 1\,onh 
Pacific. which endorsed the re' iew by the Scienufic 
Committee. 

1\e"" Zealand endo~ed the comments of the 
Netherlands and 'upponcd thO\C three Resolution~. h 
noted the critical minority statement on the Nonb P<tcific 
proposal and reiterated it> , ·iew that the essential rese·arch 
needs idenufied in aU three programmes can be conducted 
by non-lethal means. 

After a dtscussion on the order in which these 
Re<oluuons ~hould be taken. it was decided that although 
the three Rewlutiom bad been presented first in the 
meetim!. because the NoNecian Resolution had been 
'"bmiti"ed to the Secretariat before the others. it should 
ha\e precedence. 
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The 'l.etherland~ proposed an amendmenr 10 the 
Norwellian Re;olution. which "'ith a funher moJilicauon 
b) Japan. was adopred b) consensu' (AppendL'\ 9) 

The Resolution (Appeodi.' H)) introduced h) the 
Netherlands on tbe Japanese Nonh Paciliccatches was al<o 
adopted. noting the strong objection recorded by Japan 
because 1he research propo<al meetl' the objectives and 
gutdeline:- established. 

The next Resolution (AppendL\ II) on the J apancsc 
Southern Hemi>.pbere catches was ~imilarly :adopted. again 
notmg Japan's objection that it does not reflect the 
discushlon of the Scientific Committee nor the large 
amount of biolopcal knowledge accumul:tted 

The third Resolution on the 1'\oN<egian progr.tmme 
(Appendix 12) \>-ns. at the request of Norway seconded by 
Japan. put to the ,·ote "'hen it was adopt e.! "ith 18 votes m 
favour. with 13 agaillSl and o abstentions. 

15. ECOND V.'l:ER.....,ATIO AL DECADE OF 
CETACEAN RESEARCH 

LS. I Report of the Scientific Committee 
The Scieruilic Coiilllllttee revie"ed the repons from four 
studl!!!> "hich had been supported tn the IJC>t )""' the: IWCJ 
IOCR Southern Hemisphere mm~e "'hale ~,.:ssment 
cruise: the >tructure of lin whale population' Ill the Gull of 
St Lawrence and Wesr Greenland; Project YOl\AH and 
molecular genetic identification of sex and idcnllly among 
humpback whales in the Southern Ocean. 

Each of the proposal~ submined for con<idcration thts 
year was revicw~d by a Worl..mg Group on th~ ba'i" of ~~~ 
relevance to the objectives of the Scientific Committee and 
the work of tho! Commission. the scient ific quality of the 
p roject. its chances of succes.~. the competence of the 
p ropo>ers. the feasibihcy of the work schedule and the 
rea50nablen~ of the budget. The Sclenufic Commmce 
agreed that it <hould develop more specific gutdelint:l> 
c:oocerrung attendance of proposers. <IS>Ociate\ and 
cooperatoB during research proposal di!>CU.'o.ion~ .md that 
it should review its poliC) on eoostderation of research 
proposal- at next )ear's meetmg. It appointed an 
interse~onal Working Group to eunune tht~ maHer 
fun her 

The Southern Hemisphere miole whale: assessment 
cruise and three other propoloals \>ere fof"-.. rded by the 
Scientific Commtrtee to the Finance and Admini•>tratton 
Comminee with recommendatioa< tor funding. 

In the Plenary Japan emphasi5ed us commitment to 
re<;earch The Antarctic stocb had beeo depleted by 
overhunting b~ man) countri<:!. in the past. including 
NOJVo'<~)'. UK. Netherlands, USA. USSR as "'ell a.' Japan . 
These countries did not carrv out research no" and some 
criticised Japan for its efforts 

15.2 Action arising 
The Commission endon.ed the recommendations on 
rc:sc.arch from the Scientific Committee and conSidered the 
funding aspects under the Report of the Finance and 
Adminil.tr.ttion Committee. 

16. CONSERVATION OF WHALE STOCKS 

16.1 l«port or the Scientific Committee 
A Steering Group was established b) the Scientific 
Comminee last year to identil) a set of objective, for 
research on Southern Hemisphere blue whales and to 
tdcnufy indhidual5 who could cont:ribute to the 
development of a research proposal. An interse >ional 

meeting of the Steering Group W'h held in Tokyo m 
October l993. Three possible objective.. "'ere eon idered 
by the Scientific Comminee· (a) to refine estimates of 
.thundance in feeding area<>. (b) to deterrmne the 
distribution of breeding areas and '' hether animals that 
uulise a parllcular low latitude breedt.ng area utilise 
particular feeding areas in the Southern Ocean: and (c) to 
evaluate the potential for competition for krill between 
blue whales. other baleen whales and other high·le~el 
prcd<ttl)rs. 

A number ot research projects were tdentificd. some of 
whtclt are already in band In vie\\. of the difficulties 
aSMX:iatcd 1\ith esrimating b lue whale abundance. the 
Scientific Committee st:rongl)' recommended that the 
potential otacousocmethods for both detennining areas of 
blue" hale concentration and a.~mg thetr abundance be 
deterrruned.ll DOled the ~alUC Of the infonnation obtatned 
from the US Navy ·Whale.> 93' project and tlS future 
potential and strongly recommended that the lJSA ensures 
that this work is continued. 

The SCientific Committee also considered the results of 
analyses of IDCR cruL<;e data and agreed that as these 
crui;;es covered the major feeding grounds of blue "hales. 
the eo;llmate of 460 (95% 0 210-l,tiOO) repre.enb the best 
estimate of abundance available for Southern Hcnusphere 
true blue whales for the 1985186-L990191 cruises. 

Plam. for a Japanese sightingscrutSe for blue and Bryde's 
whales around the Solomon Islands in September and 
October tm were presented, covering an area where blue 
"hale<: ha,·e prevtously been seen. The cicntific 
Committee noted the relevance of this survey to its work. 
recommended that it be conducted and looked forward to 
receiving a report of the crwse. 

The M"gregation or blue and pygmy blue whales in the 
Sou them Hemisphere has been examined using available 
sightings data and catch records on the basis o r separation 
at55"S The Scientific Committee concurred with tbe view 
that an identification key for separating the t"o sub-species 
at sea be developed if possible. lnformatton on the fmal 
phi>."~: of pelagic exploitation of blue "bales in tbe 
Southern Hemisphere and the actual catches of p)'pny blue 
\\.hale< b) Japan and the USSR "ere re.-ie-.ed, indudmg 
catehe~ of over 9.000 p)'gm) blue "bales not pre,iously 
reported l>y the USSR during Lhe season~ l962/6>-1971n2. 

In the Plenary, the USA supponed the study on 
compeuuon for loJill so long as u does noL •n•ol•e lethal 
tallCl. It al~ ~rated th:al it "'ill make every effon to see that 
tbe "orl.. on the use of acousucs for determining areas of 
blue "hale concentration a nd their abundance is 
cominued. The UK confirmed that it tS funding a two-} ear 
project to anal>~ Discovery data to inv~tigate change. m 
feeding ecology and historical concentrations of blue and 
other large baleen whales m the Southern Ocean. 

Ausrralia and New Zealand. while supporllng such 
work. qut:stioned the pmcttcality ond financial implications 
of some of this research ghen the low number of sightings. 
Japan emphashcd its ini tiative in promoting these studies 
to encourage the recovery and protecuon of the large 
baleen whales.Jt might be necessary tost.op the passage of 
all \C$'Cb Within the habitau. and it thought it important 
that urgent international cooperation should be staned and 
funded b) the Commission. 

J6.2 Mechanism to 6naoce research programme 
The fmancial unphcauoa~ of an) programme were such 
that the Sciemific Commiuee agreed to bnng thiS maller 
back to the Commission for further guidance and 
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Chairman's Report of the Forty-Seventh Annual Meeting 

I. DATE AND PLACE 

The -17lh Annual Mee1ing of I he Commissoon "'a' held 111 
Dublin. Ireland. ~9 Ma)-2 J une 1995. allhc kind invitation 
of lh.e Go•emmem of Ireland. Dr P. Bridgewater IAtotralia) 
chaired lhe proceedings. 

l. RE PRE. E:"'TATIO~ 

Comnu>..~oonc,..,. ex pens and :ldv"'"'"' "ere present from J2 
of the -10 Contmcling Govemmem~ In ~dduion 1here were 
obsef\oers from 4 non-member government . H 
imergovcmmenlal orgamsa1ions and <J J non-go,ernmenta l 
orgamsations. 

3. ADDRESS OF WELCOM E 

An address of,velcome was govcn by ~r Michael D. Hoggins 
ID. Minister ior Arts. Cu lture amllhc Gaell3chl o n behalf nf 
the Govemmcm of Ireland. He spoke o f !he bmad conse nsus 
th31 il is in evcryone ·s imeres11hat1he grea1 whales and <mall 
cetaceans shou ld be consef\ed. and rec-alled their u•e for 
food. tool< and a' an in.<pira1ion for arti't' 111 all pans oi the 
world. Ireland has a long hi>to~ of whale u~c from 
strandings and d rives, and o f modem whahng which wa~ 
carried cot by orweg1an companies a1 the beginmng o f !hi< 
century Ireland now seek> to promo le conser"auon of"hale 
stock> becauo;e rhq have been severely dcplcled. and in 
1991 declared all the.- watc,..., in liS Exclusove Economic Zone 
a whale and dolphin sanctuaT) . Ye1 il recogni>cs the right of 
other nations " hich have depended on whales for 
general ions to fo llow !heir ('Uiruml traditioo5. while ~Ct'king 
to convmce 1hem of ils own po<~l ron . H~ wu;hed 1he 
Commission succes< in its work. 

-1. OPEI'L'IG STi\TE 1£NT 

Opcnmg staremcms frum member and no n-member 
govcmmcms and observer orgamsauons were Ji,lnbUicd as 
meeting documenls. 

5. ADOPTI01\ OF AG ENDA 

The provisiOnal agt'nda had been c ircula1ed (1() days 10 

advance of !he mee1in!!. Because Dr L Botba tSoulh Afncal 
wbo had been elected \ ' ice-Chairman last year was unable to 
anend 1hroue.h iUne>s. the Comm is,ioner for Ireland. Mr M. 
Cum). wa~- a~ked by the Commissioner> 10 chair 1he 
Techrucal Commince . II was also agreed to ad d hem 32. 
Elecuon of Vice-Chmrman. to the agenda. 

Mex1c o gave nom:e that i1 wu' prepanng a p-.lJlCr on the 
San lgnacoo La!lOOns to be d rscw.scd under Any Oiher 
Business. 

Japan referred 10 the c.ttensive Rcpon oflhe Workshop on 
Whale Killing Melhods and proposed tu de lete or combine 
Agenda Items 6.2 Ahema1i•es 10 the e lectriC lance a> a 
method ul -.econdary k.illing. wtlh hem 6.3 Use of electric 
lana.- as a method of killing whales. The K 1hough1 1b.~t the 

subs1ance of the i"'ll~ <hould be dLScus,t:d but saw no 
dilliculty on combinmg 6.2 w1tb the Repon o f the Workshop 
lllld re1aming 6.3. which wa' agreed . 

Nelherland< sugge 1ed me rging Item 122 Of"'cglall 
proposals for S hedule amendment>. w11h hem 1:2.3. Othe.t 
mailers when d iscussmg !he ReviSed ~tanagcmcnt S~heme. 
This wa• agreed and the ugenda was then ado p1cd a• 
modified. 

The Chamnan d rew allentoo n to the 1ime1able he proposed 
for di>cussion of !he age11da as n tlexible wodpbn for the 
meetin2 and mstruc:ted the Techmcal Com mince to consoder 
Agend; h~nlS 6, II ~nd 12. 

II. Hl:~IA.NE KJLLI:>IG 

6.1 Report or Working Group o n Whale Killing \1et hods 
and 

6.2 .o\lte rnatil·es to the electr ic lance as a method of 
secondar)' k.ill ing 
TI1e Cha1m1an of the Workshop on Whale Killing Me1hods. 
DrS. R1dg"'a~ 1 USA I. reviewed hi' repon for the Terhnical 
Comm1Uee a.- fo llows. 

Papc~ were presen1ed and d iscussed m the contexl o f the 
Wllrohop Agenda he ms dealmg with rhe methods on use 
and 1heir development. the assessment o f me.thods. rime~ 10 
death, re\lew and cvalua1ion of relevam daln. comparati'e 
analysis o f !he methods. and me1hods 01 secondary lalling. 

Modem scientific me1hods are available for onv~sugaung 
"bale ~illing mucb more dorcct l~ a; 11& been suggested in 
this and in previou~ workshops . Such d irect in•e~tigat10ns 
woll r<.·q uire con>~dembly greater resources than member 
eovcmmenl> have. so far. been prepared 10 provode. 
- ln the absence of data trom such direct mclhod>. 
ncvcnhcless. slo" bu1 u~ful progn:ss bas been made over 
the p:Li l 20 years. The training o f whnlers in anmomy and 
t:trgeting has been a very positive lolep and !he development 
o f the pemhme grenade was ccnainly a major step 
fof\vard. 

There can be ljule doubt !hal a pcnthri1e grenade of proper 
>i7c rel:uive 10 rhe whaJe,ize. delivered in10 the thllta\ m the 
VICmi!) o f the heart. which i>. relatively speaking. not far 
bebind the bram. n111 render the :tnun~l unconscious and 
imensible w11hm a fc-. m rlliseconds. whereas more 1han 100 
nu llisc.:onds are required for awareness of sensuuon to 
develop. TI1is can be referred to as ' IIlStantaneous· death. 

Scientbl• and tcchnologcll> (includmg whalers I worlung 
with whaling have presented some <lrong ind irecl evidence 
1hn1 .. majont~ uf "hnles are killed ' instantane ous!)· by 
grenade~ urrenllr U>ing penthrile dosages o f be1wcen 
I );-35g: hou,cver. others a1 the Work,hop have questio ned 
the rel inhtlitv of this indlfeCI evidence. 

The ,izc a'nd precise targeting of the pcnthme grenade are 
c ritical. To minimise dan_gl!r 10 whalers. 1hc lowest dosage of 
penthrite consistent with rap id insensibility \before 
a warencs' o f scnsa1ion can develop I of 1he v. bale musr !J., 
u...cd. D1rec1 •tudic; of a few "hales " ould help to set this 
dosage of pcnthrite requ ired a.' 1he primary ki lling me1hod 

In tho; Wo rltshop. the nlaJOr debale focus~ on secondary 
ki lline method~ u~ecl in ca_o;e, when 1h~ "'ha len. considered 
1hat ~~hales "'ere no t immed oately killed. There was 
C'Onsiderablc oppo otion to e leruocuuon as a secondary 
killing me lhod. with an ellpressed prelerence for the rifle. 
Japanc.e s.:icntist.s <trongl) defended the e ffecth cn ess o f 
their electric lance method and pomled ou1 thai m any ~e 
1he rille could not be used under Japanese law, 

Because o f the shon.1ge of time. an <1J hv..- Working Group 
dealt with >pecific recommendauons for future research. 
Thos group reponed 1\A. O major objectives. g1ven lxlow. 

I I J Ellamin;uion uf lr.luma :uod i1.- consequem:es. caused by 
harpoons and olher dev1ces used 10 capture "'hales. and 
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Sanctuary was no1 proposed for sctenufic rea.-.oru.. and for 
lhl!.e reasons had not panictpated m the vote la.<;t year. 

Dominica had always been worrted b; the CommtSst n 
rushing 10 a fi nal position without adequate!) addre,,mg all 
the fuctors on an issue. It suppon ed l.he reques1 10 lea' e 1he 
mauer open for funher discus;;ion. 

On resuming. ew Zealand commenlt>d that lhe 
Commission llad reached a bindmg dcctsion by ils vole ht-1 
year. 10 \\hich only one government had objected (lo the 
inclusion of one species). and the onl) remedy now for :IJI) 

government who believes that dectsion was wrong is to 
propose another Schedule :unendmen1. It therefore mo' ed. 
under Rule of Procedure C2(b). that debate on thb , UbJeCI 
be adjourned. l1lli. was seconded b~ lonaco. Ireland. 
Oman. France and Finland. and the discusston therefore 
ended. 

Jap:m and St Vincent and the Grell:ldines. commented !hal 
once again the majonty was pre,enung dtScus,ion and 
consideration of a senous que;;tion thai had been rabed 

13.3 Action o n recommendations and 
13.4 Action arising 
The USA proposed thai lhe Sctcnlific Committee >hould be 
l'ftjuested to examine the question of re=h m 1he 
Sanctuary and as a maller of priom) develop a programme 
for non·lethal re,carch. ThlS view was 'ihared by lodta 
AUSlralia echoed these remarks and referred to it' O\\ n 
allocation of funds for a major ne\\ programme of research 
monitoring and management in the Sanctuary wh1ch w1ll 
allow it to develop and paructpate in .:ooper.u ivc 
inremauonal programmes. It also suggest.:d tltar the 
Scientific Comrnmee had a close look. m a paper tabled b) 
Japan on types of re'iearch programmes needed for pan1cular 
iss~. 

Jap:m appreciated lbi~ commenl. and ' uggested thai 
Rec.ommendalions 3, 7 and 9 (options for the geogrophical 
boundarit:$) from orfolk Island ~hould be looked at b} the 
Scientific Comminee. as well as the objecthes and .um.> of 
the Sanetuat) . The Chairman of the Comnu~sion and the 
Chairman of lhe Scientific Comrninec both thought the Iauer 
was more a 1asi. for the Commission itself. on "hich the 
Sc1entific Comm111ee could develop rese:rrch programmes. a 
VIeW shared by St Vincent aod 1he Grenadines. The USA 
agreed that the Scientific Comminee should sttmulatc and 
coordinate research. such as the blue whale programme and 
the workshops on environmental threats alread~ underway. 
AustroJja encouraged countries repre>ented in the SCJenufic 
Comm1ttcc 10 come prepared for this di.cussion In response 
10 a funher intervention from Japan. the Chauman ol the 
Commisston recalled that one of the objeCti ve~ of 1he 
Sancluary had been articulated as research and monuoring of 
highly depleted populalions. 

India sugge>ted seeking help from I he IUCN Comrmssion 
em Protected Areas. and the Secretary w~ asked to 
communicate wtlh them 10 see 1f they could add anytlung 10 
lbe discussion . while Japan identified GLOBEC and 
CCAMLR as appropriate organisauons for rnform:uion and 
collaboration. 

At a Ia1er >ess1on Australia introduced a Re.soluuon 
to-sponsored b~ Br;uJ I, Chile, France. German}. Monaco. 
Netherlands. New Zealand, Oman. Rus•ian Federauon. 
South Africa. pain . USA and UK. It was concerned aboul 
lbe continuing research bemg conducted under spec1al 
penni! pani ularly in sanctuaries. Au5l.rnlia h:ul rcmmded 
JljXIJl of the preference of lhe IWC 10 use non· lclhal 
rechniq~. and 11 was deep!) concerned about the increa.e 
m c:uch and area proposed and the conunualion of such a 

~ignificanl programme of killing in a destgnaled sanctuary 
area. 

India and Austria expressed their >uppon aod Swi!Zerland 
, uggested taking a cleclsion by consensus, bul Japan thought 
il \\-Ould prohibu measures necessary to provide data and 
mforrnation for bener management and monitoring of the 
Southern Ocean :utd so opposed. Be<:au~c rt wa~ an 
tmportant pnnc1ple. :-lorway called for a vote. 

Japan propo"\Cd an amendment. lO add ·where pracucal 
and pos:.ible · 1o I he operative paragraph. and thiS was 
;,cconded by S1 Lucm and orway. but defea ted by 7 vrnes 10 

favour. :!0 agains1 with 4 abstentions. Tite original 
Re<;Olulion (;,hown in AppendJx 9) was then adopted "'ith 23 
votes 111 favour. "'ith 7 against and I ab tcnlion. 

Mc:uco stated thai 11 voted in favour because it , upponed 
lhe sptnt of 1he proposal to avoid unnecessary killing. bul Its 
sctenll'L' have not fmmd enough evtdence 10 assure lhal 
neeeso.d.f) reo;earch can be full} conducted "ith non·lelhal 
mean:-.. 

Japan ltllruduced a Re.olution on legal maners related to 
the adop11011 of the Southern Ocean Sanctuary and. a$ 
recommended b) the . orfolk Is land Workmg Group on the 
San tuary. MJught to clarify the legal is-ues raised by 
n:que,ung the SecreUII)" to refer the matter 10 relevanr 
internnuonal legal institutions. While recognJ.>ing the doubts 
o f some countn es on lhe legal basis for the de is1on. the 
Kethcrlanlli though! 11 \\ould be 'ery 5U11Jlge having 1al..en 
the deci>ton for the IWC to submilll to another organi>ation 
for legal rev1cw Chile also opposed 1hc Re<;Oiulion and 
though!. a~ Ne\\ Zealand had stated earlrer. lhat any change 
should be by amendment of the Schedule. Mex.1co believed 
the Comm1s~ion approved the SancLUary a cording 10 the 
Rule. of Procedure as 1he "Lil of the contrncling pan1es. 11 
also found inconsL~h:nc1cs in I he proposal and though! a vote 
1~ou ld not >ct a good precedent. France. for the reasons 
advanced b) the three previous speakers. moved 10 close the 
debalc under Rule of Debate C.2(cJ. Mex1co aod the IJSA 
seconded th1~ morion. Discussion bell'~en the Rus ian 
Feder.uron. :-!oN a} and France clarified that lhe mtem was 
10 close the 1s~ue with no further action. There wa.~ no 
oppo, ition 10 1his motion and the Chatrntan ruled lhat the 
t ~5ue >hould rem:un on the Agenda and be dtscussed a1 the 
next Annu,ll Mectmg. a decision \\ h1ch Japan appreciated. 

U . AI)OP'TIO~ O f REPORT O F T H E TECH NICAL 
COM tiTfEE 

The Techmcal Comminee mel under lhe Chamnansh1p of 
Mr M. C:lJIJI)' ( Ireland) and cons idered Agenda hems 6. I I 
and 12. II ad•Jpled i~ own repon before 1hese mailers "'ere 
cons idered in the Plenary, which lhen fon nally adopted the 
repon. 

15. SCIEYITFIC PF.RMITS 

IS. I Repor t of the Scient ific Committee 
l..'ll>t year. the cJeoufic Commiuee had noted the difficuhies 
n had m JlTO' iding adequale advtce on the effects on sloe~ 
of >eJcnu fic pcnm1 catches. hs advice has u ually tnken lhe 
tonn I hal the take of x whales for a shon pcnod "'ould ha,•e 
li ttle effect on the status of the stock: bo"evcr. the effec1 of 
a ~rn:ll l lake for a shon period will ah•ays be negligtble. It 
agreed that a fuller discussion >hould take place thi> year. A 
\Vork1ng Group "as established 1o draft guide lmes for 
pr01 1dmg advice to the Con1m1ssion. Comments were made 
b) 'lOme memben; late m the mee1ing dunng lhc dtscus,ton 
of the repon . The Scientific Commiuee agreed I hat all hough 
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some progress bas been made. the ma1rcr required further 
cons1demtion nexl )eat. 

In 1he Comm1ssion. Jap:lfl commented on tbe lac~ oi 
consensus because 1hree members had lhought I he approoch 
Jakcn wa~ an !he fonn of a managemem procedure. bUI 
Australia s hared !he concern e~pre~~d by 1ho.e membcl"i. 

Results from t'.ttstmg pn-nrus 
The Sc1enufic Comminee rece1ved seven documem from 
Japan relaled 10 the analyses of II> -;cienlific programme in 
the Antarctic (JARPA). lllese v.ere di~ussed. and !he 
Comminee a lso drew the Commi<'<ion's anemion 10 il~ 

prev101il> diScus 10ns of thi< proposal. and 1he lack of 1imt> 
available :u Annual Mcelings to d iscu<S tbe re<ul!S o f 1he 
JARPA programme. 

Repons on the first cru1se of the Japanese fe~ibili1~ stuJ~ 
under specia l pennit in 1he ortb Pacific in 1994 and the 
results obtained were c011<idered b~ 1hc Sc ientific 
Committee. The number of whales arnpled. 21 ioslead of 
!he 100 planned. wa< the result uf abnormally poor wealhcr 
condi1ions. Sample\ were collectcJ for geneuc. 
rnorpholog1cal. poll man! and para>ito log1cal analy~. and a 
ighting< survey " as al<o carried oul. 

Results from the now comple1ed 1992-1 99~ orweg1an 
programme. parricularl) those related to food and feeding. 
we re presented and the emphasi on th~ role ot m inke whale~ 
in the ecoo;ystem was noted. 

Re•·il'w of new or re~·isetl permits 
11le 1!195/96 programme by Japan 111 1hc Antarcuc is largely 
a continuation of the earher programme but " 'ilh two maJor 
changes- the addmon of another obje.:uve, the eludda1ion 
of the effects of environmental change on cetaceans. m 
response to the Comumsion'; Resoluuons on the 
environmenl and poiiUiion: and the exlens ion of the =eruch 
area to the west for one year on I~ a1llus stage and an increa>e 
of 100±10% minke whales. 10 c lanfy the problems of stod . 
strUcture thai had come 10 liglu when cxamming the data 
from previous years. The Scientific Commince agreed thai a 
more lhorougb review of Jhe programme and 11m the data 
accumulating would be valuable and should be under1akcn. 
and a SJcering Group was e~tabl i;hed to dete rmine the 
featur~ of such a revic-.. The e1em ific Committee 
endorsed tts repor1 and the proposal for an mtersess1on~•l 

Working Group. 
ln the Commi~sion. !he USA ca lled upon Japan to refr«~n 

from wlden akmg the new e lemem unul the proposed rev1e"' 
is c.ompleled. :md to adhere to the ,piril and mtent of !he 
Sanctuary. II also cx:pre.<sed Its n:sen at ion aboul the 
continuation of Japan ·s , o rth Pac ific programme. belie vmg 
thai the stock identificauon obJeclives could be 
accomplished by non-lelha l mean.,. The UK. 1'\eJherlarnh 
arul Australia all as.ociated them~e l,es w1tll this staJemcnL 
New Zealand emphastSCd tb:u tbe mfonnation necessal) for 
manage.mem and conserva1ion can be obtained b) non· lelhal 
tecllniques, and 11 was panicularly concerned a1 !he proposal 
to increase the catch m the Sanctuary. I he ..ccne of 1he " 'orst 
excesse• of commercial whaling. lnd1a sh3te<l this view. and 
France. Austria. Chile. Germanv. Brazil. Oman. 
Switzerland. Sweden. Spain. Sou!h Africa. S1 Lucia and 
MonllCO associated lhem,clve~ with the previous 
~taremcnts. 

Japan welcomed the propo~11 10 review us s pecial permit 
progromrm:, noting comments in the Scientific Committee 
on the high quali1y of the work. Elucidation of the Amarc1ic 

ecosy~tem and minke whale stock struc ture and bio logy are 
cs...enrial contribution~ to >etcnce of the Soutbe rn 0cedll. bul 
il recognised tbe financial constramls in the Commts 10n. It 
"-OOid be prepared to h&.,t such a Working Group. It would 
be pleased if non· lethal method.' could mee1 !he aims of us 
programme. which " ere re~ilslic and necessary. 

St Lucia questioned if it is poss1ble to 1denttfy stocks by 
non-lethal means. and lhought that <nme srudies sull requtrc 
lctiJal methods. A document lisJing various studies and !he 
available research techniques wa· referred 10 the Scientific 
Comminee for comment next year. 

15.1 Action ar ising 
The UK. on behalf ot Australia. BrJz.il. France. etherland>. 
"'ew Zealand. Oman. South Afnca and the USA. introduced 
a Rc<olution on wha lmg under special permit. Th1s d 1d not 
affec1 !he <overeign nghl of governments 10 i!>Sue penruJ.s. 
bu1 ghen the developments in non-lethal research. It 
replat:es the Resolullon.~ o f 1986 and I 987 on the evalua!lon 
of )'cnnit propo.al~ h~ !he Sc1enufic Committee. Research 
mtendcd to assist lht> Comprehcmivc Asse~sment or 
unplemcntalion oflhe RMP s hould only be conducted us mg 
non· lethal methods. and lethal methods s hould on I> be used 
in exceptional c~rcum!>lances to address cri ticall~ impon am 
que<tions. 11le Scicmific Committee is reque>ted lo 
undcr1ake a thorough appraisal of a ll exbling programmes in 
the light of 1he recommendauon on non- lethal research. and 
to ens ure all future programmes are appmised in the same 
light and have clearly defined objecnve;; rela1ed to idemified 
research need<. are l ikely 10 be mel. and there are noo ·lethal 
ahem alives. 

Finland asked what excepnonal Circums tances might lead 
1<> the u.<e of lethal methc:xis. anJ the UK thought it difficuh 
to preJud~ wbat a Contracn ng Government or the Scientific 
Comminee might de ide. 

The Russian Fedemlion proposed a number of editorial 
improvemenls to the text which we~ accepted by the 
spon;ors. 

t Vincent and !he Grenadine~ believed this wa, a moral 
quc~tion, not a <e1ent ific one. wh1ch mode whales special 
creature-~ not ro be swdieJ by ~illing. h wondered if 1he 
Comm ission could resolve th1s commdiclion. In response. 
India poimed out that it only carries oo1 non·lethul research 
on it' population~ of tiger;, e lephants, lions and rhino,. St 
Lu ia commem¢d on !he use of language which wa;, not 
quanntaJi,·e. such as cetaceans/whales. exceptional 
Circumstances. cnticnlly imponam i.soes. which could be 
mterpreted differemly. Mex.tco. while in favour o f the 
Re'>Oiution. looked for further considera1ion of the lethal 
versus non-lethal research i<sue. Donnnica suppor1ed 1.he 
view<ofSt Vincent and !he Grenadines and Mexico. llle K 
clanfiw that the reque>t to the Sciemific Committee is wilh 
rco;pcct only to special po:nn1t programmes. 

TIJC ResoiUJion. shown 1n Append i.>. I 0. was tben ado pled 
with 23 votes in fa, our. 5 agamsl :md 2 abstenuons. 

Japan inJioduced a Resolut1on. co· sponsored b~ orway. 
on further researd 1 needs rele\'Wll to bolh Agenda hems 15 
and 16. Because ew Zealand IS <trongly opposed to lethal 
~arch i1 moved a number of amendmcnls to avo1d MY 
suggestion of endorscmcm of pa~l lethal research and to 
make clear thai any fUJurc research is conducted enurely by 
non-lethal means. II belie~es that developments in gcncllcs 
anJ DNA techniques. use of dead animals from other causes. 
pho to-identification. sighung~ survey' and previou.' catch 
h1stones give no JUStification for any kill ing o f whale~ lo 
gam vital sciemific mfonnation. Ch1le seconded these 
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ch.m,ge'-. ., .. hi~.-·h .... ere ~~l .. o ~urr·,:,rtcd bJ A u ... tr.tlt • .l .mJ ttte 
L J\.. bm J.tpdli " nn .... !tlered them ... u ... ~h , uh,t:tnt l\ r: 
amencunl'nh a~ lO t~ .1 nl"\\ pr p<'..,.tl. ;: ' tt."\ \ , har..:d h~ 
:'\on' a}-

Denm..u-k heiJ 1hc op[mon lhJI l~rh>l rc'c.m:h , h,,uid b..: 
,l \ n icled tn ~ SJnt. fU:.tf) bul \\ d~ no ! gencmJ I ~ oppo,~.!d 10 1ht."" 
po--•billly o l ' c knufit ' h.tlmg r(, nvlla e .md '" hnd 
proolelll:) \\ ilt1 ~ ~th the.: nn gmal an I a mended ll' '-" · St Lun ..1 
a'""~d u moJcrr1 tt.:(:hnolng: fo.'oukl determine ~•,gr: ll -.c>.u.1l 
matunt) o r prep Mn ~ ra te \\ uho ul e.'<.lm inmg rh .. · \' h· , k· 
boJ\ 

Tht Chnmnan nded 1ha1 the p; P<'' "d chonf!<'' "~rr .ill 

:unendm enr .•. , luch " " ' >UpJXm ed h) BrdZJl and Fml.J.lld. anJ 
·., a, rulind \\as upheld \ JII hetng putt~) 1h< ute . \\ l ib 2) q _,tc-. 
·n f3vo ur. 4 agaan")l .md -l ah~ lenllull';;. \1e \ tc. u c xplatn.ecl il~ 

ab ... t;:ntlon be- all'-C the.- o rig mJI -.ponsur' \.·r,n..., tJ l:rcJ t h~ 

.unendm<..-.111~ 'ub ... r anu:ill ~ ch3ngcd .:.nJ r~tll CHunrcr (0 thetr 

I'"'I''" JI 
S" llzerlanJ 'Ugfe'l~d lh;tl fe>e~rch ~1111re l~ 1:>~ OIJn-leih;,l 

me,tns '' .~ nut pos<tble lor ~xampl: IC> , rutl) the dl~t·r- o l 
poHutant~ on · rllc·mal vrgan .... . anJ ,ugg<:~tc-d the phrJ~c 
'~ hen~' er po:')"lhk •. Tb1~ :tmt.: ndrn;:-m "' ._~, ~~con1ed h) t 

Vincent and the Grenad ine , .wd 'uppuned b) St Lucia. 
\~1' 11(" O man totmd thh wqrdmg confu...,mg Th.i!t l ..t.n~u;.tge 
~'a ... not ado p ted . rece i\ tng 11 \o o tl.?'- tn t ~t\·our. 11 ..again'' 
\ ... 11:1 f'l :~.b ... renuon-. 

b pdn the n \\lrhtlr,·" the ong111al pn>f'<h3l " hic h 
h.·r:mnJ ted lhe u ... ·b :tl\! 

lb. SECO!'oD 1\ -rER.\ A'nO\ AL DECADE OF 
CETACEA, RESEARCH 

lb. I Report uf the Scient ilic Commi11e.· 
R t> 'd(H' of pro~ I £'S\ a f 1/r( t llh' vi the 5t. t.und Da atft 

The Snrouric Commlli<'<" h;~d tne benefit o i a pap,:r prcparl.'d 
b: 1hc.: St:' n' tai) re\ IC\\ mg 1 ht: t '\\ l ' dcc~tJc, o f cd:JC\.·.;.w 
re~~U'\ h nu~ Stan t"J 1!1 ) 9"75 i.b ,1 re~p.._)lh(' l ( ' I he C:'IJJ ft)f .J 

:en '. c.· .~r mor~tonum on cornmerc ra l \t hJJim! b\ lh.:: U~ 
Coni·_,r,·r.ce on the Human l::.n' mmrnem h IJ Tn St••:\,ho lm 
t!l (9-;2_ The- S~.: renri ftc Curnmmee haJ f("CommcnJ cd ,1 

dec.:.trl~ or r nh!'O~I fied n ... ~ea.f'C'h on t.t.:l~iCI.!<..tlb. p~tJ.t(~l•l arl ) on 
problem, re te' ant 10 thctr con-~rvdUOn. anJ h.tJ u ra'"" up 
:!mhio~·u.., plan ... lOr '-Orld 4 '.'• ltle rr .... carch. l11 the ah .. <!mx o f 
th~ 'u~'''lllua l !undmg c.a lkd for from th~ Comml" to n or 
out~t lt.k· .... ourrc~ . .1 number ul prion1~ prvg.tmn"e~ v.ere 
•uppnrccd :mJ e arned thn>ugh 111 the fu lliJwmg )cJI"'>. 

The II)CR pru~r.unme '"" -ut-n1111 ·d !O t h~ 
F.'\0 /AC\IRR B<rg<-n C,m,u l !auon in 1'17FJ and 
•onsulidat-:d into a broJder progrnmm~ I marme lllflllllll.tl 
l'C'-~ar .• :h. bultlw IDCK t'ot \o:-cpl a~ ong.Jnal l~ pm f<.··rw:.trd '~> a-. 

nc•er full:. rellh ed be au'~ oi !he latlur~ 10 oht.nn th~ nt:IJ" ' 
(undm~ I'Cljui r.:J . TI1e -.mgk mo~l etT~: I I' c pn_)g r.unn tt· 
uodena~t'n ,.. a; undoubtcdlj the ,~ fie, o f South<-m 
Hemisphao:> min!...(' \ .. hale- as~e~'menl cruJ,, .... , In addit1on. 
iod1vidu.al r~ ... e:trch .ICtlviur:-. o n :t:la:;.>: .lrL.., \\ t.!re undertaken. 
a.nJ l·ull.lblli.Uiu~ plrulmng ttnd re ... carch \\ ere- .stUll tJJmcd. 

A scconJ J.:-cadc-. Ulltliltl!d m l 4 '}.:\ . be ame- clo .... d ) bowtd 
up With ,.,,. Fr\0/U EP G lob.tl Pl.m 01 A., uo n for the 
Coos..!natum. ~tan,t~cmem dnd L'Li li sa~1nn t.' f ~lannc: 

Mammal,_ TI1e 1\\'C ;,ndo r,ed anJ ,..a_, exrwc-ted to ta~c th,
lc::od role Ill unrtcmcu ling the t lacean <umpon~lll PI lk 
plan. tou t til<' mone: on~mal ly anuc-1p:ued J iJ 1101 
I!Ullen:.Ji,c _ \\'ith 1he .:hangmg tocu' o f pt io n t ie , m th~ 1\I'C. 
~ secu11J J e<:!dc in luJ ed "url J >,OCI:th.:d " ith the 
Re\'i.s.ed ~1e~nagemenr Pro(edun:· und the C(\mpre-hl"lb iVe 

.~s~t:'!>.,mrn l o f \\ nah: '- locks. uu: luc.iutg gen~ 1 1 .. Jdennfi(:Jl!On 
and a hunJJnce ut ... tU('k.!t fnOL1b l~. in 1he l.tuer ('.•lcg,,r)' 
l'\ tnlllluaua n o t lht: 'cJi!!, o f ctn:umpabr AnLl!t'lic minlc· 
v .. •h=-rl,· -...t ~hl tni! ' l fU !~'S1. 

Th~ S~<rcl~r' haJ toll lud<:.J lh31 the onginal con.:ep1 o l 
th~ IDCR t .nlC'l"ificd rc.;•.,carch on etacc311S hao; OC\er b~e-n 
.Jchie .. cd u \ {!' f. the: I\"'• ' dec:1Ue, . ·nus. .,~ l .,:, d lh: to the faaluro= t l' 
ann u.: t 'I Ui fiCJ~nl tund~ !rom the 1\\-C. member l.!o\ t.'ntm~o·nh 
<' r U:--J-fl"kned txxhe..., 10 C' .. lTT) out more than the-moq urgem 
t'r ~tttr..t{"U\ ~;..· prngrumm~~ 

The Sc 1e nufic Commute~ 'flelll a con •dcmbk ume 
th .,..::us\mg rhe n~t:d or olhcn \ ' ' e for ~' llnrd IDCR . 
pa:-11\.· u la rl ~ ln tit? u )lli C\.t til the ·~r,md d ~: ign· 0r1g ina 1J ~ 

en\11, .. tgt:d m 197.::, _ 11 r":C;.!ml! c l~.tr thai dll) <.fi,Ctb."'l ion C'lt t h~: 

nc:-:,1 f<'l ~~ ne-"" bro.td re .... c:m.:h prog:ranun..: rc~mred ~1 rt"\ ie~.\ 
,) f ill~ p re._,ent "''~.1n:h priorit'e' ,)f th<' Commm~~. n"' had 
.d .. p Xcn rec.",Hn ml'nJ..:d b~ thl"" mrer'C'\Sion.31 gn-,up 
1!:-.tabh-.hed , ... , 011'\Jder the rcvt<."\\ ol r~-.c:u ch pro pu.-.al-. . 
Jescribed bck·w .:\ numbt.'r ot p•"rnr... were r.u c;;;.-d d un ng the 
d l'-t"u -. .... in n. II \ 'w!l.., l lcar lh:!l fu nd rn!! h .~t.i ~en j m a jt)f f:1: n nr 
i11 1hc hi,tuf) ttl IOCR .tncl l h~llhi; " 'l ' .1 lactor ~~ ·ond the 
s,•tt.•nufil." CO!HHlJtlee . ' cn n ln ll. Soml" m c mbl'f, COiltln e ntt."'li 

th J I ~e·. (· r:.t lt J i l he nt?v. pnon t1e ... n-t l hC' ctenniiC' Commin~c.:: 
required <.:uJiaho r .. u ron y. ilh oth~r organtlo!a rtoru, . n_, fnr 
e '-'-un plc ErTec1s PI Ennrnmuent:tl Ch:.ngc on Cetac~.ms': 

and thdt t h__i, \\ Ottld l urm ;..m 1 ncrt:~mgl ~ important pan of 
the iemifi<- C mminer ·, •.w rL 

O the r m~mht.·~ nntt'd thai J lmo~r a ll l)i thr pnort i Jc~ h.Jr 
re-,e3rch rc4 u tred the- Cl l'nll fic Commn1ee 10 p ro ' tde ad' 1 !,;" 

on the 'tntu~ ot cct:tcenn to... k:--. \\ hell1e- r \~hen provu1mg 
ad\. Jl:e nn dtn.·:t ot tndircct remo\ ab t abvn gmJL 
C'Ornmerc•a.l -c ie uull penn11. mc tdemJ I • .tplllrel. or " ' mr m 
ltl cn lb hor4t\1\t" ~tud1e .... lor c "<amp!t.' PH the rok o l <."t•t:n.:ean' 

' " the ecu~~ ' 'em. 
The- S~.;rcnutic Comm11tt.~ reC'og_m.;c-d th.u th~: tcnn 

' IOCR h:tJ recrnu~ large !~ ') non~ mnu ... .. ,itb u-. tllaJOr 
nn~v1ng. prOJC"c.:L tile outt1en1 l temisph,·r..: min~e \\ hdh: 
:l."''t.""' ... mcm cnH\c , _ dnd '-" a-. mrel~ co lbidered m rhe lint.(!''< I 
<•l the man1 ,rn.11le r pm 1c< 1> 1ha1 h•d he~n fund<d uJtdcr as 
umbre ll:>. 

So me mcm bel'. vf thf' S.:tenllri Commme<' belie' t d 11 
"'as appropnatc. g1 ' en the.: recc..: m t ha..rtge-. 1n pril\ntlc-. to 
de\t-lnp a m:v. p;ogranune ot rc~earch WILh 3 n~\\ name The 
Commmee n:~t..:ht.>J n«• 11rrn con lu-.ion' on the 
rr..: >pon, lh!l lt ll.:-. .. tnd o b,J\.'('lt' e'. taktng mtu account 1h~ recem 
dl:m,ge~ tn rnonue~ . but ~t :;n:-:'U 1hnt 1he m;sncr 'hould IX" 
pl..tced on l h~ A g'elhi.J ut lb m~c>lmg m.".ta .' ea r 

I n th,· Comm1--1<>n. Jap3n reca lkd th~ on gm' o f t he IDC R 
pro~r.unln~ anJ the: early o rj"hh l ti<Hl b: OrnC Of l he" membe~ 
o l the Com rni ''lliO to the }-\ntarc tl~ s1g h11ngs ... ur, ey' .Jnd 
then re:-.ult ... It poillit."J uui th~ ldrge ~itl.: hes r.1!-: ~·n b~ man) 
no.~tmn:-. in L.":.trl!er )''-"·H' :.;nd calkd for grem\:!r uuemannnal 
<CJo')(X"r.tt Jt•H 10 eluctd.ll!ng tht.· ·\nt.l rcll..: eco"'~ stern 

Rt'\/t"H pro< r dure t or· pn·po'ials - rcp(Jil ,.:if J'lft p;c_\ 5ion!ll 
l ,~rrt. l(UWtft n, ~,. ~rvup 

A-. .:1 n>uh of diffi uluc ... rhar arO't' l :'h l ~e.u . th~ l"'tentl fil· 
C omm ittee had :.J~rct:d that ir ' hvuld f.('\ 1:\i. u;.; pollt.~~ on 
c on,td c·r..HJtln of rr .. ean·h p1·(~pCl ..... 1t.., ;.tnd haJ ~ .... t:lbli, hc:·J an 
mt ... ·rxc ..... ional corrr~pondt.·n ct: ~ruup to e '\amme thi , rn:.nrer 
Hutht:r. TI1i:." n:pon o f tht" lfllCT:!oes .... lona1 group. \\l lh lht: 
n mun('niS trPm the SLtc-nu fi..: Comnu!IO!. del ~likd J r t"\ j,ed 
procedure for the r~' te o;. 01 l'"'' l'<"a!, . 111dudmg th~ 
\!StJ.bfi..,hmt<ru of rtn mtcr~e::t'- IOnal gr0 up 

The- n enufi Cvmmmr~ <:.nd r<ed t h~ repon 411~ 11.> 
rN·onunenJ:uio• •~. As an uu~rim me~ul< . it :lgiTed 1h ..~ 1 a t 
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56. Chairman’s Report of the Forty-Eighth Annual Meeting, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 47, 
1997, pp. 17, 37-39

REP L'IIT WHAL COMMN ~~. 1991 

Chairman's Report of the Forty-Eighth Annual Meeting 

I. D.-\TF. A!'m PLACE 

The ~8th Annu~l Meellnl! of the Comml.,sio n wu~ held in 
Aberdeen. UK. 2+-28 Ju~ 19% llll<kr the Chat=~htp o f 
Dr P. Bndgewater (Australull II was anendt.>d by 
Commtsstoners. ex.pens .md adVIsers from 30 of the 39 
Conrrncung Govemmenls. Observer;, from 5 non-member 
go"emmenrs. 7 mrcrgovcm menral or~•misatwru. and 92 
non-governmenl.al orgamsaltons u.crc also ~nr. 

2. OP[, 11\G ST A TE:\1F.:"-IS 

Openmg statements by member and non-member 
l!O\em menrs 3J'Id obse~er orgaru;,alions "ere drstnhuted in 
;linen fonn as meeting doc~meots 

J. ADOfYnO~ OF AGENDA 

The pro,•isronal agenda circul3!ed 60 day, in adv!lllce o f !he 
meettng '-"<15 adopted. 

The Chainnan drew aaenuon 10 rhe ltmerable he propo!.<!d 
for di'i<.'U<Ston of rhe agenda and instruC~cd the Techmcal 
Commiuee to c01l£1dc r Agenda hems 4. 5 and 6 under its 
Chainr.• n. Mr M. Canny (Ireland). 

~- HUMANE KfLLJ G 

4.1 Schedule am endment o n the electric lance 
ln the Tcchmcal Commme ... New Zealand pre,~n red 11 p.1per 
b~ Professor Blackmore and collea~ues based on -..ork 
origm:.lly de\'eloped to deal wtth •trandcd -..hales. 'le"' 
Zealand explained th:u PmfcSM>r Blackmore "a.' unable to 
artend rhe meeting ro prescnl hts paper be a115e of til !l<alth. 
The Technical Commiuec asked rhe ="'""' Z!al:u!d 
delegarion to .:on\'e) tiS besr "ishes and grautude 10 
Profeswr Blackmore for all the '"'ork he had done. 

Following r.he 1995 Worksho p on Whale Killing M~thod>. 
funher expenment> on dead whllle' demon<olr.llc<l that tbe 
amounl of electncuy !hat mtghl re.ach lhe hean and bram of 
li-e '-"Mies exposed ro electric lances "a< less than r,..,, 
thought. FU11hcrmore. the resi~ri\ uy (restsrance ro 
elecrriwyl of nssue<; deneases u. irh rime post-monem. and 
rhu,. the l3ncc LS even less eHccuve than previo U>Iy 
suggested. The paper no red tharthere 15 no e1 idence thai rhe 
r lecnic lance is e ffective in inducmg tmmediale .md 
pennanenr mS<:nsibility . The conclu.,io n ' ru. drown thai !he 
lance ts n01 an effet:tive secondary kilhng merhod and "' 
hltely 10 c ause c ' tra pam 3nd suffering 10 an al read) 
di~tres'>ed ammal. 

New Zealand nuted thai both this paper and the papt•r 
presented to rhe 1995 Workshop on Wbak Killmg Merhods 
h:ld been peer-revtewed and accepred for pubhC'ation tn '"'" 
prestigious sctcntific journals. Ne" Zealand e'pre,sed its 
regret thnr a \'Ole o n a Schedule amendment 10 bao the 
electnc lance appeared ro be neces~. since u wo uld pre fer 
to -.ee a 'oluntary phase-<Jut of it.; u..<e. 

Professor Walloe (No rway! presemed a paper which 
analysed rimes to death of aJJ the 891 whale' ~r iled rn 
hpanese whaling operations d uring the last rwo ye~. This 
demor~.~traled thai the e lectric lance is quicker and more 
efficient than the cold ho.rpoon a.• 3 ~ecoodary killing 
merhod. with medtan times after the applicauon of !be 

'econd~ method of -10 M:Co nd£ compared 10 4.7 mmures. 
There appears 10 be .1.11 incon~i,tcnc~ bcrween the theoretical 
approach of Profeswr Bla kmo re and the fidd observation~ 
whtch show that the lance does cause rnprd deJ ih. It " 'as 
suggt.·sted t.haa the clectnc: current could cause imm~dtalc 
insensibilily, but thai thiS ts sull an ..:tpen question 

Nor-..egtan experience mdu:ates !halt he use of nfles could 
be preferable ... , a secondary method. but thm a fc-.lSibili[} 
srudv 1s needed. 

J~p.m. tn pres..ming four documents. rcllern~d 11 ' t't:LSic 
po•iuon and thought; on th.s is>ue a, follow~. 

t it The issue '' o ut, ide the comperence o f the IWC under 
the rerms o f rhc Con•enrion. 

t2l II h:ld participated in am! •ubmined data 10 r.he rwc 
srrictl~ on a voluntary :md coopernm·e basi~ and tlm "ill 
remain unchanged Therefore. Japan does not aec~p1 the 
sttuauon in whtch 11 would be o bhged to >Ubmn d:~ta as 
a reqwremenr. J apan·> research i> in accordance wuh 
Antck Vlll o f !he Convention "hich gu . .traruee> a 
''gnatory nation'> sove reign nghr to conduce re>carch 
trrespectt'e o f other pro•istons of rhe Convention 
including the Schedule. 

(Jl ln lig)lt of diverse value judgements on humaneness m 
the "'·orld whtch are rooted m diffc ren1 lradmom and 
cultures. the objccrive criterion and yardsuc~ must be 
Wld has been applied. that ts redut1.lun of the rime ro 
death. llte de,·eloprnenr of !he penthnre grenade 
harpoon by Japan for use on m10kc whales and 
subsequenl improvemenr. reduced rhe nrne 10 death 
con~idcrabl)'. 

1-IJ If and "hen discuS$ing !he i>>ue. 11 >Cetm faar and 
sctenrificaJI~ ju.~tilied 10 m•esugale the >i tualion of no1 
only Ja panese acttlllie~ bur also of other type~ of 
'"'M iing. includtng aborigmal a.nd >Ubsisteocc whahng. 

(51 \ tth regard to !he electric luncc as J s...-condary ktlling 
method. the re;ulb of the e•rensl\·c resean:h <Ubmmed 
'ho" ed that rhi~ ts .IJl e fiecmc method. ' 'o mention o f 
rhe eloctri~ lance was made in the revised Acuon Plan 
whi.:h was agreed b) ~onsensus 1:1.~1 )ear 

16) An} allempt to ban the electnc lance is unJUStified :md 
"ould frustrore furure vo lumary co..•perarioo and 
collabor.llion on ir~ p3rt. 

The results ohtamed from the 1 9'J5~ Anrarcttc upcr:nions 
; howed. among o ther rhing>. thar rhc mstanraneous death 
rate tmproved 10 29.-1% from 23.-1'1: for the I 'N 4JII5 season 
and thar. ns o bserved abovt.>. the clecrric lance "'as much 
more ef fecuvc- in soonening !he kjlllng aime lhan rhe 
<econda~ hurpoon. The resull• further showed that !he Lime 
for applicarion of e lectnc lance "'3' much >hOnl'r than in the 
199-IJII.'i ~easofl. i.e. 30 second r u-o-vrs 40 second' in the 
mcdtan value. This "a> ~urnburetl to rbe o:.e of pul;,ating 
direc l <-urrenr mstead of ah~ung current. lo the removal of 
rhe <econdary restsrance ~uach~ 10 the prevtous lance 
sy~lcm and to the increased ~oltage u-ed for • hmlled 
number of the samples oo 440V from 220\1. 

Ocher Japanese documents 'howed. among fotlter thmgs. 
1 I I the relarioru.hip between rhe degree of harpoon wound 
and apphcanon nme of the electnc lance. and l~l 
efrecm·eness o f the electm· lan~ 10 shorten the killing ume 
b) punmg !he elecrrod~ behind the brain. rarher than acro•s 
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protecting whales from funhcr overfishing. The Republic of 
Korea suppon ed the need for a sanctuary where the 
resourc-es are seriou.sly depleted. 

13.4 Other mailers 
Austral.ia.. on behalf of Argentina.. Clule, New Zealand. 
South Africa and Uruguay con~ritULmg the Valdivia Group, 
read a statement. The delegations had mel and consulled 
during the 48th Annual Meeung in Aberdeen with BraZJI 
anending as an observer and associating itself with the 
statement. The Group was estabUshed in March 1995 to 
foster exchange and cooperation on environmental and 
rel:ued scientific maner.; among Southern Hemisphere 
na tions. lt reaffirmed that the creation of the Southern Ocean 
Sanctuary was a significant step towards the conservation of 
whales. expressed st.rong support for the Sanctuary and 
placed empbasas on the importance of developing a 
coordinated programme of monitoring and management of 
whales and their environment within the Sanctuary. The 
Group proposed to meet for this purpose well before the 49th 
Meeling. and noted the Sciemilic Corrmtinec 's plans and 
other de\'elopments rela1ed to the SanciUary. Fr.lllce wished 
to associate itself "'ith this statement. 

Japan welcomed the additional monitoring and research 
activity and requested !hat a lis t of these aclivities, objectives 
and results be provided 10 lhe IWC and the Scientific 
Comminee. 

tJ.S Action arising 
The Commis$ion noted all lhe commenls m~de on !he legal 
question.. and the need 10 ensult' that the Scienti.fic 
Commiuee and olher member sta les are kept fully aware of 
research and monitonng programmes. 

1~. SCIE.~TlFlC PERt\UTS 

14.1 Report of the Scientific Committee 
New crir~ria fnr assessing J>l!nnirs 
Last year. the Commassion had adopted Resolution 1995-9 
(Rep. im . Wl!al. Commn 46:46-471 concerning whaling 
under Special Pennit. Amongst other things. the Resoluuon 
bad requested that the ScientifiC Commiuee srructure ils 
reviews of all Special Penni! programmes to: 

(I) identify the relationslup bel ween obJectives and research 
needs previously identified by the Sc1en1ific 
Commiuee; 

(2) evaluate the likelihood of tbe progmmme meeting its 
objectives by providing rel iable answers to the questions 
posed: 

(3) identify. where a propo>al specific• lelhal melhods. 
non-le thal methods and altemmive >OUice.s of data lhat 
might be used in meeting the researc-h objectives. 

In addition, the Scientific Comminee agreed 10 asse's 
Special Permit~ foUowtng the provisions of paragrJph 30 of 
the Schedule. 

There was a bnef discusSion of the re lative meri ts of lethal 
versus noo-lelhal techniques. 

Provi.sion of ad,•ir.e on the 1!/Ject on srock(.s) of Scientific: 
Permit carchu 
Lru t year, the Scientific Comminee had discu~ proposals 
for an approach to the way in which il should provide advice 
to the Commission on this subject but had been unable to 
reach agreement. It considered some new ideas 1h.is year and 
established a Working Group which made some progress bul 
had insufficiem time 10 reach agreement l1le Scientific 

Comminee agreedtoconsiderthis maner again at next year's 
meeting and encourag~{j members to submit documemauon 
presenting fun her proposals. 

Rel'iew of results from uisring S< ienrific Pemu'u 
JA PAN • SOUTHERN HEMJSPiiERE 

Seven pnmary papers were subnuncd nod discussed arising 
from the JARPA programme, covering sightings. 
photo-identtfication. genetic analyses. oceanograpluc 
tndre~. levels of polluumts. populalion and age analyses. 

The Scientific Conuninee agreed to carry over its 
recommendation fmm last year for a major review of' 
JARPA. 

J>U>AN - NORTH PACIF'IC 

Ten papers on the general results, genetics. cmch 
composiJion. foetal conception dates, morpbological 
measurements :md observations. parasites. pollutants and 
stock slrocturc were cons idered in the Working Group on 
Nonh Pacific minke trial s. 

Rl'\-it'"k· of"""' or rn<isfd Sciemific P~nnir proposals 
J>U>AN - SOUT IIER..'I H£.\liSPH"ERE 

The 1996/97 Research Plan for the Japanese Whale Resean::b 
Programme under Special Pennu in the Anlarc lic is largely 
a conlinualion of the progrnmme thai has been discussed 
previously by the Scientific Commin ee. The extens1on oflhe 
research area to the west last year into the Area Ill will be 
repealed for the second area into Area VI. for the same 
rea.'>ons i.e . to try and clarify problems in s1ock slrocture that 
had come 10 lighl during prevtous years. llte inlention is 10 
use information from a number of approaches (.genetics. 
morphometric.s. poUwant burderL~. parasite loads) to 
examine stock sll1lcture. since informal ion from genetic 
studies a lone ha.> not proved sufficienl for slock 
differentialion. 

FollowinJl discussion. the Scientific Comminee agreed 
thai the informdlion provided on the number. sex, size and 
stock of the animals 10 be taken had been specilied to the 
extenl possible. and that tlte opponunities for panicipation in 
the research progr.unme were adequale. as in previous years. 
With respect to the addilional items referred to it under tbe 
Resolution. the Scicmific Committee recalled that it had 
discus!oed essentially the same programme for a number of 
years now and referred to iiS de.:ision last year 10 hold an 
intersessional meeting to review the overall programme. It 
believed !hat this w~ the most appropriate forum to discuss 
the long-tem1 reo;earcb programme funher. 

JAPAI'i - NORTH PA.CIFlC 

1l1e programme to clncida.te the stock structure of minke 
whale5 in the nonhwestem North Pacific continues with a 
calch of I 00 minke whales proposed. although the sampling 
area has moved further towards the coast_ No adverse effect 
on stocks is an1icipmed. The minJ..-e whale feeding ecology 
study is an additional research o bjective. While n01ing the 
similarity of this programme 10 those i1 has previously 
reviewed. the Scientific Committee had no additional 
commeniS to those il had made in previous years. 

NORWAY 

1l1e Sc1entillc Comminee had discussed a proposal from 
Norway. buJ tlus was subsequently withdrawn. 
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I 4.2 Action a rising 
The Netherlands e ndorsed the conclusion of some members 
of the Scientific Committee that the RMP could form the 
basis for providing advice and a fr3meY.ork to evaluate 
potential long-term effects on the stocks of scienufic permit 
catches. 

The USA culled on Japan to refrwn from w1denakmg its 
proposed research unti l the review of its research programme 
in the Antarctic has been completed. and urged it to adhere 
lo the spirit o f the Sanctuary. , ew Zealand endorsed these 
comments . Norway reminded these delegations that the 
rev1ew had nm been undertaken because the Commission did 
not give it sufficiently high priority. 

J apan introduced a paper giving comments on past rwc 
R~olutions on this s ubject. It argued that these Resoluuons 
"ere in connict with Anicle VTll of the Convention, the 
Report of the Scientific Comminee which did not entirely 
den~ the e ffectiveness of lethal research. and wnb the 
Schedule conc.:ming the need for the best sciennfic advice m 
keeping paragrnph IO(e) under review, the basis for which 
had now been changed. Japan also indicated to the 
Netherlands that o ther me mbers o f the Scientific Comminec 
expressed different views. 

The UK, which introduced the Resolution last year which 
had received 23 ' 'otes m support, observed that while 
sovereign rights cannot be removed by a Resolution. the 
Commission can recommend how those rights are exercised: 
that initiaJ implementatio n of the RMP can be based on 
broad knowledge of stocks obtained by non-lethaJ means: 
and that the Commission can change u.s mmd and give 
different ms trucnons to the Sciemific Commmee. 

Japan. in response. was pleased to have the JARPA review 
before tbe next meeting and aJso sought the non-lethal means 
by wttich sufficient information for implementing the Rt\11' 
could be obtained in a reaJistic time·frJ.me. but was puu lcd 
by changes in the Resolutions when the Convention doe5 not 
change. 

AustraJia mtroduced a Resolution cosponsored with 
Brazil, France. Netherlands. New Zealand, UK and USA on 
Special Penn it catches by Japan. Australia and others do not 
suppon or condone the use of Anicle VIII of the Convention 
for research involving the killing of whales and hold that 
almost all informanon essenttaJ for management can be 
gained using non-lethaltechniques. II had particular concern 
where permits granted appear by the ir scale and nature to 
subven the intent of the moratorium. The Commission has 
adopted Resolutions expressing the view that research in the 
Southern Ocean Sanctuary should be unde rtaken using 
non-lethal means and establish ing c rite ria against which the 
programmes should be assessed. A large majority o f the 
Commission has expressed deep concern at Japan's 
continuing proposals and the mcrcasing number of whale. 
being taken. The Resolution notes that neilber proposaJ for 
1996/97 meet the crite ria established under IWC Resolution 
1995-9 and requested Japan to reconsider and restructure its 
research programmes using non-lethal means and 10 refmin 
from issumg permits w take mmke whales in the Southem 
Ocean Sanctuary and lbe 'onh Pacific. e w ZeaJwul 
associated itself with these comments and empha5ised the 
development of non-lethal techniques and the commercial 
income derived from the saJe o f the whaJe products from 
scientific whaJing. Denmark also o pposed scientific whaJing 
in lbe SanctDary without prejudging its more general altitude 
10 scientific whaling. Austria firmly believed that non-lethal 
research is the generaJ trend. state; should refrain from 
issuing SpeciaJ Permits, and the aim of the Sanctuary is 
conservation of wildlife lllld the ecosystem. Chile abo 

believed the research goes against the spirit of the Sanctuary. 
a position shared by the VaJdivia Group. 

:-lorway was strong ly opposed to the Resolution as there 
are important obJectives such as feeding ecology and stock 
identity which canno t yet be studied by non-lethaJ means. 

Japan pointed out the large number of scientific papers it 
has contributed from its research which have been h ighly 
appreciated. It appeaJed for spectfic programmes of 
non-lethal research which could provide equal or superior 
results. It believed the Southcrn Ocean Sanctuary was 
introduced contrary 10 Anicle vm. it had a right to conduct 
this research, and to process and deal with the proceeds. It 
could not respect the Resolution if it was adopted. 

St Vincent and The Grenadines though t that the positions 
of lbe majority and nunority continue to be as polarised as 
C\'er. 

The Resolution shown in Appendix 7 was then put to the 
vote and adopte.d with 21 vmes in fa,·our. 7 agarnst and I 
abstention. 

15. SCJEYilFIC R ESEARC H 

15.1 Research proposals 
The Scientific Commiuee' s proposals we.re presented to the 
Finance and Admintstrdtion Commiuee and are reponed 
there {Item 19.2 and Appendix 9 ). 

15.2 Consen ·ation of whale stocks 
I 52.1 Report of tlif Scienrific Commmu 
PROGRESS WIT H ACOUSTIC STUDIES 

Last year the Scientific Comminee had encouraged funJ1er 
research Wld development leading towards mcorporation of 
acoustic techniques into Southern Ocean blue whale surveys. 
It welcomed the repon this year o f a feasibility study 
combinmg visual and acousnc survey techniq ues undertaken 
off CaJifomia . The Scientific Committee considered a 
nwnber of questions rela1ing to the advantages and 
disadvantages of acousuc and v isual surveys and 
recommended that develo pment work should c;,nlinue. 
wgether with work to deve lop a theoretical and practical 
framework for combined v isuaVacoustic assessment 
surveys . 

/ APM</tWC BLUE Wtt!'LLE CRUISE 

A blue whaJe cruise was cond ucted south of Australia as a 
joint venture between Japan and the rwc. with cooperntion 
from Australia and the USA. The main aim was to o btain 
scientific information relevant to developing shipboard 
identification methods for separating 'true' and pygmy blue 
whales. Re>earch techniques included skm biopsy. 
photo-identification. photogrammetry and acoustics. The 
cruise was successful in meeting 1he primary objective o f 
locating concentrations of blue whales. but the number of 
bio psy samples obtained was low and photogramm~try 

proved difficult. Most blue whales were lentativcly 
identi.fied as pygmy blue whale~. 

Acousuc recordmgs of sounds most likely to have come 
from pygmy blue "ha les " ere reported and there is a need 
for more acoustic recordings of blue whaJes from high 
latitudes. 

The Scientific Committee received the results of genetic 
analyses involvmg biop~y m:ncnal from the cruise and other 
samples. conducted in res ponse to last year's 
recommendation that genetic ' types' be established for ' true· 
and pygmy blue whaJes. h noted the need to collect fun.her 
blue whale samples. and to include those. particularly from 
' true · blue whaJes. sampled on recent minke " hale 
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assessmenl c ruises. It was advised 1hm 1he Iauer <ample~ 

were be1ng forn ard..--d from Japan 10 the La Jolla l.lbomlol) 
via the Secrc1arb1. bul thai there had been dJificull ics in 
olluining the nece~sary UK CITES pe-rmi1. llle Scien1ific 
Commiltec recommended thai pa.,sag< o f the sample 
through the t.:K be given tugh pnorily 10 pe-rmil dllaly>h as 
soon as po.~sible and requesled thai 1\\'C member nauon' tr) 
to focili1a1c 1hi,, (In n:•ponsc 10 u propo,al by 1hc Ru"uJJI 
Federatoon lhc Cornmi•sion agreed 10 urge 1he UK CITES 
authonlies 10 gi'c hogh pnori1y 10 pa....agc uf I he <~mple' 
lhrough l h~ UK J 

1be Scienlific Commollee no1cd !hal the Japane.e and 
USA JI'OUJl' "or kong on blue "'hale ,;un ple' would cum par< 
the n:.sulls of lhelf analy>cs and agreed I hat fun her 'ample> 
from a wode rnngc of regions were needed; :opproxima1e l) 
12·20 ~ampk' "ould be required !rom each local 
popuh11ion. 

Tbe Scientific Commillee no lcd !hal some progrc.<' had 
been mode in re ... pon~ In lasl )(ar·, rc.-commenJ,uaon., 
cona:mong th<.' e"abh>hmcnl of gcnctll ' l~pe,· fur ' true' and 
pygmy blue wtu J..-,, bul thai !he re,ult>. so f•r in<localc thJI 
blue "' hale t.nonomy rna) "ell be more complc• 1h.111 
previow.ly !hough!. II made a numt>er of re~arch 
~mmendation' 

fUT\IRE " ORK 
A proposal for ~ 'ccond blue whale re>c.~n:h cruo<e W.t' 

comidrrcd. The Scicnu fic Cummillee welcomed lhe vcn 
generous offer o f Japan lo provide two vessels and lo~istic~ 
suppon 1M 1he ~ru isc . A numbo:r o f rc>Carch 
recommendallon> for lhc c ruosc and "' plannong were made. 
which will be earned oul off Modaga.\Car, a' pan of th~ 
JWC-SOWER prngmmmt•. The lull •oopcrnllun ol !he 
rek:vant ..:oa,:,tul S tate 1:') cc;3cn u aJ. and the Sc1mttfic 
Comnullee re.:ommendcd !hal rc:lcvant )!Ovcmrnents and lht 
Scm~ary provode a'"SU\Ilcc on ot>tninm!! aJl) necc:.-ury 
pennisston 10 emer the EEZs of coasuol 'lales and fncol uurr 
lbe conduct of lhe .:ruO>e 

/51.1 Mrc. lwnu·m\ to finam e 1he rt~seurt It pro~trummc 
1lle Secn:1ary recalled thao I he Commos;oon ~greed In>! )C.u 

10 fund oL' <·onlrlbutoon 10 lhe I 9\if•tl< rc.eard1 pro~nunme 
by :Ill auoc~uon from u.s re>en e funds. lo be replcmshed by 
membo:r st~ne \'Oiuntary comnbuliom. Only Au>lr.lloa made 
a C<llltllbutoon and !>0 111< reserve' v.ere depleted b~ lhe 
ballln<:e outstand ong. The Chainnan of the Fonance and 
Admu"'lrnllo n Commutee ondtcatcd thai lhc re•ervc' are 
ample wul on I he ab>en~e or an) omplicJIIons for I he curreno 
budget. the maller was k ft. 

15.2J Action arismg 
Japm welcomed !he iniu:uiv~ of !he Sc ienl ific C'ummoltc< 
wilh rcspccl ru re,car.·h on large baleen " hale' in the 
Soulhem Hemisphere. and the Commos!.oon ugreed 10 llt< 
~ommendatoon< a< amended 

15.3 Reswrl"h nn the en•·ironmenl and wha le stoek.s 
153 .1 Rep"rr •if the S,iemijic Cvmuuurt• 
WORKSIIOP OS C U l ATE CIL\Sia: AND CETACEANS 

lbe meeting was held on Hawaio in March I OJ% and "a> 
pn:ceded b) a IWO·<b y •ympo.•ium. A fearurc: of the mcctm~ 
was lha l 11 brough l luge! her Sc1entifi.: Commonee membc" 
and s.:1enns~ from appropruue discoptines not nom1all! 
rq>resenled on the Scoenuioc Commlltee. 

In 1993, the Commo~looon had Mated 1h:11 !he Sc1enlific 
Cornmmee ; hould give priori1y to rc:search on the effecb of 
environmema l chan~e.' on celaceam on order 10 prm ide Lhe 

hest sdemific advice for 1he Commissoon 10 de1crmone 
~ppropnatc response stra1cgu:j, 10 lhe~e ne" choUcngc~. Tllc 
Scocnuftc Commiuee agreed thai ils mou:U work on tlus issue 
v.ould onclude the holding of mo work~oops: one on 
chemica l polluuo n and cetacean~ thai was held las! year and 
111< one on climate c hange thai is d iscussed here. 

n 1e maon uos ks of 1hc Work>hop were tnkcn 10 be 10 
dclenninc; la J whoch predtt'led clima1ic chan!le' t ould 
ompact cc1acean populalions. and woth wha1 likdihood will 
!hey do so. (b l whal would be 1hc like ly co ohequcncc~ of 
'ut·h ,·hange !l" en cum:nt knowl<!dge: and lc) what rc>earch 
would improve understanding of !he consequence• ot 
c hmute dmnge on cetao:c:Ul,·~ 

Before addre,~ong lhesc <jUC>Iioru.. !he Work>hup 
considered the result' of !he recently completed repon of 111< 
II'<T', tlnlcrgovemmentnl Panel on Climalc Change) 
second n>>C'-'ment o l clnnate change. includ ong t~mpemiUrc:. 

..Cd level n<c. pollulanls, •tabilily, >Ca icc and zonal 
dofft·n:occ' bemcen regiolb. ' ll1c onlcrpla~ belween global 
. loman ,·hange. chemocal pollution and pathogens was 
cc>rhtdcred. Wlulst mo" ompach can be expecled 10 <hifl 
c.,~ung po llutoon to nev. area., some duna1e -re l:o1cd 
pcnurba~ion• " 'II result in a general onlcnsifocauun ol 
polluuon prot>lem>. As>ocialcd imp~cts on cetaceum would 
b.: "'ll«ted to be mu'l ''gmficam in populalion, lovong ncar 
hoghl) populaled coru.1al areas :md/or where wc1land ' are 
lo,l. 

Separate upprnio;al of the ompacb of en' imnmcntlll 
changes may no! be suffic ie m to cvnluare c~tacean 
response,, Noting the potential sognifoc:on.:c of ma's 
mun:olilic' .1nd emergcnl disea:;~ lo populallon dynanw:s 
and thc1r po1en1ial ro le as ontcgrator> of g lobal change~. the 
ScocnlofiL' Cummiuee ' hould consoder hold ing a v.ork:.hup 
on tha.., ah.::mc. 

The I PCC repon ' uucsted lh31 uvcrfishing and d ivt·rse 
human ' ' re'-.e• on the environment will probably conunue 10 
uulweigh dtm~le t:hangc impacts for >cwral decade~. 

TI1c WcJr~<hup l\Cill on lo d o-cus' ~cy •pccoe' and 
oJcnufoed a number uf ccl:IL"t'311 'P'-""'c~i,to•;b 1ha1 w uld b.: 
of p~ntcular concern on 111< conte'r of conscrva11on and 
management if prcdiclcd cllmah: change occurred lha>ed on 
lhrec faclur>: lu" J bundancc; hfe hoslol) charot'tcrs; mdlor 
re>tricted range J. These included; all non hem right whale 
popuiUliOih . <>'tern Arcuc and O~hotsk ca bov.•heads. 
wc, tcm grny "hJie~; rno>l blue "'hnk populaloon>; whole 
" hale': narn·h.th ; river dolph ins; Black Sea dolphons. and 
the \'J<jUIIa. h "'.l' ab o n01ed !hat all " h• le 
,pc.·oc•lpopulauooh >UbJeCl 10 nplootaiJun are or spe-cial 
mdllagement imeres1 1o !he IWC'. 

noc Work.hop .tl>u Je\'clupctl ~ li• l of ' P<'<'IC> pdnocu lurl~ 
sunahk :I!> 'obJects u! rc.ean:h oro ll1e e f!CCI> o f domate 
ch;ongt•. II cnrnpn>cd minl.c. humpback. n (:hl . b lue. 
hov. head. grny. koller ami whole whale,, lo~clhcr \\ lth lhe 
bonle rto:.e dulphm and harbour porpoi~. 

Th< Wo rl.., hop rccogno.ed tha i gl\cn lhe unccn ainlle' on 
mr..Jclhng tl!male <·hangc a1 a 'unable -calc an<l lhu~ 
modelling eflect5 on bio logical proceso;e>. a1 present il is not 
po'soble 11• moc.ld in a pn:dic1 i~e manner the efle<.'t~ of 
domalc ch.tnge on .:etaccan popuhuio n_,, IJcspu~ lho•. 1hc 
Workshop believed thai 1he 3\'ailable evidence os sufficoem 
to "'arrant some general concern for cel.acean, 

TI1e Work~hop dcvclop.xl a list of factors to be borne on 
mond " hen as>es'lng potential research programme>. 

Tllc Wo rk,hop >lrcs'<:J 1he maJor difficuhoe' on rea~ hong 
thr long-lcrm goal of bemg able 10 useful!~ predtct 1he 
c iiCCLS of change on cetacean populauons. goven the 
complc"llc• of 1he physical and boo logocal procc~""" 
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Chairman's Report of the Forty-Ninth Annual Meeting 

1. DATE AND PLACE 

The 49th Meeting of the Commission was held in Monte 
Carlo, Monaco, 20-24 October 1997 with Dr P. Bridgewater 
(Australia) in the Chair. Commissioners and delegates 
from 32 of the 39 Contracting Governments attended, 
together with observers from six non-member Governments, 
the European Community, six Inter-Governmental 
Organisations and 99 Non-Governmental Organisations. 

2. ADDRESS OF WELCOME 

His Serene Highness Prince Rainier ill of Monaco delivered 
an address of welcome. He recalled his family's tradition and 
affinity with the sea dating back to the 14th century, and the 
legacy of his great grandfather, Albert I, a pioneer in the field 
of oceanography. The Prince spoke of the conflict between 
whaling and anti-whaling nations, and the need to find a 
good faith solution. Otherwise he believed whales were 
likely to be the losers. His own government is opposed to 
commercial whaling, lethal research and painful killing 
methods. However, he believed that the best strategy. is one 
that is acceptable to the largest number and which results in 
the least number of whales being killed. He wished the 
Commission a fruitful conference and an enjoyable stay. 

3. OPENING STATEMENTS 

Opening statements by members and observers were 
distributed in written form as meeting documents. 

4. ADOPTION OF AGENDA 

The provisional agenda had been circulated 60 days in 
advance of the meeting. The Chairman asked the Technical 
Committee to consider Agenda Items 5 and 6 before they 
went to the Plenary. 

S. SOCIO-ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS AND 
SMALL-TYPE WHALING 

5.1 Report of the Workshop on Community-Based 
Whaling 
Dr K. Chu (USA) had chaired the Workshop held in Sendai, 
Japan, 17-21 March 1997. That Workshop had been opened 
with a speech of welcome given by Mr M. Ishikawa, Deputy 
Director General, Fisheries Agency of the Japanese Ministry 
of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, who referred to the 
significance of whaling and whale meat in the customs and 
diet of the coastal communities of Japan. This culture had 
been seriously affected by the moratorium on minke 
whaling. Serious intangible difficulties for peoples' mental 
well-being, as well as socio-economic distress, were 
recognised and these have been reported by international 
anthropologists. 

During the Workshop, Prof. M. Freeman reviewed the 
Japanese small-type whaling operations which use boats 
(15-49 tons) with a crew of 5-7, catch whales about 20 miles 
offshore and return to port each night. Seven out of nine 
boats are family-owned. Before the moratorium, each boat 
took 35-40 minke whales and around a dozen small 
cetaceans (pilot and beaked whales) each year. Since the 
moratorium, only about half the boats have been operating. 

They share a total of 100 pilot whales and 54 beaked whales 
each season. However, the nine small-type whaling licences 
issued around 1960 are still in existence. 

Minke whales are important in the food culture of 
Abashiri and its surroundings and in Ayukawa, whilst pilot 
whales and beaked whales are important in Taiji and Wada, 
respectively. Whaling in these four small-type whaling 
towns supports a number of Buddhist and Shinto religious 
rituals and ceremonies as well as secular festivals. The 
financial contribution that whaling makes to the local 
fishelies cooperative association is extremely important, as 
this association serves as the principal financial and fishery 
administrative body for fishermen in these coastal 
communities. 

Community-wide whale meat sharing practices have 
important social, economic and cultural significance; such 
sharing occurs at various times during the year, but more 
especially during the six-month-long whaling season and at 
year end. Whale meat is also used for payments-in-kind 
made by boat owners to crew members and flensers; boat 
owners also provide gifts of whale meat to temples, shrines, 
schools, the hospital, the old people's home and various 
community groups. Local tourism also benefits from the 
availability of a distinctive whale-based cuisine. 

There was a wide-ranging discussion of these issues, and 
consensus was reached on the following points: 

(i) all delegations recognised that there was cultural value 
in whaling for small-type coastal whaling (STCW) 
communities; 

(ii) there has been economic distress as a result of the 
moratorium on commercial whaling; 

(iii) the Workshop was aware that there was ongoing 
STCW for species other than minke whales, and that 
there was some minke whale meat from whaling under 
Scientific Permits available in STCW towns; 

(iv) the Workshop recognised that for the communities 
concerned other species are not a complete substitute 
for minke whales, especially in the towns of Ayukawa 
and Abashiri where minke whaling was 
predominant; 

(v) STCW has commercial elements, and has had for 
hundreds of years; 

(vi) there was disagreement as to whether or not the 
cultural aspects of STCW are sufficient grounds for an 
exemption to the zero catch limits for commercial 
whaling set by Schedule paragraph lO(e); and 

(vii) there is a need for cultural sensitivity in approaching 
this issue. 

The Revised Action Plan put forward by Japan was reviewed 
in considerable detail and there was considerable discussion 
on whether it was possible or desirable to remove all the 
commercial elements. The Chairman summarised the 
discussion on this agenda item as follows: 

(i) the Action Plan is a good faith effort to be responsive to 
questions by IWC member countries about commercial 
elements in STCW; 

(ii) some commercial elements remain in the Action Plan, 
such as the sale of whale meat in traditional guest 
houses and inns, and these commercial elements are 
important to the STCW communities for cultural as 
well as economic reasons; 
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14. SCIENTIFIC PERMITS 

14.1 Report of the Scientific Committee 
A Scientific Committee Working Group met in Tokyo in 
May 1997 to review the Japanese Antarctic Research 
Progranune (JARPA). Two particular items in the meeting's 
terms of reference were: 

(1) the specific research carried out, and its results; 
(2) the contribution made by those results to the stated 

0 bjectives of the research programme, and to the aims of 
the IWC as expressed in its Resolutions. 

The meeting completed all but the final task, judging the 
merits of the results in terms of the Commission's 
Resolutions. That more general task was forwarded to the 
full Scientific Committee. 

Five components of JARPA were reviewed: sighting 
surveys and abundance estimation; stock structure; 
biological parameter studies; marine ecosystem studies; and 
those addressing environmental change. For each 
component the Working Group considered the following: its 
background including original and additional research 
objectives; methodology of data collection; data analysis; 
results, and potential of results in the context of the 
objectives of JARPA and of stock management. 

Japan's original objectives for the research had been: 

(1) estimation ofthe biological parameters to improve the 
stock management of the Southern Hemisphere minke 
whale; 

(2) elucidation of the role of whales in the Antarctic marine 
ecosystem. 

Subsequently, as part of the natural evolution of the 
programme and in response to developing requirements, two 
further objectives had been added: 

(3) elucidation of the effect of environmental changes on 
cetaceans; 

(4) elucidation of the stock structure of Southern 
Hemisphere minke whales to improve stock 
management. 

Outline of the JARPA research 
Two feasibility studies had taken place in 1987/88 and 
1988/89, with the full-scale 16 year research commencing 
the following season and alternating each season in Areas IV 
and V. In 1995/96 and 1996/97 coverage was extended to 
Areas IIIE and VIW respectively, for a limited period 
feasibility study of stock structure. The full programme has 
two components: a sighting survey whose primary purpose is 
the estimation of trends in abundance, and a sampling 
component to allow biological parameter values to be 
estimated given also the abundance information provided by 
the sighting survey. 

In the programme as originally proposed, it was planned 
to take 825 animals in any one season from either Area IV or 
Area V. For two years of feasibility studies, 300 animals 
(with an allowance of±lO%) were planned to be sampled in 
parts of Areas IV and V. Following the results of the 
feasibility studies, considerations of the balance between the 
expected precision of estimates of the mortality rate and the 
research capability available led to the decision to set the 
number of animals to be sampled each season to 300 with an 
allowance ±10%. In the 1995/96 season additional samples 
of 100 animals with an allowance of±lO% were planned for 
Area IIIE, and subsequently 100±10% in Area VIW in the 
1996/97 season, for studying stock structure. 

Initially three vessels (plus the mother ship) had been 
employed, but a fourth had been added in 1995/96 to allow 
for an increase in searching effort in the sighting survey. This 
and some other changes during the progress of the 
programme had been made in response to comments from 
the Scientific Committee. Initially both dwarf and ordinary 
forms of the minke whales had been sampled, but sampling 
of the fonner had ceased in 1993/94. A total of 1,546 (Area 
IV), 1,546 (Area V), 110 (Area HIE) and 110 (Area VIW) 
ordinary and 16 dwarffonn minke whales had been sampled 
by the end of the 1996/97 season. · 

Scientific Committee discussion 
Discussion in the Scientific Committee had concentrated on 
two topics. The first concerned issues of stock structure, the 
other, the problems associated with obtaining representative 
samples and their implications for the programme. In view of 
the importance of this it was agreed to establish two Working 
Groups: 

(1) to address general issues of stock identity and the 
representativeness of samples in the JARPA report; 
and 

(2) to specifically consider a paper submitted to the meeting 
on the issue of stock identity and the use of historical 
samples. 

Turning to more general issues, the Scientific Committee 
recalled that the review meeting had provided the following 
summary of its view on the JARPA objective of estimating 
biological parameters. 

'The infonnation produced by JARPA has set the stage for answering 
many questions about long tenn population changes regarding minke 
whales in Antarctic Areas IV and V. Not surprisingly, at this halfway 
point in the JARPA programme there are few definitive answers 
because of the time scale required to obtain sufficient age distribution 
and ;~bundance data, and because of unanticipated problems in 
designing representative sampling regimes and in understanding the 
stock structure of minke whales in the Southern Hemisphere. For 
example, JARPA has already made a major contribution to 
understanding of certain biological parameters (e.g. direct measures 
of the age at sexual maturity) pertaining to minke whales in Areas IV 
and V, yet such analyses hnve not fully addressed potential problems 
related to stock structure.' 

The question was raised as to whether these unexpected 
problems had been resolved, and if not, how this would 
effect the potential for the JARPA programme to meet its 
objectives. 

With respect to stock structure, the representativeness of 
the sampling and bias in the JARP A estimates of abundance, 
unresolved questions still remain. There is an interaction 
among these questions as · abundance estimates and the 
representativeness of samplin'g need to be evaluated relative 
to the stock being sampled. 

The Scientific Committee noted that the problem of stock 
identity is common to almost all cetacean assessments. The 
data collected and the research carried out in the JARPA 
programme along with historic commercial catch samples 
are uniquely valuable in attacking this problem. 

The Scientific Committee identified ten main areas to 
address these unresolved problems and work on all of these 
is either in progress, has recently been initiated or is at the 
planning stage. 

With respect to the catch-at-age analyses, the JARPA 
review meeting concluded 

'that there was merit in pursuing [certain} approaches ... further, but 
that estimates from such methods could not be considered reliable 
until difficulties associated with the estimates of abundance from 
JARPA ... have been resolved'. 
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The Scientific Committee noted that JARPA is at the 
halfway point and has provided substantial improvement in 
the understanding of stock structure. It is anticipated that as 
stock structure becomes better clarified, the information will 
be incorporated to provide analyses of biological parameters 
by stocks. For some of these analyses, this may not be 
straightforward. 

In conclusion, the JARPA review had identified areas of 
additional future work that could contribute to resolving 
some of the , unresolved and unexpected problems in 
sampling and stock structure that could limit the ability of 
JARPA to estimate biological parameters. Effort in response 
to all of these identified areas is being undertaken and this 
additional work may impmve the value of the JARPA data 
and results. 

Finally, the Scientific Committee agreed that none of the 
sampling and stock identity problems that had been 
identified either in the JARPA review or subsequently, 
would in principle prevent JARPA from achieving its 
objectives in terms of estimation of biological parameters. 
All of the identified problems appear to be addressable. Most 
members were optimistic that the JARPA data, in 
conjunction with additional work planned, would allow 
estimation of the biological parameters with reasonable 
levels of precision. 

However, others thought that the problems associated 
with bias and the level of variance in the JARPA abundance 
estimates, and with interactions between catch-at-age 
analyses and uncertainty in stock structure, mean that it is not 
yet possible to determine whether reasonable levels of 
precision will ultimately be achieved. 

Results in relation to IWC Resolutions 
The Scientific Committee agreed to address the issue of the 
Commission's Resolutions with respect to JARPA by 
reference to relevant comments from the JARP A report and 
its discussions as summarised above. 

It was noted that frequent sighting surveys in the same 
localities would facilitate estimation of interannual 
variability in local abundance which would in tum lead to 
improved overall results when combined with, for example, 
IDCR/SOWER and/or JSV data. However, improvements in 
methodology were suggested. 

There was general agreement that the stock structure data 
were of value to management. However additional research 
was recommended. It was agreed that the information was 
relevant to improved Implementation Simulation Trials and, 
in the longer term, an improved RMP. 

It was also agreed that the programme provided valuable 
information on a number of biological parameters 
(recruitment, natural mortality, decline in age at sexual 
maturity and reproduction). However, it identified the need 
for further work particularly in view of the difficulties in 
obtaining fully representative samples. Although there is 
much still to be done, it was agreed that many valuable 
results have been obtained. It was noted that the results in the 
short-term could be valuable with respect to several aspects 
of the RMP, provided certain identified problems were 
resolved. 

Estimates of daily food consumption could be used with 
confidence for estimating total food consumption. However, 
there were concerns over the use of a body condition index 
for inferring information on the migration of minke whales 
with respect to timing of arrival on the feeding grounds and 
overwintering in high latitudes. The meeting agreed that the 
studies were contributing to Objective 2 above. However, 

additional studies were recommended. It was also noted that 
the information obtained would be of interest to CCAMLR 
and Southern Ocean GLOBEC. 

The review meeting had agreed that the work was 
pertinent to some of the recommendations of the Pollution 
Workshop, although some concerns were expressed in the 
Scientific Committee about the extent to which the work on 
minke whales directly addressed one recommendation. 

New or revised proposals 
The Japanese Southern Hemisphere proposal is a 
continuation of the programme discussed previously, and 
will sample 300 minke whales in Area IV and 100 in half of 
Area III (±10%). The sampling in Area l1IE is to investigate 
inter-year variability. 

The Japanese North Pacific programme is a continuation 
of the research begun in 1995 after a feasibility study in 
1994, to examine whether sub-stocks of minke whales exist 
in the Okhotsk Sea-Western Pacific, and whether an 
additional stock exists in the central North Pacific. 

The Scientific Committee referred the Commission to its 
previous comments on both these proposals. 

14.2 Action arising 
Norway commented that the JARPA programme has been 
repeatedly criticised every year over the past ten years, but 
that the review meeting, comprising influential members of 
the Scientific Committee, had reached an agreed report by 
consensus. 

The Netherlands recalled that at the 48th Meeting the 
majority of Commissioners thought that the Scientific 
Committee should not spend time considering Southern 
Hemisphere minke whales. 

New Zealand pointed out the numbers of whales being 
taken under Special Permits in the Southern Ocean 
Sanctuary and the North Pacific, and that 3,000 had been 
caught in the first eight years of the Antarctic programme, 
with another eight years still to go. It noted the comment in 
the Scientific Committee report that the results from the 
JARPA programme are not required for management, and, 
citing the need for a moral compass, drew attention to the 
facts that there are many areas of unresolved problems, the 
research is taking place in a sanctuary, non-lethal res·earch 
techniques are available and there should be a scientific 
direction. Austria agreed whilst accepting the data may be 
interesting for scientists. The USA concurred, wondering if 
the work is necessary as commercial whaling under the RMP 
is unlikely, while the polar areas are important in the climate 
change context. Monaco also expressed the view that lethal · 
research is unnecessary, and was only occurring now 
because the Convention was written a long time ago. Chile, 
the UK and Spain supported these views. 

Norway noted that the Scientific Committee had stated 
that results in the short term could be valuable to aspects of 
the RMP. Antigua and Barbuda expressed embarrassment at 
the way the Scientific Committee is treated by the 
Commission, hijacking the work of that Committee, and St 
Lucia stated that its reason for being in the Commission was 
the work of the Scientific Committee. 

Japan concluded by commenting on the distinguished 
work of the Scientific Committee, and reviewed the reasons 
for its entry into Antarctic whaling after the Second World 
War when it suffered serious food shortages. It believed the 
Antarctic resources should be used by mankind in the face of 
a world food crisis in the 21st century. 
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Australia introduced a Resolution on Special Pennit 
catches in the Southern Ocean by Japan. This was 
~;u-~vousoreu by Austria, BrdZil, Finland, France, Gennuny, 
Monaco, Netherlands, New Zealand. Oman, South Africa, 
Spain, Sweden, UK and the USA. It recognised that although 
Japan's programme is strictly legal under Article Vlli of the 
Convention, science should endeavour to adopt the highest 
standards and that there are civilised limits to the pursuit of 
knowledge: killing should only occur where critically 
important information is otherwise unavailable, and that the 
scale and nature of these catches subverts the sanctuary and 
the moratorium. The Resolution notes that lhe JARPA 
review COJlcluded that the results are not required for 
management and this advice from the Scientific Committee 
should be heeded. 

Japan responded by referrillg to Article vm and the fact 
tbat the Southern Ocean Sanctuary exists regardless of the 
status of the stocks. It views these Resolutions as an affront, 
because of lhe quality and quantity of the research which the 
JARPA review identified as having potential for 
management. Antigua and Barbuda commented on an attack 
earlier in the meeting on the Scientific Committee and 
considered that a vote for this Resolution is an indictment of 
the Scientific Committee: it called for stronger links with lhe 
Animals Committee of CITES. 

The Resolution shown in Appendix 5 was then put to the 
vote and adopted with 18 votes in favour, 11 against and 2 
abstentions. 

The Netherlands then introduced a Resolution on Special 
Permit catches in lhe Norlh Pacific by Japan, co-sponsored 
by Austria, Australia, Brazil, Finland, France, Germany, 
Monaco, Nelherlands, New Zealand, Spain, UK and the 
USA. It noted that despite previous Resolutions lhere had 
been no changes by Japan, and called for non-lelhal biopsy 
sampling and analysis of existing samples, believing lhat 
stock identification is not a critical need, and reiterated the 
request to Japan to refrain from lhe programme and use only 
non-lethal methods. 

Japan noted lhat many of the same points were being 
repeated. The identification and mixing of sub-stocks is 
important, only a small number of whales was being taken 
and it was not deterred by a Resolution which was a breach 
of its sovereign rights to help management based on 
scientific findings. Norway noted lhe present Resolution has 
no reference to the Scientific Committee and recalled d1at 
last year lhere was overwhelming support in lhe Scientific 
Committee for Ibis research as a help in management, and it 
is also critically important for determining the role of whales 
in the ecosystem. 

The Resolution given in Appendix 6 was then adopted 
wilh 15 votes in favour, 10 against and 6 abstentioJls. 

15. SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH 

15.1 Research proposals 
I 5.1 .1 Report of the Scientific Commiuee 
15.1.2 Action arising 
The research proposals from the Scientific Committee were 
submitted to the Finance and Administration Committee for 
conside.-ation for funding. 

15.2 Research on the environmenl and whale stocks 
15.2.1 Report of the Scientific Committee 
The Scientific Committee's Standing Working Group 
reviewed two proposals designed to further lhe Committee's 
work on cetaceans and the environment. These proposals 
had been prepared intersessionally in response ro the 

Committee's recommendations and to directions of lhe 
Conunission. As an economy measure it was agreed to 
convene two small groups, one in Texel, the Netherlands, to 
address recommendations arising from the Pollution 
Workshop and lhe other in La Jolla, California, USA to 
address recommendations arising from the Workshop on 
Climate Change and Cetaceans. As a result, the Scientific 
Committee recommended that the Commission support a 
meeting of collabo.-ators to plan work associated wilh studies 
on cetaceans and pollutants, and proposed collaboration with 
CCAMLR and Southern Ocean GLOBEC on programmes of 
relevance to cetaceans and climate change. 

The Scientific Committee identified a list of continuing 
topics for consideration in the future, including development 
of field programmes and wotkshops. It was noted lhat 
studies on phytoplankton reaction to increases in UV • B as a 
result of ozone depletion in polar regions, for which there 
appears to be no defence in lhe Arctic, was important for 
future conside.-ation. · 

15.2.2 Action arising 
A Resolution on environmental change and cetaceans was 
proposed by Austria, Australia, Brazil, Finland, France, 
Germany, Mexico, New Zealand, Nelherlands, Oman, 
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, UK and lhe USA. Japan did not 
oppose this but commented on lhe term 'non-lethal' which 
appeared in the last paragraph, since comments in lhe 
Pollotion Workshop report were pertinent. Nonvay 
remarked that the resources for research are out of proportion 
with the results achieved. and Sweden suggested adding 'and 
physiological' to the potential effects. With Ibis amendment, 
the Resolution shown in Appendix 7 was adopted. 

.16. COOPERATION WITH OTHER 
ORGANISATIONS 

16.1 Observers' reports 
The observers' reports of meetings of other 
Inter-Governmental Organisations (IGOs) were distributed 
to the meeting. Those of particular relevance to its work were 
considered by the Scientific Committee. 

16.2 Other 
At d1e 45th ArulUal Meeting it was agreed that d1e Secret at iat 
should identify meetings of other international organisations 
in which the IWC should have direct participation. In 
addition, at the informal meeting of Commissioners held in 
Grenada in January 1997, the Secretariat was asked to 
develop a paper outlining the IWC's •·elations with otber 
IGOs. The document had been distributed to the 
Commission as a whole, and lhe Fmance and Administration 
Comminee made no comments due to the strictly 
informational nature of lhe paper. 

16.3 Memorandum of Under..1anding with ICES 
Commissioners at the 481h Annual Meeting had agreed that 
the IWC should enter into a formal relationship with lhe 
International Council for the Exploration of lhe Sea (ICES), 
and a draft memorandum was circulated. The ftrst two 
paragraphs of lhe draft Memorandum of Understanding were 
unacceptable to certain delegations for various reasons, and 
the UK suggested that lhe preamble be eliminated to :avoid 
disagreement about what it should include. Tbe Chairman 
noted that oo one opposed this suggestion and ooncloded that 
the Commission should proceed with lhe Memorandum of 
Understanding on this basis. 
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Chairman's Report of the Fiftieth Annual Meeting 

1. DATE AND PLACE 

The 50th Annual Meeting of the Commission was held in the 
AI Bustan Palace Hotel, Muscat, Sultanate of Oman, 16-20 
May 1998. Mr Michael Canny (Ireland) was in the Chair, 
and Commissioners and delegates from 35 of the 40 
Contracting Governments attended, together with observers 
from five non-member governments, the European 
Community, five Inter-Governmental Organisations and 70 
Non-Governmental organisations (NGOs). The List of 
Delegates is given on p.53. 

2. ADDRESS OF WELCOME 

The meeting started with an Opening Ceremony addressed 
by His Excellency Dr Ahmed bin Khalfan Al-Rawahi, 
Minister of Agriculture and Fisheries, Sultanate of Oman, 
with the patronage of His Excellency Sayed Badr bin Saud 
bin Harib, Minister Responsible for Defense Affairs and on 
behalf of the host government. He recalled the importance 
placed on the protection of environmental resources and the 
preservation of biological diversity in Omani waters and on 
land in the development of the country under the leadership 
of His Majesty Sultan Qaboos Bin Said. He wished the 
Commission memorable success at the commencement of 
another half century of mutual cooperation and 
understanding. 

The Chainnan of the Commission responded, thanking the 
government for the magnificent meeting rooms, the facilities 
and service, and the friendliness of the people. He looked 
forward to continuing dialogue between the delegates, 
helped by the work of the Scientific Conunittee and the 
contribution of the NGOs. 

3. OPENING STATEMENTS 

3.1 Statements by past Chairmen 
Fonner Chairmen of the Commission had been invited to 
attend this 50th session and to present a statement. Mr Sture 
Irberger (Sweden), Chainnan 1988-1991, spoke of his 
subsequent experience in EU environmental affairs and the 
influence and importance of the Rio Declaration and Agenda 
21 as guiding principles for responsible stewardship in 
managing limited global resources through partnership and 
the precautionary principle. 

Dr Peter Bridgewater (Australia), Chairman 1994-1997, 
sent a message of congratulations to the Commission on 
reaching this SO'h meeting. He emphasised the success of the 
Commission in the past decade as shown in the recovery of 
populations of most species of great whales, underpinned by 
one of the strongest scientific bases of any wildlife 
convention. 

The Secretary then read messages from Mr Thordur 
Asgeirsson (Iceland), Chairman 1978-1981 who sent his 
warmest greetings and best wishes for a successful outcome, 
as did Ambassador Eduardo Iglesias (Argentina), who was 
Chainnan (exceptionally) for four years from 1981-1985, 
Mr Ian Stewart (New Zealand), Chainnan from 1985-1988 
and Mr Luis Fleischer (Mexico), Chairman 1991-1994. 

3.2 Statements by Contracting Governments and 
observers 
Opening statements by Contracting Governments and 
observer organisations were included in the meeting 
documentation. Italy, as a new member, spoke of its 
particular interest in the whales in the Mediterranean Sea. It 
has never engaged in whaling activities and has no intention 

. of starting. It is a member of several international treaties 
which provide for the conservation of marine mammals and 
will do its best to facilitate the achievement of generally 
acceptable solutions to current problems, provided that they 
are based on the premise of conservation of cetaceans. 

4. ADOPTION OF AGENDA 

The provisional annotated agenda, which had been 
circulated 60 days before the meeting, was adopted. Agenda 
Items 5 and 6 were allocated to the Technical Committee for 
initial consideration. The Agenda as adopted is given on 
p.Sl. 

Japan commented, with respect to Agenda Item 9. 1.2, that 
Norway had indicated in previous meetings that issues of 
trade are outside the competence of the IWC and that Japan 
shared the same view. It believes such issues are within the 
jurisdiction of the CITES or WTO; they are not within the 
competence of the IWC. However, Japan is always prepared 
to present infonnation related to trade to the appropriate 
international organisations and it is prepared to present it to 
anyone who wishes to gain such information. 

The Netherlands gave notice that it would raise the issue 
of Canada and the IWC under 'Any other business'. 

5. SOCIO-ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS AND 
SMALL-TYPE WHALING 

5.1 Japanese proposal for Schedule amendment 
In the Technical Committee, Japan outlined the history of its 
request, repeated annually for the last ten years, for a modest 
interim allowance of minke whales for its small-type coastal 
whaling communities. Japan had considered the moratorium 
unreasonable from the outset since its small-type coastal 
whaling operations had never depleted the resource and had 
maintained a sustained annual harvest. The moratorium had 
caused distress to the communities affected and had been 
imposed despite the abundance of the stock. Japan recalled: 

(1) the Commission's Resolution in Kyoto (IWC Resolution 
1993-3) to work expeditiously to alleviate the distress; 

(2) the Action Plan it had devised in response to concerns 
raised; 

(3) the Sendai (1997) Workshop on Community-Based 
Whaling; and 

(4) the well-documented need. 

Japan attributed the absence of progress to a lack of goodwill 
and the dysfunctional nature of the IWC. Because of this, it 
no longer felt itself bound by the Action Plan, although it 
remained committed to small-type coastal whaling. 
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When Antigua and Barbuda attempted to speak again, the 
UK raised a· point of order on the number of interventions, 
considering the heavy agenda. Following exchanges 
between Norway, Japan, Grenada and Dominica, the 
Chairman ruled that Commissioners should speak once, but 
with a right to reply by the proposer. On a show of hands this 
was agreed by 20 votes in favour, with 1 against and 7 
abstentions. Japan did not take part in the vote, considering 
the result was already known. A second vote on limiting the 
length of an intervention to two minutes was adopted by 11 
votes in favour, with l against and 16 abstentions. 

The Plenary was then adjourned for a Commissioners' 
meeting. After this it was am10unced that agreement had 
been reached such that there could be two interventions of 
reasonably limited length. 

13.3 Action arising 
Australia, on behalf of Austria, Brazil, France, Germany, 
India, Italy, Monaco, Netherlands, New Zealand, Oman, 
South Africa, Spain, Switzerland, UK and USA introduced a 
Resolution setting out agreed o]?jectives for the Sanctuary 
and promoting increased scientific research and 
cooperation. 

Because of the large number of co-sponsors and 
wide-spread support, Australia suggested that the Resolution 
could be adopted by consensus. Japan stated its view that the 
Sanctuary does not have a scientific basis, which was why it 
had lodged its objection, since it applies regardless of the 
stock condition. The Resolution shown in Appen.dix 4 was 
then adopted. The Commission noted Japan's opposition. 

A further Resolution proposed by Japan, Antigua and 
Barbuda, Dominica, Grenada, St Lucia and St Vincent and 
The Grenadines had the purpose of immediately abolishing 
the Southern Ocean Sanctuary and instructing the Scientific 
Committee to proceed with implementation trials for 
Southern Hemisphere minke whales. The Chairman ruled 
that this would commit the Commission to amend the 
Schedule and was therefore out of order; in addition, it had 
not been submitted 60 days in advance of the meeting. Japan 
said that it would observe the 60 day rule at next year's or a 
later meeting. 

14. SCIENTIFIC PERMITS 

14.1 Report of the Scientific Committee 
Review of results from existing permits 
JAPAN- SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE 

Last year, the Scientific Committee had und~rtak~n. a 
detailed review of the JARP A programme and had 1dent1f!ed 
a number of areas for future work. Progress on that work was 
reported and a number of documents relating to the JARPA 
programme were presented to the meeting. 

In discussion of the Commission's Resolution last year 
(IWC Resolution 1997-5), it was noted that it did include 
information on the potential for JARPA to improve 
management. However, for clarity, the Scientific Commit~ee 
agreed to repeat its full statement from last year (Rep. rnt. 
Whal. Commn 48:101) on this "lnatter: 

'while JARPA results were not required for management under the 
RMP, they had the potential to improve it in the following ways: (I) 
reductions in the current set of plausib.le scenarios considered in 
Implemr:ntalion Simulation Trials; and {2) identification of ne.w 
scenarios to which future Implementation Simulation Trials will 
have to be developed (e.g. the temporal component of stock 
structure). The results of analyses of JARPA data could be used in 
this way perhaps to increase the allowed catch of minke whales in the 

Southem Hemisphere, without increasing the ~epl~tion ri.sk ab~ve 
the level indicated by the existing /mpfemenratwn Stmula/lon Tnals 
of the RMP for these minke whales.' 

JAPAN - NORTH PACIFIC 
The Scientific Committee noted that a number of documents 
that incorporated information from JARPN had been 
presented and were discussed. 

Review of new or revised proposals 
JARPA - SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE 

The 1998/99 JARPA research plan is a continuation of the 
programme that has been extensively discussed previously 
by the Scientific Committee. It is the 101h full-scale survey of 
a 16-year research programme. The survey will cover Area 
V and the western half of Area VI to focus on the issue of 
stocks within the framework of the four major objectives of 
the programme. 

The survey period is the same as in previous years and the 
sample size is 400±10%. One researc~1 vesse~, t~ee 
sampling/sightings vessels and one dedtc~ted st~htt~gs 
vessel will be used. Participation by internatiOnal sc1ennsts 
is welcomed. 

The Scientific Comniittee noted that the addition of 
quantitative echo-sounder equipment to the dedicated 
sightings vessel this year will provide the added capability. of 
determining the distribution and abundance of food spec1es 
including Antarctic krill. The effect of using such equipment 
on sightings surveys was briefly considered. Some members 
noted that information provided by JARPA could be of 
significant value for the elucidation of the effects ~f 
environmental change on whales and the AntarctiC 
ecosystem. 

JAPAN- NORTH PACIFIC 

The programme, which began in 1995 after a feasi?ility 
study in 1994, is to examine (1) whether sub-stocks ext~t of 
the Okhotsk Sea-Western Pacific stock (O ·stock) of m1nke 
whales, and (2) whether an additional stock (W stock) exists 
in the central part of the North Pacific, and if it does, the rate 
of mixing with 0 stock. One hundred animals will be 
sampled in two or three areas among sub-Areas 7, 8, 9, 11 
and 12. 

With regard to the sampling area in the 1998 survey, it was 
reported that if it seems difficult to get pennission from the 
Government of the Russian Federation to operate in its 
waters, sub-Areas 7 and 8 (in May and June) and 11 (in July) 
were to be covered. 

The Scientific Committee noted that it had not reviewed 
this proposal in detail since 1994. 

It was stated that the programme could be terminated after 
the completion of the 1999 cruise if the Scientific Committee 
agreed that the research objectives had been adequately met 
by that time. After some discussion, the Scientific 
Committee agreed that a comprehensive review of JARPN 
should be planned for 2000. If the programme is extended to 
the year 2000 or thereafter, a detailed and thorough research 
proposal should be submitted for review. The Government 
of Japan would elaborate the programme for 1999, taking 
into account the comments made during the meeting and 
analyses of the 1998 data; it would circulate this to the 
members of the Scientific Committee prior to departure of 
the cruise. 

14.2 Action arising 
Japan commented that it was pleased that the JARPA 
programme was contributing to research on resources in the 
Antarctic, and that at the review meeting scientists had 
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appreciated the results. Concerning the North Pacific, it 
noted the attempts to solve the stock structure problems. On 
behalf of Antigua and Barbuda, Dominica, Grenada, 
Norway, St Lucia and St Vincent and The Grenadines it 
introduced a Resolution concerning Special Permits which 
reaffirmed the rights of Contracting Governments under 
Article VIII of the Convention, and the need for scientific 
information for the proper conservation and management of 
whale resources. It hoped for consensus on this. 

The Netherlands had no objection to the operative clauses 
but proposed deleting a preambular paragraph which it 
thought did not correctly reflect the conclusions of the 
Scientific Committee concerning the potential for 
management from the results, and the use of non-lethal 
research. Australia and New Zealand voiced their opposition 
to lethal research and Switzerland, Sweden, Italy, Finland 
and India supported the Netherlands. 

Antigua and Barbuda pointed out that the text was a direct 
quote from the Scientific Committee, and St Lucia spoke of 
the need for a lethal take for some research. 

Denmark said it was against scientific whaling in the 
Southern Ocean Sanctuary. The Chairman of the Scientific 
Committee pointed to his Committee's views on this issue. 
The People's Republic of China spoke of the current 
technology and advocated the study of research methods to 
reduce lethal methods. 

The Resolution was then put to the vote and defeated with 
10 votes in favour to 19 against, and 5 abstentions. 

Switzerland explained its abstention because it is opposed 
to large-scale lethal research in the Sanctuary but had no 
problems with the operative paragraph. South Africa 
indicated the same. 

Monaco, on behalf of Australia, Brazil, India, Italy, 
Netherlands, New Zealand and the UK, put forward a 
Resolution on whaling under Special Pern1it which: 

(1) requested the Secretariat to undertake a comprehensive 
review of the ethical considerations; 

(2) recommended that if whales are taken this is done in a 
manner consistent with Section III of the Schedule; 
and 

(3) requested Japan to refrain from issuing any further 
permits. 

It spoke of the concern over lethal research as expressed in 
a letter from a number of scientists, the large numbers of 
whales taken and the appearance of whale meat in 
commercial markets. It commented that scientists do not 
operate in a vacuum and that the science of whales has 
advanced over the past 50 years. 

Antigua and Barbuda could not support the Resolution, 
mentioning the merits of JARPA, the lack of non-lethal 
means to address certain issues and noting lethal military 
research. Norway commented on the necessity to conduct 
multi-species research for interactions in fisheries. 

New Zealand commented on the many signatures on 
petitions opposed to scientific whaling, reflecting the depth 
of feeling that there is no need to kill whales to carry our 
research. It believed that there should be an ethical review 
and that research must be guided by a moral compass. Italy 
noted that two of its eminent scientists had signed the letter 
referred to, and also believed that lethal research must be 
brought to an end. Denmark stated that it is opposed to 
scientific whaling in the Southern Ocean Sanctuary and 
would support the Resolution, while the USA was 
increasingly concerned over research whaling and strongly 
opposed unnecessary lethal research. 

Antigua and Barbuda proposed adding a paragraph that 
the Commission 'note the grave concern for the lethal use of 
cetaceans for military research purposes'. Dominica 
seconded this, but New Zealand thought the amendment 
concerned research outside the Convention which should be 
separated and properly presented. Denmark restated that it 
believes that small cetaceans are outside IWC competence. 

Japan, on a point of order, requested Antigua and Barbuda 
to withdraw the amendment, but the latter asked for it to be 
put to the vote, when it was defeated by 6 votes in favour to 
16 against, with 12 abstentions. The Resolution shown in 
Appendix 5 was then adopted by 17 votes in favour to 9 
against, with 8 abstentions. 

South Africa explained its abstention as it objects to high 
levels of lethal scientific sampling in the Southern Ocean 
Sanctuary, but had doubts about extrapolating these 
objections to sampling in the North Pacific. Antigua and 
Barbuda voted against because it believes Japan's research is 
completely legal and useful, while Japan regretted the 
increasing number who ignore its rightful scientific activities 
and stating that it was also concerned about the manner in 
which the incorporation of ethical matters was being 
introduced. 

15. SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH 

15.1 Research proposals 
15.1 .1 Report of the Scientific Committee 
The Scientific Committee recommended that the 1998/99 
SOWER cruise should take place principally in Area IV 
south of 60°S, with a blue whale component taking place for 
12 days in the southeastern part of Area III where relatively 
high concentrations of blue whales had been confirmed by 
the past IDCR cruises and JARPA surveys. It recommended 
that there should be a specialist planning meeting for this 
cruise in Tokyo in October. 

Five proposals were reviewed by the intersessional review 
group and outside reviewers and discussed further during 
this year's meeting. A proposal for retrospective analysis 
and method development for integrated analysis for the 
SOWER 2000 survey of baleen whales and krill, received 
the highest rating and was recommended for funding. The 
others were not included in the list of highest priority 
proposals. 

The Scientific Committee noted that £59,888 is already 
available in the Research Fund to finance ongoing projects 
continuing from the current year. It strongly recommended 
that the additional research-related activities proposed 
should be funded in the 1998/99 financial year. This leaves 
a potential shortfall of £37,354. Given the importance of the 
items requested, the Committee strongly requested that the 
Commission funds all the designated activities. 

RESEARCH PROPOSALS - PREAMBULAR TEXT 

The Secretary outlined the terms and conditions (in the form 
of specimen wordings) which have been included in the 
contracts given by the IWC for research proposals during 
recent years. These are used selectively and modified as 
appropriate for the particular proposals and contracts under 
consideration. 

The language used defines: 

(1) the tasks to be performed; 
(2) the schedule of work; 
(3) the costs, including support for attendance at a meeting 

of the Scientific Committee to present a report on the 
work carried out; 
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Chairman's Report of the Fifty-First Annual Meeting 

1. DATE AND PLACE 

The 51st Annual Meeting of the International Whaling 
Commission was held in the Grand Beach Resort and 
Conference Centre, StGeorge's, Grenada, 24-28 May 1999. 
Mr Michael Canny (Ireland) was in the Chair, and 
Commissioners and delegates from 34 of the 40 Contracting 
Governments attended, along with observers from 7 
non-member governments, 3 Inter-Governmental 
Organisations and 91 Non-Governmental Organisations 
(NGOs). The List of Delegates is given on p. 63. 

2. ADDRESS OF WELCOME 

The Prime Minister of Grenada, the Hon. Keith Mitchell; 
welcomed participants to the Spice Isle. He recalled that the 
IWC has been addressing the various issues surrounding the 
preservation of the world's whale stocks for more than 50 
years, during which time there have been substantial changes 
in the methods used to gather and analyse data. However, the 
balance between conservation and harvest continues to 
challenge the Commission. Sustaining marine resources is 
an important objective for coastal states like Grenada, which 
must harvest the resources of the sea, while tourism includes 
recreational use of the sea. He expected vigorous 
negotiations in managing this shared resource and wished 
the meeting well. 

The Chairman thanked the Prime Minister and the people 
of Grenada for their warm welcome to this Annual Meeting, 
the first to be held in the Caribbean. ' 

3. OPENING STATEMENTS 

As usual, the Opening Statements submitted by Contracting 
Governments and Observers were included in the meeting 
documentation. 

4. ADOPTION OF AGENDA 

The Chairman outlined his proposals for meeting 
management, including a daily order of business, and 
requested that no repeat Resolutions should be submitted. He 
asked Commissioners to limit themselves to one intervention 
only on each subject. The provisional annotated agenda, 
which had been circulated 60 days in advance of the meeting, 
was adopted. Japan requested that Agenda Items 23.1 Voting 
Procedures, 23.3 Observers and 22.6 Observer status of 
Greenpeace should be considered first. The Chairman. 
referred Agenda Items 7 Sanctuaries and 13 Revised· 
Management Scheme to the Technical Committee for initial 
consideration, The Agenda as adopted is given on p. 59. 

Japan requested that the credentials of all the delegations 
and observers should be checked by a Credentials 
Committee, which the Chairman established. This 
Committee ~et during an adjournment in Agenda Item 23.1 
and was attended by the Chairman, Secretary, Antigua and 
Barbuda, Australia, Austria, Dominica, Italy, Japan, 
Norway, South Africa, Sweden, St Lucia, UK and USA. The 
Credentials Committee noted that all Governments had been 
asked to submit credentials in February 1999. Members of 
the Committee expressed concern that some credentials were 
presented by fax or e-mail with originals to ·follow, and that 
some credentials had been signed by the Commissioner. 

The Secretary reminded the Credentials Committee of the 
Commission's decision 'at the 35th (1983) Annual Meeting 
that 

It was agreed that for this purpose [the fonn of accreditation by 
governments] by the tenn 'govemmenrs' is meant the Minister of 
Foreign Affairs (including: on behalf of the Minister of Foreign 
Affairs), the Minister responsible for whaling or whale conservation 
(including: on behalf of this Minister). the Commissioner, the 
Diplomatic Mission (Rep. int. Whal. Commn 34:28). 

The Credentials Committee decided that all credentials 
should be accepted this year, but Japan indicated that it 
would submit proposals next year to clarify matters, It 
believed it irrational and contradictory for Commissioners to 
sign their own credentials; Government Ministries were the 
proper authorities. 

5. SOCIO-ECONOMIC IMPLICATIONS AND 
SMALL-TYPE WHALING 

5.1 Japanese proposal for Schedule amendment 
Japan recalled that for the paSt I I years it has made an 
application for a modest take of minke whales for its four 
coastal communities. It has submitted more than 50 
documents dt;tailing the importance of minke whales to these 
communities, and has minimised the commercial aspects of 
the proposed operations. Agenda 21 emphasises the use of 
sustainable marine resources, and the I 995 IS:yoto 
Declaration on Food Security gave a broad framework for 
international cooperation in this area. The 1993 IWC 
Resolution recognised the socio-economic needs and the 
distress of the four communities, and Japan requested an 
interim allocation until the RMS is implemented. It proposed 
a Schedule amendment to add a new paragraph 10 (f): 

Notwithstanding the other provisions of pamgraph 10 and those of 
paragraph 12, the taking of 50 minke whales from the Okhotsk 
Sea-West Pacific stock of the North Pacific is permitted in the 1999 
season in order to alleviate the hardship in the four community-based 
whaling communities. 

This was accompanied by a proposed Resolution which had 
the effect of agreeing that the take of minke whales provided 
by paragraph 10 (f) of the Schedule be allocated to the 
communities of Abishiri, Ayukawa, Wadaura and Taijii in 
Japan. 

Sweden commented that this could only be accepted as 
part of the Irish Initiative, a position held by Finland, 
Switzerland, Spain and South Africa; Austria also could not 
give support. Australia could not support a new category of 
commercial whaling. The USA pointed out the similar 
requests since 1988 and the commercial element; it was 

· sympathetic to the needs and wished to continue a dialogue. 
The Netherlands, Germany, New Zealand, France and the 
UK had similar views. 

Denmark, Norway, Oman, St Vincent and The 
Grenadines, St Lucia, Dominica, Solomon Islands and 
Grenada expressed their support. ' 

On being put to the vote, the Schedule amendment and 
Resolution received 12 votes in favour, with IS against and 
7 abstentions and so failed. 
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Japan responded that many irresponsible statements had . 
been made. The actions had been against international and 
domestic laws, including trespass, and the vessels had been 
immobilised for days. It detailed a catalogue of numerous 
similar actions against whaling and fishing vessels and asked 
if such an NGO is still acceptable. St Lucia supported Japan, 
but the Chairman believed that a majority were against the 
proposal. Japan thought the evidence was simple, clear and 
transparent, but when the matter was put to the vote it was 
defeated, · with 9 votes in favour, 22 against and 3 
abstentions. 

22.7 Action arising 
In the Commission, in addition to noting the comments 
described above and endorsing the decisions with respect to 
the individual items, the following observations were made 
and conclusions drawn: 

(I) The USA and Japan spoke of the value of the Verbatim 
Record of the plenary sessions, where it is easy to locate 
topics. It was agreed to continue with the transcript this 
year and to consider the matter again next year. 

(2) It was agreed to experiment next year by not convening 
the Technical Committee. 

(3) The Chairman of the Commission announced that he had 
asked Mr Daven Joseph (Antigua and Barbuda) to 
convene the Contributions Sub-Committee, and the 
Hon. Jim McLay (New Zealand) to ·convene the 
Budgetary Sub-Committee. 

23. AMENDMENT TO THE RULES OF 
PROCEDURE 

23.1 Voting procedures 
The Government of Monaco had proposed the following 
amendment to Rule of Procedure E.3.(d) (new text italic): 

Votes can be taken by a show of hands, or by roll call, as in the 
opinion of the Chainnan appears to be most suitable. The election of 
the Chair, Vice-Chair, the appoimment of the Secretary of the 
Commission, and the selection of IWC Annual Meeting venues shall 
all proceed by secret ballot. 

Japan announced in the Finance and Administration 
Committee that it would propose an amendment during the 
Plenary session. Given the political nature of this issue, the 
Chainnan of the Committee suggested that it be referred to 
the Commission. 

In the Commission the USA stated it was in favour of 
transparency, recalled the long history of open debate, and 
supported Monaco. Germany spoke similarly. 

Norway proposed that the secret ballot should be · 'upon 
request by a Commissioner' and that ' if at least five 
Commissioners so request any other vote shall proceed by 
secret ballot.' These amendments were supported by 
Japan. . 

Denmark preferred the maximum transparency as a 
general rule and opposed a secret ballot. It was against the 
last addition and did not like to change the tradition for 
election of the Chairman and Vice-Chairman, was hesitant 
about secret voting for the meeting venue but could accept it 
for the appointment of the Secretary. 

Italy and Finland wished for maximum transparency but 
could go along with a vote for officers. 

New Zealand supported Monaco and Norway since this 
conformed with the 1982 UN draft Rules of Procedure for 
election of officers. It was in favour of the freedom of 

environmental information and since views expressed were 
well known, a secret vote is not necessary to protect 
anyone's position. Sweden, the Solomon Islands and the 
Netherlands agreed; the latter favouring the first Norwegian 
amendment. 

Antigua and Barbuda spoke of the countries vulnerable to 
threats by individuals and organisations, and supported 
Norway so as to vote without fear. 
. Brazil was in favour of transparency and so did not 

support the Norwegian proposal, while Germany wished to 
safeguard transparency and so supported the Monaco 
proposal. 

The Chairman concluded that, with support indicated by 
Austria, Dominica, Grenada, Ireland, South Africa, Spain, 
Switzerland, UK and USA, the first addition by Norway was 
agreed. 

The second addition proposed by Norway was then put to 
the vote, but was not adopted, there being 9 votes in favour, 
21 against with I abstention. Spain explained its vote against 
was to improve transparency. 

A proposal bY. Japan to amend the original Monaco text by 
adding: 

and proposals to amend the Rules o f Procedure may be decided by 
secret ballot. For these matters a secret ballot shall be used if 
requesred by a Commissioner and seconded by at least five other 
Commissioners 

was also defeated with 11 votes in favour, 22 against and 1 
abstention. Denmark stated that it accepted the majority 
position, even though it felt it was not transparent enough, 
and the Chairman confirmed that all the reservations 
expressed would be noted. 

23.2 Environment Research Fund 
By IWC Resolution 1998-6 the Commission agreed to 
consider at the 51st Annual Meeting the establishment of a 
dedicated Environment Research Fund to facilitate research 
on environmental change and cetaceans as well as the 
attendance at the Scientific Committee and other related· 
meetings of Invited Participants with relevant expertise in 
the priority areas of the Standing Working Group on 
Environmental Concerns. 

In the Finance and Administration Committee, Japan 
stated that it was not happy with the creation of this fund. It 
would propose at a later stage a modification of the name of 
the fund. It was Japan's view that the creation of the fund 
requires the amendment of the Financial Regulations. The 
USA explained that this subject was under this Agenda Item 
in case a change to the Rules of Procedure were needed, 
which would be the case if a stand-alone fund were 
established. The alternative would be to earmark funds 
within the existing research fund, which could be done by a 
simple Commission decision. The Netherlands agreed with 
the USA, and it supported the alternative solution. 

Denmark stressed its green credentials, but said it was 
very concerned with this item because of its belief in free 
choice among scientists. It was unhappy with the idea that 
scientists ·will be able to propose research in only one area. 
The Chairman of the Finance and Administration Committee 
pointed out that unless a country proposes a change to the 
rules of procedure, the Committee does not have to deal with 
the issue. The Chairman closed the discussion by saying it 
appeared unlikely that a proposal to change the Rules of 
Procedure to establish a separate environmental research 
fund would emerge. 

In the event, the Commission took no further action. 
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Chairman's Report of the. Fifty-Second Annual Meeting 

1. DAT E AND PLACE 

The 52"" Annual Meeting of the International Whaling 
Commission was held in the Adelaide Convention Centre, 
Adelaide, Australia, 3-6 July 2000. The Chau·man of the 
Commission, Mr Michael Canny (lreland) and the 
Vice-Chairman, Prof. Bo Fernholm (Sweden) presided over 
the proceedings. Commissioners and delegates from 34 of 
the Commission's 40 Contracting Governments attended, 
along with observers from 4 non-member governments, 6 
Inter-Governmental Organisations (IGOs) and 88 
Non-Governmental Organisations (NGOs). 

2. ADDRESS OF WELCOME 
Senator Roben Hill,leader of the Senate and Minister for the 
Environment and Heritage gave an address of welcome on 
behalf of the Government of Australia. 

Senator Hill believed that the Commission's first meeting 
of the new millennium had the potential to be significant in 
determining its future direction. He suggested that the 
passing of the old century was a time for reflection, the 
dawning of the new century a Lime for recommitment and 
noted the particular responsibility of those charged with 
managing and protecting the marine environment. Senator 
Hill reflected. on the changes in attitudes towards marine 
resource management since the previous IWC meeting in 
Australia 20 years ago, citing IWC's decision to establish a 
global moratorium on commercial whaling as an example. 
He also spol<e of the growing recognition of the need for 
global action and cooperation to conserve the oceans and 
their biological diversity which are facing serious and 
worsening threats from pollution, ove.·-exploitation, 
conflicting uses of resources, and damage to or destruction 
of habitat. He noted that Australia is conscious of its 
responsibilities in contributing to conservation efforts and 
described a number of steps being taken, such as the 
establishment of Marine Protected Areas like the Great 
BaJTier Reef Marine Park. 

Senator Hill spoke of the severe depletion in whale 
numbers caused by unsustainable hunting in the last century 
and recognised the pan played by Australia in this. He noted 
that the moratorium has had some positive benefits in the 
recovery of whale numbers, but commented on the 
uncertainty as to whether the moratorium came in time to 
save cenain species. H e noted the arguments of those who 
believe that numbers of cenain species have recovered 
sufficiently to allow the resumption of commercial whaling, 
but cautioned that the second chance we have been given to 
conserve whale populations should not be los t. He added that 
tlu·ough increased interest in whale conservation, Australia 
now generates more revenue each year from protecting 
whales than it ever did through hunting them, an experience 
shared by others. 

Senator Hill considered that among the im~rtant issues 
the Commission had to consider during its 52" meeting was 
the proposal from Australia and New Zealand and supponed 
by the Pacific Island States, for the creation of a South 
Pacific Sanctuary. He was ce11ain that the proposal would 
quite appropriately be subject to robust debate. 

Finally, Senator Hill noted that the International 
Convention for the Regulation of Whaling provide.~ a 
fromework for the regime of regulation to evolve in line with 

changing international community values and suggested that 
the marine environment should be managed in line with 
these changing values. He wished the meeting well and the 
delegates an enjoyable stay in Australia. 

3. OPENING STATEMENTS 

The Opening Statements submilled by Contracting 
Governments and Observers were included in the meeting 
documentation, according to the Commission's normal 
procedure. The Republic of Guinea, which had adhered to 
the International Convention for the Regulation of Whaling 
on 21 June 2000, spoke of its pleasure and honour in 
attending the meeting of one of the oldest international 
organisations involved in marine management. It expected to 
contribute to the debate on the management of marine 
resources, including cetaceans, based on the principles of 
sustainable management for future generations , and with 
respect to ecosystems. 

4. ADOPTION OF AGENDA 

The Chainnan outlined the order of business he intended to 
follow, and proposed adoption of the revised agenda, 
including items added by Japan after the 60-day notification 
period due to delays resulting from the Golden Week 
Holiday (i.e. a proposed amendment to the Rules of 
Procedure regarding secret ballots, and proposed Schedule 
amendments relating to Agenda Items 5 .1, 7.4.2 and 12.2). 
Japan appreciated the Chairman's suggestion and indicated 
that at tltis meeting it would not pursue its proposal for secret 
ballots, although these had been adopted by other similar 
organisations. It would submit its proposal on this matter 
again next year. The agenda was adopted. 

Japan requested the Commission to withdraw the 
credentials of Greenpeace as obsetvers to the Meeting. lt 
believed lltat this would be consistent with previous actions 
of the Commission. It noted that last year the Commission 
had withdrawn the credentials of an NGO following a 
demonstration at the IWC headquarters in the UK. 
Previously, the Commission had also withdrawn the 
observer credentials of another NGO for its illegal actions 
against whaling vessels. Japan claimed that the Greenpeace 
campaign against its research programme in the Antarctic 
earlier this year invo1ved illegal and violent actions that 
caused a collision with a Japanese research vesse1 and risked 
the lives of scientists and crew. I t argued that the campaign 
of violence against a programme of sciemific research 
catTicd out under the Convention should be su·ongly 
condemned by the Commission. 

The USA noted that there were conflicting accowtts of the 
incident, which was still under review, and that CITES had 
taken no action in response to a similar request. Kew Zealand 
and the Netherlands believed this was a legitimate, robust 
but peaceful protest and opposed the suggestion. Sweden, 
UK, Germany, France, Italy, Monaco, Austria, Spain, 
Finland, Australia, Mexico and Denmark held similar 
views. 

Norway supported Japan, recall ing the harnssment of one 
of its vessels in the North Sea, resulting in an mrest and 
subsequent sentence by the courts. Antigua and Barbuda 
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and subsequent Resolmions on the RMS (i.e. other elements 
such as DNA tracking and welfare issues. should be 
considered). Other countries (Antigua and Barbuda, 
Norway, Japan, St Lucia, Dominica) were concerned that the 
draft Resolution does not commit the Commission to a 
Schedule amendment and that it does not prejudge the 
positions of Contracting Governments regarding the status 
of paragraphs l O(d) and lO(e) of the Schedule. Norway 
considered the reference in the Resolution to the proposed 
text for the Schedule amendment was unnecessary. 

Japan offered to host the intersessional meeting of the 
RMS Wor-king Group_ 

Finally, following revisions to take into account some of 
the comments expressed above, Resolution 2000-3 was 
passed by consensus, although the strong reservations of a 
number of countries regarding the last two operative 
paragraphs wCl-e noted. T he Resolution is given in Appendix 
I. 

Australia asked that their established policy on 
participation in discussions on the RMS be noted for the 
record. 

13. SCIENTIFIC PERMITS 

13.1 North Pacific minke whales (JARPN) 
13.1.1 Introduction by Japan 
Before hearing the report from the Scientific Committee, 
Japan requested that it be allowed to state briefly its position 
on this research and to present an overview of the JARPN II 
proposal. 

Japan believed that its programme is important for the 
management of whales but also important in that it will 
address issues such as pollution and consumption of marine 
resources by cetaceans. It commented that the question of 
cetacean-fishery interactions has become a major issue 
throughout the world. Given some estimates that cetaceans 
may consume 3-6 times the amount of marine resour-ces 
harvested for human consumption, it is an important issue in 
the context of food security. Japan noted declining catches in 
some of its own fisheries and that its research had shown that 
minke whales are eating commercially important fish 
species. lt considered that this issue must be add1-essed from 
a scientific perspective without delay. Japan stressed that its 
whale research programmes: (I) are providing valuable 
information and addressing important resource management 
issues; (2) are legal Wlder Article VUI of the Convention; 
and (3) pose no risks to the whale populations. 

Dr Kawahara, Director for the Far Seas Laboratory, stated 
that the overall objective of JARPN fi is to try to contribute 
to the conservation of the marine resources (including whale 
stocks) to enable sustainable use in the 200 mile EEZ of 
Japanese waters, especially in the western North Pacific. 
JARPN II has three objectives: (1) to study feeding ecology 
(highest priority), including prey consumption by cetaceans 
and prey preference; (2) to elucidate stock structure of 
minke, Bryde's and sperm whales; and (3) to monitor the 
impact of pollutants such as POPs and heavy metals on 
cetaceans and the marine ecosystem. Dr Kawahara gave 
further details on how the objectives were to be achieved 
(see Sectjon 13. 1.2.2). 

13.1.2 Report of the Scientific Commiuee 
The Chair of the Scientific Committee began by 
summarising the outcome of the February 2000 Scientific 
Committee workshop to review methods, results, and 
success in meeting its objectives of the JARPN research 

programme between 1994 and 1999. She then repo1ted on 
the outcome of the Scientific Committee 's review of the 
proposals in JARPN 11. 

IJ.l.l.l OUTCOME OF Tllf:: .IARPN REVIEW MEETING 

The main objectives of JARPN were to determine: (1) 
whether or not the hypothesised ' W' minke whale stock 
exists and if so to estimate mixing rates between the '0' and 
'W' stocks; and (2) the feeding ecology of minkc whales in 
the Nonh Pacific. In 1999, the sub-objective to estimate the 
mixing rate between the 'J' and ' 0 ' stocks was added. 

Regarding the existence of the 'W' stock, revised DNA 
analyses carried out during the workshop gave a significant 
effect between sub-areas 7 and 8 on the one hand, and 
sub-area 9 on the other when commercial dala were 
excluded, and a small but not significant effect when 
com,nercial data were included. T he workshop agreed that 
this should be examined further. It also agreed that the 
possible existence of a group of minke whales to the east of 
Japan that differed from the '0' s tock could not be 111led out, 
but that the data nevertheless provided a basis to restrict the 
numbelj of 'W' stock hypotheses that need to be considered 
in the Rl'v1P trials. The workshop also reviewed results from 
a number of other data types with respect to stock structure. 
In summary, the workshop noted that some of the difficulties 
experienced in discussing stock structure arose from lack of 
clarity in Ute Committee as to what constitutes a stock. 

Regarding mixing rates between the '0' and 'W' stocks, 
the workshop agreed Utat it would be premature to draw 
conclusions on the extent of the possible presence of 'W' 
stock Emimals west of sub-area 9, prior to completion of 
further Mal ys~s. It also agreed tlut if there was a 'W' stock , 
there had also to be a non-negligible level of dispersal 
between this and the '0' stock. Regarding mixing rates 
between the 'J' and '0' stock, the workshop reviewed 
estimates of the proportion of 'J' stock animals in sub-ar~a 
11 by month and sex, based on data fmm JARPN surveys 
and past Korean and Japanese coastal operations. The 
worksh.op recommended that the sensitivity of these resullS 
to the omission of samples for the west of sul>-area 9 in 1995 
be checked as it may contain some 'W' stock animals. 

The workshop noted that the discussions and decisions on 
mixing rates were relevant to !mplemelllation Simulation 
Trials. However, a key aspect in the trials, not covered by 
those discussions, is the variety of assumptions about the 
proportion of animals in sub-area 12 (the Okhotsk Sea) that 
may originate from the hypothesised 'W' stock since there 
are no data available from JARPN for this sub-area. The 
workshop therefore recommended that further genetic 
samples from sub-areas 12 and 9 , and possibly from 8, be 
obta ined to help discriminate among alternative ' W' stock 
hypotheses. 

Since the focus of the JARPN review meeting was on the 
stock structure work, the resu lts from work on feeding 
ecology were considered only briefly. The workshop noted 
that the consumptjon calculations were performed only for 
August and September. It was also noted that with the 
sampling design used in J ARPN so far it was not possible to 
(!) obtain a quantita tive measure of temporal and 
geographical changes in minke whale diets, or (2) to perform 
extrapolations to calculate the annual consumption of the 
entire population found in the research areas. The workshop 
agreed that if surveys nre to be perfomted in future, tt.e 
sampling design should permit such calculations. However, 
it was noted that the feeding ecology investigations under 
JARPN were only a feasibility study and that the primary 
objective of JARPN had been to obta in datn necessary to 
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address questions related to stock identity implying a 
sampling design less than optimal for the ecological studies. 
The latter were conducted using well-established and 
appropriate methods, and the workshop considered the study 
to be successful within those limitations. 

In future studies, in addition to improving the sampling 
design to enable a more quantitative estimation of temporal 
and geographical variation in diet, the workshop also agreed 
that it is necessary to obtni111 an improved understanding of 
tbe distribution and abundance of relevant prey species to 
better understand the dynamics of minke whale food choice 
and consumption. It therefore recommended that acoustic 
and trawl surveys, designed to address such questions, 
should be conducted concurrently with future whale surveys, 
if possible. 

The workshop noted thut under Resolution 1999-2 on 
special permits for scientific research, the Scientific 
Committee had been asked to advise the Commission on 
whether the infonnation sought in research programmes 
under Special Permib was: (a) required for management; and 
(b) could be obtained by non-lethal means. The workshop 
did not have a long discussion on this item as the Chair of the 
Scientific Committee had advised that full discussions 
should be held in the Committee rather than in the workshop. 
In fact only item (a) was addressed, the outcome being that 
information obtained during JARPN had been and will 
continue to be used to refine Jmplememation Sim11latio11 
Trials for North Pacific minlce whales and was consequently 
relevant to their management. 

Two further recommendations were made by the 
workshop: (I) that research be undenaken to find the 
breeding grounds, recognising that the most definitive stock 
structure data will come from such grounds; and (2) that tbe 
age-composition data collected during JARPN be analysed 
futther to provide information for use in conditioning 
lmplememation Simulation Trials. 

The Chair of the Scientific Committee reported that the 
Committee had endorsed the workshop recommendations 
and that some of the matters dealt with at the workshop had 
been further considered during the Committee meeting and 
used in re-specifying trials. Regarding the question on 
non-lethal research from Resolution 1999-2, the Scientific 
Committee referred to all its previous discussions on the 
subject and noted that there was no consensus. 

t3.L2.2 REVIIl\V OP JARPN II PROPOSAL 
The Chair of the Scientific Committee explained that the 
major discussion on components of the JARPN II proposal 
related to the stock identity of minke and Bryde's whales 
took place in the Sub-Commiuee on the RMP, while that 
related to pollutants took place in the Standing Working 
Group on Environmental concerns. Given the extent of the 
proposal and the overall workload of the Committee, the 
Chair explained that she 11o.d encouraged participants to 
submit working papers with questions and comments on the 
proposal. These working papers are included as an Annex to 
the Scientific Committee's report. 

The Chair drew the Commission's attention to the fact that 
there had been insufficient time to fully discuss each of the 
questions or comments made to the proposers of the proposal 
or to the responses they received. The authors of the 
questions to the proposers, while appreciative of the effott 
made to answer their poims, indicated that the replies 
received did not fully satisfy all their concerns even though 
considerable time was spent addressing some of the 
questions raised. The pt·oposers indicated at the end of the 
discussion that they h~d tried to respond to the qucsllons in 

detail and that they were willing to respond to furthe~· 
comments and questions after the Scientific Committee 
meeting. A shon summary of the proposal, its objectives and 
its methodology is given below together with the comments 
and discussion of the Scientific Committee. In reviewing the 
.JAR PN II proposal. the Scientific Committee took account 
of the Commission's guidelines on reviewing scientific 
permits. 

THE PROPOSAL 
The overall goal of the research is to contribute to the 
conservation and sustainable use of ma1i ne living resources 
including whales in the westem No11h Pacific, especially 
within Japan's EEZ. For the overall goal, it is important to 
gather the infonnation on resources and to merge it as a 
whole ecosystem. In this research special attention will be 
paid to the ecosystem surrounding cetaceans, and the data 
and materials related to cetaceans, prey species and 
oceanographic conditions will be collected. The sub-projects 
are: feeding ecology (including prey consumption and 
preferences of cetaceans and ecosystem modelling); stock 
structure; environmental effects on cetaceans and the marine 
ecosystem. 

Numbers of animals and their management stocks are 
specified in the proposal. A total of 100 minkc whales 
(effectively '0' Stock and putative 'W' Stock), 50 Bryde's 
whales (Western North Pacific Stock) and I 0 sperm whales 
(Western Division) will be sampled in each year. Random 
sampling will be carried out and thus the sex and length of 
the catch cannot be specified. 

Comments and discussiou 
Some questions were raised about the more detailed 
objectives of the sub-projects. In particular the proponents 
clarified that the overall hypothesis to be tested is: 

Top predators influence the dynamics of prey species wtlieh are lhe 
target of commercial fisheries and competition exists between top 
pred:o1ors nnd fisheries. 

However, they stressed that this is intended to be a feasibility 
study and that more detailed hypotheses corresponding to 
each component will be developed later. Some members 
thought that the proposal was too poorly developed and 
narrow to distinguish among the effects of such factors as 
fishing, predation and climate change such as the recent 
' regime shift'. Others stressed that the main purpose of a 
feasibility study is to improve methodology, and that from 
such a perspective, the proposal is reasonably balanced 
between derailed hypotheses and established methodology 
on one side and more open ideas on the other. 

OBJECTIVES 
The proposal states that tlte ptimary objective of the 
programme is broader than the fWC 's remit. It considered 
this to be a critically important research need. However it 
identifies some aspects of the programme that address 
research needs identified by the Committee, some of which 
are directly relevant to management. These include: 

( I) elucidation of minke whale structure on whether the 
hypothesised 'W' stock exists, and mixing rates for 'J' 
and '0' stocks; 

(2) elucidation of the stock structure of Bryde's whales; 
(both (l) and (2) are imponant in the development of 
lmplcmematiou Simulation Trials for those species) 

(3) elucidation of the stock structure of sperm whales - this 
is relevant to the future Comprehensive Assessment of 
that species; 
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(4) information relevant to some aspects of the possible 
effects of environmental changes on whales (and their 
prey); 

(5) studies on poJiution; 
(6) information relevant to dte Commi!lee's consideration 

of marine mammal - fishery interactions; 
(7) elucidation of the role of cetaceans in the ecosystem. 

Section V of the proposal details the consideration of 
sample size. 

Comments am/ discussion 
There were some concerns expressed that the estimation of 
sample sizes was inadequate in certain cases, notably with 
respect to all aspects of the sperm whale component and 
aspects of the pollution and stock structure components. In 
response, the proposers stated that this was intended to be a 
feasibility study, particularly in the case of the sperm whale 
componenL Sample sizes for some aspects of the programme 
would be modified in the light of the results obtained. 

Some members expressed concern that most of the 
objectives of the programme did not address questions of 
high priority for the rational management of the stocks 
concerned and would not contribute significantly to research 
needs identified by the Committee - the Bryde's whale 
samples do not relate to Implementation Simulation Trials. 
They particularly doubted the value of the sperm whale 
component that they believed would not provide any useful 
results for any of the three sub-objectives. In response the 
proposers stated that for all three objectives the study could 
obtain useful information to formulate a full-scale study 
especially of feeding ecology as the sperm whale plays an 
important role in the ecosystem. 

Some other members strongly believed that the proposal 
does not directly address any of the five guidelines above. 
They recognised that the primary objective of the proposal 
that pertained to top predators was scientific in nature, but 
believed that none of the objectives or sub-objectives were 
necessary for the management of any of the large whale 
species being killed. 

Other members drew attention to the ambitious nature of 
the programme and drew parallels with the feeding ecology 
programme carried out by Norway, which also began with a 
feasibility study and has now made a valuable contribution 
towards multispecies modell ing and management. They also 
noted the need to determine the impact of cetaceans on fish 
stocks as a matter of some urgency. Thus in addition to the 
infonnation on North Pacific minke whale stock structure 
relevant to lmplememation Simulation Trials, they believed 
that it represented an attempt to address a critically intportant 
research need. 

METI!ODOI..OOY 
Random sampling is to be employed for stock structure. The 
feeding ecology project will follow the protocols established 
in the Norwegian research programme regarding number, 
weight and size of prey. There will be concurrent prey 
surveys conducted in the area using echo integrators, 
mid-wnter trawls, driftnets and jigs. Prey consumption will 
be measured indirectly (based on standard metabolism) and 
directly (temporal changes in stomach contents per day). 
Prey preference studies will mirror those used in the 
Norwegian surveys. 

1l1e stock structure sub-project will employ a number of 
genetic and non-genetic techniques (as did JARPN). Final 
choice of sampling area will depend on whether permission 
is obtained to enter the Russian EEZ. Pollutant studies will 
be carried out by examining samples from each whale 

caught, from stomach contents and trawls and from lower 
trophic levels, air and seawater. A variety of chemicals will 
be measured,largely organochlorines and heavy metals. The 
health condition of the animals will be examined by external 
and internal examination and chemical tests/measures of sex 
hormones, enzyme induction, immune system etc. 

Oceanographic observations will be made using XCfD, 
CTD; EPCS and echo sounders. This and satellite 
infonnation will be used in the feeding ecology and 
environmental studies. 

The proposal also considers the question of the use of 
non-lethal methods. For the feeding ecology project, the 
existing commercial data are not appropriate because only 
some qualitative and rough quantitative records are 
available. 

Cam111e111S aud discussion 
There was considerable discussion of methodological issues. 
These can be roughly grouped under two headings: (1) is the 
methodology described likely to meet the programme's 
objectives; and (2) can the •·esearch be carried out using 
non- lethal methods? After the initial presentation of the 
proposal, some concerns were expressed that insufficient 
methodological detail was given to allow proper evaluation 
of parts of the proposal. Further details were provided in 
some of the Annexes (see below). 

Several members discussed the value of simultaneous 
prey sampling. As one example of the methodological 
problems, some members stressed that the methodology 
does not exist to sample quantitatively the range of 
cepha.lopod species consumed by spenn whales. Given this, 
they asserted that there was no scientific rationale for the 
inclusion of sperm whales in JARPN II. In response, the 
proposers noted that deep-sea squid may be caught using 
driftnets at night or mid-water trawls for quantitative 
analysis. There was no time for further discussion of this and 
no agreement was reached. 

Some members commented chat with the sample size and 
methods proposed, it was unlikely that several of the 
ohjectives of the programme would be met. In particular they 
believed that the sperm whale component would provide 
little information and that at least should be dropped from the 
proposal. Concem was also expressed that the ecosystem 
modelling approach was poorly developed. They also noted 
that the likely precision of any fisheries information (both 
past. data and future) was poor and that this would be a key 
component of any modell ing e xercise. Given their concerns 
they believed that the research programme was premature 
and that it be reconsidered by Japan following the FAO and 
IWC workshops on related matters. Until that time at least, 
they believed that the study should not proceed. 

The proposers stated that Japan was willing to review the 
results of the meetings of FAO and others and incorporate 
useful information into JARPN D in order to improve the 
programme. However, Japan could not agree with the view 
that these meetings are a p rerequisite for initiating the 
research. 

Other members stated that this was a feasibility study and 
that one of the aims was to investigate the methodology. 
They referred to the success of the earlier Norwegian 
programme. They Celt that the sperm whale component was 
important in the context of trophic levels. Although there are 
not decades of abundance data for fish (the TAC 
management approach was only adopted in 1997) as is the 
case in Norway, there are substantial relative abundance 
data. Several Japanese Fisheries Agency research cruises 
would also be cooperating and providing abundance data for 
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several fish species. Model development is at an early stage, 
but they believed that the combination of ECOSJM and 
MULTSPEC had the potential to address fundamentally 
important questions and the approach would be developed 
on a srep-by-step basis. All aspects of the programme would 
improve as dara became available. 

With respect to the use of non-lethal means, some 
members believed that insufficienl use had been made of 
presently existing samples and data, noting, for example the 
suitability of frozen samples for genetic analysis. They also 
noted that techniques now existed to address many questions 
related to feeding, stock strucrure and pollution through 
biopsy samples and such techniques were rapidly evolving. 
Other members noted that detailed infonnation on tl1ese 
items can not be obtained fmm biopsy samples. They also 
commented on the difficulties in obtaining biopsy samples 
and OlliS the need for lethal sampling. There was no rime for 
further discussion of this item, and, as in previous 
discussions within the Commiuee on this, no consensus was 
reached. 

BFFilCT OF CATCHES ON THE STOCK 

The effect of catches on the stock was assessed using the 
standard J·I[TTER method and a variety of stock structure 
hypotheses based on the results of t.he JARPN surveys and 
assuming a catch of 100 minke whales. From the results of 
HITTER calculation, the proponents concluded that the 
effect on the minke whale stock is negligible. 

The 50 Bryde's whales will be sampled from the western 
Nonh Pacific Stock. It is unlikely that Bryde's whales from 
other stocks wjll be taken. Two stock scenarios were used: 
whole area and sub-area I according to the recent 
Implementation Simulation Trials. From the results of the 
HITIER calculation, the proponents concluded that effect 
on the Bryde's. whale stock is negligible. 

Sperm whales will be sampled from the Western Division. 
While no calculation was made for the sperm whales, the 
sample size is so small that the proponents believed it was 
clearly below the critical level to affect the stock. 

Comment and discussion 
Some members commented that the values chosen for the 
HITTER method for the minke whale case were insufficient 
to adequately addness the effect of the catches on the stock. 
TI1ey also questioned the criterion used to define 
'negligible.' Other members believed that the approach 
taken used the best data available and the conclusion was 
valid. The Committee noted that the calculations were based 
on the assumption that catches continue for only two 
years. 

RESEARCH COOPERATION 

The proposal s tated that participation of foreign scientists, 
especially those from neighbouring countries, is welcome, 
insofar ns their qualifications meet the requirements set by 
the Government of Japan. These requirements are the same 
as those for JARPN. 

Comments and discussion 
As it had fo•· JARPN, the Committee agreed that this 
guideline had been met. 

/3./.3 Commissinu discussions 
ln the Commi~sion, discussions focused on the JARPN 1.1 
proposal. Italy commemed that JARPN II had no 
relationship 10 1he IWC Pollution 2000+ that has been 

developed over a number of years, and noted that this remark 
was also made in the Scientific Committee. Italy furU1er 
mentioned that three of its scientists (experts in pollution and 
biopsy work) had developed a working paper that was not 
discussed, but tabled alongside a response from the 
Government of Japan, and it questioned why non-lethal 
approaches were not properly discussed. The Commission 
has repeatedly advocated such approaches, and once again, 
Japan has refused to acknowledge their usefulness. 

The Netherlands commented, as they had on previous 
occasions. that in its view, the granting of Special Permits for 
research involving the killing of cetaceans should be Jjmited 
to exceptional circumstances where the research addresses 
critically important research needs for the management of 
whaling, and where alternative sources of data are nol 
available and non-lethal research mctl1ods cannot be used. It 
regretted that in spite of various IWC Resolutions affilming 
that the current lethal research programmes of Japan do nol 
address critically important research needs, Japan continues 
to grant pem1its under these programmes and to allow the 
meat and other products of the catch ro be traded 
commercially. The Netherlands added that it is particularly 
concerned about the proposed extension of the North Pacific 
research programme by an annual catch of 50 Bryde's 
whales and I 0 sperm whales. This would be the ftrsl time 
that these species were hunted since the moratorium took 
effect in 1986, and will be widely regarded by the outside 
world as a new threat to these depleted species. The 
Netherlands added that it also has misgivings about the 
scientific merits of rhe proposed JARPN II. Firstly it 
considers it highly unlikely that the objectives will be 
achieved with the programme size and methodology 
proposed - paniculnrly for the Bryde's whale and spe1m 
whale components. Secondly, The Netherlands considers 
that the pollution component will not allow adequate 
monitoring of pollution u·cnds for temporal or spatial 
variation, and so will not contribute to the overall objective 
of ecosystem monitoring. 

Monaco associated itself with Italy and with the 
Netherlands. In addition, Monaco, referring to papers tabled 
but not discussed by the Scientific Committee, commented 
that it has serious doubts about the internal procedures of the 
Commiuee as far as allowing flow of information during its 
meetings and asked its Chair to comment on the basis for the 
decisions she must have made. 

The 01air responded that there was no censoring of 
papers, and certainly no censoring of discussions on the 
lethal versus Ole non-letl1al issue, which has been discussed 
many times by the Commiuee. 

New Zealand associated itself with the comments of Italy, 
the Netherlands and Monaco and remarked on the use by 
Japan of comments taken our of context to provide a 
misleading impression of the view of the Scientiftc 
Commiuee. In stressing its concems about the JARPN II 
proposal, New Zealand focused on three aspects. FirsOy, that 
the primary objective of JARPN II is more concerned with 
feeding ecology than witlt management issues of vital 
importance in the Comprehensive Assessment. Secondly, 
historical samples from previous commercial whaling 
operations are not being used in JARPN II allegedly because 
fresh samples are used (although historical frozen samples 
have been used successfully by a Swedish scientist). And 
thirdly, non-lethal sampling of Bryde's and minke whales 
may provide the best infonnation on stock structure. New 
Zealand therefore strongly urged Japan to take account of all 
comments made by the Sciemific Committee mtd the 
opposition expresstd by Commissioners and U1c public 
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around the world, to reconsider the JARPN I! proposal and 
to withdraw all clements of lethal research from the 
programme. 

Norway recalled that s imilar comments had been made in 
1988 wl1en Norway presented similar plans for a feasibility 
study of the feeding ecology of minke whales in the Barents 
Sea and the North Atlantic, and then three years later 
submitted plans for a full-scale 3 year research programme. 
On both occasions Norway was c riticised (the plans were 
immature, there was a lack of methodology, etc.), bu t 13 
years later, the criticisms have been proved wrong. The 
research is not yet fmished, but Norway reponed that in 
collaboration with Iceland, valuable contributions are being 
made to multi-species modelling and management of fish 
stocks and marine mammals in the North Atlantic, and are of 
great interest to fishery scientists. Norway thought it 
important that another country with extensive research 
facilities such as Japan enter this important field, and it 
looked forward to close cooperation with Japan. It felt sure 
that Norway and Japan would supply the world with 
critically important research needs for the future 
management of marine living resources. 

The People's Republic of China, speaking as a coastal 
country in the area of the North Pacific Ocean, referred again 
to its concern regarding competition between cetaceans and 
fisheries, and supported the Japanese proposal. S t Lucia 
referred to the right 11nder the Convention for Japan to 
petfonn this research, noted the concern of FAO regarding 
declining fish catches and St Lucia's concern with food 
security, and also supported Japan's proposals. 

In response to the criticisms it received, Japan commented 
that it had provided information on why the use of non-lethal 
methods alone would not meet the programme's objectives, 
and referred to poor success rates for biopsy sampling of 
Bryde's whales in the North Pacific. Higher success rates 
would be expected with humpback whales since they tend to 
move more slowly. Referring to the analysis of historical 
samples, Japan noted that it had supplied Sweden with the 
samples, appreciated that it could be analysed, but added that 
in the new proposal. sampling would be done within the EEZ 
of Japan for which historical samples are not available. 
Regarding comments that responses to questions raised 
about the JARPN II proposal were inadequate and that 
insufficient time had been spent on the issue, Japan noted 
that the Scientific Committee had spent nine hours 
discussing the proposal. Finally, Japan as an archipelago 
island country, referred to its dependence on fish and 
cetaceans, its concerns for food security and that it wanted to 
be able to continue to benefit from the ocean. 

13.1.4 Action arising 
The Commission noted tl1e report of the Scientific 
Committee. 

RESOLUTION ON WHALING UNDER SPECIAL l'llRMIT IN TilE NORTH 

PACmCOCEAN 

The UK introduced a Resolution on behalf of the other 
co-sponsors (Australia, Austria, Brazil. Germany, Italy, 
Monaco, the Netherlands, New Zealand and the USA), 
strongly urging Japan to refrain from issuing Special Pern1its 
for whaling in the North Pacific Ocean under JARPN TI. It 
associated itself with others who had expressed serious 
concerns about the proposal. It considered that the impact of 
whales on fisheries was negligible compared to the 
numerous human-induced problems including increased 
fishing effmt and overfishing. improved technology, poor 

enforcement, pollution, global warming, etc. The UK had 
political as well as scientific concerns over !he proposal, and 
with other counnies had raised these with the Japanese 
government. It noted that most members of the IWC are 
opposed to whaling under Special Permit, and considered 
that only in exceptional circumstances can scientific 
research justify the killing of whales; studying cetacean-prey 
interactions is not such an exception. The UK believed that 
including Bryde 's and sperm whales represented a major 
extension of pelagic factory ship whaling. It believed that if 
commercial factory ship whaling ever resumed, 
management would not be able to withstand commercial 
pressures to maintain returns on investment. 1l1e UK was 
concerned that the proposal represented notjllst a feasibil ity 
study for a research programme, but also a feasibility study 
for the resumption of full-scale pelagic whaling. It hoped 
these particular concerns were unfounded and that Japan 
would decide not to proceed with JARPN II. 

The USA expressed its grave concerns about the JARPN 
H proposal and the future direction this implied. It took 
major exception to the proposed expansion of lethal 
scientific whaling to Bryde's and sperm whales, and 
continues to have serious concems about the minke whale 
component that it believes is not providing useful 
infmmation to the Scientific Committee. The USA noted 
that the distribution of whale products on the nnarket in Japan 
maintains consumer demand. 

A ustralia strongly endorsed the comments of the UK and 
USA and spoke about recent developments in international 
law that raise the possibility that Japan might not be acting 
within its legal rights when issuing scientific pern1its. These 
reservations are based on the proposition that rhe rights set 
out in Article VITI .are not unfettered and that they are 
qualified by-tl1e well-recognised international legal doctrine 
known as abusive rig~Australia reported that this doctrine 
has been ad.opted-bytfie 1982 Convention on Law of the Sea, 
quoted a number of cases where it had been referred to by 
international courts and mentioned a recent decision 
(involving this concept) by WTO 's appellate body on the 
shrimp-turtle case. Monaco and Sweden also expressed 
ooncem about the Japanese proposal and expansion to other 
species. 

Norway did not support the Resolution and considered it 
inappropriate under the Convention. 

Japan considered that countries against the proposal may 
not understand it sufficiently to refute its scientific premise; 
it believed that this type of research is needed to manage 
stocks sustainably. It also recalled that Article VIII states 
that whales taken under special permits shall be processed. It 
noted that many countries were promoting non-lethal 
research and invited them to develop and implement such 
programmes themselves. It fmther believed that the 
moratOtium and the Southern Ocean Sanctuary were without 
scientific basis and thus are in contravention of the 
Convention and that the targets of any criticism should be 
those countries that are putting such propos1:1ls in place. Tf 
any countries wanted to take up matters legally, then they 
should do so. Japan has considerable experience in dealing 
with legal issues. 

Antigua and Barbuda congratulated Japan on its detailed 
explanation of its research plans. As a coastal state, Antigua 
and Barbuda considered itself a vanguard with regard to the 
Law of the Sea Convention, and that it is committed to 
upholding the provisions of that Convention in which the 
undertaking of marine research is one of the most imponant 
pillars. Antigua and Barbuda spoke about the way in which 
it believes the Scientific Committee to be restricted (e.g. in 
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Chair's Report of the 53rd Annual Meeting 

1. INTRODUCTORY ITEMS 

1.1 Date and place 
The 53rd Annual Meeting of the International Whaling 
Commission (IWC) took place from 23-27 July 2001 at the 
Novotel London West, Hammersmith International Centre, 
London, under the Chairmanship of Prof. Bo Fernholm 
(Sweden). A list of delegates and observers attending the 
meeting is provided as Annex A. 

1.2 Welcome address 
Mr Elliot Morley MP, Parliamentary Under Secretary at the 
Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs 
welcomed all delegations and participants to the 53rd Annual 
Meeting of IWC on behalf of the Government of the United 
Kingdom. 

Mr Morley thanked the Scientific Committee and the 
Commission sub-groups whose hard work had paved the 
way for the plenary meeting. He noted the many contentious 
and high profile issues to be discussed, but stressed that it 
would be essential for countries to put differences aside and 
to work together if progress was to be made. He wished the 
delegates and participants well and hoped that consensus and 
constructive solutions on these vital issues could be reached 
during the course of the meeting. 

1.3 Opening statements 
The Chair welcomed new members to the IWC. Before 
inviting them to address the meeting, he made the following 
short statement concerning the adherence1 by Iceland to the 
International Convention for the Regulation of Whaling 
(ICRW): 

'Iceland's recent deposition of an instrument of adherence to the 
lntemational Convention for the Regulation of Whaling is e;~.pressly 
conditioned on a reservation to the commercial whaling moratorium 
found in paragmplz 10 (e) of the Convention Schedule. Unril the 
Commission has tire oppormnity to review this marter, the 
participation of Iceland in the IWC does not prejudice tlze positions 
of individual members of tire Commission 011 this matter.' 

Morocco, which had adhered to the Convention on 12 
February 2001, informed the meeting that it had joined IWC 
so that it could contribute to establishing a sustainable 
management policy for marine resources. It noted it that it is 
convinced of the principle of sustainable development and 
rational utilisation of natural resources in compliance with 
relevant international conventions and arrangements 
adopted by the international community. While 
acknowledging IWC's work to conserve and protect whales, 
Morocco urged the Commission to complete and incorporate 
the Revised Management Scheme (RMS) into the Schedule. 
It noted the importance of science in IWC's work and urged 
it to explore partnership possibilities, particularly with FAO, 
regarding development of a sustainable whaling 
management system. Morocco's view on non-commercial 
whaling activities not having a significant effect on whale 
stocks was that they should be considered according to their 
scientific, cultural and fmancial impact within each specific 
context. Finally, Morocco thanked the Secretariat for its 

1 Iceland's instrument of adherence stated that Iceland 'adheres to tire 
aforesaid Convemion and Protocol with a resen•ation with respect to 
pamgraph JO(e) of rhe Schedule to the Convention. The resen•arion 
forms an imegral part of this instrument of adherence.' 

work, wished all participants a productive and successful 
meeting, and expressed the hope that the efforts of 
delegations would be dedicated to the completion of IWC 
objectives. 

Iceland described the reasons behind its withdrawal from 
IWC in 1992 and the reasons for its re-adherence to the 
Convention on 8 June 2001. It had withdrawn since it 
believed that IWC was no longer operating in accordance 
with the Convention and had become a non-whaling 
commission rather than a whaling commission. However, 
Iceland considered that there are now signs that support is 
increasing within IWC for sustainable whaling in some form 
and had therefore decided to become a member so as to have 
an influence on the discussions taking place. Iceland also 
noted that since its withdrawal, a number of countries, both 
for and against sustainable commercial whaling, had urged it 
to rejoin. In view of this encouragement, it was disturbed by 
the reactions of some Contracting Governments to its 
instrument of adherence. Iceland considered that it had made 
use of the right it has under international law to adhere with 
a reservation, and that there is no legal basis for rejecting it. 
It considered it outside the competence of IWC to take a 
decision on Iceland's reservation by voting on it, and that it 
is up to individual Contracting Governments to accept or 
oppose the reservation unilaterally as had already been done 
by several St~tes, and as was done with respect to 

- reservations to the Convention lodged previously by 
Argentina, Chile, Peru and Ecuador. Iceland also had no 
doubt that its reservation with respect to paragraph 10 (e) of 
the Schedule is fully compatible with the object and purpose 
of the Convention. It further noted that international 
relations are based on the rule of law and that it could not 
believe that countries present would sidestep this principal in 
favour of political objectives. Finally, Iceland reported that it 
had rejoined IWC in good faith with a finn commitment to 
work constructively towards achievement of the objectives 
of the Convention and pledged to co-operate with other 
Contracting Governments that have undertaken to do the 
same by participating .in the work of this important 
organisation. · 

Panama, which rejoined IWC on 12 June 2001, reported 
that its Government's policy is to participate in all 
international and regional fisheries organisations to promote 
the interests of its people and to contribute to the responsible 
management and conservation of all living marine resources. 
Panama explained that it is active in other intergovernmental 
fisheries organisations such as FA02

, ICCAT3, IATI~ and 
OLDEPESCA5 where it has supported the principle of 
sustainable use based on sound science and in harmony with 
the marine ecosystem. Panama noted that fisheries are an 
important source of employment and revenue as well as an 
essential component of its food security. It therefore hoped 
that during the 53rd Annual Meeting, common ground could 
be found and that IWC could move closer to adoption of the 
RMS. Panama considered that, as with other marine 
resources, whales would benefit from a responsible and 
reasonable management scheme and that if this could be 

2 United Nations Food and Agriculture Organisa tion. 
3 International Commission for the Conservation of Atlantic Tuna. 
4 Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission. 
5 Latin American Organisation for Fisheries Development. 
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be examined and abundance estimates agreed before specific 
advice on the effect of JARPA on Antarctic minke whale 
stocks can be provided. 

11.1.2 Review of results from existing permits 
The Scientific Committee received a number of documents 
detailing results from the JARPA and JARPNII programs. 
Results were considered under relevant agenda items. 

11.1.3 Review of new or revised proposals 
Much discussion at the 2000 meeting had centred on a 
proposal for a new programme (JARPN II) that involves 
taking 100 common minke whales, 50 Bryde's whales and 
10 sperm whales each ye~0. The stated goal was to obtain 
infom1ation to contribute to the conservation and sustainable 
use of marine living resources in the western North Pacific. 
It includes sub-projects on: feeding ecology; stock structure; 
and environmental effects on cetaceans and the marine 
ecosystem. There had been considerable disagreement 
within the Committee over most aspects of this research 
programme, including objectives, methodology, sample 
sizes, likelihood of success, effect on stocks and the amount 
and quality of data that could be obtained using non-lethal 
research techniques. This year, the Committee received 
preliminary results from the first year of the programme and 
again there was considerable disagreement over the value of 
the programme. 

The Committee also briefly considered the continuing 
programme on Antarctic minke whales that was last 
extensively reviewed in 199731

. Discussions on how best to 
assess the effects of scientific permit catches on stocks are 
continuing. 

Recognising that scientific benefits are only one of several 
criteria given by the Commission to evaluate proposals, the 
Scientific Committee has established an intersessional 
steering group to: generate a list of approaches potentially 
useful for quantifying the scientific benefit of research 
catches and the features of a proposal needed for such 
analyses. 

11.2 Commission discussions 
SCIENTIFIC COMMI'fTEE REPORT 

There were no comments on the report from the Scientific 
Committee. 

JARPN II- PRESENTATION BY JAPAN 

Japan reported the results from the first year of its two-year 
(2000/2001) feasibility study ~ JARPN II under special 
permit. It reminded the Commission that JARRPN II had 3 
main objectives: (1) to study the feeding ecology and 
ecosystem of common minke, Bryde's and sperm whales by 
investigating prey consumption, prey preference and by 
ecosystem modelling using these data; (2) to study the stock 
structure of these whale species; and (3) to study 
environmental effects, particularly pollution, on cetaceans. 
Japan drew attention to possible competition between the 
three whale species and commercial fisheries. In 
summarising the 2000 data, it noted that: (1) the first attempt 
at prey consumption/prey preference had been completed 
successfully, although some adjustments were required: (2) 
that interesting but preliminary results had been obtained 
from the ecosystem modelling work; and (3) that work on 
stock structure and environmental effects is continuing. 

30 See J. Cet. Res. Manage. 3 (Suppl.): 6!-5. 
31 See Rep. itrt. What. Commn 48: 95-105. 

LEGAL ASPECTS 

Japan introduced two documents it had submitted to the 
Commission refuting Australia's comment at the sznd 
Annual Meeting that recent developments in international 
law raised the possibility that Japan might not be acting 
within its legal rights when issuing scientific permits. Japan 
noted the assertion that the issuance of special permits would 
constitute an abuse of rights if the following two criteria 
applied: (1) that the research programme made no significant 
scientific contribution; and (2) that the work was 
implemented for commercial rather than scientific reasons. It 
considered that these two criteria are not satisfied, that there 
was no basis for any allegation of abuse of rights, and that its 
research programme is fully consistent with the 
requirements of Article VIII of the Convention. 

In response, Australia noted that Japan had just 
demonstrated its own remark last year, i.e. that it is possible 
to get different legal opinions. Australia reported that the 
legal opinion to which it referred last year has since been 
published in an internationally peer-reviewed journal ~ the 
Asia/Pacific Journal of Environmental Law, and suggested 
that Japan might wish to consider submitting its own 
documents to similar scrutiny. 

11.3 Action arising 
The Commission noted the report from the Scientific 
Committee and accepted its recommendations. 

RESOLUTION ON SCIENTIFIC WHALING 

Ireland recalled that at the Annual Meeting in Monaco in 
1997, it had put forward a package of proposals that included 
the phasing-out of scientific research whaling, but that until 
now, it had not put forward any further concrete proposals on 
this particular issue. While recognising the rights of Parties 
under the Convention to issue Special Permits, the draft 
Resolution (co-sponsored by Spain, South Africa, 
Switzerland and Oman) proposed that a voluntary code of 
practice be adopted under which countries would agree to 
only issue such permits under certain defined circumstances. 
Ireland indicated that the purpose of submitting the 
Resolution was to stimulate discussion, but that since 
insufficient time was available to do this at this meeting, it 
would withdraw the Resolution but return to it IWC/54. It 
added that it had already had useful discussions with some 
countries outside the meeting, and that it would welcome the 
opportunity to develop its ideas further. 

RESOLUTION ON SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE MINKE WHALES AND 

SPECIAL PERMIT WHALING 

Due to time constraints, the Chair ruled that the Resolution 
on Southern Hemisphere Minke Whales and Special Permit 
Whaling, sponsored by New Zealand, Australia, Austria, 
Brazil, Germany, Mexico, UK, and Argentina proceed 
directly to a vote, noting that it was similar to others adopted 
in the past. The Resolution received 21 votes in favour, 14 
against, with 1 abstention and was therefore adopted 
(Resolution 2001-7, Annex C). Iceland noted that it did not 
support the Resolution. 

In brief, the Resolution: (1) commends the Scientific 
Committee's proposal to complete its review of minke whale 
abundance in the Southern Hemisphere; (2) endorses the 
Scientific Committee's proposal to present revised 
abundance estimates and trends on Southern Hemisphere 
minke whales at its 2003 meeting; (3) requests the Scientific 
Committee to provide to the Commission at IWC/54, (a) a 
list of plausible hypotheses that explain the apparent 
population decline, and (b) the possible implications of such 
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Chair's Report of the 54th Annual Meeting 
1. INTRODUCTORY ITEMS 

1.1 Date and place 
The 54th Annual Meeting of the International Whaling 
Commission (IWC) took place from 20-24 May 2002 at the 
Kaikyo Messe Conference Centre in Shimonoseki, Japan 
under the Chairmanship of Prof. Bo Femholm (Sweden). A 
list of delegates and observers attending the meeting is 
provided in Annex A. 

The associated meetings of the Scientific Committee and 
Commission sub-groups were held at the same venue in the 
period 24 April to 19 May 2002. 

1.2 Welcome addresses 
Mr Tsutomu Takebe, Minister of Agriculture, Forestry and 
Fisheries welcomed all delegations and participants to the 
54th Annual Meeting of IWC on behalf of the Government 
of Japan. Referring to Japan's 5,000-year tradition of 
utilising whales, he noted the significance of holding the 
54th Annual Meeting in Shimonoseki, where Japan' s 
modem whaling originated. Recognising the polarised 
views among IWC member countries regarding the 
utilisatio_n of whale stocks, he explained that Japan's policy 
on whaling and whale resources was to make sustainable 
use of robust and healthy whale stocks without adversely 
affecting them, while protecting depleted and endangered 
stocks. Referring to the view of some that whales should 
not be taken under any circumstances, even from abundant 
stocks, Mr Takebe stated his belief that protection measures 
alone would not maintain the balance of nature. In this 
respect, he noted the rapid recovery of many whales stocks 
since implementation of the moratorium and referred to 
estimates on the amount of living marine resources 
consumed by cetaceans, the agreement by F AO that studies 
should be conducted on the competition between whales 
and fisheries and the objectives of Japan ' s whale research 
programme. He hoped that at this meeting, Contracting 
Governments would not make exceptions of cetaceans but 
would regard them in the same light as other living marine 
resources so that progress could be made toward the basic 
principle of the sustainable use of whales based on science 
and in compliance with the International Convention for the 
Regulation of Whaling. He looked forward to a fruitful and 
constructive meeting. 

Mr Uetake, Vice Minister of Foreign Affairs also 
":elcomed participants. He recalled that since becoming a 
stgnatory to the Convention in 1951, Japan, as a 
responsible user of the resources, has supported the main 
ObJect and putpose of the Convention, i.e. the preservation 
and sustainable use of the world's large whales. He noted 
that it is Japan's belief that, like other living marine 
creatures, the whale is a precious resource for human 
beings. He considered, however, that some countries have 
not understood this belief, leading to intense arguments at 
Annual IWC Meetings. He again expected heated 
arguments on many issues (e.g. on the RMS, the necessity 
to conduct research under scientific permit the renewal of 
aboriginal subsistence whaling catch lim{ts, the need to 
establish sanctuaries and the socio-economic importance of 
small-type whaling for Japan) but hoped that rational and 
constructive discussions based on the recommendations of 

the Scientific Committee and the Commission's other sub
groups could be heard. He noted that resolution of the 
whaling issue is not easy, but believed that a sensible 
solution could be found if all participants could express 
their views in a rational manner based on objective and 
scientific data. 

Finally, Mr Kiyoshi Ejima, Mayor of Shimonoseki 
thanke~ participants for coming to Shimonoseki, 
recognised the hard work and lively discussions that would 
be taking place during the meeting, but encouraged 
evetyone to take time to enjoy Shimonoseki's beautiful 
surroundings. He wished the meeting success. 

1.3 Opening statements, credentials and discussions on 
the status oflceland's adherence 
1.3.1 Status of Iceland 's adherence and credentials 
The Chair welcomed new members to the IWC, i.e., San 
Marino (adhered on 16 April 2002), Benin (adhered on 26 
April 2002), Gabon and the Republic of Palau (adhered on 
8 May 2002), Portugal (adhered on 14 May 2002) and 
Mongolia (adhered on 16 May 2002). He invited them to 
gi~e brief open~ng statements. However, before proceeding 
wtth these, Anttgua & Barbuda questioned why Iceland had 
not been. in~luded in the list of new members. In response, 
the Chair mformed the Commission that Iceland had 
deposited an instrument of adherence together with a 
reservation and accompanying declaration on 14 May 2002 
and that the depository government was informing 
Contracting Governments accordingly. He recalled the 
decisions taken by the Cotrunission at its 53rd Annual 
Meeting in London last year regarding Iceland's instrument 
of adherence deposited on 8 June 2001 that included a 
reservation to Schedule paragraph lO(e) concerning the 
moratorium on commercial whaling. 1 He reminded the 
Conunission that it had discussed this matter in detail in 
London and that the Commission had decided, with some 
difficulty, that: (1) IWC has the competence to determine 
the legal status of Iceland's reservation; (2) the 
Commission does not accept Iceland's reservation; and (3) 
Iceland was invited to assist as an observer. The Chair 
explained that since Iceland's new instrument of adherence 
contained the same reservation, but with an additional 
declaration, he believed that the position remains governed 
by last year's decisions. As Chair he felt bound by last 
year' s decisions unless and until the Corrunission decides 
otherwise. 

Iceland stated that if it is considered that its reservation 
and thereby adherence was rejected in London and 
therefore not in effect, then the new instrument of 
adherence deposited on 14 May 2002 must be regarded as a 
fully valid new instrument of adherence. Iceland noted that 
the Convention is very clear on what happens when a 
government deposits an instrument of adherence with the 
depository, i.e. (1) the USA as depository informs all other 
Contracting Governments; and (2) according to Article X.4, 
the Convention 'enters into force with respect to each 
Government which subsequently ratifies or adheres on the 
date of the deposit of its instrument of ratification or the 
receipt of its notification of adherence '. Further noting that 

1 See Ann. Rep. Whaling Comm 2001: 6-8. 
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toothed whale stocks in this Sanctuary ... ') that there is no 
scientific basis for the existing sanctuaries. Japan 
considered that for sanctuaries or Marine Protected Areas 
to serve a useful conservation purpose they should be 
defined according to ecologically appropriate boundaries, 
apply to species subject to utilisation and management and 
that their duration should reflect conservation needs. It 
further considered that conservation measures totally 
prohibiting the use of abundant resources over large areas 
is against the principles of sustainable utilisation and in the 
case of IWC whale sanctuaries, an unnecessary duplication 
of the current commercial whaling moratorium. Japan 
noted that once the moratorium is lifted, whaling would be 
managed under the RMS with catch limits being set only 
for abundant stocks. In Japan's view, this would provide 
adequate safety measures. 

Norway supported the Scientific Committee' s proposal 
to develop more precise criteria for reviewing sanctuaries 
and agreed that the review of the Southern Ocean 
Sanctuary would benefit if the Committee initiated its work 
next year. Denmark also welcomed the work and proposals 
from the Scientific Committee. 

Referring to the Conunission's Instructions agreed last 
year, Mexico noted that the Committee had been unable to 
reach consensus on advice on whether the Indian Ocean 
Sanctuary is consistent with the precautionary approach. 
For this reason, Mexico along with Australia, Austria, 
Ireland, Monaco, the Netherlands, New Zealand, Oman, 
South Africa, Sweden, Brazil and Portugal, believed that 
the Commission should make a decision and give further 
guidance on the sanctuary review process. They had 
therefore submitted a draft Resolution to this effect. In 
introducing this, Mexico explained that a series of criteria 
should be taken into account when reviewing a sanctuary. 
These should include not only scientific data from the 
sanctuary under review (which may be limited), but other 
issues consistent with the establishment of the sanctuaries 
themselves. Mexico noted that as sanctuaries are 
established as part of an overall management scheme, a 
temporary overlap of management measures should not 
automatically invalidate the longer term scientific and 
conservation value given to a sanctuary. It also considered 
that if consensus is not possible within the Scientific 
Committee on a sanctuary review, then the Commission 
should decide that the precautionary approach should 
prevail. Brazil, the USA, India, Monaco and Oman spoke 
in support of the draft Resolution. 

Switzerland found it disturbing that Scientific 
Committee had found it almost impossible to reach 
consensus even though it had been given clear instructions 
by the Commission. Monaco made a similar remark. The 
Committee Chair explained that the difficulties were not 
due to lack of clarity in the Commission's instructions, but 
due to valid scientific disagreements as to whether this 
particular sanctuary did or did not do particular things. 

Denmark and Antigua & Barbuda thought the draft 
Resolution was premature. Antigua & Barbuda also 
considered that some of the text circumvented previous 
Commission decisions whereby sanctuaries should · be 
science-based. Norway considered that the draft Resolution· 
contained valuable comments on the precautionary 
principle, but felt that rather than being adopted by the 
Commission, the text should be submitted to the 
appropriate Scientific Committee working group who could 
consider it and report back next year. The Scientific 

Committee Chair also made a request to this effect. She 
noted that the draft Resolution included both scientific and 
non-scientific issues and considered that the Scientific 
Committee could help sort these out and bring back its 
recommendations to the Commission next year. She 
believed that this would help to clarify whether the 
Commission does or does not want the Committee to 
consider issues on which it cannot reach consensus (in 
which case it would probably stop the consideration of 
sanctuaries) or whether it wants the Corrunittee to give the 
best advice it can, which will sometimes not be by 
consensus. However, the sponsors of the draft Resolution 
did not agree to simply submit it to the Scientific 
Committee, and after some revision to clarifY the text and 
with the addition of France and Argentina as further co
sponsors, the draft Resolution was put to a vote and 
adopted (Resolution 2002-1, see Annex F). There were 24 
votes in favour, 19 against and one abstention. 

A number of countries commented after the vote. Japan 
requested that only responsible Resolutions be passed and 
indicated that its scientists might not take part in further 
work on this issue. Norway indicated that it voted against 
the Resolution not because it disagreed with the operative 
paragraphs, but because it considered the Resolution to be 
an expression of no confidence in the Scientific Conunittee 
and particularly the Committee Chair who had expressly 
requested that the draft Resolution be submitted to the 
Scientific Committee for further consideration. Morocco, 
St. Vincent and The Grenadines, Dominica and Antigua & 
Barbuda made similar remarks. St. Vincent and The 
Grenadines called on the Scientific Committee and its 
Chair to resign in protest at the apparent lack of respect 
shown by the proposers of the Resolution, a comment 
echoed by Antigua & Barbuda. Denmark re-iterated its 
earlier comment that the Resolution was premature. Mexico 
did not agree that the Resolution was a vote of no 
confidence in the Chair. ClarifYing the precautionary 
principle (Principle 15 of the 1992 Rio Declaration), 
Australia noted that it is a matter of policy not of science 
and felt it appropriate that the Commission provide 
guidance to the Scientific Committee on the accepted 
international policy on precaution. 

In responding to St. Vincent and The Grenadines and 
Antigua & Barbuda, the Scientific Committee Chair 
admitted that she was tempted to resign. While having no 
problem with the first operative paragraph of the 
Resolution, in her view she felt that the second operative 
paragraph read as though it was telling the Scientific 
Committee that it could not consider certain things. She 
considered this a dangerous precedent. 

10.1.2 Review of the Indian Ocean Sanctuary 
REPORT OF THE SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE 

An intersessional working group had developed a proposed 
framework to carry out the review in the light of the 
instructions developed by the Commission last year. The 
Committee's discussions of sanctuaries in the past have 
been somewhat inconclusive, with attention being drawn to 
a number of general arguments both in favour of and 
against sanctuary proposals. The discussion of the Indian 
Ocean Sanctuary followed a similar pattern. On most 
issues, there were three groups of views and this is 
reflected in the report. The Committee noted that lack of 
consensus in evaluating the scientific aspects of this 
Sanctuary was not surprising considering that the 
sanctuary's original proposal did not clearly state its 
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scientific objectives. Given this, it is extremely difficult to 
evaluate whether the sanctuary had achieved its objectives. 
It stressed that the review process would benefit from 
explicitly stated objectives in Sanctuary proposals. 
However, while there was little consensus in the overall 
evaluation of the Sanctuary, a considerable amount of 
substantive advice and infonnation was provided on a 
number of sanctuary-related scientific issues. 

At the end of her report, the Scientific Conm1ittee Chair 
responded to comments made earlier that the Committee 
should have reached consensus. She noted that it is not 
unusual for a Committee of over 150 scientists to not reach 
consensus over a contentious issue; if the Commission does 
not wish to receive different views, then it should not ask 
the Scientific Committee to comment. 

COMMISSION DISCUSSIONS AND ACTION ARISING 
INCLUDING A PROPOSAL TO AMEND THE SCHEDULE 
Commenting on the way in which the Scientific Committee 
perfonned the review of the Indian Ocean Sanctuary, 
Monaco considered that it was strange to split into sub
groups and not the best way to air scientific views. It urged 
the Commission to engage in a review of the mode of 
functioning of the Scientific Committee, suggesting that 
this could be done by the Advisory Committee who could 
report to the Commission at next year's meeting. Sweden 
supported these views. New Zealand however commended 
the efforts of the Scientific Committee to deal with the 
sanctuary review using a novel approach. 

Japan introduced its document lWC/54/8 - a 'Review of 
the Scientific Aspects of the Indian Ocean Sanctuary'. The 
document gave some background to the establishment of 
the Indian Ocean Sanctuary and then reviewed the 
sanctuary following the instructions agreed by the 
Commission last year. From its review, Japan concluded 
that the sanctuary is made redundant by the moratorium on 
commercial whaling and unnecessary by the RMP, both of 
which were adopted after the sanctuary. It further 
considered that the sanctuary: 

(1) is an inappropriate management strategy that does not 
provide additional or necessary protection to whales; 

(2) does not improve protection of the whale habitat; 
(3) does not address other anthropogenic or environmental 

factors; 
( 4) impedes the conduct of scientific research; 
(5) is inconsistent with the precautionary approach; and 
(6) does not meet the requirement of the Convention that 

regulations be based on scientific findings. 

For these reasons, Japan proposed that Schedule paragraph 
7(a) be deleted, thus abolishing the Indian Ocean 
Sanctuary. 

Dominica and Antigua & Barbuda considered that the 
Indian Ocean Sanctuary had outlived its usefulness. 

Brazil, Mexico, Kenya, Monaco and New Zealand 
viewed IWC/54/8 as more of a political position paper than 
a scientific review and called for the sanctuary to be 
retained. Oman considered that there was insufficient basis 
to remove the sanctuary given the lack of consensus withu1 
the Scientific Committee. Ireland also advocated retention 
of the sanctuary in the absence of scientific advice to the 
contrary. 

Kenya noted that although it had been unable to attend 
IWC meetings for some time, it had nevertheless followed 
keenly the work of the Commission. Referring to its 
government's strong commitment to the conservation of 

whales, Kenya also stressed the importance of tourism and 
therefore its ecosystem to its economy. It noted that it was 
the first country in Africa to establish a marine sanctuary 
and that its policy has been for the non-consumptive use of 
wildlife - a policy that had served it well in both its cultural 
and economic development. For this reason, Kenya 
strongly supported the Indian Ocean and other sanctuaries. 
Kenya provided infonnation on the degree of support for 
the sanctuary from other range states not members of IWC. 
It reported that in December 2001, the Nairobi UNEP 
Convention for the Protection, Management and 
Development of the Marine and Coastal Environment in the 
East African Region reaffirmed the need to retain the 
sanctuary. Signatories to this Convention are France 
(Reunion), Madagascar, Mauritius, Mozambique, 
Seychelles, Somalia, South Africa, Tanzania as well as 
Kenya. It also reported that the Indian Ocean Commission, 
that includes many of the same members as the Nairobi 
Convention, declared its support as indicated by a letter 
from that Commission to the IWC Chair (Document 
IWC/54/18). Kenya further noted that: 

(l) the sanctuary had already been looked at twice by IWC 
and on each occasion there was no consensus; 

(2) no country filed an objection to Schedule paragraph 
7.(a); and 

(3) no whaling has taken place in the sanctuary since it 
was declared. 

It was therefore Kenya's sincere hope that the IWC would 
respect the views of the range states and reaffirm the status 
of the Indian Ocean Sanctuary. 

A number of countries including Monaco, Australia, 
India, Gennany, France, UK, New Zealand, Ireland and 
Finland noted the importance of taking the views of range 
states into consideration and supported continuation of the 
Indian Ocean Sanctuary. The USA reported that the 
fonnation of the sanctuary had prompted two significant 
cetacean surveys by its scientists, one in the western 
tropical Indian Ocean in 1990, and another at a later date in 
the EEZ of the Republic of the Maldives. It continued to 
support the sanctuary. The UK commented that the 
precautionary principle has become well established in 
fisheries management, and that some of the problems that 
exist in the world's fisheries exist because it was not 
applied much earlier. 

Denmark proposed the strengthening of research in the 
Indian Ocean Sanctuary and suggested that the Scientific 
Committee be invited to assess impacts in the sanctuary 
from other human activities such as fishing, seismic 
surveys, oil and gas exploitation and whalewatching. 
Denmark considered it important that sanctuaries address 
the relationship of a sanctuary with other existing measures 
to protect whales and their habitat from all anthropogenic 
factors. 

Noting the different views expressed and that there was 
no consensus to abolish the Indian Ocean Sanctuary, Japan 
withdrew its proposed Schedule amendment. However, 
Japan drew attention to the declining condition of the 
bigeye tuna stock in the Indian Ocean that is now at 40% of 
its sustainable level and causing concern within the Indian 
Ocean Tuna Commission (IOTC). It fwther reported that 
30% of the tuna hooked by fisheries in this area is 
e~timated to be consumed by cetaceans, a problem 
reco.gnised at the IOTC by countries including Oman and 
Kenya, i.e. countries that at this IWC meeting had 
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Chair's Report of the 55th Annual Meeting 
1. INTRODUCTORY ITEMS 

1.1 Date and place 
The 55th Annual Meeting of the International Whaling 
Commission (IWC) took place from 16-19 June 2003 at the 
Estrel Hotel and Convention Centre, Berlin. It was chaired 
by Prof. Bo Fernholm (Sweden). A list of delegates and 
observers attending the meeting is provided in Annex A. 

The associated meetings of the Scientific Committee 
and Commission sub-groups were held at the same venue 
in the period 24 May - 13 June. 

1.2 Welcome address 
Renate Kunast, Federal Minister of Consumer Protection, 
Food and Agriculture welcomed all participants to the 
meeting on behalf of the Government of Germany. She 
began by noting that over time and due to a growing 
awareness of environmental degradation and pollution, the 
German people's perception of nature had changed from 
viewing it as a threat to be overcome to recognising it as a· 
scarce and valued resource worthy of preservation. 
Recognising the responsibility Germany has, as an ex
whaling nation, for the ·concerns ofiWC, she noted that it is 
now keenly aware of the need for whale protection and is 
strongly committed to whale conservation. She called for 
the conservation aspect of the Commission's work to be 
strengthened, indicating Germany's view that the 
Commission should be responsible for the protection of 
small cetaceans as well as large whales. She also asked the 
meeting to reflect on the nature of the sustainable 
utilisation of marine mammals, suggesting that the 21st 
Century could open new and modem possibilities, i.e. 
whale utilisation not by catches but by whalewatching. 
Recognising however that mles governing whalewatching 
must also be in place, she believed that this new industry 
should be placed under the regulatory powers of IWC, thus 
updating the Commission's tasks while strengthening the 
Commission itself. Finally, she wished the meeting every 
success and hoped that participants would have a pleasant 
stay in Berlin. 

1.3 Opening statements 
The Chair reminded the meeting that the Commission's 
practice is to accept opening statements from 
Commissioners and observers in writing and that only new 
Contracting Governments would be invited to make short 
opening statements. Noting that Nicaragua had adhered to 
the Convention on 5 June 2003, the Chair invited 
Nicaragua to address the meeting. 

Nicaragua recognised the good work that the IWC 
(particularly its Scientific Committee) has done, in 
developing advanced conservation and management 
systems that have set the model for other resource 
management organiSations. Noting that the management of 
whales is inter-related with, and important to, management 
of fisheries, Nicaragua considered it vital that developing 
nations dependent upon fishery resources participate in the 
work of the IWC. However, it considered that in recent 
years, obstacles have been put in the way of progress by 
those who, for political reasons, wish to prevent the 
sustainable use of whale resources. It believed that 
attention had been diverted away from the management of 

whales towards issues better carried out by others. For 
example, Nicaragua believed that (1) small cetaceans, 
primarily resident in waters under national jurisdiction, 
should be managed under the authority of national 
governments or a regional organisation entrusted with 
marine conservation; and (2) trade in whale products is the 
function of CITES. Nicaragua noted that it must live by the 
pmdent use of its resources on land and in the seas. It was 
therefore opposed to those who would curtail sustainable 
use for their own ideological purposes and would work 
hard to .help get IWC back on track. 

Belize adhered to the Convention during the meeting 
(i.e. on 17 June 2003). In its opening statement, Belize 
indicated that in the same spirit as it joined IWC in 1982 to 
support the moratorium, it was now rejoining committed to 
conservation and the principles of sustainable use. 

During the meeting, a number of Contracting 
Governments drew attention to problems with opening 
statements from certain NGOs. The opening statement of 
IWMC was withdrawn as it violated Rule of Procedure Q.3 
with respect to the fact that such statements 'shall be in the 
form of views and comments made to the Commission in 
general rather than directed to any individual or group of 
Contracting Governments'. Following a private meeting of 
Commissioners to discuss a number of NGO opening 
statements and publications, the Chair issued a statement 
on behalf of the Commission. He noted that the 
Commission had been severely distressed by a number of 
the written statements made by NGOs and in particular by 
the content of two ECO publications released during the 
meeting. It was the Commission's view that these 
publications contained language that was extremely 
offensive, impugning the sovereignty of a number of 
Contracting Governments and containing significant factual 
inaccuracies. The Commission called on ECO to print a 
formal apology to be distributed during the meeting, and 
directed that ECO publications could no longer be 
circulated within the confines of the meeting halls and 
associated areas for the remainder of the meeting. The 
Commission unequivocally condemned the statements and 
considered that they constituted an abuse of the privileges 
accorded to the accredited observers. Finally, the 
Commission called on those organisations listed as 
sponsors of ECO to dissociate themselves fonnally from 
the offending statements, failing which their accredited 
status as observers might be called into question. 

1.4 Credentials and voting rights 
The Secretary reported that, with the exception of one 
Contracting Government for which only fax notification 
had been received, all credentials were in order. She noted 
however, that the credentials committee (that had been 
established by the Chair the previous day and comprising 
Australia, Japan and the Secretary) were prepared to accept 
this fax notification on the understanding that a hard copy 
would arrive by midday. 

The Secretary also reported that voting rights were 
suspended for Costa Rica, Gabon, Kenya, Morocco and 
Senegal and that when voting commenced, she would call 
on the USA first. Morocco's voting rights were later 
restored. 
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Committee might not have been needed if the Commission 
agreed on its competency to deal with matters such as 
whalewatching and habitat protection. Mexico believed 
that only a proactive, dynamic and solid conservation 
agenda would lead to a realisation of all the objectives and 
purposes of the Convention. The co-sponsors, who did not 
believe that the only purpose of the Convention is to 
regulate whaling, considered the Berlin Initiative to be a 
bone fide attempt to help the Commission escape its current 
stagnation so that rather than one side prevailing over the 
other, the Convention would prevail over the division of its 
Parties. Finally, it noted that the proposed Conservation 
Committee would be on a par and equal with the Scientific 
and Finance and Administration Committees and should 
not have major implications for either cost or 
responsibilities of the Commission. · 

4.2 Commission discussions and action arising 
A number of co-sponsors reinforced Mexico's introduction 
and spoke in support of the draft Resolution. Australia 
considered that the draft Resolution represented a milestone 
in the evolution of the IWC that would help the · 
Commission clarity, develop and meet the conservation 
objective of the Convention. It believed that the 
Conservation Committee should fully involve all 
Contracting Governments, that it should be supported by 
and promote good science and have an ambitious agenda. 
Australia indicated that with this initiative, it would 
redouble its efforts within IWC. Germany believed that in 
view of the variety of threats to cetaceans from, for 
example, pollution, climate change, noise, bycatch in 
fisheries, shipping and off-shore activities, many 
conservation measures were needed and that the Resolution 
would provide a sound basis for future conservation efforts. 
It stressed that the propose'd Resolution is riot against 
sustainable use and is not linked to the moratorium or the 
RMS. As such, Germany could not understand some 
countries opposition to the proposal. 

New Zealand considered that the Berlin Initiative would 
provide the framework for meeting the obligation in the 
preamble to the Convention, i.e. of 'recognising the interest 
of the nations of the world in safeguarding for future 
generations the great natural resources represented by the 
whale stocks' . It also considered that the initiative would 
help synthesise and prioritise issues and assist in future 
planning and would enable the Commission to respond 
more efficiently than at present. Italy believed that the 
Resolution would restore the balance between sustainable 
use and conservation and improve co-operation within the 
IWC. Noting the concern regarding cetaceans in the 
Mediterranean, Italy urged those countries that had ratified 
the ACCOBAMS treaty to support the Berlin Initiative. 

For Sweden, a continued balance between the objectives 
of the Convention is essential, underlining the link -with 
ongoing broader discussions on sustainable development 
within the Rio/Johannesburg process. As others, it noted 
that conservation issues are not just linked to questions of 
sustainable use, since various forms of environmental 
degradation and fisheries practices are threatening the 
world's whale populations. Sweden hoped that the new 
Committee would be able to strengthen actions in response 
to such threats. It supported completion of the RMS and 
believed that the Conservation Committee would ultimately 
be seen as a support structure for an efficient RMS. 
Sweden regretted that there had not been sufficient time for 

wider consultation on the draft Resolution but hoped that 
there would be continued contacts between different Parties 
so as to build on it and make the Conservation Committee 
an important element in realising all the objectives of the 
Convention. Switzerland noted that the Scientific 
Committee and Commission has been dealing with 
conservation issues (e.g. quotas, sanctuaries, giving 
management advice, RMP) and like Sweden supported 
completion of the RMS. It also supported the draft 
Resolution but requested clarification on how the 
Conservation Committee will be composed and how it will 
relate to the Scientific Committee. Monaco pleaded · for 
consistency in countries' attitudes to conservation. It did 
not see the sense of Contracting Governments voting for 
conservation in other fora and against it at rwc and 
believed that there is a need to reflect and integrate this 
new body of knowledge within the work of the 
Commission. 

In suppmting the draft Resolution, the USA considered 
that it did not undermine its commitment to the 
management principle within the IWC nor did it consider 
the proposal to be an anti-whaling initiative. The USA 
supported the draft Resolution because it believed it to be 
good governance. Finland reported that since 1983, whale 
conservation had been its main objective under the 
Convention, but noted that it had never said that there could 
not be controlled sustainable commercial whaling once an 
acceptable management system is in place. It referred to 
the Convention on Biodiversity in which, like the ICRW, 
conservation and sustainable use are the two basic 
principles. Finland associated itself with earlier remarks 
regarding the purpose of the draft Resolution and regretted 
that it had not been possible to broaden the support even 
though efforts had been made to do so. 

Although Brazil noted that it fully embraces the concept 
of sustainable use of natural resources, it stressed that direct 
harvest is not the only option for sustainable use. 
Accordingly, it believed that conservation of whale 
resources is not limited to setting catch quotas but must 
also include adequate action to address other threats to 
ensure the long-term survival of these species. It 
considered that to vote against the draft Resolution would 
be to deny the conservation principle. South Africa 
considered that the proposals in the draft Resolution 
worked in favour of developing countries that could benefit 
from whalewatching and tourism. Ireland expressed some 
sympathy with the comments of some of those opposing 
the draft Resolution. Like them, it believed that completion 
of the RMS is important and noted that it had worked hard 
towards this goal, including the tabling of the 'Irish 
Proposal' some six years ago3

• However, it considered the 
development of the RMS to be in a state of paralysis and 
therefore supported the draft Resolution since it felt it 
would help drive the work of the Commission forward. It 
did not doubt that Japan, Norway and others believed 
conservation to be important. Spain and Portugal also 
spoke in support of the draft Resolution and associated 
themselves with the remarks of other co-sponsors. 

Denmark expressed a number of concerns over the draft 
Resolution relating to procedure, substance and timing. 
With respect to procedure, Denmark believed that the third 
operative paragraph violated an earlier decision by the 
Commission that Resolutions cannot be used to amend 

J Rep. int. Whaling Comm. 49:35 
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either the Schedule or the Rules of Procedure. It therefore 
questioned the legality of the draft Resolution. With 
respect to substance, Denmark considered the introductory 
text to have a number of notable omissions. The draft 
Resolution did not refer to the role of the Commission in 
managing whaling, it did not mention the Revised 
Management Procedure and it had omitted NAMMCO 
from the list of regional and international 
organisations/agreements that have been established since 
the ICRW and that may affect great whales. RefelTing to 
the operative paragraphs, it considered that creation of a 
Conservation Committee would detract resources from 
other activities and it expressed unease that the ninth 
paragraph might give NGOs undue influence in setting 
Commission priorities. Denmark believed that this is a 
responsibility for Contracting Governments alone. It also 
took issue with certain parts of Annex II of the draft 
Resolution, particularly regarding language used in relation 
to whaling under Special Permit - a right clearly enshrined 
in the Convention. With respect to timing, Denmark 
believed that in view of the existence of the temporary 
moratorium on commercial whaling and other area 
restrictions (Schedule paragraph 8) and two comprehensive 
whale sanctuaries, there is no urgency for other measures. 
It did not wish to exclude the possibility of developing a set 
of guidelines on how the IWC might wish to deal with 
conservation, which might be a good idea. However, it 
considered the current priority is to agree an RMS, 
although if the two things could be done at the same time in 
good faith, then it believed the IWC would be back on its 
dual track of conservation and management. 

Iceland noted that it supports whale conservation and 
believed that all whaling must be sustainable. However, it 
considered that the draft Resolution was hi-jacking the 
tenns of the Convention by selective quotation from its 
preamble, would draw attention away from work on the 
RMS and increase polarisation in the IWC. Noting 
Mexico's remark that the Berlin Initiative would help the 
Commission escape stagnation, Iceland therefore 
considered that at the very least, the proposers should be 
willing to postpone a decision on this issue while the 
Commission tries to find a more widely agreeable avenue 
for a conservation agenda. Like Denmark, it had concerns 
with the legality of the 3rd operative paragraph, noting that 
it contravened Rule of Procedure R.l that requires 60-days 
notice of amendments to the Rules of Procedure. 

Norway, the Republic of Korea, Antigua and Barbuda, 
China, Dominica, the Russian Federation, Japan, Grenada, 
St. Lucia and Morocco made similar remarks. While 
agreeing that the Commission has a conservation agenda, 
Norway expressed the view that this agenda has been 
exercised consistently at the expense of the main purpose 
of the Convention (i.e. the orderly development of the 
whaling industry) and that the Berlin Initiative would 
further aggravate this imbalance and create a radical and 
lasting change in the character of the IWC. Norway 
considered that the only proper way of making such a 
change would be to call a diplomatic conference to re
negotiate the Convention. Realising that this is not 
feasible, it believed that those Contracting Governments 
unhappy with the Convention were choosing to circumvent 
it via the 'Berlin Initiative'. Antigua and Barbuda noted 
that the sponsors of the draft Resolution had not consulted 
with those countries supporting sustainable whaling. China 
recalled a significant conservation measure was taken by 

the Commission in 1982 when it agreed the commercial 
whaling moratorium and therefore did not see the need for 
a Conservation Committee. It noted that like other 
developing countries, it already has difficulties in attending 
the whole Annual Meeting series, and expressed concern 
that the Conservation Committee, if established, may not 
attract wide enough participation. Dominica reported that 
it had been put under unacceptable pressure to support the 
draft Resolution by certain NGOs. The Russian Federation 
noted that it gave high priority to the conservation of whale 
stocks in the context of sustainable use. It agreed with 
Denmark that there might be room for compromise and 
suggested that whale conservation could be given high 
priority under the framework of the Convention on 
Biodiversity (CBD). Like others, Japan believed the draft 
Resolution to be contrary to the primary objective of the 
Convention. It expressed concern regarding the possible 
establishment of a trust fund, believing that instead, effort 
should be made to broaden participation in IWC through 
reducing the financial burden of membership by developing 
countries. Noting that about half of the Commission 
appeared strongly opposed to the draft Resolution, Japan 
questioned how any Conservation Committee could 
function properly under such conditions. Grenada asked: 
( 1) how the so-called conservation agenda differs from the 
regulatory and conservation objectives of the RMP, the 
RMS, the moratorium, sanctuaries and other management 
tools; and (2) what was the real purpose of the proposal and 
how did the proposers interpret the meaning of 
conservation. St. Lucia believed that the proposal would 
undermine progress on the RMS and the work of the 
Scientific Committee. It believed that the Scientific 
Committee's work should expand to allow the conservation 
agenda to be investigated and achieved and that funds 
should be used to advance the work of the Scientific 
Committee. 

Although it was not necessarily against the Committee, 
Morocco did not consider it necessary since conservation 
issues can be addressed within the existing structure of the 
Commission and its sub-groups. It considered it preferable 
to improve the functioning of the existing structure rather 
than establishing a new group that would face the same 
problems. While it recognised the significant effort made 
in developing the draft Resolution, it believed further 
discussion was necessary and that without consensus the 
Conservation Committee would not work. 

In responding to a number of points made, Mexico 
acknowledged that amendments to the Rules of Procedure 
could not be made until the draft Resolution is adopted. It 
agreed that if the Commission did decide to establish a 
Conservation Committee then the Rules of Procedure 
would need to be amended. It reported that the co-sponsors 
were willing to delete part of the 3rd operative paragraph 
(i.e. the part reading 'and to amend paragraph M.l of the 
Commission's Rules of Procedure accordingly, together 
with all the resulting budgetary implications') on the 
understanding the it will propose appropriate Rules of 
Procedure prior to the next Annual Meeting and in 
accordance with the 60-day notice rule. Responding to 
Switzerland, Mexico drew attention to the third operative 
paragraph of the draft Resolution indicating that the 
Conservation Committee would be open to all Contracting 
Governments. It noted that it would be up to individual 
governments to decide whom to send to the Committee, but 
it hoped that there would be a combination of those with 
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experience in conservation issues and those with 
experience in the science of conservation. Mexico noted 
that the relationship of the Conservation Committee with 
the Scientific Committee was described in operative 
paragraph 7 and that there would be no major costs 
involved. The main cost would be that associated with 
holding a Committee meeting. With respect to the proposal 
of the Russian Federation, Mexico did not believe this to be 
an appropriate alternative since the CBD does not have 
competency over cetaceans, unlike the IWC, and that in 
addition, not all IWC members are also Parties to the CBD. 
Mexico again stressed that there was no hidden agenda 
behind the Berlin Initiative but expressed the view that to 
vote against the draft Resolution would pe to vote against 
conservation. 

Noting that there had been an exhaustive debate, the 
Chair ruled that the draft Resolution, with the third 
operative paragraph amended as described by Mexico, be 
voted upon. Norway challenged this ruling, but the ruling 
was upheld when put to a vote - there being 20 votes in 
support of the challenge and 26 against. The amended draft 
Resolution was therefore put to a vote. There were 25 
votes in favour and 20 against, thus the Resolution was 
adopted (Resolution 2003-l, Annex C). A number of 
countries explained their vote. Grenada, who had not 
participated in the vote, believed that to establish a 
Conservation Committee without consensus is 
counterproductive. Antigua and Barbuda, Norway and 
Japan considered that despite the amendment to the third 
operative paragraph, the vote was still in contravention of 
the Rules ofProcedure. Japan considered that this outcome 
would further polarise the IWC and together with Antigua 
and Barbuda, Norway and Dominica, reserved the right not 
to participate in the Committee or to contribute financially. 
Iceland associated itself with other speakers. It also asked 
the proponents not to misrepresent the outcome, i.e. voting 
against the proposal did not mean that countries were 
against conservation. On the contrary, Iceland believed 
that all countries supported conservation, but it considered 
that the proposal would direct attention away from the real 
purpose of the Convention, i.e. conservation of whale 
stocks to allow sustainable use. 1t hoped that this would 
not mean the end of the RMS development process. China 
felt that more time should have been made available for 
consultations. 

In drawing discussions to a close, the Chair noted that 
establishment of the Conservation Committee would not 
solve the problems within IWC and stressed the need to 
continue to work to find a balance between conservation 
and management. 

5. WHALEWATCHING 

5.1 Report of the Scientific Committee4 

In 2000, the Committee had identified a number of areas 
for further research on possible long-tenn effects of 
whalewatching on whales and a number of possible data 
types that could be collected from whalewatching 
operations to assist in assessing their impact. The 
Committee developed this further at the 2003 meeting and 

4 For details of the Scientific Committee's deliberation on this Item see J. 
Cetacean Res. Manage. 6 (Suppl.) 

will continue to work on data collection issues in the 
intersessional period. 

The Committee also reviewed whalewatching guidelines 
and regulations, and new infonnation on dolphin feeding 
and 'swim-with' programmes. The Committee also 
welcomed the news that a whalewatching management 
workshop will be held in late 2003 or early 2004 in Cape 
Town, South Africa. It recommended that workshop 
participants should be geographically representative and 
include scientists, managers, conservation organisations, 
whalewatching operators and representatives from other 
discipline~, such as economics and social sciences. The 
Committee established an intersessional correspondence 
group to provide scientific advice for the organisation of 
the workshop. 

5.2 Commission discussions and action uising 
The Chair and a number of countries welcomed Doug 
DeMaster as the new Chair of the Scientific Committee and 
thanked him for his report. 

The UK, New Zealand, Germany, Brazil, Italy, South 
Africa, Australia and the USA all spoke of the importance 
of whalewatching, with a number of them regarding it as 
the only sustainable way to use whale "resources (given 
appropriate regulations) and as a more economically viable 
activity than whaling. Its contributions of useful scientific 
information on whale stocks and its benefit to indigenous 
peoples were also noted. 

· The UK announced that it was pleased to contribute 
funds to the workshop being arranged by South Africa, and 
together with a number of others expressed the hope that 
IWC funding could be found to support the participation of 
representatives from the Scientific Committee. 

Norway considered whalewatching to be outside the 
remit of the Convention. 

The Commission noted the report of the Scientific 
Committee and endorsed its recommendations. 

6. WHALE STOCKS5 

6.1 Southern Hemisphere minke whales 
6.1.1 Report of the Scientific Committee 
The Committee has carried out annual surveys in the 
Antarctic (south of 60°S) since the late 1970s. The last 
agreed estimates for each of the six management Areas for 
Antarctic tninke whales were for the period 1982/83 to 
1989/90. At the 2000 meeting, the Committee agreed that 
whilst these represented the best estimates for the years 
surveyed, they were no longer appropriate as estimates of 
current abundance. An initial crude analysis of available 
recent data had suggested that current estimates might be 
appreciably lower than the previous estimates6

• 

At the 2001 meeting7
, considerable time was spent 

considering Antarctic minke whales with a view to 
obtaining final estimates of abundance and considering any 
trend in these. This included a review of data sources and 
analytical methodology. After considering many of the 
factors affecting abundance estimates, there is still evidence 
of a decline in the abundance estimates, although it is not 
clear how this reflects any actual change in minke 

5 
For details of the Scientific Committee's deliberation on this Item see J. 

Cetacean Res. Manage. 6 (Suppl.) 
: J. Cetacea11 Res. Matrage. 3 (Suppl.): 29·32. 
J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 4 (Suppl.): 30-6. 
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Japan's proposed Schedule amendment was not adopted 
when put to a vote. There were 19 votes in support, 26 
against and one abstention. 

12. SCIENTIFIC PERMJTS 

12.1 Report of the Scientific Committee22 

12.1.1 Improvements to review procedures 
Last year, the Committee had noted that the existing 
guidelines, which had developed over a number of years, 
inevitably include some duplication and overlap within the 
broad headings used. With the aim of providing a proposal 
to the Commission on restructuring the guidelines, it agreed 
to revisit this issue in a year in which there is no major new 
scientific permit proposal to review. 

The Scientific Committee also agreed to start planning 
for the review of the final JARPA results, which are 
expected in 2005, and recommended that a small 
intersessional Working Group be formed, including inter 
alia some Japanese scientists familiar with the programme. 

1? 1.2 Review results from existing permits 

JAPAN: SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE (JARPA) 

The Committee received a number of reports of work 
undertaken as part of the recent field season of JARP A as 
well as documents using some or all of the JARPA data 
collected thus far. These were considered where relevant to 
the main Scientific Committee agenda. 

JAPAN: NORTH I>ACIFIC (JARPNII) 

The Committee reviewed the results of the first full year of 
the JARPNII programme reviewed last yea~3 • A total of 
100 common minke, 50 Bryde's, 39 sei and 5 spem1 whales 
were taken. It agreed that a more detailed review should be 
undertaken after the completion of the two years of 
research under JARPNII. For this review, comprehensive 
results will be provided, including recalculation of sample 
sizes. 

1 2.1. 3 Review of new or revised proposal 
JAPAN: SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE 

The Committee briefly discussed the JARP A proposal. 
This is a continuation (lS'h year) of a 16-year programme. 
Progress had been fully reviewed in 1997.24 

ICELAND: NORTH ATLANTIC 

Most of the discussion at the 2003 meeting centred on the 
proposal for a two-year feasibility study in Icelandic waters 
involving the taking of 100 common minke whales, 100 fin 
whales and 50 sei whales. The stated goal was to improve 
understanding of the biology and feeding ecology of 
important cetacean species in Icelandic waters for better 
management of living resources based on an ecosystem 
approach. · It includes multiple specific objectives with 
different priorities for the different species. For common 
minke whales the primary specific objective is to increase 
the knowledge of the species' feeding ecology in Icelandic 
waters. For fin and sei whales the primary specific 
objective is the study of biological parameters during the 
apparent increase in population size in recent decades. 
These objectives are the basis for the proposed sample 
sizes. Other research objectives include studies of 

22 
For details of the Scientific Committee's deliberation on this Item see J. 

~etacean Res. Manage. 6 (Suppl.) 
ll J. Cetacean Res. Manage. 5 (Suppl.):63-77 

Rep. Int. WhaJ. Commn 48:95-105 

population structure, pollutants, parasites and pathogens, 
and the applicability of non-lethal methods. 

There was considerable disagreement within the 
Committee over most aspects of this research programme, 
including objectives, methodology, sample sizes, likelihood 
of success, effect on stocks and the amount and quality of 
data that could be obtained using non-lethal research 
techniques. 

12.2 Commission discussions and action arising 
Japan gave a short PowerPoint presentation on its JARPA 
and JARPNII programmes. There was no discussion. 

The Commission noted the Scientific Committee report 
and endorsed its recommendations. 

Resolution on whaling under Special Permit 
Germany introduced a draft Resolution on Whaling under 
Special Permit on behalf of the other co-sponsors 
(Argentina, Australia, Brazil, Finland, France, Germany, 
Ireland, Italy, Mexico, Monaco, Netherlands, New Zealand, 
Portugal, San Marino, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, UK, 
USA). The draft Resolution called on the Commission to: 

(1) express deep concern that the provision permitting 
Special Permit whaling enables countries to conduct 
whaling for commercial purposes despite the 
moratorium on commercial whaling; 

(2) state that the current and proposed Special Permit 
whaling operations represent an act contrary to the 
spirit of the moratorium on commercial whaling and to 
the will of the Commission; 

(3) state that Article VIII of the Convention is not intended 
to be exploited to provide whale meat for commercial 
purposes and shall not be so used; 

( 4) reaffinn that non-lethal techniques available today will 
usually provide better data at less cost to both animals 
and budget; and 

(5) urge any country conducting or considering the 
conduct of Special Permit whaling to terminate or not 

· commence such activities and to limit scientific 
research to non-lethal methods only. 

Germany specifically referred to the ongoing programmes 
of Japan (JARPA and JARPNII) and that planned by 
Iceland and indicated that it did not believe that the 
scientific arguments used to defend such programmes stood 
the test of thorough scientific scrutiny. In addition, it noted 
that it believed that over-fishing is causing declines in 
fisheries, not the fact that whales eat fish. 

The USA associated itself with Germany's remarks. It 
remained opposed to Japan's lethal research programme in 
the North Pacific and noted that many Scientific Committee 
members were of the opinion that there were no 
quantifiable objectives and reasonable performance 
standards to legitimise the study. The USA particularly 
objected to the expansion to takes of sei whales and 50 
minke whales in coastal waters and drew attention to the 
numerous Resolutions adopted noting that the data from 
permit catches are not critical to management. Regarding 
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Iceland's proposed research plan, the USA considered it to 
be almost the same as its previous feasibility study between 
1986 and 1989, noting that data on stomach contents from 
the fin and sei whales taken remain generally unpublished. 
The USA believed that the only part of the latest proposal 
relevant to IWC management is the secondary objective on 
population structure, but noted that such work is now 
routinely studied using non-lethal techniques involving 
genetic analysis from skin biopsies. 

New Zealand agreed with the comments of Gennany 
and the USA regarding the JARPNII programme. 
Regarding Iceland's proposed research plan, New Zealand 
believed that it was clear from the Scientific Committee 
report, that many of the scientists had difficulties with the 
scientific rationale underpinning the proposal, particularly 
because, like JARPNII, it appeared to be mainly concerned 
with issues of no direct relevance to the Convention. New 
Zealand considered Iceland's research plan to be outside 
the Terms of Reference for such proposals. It also asked 
how Iceland intended to dispose of any whale products 
generated from such a study, if implemented. Monaco 
associated itself with the views of Gem1any, the USA and 
New Zealand and considered the lethal research 
programmes to be rather outdated. The UK, Mexico, 
Australia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland and Austria made 
similar remarks as previous speakers. While the UK 
recognised that lethal research programmes have provided 
some useful data, it believed this had been done at 
considerable cost in terms of the number of whales killed. 
It was disappointed that Iceland had put forward a research 
plan and commented that Iceland's ecotourism industry 
would be damaged if it resumed whaling. As Iceland was 
not yet committed to when it might implement its plan, the 
UK urged it to reconsider. Mexico, Switzerland and 
Australia expressed particular concern regarding the 
proposed take by Icelanq of fin and sei whaJes. Brazil was 
concerned regarding the increasing number of whales being 
taken under Special Pennit and considered it an abuse of 
Treaty rights. Sweden considered that the analysis of the 
diet of whales is important but believed that such work 
should await the resumption of commercial whaling. With 
respect to Iceland's research plan, Austria considered that it 
should have included infonnation on intended whale killing 
methods. It also expressed interest in learning of the costs 
of such a programme. It did not consider Iceland's 
proposal to be finalised, and hoped that Iceland would 
submit a final version for review by the Scientific 
Committee in 2004 or later. 

Norway noted that the draft Resolution targeted three 
different operations. It noted that Japan's JARPA 
programme had been reviewed by the Scientific Committee 
and that the Scientific Committee had generally agreed that 
it had provided new interesting infom1ation. Norway 
further noted that this programme had only two seasons left 
to run and that consequently there would be no point in 
stopping it now. With respect to Japan's "JARPNII 
programme and Iceland's proposal, Norway noted that 
these were designed, inter alia, to study feeding ecology 
and would provide critically important information for the 
understanding of interactions between species and in the 
long-tenn provide information needed for multispecies 
management. Norway referred to two NAMMCO 
workshops on this subject. The Republic of Korea 
considered that ecological data are needed and in view of 
the limitations of non-lethal research, considered that 

appropriate lethal research is needed. Dominica made 
similar remarks. Denmark drew attention to Article VIII of 
the Convention regarding the right of Contracting 
Governments to issue Special Permits for lethal takes for 
research purposes. While it considered the report of the 
Scientific Committee on its review of existing and new 
proposals entirely appropriate, Denmark did not believe it 
appropriate to establish a Commission policy on scientific 
pennit whaling since this would be contrary to the 
Convention. It indicated that it would not participate in any 
vote on the Resolution. Antigua and Barbuda also referred 
to the rights given under Article VIII and that the 
Convention requires whales taken under Special Permit to 
be utilised. It noted that UNCLOS encourages marine 
scientific research and drew attention to the fact that lethal 
research on other animals is conducted in many IWC 
member countries, including those opposed to Special 
Permit whaling. 

In responding to the comments made concerning its 
proposed research plan, Iceland noted that most of them 
were of a scientific nature and that the Commission, a 
political forum, was not the right place to discuss science. 
It stressed its right under the Convention to conduct lethal 
research and to utilise the whales taken, but noted that 
scientiqc permit whaling is not commercially .viable. 
Iceland drew attention to the different views expressed with 
the Scientific Committee on the merits of its proposed 
research plan, and felt that the draft Resolution 
misrepresented the Committee's discussions. It also 
considered that the draft Resolution contained incorrect 
statements. It believed that the bottom line was that there is 
a fundamental divide among Contracting Governments on 
how to look at whales and believed that IWC should be 
guided by law rather than emotion. 

Like Iceland, Japan also drew attention to its rights 
under Article Vlll of the Convention and could not 
understand why these could not be accepted. It referred 
Contracting Governments to its original research plans for 
their scientific justification and did not agree that its 
research is not relevant to management. Japan also noted 
that the results of its research are published in both 
domestic and international scientific joumals, and asked 
that papers were not discriminated against merely because 
they used data obtained from lethal research. 

The Resolution was passed when put to a vote 
(Resolution 2003-2, Annex F). There were 24 votes in 
favour, 21 against and one abstention. 

Resolution on southern hemisphere minke whales and 
Special Permit whaling 
Australia introduced a draft Resolution on Southern 
Hemisphere minke whales and Special Permit whaling on 
behalf of the other co-sponsors (i.e. Argentina, Austria, 
Brazil, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, Mexico, ¥onaco, 
New Zealand, Portugal, San Marino, South Africa, Spain, 
Sweden, Switzerland, . UK and USA). Noting, inter alia, 
that Japan continues to issue · Special Pennits for lethal 
scientific research on minke whales in the Southern Ocean 
Sanctuary when there are no valid abundance estimates for 
this population and when alternative non-lethal techniques 
are available, the draft Resolution called on the 
Commission to: 

(l) request the Scientific Committee to provide, after 
completion of the IDCRJSOWER abundance 
estimates, all plausible hypotheses to explain any 
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decline in abundance estimates that may emerge and in 
doing so to consider fully (a) the possible negative 
impact of the take of minke whales, including struck 
and lost data, and (b) the impact of environmental 
change factors; 

(2) call on Japan to halt the JARPA programme, or to 
revise it so that it is limited to non-lethal research 
methodologies; and 

(3) recommend that no additional JARP A programmes be 
considered until the Scientific Committee has 
completed (a) an in·depth review of the results of 16 
years of JARP A, (b) its review of abundance estimates 
for Southern Hemisphere minke whales and (c) the 
actions requested above, and that any such 
programmes be limited to non-lethal research. 

Australia considered the large-scale whaling operation 
conducted under JARPA that had taken over 6,000 whales 
from the Southern Ocean Sanctuary to be an affront to the 
Commission and to the commercial whaling moratorium 
and pelieved that the overwhelming purpose of JARPA is 
to maintain a supply of whale meat to markets for 
commercial return. Finally, Australia considered that the 
hypothesis that too many fish are eaten by whales had 
already been repudiated by respected scientists and that 
depletions in global fisheries are caused by over-fishing. It 
urged all members of the Commission to support the 
Resolution. New Zealand, Germany, the USA, Monaco and 
Brazil spoke in support of the Resolution. The USA noted 
that the current JARP A programme has only 2 years 
remaining. It looked forward to its completion and hoped 
that there would be no extension. Monaco stressed that the 
legality of issuing scientific permits was not being 
challenged, but considered that the numbers of whales now 
being taken under Special Permit is much larger than 
envisioned when the Convention was established. Brazil 
considered JARP A to be a violation of the Southern Ocean 
Sanctuary. 

Japan acknowledged that a new estimate for minke 
whale abundance in the Southern Hemisphere should be 
available in two years, but noted that results from JARPA 
in Areas IV and V have shown minke whale populations to 
be stable. It re-iterated that some of the information 
gathered through JARPA cannot be obtained by non-lethal 

· techniques. Responding to Brazil, Japan pointed out that it 
has an objection to the Southern Ocean Sanctuary with 
respect to minke whales, and that, while it has a 
responsibility to report data from JARPA to the Scientific 
Committee and the Commission, it has a right under Article 
VUI of the Convention to issue Special Permits. Norway 
noted that the draft Resolution referenced Scientific 
Committee reports from 2000 and 2001 and considered that 
it should have referred to the latest Committee report in 
which some of the statements are not now so strong. In any 
case, Norway believed that the number of whales taken 
under JARP A is insignificant in terms of the size of the 

· stock. Antigua and Barbuda re-iterated its earlier remark 
concerning other lethal research and Iceland again 
commented that the Commission was being driven by 
politics, not science. Monaco disagreed. Dominica 
commended Japan for its work under JARP A and looked 
forward to the establishment of a similar programme in 
future to provide information to allow the sustainable use 

of cetacean resources, whether this be whalewatching or for 
food. 

Responding to a question from Monaco, the Scientific 
Committee Chair clarified that there is currently no agreed 
abundance estimate for Southern Hemisphere minke whales 
but that the Committee expects to provide a new estimate in 
two years time. 

The Resolution was adopted when put to a vote 
(Resolution 2003-3, Annex G). There were 24 votes in 
favour, 20 against and one abstention. 

13. ENVIRONMENTAL AND HEALTH ISSUES 

There is an increasing awareness that whales should not be 
considered in isolation but as part of the marine 
environment; detrimental changes to their habitat may pose 
a serious threat to whale stocks. The Scientific Committee 
has examined this issue in the context of the RMP and 
agreed that the RMP adequately addresses such concerns. 
However, it has also emphasised that the species most 
vulnerable to environmental threats might well be those 
reduced to levels at which the RMP, even if applied, would 
result in zero catches. Over a period of several years, the 
Scientific Committee has developed two multi-national, 
multi-disciplinary research proposals, one concerning co
operative research in the Antarctic (SOWER 2000) and the 
other concerning the effect of pollution on cetaceans 
(POLLUTION 2000+). 

13.1 Cetacean-fisheries interactions 
13.1.1 Report of the Scientific Committee 
The Committee has begun to look at the issues surrounding 
fisheries and cetaceans. The main long-term objective of 
the Committee on this topic is to answer the question 'how 
are changes in abundance of cetaceans likely to be linked 
(in the short- and long-tenn) to changes in fishery catches?' 
A Workshop to address modelling-related issues related to 
the interactions between cetaceans and fisheries was held in 
July 2002. Its aim was to evaluate existing modelling 
approaches, including identifying their constraints and data 
requirements, in order to identify those approaches most 
likely to answer the above question. The Workshop 
reviewed all the available major modelling approaches that 
deal with top predators and multi-species fisheries 
interactions. 

The Workshop concluded that despite recent advances, 
most multi-species models are still in the development 
phase. It therefore agreed that no single approach could be 
recommended at this stage to provide reliable information 
of value to consideration of cetacean dynamics in an 
ecosystem context. However, this does not necessarily rule 
out the possibility that useful inferences might be drawn if 
a number of different modelling approaches yield 
qualitatively similar results. The Workshop also agreed 
that despite these difficulties, the consideration of 
ecosystem interactions between fish stocks and cetaceans is 
a potentially important research topic. 

The Committee endorsed the Workshop conclusion that 
for no system at present are we in the position, in terms of 
data availability and model development, to provide 
quantitative management advice on the impact of cetaceans 
on fisheries, or of fisheries on cetaceans. However, this 
does not rule out the possibility of providing qualitative 
advice if a number of different approaches yield 
qualitatively similar results. It also endorsed the conclusion 
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Chair's Report of the 57tb Annual Meeting 

I. INTRODUCI'ORY ITE."'S 

1.1 Dote IDd place 
The S'l"' Annual Mee<ing of lhe International Whaling 
Commission (JWC) toolc. place from 20-24 June 2005 at the 
Lone Hotel, Ulsan, Republic of Korea. It WBS chaired by 
Henrik Fischer (Derunorl<). A list of delegates and 
observers oncnding the meeting is provided in Annex A. 
Titc asrociated meetings or the Scientific Commiuee and 
Commission sub·groups: were held at the same venue in the 
period 30 Mny to 17 June. 

1.2 Welcotne addresses 
Welcome addresses were given by Kco-Don Oh, the 
Minium· oF Maritime Affairs and Fisheries and Maeng-
Woo Park, the Mayor ofUisan. . 

On behalf of his Government and the people of !he 
Republic of Koren, tile Minister welcomed the delegations, 
IWC Secretariat and observers and congratulated the 
Moyor ond the people of Uls:m for hosting soch a large 
intematio11al gathering. He hoped that the meeting would 
focus on how co promole conservation and sustainable 
management of whale stocks. He reported tbat Korea's 
policies with respect to wholes focus on the proper 
conservation of whale stocks and me susminable Dse of 
these rtSOurecs and u such are compatible wilh tbe 
principles embodied in the International Convention for the 
Reaulation of Whaling (ICRW) which it adhered to in 
1978. Tbc Minister appreeilled tile efforts made by lhe 
Commission's Chair witb ~peel to proposals for a 
Revised Management Scheme (RMS) and hoped that 
J>1011CSS could be made on this issue. The MiniStet reponed 
that his government banned commercial whaling in 1986 
but IIO(Cd tltar socne twenty yurs later, controversies exist 
rcganding the size of minke whale Stocks exisring around 
the Korean Peninsula tmd whether the increase in some 
wbale stoc'ks is having a ne8lltive impact on fisberies. He 
therefore welcomed tho in--depth assessment of Western 
Nonh Pacil1c common min.ke whales around Korea just 
initiated by the Scientific Commillee and looked forward to 
tangible results in the near funu-e. Finally the Minista
hoped tbat the meeting could resolve sensibly many of the 
issues faced by the Commission by sharing and n:specti11g 
different points of view and by being prepared to 
compromise. 

Tile Mayor ofUisan welcomed all panicipants to Ulsan, 
the 'City of Wholes'. He drew attention 10 the lo11g 
association between the people of the area and whale$, 
noting ~mt the Bangudae petrogtyphs are the only 
pctroglyphs in the world to feature whales. The Mayor 
thanked those Involved in the preparntion and organisation 
of the meeting nnd expressed his pleasure in the 
opportunity it provided to develop a relationship between 
Ulsan and the IWC. He hoped that the policies developed m 
the meeting would bring benefits 10 all and that the meeting 
would be long-remembered for its achievements. 

1.3 Opening slatemenlli 
The Otair welcomed the foUowing nine new Contracting 
Govemmeots who bad adhered to the Convention since the 
last Annual Meeting: 

Moli - adhered 17 August2004 
Kiribati- adhcrod 28 December 2004 

• Czech Republic - adhered 26 January 2005 
Slovak Republic - adhered 22 March 2005 
The Gambia- adhered 17 May 2005 

• Llfxemhourg- I 0 June 2005 
Cameroon- 14 June 2005 

• Nauru - 15 June 2005 
• Togo - 15 June 2005. 

The Chair invited the new member countries to address the 
meeting if they so wished. Kiribati; the Czech 'Republic, the 
Slovak Republic and Luxembourg did so. Mali, The 
Gambia and Togo wem f10t repr~~se111ed at the meeting. 

Kiribati informed the meeting thot it is a country made 
up of 33 low-lying atolls with a land area of only 810 
square kilometres scattered across 5 million square 
kilometres of the Pacific OC<lan and with three distinct 
EEZs totalling more than 3.5 million squa.rc kilometres. 
The country is therefore vuloernble to climate change. It is 
heavily dependent on its marine resources, partiC\IIarly 
rum, and therefore committed to the su.stain•ble u.se of 
these resouroes. It has formulated national initiatives, based 
on traditional praclices incorporated with modem 
approaches to better manaae and utilise its resources, but 
given its limited capacities and the geographical nature of 
its islands, fmds it a cbtlllenge to implement initiatives 
effectively. Kiribati is therefore wort.ina with a number of 
regional (the Forum Fisheries Agency, the Paclr.e 
Community, the Pacific Regional Envi.ronment Programme 
and the Western znd Ccntntl Pacific Fisheries Commission) 
and UN Ol'g*nisations (UNCLOS, Convention on 
Biological Diversity, PAO) to better address su.slllinoble 
use. Kiribati had adhered to tbe lCRW to continue its 
efforts to achieve effective and sustainable use and 
conservation of its resoun;cs. h l.oolced forward to 
partic-ipating at the Annual Meeting in the spirit of murual 
respect and co-operation and to ochieving the long-term 
goals of the Commission nnd the mandate of the 
Convention. 

The Czech Republic noted that despite it having no 
whaling history, its people are not indiffereni iO the fate or 
whales and an: in fact concerned not only about their local 
environment but al~o a\>out sl\llxll environmental issues • 
the conservation of whales being one of th~n. 

The Slovak Republic 1101ed that even though it is a 
landlocked country with no history of whaling, it wishes to 
conserve whales for future geoemtions. As a party to other 
nature conservation agreements such as the Convention on 
Biodiversity, CITES, the Born Convention and the J.Umsnr 
Convention, the Slovak: Republic is committed to 
proteciiog nature and to contributing to the pr~~serv•tion of 
a common heritage, including the ooe:ms. It hoped that the 
mistakes that led to the overcxploitation and near extinction 
of some whale species in the past can be avoided and the 
protection of vulnerable whole populations secured. 
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IO.l Review or new or eonllnulng propo .. ts 
JQ1.1 Jopon: soutl!.rn h•mup/ren (JARPA 11) 
lf..U.I PRES£NTATIO.S BY JAPAN 
Japon gave o shon PowcrPoint pre$ematioo on iu resean:b 
plans prior 10 prescnllllion or lhc Scientific Committee 
report on discuosions on JAR!' A II proposals. There were • 
num~r of queslions. 

New Zealand a5ked how Japan could be certain that 
JARPA II would have no adverse effeciS on isolated 
populations of humpbacks in lhc South Pacific if sampling 
of humpbacks was 10 1lll<e place in the western part or Area 
Vl. Japan clarified that humpbacks would only be taken 
from Arens IV end V. II bed no plans to s•mple them from 
Area VJ. In response, New Zealand asked bow Japan could 
be sure lhat humpbacks from Area V are nOI the 
endangered breeding popul• tions from Fiji, che Cook 
Islands and Samoa. Japan noted that the 0-stoclc, whose 
breeding grounds are located off ~te west coast of 
Australia, occurs in Area rv, while the E-stock, whose 
breeding srowtds arc IOCitltd off the cast COO<! of Australia 
occur in Area V. ln response to anOlhcr question from New 
Zealund, Jupan olarilicd thnt il has no pions at present to 
sample other specie•, such os crnbenter seals and seabirds. 
Rather it l><>pcd to use existing infonnation from CCAMLR 
in the initial stages of the work. 

The Republic of Koren while noting !he need for lethal 
resoarch progrnmmcs, did noc unders111nd why Japan 
needed to double the takes of minke whales. Japan 
explained dtat such an increase is needed to obrain 
sufficient statistical power to detect significant temporal 
changes in various biolo~ical parameters (e.g. age at sexual 
maturity, pregll!lncy rate, blubber thiclmess, ete.). The UK 
noted that Japan wos planning to continue to include a 
Jol 0% allowance for lhe minkc whale lllkcs (ie. 850 :t I 0% 
fOt JARPA II). Given the consistency with which the upper 
allowable catch limit has been re:>ched during JARPA, the 
UK did not believe it nocc:=ry for Japan 10 continue to 
allow for thi$ margin of cnor. 

Reforring 10 Japan's earlier prescnllltion, !be USA noted 
lhat the age of sexual maturity of minke whales ha5 
decreued from 17-18 years to around 7-1 0 yeatS. Given 
this, it su&&ested that the doubling of the take of minke 
whales proposed in JARPA II is problematic. Japan 
believed dte opposite 10 be true. II believed that the 
decrea .. in the •ge of sexual maturity, due to improved 
feeding conditions, Cl\plains the increa5e in minkc whale 
abundance that hod been seen. Such conditions prevailed 
until the 1970. when the age of sexual maruricy began to 
level oli ond io now showing a tendency to increase again. 
Jopan believes that this implies rl>al availability of food has 
become less favourable. 

10.1.1.1 R~I'ORT OF TIIR SCIENTIFIC COMM!Tl'£~ 
Discussion on scientific permit issues within the Scientific 
Cootmillee this year centred on Japan's new proposal 
(JAR.P A II). Tite staled objectives of the new long-rem> 
research programme proposal are: 

( l) monhorlng of the Antorctic ecosystem; 
(2) modelling competition among whale species and 

developing future tnanagcmenl objectives; 
(3) elucidation or remporal and spotlal changes in siOCk 

slnJeturc~ ond 
(4) improving the mana;ement procedure for !he Antarccic 

minke whale stocks. 

The proposed annual eatcltes for the filii prog1amme are: 
&SO (wilb 10% allowance) An-.ic minke whales, SO 
humpl>ock whales (00110 begin ~ lwo )"::ln) and $0 fin 
wbales (1 0 in the fmt two yean;). 

As in previous years, there was ~ disqreemcnt 
within the Comminee regarding advice that should be 
provided on a number of issues, illcludt1f8: tbo relevance of 
lhc proposed "'""arch to managemco~ appropriate sample 
sizes and applieabilily of alternate (non·ltthal) research 
mothods. 

IO.l.U COMJiflSSIO.S DISCUSSIONS AND ACTION ARIStNC 
Gennany expressed deep eonccr.t thot not only is Japan 
planning to continue its research wlurling in the Ancarccic, 
but also to intensify it by doubling lhc num~r of minke 
whales to be taken and including c.kes of humpback and fin 
whales. II regretted that Japan is 11{)1 recognising the 
international starus of these stocks in which the humpback 
stoek is classified as 'vulnerable' and tho fin whale stock as 
'endangered '. Germany believed Japan's oosis ror liS whale 
hunt is an oversimplified and distortc'd approach to 
ecosystems, in which it ~lievcs that different whale 
species are compeling for krill and that by culling wlurles of 
one species it can promote the recovery of others. Germtlny 
called on Japan to end its scicntijjc whaling programmes. 

B1112.~ and France associated themselves with the 
remarks of Monaco made under the previous agenda ilem 
in relation to lethal =h programmc;s. Brazil also noted 
the concern with which it has watched scientific wlurling 
escalate over lhe years in spite of past recomm<'lldations of 
the Commission. It believed lhat despite the large number 
of whales kil led in such progmnmes, very few peer
reviewed pape<S had beeo published. II therefore 
ooosiderod Jap;m's action as a blatonc abuse of lhc riches 10 
Contr.~<:ting Governments granted under Article Vlll and 
siJ!lllly a means of maintaining a market for whale meaL 
Brazil considered this lalCSI research plan to have a 
political rather than a scientific objective. i e. to push the 
Commission into adopting compromises in order to bring in 
a commercial whaling S<:hcme. By including humpback 
whales, Brazil ~lieved that Japa.o is deli~rat<ly an.elcing 
a species of great importance bol1 for oon·lcthal research 
by other nations but also fOt non-lethal appropriation for 
whalewatcbing. It believed that lhc proposal would destroy 
any hope of reaching a compromise end bcUer 
understanding of the rights of Southern Hemisphere nations 
to the non-lothal management of whale l'W)Urees. Bmzil 
requested Japan to 1l!l<e aceount oflbc broader implications 
of their actions. 

The USA noted that it continUl$ to oppose lethal whale 
research programmes except in exceptional circumstances. 
It too expressed concem over lhe significant C.XJ»>n.."ion of 
JARPA U over JARPA and believed that there is 11<> 

compelling justification of this •incc, in gene.-al, much of 
the information can be gained through non-lethal rcscnrch 
or is in fact not needed for maoagement purposes. Tho 
USA considered that JARPA II would make ic much mon:: 
difficult if not impossible co reach consensus on an R.MS 
and that it would serve to polarise lWC yet further. It urged 
Japan to not go forward with JARPA U. Spain and Finland 
associated themselves with the remarks ofGennany and the 
USA. New Zealand assoeiatcd itself with Cem»ny, the 
USA and Brazil, ooting that it has been a consistent 
opponent to Japan's sciencifie wbalifll! prosrammes. lt also 
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drew attention to the objection by 63 members of the 
Scientific Committee to a review of 1he JARP A II proposal 
before a fonnal review of the JARPA programme results 
bas been conducted and to a recent (1 6 June) article in the 
jountal Nature that inter alia delivered what New Zealand 
considered to be a forceful rebuke of JARPA IJ proposals. 
However, New Zealand's most serious concern in relation 
10 JARPA ll is its p<>tenrial impact on populations of 
threatened or endangered species in the Southern 
Hemisphere, again referring to dte real threat to endangered 
breeding populations of humpbacks from Fiji, tl1e Cook 
Islands and Samoa. Finally, it noted with surprise the 
statement from Japan during Scientific Commiuec 
discussions that no- conflict had been found between the
planned research and Japan's revised domestic legislation 
on animal welfare. 

St. I< ins and Nevis, SL Vincent and The Grenadines, tbe 
Republic of Palau and St. Lucia spoke in support of Japan' s 
proposals contained in JARPA D. St. Kills and Nevis noted 
tbat UNCLOS recognises the importance of scientific 
research in the sustainable use of marine. resources and 
gives clear rights to coastal states to conduct such research. 
It noted: ( I) that since developing countries have Limited 
resources, they ar-e. dependent on the work of more 
developed countrie;s; and (2) the importance of marine 
resources in the sustainable development and poverty 
alleviation of coastal developing states. These were the 
reasons why countries such as St. KiLts and Nevis are 
members ofiWC. finaUy it expressed the view tbat science 
wid1in the organisation is much further advanced than its 
politics which it considered to be backward. St. Vincent 
a.nd The Grenadines was satisfied lhat Japan has provided 
valuable information that has been used to advance d1e 
work of the Commission and had no problems in 
supporting its new proposal. The Republic of Palau and St. 
Lucia both gave importance to gaining an understanding of 
ecosystem interactions so that management of fishery 
resources could be improved. Like St. Kitts and Nevis, the 
Republic of Palau stressed the importance of nuorinc 
resources to its people. It believed that emotional criticism 
ignores both science and international law and is a rejection 
of the basic principle of resource management based on 
science. St. Lucia believed that the takes proposed by Japan 
would not adversely affect lhe stocks in question, and that 
in any case, reviews are pJanned after the 2-year inilial 
feasibility srudy and again after six years. 

In responding to a number of comments, Japan finnly 
opposed the view that its proposals arc politically and 
commercially motivated, and drew attention to Convention 
Article VIII.2 lhat states that any whales taken under these 
special permits shall so far as practicable be processed and 
the proceeds shalf be dealt with in accordanc-e with 
directions issued by the Government by which the permit 
was granted' • the use of the word ' shall' conferring an 
international obliga·tion. It disagreed that the JARPA II 
proposal would have a detrimental effect on RMS 
neaotiations since it has been clear for some years that the 
process has been. breaking down. Japan found it 
unacceptable that JARP A U is being used as a scapegoat 
for stalled RMS discussions. It also could not accept that 
the proposed takes of mink&, humpback or fin whales 
would have an aclverse effect on the stocks as they 
represented such a small percemage of !he Ictal stock 
numbers. It again stressed that with respect to humpbacks, 
no animals would be taken from Area VI (whales in Area 

VI being those that migrate to lhe South Pacific islands). 
With respect to the publication of papers in peer-reviewed 
western scientific journals, Japan ooted that many western 
journals will not accept papers presenting results obtained 
from lethal rese~rch programmes. It considered such 
treatment of its scientists to be untair and unequal. With 
respect to the position of tl>e 63 members of tbe Scientific 
Committee referred to by New 7..ealand, Japan noted that as 
the Committee comprises some 200 scientists, the vast 
majority had not objected to taking part in a review of the 
JARPA ll proposal. With respect to the article in Nature, 
Japan no1ecl that some of its authors are Scientific 
Committee members and national delegates and that tbere 
bad been a breach in lhe Committee's confidentiality rules 
in relation to information included in the article. Japan 
requested that such breaches do not occur again. Finally it 
again stressed that some of the information it believes 
necessary to collect cannot be oblained using non-lethal 
techniques alld did uot believe that its proposals in relation 
to an ecosystem approach are too simplistic. 

RESOlUTION ON JA nP A II 
Australia introduced a draft Resolution on JARP A U on 
behalf of 25 other co-sponsors (Argentina, Austria, 
Belgium, Brazil, Czech Republic, Finland, France, 
Germany, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, 
Netherlands, New Zealand, Mexico, Monaco, Portugal, San 
Marino, Slovak Republic, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, 
Switzerland, the UK and the USA). While recognising that 
the Ce>nvention allows Conh·acting Governments to grant 
special pennhs for the purpose of scientific res:ea(ch on 
whales, the proposed Resolution drew attention to the fact 
that siuce the comn1ercial whaling moralorium came into 
force in 1985186, IWC has adopted e>ver 30 Resolutions on 
special permit whaling lhat have called for. scientific 
research to be limited to non-Lethal methods: sanctuaries to 
be respected; the recovery of populations to be unimpeded; 
and account to be taken of Scientific Committee comments. 
The draft Resolution noted tl>at: the results of JARPA have 
not yet been reviewed by the Scientific Comminee; under 
JARPA U, Japan intended to double the take of minke 
whales and also 10 include lin and humpback whales; tbat 
data from the Third Circumpolar Survey indicates tbat 
abundance of Antarctic minke whales is substantially lower 
than the previous estimate of 760,000; aod that some 
humpback whales that will be targeted by JARP A U belong 
to small, vulnerable breeding populations around small 
island States in the South Pacific. The Resolution expressed 
concern that; more than 6,800 Antarctic minke whales have 
been killed in Antarctic waters during tbe IS·year JARPA 
programme (C()mpared with a total of &40 whales killed 
globally by Japan for scientific research during ~1e JJ.year 
period prior to the moratorium); that lhcrc are no agreed 
data to indicate that fin whale popttlati()ns have increased 
since the cessation of commercial whaling; and that JARPA 
ll may have an adverse impact on established long-tenn 
whale r~rt::h pmjec:ts involv1ne humph1~k wi~IP." The 
Resolution called on the Commission to: ( I) request the 
Scientific Committee to review the outcomes of JARPA as 
soon as possible; and (2) strongly urge the Government of 
Japan to withdraw its JARPA II proposal or to revise it so 
that any infonnation needed to meet the stated objectives of 
tbe proposal is obtained using non-lethal means. 

Japan opposed strongly the proposed Resolution since it 
contravened <:ertain clements of the Convention~ e.g. that 
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science should be the basis for decision-making and tbe 
clear rightS provided under Article VIIJ. It further took tbe 
view tl1at the previous 30 Resolutious also wcm alil)linsllhe 
spirit of Article vrn and international law, and pointed out 
that the Convention has a higher standing then Resolutions, 
which are non-binding. Japan considered that denying tbe 
right to lethal research was a vo lue judgement and an 
imposition of others1 ethical positions and that science and 
international law should prevail ovu emotion. It found 
pnn.• of the proposed Resolution to be misle3ding, noting 
for example, that while it could agree that there are 'no 
agreed data' on fin whales, scientisl$ have 8&fCCd that 
abundance is increasing. What is llOI agreed is by how 
mueh they are increosing. Ja~ suggested that lWC began 
ignoring science when it adopted tbc moratoriwn, which 
was not a recommendation supported by the Scientific 
Commiuee. It believed that the future of IWC is more 
impootant than emotional attitudes and natiorlal politics. 

The Resolution was adopted when put to a vote (see 
Resolution 2005·1, Annex C). There were 30 votes in 
support, 27 against and I abstention. Denmark explained 
rhnt because of a change in its position following a 
parliamentary decision, it bad voted in suppor1: of the 
Resolution. Previously it bad not participated in voles on 
similar Resolutions. Denmark noted that Greenland's 
Home Rule Government does not support the changed 
po.sition. 

Japan withdrew a proposed Resolution in support or its 
research programme in the Antarctic. 

/0.1.2 Japa11: Nonh Pacific (JARPNJI) 
tU.l.J REPORT OFTtll!SCIENTIFIC COMMITTlll! 
Last year a revised IARPN II plan had been submitted, and 
the research in 2004 had been conducted according to those 
plans. There were no changes to tile current research plans. 
on which the Committee bad divided views. The 
Committee therefore refers back to previous statements 
made by proponents and critics of this research progmmme. 

10.1.1.,1 COMMISSION DISCUSSIONS AND ACTION ARISING 
There were no comments on this part of the Scientific 
Committee report. 

10.2.J lcelond: Nonh Atlantic 
IO.lJ.t RUORT OF Tilt SCt£N'T1nC CO>t~UTf££ 
The initial Icelandic propo$&1 bad been changed with 
respect to the proposed rate of sampling, and this year's 
sample si2e bad yet to be determined, ahhough the Marine 
Research lnstinne's proposal was for 39 common minke 
whales. Once •!ll'in, in tho obsencc of any significant 
change to the planned research, the Committee refers back 
to previous statements by members. 

10.2.3.2 COM>OSSION DISCUSSIONS AND ACI'ION ARISING 
There were no comments on this pan of the Scientific 
Committee report. The Committee noted the report and 
endorsed any recommendations. 

10.3 Proposals to facilitate th< review process of 
Scientific Permits 
10.3.1 Reporr of the Scientific Commlllt« 
Last year, effortS were made to ~pare a propo$)1 10 me 
Coro.mi$$ion on restructuring the guidelines for scientific 

permits but no agxeement was reached on any proposal for 
changes. Following a short discussion of several aspects of 
scientific permit whalin~ this year, the Committee agreed 
that little had changed rognrding tho two disparate positions 
described in last year's Committee Report. When reviewing 
scientific permit proposals. the Committee recognised me 
chronic difficulties it laces in separating purely scientific 
issues from those issues that are more appropriate for 
discussion in other forti and notably the Commission. 
However, it d~w the Comm1ssion •s attention ro the fact. 
that tbc integral nature of tbe scientifiC and non-scientific 
issues surrounding expanding scientifiC pennit programmes 
makes it extremely difficult for me review process within 
tbe Committc:c to function effectively, since it wishes to 
limit its discussion.s to purely scientific aspectS of the 
proposals. The Commiueo noted two i..Ues that might be 
given further consideration at next year's meeting: (I) the 
possibility of an independent and objective review panel; 
and (2) the debate over whether or not tlte proponents of a 
proposal should participate in a review of their own 
proposal. It further concludes rhat any new review process 
must be consistent with the Convention and with 
established Rules of Procedure. 

10.3.1 Commission di.rCUSlions and oct/on arising 
There were no comments on this pan of the Scientific 
Committee report. The Committee noted the report and 
endorsed any reoommendttion.s. 

11. ENVIRON:\1ENT ALAND HEALTH ISSUES 

11.1 Scientific Commlttoe •ct1vlrtes16 

11.1./ Report oftht Sclantific Committee 
There is an increasi_ng awareness that whales should not be 
considered in isolation but as part of the marine 
environment; detrimental changes to their habitat may poso 
a serious threat to whulc stocks. The Committee has 
examined this issue in the context of the RMP and agreed 
that the RMP adequotely nddresses such concerns. 
However, it ha.s also emphasised that the spedes most 
vulnerable to environmental threats might well be those 
reduced to levels ot which the RMP, evM if applied, would 
result in zero catcbe$. Over a perind of several years. the 
Committee bas developed two mulri·national, multi· 
diseiplinary n:searth proposals. One of these, 
POLLUTION 2000+, bas twO aims: to derermine wbelher 
predictive and quantitative relationships exist between 
biomarkers (of exposure 10 ancllor effect ofPCBs) and PCB 
levels in oenain tissues; and tO validate/calibntte sampling 
and anal}1ical techniques. The other, SOWER 2000, is to 
examine the influence of temporal and spatial variability in 
the physical and biological Antarctic environment on the 
distribution, abundance and mis,radon of' whales. Progress 
reports on both of these programmes were considered at the 
2005 meeting. 

The Committee received the report of the intersessional 
Workshop on Habitat Degradation that took place in 
Nove~r 2004 at the University of Siena, Italy. The 
Committee Stre$Sed tlte importance of undertaking work 

:. fOr &e.alk of b: Samtifte ComnaiUH:•s: cklibc:ratioo oa dais hem S~CC J. 
c-R.,_ Mono,«. {S.ppl.) 1 (2006~ 
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Chair's Report of the 58th Annual Meeting 

1. INTRODUCfORY ITEMS 

1.1 JJate and place 
The 58" Annual Meeling of lhe International Whaling 
Commission (IWC) took place 11 the Marriott Hotel, St. 
KiiU and Nevis from 16 to 20 June 2006. b was chaired by 
Henri!< Fischer (Denmark). It was auended by 67 of 1be 70 
Contracting Governments. A tisl of delegates and observers 
auending the mceling is provided in Annc:.x A. The 
associated rnee1ings of the Scienlific Committee and 
Commission sub-groups wert ~ld at the same venue in the 
period 26 May to l 3 June. 

1.2 Opening ceremony and w<lcome address 
The opening ceremony included music from lhrcc local 
groups (St. Christopher S1ccl, ONE Voice, Jingle Bells 
Saing "Band), an invocation (by the Rev. Father Isaiah 
Phillip}, a monologue (from Loughlin Tatem) and welcome 
remarks from Dr Hermia Monon Anthony, Pennanent 
Secretary in tho Minisll')' of Housing, Agriculture, Fisheries 
and Consumer AlThirs and Chair of rbe Local Organising 
Comnrittee. The welcome address was givea by the 
Honourable Dr Timolby HIII1U, Minister of Foreign 
Affairs. 

Minister Harris welcomed oil delegares and observers to 
lhc 58" Annuol Meeling on bclmlf of the Prime Minister of 
Sl. KitiS and Nevis and his government. He believed that 
the islands would provide an i<leol environment for the 
meeting and hoped lba~ rather than leaving with • view of 
the Caribbean as merely a holiday destination, panicipaniS 
would leave remembering the people of St. Kins end Nevis 
as a people acrivcl)l shaping a uniquely-textured Caribbean 
civilisation while groppling wilb the needs and challenges 
of development and globalisation. Noting that the process 
of &lobalisation is conecntratina power and marginalising 
1he poor, both counrries and people, the Minister reponed 
lbatthe CARlCOM' member slnlcs arc seeking nllconative 
development strulcgies and have committed 1hemsclves ro 
deeper integnuion and to a Single Market Economy. He 
st~ssed the importMce these states place on sustainable 
development (including sus1ainable livelihoods) and lhe 
role marine resources play wilhin ruch development 
Referring to tho polarised nature of !WC ond tlte 
propaganda associ::ued with iiS meetings, the Minister 
nored that SL Kitts and Nevis lllkes exception to the view 
that St. Kitts and Nevis is tbc echo of any od~er JWC 
member. It makes 110 apology when there is a congruence 
of interests between its policy position aod thai of od1er 
coun1ries. He coiled for counlri<$ 10 rise above the mncour 
and acrimony. I() bring rea- and respecl 10 the 
deliberations mod conclusions of lbc meeting and to move 
forward with the benefit of the available scientific body of 
lmowledge to • comprehensive, just and equitable regime 
for the explomrion of marine resourecs. He suggested that 
diC needs of people should bo given reasollllble weight in 
thediswssions. 

1 CJtribt>rin Community ~~ Common Mmkrt 

1.3 Opening statements 
The Chair repolted doat since Horsr Kleinschmidt (South 
Africa) bad resigned as Vice-Chair during 1he 
intersessional period, the Commissioners at their private 
mccling on IS June had elected Bill Hogarlb (USA} as 
Vice-Chair for the period of the meeting. 

The Chair welcomed the following new Cont111Cting 
Oovcrrunentl wbo had adhered to 1he Convention since 1be 
Ia" Annual Meeling: 

Guatemala - adhered 16 May 2006 (but did no1 auend 
diC Annual Moeling); 
Morshall lsl•ods- adhered l June 2006; 
Cambodia - adhered l June 2006; 

• Israel - adhered 7 Juno 2006 . . 

The Chair inviled lhe new member ~ountries to address lbe 
meeting. if they so wished. nlis invitation was also 
exlended to Mali who bad adhered prior to las! year's 
meeting bur bad not been repu:sented in Ulsan. Mati, 
Israel, Cambodia and the Marshall Islands made opening 
siMCments. They all 1han:ked the C"rovemment of St. KillS 
and Nevis for hosting the meeting. 

Mali highlighted the importance of iiS fisheries sector to 
its national economy, noting thor the activity also has an 
important socjo .. cuttural role in its fishing coLn.munit.ies. It 
n01ed that it is n member of a number of inlomarional 
organisations and n signatory to severo! ~greements, 
protocols and conventions that advocate the suslaillllble use 
of narural resour=. particularly fishery resources, based 
on scientific lmowledge. Mati considered the ~ustainable 
use of resources to be vi1al for developing countries suclt as 
itsel( 11 believed lhM IWC, like FAO, lakes decisions that 
have repercussions for developing countries fnccd with 
food security i$SUCS. ll was in li~:ht of these fac1ors that 
Mali bad adhered to tbe lotemarional Convention for the 
Regulation of Whaling. suggcSiiOS that lWC could 
c:ontribu1e sifll,>ificontly 10 the reduc1ion of poverty, hunger 
and malnutrition In rbe world. Mali explained thai its 
interest in participating in IWC's octivities re.srcd not only 
in lbc information it could draw from the teebnical aod 
seieotific diseussiO!l$, but also in ill wish to mark its 
presence on the intemtrtional scene and to have an 
influence over measures taken. Mali noted tloal rbe 
Convention bas two objectives.. conservation and 
exploitation, and believed that the credibility of IWC 
depended on irs abilitY to address both or lhese. II therefore 
requested the ~focusing of the organisation towards its 
sUlled objectives. 

Israel oored 1he importllnce It attribures to the global 
ecosystem ond lhat it is already a psrty to •ovcral 
inlemational conventions dcdicaled to the protection of 
global biodivti"Sity. Noting that iiS laws prolect species 
which can be found in Israel as well as beyond its borders, 
il was able to adhere to the lnlemotional Convention for the 
Regularion of Whaling withour 1he need for :tddilional 
legislation. !scacl noted i ts concern regarding the over
exploi~ation of the post whicb had driven some whale 
species close to extinction. It lherefore supported the taking 
of all mearures necessary to protect whales and proven! 
over-exploitationattd looked forward 10 work;ng with other 
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Iceland, however, noted with &ome surprise that even 
!hough the Scientific Committee had concluded that the 
pre-lmplememaclon asses.smem on North Atlantic fin 
whales had been completed, it ltad reeommcnded that 
/mplcmcntation not be initiated until 2007 because of a 
lack of resources. Iceland indicated that at all stnges of the 
process to date, the Committee bad concluded that it had 
sufficient quality data to proceed, suggesting • data-rich 
siluation tllat should facililate progress compared with 
other sillJaljons. It saw the recent formalisation of the RMP 
Jmplementatkm process a$ a positiv.: step forward, but 
Jiven the time--frame now foreseen for North Atlantic fm 
wllales, sought clarification on: (I) whether the Scientific 
Committee Cbair considered this time-frame as satisfuaory 
or whetbe.- there are special circumstances causing the 
delay; and (2) what is meant by a laek of resources and 
whether cffieieney could be increased by reallocating funds 
from other areas (e.g. whalcwatching and small ee11ceans). 
In response, the Committee Choir agreed that although the 
Committee was dealing witb a data·•·ich situation. the 
"RequiremenlS and Gu_idelines for lmplemellfatlons·' stated 
that: (I) an Implementation mu•t bo completed in two years 
i.e. the Bryode1S whales lmplementatlolt must be completed 
this year; and (2) practical difOcuhies may preclude 
carrying out more than one lmplcnumtation si1nultaneously. 
The Committee therefore planned to stan the Nonh 
Atlandc fin whale ImplememotioJJ in 2007 and finish it fn 
2009. The Committee Chair explained that in the pre$Wt 
circumstances the practical difficulties referred to the fact 
thtl the some scientisiS are n~ed for worlc on both stocks; 
additional financial rcso.mcs would not help. 

The Commission noted this part of !he ScientifiC 
Comminee·s report and eodorsed tiS recommendations. 

8.1.1.3 ESTIMATION OFBVCATCII AND OTitER IIU)IAN· 
INDUCED MORTALITY 
Regarding the estimation of bycotch based on genetic 
work. Sweden noted that the Comminee had reported that 
e.~timatcs ftom market sunreys could be improved 
considerably if data from DNA n:gi$ters were usod in a 
collaborative manner and only a relatively low level of 
sompling would be required. Sweden strongly 
rccommcnd.ed that this type of data sharina should occur. 

The Commission noted !his p11rt of the Scientific 
Comminee' s report and endorsed its recommendations. 

8.2 Re•'lstd Management Scheme (RM.S) 
8.1.1 Reporl of the RMS Worl:ing Group 
The meeting of the RMS Wofkint~ Group took place on I 0 
June 2006 chaired by Doug DeMaste-r (USA). 
Delegates from 32 ContniCting Govcrruncnts participatod. 
A summary of !he discussions is given below. 1be full 
report is given in Annex F. 

At i1s meeting, the RMS Chair recalled th3t through 
Resolution 2005-4 adopted last year, the Commission had 
agreed that to try to advance the RMS process, the RMS 
Working Group should meet twice before the Commission 
at IWCI58, i.e. an interscssional meeting (!hot took place in 
Cambridge from 28 February to 2 March 2006), and 
another in conjunction with IWC/58. The Commission had 
also agreed to consider, if appropriate, ministerial, 

' la.semarK!aaJ Wblli-a.g Commission. 2005. R.cpon or the Seloenlific: 
Committee. Annc:lc D. R.t:port or tie ~Conn.ittcc o• lhc: R.cYtxd 
~illl'la.gcmcnl Proceci'un. Aflptcldi.a l. R.eq\t~U: w .. -~.ncs b 
bop/••""•'""" J. ~-l~ ,~,, 114-92. 

diplomatic or other high-level possibilities to resolve RMS 
issues among tlJC Contracting GoveClllllc!ll!S to the 
Convention. 

Wid1 respect to the intcrsessionnl meeting in Cambridge, 
the RMS Chair recoiled that d1ere had been a valuable 
exchange or views and idea• on n number of tbe difficult 
issues sutroundiog completion of an RMS. He noted 
however. tbat while sontc further work was agreed in 
relation to compliance and l.he code of conduct for whaling 
under special permit, the Working Group bad agreed that 
an impas$e bad been reached in discussions and that further 
collective wo<k should be postponed for the time being 
(except on the two ipccifie oaivities) but with individual 
go•=cnts or groups of governments free to work 
togetbe{ if they so cbOO$<'. With respect to a high level 
meeting, the Chair reported that !here had clearly been no 
consensus for such an approach ot the present time. 

Given the outcome of the discuuions in Cambridge, the 
RMS Wod<ing Group met during IWC/58 to: 

(I) review the inter·sessional work agreed on the draft code 
of conduct and on compliance and to assess whether 
further progr'"'-s could be mode in lhesoe areas and if so, 
how; 

(2) consider any other lntersessional activities that may 
baVe occurred; 

(3) consider whether there was anything further that could 
be done to make progress on an RMS or whether 
discussions rcmoin at an impasse·; and 

( 4) develop recommendations as appropria~e to the 
Commission. 

With respect to a eode of conduct for 'scientific 
whaling'J some c:ountries re·itera1ed that such a code is an 
essential part of the RMS process and must be binding. A 
number of countries stated that they believe it is premarure 
to consider the issue of a code of conduct in an RMS 
context before the Scientific Committee has completed iiS 
discussions on how its present procedures for reviewing 
special permit proposals and results can be improved. 
Several of d1ese also re-iternted their view that a code of 
conduct is not ncceptnblc to them and that the only 
acceptable approach is to amend the Convention and 
phase-out special permit catches altoge~>er. With respect 
to compUanee, the RMS Working Group notod a 
paper on options for compliance mechanisms, including 
enforcement, under the RMS but there WIIS no discussion. 

The RMS Worl<in& Group was unable to recommend 
any further colk:ctivc wort to devetop an RMS and 
confinned that discussions remain al an impasse. 

8.1.2 Commission discussion.t tmd action arising 
Japan expressod reg~et !hal RMS discussions appeared to 
remain at an impasse despite the rnany years of discussions 
in w(lic.h it had participated. It believod that d.>is situation 
signifies that IWC has lost its function as a management 
organisation. Japan reminded lhc Commission of ils 
proposed Schedule amendment to incorporate the RMS 
submitted at IWCI57 which it wiiS still prepared to discuss. 
Regarding tbo meeting of ~"' RMS Working Group at 
IWC/58, Japan expressed its grotin1de to the authors of the 
documen~ dealing with furthe< thoughts on a code of 
conduct for whalin¥ under specit l permit. It indicated that 
if there 1vas Qgteemcnt tha1 adopting an RMS would be 
linked 10 the lifting of the moratorium, then it would be 
prepared to discuss a voluntary code of OOI!duct. As it had 
at the intematJooal RMS Working Group meeting. Japan 
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again called for 'normalisation' of the Commission so as 10 

refocus !he organisation bi>ck 10 iiS fundamental pwpose as 
mandalcd by lbc 1946 Convention. h believed lhal such 
'nonnal!salion' would need to take place before an RMS 
could be agreed. The Republic of Palau, lhe Republic of 
Guinea. St. Lucia. SL KitiS and Nevis, St. Vinceni and The 
Grenadines and Antigua and Barbuda also expressed 
concern !hat RMS discussions had come to a halt and 
agreed that olhcf altemalives such as that proposed by 
Jap2n should be pun.~ to make progress. Antigua and 
Bnrbud• considered that it is difficult 10 reach a 
compromise on tl1e RMS due 10 differing slrong 
ideological positions and the lack of respect of some 
countries for, and unwiJlingncs.s to recognise the rights of, 
coasmt SIDles 10 use whale resources for food. St. Kills and 
Nevis hopod that a way forward could be identified at Ibis 
meeting so dun discussions on the RMS could resume. In 
Icelund's view, it was already clear at last year's meeting 
lhot the1·o woo no will to rt\Oke ptog~t~: in fincliGing on 
RMS in lhc 11oor future. Subsequenl discussions had not 
changed ils view. 

Denmark believed lhat lhe Chair's proposal for an RMS 
presented at IWC/56 in Som:nlo in 20049 had provided a 
glimmet· of hope that an RMS could be developed. It 
reminded d>e Commission that the Chair's proposal had 
indicntcd !hat it is only through intcmational regulation !hat 
I he long-lenn conservation of whales can be ensured, !hat 
lhc RMP is the most advanced method for the conservation 
and manogcnJetll of a natural rcsoutu and that the presenl 
sllllemate will jeopardise IWC's future. Referring to the 
Rcsolutioll il proposed lost year together with the Republic 
of Korea regardi"Jl a way forward with lhc RMS10, 
De11mark indi02ted that wltile it could understand why 
counrries taking whales had oot supponed it since ado.,tion 
of on RMS may lead to reduced catches. ii could 001 
understand why those countries that do not tlke whales 
vo1ed again$! it11

• Oenmarl< believed !hat those voting 
against iiS' proposed Resolution cemented the level of 
current CMches taken under objection and throogb whaling 
under special permit. Denmark noted its willingness to 
wort to sccu~ the long·tam cooservauon of whales., but 
considered lhat tbe lime is oot yet right for further work. 
The Republic of Korea also believed that lbc Clair's RMS 
proposal should fonn the basis for future discussions 10 
achieve a re:ISOrtable and practical RMS. II expected all 
Cont111Cling Governments to co-operate 10 this end. 

The UK suuested lhat Japan and Iceland interpret 
Anicle VIII of the Convention as giving themselves 
complete discretion in pursuit of !heir special permit 
whaling activities nnd that they claim that the regulations 
ror such whaling, including reporting requirements under 
Chaplcr VI of the Schedule, foil outside the remit of the 
Commission. The UK lherefore concluded !hat a code of 
conduct for sciontilic penn it whaling would have no effect 
olher 1han to reduce tl1c tmnsparency of such operations 
and their review by the Scienlilie Committee. It noted that 
lhc Commission has attempted 10 regulate special pennit 
wholin!lthrougb the adoption of over 30 Resolulions but 
l.hnt lhcsc hove been disregarded by the whaling nations. 11 
recoiled tbat at tho lntcrscssional meeting in Cambridge, 

'Am1. R,p. hu. WhuiiJ'I Comm.l004: &'2.91 . 
' ~ Am1. Rep. !111. Witall'lfl Cmmt. 200S: 27-29. 
11 There wtre 2 ''ott~ in k!ppcm or Cht Resolulion oa 1he R..MS proposed 
by Denmart Mdlhc Rq)llbhc or Kona, 16 as,ail\s;t ~nd 27 absteut;on 

!here had been the sugges1ion that, white recognising tbat 
Anicle V!D mean$ t:biU any code of conduct would he 
voluntary, governments mi&}lt agree to follow ii if ii was 
agreed by consensus and if all Governments made • formal 
declaraiion dlat IIIey would abide by i1. The UlC believed 
thai lhe only way 10 have a bindina agreement "ould be to 
have a Schedule amendment to which no objections or 
reservations ore taken. It went on to identify fut1hcr 
problems it had with the pfOIJOSIIIS for a cndc of conduct, 
including that the draft code gives 100 much discrttton to 
ConlraCting Governments conducting specilll permit 
whaling. The UK refu1ed 1he view !hat it is ~lose not takin& 
whales !hal are deliberately fn•sttoting lhe adoption of an 
RMS, noting that it had participated in RMS discU$Sions in 
good faith over 1he years and had pushed for a robust RMS. 
It recallod tbat as part of the RMS Expert Oral\ing Group 
discussions, significant compromises had been offered by 
the UlC and others wilh a •imilar posilion, but 1hat these 
were not accepted by tho w haling oount'rio:t. The UK 
therefore questioned whether the toilet actually wanted a 
credible IU\4S and if 1hcy did whelher lhey would be 
prepm-ed to return to the negotiating mbto. The UK Slt'CSSed 
its view that an RMS ignol'ing special pennit whalin& and 
withoul a proj>er compliance mechanism is no basis on 
which even the most open government could consider lhc 
lifting ofd>e mora1orium. 

Sweden had symparhy wirh Ocmnerk, also believing 
!hat it is not in the best intcresl of whales to not adept a 
rigorous RMS. It reported thai il h•d nol supj>Orled the 
Resolution proposod las1 year by Denmati< and the 
Republic of Korea as the proposal did nol have sufficiently 
broad support. h ag:reed with dte UK's detailed eonunents. 

Australia reminded the Comn1ission lhat its basic 
position is that it docs not wont to sec m resumption of 
commercial whaling and that it will not aaree to an RMS. 
Referring to Denmar1c's comments, 11 could 001 agree tbat 
it is the consavation-mindtd members thai are responsible 
for the number of whales killed under objection or under 
special permit whaling because they will not agr<c to an 
RMS. II believed that coiUCrvation-mindocl countries de 
no1 kill whales. Australia tndtaned !hat !here had not been 
an RMS proposal !hat has purported to con1rol special 
permit wbaling and !hat in any C3$C, as highlighted by the 
UK, this would Jt()( be possible under the current 
Convention. 

New Zealand noted tltot while the Resolution proposed 
last year by Denmark and Ihe Republic of Korea was not 
aceeptod, an allemotive Resolu1ion proposed by Gel1lllllly, 
Ireand nnd South Africa was odopted12, resulting in 1bc 
Cambridge intersessional rnee1ing. 11 associatod Itself wilh 
dJe remarks of the UK. Like the UK, New Zealnod reported 
!hat it had participated •ctivcly in RMS discussions. had 
anended every RMS meeting held since work on on RMS 
was inilitued, and had hnd continuity in its representation 
and views regarding what i1 considet•cd to be "'' acccptublc 
RMS. From its persp<:erive, an RMS should include 
provisions for internationol nb5Clvors ou aU vessels, 
tracking of products through the market without restricting 
n-ade, vessel moniloring and real-lime reponing of vessel 
positions, reporting ofonitnal welfare infom:1ation, a strong 
compliance mechanism and costs bome by those pror.ting 
fmm enmmerd1ll whAHne. New Zt:"l~ntt hnliftvcd 1hese co 
be in line with the best practice of olhcr marine n=source 

t! Rel:olution 200$-.4, A Aut Rep 111t. WlrDima C01w • . 200S· 67. 
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man•gemcnt bodies. However, New Zellland noted that 
during RMS discussions, whaling OOW!Irics bad rejected 
cenain demt111S, such •• a Catch Document Scheme, that 
they are prepored to accept in ocher fora. In addition, it 
believed that the R.MS proposed by Japm last year failed to 
include many of the provisiom requiml for a robuSt RMS. 
New Zealand mdic:aled its wilhngneo;s to participate in 
funuc RMS c!i>cussioos, but stressed that it coosidered 
reacbinS agmmcnt on an RMS and the titling of 1he 
commercial whaling moratonum to be issues that should be 
dealt wilh seplllltcly. 

Belgium, Monaco, tile Czech Republic, Soulh AfriC3, 
Gcnnany, Mexico ond Brazil associated themselves with 
the remarks of the UK, Australia and New Zealand. 
Monaco con!tidcrcd that some Contracting Governments 
were abusing the provisions of Article vm which it saw as 
being incompatible with tltc udoption of an RMS. Brazil 
qt~estioncd why whaling countries refuse to accept best 
lntemnttonnl prnctlce in I WC when they accept it 
elsewhere. It elso asked why the same nations refuse to 
discuss, recognise and ttegotinte the rights of coastal states 
to appropriate whale resources non-lethally and wbcthcr it 
is conducive to tho m:gotinting process for a highly
developed nation from the Nonhem Hemisphere to take 
whalos from the Southern Hemisphere without consultation 
with range states of those shared resources, as mandated by 
modern international lnw. Spain stressed that a robust and 
modem R.MS is needed and that it could not accept 
anythina less than what Is best pracrice in other resource 
management OI'Sl'nlsatioos. Ftnland agreed. France could 
not accept a liak between reaching agreement on an R.MS 
lllld the liOina of the moratorium and suggested that some 
issues should not be subject to objection or reservations. It 
supponed amendment of the Convention with respect to 
spec:ial pemtlt whaling and the ability for the Commission 
to impose sa.nc1ions. 

Noting chat IWC is the body responsible for whale 
management. the USA suggested that many people believe 
it is failing to fJifil its responsibilities particularly since the 
number of whiles being taken without international control 
is increalting mch year. To the USA, it was • foregone 
conclllSion !hat a way forward must be found if whales are 
to be protected and stocks n:built for the future, but it noted 
that a lack of trust among Contracting GovemmMIS makes 
this difficuiL The USA was, however, committed to finding 
a solution so that a robust RMS could be developed, 
although whetr,cr or not it would vote for an RMS would 
be aoother question. It wns opposed to the simultaneous 
lifting of the momtorium as an RMS is agreed. Italy, South 
Amen and Mexico appreeiated the remarks of the USA. 
Italy considered reaching agreement on on RMS to be of 
utmost illlfJO''Ianoe, but identified special permic wbaling as 
being a significant obstacle to progress being made. It 
considered that notwithstanding the provisions of Anicle 
vm, a binding code of conduct for special permit whaling 
is required, and one t11ot avoids confusion between such 
operations ond '"Y trade or commercial use of its proceeds. 
It did not believe that tn1de of whale producL• from spec:ial 
permit whaling should be allowed. Switzerland also 
believed dlat rtnching ag)'eement on an RMS is crucial tor 
the f'lllure of IWC and thttt if most cnn agree on this, then 
hope- ie ctill Alive. However it s treu:ed th.o.t govcmmen" 
have to seek compromises rather than to blame others. 

RC$ponding to a number of comments, Japan stared that 
it had never denied the rigbts of coastal states to use whale 

reso= non-consumptively and noted thot wheling and 
wbalewatching activities can and do co-exisl. includitli in 
Japan. It generally agreed with the comments of the USA, 
re-iterating its view !hat IWC should be a """""""'""' 
org;lllisation. Japen was reluctant to rq>eat comments it had 
made at earlier meenngs, but considered this to be 
necessaty since in its view, some facts were being 
conveniently dropped from the record by $0QJC countrios. h 
therefore reminded the Commission tbot Japan has 
supported the Chair's R.MS proposal, which it believes 
includes in a balanced way many of the elements of so
C31led 'best practice'. It stressed that accepting 'best 
practice' does not meen that a management regime bas to 
necessarily include every possible measure. Japan believed 
the Chair's proposal to be the only way forword in making 
progress. 

At d1e end of discussions, the Commission noted the 
Working Group's report, accepted that on impasse bad 
been reached at the t:ommtssion level and did not identtty 
any fonnal activity on the RMS . for the coming ycllr. 
However, it noted that individual governments or GJ'Oups of 
govemnteniS could woti< towards the development of un 
RMS during the intersessional period. 

9. SANCTUARIES 

9. llssucs raised in the Scientific Committee 
No issues were raised. 

9.2 Proposal to amend the Schedule to e!tobll~h a South 
Atlantic Whole Sanctuary 
9.2.1 Reponji-om the ConsetVation Commillce 
Brazil bad introduced the proposal presented by Aracntina., 
Brazil and Sooth AmC3 at IWCIS7 for a South Atlanttc 
Whale Sancnluy, indicating that the clearly st4ted goal of 
the sanctUary is to promote and consolidutc a non-lethal 
management regime for cetacean resouroes in the area the 
sanctuary ent0111pa5$0$. Brazil stressed the sanc1Uaty as a 
management too! and noted that the lack of scientific dam 
un m~l c~ spec:ies living then: shows how much 
there is Still to be done to assess them properly. It also 
highlighted that further scientific findil18$ and soc~ 
economic reality prove thu the non-lethal management 
option con be of great benefit to die peoples in me region, 
thereby justifying the proposal in management tCI'!m. 
Brazil also noted that the panics to the Convention on 
Biologicnl Diversity embrace non-lethal uses of resoon:es. 
and that ensurin~ proteetioo of coastal nations· rlghiS to 
non-lethal uses is importlnt. Argentina added dtat the 
proposed sanctuary will support research on depleted 
stoeks and their habitats and will promote regional 
conservation mensures and educational ocLivities. 

The Conservation Commiltee endot·scd the South 
Atlantic Whale Sancru•ry proposal, with the cxcept'ion of 
Denmark. Denmarlc: wos not supportive because in its view 
the proposal does not satisfy the neecssat·y scientific 
criteria. See Annex G for the full report of the 
Conservation Committee's discussions on the soncruury 
proposal. 

9.2.2 Introduction of the proposal to plenary 
On behalf o f the other princ:ipo.l co~sponSOI'J (Ar&cntino 
and South Africa), Brazil introduced a propos•! to create • 
Sou<h Atlantic Whale Sanctuary. The amendment proposed 
was the same as in the prcvtous five years, i.e., lhc 
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Chair's Report of the 59th Annual Meeting 

1. INTRODUCTORY ITEMS 

1.1 Dat~ and plac~ 

The 59th Ammal Meeting of the Intemational Whaling 
Commission (IWC) took place at the Hotel Captain Cook. 
Anchorage. Alaska from 28 to 31 May 2007. It was chaired 
by Dr Bill Hogarth (USA) . It was attended by 73 of the 77 
Contracting GoYemments. A list of delegates and obse1v ers 
attending the meeting is provided in Amtex A. The 
associated meetings of the Scientific Committee and 
Conunission sub-groups w ere held at the satne venue in the 
period 7 to 25 May. 

1.2 Op~uing cH~mony and W<'kom~ addr~ss 

The Chair welcomed everyone to the meeting. He noted 
that it had been a privilege to have been elected as Chair by 
the Conunission last year and that it was especially 
important since IWC/59 was being hosted by the USA for 
the first time since the m..id 1980s. The Chair recalled that. 
as he had indicated in the private meeting of 
Commissioners the day before. his goal was to do 
eve1ything in his power to see that there is a thorough. 
efficient and open discussion of each item on this year's 
agenda. He considered it important that all Contracting 
Govenunents have the opportunity to express their points 
of view and he hoped that th is could be done without 
interruption. He stressed the impm1ance of finding a way 
for the Conunission members to work together. not just for 
the 59th Annual Meeting. but also so as to find a way for 
the IWC to be the effective organisation for the 
tnanagetnent and conservation of whales it was intended to 
be. 

An opening prayer by Albe11a Stephan. an Elder from 
the native village of Eklutna. was followed by welcome 
addresses from the Honourable Mark Begich. Mayor of the 
City of Anchorage. the Honourable Sarah Palin. Governor 
of the State of Alaska. V ADM Conrad C. Lautenbacher Jr. 
NOAA Administrator and Undersecreta1y of Commerce 
for Oceans and Atmosphere and the Honourable Ted 
Stevens. United States Senator for Alaska. 

Mayor Begich noted that Anchorage was honoured that 
the IWC chose to meet in the city whose residents are 
keenly interested in its deliberations and for whom whales 
and whaling are not abstract topics. He fm1her noted that 
the people live with whales in Cook Inlet and that they 
respect and value the unique culmral role of subsistence 
whaling by Alaska Native people. Mayor Begich refened 
to concem over the status of beluga whales in Cook Inlet 
which NOAA had recently proposed listing as endangered 
and indicated that he suppm1ed measures to improve their 
slams. While this may be a local issue. he believed that it 
resembles tnany of the broader issues the organisation 
would be discussing at its meeting. In the fo11hcoming 
deliberations he urged the Commission to keep in mind the 
following values: respect for indigenous people: the 
affection of the world's people for the whale: and the need 
of humankind to make use of natural resources. Mayor 
Begich believed that a balance among these values could 
be achieYed and that they did not need to conflict. 

GoYernor Palin stressed the deep understanding and 
appreciation that Alaskans. and in pa1ticular the native 

peoples. have of their land and waters which play an 
important role in their lives. She believed that the work that 
will be done by the Commission during the 2007 Annual 
Meeting would be impm1ant for the sustainability of 
whales. of marine tomi sm. of whole ecosystems. of local 
and global economies. and of the rich culture of Alaska's 
Native people. She stressed the great extent to which the 
social stmcture of coastal Eskimos is dependent on the 
capture of bowhead whales and the my1iad of 
accompanying activities and that Alaska 's whaling captains 
and their families are respected in their communities. She 
noted that their traditional knowledge. gained from 
countless generations . supplements the technology-based 
research that infonns the decisions of IWC. Govemor Palin 
reported that over the last 30 years. Alaska's Department of 
Fish and Game has worked closely with the Alaska Eskimo 
Whaling Commission (AEWC) and the North Slope 
Borough to better understand the biology of the westem 
Arctic bowhead whales. the population of which is now 
over 10.000 animals and is continuing to grow . She 
believed that the AEWC had done a tremendous job in 
managing the sustainability of the hunt and urged the 
Conunission to suppo11 the renewal of the bowhead quota. 
She thanked IWC for its role in the sustainable 
tnanagetuent of whales for funue generations . 

Senator Stevens belieYed that IWC s stewardship had 
ensured the recove1y of whale stocks around the world for 
more than 60 years. Like other speakers he drew attention 
to the historical. culmral and nunitional importance of the 
bowhead subsistem:e hunt to Alaska's Nati\·e people. He 
defended these peoples· right to harvest bowhead whales in 
a sustainable manner. believing that to deny them this right 
would jeopardise their way of life . He noted that the 
suspension in 1977 of the bowhead hunt had shocked the 
Alaska Natives since they belieYed that there were 
thousands of whales in the area and more than enough to 
sustain the bowhead hunt. This had galvanised them into 
fonning the AEWC. with the help of the federal 
govenunent. with the result that the hunt was resumed in 
1978 and has continued since. Govemor Sievens stressed 
that the Native people have never taken whales for 
commercial pmposes and never will. He did not believe 
that IWC should be concemed about the sustainability of 
the hunt since ihe ve1y survival of the Eskimo people is 
tied to the smv ival of the A11ic bowhead whales. He urged 
the Commission to join with the USA in continuing to 
recognise their right to harvest bowhead whales. 

VADM Lautenbacher welcomed the Commission to 
Alaska on behalf of the Govenunent of the USA and 
Conunerce Secretmy Gutie1wz. He noted that the U SA is 
honoured to host the meeting in Alaska and thanked 
Go\'ernor Palin and Mayor Begich for providing world
class meeting fac ilities. He stressed the USA ·s great 
interest in the conse1vation and management of cetaceans 
and while noting that it has domestic legislation for the 
conservation of tnarine manunals it recognised that 
effective conservation and tnanagetnent of cetaceans 
requires intemational co-operation tluough IWC. V ADM 
Lautenbacher noted that the USA was proud to be one of 
the original signatories to the 1946 Convention and ihat it 
had pa1ticipated actively in IWC's work since then. 
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IO.LU JAP.IA 
The Saeolific COCDmlnH Chair reported !hat an 
int~oual mteting 10 r.-.;.,.· IM ....Wts from the 
JARPA research programme .,...., ton\-.oed in Tal-yo Ill 
December 2006 II wu aoted dJ>t c<>miderable da.a ha\, 
t-Il coll<cted by tbe IARPA propammo by boib lethal 
and DOD-Itthal lllOibods. bw lbtre wn disageemem at !be 
wocla.bop r<p<lwg on.t1y>u and U!lft)><etalioo of some of 
~ data. A ll1lOlbor of r«:ommendaliOil'l for 1\Jrth..
.-..earcll wen modt and funber analys .. bned on IARPA 
data were addrossed by reiO\·am S1Jb.comminees at this 
Annual Meellllg. 

1M Saenllfic Comminee l!l>dcnled IM cooclusions and 
re<lODlll><lldations from tbe wortshop, iM nll1in topics and 
coodusiODS boing memioned Mlow. 

Considerable progress bad Men madt in addressing 
Antarctic l1llllke wbal<! abundauoe and trends and, pro,~ded 
tbat· t~ rec~tions from the WOlhhop are followed. 
tbe Comminee may be able to agree estimates. For 
humpback whales the obwldrult e estilllates provided useful 
steps towards nccept>ble eswnotes of abwldrulce. 

A considemble nmowll ofwod< bad Men undertaken on 
popuL1tion stmctw't s.iuct tbt m.id~term review of the 
JARPA progrOilllllt. It WO$ ogreed that there are at least 
two stoW of Antarctic minl:e wbal6 present in the 
JARPA ~attb area. and t'U are-a of t:t'ansition in the 
region around tS0•-16S•E was suggested. The data do not 
suppot1 the current IWC n10nag~t Areas for Antarctic 
l1li.t>U wbales. Sampl<!s from tbe breeding areas would 
greatly facilitate the.., o.na.lyses and are likely to be 
reqwred to resol\-e issues reltvant 10 stock stmcture and 
mi:<ing witlwl the IARP A rese>rch area. 

\VIult the estintanon of natura.! morta.liry was !be Dl3in 
initial ob)ecti, .. of JARPA, the confidence limits around 
the cunenJ estimate $p3l11lOd such a wide mnge !bar the 
paramtter is snll effea"'tly unknown. More precise 
estimltes of natural morta.liry r.t!H depend on the use of 
cOIIllllefcial carch.at-age daL>. bw there are some as yet 
unresol\·ed problems with tbese clara. 

Tbt Comwirtee \\ .. k<>med the oceanographic and krill
relared """" undertaken StJJCe the 1997 Wod:s.bop. The 
CowminH also agreed that considerable role\'anl dal3 bad 
t-Il coll<cted by the JARPA programme on maners 
re.lated to body ccodanon and feedulg. Howe,,.., it is dear 
that the nann of ~ onaly•es pr.....Ued ar !be JARPA 
""~ew tlleA1ll !hal re.Jauv~.ly little pro~ bad been made 
in addressing the role of Antaretic minl:e wba.les in rbf 
ecos)>letn. Ho\\·0\-.r. a uumber of ~ refined analyses 
werep1-..ented and d»ctlSsed. 

Levels of to:uc lll0l3Is and or-ganochlorine compounds 
were low compared wirb le\ .. ls in whale1 in !be Northem 
Hemisphere. 

1M Comntillee cOt>QU"I'td tbat "The rerulrs of rhe 
JARPA progrnmmt, wltill nor roqrtired for management 
under the R..HP, havt t1J6 poMnrinlto fmpl'OVe management 
ofminkc whalio'JS in tiJS Sourlttm Hemisphere~ in a number 
of wa)"i. As bas been the cas• in past Committee 
discussaons ou of lhe respective merits of lethal and non
lethal methodology. it "''" uor possible ro reach consensur. 
tull011S" the P"JtiCipants. 

IOJ J .l R£SVLTS fllOll RESEARCH UNDER OrnER PElWITS 
S=wies of~ from the JARPA II and JARPN II 
researc.h prop'allWles were reported to the Committee. 
Discu .. ious on JARPA II focused on the repr0$eul3tiveness 

of samples. as well as the impact on the research of ha\~ 
1<:> rennina1e the field season premannly. 

A Sllll3lllaf)' of the Icelandic reseatcll programme on 
common lllinl.:r whales in lcda:odic waten: was also 
reponed. The Dl3in objectn't of Ibis prognmme con<erns 
feeding ecology. energetics and mulllspet1eS modelling. 
Ho\\'e..-er seveml additional subproJeclS are included 111 the 
programme im·otving scieotisl$ &om various meardl 
institmiO!lS and universities in addmoo to tbe ~ 
Research Institute. 

1 0.2.2 Commission discus:sions and action misfng 
Disrussions in the Commission focused on the results from 
I ARPA Mexico noted !hat wbilelapan bas good scieniiSts. 
the scientific objecti\·es ofJARPA won1ed it greatly. Other 
coocans included rbf ''...Y large number of wbales !hat 
bave been t>ken o,,. the period of the prop·ammt. thai the 
stock •1ntcrore re;ults are still incomplete and !hat the 
estimate for nanttal mooality rate (the main ObJeeti\'t of 
JARPA when the programme was initiated) is s till 
effectively unkno·wn because of the wide cou.fideuce l.tmits. 

Japan thanked the scientist• that attended the JARPA 
review mee.ting in Tol..-yo. As noted by the Serenufic 
Committee Cbair, JARP A bad pro,1ded n large rullOunt of 
data. a.lthougb there w"" sODle disagretment over its 
analysis. Japan noted that it had t'e>pouded to these 
disagJreements in its S\lbwissiou to the Saentific 
Committee and rbar it would coutint~e to = the data and 
improve its analysis in tbe future. It further noted rhar its 
data are shared under rhe Scientific Committee· s Data 
Av'3ibbilil)" ~1 .. With c•-~t to th• cootrib\lbOO of 
JARPA to management, Iapan noted !hat the sl3rem<nr 
frOill rhe ntid-tenn re\~ew of the programme (see Lut 
paragraph of 10.2 . .1.1 abo,,) is often selec:ti, .. ty quored, 
leaving out the pan !bar r<fers ro the potennal of the 
progr-amme to impro,, the management of minke whales 
by belping to impro'~ the RMP itself. Japan funber 
commewed that it bas now ~ the ecosy>~em aspect 
of irs programme in the Anlarctic "'itich it IS Cft13in "~ be 
able to conttibwe I<> scientifu: undemOildulg. 

Furlher C01lllllelliS in re.latioo to JARPA """' made 
when discussin!! !be draft Resolulioo on IARP A (see 
section .103.2. 1 below). 

10.3 Rf.new of new or continuing proposa.ls 
10.3.1 Repon of the Srienrifk ComrmltN . 
There were no new special permit propos.ais to re"ew rhis 
year. The Sci£ntific Comntittee did not bave tuDO to 
coosicler the cOIIlinuing research propooa1> of Japan and 
keland, but noted !hat there were no substantial changes in 
these proposals since the previous reviews by the 
Committee. The Committee therefore t'efelffd t~ 

Commission to its pre\ious cowments21. Hov.·t\"tl', thf 
Committee was infomted that the s~ling phllse of the 
Icelandic programme will he completed in tM 2007 field 
season, bringing the total number of minke wb.1.1es sampled 
1<:> 200 in accordance u.'ith the original plan. 

103.2 Commission discussions and actiou mislng 
The Commission noted this p:u1 of tM Scieolific 
Committee's repot1. 

u~ tor e:umple: Amt hp . .JIU. Whaiffl: Com11f. 200S;. 37·.38; 2004. J8; 
2003:29. 
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10.3.2 .. 1 DRAFT RESOLtrn:O~ ON JARPA 

New Zealand introduced a draft Resolution on JARP A an 
behalf of a nwnber o f other co-sponsors (Australia. 
Argentina. Austria. Brazil, Chile. Czech Repuhlic, 
Ecuador, France, Gennany, Hungary, Italy, Lu.~embourg, 
Monaco, Mexico~ Netherlands. Peru, Portugal, Souf:h 
Africa, UK, USA). Spain reque.ted that its name be added 
to the list of sponsors. 

New Zealand noted its very strong opposition to Japan's 
lethal re.search programmes in the Antarctic and recalled 
that it had already spoken tUlder agenda item 3.3 of its 
depth of fee.ling reg~ding the proposed inch~>-ion in 
200712008 of huwpback whales. It found it re.grettable that 
since last year 's meeting , there had been a se.rie4 of events 
that reinforced its concem; including those related to the 
envirO!llllent. It tailed on Japan to suspend indefulitel y the 
le·thal aspects of JARP Ail conduc.ted within the SoutheJll 
Ocean Whale Sancnl3l)l. While New Zealand re<:ogrtise<! 
that the Collllllittee considered that results fr001 the initial 
JARPA programme ha'•e the potential to improve. the 
management of minke whales in the Southern Hemisphere. 
it found it sobering that the Collllllittee concluded that 
results from JARP A U~·;ere not required for management 
under the RMP despite 18 years of research and the killin.g 
of nearly 7,000 minke whales. It therefore questioned the 
usefulness of JARPAII but also ex-pressed alatm that the 
progr3lllllle had been expanded to indude endangered Jill 
whales and vlllnerable htm1pbaclc whales. New Zealand did 
not believe that JARPA was good science and doubted that 
the science conducted under JARPAIT would be any bette1·. 
Finally, it welcomed the Scientific. COOllltittee's proposals 
for a uew procedure for re\!ieu.·:ing scientific pen ui t 
proposals v.-ilich it considered was long overdue. 

Australia believed that the Convention had been brought 
in to replace unilateral ac.tion with the protection of whales 
through international regulation. It therefore consideJ·ed 
scientific peanit whaling to be contrary to this pwpose as i t 
is not ~ubject to international c-eutrot It believed that 
scientific pe.nnit whaling is being used as a means to retw:n 
to unilateral whaling . Australia cousideJ .. d that whale 
reseat·ch could be done using non-lethal teclmiques, in 
which it was a le.ader. Coutraty to couuneuts made earlie.c. 
Australia sugg,ested that a siguillcant amotUlt of data from 
JARPA had not been repotted to the Commission and that 
the puhlication record of peer-1 .. viewed pape!S from 
Japan's lethal research progt3lllllles is poor. It noted that 
the JARP All programme is of p.11t ic.ular importance teo 
Aus-tralia in view of the proposed inclusion in the. 
2007/2008 season of tal.-..s of humpback whales. All«ralia 
reported that ii had been in disc"ssions with Japan in which 
it had taken an open and constmct.ive approach. It believe,-d 
Japan should show goodwill and at least withdraw tb:e 
proposed takes of humphack whales even if it would not 
drop all lethal aspects o f the progr3lllllle. It also believ ed 
that the taking of htUllpback whales would further inflame 
an already heated deba te and would c"use au ad\·erse 
reac.tion of the Australia puhlic against Japan which i t 
considered would be r~·e.ttable. 

Brazil associated itself \\~th the remarks of New Zealand 
and Australia and COlllmlented that it did not believe that 
the JARPA programmes are. scientific in nant.re. France 
inter alia recalled that .it had always suppo1ted the vie.w 
that non-lethal research on whales is sufficient. Italy 
considered that there are a mmlber of key issues that need 
to be addressed for the organisation to function properly. It 

believed that one of these is scientific pellltit whaling 
v-tbich it considered to be d.'Ulgerous: to whale resources and 
contrary to the commercial \Vilaling moratorium. Monaco 
expressed concem regarding the continuing take of whales 
in the Southem Ocean Sa11ctuary atld sugg,~1ed that Japan 
should drastically reduce them Switzerland indicated that 
it did not oppose whaling in general but could not support 
scientific pellltit whaling at. the cun-eut level. Germany 
called on all ootUltrie~ conducting scientific penuit whaling 
or cOOUllefClal whaling to refrain from such activities. 

D1<1wing attention to its long-standing policy on 
Resolutions concerning Altic.le VIII, Denmark reported 
that it wou ld not participate in any vote. 

Norway, Antigua and Batbnda, Iceland, Mali, St . Kitts 
and Nevis, St. Lucia, Mo•occo, Repuhlic of Guinea, Benin_ 

Republic of Korea and Senegal spoke. against the draft 
Resolution. 

Norv.'3y did uot agree with New Zealaud•s condusion 
that JARP A had not pro,ided useful infonnation. As 
recognised by the Scientific Conunittee, Nonvay 
considered that the programme bad yi elded valuable , .. suits 
useful in providing information: (1) on changes in the 
ecosystem; and (2) for manageJUeut (e.g. on stock 
sbucture). Antigua and Barbuda refen·ed to discussiO!lS on 
the furw .. of the organisation and noted that if governments 
are. to be sincere. in their e.ff011s to improve. the 
organisation. there nmst be a commitment to stop the. 
grandstanding style used in debates, particu13lly when the 
press are present Regarding comments ou the abuse of 
Alticle VIII. Antigua and Batbuda belie.ved that the 
Convention is as good today as it was in 1946 and that 
regardless of whether some Contrac.t:ing Govenuneuts did 
not like the concept, saeotilic. permit whaling is expre~y 
condoned in the Convention. It could uot~ therefore~ 
mppo1t the draft Resolution. Iceland also referred to the 
rights of gove:mments under the Convention and associated 
itself with the remarks of Norway. It further noted that 
lethal research on animats is conducted in evety country 
sponso1ing the draft Resolution. It believed that the 
opposition to JapaJJ.,s research programmes derives from 
cotUltries treating whales differently fi·om other aniu1.1ls. 
Mali made similar remarks. Portugal noted that while lethal 
research on auiu1.1ls is petf otmed in OlallY countries, it is 
only acceptable when the,.. are no alternatives. St. Kitts 
and Nevis congratulated Japan for its extensive research. It 
viewed the. draft Resolution as frivolous, devoid of fac.tual 
info1mation and emotive. St. Lucia noted the tendency of 
some governments to focus on some parts of the 
Convention and not others and drew attention to the fact 
that the Scientific Corurnittee had agreed that the JARP A 
progt3lllllle. had provided valuable infonnation. Morocco 
believed that reseat~h should be encouraged. li noted that 
while it ntight have been able to suppo1t a Resolution fine
tuning Japan's research programme in the Autarc.tic, it 
could not support the simple Resolution proposed. 

Japan noted that the issue of scientific pennit whaling 
has been one of the mos.t , contentious and confrontational 
issues within lWC for nJany years and that the content of 
the draft Resolution simply c.atTied the same- message as 
pre.vious Resoh1tions. It believed that the value of a 
research programme shottld be judged on the value of the 
science performed and not on the kiud of animals involved. 
Responding to a number of comments made by the 
proponents of the Resolution, Japan noted that it receives 
many requests for its data fr001 scientists fiom almost all 
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member counlrie; only to be told by SOUle that the data are 
useless. It could uot understand why requests were made if 
the data rue cousidered useless. It was disappointed to hear 
the paJt ial quotation by New Zealand of the coUllllellls 
lll3de by the Scientific Comnlittee on the value of JARP A, 
paJticularly given Japan's comments uoder item 10.2. 
While Japan did not deny the value of oon-lethal research 
methods. it disputed the claim that all required data could 
be obtained by such meaos. It ooted that wheo studyiog the 
ecosystem. information is often required on energy flow 
betu•eeu species which is often represented by :infotmatiou 
on what differeot orga!lisms eat aod wheo and where they 
do so. \Vbile some claim that such information can be 
gathered from the analysis of whale faeces, Japan 
questioned this, e.veo If faeces could be collected giveo the 
difficult conditions of working io ·the Antarctic. It 
recognised that while au aoalysis of faeces nlight provide 
infonuation on what a whale. had eat~ it would not be 
possible to ascet1ain wheu food and where food items were 
taken. Io addition. obtaioiog usoeful quantitative 
information from aoalyStS of faeces would be difficult. As 
it had io the past, Japan also noted that it it. not possible to 
get iufotmatiou on age using noo-le.thal methods. 
Regarding criticism of the lack of published peer-reviewed 
papt'l'S. Japan drew attention to the f.'lCt that western 
publications will often not accept its papers as the data 
have beeo derived from lethal research programmes. 
Finally it noted that it would not pa~ticipate in any vote ou 
the draft Resolution as it believed that such a vote. would be 
controven-ial and diviUve. 

New Zealand thanked those countries speakiog in 
suppott of the draft Resolution. Recalliog the comnJeOts 
from a number of those opposiog the Resolution that the 
scientific data from JARP A have beoen useful it agaio 
challenged this view, •uggesting that these couolries had 
not read properly the Scientific Comnlittee repott. It ag= 
highlighted the importance this issue has for both New 
Zealand and Australia, demon.;trated by the fact that both 
cotmlries had seot cabioet ministers to the Annual Mee.tiug. 

On being put to a vote, Resolution 2007-1 was adopted, 
there be-ing 40 votes in support. 2 vo res against and I 
abste.utiou (see .:\nnex E). T weuty-seveo cowttries did uot 
participate in the vote as they believed that the submission 
of the proposal was oct conducive to building bridges 
within the Conllllissiou. 

11. SAFETY ISSliiS AT SL~ AND THIIR 
IMPLICA 110!\S 

Io commentiog on the Draft Ageoda circulated I 00 days 
before the Annual Meeting, Japan had noted its seti ous 
concerns about harassrueot direc.ted against JARP A1I 
research activities dtuiog 200612007 and a.«ked that the 
i..ue be added to the Commission's ageoda. AI the same 
time, New Zealand had iodicated that it· \Vished to add au 
item on 'Search and Rescue and Enviroruneutal Conce:sus 
in the Antarctic' to the agenda to raise concerns about 
safety at sea in the Antarc.tic and the potential for 
environmental damage resulting from \Y-ilaling and protest 
ac.tivities. Given that the concerns of Japan aud New 
Zealand were clearly related, it had heeu agreed to doeal 
with them tUlder a single age-nda item. Both Contracting 
Govemmeols submitted suppott iog docauneots and Japan 
also showed film footage of the activities of the protest 
vessels. Japan and New Zealand had collaborated on the 

drafting of a Resolution on Safety at ~a and Protec.tion of 
the Environment that they hoped could be adopted by 
c-onsensus. 

In beginning its intervention,. Japan drew attention to 
Resolution 2006-2 on the Safety of Vesse.ls Engaged io 
Whaliog and Whale Research-related Acti\<ities adopted by 
consensus last year'•. Io that Resolution. the Comnlission 
had: (I) agreed and <ieclared that the Commission aod its 
Contrac.tiug Governments do not condone any ac.tioas that 
are a ti sk to humau life aod propetty io relation to these 
activities of vessels a1 se-a, -and urged persons and entities to 
refraio from ;uch ac ts; and (2) eocotu·aged Contracting 
Governments to take appropriate me-asures, coasisteut v.rith 
IMO guidelines. to eu;,ure that the ""b;taoce aod spirit of 
the Resolution are obsetVed both domestically aod 
internationally. Japan noted that despite last year's 
Resolution. dangerous and violent ac-ts had again been 
petpetrated agaiost its research vessels dtuiog its 
200612007 research programme in the Antarctic. Japan's 
accompanying document summarised the protest activities 
by Greeopeace and Sea Shepherd Conservation Society 
from 1987/88 to date, but noted that the most recent attacks 
on its vesse-ls were the \Vorst to date. In response to what 
Japan believed to be ao inteosif)iog level of violence, it 
wished to bring to the Commission evicle.uce of the serious 
nature of the protest ac-tivities. It noted a series of 
harassments to its vessels conduc-ted by Sea S hepherd boats 
indudiug: a smoke bomb and chenlical (butyric acid) 
attack on the Nisshin Maro by the. Farley Mowat and the. 
Robe11 Hunter causing injury to tv.·o crew members; the 
throwing of wires aud ropes in an attempt to 
dalll3ge/disable the propeller of the Nisshi11 Maro; a smoke 
bomb attack on the sightiog veosel K.aiko Maro; the 
repeated ramming of the K.aiko Maru by the Robert 
Hunter; aod dalll3ge to the propel ler of the K.aiko Mmu as 
a result of the repeated throwing of ropes front a Sea 
Shepherd ioflatable Chat res ulted io a distress call. Japan 
viewed the activities of the Sea Shepherd Cow~.tv-ation 

Society to be acts of terrorism, illegal and which 
fwthermore could result in the eutaoglemeut of marine 
species. Japan also roeported that after a fue on the Nisshi11 
Man• that re.;ulte.d illl the death of a crew member aod loss 
of power to the vesse~ the Greenpeace ship EspcratJZa took 
advantage of the sin~ation by couductiog au aoti-whaliog 
campaign iu fl-ont o f the crew of the Nissllin Mmu. It 
considered this to be highly insensitive .. Japan considered 
that these types of actions should oot be tolerated by aoy 
nations. 

New Zealand dtew attention to its doctunent on 'Search 
and Rescue a11d Environmental Issue-s in the Amarclic •. 
ootiog that it has responsibility for search aod rescue co
ordination in the Ros:s Sea area where the Japanese vessels 
were conducting whaliog under ;pecial perulit between 
December 2006 and Febmaty 2007. Becau;e of these 
~pouslbilities, New Zealaud•s Minister of Cou.setvation 
had cootacted the GovernnJeOt of Japan aod the two NGOs 
that were sending ves-;els to the Aotarc.tic (i.e. Sea 
Shepherd Cooserva:tion Society aod Greeopeace) io 
advance of the 200612007 J.-\RPAJI programme. It reported 
that. it had urged all patties to exercise restraint, follow the 
Intematioual Regulatious for the Prevention of Collisions 
at Sea, aod re.;pec.t. IWC Resolution 2006-2. New Zeakmd 
noted that it had a lso ;tressed to all patties that the 

l-IAnn. Rep. Int. rl?;ah·l'lg C.omm. 2006: 69. 
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do so. Anup and B.ubudo ques.tiooed the real benefit 
ll«n1lllg to loeal commuwll~ from -..1lalewatchil!g and 
sougbl answen to • lllliDb<r of questi<= iocluding: ( I) the 
proportioo of wha~ .. ttbiug vessels owned by grass-cools 
poop~ lD Iota! C'OIDilllllliti; (.!) the percentage of Iota! 
poop~ employed as cnw momhers: aod (3) the llllOlber of 
coastal \\Ia~ and cCIIDIDil<litieo that l•r.~ beeo 
transfonne<l'impro\·ed "' omu web as health care and 
tducauoo as a result of "'1lalewatching activities. Antigua 
and Barbudo belie\~ that "'1lalew11tching, lil:e soodcelling 
and .alba cb\~ are octi•-it~ under the oontrol of a 
prt\-.legtd few. Costa Rica respooded that it has had many 
good expeneo«$ from whalewatc.hing. It ooted that its 
~U\t.cU.W.III:lli ~uyyu.b lucW. euh::aytl:,a lv pte\onll lw~~ luw 
op<roton coking O\~. It betieved that in Latio America, the 
beneficiaries of whalewatcl!ing are !be poor communities 
and tb.11 cocm~s in cbe region have c<>nSiderable 
e"perieoee in this area from which others could beuefit 
A.-geucina al>o highlighted the beuefits its local 
tOillllnul.ihH b.1ve rectivtd from whalewatchiug and the 
incttased tolu·wn re~ultiug ti"Om this. 
n~ Coumussiou uoctd the Scientific Committee· s 

ftPOt1 Nld endors~ irs r~owmeudntiotl'l. 

RtsoluHon on till! uon-lcil1al use of cetaceans 
Afgeucina in<rod\1ted a proposed Resolutioo on the use of 
non-lethal cecnceans on behalf of the other co-sponsors 
(Auscratia. All$tlia, B•·az.il. Chile, Costa !Uca, Ecuador, 
F•-ance. Hungary, Italy, Mexico, New Zealand. Panama 
Peru, Ponugal and the UK). Tho proposed Resolution: ( I) 
r<eo!Jllsed the valuable benefits thai can be deri\·ed from 
cbe oou-lelhal u<e of cetaceans. boch in cerm; of socio
ecooomic and scientific de\·elopmeut; (2) recognised non
lelhal use .. a ~gitilnate management sntegy: and (3) 
eoeoutaged member Staces to wod: con;1ructi,·ely to,.wds 
the mcorporatioo of the needs of DOD-~ users of "1lale 
f'tSO!lrces in any future decistons and agreemems. 
A.fgentioa DOled that great elfons had been made to aYoid 
contr"'~ ~ in the text and it therefure hoped 
that the Resolutioo could be adopted by consensus. It noted 
the &st-gJO\\'UJII oarure of "1>alewatching and the beuefits 
ll«n1lllg to Iota! commllllities. Argenlim considered that 
all COUQintS could benefit from llOil-~ me of \\1lale 
resources and that sudl .,.. should be reflected in the 
Comoussion · s OCII\ities. It indica led its desire that noo
lelhal use be lDCiuded in any future discussions and 
negotiations aimed at breoking the current deadloc.k in the 
org.1llisauon. SpolD and Monaco indicated that they wished 
to be uxhldtd m the list orspoosors. 

Denm•rk incbcaced that it could support the proposed 
Resolutioo as 11 did noc coo.tlict "'th I\VC's objectives but 
reco!JllSed that noo-lethal use is an emerging acti>ity that 
wiU ba\~ to bt cnke:D into account in fun~re endeavou:rs of 
the orgowsation. It hoped the Resolutioo c.ould be adopted 
byc~l$. 

Jap.'IU t"Pfes<ed cwo concetllS with the proposed 
Resolutioo. Fu'$lly it cousidered that the text in the fitst 
pre-aUlbul:tt p:t.rngtnph did not ncC\uately reflect the 
objective• of the 1946 Convention. Rather than referring to 
the objeccive gl\'eu in the last pre-ambular paragraph of the 
Conveucion (i.e . 'to provido for the prop<~r conservation of 
whale srock: and rims •na/ro possible the orderly 
dtN•lop••cnt of /110 whaling indu.sii)' J· the Resolution 
stated thac che objecti'~ of the Convention is to safeguard 
the natural t'eSOtttteS represented by whale stocks for the 

benefit of furore generacions- • stac.emeoc Japan Stlg!~ted 
was based on cexl from the <Kond pr~ paragraph 
of the Con\~on". It reqtl6ted that the ~ pre-ambular 
paragraph of the Resolution be m.-i<ed to reOect what it 
considered to be the real ol)Jectn-es of the Com-en~ion. 
Secoodly, while Japan did not oppose ooo-~ use of 
"1lale stocks. it wished the Resol"'100 10 also refer 10 ~!hal 
use to give a bener balance btt\\'Ht\ 1be rwo acri\l\lits... 
Japan i.odicaced that it could only support lbe Resoluboo If 
these re\isions "~ nnde. l>lal.i ntade similar .......,.Ia. 

In response to Japan. Costa Rica UJdicated that the 
proposed Resolution did noc deny lethal use but simply 
focused on noo-lethal use and its i!dvaruages. ~fore it 
Uitl uol Udie\'c- il ~aty tu iuchlol.k 1it)XW•illi yt~U 
revisions. After lhanhng Dennwk for its suppoc1 (DOting 
that this was one of the few times a cOilD<ry "'th differenc 
views on the ruanagemenr of ettacta.a rMOW'Ct$ bad 
expressed solid:uity with those supportiog non-lethal use). 
Braz.il re-iterated Argentina's eartier rem.vla regardwg the 
extensiYe con•ulta tion thac had calctn pla<e in de\'<loping 
the proposed Resolution. It ooted that of the 28 
amendments received, none wet·e &om J~pau despite a 
request for coUllltent. Given this. ~ Costa !Uta. Braz.il 
indicated that it could not accept any t~visions to tht text. 
Iceland •uggested that no delegation was opposed to non· 
lethal liSe and that it should be possible to reoch consensus 
ou a Resolution. Howe\-·er, it abo btlievtd that the 
Resolution's proponents should ha\'t lalown thai some of 
the wording, pa..ticularly in relation co the Con\'entioo ·, 
objecti\·e. would be c·ontrovef'Slal sinoe this mantr had 
arisen many t~s before.. It called for further wotl; on the 
proposed Resolution Argentina suggested that it was not 
ihe Latin American counui .. that had opposed dialogue 
and called for a vote. Tho Russian Fedet·abon did not see 
ihe proposed Resolutioo as a ch<eac and mdtcated that ic 
could support it without furiher amendmenl. HO\\~~- u 
e:.pressed swprise ac the 'ultiourum' oarure of the clialog. 
\\ilich it found unaccepcable. and the reluetance oi>O\\-'D by 
the Resolution's propoaecm to encertain furiher cbscus>.ioo 
in an anempt to reach tollS<IlSU$. It OO<ed that Oenmadr. 
had changed its proposed an,.,.,...., regudmg abon8iJla! 
~ wilaling on three occ:asioos wubom cowpLaml. 
The Russian Federation called for further \\-od: oo the 
proposal 

Sugg..ting that this would be an e:«eUent opponuoity 
to reach consensus, the Chait indicated that 11 was his 
preference for further wod: to be done oo the Resolution 
text so that a vote could be a\'Otded. This wu not 
aeccpcablc to me pt'opctnol~ ,,'ho a.occd thAt cowuluniOtU 

had alread)" beeo lengthy. On being put to a '"'•· 
Resolution 2007-3 on the non-lechal tt<e of eecoceOJJ.$ (see 
Anne:t E) was adopced. ~ \\~e 42 votes in titvot.-. 2 
against and 2 abstentious; 20 COtUltries did not participol< 
in the vote because they fell that with tnore tllllt. a 
consensus Resolution could have beeo developfd. 
Switzerland noced that il had supported che Resohttion 
bec-.au.se it dealt with an imponruu iu11e. However. 1t was 
dis.1ppointed with how the a•,tter was handled nnd 
disappointed that it was pur to a vote. becau,e of time 
pressw·es. Respooding to Swicze•1and, Brozil repo1ted tb.11 

-:~The seco!ld prM.mbulu p:.np11ph o! tbt COU\ .. :ldoo rtW: 
'R«ognisi"K tM btr.fN!t Df th(l narimu qJ tit# - ·orJd m :({frpardhtt .for 
ft."!JJn ~tm.S till v«n rtttttlrtli U :.tJJJ.I'(#J nprw:.nt•d b)r w·haJ1# 

su~el:; '4 
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the Resolution proponents at no time had problems with 
contributions received and with attempts to reach 
consensus. However, what it considered unbearable was 
the lac:k of respect with which their interests have been 
dealt wtth w the Commission. It regretted that at the last 
minute, attempts were made, through technicalities, to stop 
what it constdered to be a non-confrontational Resolution. 
It again thanked Dewnark for its support. 

14. CO-OPERATIO::" WITH OTHER 
ORGANISA TIOi\"S 

14.1 Repor t of the Scientific Committee'9 

TI1e Scientific Committee received reports of its co
operation with CMS (Convention on the Conservation of 
Migratory Species), ASCOBANS (Agreement on Small 
Cetaceans of the Baltic and North Seas), ACCOBAMS 
(Agreement on the Conservation of Cetaceans of the Black 
Sea, Mediterranean Sea and contiguous Atlantic Area), 
IA TTC (Inter-American Tropical TUna Commission), 
ICES (International Council for the Exploration of the 
Sea), ICCAT (International Conunission for the 
Conservation of Atlantic Tuna), CCAMLR (Convention for 
Ute Conservatton of Antarctic Marine Living Resources), 
Southern Ocean GLOBEC. NAMMCO (North Atlantic 
Manne Mammal Commission), IUCN (International Union 
for the Conservation of Nature). PICES (North Pacific 
Manne Sctence Organisation), ECCO (Eastern Caribbean 
Cetacean Commission) and UNEP (United Nations 
En\'lronment Progranune - Protocol on Specially Protected 
Areas and Wildlife of the Cartagena Convention for the 
Wider Caribbean). 

14.2 Commission discussions and action arising 
In the Conunission, UNEP Caribbean Environment 
Progranune (CEP) gave an update on work relating to its 
Protocol on Specially Protected Areas and Wildlife 
(SPAW) of the Cartagena Convention for U1e Wider 
Caribbean. It welcomed the appointJnent by IWC's 
Scientific ColiUnittee of an observer to its activities. The 
Secretary reported on progress on furthering co-operation 
with IMO (Intemational Maritime Organisation), 
particularly in relation to ship strikes on cetaceans. 

India stressed the need to enhance co-operation between 
IWC and oU1er organisations, particularly FAO with whom 
it believed there was considerable overlap in relation to 
fts heries, and bycatcb in particular. France welcomed the 
co-operation ber.veen the IWC and UNEP CEP and noted 
that under the Cartagena Convention it works with 
Caribbean countries on the protection and management of 
marine biodiverstty. It supported the rwc·s co-operation 
with other orgarusations and believed that the IWC had an 
important role to play in co-ordination of work particularly 
related to cetaceans. 

As II bad on prevtous occasions, Monaco drew attention 
to the inclllStOn on the Commission's agenda of an item on 
bmnan health ISSUes. It noted that this item stemmed from 
concerns that the consumption of cetacean meat could be 
detrintental to human health because of high levels of 
certain contanunants. Monaco recalled that in recent years 
U1ere has been U1e emergence of particlliarly toxic and new 

"For detail.~ of the Scientific Conunine<-'s deliberation on this Item •ee 
J. Cetacoon Res. Manage. {Suppl.) 10 (2008). 

types of contanunants that have highlighted the importance 
of this issue. It also recalled that although me Commission 
had requested wcreased collaboration between IWC and 
WHO (World Health Organisation) some years ago. little 
bad happened. It therefore encouraged both organisations, 
perhaps starting with an initiative from the IWC 
Secretanat, to meet and exchange info=tion on the risk 
to humans of consuming large quantities of whale meal. 

RI:SOLl"llO:'I 0:\ CITES 
The UK introduced a draft Resolution on IWC's 
relationship with CITES on behalf of tbe other co-sponsors 
(Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Chile, 
Costa Rica, Ecuador, France, Gem1any, Greece, Hungary, 
Italy, Luxembourg, Panama, Pem, Mexico, New Zealand, 
Spain, UK and USA). The UK noted that although not 
perhaps i..nuuediately apparent, barriers on the development 
of commercial whahng other than the moratorium do exist, 
a key one being that tJ·ade in whale products is banned 
m1der tenns of CITES. It believed that if this was not the 
case, the pressure to resume commercial whaling and the 
extent of any whaling operations could be considerably 
greater than at prl'sent. The UK suggested that those 
countril's favourwg whaling often seize the opportunity to 
play I\VC and CITES off against each other, demonstrated 
this year by 1\vo proposals to CITES COP14 to review 
CITES listings of cetacean species in Appendix I (that bans 
international trade). The UK considered the proposed 
reviews to be UWlecessary and undesirable. Noting that the 
I\VC is mtemationally recognised as the body competent to 
manage whale stocks on a global basis. the UK believed 
that assessing the abundance of whale stocks is the role of 
IWC's Scientific Committee. It welcomed the fact that in 
the past CITES bas recognised IWC as the major source of 
infonnation on whale stocks, as enshrined in CITES 
Resolution 11.4 agreed at COP12. The UK was not 
suggesting that IWC should instruct CITES or any other 
intergovernmental organisation how to act, but considered 
it time·ly to remind CITES and others U1at the commercial 
whaling moratorium remains firmly in place and that it 
c.ontinues to be relevant in the protection of cetaceans. The 
UK believed that the introduction of the moratorium was a 
bold environmental step years altead of its time and that the 
reasons wl1ich persuaded the Conunission to adopt it in 
1982 remain valid. It believed that pressures on whale 
stocks have increased rather than decreased and although 
some stocks are practically recovered, many are still listed 
by IUCN as threatened, vulnerable or endangered. The UK 
noted that among the pressures on whale stocks is the 
effect mat climate change may have on cetaceans and their 
habitat. It be!Jeved that such effects are incompletely 
understood and thus mented the continued application of 
the precautionary principle to the management of whale 
stocks. The UK stressed the importance of the restriction in 
trade in whale products in ensuring that the moratorium 
remain ed effective and considered it to CITES credit that it 
has followed closely I\VC's lead by listing species on 
CITES Appendix I. The UK noted that whaling bas a long 
history of illegal catches and that should any relaxation of 
current trade restnctions promote collllllercial whaling on 
any significant scale, no management system is currently in 
place to pollee it. It believed U1at any increase in trade 
would put pressure on the moratorimn and open the 
possibility for illegal whaling to become profitable and 
more viable. TI1e UK therefore considered it imperative 
that the Commission send a clear message to CITES as to 
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Revised1 Chair's Report of the 60th Annual Meeting 

1. INTRODUCTORY ITEMS 

1.1 Dat~ and plac~ 
The 60th Ammal Meeting of the International Whaling 
Commission (IWC) took place at the Sheraton Santiago 
Hotel and Convention Centre. Santiago. Chile from 23 to 
27 June 2008. It was chaired by Dr Bill Hogalih (USA). It 
was attended by 73 of the 81 Contracting Govenunents. A 
list of delegates and observers attending the meeting 
is given in Annex A . The associated tneetings of the 
Scientific Conunittee and Conunission sub-groups were 
held at the same venue in the period I to 19 June. 

1.2 W~lcom~ address 
Welcome addresses were given by Alejandro Foxley. 
Minister of Foreign Affairs and Ana Lya Uria1te. Minister 
of the Enviromneut. They both extended a wann welcome 
to all participants. 

Minister Foxley expressed his pleasure in welcoming 
IWC back to Latin America after a long absence fi·mn the 
region. He recalled Chile's long history in maritime issues 
and particularly its role in the creation of the United 
National Convention on Law of the Sea (UNCLOS). He 
noted that this year. in addition to its regular work. the 
Commission would be discussing the Yery impmt aut issue 
of its future . The Minister observed that when the 
Intemational Convention for the Regulation of Whaling 
(ICRW) was agreed in 1946. it had been a leading 
instnunent. des igned to introduce regulation into a whaling 
indusl!y where it had been lacking. However. he suggested 
that over time it is impmi ant for any organisation to review 
and revise as appropriate its function so as to itnprove its 
perfonnauce and fulfil the expectations of the intematioual 
counnunity. The Minister believed that the IWC had 
embarked on such a process at its intersessioualmeeting in 
March 2008 - a process that Chile fully suppmi ed . He 
noted that during negotiations. it is necessmy for Parties to 
seek solutions while safeguarding their fundamental issues 
and those of the iutemational couunuuity. He recognised 
that this will not be easy. Min ister F oxley suggested that 
decisions based on consensus are the first steps to greater 
understanding and that consensus is a reflection of a 
couunitment to find common ground. He belieYed Yoting to 
be diYisive. He noted that while procedural refonns to IWC 
are required. substantiYe issues must also be addressed and 
in this regard indicated that Chile's aims are to strengthen 
the coiiServatiou of cetaceans through management plans at 
a regional and sub-regional level. to develop non-lethal 
research programmes and to strengthen science. The 
Minister stressed the importance of taking an ecosystem 
approach. following the precautionmy principle and 
applying best practices. He also stressed the impmiant role 
of civil society in cetacean research and conservation and 
encouraged their involvement in IWC which he believed 
would be beneficial to the organisation. Minister Foxley 
considered science to be fi.mdameutal to the proper 
fi.mctioning of the organisation and noted the inYolvement. 
this year. of a greater number of scientists from Latin 
America in the Scientific Counnittee and hoped this would 

continue. Finally. on behalf of the Govennnent of Chile 
and President Bachelet. he wished the meeting success in 
all its deliberations. 

Minister Urimie also referred to the impo11aut role Chile 
played in establishing UNCLOS and noted the impmiance 
Chile gives to ensuring the sustainability of tnarine 
resources. She noted that Chile's national waters are home 
to 50% of known cetacean species which she believed 
imposed on her counl!y responsibilities to their protection. 
She also repmted that on this day . President Bachelet was 
declaring Chile a whaling-free counl!y and refen·ed to 
other measures being taken regarding the protection and 
conservation of cetaceans including the indefinite 
extens ion of the moratoriurn on w·haling in its waters. 
Minister Uria1ie drew attention to the need for IWC to 
address a range of environmental issues and the effects of 
climate change on cetaceans in pmiicular. She stressed the 
need to guarantee a fi.1ture for IWC and believed that the 
world would be watching the debate at the Ammal 
Meeting. She wished the meeting good luck and success. 

1.3 Op~ning stat~m~nts 

The Chair welcomed the following new Contracting 
Govenunents who had adhered to the Convention since the 
last Ammal Meeting: 

• Uruguay - adhered on 27 September 2007: 
• Romania - adhered on 9 April 2008 : 
• Republic of the Congo - adhered on 29 May 2008: and 
• Tanzania - adhered on 23 June 2008. 

Of the new Contracting Govenunents . only Un1guay was 
represented at the tneeting. In its opening statement. 
Uruguay indicated its pleasure to be back again in the 
Couunlssion and thanked the Secretariat for the assistance 
it provided dming its re-adherence to the Convention . Ii 
thanked the Go\'enunent of Chile for hosting the Annual 
Meeting and for its wann welcotne. U ruguay stressed the 
itnportance it gives to the conservation of tnarine liv ing 
resources and refen·ed to a number of regulations it has 
passed since 1969 regarding the protection and 
management of marine mammals. It hoped for a successfi.ll 
outcmne of the tneeting. 

1.4 Cr~d~ntials and voting rights 
The Secreta1y repmi ed that the Credentials Committee 
(Japan. New Zealand and the Secreta1y) agreed that all 
credentials were in order for those Contracting 
Govenuneuts present at the begitming of the meeting. She 
noted that voting rights were suspended for Cameroon. 
COle d' Ivoire. Guatemala. Kenya. Mali. Mauri tania and 
Senegal. The new Contracting Govenunents of Congo. 
Romania and Tanzania would not have voting rights until 
they had paid their fmancial contributions for 2007/2008. 
The Secretmy noted that when voting connnenced. she 
would call on St. Vittcent m1d The Grenadines to vote first. 

1 A minor revi sion has been made to the 4111 sentence of the second paragraph in section 6.3.8 .2 
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In this approach, reviews will be undertaken at 
intersessional workshops of independent experts. A limited 
number of scientists associated with a proposal will be 
allowed to attend such worksh·ops in an advisory role, 
primarily to present their proposal or results ru1d to answer 
questions of clarification. To ensure that the composition of 
ru1y expert group is considered balanced ru1d fair, the 
experts will be chosen by the Chtair and Vice Chair of the 
Scientific Committee ru1d fWC 's Head of Science in 
consultation with a Standing Steering Group representing a 
rru1ge of expet~ence and expert:ise within the Scientific 
Committee. 

The Sc.ientific Committee noted that it was aware of the 
ongoing process in the Commission regarding the future of 
rwc and recognised that the a~:reed procedure might be 
subject to changes in that context 

1 0.1. 2 Commission discussions and acrion arising 
Mexico, Ecuador, UK, USA, S.witzerlru1d, Japan, India, 
Umguay and Australia welcomed the progress made, 
believed it to be an important step in relation to research 
under spec.ial permit ru1d thrulked. the Scientific Committee 
for its work. The UK regretted that the timetable for the 
review of the JARP A II progrannme was still some years 
off and noted that the agreed pmcedure may need to be 
revisit<"d in light of th<" outcome of the Commission' s 
discussions on its future. Japan expressed its commitment 
to follow the new procedure. It )~oped this new procedure 
will help to promote a better understanding of its research 
activities among a wide audience .. Australia looked forward 
to the outcome of tl1e JARPN II review following this new 
approach. 

The Commission noted tlus part of the Scientific 
Colll.tluttee's report ru1d endorsed its recommendations. 

10.2 Review of r esults from exis ting per mits 
10.2.1 Report of the Scienrific Commitree 
Th<" Scientific Committee revi<"wed results from Japan' s 
cml'eJlt r<"search progrannn<"s in the Antarctic (i.e. 
JARPA II18) ru1d North Pacific (JARPN Il19) ru1d Icelru1d' s 
progranune in the North Atlantic2

·
0 

U)ARP A II - a large-scale Antarctic prog1ranune th..1t commenced with the 
flrst year of a rwo-year feasibility study during the austral S\W.lllier of 
2005/06. The objective!O are defined by Japan as: (I) monitoring of ihe 
Antarctic ecosystem;. (2) modelling competition among whale species and 
developing funue management objectives; (3) elucidation of temporal and 
spatial changes in stock structure; and (4) improving ihe m.111agement 
procedure for Antarctic minke whale stocks. JARPA II will focus on 
Antarctic minke, bnmpback and fill whales and possibly other species in 
ihe Antarctic ecosystem ihat are major predato11> of Antarctic krill. During 
the 2-year feasibility study a maximum of 850±10% Antarctic minke 
wbales and ten fin wbales will be killed and s an1pled in each season 
Annual sample sizes for the proposed full-scale research (lethal sampling) 
are 850±10% Antarctic minke wbales, 50 humpback whales and 50 fill 
whales. 
19JARPN II is a long-tenn r=arch progr.linme primarily aimed at feeding 
ecology in the conteA't of coutnbuting to the 'cousetVation and sustain.1ble 
use of marine living resources in the western North Pacific, especially 
within Japan's EEZ. · The programme involves ihe taking of ISO minke 
whales, 50 Bryde's wbales, 50 sei wbales and 10 spem1 whales annually 
in the western North Pacific. 
" A proposed permit by lcelan<i primarily for feeding ecology studies for 
ihe take of I 00 cnmmon minke whales, I 00 fin whales and 50 sei whales 
in each of two years was pr=ted at the 55th Annual Meeting in 2003. In 
the event~ Iceland has issued permits to telke 38 common minke whales in 
2003, 25 minke whales in 2004, 39 ntinke wbales in 2005, 50 minke 
whales in 2006 and 39 minke wbales in 2007. 

With respect to JARPA Il, 2007/08 was the first year of 
the full-seale research progrrurune. \"'lhile pennits were 
issued for minke, fm and, for the first time, htunpbac.k 
whales, Japan subsequently agreed to delay the taking of 
humpback whales at least tmtil after the 2008 Atumal 
Meeting. In the event, 551 Antarctic nllilke whales were 
taken ru1d no fin whales. 

In the JARPN Il progranlllle, a total of 207 (plus one 
lost) conunon nllnke, 100 sei, 50 Bryde's and 3 sperm 
whal<".s were taken in 2007. A review of the first six years 
of JARPN Il will take place intersessionally prior to next 
y<"ar' s Alllmal Meeting following the new approach 
mention<"d in section 9.1 above. 

keland' s progranune on North Atlantic connnon mitlke 
whales has fmished its sampling phase. The total number 
of COllllllOn Hunke whales taken has been 200, the last 
being taken in 2007. Currently the san1ples and data are 
being analyzed and when this has b<"en compl<"ted, the 
programm<" will b<" subj<"ct to an rwc review following the 
agreed new proc<"dure. 

Again, as in the past, the Comnuttee's discussion on the 
results from existing pemuts reflected the deep division 
within tl1e organisation regarding scientific pemut whaling. 
Tlils division is one of the main r<"asons why a bettet· 
approach to the review of proposals ru1d results had been 
developed. 

10.2.2 Commission discussions and action arising 
Discussions in the Comnilssion focttsed on Japan' s 
research programmes Ullder special pemut, particularly that 
in tl1e Southem Oceru1. 

New Z<"aland welcomed tl1e Scientific Comnuttee' s 
r<"pott and in the spirit of openness and no surprises wished 
to make clear its objection to whaling tmder special pennit 
conducted by Japan in the Southem Oc<"an. It stressed the 
depth of feeling in New Zealand that such programmes 
create. It noted that Japru1's annual expedition to the 
Southem Ocean inflam<"s public opinion in New Zealand 
leading to the receipt of many complaints regarding the 
lethal takes in the Sou them Ocean sanctuary. New Zealand 
noted that tl1e regrettable events in recent seasons (see 
section II) have underlined its concems regarding the 
safety of vessels ru1d their c.rews and the dan1age to the 
pristine At1tarctic environment tl1at may occur. I t 
acknowledged Japan's decision not to take humpback 
whales last season. It recogtilsed tlus was a difficult 
decision but respected the courage of the Japanese 
govemment. New Zealand looked to Japan's leadership to 
c.ontinue to take hard decisions and call<"d for a halt to the 
lethal asp<"cts of its res<" arch in th<" Southetn Ocean. 

Australia associated itself with tl1e remarks of New 
Zealand. It believed that whaling under special permit has 
been the most contentiotts and divisive issue facing th<" 
Commission and that there is no need to kill whales for 
scientific purposes in the 21" century. Australia considered 
that the progranlllles purportedly conducted tmder Artide 
Vill of the Convention add nothing relevru1t to knowledge 
for the conservation and mru1agement of whales that cruu1ot 
be obtained by non-lethal meru1s or historical records. It 
noted that because progr31111lles tmder spec.ial pennit are 
not subjected to fom1alised oversight by the Conmussion, 
whale populations - such as th<" J -stock mink<" whales - are 
put at substantial risk of continued depletion. Australia also 
beli<"ved that special pemut progr31111lles conducted within 
a sanctuaty (i.e . JARPA Il) undemtine the substantial 
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benefits of IWC sanctuari .. in a serious and unacceptable 
manner and Chat lhe e.'<isting sptC>al pennit prog~·ammes 
co:nducted by two countries are Ul reality commercial 
whaling operations prob.ibited by !he moratoriun> Like 
New z~aland, tbe Austmlian Oov"""""'t ond its people 
were deeply conceroed that JA¥.PA n again took plaoe 1ll 

tb.e Southe.u Oceau during the austral $Wlllllff. It too 
ac!knowledged the decision by Japau not to proceed to take 
h"mpback wb.ales and noted ch.1t no fin whales were ~1ken 
last season. e:<plaining ch.1t it ba$ pruti<ular c011tems for 
these species due to lb.eir CO!lS<fVBtioo narm and the 
importance of humpback whales to the vigorous whale 
watcl!ing iDdusuy in Austr.Wa and lhe South Pacific 
region. Again like Kew aoiaDd. Ausualia called for an 
ending to lethal research and drew anention to two 
propooais intended to help re501\.~ d11S critic:al problelllm 
the Commission by conseosus. 

Firstly. Australia proposed !bat lhe approach to 
scientific permits in the Commissioo be rtfOfllled. It noted 
lhat at preseuL Contracting Gonnllllents are required to 
subl11it plans to tbe Scieutilic Comlllittee for t'f\oiew, bul 
that the Commission does not CW1'f!ltly play a role in 
acc epting or denying • pennit. It welcoo>ed the new 
procedure for reviewing uew, exi, ting tUld on.golu.,g special 
penuit prograJlllllfs agreed this year by the Scientific 
Committee noting Chat this wilL llllpOttautly, rt111ove the 
proponents from the review deliberattous and make the 
process more coasistent \"itb aceep&ablt se:ietlce review 
practice. HoweYer. Australia also propc»e<< ch.1t the 
Commissioo should a~ by C<>I1Sell$US on its research 
priorities and adopt critaia to \\'hich all research sboold 
conform. Tbf Commission could then assess all penni! 
prcposals against strict scieunfic cntena. and govemments 
would issue permits only with the agreement of tbe 
Commission. Alh-.ralia · s second proposal was ch.1t the 
Commission should de\-elop regional non-lethol. whale 
rese<U~h plans to coordinate and optuuise tbe research 
prog~·ams of IWC 111etuberr. against ~ priorities and 
o~ectives. It- hoped to initiate such o pion for the Southern 
Oceau and !bat similar prutuerships could be established in 
otb.er p311S oflhe world (see section 15.3). 

Brazil associated itself with the remill'b of New Zealaud 
and Australia and believed that the ISS\~ of whaling under 
special perntit will be one of the lllOSt difficult issues to 
deal ,..;th in tbe process established regarding the furure of 
the IWC. It Yoiced its continued strong opposition to such 
practices and invited those cocducting lethal research to 
suspend such actnities !hereby contributing to the joint 
efforts to acme,-. a better uo<lentru>ding among IWC 
member;. 

SlO\·enia, ;peaJcillg oo behalf of the EU believed ch.1t 
•pecial perntit whaling programmes should be brought 
under IWC comrol and pbased-oul <Otllp.lettly in the short
to medium-ternL The lJK associated itselfv.ith the remarl<s 
of previous speakers. It considered whaling under special 
penuit to be second ouly to lhe isSl10 o f alliulill welfare and 
found it hard to convey the r.ew.e of public outrage of the 
majority of the UK public over Japan's r<!leorch whaling. 
Like others, it welco111ed ch.1·t Jap3ll had not ~1ken 

h~tmpback whales this last seasou and noted that no fin 
whales were taken. In this respect and noting ch.1t ouly nine 
fin whale.s had been seen by Japan· s st1entim last season. 
it asked whether Japan could JUstify !he continued planned 
take of 50 fin "'ilales in subseqll<lll yean o f JARPA IL Tbf 
USA, Atgeotina. Cosla Rico. CIWe. Ponugal. Mexico. 

Luxembourg, Petu, Uruguay. France, Panama and Spain 
associated tbemsel\-es \\itb previous speakers and re
iterated their oppo$ition to whaling under special petmit. 
believing it to be no longer n<cessary. 

As it had oo. prtVtOUS occa!liono:.. Iceland noted that since 
lethal scieotific teoearch ou ru>itnals is carried out \\oidely 
including in aU IWC ul<t.llber countries, it is an accepted 
practice. It urged nJ«nbers to be cons~,tent and to stop 
treating whale> differontly front other animals. S\Vitzerland 
reponed ch.1t its position tS that lethal research on animals 
is ocly acceptable on two conditions: (I) Chat the results 
cannot be obcaiued by other research n>ethods; and (l) thai 
tbe principle of propottion.al.ity is followed, i.e. thai tbe 
e:<peeted results of lhe research will conlribule to science m 
such a fashiOD !bar any suffering of anitmis can be 
ju>-tified. 

St. Kitts and N0\1S uodentood that sciectific pennit 
whaling rem:uns a controversial i!OSUe. However~ it stressed 
that for devt-loping countries. mMine scientific research as 
provided for under UNCLOS and the ICRW is important 
in developing llWlllgen>ent approaches for marine 
living resow~es. wcluding tbe ecos·ystem approach 
being advocated by o•'lllY organisations. It therefore 
congratulated Jnpan for its continued commitment to 
research pruticulOJ·Iy in the Southern Oceau. St. Kitts and 
Nevis reminded Parties ch.1t wholes in the high seas are 
considered c0111mon property that therefore required a 
collective 111a!l3gement approach woithin the fralll•m•urk of 
the ICRW. l t belie\ 'eel !bat some of the arguments against 
special penuir whaling. especially with respect to 

humpback whales. " - being <lm-eo by the ecooomic 
interests of those promouug whalewatching. Hoon-er. SL 
Kills and }';.,.;. comidered that the intereStS of one group 
should 1101 supersede the int.,..... of others. 

Japan considered !bat special perntit whaling prO\ides a 
challenge to !he newly~stabhshed process to address 
IWC' s future, i e. whether the Commission will be able to 
handle it in a diplomatic way or whether discussions will 
revert to the acrimony of rb.e past Japan believed !bat 
po.;tions on this isst~ should be foruutlated on lhe basis of 
evidence available. However. its impression was that some 
govenunents fotm\Llate their position(j first and then find 
lhe evidence to " lpp<ltt them., ignoring inf=tion that is 
aot supponive. J3pan acknowledged that some countries 
saw no need. in the 21~' eennuy, 10 kill whales for research, 
bul noted ch.1r it would be nJOa comoinced by this argument 
if the S3l11e countries ~·tel there is no need to l:i1J any 
animal It thertfore supported. the viN "S of Iceland in Ibis 
respect. Regarding dal3 &em its research programmes. 
Japan r~ ch.1t lhese - at-ailable and shared with the 
Scientific Corumonee through the Data A\·ailability 
Agreemen1 winch was agreed by consensus. Japan found it 
ironic ch.1t scienti$1$ requesrmg data fr0111 it; special perntit 
programmes are fr-equently based in counbies who are 
against these programmes. li questioned why these data are 
requested if they are not needed. Japan accepted !bat while 
there ru:e m..111y emotional vie'\"\'$ on special permit whaling. 
the responsibility of goven• neots was not to pto1110te such 
views but rathft" to develop ~ition~ based ou evidence. It 
also be.lieved ch.1t this issue is a challenge for good 
jouroalism which shot~d be p0!1 of the solution rather tbau 
pN1 of lhe problen> It considered ch.1t the equal treatment 
of\iews will help IWC to help itself. Japan recognised thai 
cootinuing !be smrus q11o ,..;thin the organisation would be 
easy bul it sttessed !bat -.nbers should consider the 
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consequences of doing so. It noted that in tty ing to change 
the orgauisatiou it will be necessasy to change the Olallller 
in which discussions are held. Fio.'llly, regarding the UK 's 
question, Japan indicated that this would be addressed 
during its lunchtime preseutatiou ou the results from 
JARPAII. 

The Russian Federation, Republic of Korea, Notway. 
Grenada. St. Lucia and St. Vincent and The Grenadines 
spoke in support of research under special pennit as 
provided for by the Convention noting that such 
programmes have provided impott ant information. 

11. SAFETY LSStiES AT SEA 

This item v.'as included. on the ag,enda at the request of 
Japan in view of protest ac.tivities of the Se.a Shepherd 
Conservation Society that despite the adoption by 
consensus of IWC Resolutions at the 2006 and 2007 
Aum>al Meetings" had again been launched against 
JARPA II research activities in the Southern Ocean dtuing 
the austral summer of 200712008. Japan described the 
natore of the action taken which it believed had posed a 
serious threat to the. safety of its vessels and their crew. It 
referred to the "'atemeut that had been issued in March by 
the Intersessional Meeting of the Corumission on the 
Fu t.u-e of IWC, in which the mee.ting inter alia: (1) 
reiterated that the Cornntission and its Comracting 
Governments do not condone and in fac.t condemn any 
actions that are a risk to human life and prope!ty in re.L,tion 
to the acti\~ties of vessel s at sea; and (2) urged Conn·acting 
Governments to ' take actions. in accordance with relevant 
mle-.s of international law and respective national laws and 
regulatious, to co-operate to prevent and suppre~ actions 
thar risk human life and prope!ty at sea and with respect to 
alleged offenders' . Japan we !cOOled the cou.mltations and 
co-operation it has had \Vith other rele.vaut govenunent'S 
and the concrete reSl~ts that are being achieved. It hoped 
thar IWC would enc.otu·age future. co-operation. 

A number of Contracting Governments al~o welcomed 
the ongoing co~tiou with Japan regarding the recent 
protest activities in the Southe.m Ocean. They expre~d 
con ceru over these ac.tivities and v.-ilile they supported the 
right to peaceful protest they noted that this umst he done 
in a wanner that does uot present a risk to human life. or 
propetty and is in accordance v.i th domestic and 
ioletUational law. It was noted that IWC is not the 
competent body in which to address matters of vessel 
safe~f, but that this matter was to be discussed the 
following \Vee.k at the Iutemational Maritime Organisation 
wllu l.aa:s (.·uu4JC'ltt1t:Y ou ~ is me. 

[1. El\\ lROl\~IEl\iTAL A.'\]) HEALTH LSSt..-ES 

12.1 Scientific Committee acritities22 

12.1.1 Report of tile Scientific Committee 
12.1..1.1 CETACEA:.~ DISL'\.SES 

The Cetacean Emerging and Re.stu·giog Disease (CERD) 
group ffiablished last year prepared information on 
ce.tacean pathogens, biotoxios and di~""' repott s. It also 
reviewed progress on disease identification and 
standardisation. case definition, diagnostic laboratories and 

~ 1Res.otution 2006-2 oo the Safe')' of Vessels Eng.3g.ed in Whaling :md 
Whale Researc.b-related Acti\<iries~ Resolutio:1 2007-2 oo Safety at Sea. 
and Ptooectioo o f tha Marine Bmirownea;. 
nFo~ det:rils of the Sd eotific Colllllliaee's deliberation on this Item see 
J.. CQutuan hs. +\lanag"+ (SupplJ 11 (2009) . 

data shating. Given the pm1eity of a\'ailable or targeted 
diagnostic labotatories and diagnostic tests •pecific for 
m..1rine m.."Ulllll3ls. a list of laboratories and expeats for 
•pecific or general diagnostic capabilities by counny, 
continent and/or region \\till be. compiled and maintained. 

The Scientific Comutittee received a report from a two
day pre-meeting workshop on skin diseases in cetaceans 
held in Santiago on 30-31 May. The workshop reviewed 
the •fute of knowledge on the examination of, disbibution 
of: and c.auses of skin diseases in cetac-eans Urith a focus on 
ce.taceaus of South America+ The potential for impacts of 
skin diseases in small populations in areas where there are 
high ttevels of en\wumeutal degradation was recognised 
auU lt wl-1:::> "Y~u thal :sye~:i;.1l ac.:tiou lilioulU 1.M:' f;,iVt'll lo 
prevatteuce and inlpact of skin diseases in dolphins from 
southeru and south-eastem Brazil. With respect to global 
ac.tiom. recommendations were made for research, 
stand.:udisation and on data $hating. 

ll.l.U ECOSYSTI:Al AIODELI.Jl<C 
The C(Uf'tion of ecosystem modelling in the. context of 
ce.taceruJ. conservation is important and has been addressed 
by ihe Scientific Cornntittee on a muuber of pre\~ous 
occasions. This year, the focus was planning for the joint 
CCA:.'\1LR/I\VC worl:.;hop, to he he.ld in Augnst 2008. to 
review input data required for ecosystem models to provide 
advice on krill predators in the Antarctic m..1rine ecosyste111. 
E'\-pert Working Groups for each of the 1..-ey taxa were. 
prep;uing for the wotkshop. The Scientific Cornnlittee 
agreed that the approach taken by these groups, and the 
progress being made towards the wotthop, was 
appropriate. 

The u;e of the ECOPATH with ECOSIM software to 
explore the potenti.'\1 impact of cetacean; on fishety yields 
was also disc.usr.ed. The. Scientific Committee agreed that 
simulation te.sting of multiple models is a valuable 
approach, reaffimtiug its conclusion of 2002 that at this 
stage, no single approach could be reco1lll.lle1lded to 
provide reliable. infoouation of value to consideration of 
c.e.taceau dynamics in a.n ecosystem conte:\.1. While this 
does not neces=ily rule out the possibility that inferences 
could be drawn if a number of differenl approaches yie.ld 
qmlit.atively similar results, the Comutittee agreed that it 
may be some time before this situation changes. 

11.1.1.3 OTHER HABITAT REU.TEDMATTERS 
CUMA 'IE CHANCE 
The Scientific Conmlittee put plans in place for a second 
workshop scheduled for Febnwy 2009 in Sienna, Italy (the 
firl.t took place 12 years ago). The ptinwy goal of the 
workshop is to deteurtiue how din>ate chaoge may affect 
c.e.taceau.~. how to best dete.nniue these effects, and how to 
improve cou.>:>erVation under climate changes desc.ribed in 
the 4:th report of the lnletnational Panel on Climate 
Change. A Steering Comutittee was established to agree a 
final agenda and list of invited participants. 

PLANNING OF PHASE n OF POLLVJION 2000+n 

Due t o time constraint;, the POLLUTION 2000+ Phase II 
mode'lliog workshop planned for •priog 2008 was not hel d. 
However. a new Steering Group has been asseJubled which 
is flnali•ing plans for an inlersessional wotbhop that. will 

t'IPOLLtmON 2000+ bas rwo :rims: to d~ennine wbe-iber prec:lictin ad 
quantimtive relatious.hi.p; e:<bo bem:HO biam:ukel$ (of expoSUJ"e EO aodfor 
effec! of PCBs) and PCB lenls in ce,'\aiD ms-ues; and 10 vaUd:a;e/cahOmte 
s:uupting: and ruWyticaJ techniques. 
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language only requires that rele\·ant domestic legislation be 
in place. The USA do not interpret this sentence as 
indicating that any \'iolation of domestic law is also an 
infraction of the Schedule for two reasons. Firstly. 
compliance with domestic law is a domestic matter and not 
subj ect to IWC review. A domestic law may ha\'e 
requirements not contained in the Schedule. Rather. it is the 
Schedule pro\'isions themseh·es. such as catch limits and 
the prohibition on the take of cah·es and cow/calf pairs that 
are rele\'ant. Secondly. the USA belie\'ed its \'iew to be 
supported by the legislative history of paragraph 13(a)(5). 
It belie\·ed that there is no indication in the legislati\'e 
history to this sentence sugges ting anything other than a 
requirement for re le\'ant domestic implementing 
legislation. It recalled that prior to 2004. similar language 
w;s only in the humpback whale aboriginal subsistence 
quota language because St. Vincent and The Grenadines 
did not ha\·e rele\·ant domestic legislation in place at that 
time. but did so later. It fm1her recalled that in 2004. when 
the Russian Federation sought a Schedule change with 
respect to gray whales. it was suggested that the St. 
Vincent and The Grenadines language regarding national 
leeislation should either be deleted or made applicable to 
all aboriszinal subsistence whalin2. The Conunission agreed 
to the la;ter. In conclusion. the USA noted that e\·en though 
it does not consider the unauthorised take of a gray whale 
to be an infraction. it had rep011ed on the take to the 
Infractions Conuuittee. 

Responding to a question from France as to what it 
planned to do to stop the illegal lnmting of minke whales 
the Republic of Korea expressed its concem regarding the 
continued illegal take. It rep01ted that this was happening 
despite the fact that it has been conducting extensive. 
intens i\'e and snict sur\'eillance operations of all possible 
routes of whale products from the fishing \'essels 
themseh·es to restaurants. The Republic of Korea rep011ed 
that it is to undet1ake a thorough re\·iew of its operations to 
try to find a way to stop the illegallnmting. 

The Conunission took note of and adopted the Sub
committee's report. 

19. l'iGO SESSIOl'i 

TI1is year the Commission allowed NGOs to address the 
plenary session. Three organisations from each side of the 
spectrum were gi\'en fi\'e minutes each to speak. The 
orszanisations selected by their peers were Cenn·o de 
C;nsen·acion Cetacea. the High North Alliance. WWF. the 
Women·s Fonnu for Fish. Greenpeace and Concepesca. 

20. ADMIXISTRATIVE :\1ATTERS 

Aszenda items 20 to 23 CO\'ering administrati\'e and 
fn;ancial matters were considered fi;st by the Finance and 
Administration (F&A) Committee that met on 18 Jtme 
under the chairmans hip of Amhony Li\'erpool (Antigua and 
Barbuda). Delegates from 33 Contracting Go\'enmlents 
attended the meeting. The F&A Conunittee rep011 is 
included as Almex L. 

20.1 Annual ::\ll~~ting arrang~m~nts and pror~dur~s 
20.1.1 Need for a Technical CommitTee 
The Teclmical Committee (TC) has not met since IWC/51 
in 1999. Howe\'er. the F&A Committee recoum1ended that 
the need for the TC be kept tmder re\·iew and remain on the 

agenda since it may ha\·e a role to play if and when the 
RMS is completed and catch limits set. It was suggested 
that the TC may no longer be needed and the Committee 
a21·eed that tlus could possibility be included in d iscussions 
o;1 the fumre of the organisation. The Commission agreed. 

20.1.2 Frequency of meetings 
As in preYious years. during the F&A Conunittee meeting. 
some countries supported a mo\'e to hold the Couunission 
meeting e\'ery two to three years: others. while sympathetic 
to this in principle. belie\'ed that such a mo\'e is premamre 
gi\'en the ongoing discussions on the funu-e of the 
organisation. Se\'eral cotmtries suppo11ed continued ammal 
meetings of the Scientific Committee e\'en if the 
Conunission was to meet less frequently. The Committee 
a1ueed that this issue would best be addressed in the 
c~ntext of the discussions on the fumre of the organisation. 
The Conunission agreed. 

20.2 :\GO partiripntiou and arrr~ditation 
Last year the Conmussiou adopted changes to the 
procedure go,·eming accreditation and participation of 
NGOs in IWC meetings. Inter alia. these changes 
eliminated the requirement for NGOs to maintain 
intematioual offices_ relaxed the restncuons on total 
attendees from each NGO. and adjusted the fee stmcture 
for equitability. 

The changes entail that NGO registration fees are now 
set per indi\·idual obse1ver (rather than per organisation as 
in the past) and that this fee should be income neutral to the 
IWC. The Secreta1i at worked with the Advis01y 
Conunittee to detenniue the following new fee strucmre: 

• £500 for the fu-st obsen·er per orgatusation and 
• £250 for each additional obse1ver. 

There is no charge for interpreters. but NGOs wishing to 
nominate an interpreter must pro\'ide justification to the 
Secretariat. 

The F&A Conunittee noted that the new system 
appeared to be working satisfactorily and reconunended 
that the fees for 2008-2009 remain unchanged from the 
le\·el for 2007-2008. as was proposed in the budget for 
2008-2009. The Conuninee agreed that the fee for 
interpreters should continue to be waived but that the 
simation should be kept tUlder re\·iew. 

The Secretariat drew attention to the fact that it is 
impossible to deten:nine from the NGO application fom1 
whether an application is from a bona fide organisation. or 
is simply from an interested member of the public. While 
the concems expressed by the Secretariat were noted. the 
Conunittee felt that problems should be addressed if they 
arise and that the accreditation criteria should remain 
unchanged for the present. 
The F &A Comnuttee therefore reconm1ended to the 
Conuuissiou that no changes are needed at present to the 
new accreditation and pa11icipation procedures for NGOs. 
but that they be kept tulder review. The Commission 
agreed. 
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ANNUAL REPORT Of THE INTERl'IATIONAL WHALING COMMISSION 200? s 

Chair's Report of the 61•' Annual Meeting 
I. INTRODUCTORY ITEMS 

1.1 Date and plate 
The 61" Annual Meeting of the International Whaling 
Commission (IWC) took place at the Pestana Casino Park 
Hote~ Madeira from 22·25 June 2009. It was chaired by Or 
Bill Hogarlh (USA) and was attended by 71 of the 85 
Contracting GovemmeniS1

• ObsetVCn from one non· 
member government. five intcrgovemmentsl O<gallisatioos, 
and 56 non-governmental organisations (NGOs) were also 
present. A list of delegates and observers attending the 
meeting is given as Annex A. The associated meetings of 
the Scientific Committee and Commission sub-groups were 
held at the sanoe venue in the ~riod 31 May to 18 June. 

1.2 W<leome oddrcss 
Welcome addresses were given by Dr Alberto Joao Jardim. 
President of the Regional Government of Madeira, and 
Professor Francisco Nunes Com:ia, Minister of 
Environment, Spatial Planning and Regional Development. 
They were preceded by a short perfOrmance from the 
Mandolin Orchestra of Madeira. 

On behalf of the Regional Govemrnent,Dr- Alberto Joao 
Jardim was pleased to welcome the IWC to Madeira. As an 
island very de~ndcnt on the sea, the <OOSCrVation and 
sustainable use of marine resotJrces. is very important. 
Noting the worldwide interest in the ·proceedings of IWC 
and the different views regardin& whales and whaling, Dr
Jardim ho~d that consensus could be ruched at IWC/61 
on a way forward for the orsanisation. He stressed the need 
for decisions and regulations to be bosed on sound science, 
for a hanmony to be developed betwe<ln development and 
the protection of nature and thnt today, more than ever, 
there is a need for agreements 10 involve not only states but 
industry and civil society. 

Professor Francisco Nunes Com:in chanked the IWC for 
having chosen Madeira for its 61" Annual Meeting and the 
Regional Government of Madeira for its support in the 
mteting's organisation. Professor Com:ia noted the 
irnportancc of the meeting to Portugal gi•en its historica~ 
cu.ltural and geographic commiancnt to ooean issues and 
gi,·en its tran5ition from a country that had whaling 
activities in the past to a country with whalewau:hing 
o~rations. He indicated that the latter contribute more to 
local economies than whaling and ereate employment for 
fonner whale hunters and boatmen. PC>rtugal supported the 
commercial whaling moratorium which it considered had 
been successful in contributing to the si11nificant recovery 
of several whale species. While Portugal's main goal w:is 
to find ways to reinforce the current international whale 
conseov.~tion regime, like others it believed the IWC is not 
as effective as it should be. For this reason it was ~n to 
diseussions about ways in which the current slalemate 
could be resolved. Poo1ugal was willinll to listen, to 
promote understanding and tru'l, to n>aeh a compromise so 
that the IWC could move into the 21" Century and address 
more effectively !he contemporary issues affecting whales 
that have arisen since the rwc was eslllblished 60 years 

ago (e.g. clirnate change, byeatch, chemical and noise 
pollution and ship strikes). While technical and scientific 
advice is required by the IWC, Professor Correia noted his 
conviccion that discussions to resolve the stalemate will 
require an in=ued involvement of politicians, preferably 
at ministerial level. Finally he teeogllised lhe difficuhies in 
achieving an -sreemen~ that will solve all remaining issues 
affecting the IWC, bul he hoped that progress rru>de durin& 
this me<ring would be an importaot contribution towanls 
the construction or a fair and balanced agreement at 
IWC/62 next year. 

1.3 Opening slotenoents 
The Chair welcomed the following new Contracting 
Govcmonents who hnd ndhercd to the Convention since the 
last Annual Meeting: Lithuania • adhered on 25 November 
2008; Estonia - !ldhered on 7 J~rnuary 2009; Poland -
adhered nn 17 April 2009. 

Estonia and Polnnd both made opening statements. They 
both thanked the Government of Port~gaJ and the Regional 
Government of Madeira for hosring the meeting. 

Estonia WI$ pleased to become a member of the IWC 
and looked forw.W to working with aU Contracting 
Governments and the S~ As a country on the 
Baltic Sea, k is fully aware o( the itnpo<1anee of the 
sustainable use of marine ecosystems and resources and 
noted its intention to provide useful input into the worlc of 
the Commission. 

Poland was )oonourcd to become a member of the IWC. 
It believed thM worldwide co-operation and effective 
implementation or internationa l conventions and 
agreements can significantly loelp reduoe global 
biodiversity loss. Poland considered that the IWC plays, 
and ean continue to play, an importru1t role in cetacean 
conserva1 ion - a role 10 whlch it will contribute. lt was 
aware of the di tfiCUities faced by JWC but had adhered to 
the Convention knowio1gly and willingly with the hope d1at 
IWC will overcome its problems. It believed that the 61" 
Annual Meeting and the $Ubsequent work of the Small 
Working Group on the Future of the IWC will contribute 
towards this goal. 

Lithuania did not attend the meeting. 

1.4 Credrntiols and voting rigbiS 
The Secretary reported th~t the Credentials Committee 
(Japan, New Zealand 3tld the Secretary) agreed that 
credentials we<e in orde< for most Contracting 
Governments present at the bcg.inning of the meeting; tflere 
were a few outstonding issues to l>e resolved. She noted 
that voring righ.ts were suspended for Cameroon, Gambia, 
Guatemala, Guinea Bissau, Kenya, Mali, Palau, Peru, 
Senegal, Tanzan ln and Togo. The voting rights of Guinea 
Bissau, Palau and ToQO were restored during the meeting. 
The Secretary ntlled that if and when voting commenced, 
she would eall on Son Marino to vote fU'SI. 

I.S Mrrtiag •rnngtmrnts 
The Chair expn:.ssed his pleasure with how the atmosph..-e 
of IWC meetings had improved in recent years, particularly 
since the Commission cmbarlced seriously upon the process 
to adtlrcss IWC's future. He hoped that discussions at 
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with to a signif[c.ant extent by the Scientific Committee, the 
SWG's proposals focused on issues of a more 
financial/admin istrative nat\lre. To this effect the SWG 
proposed that a. representative group be established to deal 
with the Conservation Committee, data provision, 
developments In ocean governance, and environmental 
threats and marJne protected areas. Other recommendations 
in relation to Category (b) issues w..-e: 

(I) a review of the Tenms of Ref..-ence for the Advisory 
Committee and the Wotl<ing Group on Whale Killing 
Methods and Associated Welfare Issues; 

(2) improved eonununication of IWC's work on the 
effects of cl imate change on cetaceans; 

(3) establishment of a mechanism to consider again the 
level ofNGO participation; 

(4) the translat ion of scientific advice for Conservation 
Managemoo! Plans into appropriate mitigation 
measures; and 

(5) continued wotl< to address the financial contributions 
scheme. 

The SWG recognised that the outcome o f discussions on 
IWC's future may have an impact em the role of, and 
expertise required within, the Secretariat but agreed it was 
premature for !hem to be discussed in any depth at tllis 
stage. 

In considering the way ahead, the SWG, while falli.ng 
short of its stated goal of agreeing on a package or 
packages by IWCI61, agreed that: (I) significant concrete 
results had emerged; (2) a sense of urgency in addressing 
the future of tllle IWC had developed; and (3) a greatly 
improved atmosphere and spirit of respectful dialogue h ad 
been achieved which must be maintained. Against this 
background and to maintain momentum, rhe SWG 
recommended th at the Commission should direct that the 
efforts underway be continued for a further year and 
decisions taken at IWCI62. 

3.3 Discussions at IWCI61 
Discussions on the future of the IWC were held on 
TI>Ursday 18 June in a session open to observers, on 
Sunday 21 June at a private meeting of Commissioners and 
during the Commission's plenary session. 

3.3.1 Discussion session on 11wrsday 18 June 
During the pre-plenary session on Thursday 18 June which 
was open to observers, the SWG and ICG repons were 
presented in some detail for the benefit of those 
Contracting Governments who were not SWG members 
and for the benefit of observers. The meeting also received 
a report from the Scientific Com111ittee regarding the 
request for advice in relation to Japanese small-type coastal 
whaling and a paper from Japan (i.e. SCI61/015 that had 
also been presented in detail to the Scientific Committee) 
regarding its proposed coastal whaling. The Scientific a11d 
F&A Committee's discussions on the ICG report were also 
reported. Australia introduced two documents, one in 
response to the ICG report and ihe other in relation to 
speeial penmit whaling and the future of the IWC. 

3.3.1.1 THF. SWG REI'ORT 
OPENING REMARKS FROM niE CHAIRS OF THE COMMISSION 
ANDTHESWO 
After presenting the SWG report (section 3.2 .5 and Am>ex 
E), the Chair of the Commission urged member 
governments to engage in serious discussions. He 
expressed concern that if the discussions f.1iled, the 1\VC 

would also fail. He did not consi.der this a viable optio n and 
challenged the meeting to identify creative sol utions 
toward agreeing a 1-5 year plan. 

Alvaro de Soto, SIVG Chair made some observations 
based on his experience over the last I 5 months of working 
with the JWC. He reported that s ince his initial 
involvemen·t at the March 2008 intersessional meeting, he 
had learned a lot and had received the co-operation of all, 
for which he was very grateful. He recalled that at the 
March 200& meeting, he had raised the notion of ' ripeness' 
- a word often used in conflict resolution and meaning a 
point at which parties in conflict reach the conclusioo that 
the cost involved in solving an 'issue is more bearab le that 
the cost of not doing so. He noted the difficulty in 
identifYing the precise moment when 'ripeness' has been 
reached and that it is hard to define objectively because a 
lot depends on perceptions. In relation to the ' future' 
process in the 1\VC, he believed there had been a clear 
improvement in the climate· in which discussions have been 
conducted and in members' wmingness to listen and to 
engage in dialogue. However, h.e also sensed at times 1hat 
the anger tbat used to prevail within IWC was on ly just 
below the surf4ce and that the lingering suspicion by some 
created reluctance in mking the leaps of faith required to 
overcome the current problems. This had therefore. at times 
made lhe S WG's task less e~y than it might have been, 
although he believed that d1is did not detract from the 
group's con-clusions. 

from his experiences with the IWC, Ambassador de 
Soto identified three points of process that he urged the 
Commission to consider as it considered the SWG's 
recommendations. 1l1e first of Lhese was the imperative of 
'miniaturisation', i.e. discussions/negotiations in small 
groups. He noted that the SWG was small in name only but 
expressed his thanks for the tolerance shown by the SWG 
when agreeing that he could work with a smaller subset of 
countries at particular times in the process. He stressed that 
further miniaturisation would be needed if the Commission 
decided to continue with discussions on its future and he 
urged the Commission to give lht leader of those 
discussions plenty of latihJde regarding the size of 
discussion/negot iating groups. Secondly, Ambassador de 
Soto stressed that if discussio~s were to continue, these 
should be on the understanding that delegations will be 
empowered by their governments to negotiate 
compromises and he suggested that it would be help ful if 
those delegations involved could declare that they had 1his 
empowemtent at the opening of talks. He warned ·that if 
there was no such empowerment, il would be difficuh to 
take advantage of existing oppe>rtunities to make progress 
and that the process could drag out excessively. Thirdly, 
Ambassador de Soto recommended that if discussions were 
to continue, then d1e Comm issio11 should plan for open
ended negot iating sessions dlUs opening up the possibility 
to have high-level delegations away from their capitals for 
2· 3 weeks. He d id not believe tllat a way forward for JWC 
could be found in 2·3 day meetings. 

DISCUSSIONS 
The d iscuss ions focused on progress with the deve lop ment 
of a 'core package'. 

New Zealand valued the opportunity 10 discuss the work 
done since I WCI59 in Anchorage and recalled the steps and 
approach taken s ince then (see section 3.1 ). It believed that 
the March 2008 intersessional meeting in Heathrow had 
lead to very concrete outcomes at IWC/60 with respect to 
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improving the atmosphere within the organisation, 
improving pro<:edures and creating the SWG. But it likened 
the charting of the furure of the IWC to climbing a high 
mountain, such as Mount Difficully in New Zealand, and 
noted that the organisation had only arrived at base camp 
with much remaining to be done. New Zealand considered 
that the tim.,. frame. sst out for the SWG had always been 
unrealist~ given that once discussions were launched on 
difficult substantive issues progress would proceed at a 
slower pace. It noted d1at it may yet be found that 
agreement may not be possible, but observed lhat real 
negotiations had not yet taken place. New Zealand viewed 
the Chairs' suggestions as work in progress and believed 
that if further progress was to be made, consideration 
needed to be given to a number of issues. For example, it 
felt that questions should be raised as to whelher the 
Chairs' suggestions were too focused and whether the 
pmmeters included should be broadened. It supported 
continuing the SWG's wooi< for a fuother year but stressed 
the importance of heeding the advice of the SWG Chair 
with respect to the way in which to proceed with 
negotiations. In particular it believed that it would be 
helpful to create a smaller •s,eering group', such as the one 
used to plan the March 2008 intesessional meeting, to 
provide direction to the SWG. It stressed: the critical 
importance of the relationship between science and policy; 
the need for better, clearer and more transparent 
communication with governments less directly involved in 
discussions and also with civil society; and the importance 
oflhe political will for lhe process to oucceed. Finally New 
Zealand believed that any agreement must be acceptable to 
all but cautioned that the room for manoeuvre by 
governments was not wide because of the nature of public 
opinion on the issues involved. 

Australia noted its fu ll commitment to the reform of the 
1\VC but noted that unilateral special permit whaling was 
severely testing the Australian public who wished to see it 
brought to an end. 11 expressed disappointment that the 
SWG had not engaged serioosly on resolving lhe special 
permit whaling issue which has been the most controversial 
issue within the I WC for many years. In this context it 
made reference to the paper it had tabled (IWC/61/9) in 
which it proposed that IWC members agree a principle
bas.:d approach to all scientific research under the authority 
of the Commission. In this approach, Governments should 
commit to activities only when authorised by the 
Commission. To implement such a process, Australia noted 
that three steps would be required: (I ) a consensus-based 
approach to determining key knowledge g11ps, priorities for 
research lhat address these gaps in a practical and outcome
focused manner, and mechanisms by which that research 
will be delivered; (2) a prooess for assessing all science 
activities against lhe approach outlined in (I); and (3) a 
mechanism for the Commission to reach a decision on 
outcomes and recommendations derived from ( I) and (2), 
i.e. countries would agree not to undertake scientific 
activities without Commission approval. Australia 
indicated that lhe details of this pro<:ess would need to be 
developed co-operatively by IWC members and agreed by 
consensus. It believed that such a process would ensure 
that any scientific activity would be collectively agreed, 
would have strong scientific underpinnings, would be 
outcome-fo<:used against agreed priorities, would receive 
appropriate independent peer review and would support the 
conservation and management objectives whidl have been 

agreed by the Commission. A number of countries, 
including the UK, Mexico, Chile, Brazil and Argentina, 
welcomed Australia's paper and agreed that ~1e issue of 
whaling under special permit needed to be discussed in 
more depth. The UK considered that consensus in bringing 
special permit whaling under the IWC would help in 
finding a way forward. Portugal made a similar remark. 

Japan thanked the Chairs of the Commission and the 
SWG for their work over the last year. While it considered 
it unfortllnate lhat the initial goal had not been achieved, it 
believed that significant progress hoo been made. However, 
it expressed its concern over recent comments calling for 
the curtailing or cessation of special permit whaling, 
recalling the initial agreement when the 'future' pro<:ess 
began on the need for compromise. It suggested that all 
parties needed to decide on where tltey can compromise. 
FO< Japan, it considered special permit whaling a right 
under the Convention. Nevertheless, it believed it had 
indicated will ingness to compromise on these activities and 
would not obstruct the creation of a South Atlantic 
sanctuary. Japan supported the nOtion of a 5-year interim 
arrangement so as to be able to make progress, but believed 
that the insistence to phase out special permit whaling 
could destroy the pro<:ess. Iceland, Norway and the 
Republic of Korea also expo'eSSed concerns regarding 
proposals put forward in relation to special permit whaling. 
Norway stressed the importance of those involved in 
discussions in having the political mandate to compromise. 

The three points of pro<:ess recommended by the SWG 
Chair in his opening remarks which included the need for 
further miniaturisation> were supported by many countries 
including the USA, Antigua and Barbuda, Portugal, Czech 
Republic, Cameroon, Mexico and Chile. However, noting 
that if there was to be further miniaturisation in the size of 
negotiating groups, a mechanism needed to be put in place 
to ensure transparency. 

The Chair of the Commission noted the points raised 
and suggested that they be discussed further during the 
private meeting of Commissioners. 

JAPANESESMALL-TVPE COASTAL WHALING' 
PAPER FROM JAPAN (SC/61101$) 
Japan presented a paper to the Scientific Committee on the 
scientific grounds for supporting its proposal for Japanese 
small-type coastal wl1aling. The ootline of the proposal, 
which was essentially the same as previous proposals was 
as follows: 

(i) 150 common minkc whales to be taken in 
Sub-area 7; 

(ii) '0' sto<:k minke whales to be targeted but 
scme few 'J' sloe.'< animals would be 
expected to be by-caught; 

(iii) the operations of lhe small-type coastal 
catcher boats would be outside I 0 nautical 
miles of the coast 10 minimise the possible 
takes of J-sto<:k animals; 

(iv) after the interim period the small-type 
coastal catcher boats would return to the 
research activities under the coastal 
COOiponent of JARPN 116 unless Olherwise 
determined; 

~f'or duails of the Scientific Commiu:e '$ deliberation on thi$ Item see 
J. CelaC<an/le~ Maff<Jge. {St.ppl 2) 11(2010). 
'Japan•s re~e:wch prosrumme in lhe Nonh Pa(:ilic- see section tO for 
furth« inform3Cion. 
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lhc spirit, prineiples, procedures and cle<:isions of the 
Commission. includiog the commorcial whaling 
moratorium. However, it wi5hed to brina lO the attention of 
the IWC member governments the tmditionnl and c.oltural 
importance of whaling to the Ulscn oren throush u 
prescnlation from the Chief Admin!>trator of the municipal 
Southern District of Ulsan who gave a summary of the 
country's whaling history that goes beck some 6,000 years, 
and the implications of tile commercial whaling 
momtorium. He noted thot between 1946 and 198S, over 
sao minke whales were taken each ycnr, with whale meat 
being a staple pan of the diet ofehe local people. However, 
since the implementation of the moratorium in 1986, whale 
meal has only been available through byc:augj>t animab, 
although Ulsan has endeavoured to retain its history and 
culture. Noting thot poragr.oph IO(e) of· the Schedule 
identifies a 1990 deadline for a comprel1cnsive assessment 
of the effects of the moratorium on whale stocks and the 
considenllion of the .,11\biishment of other caleb limits (i.e. 
other than zero), the Republic of Kon:a highlighted that 
this had not yet been achieved and believed a review of the 
momlorium was overdue. T.he Ulsnn representative 
informed the Commission of his rqjion's interest in 
resuming sustainable whaling and his hope that at IWC/61 
the Comm ission could achieve the Convention's objective 
of the conservation of whale stocks to make pos.sible to 
orderly development of the whaling industry. 

tO. SCIENTIFIC P£RMIW 1 

10.1 Review of results from JARPN n" 
10.1.1 Report oftha Sclcll/ljic Committl!ll 
The ml\ior focus of discussions on scientific permits this 
year was the report of the specialist workshop to evaluate 
results from JARPN II. Thi.s was the tirsttime thtt the new 
proecs.s I&J'Oed last yoar (referred to as the 'AMex P' 
process21

) had been used. A key component of the new 
review process is the greatly reduced role of the proponent! 
of the research. The Panel of 14 independent scientists met 
in Japan in January 2009 to review the fi rst six years of the 
JARPN II research prog12ntme. Their primary tasks were 
to: (I) review the scientific ,WOfk undertaken thus for 
against the stated objectives of the programme and to 
review future plans in the context of the likelihood of 
meeting those objectives; (2) evaluate the techniques used 
(lethal and non-lethal); (3) evaluate the appropriateness of 
581tlp!e size and design for the reseatd>; •nd (4) assess the 
effects of any catches on the relevant stocks. 

10.1.1.1 Til t PAJUL'S R£f'0 tfl' 
The Panel recognised that an enom1ous amount of 
scientific work had been unde.1aken during the first six 
yem of the progr3mme. However. it also noted the 
diffoculty it had in assessing this initial progress against the 
programme's expressed, broad long-term objectives. It 
recommended that long-term programmes should identify 

11For 6e:wls of lhe Scitfttifte Corrnittcc's dc:hlla'IIMln on this Item JN 

J. c~,..,... Ru. M•N>B<· fSW.l.lt t [lOtOI 
11JARPN II is • long-term res~tteh proaramn: primlril1 aln-.edcu imlln1 
ecoll)gy in I he context or eoncributins to !he ·conservadcm ltlld swuainnbt~ 
use of mtvlnc: living resources In tilt wes1cm Nunh Paclflc, cspcchJIIy 
,..;,hln JIC)U(S EEl.. 1111t pt'O~HW1Une illYOh'CS the tatr:irc or ISO minke 
wtuks_ j() Sryck's '¥ttak:s. JO Ri whales ald 10 sperm whak:s annUIIIIy 
in 1b: wc:Jkm North Pa<:ific. 
"J. c.'"""" II<" lok_,.. {!Wppi.J t t: 64: 3-t. 

aod quantify spccifte. shorHenn objectives against which 
prosress ean be judged. 

The work on feeding ecology research and ecosystem 
modelling has the ambitious goal of providing mukispecies 
management advice, The Panel noted that obtaining 
ecosystem modellin(l results sufficiently reliable 10 infonn 
management advice should not be expected within at least 
the next few years and could require considerably more 
time. The t>onel concluded that while progress had been 
made, considerably more work is required, paot icularly on 
pammetcr estimates for non-cetacean components of the 
ccosysteon as well as analytical and modelling techniques. 

With respect to prey consumption and prey preferences, 
the Panel l'<(()gnised the high quality of the foeld and 
labomtory wooi< undertaken; the data hove the potential to 
be of grent value to etosystem modellin~ in both a generic 
and quantitative manner. However~ concerns regarding che 
analyse> conducted meant that the Panel did not believe 
that the presented estimates of retac:e:~n consumption "''"' 
can be considered reliable yet; severa I ,..,.ommendations 
were made to improve this element of the work. 1'he Panel 
welcomed the ecosystem modelling work, noting that it is 
still in d1e exploratory stage. However, it believed diRt 
more emphasis should be placed on the ntOdelling work if 
the stoted aim of the programme is to be reached in a 
reasonnble timeframe. It noted that the data obtained f'rom 
sperm whales provided no meaningful input to ecosystem 
models. 

Regarding work on monitoring environmental pollutants 
in cetaceans and the marine ecosystem, the Panel 
concluded that the JARPN II pollutant studies represented 
a valuable contribution to knowledge in this area and that 
the ongoing programme has been addres.sing its objectives; 
further work was r~n mended. 

Regarding stock structure iss~ the Panel concluded 
that the progmmme had produa!d a uniquely large data Sd 
for testina stock suucture hypotheses in the target species. 
Analyses were methodologicclly sound and comparable to 
other work within and outside the IWC Sc.ientifoc 
Committee fJ'8JllewOt'k. TI1e Panel acknowledged dte 
general difficulties in examining questions of stock 
structur«, panicularly for weakly-differentiated populations 
such as those in the JARPN II area. However, it identi fied a 
number of limillltions to the analyses presented and made 
deUliled suggestions for addressing these. The Panel agreed 
that these genetic IMtd other analyses would assist in tlte 
formulation/narrowing of hypotheses for use in R."'P 
Implementation Simulation Trials. 

Tite Panel welcomed other aspects of the programme 
including the simultnncous collec,ion of Fn situ sea surface 
and water column characlcristics durina whale and prey 
surnys, lhe w lleetion of siglttings data for non·t"'l)et 
species and the analys.. of their distr ibution, along with 
photo-identification srudies and a number of other 
published research papers on reproductive biology, 
physiology, and cetacean phylogeny. 

Tite Panel also discussed the relotionship of the 
programme to the IWC and Commission Resolutions. With 
respect to ecosystem and cnvironmentlll change researd>. 
the Panel agreed that many of the objectives of JARPN II 
arc relevant to Commission Resolutions and that, as 
requested in several of those Resolutions. scientific results 
have been submitted to the Scientitie Committee on a 
number or relevant issues. 
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'The Panel noted that il1e issue of Ieiba I versus non-lethal 
research remains controversial within and ouiSide lbe IWC. 
A major contributory factor to this is that the is.ue is not 
only a scientific question. The appropriate quantitative data 
to allow a full comparison of vorious lclhal and non-lethal 
1echniques do not exist. Given these infoo-mation gaps and 
other difficulties, the Panel could not complclc this item on 
its Agenda. However. ir did rccoa,ni.:sc that ~t prC$Ctlt. 
ecnain data, primarily stomach conlent data, art only 
available via lethal sampling. The Panel also made a 
nwnber of recommendations, including that a full 
evaluation of the relacive merits of l<thal and non-lethal 
1cchniques be conducted as $000 as possible after oil1et 
recommended worl< bas been completed. It specifoed how 
such a full evaluation might take ploce. 

Wiil1 respect to sample size and dcsiBJI, the Panel 
concluded that a full evaluation requires bene.- specified 
objectives and examination of whether identified sources of 
uncertainty arc sampling-related or not. Tite brief analysis 
provided by the proponents was ~.' sufficient and the 
Panel agreed that unlil a full anolysos os done ot woll not be 
possible to provide appropriate advice on sompling design 
and sample sizes. A thorough review Is a major 
undertaking and the Panel provided guidance to the 
Proponents to assist in this process. 

Regarding assessing lhe effecls of JARPN II on the 
status of the stocks, there is no specific guidance from the 
1\VC on how il1is should be done. The Panel concluded 
lhal: (I) the information aV11ilable did provide sufficient 
basis to provide advice on the effect of planned JARPN II 
catches on common minke whale stocks (the need to 
complete the in-depth usessment of • J' stoek as soon as 
possible, along with a full lmplem«n/Qiion Re-:iew for 
western North l'llcific minke whales was emphasosed); (2) 
the level of take does n01 pose a problem to the stocks of 
Bryde's whales; (3) the information available did provide 
suffocient bosis to provide advice on the effect of planned 
JARPN II catches on sei whales (funher work was 
recommended). With respect to sperm whales, although the 
Panel agreed !hal the effect on lhe stod< of the small 
JARPN II takes is negligible, it questioned the scientific 
value ofd1e programme's small and unrepresentative takes 
of this species. 

Finally the Panel noted that it had nol been able to 
complete its review and would not be able to do so until a 
number of its recommendations bad been addressed. These 
revolved around: (I) sample siWsampling des~ 
(including lile need 10 have clearly staled quontitolive 
objectives and sub-objectives and 1he need to have further 
quantitative information on both l<thal and non-lethal 
teehniques); and (2) effeets of catches on Slocks for 
commcn Noril1 Pacific minke whales and sci whales. 

10.1.1.2 DISCUSSION Ornte R£1'0RTWn·mN THE 
SCtENTIFICCOMMmEE 
The proponents (Japan) concluded rhat while they believed 
that overall lhe Panel report was balanced and fair and 
contained useful reoommcndutions. scvc1·al of which were 
already being addressed, they did not agree with all 
corn1nents or recommendations. In some cases this wns due 
to cost and logiSiics while in other coscs it was more to do 
Wilh objections in principle e.g. whh respcet to how to 
examine effects of catches. 

The Scientific Committee comn1cnded d1e Panel on 
having undert2ken its review in a critical but conslruetive 
manne,r. However, it also expressed ooncun thai the Panel 

was nor always provided with the information and 
&uidance necessary to review programme progress, to draw 
conclusions regarding the appropriateness of programme 
sample sizes and to assess the effects on two of the stocks 
(common Norrh Pacific mlnke whales and sei whales). The 
Panel's ;:onecms regarding slow progress on ecosysrem 
modelling and its severe questioning of the scientific value 
Of the prOfi.1'1iltiiUC'llo liHtiiJI mM..J UHrt;:;ptt~SCUU:IliVc; ca1ches Of 

sperm whales were highlighted by some members. There 
was COI$idcrablc discussion over lhe need for more 
quantifie:l objectives and sub-objectives for the 
program one. 

10.1. 2 Comtt~lsslon dlscusskJns and action arising 
A numbn- of Conlnleting Gove.-nments thanked lhe Panel 
and the Scientific Committee for their hard work on il1e 
JARPN n review. The en5Uing discussion addressed bOih 
the JARPN IJ review and lbe issue of special permit 
whaling in ~:cneml. Some of lhe remarks reported below 
were made under rhe hem addressing tbe process used in 
the review ('Annex P') but ore included here as they 
refenred noore 10 the ootcoone of lhe review rather lhan to 
the process itself (see section I 0.4). 

Monaco noted that reference had been made 10 lhe issue 
of lethal versus non·k:ihol work remaining eonlroversial 
within and outside the IWC and indicated that il would 
have liked 10 see some further explanation of what 
'controversial' meant in Ibis contexl Monaco also 
expressed the hope that lhe controversy would decrease in 
the near futute. It joined the Panel's questioning of the 
saontifJC value or raklna sperm whales and noted Its well
known <1'fl0$ilion 10 wha6ng unde.- special permit in 
geneml. Responding to Monaco's question on the m.eaning 
of'controvcrsial' in lhis context, the Chair of the Sc1entofoc 
Commitlee nOied that the main reason for the controveiSy 
coneems the appropriate use of Article VIII of lhe 
Convention which he believed is a matter for lhe 
Commission, n01 the Scientific Committee. Monaco did not 
believe that this is only a political onatler and noted that 
1here have been recent workshops and conferences that 
have addressed how non-lethal techniques can be used to 
study large whales. 

Australia noted the great deal of technical detail in the 
diseussioos of lhe Panel and the Scientific Committee but 
idenlifoed what it believed to be a few core conclusions. II 
noted thfl in common with the results of il1e JARPA" 
review, t\e Panel was critical of the level of scientific 
anolysis de,-oted to JARPN II and, for example, sugges~ed 
that after six yeaiS the modelling work should be more 
developed rotber than still being in the exploratory stage. 
Like Moaaco, Australia dn:w attention to the criticism of 
the need for any take of sperm whales and suggested that 
any eontinuntion of th~ take. along with the c-ontinued 
annual sat1pling of vast numbers of stomach contents from 
other speeies, suggests a lack of commitment to addressing 
the real !!Cienrifie needs of this Commission. In oddition, 
Australia also obseoved that in requesting a review of 
special pennit whaling, the Commission is seek!ns 
objective odvicc on three core issues: (I) can the scoentofic 
objectives of the program be answe.-ed wirh ~on·l~thal 
techniques; (2) can the numbers of. whales beong kolled 
each year be justified on a scientifoc basis; and (3) will the 

u Japm "$ J ( .. yt.W fUC:IIfCh prO&flnne ._ lie Ac:Ltrdi.; lMt fmished' in 
200410S. 
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number of whales being killed have an effect on me 
populations? It noted that the Panel was unable to ouch 
any concluston on these issues such rhat the Commission is 
left without advice on the issues of most serious concern. It 
s~ the noed for the Commission to find a way focward 
on the issue of whaling und..- special penn it since it is an 
issue that is fundamental to many member governments. 
The UK e•l"...ed similar eoneems. 

India shared the c:onrerns of Monaco and Australia and 
stressed the need to develop and further refine non-lethal 
research techniques. A number of other governments, 
including Israel and the USA believed that non-lethal 
methods should be used. Portugal highlighted me need to 
apply the cum:nt standards on II-"' use of animals in 
research to spceial permit whaling. 

New Zealand believed that it was clear from the Panel 
review end the Seientif.e Committee's discussions that 
JARPN II has a number of problems. It reported the depth 
of feeling in New Zuland regarding Japan' s whaling under 
special pennit and expressed its opposition to such 
programmes. It agreed with Australia on the need to find a 
ro:wlulion 10 this Issue. New Zealand acknowledged JhAJ 
humpback whales hnd nol been taken so far under JARPA 
II and looked to Japan to provide leadersh ip In future. 
Mexico, USA, Switzerland, Ireland, South AtTica, 
Luxembourg. Germany, Portugal, finland, Spain and 
Frar.ce associated themselves wiJb the remarks of Naw 
Zealand and others. 

The Commission noted this part of the ScientifiC 
Committee report and endorsed its recommendations. 

I 0.2 Review of results from other exist ing permits 
i0.2.1 Repcm of the Scientific Commillee 
Although results from other programmes were provided to 
the Scientific Commiuee (i.e. JARPA II" and Iceland's 
programme in the North Atlantic'") they were not 
discussed. The Committee did agree, however, that a full 
review of the completed Icelandic p;ogr1lmme would toke 
place in 2011 or 2012. 

10.2.2 Commission ditcus.sious and action arising 
The Commission noted Jhis part of the Scientific 
Committco report and ondorned lts rccon·unc:ndotion~. 

»JARPA It is a 14t&e-j(lllc AMIICI~ I)C'Ogrlm•:te. that commenced w(Sh 
the first yew or I two-)'Cir fcasibility Stud)' dW'i~ lbt tllstnJl JWflfnC( or 
:ZOOS/06. n. ol>j<ro ...... dc(rned by,.., as: (I) _.,., of ..... 
AnW<Ik _, ... , (1) modtDi"' ....... itioo """""y,NJ< -ies ond 
.,.....,"" ,...,. - oe.,;ew..s; (3) duci<hlm oro.~ ond 
SJIIIlia! ~ i• aocl: s:ruecute: Md (4) impr:oving fie: mJRIItMtnl 
procedure for Anwcdc mtnkc Malle stocks. JARPA 11 will focus on 
A..ntu«ic mi.nkc. h.:;n,pbact o:nd r., wtlalcs Mil possibly otba' ~et In 
the Anuwctic c:cos)'$1cm that are major p~dMO'IS of J\tUttlic krtll Dwina 
the 2·year fc3i~ilily study o maximum of 3SOt10% Artmn:tic minkc 
"~ales: and ten lin whaiH will be kiflcd and ~mplcd in e41eh J(fiSOfl. 
Annllal sample sltc!J for 1M pi'Op()Sed full ·scale reswrch (lc:thnl s:unplina) 
arc 3~1 Oo/o Ant:wcric mink:c wh:.les. SO humj)Mck wbaltls and SO tin 
wha~cs. No humpback whJ~s have )'d been taken. 
~A proposed permic by lcd•ld. primarily foe feeding ecok>ty studies ror 
the take of 100 comn10n mlfltt: whale$. 100 rm \males ud j0 sd \d:&ks 
tn cadt. ot't\YO )'tan w1.1 p«tcncd M lhc ss- A11ooal Mcetiq lilt 200J. In 
the cve...._lc:d!Dd hu issued permits to take 38 ccnamon nUr.ke \llr'Uks ita 
2~ 2S lrir.b: ,...., in 2004. 39 rirtkt. wb.tic.1 in 200S. SO ..,·,..e 
whales in 2006 ltld )9 minl:c wha!es in 2007. This ~ hat 
fm.isbtd its SIIIJ'91illl phase. 

J0.3 Rtvicw of new or continuing pl'opo.snls 
iO.J. i Report o/the Sclenr!fic Commirree 
The Committee did not receive any new infonnation 01 

either JARPA II or JARPN II for review. 

i0.3. 2 Commission dtsctmions and OCJion arising 
The Commission noted this part of the Scientific 
Committee repon. 

10.4 lmprovi_nJ: protedu•·es for reviewing scientifte 
permit proposals 
i0.4.i Report of tho Sciclll/flc Committee 
With respect to improving the 'Annex P' process (set 
10.1.1), Jhe Scientific Committee's discussions focused or 
issues relating to selection of Panel members, the need fo< 
•conflict of intercsl' slaternents and the question 01 

obseM:rs being praent. Some Committee memb..-5 wer< 
in favour of modifying the language of • Annex P' to mor< 
clearly specifY "ho may panicipale and observe. Other! 
recognised the difficuhy in obtaining a Panel that all wouk 
consider fair and balnnoed, noting that adding specirtcity tc 
the Annex would not necessarily be an improvemem a! 
Panel composition depends on the scientific objectives ol 
the research being considered. The Committee recognised 
that a number of important considerations had been raised 
with respect to whether 'Annex P' required revision. Oiven 
that there is no need to establish a review panel in ~ .. 
forthcoming inters=ional period, Jhe Committee agroecl ro 
discuss the issue of possible revisions a1 its 2010 meeting 
to allow time for further reflection. 

10.4.2 Commission disCtt1Jions and ac1ion arising 
Australia noted Jhe debaJe by the Committee on two 
particular aspoets of Annex P, i.e. (I) the degree to which 
the members of the cxpco1 panel were independenl of the 
programme they reviewed; and (2) the issue of rronsparenl 
oversight and the capacity of the member countries to 
observe the first implementalion of the Annex. Noting that 
its intention was not to criticise any of the people involved 
in the process, nor to discuss me delails of these issues, 
Australia made seveC'tll general points. It noted its belief 
that in any review process, the 'independence' of the 
reviewers is a fundnmeatttl requirement and suggcslcd that 
a lack of clear lan.auajte about this in Annex P led 10 

different views on lhe composition of the Panel. It was olso 
of the opinoon that til¢ implementation of any new 
procedure should include Jhe maximum amounJ of 
lransparency and that the ability of member coun1ries to 
send observers is a core pan of building confodence in any 
new and important process. Noting that the topic of a 
possible revision of Annex P is on the Comm iuec's 
proposed agenda for IWC/62, Australia UJ'ied the 
Committee to consider these issues and to ensure thai 
agreed language is developed in order that the AMex P 
fl"Ocedure can deliver outcomes to the Commission d>lll 
satisfy its mand3lc of objectivity and transparency. 

In response to • number of critical remali<s nbout 
JARPN II (and reponed in section 10.1.2), Norway 
considered that a highly competent review had been 
conducted and that lhc Panel members had been chosen by 
very compelcnt members of the Scientific Committee. II 
noted that the Panel's conclusion had been regarded u 
balanced by most members of the Seientifoe Commiucc 
and tha! the Commission should thank the Comm iuee and 
Jl(){C its report. Continuing in this vcin, Iceland found Jhe 
Panel's rq>0r1 to be generally positive, while identifying a 
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Chair's Report of the 62nd Annual Meeting 

1. Th"TRODUCTO RY ITEMS 

1.1 Dar~ and plate 
The 62"" Ammal Meeting of the Inremational Whaling 
Conunission (IWC) took place at the Centre de Congres. 
Les Dunes d'Or, Agadir. Morocco from 21 -25 June 2010. In 
the absence of the Chair of the IWC (Ambassador Cristian 
Maquieira. Chile). the meeting was chaired by the Vice-Chair 
Ambassador Anthony Liverpool (Antigua and Barbuda). 
The meeting was attended by 73 of the 88 Contracting 
Go\·enunents. and obserYers from 7 intergovenunental 
organisations and 51 non-govenunental organisations were 
also present. A list of delegates and observers attending the 
tneeting is given as Am1ex A. The associated tneetings of the 
Scientific Committee and Commission sub-groups (which 
included two days of discussion on the Fumre of the IWC) 
were held at the same nnue in the period 30 May to 17 June. 

1.2 W~lcom~ addr~ss 

Opening addresses were given by the Deputy Mayor of 
Agadir and the Secretary General of the Moroccan Ministry 
of Marine Fisheries who spoke on behalf of the Minister 
of Agriculmre and Marine Fisheries. They were preceded 
by a short perfonnance of traditional Moroccan music and 
dancing. 

The Deputy Mayor of Agadir welcomed the IWC on 
behalf of the town cmmcil and population of Agadir. He 
thanked the IWC for choosing Morocco and Agadir to host 
the meeting and hoped that delegates would renu11. with their 
families and discover the culnu·e. tolerance and generosity 
of the people of the region. He invited all participants to 
contribute actively to the meeting and wished eve1yone 
success and good luck. 

The Secretmy General of the Minist1y of Agriculture and 
Marine Fisheries com·eyed the apologies of the Minister 
of Agriculntre and Marine Fisheries and read a statetuent 
from the Minister. The Minister welcomed the IWC to 
Moroccan soil and noted that Agadir was chosen not only 
because it was an inten1ational tourist town. but also 
because it is an impoltant fishery po11. His Majesty King 
Mohanuned VI recently visited the city to present a strategy 
for the denlopment of Moroccan fishe1y resources. and the 
city had hosted the first intemational fishe1y fair with the 
second fair due to be held in Janumy 2011. Morocco hats 
two coasts and a tradition of seafaring excellence and is an 
actiYe tnember of tnany inten1ational and regional :fisheri~:s 
organisations. Its adherence to the ICRW in 2001 reflected 
the country's detennination to contribute to the inten1ational 
debate on the tnanagetnent of marine resources. Since ins 
adherence Morocco had contributed to the management of 
the organisation based on principles of conservation and 
sound management. The Minister recognised the need for 
tnember states to work towards a consensus and considered 
that the proposed consensus decision by the Chair and Vice
Chair of the IWC was a major step forward. He said that 
the document testified to the detennination of its authors to 
bring the positions of member counnies within the IWC ats 
close as possible to consensus. 

In conclusion the Minister paid nibnte to the Chair of 
the IWC for his perseverance. and thanked the people and 
officials of the city of Agadir for making a1Tangements to 
provide the best possible facilities to the meeting guests. 

1.3 Op~ning Stat~m~nts 
The Chair welcomed the following Contracting Govenunents 
who had adhered to the Connntion since the last A.mmal 
Meeting: Ghana (adhered 17 July 2009). Dominican 
Republic (adhered 30 July 2009) and Bulgaria (adhered 
I 0 August 2009). Ghana made a short opening statement 
noting their pleasure in attending and their intention to 
participate fully in the meeting ahead. Dominican Republic 
and Bulga1ia did not attend the meeting. 

1.4 Cr~d~ntials and voting rights 
The Secretary repolted that Credentials were in order for most 
of the C011t1'acting Govenunents present at the begim1ing of 
the meeting. but that a meeting of the Credentials Committee 
(Japan. New Zealand and the Secretmy ) was required to 
make a final review. 

At the start of the meeting voting rights were suspended 
for Cameroon. Cote d'Ivoire. Dominica. Dominican 
Republic. Gambia. Ghana. Greece. Guatemala. Kenya. 
Marshall Islands. Nicaragua. Pem. Romania. Senegal. 
Solomon Islands. St Vincent and The Grenadines and 
Umguay. The voting rights of Ghana. Marshall Islands and 
St Vincent and The Grenadines were restored dming the 
meeting. The Secreta1y noted that if and when any voting: 
commenced she would call on San Marino to vote first. 

1.5 M~~ting arrang~tn~nts 

The Chair expressed his pleasure with the manner in which 
discussions had proceeded in previous days. especially 
during discussions about the fi.1111re of the IWC. and his 
hope that the Plena1y discussions would take place in the 
same constmctiw mam1er. He asked that all Contracting: 
Gonnunents be ginn the opportunity io freely express 
their views without intenuption. that calls for points of order 
be kept to a tnininuun. and noted that second inter\'entions 
from commies on substantive points would not be allowed 
until other cmmtries had their fhst chance to speak. The 
Chair re·con:finned speaking: rights for interg:oYenunental 
orgm1isations (IGOs). i.e. that he would allow them to make 
one intetYention on a substantive agenda iten1 and that any 
!GO so wishing to speak should let him know in advance. 
He also indicated that Conunissioners had again agreed to 
allow non-go,·enuuental organisations (NGOs) to address 
the tneeting during a special session. His intention was to 
allow a total of 30 minutes of presentations divided amongst 
organisations representing the full specttum of Yiews on 
whaling present at the meeting. with only one individual per 
organisation being allowed to speak. 

The Secreta1y drew attention to the anangements for the 
submission of Resolutions. Opening Statements and other 
docmnents. 
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disagreetnents retnained concerning the 'J" stock and sub~ 

stmcmre within the '0' stock. The Committee ultimately 
agreed on a set of fh·e stock stmcnu·e hypotheses to take 
fmwards to Implemelllarion Re1'ie11·. 

The Committee received information on proposed 
future whaling operations frmu Japan and Korea. reYiewed 
abtmdance estimates and thanked both Japan and Korea for 
undet1aking sightings smYeys. It also receind infonnation 
on plans for fumre sightings surveys by Korea in the Yellow 
Sea in April-May 2011 and by Japan in the Okhotsk Sea 
dtu'i.ng summer 2010. 

The C onunittee recognised that there was still considerable 
work to complete ahead of the next Ammal Meeting and 
agreed a preparatory meeting be held in September before 
the First Intersessional Workshop in December. A detailed 
timetable and work plan was deYeloped. 

NORTH ATLANTIC COMMON MINKE WHALES 

The Scientific Conunittee agreed revised stock botmdaries 
and abundance estimates for use in the RMP for North 
Atlantic common minke whales. 

7.1.1.3 BY CATCH 

The RMP estimates a safe limit for all human-induced deaths. 
rather than just providing a catch limit for conunercial 
whaling. It is therefore important to estimate the munber of 
whales remowd from the population by indirect means (e.g. 
bycatch and ship strikes). This year the Committee discussed 
bycatch mm1aliry of large whales in longline fisheries. and 
received evidence of deaths of at least humpback, Bryde ·s 
and sonthem right whales. as well as infonnation on 
depredation by other species. The Committee considered 
ways to estimate a time series of bycatch for westem Nor1h 
Pacific common minke whales as these are important for the 
Implemenration Re•de1o' described above. 

The Committee also reviewed relevant infmmation fi·mn 
the IWC Workshop on Welfare Issues Associated with the 
Entanglement of Large Whales (see Item 5 above). The 
Conunittee n1ade seYeral reconunendations rele\·ant to 
tnetnber countries including: 

( I) the establislnnent of adequate progranunes to monitor 
entanglement of whales and of entanglement response 
progranunes where applicable: 

(2) improved reporting via National Progress Repm1s: 
(3) standardisation of data collected to maximise their 

usefitlness: 
(4) when examining whale carcases. to record (at a 

minimum) whether fishing gear is present and wheth er 
fresh scars are Yisible: and 

(5) to facilitate necropsies on all large whales whenever 
possible. 

Scientific Committee discussions of ship strikes are 
given tmder A genda Item 17 below. 

7.1 .2 Commission discussions and acTion arising 
Belgium noted that the Scientific Conunittee had 
recommended changes to the specification of the RMPwhich 
would allow for adjustment of RMP catches for sources 
of human-caused monaliry other than those which arise 
tluough directed hunting. Belgium endorsed the inclusion 
of these new specifications into the RMP framework. along 
with the other recommendations of the Scientific Committee 
under Agenda Item 7. 1. 1. 

Japan congramlated the Scientific Conunittee on 
completing the pre-Implemelllarion assessment for the 
westem Not1h Pacific cmrnnon minke whale. It also 
welcomed the work plan and the anangements for 

preparatory meetings and meetings of the intersessional 
working group which were scheduled as patt of the 
forthcoming Implementation Rl!l'il!lo'. It noted that there was 
considerable discussion and disagreement on stock s tmcmre 
hypotheses for westem North Pacific conunon minke whale 
within the Scientific Conunittee. Japan stated that it accepted 
the decision of the Chair of the Scientific Committee in 
the spirit of making pmgress and working collectively. 
However it drew attention to Appendix 7 of Annex D I of 
the Scientific Conunittee Repot1 which contains a minoriry 
statement giving Japan ·s views on the plausibiliry of two 
of the stock strucntre hypotheses that had been proposed. 
Japan wished the statement to fonn part of the record of 
the Annual Meeting and accordingly it is included here as 
Atmex H. Japan also expressed its great appreciation for 
the collaboration between scientists fi·mn Japan and Korea 
who had been conducting research and analysis on conunon 
minke whales in the westem North Pacific and expressed its 
continued conunittnent to co-operatiYe research. 

Korea thanked the Scientific Committee for its work. 
It noted the importance of scientific advice in managing 
the conservation and sustainable utilisation of whale 
populations. It also noted the schedule to finalise the RMP 
by 201 2 or 2013 at the latest and encouraged the Scientific 
Conunittee to accelerate the process so that app ropriate 
conservation and management plans could be developed for 
these whales based on the RMP as soon as possible. 

The Chair of the Scientific Committee clarified to the 
USA that its Working Group on the Estimation of Bycatch 
and Other Human-Induced Mm1aliry traditionally looked at 
all large whales. but gave greater focus to those tmdergoing 
RMP Implementations or Implemenrarion Rel'il!li'S. 

The Conunission noted the report of the Scientific 
Conuuittee and endorsed its recon1n1endations. 

7.2 O thor 
Before the RMP can be used the IWC has agreed that 
tneasures uulSt be in place to ensure that the agreed catch 
limits are not exceeded. It is this combination of scientific 
(under the RMP) and non-scientific factors (including 
amongst other things the need for observation and inspection 
schemes) that comprise the Revised Management Scheme 
(RMS). 

At its 2006 Annual Meeting. the Conunission accepted 
that an intpasse had been reached at Conunission level on 
RMS discussions. Accordingly there haw been no specific 
discussions on the RMS since then although the RMS has 
been included as part of the discussions on the fimtre of the 
organisation (see Item 3). 

8. SANCTUARIES 

8.1 Issu~s rais~d in tb~ Sri~ntifir and Consorvation 
Committ~~s 

8.1.1. ReporT of the Scientific CommitTee 
The Chair of the Scientific Committee noted that no new 
proposals for sanctuaries had been submitted to the Scientific 
Conunittee this year. but that this item would remain on the 
Conunittee ·s agenda. 

8.1.2 Report of the Consen·afion Connmttee 
The Chair of the Conservation Conunittee repo11ed that 
the USA hosted the First httemational Conference on 
Marine Mammal Protected Areas (ICMMPA) in Hawai'i in 
2009. This successfitl meeting developed several valuable 
initiatiYes and the fitll proceedings had been made m·ailable 
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70. “Resolution on the Revised Management Scheme”, Appendix 3, Chairman’s Report 
of the Forty-Fourth Annual Meeting, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 43, 1993, p. 40

40 CHAIRMAN'S REPORT OF l1ffi FORTY-FOURTH ANNUAL MEETING 

(CCAMLR) and the Scientific Comminee on Antarctic 
Research (SCAR) to enhance our undemanding of the 
Antarctic environment; 

CONSCIOUS of the scope to develop existing links 
between the Scientific Commiuees of the IV.' C . CCAMLR 
and SCAR; 

NOW THEREFORE t.he Commission DECIDES: 
(i) that the Scientific Committee establish a regular 

agenda item to address the impact of environmental 
changes upon whale stocks: 

(ii) that the Scientific Comminee should contact 
CCAMLR, SCAR and other relevant organisations 
to exchan~ i.nfomtation on the effects of global 
environmental chan,ge in the Antarctic region which 
may be of relevance to whale stocks; 

(iii) that the Scientific Cc mminee should develop practical 
means to address the questions raised by these 
exchanges. 

Appendix 3 

RESOLUTION O:S THE REVISED MANAGE!\.1ENT SCID!:ME 

WHEREAS the lntemational Convention for the 
Regulation of Whaling recognises the interests of the 
nations of the world in safeguarding for future generations 
tbe great natural resources of the whale stocks; 

WHEREAS Schedule paragraph lO(a) to lO(c) proved 
to be deficient in several important respects particularly 
with regard to the expected advice which the Scientific 
Committee was unable to provide in the face of uncertainty 
0\·er the status of stocks, and which, therefore, often left 
the Comnussion without adequate advice on classifications 
and catch limits; 

WHEREAS the Commission as a consequence of these 
deficiencies adopted paragraph lO(e) of the Schedule and 
committed itself to the undertaking of a Comprehensive 
Assessment of the effectS of its decision; 

WHEREAS the Commission, having considered the 
advice of the Scientific Committee at its 43rd Annual 
Meeting: 

(1) accepted the Scientific Committee's recommendation 
for the core single-stock management procedure for 
baleen whales; 

(2) proposed, inter aHa, thai the 'high tuning" of 0.72, and 
the protection level of 0.54, be adopted; 

(3) requested the Scientific Committee to continue 
the development of multi-stock management 
procedures; 

WHEREAS the Scientific Commiuee has now provided 
to the Commission a Draft Specification for the calculation 
of catch limits in a Revised Management Scheme for 
baleen whales (JWC/44/4 Annex H); 

GRATEFUL for the bard and dedicated work of the 
Scientific Committee in the development of the multi-stock 
Catch Limit Algorithm and its specification: 

NOTING that the Sci.entific Committee has made 
considerable progress on the specification of minimum 
standards for data and related issues; 

NOW THEREFORE th~ Commission: 
(I) ACCEPTS that the Draft Specification for the 

Calculation of Catch limits in a Revised Management 
Scheme for baleen whales given in IWC/4414 Annex H 
together with its attached annotations completes the 
main scientific component of the development of a 
Revised Managememt Scheme for commercial baleen 
whaling; 

(2) REQUESTS the Scientific Committee to provide full 
documentation of the Catch Limit Algorithm and the 
control program; 

(3) REAFFIRMS its agreement that commercial whaling 
shall only be permitted for populations in areas and 
seasons for which catch limits are in force. These calcll 
limits sbaU bave IM:en calculated by the Scientific 
Committee, and forwarded to and approved by the 
Commission in confoonnity with aU the provisions of 
the Revised Management Scheme. Commercial catch 
limits for all other populations in aU areas and seasons 
s haU be zero. 

(4) NOTES that the additional steps required to complete 
the Revised Management Scheme include agreement 
upo;;: 

(i) minimum data standards; 
(ii) guidelines for conducting surveys and analysing 

the results; 
(iii) a fully effective inspection and observation 

scheme; 
(iv) arrangements teo ensure that the total catches over 

orne are within the limits set under the Revised 
Management Sc:heme; 

(v) incorporation of the Draft Specification and the 
other elemen~. of the Revised Management 
Scbeme into the Schedule: 

CONSIDERS that until there is agreement on all 
aspects of the Revised Management Scheme elaborated 
above, the Catch Limit Algorithm should not be 
implemented. 
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71. “Proposed Resolution on Interactions between Whales and Fish Stocks”,  Resolution 
2001-9, Annex C, Chair’s Report of the 53rd Annual Meeting, Annual Report of the 
International Whaling Commission 2001, p. 58

58 FIFTY-THIRD ANNUAL MEETING, ANNEX C 

Resolution 2001-9 

PROPOSED RESOLUTION ON INTERACTIONS BETWEEN WHALES 
AND FISH STOCKS 

WHEREAS it is the purpose of the International Whaling 
Commission to provide for the effective conservation and 
management of whale stocks; 

WHEREAS the JWC is the universally recognized 
international organization with competence for the 
management of whale stocks; 

ACKNOWLEDGING that better·understanding of marine 
ecosystems, including interactions between whales and fish 
stocks, would contribute to the conservation and 
management of living marine resources and is of interest to 
nations as well as to regional fisheries management 
organizations and international research organizations; 

NOTING that the Council of the Food and Agriculture 
Organization of the United Nations, during its 120'h session, 
recommended that ecosystem-based fisheries management 
studies to be conducted by the FAO, as agreed in paragraph 
39 of the report of the 24'h session of the FAO Committee on 
Fisheries, should be balanced and holistic in approach; 

WELCOMING the Scientific Committee' s 
recommendations to conduct a workshop on interactions 
between whales and fish stocks, to be held intersessionally 
between the 53'd and S4'h annual meetings of the 
Commission; 

RECOGNIZING that, in order to effectively address the 
issue of interaction between whales and fish stocks, the 
planning and conduct of the workshop requires experts on 
modeling and data sets and should therefore include 
coordination with other organizations that have expertise, 

experience, and interest in this matter, and the participation 
of experts from such organizations, as well as those 
specifically recommended by the Scientific Committee; 

NOW THEREFORE THE COMMISSION: 

GIVES notice that, as the competent international 
organization for the conservation and management of whale 
stocks, it has decided to make the study of interactions 
between whale and fish stocks a matter of priority; 

AGREES that any studies conducted by the FAO on 
ecosystem-based fisheries management be holistic and 
balanced in approach; 

ENDORSES the recommendations of the Scientific 
Committee concerning the workshop on interactions 
between whales and fish stocks; 

REQUESTS the Secretary to forward a copy of this 
resolution and relevant portions of the report of the Scientific 
Committee to the Assistant Director-General of the Fisheries 
Department of the FAO and to the Chair of the FAO 
Committee on Fisheries, seeking their cooperation in the 
organization and conduct of the workshop; 

FURTHER requests the Secretary to forward a copy of 
this resolution and relevant portions of the report of the 
Scientific Committee to regional fisheries management 
organizations, international research organizations, and 
other appropriate organizations in consultation with Chair of 
the Scientific Committee. 
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72. “St. Kitts and Nevis Declaration”, Resolution 2006-1, Annex C, Chair's Report of 
the 58th Annual Meeting, Annual Report of the International Whaling Commission 
2006, p. 68

68 FIFTY-EIGHTH ANNUAL MEETING, ANNEX C 

AnnexC 

Resolutions Adopted at the 58th A.nnual Meeting 

Resolution 2006-1 

ST. KITTS AND NEVIS DECLARATION 

EMPHASISING that the use of cetaceans in many parts of 
the world including the Caribbean, contributes to 
sustainable coastal communities, sustainable livelihoods, 
food security and poverty reduction and that placing the use 
of whales outside the context of the globally accepted norm ~ 
of science-based management and rule-making for 
emotional reasons would set a bad precedent that risks our 
use of fisheries and other renewable resources; 

FURTHER EMPHASISING that the use of marine 
resources as an integral part of development options is 
critically important at this time for a number of countries 
experiencing the need to diversify their agriculture;. 

UNDERSTANDING that the purpose of the 1946 
International Convention for the Regulation of Whaling 
(ICRW) is to 'provide for the proper conservation of whale 
stocks and thus make possible the orderly development of 
the whaling industry' (quoted from the Preari!ble to the 
Convention) and that ihe Intern~tional Whaling 
Commission (IWC) is therefore about managing whaling to 
ensure whale stocks are not over-harvested rather than 
protecting ail whales irrespective of their abundance; 

NOTING that in 1982, the IWC adopted a moratorium 
on commercial whaling (paragraph lO(e) of the Schedule to 
the ICRW) without advice from the Commission's 
Scientific Committee that such measure was required for 
conservation purposes; 

FURTHER NOTING that the moratorium which was 
clearly intended as a temporary measure is no longer 
necessary, that the Commission adopted a robust and risk
averse procedure (RMP) for calculating quotas for 
abundant stocks of baleen whales in 1994 and that the 
IWC's own Scientific Committee has agreed that many 
species and stocks of whales are abundant afld sustainable 
whaling is possible; 

CONCERNED that after 14 years of discussion and 
negotiation, the IWC has failed to complete and implement 
a management regime to regulate commercial whaling. 

ACCEPTING that scientific research has shown that 
whales consume huge quantities of fish making the issue a 
matter of food security for coastal ,nations and requiring 
that the issue of management of whale stocks must be 
considered in a broader context of ecosystem management 
since ecosystem management has now become an 
international standard. 

REJECTING as unacceptable that a number of 
international NGOs with self-interest campaigns should use 
threats in an attempt to direct gayernment policy on matters 
of sovereigti rights related to the use of resources for food 
security and national development; 

NOTING that the position of some members that are 
opposed to the resumption of commercial whaling on a 
sustainable basis irrespective of the status of whale stocks 
is contrary to the object and purpose of the International 
Convention for the Regulation of Whaling; 

UNDERSTANDING that the IWC can be saved from 
collapse only by implementing conservation and 
management measures which will allow controlled and 
sustainable whaling which would not mean a return to 
historic over-harvesting and that continuing failure to do so 
serves neither the interests of whale conservation nor 
management; 

NOW THEREFORE: 

COMMISSIONERS express their concern that the IWC has 
failed to meet its obligations under the terms of the ICRW; 
and 

DECLARE our commitment to· normalising the 
functions of the IWC based on the terms of the ICRW and 
other relevant international law, respect for cultural 
diversity and traditions · of coastal peoples and the 
fundamental principles of sustainable use of resources, and 
the need for science-based policy and rulemaking that are 
accepted as the world standard for the management of 
marine resources. 
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73. “Final Report of the Committee of Three Scientists”, IWC/15/9, Special Scientific 
Investigation of the Antarctic Whale Stocks (1963) pp. 4-6

(Section II A) 

~l!>.i!...JJ: AIL'.LYSIS 

A. m~.9.£L.'!!'i~ 

6. Since moat o:f the c.nalysis '"" done et the Sccttlo m~otin;; Ql1d r <oported 

on 1n tho i.pvond.ioo• tc the Report o!· the.t L>o~f:int5 ( l . 'i. C. /15/6), this roport 

nccosa(\.rUy r opoat u mu6!1 of' that rnctol~i.C\1. SOP.tt:; parts ~v.:: , ho~·,..,v,.;,r ,. been 

coitt.cd ~s oi' sc:concie.ry i.rlport~ce foi"' the currunt ::ancJ.:,- .. ea C1:d. so:ee. r..c.vc Oesn 

rcvisq)d in the, ligll't of noTtcr mt~.ehint. tt.n.c.lys e.o . Satn(: b.ppondic&s of" thAt 

report nat 1uoludc6. in the. mc.in body of th:i• re)or1; er<> add~-d oo AJ>j>cll>dJ.ee• 

here to fn.ciJ.it~to rererence to them. 

9. Som€ i nformation 1s avnilablo f'rom m.tt.rkins ~.nU sine<. 1 t pc:rtt.ins to both 

tin end blue vhcles 1 thic o.nc~1ysis is 31 Tt:n f'irst . 

8ene1 .. ol ~;tethods hav..:. boaon us~c. .- ~n nn.:llysi~ bosed on ug....:-len&-th keys 

( iloverton-flolt method: I .W. C. /15/6/A,•po>r.dix 1 - now lippendi::: 1 of' thia rejJort) , 

a.'l analysis ~><'.sod on thv decline in oo.tcll per lL">it of ef'fort (DoLury lllut!tod) 

&nd a.n IHlClysie bo01'1cl on eb"tilrtat :lon of' t ho cwailetblo '' s w'plus" stoclc f or o£!.ch 

sea$011 or period or yo<~rs (Scho.ofar octhod). Since 11oot at tho o.nalysc• 

ralie~d. her.vily on l:l&l'.auro:s of' cC'~tch per unit of &f'IFort c.-a i.ndieo5 of the 

nbwldN"'oo of t he e:f$1lo1tt.G stecl.::s, c:!lculntiontl tTeru ~edo or tho offeot of 

weath" ou oetch<a' ~.!'fioioncy ( I.W. C. /15/6/E.ppend.icCI~ 3, t. - no .. c.ttaoh~ lU 

l~ppondicGs 2 r.nd 3 of thi:> report ) and of tho incr&anos in cv.:~ohor o.fC1ciency 

o.ver th" yoc.rs {I. li'. C./15/6/.<.ppen<ll;: 5 - attnched a• 4Pvndix 4 of tM.a report). 

10. 'l'h:l.t YJO:ltbor pleys M i.mporLru1t role in C<>tchor succo•• io well l<n01m. 

Tho ctudi co of @-ul.lend o.nd Kastt>vvn sucoeodod il1 mcoo.suriz\(i the o!':fcct ot: 17ca.thor 

q\lClltitt. ti vcly. Purthor stu6.ic.~ indic:ltod thc.t Uui ~ecthc.r 1ndr..x varies 

gr<.:otly f'rom <>.:;..1,)odition t.o e""-pediti on t~L1d r.tonth to month. Wh..ilu suob. a..n 

i.ndux oould BTGr>tlY impt•ovo the :mc.lysis , tine nnci cost prohibit its usa in the 

pr-esent study. Such an indt.x ehould be used in rw·thor studios . 

11. 1'ha o'tudy of Rylen ( J.ppenil1" 4) incl.l.co.tod. thet c~toher Gf:t'icieucy i s 

approx:ltol<~toly ;>roportior-'.1 to tonn<.go. iicohine c.:'lnl.ys~s C1f' tho s.ame quostion 

proved Wlsatisf cotcry boC!\uso of •tc.riati ons 1n offi.eioney bctwoon oo\J.ntric:s, 

duo to 7t<>atb<.r , Md othor causo.s . .Chis is one o! tho probl$lll~ t hat t,eeds ~>uoh 

fUtii.Ml r:ork. 
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(Section IT B) 

1 ~ . Novortholoss the: -::~ng ~u·.lyoio oonf'il,JS thnt ut'fioienoy o:r the 

ootohot·s lms 'lluc.n i~:cro.:-.ain0 s v til.;'. t; tho l!'.bu.*..lloc:. is in l'cct dec:lining 

bocn inolud<:.od br.&od on scvorP.l r.tC.t..3uros of oc.toh p~ w'li.t of offo1·t (111\¢ 

these r.ll. load to ~he s~e. ~vnurnl oonoluaions . 

B . ~£..Y.iOI't .ot 1!:!.\lp~_.Jij.ahit:!fi 
1 }. l n thu b='.rly yo::.ro of most t:ishorl.o.!l tho oc> . .,oh i.e .srn~ in r c.J.l!.tion 

to tho tot~l mmibar i n tho lltvok, lhi 1> rtt>.a truu in J.ntc.rotio nhalint;. 

J.o tht. e:;.-ploit:t:ci on oontinu ... ~ r.n<l int:~nsit'ic.o , thi:s projlort.ion ri!l<.o!l nnd 

tiu, o1'1·eot of o:;.-ploi'c<.t!o:t in rod.uoin8 tho stock nw~bors buoo&c.s cvid~;:nt: 

this c:.oolino in stook i~ not 

L~ ita~f ~vidence:. o~ ovar-o~>loi~n~ion, tho~ it doos ~ndic~tc t~~t 

ontohiu;; ( i . .:.. nhcl.i.:l{;) i:. b ... o~ e .ucjox- r.~ctor dotc.r:aini.nQ ~ew.~~ 

etook :si~to . 

~·. certnin C::>.p~.oity for r ... pruduotion '..nd e. cCl'tein 1.·::.t.v o:f' mortt'.l:i.ty. i'r..e 

dit'foronoo 'oet\:con thr.ho, tho.t ill, th ... oxoosa o1' rGpl."'oduotion ".l'.d aub~o

quont rooruitll~nt ~o th.;; c;.;:·lol t.r.blll ::;t..,ol::, ovc~ the nntw.·!U dc.c.tha is 

the mot-.suro ot thu "S\Il'Plus" poJ)ul.-.tion, or in other Ttord.l>, tho oatoh 

which ooulll 'bo tn.kun frcll ~m.t . .st.ook. ...-tithout ... ithOl.' C>t'.usin~ it to 

1'his is ·.tht~.t in t~ll. :l ra.;>ort v.:- tQrlt 

;1111 sust • .inablo y:i.W.d is zero 

!.rl '-"l w:uc;>lo1 t-..<! r..:.blc :,tock. 

~·uorui tc.::nt , r, ~defined ;:;.:l l:lt<: rr.tic oi oi'f.::oti "" T.liJrc.duct1on to 

stool: :sizo) uuat !ncrc.c a.:. o~· the. r ..t:c. oZ n.-.turd uort:-li.ty, t!, ( t.hu ratio 

oC na ~uru d(.C.tlls l:o atock si.ZC;;) r.ll'.8'C clc.oreosv 01' iloth; t~is l>''OCOSS 

rCJsul~s in r.n o.:c\::D :S of rcol'uitrJcmt ovet· nc'i:\ITC.l 1aort~lity lthioh oCill b<l 

tt.kan .·.~ aust~1laehlv cc-.tch. 

14-. j'ho 1n&t$'.nt.:.nQious fi:shi;l,; ... t~rt1•.J l.ty ooc.fficit.r.t 1!' i.:~ (o.,tcl t c th::~ 

:;.·t.1:io o£ cctch C ov<:r t. oc.rtcil'l pcrl.od ( ar.y, •· 3vl'.son) to tllv :1Vor"-6e 

tot::..l stcok P cl.n-in;. t!l.c~ pcriOO.. Then i.a ::>.ny G<-•.son C • l?, but the 
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(6eotion II B) 

If in rrr.y accson, :f· exoeOO.s F11 , tll~: octch rtill be {,l't.~kr thnn th~J oa.toh 

D. stock of tllct !Ji:tc or.n sustl.ll\ r..nd th ... stoct. till dc..clino. Ii' tb: stock 

docs decline, only nn incr~sir.0 :woowtt of effort, to incrc,r.ac F' pro-J?ortion

<ltoly ~~ill roa\1J.t in tho prcv-.ioua co.tch lovol bl$in(l .,r.int~.il1od , c.nd thr.t. only 

il.t the cxpens.:~ of l: st1ll fUrtl:.t.r ro:tuc-.ci stook. ifh6n tho stock is vary 

saell the auatc11l4bl .: cnioh ic e~lc.o ·rt.Jry srnull. .\t so.1o 1ntol'tBodie.tc oizo 

tb6 austr~blo or.tcb is ct n mcxiawn. 

to t.~ti~J~~to;. vcluGs of' F, r, L~ c.nd P u.n4 to uao thc.:so ·to dot t.n.1ino fOL' o~:ch 

stock : 

(c) th<: cc.tcb v!lich tho atock oould '~t .its 1962/63 lvvcl suatein flithout 

1.ncrG~ls:ln0 oL' deor cr.ain0 ; 

{b) tho t::(.u;i:aua sulrt;lil.:.ble yiold 1.t :,ugl:.t produce if pcn11Htcd to 

rcbuUd; 

(c) tho Olinil:l~m tU;<;. it would t:llcc. 'for tho stoo:C to srov t o tho ai .. e 

ct 11llich it oould suatcin tho 1.trutimum yield. (This r~oult: oocu1· ii.' 

wh~ina \toro tcopore.dly su:~pvndcd. If \Jhr.liDU ccntinuod, thouah 

nt a r <.ducOC: l't.t;;, such 1:h~t c.:-tcho11 c.aoh 110c.son >lore kopt bol O'.< 

th(;l lov<tls S\lctc.i no.blc o.t tll(\t tiJno, stock could evont\1C.l.ly c.ttcin 

thv opticuo ~i~e, b~t this tO~ tekv l~ur). 

15. t'hc procillion o.nd rt.ng<: of dt.ta roctuil.·cd to malco M:Hlssrnent (b) are 

grotlter toon thoaol to mal1o a:sooa3rncnt (a), Lut. a:s the optilr..m lcvol is 

appro;.ob.:d it ~y b(; t.st1ru.~teG. \-J.th progross:lv(.!ly tncron&inf; confickncc. 

1l'h0 85.SI.l$!".J!ll.lDt6 (;iVCD bt.lor. f'or ~m\ll!l :SUGto.in,•.bl" yJ.elds !hOuld, tho:-aJ'ar.:>1 

to ccnsi.derod. onl,y as c~prcltii:At.e cst~Ju:tcs, i7hilo those 1·oletin:; to the 

pro:.ent sus~e.ill8blc catches ar c moro fire~. 

6. 
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74. “Report of Special Meeting” (3-13 December 1974) pp. 33-34

lli~'ERNATIOITAL flllALING G0>~·11SSIO!l 

HEPOR'J' OF SP::JOIJ\i, l:J!:!;'!'IIfC JWIJJ Oli 

3 - 13 D1':CEl.!BER 1971+ AT LA JOLLA, 

cALIFom~:u. 

Of'fieg of t ho Coruissi on 

iobbl'\lary. 19"(5. 
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a limit of not more than J.O% below !VlSY level) a nd a more 

flexible approc.c:h (with the limit 20 ~o below J'.lSY J evel). 

7.4.2 Between sustained management and initial management 

stocks. It was ag-rEH?-d 1:hat the upper 1 irni t. £or a su5tained 

Jllanagement stock should be further above the illSY le-..el than 

t:he lower limit is belo\•1 the MSY level. A value of 20% above 

fviSY leva l. 1~as proposed. 

7 . 5 Recommendations to the Commission 

Follm...-ing considerable discussion it was agreed thai: t he 

following criteria fo:;.· classification of whale stocks he 

recommended to the Commission (Annex C 2); bearing in mind 

Fukuda's reservation, noted beloh' . 

It ~Vas agreed that a "stock" for the purpose of these 

CTiteria Should be defined as total, mature, OT exrloitabl<::, 

as appropriate in each case. 

A Sust.ained ~lanagement Stock shall be defined as a stock which 

is not mo1.·e than zgc of MSY sotck leve l beJ oN MSY 1 e:<el , and not 

more than 20g• c>.bove that l evel, MSY be ing determined on the 

basis of the number of whales; pTovickd that for stocks betl-ieen 

the ~lSY stock l evel and Z% bel01v that level the permitted cateh 

shall be not more than is indicated by a straight line from zero 

at the lower limit to 90% of MSY for s tocks at l·iSY level, and 

that it shall not be more than 90% of MSY for stoc:ks above MSY 

level. 

When a s tock has remained at a stable leve l for a cons:lderabl.e 

pe2 i.od under a. regime of appro;-~im:J.tcly ccn!:;t:J.nt ~.(!tchc:;! it shall 

be classified as a Sustained Ma.n;tgemeJ>t !"-tock in the ::..bsence ('f 

any positive evidence that i t shoulJ ~e o t h erwise classified 

m1dcr the preceding crit cJ::La. 
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An Inii:ial ~lttmlHCF.lent Stock shall be defined as a stock 

more than 20% of ~ISY stock leve l above J.!SY l evel ; i t is 

furth.n· recommended that t he permi tted catch for such s t ocks 

sha 1! no"t be more than 90'% of MSY as f:u· as t hi ~ is known, 

o:r, where it tli l l be more apprcpri:1te, fishing effo.t·t ~ha l l 

be 1 ilui ted to tha"t which Mill t ake 90\ o f iYISY in a sto~:k at 

~ISY level . 

A P~otcction Stock s ha ll be defined &s a stock which is 

bel 0\'1 zt of NSY stock level below f.~SY lev el. 

Fukuda, on behalf of the Japanese scientists , madG a r eservation 

that any value fo1.· Z could not be acc epted e.s based on firm 

sci enti fic grounds i n the light o f the d iscussions throughout 

the meeting and t h a attached t abl e should , t heref ore, not be 

conside-red as sci•mtific ndvice , but merely summary information 

for conveni ence of the Commission . 

The ma jority of t he Committee considered that at present 10% is 

t h .:: most appropriate value for Z. 

A proposal 11?.5 discussed concer ning t ha diffi.cul ties tho:t ~tight 

axise i f a s toc k is reclassifie d from Sustained ~lanagement S·tock 

t o P1·otcction Stock as a result of further kno<>ledg e or cha nged 

c'l' i i:exio. and -,;o t he possible need for t r ansition procedures. I t 

t>a.s decic!cd not to proce_ed further with t his matter at preson1: . 

111ti: Coll'.rni ttce agreed on a s t ateJtent on the Classi f ico.tion of 

Stocks whi ch summarised the p:rinciples i t h &d considered i n 

rlevcloping th6 cle{'init.ic.ns of Stock Criteria. This statement 

iS given i n f•nnGX c~l , 

8 . R.~view of Stoc ks Rfl l ntive to the Cri te;: ia. 

8.1 ~~otccted !lpeci.cs_ The Com;ni·t-tee br:icfly consj,!ercd t hose 

species curT~l.ltly pro<:ectocl , i.e. Right , Blue, 1-it••npback and 
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75. “Criteria for the Classification of Whale Stocks”, Annex C2, Report of Special 
Meeting (3-13 December 1974)

AN~lEX C2 

SCIEI'fi'IF IC COI,I).HTIEE 

Report of Special ~leeting 

La Jolla 3-13 December, 1974 

CRITERIA FOR 1HE CLASSIFICATIO:'l OF \~HALE STOCKS 

tJ Sustained Nanagement Stock shall b.e defined as a stock* which is 

I + 
1'\0t more than Z%· of ¥.SY stock 1 ev el bel ow MSY level, and not more t han 

2b\ above that level, MSY being determined on the basis of the nuober 

o~ whales; provided t hat for stocks between the ~~ stock level and Z\ 

belo1~ t hat level the permitted catch shall be not J:IOre than i s indicated 

by a straight line from zero at the lower l icit to 90% of ~ISY for stocks 

at ~ISY level, and that i t shall not be rore than 90~• of f.ISY for stocks 

above MSY level. 

h~en a s t ock has remained at a stable .level for a considerable 

period under a regime of approximately const.ant catches, i t shal l be 

c lassified as a Sustained ~lanagement Stock in the absence of any posit ive 

evidence that it should be otherwise classified under the preceding 

criteria . 

An Initial ~~nagement St ock shall be defi ned as a stock more than 20% of 

~iSY stock level above ~fSY level; it is further recommended that the 

permitted catch for such stocks shall not be more than 90% of 1--ISY as f ar 

as t his i s knOI-I"Tl, or, 1~here it will be more appropriate, fishing effort 

shal l be limited to that which will take 90% of ~1SY in a stock at MSY level . 

A Protection Stocli. shal l be defined as a s tock which i s bel olf Z~ of . ~1SY 

stock level bel ow MSY level. 

* · -Footnote on definit ion of .stock 

. Stock for this purpose may be defined by the Scientific Conunittee as 

t otal, mature or exploitab le as appropriate in each case. 
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+ Footnote on·value ·of Z 
The gaps and uncertainties in the data, discussed in the introductory 

statement , make it impossible at present to designate a numerical value fo1 

Z on unequivocal scientific grounds. There was a diversity of opinion 

in the Committee as to Nhether it is possible to suggest values for Z 

solely on the basis of scientific judgement or whether other f actors 

have to be t aken into account. Values of Z which were suggested in 

discussion by members of the Scient ific Committee ranged from 0 t o 20% 

of MSY l evel, dependi ng on the individual assessments of t he risks and 

consequences of error, and on the interpretation of t he phr ase "at or 

near the MSY level " in t he Commfss ion•s resoluti on . The attached table 

(Annex D) sho•~s ho•~ the various stocks 1~ould be designated if the 

Commission selected val ues of Z, of 0, 10% and 20% of MSY l evel . The 

majority of the Committee considered that at present 10% is the most 

appropriate value of Z. 

Fukuda, on behal f of the Japanese scientists , made a reservation 

t hat any value for Z could not be accepted as based on firm scientific 

gr ounds in the light of the discussions throughout t he meeting and the 

attached tabl e shoul d , therefore, not be considered as scientific advice, 

but merely summary i nformation for conveni ence pf the Commission. 
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The surveillance necessary to mo nitor both the conse
q-aence5 of a possible moratorium, and the redevelopment 
of stocks, in a manner which provides qu<mtitativc measures 
~ssary to management in future generations. would 
cDnlinue to requue the provision of adequate data. This 
iqlllcs a system equtvalent to the main sources of data on 
Qlrrently explottcd stocks, and increased effort m respect 
of protected species. 

It is the opinion of the Scientific Committee that the 
p~ewnt management procedure does safeguard whale 
~tes and identified major stocks for future gcnetalions 
at a very small risk, whilst enabling a continued yield to be 
bl:en. Notwithstanding tile difficulties, the implementation 
ol the New Management Procedure is leading to a better 
kll()wledge of whale population dynamics. Thls would be 
lost under a moratonum unless there were a very ..-on
iderable mcrease in monitoring and research activity. 

The representative of Panama presented a minority 
1111cment wh1ch appears as Annex P 

9.9 Criteria for management 

9.9.1 nle choiCe between yield by weight and yield by 
number for spcnn whales 

tr th~ aun of the exploitation is to maximise weight of 
p1odu~t regardless of cost then clearly regulations should 
be set so as to maxuruse weight Such regulations could 
tbtmsclves be expressed tn terms of a quota by number. On * other hand, if costs are to be considered and the 
aitenon to be used IS something else, for example maxi
mum net revenue, then the chotec is much more complex. 
Since the Committee has no information on such costs 
lbtre is no way it can make any statcmeot on wh•ch,. the 
lllOSt rational choice. The same constderation appltcs. of 
mursc, to the present poUcy of seeking to rnaximi5C yteld 
ilnumhers. 

As a separate cons1deration, it is true that if the regula
tions were set so as to maximise catch by weight rather 
llWt b.y number, then the exploitation of females would be 
rqlw:cd. More.ovcr. the MSY stock level for MSY (weight) 
is hJgher than . fCfr .MSY (number). In the presence of 
uncertainly over population levels and population responses 
tile higher population levels involve less risk of ovcr
uploitation. 

Aflllex J. Table I of the report of the Canberra meeting 
(Rtp. mt. What. Commn 28: 88) shows the difference 
between the tnaxunum yield by weight and the level <Jt 
~"hich this is attatned uccmding to the 1977 assessment for 
the Soulhetn Hemisphere. The combined totals give some 
btdication of the effects mvolved. 

For males, maXllTiising total yreld by weight results in an 
increase of 6,964 tonncs (5%). For females, maximising 
tOUII yield by weight leads to a decrease of 4,59.1 tonnes 
(21%). The combined weight of both sexes is incre3sed by 
2,.i73 toMes (1.3%) if the weight criterion is chosen. Thus 
it is seen that the gain in weight using the MSY by weight 
critenon is quite small and at tht present time much less 
lhan the vanability of the estimates. On the other hand the 
mimated effect on the MSY level is larger. For all Divi
sions combined in the Southern Hemisphere, the male 
MSY level is increased fro:n 77,400 (33.1\% of tniti.al 
Dllmbers) to 84,000 (36.5% o! intllaJ numbers). a 7. 9% 
illcrease. For females rt is tncreased from 274,200 (76.0% 
of inittal) to 299,500 (83.0% of Initial), an 8 .4% in~r~ase. 
This represents a decrease of mk of overexploitation 
through incorrect assessment, but one wh1ch tS difficult 

to quantify. In Inking MSY (weight) 4% more males would 
be taken but 16% fewer fe males than in takmg MSY 
(number) . The quotas given by the New \ianagement Pro
cedure applied to an MSY (wetght) objecuvc rather than 
MSY (number) would, in 1977, have been 7% fewer males 
and 19% fewer females and implied a loss in tile 1977/78 
season of 9% of the weight yield. 

9.9.2 T'he choice of optimum minimum size ro maximise 
yield by weight 

It is well known that if the weight of an exploited animal is 
to he maxirmscd, then the theoretical age of recruitment to 
exploitation is chosen at that age where the growth rate 
equals the mortality rate. This carries with 11 the imphca
tion that the explonauon rate on older ages is u1finitely 
large and it is usual in practice to choose the 11 inimum 
limit at less than the exacl point of equality of growth 
and mortality rates. To ftnd lhh value requues an age 
weight model. Such a model has been given by Lockyer 
(l;stimates of growth and energy budget for the sperm 
whale, PJzyseter catodon, ACMRR/ MM/SC/3!!, 1976). 
Actually tlus paper gives two growth curves for male spem1 
whales. Fitt ing quadratic equations to the curved upper 
section as a rough approximation procedure yields an esti
mate of the age Bt which growth nte equals mortahty rate 
as 41 4 7 yean. Thus it would appear that if one were to 
choose a minimum age to get maximum weight 11 should 
be somewhat below t he above ages and could be calculated 
for any given rate of exploitation. It is not clear without 
further analysis that such a minnnum length limrt is con· 
sistcnt WJth the catch quota detennincd from the model. 
If the lower limil does not penn it the required catches the 
length limit would need to be lowered . 

If any females are 10 be taken, the lcng1h limit would be 
immDterial since there is almost no relatio9shtp between 
length and age above l 0 m in length, which includes 
essentially aU of the female ca tches. 

9.9.3 n1e choict' nf proJecrinx from exptoitariOII a/1 female 
sperm w!1alrs 

A full evaluatton of the loss thai would be expected from 
the MSY if females were protected from exploitation will 
Jcpend in par t on the paramete r response\ expected 
because of exploitauon. An evaluation could be made 
through runs of the program SPV AP with different para· 
meter values and response functions. Tl1is could not, 
however, ·reveal any changes in effects on disturbance of 
nursery groups of catching or not catching females from 
them whjch cannot be predtcted a1 the present time. It is 
apparent that the numerical loss would be tiny since 
according to the prcwnl model the Southern Hemisphere 
MSY catch of females is 0. 7% of the MSY female stock 
level (Rep. inr. What. Commn 28 : 88). Present quotas 
pem1it a take of le~ than 0.5% of the IOial stock of 
females. 

The SPV AP output tabulated in Rep. int. What. Commn 
27: 247-8 permits an approximate evaluation of changes 
m product weight from protecling females and taking males 
in the appropriate numbers. The loss in number would be 
9 - 10% with respect to the MSY (number) but under such 
a regime there would be a gain in catch by weight of 3-4% 
because the increase in the number of males that :ould be 
caught more than offsets the reduced numbcf of females. 
If a tcgime of maximising catch by wetght was being 
pursued. the percentage loss in number by not catclung 
females would be of the order of 4%, and in tlt.is case the 
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the estimates of current population sizes became pro
gressively less reHable in the absence of data derived from 
whaling and associated activities. Some considered that 
adequate estimates could be gained through a carefully 
designed sightings programme and/or through catches 
under research permits. 

The rel iability and quality of the results of such a 
pco1,rramme would be directly related to the scale of effort 
nod skill employed. Experience to date (Australia, South 
Africa, Canada and USA) suggests that observations on 
the stocks related to the operations of particular land 
s tations would each cost of the order of $0.1-0.5 M. per 
annum. Sightings data from oceanic areas would cost 
substantially more. 

Japanese scientists stated that pelagic sightings on the 
present scale carried out by J apan would cost an order of 
magnitude more than that requiJ-ed for coastal sightings. 

Some members believed that the continuation of 
whaling would provide a better possibility of improving 
and developing new approaches to management on a 
foundation of practice rather than theory. 

Views as to the loss which might be incurred from a 
cessation of whaling turned on expectations as to the scale 
of investigations which could be expected under a 
moratorium. Doubts were expressed as to whether even 
catches under special permits would be practicable if there 
were no commercial operations for a time. Clearly there 
would be a hiatus in returns from marking experiments. 
While recognising such disadvantages. some members 
thought that a moratorium would also provide opportu
nities for research which was no t possible at the present 
time for certain species of stock such as study of the 
behaviour of groups of whales which were not dispersed 
by chasing or disrupted by some of their number being 
killed. Some members believe that the possible 
disturbance by the present scale of whaling is minimal for 
the species of which only a small fraction of the total 
population is taken and that s.uch behavioural studies 
could best take place in the areas and on stocks now 
protected. One member felt that such studies would not 
materially assist in improving estimates of population size. 

Some members expressed the view that a pause in 
whaling, which could eliminate the need for annual assess
ments to be made by the Committee for its duration, and 
for the setting of annual quotas, would permit the 
Committee to give due attention to some of the funda
mental questions of interpretation, estimating and 
modelling of which it was now aware but which it had no 
time to examine under present conditions. An example 
was the critical examination of the basis for present stock 
di.visions. 

The Committee noted that an important short-coming 
of the US proposal was its omission of how to treat 
aboriginal subsistence whaling in the event of a mora
torium. Most members conside red some of the stocks 
subject to such aboriginal subsistence whaling, e.g. Bering 
Sea bowheads, western North A tlantic humpbacks and 
CUmberland Sound white whales, to be in greater risk of 
extinction than those subject to commercial exploitation 
a t the present time. 

It was recognised that the Seychelles proposal, unlike 
the US proposal, dealt only with commercial sperm 
whaling and recommended a specific period of pause. 
Further discussion of the Seychelles proposal may be 
found in section 10.2.2 of this Re port. 

In conclusion, members of the Committee see some 

advantages and some disadvantages, from the scientific 
point of view, in the two proposals. The Committee was 
unable to agree whether the overall effect of a moratorium 
on the scientific process would be to increase or decrease 
the flow of relevant information, and whether it would 
hasten or retard the better understanding of whale 
b iology. 

The balance of advantages and disadvantages depends 
very largely on the research effort which would be made 
during the moratorium period and the length of that 
period. 

9.2.2 Addendum 
A t the request of the Commission the Committee con
sidered a proposal that separate decisions should be made 
regarding a moratorium on coastal and on factory ship 
operations. 

The Committee was, in the time available, unable to 
make any generalised statement as to the relative 
availability and reliability of infonnat ion regarding stocks 
subject to coastal and to factory ship operations or about 
t he risks arising from such whaling. 

In the case of both kinds of operations the level of 
uncertainty varies greatly from stock to stock. 

In respect of the present major factory ship operations 
some members consider ·that for sperm whales the levels 
of risk and uncertainty are higher for factory ship than for 
coastal operations, but others did not agree. The Com· 
mittce agreed however that this did not apply to southern 
minke whales. 

The Committee therefore could not agree whether 
there were generally applicable scientific reasons to 
distinguish between coastal and factory operations under 
an overall moratorium. 

Chapman and Hoh expressed the following minority 
view: 

'the risks of whaling from factory ships are generally 
greater than of whaling from land stations for several 
reasons. 
(1) for most species, local operations from land 

stations are less likely to cause extinction or serious 
reduction of stocks since whales have a sanctuary 
from such whaling whereas they do not have such a 
sanctuary from factory ship operations; 

(2) knowledge of identity of pelagic stocks is even 
poorer than for coastal stocks and the possibility of 
serious damage to stocks which do not coincide 
with management areas is greater for factory 
operntions than for land based operations. 

ln addition, continuation of operations from land 
stations would meet many objections that were 
raised in IWC/3114 (sections9.2.2 and 9.2.3) on the 
difficulty of obtaining samples, sightings etc in the 
case of a total moratorium'. 

9.3 Whale Sanctuaries 
The proposal by Watson (IWC/3116) for the establishment 
of a sanctuary in the Indian Cftean was presented to the 
Committee. The proposal was considered in two steps; 
first on the general concept o[ sanctuary, and second on 
t he establishment of a sanctuary in the Indian Ocean. 

(a) General Concept of Sanctuary 
Article 5 of the Schedule allows for the. provision of 
sanctuaries. A part of Areas I and VI combined was a 
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sanctuary from 1938 to 1954. ln addition, other areas have 
for vanous reasons been closed to pelagic whaling. 

Some members considered sanctuaries would provide 
opportunities for studying whales in ecosystems in which 
they are not currently being affected by whaling, and to 
examine the effect on biological processes after long 
periods without whaling. They also noted that the Com
mittee has frequently expressed concern over the effects 
of whaling activities on breeding and calving of sperm 
whales. A sanctuary. if properly located, would reduce 
much of this disturbance, which must also affect similar 
activities of baleen whales. They further considered that 
there are no mtnnsic scientific diSadvantages involved in 
the crea!Jon of a sanctuary. 

Other members considered that information on VItal 
population parameters required for assessment were 
obtainable only through commercial whaling and associ
ated activities (e.g. sightings) and that should the 
sanctuary be established, the means to monitor the change 
in the population would be lost. which is a clear scientific 
disadvantage. Some members considered that such 
information would be available if catchel. under a scientific 
permit were allowed m the sanctuary. 

A distinctiOn. however, was drawn m the discussion 
between sanctuaries designed to include a \\hole 
ecosystem and those dedicated to conservation and 
reproduction of particular species or groups of animals as 
provided in the Convention. The same sanctuary might 
serve both functions. 

Some members felt that the location of a sanctuarv 
area. 1f it is to pro\~de useful scientific information. should 
take into account the feasibility of adequate monitoring of 
the populations. 

Some members considered that the proposal of a 
sanctuary should have been supported by reliable scien
tific information. They felt that economic and other 
factors may also be relevant to the CornrntSsion ·s 
consideration of this matter. They also felt that the 
Committee did not have adequate scientific information to 
evaluate the advantages or disadvantages of establishing 
the sanctuary in any area. or to recommend a sanctuary in 
some particular area. 

(b) Indian Ocean Proposal 
Watson suggested that the selection of an area should not 
discriminate again 1 particular member nations. should 
have the co-operation of nations coastal to that area and 
should cover an area that was ecologically coherent. He 
identified the Indian Ocea~north of the Equator. from 
the African Continental Coast to 100" East; and in the 
Southern Hemisphere between 20" East and 130" East. 
However, after a discussion of the Report of the minke 
whale sub-committee. it was suggested that the proposal 
be amended to exclude the minke whaling area and this 
-.·ould be achieved by setting the boundary at 40" South. 

Some members considered this new area to be a 
coherent ecosystem. suggesting that the migratory baleen 
whales only have a minor impact north of 40" South. 
Other members felt that whaling in high latitudes of the 
Antarctic could affect the composition of breeding groups 
of both minke and sperm whales due to an tmbalance m 
the sex ratio of the catches. While for minke whales 
management measures might be introduced as recom
mended by the Scientific Committee to correct th1s 
imbalance, if the present pattern of catches continues, 
breeding behaVJour in the proposed sanctuary may be 

affected. They expressed tbe view that the: closure of tbe 
area north of 40" South would result in the: loss of oppor
tunities to collect scientific information on !both sperm and 
Brydes whales necessary for population assessment. Some 
members believed that it is not possible 110 monitor and 
trace the effects of sanctuaries without the continuous 
flow of knowledge of such vital infonnation as age 
structure. sex ratio, pregnancy rate. age of maturity, 
natural mortality rate and so on. Some members 
expressed doubts whether further whaling will provide 
uch information in view of the limited knowledge 

acquired from past whaling. 
Some members suggested that many of these criticisms 

could be overcome if the southern bou1ndary was set 
instead in the vicinity of the Antarctic convergence (see 
S031/6 suppl.). 

(c) Other Possible Areas 
The Committee noted that other areas might. from a 
scientific point of view. also be possible sanctuary areas. 
but it did not have time to examine the matter more fully. 
Further exammation should however be preceded by a 
more thorough study of the scientific aspe(:ts of the estab
lishment of sanctuaries than had been possible at this 
meeting. 

9.4 Adjustment of quotas to reflect take b~y non-members 
The Committee draws the Commission's a.ttention to the 
fact that its recommendations on catch limits being based 
as far as possible on MSY refer to the total prudent catch, 
including that of non-member nations. 

The Committee noted that data om non-member 
opemtions are often inadequate or non-existent and 
therefore asks the Commission to urgt: non-member 
nations to provide data to the Bureau of lnternational 
Whaling Statistics. 

9.5 Implications for whales of management regimes for 
other marine resources 

The report of the IWC observer at the BIOMASS Tech
nical Group (see Agenda Item 7.2), the: IUCN paper 
entitled ' Management of multi-species fisheries' (see 
Agenda Item 7.3) and SCJ3l/Docs 32 and 33 were relevant 
to this item. 

The Committee recognised the broad nature of this 
problem which includes the management of krill in 
relation to baleen whales in the Antru·ctic, squid in 
relation to sperm whales off Chile, and sevc:ral fisheries in 
relation to small cetaceans (see Report of the sub
committee on small cetaceans, Annex 1). R.AIIen 
reported that the Inter American Tropical Tuna Com
mission was investigating the tuna porpoise: problem with 
regard to developing a multi-species management 
approach. IUCN have established a working group on this 
problem and intend to solicit the co-operation of the IWC. 

The Committee stressed the need to i[nvestigate the 
structure and dynamics of ecosystems and to obtain basic 
data for management. With respect to the Antarctic in 
particular. 11 recognised the important contribution the 
BIOMASS programme could make. Doi provided a 
summary of Japanese research into the a.bundance and 
distribution of krill in the Antarctic. 

The Committee recommends that the: Commission 
urges member nations and those nations negotiating the 
Antarctic Marine Resources Convention to take whales 
fully into account when considering a krill fishery. It also 
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IWC/31/9 

L~GAL OPINION ON SCHEDULE ?ROV~SIO~ FOR 
t>RIOR RE'\ii.t:.\o; OF SCIE::VTIFTC PEIDITTS Al.'JD 

PROH~BTTIO~ OF WHALING 3Y OPERATIO~S FAILI~G 
TO SUPPLY ALL DA~A STIPULATED 

I am asked to advise on two separate quescions . Both 
questions involve the interpretation of the 1946 Co~ventio~ 
and it rnay be useful if I say something of the approach 
to treaty in~erpretation, as a general issue , be=ore 
deal~ng with ~~e specific ques~ions . 

The cardinal rule is that treaties should be interoreted 
"in accordance with the ordinary meaning to be giv~n to 
the terms of t~e treatv Ln t~eir context and L, the liaht 
o:: its objec~ a11d purpase." · The last phrase, "in the 
light of its object and ouroose" is importa:lt ::or it 
leads to the orcoosition that one seeks G~e interoretation 
which leads to the effectiveness, rather than the· 
~ne ffectiveness, of the treatv. Put in another way, it 
a r gues fer a liberal rather than a literal approach , 
subject always tc the proviso that the res·.1lt must be 
consistent •..:i th Ll-)e object and purpose of the treaty ~•d 
not contrary to other express provisions of the treaty. 

There is a further, al:ied consideration which sho~ld be 
noted . wnere, as :..n -::he 1946 Convention, a trea-r::· 
es-r:ablis~es a cont:..nu:..nq r~gi~e Nit~ ~nternat:..cnal crqans, 
such as the Commission, per::orrning continuing func~~cns 
under that r~gime, there is a marked tendency to regard 
such a -::.reaty as a "dyna::tic" instrurr:ent, akin to a 
cor.s~i~ucion :..n a S~a-::.e, capable of ada?ta~~on tc 
cr.anging c~rcurr.star:ces by a orocess cf inter;?reta~~c:: 
rather t~an as a s~a-::.ic state~ent o:: r~or.ts and d~~ies 
~~e con t ent of which is fixed and uncha~geable. Tr.e 
reason for t~is is obvious . 

Al~houg"h maJor rev:..sions oovicusly req:J~re forma:. amend
ment of t~e treatv, some adao-::.aticns of a ~esser decree 
are cfte:l ac~ieved by ~~e process of :..nterpre-::.ation: Ko~ 
every eventuality can be foreseen or expressly provided 
for , so that the process of inter:;:>retat~on nust allow 
for encompass~ng situa-::.ions not ex;?ressly prov~ded for . 
Thus, in rela~~on ~o i~ter~atio~al i~stitu~~or.s, ~he=e 
is a ·.-ell-estab~isr.ec doc~r~ne cf "J.rrpl~ed powers" , 
conferring on organs such po•.-ers as rr.ay be imp!.i.ec from 
their general powers and a~ are consis~enc ·,r:._th ~he ob]ec-:. 
and ourpose of the treacy.- The relevance of -::his 
doctrine to the Ir:~ernac.J.cnal Nhaling Corn.rnissior:: -...:ill be 
obvious . 

Ar~icle 31 , Vienna Convention en the Law cf ~reaties 

2 ~he classic illustration is the Adv~sory Op~nion on 
Repa.ra~i.or-s for :::J'.Jr.:f.es etc . , I . e . :. ::teports, 1949 , ·,1l:ere 
the =n-::.ernat~onal Court held thac, whi:.s~ no suet: 
express power was contained in t~e U . ~ . Cl:arter , ~l:e 
U. N. must be deemed to have t"he :;>ewer to present ar. 
internac.ional claim against a State ~n respec~ of 
injuries caused to a U . ~. of::icial. 
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F~nally , ~ere is a cor.sidera~ion peculiar to treaties 
which establish international bodies , organs or com
missions . Where , as in the 1946 Convention, such a 
trea~y contains no provision conferring on some 
indeper:dent tribunal ~:he pO\·;er to adjudicate en 
problems of treaty lOterpretation with b~ndlng effect , 
then ~wo presumpt~ocs arise . The first ~s that ~t is 
for ~he orga~s thenselves, co~posed as they are of tee 
contracting Gcvernnents, to interpret t.ite treaty and 
cons~YUe the powers o£ those organs . And the second is 
~:hat , >.;here such an organ establis~es a ~n::act~ce , the 
presumption ~s that ~his p::::-ac-::ic is im::=a v..:res. 3 

~ly purpose i::t making d1ese poi:1ts is to emphasize ~hat, 

in a treaty like ~e l9~6 Convention, a too ~~tera: 
ir:xerpretation is ou~ c£ 9lace and -::he treaty shou.:d 
no~ ~e approached as if it were a statute in ~~n~c~oal 
la· .• : . \\:!.. th these ger:e=al co::siderations ..:.n m..!..nd i::. :..s 
now pcssib.:e to turn to the two specific quest:..ons c" 
which I am asked ~o advise . 

Is it lawful, i . e . consl.stenc: •..;ith the 19-l6 Conven::.~or:, 
fo:- the Comnu_ssion ~o a:nend t::e Sc::ed:.1::.e so as to :.. ... pose 
on ::tationa~ cover~uen_s an oclloat~on -o subnit to the 
Scientific Con~i~~ee nrocosed scle~~i:::..c pern~ts, ~or 
revie•11 and connen~ ov the Ccmmi t ~ee. or 2..or _o :.ssuance? 

'I:1ere .::..s scarcely an:· daub~ about · . .;he~he= rev~e· .. ; o:: 
scie~~iflc pe~i~s , as such , is a proper fu~c~:..on o: 
t3e Scie~tific Co~~cee . ~h:.s f~~ct:.on is ~~p::.ici~ i~ 
b.rtic :..e v:r=.:: 3 and (.; l o= the l9~ 6 Cor:ver:tion (\·:hid: 
o!:::liges Goverr~er:~s to t:::-a.<sr.lt sc:Len~ific :Lnforwa~:on 
to 'sue!: bo~y as :nay ze des:.g:1a~ed by the Con:n'ss:ton" ) 
and is ~acie exp!ici~ in Rule ~ . 3 o= the Rules of 
Procedure a~d ir: Rule F o= the rtu~es of Proce~ure of 
~he Sc.::..entific Co~~i~:tee . It :.s now establis~ed 
:;>ractice ar:d muse: ne deerr.ec r.o be L!lCra v .i:::-es . 

There ~s ec;ually no doubt chat , under Ar~icle \"I=I ( 3) , 
Contracting Gove~~ents have an ex~s~~ng legal cb:iga~io~ 
to crans~t scientific inforrr.atlon . Tha~ ob!iga~io~ is 
pnrased in ter:"ls of "scientific ::..nforpat:.o~ availab::.e 
to that Government r,;ith respect -co w!:la~es a.~d -;.;halinq, 
i::tcludlnq ~he resul-cs of research conduc~ed pursuar.~ ~o 
:;>aragraph 1 o:: this Artlcle and Artlcle D' . " =r. t::e 
past, the prac~ice has bee~ to d~s~inquish be~ween ~~e 
results o£ ~he research and prior ~otifica~io~ of 
proposed permi -.:.s for research . The guest: ion no· ... • posec 
is whether the ob:igation to transmit "scien~ific 
in::crmat:ion" can pr·:::perly be construed as e:::1..0.=-a:::ing 
prier not::..fica~ion ·::):£ proposed perr.tits . =::. ·r7ould see..., 
to be perfectly proper to do sc, since ~r.e pe=mi~s c~~ 
only be issued "fo:::: pur~oses o::: sci.enti=ic c:::-esea=ch" and 

.$ For ill-.lstration c:: these presUI:lp=ions see ~he Advisory 
Opin~on on Cerr::a.:..n Expenses ecc . , =.c .J . Report:.s , 1962 . 
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~~ay mcs~ s~a~e w~at the cc;ac~ of ~hct =esea~ch is a~d 
~~e r.~Lbe~, sex, s~ze a~d stock o= ~he an~r~:s ~o be 
~akac (Rule ? . 2) and, i~ so dci~g, ~~ey cons~i~u~e 
"s::::ier:-;:ific ir.fornacio~". ':'!:.::...s vie·..: is co:l::~=:nad by 
t:!:.a Re?Or~ o:: ~::e Sc:.e::~:.flc C(;::r.:ni-::~ea -...,r..:.c:: ::elia;.·ec 
t~ac propos~:s =or ?e~~ts ~c ~e sun~~~~ed -::o c~e 
Cc;-unit:tee shot:lc con~ain "all ~ecessar-y :.:1for-:nat1.or:. 
C:l 

allow scl.er:ti=.ic rev1e· . .: an-:i ccrr.:-:le::ts" (231:h Report of 
the =~c {19~8, , p. ~! 1 e~ph~sis added, ~here ==~!d 
scarcely ce a clearer cescrip<:ion o= sc~entif~:::: 
in::or~atlon. The ::ac~ ~~a~ pr~or :lo~:.::ica~l.C:l ~as 
ncth.:.ng ~o do ~l~h ~::e resu:~s of =~e research is ::o= 
cc~c-·.Jsl. ·,;e, =c~ -;:::e -=e!::"1 • sc.:...e!"l~.:.=:.c :.:-. .:c::-~a~.:.c:; '' is 
~o= co~=l~ed ~o res~l~~: ~~e ~es~lcs a~e s~s~~=~~d as 
r..:'1e o:--.e -:.~·:::e c::: i:-1:~=:-~a-:..:.on ·.-.'h.:.c:-t s!lo'..:ld ne :.:t::l;;de:i, 
:lU-= ~,Jl=:,.c'..:.~ o::...;.ar,-.ls-e cc!"".=:...r::!...!1C: ~::e ~e._:::-- "sc~e~ti.=ic 
:.n:or:-!1~~~ :.. c:-~' . ::_,us, : ·.·l<Ju:..c. ccn.::::l...;de -:..::c.:: .:..s c~n-

~--- 3, t:o ex =e:-.·:! =:-.e t:.er-::: 
"s::ie:-.. ~.:..=.:..c i:"L.=cr:l~c.=.:.~-:; 11 i~ -:..ha=. ca!:'ag~.a.~:: -=.-:J ~!'l=l..:de 
?r:.or no;:.:.~icaL~on o~ p~O?Osa:s ;:.c 1ss~e sc~enti::ic 

per-:::1~ ts unde:- .::!..=~icle ·:r==. 

~ :; a"'~-o.!.C =.:-:e ::e~ess:. ~-: c:: ==e<:!:.:.e::-:., = :;=::-.::_ ::--e·::.E.:..c:: c: 
-=-~e Cc~ ·.·:.:: -:..:.~:-.. c.::C t:=:e -sa::-~e :S.e~ .. ·1.ce a ___ s :-; ;:-.::.~ _es 
ad~?~atic~ ~c ~e ~ade ~~~ncu~ ~avi~~ -- :-e_. ~~ 
i~~e~~~e~a~~~~s ~~ce~~ec i~ ~~= ?r~c~~~~ ~= =~e :o~~~ss::~. 

a~~ ~-:.~:iza~~c~ ~ = N~a~e resc~ces " ~~~5 ~eq~~r2~e~~ 
·,:c~lC. s-e~;r ~:> oe sa~:.:; ::1-ed. ?:::~ ~c!.e.::~:....=..:...c ::::.=:::.-:-.!. ~tc: • ~ 
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in order ~o assure maximum co- ordination among 
natio~s conduc~ing resea=ch , to allow =or che 
possibility of collabo=a~io~ amo~g sc~ent~sts , to 
recog"ise a~d assure validity a~d ~t~lity of the 
proposed research, and ~o assure that proposed 
permits will no~ adversely a=fect the conserva~ion 
of whale stocks " (28th Report of the IWC (1978) , 
p . 41.) 

However, any amenQ~en~ o= the Schedule ~ust not only 
sa~is:v the ouroose that i~ relates to the conservation 
and util~zatlon-of wnale resources , it mus~ a~so be of 
a type which fa~:s wi~hin one not all) of the categories 
(a) co (!1) lis"t..ed in Artic~V (1). Th~s , too, seems -:.o 
=a~se no dif=~cu~-:.y, =o=, g~ve~ the 1nforma-:.ion required 
under R~le ?.2, i"t.. ca.Tt easily be rela::.ed to (e} (;:..i..ne, 
met!'lods and in::.ensi-:.y o= whaling) or to (h) (catc~ 
returns and ocher s-:.atistical and b~ological records) . 

Tne amendr.len-:. -..... ould also ;:,e 
•.-~i~!'l F.rt~c:.e V (2) , t."lat is 
require~en-:.s (a) to ld) : in 
so :rarned -:.!'la~ i::. hould not 
"restr~c~.:...ons on t:he nurr.ber 
shi?s or :ana staticns, nor 
any :actory o= shi? or la~d 

requ.:...red ::.o be consis~en::. 
to say conform with ::.he 
part~cu:.ar, it should be 
c=fend (c) by introducing 
or nationa:.i::.y of fac~ory 
al:.oca-:.e specif1c ~co~as 
scat.:...o:: " 

~~ere appears ::.o be so~e appre~ens.:...on ::.ha~ such an 
arr:end.~ent: r.igh~ be 1ncorr.pat:.ble 'N'ith ~he so,·erei~nty 
c£ the cc~~=act:i::g Governrre::::.s . = doub::. "t..Da::. ::.his 
appret.er:s.:...on is · . .;el:..- :o'.l.."'!ded. As I have ir:d.l.cated, 
the cor.~:!:'"ac-=.i::.g Gc ... .:ernrr.e!'"lts hav·e a.:.ready accep-=ed ~ 
obl~ga~ior: ::.o t:~ans~it sc~er:tif.:...c ir:fo=ma~ion: all 
t~a~ .1.s in issue is ~he extent o= that obliga~ior:. 
Moreover, if done by an ar1endrnen~ of ;:-_he Schedule, ::.n~s 

has the advant".age of allow~ng any concracc1ng Govern~ent 
~o cbjec~ wi::.hin 90 days and so no~ ~o be bound by th1s 
arr.endr:-e::::. . 

It is also impo~ta~t to emphasize ~hat -:.ne a~endme~~ 
co~ld no::. do . The amendmen~ must be so ciraf::.ea as no-:. 
to de~oga-:.e =::-om t:1e r2.gn::s of con::::-ac~ing Gove~-:l.:r,en::.s 

u~der ~he Co::ven~1o:: . Ar~Lc_e VI=I maxes clea= ::~a:: 
the decis~o:: t".O grant: a special pe:r::ti:: =ests xith the 
cor:~rac~ing Governments . ~he func::.ion cf the Scientific 
Corrcr:ti. ::.tee :nust cherefore be recainec as one o::' "re•Tie· .... -
and coruner:t" fR'-lle F). :'he!:e can be no quescio:1 o£ t..'le 
Scientific CoT1:"0ti ::::.ee assu!n.:.ng a po'-':er to auchorise or 
disa.:..:.o-v: a pe::::ni t: . Even d:e fixir.g o: t:.."le ~umber of 
whales ::.o be ~a~en, and any other conditions , ::-ests in 
the discreti::::-1 c:: !::he con~rac~ing Goverru.-ne::ts ("as the 
Contrac-:. ing Governrr.ent chinks fi-:.") , so that the rr..ost 
the Sc1entific Corr~i~tee can do is co comment: on these 
conc~tions, a~d this by ~ay of =epor~s and recommendat1on 
co ~he Con:nission as au~e J . 3 recognizes . 
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II . Can the followina amendment be made to the Schedule as 
an additional paragraph in Sectio~ VI (Information 
Required)? 

"It is forbidden to use a factory shLp, whale catcher, 
or land station for the ?UI~ose of taking, killing, 
or treating any whale unless all of the informa~ioc 
required under Section VI has been submitted wiLh 
respect to the previous season in vl.hich sud: 
factory ship, wnale catcher, or land s-.:at:ion Has 
engaged in the taking, killing, or ~reating of 
'.Yhales covered by the Convention." 

The purpose o~ this amendmen-c is obviously to p~ov1c.e 
a sanction cr punishrr.e~t for failure ~~ provide the 
i~=ormation reouired under Sec~ion v: of the Schedule. 
As the represe~ta-cive of the USA explained in the 
Technical Committee, its purpose is ''to pronibit 
whalLng by operations faL:1ng to supply all data 
stipula-ced" (Technical Commi-ctee Report, IWC/SP£C78/5, 
? · 4) . It was also made c:ear in the Stateme~t on 
behalf of the CSA that the sanc~ion · .. .rould be aoolied 
against the particular factory ship, whale catcher or 
land station :ailing to prov1de the data required and 
no1:. against ~11 vessels or stations o= che contracting 
Government (IWC/S?EC78/9 . 2) . 

The Co:n.""I!ission ' s ?QWer t.o adopt. regulations in Article \' 
must necessarily imp:y a power to re~~late in the forffi 
of prohibitions . This is evident =rom the past practice 
of -.he Comrr.ission, for che Schedule no•.y abcu!lds w:. -:h 
such prohibic~ons addressed directly to vessels and 
land stations. Indeed, tbe ::ormula "It is =orb~dden 
et.c . " can be seer. in Sections 2 (a; , (b), 3 (a), 4, 
5, ll(c), 12, 13!al, (b) , 16 , 17(a), (b), (c) and 13(a). 

Ir. this part.1cular case the obligations ~c provide 
ir.forw~-c2on, as specified in Section VI of this Schedule, 
are not ~ovel and have so ::ar been ~nchal:enged in 
terms o:: their legality. Indeed ch1s 1s not surprising, 
for the acquisition o= such data has beer. recognized by 
the Commission as an essent2al cre-reau~sJ.::e ~o che 
e::::ective exercise o:: its funct:~ons . ~ 

Per~aps the only novelty i:t this ne·"' pror.!.bi cion ·..:ould 
~e that, whereas the exist1ng prob.ib1tior.s in tne Schedule 
ap:flY to aL_ vessels or land s1:.at.1ons, -::.n.1s ne•..., pronibi ::ion 
would be speci=ic to the vesse: or :and s-::.at.ion failing 
to provJ..:ie the ir.format:.on . That does no-.:, in itsel=, 
seem ~c me to ir:validate the proposed r.ew orchi!::licio:1 . 
Indeed, iL seems ~ight tha~ a-sanc~ion should be ccniined 
tc the vessel or land stac~on in breach of the pronibitLon . 
~cr would the fact that the protib1::ion is spe~1=Lc 
involve a aerogat:icn ::rom Ar~.lc:e v (2) :c) I • • .;hi~; derr.a.:d.s 
that ail'.endo-nencs tc the Schedule "shall not involve 
restr.:ctions on the n:.unber or na:.ionali~y o:: ::actcry 
ships or land sta~ions, nor alloca-.:.e speci=ic quo~as to 
any £accory snip cr land s-.:a::ion . .. " For the prohi!::liticn 
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would not, in ~e~s, concern itsel= wi~ ~e numbe~ or 
nationali~y o= che sh~ps or lane s~ations . I~deed t~e 
contrac~ir.g Gover~.ent would be =~ee to substitu~e some 
other vessel or lar.d s~ation not subJeCt to any 
prohibi~ion . Nor would it be right to regard the 
pron1=i~icn as, ir. e=fect, f1x1~g a nil q~ota for the 
vessel . Khat would be required wc~ld be that the 
prchibit1or. should be appl1ed by the Co~~iss~on 
genuinely as a means of securing ~nfo~ation and not 
as a."l "-Dd-".rect mea.'"ls o:: i:nposing quo~as . ::f the 
Co~z~ss-".on eve~ soug~t co ~npose quo~as by using ~his 
power of prohinitio~ th1s ~ould cer~ainly be an ab~se 
of the po·.·1er and illega~ . 

The record o= the Co~~ssion ' s discussio~s does ~ct 
d"-sclose ~he grou::1d upon ·,;::ich the legali cy of the 
p~oposed a~e::1d~enc was questioned, Dut I may perhaps 
anti~ipate pcssib:e gro~nds o= challe::1ge by mak1ng 
three poi:1ts. 

1 . G1ver. t~a~ ~he prohibitic:l ~s a sanc~~on, there is 
a :1eed ~o c:ari=y L~at the prohib~t~cn shou:d opera~e 
c:1ly agains~ ~~e particular factory ship, whale catcher 
or land sta~ion which has fa1led ~o provide ~he 
1:1forT.1ation required frorr. ~t: •.1nder Sect~on v: . This 
can easily be acn1eved by a ~1r.or a.~endne~~ of ~~e 
proposal. 

2 . There is a need to an~icipace 1::1e proole:n o:: ,,:ho 
ce-ce~ines ~~en the ~nforma~ion ~as ~ot bee:1 SJCm~c~ed. 
?~es~11abb-• it 1.s :.n--::er:ded tha-: t:le Co::-.r:ussic:l s~c:...lc 
nake ~his-dete~-~~a~~o~ , and i~ wo~ld =€ ?re=erable -
-cne proposal sa~d so exp~essly. 

3 . t·;hilst the Cor.:nission' s power to regu:ate "-S 
~,questioned, t~e actual ?Ower to 9~~sh !or ~n£~ac~~o~s 
a= che orov~sions o= che Cc:1ve~~icn rand .:he Schedule 
1s ~•der Ar~-".c:e : an 1n-cegral part of the ~or.ver.~ion) 
nelongs ~o eac~ co::1t:racting Go·;er:::ment ire respect: o:: 
persons or ··essels under :.ts jur1sdic-.::ion . This is 
ex:;ress:·· pro\rided ::or i:l Art~cle :x a:: ~=--e Conver: ~~:::r. 
and if cnere was a !'leed ~0 safe~uarc ~~~s posi~ic~ i~ 
cou:d be do::1e by ~::1sert~ng ar. exp~ess ~la~se in c~e 
proposec a~er:dmenc . 

D. K. Bo~e~t, Q . C . , LL . ~. 

3 =:ssex (;ou=t, 
':e:-a;:le 
:;:.c:-.dor" 

Quee::1's College, 
Cambridge 
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696 REPORT OF THE MINKE WHALE AGEING WORKSHOP. ANNEX F 

Table 2 

Approx. Age at Maturity 1m 
(from transiton phase) 

'Initial' 'Recent' 
Species Area or stock (combined sexes) Reference 

pre-1920 
Fin Antarctic 

Areal 11.5 
Areal! 10.5 

South Africa + } 
Area III 

10.5 

Area IV 11.75 
Area V 12.0 

Area VI 11.5 

pre-1950 
Iceland 11.0 

Sei Antarctic 
Areal 12.0 
Areal! 11.0 

South Africa+ } 
Area III 11.0 

Area IV 11.0 
AreaV 11.0 
Area VI 10.0 

pre-1940 
Iceland 11.75 

pre-1930 
N.Pacific 10.0 

pre-1945 
Minke Antarctic 

Areal 13.0 
Area II 12.5 
Area Ill 13.0 
Area IV 15.0 
AreaV 13.25 

Area VI 13.75 

pre-1945 
South Africa 13.8 

7.5 Problems in relating tm values derived from transition 
phase to those from other sources 
The main problem in obtaining values of tm by year class is 
that this information does not relate directly to the values 
of tm in the catch in any one year. A similar but Jesser 
problem also exists for values of tm by year of maturation. 
The usual method of obtaining mean tm and for the catch is 
to plot the proportion mature at each age by year, and the 
value oft.,; at 50% mature is taken as an approximation to 
the mean. DeMaster (1978) details an analysis for 
obtaining a mean estimate based on this approach with 
confidence limits. The difficulty here is that this approach 
is also liable to bias, depending on the age structure of the 
catch, and because of this and additional factors such as 
geographical segregation by maturity, gunner selection, 
etc. , this estimate may bear no real relation to the true 
mean for the population. · 

Kato (1983), Lockyer and Martin (1983) and Cooke and 
de Ia Mare (SC/A83/A W2) found such discrepancies 
between values of tm derived from different sources for 
minke, sei and fin whale stocks. However, this has not 
always been observed, and sometimes the agreement has 
been good for fin whales (Lockyer, 1984). 

post-1950 

I 

8.0 
6.5 

. 8.0 Lockyer, 1979 
8.5 
8.5 

10.0 

post-1970 
8.0 Lockyer, 1981b 

9.5 
8.5 

8.0 Lockyer, 1979 

10.0 
9.5 
8.0 

post-1950 
9.75 Lockyer and Martin, 1983 

post-1960 
6.5 Masaki, 1976 

post-1960 

6.G-7.0 
Masaki, 1979 

post-1965 
6.2 Best, 1982 

Clearly, whilst any trend in values of tm observed for 
several species and stocks is likely to be a real 
phenomenon, certain biases inherent in the· method of 
using the transition phase are likely to intensify the trend, 
and real values of mean tm may differ from observed ones. 

8. CONCLUSIONS ON THE USE OF EARPLUGS FOR 
AGE DETERMINATION 

The earplug has proved to be both a valid and useful tool 
for age determination in fin and sei whales. The weight of 
existing evidence for minke whales suggests that for this 
species too, the earplug is almost certainly a valid means of 
age determination, although some further research as that 
outlined for fin and sei whales in Section 4 would be 
invaluable. 

Whilst the transition phase appears to be a valid and 
useful phenomenon, particularly in interpolating tm for 
individual whales of fin, sei and· minke species, its use in 
population analysis is beset by numerous bias·es inherent in 
the methods of presentation of the data. Further research 
is necessary to identify these biases and to compensate for 
them. 
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describe the distribution of perpendicular sightings 
distances. and the effects of this on estimates of f(O) . g(O) 
and g(O)if(O) . Buckland, Butte rwo rth and Kish ino agreed 
to carry out this analysis. 

Mean school size was estimated from obse rvations made 
within 1.0 n .mile of the track line in closing mode . The 
mean percentage of takeable animals observed on the 
cruise was used to ca lcula te the recruited population . T wo 
stratifications we re used. In one case. the conventiona l 
approach of assuming that every part of each stratum has 
an equal chance of being surveyed was used. In the other 
case. a technique described in SCi38iMi21 was used to 
calculate the prohahility that each pa rt was surveyed. 
There was no >ignificant diffe rence between the es timates 
obtained with each strati ficat ion. T he best es timates of the 
number of takeable animals in Area I VW in 1984/85 based 
on the number of definite minkc whales seen south of 59°5 
are (a) for an e ffective strip half-width of 0.5: 23.622 . 
CV=0.22 1 and (b) for the haza rd rate + g(O) of 1.0: 
19,923 , C\'=0.23 1. 

The Committee recommends that the validation of data 
from all othe r cruises should be comple ted and the results 
analysed in the way d escribed above to provide new 
estimates of abundance for all Areas. 

(iii) Additional estim"tes 
The effort data from the Brazilian fishery had been used to 
construct a series o f catches/hour work~d for each of the 
three catcher boats which had been used. Attempts were 
made to fit the basic demographic model desc ribed in 
Annex L to these series in order to estimate the degree of 
depletion of the stock and the re lat ive efficiency of the 
vessels. However, because all the series showed an 
increasing trend , this proved impo55ihle and no estimate of 
degree of depletio n could be made. Some members of the 
Committee concluded that this ana lvsis indicated that 
catches were having very little effect o~ this stock . Others 
believed that it merely indicated that these particular se ries 
did not provide a useful index of abundance. 

Quintella made a comment for the record. noting he.r 
'concern and reservation over Item 10 .3 and Appendices 2 
and 9 of Annex E. because , be;ides the officia l da ta 
provided as requested. they elaborate over data coming 
from unofficia l sources and for that reason not reliable.' 

9.2.4 Population estimmes 
Until the analyses recommended unde r Item 9.2.3 are 
completed , the best availabk est.ima tes for t he size o f the 
recruited popula tio n of minke whales in the Southern 
Hemisphere a re those given in Rep. in/. What. Commn 38: 
41 and repeated in Table I. 

Tub!< I 

Population estima tes for Southern Hemi~phnc minkc whales. As the 
1984/HS survey of Area IV provickd estimates only for Area IVW, 

th c!<lC ha\'C not he en included . 

l{ecrui.tr.d Rcr ru ia-d 
Area Year J..OfJUl.<1ticm ~:v Ar~H ~·ear ]:.t.~]m J<~ t:.r,n C\' 

For e.h. , 1.0 
I ~~~2/83 :!5 ,hl7 1~ . 18] IV J97S/ li.j )'l, ·~:n U.l:l 7 

tl 19~:E/62 zz ,Hn 0. 1G7 198C/B! (-/),f'Ki.l 0. !~:.! 

lii 1979/80 IIJ. UI6 o. :~' VI l'lA.l;&\ JI.J. i>46 o. ~ 7 ~ 

ror g(O)"f • 0 .5 
I 198l/BJ J6 ,C64 0.18: : .. · 197~/7<1 'J7,t-J:l!• 1; . 127 

II !~SI/~2 25 ,1fiJ 0 . 16:1 :9i<0/91 71 ,t;l! ( J. ~60 

ttl 1979/&j '3C , l15 ~l . lii(l I' I !98'.1/.~ :lb ,ti: J n. 1 ~~ 

The Committee noted tha t the re was no clear indication 
of the like ly effects of the revised analysis described in 
9.2.3 on these es timates of abundance. 

9.2.5 Unbatancl'd catches by .~ex 
The Committee no ted that in the past it has been 
concerned about the effect of unbalanced sex ratios in the 
catch. It had taken th is into account by recommending 
catch limits which ensured that the rep lacement yie ld for 
females was not exceeded (e.g. Rep. int. What. Commn 34 : 
84 ). The overall percentage of females in the catch in each 
Area since I 970i71. and the percentage recorded in the 
1985!86 season a rc given in Table 2. 

Table 2 

Lnbalanced catches by sex. IY70:7 1-19H5/H6 and 1985:80. 

~.rca: II Il l rv ';1 

Tot a~ catc h 11,482 4 ,802 2.->,206 31 , 67U IJ,I63 4 , 'ii9 
Percent fe rr:elc 47,0 72 .8 68 . 1 57 .fl 66.3 40.6 
C·uch in :985/~6 b70 256 l ,ll'J9 : ~407 1,013 414 
l'erceut ferral c "J9.1 )H .6 :n .6 67 .9 &6 .1 24 . 5 

Trends in the percentage of females by Area have been 
observed since catches hegan and had been ascribed to 
operational factors and segregation in the population. but 
the Committee noted that the value for Area Ill in 1985/86 
was extremely high. 

Any future recommendations with respect to the effect 
of catches must continue to take into account the question 
of unbalanced sex ratios. 

9.2.6 Classification 
The Committee noted that a variety of views had been 
expressed about the ; tatus of the Southe rn H emisphe re 
stocks before exploita tion (Rep. inr. Wha/. Commn 36: 71). 
Some members had concluded that they were increasing, 
othe rs believed they may have been but were not 
convinced by the available e vidence. and yet others saw no 
particular reason why the stocks should have been 
increasing. In addition. the re. was no agreement on recent 
trends in these stocks . The Committee was therefore 
unable to recommend a classification for these stocks. 

9.2. 7 Effect of zero catches 
The sub-committee hat.! not discussed this question 
because it had been unable to reach a consensus about 
recruitment rates. There was some discussion within the 
Committee as to whether the Commission required exp lici t 
advice o n this matter. As indicated unde r Item 9.2.2, some 
members considered tha t no advice could be provided on 
recruitment rates and the refore there was no basis for 
estimating replacement yie lds. Other m embers believed 
that current recruitment rates were 2-4% . and that 
replacement yields could be calculated if they were 
requi red. T hey also believed that there was no evidence 
that swcks had declined under recent catch regimes. 

9.2.8 Descriplion of differences from recommendations of 
last y ear 
T he estimates of stock ' izc given under Item 9.2.4. and the 
recommendation rega rding classifica tio n do not differ 
fro m those given in Rep. int. What. Commn 36: 42. 
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SC/38/Repl 

Report of the Special Meeting of the Scientific Committee on 
Planning for a Comprehensive Assessment of Whale Stocks 

The meeting was held from Monday 7 April - Fnday II 
April 1986 at the Royal Cambridge Hotel, Cambridge 
under the Chairmanship of Dr G.P. Kirkwood. A hst of 
parlicipants is given in Annex A. 

I. CHAIRMA~'S WELCm •IE AND OPENING 
REMARKS 

The Chairman welcomed the Commiuee members and 
invited participants to the meeting and drew auention to 
the terms of reference proposed by the Commiuee at its 
last meeting and agreed by the Commission that: 

the Scientific Commmee hold a special meeting to 
identif)' specific tasks. assign priorities and establish a 
timetable for undertaking a comprehensive assessment 
of whale stocks. More specific objectives "ill need to be 
developed. but would include: 

- establishment of priorities for providing advice to the 
Commission: 

- identtfication of specific reviews and other studies of 
existing information or assessment techniques required: 

- establishment of requirements for new information for 
assessment , and identification of surveys o r other work 
to be undertaken to provide that information; 

- establishment of a timetable that wiU a llow timely 
advice to the Commission: 

-examination of the like ly costs of the proposed 
programme: 

- exploration of new management regimes. 

2. APPOL"TME:\T OF RAPPORTEURS 

It was agreed that Donovan would act as rapporteur with 
assistance from various members of the Commiuee where 
appropriate. 

3. ADOPTION OF AGE~A 

The Agenda adopted is given in Annex B. 

4. ARRASGEME:"'TS FOR MEETING 

The Commi!lee agreed to a work schedule outlined by the 
Chairman. 

5. REVlEW OF AVAILABLE DOCUMENTS AND 
REPORTS 

A list of documents is given in Annex C. Reports of earlier 
discussions o f the Commin ee on th1s top1c (e .g. in Rep. int. 
Whal. Commn 35 and 36) and the Report of the 
Commission's Working Group on the Comprehensive 
Assessment of Whale Stocks (IW036116) were also 
available. 

6. DEFINITION OF A COMPREHE:"iSIVE 
ASSESSMENT 

The Commi!lee noted that its terms of refe rence given 
under Item I were much wider in scope than the 
'comprehensive assessment' of the effects of the decision 
by the Commission to set catch limits at zero. which was to 
be ·undertaken by 1990 at the latest' (Schedule Paragraph 
IO(e)) and t.he ·comprehensive assessment' referred to in 
Schedule Paragraph 13(a)(3). 

In addition it noted the terms of reference of the Joint 
Working Group on Comprehensive Assessment of Stocks 
which met in 1984 ( IWC/36114): 

(a) to consider, in the light of the current information on 
whale stocks and the degrees of uncertainty that exist 
concerning some of the data and methods used. what 
conceptual approaches might be used to provide t.he 
Commission with more effective scientific ad,·ice and 
recommendations for management: 
(b) to determine the studies required to implement these 
approaches; and 
(c) to establish a time-table for the in-depth assessment of 
whale stocks which should be completed for major stocks 
currently exploited as soon as practicable. 

6.1 Defto.ition of a comprebensivr assessment 
Given t.he abo,•e , the Committee agreed t.hat 
comprehensive assessment can be considered as an 
in-depth evaluation of the status of stocks in the light of 
management objectives and procedures. This could 
include examination of current stock size. recent 
population trends, carrying capaclly and productivity. 

In order to achieve this the Commil!ee agreed that it 
would need to: 

(a) review and revise assessment methods and stock 
identity: review data quality. availability requirements and 
stock identitv: 
(b) plan and conduct the collection of new information to 
facilitate and improve assessments; 
{c) examine alternative management regimes. 

As discussed later in the report, the Committee sees the 
carrying out of the Comprehensive Assessment as an 
iterative process. with considerable interaction between 
results from (a). {b) and (c). 

Ivashin believed that a fuller definition should 
eventually be formulated and that this might best be 
achieved at the 1986 Scientific Committee meeting. 

6.2 Relationship between management policies and advice 
required 
The Committee has already noted the relationship 
between management policies and advice required - and 
hence assessment techniques which must be used (Rep. int. 
Whal. Commn 35: 36). This has been brought out in 
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stages in its explo ratio n of revised management 
p rocedures, oonsultation with and guidance from the 
Commission would be essential. This might take the form 
of a joint Scientific and Technical Comminee Wo rking 
Group (see Item 10. outl.ine B). It also recognised, of 
co=, that adoption or rejection o f any proposed 
manage ment procedure was ultimately the decision of the 
Commission. 

9. l'iEW ll\TORMATION ~'EEOED FOR A 
COMPREHENSIVE ASS£SSI\1E."'T 

9.1 New data 
The Cornminee noted that some of the requirements fo r 
new data could be Usted almost immediately. Howeve r. a 
more comprehensive list, with associated prio rities for 
collection o f these data, could only be developed after the 
compilation o f an inventory and an initial review of 
methodologies. Further req uirements would be identified 
as the Comprehensive Assessment p rocess progressed. 
Such data requirements may thus arise: 

(1) out of a need to examine particular methodologies; 
(2) in o rder to provide data necessary fo r a sat isfactory 
assessment of a particular stock. 

The Committee agreed, however . that if cunent trends 
in populations were to be examined as a high priority, it 
was important to recognise the need for instigating or 
continuing monito ring studies (e .g. sightings surveys) as 
soon as practicable. 

Several member.; referred to the fact that if catches were 
to continue. for example under objection. it might be 
helpful for the Comminee to offer advice to national 
groups concerning data requirements. a lthough other.; 
noted that the Committee would not be in a posinon to do 
this until specific questions to be answered had been 
formulated d uring tbe Comprehensive Assessment 
process. 

The potential contribution o f data obtained from new 
techniques such as satellite-tracking and acoustic censusing 
was also discussed. 

9.2 Alternative assessment techniques 
Similarly to Item 9.1 above, the Committee concluded that 
the need for alternative assessment techniques would arise 
out of the review of methodology and data. 

10. PLA!'oo'NlNG FOR A COMPREHESSIVE 
ASSESSMENT 

In its discussions of a comprehensive assessment the 
Committee identified two major areas of interest . 'data 
and methodology' and ·management p rocedures' . It also 
noted that the Comprehensive Assessment was an iterative 
process with considerable interaction betwee n these broad 
areas. Figs I - 3 show how the Comprehensive Assessment 
may be structured. illustrating the relationships between 
the various activities. They supplement the o utline work 
plan given below . It should be noted that Fig. I does not 
distinguish between steps which apply to all species (e.g . 
review and revision of methodology) and those which 
result in an accepted assessment o f a single stock. 

A. Outline Work Plan of Scientific Work to be Carried Out 
as Part or a ComprebensiYe Assessment 

I . Develop an inventory of our current knowledge on the 
stalus of stoclc.s. This involves giving gene ral answers to the 
following groups o f questions for each stock/regional 
grouping. 

(a) Are there estimates of (i) current (within the last 10 
years) stock size. (i i) initial stock size. (iii) replacement or 
sustainable yields. (iv) recent trends in stock size (over the 
last 10 year.;)? 
(b) For each q uantity (i) by what method were the 
estimates obtained. (ii) are there associated estimates of 
reliability? 
(c) What data are available (as specified in Annex E)? 

2. (a) Identify methodological problmu in•·olved in the 
deli!rmination of stock identity and the estimation of 
population siu, trends. productivity and carrymg capacity. 

It is expected that this will require the consideration of 
some or all of the following topics: age determinatio n and 
analysis: pregnancy. maturity and other biological 
parameters: use of marking and na tural marks; analysis of 
catch per unit effort data: use o f sightings and direct 
censuses. 

(b) Determine. in the light of current manage=nt 
require=nt.r, those aspects of assessment methodolog) for 
..,hich improvements are moJI needed; and identih· the 
actions r~quir~d to achieve improvements. 

The determination of critical improvements might 
require carrying out simulation studies. as well as the 
examination of past experience of developing assessment 
advice. 

Prepat'e c.at.a)ogl.lt. of data 
. ~t e-•l!ft.S 

. 'od\at 1s acU'S$1bl~ 

---

Fig. 2. Data. 

'let.lw>d.t ---(l it:IIJlatlon) 

-

t 
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planned sample size. and th~l ag.~·>p.:nfic natural 
moriah!}· wo uld l'e det~ct~d from the J:ll.t ubtamcd ll~ 
th~ repeated research sampling\. In ad cfounn h J the 
e~timatc~ ot natura! m1>nality . it "a' abu 11\tcmkd lu 
rolle<'t information un stock iden1it1 . n :ar·t••-vea r 
\'aria lio n> in oth~r b iological paramct~·rs t <ucti dS 
pregnancy r.ttc . age dt scwal maturity. e tc. o. fe~ding 
ecolog} and ~n~rgetl<~ . Stud, size,. .ond the 
disrribution and he ba\' i,m r o f whale~ on In \\ latotude~ 
wolf be mo noto red b~ soghtings ~uf\cys. 

{3) Ra ndom 'ampling wo uld be :u:hoc• ~d h~ dH><•song 
m ndom p1>in ts tn each stratum .111d sampluog the fir~t 

whdle encountered in th;;: n~ighbourhonJ nfthat p loint 
lnoti:olh the strata \\ Ould be ~lichtl\ nhld ificd from 
th0.\1.' ~sed in tbe )\'1-'C I DC R M i"nkc. \\'h.ole ighting' 
Cruise> and sampl~ stz.~~ w11hm each 't ratum ""uld he 
de term ined b1 the den,itl· of \\h.tlc~ :1> d i: tt•rmin<>d Ill' 
sighting>. A ·num ber uf .immedia te rc'iulr< irom t h;, 
programme 110uld be a1ailable for the Cumprehen>l\'e 
A.ssessmcnt lll 1990. wbi k the lo ng-term re>u lt 11ould 
contnbute to information e'«:ntoal for rational 
m.tnage ment ui m onke "hale st<ICI..' 

SC31J.O 4 also <k scnb<::d tha i th<' a1~ra~e 'ample: , ,zc <'i 
41 3 3noma ls per year in cad> An~a os I~ th;on th~ Ol(l>! 
conM!r\ a t·i\'c e:;lim ation uf I he r.:placem t•nt ~ icld~ frum 
thel'e stocks presented at the Scl<' ll tific c,,nomillCl' me.: ling 
on 191)5 A m· scie n tiSts onteresteJ tn the re,e,trl-h <l'UIJ 
panocipdte i~ thi• programme. T he progra mme h~J been 
d rawn up to take fu ll account o f I he • ix guiddin.:' agreed 
hy the Scientific Comoni th!c tn 19!\5 (R~p im W/wl. 
Conr11111 36: IJJ) anJ the fvur .:ritena in th~ l{~..,:olution 

adopted at the 3xth A nnual ~lccling of the Commi;,ion 
( R€-p inr W!Ja!. C~~tltmn .37: 25) . 

A numl'<!r of paper.. p ro•id.:d comm.:n~> on tho< 
propo, al: SC::W':'>1i l U bum mari.\ed in Anne~ R..ll. 
SC 3910 2. SC/39 0 l-1 (>ummariscJ m A nnex R J 1 and 
Anncxe' R5-R7. The .:omment• arc 'ummanscd belo\\ . 

11 ) The authors of SC.W \.l i Ill. SC'.W 0 2J. a nd Anne~ 
R6 d.id not agree with S(' ~9·0-! tha t th.: main rcJ<;<>n 
fo r the sde"n tifoc Commitlec\ i nat'>ol it~ IO prmidc 
""'ful ad1 oce to the C'ommis,io n u n rcpl.t.:em,·nt yodd ' 
and the effects o f continuing catch.:' f<>r th,·~o.: ,t,>eh 
1\'3> because it d id mn ha1 e a rcloa hk c,;tomdt.: ,,f 
natural mortality I M ) The~ ~h~1cJ t he pnndpal 
problem 1\;os in the cstim;ltion <>f net recruitmen t rat~~ 
the es11ma11on of M wa'> •>nly a part ,,f "nc po"ibk: 
approach to thi;. 

(2) There wa~ concern atx,ul th~ abol i t~ u f th e 
mcthodolog~ dcscrib~d in A nnex R~ h> d O>tin!!ui'>h 
ber\\ ~CII the effects o f variatll\11' in lcCfUi tmcnL pnSI 
fi,hing morta lity a nd natural mortalot y o n the 
populati•.•rl's a!!e ;tructurc . SC J'l 1\l i f(l dcmon,u~o cd 

that thos wa' imp<N·ihk in pnnciplc. Anne x R: 
demonsu .ued t hat. e\l.!n of ' e pardtc e •tnnatc' "' 
recruitment were a~;~ilaht.:. the rcli.•holn~ o l the 
mortality e'>llrn~tes would I'<' p<"lr 

(3) The concern" abo ut ieasobil i t~ dc"<Crit-cd 111 (~ I " e re 
incrca~d by doubt> about the ,.;tmphng p mgrantnt<' 
deS(·nbed on SC' ~OJ,() -1. In panicular SC 3'1 1\l i lll ~nd 
Annex Rt- pnonted ~>ut that ot would 1-e d11ficulr "' 
combine the samples fro m the d ifferent 'trat;, lil t•' J 

reprc>entatl\'e age structure hecau.-e ot the tcmr<~ral 

and geographocal segregation uf different rcpr,KJucU• I!' 
cl<l!>>.:'> and the d istinct p•r.->~bolity thut there 1\IJuld he 
~1gni ucant longitudina l dnd latitudinal mo~•cmcnt o l 

what~ during the >ampling pcn,•d Funhcrmnrc 
SC' .1'1'0 1 noted tha t combining >trata reljUif~ 
estimatc' o f thl.! number of amma6 "nhin 'trata. a 
le3St in rdati~t· term,. and th" "'>uld incrca.-.c lh 
'ariabilitt of the rcconstructl.!d a~e data. TbL-s 
I'On<ld,·r~tot)n' kJ to lhc ~ondu.,iull t hat an~ e~timate 
.~r age-speciiic 11·1 gene rated h~ the pro~mmm.: woul, 
nor omp rm.: c111 the rdia!loh t~ of the utformatioo 
·" ailabh: imm cxi~ting ,·atch data . 

(.l) SC.N tMoiO no ted that t he mdndgement procedure 
hein~ developed '~ p.trt 0 f the C'ompreh.:nSI\'o 
,\-s.;-'>!<meul were lksogned to he rohtL~t tt> im precisio1 
or hoa~ 111 e~otomate; of fX'pulallon p;omrnl' tcr~ ant 
the refore new c<timates 1>f 1\1 were unnece,>ary io 
t hc<ie rron~Ju n:~ . 

Other members nf thc C'ummotlcc "h<> 1\<:'fc nut au t ho~ 
uf the papc~ rei e rred to ah..we. and >urn~ ''' the au th•l~ 
\\ hu!>t' paper' d.id not cmer :ttl u f the pOmb de cribed 
aho\'1:. supp<lrtcJ these cond u'"'"'· In add itit•n. 11 "'as 
pomtcd l1Ut that tb.; p mfJO'Cd n.:arest·ndghbc•ur >~mpling 
...::heme wolu ld result in the prd.:rcntial 'amplin!? nf<olitJry 
whaks. 

Buttef\\ tonh con>idered tha t. under rea.,onahle 
a»umpllon> of temporal innnam:\!' on 'en .un parameters. 
appru.,chc' alnng the lone~ advoc·at~d b~ Tan:o~a on Anne~ 
R7 c-ould yield mlpon<~nt onformauon rek' ant to 
management o f t h~ S••uthern Hcmi,phcre minke whale 
'lock'. hu1 that adequate a'>u..:oated ;,ta ti,llc·a l ft:d>lh llity 
>tudk < had ~ c t to he prvY!ded. 

A nwnl'er uf point< a buut these •o mmcnh 11cr.: made by 
Ikeda. ·n...:,e a rc li~h:d in full on Annex R>\ and 'ummari~d 
hek)\\ . 

tl ) The .::stomation of !II. and ot ' ag<"->p<:Cihc .:nmponent. IS 
.t kc' is,uc in ohe , tudy of po pula11c'n dynaomc, C<e of 
the ,·ohurt m,•th<Kl propn,ed fnt tht• " 'tunatton o f M 
and rc,Tuorment rate had. in the ptt"t. lx'en m~de more 
dofficult hv the dfecr~ ,,, catch \t:kl' tivit' . This 
wtfocuft~ \~Ou fd be overcome f,~ t h~ d.ota Obt:un<'(! 
from tb.: random -;amphng proced ur.:. L 'mg the n.:w 
J~ta. tree from the eHect' uf catch ,~kcto\I IJL'S, 

~par a te e>timall''> <>f M .tnd r.:cruitrnt'nt r.ot o? t R) can 
he e" aluated on principle 

(21 Tho: "'pdrate c>tumote> u f M .tnJ R fr,>rn tho: rc.ults of 
the Japan,·-..· pwgramme 11 0 uld he u>cJ for improved 
dn aly<" of the age .-o mpn"toun o f the pd't .:t•onrnercial 
c;l tf."he~. 

1J ) \.l ,ork-rcc<tpturc J::ota irom A rea 1\ haJ o ndoc<~tcd lh31 

mo~t mo•em.:nt, n i monkc " hale~ wnt' fromnnrth ID 
'outh . hn ~ed " ' ~hifb in !he pac~-o.:"' Ho\\ever, 
-ampk<. \\Ould he taken on time unit' uf 5 d:oy' in ea.:h 
:;• kmgitud inal intt:rva l. 111\lVong 1rom .:.t't to "'"'' i11 
unh:r tP minnntsc an~ cff~ciS ( "1{ lun~ntudin~ 

mo-.·menl: the '""'" ' ..:hcdult! ·" th~l adnptt:d hy the 
1\\'C IDC R c rui'c >Cho:J uf.:, Rcp.:at.:d 'ampling in 
.:a l·h , ll,ot um -.ould p rm idt· infllrntat ii>n 1.111 

'cgrcg.Jtiun anJ I he hn.:to r' afi ccttn!! lnll \ t:rncm:-. 
(4) The p ro gramme " ''uld ,·omrihute t<' the 

Cnmprchcn>l\'0: r\ " C''>IIlt:nt t'>~ p rm odong agl' ~truuure 
data Ut:l' trum I h.: >cfCCII I Ill~' ul the ,·, unme rciru 
cat,·h Tho:~ tl<mld he u-ed w imprmc the ~nal~"' cr( 

hi.,tC'rll~ll Jal.t. It \\ ould "'' " C't' ntnhutc h~ pru•iding ~ 
.tddoth>ndl ddta o n r ha nges in age a t ''"I.Ual m.olunty 1 
ami on fn. >d :11 ailaholil\ . an ompH,.·cmcnt on the 
ohJccllvit~· ol ag,· deternlinau.,n . lurther onlnrm,tllon 
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Fo llo\\ing !he guidelmes m Anne>. L l a~t year. th~ 
Comminec noted !hat !he propo al had adequately 
specified the information requtred under Paragraph 30 of 
the Sched ule. 

The Commiuee agreed that the role o f whales 111 !he 
ecosystem L~ an importa nt scientific question but no tetl that 
at present it was not a subject of 1m mediate imponance to 
!he Comminee·s de liberations. although it rna~ become so 
at a later stage in the Comprehensive Assessment. orne 
members beheved that some of the secondal) objecrh·e~ 
could. however. pro, i de the Comminee with 'aluable 
informal! on in the future. 

The mo~• recent assessments were au empted m 1979 
(Rep tnt. \VItal. Conum1 30. 50-1). The relevant 
recommendanons of the sperm whale sub-eommincc for 
males were as follows Di,·iSJon 4 - replacement yteld of 
7-13: Divisio n 5 - protectton statu~. D1v1sions 6 and 7 -
unable to recommend. No conscnsw, bad been reached bv 
!he cient1fic Co mminee on whether these should bC 
recommended to the Commission. Membc!rs noted that 
these assessments had been attempted eight years ago and 
that there was no new mforrnation. The Comminee w;c, 
unable to ad,ise on the effect of the pr~ed taJ..c on the 
conservation of the stock. Some members noted. however. 
that sperm whales found in high ldtitudes Wlll be solitary. 
large. SOC1all~ mature bulls. TI1eir ro le in the reproducli\e 
procc 15 not clearl) known but thetr rcmo' al may ~ of 
greater btological sigmticance than the removal of an 
·average· sperm "hale. 

Members noted that they were not compc1en1 to 
evaluate all aspec1s of the melhodology and the likelihood 
that 11 \\Ould ach1eve the stated ObJCCttves. HO\\ C\Cr. the 
Co mmlllce r~mr:nends that lh~ sampling scheme be 
carefully considered and proper)~ designed. and thai mpul 
from cephalopod researche rs be solictted. Mcmbe~ noted 
thar o nly one of the eight research needs. that of 
information on stock tdcntil) . might require the taking of 
whales. In ligbr of nc" genetic techniq ues us1ng. b10p'~ 
sampling (SC'39 0 7). even that rcse~rch need could 
possibly be me t wtlhour take. However. the Commmcc 
recommends that samples be collected from all "hales in 
any research catch for possible u~e tn generic s1ud1es. 

The Commiuee agreed that the arrange ments for 
participation of scientbts of o rher nation> "ere 
satisfactory. 

Concerning the four points ltstetl m Appendix ~ (the 
Commissl<m's resolution last year) the Commm~e agreed 
that the o bjective could nor l>c achie' ed b) non-lethal 
means with the impon ant e~ception o f sloe~ tdentit~ 

studies usmg kin biops~ samples It noted that the prima~ 
ObJCCll\"CS of the research program arc not intended 10 

facilitate the conduct of the Compr>ehen~i'c Asses,ment 
nor IS the research structured 10 contribute mfo m1ation 
essential for rauonal mana~ement o f the srocks The 
Commiuee further noted that-the whale, " ould be killed 10 

accordance with Section Il l of the chc-d ulc . 
The Commiuce also noted rhat. according to the 

ObJecttve of I he research progmmme. maximum <CI<"ntitic 
information wo uld be obtained from the "halo t:tken. 

12. C J:E:-.'TlF IC COMMITIEE PROCEDURE 

Last year the Commille.: had a prelimindry dl'<:th,Jon of 
procedural problems it had raced in recent m~ring anti 
had recommended that the Secreranat devdt>p a 

discussion pape r (Rep. mt. Wltal. Comm11 37: 37) 
S '3910 20 was produced in response 10 this req uest and 
addressed problems under Item~ 12. I and 12.3. 

I 2.1 Selection. runding and role of in•·ited partkipants 
Annex S detail the current procc=dures "tlh respect II• 
fu nding and 'election of rn\ited participants. In summa!\ 
tber<! are rwo mechani<m by which a sctentist can l'< 
mvired 

( I) b) betng nominated by Con, enors.Commiuct 
members; 

(2) by requesting an in,itauon. 

. Ol\\iths tanding financial eo"'rdcrarion•. the refore . .tll~ 
competent and inrercqed scientist who wrshes to auend 
\\ill recctH' an invnarion. Ho" e'er if fundi ng IS requrred 
then !he limited funds avdilable are aiiOCdted 10 tbo..t 
scientiSts who are mosl likely to enable the Comminec "' 
fulfil i~ role in pro,iding the bc>t poss ible advice to the 
Commtss1on The Commiuce noted that the lener llf 
rnv1tauon sent to potennal m,·ited parucipants urged tho-.< 
SCientists to see I. funds from non-1\VC sourC~'> (including. 
by implic-.lllon. their gon-rnmcnt~). Onl~ "hen altemamc 
funding has prmed not to be available ts the possibilit) " ' 
IWC funding considcrcd. 

The Commillec endorsed this procedure and noted tbt 
\·ital role iO\•ited panicipants. panicularl} those rn•ud 
under mechaniSm 1. pl3) in the work of the Commill(C 
Some members s tated rhJt the\ believed rhat if the 
potential panicipaol \\ as a ctuzen.of a member state then 
there was a need for some mechanism for the attention of 
the: rcle,ant go, crnment to be dra"11 10 the Sc1cnuf1C 
Commmee ·s "ish for that sctentiSt to au end tis meenng1 
In rbis regard n noted !hat the ne" procedure agreed at tho: 
last Commt s1on meenng. 1.e that a pro\lsional l15t of 
'"' ued parucrpant5 will be ctrculated 60 days before lit 
relevant meeting. pro~ide> an appropriate mechanism to 
inform member states that expens from thetr counm"' 
have been invited to partic1pate in the Commntee"s ...-ort 

There had also been some tlbcll5SIOn during the l~Wl 
Commission meeting concernjng broademng rhe 
geographic dJsrribuuon of the iO\ ued pantcipanl<.. 
parucularl~ in order to pro\lde ad,1ce and e~pcnence 10 

setentim from countries "here ceracean \ IUd1cs are JU>I, 
beginning The Commillce agreed !hat wider particir:m' '" 
ofsc1entists from all member counrries would be beneftda\ 
hut gh en the ltm ncd fu nding it has 3\'31lablc for in,ttl.'d 
parttcipants. su~ests that the CommNIOn see.b 
altematl\·e wa~s of factliraung rhe attendance: of scienH-'t 
from ,uch countries. 

In this regard 11 " as nored thar organi~auons such .S 
U EP may ha' e fu nds available for <uch purpose:~ 1t111 
"htch member government could appl~ Anorhc 
poss1biliry IS rhat rbe Comm1sston itself rna~ c0~1dd 
rnsugatrng a pectal fund 10 "htch member nauon' cu, 
coorribute. 1-lo\\C\Cr. rhe Commmee 1r011P. 
recommends I hal the currcnr funds for invned parlicip~n 
'"' itetl under the exi.>tmg procedures are nor reduced 

Wirb respc:cr l<l the role of ln\1ted participant 1 

Commtllee noretl that rbe current rules do not preclu 
'" "ned paruc1panr< acung a' ' uh-commlllcc chrunnat 
"here this 1> deemed appropriate 

Although not dtrect l~ rc l,netl to the qucsrion of in,tl 
pantctpant~. (',39,0 20 dre" ,m ention 10 the problem 
~cunni! the financial ha"~ lt>r rbe atlcntlJn~-c of lhf 
Chairrn"an at ctenllfic Comm1t1eo: meet mg.. ThiS had 1>.-c 
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population's age structure. In SC/087139. de Ia Mare 
demonstrated that it is not possible to obtain unique 
esumates of recruitment and age-dependent mortality 
from catch-at-age data alone. He also showed that 
specifying trends in population size or recruitment could 
lead to estimates of age-dependent mortality rates and ~ice 
versa. However, it was al.so shown that the solution 
obtained was sensitive to bias in the specification of the 
external parameters. Bunerworth in SC/D87132 confirmed 
that estimation was only possible if additional information 
was available. 

akamura in SC/D87136 described a method for 
separating the effects of age, year and cohort using the 
prior information on the successive differences in these 
effect parameters. Alcaike"s Bayesian information 
criterion. ABIC, is used to select the optimal model. It is 
intended that this method, as it is or when refined. is used 
to analyse the age-structure data collected during the 
feasibility study and from the originally planned research. 

Some members (Chapman , Amborn, Cooke, Deimer, 
Holt. Horwood, Lankester. Lyrholm, de Ia Mare, Payne 
and Tillman) noted that the doubts about the estimation of 
M from age composition data had not been reduced by the 
introduction of the procedure descnbed in SC/087136. 
particularly in light of de Ia Mare's results in SC/D87f39. 
Catch-at-age data do not uniquely determine the 
parameters of interest and no statistical procedUie can 
overcome this fundamental aspect of the problem. They 
further noted that any estimates obtained from the 
procedure outlined in SC/D87136 by Nakamuia are entirely 
determined by the choice of the prior assumed 
distributions of the parameters. ln effect. this means that 
the procedure could obtain any arbitrarily given value for 
the natural mortality or recruitment rate from any data set. 
Since there is no valid basis for selecting any particular 
estimate. the procedUie proposed by Nakamura 
contributes no new information. While info rmation on 
trends in population size or recruitment could provide 
estimates of age-specific mortality, this additional 
information could be used to estimate net recruitment rates 
directly without any necessity to analyse age structure. 
Further they noted it was lack of reliable estimates of net 
recruitment rates that had made it impossible for the 
Scientific Committee to provide useful advice to the 
Commission en replacement yie!ds and ttte effw...s of 
continuing catches for these stocks. 

They further stated that there are liinits on the feasible 
range for levels of and trends in mortality and recruitment 
and that some indication of the laner might be obtained by 
assuming ranges in pregnancy rates and age at first 
pregnancy. The implications of sampling error in 
catch-at-age and in population estimates for the estimates 
of natural mortality rates so obtained indicate that 
confidence intervals would be wide. 

Magnusson, Obsunti and Horwood stated that the 
method described in SC/D87/36 showed considerable 
promise. 

Gunnlaugsson noted that limits on the feasible range for 
levels and trends might be narrowed by new unbiased 
biological material and that there was no reason to believe 
that age data could not be used in this case, as in most of 
fisheries science, to enhance the precision in estimates of 
recruitment. Furthermore, he noted that the suggested 
new management procedures could not alone locate the 
MSY level unless the stock was frrst reduced significantly 
below that level and then allowed to Ouctuate around it. 

Nakamura responded that he considered the criticism 
above by Chapman and others that information on trend in 
population size was still requiied for this method was based 
on a misunderstanding of Nakamura's model. He further 
stated that the model does not need actual values of trends 
in recruitment as prior information. Ikeda and Magnlllsson 
believed the simulation study in SC/D87136 had indicated 
that reliable estimates of age-specific mortality and t rends 
in recruitment can be obtained from catch-at-age data if it 
is correctly assumed that successtve differences of effect 
parameters are small and change graduaUy. Ikeda further 
pointed out that. in view of the results of 'akamura's 
"'ork, there had been no need to modify the original 
progTamme (SC/3910 4). 

6. REVIEW OF JAPANESE PROPOSAL UNDER THE 
CRITERIA SPECIFIED IN RESOUITlONS ON 

SPECIAL PERMITS FOR SCJENTlFIC RESEARCH 
ADOPTED IN 1986 Al'IID 1987 BY THE COMMISSION, 
AND THE SClENTIFIC COMMJTIEE'S GUIDELINES 

FOR REVIEW OF SCIENTffiC PERMITS 

The Committee agreed that its primary task was to r·eview 
the feasibility study in the light of its own guidelines (Item 
6.1) and the resolutions passed by the Commission a t its 
38th (Item 6.2) and its 39th (Item 6.3) meetings. It noted 
that in commenting on the feasibility study. i 1 was 
inevitable that reference would also be made to the original 
proposal. The Committee was informed that there had 
been no changes to the original programme (SC/3910 4). 

S. Holt. Lankester. Lyrholm. de Ia Mare and Payne 
observed that paragraph 30 of the Schedule requims that 
special permit proposals be provided 'in sufficient time .. : 
and that the relatively few comments received from 
scientists. other than those from the proposing country. 
and the late arrival of others. showed that in this case 
insufficient time had been provided. 

In response. Ohsumi stated that this feasibility research 
plan was ciiculated to the members of the Scientific 
Committee from the Secretariat on 20 October and be 
considers this to be sufficient time. ln addition. he noted 
that many responses from other than the proposing country 
were received. 

6.1 Annex L- Prop!!5!!(1 gu.i<lelinfl! for fl''iew of scientific 
perinits (Rep. int. Wkal. Commn 36: 133) 
6. 1.1 A sUllement as co whtcher tht permit proposal 
adequaJely specifies che four stcs of mformation requind 
under Paragraph 30 of che Sclu:dule 
The Committee noted that: (a) the objectives of the 
research are stated: (b) the number and stock o f the 
ammals to be taken is stated- their size and sex cannot be 
determined in advance; (c) foreign scientist; can 
participate; and (d) the proposal does take some account of 
the possible effect of the proposed catches on conservation 
of the stock. but see section 6.1.3 for a more dmailed 
discussion. 

6.1.2 Comments on the obJeCII~es of the research to be 
carried out under the proposed scimrific permil, including 
in panicular how they might relart to research needs 
idtntrfred by the Sctennfic Committee 
In SC/D8711 it was stated that the general pUip<>se of the 
feasibility study will be to determine whether coUection of 
samples fuUy reflecting the Southern Hemisphere minke 
whale population is possible. 
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Some members (Horwood. Amborn, Chapman. 
Deimer, de La Mare, S. Holt , Lankester, Lyrholm, Payne. 
Tillman} noted that as the feasibility study is a precursor to 
the original programme, then unresolved problems with 
the original programme cast doubts on the necessity of the 
feasibility study. In this connection. they believed that 
since the main objective of the original programme to 
determine age-specific natural mortality could not be 
achieved with the proposed methods. even if random 
samples could be collected, the objectives in the feasibility 
study to investigate whether representative samples can be 
collected are not relevant. 

In response, other members (Ikeda, Ohsumi. Kasuya, 
Nagasaki. Yamamura) noted that the original proposal had 
been prepared to provide necessary information for the 
assessment and management of stocks and that the 
feasibili ty study was an essential pre-requisite of this. 
Magnusson and Gunnlaugsson concurred with this view. 

Five detailed objectives were given in SOD87/1 of which 
the first four require a special permit. These are listed 
below. 

(1) The feasibility study of the newly refined sampling 
scheme designed for stochastic sampling in the original 
programme (e.g. whether the required number of 
samples can be collected by the designated method 
within the given period). 

(2) The feasibility study on the technical problems 
encountered in the survey by the sampling vessels 
which collect sighting data and whale samples 
concurrently. 

(3) Investigation on the extent of segregation by age, sex, 
reproductive condition. etc. in the distribution of the 
Southern Hemisphere minke whale, from samples 
collected from an area extending widely north and 
south. 

( 4) Investigation on the uniformity or non-uniformity of 
the biological characteristics according to school size. 

Some members (Amborn. Chapman. Cooke, Deimer. 
de Ia Mare. S. Holt. Lankester. Lyrholm, Newman. Payne. 
Tillman) commented that the first objective could be 
investigated by an examination of existing data from 
sightings surveys and operational records (see Item 6.2.1); 
the problems to be resolved under objective 2 were not 
specified in the proposal (these were brought out in the 
discussion of I tem 6.2.1); and that objectives 3 and 4 did 
not fulfill priority needs of the Scientific Committee 
although they might be of biological interest. 

Other members (Gunnlaugsson, Magnusson, 0ritsland, 
Sigurj6nsson, Ikeda. Kasuya, Mae, Nagasaki, Ohsumi, 
Yamamura) noted that the Scientific Committee had 
frequently commented on the no n-random nature of 
samples taken from the commercial catch. Therefore, the 
study's objective of collecting a representative sample 
would be of value to the Committee. While agreeing that 
research addressing this objective might be of value, 
Tillman expressed his view that it was not of high priority to 
the Committee. 

6.1.3 A review of the most recent information on the stock 
or stocks concerned, including irzformation on any 
exploitation, stock a/UI/ysis and recommendarions by the 
Scientific Committee 10 date (including, where appropriate, 
allemarive aiUI/yses and conclusions and points of 
cotllroversy) 
No new information was available since the review 
conducted by the Scientific Committee at its last meeting. 

It was agreed that this item had been covered by the 
Scientific Committee in its comments of the original 
proposal last June (Rep. int. What. Comm11 38: 55--7). 

6.1.4 Comments on the methodology of the proposed 
research and an e••aluation of the likelihood that me 
methodology will lead ro achievement of the sc.ienrific 
objecrives. These comments may also include evaluation of 
the metlrndology in terms of cuffent scientifzc knowledge 
Some members (Tillman, Amborn. Chapman. Cooke. 
Deimer, de Ia Mare. R . Holt. S. Holt. Lankester, 
Lyrholm. Newman. Payne) commented thai there: were 
many unresolved methodological problems i:n the 
proposal, in particular they were not convinced that a 
representative sample of the population would in Ifact be 
obtained. In any case, tbe representativeness of the sample 
could not be verified. Although biases due to the selectivity 
of the whalers would probably be reduced there wen~ other 
sources of bias which had not been addressed: no whales 
would be taken north of 550S; changes in the shaJpe and 
distribution of 1be ice edge might lead to non-uniform 
coverage of this area; taking all schools sighted within 
3 n.miles of the trackline could lead to large schools being 
over-represented in the sample; taking a maximum of two 
whales from each school could lead to unrepresentative 
sampling of large schools; and problems in the readability 
of earplugs from younger animals could bias the observed 
age distribution. 

Magnusson noled that the representativeness of a 
sample could. in general, never be verified. so this was not 
a problem specific to the Japanese study. The aim should 
be to try to identify, and eliminate or minimise any possible 
causes for bias and the study attempts to do just that. 

Other members (Ikeda, Mae, Nagasaki, Ohsumi. 
Yamamura) responded that if the sampling pro-cedure 
described in SOD87135 proved practicable. a random 
sample of the population would be obtained. In addition, 
they pointed out that the research vessels would only 
approach the ice edge on four occasions so that changes in 
its distribution would have little effect. Although it would 
be preferable to take all individuals from every school 
encountered there were logistic constraints on the numbers 
that could actually be taken. Ikeda believed that if the 
sampling technique described in SC/087135 (which bad 
been designed to remove the question of human se·lection 
and account, as far as possible, for our current knowledge 
of whale distribution and behaviour) prove pracdcal. it 
would be possible, in conjunction with an exarnina.tion of 
data from the commercial catch, to ascertain whether the 
sample was representative. 

There was considerable discussion of improvements 
which had been made in age--determination techniques for 
minke whales. For approximately 20% of the whales an 
age determination was not made, but this was usually 
because the plug was not collected or was damaged. A high 
proportion of the unreadable plugs came from animals less 
than 15 years old. In an attempt to avoid these problems 
both earplugs would be collected from each animal, and 
tympanic bullae would be collected from younger animals 
to aid in their ageing. The image-analysis system described 
by Kato eta/. (Rep. inr. Whal. Commn 38: 269-n) would 
be used to improve the objoctivity of layer counts. 

Some members (Tillman. Amborn, Chapman. Cooke. 
Deimer. de Ia Mare, R. Holt, S. Holt, Lan.kester. 
Lyrholm, Newman, Payne) indicated that, although these 
developments were commendable, they were not 
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used successfully to solve similar problems in human 
demography (Nakamura, 1982, Proc. Inst. Statist. Math., 
29:77-97; 1986, Ann. /nst.Statist. Math., B 38:353-70). He 
noted that at present the ABIC was used to select not just 
the optimal model itself but also the associated 
hyperparameter values. Variance estimation procedures 
which failed to take this into account will underestimate 
the variance (probably considerably, as ·he bad found to 
be tbe case in analyses for the bowhead whale). A 
refined approach should incorporate variability in 
hyperparameters in any associated variance estimation 
procedure. 

S041/0 15 presents a further proposed method for 
estimating age,specific natural mortality apd estimating its 
precision using absolute abundance data and catch-at-age 
data. The age-specific natural mortality is considered to 
comprise two parts: the average level and deviation from 
that average (i.e. the pattern ,of age-specific mortality). 
Estimation of the former requires absolute abundance 
data; estimation of the latter does not. The precision of the 
average lever is largely determined by the variance of the 
abundance estimate. Estimation of the deviation for each 
age requjres a large sample size: However the author 
believed that fitting a cuJVe relating age-dependent 
mortality and age (i.e. assuming that this changes 
smoothly), should allow a ~seful e~timate to be obtai~ed 
given a reasonable sample s1ze and time between samphng. 
The paper explored the technique in the context of the 
·proposed Japanese research take. The author concluded 
that, whilst not sufficient for providing verf precise 
estimates, a sample size of 400 could produce useful 
information on natural mortality. He stressed that 
particular effort should be placed on improving the 
variance of sightings abundance estimates. He also 
commented that he would be exploring the possibility of 
incorporating a VPA or cohon analysis approach in his 
procedure as used in S041/SHMil7. 

Butterworth noted that it would be interesting to see 
how the method performed if applied to data generated 
according to the protocol in Rep. int. Whal. Comnul 
39:137~. He also commented that the estimated average 
mortality rate would be time dependent because it included 
the effects of past fishing mortality to some extent. 
Evaluation of the method using the protocol would help to 
determine if this effect is of-quantitative consequence. 

Detailed discussion of the 1989/90 proposal 
Ikeda introduced the 1989/90 research permit proposal 
(S041/SHMil3). He noted that the proposal should be 
viewed in conjunction with the original proposal submitted 
by Japan in 1987 (S039/0 4). S04l/SHMi13 outlines the 
modifications made to the origjnal proposal and the 
research plan for 1989190. As clarified .earlier in the 
meeting the proposed 1989190 catch to be taken in Area lV 
is considered to be 400 ininke whales for the purposes of 
this review. Other matters covered in his presentation are 
dealt with under the relevant guidelines below. 

(A) The Proposal 
The relevant guideline is as follows. 

'A Stalement as 10 whelher 1he permit proposal adequately specifies 
!he four SCI$ Of information required under paragraph 30 Of the 
Schedule/ · (Rep. int. Wlral. Ccmmn 36:133) 

1. 'Objecti11eS of the research:' (Scbed. Para. 30) 
2. 'Number, sex, size and.stock ofthe animals to be taken;' (Sched. 

Para. 30) 

3. 'Opponunities for participalion in the resenrch by scientists of 
other nations; and' (Sched. Para. 30) 

4 . ' Possible effect on conservalion of the stock'. (Sched. Para. 30) 

Horwood, Holt, Lankester and Tillman noted that the 
objectives of the· programme for which catches will be 
taken in 1989190 are given in S039/0 4, S041/SHMi13 
and two working papers presented to the meeting (Annex 
01). They believed that these working papers gave 
substantial additional aims to the previous documents and 
were more explicit in some respects. However, since the 
objectives are spread over several documents and are 
different in all those documents, they considered that the 
objectives of the research were inadequately specified. 
Following this comment, Ohsumi responded that the 
documentation presented explicitly stated the objectives. 

Sigurj6nsson commented that he believed it was 
perfectly natural for tbe objectives of a research proposal 
which bad been developed over three years to appear in 
more than one document. In particular he noted that the 
objectives as presented in the documents complemented 
rather than contradicted each other. Therefore he 
concluded that the objectives of the research had been 
adequately specified. 

De Ia Mare, Holt, Tillman, Chapman and Lankester 
noted that the programme implied that the estimates of 
biological parameters could be u~ed to estimate 
parameters of direCt management intclest such as MSY, 
MSYL and RY. They suggested that it is not sufficient to 
say that the research is directed towards the rational 
management of a stock, but that the proposal needs to 
show how the research will answer quest!ons which need to 
be answered, and that the other components of the 
problem can be solved. Accordingly, regardless of whether 
age dependent mortality could be reliably estimated or not, 
the proposal did not show that the whole problem of 
estimating the relevant management parameters 
constituted a feasible objective. 

The Committee agreed that the proposal specified the 
number, sex, size and stock of animals to be taken in so far 
as was possible given the random sampling strategy 
specified. The Committee also agreed that the 
opportunities for participation by scientists of other 
nations had been adequately specified and that the possible 
effect on the conseJVation of the stock had been addressed. 

(B) Objectives 
The relevant guidelines are as follows: 

I. 'Com~niS on lhe objectives of the research to be carried out 
under tbe proposed scientific permit, includina in particular bow 

· they ~rngbt relate to researeh needs identified by the Scientific 
Committee:' (Rtp. Int. What. Commn 36:133) 

2 . 'The proposed research is intended, and structured a<:cordill8ly 
to contribute information essential for rational mana&ement of 
the stock;' (Rep. int. Who/. Ccmmn 37:25) 

3. 'The rtSeareh addresses a question or questions !hat should be 
answered in order to conduct lhe comprehensive assessment or 
to meet other critically imporunt research needs;' 

(Rtp. int. Wlral. Commn 38:27-8) 

In his opening presentation, Ikeda had drawn attention to 
the two general objectives of the original proposal: the 
estima:tion of biological parameters required for 
management and the elucidation of whales in the Antarctic 
marine ecosystem. Detailed objectives are !!ISO given in 
S039/0 4, and in particular a major component was the 
determination of the age distribution of the population and 
the estimation of age-specific natural mortality rates. 
Annex 1 of S04l/SHMi13 elaborates further on the 
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Tabk I 

Bat estimates oC Soulhem Hemisphere mink:e wh•le population 111.es Bold numbers •how Lbasc va1ues used in as.scssmcnls (sec tat). *Pseudo~ 
pa»ing' populaoion estimates •~ CM populaoion divided by I he <losing mode/passing mode c:alibratioo fae1oc 0.751 (CV 0.152) oaken !rom 
S0421SHMIS). • • The rvw (70"·100'E) •wvey •• 198415 Ius been omiued because PM in that SUIVC)I did DOl indude the 10, and tbcrdore is not 
comparable to subsequent PM results. No tes: (i) P is an in..,..., variana: weigbtC'd avenge or PM population ~tim;ole and 'pseudo·passinf 

population estimate; (ii) No adJIWIMftl tw ba:n made for lhe differing nonber1y crtcnts olsUIVC)'I of lhe Area> in d•lrcn:nt yean. 

Total population siu Towc:atcb to 19'10 

Area Yc:ar CM cv PM cv 

l911JB3 SS.050 0.203 

II 1981/82 37,301> 0.213 
L?S6(37 92,114 0.'206 12U~9 0.285 

m 1979Al0 6 1,2n 0. 188 
19117/81 5 1,820 0.521 102,984 0.309 . 

IV 1978179 72Jll,7 0.156 
19Wtl9 ~.403 0.343 68,570 0.349 

v 1980/81 133,382 0.216 
198S{U 211.150 0.174 303.284 0.172 

VI 1983184 80.283 0.232 

aa:ounr of heterogeneitic> caused by weather coniliuons 
wbich could pro•·id~ an additional downward hi;c;. Some 
upward bias might be caused by Lhc method u~d to 
estimate school size in the analysis of PM sur•e~s (,cc 
SC/421SifMi29). Judgment on the likely magnitude of thi' 
bias mav be made £rom con.idc ration of Lhe discuS£ion of 
this issu~ in Annex E. 

The results of SCJ.l21SHMi18 indicated that there wue 
probably also substantial numl>ers of " hales in Lhe region 
between the northern strata of some IOCR cruises and 
60'S. Rathe r than attempt 10 correct the abundance 
estimates from these sur•c)'b for the "hales in Lhis region. 
the Comminee chose to usc only the rcsuiL' of Iuter 
SUIVC)'S. most of which came within 1- 2' of (J(I"S. for ib 
furthec~sments. These values are shov. n in bold type in 
Table I. 

USE OF CATCH A.JIOD E..FFORI DATA 

'The interpretation of catch and effon data from the 
Antarctic was discussed at kngth b~ th<> Comprehen>ive 
Assessment Workshop on Catch Per Umt Effon (R.,p. im. 
WluJI. Commn (special issue ll ) : 1~20) \\hich idenufied 
the problems with e xisting o;cries uf data. 

The Commiu ce haLl discussed CPUE -;cries from the 
Antan:tic and from the Brazilian laot.l stntion at 
considerable length in the past. The most recent 
discussions for the Antarctic data " ere in 191\5. when it " as 
cooduded that there were no Significant trends in the data 
wben account was taken of a variety of weat her and 
operational factors (Rep. im Wltal. Commn 3ti: 70). The 
Brazilian data were last examined in L98H, when 1he 
Comminee agreed thai the existence. or otherwise. of a 
U'elld in CPUE for this fiShery could not he determmet.l 
(R~p. inr. \Vha/. Cummn 39: 751. 

The Commutee concluded that eXIsting CPUE ">eries 
could not be used a' an index of abundance for any of the 
$lOCks unde r consideration. 

1fAitlt-R£C()VEJIY ~SllhtA rE.S 
'lbe most recent reanalys is o f Lhe results [rom Di!'Covery 
1118lting experiments with Southern Hemi~<phere minkc 
whales had been carried out as pan of Lhe Comprehensi\·c 
Assessment (Buckland and Duff. 1989. Rep 1111 \VItal 

Pseudo cv p cv Male Female 

73.30: 0.254 6,499 5,6()6 

49,67S 0.262 6,435 13,2B6 18 
122.65S 0.256 112,15<1 0.190 

8 1,587 0.242 9,016 18,512 13 
69.001 0.543 118,735 0.273 

97.027 0.218 14,774 19,8()S 
85,756 0.37S 74,69l 0.257 

177.606 0.264 5.009 IO,IS6 
281.158 0.231 294,610 0.138 

106,901 0.277 2,848 2.150 

Comm11 (special is,uc II): 121-4-1) and reviewed at the 
19811 meeting of the Committee (R~p. inr. Who/. Commn 
3\1: 75). Di!.cussion had conceotrat~d on problem~ of 
hete rogeneity in the probability of marking and recapture. 
and the potential biases caused by shon-tcnn mark 
shetlding and marking-related monality. The estimation of 
abundance from mark-recovery data requires a large 
number of assumplions to be made. Many of these arc 
like ly to he violated by the Dtscovery marking 
expcnmcnts. Although corrections can allo"' for this it is 
not pos."ble to estimate each correction reliably (see Table 
17 of Buckland and Duff. 19 9 for a complete 
documentation of as.~umptioos and corrections). 

The Committee no ted that there had heen an insufficient 
number of Discover) mark recoveries to yield meaningful 
esumale<O of abundanc-e in A reas I. 11 and VI (Buckland 
and Duff. 1989) but estimates were obtained for the 
rcmaimng Lhree Area' both separately and combined. The 
authors had cau110ned about the number of assumptions 
that had been made in calculating these estimates but 
noted that the est imates of to tal stock size for Areas Ill. IV 
and V were in the region of 300-350.fl00. Pooled estimates 
fmm the s1ghtings surveys were 458.()(~ (all whales, Lhe 
sum of the bold type values from Table l) and 301.000 
(takable only. the value for ·aJJ "hales· multiplied by the 
·percent takable' correction of 0.658). Mark-!l!<::overy data 
hy thctr nature only allow estimation of takable whale 
numbers. Since whales smalle r than the size spec ified as 
'Ulkahle· we re often tal:en. mark-recov.:ry estimates might 
he e.1pected to fall between the sighting:s estimaoes g.i\•en 
above . 

The Commiuee concluded that it was not >Cnsible to 
take these anal~s any funher without additional data. 
Should such data ever hecome available Lherc would still 
be problems of ana lysis because of Lhe large number of 
assumptions, some of wbicb arc untcstabk. "hich are 
invo hcd. 

!Jiolugh·ul paramerrrs 

AG£ t\1 kFCRI.JfiMF.f'-'T 

No new document~ on age a t recruitment (t,) \Oo Crc 
avatlable. Howc!ver, II ... as DOled that the \'alues or I, used 
by the Commmee m its must r.:ccnt calculations (e.g. Rep. 
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Annex E 
Report of the Sub-Committee on 

Southern Hemisphere Minke Whales 

Members: Amason, Best, Buckland, Butterworth, Cooke, 
de Ia Mare, Fujise, Gunnlaugsson, Harwood (Convener), 
Hester, Hiby, Holt, Joyce, Kasamatsu, Kasuya, Kato, 
Koya, Lankester, Lyrholm, Morimoto, Nakamura, 

· Ohsumi, Punt, Reilly, Sakuramoto, ·Sandoval, 
Sigurj6nsson, Stokes, Taga, Tanaka, (S.), Tanaka, (E.), 
Ulltang, Wall!'le, Yamamura, Zeh. 

1. ELECTION OF CHAIRMAN AND APPOINTMENT 
OF RAPPORTEURS 

Harwood was elected Chairman, Reilly acted as 
rapporteur. 

2. ADOPTION OF AGENDA 

After some discussion, the Agenda shown in Appendix 1 
was adopted. 

3. REVIEW OF DOCUMENTS 

The following documents were considered to be of 
relevance to the sub-committee: SC/42/SHMil-29; SC/42/ 
NHMi13,15,31; SC/42/0 10,13,15,16,28; SC/42/ProgRep 
Brazil, Japan; SC/42/Rep1; SC/J90/Mg3,16. 

4. REVIEW OF AVAILABLE DATA 

4.1 Catches 
Allison indicated that all reported catches of minke whales 
in the Southern Hemisphere had been coded and were 
available to the meeting, they could be aggregated in any 
chosen combination. These data were summarised in 
SC/42/SHMi7. 

4.2 Effort 
No new effort data were available at the meeting. 

4.3 Sightings 

4.3.1 Dedicated surveys 
Haw reported that all data from the IWC/IDCR cruises up 
to and including 1988189 had been coded, verified and 
analysed. Data from the 1989/90 cruise had been coded but 
not validated. · 

4.3.2 Other 
It was reported that data from the Japanese scouting boat 
surveys could be made available, for the Scientific 
Committee meeting only, if required. 

4.4 Biological information 
Allison reported that data from the Japanese biological 
master: tape (which contained information on stomach 
contents, foetus, blubber thickness, ovulation/corpora 

counts, testes weight and age in growth layers from 
commercially caught animals examined by biologists) was 
available for use during the. meeting. 

4.5 Discovery marks 
All Discovery mark data available to the Secretariat had 
been coded and validated. However, there was still some 
outstanding data on 51 Japanese marks, and on 152 marks 
placed during the 1979/80 Soviet marking expedition. 

5. REVIEW OF COMPUTING FACILITIES 

5.1 Hardware 
This is described in the Scientific Committee's report. 

5.2 Analysis programs 
Allison reported that validated versions of the 
liTTER/FITTER program written by de Ia Mare and by 
Butterworth were available. The routines for estimating 
confidence limits in these programs had not, however, 
been validated. 

6. STOCK IDENTITY 

The sub-committee recognised ·the existence of two 
different morphological forms of southern minke whales: 
the larger bonaerensis form, which was the basis of the past 
commercial catch; and a smaller so-called diminutive or 
dwarf form (Best, 1985, Sci. Rep. Whales Res. lnst., Tokyo 
36:1-33; Arnold eta/., 1987, Sci. Rep. Whales Res. Inst., 
Tokyo 38:1-46) that has been recorded as far south as 62°S 
(Kato et al., Rep. inc. Whal. Commn 40:289-300). Wada 
and Numachi (SC/S89/Gen22) have suggested that the 
genetic difference between recognised subspecies of minke 
whales is sufficient for them to be classified as full species, 
and the sub-committee agreed that the two forms in the 
Southern Hemisphere should definitely be considered 
separately for management purposes. Due to a lack of 
information on the biology or status of the diminutive form 
the rest of the sub-committee's report only concerns the 
bonaerensis form. 

SC/42/SHMi8 provided a review of information which 
was available on the stock identity of Southern 
Hemisphere minke whales. It noted that the term 'stock' 
had been used in at least three different ways by the 
Scientific Committee; these have been termed 'dynamic', 
'management' and 'genetic' stocks by Hoelzel and Dover 
(Rep. int. Whal. Commn (special issue 11):81-120). The 
sub-committee chose to use the same ad hoc definition as 
that used by the Management sub-committee: those whales 
which are the subject of a separate management regime. It 
aimed to formulate a range of feasible hypotheses about 
the organisation of minke whale populations in the 
Southern Hemisphere in response to the requests received 
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from the Management .sub-committee (Appendix 2). 
These were to be used as the basis for simulation trials 
carried out by that sub-committee. · 

6.1 Genetic analysis 
The analysis of isozyme variation in 12,000 minke whales 
(summarised in SC/S89/Gen22) had revealed no significant 
differences between any of the currently recognised stocks 
in the Southern Hemisphere, but highly significant 
differences between Southern and Northern Hemisphere 
minke whales. Analysis of variation in the D-Ioop of the 
mitochondrial genome (SC/S89/Gen15), of repeated 
sequences from .minke whale satellite DNA 
(SC/S89/Gen1), and Restriction Fragment Length 
Polymorphism (RFLP) patterns generated with multilocus 
minisatellite probes (SC/S89/Gen4) had demonstrated 
similar differences between North Atlantic, North Pa~ific 
and Antarctic minke whales. However, none of these 
powerful molecular genetic techniques (which are 
described in more detail in Hoelzel and Dover (foe. cit.) 
and SC/42/Rep1) provided any evidence of unambiguous 
genetic differences between minke whales in Areas IV and 
V. The sub-committee therefore concluded that while 
Antarctic minke whale stocks were certainly separate from 
those in the Northern Hemisphere, there must be sufficient 
interchange between the currently recognised stocks in the 
Southern Hemisphere to counteract the effects of genetic 
drift (which builds up genetic differences between 
populations through the random loss of variation) . 
However, this could be achieved by the movement of one 
reproductively successful individual per generation 
between neighbouring stocks. 

6.2 Discovery mark analysis 
SC/42/SHMi8 reviewed information on the recovery of 94 
Discovery marks from minke whales in the Southern 
Hemisphere. Two marks had been recovered from whales 
on the winter breeding grounds off Brazil (Area II). These 
whales had been marked at locations 54° of longitude apart 
in the Antarctic. The other 92 recoveries indicated that 
90% of marked whales were recovered within ±20° of 
longitude of their marking position from two years after 
marking onwards, with no significant increase in this range 
with time from marking. 

The sub-committee noted that movements indicated by 
mark recoveries will be influenced by the distribution of 
marking and catching effort . This, and the relatively small 
number of recoveries, made· it difficult to interpret the 
implications of such movements for stock identity. 

6.3 Morphological analyses and the use of ecological 
markers 
SC/42/SHMi8 also reviewed the results of analyses of 
variation using 34 non-meristic characteristics of minke 
whales, and 12 meristic or linear features. These had failed 
to identify any isolated populations on the Antarctic 
feeding grounds (Bushuev, Rep. int. What. Commn 
40:317-24). 

However, a study of the incidence of a warm-water 
parasite (Xenobalaenus) and of freshly-healed white scars, 
probably caused by the bites of a small pelagic shark in low 
latitudes , suggested that whales in Antarctic Areas I, III 
and IV come from different wintering grounds (Bushuev, 
k>c. cit.) . 

6.4 Patterns of distribution from sightings 
SC/42/SHMi20 analysed sightings of minke whales 
collected by Japanese scouting boats and research vessels 
operating in tbeSouthern Hemisphere since 1976. Areas of 
higher density, which were believed to be breeding 
grounds, were found north of 35°S in October-November 
between 100 and 120°W, and 130 and 180°W in the South 
Pacific, and between 40 and 50oE and 90 and llOoE in tile 
ll!dian Ocean. Observations of whales between 35-50°S 
suggested that the major proportion of animals from the 
breeding grounds migrated south from October onwards to 
feeding areas in the Antarctic to arrive by January. It was 
suggested that animals from the western Pacific migrate to 
waters between 130-140°E and 120°-130°W, and those 
from the eastern Pacific to Antarctic waters between 
l20°-l30°W and 60-70°W. Animals from the eastern 
Indian Ocean may migrate to an area between 600...:SOoE 
and 130-140°E, whereas those from the western breeding 
grounds may migrate to an area west of 60-80°E. These 
proposed breeding grounds and feeding areas are shown in 
Fig. 1. 

In SC/42/0 15 data from the IWC/IDCR Southern 
Hemisphere minke whale cruises made since 1978179 were 
summarised. These indicated the density of minke whale· 
sightings in the Antarctic Ocean. There were noteworthy 
regions of high and low density, but some of these 
appeared to have shifted in the interval between the 
surveys. However, there were consistent high 
concentrations in the South Atlantic sector between 30°W 
and 30°E, and in the Indian Ocean sector between 
70°-1000£. There was consistent discontinuity at 30°-70°E 
and around 100°E. 

The sub-committee welcomed these useful summaries 
and used them as the basis for hypothesis on stock structure · 
which it developed in response to a request from the 
sub-committee on management (see Item 6.6). 

6.5 Other evidence 
SC/42/SHMiS had reviewed information on the 
distribution of minke whale catches in the Antarctic (these 
are summarised in van Beek, Rep. int. What. Commn 
33:315- 321). Although there was also discontinuity in this 
distribution it was not clear to what extent this reflected the 
distribution of whales rather than the distribution of 
catching effort. 

6.6 Implications for assessment 
The sub-committee structured its discussion of this item 
around the request for advice on stock identity hypotheses 
from the sub-committee on management (Appendix 2). 
The sub-committee concluded that it could formulate a set 
of alternative hypotheses and established a working group 
to do this. Their report can be found in Appendix 3. The 
sub-committee agreed to forward the set of four basic 
hypotheses proposed by this working group. It noted that 
there were no obvious demographic consequences 
associated with the different hypotheses. The historical 
distribution of catches across the area used by the 
hypothesised stocks was well-documented, and the 
available information on these was summarised in 
SC/42/SHMi7. 

The sub-committee noted that there had been logistic 
and operational constraints on Antarctic operations and 
these had been described concisely in a presentation to the 
1987 Workshop on Catch per Unit Effort conducted as part 
of a Comprehensive Assessment (Rep. int. What. Commn 
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CURRENT MANAGEMENT AREAS 

AREA II AREA Ill AREAV 

ooow 60°E 1200E 1800 120°W 60°W 

S. ATLANTIC ? W. INDIAN E. INDIAN W. SOUTH PACIFIC E. S. PACIFIC 

PROPOSED BOUNDARIES 

Fig. I. Possible location of breeding grounds and Antarctic feeding areas as proposed in SC/421SHMi20; the location of known breeding grounds off 
Brazil is shown. The hypothetical feeding areas used by the animals from these breeding grounds are also shown. 

(special issue 11):18-19). In order to obtain the required 
average catch of 26 whales per day most catching had been 
conducted along the ice edge. As a_ consequence of the 
segregation of mature females, described in Item 8.3, this 
had led to the catch being biassed towards females. Large 
numbers of whales had been caught close to the boundary 
between Areas, partly as a consequence of efforts to 
minimise the travelling costs of the whaling fleet. The 
minke whale populations in the Southern Hemisphere had 
also been subject to exploitation by two land stations (in 
South Africa and Brazil) both of which had operated on, or 
close to, believed breeding.grounds. The sub-committee 
expressed no opinion about the likelihood of the 
constraints described above continuing into the future. 

7. ESTIMATES OF ABUNDANCE AND TRENDS 

7.1 Methodology 

7.1.1 Sighting surveys 

DIFFERENCES BETwEEN SURVEY MODES 

The most detailed information on minke whale abundance . 
south of 60°S came from th'e series of sighting surveys 
conducted since 1978/79 on the IWCIIDCR Southern 
Hemisphere cruises. Data had been collected in two survey 
modes: Closing Mode (CM), where the survey vessel 
closed on a school immediately it was sighted to confirm 
species identity and estimate school size; and Passing Mode 
(PM), where the vessel did not deviate from the track line. 
Until 1983/84 surveys had only been conducted in CM; 
after this surveys had been carried out in both modes. At 
previous meetings the sub-committee had concluded that 
abundance estimates from PM surveys were likely to be 

less biassed than those from CM. This was because in the 
latte.r mode a lot oftime is spent closing on schools in high 
density areas. The secondary sightings made during these· 
periods are not used for estimation. One possible result is 
that sightings made in high density areas may be under 
represented, leading to a downward bias (Kishino and 
Kasamatsu, 1987, Rep. int. What. Commn 37:253-8). 
However, comparison of density estimates in CM and PM 
made in the same Area had revealed larger differences 
than expected (Rep. int. What. Commn 40:133). The 
Scientific Committee · therefore recommended further 
analysis to evaluate the importance of a number of 
operational factors which could have contributed to this 
difference. 

SC/42/SHMiS reported the results of analysis of the 
IDCR data which tried to account for the effect of these 
operational differences. In PM surveys in recent years an 
additional, independent observer (IO) had been used, 
located on a separate observation platform to the barrel 
and upper bridge. When sightings made by this observer 
were removed the ratio of PM densities to CM densities 
was no longer significantly different from i.O, but PM was 
still consistently higher than CM. In an attempt to explain 
this residual difference, PM density estimates were 
converted to 'simulated-CM' values by deleting sightings 
and effort made in the interval between first sighting a 
school and coming abeam of it. These 'simulated-CM' 
density estimates were still consistently higher than CM 
values but the ratio was not significantly different from 1.0. 
Other modifications to the dataset (such as the use of only 
those.sightings made from the barrel and using only those 
CM sightings made on the trackline) led to a decrease-in 
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CM density estimates. The author therefore concluded 
that the differences between the density estimates in the 
two modes could be explained by the different number of 
observers involved and the different search 
methodologies. 

Another potential difference between the two modes 
was that school density estimates made in PM were 
converted to estimates of whale density using estimates of 
school size made in CM. This was because experiments had 
indicated that estimates of school size made from the 
trackline were about 113rd lower than the estimates made 
when the vessel closed with the school (Rep. int. Whal. 
Commn 37:70). It was possible that observers· used 
effectively different operational definitions of schools in 
the two modes. Observers operating in PM might be more 
likely than those operating in CM to assume that animals 
from a single school with different surfacing patterns 
belonged to different schools. SC/42/SHMi29 examined 
the distribution of nearest-neighbour distances between 
consecutive schools sighted in PM, taking account of errors 
in distance estimation. It concluded that approximately 
one quarter of these distances were less than 0..5 n.miles 
and suggested that this could make a substantial difference 
to estimates of pod size in PM. However, observers with 
experience of the IWC/IDCR cruises indicated that most 
whales included within the definition of a school were 
much closer together than this and that additional criteria, 
such as direction of swimming and synchrony of surfacing, 
were used by observers to assign whales to the same school. 

Best also suggested that there was a greater likelihood of 
duplicate sightings in PM than in CM, but it was considered 
that this was only a potential problem with 'like minke' 
sightings at larger distances from the ship. 

The sub-committee concluded that these analyses did 
explain much of the difference between density estimates 
in the two modes. It decided that a comparable series of 
PM and CM abundance estimates could be produced by 
dividing the CM estimates by 0.751 (the mean of the 
CM/PM density estimates in SC/42,1SHMi5) and adjusting 
the variance accordingly to provide a 'pseudo-passing' 
mode estimate. Where both CM and PM estimates were 
available the PM and 'pseudo-passing' mode estimates 
could be pooled using inverse variance weighting to 
provide a single value. However, it recommended that the 
individual CM and PM estimates should also be tabulated. 

The sub-committee noted that although the hazard rate 
and 'smearing' routines used in the analysis of the 
IWCIIDCR cruise results had been independently 
checked, this was not true of the entire program suite. It 
therefore recommended that these programs should be 
subject to the Secretariat's normal validation procedure. 

It also iepeaied!fie" recommendation. that a validated 
program for the implementation of the variable coverage 
probability analysis should be developed by the IWC 
Secretariat computing staff with advice from Cooke. 

g(O) 
The sub-committee had considered many times in the past 
the problem of estimating the probability that a school on 
the trackline was seen (g(O)). Despite recommending a 
number of different experiments to try to estimate ·the 
value of this parameter, the sub-committee had always 
chosen to use a ·value of 1.0 in its estimation of abundance. 

Appendix 4 reviewed the results of experiments aimed at 
estimating g(O). It noted that estimates of this parameter 
should be applied to estimates of density derived from 

sightings from the barrel only. If available estimates of g(O) 
were used in this way, the calculated estimates of density 
were not substantially different from those made usingg(O) 
= 1 and all sightings. The sub-committee agreed to 
continue to use a value of 1.0 for g(O) in its calculations. 

The sub-committee took note of the experiments being 
conducted during surveys for- minke whales in the North 
AtlantiC (SC/42/NHMi13) . . It recognised the potential of 
the methods of analysis which had been used. However, it 
concluded, in thdight of the extensive discussion of the 
results of these experiments in the North Atlantic minke 
whale sub-committee, that they appeared to require 
further development. 

SC/42/SHMi27 described the theory, and SHMi2 the 
results, of surveys conducted as part of the. current 
Japanese research programme. Three vessels, two 
operating 0.3 n.miles apart and one 12 n.miles away, were 
used. All vessels operated in CM with two topmen in the 
barrel. Three topmen. would be stationed in the barrel 
during future cruises to increase sightings effort: In the 
double trackline survey only one vessel closed with each 
school that was sighted, the two vessels were treated as a 
single platform in the analysis of the results. Separate 
search half widths were calculated for solitary animals and 
schools of two or more animals. Density estimates from the 
double trackline were substantially higher than those for 
the single vessel. · 

The sub-committee welcomed this new approach to the 
problem of estimating g(O). It noted that the use of a · 
double trackline survey method offered considerable 
opportunity for the further investigation of some of the 
problems identified in the previous section. It suggested 
that those responsible for designing future surveys using 
this method might usefully discuss the possibilities with 
other experts in this field. 

7. 1.2 Use of catch and effort data 
The interpretation of catch and effort data from the 
Antarctic was discussed at length by the Comprehensive 
Assessment Workshop on Catch Per Unit Effort (Rep. int. 
Whal. Commn (special issue 11):15-20) which identified 
the problems with existing series of data. The 
sub-committee had discussed CPUE series from the 
Antarctic and from the Brazilian land station at 
considerable length in the past. 

The most recent discussions were in 1986 for the 
Antarctic data, when it was concluded that there were no 
significant trends in the data when account was taken of a 
variety of weather and operational factors (Rep. int. Whal. 
Commn 36:70), and 1989 for the Brazilian data, when the 
sub-committee agreed that the existence, or otherwise, of a 
trend in CPUE for this fishery could not be determined 
(Rep. int. Wha/. Commn 39:75). 

The sub-committee concluded that existing CPUE series 
could not be used as an index of abundance for any of the 
stocks under consideration. 

7.1.3 Mark-recovery methods 
The most recent reanalysis of the results f rom Discovery 
marking experiments with Southern Hemisphere minke 
whales had been carried out as part of the comprehensive 
assessment (Rep. int. Whal. Commn (special issue 
11):121--44) and reviewed at the 1988 meeting of the 
sub-committee (Rep. int. Whal. Commn 39:75). 
Discussion had concentrated on' problems of heterogeneity 
in the probability of marking and recapture, and the 
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potential biases caused by short-term mark shedding and 
marking-related mortality. The estimation of abundance 
from mark-recovery data requires a large number of 
assumptions to be made. Many of these are likely to be 
violated by the Discovery marking experiments. Although 
corrections can allow for this it is not possible to estimate 
each correction reliably (see Table 17, Rep. int. Whal. 
Commn (special issue 11):140 for a complete 
documentation of assumptions and corrections). 

The sub-committee concluded that it was not sensible to 
take these analyses any further without additional data. 
Should such data ever become available there would still 
be problems of analysis because of the large number of 
assumptions, some of which are untestable, which are 
involved. 

7.2 Abundance estimates 

7.2.1 IDCR results 
The results of the 1988/89 IWC/IDCR cruise in Area IV 
had been analysed in SC/42/SHMi3 + Addendum using the 
'standard methodology' adopted by the Scientific 
Committee in 1988 (Rep. int. Whal. Commn 39:71-4). As 
in previous analyses, it had been necessary to pool data 
from some strata to obtain satisfactory fits to the 
hazard-rate model. It was possible to table estimates of 
total population size in each Area ~outh of 60"S based on· 
the results of the IWC/IDCR cruises, and to make 
corrections for the differences between PM and CM 
surveys in the way described in Item 7 .1.1. These estimates 
are shown in Table 1. In compiling the table the 
opportunity was taken to correct the CM estimate for Area 
II in 1986/87 to take account of an error in calculating the 
area of one stratum. A slight error in the 1978179 estimate 
for Area IV, which had been adjusted twice for the whale 
motion factor (m), was also corrected. 

The sub-committee noted that where two abundance 
estimates .are available for particular Areas these values 
are not strictly comparable because of differences in the 
northerly extent of the surveys in the two years. The 
cumulative catch in each Area is also included in this 
Table. This is discussed in Item 9.3. The sub-committee 

noted that the identified biases in these estimates were 
mostly downward ones. The nature and size of these biases 
is discussed in more detail in Item 13. 

7.2.2 Japanese scouting vessel results 
SC/42/SHMi18 provided estimates of minke whale 
abundance between the northern boundary of the northern 
stratum surveyed by IDCR cruises and 60"S, and for the 
latitudinal bands of 60•-so"S, so•-40"s, and 40"-30"S based 
on Japanese scouting boat data. The number of minke 
whales seen by the scouting boats per hour steamed in 2• 
latitude by s• longitude rectangles during January and 
February was used as an index of abundance. It was 
calibrated against the estimates of density from IDCR CM 
surveys from 1978179 to 1983/84 where these were carried 
out in the same rectangles. This resulting calibration factor 
was then used to convert the indices for rectangles not 
surveyed in IDCR cruises to estimates of abundance. The 
scouting boat survey data was grouped into two periods 
(pre- and post-1978) because the method used to record 
effort data changed after 1977178. Both primary and 
secondary sightings were included in the analysis, time 
spent steaming included chasing, closing and top-man 
down steaming prior to 1978179. 

SC/42/SHMi26 presented an analysis of the same data set 
from the scouting boats, but in this case information about 
the distance of sightings from the track line had been 
available. As a result it had been possible to estimate 
effective search half widths using a hazard rate function 
and thus to estimate abundance in the strata 60--SO"S and 
50--40•s for each Area directly. 

The sub-committee noted that these papers provided a 
useful indication of the relative abundance of minke whales 
in the unsurveyed latitudes. However, it noted that there is 
a fundamental assumption to the method used in SHMi18: 
that the characteristics of the scouting boat operation 
remained constant across latitudes. In addition, it noted 
that the scouting boat cruises had not been designed to 
estimate abundance but to locate concentrations of whales. 
Although the stratification of the results into relatively 
small geographical areas might overcome the worst of the 

Table1 

Best estimates of Southern Hemisphere minke whale population sizes. Bold numbers show those values 
used in assessments (see text). P is an inverse variance weighted average of PM (passing mode) 
population estimate and 'pseudo-passing' population estimate. 'Pseudo-passing' population estimates are 
CM (closing mode) population divided by the closing mode/passing mode calibration factor 0.751 (CV 
0.152) taken from SC/42/SHMi5. No adjustment has been made for the differing northerly extents of 

surveys of the Areas in different years. 7 = sex not known. 

Total population size Total catch to 1990 

Area Year CM cv PM cv Pseudo cv p cv Male Female 

1982/33 55,050 0.203 73,302 0.254 6,499 5,606 3 

n 1981/82 37,306 0.213 49,675 0.262 6,435 13,286 18 
1986/87 92,114 0.206 121,549 0.285 122,655 0.256 122,156 0.190 

III 1979/80 61,272 0.188 81,587 0.242 9,016 18,512 13 
1987/38 51,820 0.521 102,984 0.309 69,001 0.543 88,735 0.273 

IV• 1978n9 72,867 0.156 97,027 0.218 14,774 19,805 7 
1988/89 64,403 0.343 68,570 0.349 85,756 0.375 74,692 0.257 

v 1980/81 133,382 0.216 177,606 0.264. 5,009 10,156 
1985/86 211,150 0.174 303,284 0.172 281,158 0.231 294,610 0.138 

VI - 1983/84 80,283 0.232 106,901 0.277 2,848 2,150 

• The IVW (70"-lOOOE) survey in 1984/5 has been omitted because PM in that survey did not include the 
10, and therefore is not comparable to subsequent PM results. 
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potential bias generated by this, there was still a danger 
that the cruises might have been concentrated on migration 
routes, for example. 

7.2.3 Mark-recovery estimates 
The sub-committee noted that there had been an 
insufficient number of Discovery mark recoveries to yield 
meaningful estimates of abundance in Areas I, II and VI 
(Rep. int. Whal. Commn (special issue 11):121-44) but 
estimates were obtained for the remaining three Areas 
both separately and combined. The authors had cautioned 
about the number of assumptions that had been made in 
calculating these estimates but noted that the estimates of 
total stock size for Areas III, IV and V were in the region of 
300-350,000. Pooled estimates from the sightings surveys 
were 301,000 (takable only) and 458,000 (all whales). 
Mark-recovery data by their nature only allow estimation 
of takable whale numbers. Since whales smaller than the 
size specified as 'takable' were often taken, mark-recovery 
estimates might be expected to fall between the sightings 
estimates given above. 

7.3 Unsurveyed areas 
Thi sub-committee had consistently had problems in the 
past in taking account of the whales in areas which had not 
been surveyed. These unsurveyed areas included the pack 
ice south of the southernmost stratum on the IDCR 
cruises, the area between the northernmost stratum and 
6o•s for some of the earlier IDCR cruises, and the area 
north of 6o•s. 

The results of SHMi18 indicated that there were 
probably substantial numbers of whales in the region 
between the northern strata of some IDCR cruises and 
·60·s. Rather than attempt to correcf the abundance 
estimates from these surveys for the whales in this region, 
the sub-committee chose to use only the results of later 
surveys, most of which came within 1-2° of 60°N, for its 
assessments (see Item 9.2). 

The results of SHMi18 and SHMi26 indicated that there 
· were also substantial numbers of whales north of 6o•s in 
the austral summer, although the abundance in these 
latitudes in January and February was Jess than further 
south. However, the sub-committee noted that if these 
animals remained north of 6o•s throughout the austral 
summer they would not be vulnerable to commercial 
exploitation with the operating pattern of recent Antarctic 
whaling. 

Concerning the question of whales within the pack ice, 
Kato indicated that a Japanese scientist; who was a 
member of the South Pole expedition, made independent 
sighting surveys from an ice-breaker while the IDCR cruise 
was undertaken in Area III in 1979/80. He found numbers 
of minke whales within the pack ice and in open leads in the 
fast ice area south of the area covered by the IDCR vessels 
(Naito, 1982, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 32:929-33). The 
sub-committee noted that satellite imagery of the extent of 
the pack ice in each Area was available throughout the 
period of the IDCR cruises. It recommended that these 
images should be analysed to determine the extent of the 
pack ice, by concentration, in each Area when the surveys 
were conducted. 

8. BIOLOGICAL PARAMETERS 

8.1 Age at recruitment 
No new documents on age at recruitment (t,) were 
available to the sub-committee. However, it was noted that 

the values oft, used by the sub-committee in its most recent 
calculations (e.g. Rep. int. Whal. Commn 39:76) had been 
developed at the 1981 Special meeting on Southern 
Hemisphere minke whales using the CPOP computer 
program and catch at age data for each management Area. 
The resulting values for t, had been very variable, and the 
sub-committee noted that it should now be possible to 
calculate t, directly for Area IV by comparing the age 
structure of the catch with that of the Japanese research 
take. Age-specific selectivities based on these data were 
calculated in Appendix 5. They indicated full recruitment 
at age 11. The sub-committee agreed on values of 7 years 
for t, and 10 years for age at 95% recruitment after 
inspection· of Fig. 1 of Appendix 5. 

8.2 Age at maturity 
SC/42/SHMill provided a review of data on age at sexual 
maturity (tm) in Antarctic minke whales. tm for an 
individual whale has been estimated by subtracting the 
number of corpora in the ovaries from its age, or by 
determine the position of the transition phase in the ear 
plug. Mean age at maturity has been estimated from the 
average of individual estimates, from the proportion of the 
catch ovulating for the first time at a particular age, from 
the plots between· sexual maturity rates and ages, and from 
a regression of mean number of corpora on age. The 
estimation tm for fully recruited year-classes ip. the current 
catch from corpora examination is relatively 
uncontroversial. Trends in tm with time can be examined 
by comparison of estimates made in this way over the 
course of commercial whaling. However, for Southern 
Hemisphere minke whales this provides a rather short time 
series. 

A much larger time series and larger sample size can be 
obtained if estimates of tm from the transition phase are 
used. However, the interpretation of such time series has 
been controversial. The problems were discussed at 
considerable length at a Minke Whale Ageing Workshop in 
1983 (Rep. int. Whal. Commn 34:676-681). This identified 
a number of problems whic~ could generate an apparent 
change in tm estimated from the transition phase with time. 
These were: problems in recognition of the transition 
phase; variations in readability with the total number of 
growth layers; improvements and learning effects if the 
same readers examined earplugs over a number of years; 
methods of plotting the data; and truncation effects 
(caused primarily by under-representation of animals with 
large tm's in the most recently sampled cohorts). The 
authors of SC/42/SHMill had attempted to overcome 
some of these problems by plotting tm against 
age-at-capture for cohort groups using only earplug data 
from older animals, and by plotting tm against cohort for 
samples collected in different periods. They concluded that _ 
tm for Southern Hemisphere minke whales had declined 
from 12-13 years in the mid-1940's to 10 years in 1955, imd 
·that there may have been a further decline to 7--S years in 
the early 1970's. They interpreted this as a result of an 
increase in the carrying capacity of the Antarctic for minke 
whales following the major depletion in large baleen whale 
numbers during the first half of the twentieth century. The 
sub-committee could not reach a unanimous view on the 
conclusions of this review. 

Some menibers agreed completely with the conclusions 
of the authors of SC/42/SHMill. Others believed that the 
carrying capacity for minke whales may have changed 
following the depletion of large whales, but this was not a 
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necessary consequence of that depletion. They considered 
that because of the unresolved methodological problems 
involved in interpreting time series of estimates of tm from 
the transition phase, the data in SC/42/SHMill could not 
be interpreted as evidence of a decline in tm. Yet others 
considered that the demonstration of the existence or 
otherwise of an historic change in tm was of importance for 
management. They considered that the results presented in 
SC/42/SHMi11, though suggestive of such a change, were 
not yet conclusive. They argued that the problems of 
interpreting the data were a consequence of the shortness 
of the time series, and would be resolved by the provision 
of future data. 

SC/42/SHMi19 examined trends in tm estimated from the 
transition phase in earplugs collected from the Soviet catch 
between 1971n2 and 1981/82. The series were not 
corrected for any of the effects described above. Although 
apparently significant decreases with time were observed, 
the author concluded that the position of the transition 
phase could not be used to estimate tm because of its 
subjective character. 

Estimates of mean tm and the age at which 95% of the 
population reached maturity were required for the runs of 
the HITTER/FITTER routine described in Item 9.1. 
These were estimated as 7.5 years and 14 years respectively 
for the current Antarctic population from histograms of 
percent mature at age in Kato (1987, Sci. Rep. Whales Res. 
Inst. 38:47-73). 

8.3 Sex ratio 
Details of the aggregation of animals by sex south of 60"S 
derived from the Japanese research take were provided in 
SC/42/SHMi1, 10 and 25. The authors found that the 
mature females tended to be found close to the ice edge. 
They concluded that this would account for the fact that the 
Japanese commercial catch, which was primarily taken 
along the ice edge, was strongly biased towards females. 

SC/42/SHMi4 provided an account of Soviet whaling in 
Area I between 1982/83 and 1985/86. In three of the ·four 
years males predominated in the catch, although the fleet 
had operated close to the ice edge. The author concluded 
that in these years the bulk of the feeding population was 
further south, within pack ice. 

8.4 Pregnancy rates 
SC/42/SHMi10 provide information on the pregnancy rate 
of mature females taken in Areas IV and V as part of the 
Japanese research catch. Observed .values of 0.946 and 
0.906 were obtained. These were substantially higher than 
the value of 0.78 which had been used by the 
sub-committee in the past (e.g. Rep. int. Whal. Commn 
37:69). This value was based on the proportion of 
non-lactating animals amongst a S!lmple of mature females 
examined at the South African land station (Best, 1982, 
Rep. int. Whal. Commn 32:779). 

SC/42/SHMi13 reported on the measurement of serum 
progesterone levels in, blood samples from 244 female 
minke whales collected as part of the Japanese research 
catch. Ovulating and pregnant animals had high 
progesterone levels, and these levels did not appear to 
change during the early and middle stages of pregnancy. 
Yoshioka indicated that he was trying to develop ;tssay · 
methods which could be used on muscle samples. 

SC/42/SHMi24 examined the migration pattern in 
relation to reproductive cycles using 11,953 foetal length 
collected from commercial operations in 1971n2 to 

1986/87, and found that females which had conceived 
earlier tended to arrive earlier to the Antarctic feeding 
ground, although the overall peak of conception extended 
into early September. The authors considered that the 
majority of females conceived after giving birth while still 
lactating and migrated to the Antarctic after weaning their 
calves. The authors further noted such migration pattern 
appears to be one strategy to maintain a high reproductive 
rate. 

8.5 Natural mortality rate 
In the past (e.g. Rep. int. Whal. Commn 33:93; 34:78; 
39:77) the sub-committee had used a value of 0.086 for 
natural mortality (M). This was based on an inter-species 
comparison of estimates of M carried out by Chapman 
(1983, Rep. int. Whal. Commn 33:311-14). However, a 
Working Group on Methods for Estimating Natural 
Mortality established in 1984 (Rep. int. Whal. Commn 
35:142-3) had noted that most ofthe estimates ofM used in 
this comparison had come from the analysis of catch 
curves. The shape of these could be affected by age-specific 
mortality, age-specific selectivity, and cohort-specific 
recruitment, all of which could cause problems in the 
estimation of a single mortality rate for all exploited 
age-classes. When an interspecific comparison was used to 
estimate M for a species or stock from which no other data 
were available, the resulting estimate would be subject to 
all of the problems associate.d with the individual estimates 
plus an additional error component resulting from the use 
of the regression equation. As a result the sub-committee 
had agreed that mortality rates estimated from an 
interspecific relationship with maximum lengths could not 
be used (Rep. int. Whal. Commn 35:76). 

A value for M was required for the HITTER/FITTER 
routine (see Item 9.1). The sub-committee chose to use a 
value of 0.10 derived from the mark-recovery analysis of 
Buckland and Duff (1990, Rep. int. Whal. Commn (special 
issue 11):132). The sub-committee noted its earlier caution 
(Rep. int. Whal. Commn 39:75) that this estimate had been 
calculated on the assumption that mortality was exactly 
balanced by recruitment, and was therefore subject to the 
same problem of confounding between trends in 
recruitment and in mortality ·which makes the analysis of 
catch-at-age data so difficult. However, it was assured that 
the HITTER/FITTER routine was relatively insensitive to 
the value chosen for M. 

8.6 Catch-at-age data and recruitment rates 
During the last decade a number of procedures had been 
developed to estimate age-specific mortality rates and 
cohort-specific recruitment rates from catch-at-age data. 
SC/42/SHMi16 provided a review of the current status of 
the cohort analysis of Sakaramoto and Tanaka (1985, Rep. 
in't. Whal. Commn 36:207-12). The authors indicated that 
some of the problems identified with this method were still 
unresolved and further work on it was planned. This might 
include testing using the draft protocol developed at the 
1988 Scientific Committee meeting. 

SC/42/SHMi17 described progress on the Bayesian 
cohort model of Nakamura et al. (1989, Rep. int. Whal. 
Commn 39:375-382). This had now been developed to 
estimate age-specific natural mortality rates and trends in 
recruitment from estimated population size by age and 
period from the age-structure of a small catch. It was 
planned to use this method to analyse the results of the 
Japanese ·scientific catch; testing using the agreed draft 
protocol was also being considered. 
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SC/42/SHMi23 described an 'integrated analysis' which 
had been developed from the 'crude VPA' estimator of 
Butterworth and Punt (1990, Rep. int. What. Commn 
40:301-316). The procedure had been successfully tested 
using a modification of the draft protocol. The method was 
capable of estimating changes in historical recruitment 
trend and mean net recruitment rate with standard errors 
of <1%, provided a sufficiently long time series of data was 
available. 

No estimates of recruitment rate using real data had 
been made using the last two procedures. 

SC/42/SHMil2 examined ageing bias and magnitude of 
error in minke whale earplug reading and found no 
systematic biases with error of about 6% of age at capture 
between experienced readers. The authors believed this 
magnitude of ageing error is applicable to studies of the use 
of age data. It was noted that an inexperienced reader 
tended to read fewer layers than an experienced one. 
SHMi12 also reported the temporal increases in age 
readability of earplugs from the Japanese catch from an 
average of 46% in 1971-77 to 73% in 1979-86 and a length 
related increase up to 65% at around 28ft. 

SC/42/SHMi1 considered the age structure and 
reproductive data from minke whales collected in the 
Japanese research take in · Area V. The Akaike 
Information Criteria was used to examine heterogeneities 
on sex ratio, sexual maturity and mean age among different 
school sizes and localities. 

9. ASSESSMENT 
For some Areas the sub-committee had estimates of 
abundance from surveys in two separate seasons. 
However, the northward extent of such surveys differed. 
Some correction for this difference had been made in the 
past, but the sub-committee recognised that the large CV 
associated with the resulting estimates and the relatively 
short time interval between the surveys made such 
corrected estimates unsuitable for direct comparison or for 
use as a time series to assess the status of stocks. 

9.1 Use of HITTER/FITTER model 
The IDTIERIFITIER program provides a procedure for 
estimating the effect of a history of catches or a stock 
provided there is an estimate of absolute abundance, or a 
series of relative abundance data, or both, along with 
estimates of a number of demographic parameters, and 
MSYL. It can fit a population model to the absolute and/or 
relative abundance data to provide estimates of current 
and past abundance as well as estimating MSY rate 
(MSYR). If no series of relative abundance data are 
available it is only possible to use the IDTIER part of the 
program which gives a population trajectory whicq passes 
through a point estimate of absolute abundance. In these 
circumstances values of MSYR have to be specified. No 
suitable series of relative abundance data was available for 
Southern Hemisphere minke whales. 

Some members of the sub-committee considered that 
appropriate information for the use of IDTIERIFITIER 
was not available for Southern Hemisphere minke whales, 
and concluded that the use of the program was not 
worthwhile, for the following main reasons: 
(1) There are no estimates of MSYR for the southern 

minke whale, and no agreement on a likely range. 
(2) There was no agreement in the committee on the 

validity of applying increase rates from species such as 
gray and right whales to minke whales. 

(3) There is no agreement on whether or not there was a 
trend in abundance before exploitation began in the 
1970s and whether or not any related trends in carrying 
capacity continued during the period of exploitation. 

These matters are fully documented in Rep. int. What. 
Commn 40:119-26. Furthermore, it was impracticable to 
undertake any runs other than by the area breakdown of 
the old six 'management areas' and perhaps by some 
combinations of these. Such a process implicitly assumes 
they are largely representative of a breeding population 
with little or slow mixing._ 

Thus the only such run that would be indicative of the 
effects of whaling on this group of stocks would be one for 
the entire. Southern Hemisphere, with MSYR=O. But, 
given the insensitivity of the runs to the value of M, the 
same indication is ·given simply by comparing the 'current' 
stock estimate with. the total cumulative catch. 

Other members believed that ~se of HITIER with an 
appropriate range of MSY rate values would provide 
information which would allow an assessment of the status 
of the stocks. First, they were of the opinion that attempts 
to estimate upper bounds for the extent to which stocks 
might have been reduced by exploitation was of value in 
this respect. They noted that the IOCR sighting survey 
abundance estimates were negatively biassed measures of 
the 1 + population sizes which they suggested be used for 
the HITTER calculations. Further, in the light of the large 
reduction of the populations of other Southern 
Hemisphere l:!aleen whales they judged that only some 
increase (but not a decrease) in the carrying capacity for . 
minke whales was a likely possibility. They therefore 
reasoned that HITTER runs with MSYR=O% would 
provide estimates of upper bounds on the extent to which 
minke stocks had been reduced below their initial levels, 
and further that such estimates would be positively biassed. 

In addition, they considered that focussing upon MSY 
rates approaching 4% for these stocks was perfectly 
appropriate. They drew attention to the 3.2% increase rate 
for the Californian gray whale as estimated from censuses 
during a period of annual catches of about 1%, noting that 
this population is agreed to be sufficiently large to warrant 
either an SMS or an IMS classification (IWC/42/4A). They 
further commented that the method advanced in Rep. int. 
What. Commn 40:433-47, taken together with tabulated 
increase rates for depleted populations (Rep. int. What. 
Commn 40:129), provided estimated lower bounds for 
baleen whale MSY rates in the range 2.4% to 6.9%. 

9.2 Choice of parameter values 
The values for t., tM , and M used for fiTTER and the 

. ·reasons for their choice are described in Items 8.1, 8.2 and 
8.5. 

The target populations for the modelling exercises for 
Areas II, Ill, IV and V were the inverse variance weighted 
averages (P - see Table 1) of the passing and pseudo
passing mode abundance estimates from the most recent 
surveys in those Areas which extended almost as far as 
6()os. For Areas I and VI, in each of which only one survey 
had been conducted, the pseudo-passing estimates were 
chosen. · 

The sub-committee had considered the possibility that 
the populations in Areas V and VI constituted a single 
stock (Appendix 3). Accordingly it was decided to apply 
the population model to these two Areas combined, as well 
as separately. This would also provide an indication of the 
sensitivity of model results to pooling over Areas. The 
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1985/86 P estimate for Area V and the 1983/84 
pseudo-passing estimate for Area VI were added for this 
purpose, and.considered to apply to the 1984/85 season. As 
an additional test of sensitivity a run was performed 
combining estimates .for all six Areas. 

To investigate the implications for assessment of the 
precision of these various abundance estimates, it was 
decided to repeat all model calculations for target 
populations of the abundance estimates less two standard 
errors, corresponding approximately to lower 95% 
confidence intervals. 

MSYR values of 1, 2, 3 and 4% were used to cover the 
range being used by the Management sub-committee in its 
modelling exercises. In addition, a value ofO% was used to 
set a lower bound on the response of the model population 
to exploitation. 

MSYL was generally set at 60% to coincide with the 
value used most recently in applications of the New 
Management Procedure. However, runs were carried out 
for Areas II and IV using an MSYL of 80% to indicate the 
sensitivity of the results to this parameter. 

In order to investigate the implications of an increase in 
carrying capacity (K) before the start of serious 
exploitation in 1972, a run was carried out for Area IV with 
K increasing to three times the value in 1929/30 (the season 
when the catch of blue whales in the Antarctic was at its 
maximum, leading to a massive depletion in these stocks) 
by 1972. The change in K was based on an estimate by 
Sakuramoto and Tanaka (Rep. int. Whal. Commn · 
36:207-12, 261-71) that recruitment had increased by 
2-4% per annum from 1945 to 1965. It was assumed that 
recruitment had changed in parallel to changes in K. 
The input values are summarised in Table 2. 

Table2 

Parameter values for HITlER proposed by those who considered its 
use to be a worthwhile process. 

Demographic parameters t,=7 
I =7.5 
~=0.105 

95%1,=10 
95%1 .. =14 

Target populations 

MSYlevel 
MSYrate 

I 73,302 (1982183) 1!122,156 (1986!87) 
Ill88,735 (1987!88) IV 74,692 (1988!89) 
V 294,610 (1985!86) VI 106,901 (1983!84) 
+ lower 95% confidence limit 

60%or80% 
0,1,2,3and4% 

Area combinations I, II, lll, IV, V, VI 
V+Vl,I+Il+lii+IV+V+VI 

Changes in carrying capacity K,972=3 x K,93() 

9.3 Status of stocks 
The full set of outputs from the runs of HITTER can be 
found in Appendix 6. Those members of the sub
committee who thought these runs had been worthwhile 
agreed that the most useful summary value for assessing 
the status of the stocks was the ratio of the exploitable 
female stock in 1990 to that at the start of exploitation, 
because of the predominance of females in the catch. 
These values for the 'best' population estimates and their 
lower 95% confidence limit are shown in Table 3. The 
sub-committee noted that an equally useful exercise in the 
cases where K increases would be to compare the current 
stock size with that which would have been found if there 
had been no exploitation, 

Those-members who thought the runs worthwhile noted 
that the effect of an increasing K up to 1972 was to reduce 
the extent to which the stocks had been reduced compared 
to the case with a constant K. Increasing MSYL also 
resulted in smaller reductions· but also smaller MSYs. 
Pooling Areas produced an effect which was alinost exactly 
the average of that seen in the individual Areas. 

In terms of the overall status of the stock, these members 
concluded that, if the carrying capacity had been constant 
before 1972, for most of the stocks the exploited female 
component of the stock was at the high end of the range 
50-90% of K. They also noted that the proportion of 
exploitable animals in the model results was less than that 
observed on the IDCR cruises. This implied a negative bias 
in the estimate of the total population, perhaps for the 
reasons suggested in Item 13: They noted that if the 
abundance estimates for the earlier IDCR cruises in Areas 
III and IV had been taken into account in calculating 
standard errors, these would have been reduced by about 
one third. As a result the calculated lower 95% confidence 
limits and the associated entries in Table 3 would have 
been substantially higher. This is despite the negative bias 
inherent in such a pooling process, because of the' 
incomplete coverage of the areas south of 60"S in these 
earlier cruises. 

Table3 

Results of applying HITTER with the inputs shown in Table 2. 
Results are given as exploitable female stock/female stock in 1972. 

I+ II+ III+ 
MSYR JI III IV v VI IV+V+VI 

'Best eslimok' 
0% 0.85 0.80 0.67 0.62 0.93- 0.96 0.94 
4% 0.92 0.87 0.74 0.70 0.95 0.97 0.95 

Lower95%CL 
0% 0.73 0.71 0.46 0.43 0.90 0.91 0.90 
4% 0.83 0.79 0.51 0.48 0.93 0.94 0.93 

Those members who considered that the only useful 
indication of the status of the stocks came from a 
comparison of the 'current' stock estimate with the total 
cumulative catch (as shown in Table 1), concluded that 
Areas V and VI (i.e. the major part of the Pacific sector) 
have been subject to relatively light exploitation. Thus the 
abundance of minke whales in this region has little changed 
by those catches. Area I (the eastern sector of the Pacific) 
and Area II (in the· South Atlantic) have had only 
moderate hivels of exploitation. The abundance in these 
regions will not have l;>een affected to the extent which 
would raise questions whether the historic rates of 
exploitation have been too high . Areas III and IV 
(covering the South Atlantic and Indian Ocean sectors) 
have experienced catches high both in relation to other 
Areas and to the abundance estimates. This raises the 
question whether lower rates of exploitation would have 
been desirable. They added that there had been a tendency 
for· catching to concentrate on the Area III/ Area IV 
boundary. Such catches could have led to greater depletion 
in the boundary region if it did not in fact divide two stocks 
which mix fully and rapidly within the greater areas of the 
putative stock divisions. 
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10. ECOSYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS 

Two papers (SC/42/SHMi4 and SC/42/SHMi14) provided 
information on the diet of minke whales in Antarctic 
waters. They concluded that the preferred prey of minke 
whales was 3-4 year old krill Euphasia superba, and that 
much smaller quantities of Thysanoessa macrura were 
consumed. SHMi14 indicated that minke whales preferred 
krill rather than T. macrura which is known to be more 
abundant than krill from net sampling in some areas. Daily 
consumption by minke whales in the ice edge and offshore 
zones south of 55°S between 105°E and 115oE was 
calculated to be 1,170t of krill and 597t of Thysanoessa in 
SC/42/SHMi14. High concentrations of krill were found in 
offshore areas where cold surface water extended out from 
the ice edge. Kato indicated that work was in progress to 
assess variations in condition, as measured by blubber 
thickness and fatty acid composition, of whales during 
migration and on the feeding grounds. The sub-committee 
considered that it was desirable to take ecosystem 
considerations into account in developing management 
advice on Southern Hemisphere minke whales, because of 
the major changes in the abundance of krill predators 
which had occurred this century. It noted that CCAMLR 
had developed an ecosystem monitoring programme using 
populations of land-based krill predators, notably at South 
Georgia and Prydz Bay. This was primarily directed 
towards detecting any ecosystem effects caused by 

· commercial krill harvesting. 
The sub-committee concluded that in developing an 

ecosystem approach to the management of whales it could 
be important to take account of the abundance and 
distribution of other krill predators, and the quality of the 
data available on these. Recognising the need for more 
information on these predators and the fact that the 
evaluation of such information should properly involve the 
scientific committees of both the IWC and CCAMLR, the 
sub-committee recommended that the terms of reference 
and participants for the joint workshop on the Feeding 
Ecology of Southern Baleen Whales, now planned for 
mid-1991, should be expanded to cover studies of other 
major predators of krill, especially those pertinent" to 
estimates of abundance and trends in abundance. 

11. MANAGEMENT ADVICE 

11.1 Effect of zero catches for commercial whaling 

The sub-committee noted that its ability to provide advice 
on, the effects of the zero catch limit for Southern 
Hemisphere minke whales, which came into effect in the 
1985/1986 pelagic season, was influenced by: the length of 
time for which the decision of 1982 had been in effect, the 
general population biology of large whales, the precision 
and frequency of abundance surveys, and the reliability of 
the population models used for prediction. 

It noted that the slow growth rate of whale populations 
meant that there was no possibility that there had been a 
substantial change in minke whale numbers since the 
1985/1986 whaling season. In addition, attempts to 
compare the results of IDCR sighting cruises in the same 
management Area had indicated that only major changes 
in abundance could be detected because of the size of the 
coefficient of variation associated with the individual 
estimates. 

Ohsumi stated that the moratorium for all commercial 
whaling had no scientific justification as is clear in the · 

report of the Scientific Committee in 1982. The merit ol 
zero catch limits may be that by carefully designed 
scientific catches the information which could not be 
obtained from the commercial whaling can be provided. A 
prolonged period of zero catch without research effort 
would not merit the increase of scientific knowledge, as 
evidenced in the case of the Antarctic blue whales, which 
have been protected since 1964/65,- the stock size of which 
is still uncertain. · 

Some members believed that the o,utput of the HITTER 
runs described in Item 9.3 could be used to indicate the 
likely changes in minke whale abundance in the Antarctic 
since 198511986. The changes in the ratio of numbers of 
exploitable females in each year to the numbers in 1972 
(the year in which large scale exploitation of minke whales 
began) are shown in summary in Table 4, and in more 
detail in Appendix 7. 

Table4 

Changes in the numbers of exploitable female minke whale! 
(expressed as a proportion of their number in 1972) between 1985/8~ 
and 1990/91 as predicted by the HITTER routine using the parametet 

values shown in Table 3. 

Area 

MSYR Year II Ill IV v VI 

1% 1985)86 O.U1 0.857 0.701 0.682 0.936 0.959 
1990/91 O.U9 O.U3 0.697 0.681 0.937 0.961 

4% 1985186 0.882 0.884 0.709 0.703 0.939 0.960 
1990/91 0.920 0.919 0.745 0.749 0.950 0.972 

Other members noted that although it would certainly be 
useful if population models could be used td provide 
information on an expected direction and rate of change, a 
model for which the driving parameters have been 
estimated does not exist for the Southern Hemisphere 
minke whale. They noted the output from a model with 
notional point values or ranges for most parameters gives 
results dependent on the selected values and this yields 
very little useful information with respect to this question. 
Thus these members concluded that no quantitative advice 
can be offered at this time concerning the effect of the 1982 
decision on stocks of minke whales in the Southern 
Hemisphere . . 

11.2 Classification of stocks 
Some members qf the sub-committee concluded that it was 
not appropriate to classify the stocks of Southern 
Hemisphere minke whales. Others members noted that it 
was possible to classify these stocks using the results of the 
HITTER runs shown in Table 3, subject to the assumptions 
on which the runs had been based, on the basis of the 
definitions given in paragraphs 10(a)-(c) ofthe Schedule.lf 
the carrying capacity (K) was constant at the start of 
exploitation in 1972, the following classifications were 
obtained for an MSYL of 60%: I - IMS, II - IMS, III -
SMS, IV- SMS, V- IMS, VI- IMS. 

The runs made with the lower 95% confidence limits of 
the target population estimates indicated that there was 
only a small probability that new abundance estimates 
could lead to the stocks being reclassified. If K had been 
increasing before exploitation then the extent to which the 
stocks had been reduced by exploitation would be less. 
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The sub-committee noted that the nature of the 
classification process might be quite different under the 
revised management procedures being developed by the 
Management sub-committee. 

11.3 Other management advice 
SC/42/SHMi15 argued that, on the basis of estimates of 
current population size, observed changes in CPUE and 
age at sexual maturity and indirect evidence on the 
relationship between krill as· prey (the main food of minke 
whales) and its predator in the Antarctic there was no 
longer any reason to protect the Southern Hemisphere 
stocks of minke whales from exploitation. The author, as 
an interim management measure, believed a catch limit of 
1% of the exploitable population in sub-areas of the six 
management Areas was appropriate even in the most 
conservative case. 

It had been noted during discussions in the Scientific 
Committee that, in the absence of an agreed revised 
management procedu~e, it would not be out of order to 
attempt to formulate advice on catch limits in accordance · 
with the provisions of the Schedule paragraphs lO(a), (b) 
and (c). Some members considered that such catch limits 
could be calculated from the results of the HITTER runs 
given in Appendix 6 and the classifications described in 
Item 11.2, if an appropriate value of MSYR could be 
chosen. Some of these members believed that a value of 
2% for MSYR would provide a conservative estimate for 
interim catch limits. Others considered that there was no 
objective basis for such a choice but agreed that a value of 
2% co.uld be used in such calculations for illustrative 
purposes. The calculated catch limits are: I-456; II-792; 
III-650; IV-583; V-1,746; VI-626. 

Those members who considered 2% as a conservative 
interim measure were of the opinion that until such a time 
as the schedule was revised, management advice still was 
based on the existing paragraphs lO(a)-(c) ofthe Schedule. 
Further, regardless of uncertainties about the dynamics of 
minke whale 'stocks' a catch limit at an MSYR of 2% 
would not result in appreciable reduction in stock 
abundance in the short term (5 years) no matter what 
assumptions are made, nor would it affect the development 
of revised management procedures. 

Other members stated that it is now generally recognised 
that the management procedure incorporated in 
paragraphs lO(a)-(c) of the Schedule is inadequate. 
Accordingly they believed that offering advice on catch 
limits under this procedure was no longer appropriate. For 
the specific case of minke whales in the Southern 
Hemisphere they drew attention to the reasons given for 
believing that the application of the HITTER routine to 
these stocks was inappropriate (see·Item 9.1) and pointed 
out tha,t there is great uncertainty about stock identity and 
boundaries, most importantly on the more heavily 
exploited Indian Ocean sector (present Areas III and IV). 
Thus the problems which made impossible the application 
of paragraphs lO(a)-(c) remain unresolved. They believed 
that the sub-committee does not at this time have 
instructions from the Commission, or any other basis, for 
providing advice on catch limits. They anticipated that the 
revised management procedures now being developed by 
the Management sub-committee would be able to avoid the 
problems described above. However, they noted that 
SC/42/Rep2 had indicated that the success of these 
procedures was likely to depend largely on their ability to 
cope with uncertainty about stock identity. 

Reilly, Stokes and Zeh considered that, in the light of 
the estimates of abundance and associated variance given · 
in Table 1, and the catches which these stocks had 
experienced, it should be possible to advise on catches 
which would not have an adverse effect on the stocks. The 
use of the HITTER routine, with a suitably wide range of 
input parameters, was a crude but useful method for 
evaluating the effect of past catches. The application of 
Schedule paragraphs lO(a)-(c) to these results, as 
described above, gave a broad indication of the magnitude 
of catches which might be sustained in future. However, 
they cautioned that this methodology was, as yet, not 
sufficiently rigorous for such calculations to be used as an 
appropriate basis for interim management. 

12. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

The sub-committee recommended that the following 
research activities should be carried out: · 

1. Further analysis to improve the comparability of · 
population estimates from the results of IWC/IDCR 
cruises in the same Area. In particular this should take 
account of the differences in the northerly extent of the 
surveys and also extend the analyses of SC/39/Mi18 to later 
surveys to investigate further possibilities of estimating the 
number of minke whales in areas south of 60"S that had not 
been surveyed on the earlier IDCR cruises. 

2. A study of the extent of the pack ice, by concentration, 
in each Area during the years when there were IWC/IDCR 
surveys using satellite imagery. The aim would be to 
provide some qualitative indication of the extent of habitat 
suitable for minke whales. 

3. Soviet data on the distribution of ecological markers 
should be analysed in more detail to provide some 
statistical measure of the reliability of the conclusions 
discussed in Item 6. 3. 

4. A computer program to implement the variable 
coverage probability analysis should be developed and 
validated. The program suite used for estimating 
abundance for the results of the IWCIIDCR cruises should 
also be validated. 

5. Further work on the mitochondrial DNA genome of 
minke whales from stock Areas other than IV and V should 
be conducted to examine stock identity,_ if suitable samples 
are available. 

The sub-committee welcomed the offer from the Japanese 
government to provide two vessels for a further 
IWC/IDCR cruise in 1990/91. It endorsed the 
recommendation from the Working Group established to 
plan this cruise that it should be in Area VI. 

Ohsumi suggested that there was a need for research in 
low latitudes to establish whether the animals on the 
hypothesised breeding grounds shown in Fig. 1 constitute 
separate stocks, this would involve a research take. Some 
members of the sub-committee noted that appropriate 
samples for such analysis could be collected by biopsy 
darting, and pointed out that the Workshop on Genetic 
Analysis (SC/42/Repl) had concluded that fixed genetic 
differences between populations could be detected with 
samples of 20 animals from each population. The 
sub-committee recommended that a detailed analysis of the 
requirements for a study of stock structure on the breeding 
grounds should be prepared to allow it to evaluate the need 
for such a research programme. 
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13. INFORMATION REQUIRED BY REVISED 
MANAGEMENT REG~ 

The sub-committee reviewed the questions it had received 
from the management sub-committee (Appendix 2). It had 
already provided its response to question 1 on stock 
identity in Item 6.6. In response to question 2 (Absolute 
abundance estimates) it noted that Table 1 provided the 
required information on the frequency of surveys and the 
sampling properties of the resulting estimates. However, it 
noted that there was no summarised information available 
on the statistical distribution of the error components 
which contributed to the variance estimates contained in 
that Table. It identified the major sources of downward 
bias in these estimates: (i) animals north of 60"S; (ii) 
animals within the pack ice; (iii) problems in the estimation 
of g(O). 

The magnitude of the bias caused by (i) and (ii) could not 
be quantified because it was not known how many of the 
animals north of 6Q•s were likely to be vulnerable to 
exploitation (see Item 7.3), and there was no information 
on the number of animals within the pack ice. Problems in 
estimated g(O) could only lead to a downward bias, because 
the sub-committee had assumed g(O) = 1. The analysis in 
Appendix 4 indicated that the magnitude of the bias caused 
by this assumption was likely to be small. However, the 
sub-committee note that this did not take account of 
heterogeneities caused by weather conditions which could 
provide an additional downward bias. Some upward bias 
might be caused by the method used to estimate school size 
in the analysis of PM surveys (see SC/42/SHMi29). 
Judgment on the likely magnitude of this bias may be made 
from consideration of the discussion of this issue in Item 
7.1.1). 

The sighting surveys estimates could be disaggregated 
into sub-areas, although flexibility was limited by the 
survey design. However, it would be possible to provide 
estimates which corresponded with the hypothesised 
feeding grounds proposed in Appendix 3. 

In answer to question 3 (catch-related abundance 
indices) the sub-committee noted that the Workshop on 
Catch per Unit Effort had reviewed the Antarctic minke 
whale CPUE data. It had concluded that the current series 
provided little or no information on abundance, but the 

Workshop had suggested ways of disaggregating the data 
which might improve the relationship (Rep. int. Whal. 
Commn (special issue 11):18). 

14. SPECIAL PERMITS 
The sub-committee reviewed the reports of information 
obtained from catches taken under Special Permits issued 
by the Government of Japan since 1987. SC/42/SHMi28 
provided a summary of the purpose of and results from 
these catches. SC/42/SHMi21 described the design and use 
of a device for collecting biopsy samples from whales in the 
Antarctic. SC/42/SHMi25 gave a preliminary report on the 
cruise undertaken in Area IV between longitudes 70•E and 
130•E and south of 55•s during 1989/90 as part of this 
research programme. A total of 767 primary sightings of 
minke whale schools and 478 secondary sightings had been 
made during a total searching distance of 17,094 n.miles. 
330 individuals (184 males and 142 females) had been 
sampled, including three diminutive form whales. The 
length composition of the whales sampled was different 
from that of the commercial catch, with ~ higher 
proportion of small animals. Mature males dominated the 
catch throughout the research area. Pregnant females were 
concentrated along the ice edge and in Prydz Bay. 
Immature animals tended to be solitary and distributed in 
offshore areas. The following papers, which are discussed 
elsewhere in the report, also made use of material collected 
as part of the Japanese research programme: 
SC/42/SHMi1, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 24. 

Proposals for research in 1990/91 were contained in 
SC/42/SHMi9. It was intended to take 300 whales ± 10% in 
Area V. It would not have any adverse effects on the 
conservation of the stocks. The expedition would consist of 
one factory ship (acting as a research base), three sighting 
and sampling vessels, and two additional sightings vessels. 
The sampling scheme would be similar to that used in 
1989/90. The proposal described the account which had 
been taken of comments made by the Scientific Committee 
in 1989 (Rep. int. Whal. Commn 40:64--{i). Foreign 
scientists were welcome to participate in the cruise. 

The sub-committee had commented extensively on 
previous proposals relating to this programme (Rep. int. 
Whal. Commn 38:56--57; 39:76). No additional comments 
were made on the current proposal. 

Appendix 1 

AGENDA 

1. Opening remarks, election of Chairman, 5. Review of computing facilities 
5.1 Hardware appointment of Rapporteur(s) 

2. Review and adoption of agenda 
3. Review of available documentation 
4. Review of available data 

4.1 .Catches 
4.2 · Effort 
4.3 Sightings 

4.3.1 Dedicated surveys 
4.3.2 Other 

4.4 . Biological information 
4.5 Discovery marks 

5.2 Analysis programs 

6. Stock identity 
6.1 Genetic analyses 
6.2 Discovery mark analyses 
6.3 Morphological analyses 
6.4 Patterns of distribution from sightings 
6.5 Other evidence 
6.6 Implications· for assessment 
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7. Estimates of abundance and trends 
7.1 Methodology 

7 .1.1 Sightings surveys 
7.1.2 Use of catch and effort data 
7.1.3 Mark-recapture 

7.2 Abundance estimates 
7.2.1 IDCR results 
7.2.2 Japanese scouting vessel results 
7.2.3 Mark-recapture results 

7.3 Unsurveyed areas/incomplete estimates 
8. Biological parameters 

8.1 Age at recruitment 
8.2 Age at maturity 
8.3 Sex ratios 
8.4 Pregnancy rates 
8.5 Natural mortality rates 
8.6 Catch at age/length data 
8. 7 Recruitment rates 

9. Assessment 
9.1 Use of HITIER/FITIER model 
9.2 Choice of parameter values for assessment 
9.3 Status of stocks 

10. Ecosystem considerations 

11. Management advice 
11.1 Effect of zero catch limits for commercial 

whaling 
11.2 Classification of stocks 
11.3 Other management advice 

12. Recommendations for future research 

13. Information required by revised management 
regime(s) 

14. Publication of documents 

15. Adoption of report 

Appendix 2 

QUESTIONS FROM MANAGEMENT SUB-COMMITTEE 

1. Stock identity 
Can you formulate a set of plausible alternative hypotheses 
on stock identity of minke whales in the North 
Atlantic/Southern Hemisphere? If so what are they? Do 
these hypotheses have any particular demographic 
implications? 

What has been the historical distribution of catches 
across the North AtlanticfSouthern Hemisphere? 

To what extent have there been logistic and operational 
limitations on the exploitation. pattern in this region and 
are they likely to continue into the future? 

2. Absolute abundance estimates 
For sightings estimates of absolute abundance obtained for 
the North AtlanticfSouthern Hemisphere minke whales in 

the past, what has been their frequency, what is the 
maximum range of possible bias, what are the sampling 
properties of the estimates, and to what extent can the 
estimates be disaggregated into subareas corresponding to 
the alternative hypotheses on stock identity? 

3. Catch-related relative abundance indices 
To there evidence that existing catch-related relative 
abundance indices are monotonically related to ·stock 
abundance? If there does exist such evidence, what are the 
sampling variability of these indices? 

If no such series of relative abundance indices exists at 
present, is it possible to generate one in the future? 

Appendix3 

REPORT OF THE SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE MINKE WHALE WORKING GROUP 
ON STOCK IDENTITY HYPOTHESES 

Members: Harwood .(Convenor), Best, Butterworth, 
Cooke, de Ia Mare, Joyce, Kasamatsu, Kato, Lankester, 
Punt, Ulltang. 

The working group was convened to formulate a set of 
alternative hypotheses on stock identity of minke whales in 
the Southern Hemisphere. The working group has based 
its hypotheses on the assumptions that there are five 
breeding grounds for Southern Hemisphere minke whales 
as postulated in SC/421SHMi20. It was assumed that the 
feeding areas for the whales of each of these grounds 
corresponded, at least roughly, to the Areas defined by the 
existing stock boundaries (but with Areas V and VI 
combined). Noting the occasional recapture of animals far 
from where they were marked (SCI42/SHMi6), as well as 
the substantial shifts in distribution noted during the IDCR 
cruises, the following four basic hypotheses were 
formulated. The word 'stock' is used to describe the 
animals associated with a particular breeding ground. 

(1) The 'overlap' hypothesis 
In this hypothesis, 60% of a particular 'stock' feeds within 
its 'home' Area and 20% feeds in part of the Areas 
immediately adjacent to the 'home' Area, in each and 
every year. ' 

(2) The 'shift-in-unison' hypothesis 
In this hypothesis, 'stocks' are distributed over half of their 
'home' Areas and half of one of the Areas immediately 
adjacent to these Areas. All 'stocks' are assumed to shift to 
the right or left in unison and so each still cover 1/6th of the 
total area. As a result, each existing Area encompasses 
part of two 'stocks'. 

(3) The 'shift-at-random' hypothesis 
In this case, there is a probability of 1/3rd that a 'stock' is 
distributed over (and can thus be caught in) 50% of the 
Area to the left of its 'home' Area, in addition to being 
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distributed over its 'home' Area. There is a similar 
probability of it being distributed over 50% of the Area to 
the right of the 'home' Area. There is thus a probability of 
1/3rd that a 'stock' feeds only in its 'home' ar~a. The 
decision for a particular stock on whether to 'shift' to the 
left or right is taken independently of the other stocks. The 
implementation of this hypothesis may lead to areas of very 
high density (as a result of concentration of stocks) as well 
as areas of relatively low densities. 

(4) The 'concentration' hypothesis 
A more extreme hypothesis than the 'shift-at random' 
hypothesis is that whales always attempt to concentrate in a 
small number of geographic regions. Hypothesis (3) is thus 
modified so that the 'decision' to feed in the Area to the left 
or right of the 'home' area is taken so as to maximise the 
degree of concentration (i.e. overlap) of stocks. 

These four basic hypotheses can be implemented with 
various rates of leakage between breeding grounds. Three 
alternative leakage models were suggested. 

(a) No leakage between breeding grounds 

(b) A limited amount of leakage 
After consideration of the effects of various leakage rates 
on an unexploited population, it was suggested that a rate 
of 1% per year should be sufficient to permit reasonably 
large scale interchange over 100 years (>50% of a 
population will change during a 100 year period) but not 
too much (less then 2% of a 'stock' will leak to the 'stock' 
furthest from the 'home' area). 

(c) 'Density dependent' leakage 
This hypothesis involves making the rate of leakage 
between 'stocks' a monotonically increasing function of the 
degree· to which the 'stocks' mix on the feeding grounds. In 
order to avoid the possibility that all the whales migrate 
into one breeding stock, some diffusion-like migration 
process(such as that suggested under ·(b)) may also be 
required when designing a trial with 'density-dependent' 
mixing. 

Appendix 4 

THE USE OF g(O) = 1 FOR SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE MINKE WHALE SIGHTING SURVEYS 

D .S. Butterworth 

Two methods ('PGHR' and 'DNE' - see Rep. itlt. What. 
Commn 38:301-13) have been used in the past to attempt 
to estimate g(O) for barrel observers only [g8 (0)] and for 
the lOP only [g1(0)] from data collected in 10 mode survey. 

Were an estimate of g8 (0) to be used in assessing total 
abundance, it would have to be applied to density 
estimates calculated from sightings from the barrel only 
(Ds (barrel only)], and not to density estimates based on 
sightings from all platforms (Ds (all)]. 

Table 1 can be used to compare the ratios of 

[Ds (barrel only)/g8 (0)] : Ds (all) 

which is the inverse of the ratio [g8 (0)/g8 (0)EMP] given in 
the Table for various strata for the 1985/6 and 1986n IDCR 
cruises. 

The Table indicates that the PGHR g8 (0) estimates are 
positively biased. This was perhaps to be expected, as 
inconsistencies in the results of the application of this 
method have already been indicated (e.g. Rep. int. What. 
Commn 38:301-13). 

However, the Table also indicates that using the DNE 
g8 (0) estimates to calculate abundances would not result in 
substantial differences (on average) to the current 
approach of using sightings from all platforms and 
assuming that g(O) = 1. 

The current approach therefore does not ignore existing 
estimates of g(O), but appears to be reasonably consistent 
with one of the g8 (0) estimation methods proposed. The 
DNE g8 (0) estimate could, of course, be positively biased 
for reasons outlined in, for example, Rep. int. Whal. 
Commn 40:349-55. The possible magnitude of such a bias 
cannot, however, be assessed for existing data. 

Tablet 

Comparison of 'empirical' g(O) estimates with those from 'standard' methods. An 'e mpirical' positively biased 
el?timate of g(O) for the barrel (g9(0)awl on the !CDR cruises is provided by the ratio of the density estimate for 
sightings from all platforms to that for the barrel-only sightings, from 10 mode data. The 1985/6 and 1986n cruises 
provide the following results. (Standard errors have not been shown because of co-variance complications.) 
• - vessel averages taken. + = excludes oo. Sources: D = SC/421SHMi5 and M. Haw; g(O) -Rep. inL WhaL Commn 
38:301-13. Implications: g(O)PGHR is substantially positfvely biased; g(O)oNB is not substantially negatively biased. 

fi, gs(O)PGHR gs(O)DNB 

Vessel Stratum (barrel only) D,(all) gs(O)EMP &s(O)PGHR &s(O)DNB &s(O)EMP gs(O)BMP 

1985186 
K27 ws 0.0265 0.0476 0.56 0.47 0.33 0.84 0.66 
K27 EN 0.0371 0.0543 0.68 0.47 0.33 0.69 0.49 
SM1 WI 0.0361 0.0801 0.45 0.73 0.42 1.62 0.93 
SMl EI 0.0461 0.1047 0.44 0.73 0.42 1.66 0.95 
SM2 WN 0.0126 0.0521 0.24 0.92 0.50 3.83 2.08 
SM2 ES 0.0984 0.1644 0.60 0.92 0.50 1.53 0.83 

1936/87 
K27+SM1+SM2 WICE 0.0487 0.1216 0.40 0.85• 0.57' 2 13 1.43 
SM1 WN 0 0.0100 0.00 0.79 0.48 .. 
SM1+K27 ElCE 0.0395 0.0622 0.64 0.81' 0.51' 1.27 0.89 
SM2+K27 EN 0.0405 0.0890 0.46 0.89• 0.61' 1.93 133 

Average+: 1.72 1.07 
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Appendix 5 

127 

AGE AT RECRUITMENT IN SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE MINKE WHALES 

J. Harwood and H. Kato 

The estimate of age at recruitment used most recently by 
the Southern Hemisphere Minke whale su~ommittee 
(Rep. int. Whal. Commn 39:76) is based on a rather ancient 
application of the CPOP program. The sub-committee 
decided to examine data which had become available in 
recent years to see if a more appropriate value could be 
derived. 

We compared the age structure of the commercial catch 
in Area IV E with the age structure of the Japanese 
research catch taken between 105°E and llSoE (Kato et al. , 
1990 Rep. int. What. Commn 40:249-56) . The combined, 
corrected age structure of the male and the female research 
catch (tl\ken from Table 2 of Kato eta/.) was assumed to 
reflect the age structure of the population. Separate 
selectivities were calculated for male and females by 

· dividing the proportion of the catch in a particular age-class 
by the propo~tion of the research catch in the same 

age-class. These age-specific selectivities are presented as 
. S-age class running means in the figure below. 

It can be seen that both sexes are fully recruited by age 
11. . 

,'-- ... __ _ 
, 

-' 
.. ~-' 

- males - - - females 

5 10 15 20 
Age in years 

/' ... 

---

25 30 

Appendix 6 

REVISED RESULTS FROM IDTTER TRIALS 

Note: for the reasons explained in Annex F, Appendix 12, 
these results differ slightly from those presented at the 
meeting. As the differences are so small only the corrected 
values are presented here. 

Notes to the Tables 
Parameters used are . as _follows: female age at first 
parturition, at 50% MSYR = 8.5 yrs, at 95% MSYR = 15 
yrs; age at recruitment, at 50% MSYR = 7 yrs, at 95% 
MSYR = 10 yrs; and mortality rate = 0.1. 

Runs for MSYR = 0% were carried out with MSYR = 
0.001% for computational reasons, and are accordingly 
denoted 0*. 

Abbreviations: K' = initial total (1 +) population size; 
K• = exploitable initial population size; N'1990 = total (1 +) 
population size at the start of the 1990/91season; N•1990 = 
exploitable population size at the start of the 1990/91 
season; MSY = MSYR x MSYL x K•; fe199o/K• = 
exploitable female depletion level in 1990. 

Notes to the Figures 
In the figures, (i) year shown is earlier of years used to 
denote season, e.g. 86/87 season is denoted 1986; (ii) 
depletion is WgiK. expressed as a percentage; (iii) the units 
for total population size Wg are thousands. 
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Table! 

Hitting 'best' population estimates 

MSYR% = o• 2 3 4 MSYR% = o• 1 2 3 4 

Area I Abundance estimate = 73302 in 1982/83 Area V Abundance estimate = 294610 in 1985/86 

K' 43865 43222 42586 41956 41334 K• 164517 163360 162288 161288 160343 

K' 82632 81422 80223 79037 77865 K' 309918 307738 305719 303835 302056 

N\ggJK' 0.846 0.877 0.907 0.934 0.960 N\ggJK' 0.935 0.947 0.958 0.968 0.977 

N\ ggJK' 0.843 0.859 0.876 0.893 0.910 N\wfK• 0.943 0.948 0.953 0.958 0.963 

RYI990 84 194 294 384 462 RYI990 -86 88 249 400 543 

MSY 03 2593 511.0 755.2 992.0 MSY 1.0 980.2 1947.5 2903.2 3848.2 

F'twfK
1 0.852 0.869 0.886 0.903 0.920 F"twfK

1 0.929 0.934 0.939 0.944 0.949 

Area II Abundance estimate • 122156 in 1986/87 Area VI Abundance estimate = 106901 in 1983/84 

K" 78467 76352 74398 72601 70954 K' 58337 58183 58029 57878 57728 

K' 147816 143833 140152 136766 133663 K' 109897 109605 109316 109031 108748 

N\wfK' 0.815 0.846 0.876 0.904 0.929 N\wfK' 0.954 0.964 0.973 0.982 0.991 

N'twfK' 0.828 0.846 0.864 0.882 0.899 N' twfK' 0.953 0.957 0.960 0.964 0.967 

RYI990 -160 25 185 319 428 RYI990 69 131 192 251 309 

MSY 0.5 458.1 8928 1306.8 17029 MSY 0.4 349.1 696.4 1041.8 1385.5 

F'twfK
1 0.804 0.821 0.839 0.856 0.873 F'twfK

1 0.958 0.961 0.965 0.968 0.972 

Area Ill Abundance estimate • 88735 in 1987/88 Areas V + VI Abundance estimate = 401511 in 1984/85 

K• 65682 63446 61336 59349 57480 K' 222323 221119 219994 218934 217924 

K' 123733 119519 115545 111802 108281 K' 418813 416546 414426 412428 410527 

N\wfK' 0.701 0.734 0.767 0.800 0.831 N\wfK' 0.940 0.951 0.962 0.971 0.980 

N'twfK
0 0.729 0.746 0.763 0.781 0.799 N'twfK' 0.945 0.950 0.955 0.960 0.964 

RYI990 -209 -10 170 333 480 RY1~ -18 219 441 651 852 

MSY 0.4 380.7 736.0 1068.3 1379.5 MSY 1.3 1326.7 2639.9 3940,8 5230.2 

F"mJK[ 0.674 0.688 0.704 0.720 0.736 F"twfK
1 0.936 0.941 0.946 0.951 0.955 

Area IV Abundance estimate= 74692 in 1988/89 Key: 

K' 61040 58115 55414 52926 50635 MSYIR = maximum sustaina ble yield/rate; 

K' 114988 109478 104390 99702 95387 K - unexploited population size; 

N\ wfK' 0.639 0.678 0.717 0.756 0.794 superscript e = exploitable population; 

N\wfK' 0.654 0.673 0.693 0.714 0.736 superscript t = total population; 

R YI990 42 251 436 599 741 F or C g females; 

MSY 0.4 348.7 665.0 952.7 1215.2 N ~ males+Cemales; 

F"twfK
1 0.623 0.640 0.659 0.678 0.698 RY = replacement yield. 
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Table2 

Hitting lower 95% confidence limit (MSYL=60%) 

MSYR%= o• 2 3 4 MSYR%=. o• 2 3 4 

Area I Abundance estimate= 36065 in 1982/83 Area V Abundance estimate = 213298 in 1985186 

Ke 24092 23539 22994 22460 21936 Ke 121351 120219 119171 118192 117268 

K' 45385 44342 43317 42310 41323 K' 228602 226470 224495 222651 220911 

N\wJK' 0.719 0.763 0.806 0.848 0.889 N\wfK' 0.912 0.928 0.942 0.954 0.966 

~~wfK· 0.714 0.737 0.760 0.784 0.808 N"twfK" 0.922 0:929 0.936 0.943 0.949 

RYt990 85 172 252 326 394 RY1990 -86 81 237 383 521 

MSY 0.1 141.2 275.9 404.3 526.5 MSY 0.7 721.3 1430.1 2127.5 2814.4 

F"twfKr 0.731 0.754 0.778 0.802 0.827 F"twfKr 0.903 0.910 0.917 0.923 0.929 

Area n Abundance estimate = 75737 in 1986/87 Area V1 Abundance estimate = 47678 in 1983/84 

K" 53807 51935 50198 48592 47109 . K" 26899 26749 26601 26455 26310 

K' 101362 97835 94564 91538 88745 K' 50673 50391 50112 49836 49563 

N\wJK' 0.730 0.768 0.804 0.839 0.872 N'twfK' 0.901 0.920 0.939 0.957 0.974 

N"twfK" 0.749 0.770 0.791 0.813 0.834 N"twfK" 0.898 0.905 0.912 0.919 0.926 

RY1990 -158 -2 135 254 355 RY1990 69 126 182 236 290 

MSY 0.3 311.6 602.4 874.7 1130.6 MSY 0.2 160.5 319.2 476.2 631.4 

F"twfKr 0.714 0.734 0.754 0.774 0.794 F"twfKr 0.909 0.916 0.923 0.930 0.937 

Area III Abundance estimate= 40286 in 1987/88 Areas V + V1 Abundance estimate = 260976 in 1984/85 

K" 39876 38276 36784 35395 34101 K" 147719 146546 145448 144413 143429 

K' 75119 72104 69294 66677 64240 K' 278274 276063 273995 272046 270192 

N\wJK' . 0.510 . 0.539 0.569 0.598 0.628 N\wfK' 0.910 0.926 0.941 0.955 0.968 

N"twfK' 0.555 0.569 0.584 0.599 0.614 N\wfK" 0.918 0.925 0.932 0.938 0.945 

RYI990 -199 -77 32 131 220 RY1990 -17 208 420 621 812 

MSY 0.2 229.7 441.4 637.1 818.4 MSY 0.9 879.3 1745.4 2599.4 3442.3 

F'\wfKr 0.464 0.474 0.485 0.497 0.508 F"twfKr 0.904 0.911 0.918 0.924 0.931 

Area lV Abundance estimate = 36300 in 1988/89 

K" 40589 38479 36550 34787 33176 

K' 76462 72487 68853 65533 .62497 

N\wfK' 0.459 0.490 0.521 0.553 0.585 

N\ wfK" 0.481 0.495 0.510 0.525 0.541 

RYt990 48 178 292 394 485 

MSY 0.2 230.9 438.6 626.2 796.2 

F"twfKr 0.433 0.445 0.457 0.470 0.483 
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Table3 

Results of HITTER runs with MS'q-~80% using 
best available abundance estimates 

MSYR%= o• 2 3 4 

Area II Abundance estimate = 122156 in 1986 80% MSYL 

K" 78464 73742 69752 66491 . 64011 

K' 147810 138916 131399 125257 120585 

N\~' 0.815 0.884 0.946 0.995 1.021 

N'"l~· 0.828 0.871 0.914 0.954 0.991 

RY1990 -160 .183 441 592 601 

MSY 0.6 589.9 1116.0 1595.8 2048.4 

F"t~r 0.804 0.846 0.887 0.926 0.962 

Area IV Abundance estimate= 74692 in 1988 80% MSYL 

K• 61039 56562 52625 49158 46101 

K' 114985 106552 99135 92605 86845 

N\~' 0.639 0.698 0.758 0.819 0.881 

N"l~· 0.654 0.689 0.725 0.761 0.797 

RY1990 42 293 516 715 892 

MSY o.s 452.5 842.0 1179.8 1475.2 

F"t~r 0.623 0;656 0.689 0.722 0.755 

Table4 

Results of HITTER runs for Areas I-VI combined 

MSYR%= 2 3 4 

A Using best abundance estimate of 760,396 in 1985186 

K• 468530 458908 449813 441234 433149 

K' 882619 864493 847361 831199 815968 

N\~' 0.837 0.865 0.892 0.917 0.940 

N·t~· 0.847 0.863 0.878 0.893 0.908 

RYtm -267 805 1757 2590 3306 

MSY 2.8 2753.4 5397.8 7942.2 10395.6 

F"t~r 0.828 0.843 0.858 0.872 0.887 

B. Using lower 95% confidence limit of 628,176 in 1985/86 

K" 398318 389026 380237 371937 364106 

K' 750353 732849 716292 700657 685905 

N\~' 0.808 0.840 0.870 0.898 0.924 

N\~• 0.820 0.837 0.854 0.871 0.887 

RY1990 
-264 . 752 1660 2459 3153 

MSY 2.4 2334.2 4562.8 6694.9 8738.5 

F"~r 0.798 0.814 0.830 0.847 0.863 

TableS 

R~sults using variable K: constant before 1930, increasing 
linearly to 1972 with ~972=3~930 and constant after 1972. 

MSYR%= 2 3 4 

Area IV Abundance estimate = 74692 in 1988189 

K" 61020 42168 31652 24777 20498 

K' 114950 80566 59627 46676 38614 

N\~' 0.639 0.925 1.265 1.630 1.981 

w~· 0.654 0.907 1.195 1.498 1.787 

RYI990 42 356 608 796 927 

MSY 0.4 256.6 379.8 446.0 491.9 

F"t~r 0.623 0.862 1.135 1.421 1.693 
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Fig. 3. Population size for Area IV. 1988 population size = 74,692 increasing carrying capacity (see Table 5). 

Appendix 7 

CHANGES IN THE NUMBER OF EXPLOITABLE FEMALE MINKE WHALES SINCE 1984 

131 

Changes in the number of exploitable female minke whales 
(expressed as a proportion of their number in 1972) since 

1984 as predicted by the HITIER routine using the 
parameter values shown in Table 2 of the report. 

MSYR% 84/85 85186 86/87 87/88 88189 89/90 90/91 MSYR% 84185 85186 86/87 87188 .88/89 89/90 90/91 

Area I Abundance = 73302 in 1982/83 Area IV Abundance = 74692 in 1988/89 
o• 0.8636 0.8554 0.8488 0.8442 o.8479 o.8506 o.8522 o• 0.6966 0.6762 0.6585 0.6411 0.6495 0.6587 0.6603 
1 0.8680 0.8617 0.8570 0.8544 0.8603 0.8652 0.8691 1 0.6998 0.6815 0.6660 0.6508 0.6629 0.6760 0.6810 

4 0.7143 0.7029 0.6945 0.6862 0.7096 0.7340 0.7492 
Female catch 1023 9561 9491 1192 1442 

4 0.8821 0.8816 0.8828 0.8863 0.8986 0.9098 0.9200 
Female catch 301 2621 2071 

Area II Abundance = 122156 in 1986/87 Area V Abundance = 294610 in 1985186 
o• o.8536 o.8484 o.8394 o.8375 o.8405 o.8424 o.8435 o• 0.9369 0.9348 0.9312 0.9255 0.9291 0.9298 0.9315 
1 0.8602 0.85 69 0.8497 0.8500 0.8552 0.8594 0.8628 1 0.9379 0.9362 0.9332 0.9281 0.9324 0.9340 0.9366 

4 0.9397 0.9393 0.9378 0.9344 0.9408 0.9447 0.9498 
Female catch 573 6701 8511 1552 

4 0.8818 0.8840 0.8822 0.8883 0.8998 0.9100 0.9192 
Female catch 406 5321 2271 

Area III Abundance = 88735 in 1987188 Area VI Abundance = 106901 in 1983/84 
o• 0.7191 0.6996 o.6785 o.6624 o.6712 o.6774 0.6816 o• 0.9587 0.9580 0.9578 0.9517 0.9546 0.9568 0.9581 
1 0.7189 0.7013 0.6822 0.6683 0.6802 0.6895 0.6967 1 0.9590 0.9586 0.9588 0.9531 0.9566 0.9594 0.9616 

4 0.9600 0.9604 0.9616 0.9572 0.9624 0.9673 0.9721 
Female catch 1241 1011 2851 

4 0.7204 0.7089 0.6960 0.6891 0.7106 0.7291 0.7450 
Female catch 1085 . 11081 9111 

1 Catches under objection. 2 Catches under scientific permit. 
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236 REPORT OF THE SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE, ANNEX I (MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES) 

Annex I 
Background to the Development of Revised Management 

Procedures 
G.P. Kirkwood 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In 1982, the International Whaling Commission adopted a 
Schedule provision to implement a pause in commercial 
whaling to take effect from the 1985/86 pelagic and 1986 
coastal seasons. In taking this decision, it also agreed that 
this provision would be kept under review, based on the 
best scientific advice, and that by 1990 at the latest the 
Commission would undertake a comprehensive assessment 
of the effe.cts of this decision on whale stocks and consider 
modification of this provision and the establishment of 
other catch limits. 

Subsequently, at a special meeting in 1986 the Scientific 
Committee met to consider what should constitute a 
Comprehensive Assessment. As detailed in Rep. int. Whal. 
Commn (special issue 11): 3, the Scientific Committee 
agreed that, from its viewpoint, a Comprehensive 
Assessment can be considered as 'an in-depth evaluation of 
the status of all whale stocks in the light of management 
objectives and procedures'. The major areas of work that 
must be carried out to achieve this were agreed to be: 

(1) to review and revise assessment methods, data quality 
and availability, and stock identity; 

(2) to plan and conduct the collection of new information 
to facilitate and improve assessments; 

(3) to examine revised management procedures. 

In identifying these three areas, the Scientific Committee 
Jaid particular emphasis on the interaction betwe.en 
management procedures and the scientific information 
needed to implement them. On these grounds, it agreed 
that research aimed at developing improved management 
procedures that could replace the existing Commission 
management procedure was a vital element of the 
Comprehensive Assessment. The !lim of this research is for 
the Committee to be able to recommend a revised 
management procedure for adoption and use by the 
Commission in future whale management. 

Since the 1986 special meeting, progress in development 
of revised management procedures has been monitored 
and directed at each subsequent annual meeting of the 
Scientific Committee, and at annual intersessional 
workshops. In accordance with a workplan adopted by the 
Scientific Committee and agreed by the Commission at the 
1990 Annual Meeting, the Scientific Committee undertook 
to complete the development process and make fina( 
recommendations on revised management procedures at 
its 1991 Annual Meeting. This report outlines the process 
adopted for development of potential revised management 
procedures, leading up to and including recommendations 
to the Commission. 

2. PROBLEMS WITH APPLICATION OF THE 
EXISTING MANAGEMENT PROCEDURE 

The.procedures currently in force for the management of 
whale stocks by the Commission are set out in paragraph 10 
of the Schedule for commercial whaling, and in paragraph 
13 for aboriginal subsistence whaling. In its examination of 
management procedures as part of the Comprehensive 
Assessment, the Scientific Committee has concentrated 
solely on the provisions for commercial whaling in 
paragraphs 10 (a)-(c), which together have been termed 
the 'New Management Procedure' (NMP). Only 
management of baleen whales has been considered. 

Problems in full implementation of the NMP have been 
noted by .the Scientific Committee since the late 1970s. 
Many of these have arisen because of difficulties in 
esiimating the Maximum Sustainable Yield (MSY), the 
stock level at which MSY can be taken (MSYL) and the 
initial stock level prior to exploitation. Even when 
estimates of these quantities have been made for a 
particular stock, the changes in estimates as they are 
updated annually has often led to widely fluctuating catch 
limits, especially for stocks that are estimated to be close to 
MSYL. This was perhaps most evident with Western North 
Pacific sperm whales in the late 1970s. 

The net effect of these problems was that by the early 
1980s, the Scientific Committee found it almost impossible 
to reach consensus on recommendations for classifications 
and catch limits of stocks subject to commercial whaling, 
other than those for protected stocks. This was a factor in 
the Commission's decision to implement a pause in 
commercial whaling. 

3. OBJECTIVES FOR MANAGEMENT 

. An essential element in the search for an improved 
management procedure is a specification of the objectives 
that must be met by the management procedure. This 
specification must be sufficiently precise that it can be 
determined objectively whether or not a proposed revised 
management procedure satisfies the objectiv~s l:!etter than 
the NMP or other proposed procedures. 

The primary source for specification of objectives must 
· be the Convention. However, the wording in that 

document is very general. A first step towards clearer 
specification of management objectives that must be met 
by any future management policy was taken by a Joint 
Working Group of the Scientific and Technical 
Committees in 1981 (IW033/13). Drawing on the three 
aims identified by that group, the Scientific Committee 
subsequently proposed and the Commission accepted the 
following objectives (Rep. int. Whal. Commn 38:36): 

(i) stability of catch limits, which would be desirable for 
the orderly development of the whaling industry; 
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88. Resignation Letter from the Chairman of the Scientific Committee, Philip 
Hammond, to the IWC Secretary, Ray Gambell (26 May 1993)

Dr R. Gambell 
Secretary IWC 
The Red House 
Station Road, Histon 
CAMBRIDGE CB4 4NP 

Dear Ray 

@ Sea Mammal 
Research 
Unit 

RECEIVED 

clo British Antarctic Survey 
High Cross. Madingley Road 
Cambridge CBJ OET 
United Kingdom 

Telephone (0223) 311354 
Telex 8 17725 BASCAM G 
r acsllnile (0223) 328927 3 1 MAY 1993 

I 1:-iJ c . ·;· \ . . Your ref 

Our ref IWC/2.1 

26 May 1993 

As you know I have been an active member of the Scientific Committee since 1981, 
chairing various working groups and sub-committees and being elected vice-chainnan 
in 1988. When I was elected Chairman in 1991, the highest priority for the 
Committee was to complete the Revised Management Procedure. By that time it had 
long been recognised that the NMP was unworkable so that, although there was a -
management procedure defined in the Schedule, the Commission effect_ively had no 
mechanism in place for the management of commercial whaling; an unacceptable 
situation for an international organisation with such _a mandate. It was my job to 
guide the Scientific Committee to finalise the RMP as soon as possible. 

In 1992, the Committee unanimously recommended the adoption of the draft 
specification for the RMP, whilst recognising that work remained to be done on 
documentation of the computer programs, on specifying minimum standards for data 
required for the RMP, and on outlining guidelines for conducting surveys and 
analysing data from them. In a resolution, the Commission accepted the draft 
specification, thus recognising that.lhe...RMJ>,J ;J:!g_yJq rep.l.ac~.Jhc.J~J'rlJ~, and highlighted ·
these other aspects which neede~~gr.e!<me<nt ]:>efore the umbrella Revised 
Man~gem.s.n!J;!cheme could .!1~-~ompleted. 

Thls year, the Scientific Committee completed its, part of that work and unanimously 
recommended it to the Commi:g;i9.n.Jor.arl.opttQlUUl.Q endor.se.ro.ent. Although a 
minority view had been expressed stating that the RMS required further monitoring 
than that implicit i_n the RMP itself, the Scientific Committee even agreed 
unanimously on other data which should be required under the RMS. The question 
of whether or not monitoring of the RMP's performance should be a minimum 
requirement of the RMS was, therefore, elevat.ed.J.o_a policy _9_~<:i~jqn for the 
Commission to make; the practical scientific implications had already been dealt with. 

Thus, one of the most interesting and potentially far·reaching chapters in the science 
of natural resource management came to a conclusion. The Commission could now 
put in place a mechanism for the safe management of commercial whaling, regardless 
of whether or not the 'moratorium' was lifted. 

Natural E.irrirolln\ent Re•earcb Coa.ncU 
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The reality was somewhat diffe rent. At the Commission meeting, the work of the 
Scientific Committee '"as praised and acknowledged hy several delegations to be 
complete, but it remained unada pted. The future of this unique piece of work, for 
which the Commission had been waiting for many years, was left in the air. This has 
left the Commission in the incongruous position of having accepted the draft 
specification of the RMP but having neither accepted nor adopted the final version. 

Of course, the reasons for this were nothing to do with science. Although, despite the 
unanimity of the Scientific Committee's recommendation, some Commissioners used 
selective quotations out of context from the Committee's report to justify not adopting 
the RMP on 'scientific' grounds. 

But the matter of substance is, what is the point of having a Scientific Committee if its 
unanimous recommendations on a matter of primary importance are treated with such 
contempt? And in what position does this leave the Chairman? 

I have come to the conclusion that I can no longer justify to myself being the 
organiser of and spokesman for a Committee whose work is held in such disregard by 
the body to which it is responsible. Nor can I justify asking other members of the 
Committee to spend their valuable time working hard during the year and even 
harder at annual meetings knowing how the results of this work may be treated. And 
I cannot justify to my employer spending a significant amount of my own time to such 
an unproductive end. 

I am left with no alternative, therefore, but to resign as Chairman of the Scientific 
Committee. 

The morale of the Scientific Committee is lower than at any other time in my · 
experience and I think many members will understand my position. I hope that some 
Commissioners will, too. 

I am, of course, prepared to continue as Chairman for a short time until the new 
Chairman is able to take over and to help, if needed, in the development of the work 
plan for the coming year. 

I plan to maintain my scientific participation in the work of the Committee and .I am 
willing to continue as Convenor of the Steering Group on management procedures if 
the new Chairman so desires .. 

Yours sincerely 

Philip Hammond 

2 
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Resignation of the Chairman of the Scientific Committee 
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position of Chairman of the Scientific Committee. 
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basis for the culling of marine mammals to protect fish 
stocks. A workshop to examine and develop suitable 
models and determine data requirements to investigate this 
problem will take place in the coming year. 

6. COMPREHENSIVE ASSESSMENT- REVISED 
MANAGEMENTPROCEDUREFORCOMMERC~ 

WHALING (also see Annex D) 

6.1 Further development of Revised Management 
Procedure (RMP) 
At the 1992 Special Meeting in Copenhagen, the 
Committee had developed a draft specification for the 
RMP (IWC/44/4A, Annex D). In that draft, there were a 
number of items that remained to be finalised. As 
recommended by the Special Meeting, the management 
procedures steering group presented a revised draft for 
consideration at this meeting. 

6.1.1 Scope and presentation 
In discussing the scope of the draft specification, the 
Committee agreed that it was designed solely for 
application to baleen whales. It also noted that most 
simulation trials used in the development of multi-stock 
management rules have been based on potential 
management of baleen whale species that undertake 
migrations between breeding grounds in lower latitudes 
and feeding grounds in higher latitudes, with previous 
whaling operations primarily only in higher latitudes. 
While recognising that not all baleen whales on which 
whaling operations might in the future be contemplated 
would necessarily follow this pattern (e.g. Bryde's, 
humpback and right whales), the Committee agreed that 
the framework outlined in the draft specification was 
designed to be suitable for calculation of catch limits for all 
baleen whale species. . 

It was also noted that, while the title of the draft 
specification developed at the 1992 Special Meeting refers 
to a revised management procedure, in reality the draft 
specification is primarily restricted to procedures for the 
calculation of catch limits. A change in name of the draft 
specification to reflect these points was agreed. 

When discussing the appropriate mode of presentation 
of the draft specification, the Committee noted that it was 
difficult to be fully prescriptive in definitions that are to 
apply to all baleen whales. 1n addition, in a number of 
places, there are provisions for alternative actions to be 
taken, based on a review of relevant biological information 
and possibly on the results of case-specific simulation trials. 
The Committee therefore agreed that the text of the draft 
specification should be annotated at those places where the 
need for interpretations arose, or where further 
consideration· possibly involving extra simulation trials 
may be necessary before implementation. These 
annotations should be of an explanatory nature, including 
examples where possible, and indications of the types of 
criteria to be applied when choosing between alternative 
actions. 

It was pointed out that it is often difficult to determine 
the basis on which decisions of the kind required when 
implementing the procedure for a particular species and 
region have been made by the Committee in the past, 
because ·of inadequate or widely dispersed documentation. 
The Committee recommends that particular care be taken 
to provide full documentation of all implementations of the 
RMP to a species and region. In particular, criteria used or 

developed for choosing the precise form of implementation 
should be recorded, normally in the appropriate 
annotations to the specification. 

6.1.2 Possible need for additional simulation trials 
T!J.e Committee discussed the potential need for further 
single or multi-stock simulation trials to be carried out 
prior to finalising the draft specification and undertaking 
the task of implementation for particular stocks and 
regions. With ·respect to completion of the draft 
specification, it agreed that further single stock trials 
examining the effects of different inter-survey intervals 
were needed in relation to the proposed phaseout rule. 
Specification and results of these are discussed tinder Item 
6.1.3. 

It also agreed that additional single stock trials were 
needed to examine further the robustness of the procedure 
to potential degradation of the environment in the future. 
Previous robustness trials had considered cases where 
either the carrying capacity, K, or stock productivity 
(measured by the MSY rate, MSYR) varied with time, but 
not when both varied together. It was suggested that if the 
environment was to deteriorate in the future, it is likely 
that this would be reflected in a simultaneous decline in 
both carrying capacity and stock productivity. 
Accordingly, trials were set up in which both K and MSYR 
decline linearly to half their initial values over the 100 year 
management period. 

The results of these trials are discussed under Item 4.1.2 
of Annex D, and in Appendix 4 to that Annex. The 
Committee agreed that the RMP demonstrated robust 
performance in the circumstances modelled. Given these 
results, the Committee agreed that the extensive trials 
carried out prior to and during this meeting were now 
sufficient, and that no more trials would be needed for it to 
complete its development of the draft specification. 

With respect to implementation for particular species 
and regions, however, the Committee recognised that the 
rules for calculating catch limits contained in the draft 
specification, especially those involving possible use of 
catch-capping and/or catch-cascading, require(j detailed 
consideration on a case-by-case basis. Almost inevitably, 
this would require reviewing the results of implementation 
simulation trials specifically tailored for that species and 
region. These trials should encompass, as far as possible, 
the full range of plausible hypotheses consistent with the 
biological data available for that species and region. In 
addition, they shmild incorporate the known catch 
histories for the species and region, and available estimates 
of absolute abundance with associated variance related 
statistics. 

The Committee therefore recommends that suitable 
case-specific simulation trials be carried out prior to the 
initial implementation for each species and region. Such 
trials for Southern Hemisphere and North Atlantic minke 
whales are discussed under Item 7. 

6.1.3 Specification of rules for setting catch limits 
The Committee then proceeded to review the draft 
specification. The completed draft is given in Annex H. 
Explanations of text, including examples and criteria to be 
used when choosing between alternative actions, are · 
contained in the annotations that are also given in Annex 
H. 

In one aspect relating to the phaseout and associated 
rules (Items 2.3 and 2.4), Annex H is incomplete. In the 
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draft specification adopted at the 1992 Special Meeting 
(IWC/44/4A}, it was tentatively envisaged that phasing out 
of catches would not begin until ten years had elapsed after 
the year pertaining to the last acceptable (i.e. that met the 
requirements of Item 2.2 of the draft specification) 
estimate of absolute abundance. However, it was noted 
that this required further consideration. 

The tentative identification of a period of ten years was 
based on the results of robustness trials which showed little 
deterioration in performance with an inter-survey interval 
of ten years over those with an interval of five years. The 
Committee agreed that it wished to see results of further, 
more exhaustive, simulation trials of the effect of 
increasing the inter-survey interval from five to ten years 
before attempting to reach conclusions. These trials, which 
involved inter alia looking at combinations of factors 
previously only examined individually in single stock 
robustness trials, are described in Item 4.1.2 of Annex D. 

In none of the single factor trials carried out was there 
. any notable increase in risk to the stock as the survey . 
interval was increased up to ten years. Similar conclusions 
were reached in trials involving combinations of these 
factors. The only notable risk-related effect was found for a 
combination of episodic events and a positive bias in the 
abundance estimates. For this combination, the scaled 
lowest population size statistic was somewhat lower when 
the inter-survey interval was increased to ten years .(see 
Item 4.1.2, Annex D). However, while the trials showed 
little effect on risk to the stock if the survey interval is 
increased, total catches were reduced by up to 20% when 
the MSYR was relatively high. 

These trials served only to confirm that the primary 
effect on single stock trials of an inter-survey interval of ten 
years was a reduction in catch, rather than an increase in 
risk. At least over this range of survey intervals, the RMP 
compensates for the reduced information in the survey 
data by reducing catches. The ability of the procedure to do 
this is related to the restricted amount of information 
provided by time series of absolute abundance estimates 
collected at inter-survey intervals within this range. The 
additional information provided by surveys with the 
assumed levels of variability conducted at five-year 
intervals is, in fact, not that much greater than that 
provided by teo yearly surveys. The reduction in catches 
also results from the fact that the procedure was tuned 
during development to meet agreed performance criteria, 
of which maintenance of acceptably low levels of risk is 
given highest priority. Schweder pointed out that relative 
weighting given to data in the statistical estimation 
procedures embodied in the catch limit algorithm (see Item 
3, Annex H) may also be a contributing factor. 

Despite these findings, some members expressed 
concerns about the prospect of teo years elapsing before 
phaseout of catches commenced, citing other issues that 
could not be addressed in simulation trials alone. In view of 
this, the selection of an appropriate period to elapse before 
phaseouts were invoked was referred to the Commission 
for advice. This is discussed further under Item 6.2.1. 

6.1.4 Future changes to the RMP 
The Committee agreed that a revised management 
procedure recommended by the Committee and adopted 
by the Commission should be able to be amended and 
improved in the future, in the light of advances in 
knowledge and methodology. Indeed; it recognised that 
protocols for future revision should in principle be an 
integral part of a full specification of the RMP. However, 

amendment of the procedure is not something that should 
be undertaken without careful consideration. 

The Committee has undertaken a very lengthy and 
comprehensive process to develop the procedure described 
in Annex H. It was believed essential that any proposed 
future changes should be subject to a similarly 
comprehensive review before they could be approved by 
the Committee for recommendation to the Commission. 
For substantive changes, this would involve repeating 
many· of the computer trials previously undertaken to 
ensure that the performance of any proposed amended 
procedure was in fact better than the current procedure. In 
consequence, evaluation of proposed amendments or 
improvements should be undert.aken only after careful 
consideration in light of the Commission's priorities. 

The Committee briefly discussed possible ways in which 
evaluation of such proposals might most efficiently be 
carried out. The following suggestions were made. 

(i) It is essential that adequate notice be given to the 
Commission and Scientific Committee of any 
proposal for amendment of the RMP, either in its 
general specification or case-specific implementation. 

(ii) Given the time it would take for the Committee to 
. evaluate such proposals, it would be necessary that 
suitable evidence be presented to indicate that the 
proposed amendment would indeed represent an 
improvement. In this context, an amended procedure 
that allowed higher catches or lower catch li,mit 
variability would only be considered an improvement 
by the Committee if it could be shown that it 
performed at least as well on risk-related statistics. 
This evidence should take the form of appropriate, 
fully specified and programmed simulation trials 
(including at least the robustness trials used to 
evaluate the currently proposed RMP}, the results of 
which would need to be available to the Committee 
before the proposal could be considered. These 
should have been carried out by the proposer. 

(iii) Further simulation trials and/or modification of trials 
already carried out should be specified by the 
Committee, along with criteria for the evaluation of 
the results. Advice to the Commission could then be 
given at its next annual meeting, subject to completion 
of the work specified. 

The Committee agreed that these suggestions seemed 
reasonable, but noted that there had been insufficient time 
available to allow thorough deliberation. It recommends 
that this issue be considered further. 

6.1.5 Documentation and availability of programs 
Calculation of catch limits according to the draft 
specification is accomplished using a computer program 
·held and verified by the Secretariat. In addition, the large 
set of simulation .trials used by the Committee in 
developing the RMP was carried out using a computer 
program developed by the Secretariat. The Committee 
discussed whether additional documentation to that 
already existing in the Secretariat was necessary for either 
of these programs, and the extent to which these programs 
should be publicly available. The extent of existing 
documentation for the two programs was reviewed by the 
sub-committee on management procedures (see Item 4.3, 
Annex D). · 

For the program implementing the calculation of catch 
limits, Allison reported that the existing documentation 
had been sufficient for her to validate the program. 

. However, neither a fully comprehensive algebraic and 
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computational description of the program nor a user's 
guide has been written. Program documentation and a 
form of user's guide exists for the control program for 
carrying out the simulation trials, but both may need 
further development if the program is to be used by 
inexperienced users. 

The Committee agreed that full documentation of the 
program implementing the calcuhition of catch limits was 
essential, and that further do~umentation of the control 
program was also highly desirable. It recognised, however, 
that this would be a lengthy task. While Allison was best 
able to undertake most of this work, it would also require 
input from other members of the Comm.ittee. 

The Committee also suggested that now the stage of 
conducting detailed case-specific implementation trials has 
been reached, the opportunity might be taken to revise the 
control program, incorporating as flexible a structure as 
possible to minimise the need for programming changes in 
future implementation trials. However, this should be 
treated as a separate task from documentation of the 
version currently used. 

Implications of the above for priorities and staffing of the 
computing section of the Secretariat are considered under 
Items 17 and 18. 

The Committee agreed that the programs and associated 
documentation must be available to accredited scientists, 
as defined in the Rules of Procedure of the Committee. 
Many Committee members believed that, as a matter of 
principle, the programs should be accorded as wide an 
availability as possible. However, at the moment several 
issues relating to ownership of the programs and copyright 
remain unresolved (see Item 4.3, Annex D). Until these 
are resolved, the Committee recommends that access to 
these programs be restricted to accredited scientists. 

6.2 Advice to the Commission 

6.2.1 Draft specification and annotations 
The Committee recommends that the Commission adopts 
the draft specification for the 'calculation of catch limits in 
a Revised Management Procedure for baleen whales' 
contained in Annex H, and that the Commission endorses 
the appended annotations. 

Phaseout rule 
As noted under Item 6.1, the Committee had been unable 
to determine a· suitable period that should elapse before 
phaseout of catches should occur, in the absence of suitable 
estimates of absolute abundance. The matter is referred to 
the Commission for advice. The following points highlight 
the issues involved. 

The Committee agreed that inclusion of a ten year 
period in the phaseout rule might be interpreted to mean 
that surveys only need to be carried out every ten years, 
rather than more frequently as the Committee had 
envisaged. Most robustness and multi-stock trials 
considered by the Committee had assumed an inter-survey 
interval of five years. It was agreed that, were it possible to 
separate the issue of appropriate inter-survey intervals 
from that of the time limit before phaseout of catches 
began, this latter time limit may be less critical. However, 
so far the Co~ittee has been unable to devise a way to do 
this. 

Despite the findings of the simulation· trials with a ten 
year inter-survey period described in Item 6.1.3 above, a 
number of members reiterated their concerns about not 
invoking phaseouts until the most recent abundance 
estimates were ten years old. They pointed to other factors 

that would favour a lower inter-survey interval than ten 
years that would not and could not be examined in 
simulation trials alone. These included the desirability of 
continuity and maintenance of skills by those conducting 
surveys, and the increased likelihood that unexpected 
events may be detected, directly or indirectly, by more 
frequent surveys. S,eme of these points were raised in 
S044/0 25. 

It was pointed out that there was a wide variety of 
possible types of survey. In relatively small regions, it was 
feasible to survey the entire area in a single year, or at least 
most areas occupied by whales during the time of the 
survey. However, in the Southern Hemisphere, for 
example, coverage of the entire area south of 6o•s in a 
single year is infeasible using the current methods and the 
current levels of effort and resources. Instead, it has been 
the practice to survey segments of the region annually. In 
past IDCR surveys, the full area is covered every six years. 
Another case cited covered situations in which only parts 
of areas for which catch limits are to be set are surveyed 
annually, with full coverage only being achieved after some 
years. In this instance, the year to which the estimate of 
abundance for the whole area is taken to refer, may be 
important. 

Most members felt that allowances needed to be made 
for cases in which pre-planned surveys carried out at 
appropriate intervals could occasionally not be completed 
due to unexpected events, such as bad weather or 
breakdowns. They also noted that the requirement in the 
phaseout rule was for completion of assessments by the 
Scientific Committee within the time period, rather than 
just completion of surveys. It would not be appropriate for 
phaseouts to be invoked because of extended delays in 
completion of an assessment by the Committee. They 
therefore favoured a longer, rather than shorter, phaseout 
period within the range five to ten years. 

Given these differing factors, the Committee was unable 
to reach a conclusion on what would be an appropriate 
period between five and ten years to allow before invoking 
a phaseout of catches. Accordingly, it refers this matter to 
the Commission. 

6.2.2 Other matters relating to draft specification 
Additional points inappropriate for inclusion in the 
annotations to Annex H were made during discussions that 
the Committee believed should be drawn to the attention of 
the Commission. These are reported below. 

Historical catch data prior to initial implementation of the 
RMP 
The draft specification requires that all known removals 
from each area should be included in the historical catch 
data used in an assessment. The intent was that this should 
include both direct catches (including lost whales) from 
whaling operations, and known indirect catches, such as 
those resulting from entanglement in fishing gear. While 
accepting this requirement, several members queried the 
implications ofthe word 'known', particularly in relation to 
the extent to which information on such indirect catches 
may be actively sought, either from members or non
members of the Commission. 

Another query raised was whether it was appropriate to 
include estimates of indirect catches in the catch history, 
rather than just known ones. Some members expressed the 
opinion that it was important that this be done. Others, 
while not disagreeing, stated that this was a difficult issue 
that needs further research. · 
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In relation to both these points, attention was drawn to 
the robustness demonstrated in single stock trials in which 
the hist!)rical catch record was underestimated by up to 
50% (Rep. int. Whal. Commn 42:272). 

The Committee noted that the.effects of possible errors 
in the recording of catches after implementation of the 
RMP have not been addressed in simulation trials. 

Block quotas 
Catch limits set in accordance with Item 2.3 of Annex H 
remain in force for a period of five years unless superseded 
by a subsequent assessment. These five catch limits are 
equal, unless subject to the application of the phaseout 
rule. The setting of fixed annual catch limits to operate 
over a five year period has similarities to the block quota 
schemes that the Commission has sometimes used for. 
setting catch limits. The main difference is that the 
formulation in Annex H does not allow any carryover of 
catches between seasons whereas this had been allowed in 
previous block quotas, subject to a fixed total catch over 
the period of the application of the block quota. 

The Committee recognised the operational advantages 
of these previous forms of block quotas. However, it also 
noted that unless the extent of carryover be\Ween seasons 
was small, this could constitute a substantial change to the 
procedure that may require additional simulation trials to 
be evaluated, possibly involving modelling of the strategies 
of whaling operations. 

The Committee therefore recommends that the 
attention of the Commission be drawn to the possibility 
that had been raised about incorporation of a block quota 
in the RMP. It further recommends that, subject to the 
Commission's approval and specification of the form of the 
proposed block quota, it should consider this possibility 
further. 

C~tches taken in excess of catch limits 
The question was raised of what account should be taken of 
any cases within the five year currency of an assessment in 
which the seasonal catch limit in a Small Area was 
exceeded. With respect to future catch limits during the 
currency of the assessment, one suggestion was that these 
might be adjusted downwards so that the total of the catch 
limits was not exceeded over the five years. 

Adjustments for unbalanced sex ratios 
The Committee adopted the procedure for setting separate 
catch limits for female whales given in Annex H, rather 
than an alternative formulation in which total combined 
sex catch limits were adjusted in the light of estimated sex 
ratios in the historic catches (which had been the method 
used previously for Southern Hemisphere minke whales). 
This choice was made primarily because of anticipated 
difficulties in predicting future sex ratios. 

Some members suggested that the approach adopted by 
the Committee might not be sufficiently flexible from an 
operational point of view, and that therefore this should be 
drawn to the attention of the Commission. 

6.2.3 Advice on incorporation of the RMP into the Schedule 
The Committee has developed a draft specification for 
calculation of catch limits in a revised management 
procedure, along with a set of annotations (Annex H). It 
has recommended that the draft specification itself be 
formally adopted by the Commission, and that the 
annotations be endorsed by the Commission (see Item 
6.2.1). In seeking endorsement of the annotations, rather 

than formal adoption by the Commission, the Committee 
had in mind the more dy11amic nature of the annotations. 
These contain, for example, criteria used by the 
Committee to select amongst the several options for 
calculating catch limits. The Committee wished to avoid a 
situation in which, during an implementation, it wished to 
vary or add to relevant criteria but might not be able to do 
so without prior approval from the Commission. Naturally, 
subsequent endorsement by the Commission would be 
sought for any resulting amendments to the annotations. 

The Committee was unable to advise further on how the 
draft specification should be handled in terms of a Schedule 
amendment necessary for the Commission to adopt the 
RMP. It noted, however, that development of Annex H 
has been a long and difficult task, involving a wide range of 
scientific and technical issues. The Committee therefore 
recommends that the Collll1lission exercises great caution 
before considering any changes to Annex H when 
developing possible Schedule amendments. It noted that 
the Chairman of the Committee and the Chairman of the 
sub-committee on management procedures will be present 
during the Commission meetings and will be available for 
consultation in this regard. 

6.2.4 Minimum standards for data 
This topic had been discussed at the 1992 Special Meeting 
(IWC/44/4A), in response to the request for advice from 
the Commission. The Committee noted that there 
remained matters relating to minimum standards for data 
and revision of Section VI (Information Required) of the 
Schedule requiring further consideration. These are 
discussed below. 

Data required for implementation of the RMP 
(a) CATCH DATA 

Paragraph 24 of the Schedule currently deals with catch 
data. The Committee reiterated the recommendation in 
IWC/44/4A that this should be amended to require the 
position of whale capture to the nearest degree and minute 
of latitude and longitude. Other information detailed in 
paragraph 24 should continue to be collected. 

(b) ABUNDANCE ESTIMATES 

The Committee agreed tha~ plans for survey design and 
proposed methods of analysis of the resulting data for the 
purposes of calculating estimates of absolute abundance 
should be reviewed by the Committee in advance of their 
being carried out, but that prior approval by the 
Committee should not be a requirement. An advantage of 
prior review is that this would facilitate subsequent 
endorsement of the estimates by the Committee. 
Additionally, it was considered desirable that those 
intending to conduct a survey should inform the 
Commission. This would allow the work of the Committee 
to be better planned, and ensure that the results of surveys 
are reported, regardless of the outcome. 

The Committee recommends that a set of guidelines for 
conducting surveys and analysing the results ·should be 
developed. Ideally, this should include standardised 
methods of survey design, field procedures and data 
collection. Similarly, a set of approved methods of analysis 
should be developed for use by the Committee. Programs 
for conducting such analyses should be validated by and 
held at the Secretariat and should be available to 
accredited scientists. As new methodologies are 
developed, tested and approved these would then be added 
to the set of available options. 
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The questions of data availability and validation were 
considered. The Committee recommends that data for any 
sightings survey to be used to calculate abundance 
estimates for the purposes of applying the RMP should be 
documented and provided to the Secretariat in computer
readable data files before a specified time in advance of the 
Committee meeting in which the data are to be used. All 
such data should be archived by the Secretariat in an 
appropriate database such that abundance estimates can be 
calculated for any specified Small Areas. Data should be in 
a fully disaggregated form so that estimates can be 
recalculated correctly if the boundaries of Management 
Areas are altered. Once lodged with the Secretariat, these 
data should be. available to accredited scientists as defined 
in the Committee's Rules of Procedure. 

A detailed specification for the required data should be 
developed by a sub-committee consisting of members 
involved in conducting sighting surveys and in analysing 
survey data to produce abundance estimates. The data that 
would be required fall into two basic categories: firstly, 
data necessary for standard analyses (e.g. sightings effort 
data and sightings records) and secondly, ancillary data (as 
appropriate according to the analyses to be carried out, 
e.g. dive-time records). A more detailed example 
specification of such data is given in Appendix 1 of Annex 
H. 

If the Secretariat is to archive all data in a common 
database, and validate and hold standard programs, there 
are implications for the Secretariat computing section 
staffing and costs. These are considered under Items 17 and 
18. 

(c) MINIMUM STANDARDS FOR SURVEY DESIGN, DATA AND 

ESTIMATES 

Two possible minimum standards were considered by the 
Committee. These were that there should be a maximum 
CV of (say) 40% for estimates of absolute abundance for 
the Medium Areas defined for a species and region, or that 
a minimum distance steamed on primary shipboard survey 
effort per unit area of a Medium Area should be specified. 
In the latter case, this minimum would be calculated for 
each species and Medium Area, based on the relationship 
between survey effort and variance for previous surveys in 
that Medium Area. The Committee agreed that both of 
these approaches should be investigated further, 
particularly the latter approach. 

The Committee noted that the robustness trials of the 
effect of uncertainties in estimates of absolute abundance 
implicitly defined minimum standards ·tor data. If, 
however, conditions changed such that, for example, the 
estimates resulting from survey analyses had CVs very 
different from those tested in the trials, the question of 
whether or not the new estimates were acceptable could be 
addressed by further trials. 

The Committee noted that, in relation to the estimates 
of absolute abundance for northeastern Atlantic minke 
whales described in SC/44/NAB12, both the new 
methodology described therein and the resulting estimates 
had been considered in detail in Annex F and subsequently 
used.in implementation trials (see Item 7.2.3). 

Data not directly required for implementation of the RMP 
The Committee has repeatedly recognised that data 
currently not used directly· by the RMP can play lm 
important role in providing an independent check on the 
status of populations managed under the RMP. In 

addition, other important types of biological data are used 
indirectly, the most obvious example being data clarifying 
the identity of stocks in different regions. 

Various requirements for biological samples are already 
specified in Paragraph 29 of the Schedule (e.g. earplugs, 
ovaries). At the 1992 Special Meeting (IWC/44/4A) and in 
SC/4410 25, suggestions were made for other biological 
samples to be provided (e.g. tissue samples for genetic 
work). The Committee considered that it would be most 
helpful to replace Paragraph 29 with an 'enabling clause' 
which stated that in response to advice or requests from the 
Committee, the · Commission could require certain 
samples/data to be collected from whaling operations. The 
advantage of such an approach is that any requirements 
could then be made via a Commission 'resolution rather 
than needing a Schedule amendment. A possible form of 
wording might be: 

29. Contracting Governments shall arrange for the collection and 
analysis of such biological samples, tissue samples, specimens and 
data as the Commission may from time to time decide on the advice 
of the Scientific Committee. The results of the analyses of these 
collections shall be reported to the Commission. 

The types of samples that were considered likely to be of 
importance were, for example, those related to 
reproductive capacity, condition of the animal (e.g. 
blubber thiGkness) and various tissue samples to facilitate 

· work on stock identity, growth or contaminant burdens. It 
was noted that data from such samples could form the basis 
for a periodic review of evidence for changes in carrying 
capacity. 

Other data referred to in the Schedule, Section VI 
Section VI of the Schedule deals with 'Information 
Required'. The Committee agreed that, although effort 
data are not presently required for the RMP, it is highly 
desirable that such data continue to be collected on a 
routine basis. It was also suggested that the provision for 
collection of product data should be retained. Such data 
have proved useful in the past for detecting changes in the 
condition of whales. 

While offering the· above advice, the Committee noted 
that ih the time available, it had been unable to complete a 
full review of Section VI. Lack of comment on the 
remaining aspects should not be taken to imply that the 
Committee endorses discontinuing collection of those 
types of data. 

Additional discussion on minimum data standards 
As noted above, the Committee has not completed 
development of guidelines and minimum standards for 
absolute abundance data and corresponding estimates. 
There was considerable . debate over the possible 
implications of this, both in terms of potential delays in the 
Commission adopting a revised management procedure, 
and the consequent status of estimates of absolute 
abundance developed at this meeting for minke whales in 
the-North Atlantic and Southern Hemisphere. 

Some members stated their view that, as reflected in part 
in SC/44/0 25, from the point of view of the Commission, 
a complete revised management procedure for 
incorporation in the Schedule would include more than a 
specification of the method for calculating catch limits. 
They believed that the Commission would also wish to· 
have in place specifications of standards for data and 
practical means for verification that these are met. While 
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some of these matters Jay outside the terms of reference of 
the Scientific Committee, particularly the last of these, 
there were aspects for which scientific input may be 
needed. 

These members believed it important that the 
Commission receive this additional advice from the 
Committee as soon as possible, and reiterated the 
recommendation in Annex D that completion of a set of 
minimum standards for data and the review of Section VI 
of the Schedule be accorded high priority. 

Other members stated their view that many of the issues 
referred to were technical rather than scientific, and were 
more properly discussed by the Commission. While 
acknowledging that there remained some work to be done 
on data standards and Schedule Section VI, the fact that 
this had not been completed was no reason for any delay in 
adoption by the Commission of the RMP developed by the 
Committee and implementation for the two regions 
considered by the Committee at this meeting. 

In relation to possible implementation, they noted that 
the multi-stock robustness trials developed over the years 
by the Committee were based largely on the types of 
abundance data available for North Atlantic and Southern 
Hemisphere minke whales. Furthermore, estimates of 
abundance for these regions have been discussed and 
agreed by the Committee. Thus, in their view these data 
were suitable for use in implementation regardless of 
whether or not minimum standards have been determined. 

Yet other members stated that, while not passing 
judgment on the specific issue of implementation on 
particular species and regions, as a matter of principle it 
was possible to proceed to implementation even if some 
aspects of data standards remained unfinished. 

6.2.5 Further advice on the Commission's 1991 Resolution 
In its 1991 resolution, the Comll)ission sought advice from 
the Scientific Committee on the probability of whaling 
being inadvertently allowed under the proposed RMP 
when stock levels are significantly below the protection 
level of 54%. The Committee investigated this matter at its 
1992 Special Meeting and provided quantitative advice in 
respect of application of the RMP to single known 
biological stocks (IWC/44/4A, Item 4). 

For cases where the RMP is applied to regions 
containing multiple stocks, there is information relevant to 
the question in the results of multi-stock trials discussed at 

· the 1992 Special Meeting (IWC/44/4A) and Workshop 
(IWC/44/48). However, it is unclear how to interpret these 
results in terms of quantitative advice on probabilities, 
because in these cases the boundaries and sizes of the 
stocks themselves are uncertain. The Committee is unable 
to provide advice further to that contained in the Report of 
the Special Meeting (IWC/44/4A). 

Appreciation 
The Committee expressed its deep appreciation to 
Kirkwood for his guidance, wisdom and dedication, well 
beyond the calr of duty, over the years of development of 
the Revised Management Procedure. Without his 
leadership the Committee would neither have been in a 
position to recommend that the Commission adopt the 
Draft Specification given in Annex H, nor have almost 
completed its work on the initial implementation of the 
RMP for North Atlantic and Southern Hemisphere minke 
whales. 

7. COMPREHENSIVE ASSESSMENT
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE REVISED 

~AGEMENTPROCEDURE 

Before starting the process of attempting to implement the 
RMP for Southern Hemisphere and North Atlantic minke 
whales, the Committee discussed how far it should attempt 
to go along this route, and what forms of advice should be 
given to the Commission. The Chairman reiterated his 
desire that sufficient work should be completed that would 
allow the Commission to ·implement the procedure for 
these species and regions at its forthcoming meeting, 
should it wish to do so. 

Allison informed the Committee that once it had 
completed and reviewed implementation simulation trials 
for the two regions and reached conclusions on the input 
catch data, the absolute abundance estimates and related 
variance statistics and the precise methods t.o be used for 
calculating catch limits, she would be able to produce these 
very quickly. · 

There was considerable debate on whether or not 
calculated catch limits that would apply in. the first years 
following implementation (which are routinely calculated 
during implementation simulation trials) should be given in 
the report of the Committee. Although some members 
believed that Commissioners may want such information in 
order to reach conclusions in relation to adoption and 
implementation of the RMP, the Committee agreed that it 
would be inappropriate to include it in the report. The 
Secretariat was instructed not to include these catch limits 
in the printouts from the various implementation 
simulation trials. 

The Committee was aware that there has been 
widespread speculation as to the possible size of initial 
catch limits on implementation of the RMP. It authorised 
the Chairman to state that initial catch limits have not been 
calculated by the Committee, and that any such numbers 
that may be cited are entirely speculative. 

The Committee agreed that, should the Commission 
wish to set catch limits according to the RMP during its 
forthcoming meeting, these should be calculated by the 
Secretariat, checked by the Chairman, and then 
transmitted by him to the Commission. 

During discussions of Annex I, the question of whether 
initial catch limits should be included in the Report was 
raised again. The Chairman ruled that the Committee 
would abide by its earlier decision. A minority statement is 
given in Annex 0. 

7.1 Southern Hemisphere minke whales (see Annex E) 
7.1.1 Stock identity 
'Small' Areas 
The Committee agreed that for Small Areas, as defined in 
the Draft Specification for the Calculation of Catch Limits 
in a Revised Management Procedure for Baleen Whales 
(Annex H), 10° sectors represented the best presen~ option 
although this might require revision as more information is 
obtained. 

The decision was based on the results of management 
trials, assuming that biological stocks each had a core area 
(equivalent to 'home area' or 'preferred feeding area' as 
used previously, Rep. int. What. Commn 41:109) of either 
60° or 120" longitude and total ranges of up to 120" or 180° 
when overlaps are included. That was itself based on the 
most recent view of the Committee in 1990 (Rep. int. What. 
Commn 41:125) that there were five stocks. Of the sizes of 
Small Areas investigated (10" or 60"), only those trials with 
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Annex H 
Draft Specification for the Calculation of Catch Limits in a 
Revised Management Procedure (RMP) for Baleen Wbales1 

(Superscript numbers refer to 1he appended annotations) 

I. DEFINITIONS 

R~gions are non-overlapping major ocean areas. For 
species found in or migrating to higher latiiUdes. 1hese will 
normally be the Arctic and adjacent waters, the orth 
Atlantic and adjacenl waters. the orth Pacific and 
adjacenl waters, and the Southern Hemisphere. For 
species confined to lower latitudes, the regions will 
normally be the Atlantic, Pacific and Indian Oceans. 
Regions can be combined for species where the 
interchange is not negligible. 

SrruJII Areas are areas small enough to contain whales 
from onl) one biological stock, or be such that if v.hales 
from different biological stocks are present in the Small 
Area, catching operations v.ould not be able to harvest 
them in proportions substantially2 different to their 
proportions in the Small Area. 

Mt'tilum AreasJ correspond to known or suspected 
ranges of distinct biological stocks. 

Large Aua.r' coincide with regions, unless e\~dence 
exists to support the selection of one or more areas smaller 
than a region which fully covers the range of some 
biological stocks of a species and defimtely excludes whales 
from all other biological stocks oft bat species in the region. 

Residual Auas3 are geographical areas which are not 
classified as Small or Medium Areas. Medium Areas 
comprise unions of Small and, where identified, Residual 
Areas. Large Areas comprise unions of Medium and. 
where identified, Residual Areas. 

Combmlllion Areas are unions of Small Areas to which 
the catch limit algorithm is applied when catch-cascading is 
used. 

MaJUJgement Area is a generic term denoting a Small, 
Medium. Lnrge. Residual or Combination Area. 

An assessment is the process by which catch limits for a 
species are calculated for all Small (and where appropriate 
Medium or Large) Areas v.ithm a region as specified in 
Sections 2.3. 2.4 and 2.5. by repeated application of the 
catch limit algorithm as described in Section 3. This 
algorithm uses historic catch data and estimates of absolute 
abundance for each Management Area that meet the 
requirements of Section 2.2. 

Calch /imu algonrhm is the process (described 10 Section 
3) that is used to calculate a catch limit for a Management 
Area. 

Catch-cascading'> is the process by which a catch limit 
calculated for a Combination Area is distributed among 
the Small Areas that make up the Combination Area in 
proportion to the calculated relati•e abundances in those 
Small Areas. When catch-cascading occurs. the relative 
abundances for Small Areas within the CombinatiOn Area 
shall normally be calculated from the same estimates of 
absolute abundance as were used for the application of the 
catch limit algorithm to the Combination Area. The 
calculated relative abundance in a Small Area shall be ao 

appropriate form of weighted average of the available 
abundance indices for that Small Area, with the 
statistically appropriate weighting, except that each 
estimate shall also be further weighted by the factOr 0.9n, 
... ·here n is the number of years that have elapsed between 
the season to which the estimate refers and the year of the 
assessment. 

Catch-capping? is the process by which catch limits 
calculated for Small Areas are adjusted by reference to 
those calculated for either Medium or Large Areas 
containing those Small Areas. It consists of tl1e following 
rules. If the sum of the catch limits ca.lculated for those 
Small Areas that make up a Medium (or Large) Area 
exceeds the catch limit calculated for the Medium (or 
Large) Area, then both the Small and Medium (or Large) 
Area catch limits shall apply in such a way that the 
maximum catch allowed in each Small Area is the 
appropriate Small Area catch limit and the maximum catch 
allowed in the Medium (or Large) Area is the Medium (or 
Large) Area catch limit. This definition does not preclude 
the possibility of applying catch-capping to overlapping 
Medium Area~. 

2. ASSESSMENTS 

2.1 Scope and vaJidjty 
Assessments are conducted by the Scientific Committee on 
a regional basis by species or other suitable taxonomic unit 
below specific levelS. Such taxonomic units should be 
assessed separately where the extent of geographical 
separation is sufficient to make this feasible. In the 
following ten. 'species' should be taken to refer to 
taxonomic units below specific le,.el where appropriate. 

Seasons for each region and species for which an 
assessment is carried out shall be consecutive twelve month 
periods as set by the Commission. An assessment becomes 
current at the start of the first seasoo that commences after 
adoption of the catch limits by the Commission. Annual 
catch limits calculated in an assessment shall apply from 
that first season. An assessment ceases to be current after 
five years have elapsed since it was conducted. or when a 
subsequent assessment for the same region and species 
becomes current, whichever is the sooner. A new 
asses ment for a species and region will norrnally be carried 
out towards the end of the five year period of currency of 
the present assessment, but an assessment may be carried 
out earlier in that period, where appropriate9. 

2.2 Data reqllinments•• 

2.2.1 Catch hisrory 
lime series of catches by sex shall be compiled for each of 
the Management Areas specified within the region, using 
the best available information. These catch histories shall 
cover a period beginning not later than the season of the 
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first recorded or estimated" catch and ending with the last 
complete season prior to the time of the assessment. 

lf there are catches known to have occurred in the 
region. but the Small Area in which they were taken is not 
known. they shall be assigned to the Small Area in which 
they are considered most likely to have been taken. Pro 
rata allocations are allowed. Where the sex ratio of catches 
is not accurately known, the best available estimate of the 
sex ratio shall be used to divide the catches; in the absence 
of any information. a 50:50 sex ratio shall be assumed . 
Unspecified catches of whales shall be allocated to species 
using the best available information on the species 
composition of the catch12. Known or estimated numbers 
of whales struck and lost shall be added to the catches. If 
the timing of catches is uncenain. they shall be assigned to 
seasons according to the best available information. No 
catches known to have occurred in the region shall be 
omitted from the assessment on grounds of uncenainty 
over their location, timing, sex ratio or other details. AU 
known removaJs13 from a region shall be included in the 
catch series. 

2.2.2 Absolutt: obundanu atimott:S 
Absolute abundance data to be used in the calculation of 
catch limits shall have been obtained by direct methods14, 

such as sightiogs surveys. and collected and anal)'-sed using 
methods approved by the Scientific Committee. The 
methods shall be such as to provide estimates of whale 
abundance that have acceptable levels of bias and 
precision. They shall also permit estimation of the variance 
of each estimate and of their variance-covariance matrix. 
or alternative variance-related statistics where 
appropriate. 

Data for any sightings survey's to be used to calculate 
abundance estimates for the purposes of conducting an 
assessment shall be documented and provided to the 
Secretariat in computer readable data files before a 
specified time in advance of the Scientific Committee 
meeting during which the data are to be used. All such data 
should be archived by the Secretariat in an appropriate 
database such that abundance estimates can be calculated 
for any specified Small Area. Data should be in a fully 
disaggregated form so that estimates can be recalculated 
appropriately if the boundaries of Management Areas are 
altered. Once lodged with the Secretariat. these data shall 
be available to accredited scientists as defined in the 
Scientific Committee's Rules of Procedure. 

Estimates of absolute abundance are required for each 
Management Area to which the catch limit algorithm is to 
be applied under the procedures described in Section 2.3•6. 
For each such Management Area. a time series of absolute 
abundance estimates shall be calculated, along with an 
estimate of their variance-covariance matrix, or alternative 
variance-related stattStJCS where appropriate. The 
approximate distributional properties of the abundance 
estimates shall also be determined. 

The absolute abundance estimate for a given season 
should ideally be calculated from data collected in that 
season. Data collected in different seasons may be used, 
for example to account for pans of the area that were not 
covered in that season, to pool results from surveys 
conducted over consecutive or nearly consecutive seasons 
in order to reduce variance, or to provide estimates of 
calibration factors. provided that appropriate statistical 
methods are used'7 . 

Data from surveys conducted in different seasons or at 
different times of year may only contribute to a single 

abundance estimate if adequate precautions are taken to 
avoid substantial double counting of whales due to 
migration or other factors. In the calculation of an absolute 
abundance estimate for a Management Area in a given 
season , pans of the Area for which there are no absolute 
abundance estimates available at any t.ime meeting the 
above specifications shall be treated as ha,ing an absolute 
abundance of zero. 

The absolute abundance estimates should pertain to the 
total number of whales aged one year and above in the 
area, regardless of any size limits that may be in force or 
the selectivity or otherwise of any past or pr•esent 
exploitation lB. Animals aged less than one year shall be 
excluded where possible. 

2.3 Calculation or catch Limits 
Catch limits shall always be set at the Small Area level and 
they shall be set for each Small Area in a regiom. In 
addition. where catch-capping is invoked at the Medium or 
Large Area level. corresponding catch limits will be s.:t for 
those Medium or Large Areas. Catch limits for all Residual 
Areas within a region shall be set at zero. 

Catch 1\mits for the total number of whales that m.ly be 
taken in a season in each Small Area will be calculated by: 

(a) application of the catch limit a.lgorithm to the Small 
Areas or. where appropriate, to Combination Aieas. 
in which case catch<ascading occurs; and 

(b) where appropriate, by adjustment of the Small Area 
catch limits calculated under (a) by either 

(1) application of the catch limit algorithm to the 
Medium Areas. followed by catch-capping of the 
Small Area catch limits; or 

(2) application of the catch limit algorithm to the 
Large Areas. followed by catch-capping of the 
Small Area catch limits. 

Catch limits for the total number of whales that may be 
taken in a season in Medium or Large Areas, as required 
when catch-capping is invoiced, will be calculated by 
application of the catch limit algorithm to those Medium or 
Large Areas. 

The decision for any panicular species or region oo 
whether or not catch-capping is to be applied, and if so 
whether it should be applied at the Medium or Large Area 
level. and whether or not Small Areas are 10 be combined 
for the purposes of catch-cascading. will be made oo the 
basis of biological evidence available to the Scie-ntific 
Committee. and, where necessary, the results of computer 
simulation triaJs19 conducted by the Scientific Committee. 
Where computer simulation trials are carried out, they 
shall , as far as possible, encompass the full range of 
plausible hypotheses consistent with existing biological 
data. 

In catch-cascading, the estimates of absolute abundance 
used to calculate relative abundances for the Small ,!\reas 
that make up the Combination Area to which c:atch
cascading is to be applied should penain to seasons not 
more than [number of yean ro bt dtcwd]20 prior to the 
season to which the catch limit would pertain. If the 
abundance data for a Small Area do not meet thiscriu:rion. 
then for the purposes of catch-cascading, that Small Area 
shall be treated as if it bad a relative abundance ofzero21. 

The catch limits for the total number of whales that may 
be taken in a season. as calculated in the manner desc-ribed 
above, shall pertain to the first season of currency of the 
assessment. and additionally 10 each of the four seasons 
after that. The five catch limits for the total number of 
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whales that may be tak.en in a season in a Management 
Area shall be equal22. except in cases where adjustments 
are made under the phaseout rule described in Section 2.4 
belowlJ. 

2.4 Phaseout rule 
The catch limits for a Small Area calculated under Section 
2.3 shall be adjusted downwards when the time series of 
absolute abundance estimates used for the application of 
the catch limit algorithm to the Small Area (or. if catch
cascading has been applied. lo the Combination Area 
containing it) under the current assessment does not 
include an absolute abundance estimate pertaining to a 
season not more than [ rwmber of y~ars 10 be tkcilhd)20 prior 
to the season to which the catch limit pertains. Under these 
circumstances, the catch limit for the Smal.l Area shall be 
reduced by 20% of the unadjusted catch limit for that Small 
Area and season for each year in excess of [number of years 
to be decilhd]2fl that bas or will have elapsed since the 
season of the most recent such abundance estimate24• 

2.5 Catch limits for female whales 
For each of the seasonal catch limjts for total number of 
whales that may be taken in Small Areas (and in Medium 
or Large Areas if catch-capping was invoked) resulting 
from appHcation ofthe procedures specified in Sections 2.3 
and 2.4, corresponding seasonal catch limits for female 
whales shall also be calculated25. 

The catch limits for female whales in each of the five 
seasons shall be equal lo 55% of the catch limits for the 
total number of whales that may be taken, with the 
additional requirement that the sum of the number of 
females taken over the five year period of currency of the 
assessmenl shall not exceed 50% of the sum of the catch 
timits for the total number of whales that may be taken. 

Should a new assessment be undertaken during the 
period of currency of the present assessment, then the 
same procedure as in the previous paragraph shall be ~ 
for setting catch limits for female whales to apply dunng 
the currency of the new assessment, except that the total 
number of female whales taken over the five year period of 
currency of the new assessment shall then not exceed 50% 
of the sum of the catch timtts for the total number of whales 
that may be taken each season less the total excess over 
50% of female whales taken during the currency of the 
present assessment. 

3. CA TCB LIMIT ALGORITHM 

The nominal catch limit for a Management Area shall be 
calculated using the algorithm defined below if at least one 
estimate of absolute abundance as defined in Section 2.2 is 
available for the Area in question. Otherwise. the nominal 
catch limit for the Management Area shall be zero. 

3.1 Input data 
The input data for apptication of the catch limit algorithm 
for any Management Area shall include the time seri~ of 
annual catches as detailed in Section 2.2.1 and the ume 
series of absolute abundance estimates, along v.ith their 
variance~variance matrix or other appropriate variance
related statistics and a specification of the distributional 
form of the absolute abundance estimates, as specified in 
Section 2.2.2. 

3.2 Population model 
The following population dynamics model26 shall be used: 

Po= Pr! Dr 
Pt+t = P, - C, + 1.4184 1! P,(l- (P,/Po)2) (0 S t < D 

where: 
P, is the population size in numbers at the beginning of 
season t; 
C, is the catch in numbers in season 1: 
Dr is the ratio of the population size at the beginning of 
season T to the population size at the beginning of season 
zero. known as the stock depletjon; 
season zero is the first season of the catch series used in the 
assessment (as specified in Section 2.2.1); 
season Tis the season following the last season of the catch 
series used in the assessment (as specified in Section 
2.2. L.); 
I! is the productivity parameter determining the MSY rate. 
Provided there ha,•e been at least some catches, the 
population dynamjcs model is fully determined w~en the 
catch series and the values of Dr and I! are speafied. lf 
there have been no catches, a nominal catch of one whale 
in season zero is assumed. 

3.3 Fitting of the model 
The annual absolute abundance estimate (if there is one) 
for each season r. is assumed to have expectation bP, where 
b is the bias parameter. The joint likelihood function of the 
parameters b, Dr and I! is det~rmined usi_ng the a~lute 
abundance estimates. the vanance-covanance matnx of 
the absolute abundance estimates (or alternative variance
related statistics where appropriate) and information on 
their distributional form. 

Unless there are specific inrucations to the contrary, the 
absolute abundance estimates shall be assumed to be 
lognormally distributed with a. variance-covariance mat_rix 
of the log estimates to be estimated from the data usmg 
methods judged appropriate by the Scientific Committee. 
In this case, the formula for the likelihood is: 

Likelihood (Dr. ~'• b) a exp[-i(a- p -Ill )' H (a- P -Ill )) 

where: 
a is the vector of logarithms of estimates of absolute 
abundance by season: 
p is the vector of logarithms of the modelled annual 
population sizes: p, = log(P,}; 
fl is the logarithm of the bias parameter: II = log(b); 
1 is a vector of ones; 
H is the information matrix of the a vector. lf H is non
singular, H = V·t where V is the variance-covariance 
matrix of the components of a. 

The stock depletion parameter Dr is assigned a prior 
probability rustribution27 that is uniform from zero to one, 
and zero outside this range. 

The productivity parameter 14 is assigned a prior 
probability distributionn that is uniform from zero to 0.05, 
and zero outside tbjs range. 

The bias parameter b is assigned a prior probability 
distribution27 that is uniform from zero to 5/3, and zero 
outside this range. 

The above three prior rustributions are treated as 
independent and combined accordingly to determine the 
joint prior distribution of the parameters Dr. I! and b. 

The JOint ·posterior' distribution of the parameters Dr. I! 
and b is defined as follows: 

Postenor (Dr. ll· b) 
a Prior (Dr, ~'• b) . Likelihood (Dr. ~'• b)' 
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where s. the scale parameter. is set equal to Ul6. The 
presence of the scale parameter represents an intended 
deviation from a strictly Bayesian approach. 

3.4 The catch control law 
The internal catch limit, Lr. is the following function of 
Dr. J.lllnd Pr: 

Lr = { 311(Dr- 0.54) PT if Dr> 0.54 
0 if Dr~ 0.54 

The marginal posterior distnl>ution of Lr is obtained by 
integration of the joi nt posterior distribution of (Dr. Ji, b). 

This requires that, for each value of Lr, the joint posterior 
distribution of (Dr. fi, b) is to be integrated over the subset 
of parameter space that corresponds to that value of Lr. 
The no minal catch limit is equal to the lower 41.02% ile of 
the marginal posterior d istribution of Lr. 

3.5 Computation 
All steps in the above algorithm for the calculation of the 
nominal catch limit shall be performed using a computer 
program validated by the IWC Secretariat and with 
sufficient numerical accuracy that the calculated nominal 
catch limit is numerically accu:rate to within one whaJe28. 

ANNOTATIONS TO DRAFT SPECJFICATION FOR THE CALCULATION OF CATCH LIMITS lN A REVISED 
MANAGEME:-IT PROCEDURE FOR BALEEN WHALES 

( I) The trials carried out to date have largely been based 
on simulated management of baleen whales with 
breeding grounds in lower latitudes and feeding 
grounds in higher latitudes, and with whaling 
operations and abundance surveys restricted to higher 
latitudes. Thus, while the overall range of these species 
is an entire region as defined here. most data will 
pertain only to a restricted part of the region. While it 
is believed that the framework for calculation of catch 
limits specified he re will be sufficiently flexible for 
management of species not d irectly matching the 
conditions simulated so far, this needs to be affirmed 
by the additional simulation trials required before 
implementation of the RMP for such species. This 
-..ould be especially important in the case of humpback 
or right whales, for which there is a possibil.ity of 
whaling in the breeding grounds, on feeding grounds 
and on migrations between these in the one year. 

L Definitions 
(2) The judgement on whether o r not differences in 

proportions may be substantial will, in the first place, 
be based on estim a tes of movements and rates of 
mixing, and on relevant operational factors. Where the 
size of a proposed Small Area is such that potential 
differences in the proportions might be substantial, its 
acceptability will be judged on the basis of the risk of 
inad•·ertent depletion of the stocks in the region . as 
estimated from suitable simulation trials. Conducting 
such simulation trials will be a normal part of the initial 
implementation of the RMP to a region and species. 
Additional trials may also be necessary where it is 
proposed to increase the size of existing Small Areas. 

(3) Medium Areas play a secondary role in tbe RMP, in 
that they are used only when catch-apping is applied; 
it is not necessary for application of the RMP for any 
Medium Areas to be defined. In cases where Medium 
Areas can be identified with some confidence. so that 
Medium Areas approximate to ranges of actual stocks, 
catch-apping is most appropriately carried out at the 
Medium Area level, rather than at a Large Area level. 

See also note 7. 
(4) As indicated, normally Large Areas will coincide with 

regions. An example of when a Large Area may be 
smaller than a region is the case in which there is a 
geographicall)' isolated stock of whales -..ithin the 
region which does not mix with other whale stocks 
within the region. 

(5) Normally, in cases where the whales migrate to higher 
latitudes, these Residual Areas will be confined to 
lower latitude a reas within a reg~on . ln such cases. they 

will normally also be unsurveyed, and so will be 
assigned an absolute abundance of zero. As indi1:ated 
in Section 2.3 of the draft specification, catch limi11s are 
set at zero for Residual Areas. 

(6) Where Small Areas identified in a region are also quite 
small in size, it is likely that the absolute abundance 
estimates for these Small Areas will have large 
variances associated with them. On the other hand, 
estimates of absolute abundance for some 
combinations of these Small Areas may have 
considerably greater precision. Provided sufti~eien t 

evidence exists to warrant combining some Small 
Areas. the process of catch-ascading can be used to 
take advantage of this greater precision. In calculating 
the relative abundances in the Small Areas making up 
a Combination A rea, a weighted average of past 
abundance indices for those Small Areas is used. The 
additional factor of 0.9" is included to downweight 
abundance data from seasons separated far in time 
from the year of the assessment. Criteria for dec:iding 
whether or not catch-cascading should be applied are 
given in Section 2.3. 

An example of the calculation involved is as follows. 
lf the absolute abundance estimates are treat1:d as 
being lognotrnaUy distributed, t hen the relative 
abundance for a Small Area would normall y be 
calculated using the following formula. 
Let: 
a = vector of log abundance estimates in the Small 

Area; 
r, = difference between the current season and the 

season of the itb estimate; 
F = information matrix of a. 
If F is non-singular. F= V-t where V is the variance
covariance matrix of a. G is the matrix such that 
G.;= Fq (0.9) - h,+t)'2 
The relative abundance in the Small Area is given by: 

exp[(:n:a, G11)/(:n:G,1) ] 

(7) Catch-capping is a 'pfocess de5ihted to ensun: that 
catch limits calculated individually for some Small 
Areas are not inappropriately large. as is possi'ble in 
some cases of uncertain stock identity. A s indicated in 
Section 2.3, whether or not catch-apping is invoked in 
the assessment of a species in a particular region will 
depend on examination of available data and ~bly 
simulation trials for that species and region. Catch
capping, if it is invoked, will be carried out 111 the 
Medium or Large Area level depending on the dlegree 
of certainty exis ting about the identification of 
Medium Areas. Where that degree of certainty is 
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relatively high. catch-<:apping should be carried out at 
the Medium Area level. Where no Medium Areas are 
identified for a species and region, catcb-<:apping 
should be carried out at the Large Area level, if 
invoked. Where Medium Areas are identified, but only 
tentatively, the decis ion as to whether any catch
capping should be carried out at the Medium or Large 
Area l.evel should be determined from results of 
appropriate simulation trials. 

2. Assessments 

2.1 Scope and validity 
(8) Normally, assessments will be carried out at the species 

level. However, if sub-species, varieties or different 
morphological forms of baleen whales exist in a region 
such that they can be identified in catches and separate 
absolute abundance estimates can be obtained for 
them, then they should be assessed separately, 
provided the degree of geographical separation is 
sufficient to allow this. 

(9) Normally assessments will be carried out every five 
years. However, it may be appropriate to carry out an 
assessment eariier in the ilve year period of currency of 
an assessment. This would be warranted. for example, 
if major new estimates of absolute abundance become 
available, or if significant advances are made in 
methodology of calculating absolute abundance 
estimates, or if other evidence is available to the 
Scientific Committee suggesting that the status of the 
stock is different from that which the present 
assessment suggests. Given the amount of time 
assessments may take to complete, assessments should 
not normally be carried out in consecutive years. 

2.2 Dow requirt>ment.s 

2.2.1 Catch history 
(10) In addition to the requirements outlined in Section 

2.2, data and methods for analysing them that a re 
used in the application of the RMP should meet the 
minimum standards described in Section 4.2 of 
Annex D to the 1992 Scientific Committee Repon 
(Rep. int. Whal. Commn 43:97-9). 

(11) For stocks for which exploitation staned relatively 
recently, the catch history over the entire period of 
exploitation will be well !mown. For other stocks, 
however. where exploitation has extended over many 
years and possibly intermittently over centuries, 
records for early catches may be incomplete. or gaps 
may exist. The intent here is that the catch histories 
for use with the RMP should extend as far back as 
possible. Where there are no gaps in a long historical 
record of catches, the catch series used in assessments 
shall stan in the first season for which the catch has 
been recorded or estimated sufficiently reliably. 
Where there are gaps. o r there is major uncenainty 
about the early catch history, selection of the first 
season wiU be made on a case by case basis. 

The RMP bas been demonstrated to be robust to 
considerable uncenainties in catch histories in single 
stock robustness trials (Rep. inr. Who/. Commn 
42:272). 

(12) Where the information is insufficient to allocate 
catches to species sufficiently reliably, the potentiaJ 
consequences of incorrect allocations may need to be 
examined by simulation trials. 

(13) The population model used in the catch limit 
algorithm (see Section 3) effectively assumes that all 
whales that die from causes other than those resulting 
from natural monality are included in the catch 
history. Thus, known "indirect' catches, e.g. whales 
killed through entanglement in fishing gear, should 
also be included in the catch history, in addition to 
whales caught or struck and lost in direct whaling 
operations. On the other band, stranding is assumed 
to be pan of the process of natural monality, and 
numbers of whales stranded should not be included in 
the catch history. 

2.2.2 Absolute abundance esritTUltes 
(14) In the early stages of development of the RMP, it was 

envisaged that absolute abundance estimates, relative 
abundance indices. or both could be used. The 
difficulty "'ilh use of relative abundance indi<:es that 
are collected as pan of or associated with catc:hing 
operations of the type carried out prior to the 
development of the RMP, is that the pn!cise 
relationship bet.,..een the index and the true absolute 
abundance is rarely known. These issues were 
discussed at the CPUE workshop, at which the types 
of information necessary to clarify this relationship 
were also identified (Rep. inr. Who/. Commn 38:157-
62). As this relationship has remained unresolved, 
the possible use of such data was dropped for the 
present. Possible use of relative abundance indices 
other than those associated With catching operations 
was not investigated during development of the 
IU.1P. 

Note that the above does not preclude the w.e of 
estimates of relative abundance during c<ttch· 
cascading (see note 6) o r in analysing abundance data 
collected in different seasons (see Section 2.2 and 
note 17). 

For some stocks, the best available estimates of 
abundance may come from mark-recapture anal)'seS. 
e.g. those resulting from photo-identification studies. 
The properties of such estimates, and the implications 
of these with respect to possible uncenain Sltock 
identity and migration panems need to be evaluated 
before estimates of abundance based on them rna y be 
used when implementing the RMP for a panicular 
species and region. Until this is done, sightings 
surveys or other d irect methods of estimation with 
similar statistical properties remain the primary t-ools 
for obtaining suitable estimates of absolute 
abundance for assessments. 

(15) The types of data that are required fall into two 
categories: data necessary for standard analyses (e.g. 
sigbtings effon data and sightings records) and 
ancillary data (as appropriate according to the 
analyses to be carried out. e .g. d ive-time records). A 
detailed specification is yet to be developed (see 1992 
Repon of the Scientific Committee. ltem 6.2.4-Rep. 
int. Who/. Commn 43:60-2), but an example of such a 
specification for vessel-based line transect survo!ys, 
de>~eloped for illustrative purposes. is given in 
Appendix l. 

(16) In the simulation trials of the RMP carried out so far, 
it has been assumed that absolute abundance 
estimates are available for effectively all the 
Management Areas within the region being assessed. 
As indicated later in Section 2.2. Management Areas 
for which no suitable estimates of absolute abundance 
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are available are treated as having an absolute 
abundance of zero. This. along with the possible 
application of catch-capping described in Section 2.3, 
makes adequate provision for cases where surveys 
have not been conducted for some parts of the range 
of stocks in the region being assessed, provided tlue 
unsurveyed area does not form too large a proportion 
of that range. 

( 17) Statistical methods to be used in the calculation of 
absolute abundance estimates from data collected iin 
different years shall ensure, inter alia, that (i) no pie<:e 
of data receives undue weight; (ii) the absoluue 
abundance estimate is referred to the most 
appropriate year; (iii) the data cont ributing to atn 
absolute abundance estima te for any area in a give·n 
year shall normally all have been collected within a 
ten year period, and where possible not more than 
five years earlier or later than the year to which the 
abundance estimate refers: and (iv) in the case of a 
Small Area or a Combination Area, except for 
contributions to calibration factors , data collected in 
years other than that to which the estimate refers sha ll 
not contribute disproportionately to the abundance 
estimate. A contribution to the abundance estimale 
of more than 50% would normally be consider('d 
disproportionate. For some stocks of whales 
currently at low levels of abundance, it may be 
necessary to pool data over a period longer than ten 
years in o rder to obtain reliable estimates of some 
calibration factors. lt is possible that in the future. 
appropriate alternative statistical methods may be 
developed for calculating time series of absolute 
abundance estimates in which data from all years a1re 
analysed together, e.g. methods based on generalisc:d 
linear models (SCIF92/Mg8). For such methods, the 
above requirements may need revision. 

(18) In the simulation trials conducted so far. it has bec:n 
assumed that estimates of absolute abundance 
correspond to whales of all ages from one year 
upwards. 

2.3 CalculaliOn of caLch limils 
(19) The Committee has recommended that suitable case

specific simulation trials be carried out prior to the 
initial implementation of the RMP for each species 
and region. These have been termed 'implementation 
simulation trials', to distinguish them from the more 
generic robustness trials used during the development 
of the RMP. 

Where simulation trials are used during 
implementation to determine whether or not catch
cascading or catch-capping is necessary, and in the 
latter case whether at Medium or Large Area !eve:!, 
judgements will be based on comparisons of 
performance of the different options against a base 
case where catch limits are calculated and set by Sm11ll 
Area only. By its nature, catch-capping leads to tine 
setting of catch limits lower than or equal to those set 
using Small Areas only. Where the performance of 
suitable simulation trials of the base case option for 
setting catch limits is satisfactory in terms of statistics 
related to lowest and final depletion levels, it would 
not normally be judged necessary to invoke catch
capping ('depletion' is defined in Section 3.2). 
However, where the performance of the base case 
option is judged unsatisfactory in terms of the 
depletion statistics, and this is rectified when one of 

the catch-capping options is used, catch-capping at 
the relevant level shall be invoked. 

Catch-cascadi.ng normally leads to higher catch 
limits than the base case option. Accordingly, catch
cascading may only be invoked when simulation trials 
show that it does not lead to unsatisfactory 
performance on depletion statistics related to lowest 
and final depletions. 

Examples of examination of these issues in the 
context of potential implementation of the Rll>iP to 
Southern Hemisphere and North Atlantic minke 
whales a re given in Annexes E and F of the 1992 
Report of the Scientific Committee (Rep. int. What. 
Ccmmn 43:104-6 and 115-19). 

(20) Discussion of issues relating to selection <>f an 
appropriate time period is recorded in Item 6.2.1 and 
Annex D of the 1992 R eport of the Sci·entific 
Committee (Rep. int. IVhal. Commn 59 and 96-7). 

(21) This provision is more restrictive than its equi·valent 
in the phaseout rule. ]f the abundance data for an 
area with very few whales become out of cuJTency, 
then this will have little effect. On the other hand, if 
the abundance data for a Management Area with high 
absolute abundance become out of currency, then the 
effect of this provision on the catch limit becomes 
significant. If this provides an incentive to ca.rry out 
an appropriate survey in that Management Area, this 
is desirable. 

(22) The setting oi equal catch limits to apply over a five 
year period (subject to reductions due to the phaseout 
rule) is one example of a block quota. Block quotas 
have been used previously by the Commiss·ion in 
setting catch limits for commercial whaling, although 
the rules defining those were different to those in the 
RMP. Discussion of the possible use of alternative 
forms of block quota in the RMP is given in Item4. 1.2 
of Annex D of the 1992 Report of the Scientific 
Committee (Rep. int. What. Commn 43:94-6). 

(23) A ll five catch limits, including phaseout adjustments, 
are to be calculated and set at the time of the 
assessment. This allows prior warning to the 
Commission and member governments that future 
phaseouts will occur during the currency of the 
present assessment unless new abundance estimates 
meeting the requirements of Section 2.2 become 
available and a new assessment is conducted. 

2.4 Phaseout rule 
(24) This provision will ensure that the catch limit •.viii be 

reduced linearly to zero in five years. 

2.5 Ccrch limits for female whales 
(25) This rule is rather complicated. The first pan of the 

rule works as follows. Suppose the first y.ear of 
currency of the present assessment is year I , and that 
the catch limit algorithm indicates that the total catch 
limit for each season should be 1,000. Then w·e have 
the following illustration of the first paragraph. If 520 
females were taken during the each of the first 4 
years. then the maximum number of females a1lowed 
in year 5 would be 420 [=(50%x5xl ,000)-(4x520)] 

Year: 

Tolal CL 
Max. female 
Female catch 

t,OOO 
550 
520 

2 

1,000 
550 
520 

3 

1,000 
550 
520 

4 

1,000 
550 
520 

S Sum(LS) 

1,000 5,000 
420 2,500 
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Year: 2 3 

TocaiO. 1,000 1,000 500 
Max. female 550 550 Z7S 
Female catch 520 520 

To illustrate the second part of the rule, suppose in 
!he previous example 1hat a new assessment becomes 
current in year 3, now with an annual total catch limit 
of 500, ra ther than 1,000; 520 females are taken in 
years 1 and 2. Then the total number of females 10 be 
laken over years 3 to 7 would be 1,21.0 
[=(50%x5x500)-(2x20)] and the maximum in any 
year would be 275 (=55%x500). 

3. Catch Umlt algorithm 
3.2 Populalion model 
(26) The population dynamics model used here has the 

form of a discrete time version of the Pella
Tomlinson model. Neither the form of model used, 
nor its parameter values, are meant to give an 
accurate repr~sentation of the pcpul~tion dynamics 
of baleen whales. Rather, it is a model which, when 
used as an integral part of the catch limit algorithm. 
has been demonstrated to allow robust calculation aof 
catch limits. 

3.3 Firring rhe model 
(27) Despite their appearance, the prior distributions 

assumed he re are not s~andard Bayesian priors on th•: 

4 

500 
275 

s 6 7 Sum (3 .. 7) 

500 500 500 2,500 
215 215 <215 1,210 

selected paramete rs reflecting prior beliefs about the 
likely d istribution of the corresponding biological 
parame1ers. The procedure adopted here is Bayes
like, rather than strictly Bayes. The distributions and 
ranges were selected to provide 'optimum' 
performance in relation to a set of agreed 
performance statistics in simulation trials. U likely 
ranges and distributions of the corresponding 
biological parameters change from current 
perceptions, the appropriate way to take account of 
these changed perceptions is to rev1se the simulation 
trials, and if appropriate change the runing (Rep. inr. 
Whal. Commn 42:55) of the procedure, rathe r !han 
altering the 'priors'. 

3.5 Compuuuion 
(28) The process of performing lhese computations will 

also determine the appropriate percentile of the 
marginal posterior distribution of Lr designated at 
the end of Section 3.4. Protocols for these 
compulations are he ld by the Secretariat. 

EXAMPLE SPECIFICATION 

This specification is presented as an example. lt has not 
been agreed by the Scientific Commiltee. 

Data archiving: For any sighting survey to be used im 
estimation of abundance for the purposes of an assessment. 
the following documentation must be provided to the 
Secretariat within the specified time in advance of the 
meeting at which the dala are to be used by the Scientific 
Committee. 

(I) Cruise planning document; cruise summary document. 
field instructions and example data sheets; editing 
specifications used in verifying accuracy of data 
recorded ; identification for any observations made 
which have been excluded or are judged unreliable 

(2) Compuler dala files in fully documented formats with, 
at minimum, the following data types and fields clearly 
identified 

2.1 Cruise information 
2.1.1 vessel name. characteristics 
2.1.2 dates of survey 
2.1.3 location of survey 
2.1.4 description of sighting platforms 
2. 1.5 description of sighting teams, observing 

periods 
2.1.6 

2.2 Searclling effort record 

2.2.1 For each transect or portion of a transect as 
determined by events and sighting conditions, 
2.2. 1.1 beginning and ending 

2.2.1.1.1 date and time 
2.2.1.1.2 geographic position (deg, 

min) 
2.2.1.2 geographic stratum identifier 
2.2. 1.3 vessel speed 
2.2. 1.4 Beaufort sea state or other measure 

of sighting conditions 
2.2. 1.5 number of observers on watch 
2.2.1.6 

2.3 Sighting record: 
2.3.1 time of sighting 
2.3.2 sighting platform (barrel. wheelhouse. etc.) 
2.3.3 identifier for observer making sighting 
2.3.4 cue for sighting 
2.3.5 >pecies (inciuding ali species ol cetaceans seen) 
2.3.6 number of animals in group 
2.3. 7 range and bearing to group 
2.3.8 

2.4 Ancillary data of potential use in estimating 
abundance 
2.4.1 as appropriate according to the analysis 

method used 
2.4.2 for example, dive time observations 
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represe:::n.ati\·e s:1mple or if the ~tis a sclf-seJeeJng sample 
and therefore biassed towards stocks lhat have shown 
relatively large rates of increase. The paper recognised that 
there are a total of 44 baleen whale slacks which are known 
to ha,•e been severely depleted. Of these, 18 are 
considered to be unmonitorable because of practical 
logistic constraints (e.g. their spatial distribution appears 
to be widely dispersed and/or highly pelagic). or the 
remaining 26 slacks. l2 have been or are being monitored 
and significant rates of increase have been demonscrated 
for 10 of them. Eight of these 10 stocks have rates of 
increase that exceed 5% per year. Altogether. at least lOaf 
the 16 stocks for which a significant rate of change has not 
been demonstrated are believed to be increasing and n% 
of the monitOrable stocks are either believed or 
demonstrated to be increasing. The reason for lack of 
monitoring in most of the 16 potentially monitorable stocks 
appears not to be related to population size and its possible 
rate of increase. Lack of monitoring in these cases may be 
related to temporal/spatial segregation of the animals in 
relation to potential areas of study and lack of research 
resources. As such. SCJF9?.1Mg3 (revised) concluded that 
the set of depleted stocks for which rates of increases are 
available does not appear to be highly self-selecting. 

It was questioned whether the set of monitorable stocks 
can be considered as a representative sample of all 
depleted baleen whale stocks. In particular. concern was 
expressed that monitorable stocks include primarily 
coastal species and do not include highly pelagic species 
(such as the minke whale). 

Some members also believed that the question of self
selection among the monitorable stocks has not been fully 
addressed and that some of the severely depleted stocks 
which are nnt being monitored appear to have very small 
population sizes. 1t was pointed out that because a 
depleted stock is still at a low level does not indicate that it 
bas not increased. However. the example of the continued 
rarity of the Southern Hemisphere blue "hales and 
humpback whales along the coast of New Zealand were 
given as indication of how the sample of monitorable 
whales might be self-selecting. 

4.2.2 Produwon parameter esrimar~s from changes in 
biological parameters 
ln SCJ45/SHBa6, fin whale data from the Southern 
Hemisphere ~'>ere analysed within the framework of a 
length-structured population model including growth 
dynamics. The author noted that t he rates of increase, and 
in panicular, MSYR would be influenced by the extent of 
changes in the values of biological parameters. A set of 
graphic information indicated the range of feasible 
possibilities based on previous analyses but neither 
additional nor new estimates of MSYR or bounds on such 
estimates could be obtained. In answer to related 
questions, Sampson indicated that his results were 
consistent with ustainable yield rates in the range of values 
from below zero 10 5% per year. The Working Group also 
noted previous discussions on this topic (IWC, 1990). 

Discussion of this paper. and the question of estimates 
based on biological parameters in general, reinforced the 
conclusions of de Ia Mare (1986; 1990) and Barlow {1991). 
ln their work, it is pointed out that estimates of population 
growth rates {and hence yield rates) based on demographic 
information are subject to large error, when information 
on all of the parameters in the model i based on data with 
associated variance, unless the sample sizes for the 
information are very large. Given logistical constraints. the 

generaiion of such estimates is usuaiiy practically 
impossible. 

SC/4510 24 and SC/4510 25 presented examples in which 
estimates of annual rates of population increase or bounds 
for this rate are made from empirically derived estimates of 
demographic parameters. ln SC/45/0 24, a rate of 7.1% 
(SE=0.6%) was estimated for right whales observed off 
Peninsula Valdes, Argentina based on resightingdata from 
individually identified anunals. In SC/45/0 25. an upper 
bound for the net recruitment rate of 1.6% was estimated 
for minke whales in Antarctic Area IV. The laner bound 
was obtained by constraining the mortality rates to be non· 
negative. The rates estimated for right whales in SC/45/0 
24 were similar to rates observed for right whales in South 
Africa. The survival rate estimates for these animals were 
high (approaching the biological limits). Some members of 
the Working Group suggested that this may be an 
indication that sun-ivai rates could possibly be density 
dependent for these stocks. However. the high adult 
sun~val rate could also be explained by the relative lack of 
o lder animals in a population increasing so rapidly. 

With respect to the analyses in SC/45/0 25, it was 
pointed out that the results are dependent upon the age 
structured data obtained from the Japanese catches under 
the spectal permit programme and that the analyses requrre 
the assumption that the age structure estimates are 
unbiassed estimates for the population. It was suggested 
that while the data from the catches under the special 
permit programme are likely to be less biassed than those 
oblained from commercial whaling, concerns still exist 
about whether the samples are unbiassed given the 
apparent latitudinal segregation of animals by age and the 
fact that sampling did not occur north of 55"S. The authors 
of SC/45/0 25 noted that sightings data (SC/451SHBa4) 
indicate that the number of minke whales north of 55"S in 
Area IV was small and thus that the lack of sampling in 
lower latitudes could not be a large factor. Lack of time 
prevented a more detailed discussion on the 
representativeness of the age structured estimates 
obtained from the catches under the special permit. 

There was a brief discussion on the implications, in terms 
of MSYR, of the estimated upper bound of 1.6% for the 
net recruitment rate for minke whales. The Working 
Group did not have time to discuss further the estimation 
procedures used in SCJ45/0 25. 

Ohsumi noted the work contained in earlier documents 
(Obsumi. 1972; 1973) in which be used a model to estimate 
the net recruitment rate for Antarctic fin whales. In this 
model. the net recruitment rate as a function of density was 
convex. MSYL was greater than 0.5K. and the MSYR was 
equal to about 4%. In addition be noted that the data 
analysed in these papers should be reanalysed using 
techniques developed in the last few years. 

4.2.3 Production parameter e.mmares from population 
dyMmic models 
Estimates of MSYR were presented in SC/44/0 23 and 
SC/45/NA7 for four whale stocks from time series of catch 
data and abundance estimates (and also CPUE trends in 
the case of East Greenland-Jceland fin whales and NE 
Atlantic minke whales) based on the HIITER-FITIER 
estimation procedure. These esumates are contained in 
Table 1 (see Item 5). The Working Group did not have 
time to discuss these estimates. except for discussions 
concerning bo"head "hales, as presented under this Item 
below. 

A new estimation procedure using the same underlying 
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rqm:sented. mcluding lieldwurk. bio logy. g:enellc> and 
populalion d)namtcs. 

The financiJI imphcauon< arc con>idt:red under hem :w 
Discussion oft~ ne" a'pe"'" o f the proposal focU>o;ed o n 

the question of >.ample "~· Smtih bdtewd 1ha1 lhc 'ample 
size for lhe Slocl.. tdentll\' <wdie< ' hould be esumated more 
rigorously, based Oil e•idcnce of the level of !!CnciiC 
variability in 1hc 'ample> collec1ed thu> far <tnd 
incorporaling an e'aluation o f the lil..ely dbcnmma10ry 
power of any reMtlling anal) "s. Hatanaka reucrnt<:d 1he 
basis of the sample \tzc of I !K) an un a I ' and cummcmed 1ha1 
6llCh a:n :mai)'>LS "'ould be unlikely to provu:l~ useful re>uhs 
umiJ mfonnauon became 3\':Uiablc trom lilt• fen'>lbthl) 
study. However. he agreed the J pproach wa' valuable Jlld il 
would be con~tdered in future \'ear>. In this re~rard he noted 
that the propo!>lll wa' for a range ol lcl·hniques-lo be uo;cd 10 
examine the Slocl. qucs110n. 001 mere!~ genetic an:tly'e.'. 

The Chairman noted thai it "'a.< clear from the dt<eu<sion' 
llw consensus could not be reached a.' to "'hethcr JJ\Ice 
could be pro•tded at this meclinJ!. Some members be!Jeved 
that there wa, in•ufficientlime 10 pro' ide adequale Jdvtce at 
ibis mee1i11g Ot~r members believed that th~ prop<1-a! 
adequate !) futiilled the Commillcc · s gutddme,. 

1JJ.2 ) Uf'(lll - t'<l'l'lh Pudftt 
SC/47 PI de><:nbed the conunuation of the fedStbilit) 
uudy presemed l•'t ~ear. A C<~tch of IUO mmJ..e "h•k> -..as 
proposed. 

The Comminee noted thai the programme wa. u nchanged 
And refers the Commi~> ion 10 II< prevtous discu<,tOn {IWC. 
1.995h. pp.82- :'l 

14. SECOND I T ER ATIONAL DECADE OF 
CETACEA:-; RESEARC H 

l4.1 Revie" o f progress a l end of Second Decad e 
'TheSe\,"Tetary revte,.ed the ' "'o Jecades of cetacean re~arch 
whi~h staned m 197 5 .1.- ~ re>pon~c to the call for a ten ~ear 
moratorium on commercial " 'haling h~ the l..:'-1 Conference 
011 tbe Human Environment ~ld m Stockholm m 1\112 
(IWC/47fl01 The Sl'ientillc Commlltce had recommended" 
decade of imen>tlled re>earch on ~.·c tacearts . panicularly on 
problems relevanl to !herr conser-ation. and had drown up 
ambitious plans lor world-u.·tde research. In the a!N!ncc nf 
the substamial funding called lor from lhe C ommi"iun or 
DUtside <nurce> (the four year cosl> were eSUmdtcd at 
US$2,401}.()()() 1. • numl><·r o l pnonty programme. "'ere 
supponed and rarried through m I he folio" ing ~ear... 

The IOCR programme wa< <ubmined to the 
PAO/ACMRR B~rgen Con,.ullallon m 1'171\ :md 
consolidated toto a broader prog r:unme of marine nw mmal 
tesel!Kh. l><u the IDCR concept .1'> urigmally put fuN ard wa.' 
oever fu Uy real bed hecau<e of lhe failure to o btain lhe maJOr 
6mding required. The single rno\1 effccti,·e progmmme 
lllldenaken wa, undoubtable,, the ...-ne-- of Southern 
Hemisphere mmke " 'hale as-.e;>mcnt crutses. 

Howe•cr. -.e\eral indi•idual re'¢an:h acuvtlles on 
cetacean~ were al'o undenaJ..en. and .:ollabornt1v~ planning 
llld re>eart·h "ere stimulated. 

A secant! decade. initiated m 19R5. became cloo;el\ lx•und 
up .,.,; th the FAOfU\IEP G!,tt'tal Plan of Aclion. fnr the 
Conservation. Management and Uuhsauon of Marine 
Mammal\. The IWC endor-.ed the plan and was e'pccted to 
lake the lead role m implementing II> cetacean <·ornp<mcm. 
bill the money origtnall~ anuctpated dtd not malenah<;e. 
W'tlh the changmg focus oi pnonue~ m the (ViC. 1he 'ecood 
decade mcluded \\urJ.. as<;OCtatcd w1th the ReH>ed 

:.tanug:emem Procedure and the Comprehensi"c Assessment 
o f \\hale stocks. mclutling genetic idenltficalion and 
abundance of stod,, <notably. in the laner category. 
cominuauon of the senes of crrcumpolar Aman:tic mirlke 
"hale 'tghting' auisc>t. 

The Secretary concluded that the o rigmal concept of the 
I OCR - inrenstfted research on ceracearu. - has never been 
achiC\'Cd <Wer the two decade~. This "as due 10 the failure to 
aura,· t swlic ient funds from !he IWC. member governments 
or UN-reL1tcd l><'>dte> to c:trr) ou1 m ore 1h•UJ lhc rno't urgent 
or .tl!racuve prognunme,. 

The Comminee spen1 a cons•derable ume discus,mg the 
need or olheN ise tor • 1hrrd IOCR. parrirularl) 111 1hc 
cnn1ex1 of the ·grand destgn· ongmally c nvt>aged 111 !975. 

It t1ecarne clear thai an\' dtscus!<ion o f lhe need for • new 
broatl re'>Carrh programme req01rcd a re\'ieu. of 1he prescm 
rc-earch pnorilie' uf lhe Committee. Th" had ah o been 
recommended by the tntef"C>~Iona.l group e'labli>hed to 
consider the re•icw of re..earch proposal> \Annex Sand Item 
1-1..21 

A number nf pomt-. were rai..ed during the d i'CUs<>ion. It 
"a' clear that lacl. of fund in!! had been a major factor tn the 
his1ory of LDCR and thai tht> was a factor be~ond the 
Commin ee·, control. Some member;, commented thai 
-c•emJ of the ne" pnoriuc' o f the Commmcc requrred 
colla.lxmuron u. ith o ther organisanons. as for exam pi< 
d"cu>-ed under lt~m 6. ' Efte.:L< uf &wironmem at Chan~e 
on Ce1acean> ·. ;md 1h.i1 th" would fom1 Jll incn:.t.>ingt~ 
•mpon a.m pan oi the Comnunee's worl.. 

Other memllc" noled thai almost all of the pnoritte> for 
re>ean:h re4uired the ConHn•nee to provide advtce on the 
'latu' of .:ctacean stocl.>. y,hether when pro~idmg advice on 
d~recl "' mdtrect removal< (ahoriginal. commercial. 
>etenllltc perrrut. inctdemal capture). or as inpul to 
eollaboratwc <tud1es. for example on the role nf cellCea.ns in 
the ceo'" ~h:m. 

The Committee rewgnised that lhe lcrm ' IOCR ' had 
become large !~ 'ynon~mous "'11h its major o ngoing prOJCCI. 
lhe Southem Hemisphere mml.c whale "'"'~'ment cruis<'>. 
<~nd "a< r-.trel) corutdered in tbc context of the m:tn) smaller 
proJeCt' th<~t hdd been funded under its umhrcii.L 

Some member; o f 1he Co mmiltee believed it "as 
appropndle. gi•en the rec..,nt t•hang~ in prioritie<. to d:velop 
a ne" programme of re>eart·h "'uh a ne\\ name. 

A Wo rl.mg Group under Smith wa~ a>kcd 10 draft a 
stalcment oi Sciemifit Committee responsibilities and 
nhj<·cuvc\ tal.ing tnto accounl the rccem ch<~n~es in 
prionlie> It> repon •s gi•en as Annex R. The Working 
Gruup tdcmified two respon<tbilities of 1~ Commlllee. and 
lour uhJCCil\ c' 11 mtght adopt lo meet them. in its role ol 
asst,ung the Commts>~on to meet its own re>ponstbihues. 
Tite Worl.mg Group provided as example< <evcral spt:ciiic 
acuv1llc< and ta.,k, under the two ~:atcgoric> it had 
tdemilied. 

In di><:u»ion of the Working Group' ' repon . i1 wa> nmed 
that an~ new programme shuuld be developed wtthm the 
frameworl. of the ~XI~ting Rules o f Prncedure. 1be 
Comm111ee reached no finn conclu~ tons bul agreed thai the 
maHer 'hould he placed o n the Agendu of nc•l year'> 
meeling 

14 .. 2 Re• ie" p r oct"<<ure for proposals - r eport of 
inte rsession al correspondence gr oup 
i\s a re'uh o f dtiiicuhte' thai arm..: la.t )ear. 1hc Comminee 
had agreed that il should re\' IC"' ll5 potic) nn constderalion 
of re,carch propo,aJ> and had cslabli>~d an imerse>sional 
corre>pondcnce group I<• e•amme thi> mancr lunher, 1be 
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SC/4S!O 22 compared concenuations of five 
organochloride compounds in I 0 spcc;ies of ceLaCeanS m 
many regions of lhe world. Residua l levels of four of 
these compounds were lower in the Antarctic than in the 

orth Pnctfic. Funhermone. h igher concentrations of 
PCBs and lower ratios of DDFJPCBs were observed in 
<amples collected in the North Pacific in 1987 m coastAl 
waters than m samples collected m 1994 in more offshore 
waters. 

In discus.ion the authon. suggested LhUJ. after taking 
account the correlation bet"'een accumul:u ion of PCBs with 
body lengt.h. the levels of PCB concenuations in minke 
whales from sub-area 7 ( 1987) and sub-area 9 (1994) were 
the same. They concluded that this implies continuous 
environmental inputs of PCBs in the Northern Hemisphere. 
However. u was :tlso noted thnt the animals s:unpled m 
sub-area 7 were smaller than those from sub-area 9. whiCh 
make this companson difficult. Some suggested that 
improved sampling in sub-area 7 would be helpful in 
mteq>reting these differences. 

SC/4S/NP7 provtded an estimate of minke whale 
abundance in the southern pan of sub-area 9 from ightings 
over the 5 July~ August period in 1994 of 3. 102 
(CV=0.44). 

The CommJUce·s views on the implications for stock 
structure o f this information may be found under Item 7.3 
of Annex J. Smith comme nted thai the information obtained 
from this research had been helpful m the process of 
revising the onh P:lcific minke lmpit'mt'ntation SimulatiOII 
Trials. 

14.4 Re,•iew or new or ruised ScientifiC Permit 
proposals 

f.I . .J. I Japa11 - Southern Hemisphere 
The Government of Japan ( 1995) presented the 1996/97 
JARPA Research Plan. Although thLS is largely a 
cominualton of the programme discussed previously by the 
Comminee. the extension of the research Area to the west 
last year (i.e. tnto Area Ill) will be repeated for the second 
Area (i.e. into Area VI). for the same reason!> (i.e. to uy to 
clarify problems in stock •truct~ that had come to light 
during pre"ious years). 

The intenuon is to use information from a number of 
approaches (genetics. morphometries. pollut:ant burdens. 
parasite loads) to CJUIJI1iue stock struCture. si.nce information 
from genetic studies alone has not proved sufficient for s tock 
differentiation. The sample size of 100 110imab \\'85 based on 
" combination of general advtce for genetic studies (see 
SC/41!/SH 13). an estimate of possible cateh level~ required 
for pollutant analyses 110d the need to obtam mfonnation on 
age distribution (as prev;ous JARPA work •uggests that 
migration panems are related to age). The proposal noted 
that existing Area VI data are limited to the area close to the 
p:J.CI: ice a.nd thus do not represent those components of the 
population that do not mtgrate so far south. [n order to 
maintain sighting effon despue the mcreased area coverage. 
an addiuon:tl sighting vessel will be used. With ~tto the 
effect of catches on the stock, the proposal refem:d to the 
analysis in SC/48/0 I which examined population 
rmjectories assummg the catches planned. It concluded that 
even under pessimistic assumpnons. the • took would 
continue 10 increase. Addiuonal data on the sam pled ammals 
will be collected with respect to the new objecuve (to relate 
pollutant. pathology and reproductive studies) a.. well as 
additional oceanographic information. 

CO~Ot~TS AND D l CUssro.-.; 

In discussion, Smith noted that wl\ilst it was scientifically 
valid to modify objecuves o f exisung long-term research 
proposals to rake into account results obtained. it nude iL 
more difficult to review the objCClives in the manner 
required by the Commission. 

Lankester ooted that the ltkelihood that objectives I 
(elucidation of the ~'lock structure to improve stock 
management ) and 2 (estimation of biological parameters to 
improve stock management) of the proposal wou.ld be met 
would be small. After the establishment of the Southern 
Ocean Sancmary any alteration in IJWlagemem in this area is 
not expected in the foreseeable future. He further noted that 
the Commission h:u dc fem:d the implementation of the 
R.MP in sanctuaries. 

Yagi stated that. since Japan had objected to the 
Sanctuary, the reasoning behind Lankester's poiots is 
erroneou~ and the points themset"es are irrelevant He 
funher commented that sctentific information from JARPA 
is expected tn contribute significantly to aspe;:rs regarding 
RMP implementation. including the determinauon of 
appropriate Small Area.s. Ftnally the Cormmssion is 
commined to reviewing (and possibly abolishing) the 
Sanctuary in 2004 and JARPA data will contribute to that 
review. his :tlso providing valuable monitoring information 
on species within t.he Sanctuary. 

Slooten commented tha t without further specification of 
objecli\'es 3 (elucidation of the role of wb:tles in the 
ecosystem) and 4 (elUCidation o f the e ffect of environmental 
change on cetacean ) of the proposal 11 was difficult 10 
evaluate the ltkelibood of the proposal meeting its 
objectJves. 

In re~pon.se it wru. noted that the programme had already 
pcoduced interesting results including papers presented to 
thi• meeting (e.g. SC/4810 22) and the workshop on 
pollution tc.g. SC/M95/Pl3) relaung to objecuves (3) and 
(4). 

Simmonds commented on the pollmion studies of JARPA. 
noting that the Bergen worbhop bad recommended that the 
studies should be conducted on species which are found over 
a wide pollution gndient. The workshop had spectfically 
identified the harbour porpoise. the bottlenose dolphin and 
the white wb:tle. Re also noted tha t age and sex related 
panerns of accumulation were well estabhshed for 
cewceans. 

In response Fujise commented that the Commmce had 
noted lal.t year th111 the Worlcshop repon was not sugge.stiog 
that other species. such as minke whales. should not be 
studied in the context of pollutants. It also referred to the 
\'alue of direct studies. panicularly in the Southern 
Hemisphere ([WC. 1996b. p.57). He noted that the 
environmental and pollutant srudies were well incorpora.ted 
imo the progJamme and some results had been already 
provided to the Commillee. 

1l1e Commitrec agreed that the infom1auon provtded on 
the number. se~.siu and stock of the nnirnaJs to be taken had 
been specified to the e.ttent possible. Smith eltjlfCSsed his 
apprectation for the consideration of sample size given in 
SC/48/SH 13. The Commiuec also noted thnt the 
opponunitie~ for parndpation in the research programme 
were adequate. as in prevtous years. 

In response to a query. Komatsu reponed that tbete were 
no plans to change the original time frame of 16 years for the 
programme. 

SC/48/SHJ hod referred to analyses presented m 
SC/48/0 I tbaJ suggested that the proposed catches Will have 
no ad,·erse effects on s tocks. 
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the estimates of abundance, the Committee also 
recommends that further surveys be carried out, designed to 
address the issue. · 

11.5 West Greenland minke whales 
SC/49/NA 7 d~cribed a re-analysis of the 1993 cue-counting 
aerial survey for minke whales off West Greenland using 
recently revalidated and corrected data. SC/49/NA 7 
provides two separate analyses: (1) a standard stratified 
analysis; and (2) one based on recently developed spatial 
modelling approaches. The two analyses resulted in 
abundance estimates that differed by about 20%, while the 
CV from spatial modelling was 5% lower. The abundance 
estimates from both analyses may be negatively biased 
because the mean surfacing rate used in the analyses was 
higher than the rate found in recent radio-tracking studies off 
coastal Norway. It was also noted that the estimates of 
variance did not include any uncertainty for the estimated 
mean dive time which would make them negatively biased. 
The stratified analysis estimate (6,385 minke whales, 
CV = 41%) was an update of an estimate previously accepted 
by the Committee and not significantly different from it 
(Larsen, 1995). 

Concerns were expressed over the reliability of the spatial 
modelling approach, especially with respect to extrapolation. 
In such situations, the estimates could not be considered 
reliable, but the results can provide useful hypotheses about 
distribution for consideration in future surveys. The authors 
had made some suggestions for the design of future surveys, 
including extension of the survey area around the southern 
tip of Greenland. It was also suggested that the division of 
the East and West Greenland Small Area at Cape Farewell 
may need to be reconsidered. This is in accord with the view 
of several authors that this is an artificial boundary (e.g. see 
review in Donovan, 1991). 

The Committee noted new genetic analyses presented in 
SC/49/NA4. They were discussed by a Working Group 
whose report is given in Annex T .. The Committee agreed 
that the new analyses did not contradict the belief it 
expressed at the last assessment of this stock (IWC, 1995c) 
i.e. that as for fm whales, minke whales off West Greenland 
do not comprise a separate stock. 

Given the above, and the fact that the revised abundance 
estimate was not significantly different from the one 
considered in 1995, the Committee agreed to reiterate the 
advice it had given when it last assessed this stock (IWC, 
1995c) i.e. that although there is no information upon which 
to determine the status of the stock in relation to MSYL, it 
believes such a stock is above the minimum level below 
which aboriginal catches should not be taken. However, it 
can offer no advice on the size of catches which will allow 
the stock to move towards MSYL. 

The Committee recommends that studies of stock 
identity, such as those in SC/49/NA4, continue and are 
intensified. It also recommends that further surveys be 
carried out, taking into ·account the issues addressed in 
SC/49/NA7. 

·11.6 East Greenland minke whales 
According to the current stock boundaries, the minke whales 
taken by East Greenlanders are considered part of the Central 
Stock. The abundance of minke whales in this stock area is 
discussed under Item 8.2.2. The Committee has not 
previously given specific advice on this stock in·relation to 
aboriginal hunts conducted off East Greenland. The 

Commission has in the past noted the information on 
abundance provided by the Committee on this stock and 
established a catch limit of 12 animals (e.g. IWC, 1995c). 

11.7 Humpback whales off St Vincent and The 
Grenadines 
The Committee noted that new abundance estimates for 
humpbacks in the North Atlantic had been considered under 
Item 10.4. However, the relationship between whales taken 
in the Bequia breeding/calving area and other humpback 
whales in the western North Atlantic is unknown (IWC, 
1994a, p.59). A large number of humpbacks have been 
photographed and biopsied in the central Caribbea'n and on 
the feeding grounds to the north (Palsb~ll et al., 1997b) in 
recent years. As noted previously (e.g. IWC, 1997e, p.92), 
fluke photographs and tissue samples from any whales 
harvested off Bequia would be extremely valuable for 
determining stock affinity. As no whales have been 
successfully taken in this fishery since 1993, the Committee 
recommends that efforts be made to find recent photographs 
of whales taken off Bequia and to collect tissue samples and 
fluke photographs from any future catch. Without such 
information, management advice will· continue to be based 
on assumptions about stock structure. 

The Committee agreed to repeat its advice from previous 
years i.e. that a catch of up to three whales annually will be 
unlikely to harm the stock. If whales are caught, every effort 
should be made to collect as much information as possible, 
especially fluke photographs and tissue samples (see above) 
and the sex, length and approximate catch position (see Item 
11.1). 

12. SCIENTIFIC PERMITS 

12.1 Advice on the effect on stock(s) of scientific permit 
catches 
Last year, the Committee had had extensive discussions of 
this Item (IWC, l 997e, p.93). It had agreed that the matter 
should be considered further this year and had encouraged 
members to submit documentation presenting further 
proposals. In the absence of such proposals the Committee 
did not consider this Item but agreed to keep it on the Agenda 
for next year's meeting, noting that it will only be considered 
if documentation is available. 

12.2 Review of results from existing permits 
12.2.1 Japan-Southern Hemisphere 
12.2.1.1 REPORT OF THE JARPA REVIEW MEETING -
CHAIRMAN'S SUMMARY OF SC/49/REP 1 

The Working Group met at the Mariners ' Court Hotel, 
Tokyo, on 12-16 May 1997. The review meeting was 
convened by Schweder. Reilly was elected chairman. 

Bannister participated in the opening, where he outlined 
some of the considerations that had led to the structure of the 
draft agenda, in particular the need to reflect in the 
discussions two separate components arising from the 
review meeting's terms of reference: 

(1) the specific research carried out, and its results; 
(2) the contribution made by those results to the stated 

objectives of the research programme, and to the aims of 
the IWC as expressed in its Resolutions. 

The review meeting completed all but the final task, i.e. 
judging the merits of the results in terms of the 
Commission's resolutions. That more general task was 
forwarded to the full Committee. 
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Five components of JARPA were reviewed: sighting 
surveys and abundance estimation; stock structure; 
biological parameter studies; marine ecosystem studies; and 
those addressing environmental change. For each 
component the Group considered the following: its 
background, including original and additional research 
objectives; methodology of data collection; data analysis; 
results; and potential of results in the context of the 
objectives of I ARPA and of stock management. 

THE ORIGINAL RESEARCH PROPOSAL AND LATER ADDITIONS 

Ohsumi reported that Japan's original objectives for the 
research had been: 

(1) estimation of biologiCal parameters to improve the stock 
management of the Southern Hemisphere minke 
whale; 

(2) elucidation of the role of whales in the Antarctic marine 
. ecosystem. 

Subsequently, as part of the natural evolution of the 
programme and in response to developing requirements, two 
further objectives had been added: 

(3) elucidation of the effect of environmental changes on 
cetaceans; 

( 4) elucidation of the stock structure 
Hemisphere minke whales to 
management. 

OUTLINE OF THE JARPA RESEARCH 

of the Southern 
improve stock 

Fujise presented a brief summary. Two feasibility studies 
had taken place in 1987/88 and 1988/89, with the full scale 
16-year research commencing the following season and 
alternating each season between Areas IV and V. In 1995/96 
and 1996/97, coverage was extended to Areas IIIE and vrw 
respectively, for a limited period feasibility study of stock 
structure. He stated that the full programme has two 
components: a sighting survey whose primary purpose is the 
estimation of trends in abundance; and a sampling 
component to allow biological parameter values to be 
estimated given also the abundance information provided by 
the sighting survey. · 

In the programme as originally proposed, it was planned 
to take 825 animals in any one season from either Area IV or 
Area V. For two years of feasibility studies, 300 animals 
(with an allowance of ±1 0%) were planned to be sampled in 
parts of Areas IV and V. Following the results of' the 
feasibility studies, considerations of the balance between 
the expected precision of estimates of the mortality rate 
and the available research capability led to the decision to set 
the number of animals to be sampled each season at 300 with 
an allowance of ±10%. In 1995/96, additional samples of 
100 animals with an allowance of ±10% were planned for 
Area IIIE, and subsequently 100 ± 10% in Area vrw in 
1996/97, for studying stock structure (see Item 3, 
SC/49/Repl). 

Initially, three vessels (plus the mother ship) had been 
employed, but a fourth had been added in 1995/96 to allow 
for an increase in searching effort in the sighting survey. This 
and some other changes during the progress of the 
programme had been made in response to comments from 
the Committee. Initially, both dwarf and ordinary forms of 
the minke whales had been sampled, but sampling of the 
former had ceased in 1993/94. A total of 1 ,546 (Area IV), 

1,546 (Area V), 110 (Area IIIE) and I 10 (Area VIW) 
ordinary and 16 dwarf form minke whales had been sampled 
by the end of the.l996/97 season. 

OVERVIEW OF PAST DISCUSSIONS OF THE JARPA PROGRAMME 

AND ITS RESULTS 

The review meeting noted that while both the quantity and 
quality of the scientific work had been commended by the 
Committee, differing views had been expressed about its 
relevance to management considerations. A list of specific 
issues in contention was compiled from past Committee 
reports and is given in annex F of SC/49/Rep I. 

A. SIGHTING SURVEYS AND ABUNDANCE ESTIMATION 

BACKGROUND: ORIGINAL AND ADDITIONAL RESEARCH 

OBJECTIVES 
Noting that the objectives for the research did not include the 
provision of abundance estimates (for input, perhaps, to the 
RMP) per se, clarification was sought on the intent of this 
component of the programme. Ohsumi stated that though the 
primary reason for the sighting surveys was their 
contribution to Objective 1 (the estimation of biological 
parameters), their pertinence to the RMP and the associated 
implementation process for Southern Hemisphere minke 
whales should be seen as a derivative objective. 

METHODOLOGY AND DATA COLLECTION 

The closing procedures (e.g. to detern1ine school size) were 
identical to those used in closing mode for the IDCR surveys, 
excepting for the additional time spent on sampling, and 
closing being limited to minke whales. The sighting and 
sampling vessels engaged in such sampling ('SSVs') 
surveyed along parallel tracklines, but from the 1991/92 
season one vessel at any one time was devoted to sighting . 
only, in order to investigate the effect or'sampling activity on 
abundance estimates. 

Certain changes in JARP A survey procedures over time 
were noted but the review meeting considered that adequate 
comparability over time in data collection had been 
achieved. 

One important difference in survey methodology from 
that used on the IDCR cruises was noted. On IDCR cruises, 
survey on one day commences from the position reached at 
the end of the previous day. However, for the JARPA 
programme, a target distance per day was established; if this 
distance has not been achieved by the end of the day, the 
remainder of the planned trackline for that day is not 
covered, and survey the next day starts from the ' targeted' 
(not the actual) position for the end of the previous day. This 
procedure can lead to under-surveying of higher density 
areas, because more time is required for closing on and 
sampling whales, so that less survey distance is covered on 
the day in question. This has implications for abundance 
estimates that are discussed immediately below, and for 
sampling representativeness. 

METHODS OF ANALYSIS 
Two papers provided analyses of the sighting data to 
estimate abundance. The key differences between the 
methods of analysis in SC/M97/l and SC/M97 /23 are that 
the former stratifies by school size in estimating effective 
search half-width (w), whereas the latter estimates w for all 
schools combined and then multiplies an estimate of the total 
number of schools by another of mean school size. 
Furthermore, SC/M97/23 stratifies data to a lesser extent, 
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based on the AIC statistic, to avoid the high variances 
associated with models that over-fit data. Both analyses 
assumed g(O) = l. 

In addition, SC/M97/23 attempted an approach to adjust 
for the under-surveying of higher density areas in the JARP A 
surveys arising from the difference in survey methodology 
described in the fmal paragraph of the preceding section. 
This involved scaling the number of sightings made each day 
upward by the ratio of the target distance for that day to the 
searching distance actually achieved. Concern had been 
expressed previously in the Committee that estimates of 
minke whale abundance from JARPA reported at that time 
had been considerably lower than IDCR estimates. One of 
the motivations for this part of the analysis given in 
SC/M97{23 was to investigate whether that factor was a 
primary cause of the difference. 

ESTIMATES OF ABUNDANCE AND TRENDS 

The authors of SC/M97/23 suggested that: 

(I) their unadjusted estimates are in broad agreement with 
those of SC/M97 /I; and 

(2) their adjusted estimates (with one exception) are not 
systematically lower than comparable IDCR closing 
mode abundance estimates, although confidence in this 
conclusion would be enhanced if analysis of the JARPA 
surveys in seasons other than the two analysed had 
yielded similar results. 

In respect of (!), the review meeting felt that no strong 
inferences could be drawn given the limited number of 
comparisons. . 

In discussions arising from (2), a number of concerns were 
raised as to whether the 'adjusted' approach applied to the 
JARP A analysis is an appropriate means of correcting for the 
higher-density-under-surveying effect to. yield comparable 
estimates of absolute (or even relative) abundance. These 
concerns arose primarily from considerations of the 
mechanisms that lead to clustering of whales, and hence 
areas of higher and lower density. The review meeting 
considered that further research to develop an approach to 
correct for the effects of clustering was required. A specific 
suggestion was that this be based on modelling the extent of 
the clustering each year by a Neyman-Scott process. 

POTENTIAL OF THE RESULTS TO ACHIEVE THE OBJECTIVES OF 
JARPA AND OF STOCK MANAGEMENT 
In relation to annex D of SC/49/Repl, the review 'meeting 
agreed that this topic was pertinent to items B 2.1, 2.4, 3.1 
and 3.2. Relevance to item 2.4 related to the agreed research 
requirement of consolidating the Southern Hemisphere 
minke whale abundance estimates provided by different 
programmes for different areas of coverage and using 
different methodologies (e.g.)DCR, I ARPA, JSV). 

The fact that JARP A provides more frequent repetitions of 
surveys of the same localities than the IDCR programme 
would facilitate estimation of the extent of inter-year 
variability in local abundance, which would in tum lead to 
improved results from the consolidation exercise. 

The review meeting agreed that more research was 
required to develop a reliable method for adjusting for the 
higher-density-under-surveying feature of the JARPA 
survey design. Once this had been achieved, the resultant 
abundance estimates should be useful both as absolute and 
relative indices. 

B. STOCK STRUCTURE 

BACKGROUND: ORIGINAL AND ADDITIONAL RESEARCH 
OBJECTIVES 

One of the original objectives ofJARPA was to elucidate the 
stock structure of minke whales to improve stock 
management. The stock identification objectives were being 
addressed by both genetic and non-genetic techniques. 

METHODOLOGY OF DATA COLLECTION 

Information on stoc,k structure presented at the 1990 
Comprehensive Assessment was based on biological 
samples· collected during commercial whaling operations. 
Because of the nature of this fishery, these samples tended to 
be from animals distributed along the pack-ice edge and 
were not evenly distributed within Areas IV and V. In 
contrast, during JARPA 2,887 minke whales were 
systematically collected from between 1987/88 and 1995~6, 
where survey effort was evenly distributed within the study 
area. A variety of tissue samples and body measurements 
was taken from each whale. 

A simulation exercise had been conducted which 
indicated that a sample of at least 150-200 individuals using 
mtDNA was needed to detect significant differences 
between putative stocks (SC/M97/3). 

DATA ANALYSIS 

Genetic studies, based on mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) 
were conducted to investigate the phylogenetic relationships · 
of ordinary and dwarf forms of minke whale and stock 
structure in the ordinary form. Two methods (using mtDNA) 
indicated a clear genetic differentiation between dwarf and 
ordinary forms. The sequencing analysis also indicated that 
the southern dwarf, southern ordinary, North Pacific and 
North Atlantic forms represent independent genetic 
populations. Further, based on genetic data, the dwarf form 
was found to be more closely related to minke whales in the 
North Atlantic and North Pacific than to 1]te ordinary 
form. 

Four studies ·ofstock identity of the ordinary form were 
reported. In the first study, stock structure was evaluated 
using chi-square statistics for heterogeneity on the observed 
haplotype frequencies. . The resulting chi-square was 
significant and supported the alternate hypothesis that 
sub-structure was evident in Areas IV and V (i.e., the 
western and eastern strata probably contained minke whales 
that were genetically distinct, but mixing occurred in the 
central stratum). 

A second and third study considered both geographical 
and temporal factors. The results of both were consistent 
with the hypothesis that different stocks occurred in Areas 
IV and V, where the composition of animals from the two 
putative stocks changed both longitudinally and temporally 
during the feeding season. 

A fourth study reported the results of an analysis of 
molecular variance (AMOV A). A priori strata were 
established using four longitudinal sectors and two time 
periods. Of 137 haplotypes identified, none were unique to 
any single geographic stratum. The AMOVA test results 
were significant between Area IVW-early and all other 
strata. Excluding stratum IVW-ear1y, none of the other 
contrasts between strata were statistically significant. 

It was reported that a comparative study of both dwarf and 
ordinary forms, involving body colouration, and 
morphometric and skeletal measurements, is underway. 

With regard to the study 'on stock identity in the ordinary 
form, a single morphometric analysis grouped 326 animals 
into three strata (Area IVW-early, Area IVW-late, and Area • 
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lYE-early). A multivariate analysis revealed that the three 
strata were not separated exactly; nonetheless, whales from 
Area IVW cearly stratum were found to be significantly 
different from whales found in the other strata. 

SYNTHESIS 

The authors noted that they were not proposing new stock 
boundaries at this time, but that their results were consistent 
with the hypothesis that minke whales collected in the 
western part of Area IV, early in the feeding season form a 
stock distinct from whales taken in strata further east or later 
in the feeding season. 

There was discussion among review meeting participants 
as to what level of genetic distinctness was significant at the 
stock and species level. It was noted that general standards 
for species-level differences have been established based O!l 
a comparative approach (i.e., the genetic distance between 
'good' species in a taxon is typically used as the standard for 
putative species). Regarding stock structure, the answer is 
less clear. 

Taylor (annex G of SC/49/Repl) commented that the 
number of individuals exchanged between populations exists 
on a continuum in nature. In statistical terms, the amount of 
difference required before a particular grouping of 
individuals can be designated as one stock or two is referred 
to as effect size. It is important that effect size is explicitly 
stated prior to undertaking research on stock structure, as it 
is not possible to determine the sample size necessary to 
reliably detect a specific effect size without specifying it. 
Taylor recommended that the Committee should develop 
criteria regarding the effect size required to designate two 
putative stocks as separate management units. 

Several members noted that for the Implementation 
Simulation Trials for the RMP the key issue regarding stock 
identity was the number of breeding groups and not the 
number of, or distribution on, feeding areas. However, the 
distribution and number of breeding groups for the ordinary 
form of minke whale is poorly understood. 

It was noted that only information on mtDNA had been 
used so far to investigate stock structure of the ordinary 
form, but that efforts were underway to use existing tissue 
samples to look for stock structure using nuclear markers. It 
was also recognised that statistical analysis of the genetic 
data should consider the inclusion of school size as a 
covariate because: (I) schools of different sizes are not 
detected with equal probability; and (2) of the schools 
encountered, animals from smaller schools are oversampled 
relative to animals from larger schools. 

POTENTIAL OF THE RESULTS TO ACHIEVE THE OBJECTIVES OF 
JARPA AND OF STOCK MANAGEMENT 

Participants agreed that the following points listed in annex 
D of SC/49/Repl were pertinent to items A (Objectives I 
and 4) and B 1, 2.1, 2.4, 3.2 and 3.3. It was noted that 
research on stock structure is clearly related to Objective 4 of 
annex D, but is also important regarding the manner in which 
specific biological parameters are both estimated and 
interpreted. 

There was general agreement in the review meeting that 
the data presented on stock structure, particularly the new 
genetic data, were important contributions to the objectives 
of JARP A and stock management. It was further noted that 
based on the new genetic information, at least soine of the 
historic management Areas were inappropriate for stock 
definitions for Southern Hemisphere minke whales. 

Two additional lines of research were also recommended. 
First, development of more theory on the use of genetic 

information for estimating mixing rates between putative 
stocks. Second, participants supported an earlier 
recommendation of the Committee that efforts should be 
undertaken to collect tissue samples from minke whales on 
Southern Hemisphere breeding grounds to allow contrasts of 
distribution and frequency of specific haplotypes from the 
breeding and feeding grounds. 

Regarding the RMP, the new genetic information 
indicated that there was a temporal component to the stock 
structure of the ordinary form of the Antarctic minke whale 
in Area IV, which had not been recognised at the time of the 
Comprehensive Assesstueni. In the long term, genetic 
information could be used in implementing an improved 
version of the RMP. 

It was also agreed that a protocol should be developed that 
specifies how such data (i.e., on ·genetic relatedness of 
putative stocks from the breeding or feeding areas) would be 
used in either developing specific , Implementation 
Simulation Trials or the general management of commercial 
harvests. 

In addition, it was noted that the information discussed 
during this section of the review meeting did not exclude the 
possibility that there are more than two genetically distinct 
stocks of the ordinary form of minke whale in Areas IV and 
V. Additional analyses, including for example the use of 
nuclear DNA, could reveal additional stock structure. 

To avoid a repetition of past debates within the Committee 
regarding methods alternative to lethal removals, the 
proponents of the two different viewpoints summarised their 
views. These summaries are presented in SC/49/Rep I, annex 
H. 

C. BIOLOGICAL PARAMETER STUDIES 
BACKGROUND: ORIGINAL AND ADDITIONAL RESEARCH 

OBJECTIVES 

Estimation of biological parameters, especially natural 
mortality rates, was originally the main research objective of 
the JARPA, since knowledge of some of these parameters 
was at the time considered to be necessary for a rational 
management of whale stocks by many scientists. 

METHODOLOGY OF DATA COLLECTION 

From 1987/88 to 1991/92, sampling involved taking up to 
two whales from the targeted school, but from 1992/93 the 
protocol was to take one whale from each school. Sampling 
success from the targeted school was 0.52- 0.75 for the 
scheme of taking up to two whales from a school, but 
increased to 0.8 or more for one whale per school. An 
analysis concluded that no substantial differences in the 
samples taken from schools of size 2 and above had resulted 
from the change in sampling scheme. 

It was pointed out that the sampling method resulted in 
over-sampling from small schools, and also that another 
source of sampling bias results. from aspects of the survey 
and sampling methodology. Although the protocol induces 
under-surveying in areas of high whale density, it will result 
in over-sampling where density is high. 

DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 

Three papers discussed catch-at-age data. 
SC/M97/6 presented an extension of methods previously 

presented to the Committee (Butterworth and Punt, 1996; 
Butterworth eta/., 1996) for joint analysis of catch-at-age 
and abundance data. The extension involved taking account 
of assumed separability of the fishing mortality matrix for 
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the ages of 16 and above in the" commercial catch. The 
method was applied to catch-at-age (both commercial and 
JARPA) and sightings survey (both IDCR and JARPA) data 
for both Areas Nand V. The Area N analysis provided an 
estimate for natural mortality (M) of 0.057 yr- 1, and of the 
trend in recruitment over the 1947-68 period showing an 
increase of 5.5% yr-1 

. A number of possible reasons were 
advanced for the marked drop in recruitment from 1970 to 
the mid-1980s evident in the results. 

SC/M97 /11 presented an interim result for the estimation 
of the natural mortality rate by the method originally 
proposed by Tanaka (1990) using the JARPA age data. The 
paper used the estimated age composition of these data 
taking account of whale abundance, selectivity and ageing 
error. Resultant estimates of average natural mortality rate 
ranged from 0.0165 (SE=0.13) to 0.167 (SE=0.116). 

SC/M97/21 analysed the age data obtained from JARPA 
expeditions 1987/88 through 1995/96 in two stages. First, 
the analyses found that the proportion of young (under 10yr) 
animals was related to latitude and school size, and further 
that this dependence varied from year to year. An analysis 
was then conducted of the matrix of samples by age and year 
for age groups 10-30. The authors concluded that it is not 
possible to estimate recruitment and mortality separately, 
because each term in the model involves pairs of aliassed 
parameters: mortality is· alias sed with the rate of change (first 
derivative) of recruitment, the first derivative of mortality is 
aliassed with the second derivative of recruitment, etc. 
Nevertheless linear combinations can be estimated and some 
example results were shown. 

There was considerable discussion of the implications of 
the results of papers SC/M97/6 and SC/M97/21. Two 
opposing views crystallised. The first held that the VPA-type 
analyses of SC/M97 /6 did provide valid results for an 
extensive list of reasons given in SC/49/Rep1, item 4.3.1. 
The second held that results of the catch-at-age analyses of 
both methods were compromised to some extent by the 
aliassing of estimates of mortality and recruitment 
parameters. In spite of this difference of opinion, there was 
consensus on some aspects of the results, as noted below. 

The review meeting felt there was merit in pursuing the 
approaches of SC/M97/6 and SC/M97 /21 further, but that 
estimates from the application of such methods could not be 
considered reliable until difficulties associated with the 
estimates of abundance frc:>m JARPA (see SC/49/Rep1, item 
2.4) had been resolved. 

Two papers considered transition phase data, SC!M97n 
and SC/M97/22. They had used different, but overlapping, 
datasets. Both analyses were restricted to Area N, but that in 
SC/M97 n was based on data from commercial whaling and 
from the frrst two JARPA expeditions to Area IV. The 
analysis in SC/M97/22 used only JARPA data, and from all 
five expeditions to Area N. Both analyses showed decline in 
age at transition phase, but, for the same period of cohorts, 
1950-70, the analysis ofSC/M97n indicated a decline in age 
at transition phase roughly double that estimated in 
SC/M97/22. 

The review meeting agreed that it was important to resolve 
the differences between the two transition phase studies, but 
that the transition phase observations could not be explained 
as an age related effect alone. A number of participants 
considered that the overall evidence was sufficient to 
conclude that there had been a real decline in age at .maturity 
over the cohorts studied. 

Results were also presented regarding sexual maturity, 
apparent pregnancy rate, length and age at sexual maturity, 
annual ovulation rate and growth. 

POTENTIAL OF THE RESULTS TO ACHIEVE THE OBJECTIVES OF 

JARPA AND OF STOCK MANAGEMENT 

With respect to the JARPA objectives, the review meeting 
agreed that the papers presented gave valuable information 
on recruitment, natural mortality, decline in age at sexual 
maturity and reproductive parameters of minke whales in 
Areas IV and V. However, there are some unresolved 
problems in the analyses, and further work is necessary. 

One of the specific objectives of the programme was to 
collect random samples for the estimation of biological 
parameters. The results had demonstrated that this was a more . 
difficult task than had been envisaged. Despite the 
considerable attention given to the sampling scheme, it has not 
been completely successful at obtaining random samples. The 
review meeting further noted that the geographical 
delimitation of the sampling areas has not resulted in either 
distinct biological populations being sampled or the entire 
ranges of the population being sampled. The implications of 
this for the representativeness of the sample should be given 
further consideration. However, it was noted that the VPA 
analyses (as, for example, in. SC/M97/6) required 
representative sampling over only part of the range of ages in 
the population. There were no indications that this had not 
been achieved for animals of age 10 and above. The review 
meeting also considered that the results of the genetic studies 
should be used to redefine the geographical boundaries for any 
future analysis. It noted that there was still uncertainty as to 
whether information that fully represents a biological stock 
could be obtained, but considered that much progress had been 
made towards that end. Before JARPA was initiated, whales 
occurring in Area IV and Area V were managed as different 
stocks, but a clearer picture aboutthe biological stocks in these 
Areas was now emerging. Although the present state of 
knowledge still leaves much to be desired, considerable data 
reflecting the status of the whale stocks occurring in Areas IV 
and V have been collected, and have produced many valuable 
results. · 

The review meeting noted that there were non-lethal 
methods available that could provide information about 
population age structure (e.g. natural marking) but that 
logistics · and the abundance of minke whale populations in 
Areas IV and V probably precluded their successful 
application. 

With respect to the relevance of the work for stock 
management, in 1993, the Committee proposed mechanisms 
for amendment of the RMP (IWC, 1994a). It distinguished 
between mechanisms for the amendment of case-specific 
implementations and mechanisms for amendment of the 
RMP itself. The review meeting discussed' the relevance of a 
better knowledge of biological parameters to management 
objectives in this context, i.e. it distinguished between 
short-term improvements, which would be amendments of 
the case specific implementations, and long-term 
improvements which could imply more fundamental 
changes to the RMP itself. · 

In the short-term perspective the three key considerations 
identified were: (1) changes in the defmition of Small Areas; 
(2) changes to the selection between RMP options such as 
catch-capping and catch-cascading, and (3) changes in the 
range of plausible MSYRs to use in Implementation 
Simulation Trials. 

In the longer time perspective better knowledge of 
biological parameters could lead to modifications of the CLA 
in the.RMP. 

The review meeting noted that the recruitment data from 
analyses such as those in SC/M97 /6 could be fitted by stock 
recruitment models to provide estimates of MSYR once 
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reliable input data are available. Trends in recruitment from 
SC/M97/6 and SC/M97/21 could be used directly when 
conditioning future Implementation Simulation Trials for 
Southern Hemisphere minke whales, and if the caveats 
expressed concerning abundance estimates from JARPA 
could be resolved, together with some further 
methodological development in estimating the essential 
biological parameters, the results from JARPA could be 
directly relevant for management, both in the short and long 
term. 

D. MARINE ECOSYSTEM 

BACKGROUND: ORIGINAL AND ADDITIONAL RESEARCH 

OBJECTIVES 

The second of the two original JARPA objectives was: 
'Elucidation of the role of whales in the Antarctic marine 
ecosystem'. 

In the 1996/97 research plan this objective was restated as: 
'Elucidation of the role of whales in the Antarctic marine 
ecosystem through whale feeding ecology'. The research 
plan concentrates on the feeding ecology of minke whales by 
the analysis of stomach contents and blubber volume. 

METHODOLOGY OF DATA COLLECTION 

Data on the feeding ecology of minke whales is obtained 
from the weight and species composition of stomach 
contents of the sampled whales. Tht; whole body mass of 
each whale is measured using a weighing platform. 

DATA ANALYSIS 

An index of body fat condition has been calculated as the 
ratio of mean girth to body length. Data analyses of feeding 
rates (SC/M97/17) used three different methods. 

RESULTS 

Of the six years included in the study of body fat condition, 
stomach contents and distribution, two were categorised as 
years of poor body fat condition and three as years of good 
condition. Estimated body weight gain during the feeding 
season in poor years was estimated .to be 25% lower than in 
good years. In Area IV and the northern part of Area V, krill 
(Euphausia superba) was the dominant prey species, but in 
the southern part of the Ross Sea (in Area V), Euphausia 
crystallorophias was the dominant prey species. Distribution 
of minke whales showed greater interannual variability in 
Area V than in Area IV, reflecting a greater degree of 
variability in sea ice extent in Area V. In Area V, in years of 
high sea ice extent, the krill-rich slope region of the western 
part of the area is covered by ice. This leads to poor food 
availability and results in a very low density of minke whales 
along the ice edge. The Ross Sea zone was an area of low 
food availability throughout the study period. Paradoxically, 
this zone always contained numerous whales, especially 
pregnant females. 

Daily food consumption estimates ranged from 3 to 4% of 
body mass. The annual consumption estimates of prey for 
Area IV ranged from 1.42 to 1.78 million tonnes. For Area 
V, the range was 5.98 to 7.49 million tonnes .. The value for 
Area IV is roughly 25% of the total estimate of krill biomass 
in. the area. Consumption of krill by minke whales in Area V 
was an order of magnitude greater than that estimated for 
Adelie penguins and crabeater seals. 

No difference was found in the fames's index between the 
sexes. From seasonal changes in the index and from its 
distribution by foetus size it was suggested that some whales 

over-winter in Antarctica and that others arrive on the 
feeding grounds late in the season. Analyses from earlier 
commercial catches and from the JARPA samples show a 
gradual decline in blubber thickness since 1978/79. 

POTENTIAL OF THE RESULTS TO ACHIEVE THE OBJECTIVES OF 

JARPA AND OF STOCK MANAGEMENT 

The review meeting agreed that the following points listed in 
SC/49/Repl, annex D were pertinent to items A2, Bl, B2.3, 
B2.5, B3.4. . 

The review meeting noted the striking similarity in the 
results obtained from the three methods for estimating daily 
food consumption reported in SC/M97 /17. It was agreed that 
these estimates could be used with confidence for the 
estimation of total food consumption by Antarctic minke 
whales. 

The review meeting considered that the body condition 
index presented in SC/M97 /18 required further refinement. 
It was not convinced that the analyses could be used to infer 
that some whales over-winter in high latitudes and that 
others arrive late in the feeding season. 

The review meeting agreed that the ~tudies being 
undertaken were contributing to the objective of the 
'elucidation of the role of whales in the marine ecosystem 
through whale feeding ecology'. However, it was suggested 
that elucidating the role of whales in the marine ecosystem 
also requires concurrent studies on the distribution and 
abundance of prey species, and process-oriented studies 
integrating information from physical and biological 
oceanography with zooplankton and predator studies would . 
be useful. Such studies should be conducted on a smaller 
scale, possibly using radio tagging, than that covered by 
JARPA, perhaps of the order of ten to one hundred 
kilometres. Such studies should be set up to examine specific . 
hypotheses about ecological interactions. The review 
meeting agreed that the J ARPA studies provided useful 
information for both the formulation of such hypotheses and 
for the selection of study areas. The marginal sea ice zone is 
·an obvious candidate for process oriented studies. The 
review meeting noted that such studies would be of interest 
to CCAMLR and Southern Ocean GLOBEC. 

The review meeting noted the reported decrease in 
blubber thickness since the late 1970s. Such information 
could contribute to the specification of a range of 
krill-surplus hypotheses for use in further implementation 
trials for the RMP. 

E. ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGE 

BACKGROUND: ORIGINAL AND ADDITIONAL RESEARCH 

OBJECTIVES 

The 1995/96 research plan added the following objective: 
Elucidation of the effect of environmental changes on 
cetaceans. 

METHODOLOGY OF DATA COLLECTION 

In addition to data collected for studies on environmental 
change, data have been collected on marine debris and body 
burdens of pollutants, including organochlorines and heavy 
metals. Tissue samples, including liver, muscle, kidney and 
blubber have been collected for these analyses. Marine 
debris observations have been based on visual observations, 
but recently nets have been introduced to estimate 
prevalence of smaller items. Air and sea water samples have 
been collected to monitor environmental pollutant levels. 
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RESULTS 

The atmospheric and sea-water concentrations of 
organochlorines such as PCBs in the Southern Hemisphere 
were lower than in the Northern Hemisphere, except for 
HCB. Levels of DDT showed no yearly variation, but an 
increasing trend in PCB levels was detected in the period 
1984-1993. This implies the continuing discharge of PCBs 
into the Southern Hemisphere. 

Analyses of hepatic mercury concentrations were grouped 
by sex, geographical position and by time within season. 
Hepatic mercury concentration in the younger animals 
seems to have decreased in the last decade. This suggests that 
the increased mercury intake had begun to decrease in that 
decade. 

RESULTS AND THEIR POTENTIAL IN THE CONTEXT OF THE 

OBJECTIVES OF JARPA AND OF STOCK MANAGEMENT 

It was noted that organochlorine concentrations in blubber 
are strongly influenced by seasonal variation. Analyses 
should therefore include a correction for the effects of 
increasing blubber thickness during the season. 

The review meeting referred to the recommendations of 
the Bergen Workshop on Chemical Pollution and Cetaceans 
(IWC, 1998). It considered that the pollutant studies under 
JARPA were pertinent to these recommendations. 

One currently contentious issue in Antarctic research is 
the relative weight to give to the competing hypotheses that 
changes in abundance of Antarctic predators are due to either 
'krill surplus' or the effects of environmental change. The 
review meeting recognised that distinguishing between these 
hypotheses will be difficult. In the meantime, the 
observations on changes in blubber thickness and variations 
in recruitment should be used to formulate specific 
hypotheses on the possible effects on cetaceans of 
environmental change, for use in constructing scenarios for 
further RMP implementation trials for Southern Hemisphere 
baleen whales.' 

F. OVERVIEW OF RESULTS AND THEIR POTENTIAL IN THE 

CONTEXT OF THE STATED AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE 
I ARPA PROGRAMME AND OF STOCK MANAGEMENT 

CONTRIBUTION TO MINKE WHALE MANAGEMENT 

Several main points were agreed to by workshop participants 
regarding the contribution of JARPA to minke whale 
management in the Antarctic. 

First, under the objective of 'Estimating biological 
parameters', the information produced by JARPA has set the 
stage for answering many questions about long-term 
population changes regarding minke whales in Antarctic 
Areas IV and V. Not surpnsingly, at this halfway point in the 
JARPA programme there are few defmitive answers because 
of the timescale required to obtain sufficient age distribution 
and abundance data, and because of unanticipated problems 
in designing representative sampling regimes and in 
understanding the stock structure of minke whales in the 
Southern Hemisphere. For example, JARPA has already 
made a major contribution to the understanding of certain 
biological parameters (e.g., direct measures of the age at 
sexual maturity) pertaining to minke whales in Areas IV and 
V, yet such analyses have not fully addressed potential 
problems related to stock structure. 

Second, under the objective of 'Elucidating the role of 
minke whales in the Antarctic ecosystem', JARPA has 
collected data on body condition that, ih conjunction with the 
data on biological parameters as noted above, should result 
in an improved understanding of the status of minke whales 
in these Areas. These data are likely to be useful in testing 

various hypotheses related to aspects of the 'krill surplus' 
model. 

Third, under the objective of 'Elucidation of the effect of 
environmental change on cetaceans', there is considerable 
uncertainty in how biological parameters of minke whales 
may vary in relation to environmental change. This is 
exacerbated by lack of knowledge regarding processes 
related to environmental change (e.g., interdecadal signals, 
global warming, etc.). For example, long-term trends related 
to the armual positioning of the extent of the pack -ice during 
the feeding season have implications regarding the 
interpretation of trends in various biological parameters. 
Therefore, more effort is needed to develop mesoscale 
studies to integrate physical and biological oceanography 
and prey distribution with minke whale studies. 

Fourth, under the objective of 'Elucidation of the stock 
structure of minke whales to improve stock management', 
deciding on the amount of genetic data required to meet this 
objective is difficult because the Committee has provided 
only a vague definition as to what constitutes a stock. Proper 
delineation of stocks has implications for interpretations of 
data gathered for all other JARPA objectives. 

Finally, the results of the J ARPA progrartime, while not 
required for management under the RMP, have the potential 
to improve the management of minke whales in the Southern 
Hemisphere in the following ways: (1) reductions in the 
current set' of · plausible. scenarios considered in 
Implementation Simulation Trials; and (2) identification of 
new scenarios to which future ·Implementation Simulation 
Trials will have to be developed. 

12.2.1.2 COMMITTEE DISCUSSION 

The Chairman thanked Reilly for his hard work in chairing 
the review meeting and complimented the participants for 
producing a thorough report. He believed the review meeting 
had significantly improved the Committee's understanding 
of the issues involved in the JARPA programme. He 
reiterated that time constraints had prevented it from 
completing item 8 on its Agenda. This would be taken up by 
the Committee under its Item 12.2.1.3. 

Before discussing the report the Committee considered 
two new papers relevant to the catch-at-age issue. 
SC/M97/6(Rev) and SC/49/SH22 reported analyses arising 
out of the discussions at the Review Meeting. T he former 
provided results on the qualitative implications of possible 
biases in the JARP A estimates of abundance, and of trends in 
natural mortality with time, for estimates of the historic trend 
in recruitment of minke whales in Area IV. Although these 
factors can change the values estimated, the authors argued 
that they were hardly able to alter the qualitative conclusion 
of the paper of an increasing trend in recruitment until the 
late 1960s. SC/49/SH22 fitted these recruitment estimates by 
a slight variant of the BALEEN II model which allowed for 
an increase in carrying capacity from 1930 to 1960. It 
showed that patterns of decreasing recruitment after 1970 
indicated by the analyses of SC(M97 /6 were as might be 
expected from the joint consequences of catches ·and 
su percompensation. It also demonstrated the pqssibility of 
estimating MSYR from the results of the SC/M97/6 
analyses, and hence provided a potential link between the 
results of that analysis and information pertinent to RMP 
Implementation Simulation Trials. 

Discussion of SC/49/Rep I in the Committee concentrated 
on two topics. Tne first concerned issues of stock structure 
arising out of, inter alia, annex G to the report and the 
discussions on stock structure summarised under 12.2.1.1 
above. The JARPA review report had commended the work 
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carried out but noted the need for future work. Questions 
such as what comprises a management stock, how this 
relates to a biological stock, what inferences can be. drawn 
from the inability to detect significant genetic differences 
and the relationships between temporal and geographical 
boundaries, have taxed the Committee for several years in 
many of its sub-committees. The other issue concerned the 
problems associated with obtaining representative samples 
and their implications for the programme. 

In view of the importance of this, two Working Groups 
were established under Polacheck: (1) to address general 
issues of stock identity and the representativeness of samples 
in the JARPA report; and (2) to specifically consider a paper 
submitted to the present meeting on the issue of stock 
identity and the use of historical samples (SC/49/SH28). The 
latter report; modified slightly to incorporate some factual 
information (e.g. with respect to gels) is given as Annex Ul. 
It was agreed that the report of the former group should be 
incorporated into the main report of the Committee. 

In discussing Annex U 1, the Committee agreed that the 
computer simulations suggested in SC/49/SH28 to try to 
address the value of commercial samples to answer stock 
identity problems were feasible. Provided the relevant 
information was available, they should be carried out. 

However, several issues remain with respect to the 
commercial samples, not the least being their 
availability/existence. It was recognised that creating a 
sample inventory for the commercial catches was a major 
task. The Japanese scientists agreed that they would 
undertake this exercise for at least some of the Areas. The 
Committee welcomed this. 

Tbe final issue discussed in Annex U I concerned 
questions of the need for further catches in the context of 
whether genetic studies of commercial samples are found to 
be suitable and adequate. This is discussed under Items 
12.2.1.3 and 12.3.1. 

Turning to the mo.re general issues the Committee recalled 
that the review meeting had provided the following overview 
of its view on the JARPA objective of estimating biological 
parameters: 

The information produced by JARPA has set the stage for answering 
many questions about long-tenn population changes regarding 

' minke whales in Antarctic Areas IV and V. Not surprisingly. at this 
halfway point in the JARPA programme there are few definitive 
answers because of the time-scale required to obtain sufficient age 
distribution and abundance data, and because of unanticipated 
problems in designing representative sampling regimes . and in 
understanding the stock structure of minke whales in the Southern 
Hemisphere. For example, JARPA has already made a major 
contribution to understanding of certain biological parameters (e.g., 
direct measures of the age at sexual maturity) pertaining to minke 
whales in Areas IV and V, yet such analyses have not fully addressed 
poten~ial problems related to s tock structure. 

The question was raised as to whether these unanticipated 
problems had been resolved and if not how this would effect 
the ability of the JARPA programme to meet its 
objectives. · 

With respect to stock structure - the representativeness of 
the sampling and bias in the JARP A estimates of abundance 
- unresolv~d questions still remain. There is an interaction 
between these questions as abundance estimates and the 
representativeness of sampling need to be evaluated relative 
to the stock being sampled. 

The Committee noted that the problem of stock identity is 
common to almost all cetacean assessments. The data 
collected and the research carried out in the JARPA 
programme along with historic commercial catch samples 
are uniquely valuable in attacking this problem. 

The Committee identified ten main areas to address these 
unresolved problems (Table 2). Fujise indicated that work on 
all of these is either in progress, has recently been initiated or 
is at the planning stage. 

The current JARPA survey design resulted in the 
under-sampling of high density areas. The method described 
in SC/M97/23 represented an initial attempt to develop an 
unbiased abundance estimation method with this design. It 
was noted that work was planned to test the bias of this 
method and to further develop unbiased abundance 
estimators as discussed in Annex E. 

Achieving adequate precision in the abundance estimates 
is critical in order to be able to estimate biological 
parameters (e.g. natural mortality rates) with adequate 
precision to meet the JARPA objective. Correcting for the 
biases may decrease the currently estimated precision. 
Investigations need to be carried out to determine how this 
might affect the ability to meet the JARPA objectives. 
Tanaka stated that if this bias can be accounted for, his 
method (Tanaka et a/., 1992, pp.531-6) can be applied. 
However, he noted that since there was no finalised method 
for correcting the bias, it was not certain if the abundance 
estimates would have sufficient precision over the course of 
the experiment, although he was optimistic that this would 
be the case. 

SC/49/Repl had identified that 'the geographical 
delimitation of the sampling area has not resulted in either 
distinct biological populations being sampled or the entire 
ranges of the population being sampled'. The primary factor 
was a lack of sampling from lower latitudes that are known 
to contain a higher proportion of juveniles. 
Non-representative sampling of whales by school size and 
areas were also identified. The major identified consequence 
of the lack of non-representative sampling is that juveniles 
are under-represented in the sampling to a variable extent, as 
a result of the lack of sampling in lower latitudes and other 
factors. Analyses conducted to date, indicate that sampling 
among the post-juveniles (i.e. ages 10 and above) is 
consistent with representative sampling with respect to age. 
If this is the case, it should be emphasised that the JARP A 
age compositional data are adequate in this regard for 
estimating some important biological parameters (e.g. 
natural mortality rates) for these older ages. 

Japanese scientists reported that they plan the following 
process to resolve the problem of sampling biases: 

(i) the quantity of the biases will be evaluated using a 
resampling simulation model; 

·(ii) post-modelling methods will be applied to determine 
whether it is possible to resolve or reduce biases; 

(iii) if this is not effective, modification of the sampling 
scheme will be considered, and the. effectiveness and 
practicability of such a modification will be evaluated; 
while simultaneously, 

(iv) comparability between the current and any new scheme 
will be carefully evaluated. 

With respect to Item (iii), Annex U2 contains one approach 
for a possible modification of the current ~ampling scheme to 
be considered if post-modelling is found not to be 
effective. 

With respect to the catch-at-age analyses, the JARPA 
review meeting concluded 

that there was merit in pursuing the approaches of SC/M97/6 and 
SC!M97/21 funher, but that estimates from such methods could not 
be considered reliable until difficulties associated with the estimates 
of abundance from JARPA (see Item 2.4) have been resolved. 
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The difficulties with the abundance eStimates are being 
addressed (see above). Another concern raised in the JARPA 
review with respect to the VPA analyses was the problem of 
'aliassing' or the confounding of recruitment trends with 
trends in time in natural mortality rates. This question was 
addressed further in SC(M97/6(Rev) presented to this year's 
Committee meeting. 

One factor not completely considered with respect to the 
catch-at-age analyses was the interaction between these 
analyses and the uncertainty about stock stmcture. The 
analyses were made by analysing the data by conventional 
management units. However, the JARPA review indicates 
that the genetics data are not consistent with these units. 
There is a need to consider the implication of alternative 
stock definitions for the catch-at-age analyses and the ability 
of these analyses to estimate biological pammeters. 

With respect to the VPA analyses, the uncertainty about 
stock structure applies not only to the data collected under 
JARPA but also to the historical catch-at-age data. In this 
regard, it would be extremely valuable to obtain genetic 
analyses of the stored biological samples from the 
commercial catch. 

The Committee noted that JARPA is at the half-way pGint 
and has provided substantial improvement in the 
understanding of stock structure. It is anticipated that as 
stock structure becomes better clarified, the information will 
be incorporated to provide analyses of biological parameters 
by stocks. For some of these analyses, this may not be 
srraightforward. 

In conclusion, the JARPA review had identified areas of 
additional future work that could contribute to resolving 
some of the unresolved and unanticipated problems in 
sampling and stock' structure that could limit the ability of 
J ARPA to estimate biological parameters. Effort in response 
to all of these identified areas is being undertaken and this 
additional work may improve the value of the JARPA data 
and results. Initial results from the simulation studies _being 
undertaken to examine post-stratification and altemative 
sampling designs will be presented to the Committee as soon 
as possible. Based on these results, consideration should be 
given as to whether the sighting and biological sampling 
designs should be modified to achieve more representative 
sampling. 

Finally, the Committee agreed that none of the sampling 
and stock identity pr9blems that had been identified either in 
the JARPA review or subsequently, would in principle 
prevent JARPA from achieving its objectives in terms of 

Table2 

estimation of biological parameters. All of the identified 
problems appear to be addressable. Most members were 
optimistic that the IARPA data, in conjunction with 
additional work planned, would allow estimation of the 
biological parameters with reasonable levels of precision. 
However, others thought that the problems associated with 
bias and the level of variance in the JARPA abundance 
estimates, and with interactions between, catch-at-age 
analyses and uncertainty in stock structure, mean that it is not 
yet possible to determine whether reasonable levels ,of 
precision will ultimately be achieved. 

In addition, aspects of J ARPA relevant to abundance 
estimation were considered in Annex E. A brief summary of 
those discussions is given below. 

SC/49/SHlO described sighting data collected during the 
1996/97 JARPA programme. Work was conducted in Area 
V and the western part of Area VI over 103 days. Three 
vessels were engaged in both sighting and scientific whaling, 
and only one vessel conducted a closing mode sighting 
survey. The ships maintained roughly simultaneous parallel 
tracklines despite their different tasks by working in 
target-distance mode, whereby the survey begins each day at 
targeted positions mther than where each ship had completed 
work the previous day (SC/49/Repl, item 2.2). The ships 
surveyed 17,755 n.miles of tracklines, with 850 primary 
sightings of schools totalling 2,508 animals. 

A proposal to develop unbiased abundance estimators 
from the JARPA sightings data was presented in 
SC/49/SH30. The JARPA survey design results in an 
undersampling of ,high density areas. SC/49/SH30 aims to 
complete the work in two phases. The first phase would be 
completed and presented to the Scientific Committee for 
comment at its 1998 Annual Meeting. The Committee 
agreed that the proposed framework has the potential, in 
principle, to obtain unbiased abundance estimates using the 
JARPA data and would be useful for obtaining an improved 
understanding of those data. It noted that !he· likelihood of 
being able to develop unbiased estimates with reasonable 
levels of precision depends on the degree to which the spatial 
process can be modelled with the available covariates and to 
some extent on the stationarity of the process. 

12.2..1.3 DISCUSSION OF ITEM 8 FROM SCI49IREP1 

The Committee agreed to address this issue by providing a 
summary of the Commission's resolutions with respect to 
JARPA and relevant comments from the JARPA report and 
its discussions under Item 12.2.1.2. 

Future work to address outstariding issues. 

I. Abundance estimates 
Development of method to correct bias of abundance estimate 

2. Stock strudure 
Stock definition • 
Statistical analysis of mtDNA data considering the inclusion of school size as a covariate 
Pilot study on nuclear DNA analysis on JARPA minke samples 
Effort to obtain biologi<al materials for genetic analysis from low latitude are!IS of the Southern Hemisphere •• 
External m01phology/rn01pbometry analysis 
Examination of possible stock boundaries (geographical and temporal) in Areas Nand V 

3. Blologlcal parameters 
Segregation study 
Recalculation of biological parametm by biological stocks 

4. Marine tcosystem and environmental change 
Meso·scale survey plan 

· "The lack of a working definition of stocks nnd sub·stocks is a general problem, not for JAIU'A alone, and therefore, needs to 
be addtcsscd by the Committee (SC/49/Repl). 
** A preliminary paper was presented last year with the resu1cs of a survey of biologic~ I material amoog researchers and 
institutions of the Southern Hemisphere (IWC, 1997h, pp.l32-3). 
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A. SCIENTIFIC PERMITS (IWC, !996C) 

The Commission had recommended that 

(1) scientific research intended to discuss the Comprehensive 
Assessment and the· implementation of the RMP shall be 
undenaken by non-lethal means 

(2) that scientific research involving the killing of cetaceans should 
only be pennitted in exceptional circumstances whe re the 
questions address critically important issues which cannot be 
answered by the analysis of existing data and/or use of non-lethal 
research techniques 

and then requested the Committee to 

(i) undertake a comprehensive review of existing programmes and 
report its view as to whether they remain justifiable in the light of 
the above recommendations, especially whether lethal research 
substantially contributes to answering critically important 
questions that cannot be addressed by other means. 

This is discussed under Items 12.2.1.1 and 12.2.1.2. 
The Committee was also requested to structure its reviews 

in ihe manner given in (a)-( c) below. 

(a) Identify the relationship between programme objectives and 
research needs previously identified by the Scientific Committee 
(see also SC/49/Repl. annex D; annex F; item 2.5; item 3.5; item 
4.5; item 4.5 B2; item 5.5; item 6.5; item 7). 

The relationships are identified in Table 3. 

(b) Evaluate the likelihood of the programme meeting its objectives 
by providing reliable answers to the questions· asked (see also 
SC/49/Rep!, annex D; annex F; item 1.6; item 2.5; item 3.5; item 
4.5; item 5.5; item 6.5; item 7). 

SC/49/Repl, annex F summarises the Committee's earlier 
discussions on this matter. The Committee had no agreed 
consensus on this in the past. 

In SC/49/Repl (item 2.5), it was not~d that the frequent 
sighting surveys in the same localities would facilitate 
estimation of interannual variability in local abundance 
which would in tum lead to improved overall results from 
combining them with IDCR/SOWER and/or JSV data, for 
example. However, improvements in methodology were 
suggested. 

Under SC/49/Repl, item 3.5, there was general agreement 
that the stock structure data were of value to management. 
However additional research was recommended. It was also 
agreed that the information was relevant to improved 
Implementation Simulation Trials and an improved RMP in 
the longer term. 

In SC/49/Repl, under item 4.5, it was agreed that the 
programme provided valuable information on a number of 
biological parameters (recruitment, natural mortality, 
decline in age at sexual maturity and reproduction). 

However, it identified the need for further work particularly 
in view of the difficulties in obtaining fully representative 
samples. Although there is much still to be done, it was 
agreed many · valuable results have been obtained. It was 
noted that the results in the short term could be valuable with 
respect to several aspects of the RMP, provided certain 
identified problems were resolved. 

Under SC/49/Repl, item 5.5, it was agreed that estimates 
of daily food consumption could be used with confidence for 
estimating total food consumption. However, the Committee 
had concerns over the use of a body condition index for 
inferring information on the migration of minke whales with 
respect to timing of arrival on the feeding grounds and 
over-wintering in high latitudes. The review meeting agreed 
that the studies were contributing to Objective 2 (p. 96). 
However, additional studies were recommended. It was also 
noted that the information obtained would be of interest to 
CCAMLR and Southern Ocean GLOBEC. 

Under SC/49/Repl, item 6.5, the review meeting had 
agreed that the work was pertinent to Recommendations I, 4 
and 5 of the Pollution Workshop. However in the Plenary 
some concerns were expressed on the extent to which the 
work on minke whales directly addressed Recommendation 
1 (see Item 6). 

Under SC/49/Repl, item 7, the review meeting had 
recognised that this was a long-term programme that had 
only reached its half-way point. In several cases therefore, it 
could be said to have set the stage to answer many questions 
about long-term population changes. It also noted that while 
JARP A results were not required for management under the 
RMP, they had the potential to improve it in the following 
ways: (I) reductions in the current set of plausible scenarios 
considered in Implementation Simulation Trials; and (2) 
identification of new scenarios to which future 
Implementation Simulation Tl'ials will have to be developed 
(e.g. the temporal component of stock structure). The results 
of analyses of JARPA data could be used in this way perhaps 
to increase the allowed catch of minke whales in the 
Southern Hemisphere, without increasing the depletion risk 
above the level indicated by the existing Implementation 
Simulation Trials of the RMP for these minke whales. 

In the Committee' s discussions (Item 12.2.1.2), it had 
considered the implications of identified problems in stock 
structure and sampling in terms of the ability to achieve 
stated objectives. Most members were optimistic that 
JARPA data, in conjunction with the additional work 
planned, would allow estimation of biological parameters 
with reasonable levels of precision. Others however believed 
that the identified uncertainty meant that it is not yet possible 
to determine whether reasonable levels of precision will 
ultimately be achieved. 

Table 3 

Relationship between JARPA research objectives and Scientific Committee research needs. 

JARPA Research Objectives 

( 1) Estimation of biological parameters to improve stock 
management. 

(2) Elucidation of the role of whales in the Antarctic marine 
ecosystem. 

(3) Elucidation of the effect of envirorunental changes on cetaceans. 
(4) Elucidation of the stock structure ofminke whales to improve 

stock management. 

Scientific Committee's priorities 

RMP: Relevant to MSYR discussions, Inrplemelzlation Simulation Trial 
scenarios. 
Relevant to work discussed at the Climate Change Workshop, particularly with 
respect to filling in identified gaps in knowledge (Rep. int. Who/. Commn 47: 
309·10); multi·species issues. 
Related to above and the Po!Jution Workshop. 
RMP: Relevant to Implementation Simulation Trial discussions and 
specification of Small Areas. 
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(c) Identify non-lethal methods and alternative sources of data that 
might be used in meeting the research objectives (see also 

, SC/49/Repl, annex D~ annex F; annex H; item 3.5; item 4.5 
Bl). 

SC/49/Rep1, annex H, provides summary statements 
supporting/refuting the use of lethal removal pertaining to 
the collection of stock structure information. 

Under SC/49/Repl, item 4.5 B.1, the review meeting 
noted that there were non-lethal methods available that could 
provide information about age-structure (e.g. natural 
marking) but that logistics and the abundance of minke 
whales in the relevant Areas probably precluded their 
successful application. 

In the Committee's discussions (12.2.1.2 and Annex U2), 
the question was raised as to whether there were adequate 
suitable samples already available from the commercial 
catches for examining the question of stock identity. It is not 
yet clear which of the commercial data can be used for this 
process but a procedure to try to determine this is in place. 

B. ANTARCTIC MARINE ECOSYSTEM (!WC, I993A) 
The aspect most relevant to JARPA appears to be: 

that the Scientific Committee should develop practical means to 
addt;ess questions raised by these exchanges where 'these exchanges' 
refers to contact with other organisations and exchange of 
information on the effects of global environmental change in the 
Antarctic that may be relevant to whale stocks (also see SC/49/Repl, 
item 5.5; item 6.5; IWC, 1997d). 

Under SC/49/Repl, item 5.5, the meeting noted that the 
information obtained would be of interest to CCAMLR and 
Southern Ocean GLOBEC. 

C. ENVIRONMENT AND WHALE STOCKS (IWC, 19968, 

RESOLUTION 1995·10 AND IWC, 1997C, RESOLUTION 1996·8) 

The aspect of Resolution 1995-10 most relevant to JARPA 
is: 

prov iding information on the potential effects, both direct and 
indirect, of pollutants on cetaceans as they become known 

The aspects of Resolution 1996-8 most relevant to JARPA 
are to: 

Increase collaboration and co~operation with other organisations; 
and 
Consider and act on, as appropriate, the recommendations· of the 
Climate Change and Pollution Workshops and other items identified 
as requiring additional information, so as to develop non-lethal 
means of assessing the impact of environmental change on cetac.eans 
(see also SC/49/Rep1, item 6.5; Pollution Workshop 
recommendations). 

Under SC/49/Repl, item 6.5, the review meeting had agreed 
that ihe work was pertinent to Recommendations 1, 4·and 5 
of the Pollution Workshop (IWC, 1998). However, the 
Committee exp'ressed some concerns over the extent to 
which the work on minke whales directly addressed 
Recommendation 1 (see also Item 6). 

Under SC/49/Rep1, item 5.5, the review meeting agreed 
that the studies were contributing to Objective 2. However, 
additional studies were recommended. It was also noted that 
the information obtained would be of interest to CCAMLR 
and Southern Ocean GLOBEC. 

12.2.2 Japan -North Pacific 
A number of papers were presented arlSlng out of the 
Japanese Research Programme in the North Pacific 
(JARPN). These include SC/49/NP2, NP8, NP9, NPlO, 
NPll, NP12, NP13 and NP14. 

These were considered by the relevant sub-committees 
and are also considered under Item 8.1. 

12.3 Review of new or revised proposals 

12.3.1 Japan- Southern Hemisphere 
The Government of Japan (1997) presented the 1997/98 
JARPA Research Plan (SC/49/SH3). This is a continuation 
of the programme discussed previously by the Committee, 
although for the coming season sampling will" not only be 
conducted in Area IV but also in the eastern half of Area III. 
Samples of 300 minke whales will be taken in Area IV and 
100 in Area IIIE: all will be ordinary form minke whales and 
both samples will have an allowance of± 10%. Sampling 
strategies and methodologies will be the same as in the 
previous research plan. 

The objective of sampling again in Area IIIE is to 
investigate inter-year variability in the occurrence of 
stocks W and C in Areas III and IV. When Area IIIE 
was sampled previously (in 1995/96) it was announced that 
this would be for 'one year only at this stage', but the results 
of that survey had shown a completely different pattern in 
stock distribution from that expected from previous 
commercial samples. The new samples were required to test 
for further variability in stock distribution in these two 
Areas. 

The Committee refers the Commission to its views 
expressed in previous years on the applicability of non-lethal 
methods, the possible effect on the stock and the opportunity 
for participation by foreign scientists, which were 
considered unchanged from last year (e.g. IWC, 1997e, 
p.96). 

In discussion, reference was made to Annex Ul with 
respect to ihe use of commercial catches, and in particular 
whether it was possible for samples from these to replace 
those animals to be taken in Area III. Annex U 1 had noted 
that there was general agreement to use existing samples 
where they would provide equivalent information relative to 
a particular experimental objective and design before 
collecting new samples through lethal removals. It was noted 
that the inventory and· computer simulations could not be 
completed before the 1997/98 sampling year. Therefore 
Yagi stated that it was Japan's intention to proceed as 
proposed with the 1997/98 research plan (SC/49/SH3) 
including the Area IIIE component. 

Donoghue suggested that if no lethal takes were taken this 
year this would allow time for the work suggested in Annex 
U1 to be undertaken. In response, Fujise noted that JARPA 
was being undertaken for a number of purposes in addition to 
stock identity. In particular, the extension into Area III had 
been in response to problems about the representativeness of 
the catch. Even with respect to stock identity he noted that a 
range of techniques, not exclusively genetic, was being used. 
Another factor being investigated concerned the 
identification of 'core' areas and a further elucidation of 
stock structure in light of the annual variation identified from 
previous years. Hatanaka pcinted out that existing 
commercial samples from Area III had already been 
analysed and the results presented to last year's Committee 
meeting (IWC, 1997g). 

12.3.2 Japan - North Pacific 
SC/49/NP1 described the continuation of a programme, 
begun in 1995 after a feasibility study in 1994, to examine: 
(i) whether sub-stocks of minke whales exist in the Okhotsk 
Sea - Western Pacific stock (0 stock); and (ii) whether an 
additional minke whale stock (W stock) exists in the central 
North Pacific, and if it does, the rate of mixing with 0 stock. 
One hundred animals will be sampled in two to three areas 
(of a total of 13 Sub-Areas to be sampled in due course). The 
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SC/49/Repl 

Report of the Intersessional Working Group 
to Review Data and Results from Special Permit Research on 

Minke Whales in the Antarctic, Tokyo, 12-16 May 1997 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Welcome and Introduction 
The Working Group met at the Mariners' Court Hotel, 
Tokyo, on 12-16 May 1997. The meeting was convened by 
Schweder. The list of participants is given in Annex A. 

Hatanaka welcomed the participants, noting that they 
comprised some '40 scientists from more than 10 countries. 
He recalled that the meeting resulted from a proposal made 
at the 1995 meeting of the Scientific Committee, and 
thanked Schweder for his efforts as convenor. He stressed 
that the meeting was important both for Japan and for the 
Commission, and noted that the numerous papers presented 
demonstrated the considerable information provided by the 
Special Permit Research, known as the 'JARPA program' 
(Japanese Whale Research Program under Special Permit in 
the Antarctic). He considered it important that the 
Commission make the best use of this information, and 
hoped that the meeting would see fruitful discussions 
towards that end. 

As Scientific Committee Chairman, Bannister echoed 
Hatanaka • s welcome and expressed appreciation to 
Hatanaka, the Japanese Government and Japanese workers 
for the meeting arrangements. He also expressed, on behalf 
of the Scientific Committee as a whole and the meeting 
participants, appreciation to Schweder and his Steering 
Committee for their dedicated and detailed preparatory 
work. . 

Bannister referred to the Working Group's background, in 
particular the difficulty experienced in the past by the 
Scientific Committee in doing justice to the considerable 
volume of information arising from the Japanese research 
programme on Southern Hemisphere minke whales. He 
outlined some of the considerations that had led to the 
structure of the draft agenda, in particular the need to reflect 
in the discussions two separate components: 

( 1) the specific research carried out, and its results; 
(2) the contribution made by those results to the stated 

objectives of the research programme, and to the aims of 
the IWC as expressed in its Resolutions. 

He reminded the Working Group of its formal title: The 
Meeting of the lntersessional Working Group to Review 
Data and Results from Special Permit Research on Minke 
Whales in the Antarctic (IWC, 1996d), and of its status as 
category (ii) (IWC, 1996c, p.52) i.e. 'considered confidential 
until ..... discussed by the Scientific Committee at an Annual 
Meeting'. . 

He stated that it was not his intention to participate in 
detailed scientific discussions at the meeting, and that he had 
decided that as Scientific Committee Chairman it would not 
be appropriate for him to Chair the Working Group himself, 
particularly as the Working Group's Report would be 
presented to the full Committee,.with himself in the Chair, at 
the Scientific Committee's next Annual Meeting in 
Boumemouth. However, he expected to be present for much 
of the discussion of Agenda Item 1. 

In regard to working arrangements during the meeting, it 
was agreed that in line with current Scientific Committee 
practice, automatic consecutive translation from English to 
Japanese, or vice versa, was not appropriate. Some. 
flexibility would be allowed, however, to permit translation 
of specific points or discussions as they arose, for example in 
presentation of documents or ensuing debate, but subject to 
the Chairman's decision at the time. 

1.2 Election of Chairman and appointment of 
rapporteurs 
Reilly was elected Chairman. Butterworth, De Ia Mare, 
DeMaster and Wall!1le agreed to act as rapporteurs, assisted 
by Kato. 

1.3 Adoption of Agenda 
Schweder, as Convenor, stated that the draft agenda had been 
based upon the items listed in IWC (1996d). He explained 
that the intent was to discuss the scientific issues and results 
first, and subsequently to place them in the context of the 
Commission's requirements for management and related 
(e.g. environmental change) concerns. 

Considerable discussion ensued on whether this was the 
best approach to take. A number of participants felt that for 
effective progress, the discussion under each of the scientific 
research topic headi!Jgs had to take place in a context -
specifically that of the purpose of the meeting 'to review 
results in the light of the initial objectives of the research 
(and in the light of hypotheses and questions that have since 
emerged) and to attempt at assessing information conte/11 
and potential of the available data' (IWC, 1996d). Thus, 
they felt, such consideration should be addressed within each 
such scientific topic agenda item, rather than await 
completion of all scientific discussions. (See also Section 
1.5). 

Noting, however, that inter-relationships between these 
scientific agenda items meant that a concluding overview 
discussion was also needed, the meeting decided to retain the 
broad structure of the draft agenda, but to allow for an initial 
discussion of results in the context of the programme 
objectives and of stock management at the end of the agenda 
item for each scientific topic. 

The question was raised as to whether the order of the 
aaenda needed to be considered in the light of further 
c~mputations perhaps being requested for completion during 
the meeting. It was agreed that in general, the meeting should 
not attempt such work during the limited time available to it; 
if such requests did arise, time should rather be devoted only 
to ensuring specifications of what was required were 
properly set out, with results to be considered at the next 
Scientific Committee meeting. 

The Working Group then adopted the agenda shown in 
Annex B 1• The Chairman stressed that discussion on Item 8 
(referencing recent Commission Resolutions) would take 

1 During the course of the meeting minor modifications to the agenda 
were adopted, as reflected in the topic headings in the report. 
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place on ly should Lime penn i!, noting that the Scientific 
Committee meeting later in the year would in nny case huve 
to address this topic. 

1.4 Documen ts availab le 
111e documems presented to the Working Group are listed in 
Annex C. 

l .5 Terms or reference for J ARP A review 
The Working Group took note of its tenns of referenoe as 
reflected in t~ openln~ par:tj,lraph of IWC (l996d) (quoted 
in the second paragrnph of Section 1.3 above). To assist the 
Working Group in its considerntion of each sciemifiic topic 
on this basis, n subgroup chain:d by Smith compiled u 
'checklist' which is shown as Annex D. 

T he original JARPA proposal (Government of Japan, 
1987) and the most recent version (Government of Japan, 
1996) identified studic.~ on toothed whales as well as on 
rninke whales. Noting that its terms of reference specified 
minke whales only, the Working Group agreed not to 
consider those other aspects of JARPA. 

1.6 The origina l research proposal a nd later additions 
Ohsumi summarised SC/M97/IO. He stated that J apan 's 
original objectives1 for the research had been: 

(I) estimation of the biological parameters to improve the 
stock management of the Southern Hemisphere minke 
whale; 

(2) eluci.dation of the role of whales in the Antarctic marine 
ecosystem. 

Subsequently, as part of the natural e volution of the 
programme and in response to developing requirements, two 
further objectives had been added: 

(3) elucidation of the effect of environmental changes on 
cetaceans; 

(4) elucidation of the stock s tructure of the Southern 
Hemisphere minke whales to improve stock 
management. 

The Working Group agreed to de fer discussion on the 
justification or o therwise of the rationale o ffered ( in, for 
example. SC/M97!10) for these objectives to the pertinent 
subsequent agend a items (inc lud ing Item 7). 

1.7 Outline of the .JARPA research 
Fujise presented a brief summary of the pt:egramme to date. 
Two feasibility studies had taken place in 1987/88 and 
1988/89, with the full scale 16 year research commencing 
the fo llowing season and alternating each season in All:as IV 
and V. In 1995196 and 1996.197, coverage was extended to 
Areas lllE and VIW respectively. for a limited period 
feasibility study of stock structure. 

He stated that the full programme has two components: a 
sighting survey whose primary purpose is the estimation of 
trends in abundance; and a sampling component to allow 
biological parmueter values 10 be estimated give n also the 
abundance information provided by the sighting survey. ln 
the programme as originally proposed, it was planned to take 
825 animals in any one season from uither Area IV o r Area 
V. For two years of feasibility studies, 300 animals (with an 
allowance of ±10%) were p lanned to be sampled in parts of 

'The Working G10up ooted lh4131the lll>rt of the programme, objective 
I nbove had been worded • btol<>ttctJI paromdr.rs UQiliiYd for ji<:JCk 
m{mag.tmem .. ... ·. Hs1anak.o urucd lha' Japan considered the rewordinG 
of objective 1 obove more appropriate :ivcn refocusing towards the 
RMP a.s lhc bosis for m•n•ecmen~ 

Are;cs IV and V. Following the results of the feasibility 
studies, considerations of the balance between the expected 
precision of est imates of the mortality rate and the research 
capabili ty available led to the decision to set the number of 
animals tO be sampled each season to 300 with an allowance 
±10%. ln the 1995196 season. additional samples of 100 
animals with an allowance of±IO% were planned for Area 
IIIE, and subsequently 100 ±10% in Area VIW in the 
1996197 season, for s tudying s tock structure (see llem 3). 
lnitially three vessels (plus the mothership) had been 
employed, bui a fourth had been ndded in 1995196 to allow 
for on increase in searching e ffort in the sighting survey.'This 
and some other changes du ring the progress of the 
progrumme had been made in response to comments from 
the Scientific Committee. Initially both dwarf nnd ordinnry 
fonns of the minke whal.es had been sampled, but sampling 
o f the former had Cel!Sed in 1993/94. A total of I ,546 (Area 
IV), 1,546 (Area V), 110 (Area liTE) and I 10 (Area V!W) 
ordinary and 16 dwarf form minkc whales had been sampled 
by the end of the 1996/97 SellS On. 

The Working Gro up noted that more details on the 
pro~ramme are to be found in review documents 
SC/M97!1-5 and 8. II also noted that some analyses of 
JARPA data p resented to this and previous meetings had 
used the data collected in the feasibility studies as well as in 
the full progranune. (Data from the research in I 996!97 are 
not yet available, so have not been incorporated in any of the 
analyses discussed below). '11le Working Group nOied the 
comprehensive nature of the JARPA programme. The lists 
of scientific papers and datascts resulting from the 
progrtlmmc arc given in Annex E. 

1.8 O verview of past d iscussions of lhe J AR PA 
programm e a nd its r esults 
The Working Group noted that while both t~ quantity and 
quality o f the scientific work had been commended by the 
Scientific Committee, d iffering, views had been expressed in 
the Committee about its relevance to management 
considerations. 

A suggestion was mudc that a list of specific issues in 
conte ntion be compiled from past Scientific Committee 
reports. The group that had served as the Steering Committee 
for the Working Group wus requested to provide this. Their 
list is given as Annex F. 

2. SIG HT ING SURVEYS AND ABUNDA~CE 
ESTIMATION 

2.1 Bac.kgro11nd: or it ina l and additio nal research 
objectives 
Noting that the objectives for the research listed in Item 1.6 
did not include the provi$ion of abundance estimates (for 
input, pemaps, to the RMP) per se, clarification was sought 
on the intent of this component of the programme. Was it 
solely a necessary part of. for example, the unbiased 
estimation of certain biologicul parameters, or an aim of the 
programme in its own right? Ohsum i stated that though the 
primary reason for the si i:hting surveys was their 
contribmion to objective l (Lhc c.~tirnu tion of biological 
parameters), their pertinence to the RMP and the associated 
implementation process for Southern Hemisphere minke 
whales should be seen as u ded vative objective. 

The following question nrose c::onceming the choice of 
areal coverage for the sampling and surveys: since the 
objective of obtaining unbiased estimates o f biological 
parameters for the population required representative 
sampling, why had coverage been reduced from south o f 
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recommended Ihat the Scientific Committee should develop 
ctiterin regarding the effect s ize required to designate two 
putative stocks as separate management units. Sh~ further 
recommended a particuhtr approach to designating effect 
size, which uses the number of individuals dispersing per 
genc.ration. BecaLtse the level of genetic distinctness is a 
function of both the dispersal rate and effective populalion 
size, it is not possible 10 designate u specific leve l of genetic 
distinclness !hat would~ used in defining stock structure. It 
was fm1hcr noted in Annex F that if Small Areas (in the 
RMP) are used to manage removal levels and where harvcsls 
are carried ollt such that !heir geographical di&tribution 
matches the distribution o f the largeted slock, !here is less 
risk that any one stock will be over harvested. The more 
uneven the harvest, the higher the risk that incorrect swck 
definitions could lead to over harvest of some stocks. 

Several members responded that for the lmplememation 
Simulation Trials for the RMP the key issue regarding stock 
idenlity was the number o f breeding groups and not the 
number of or d istribution on feeding areas. However, il was 
noted that the distribution and number of breeding groups for 
the ordinary form of the Anta.rctic minkc whale were poorly 
underslood. After some discussion, there was general 
agreement that additional samples were needed from the 
various breeding areas. In additio n, effort should be directed 
at better integrating the RMP and currently available data on 
stock stmcture. 

One final point was discussed regarding the Blbility of 
different generic techniques to resolve questions related to 
stock strucrure. It was noted rhat only informalion on 
mt.DNA had been used to dale to investigate !he stock 
strucwre of the ordinary form of the Anlarctic minkc whale, 
bul that efforts were underway to use existing tissue samples 
to look for s tock structu re using nuclear markers. ln general, 
the latter lechniques are more effic ient, given a specific 
sample size, in detecting substrucrure. Taylor also noted !hat 
discrepancies from the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium could 
also be used to test for mixing between putative stocks, with 
data detived from nuclear DNA, but not from data derived 
from mt.DNA. 

It was nlso recognised that the statistical analysis of Ihe 
genetic data should consider the inclusion of school size as a 
covari~te because ( I) schools o f different sizes are not 
detected with equal probabiliry and (2) of the schools 
encountered, animals from smaller schools are oversanlpled 
relative to animals from larger schools. 

3.5 Potential of the r esults to ach ieve the objectives of 
JARPA and of stock management 
Participants agreed that the following poinls listed in Annex 
D were pertinent lo items A (objectives I and 4) and Bl, 
B2.1, B2.4, B3.2 and B3.3. II was noted that research on 
stock structure is clearly related to objective 4 in Annex D, 
but is also important regarding the manner in which specific 
biological parameters are both estimated and intcrprelcd. 

There was general agreement that the data presented on 
stock structure, particularly the new genetic da la, were 
impmtant contributions to the objectives of JARPA and 
stock management. It was further noted that based on the 
new genetic information, at least some of the historic 
Management areas were inappropriate for stock definitions 
for minke whales in the Southern Hemisphere. 

Two additional Jines of research were also recomm ended. 
F irst, the development o f more theory on use of genetic 
information for estimating mixing rares among putative 
stocks. Second, participants supported an earlier 
recommendation of the Scientific Committee that effons 

should be undertaken to collect tissue samples from minkc 
whales on breeding grounds in the Southern Hemisphere to 
allow conlrasts regarding the distributio n and freq uency of 
specific haplotypes from the breed ing and feeding 
grounds. 

Regarding the RMP, the new gene tic infonnation 
indicated !hat there was a temporal component to the stock 
structure of the ordinary form of the Antarc tic minke whale 
in Area IV, which was not recognised at the time of the 
Comprehensive Assessment. Implementation trials n.rc 
designed to simulate plausible scenarios specific to !he 
species under consideration for harvest. When multiple 
stocks are involved these trials use mixing matrices to 
represent the proportion of each stock p1-esen1 in each area 
being harvested. This is a factor that needs to be taken into 
account in the normal process of implementation review 
(IWC, 1994b). In the long term, genetic information could be 
used in implementing an improved version of the RMP. 

It was also suggested, and agreed, that a protocol should 
be developed that specifies how such data (i.e., data on 
genetic relatedness of putative stocks from the breeding or 
feeding areas) would be used in either developing specific 
Implementation Simulation Trials or in the general 
management of commercial harvests. . 

In addition, it was noted that the information discussed 
here did no! exclude the possibility that there are more than 
two genetically distinct stocks of this fonm of minke whale in 
Areas IV and V. Additio nal analyses, including for example 
the use of nuclear DNA, could reveal additional structure. 

To avoid a repetition of past debates within the Scientific 
Committee regarding alternative methods to lethal removals, 
the Chair asked proponents o f the two different viewpoints to 
summarise their views. These summaries are presented in 
Annex H. 

4. BIOLOGICAL PARAMET E R STUDIES 

4.1 Background: o rigina l and additional research 
objectives 
Estimation of biological parameters, especially natural 
mo rtality ro~tes, was ot·iginaJiy the main research objective o f 
the JARPA, sinre knowledge of some of these parameters 
was at the time considered to be necessary for a rational 
management of whale s tocks by many scientists. 

Ohsumi presented a review of the studies on estimation of 
biological parameters (SC/M97/2) with a focus on natural 
mortalily rates and age at sexual maturiry, as these 
parame1ers has been the subject of many discussions and 
much disagreement in the Scientific Committee meetings. 
The review stressed the necessity of the biological studies, 
and prese111ed and discussed interim results. 

4.2 Methodology of data collection 
SC/M97/14 oullined !he random sampling scheme that has 
been incorporated in rhe JARPA programme and presented 
some analyses relating to whether such random sampling 
had been achieved. Tile sampling ha<l targeled primary 
sigbtings only. Prom 1987/88 to 1991/92, sampling involved 
taking up to two whales from the targeted school, but from 
1992/93 the protocol was to take one whale from each 
school, subject to a t ime limit for chasing . Sampling success 
from the Utrgeted school was 0.52-0.75 for the scheme of 
Laking up tO two whales from a school, but increased to 0.8 
or more afler implementation o f the chan.,oe to a maximum of 
one whale. Jn order to compare the ftrst and second sampled 
whales in the initial scheme in terms of their biological 
characteristics, the authors examined differences in body 
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given age-ovulmion plots prcsellled, so that some caution 
would be necessary in llltcmpting to infer annual ovulation 
rates from such plots. Most analyses assumed that corpora 
albicans persist in ovnries throughout life. It was pointed out 
that. part of the apparent inconsistency could be explained by 
the unce11ainry in Lite ageing. 

Fukui et a/. ( 1997) examined factors affecting i11 1•itro 
maturation of minke whale follicular oocytes using materials 
collected during the JARPA survey in 1995/96. The 
interesting result i11 the context of the JARP A review is that 
some female minke whales have mature oocytes in their 
ovaries in the Antarctic waters. 

4 .3.4 Other und 4.3.5 Results incl11ding morraliry and 
reproductive rates 
SC/M97/l3 presented additional analyses to an earlier paper 
by the same authors on the nature of segregation (Fujise and 
Kishino. 1994). II was found that the proportion of males 
was negatively corre lated with the latitude of the sighting 
position, and decrenscd with lutitude especially in Area V. 
The maturity rate for both sexes was high throughout all 
Areas and months, and increased with school size. Mature 
females dou1inated in higher latitudes such as Prydz Bay and 
the Ross Sea. Ye:~rly variation in the mamrity rate was 
evident for both sexes in Area V. 

4.5 Potential of the results to achieve the objectives of 
JA RPA and of stock management 
A. JARPA objecti11es 
The Working Group agreed that the papers presented have 
g iven valuable information on recruitment, natural mortal ity, 
decline in age at sexual maturity and reproductive 
parameters of minke whales in Areas IV and V. However, 
there arc some unresolved problems in the analyses, and 
fU11her work is necessary. 

One of the specific objectives of the programme was to 
collect random samples for the estimation of biological 
parameters . The results had demons trated that this was a 
rnore difficult task than had been envisaged. Despite the 
considerable attention given to the saunpling scheme, it has 
not been completely successful at obtaining random 
samples. The meeting further noted that the geographical 
delimitation of the sampling areas has not resulted in e ither 
d istinct biological populations being sampled or the entire 
ranges of the population being sampled. The implications ot" 
this for the representativeness of the sample should be given 
further consideration. However it was noted that the VPA 
analyses (as, for example, SC!M97/6) required 
representative sampling over only part of the range of ages in 
the population. There were no indications that this had not 
been achieved for animals of age I 0 and above. The meeting 
also considered that d1e results of the genetic studies should 
be u~ed to redefine the geographical boundaries for any 
future analysis . 

The Working Group noted that the~re was still uncert~i nty 

whether information that fully represents a biological stock 
could be obtained, but considered that much progress had 
been made towards that end. Before JARPA was initiated, 
whales occurring in Area IV and Area V were managed as 
d ifferent stocks, but a clearer picture about the biological 
stocks in these Are.1s was now emerging. Although the 
present state of knowledge still leaves much to be desired, 
considerable data reflecting the status of the whale stocks 
occurring in Areas IV and V have been collected, and have 
produced many valuable results. 

B.l Non-lethal metholls 
The Working Group no ted that there were non-lethal 
methods availuble that could provide illfom1ntion about 
population age structure (e.g. natural marking) but that 
logistics and the abundance of minke populatioos in Areas 
IV and V probably precluded the ir successful application. 

8 .2 Rt!let·a,cc to stock management 
In 1993, the Scientific Committee proposed mechanisms for 
amendment of the RMP (IWC. 1994a: 47-48). The Scientific 
Committee distinguished between mechanisms for the 
amendment of case-specific implementations and 
mechanisms for amendment of the RMP itself. The Working 
Group discussed Lhe relevance of a better knowledge of 
biological parameters to management objectives in this 
context, i.e. it distinguished between short-term 
improvements, which would be amendments of the case 
specitic implementations, and long-tem1 improvements 
which could imply more fundamental changes to the RMP 
itself. 

In the shotl term perspective the three key considerations 
identified were: 

(I) changes in the definition of Small Areas; 
(2) changes to the selection between RMP options such as 

catch-capping and catch-cascading; and 
(3) chQJlges in the range of plausible MSYRs to use in 

lmplemclllation Simulation Trials. 

In the looge1 term perspective, better knowledge of 
biological parameters could lead to modifications of the CLA 
in the RMP. 

SC/M97f2 states that knowledge of M would improve 
knowledge of MSYR and MSYL. The ·question was raised as 
to whether MSYR and MSYL can be estimated f rom the 
biological data collected. The meeting noted that the 
recruitment data from analyses such as those in SC/M97/6 
could be fitted by stock recruitment models to provide 
estimates of MSYR once reliable input data arc available. 
Trends in recruitment from SC/M97/6 and SC/M97f21 could 
be used directly when conditioning future !mplemematio11 
Sim11latioll Trials for Southern Hemisphere minke whales. It 
wns agreed that if the caveats expressed concerning 
abundance estimates from JARPA could be resolved, and 
with some further methodological development in 
esl"imating the essential biological parameters, d1c results 
from the JARPA could be directly relevant for management, 
both in the short te rm and the long tenn. 

S. MARINE ECOSYSTEM 

S.l Backgr ound: original and additional resear ch 
objectives 
Th.e second of the two original JARP A objectives was: 

Elucidation of the role of whales in the Antarctic marine 
I!COsysrem. 

In the 1996/97 research plan this objective was restated as: 

ElucidaJion of tile role of whales iiJ the Amarctic marine 
ecosystem through wl!ale feeding ecology. 

The research plan concentrates on the feeding ecology of 
minke whales by the analysis of stornach contents nnd 
blubber volume. Changes in prey availability and their 
possible effects on minke whales are expected to be detected 
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Annex H 
Summary Statements Supporting the Use of Lethal Removal 

and Refuting its use, as it Pertains to the Collection of 
Information on Stock Structure 

I . A STATEMENT REFUTING THE NEED FO R 
LETHAL REMOVALS 

All of the genetic infom1n1ion required for purposes of stock 
identity can beobmined by non-lethal methods. First, there is 
a large arcl1ive of samples from both JARPA and prior 
commercial operations, ond whic h deserve further analysis 
without the need to collect new sumples. Funher use of 
avai lable samples can be made by: (I) testing varying stock 
boundaries nnd time periods; (2) applying different molecular 
techniques a nd; (3) assessing potential biases from the 
non-random samples from commercial operations. Use of 
microsotellitcs, which ~re generally more sensitive markers 
for deteCting population stJ\JCture, will likely greatly reduce 
the number o f samples needed. Second, the Scientific 
Committee recognised rhat sampling the breeding grounds 
(in lower latitudes) would gre;~tly enhance the power of 
genetic analyses. lt is important to note that non-lethal 
sampling is the only option in many of the s uggested breeding 
grounds. Third, biopsy sampling techniques can and should 
be improved to apply specifically to minke whales. At present 
min.ke whales are cosier to kill than ro biopsy because killing 
techno logy has been developed for this species and for the 
weather conditions commonly encountered in the Southern 
Ocean. A similar effort in developing appropriate biopsy 
technology needs to take place. Fourth, moleculur techniques 
arc usuaUy more powetful in identifying population structure 
than othec techniques. The most efficient approach to 
analysing stock structure would be hierarchical, where 
molecular genetic techniq ues would be used ftrst (both 
mitochondrial and nuclear). Only if no structure were 
detected would further techniques be initiated. In the case of 
JARPA non-genetic data, it was noted rhut it was difftculr to 
evaluate its utility because analyses were incomplete. 
Therefore, it was not possible to evaluate whether these other 
dltul make a contribution beyond what llM already been 
learned using molecular genetic techniques regarding stock 
structut-e. Finally, samples can also be collected from 
stnmded whales and whales taken as by-catch. 

2. A STATEMENT SUPPORTING THE NEED FOR 
LETHAL RE MOV A.LS 

Information required for stock identification cannot be 
obtained by non-lethal means alone. Rather, a variety of 

3ppronches should be used. rnany of which require lethal 
techniques. Genetic analyses using DNA can be conducted 
using b iopsy sampling. However, the number o f samples 
required in studies on stock identification in the case of the 
southern minke wha le is large, and consideration of 
sampling collection should be taken into nccounl 
Regarding the collection of biopsy samples for DNA 
:malyses. it should be noted thnt biopsy samplino 
techniques have nO( been successfully developed for ~ 
with minke whales. Considering the logistics of studyino 
minke whnles in the Southern Ocean, biopsy 1eehniqu~ 
thnt could be developed for use in low latitudes will likely 
not prove workable at high latitudes. Further, given the 
need for cost-effective sampling regimes due to the high 
operating costs of working in the Southern Ocean and rhe 
need for adequate sample size, it is unlikely that biopsy 
sampling woold prove useful. Regarding non-genetic 
techniq ues for stock identification, it has been recognised 
that the age of individual wha.lcs is an indispensable p iece 
of inf01mation in interpre ting s tock structlorc and that there 
nrc currently no non-lethal techniques thor provide 
information on age. For exam ple, many different sets of 
data that have been used to infer stock. structure in other 
populations of large wholes which require infonnation on 
age (e.g. average age at sexual maturity. average age at 
recruitment, age specific reproductive rates and pollutant 
levels) . Also, some kinds of genetic analyses for studies on 
stock structure, such as aUoz.yrne, require tissues other than 
skin or blubber, which can only be obtained using letha l 
techniques. Furthermore, s tudies that are based on 
morphometries, parnsites, conception dales, pollutant 
burdens, etc. are also useful for stock identification, and 
they cannot be undertaken using non-lethal techniques. In 
addition, while oon·lethal techniques are the only option 
for rare or endangered stocks. lethal techniques when 
applied to healthy and re latively large populations typically 
produce resellfCb results more quickly than non-lethal 
rechmques. Finally, the proceeds from the sale o f 
post-study by-produclS of lethal srudies, in attOrdance with 
Artrcle 8 of-the International Whaling Convention, can be 
used to offset some o f the extreme C05ts of cond ucting 
research on minke whales in the Southern Ooean. The 
offsetting of costs is not possible using non-lethal 
techniques. 
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what definition of 'ice-edge' was being used in analyses, 
and that a climatological definition may be more 
appropriate for some models. An intersessional group 
(Annex U) was established to investigate this, and to try to 
discover information on other explanatory variables (such 
as shelfbreak, coastlines, southern boundary, the Antarctic 
circumpolar current) that may influence whale 
distribution. This is also discussed under Item 12.2.2.2 
with respect to standardising 'at-sea' definitions. 

The Committee recommends that further efforts be 
made to examine the available data (including past data) 
such as that collected in the !DCRISOWER, SO-GLOBEC 
or APIS surveys to try to estimate the order of magnitude 
of the numbers ofminke whales in the ice. 

10.2.3.2 TRENDS 
The Committee has considered three methods to estimate 
trends in abundance: a simple comparison of the 
abundance estimates from the three series of circumpolar 
(CP) surveys; growth rate parameter value(s) from the 
additional variance analysis (see item 3.3.3 of Annex G); 
and use of catch-at-age population dynamic models. 

The Committee noted that the types of population 
dynamic models useful for examining trends were not 
limited to traditional Virtual Population Analyses (VPA) 
and noted that a variety of general catch-at-age metl10ds 
could be used. The experience of the intersessional 
Working Group established last year to further VPA 
analyses provided useful background to the Working 
Group on Data .Availability (Item 22.1). The Committee 
identified seven specific catch-at-age related issues for 
further investigation (see item 3.4.2.1 in Annex G). It was 
noted that part of one issue would be facilitated through 
assistance from the Standing Working Group on 
Environmental Concerns, since a priori hypotheses 
relating recruitment to environmental variables over given 
time frames are required. 

The Committee agreed that investigation of all seven 
issues was of high priority for its work in order to 
complete the Southern Hemisphere minke whale review. 

It was further agreed that the Committee will attempt to 
ensure that sufficient analyses are deve1oped to address the 
above issues in order that the Committee can complete the 
Antarctic minke whale review. 

In Plenary, the Committee reviewed a proposal (Annex 
G, Appendix 105

) that specified the principal investigators, 
data requirements, and likely analytical techniques to be 
used to investigate the above issues, in accordance with 
the rules under Procedure B of the new Data Availability 
Process (Item 22.1 ). The proposal requests JARP A data 
from the main study areas, Areas IV and V. It was noted 
that data from Areas III and VI, although of some use to 
the proposed catch-at-age analyses, are not as high priority 
as JARPA data within Areas IV and V, as explained in 
Annex G, Appendix I 0. It was agreed that the request for 
data within Areas III and VI should be reviewed next year 
in light of progress made into the investigations of the 
above seven issues. The Committee endorsed this 
proposal and thus a formal request for data under the new 

'Although submitted to Plenary, it was agreed that it was appropriate to 
append this to Annex G. 

data availability procedures will be submitted to the Data 
Availability Group. 

It was noted that work undertaken under the auspices of 
this group does not ·preclude other analyses being 
submitted. 

SC/55/IA4 concluded that given estimated consumption 
rates of killer whales and their estimated abundance, it was 
not possible for killer whales to have killed enough minke 
whales to explain a possible decline of the magnitude 
estimated in Branch and Butterworth (200 I a). After · 
discussion, the Committee agreed that whilst multi
species analyses may provide consistency checks for 
examination of trends, they should not be viewed as the 
primary tool for trend estimation. 

The Committee noted that the power to detect and 
interpret a trend is implicitly tied to· factors influencing 
additional variance, such as longitudinal movement of 
whales. In conclusion, the Committee agreed that any 
trend estimation method should not extrapolate between 
Areas, since any changes in biological parameters could be 
Area-specific. 

10.2.4 Other 
10.2.4.1 RESPONSE TO RESOLUTION 2001-7 

The Committee noted that it had made progress in 
addressing the hypotheses listed in the response to 
Resolution 2001-7 (IWC, 2002a), which requests the 
Committee to provide a list of plausible hypotheses that 
may explain the apparent population decline. However, the 
Committee reiterates its view that the most appropriate 
time to fully address this Resolution will be after 
completing its work on reviewing . the IDCR/SOWER 
abundance estimates and trends. 

10.2.4.2 STOCK STRUCTURE 
SC/55/IA8 presented the results of a restriction fragment 
length polymorphism (RFLP) analysis of mitochondrial 
DNA (mtDNA) in Antarctic minke whales from Areas 
IIIE, IV, V and VIW sampled during the 1987/88-200.1/02 
JARP A surveys. The pattern of longitudinal and temporal 
mtDNA heterogeneity is consistent with the hypotheses of 

· a core stock in Areas VIW, V and IVE. Heterogeneity 
found in Area IVW can be interpreted as an 'intrusion' of 
a different stock in some years or the overlap of two stocks 
with a temporal component. 

The analyses presented in SC/55/IAS have a number of 
implications for trend estimation from the catch-at-age 
analyses. Since the results of the catch-at-age analyses will 
need to be robust to assumptions "about ·stock structure, 
there was discussion about where to draw the stock 
boundary line in Area VI. The Committee recommends 
that the alternative analyses suggested by the authors of 
SC/55/IA8 be conducted. 

I 0.2.·5 Plans for completion of Antarctic minke review 
Annex G, Appendix 9 details the tasks identified by the 
Committee to further the review of Antarctic minke whale 
abundance estimates. Noting the need to explain why the 
estimates of abundance using the standard methods for 
CPTII are appreciably lower than estimates for CPII (IWC, 
2002a), the Committee strongly recommends that 
substantial progress be made on all tasks given . high 
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Appendix 3 

RESPONSE TO APPENDIX 2 REGARDING SCIENTIFIC PERMITS1 

A.K. Danfelsd6ttir, R. Borodin, S. Diake, E. Diaz, Y. Fujise, D. Goodman, M. Goto, T. Gunnlaugsson, T. Hakamada, H. 
Hatanaka, T. Haug, F. Hester, N. Kanda, H. Kato, S. Kawahara, M. Kingsley, T. Kitakado, N. Lawrence, A. Magloire, H. 
Matsuda, K. Matsuoka, T. Miyashita, J. Morishita, H. Murase, T. Nagatomo, S. Nakatsuka, S. Nishiwaki, H. Okamura, S. 
Oshumi, D. 6lafsd6ttir, J. Rambally, J. Rennie, H. Shimada, J. Sigurj6nsson, G.A. Vfkingsson, L. Wall(l!e, H. Walters and H. 
Yoshida. 

Appendix 2 wishes to register 'serious concerns' in the 
light of 'inadequate time for discussion'. However, it is 
difficult to fmd any 'topic in Appendix 2 not already 
discussed by the SC and dealt with in Annex 0. Regardless, 
the review process Wl)S hampered by time constraints and 
late arrival of the draft report, and was particularly difficult 
for members whose first language is not English. 

We welcome the proposal and believe that the research 
detailed in SC/55/02 will. contribute significantly to our 
knowledge of the research fields outlined in the programme. 
The research needs for rational management of whale and 
fish resources are certainly present, and the proposal 
addresses several other important research needs identified 
by the IWC Scieiltific Committee as well as in other 
scientific fora such as the NAMMCO, ICES and NAFO. We 
do not agree that the main objectives of the study (feeding 
ecology for minke whales and biological parameters for fin 
and sei whales) as stated in the proposal, can be achieved by 
non-lethal methods at present, but welcome the contribution 
of the proposal to the development and testing of non-lethal 
methods. 

The.scientific permit proposal is a demanding study with 
a broad scientific scope. · Scientists involved in the 
development.of the proposal included specialists in zoology, 
feeding ecology, population genetics, multi-species 
modelling, ' veterinary science, pollution, parasitology, 
chemistry, physiology and mathematics. The programme is 
coordinated by the MRI but will entail cooperation with 
scientists from other research institutes and universities. 
Their extensive professional experience includes 
participation in national and international coope~ative 
research projects funded by the EU and various international 
research agencies. ' · 

Given the lapse of time since the previous Icelandic 
programme and the ecosystem changes including changes in 
whale stocks that have since taken place in Icelandic waters, 
as well as the simultaneous progress ·in research methods, it 
is prudent to carry out a pilot study (referred to as a 
feasibility study in SC/55/02) with restricted but 
representative sample sizes before embarking on a full 
research programme. Criticism of the proposal · refers 
frequently to newly developed research methods, but 
suggests that old data would suffice to design a research 
programme that would employ them. 

Appendix 2 states that 'Criticism ... demonstrates that the 
proposal is deficient'. This is merely a truism, defining the 
word 'criticism'. Few or none of the criticisms raised 
co~manded universal support. 

Sampling of minke whales is stratified according to the 
blocks• defined as appropriate by BORMICON analyses. The 
criticisms of sampling design have not suggested preferable 
designs. The research programme will involve development 

1 This Appendix w~s submitted to the Plenary afrer close of Working 
Group discussions. 

of the GADGET model to incorporate cetaceans. The 
leading conclusion of SC/55/Repl is that 'consideration of 
ecosystem interactions between fish stocks and cetaceans is 
a potentially important research topic'. This report 
acknowledges new methods, l:)ut lists the advantages of data 
obtained by 'identifying and measuring items in . . . 
gastrointestinal contents'. 

The evaluation of the effects of the proposed catches on 
the Central North Atlantic stock of minke whales is based on 
assessment by the NAMMCO Scientific Committee in 1998, 
which concluded that the stock is close to carrying capacity 
and that the mean annual catch during 1961-1985 (185 
minke whales) was sustainable under all parameter viuues 
considered appropriate (NAMMCO, 1998). Since this 
assessment, a new abundance estimate of 43,633 
(CV = 0.19) has been accepted tiy the IWC Scientific 
Committee and found to be suitable for use under the 
RMP. 

The basis for evaluation of the effect of the proposed 
catches of fin whales on the stock is: 

(1) The results of the IWC Scientific Committee's 
Comprehensive Assessment of North Atlantic fm 
whales in 1991 and Central North Atlantic stock of 
minke whales in 1990. 

(2) Assessments by the NAMMCO Scientific Committee in 
· 1999 ori the East-Greenland-Iceland stock of fm whales 

based on an abundance estimate from NASS-95 of 
18,932 (CV = 0.16) (NAMMCO, 1998). 

(3) A new abundance estimate of 24,887 fin whales 
(CV~O. l3) from a survey conducted in 2001 (Pike et 
a/., 2003) that has been accepted by the NAMMCO 
Scientific Committee. In addition, a significant 
increasing trend in abundance of fin whales in Icelandic 
waters over the period 1987-2001 (NAMMCO, 2002). 

The statement in Appendix 2 that there has been no recent 
assessment of fin and minke whales in Icelandic waters is 
therefore simply wrong. 

Although there has not been any formal assessment of sei 
whales in Icelandic waters we are confident that the 
proposed catches of 50 animals in each of the two years will 
not have any adverse effect on the Iceland-Denmark Strait 
stock which was estimated as 10,200 in 1989 (Cattanach et 
al., 1993). 

We cannot concur with the use of the word 'cull' to 
describe the pilot study. It will not substantially reduce the 
rate of growth of the stocks, nor, since sampling will be 
random, will removal rates be biased towards individual age 
or sex classes. A multi-species approach to management, if 
implemented, would . not necessarily mean that whale 
populations will be managed to increase fishery yields·. The 
reverse situation could also occur. 
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Stock-structure information is important in designing an 
implementation of the RMP, and this programme is not 
designed to answer stock-structure questions, although it 
will contribute to identifying th.em; we note that 
supplementary information such as age of maturity will help 
in interpreting genetic stock-structure information. 
However, other information is not irrelevant to the RMP; in 
particular, updated estimates of life history variables can be 
expected to contribute to designing trials and to initiating an 
implementation e.g. 'Parameters potentially important for 
management 00 00 can be estimated from age data obtained 
from the catch' (IWC, 2000, p.27). Results of the programme. 
will aid in evaluating cetacean catches in the context of 
managing other species, and will influence the RMP 
implementation that Iceland might request. 

The regrets expressed in Appendix 2 regarding the 
questioning of whether the RMP is indeed rational 
management are contrary to the rationality of the RMP 
addressed in a paper to this meeting by Butterworth and Punt 
(SC/55/RMPIO). 

The RMP, as a single-minded, single-species management 
strategy, is appropriate for the IWC, and it may be 
appropriate for the IWC to focus its evaluation of research 
proposals on their usefulness to the RMP. Whether the 
single-species RMP constitutes 'rational management' is a 
semantic argument: it is recognised that multi-species 
management is complex and difficult. But national 

governments, with responsibility for managing a spectrum of 
marine resources, are entitled to take a broader view of their 
requirements for information. 

Appendix 2 contends that the review of proposals for 
scientific whaling . causes conflicts in the SC and 
compromises its credibility. We consider, rather, that these 
reviews merely reveal differences of belief that in any case 
exist, and that restricting discussions in the SC to an 
uncontroversial agenda would be an unsatisfactory way of 
preserving its credibility. 
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Annex T 

Report of the Data Availability Working Group 

Members: Donovan (Chair), Baker, DeMaster, Hatanaka, 
Hammond, Morishita, Perrin, Smith, Walll!!e. 

The Committee has noted that the question of data 
availability is a complex and sensitive one. A balance must 
be struck between the needs of the Scientific Committee and 
the rights of the scientists who have invested considerable 
time and effort in collecting the data. A number of issues 
were raised in the discussions last year with respect to this 

· issue, particularly in the context of the RMP process. 
Although some progress was made, consensus was not 
reached. It was agreed that either a consensus 
recommendation or a limited number of options for 
consideration at this meeting should be attempted (IWC, 
2003, p.14). 

Experience during the past year 
The examples involving correspondence between applicants 
and the Institute for Cetacean Research were examined: one 
involving an individual scientist from the Scientific 
Committee; and one involving a Working Group established 
by the Scientific Committee. General features of these 
applications provided useful background information to the 
Working Group's discussions. 

Towards a consensus view 
All members of the Working Group agreed · that the 
following three principles must be taken into account if a fair 
data availability solution was to be found, even if there are 
differences of opinion as to their relative importance: 

(I) Data represent a significant temporal and financial 
investment by scientists and research institutes - use of 
their data by others should be accompanied by 
appropriate safeguards. 

(2) The right of first publication is a generally accepted 
· scientific norm. 

(3) If important management decisions are to be made, they 
should be based on a full scientific review of both data 
quality and analysis that can be independently 
verified. 

The approach below has been agreed by all members of the 
Working Group. The only remaining issue is whether the 
data are held by the Secretariat or by the data owner. Most 
members favoured the former but agreed that the most 
important issue was that once an application is approved, the 
data are sent promptly to the successful applicant(s) - i.e. 
normally within two weeks (see Procedure A (2) below). 

THE RECOMMENDED APPROACH 

Issues of data availability affect different categories of the 
Committee's work. What follows concerns data that the 
Scientific Committee believes is particularly important to its 

work. Requests of a more academic or general scientific 
nature should be dealt with on a bilateral basis. 

Procedure A is the process for obtaining access to data for 
analyses that are needed to provide the best ipanagement 
advice on catch limits (e.g. the RMP and AWMP). 

Procedure B is the process for obtaining access to data for 
analyses the Committee believes would be valuable in 
providing other advice to the Commission 1• 

Note that the data themselves may in some cases be the 
same for both Procedure A and B. The difference lies in the 
objectives of the analyses. For Procedure A, it is therefore 
essential that any requests for da~ are accompanied by a 
statement of the objectives of the study and the methods 
likely to be used (different timelines apply for novel methods 
rather than standard methods). Any application for data 
under Procedure A restricts use of the data to producing 
papers for the Scientific Committee that are directly relevant 
to providing management advice on catch limits. 

Use of the word 'meeting' below includes Annual 
Meetings, Special Meetings and workshops. Applications 
can only be made by accredited persons in accordance with 
the Committee's Rules of Procedure. 

Data Availability Group 
The Scientific Committee shall be represented by a · small 
group comprising the Chair, the Vice-Chair and the Head of 
Science, hereafter called the Data Availability Group. 

Conditions for data recipients 
Applications deemed suitable under Procedure A or 
Procedure· B below are granted under the following 
conditions: 

(I) Data shall not be transmitted to third parties. 
(2) Papers may only be submitted to a Committee meeting 

in accordance with the time restrictions given below. 
Such papers must not include the raw data or the data in 
a form in more detail than is necessary to understand the 
analysis. 

(3) Papers must carry a restriction on citation except in the 
context of IWC meetings. 

(4) Data owners are offered co-authorship. 
(5) Publication rights remain strictly with the data owner. 
(6) Data shall be returned, to the Secretariat or the data 

owner as appropriate, immediately after the meeting at 
which the paper is submitted and any copies destroyed, 
unless an extension is granted. 

(7) Data requesters sign a form agreeing to the above 
conditions. Such forms will be held by the data owner 
and the Secretariat. In the case of Procedure B, the Data 

1 For example. the request for data for VPA analyses considered last 
year. 
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Availability. Group will sign the agreement on the 
Committee's behalf and ensure that the conditions of 
any agreement are met by any individual scientists 
involved in the analysis. 

(8) In the event of a breach of the conditions in (6), serious 
sanctions [to be determined] will apply. 

Procedure A 
The following shall apply with respect to data required for 
the process outlined in IWC (2003, pp.ll-12) for the RMP, 
the AWMP (see IWC,' 2003, pp.19-27) and other 
information used to provide advice on aboriginai subsistence 
catch limits before the relevant SLAs have been completed. 
The rules apply to all data owners who wish their analyses to 
be considered as part of the process to provide advice on 
catch limits. 
· Data owners may submit data to be treated under this 
procedure, even · if they do not intend to analyse the data 
themselves. 

When an application for data under this procedure is 
submitted, the Data Availability Group shall: (a) decide 
whether an application fulfils the criteria with respect to the 
objectives of the study; and (b) determine whether the 
methods proposed are considered standard or novel. The 
small group may take advice from the data owner, applicant 
or other relevant scientists in this process. 

(1) If they wish analyses to be considered by the Committee, 
data owners must make data used for the analysis 
available in an agreed form and specified resolution (if 
desired, to the Secretariat) no later than 6 months before 
the meeting at which they are to be used. Examples are 
given in Appendix 1. These data shall be made available 
to accredited persons only under the conditions listed 
above. Data owners shall be notified of any such 
requests. including a description of the objectives of the 
study and the methods to be used. 

(2) The Secretariat or data owners shall respond (i.e. send 
the data) to requests for data approved by the small 
group promptly, normally within 2 weeks of receiving 
the request. 

(3) If novel methods are to be used, Scientific Committee 
\ papers documenting data analysis and results shall be 

circulated no less than 3 months before the meeting at 
which they are to be considered. Any such papers should 

include sufficient documentation of the analysis for it to 
be fully reviewed and any associated analytical software 
shall be lodged with the Secretariat. 

(4) If standard methods are used, · Scientific Commi.ttee 
papers documenting data analysis and results shall be 
circulated no less than 2 months before the meeting at 
which they are to be used. 

(5) Alternative analyses carried out in response to papers 
submitted under (3) or (4) shall be circulated no less than 
1 month before the meeting at which they are to be 
used. 

Procedure B 
This applies to data required for analyses deemed important 
in providing advice to the Committee other than catch limits 
(e.g. on the status of stocks not subject to whaling). For data 
not subject to Procedure A, the data owners shall produce, in 
collaboration with the Committee, a published protocol for 
data access that applies to requests generated by the 
Committee, to ensure clarity and a mutual understanding of 
the process. 
(1) The Committee shall specify the nature of the work and 

the data required during the meeting at which the 
recommendation is made, to the fullest extent possible in 
the time available at the meeting and in accordance with 
the published protocol. It should also name the 
appropriate scientists to undertake the work and 
designate an appropriate timeline. 

(2) Applications to the data owners following the published 
protocol referred to above, should be submitted by the 
Data Availability Group assisted by a nominated 
member of the relevant delegation or institute. The Data 
Availability Group will consult with relevant members 
of the Committee if further explanation or clarification is 
required. 

(3) If the above process is followed, then the data owners 
will normally approve the applications within a 
specified time period in accordance with the published 
protocol. 

(4) Applications shall only be granted under conditions 
given above. 
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Appendix 1 

EXAMPLES OF DATA THAT COULD BE LODGED IN ACCORDANCE WITH PROCEDURE A 

(I) If genetic analyses are tabled, then by animal one would 
expect: 

(a) date sampled; 
(b) position sampled; 
(c) nuclear DNA microsatellites; 
(d) mtDNA sequences; 
(e) length, sex. 

(2) If movement data analyses are tabled, then by animal 
one would expect: 

(a) day of flfSt marking; 
(b) position of first marking; 
(c) day/position of 'recapture(s)' (harvest, photo-id, 

telemetry); 
(d) known additional data (e.g. length, sex). 

[Appendix 1 table on next page] 
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Years 0-2 
Nov. year2 

Dec. year 2 

Jan. year 3 

Feb. year 3 

1 Mar. year3 

1 Apr. year 3 

I Mayyear3 

I Jun. year 3 

REPORT OF THE SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE, ANNEX T 

Table 1 

A worked hypothetical example of how Procedure A might function. 

Country A collects genetic samples from 200 animals. 

The data are almost all processed and the country's scientists decide that they wish an mtDNA analysis of their data to be considered 
by the Scientific Committee at its Annual Meeting beginning l June year 3. They consult with the small group and are informed that 
one of the analyses they propose is considered ~standard' and the other 'novel'. 

The mtDNA ·data are submitted to the Secretariat at the resolution given in Appendix 1 (sequences by animal, date position, sex, 
length). They are now available to accredited persons following Procedure A. This is notified to the Committee by the Secretariat. 

An accredited person (Murphy) sends in a brief standard form proposal explaining: (l) the objectives of his research; (2) the methods; 
(3) the data required; and (4) agreement to abide by the conditions for data use. This is reviewed by the small group, deemed 
acceptable and a copy of the proposal and the agreement is sent to the data owners. They and Murphy are infonned that the proposed 
method is considered novel and the implications of this are explained. The data are sent to the applicant by the Secretariat within 2 
weeks of notification. 

Another accredited person (Gonzalez) sends in a brief standard form proposal explaining: (I) the objectives of her research; (2) the 
methods; (3) the data required; and (4) agreement to abide by the conditions for data use. This is reviewed by the small group, 
deemed acceptable and a copy of the proposal-and the agreement is sent to the data owners. They and Gonzalez are infonned that the 
proposed method is considered standard and the implications of this are explained. The data are sent to the applicant by the 
Secretariat within 2 weeks of notification. 

Papers by both the data owner and Murphy using-novel methods are submitted to the Committee. The data owners' paper also 
includes the resolts of the standard analysis. 

Gonzalez' paper is submitted to the Committee. 

Papers by the data owner and Murphy are presented. 

The Scientific Committee meeting. 
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SC/56/SOSS 

ABSTR..t.CT 

This external scientific rev iew of the Southern Ocean Sanctuasy (SOS) was commissioned by the IWC Scientific 
Committee and presented to the IWC Steering Comminee on J une 27-28, 2004. This review addresses a number 
of questions related to the effectiveness of the SOS and provides recommendations on how to incorporate MPA 
COnceptS into the SOS and otheT l WC Sanctuaries. Overall. the SOS - and l WC Sanctuaries in general- are not 
ecologically j ustified. The SOS is based on vague goals and objectives that are difficult to me&Sure, lacks a 
rigorous approach to its design and operation, and docs not have an effective monitoring framework to determine 
whether its objectives are being met. The SOS represents a ' shotgun' approach to conservation, whereby a large 
area is protected with little apparent rationale for boWldary selection and management P"escriptions within the 
s anauary. While a vast array of ecosystem-JeveJ and precautionary conservation benefns have been invoked for 
the establist.ment of the SOS, in reality this large-scale sanctuary does lin le more than pro\•ide a false sense of 
security by a.~suming that protections for whale populations arc in place. In fact, the SOS does not protect or 
mitigate other threats 10 Southern Ocean whale stocks and the marine ecosystems upon which these populations 
depend. inchJdiog: pollution, habitat degradation and loss, introduced species, and global climate change. We 
thus contend that sanctuary establishment and evaluation should be guided by a series of measurable and 
tangible goals, aimed at quantifying the starus o f both the ·protected' species under consideration and the broader 
marine ecosyStem. The SOS could be signi ficantly improved to become an important part o f the IWC 
management approach. and the larger conservation ofSouthem Ocean marine ecosystems. if the following steps 
are implemented: (a) development of formally stated goals (e.g. biodiversity protection. fisheries enhanoe.mem), 
(b) establishment of measurable objectives "ith which 10 assess progress towards anaining these goals, (c) 
creation of a formal management plan. including the establishment of a monitoring framework, and (d) 
development of more appropriate review c:riteria. rcnecting the ecological objectives in the management plan. 

2 
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JA/J05/JR19 

breeding population E (a sotnewhat arbitrary increase , being the satne 
as u sed to reflect sensitiv ity in Johnston era!., 2001) . 

A further sensitiv ity test was carried out in w hich n o target abundance information 
was prov ided and the JARPA es ti.tnates of abundan ce w ere treated as relativ e indices. 
The results that followed w ere clearly unrealis tic, suggesting an extremely small 
breeding population W (numbers an o rder of m agnitude less than suggested b y 
Batuli.s ter atld H edley . 2 001), so that this approach w a s not pmsued further. 

C o n fiden ce Intervals 

A boots trapping approach is u sed to calculate confidence intetv als for the v atious 
population tno del es titnates. 

Details o f the approach u sed to generate replicate data sets ru·e a s follows: 

Replace I;_~ with I ;_4 ·" - qNYe£" . with c" :fion'l N(O. a *2
) . for the C PUE data, 

the relative abm1dance data fi·om the feeding grom1d sm v eys and the JARP A 

estin1ates. atld w here v * = ~ 11 
v . n is the number of data points . at1d v i s 

n - 2 
as es tim.ated in the original fit fot· the selies concerned. 

The boots trap procedme also replaces the " tru·gets" N:·obs w ith N)~.u = N:·A + TJ" 

where TJu fi·om N(0,1000 2
) (a s 0' = 1000 - see 11·4). 

E s timation is conducted fi·om one hundred b ootsu·ap replicates (u), with th e results 
ordet·ed to prov ide dis ttibution s. 

The 5ih at1d 951
h percentiles (as estim ated by th e 5ih atld 96ib values in the ordered 

sequences) for various 1nodel e stimates are reported in Table 6 . 

RESULT S Al'."D DISCUSSI O N 

The results of the B ase Case m odel fit to the data and the associated sensitiv ities ru·e 
detailed in Table 6. Comparative results for tl1e B ase Case using instead the 2002 
JARPA es timates of abtmdance are a l so repo rted . The es tiinate s of a are generally 
close to 1. w hereas those of f3 ru·e sornewhat lower. Tins sugges ts tl1at few anim.als 
fi·otn breeding population W feed in Area V, but a rather greater proportion of 
breeding population E feed in A r ea IV. 

Figs 1-4 show how w ell the model results fit the available abtmdance-related 
information. The b reeding ground smv e y tt·ends are reflected closely (Fig. 1) . The fits 
to the JARPA feeding ground u·e nds show greater valiability - for feeding Area IV. 
the model is tmable to reproduce the two high m ost recent es timates (Fig. 2) . Tllis 
greater v atiability is, however. not tmexpected. as tmlike for the breeding grotmds. 
nutnbers in feeding gt'Ot.mds front y ear to y ear w ould be expected to c hange to a 
greater extent as food disuibution pattems ch an ge. In qualitative tetTilS, the CPUE 
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trends o\·er the 1950's and early 1960's (Fig. 3) are also reasonably reflected. 
Agreement is not exact howe\·er, ·which is w hy these data are under-weighted in the 
model fit. as they cannot in any case be considered comparatively as reliable as the 
later scientific survey results as indices of population abundance . The IDCR-SOWER 
abundance estin1ates. although not used in the model fitting procedure. appear quite 
consistent with the model estimates given their large \.·ariances 1(Fig. 4). 

Trends in the estimated breeding and feeding stocks for the Base Case model fit at·e 
shown in F ig. 5. In terms of best estimates. near complete recoveties to pristine levels 
under zero harvest are suggested in some 10 years for stock W . and some 15-20 yem·s 
for the currently more depleted (relative to ptistine) stock E. 

Comparison with the Base Case results with those prior to the availability of the 
updated JARPA estimates of abundance show little change (Table 6c). Breeding 
population W is now estimated to be marginally less productive (lo\.Yer r) and less 
recovered than previously thought. 

Treating JARPA abundance estimates as reflecting absolute abundances increases the 
extent to which both W and E breeding populations are estimated to ha...-e recovered 
(Sensitiv ities 1 and 2. Table 6b). Similar results follow if the target abundance 
estin1ates for the breeding populations m·e increased (Sensitivity 4 , Table 6c). 
Evidently (Table 6b. Sensitivity 2) the absolute es timates provided by tl1e JARPA 
surveys suggest that the estimates of absolute abundance for the breeding grounds 
given in Table 4 are negatively bias ed estimates of o\·erall abtmdance. more so for 
East Australia. Breeding ground population projections for Sensitivities 2 and 4 are 
compared to the Base Case in Figure 6, again indicating that approaches to pristine 
levels will occur eat·lier in the future. 

However. if no account is taken of the JARPA abundance estimates (SensitiYity 3, 
Table 6c), the productivity (r) for population W is notable less. as is the extent of 
recovety (there is little difference for population E) . Bootstrap confidence intetvals 
also generally show an increase (though only slight) compared to the Base Case; the 
reason the JARP A estimates have this relatively small impact on the model results is 
their greater vatiability. which leads to less weight placed upon them in the fitting 
procedure (note the a JARPA is typically 3-6 times larger tl1an the a 8 for the abundance 
estimates fi:om tl1e feeding gwund sUiv eys)_ 

COl\"CLUD~G REMARKS 

The available data continue to give a self consistent picture of breeding populations to 
the west and east of Australia tl1at are recO\-eting well from their minima in the 1960's_ 
with the recovery of the western stock likely the fhtther ad...-anced. 

1 CV estimates are not immediately available for the Area-specific estimates given in Table 5. However, 
given that the associated circumpolar estimates have CVs of about 0.3 (Branch and Butterworth 2002), 
these Area-specific estimates will have CVs that are somewhat larger than this _ 
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Figure Sa: Base Case estimated breeding population trends. with projected IJ:ajectoties 
assmning a continued zero harvesting strategy. The vertical line indicates the stan of 
the projection. The error bars denote a 90% bootstrap-b<~sed confidence intetYal for 
the 2000 population size (time precluded estin1ates of these intervals for other years)_ 
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Figure 5b: Base Case estimated feeding: stock trends. with projected trajectories 
assuming a continued zero harvesting strategy. The vertical line indicates the start of 
the projection. 
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Figure 6a: Comparison between Base Case. Sensitivity 2 (excludes target abundance 
data and treats JARPA estimates as absolute) and Sensiti\·ity 4 (target abundance data 
values increased) estimated breeding population trends. \~·ith projected trajectories 
assmning a continued zero harvesting strategy. The vettical line indicates the strut of 
the projection. 
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102. “Report of the Review Meeting of the Japanese Whale Research Program under 
Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA) called by the Government of Japan, Tokyo, 
18-20 January 2005”, SC/57/O6 (2005)

Report of the Review Meeting of the Japanese Whale 
Research Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic 

(JARPA) called by the Government of Japan, 
Tokyo, 18-20 January 20051

 
 

The JARPA Review Meeting called by the Government of Japan was held at the Institute of Cetacean 
Research, Tokyo, on 18-20 January 2005. The Terms of Reference of the meeting were to review 
available data and research results in light of the objectives of JARPA and to identify future research 
needs on the basis of this review. A total of 40 scientists from eight countries participated in the 
meeting. The list of participants is given in Annex A.   
 
Masayuki Komatsu, Director for Research and Environmental Protection, Fishery Agency, 
Government of Japan and Japan’s Alternate Commissioner to the IWC, welcomed the participants. He 
noted that the IWC Scientific Committee will undertake a review of JARPA after the completion of the 
16-year program. During the 2004 IWC Scientific Committee meeting Japan proposed to host a 
meeting reviewing JARPA results limited to the first 15 years of JARPA ,so that relevant 
recommendations and comments from such a meeting could be taken into account in the JARPA II 
proposal. Komatsu briefly outlined the JARPA research objectives and noted that a large amount of 
valuable data and samples had been accumulated and that the Scientific Committee had positively 
evaluated JARPA in the Committee’s mid-term review conducted in 1997. He hoped that the meeting 
would produce fruitful discussions in order to make the best use of JARPA information for 
management of whale resources in the Antarctic.    
 
 

1. ELECTION OF CHAIR 
Kato was elected Chairman. 
 
 

2. APPOINTMENT OF RAPPORTEUR
Pastene agreed to act as rapporteur assisted by Mori, Murase and Kanda. 
 
 

3. ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA 
The meeting adopted the agenda shown in Annex B. 
 
 

4. REVIEW OF DOCUMENTS
The documents available to the meeting are listed in Annex C and are available on the following web 
site: www.icrwhale.org/eng-index.htm 
 
 

5. REVIEW OF JARPA RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
JR1 reviews JARPA research objectives and the work on the JARPA tasks recommended by the IWC 
Scientific Committee in 1997 (IWC, 1998). The Government of Japan has been conducting JARPA 
since the 1987/88 austral summer season under Article VIII of the International Convention for 
Regulation of Whaling, as a long-term research project. The last survey of JARPA will be completed in 
the 2004/05 season. The original objectives for the research had been: 
 

(1) estimation of the biological parameters to improve the stock management of the Southern 
Hemisphere minke whale; 

(2) elucidation of the role of whales in the Antarctic marine ecosystem. 
 
Subsequently, as part of the natural evolution of the program and in response to developing 
requirements, two further objectives had been added: 
 
                                                 
1 This report is available in the following website: www.icrwhale.org/eng-index.htm  
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(3) elucidation of the effect of environmental changes on cetaceans; 
(4) elucidation of the stock structure of Southern Hemisphere minke whales to improve stock 

management. 
 
The tasks recommended by the IWC Scientific Committee in 1997 were the following:  
 

(1) Abundance estimates 
(a) Development of method to correct bias of abundance estimate. 

 
(2) Stock structure 

(a) Stock definition. 
(b) Statistical analysis of mtDNA data considering inclusion of school size as a covariate. 
(c) Pilot study on nuclear DNA on JARPA minke samples. 
(d) Effort to obtain biological materials for genetic analysis from low latitude areas of the    
      Southern Hemisphere. 
(e) External morphology/morphometry analysis. 
(f) Examination of possible stock boundaries (geographical and temporal) in Areas IV and V. 

 
(3) Biological parameters 

(a) Segregation study 
(b) Recalculation of biological parameters by biological stocks 

 
(4) Marine ecosystem and environmental change 

(a) Meso-scale survey plan  
 
JR1 concluded that reasonable progress had been made on these tasks. 
 
The meeting noted that the research objectives at the start of JARPA had been designed to meet 
management needs at that particular time. Although these needs have changed, the meeting agreed that 
JARPA work remains relevant for providing data important for management, for example for 
estimating MSYR now compared to natural mortality M in the past, because the two are interrelated in 
the interpretation of catch-at-age data. 
 
 

6. REVIEW OF JARPA SURVEY PROCEDURE AND DATA COLLECTED
 
6.1 Survey procedure
JR2 presents a review of the general methodology and survey procedures of JARPA. Following two-
year feasibility surveys in the austral summer seasons of 1987/88 and 1988/89, full JARPA surveys 
have been conducted annually since the 1989/90 season. JARPA is designed to repeat surveys in the 
Antarctic Areas IV and V in alternate years (Fig. 1). Although the whole research period was from the 
end of November to March, the primary research in Areas IV and V was concentrated in January and 
February. Two or three sighting/sampling vessels (SSVs) conducted sighting and sampling surveys on a 
predetermined track-line with parallel sub-track lines. A dedicated sighting vessel (SV) was introduced 
from the 1991/92 season and the SSVs followed the SV to avoid any influence of sampling activity on 
the sighting survey. One or two Antarctic minke whales were sampled randomly from each primary 
sighting of a school by the SSVs. A total of 300 (with 10% allowance) Antarctic minke whales were 
taken from Area IV or V in alternate seasons. From the 1995/96 season onwards, the survey area was 
expanded into parts of Areas III and VI and 100 (with 10% allowance) further samples were added. A 
summary of research procedures and results for each survey cruise were also provided in JR2. 
 
A table showing an outline of the JARPA program was presented to the meeting. This included 
summary information for each survey conducted from 1987/88 to 2003/04. Several suggestions to 
improve the table were offered by the meeting. An improved version of the table is shown in Annex D. 
 
It was suggested that three pieces of information, in addition to those presented in JR2, could be helpful 
for the interpretation of abundance estimates from JARPA data: specification of the relationships 
between searching effort (number and positioning of dedicated observers) on SV and SSVs in JARPA 
in comparison to those in IDCR/SOWER surveys; more information on changes in the extent of 
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‘skipping’ in the JARPA track design for surveys over time and provision of information on observer 
experience.  
 
6.2  Data collected
A list of the data sets produced by JARPA was presented to the meeting. Several suggestions to 
improve the list were offered by the meeting. An improved version of the list is shown in Annex E.  
 

7. REVIEW OF RESULTS IN THE LIGHT OF JARPA OBJECTIVES
 
7.1  Stock structure of Antarctic minke whale 
7.1.1 Genetic analyses 
JR3 presented the results of mtDNA RFLP (six restriction enzymes) and microsatellite (six loci) 
analyses for identifying stock structure from the samples of Antarctic minke whales obtained during 
JARPA surveys from the 1987/88 to the 2003/04 austral summer seasons in Areas IIIE, IV, V and VIW.  
The mtDNA and microsatellite analyses involved a total of 5,838 and 5,808 samples respectively. 
Statistical analyses were based upon the geographical strata defined for the JARPA surveys. Both 
analyses showed substantial spatial heterogeneity in some of the comparisons between whales from 
different geographic strata. The general pattern of spatial variation was concordant among the two 
approaches: a) no evidence for differences between the whales in Area IIIE and in Areas IVW and IVE, 
b) no evidence of differences between the whales in Area VIW and in Area VE, and c) evidence for 
differentiation between the whales in Areas IIIE, IVW, IVE and in Areas VE, VIW.  These results were 
therefore consistent with the hypothesis of two stocks that were possibly related to the proposed 
breeding areas in the eastern Indian and the western South Pacific Ocean. A fine-scale mtDNA analysis 
suggested a ‘soft’ boundary at 165°E.   

The meeting considered that JR3 is an important paper given that elucidation of the stock structure of 
the Antarctic minke whale is one of the objectives of JARPA.  
 
Participants commented that the results presented in JR3 strongly rejected the scenario of a single stock 
in the JARPA research area. Questions were raised whether results presented also gave evidence of 
more than two stocks in this area. Pastene responded that the results presented are most readily 
explained by the two-stock scenario. In this context Pastene briefly presented For Info 5 (Kasamatsu et
al., 1995). This paper used sighting data derived from the Japanese sighting surveys in low latitudes 
during 1976 to 1987 to attempt to locate breeding areas of Antarctic minke whales. The spatial 
distribution in tropical and subtropical waters during the latter half of the conception period suggested 
two breeding grounds in the eastern and western South Pacific and two in the eastern and western 
Indian Ocean. Pastene suggested that the two stocks proposed in the JARPA research area could be 
related to these breeding grounds suggested in the eastern Indian and western South Pacific Oceans. 
Butterworth pointed out that from the geographical point of view there is the possibility that animals 
from the western Indian Ocean breeding ground could contribute to the minke whales found in Area 
IIIE. If so, a scenario with three stocks in the JARPA research area is possible.  
 
Hatanaka believed that the two stocks hypothesis is more consistent with the results and asked if there 
was a basis for the multiple stocks hypothesis. Walloe responded that although the two-stock 
hypothesis was the simplest and most likely explanation, it was still premature to rule out the 
possibility of more than two stocks.  
 
Ohsumi noted that the sighting effort in the study by Kasamatsu et al. (1995) was very limited. He 
presented information on the distribution of fetus size in relation to the migration distance from 
breeding areas. Females with small (≤6cm) and large (≥280cm) fetuses are those which are close to 
their breeding areas. Based on such information he suggested that there is the possibility of a single 
breeding ground for minke whales in the central Indian Ocean; these then migrate to feeding areas from 
Area IIIE to approximately 150-160°E, thus supporting the results and interpretation of the genetic data.  
 
Hester asked about the actual age difference between a fetus of 6cm and one of 280cm. Ohsumi 
responded that the difference might be about 9 and a half months, but depended on their growth rate.  
The Chair added that based on a period of 70-75 days to reach 15cm, a fetus of 6cm would be 40 days 
old. 
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Butterworth pointed out that the difference in sampling time in Areas IIIE and VIW should be 
considered in future analyses because small fetuses might have been preferentially obtained from 
females collected early in the season. Ohsumi agreed to consider that factor in future analyses. 
 
The Chair advised that a Russian scientist had found females with mummified fetuses in the Indian 
Ocean, suggesting that this was one of the breeding areas for Antarctic minke whales.  Ishikawa 
commented that there were a few reports of fetus mummification in the JARPA samples, but no 
obvious linkages to breeding areas have been found thus far. 
 
The meeting noted that the suggested boundary at 165°E was based on mtDNA only, and that the ‘soft’ 
boundary concept suggested in JR3 could alternatively be interpreted as two stocks mixing near that 
longitude. Hatanaka mentioned that the analysis of biological parameters also supported a boundary at 
165°E.   
 
In terms of setting a boundary, Butterworth suggested estimation of mixing proportions around this 
boundary, treating the westernmost and the easternmost areas in JARPA as ‘pure’ stocks. Pastene 
agreed to conduct such an analysis in future. 
 
Walloe noted that the number of microsatellite loci used (6) in the analysis was smaller than that used 
for the North Pacific minke whale (17).  
 
Butterworth asked for an explanation on why females showed more structure than males in some 
analyses. Pastene responded that one possible reason was sex difference in site fidelity.   
 
7.1.2 Non-genetic analyses  
JR3 also presented the results of an analysis of the stock structure of the Antarctic minke whales that 
utilized the following non-genetic methods: mean body length of physically matured whales (n=2,323), 
morphometrics (5,549) and distribution of the parasite Anisakis simplex (n=6,338). Samples obtained 
during JARPA surveys from the 1987/88 to the 2003/04 austral summer seasons in Areas IIIE, IV, V 
and VIW were used in the analyses.  Grouping of samples in these analyses was the same as for the 
genetics analyses. Similar to the genetic approaches, the results supported the hypothesis of two stocks 
in the JARPA research area. 
  
The meetingnoted that the pattern of stock structure found by non-genetic approaches was similar to 
that found by the genetic approaches. There was a suggestion that the statistical analysis used for 
examining morphometric data could be further elaborated. Genetic population structure in Anisakis
simplex has been studied in other areas. The question was therefore raised of whether any such studies 
are included in JARPA. Pastene responded that no such study has been conducted at the ICR. Otani 
added that a genetic research plan for Anisakis collected by JARPA was now being discussed. He 
further introduced a phylogenetic study of Anisakis conducted in the North Pacific. 
 
7.1.3 Summary of results 
The meeting noted that the part of the JARPA program addressing issues of stock structure had been 
designed in accordance with a number of studies that had concluded that the most effective way to 
address questions on stock identity is to consider results from several techniques. The meeting agreed 
that JARPA has obtained useful results from a number of genetic and non-genetic analytical methods 
applied to investigate the stock structure of the Antarctic minke whale, and that the aim of the JARPA 
design to sample randomly had aided in obtaining representative samples from the research areas 
covered. With regard to the tasks that needed to be pursued to facilitate interpretations of stock 
structure from JARPA data that were recommended by the IWC Scientific Committee in 1997 (see 
section 5), the meeting agreed that good progress had been achieved on all of these tasks. However, the 
meeting also stressed the importance of examination of samples from low latitudes for obtaining a 
clearer genetic delimitation of breeding stocks. 
 
The results from the different techniques provide strong evidence to reject the hypothesis of a single 
stock in the research area. The most parsimonious explanation of the results is that there are two stocks 
present in the research area: an eastern Indian (I) and a western South Pacific (P) stock. These stocks 
would mix across a soft boundary, which would probably best be placed near 165°E. Further analyses 
could usefully estimate the proportion of I and P animals in an overlap area such as VW using a 
method such as that applied in the case of North Pacific minke whales (IWC, 2003). However, the 
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possibility of more than two stocks cannot as yet be ruled out. For example there could be some 
presence of a stock from the western Indian Ocean in the western most part of the research area 
(following the postulate of Kasamatsu et al. (1995) based on sighting rates in low latitudes of two 
breeding stocks in the Indian Ocean). It was noted, however, that the study by Kasamatsu et al. (1995) 
was based on limited searching effort thus there is uncertainty regarding the occurrence of two 
breeding grounds in the Indian Ocean as proposed in that study. Information on distribution of fetus 
length suggested that there is possibly only one breeding ground in the central Indian Ocean.  
 
Overall the meeting agreed that these results suggested the need to revise the IWC’s current 
specifications for management Area boundaries. The results will also assist in calculating abundance 
and biological parameter values that relate more closely to biological stocks units. They will also 
inform the specifications and testing of appropriate Combination Areas for cascading under the RMP.
 
7.2  Biological parameters of Antarctic minke whales 
 
7.2.1 Unbiased estimation of abundance and trends 
JR4 examined the effect of sampling activities, particularly closing mode, on the estimation of 
abundance using the methods of Haw (1991). The bias originating from under-surveying in high 
density areas was examined. Correction factors were estimated by comparing uncorrected abundance 
estimates among SSV, SV in closing mode and SV in passing mode. As significant differences between 
estimates for these different modes were detected, abundances were adjusted using correction factors. 
Corrected abundance estimates are not significantly different to those from IDCR  surveys during CP II, 
and are larger than those derived from spatial modeling. This last matter should be investigated further. 
No significant trend in abundance was detected in either Area IV or Area V. The authors concluded 
that the underestimation of abundance pointed out at the JARPA review meeting in 1997 is largely due 
to the effects of closing mode and of sampling activity. Abundance estimates derived by the method 
proposed can be used to estimate biological parameters with higher precision. 
 
Butterworth commented that the two correction factors for the abundance estimates (R1: correction 
factor between SSV and SV; R2: correction factor between SV closing mode and SV passing mode) 
should be examined carefully, especially the R1 correction factor. The reason for this is that there had 
been some change in “skipping” protocol over the course of the JARPA survey period. To examine the 
annual effect of this factor might be difficult because of data limitations; therefore Butterworth 
suggested that it might instead be useful to categorize this factor as “large” or “small” and then 
incorporate this into the model as a covariate. He emphasized that these abundance estimates are key 
input to other analyses, and also raised the importance of conducting possible sensitivity tests to check 
the robustness of the estimates.   
 
Hakamada responded that the reason why he did not consider skipping in this analysis is that in his 
preliminary calculations, no significant difference was found in relation to skipping between the early 
and late surveys using ANOVA.  
 
Butterworth commented that he was pleased that Hakamada has looked into this effect, but also 
stressed the importance of considering Type II error. Even though there is no significant difference, he 
suggested conducting the analysis with and without the skipping factor to ascertain the difference in the 
abundance estimates and their precision. Hakamada agreed to consider this effect in more detail in 
future analyses.  
 
Walloe pointed out that some of the detection functions shown in Figure 3 of JR4 do not fit the data 
well, and suggested that these aspects should be re-examined.  
 
Butterworth noted that due to considerable stratification of the data, some of the sample sizes in the 
analysis have become small. This may lead to false impressions of the detection function and hence to 
biased estimates of abundances. It might be important to conduct the analysis by first pooling the data 
to see whether there are any significant differences between the covariates. He further commented that 
though pooling the data may not show different results to the analysis in JR4, it is important to show 
such results as sensitivity tests.  He also noted that the R2 factor was appreciably lower than for the 
IDCR surveys, and suggested that reasons for this be sought.  
 
Hakamada expressed appreciation for these comments and agreed to consider them in future work.  
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JR20 presented a study based on a spatial model of minke whales using JARPA data from 1990/1991 
to 2000/2001 in Area V. A Horvitz-Thompson estimator was used to obtain estimates of the expected 
school size, by stratum, based on estimated detection probabilities which allow for the effects of 
covariates. Estimates of minke whale abundance, as well as abundance of schools of size 1 and 
abundance of individuals in schools of size greater than 1, were presented to use for estimation of 
biological parameters. The resultant abundance estimates in Area V are notably lower than those in JR4.  
 
Butterworth commented that a reason why the abundance estimates shown in this paper are smaller 
than those of Hakamada is that this analysis considers the survey mode factor by year and omits it as 
non-significant, whereas JR4 considers this effect in combination over all years and finds significance 
given the larger sample size. Butterworth suggested that the authors of JR20 should also consider the 
effect of survey mode as in JR4, and then compare the results for the two methodologies.  
 
Hakamada responded that it is possible to examine this effect. However, he also pointed out that at the 
2004 IWC Scientific Committee meeting, it was shown through simulation tests that spatial modeling 
gives unbiased results regardless of survey mode, and the JR20 analysis is based on that assumption.  
 
The meeting noted that the methods presented in JR20 and JR4 used different assumptions and agreed
that it is important that these analyses are presented in a more comparable way so that valid 
comparisons between these different analytical methods become possible. There is a need for further 
discussion between the respective authors to achieve this. 
 
7.2.2 Estimation of biological parameters 
 
JR5 used materials collected by the JARPA surveys in Areas IIIE, IV, V and VIW in 1987/88 to 
2003/04, to estimate some biological parameters of the Antarctic minke whales by incorporating a new 
sample grouping at 165°E based on the new stock scenario (‘Eastern Indian Ocean Stock (I-stock)’ and 
‘Western South Pacific Stock (P-stock)’). These parameters included sex ratio, sexual maturity rate, 
body length and age at sexual maturity, body length and age at physical maturity, proportion of 
pregnant in matured female(PPF), foetal sex ratio and the occurrence of multiple births. Significant 
differences were detected between the two stocks for sex ratio, sexual maturity rate for both sexes, PPF 
and foetal sex ratio by application of the χ2-test and for body length at 50% sexual maturity for 
females, age at 50% sexual maturity for females and body length at 50% physical maturity for both 
sexes by likelihood ratio analysis. Significant yearly trends were detected among males for the 
following parameters by linear regression analysis: sexual maturity rate in the I-stock, body length and 
age at 50% sexual maturity in the I-stock and body length and age at 50% physical maturity in the P-
stock. Year was also selected as an explanatory variable for age at physical maturity and body length at 
physical maturity by use of stepwise logistic regression analysis, but for age and body length at sexual 
maturity were not selected. These results suggest the possibility that expansion of the carrying capacity 
for the minke whales has ceased and that the ecosystem begun to return towards the conditions that 
existed before the expansion had taken place. 
 
Participants commented that the yearly trends of some biological parameters shown in this paper are 
interesting, and it is important to discuss these trends together with the results from other studies (i.e. 
minke VPA, abundance estimates).  
 
JR6 provides a point estimate for the natural mortality coefficient for Antarctic minke whales using 
JARPA data, by modifying the original method proposed by Tanaka (1990). Skewed age distributions 
arising from mature/immature segregation were corrected using the maturity rate at age. Net rates of 
natural increase of stock sizes corresponding to the new interpretation of a stock boundary were 
estimated by maximum likelihood. Under a zero increase rate for stock size (which corresponded to the 
statistical model selected by the c-AIC criterion), the point estimates of the natural mortality coefficient 
were 0.0486 (per year) for the Eastern Indian Ocean Stock and 0.0490 for the Western South Pacific 
Stock.  
 
Butterworth commented that it is very important to have this analysis in addition to VPA. He also 
noted the importance of showing confidence intervals for the estimate of natural mortality (M) shown 
in Table 3 of JR6. He further suggested that results for the M estimate when the increase rate parameter 
(r) was estimated should also be shown in the Table, even if it was not selected by the model selection 
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criterion, and that the sensitivity of the M estimates to different assumptions should be discussed in the 
paper. Tanaka responded that at present bootstrap data to be able to calculate the confidence intervals 
have still to be generated, but this is planned for future work. Tanaka also commented that once the 
input data for the model are finalized,  the estimates will be re-calculated.   
 
JR7 examined longer term changes in the age at sexual maturity of Antarctic minke whales by counting 
transition phase layers in earplugs using a total of 4,547 earplugs collected from the 1971/72 to the 
1986/87 commercial whaling operations  and from the 1987/88 to the 2003/04 special permit surveys 
under the JARPA research program in Area IV. The paper incorporated the same correction methods for 
biases due to the truncation and the ‘age-specific’ effects that were addressed in past debates. No 
systematic ageing errors were detected between the two primary age readers. The present analysis 
revealed again that the age at sexual maturity declined from around 12-13 years for the 1940s cohorts 
to about 7 years for the late 1960s’. Using the new data set produced by JARPA, it was further found 
that the age at sexual maturity had remained about constant at 7 - 8 years, with perhaps a slight increase 
in cohorts from the early 1970s to the late 1980s.  
 
The meeting welcomed this contribution. Walloe pointed out that it would be of interest to see the trend 
in age at sexual maturity shown in Fig. 7 extended to more recent years, rather than to 1993 only as 
shown in this figure. He further suggested using the median rather than the mean age, since this may 
increase number of years for which an estimate can be made. Zenitani responded that the reason why 
the results had been shown to 1990 only is because recent data suffer from truncation biases. Zenitani 
expressed appreciation for the useful comments, and will consider using the median for future analyses.  
 
Butterworth commented that this analysis is important for interpreting trends obtained from abundance 
estimates.  He also suggested that the analysis could provide estimates for more recent years using the 
model of Thompson et al. (1999). The meeting recommended that future analyses of this kind be 
carried out in collaboration between ICR and UCT. 

Participants also commented that the effect of time lags should be considered when considering the 
results in relation to abundance trends .  
 
Butterworth commented that it may be useful if a plot similar to Fig.8 of JR7 showing the age at sexual 
maturity from direct observations and the age at transition from the earplug for the same animal, could 
be provided. This type of plot would help understand the relationship between transition phase and 
sexual maturity of the animal.  

In JR21 Virtual Population Analyses were performed to infer natural mortality coefficients for 
Antarctic minke whales in Areas IV and V using catch-at-age data from both commercial whaling 
(1971/2-1986/7) and scientific whaling (JARPA 1987/88-2003/2004). Abundance estimates from IWC 
and JARPA surveys were used as tuning indices. Some sensitivity tests related to the estimation of the 
natural mortality coefficients were also performed. A clear difference in the estimates of the natural 
mortality coefficients between Areas IV and V was observed. Sensitivity analyses showed the estimate 
of the natural mortality coefficient in Area IV was slightly influenced by both grouping of data (such as 
2-year-2-age and 3-year-3-age) and the assumption made for the maximum age used in the log-
likelihood for the catch-at-age data, while the estimate in Area V was rather stable by comparison. In 
addition, the amount of bias in the abundance estimates arising from setting g(0)=1 affected the 
estimates of the natural mortality coefficient in Area IV to some extent. As expected, the extent of 
additional variance did not impact the point estimates in either Area, but it did lessen their precision. 

In JR18 the ADAPT-VPA assessment methodology of Butterworth et al. (1999) is applied to 
abundance estimates (from both IDCR/SOWER and JARPA surveys) and catch at age data (both 
commercial and scientific) for Areas IV and V. The methodology is extended to be able to take account 
of inter-annual differences in the distribution of the population between the two Areas when they are 
assessed jointly. An important feature of these updated results is that revised JARPA estimates of 
abundance are shown to be statistically comparable with estimates from the IDCR/SOWER program 
(i.e. calibration factor not significantly different from 1). The general pattern shown by results is of a 
minke whale abundance trend that increased over the middle decades of the 20th century to peak at 
about 1970, and then declined for the next three decades. The recruitment trend is similar, though with 
its peak slightly earlier. The factor to which the results are most sensitive is the value of natural 
mortality M. The assessments do show retrospective patterns, primarily related to changes in the best 
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estimate of M as time has progressed. This in turn seems linked to the IDCR/SOWER survey trends 
suggesting higher, and the JAPRA survey trends lower estimates of M. For the assessment of the two 
Areas combined, M is estimated at 0.068 with a CV of 0.12; this compares with CVs of typically 0.35 
for the Area-specific assessment of Butterworth et al. (1999), which were based on eight seasons’ 
fewer data. The paper reflects an account of work in progress, and suggestions are made of areas where 
further analysis would be desirable. 

In response to an enquiry about JR21, Kitakado commented that further sensitivity analyses to different 
selectivity functions and to age-dependent natural mortality will be conducted. He also commented that 
from preliminary calculations, he had found that assuming various functions for age-dependent natural 
mortality led to unreasonable estimates because of a lack of information content in the data. 
 
The meeting noted that the estimation of the coefficient of variation (CV) of M was greatly improved 
compared to previous similar analyses. Two reasons for this improvement were given: (1) addition of 
data obtained from further JARPA cruises, and (2) the abundance estimates of Hakamada et al. (JR4) 
(which corrected for biases between survey modes) could now be treated as comparable to those from 
the IDCR/SOWER surveys.  
 
Komatsu questioned whether it is really necessary to collect samples from young animals (i.e. age 1 or 
2 years old) for which the estimation of M seems to be difficult. Zenitani responded that from an age-
determination point of view, it is difficult to distinguish ages 1 and 2 groups and thus these are often 
not used for analyses. Ishikawa commented that from a sampling point of view, there is no difficulty in 
collecting young animals. Kitakado remarked that changes in selectivity pattern would introduce 
additional estimable parameters in the model and their estimation may compromise precision. 
Butterworth was also concerned that changed sampling patterns might complicate data interpretation, 
and urged careful consideration before any changes might be implemented.  
 
Morishita enquired about the importance of conducting similar analysis for other Areas such as Area 
IIIE and VIW for which JARPA data are also available. Butterworth responded that the extension of 
the analysis at this stage to Areas IIIE and VIW will introduce some difficulties as the sampling design 
was not random in those regions, so that it was likely best to postpone such initiatives for the moment 
while concentrating on analyses for Areas IV and V.  
 
Kawahara asked about estimating fishing mortality (F) in the analysis.  The response to this query was 
that the main important results from the minke VPA are the population trend and the MSYR estimates 
(see below). The F matrix is calculated in the VPA and values can be provided if requested.  
 
The meeting agreed that these analyses were valuable contributions toward the main objective of the 
JARPA, which is the estimation of biological parameters. Participants offered several suggestions on 
how these analyses could be further developed. For example, the suggestion was made to consider a U 
shape function for age dependent M for future analyses. There was a further suggestion to conduct the 
analysis on the basis of the proposed new stock structure scenario (the I and P stocks). Butterworth 
responded that for future studies, various functions for age dependent M will be explored, but as 
Kitakado had noted, due to lack of information content in the data, this may not lead to better 
estimation overall. He also remarked that different scenarios for stock boundaries can be explored, but 
extensive analyses on this matter might be better conducted after some feedback from the IWC 
Scientific Committee had also been obtained.  

JR22 analyzed the results of the Base Case assessment of Areas IV and V to better understand the 
dynamics of Antarctic minke whales in the region.  A stock-recruitment model of the Pella-Tomlinson 
form was fit to recruitment and adult female abundance estimates. The underlying assumptions were 
that carrying capacity of minke whales first increased, then later decreased during the 20th Century.   
An initial attempt at this fit suggested that the carrying capacity increased about five fold from 1930 to 
the mid-1960s, and then decreased again by about half.  The estimated MSYR1+ for the model was 4.0%. 

Kitakado thanked the authors for the analysis presented and suggested that in equation (6) of JR22, it 
may be better to weight the observed recruitment data depending on the precision of the estimates. He 
also suggested consideration of a smoother functional form for changes in carrying capacity (K) in the 
model. Butterworth endorsed these comments and advised that further analysis would be conducted 
incorporating these suggestions.  
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Kawahara asked what would be the consequences of taking account of changes in the age at sexual 
maturity of minke whales by year for the stock-recruitment plot. Butterworth responded that 
qualitatively, probably the stock recruitment plot shown in Fig. 1b of JR22would stretch toward the 
upper left side, in better agreement with the stock-recruitment function suggested.  This would be 
examined in further analyses.  
 
The meeting was pleased to note that the approach in JR22 allowed for estimation of MSYR.  

7.2.3 Summary of results 
Incorporation of inter-mode calibration factors (cf. Haw, 1991) in design-based estimation (JR4) of 
minke whale abundance from JARPA sighting surveys provides results that are comparable with those 
from IDCR/SOWER surveys. The model-based abundance estimates (JR20) are appreciably lower, but 
do not explicitly allow for the possibility of inter-mode differences; the meeting recommended that 
possibilities to make such allowance in the model-based approach be investigated to ascertain whether 
this would lead to comparability between the results of the two approaches.  Estimated annual increase 
rates in abundance from the design-based results, together with associated 95% confidence intervals, 
are 0.3% [-4.6%; 3.9%] for Area IV and 2.5% [-1.4%; 6.2%] for Area V, i.e. not significantly different 
from zero, but also not excluding either positive or negative trends.  
 
 Time series of biological parameter values were reported on a biological stock basis, as requested by 
the mid-term JARPA review meeting (specifically for the I and P stocks, with their boundary set at 
165°E – see section 7.1.3).  Some significant differences between the stocks were reported, and there 
were significant recent increases in the age at physical maturity.  Consistent with this, an examination 
of the transition phase in earplugs for Area IV suggested a slight increase after the 1970 cohort 
following an earlier appreciable decline.  
 
 Two different methods for estimating age-independent natural mortality M from catch-at-age and 
abundance data provided comparable results. The VPA method, for example, estimates M=0.068
(CV=0.12) if both Areas IV and V are assessed in combination. The meeting noted that this reflects 
much greater precision than obtained from earlier analyses, in part because of the further data now 
available. The VPA results all broadly reflect both recruitment and abundance increasing until about 
1970, and then declining.  Initial fits of these results to a population model suggest that carrying 
capacity for minke whales must have first increased, but subsequently declined during the 20th Century, 
and also allow MSYR to be estimated.  The meeting noted that the results reported reflected work in 
progress, and identified the desirability of conducting VPA calculations assuming two stocks with a 
165°E boundary.   
 
 The meeting also noted the broad consistency between trends in some biological parameters and in 
abundances predicted by VPA models, as discussed further under section 8 below.  
 
7.3  Role of whales in the Antarctic marine ecosystem
 
7.3.1 Krill consumption and body condition of Antarctic minke whale 
In JR8 feeding habits and prey consumption of Antarctic minke whales were examined using stomach 
content data collected in JARPA. A total of ten prey species, including one amphipod, four euphausiids 
and five fish species were identified. Antarctic krill (Euphausia superba) was the most important prey 
species throughout the survey period. The analyses of prey digestion showed that whales tended to feed 
on prey in the early morning and late evening. Daily prey consumption for the Antarctic minke whale 
was estimated using two methods: a direct method (diurnal changes of stomach contents mass) and an 
indirect method (energy requirements). Daily consumption estimates were similar between the two 
methods and ranged from 3.6 to 5.3 % of body weight. Annual consumption of Antarctic krill from the 
1990/2000 to the 2002/03 season was calculated as being equivalent to 4% and 26 % of the krill 
biomass in Areas IV and V, respectively. These results indicate that Antarctic minke whales are one of 
the dominant top-predator species in Areas IV and V. 
 
It was noted that the decreasing trends in the mean mass of stomach contents was consistent with 
results that showed that the age at sexual and physical maturity has stabilized and then increased  in 
recent years. In response to a question from Ohsumi on why minke whales occur in the Ross Sea, a 
region with low food availability, Tamura responded that this paradox is still unresolved. Vikingsson 
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noted that energy intake, and consequently consumption estimates by the indirect method, might be 
underestimated if residence times in the Antarctic exceed the four month period (December-March) 
covered in the study. It was suggested that an index related to the mean mass of stomach contents 
should be defined to assess changes in food availability. Currently, daily food consumption is estimated 
over combined areas because available samples are not sufficient to allow estimation by area.  
 
Because area specific daily consumption rates are important to understand the change in food 
availability to Antarctic minke whales, the meeting agreed that this aspect should be considered in 
future analyses.   
 
JR9 presented an analysis of recent trends in blubber thickness and factors that affect this thickness in 
Antarctic minke whales for both mature males and pregnant females in Areas IV and V. The results 
showed that a decrease of blubber thickness occurred over the JARPA survey period. This indicated 
that food availability for those minke whales has decreased over this survey period, quite possibly 
caused by either or a combination of intra- and inter-species competition among baleen whales.  
 
The appropriate part of the animal at which to measure blubber thickness of baleen whales was 
discussed. Previous JARPA workers examined several body parts for blubber thickness and concluded 
that blubber thickness on the lateral side of the body was most practical to measure. The meeting 
agreed that the appropriate part of the body for blubber thickness measurement would be species 
specific. 
 
7.3.2 Distribution and abundance trends of Antarctic minke and large (blue, fin and humpback) 

whales
JR10 investigated the distribution and abundance of large whales (blue, fin and humpback whales) 
using JARPA data from 1989/90 to 2003/04. A shift in baleen whale dominance from the Antarctic 
minke to humpback whales was evident in Area IV. In the 1989/90 season, the biomass of Antarctic 
minke was higher (382,000 tons) than that of humpback whales (128,000 tons); but 15 years later, in 
the 2003/04 season, the biomass of humpback (841,000 tons) was twice that of Antarctic minke whales 
(335,000 tons). Expansion of humpback whale distribution was also observed in Area IV between the 
earlier (1989/90-1996/97) and the later half of the surveys (1997/97-2002/03). Increases of fin whales 
were also observed in Areas IIIE and IV. Current abundances of fin whales were estimated as 7,000-
11,000 in the 2001/02 and 2003/04 seasons. A preliminary estimate of the number of fin whales south 
of 40oS between 35°E and 130° E based on JARPA and Japanese Scouting Vessel (JSV) data was 
21,000 (CV=0.27). Abundance of blue whales was still less than 1,000 (biomass: less than 80,000 tons 
in the JARPA research area. The authors commented that long term cetacean sighting surveys are very 
important for the management of baleen whales in the Antarctic. 
 
Butterworth suggested that it would be important to investigate differences in the sighting rates of 
humpback whales 1) between passing and closing modes and 2) between SV and SSV modes using 
GLM. It is expected that, in comparison to minke whales, the effect for this species would not be strong 
(because these whales are bigger and hence easier to sight), but the results of such an exercise would be 
important to provide justification as to why the bias correction is necessary in the case of Antarctic 
minke whale abundance estimation but not necessary for humpbacks.  
 
It was noted that during the 2004 IWC Scientific Committee meeting, several recommendations for 
further analyses of abundance of large whales were made (IWC, 2004). The meeting agreed that 
considerable progress has been made in addressing them. 

JR19 presented results of dynamic production model analyses of the West and East Australian 
humpback breeding populations using the most recent JARPA survey abundance estimates as well as 
data from Australian coastal surveys.  The model incorporated the information on mixing of the two 
breeding populations on the feeding grounds of Areas IV and V. Best estimates projected under 
continuing zero harvest indicated that the western population will approach its pristine level in some 10 
years, and the more depleted eastern population in 15-20 years. 

In the discussion Komatsu remarked that results of the analysis will be affected by how the carrying 
capacity of humpback whales is defined. Butterworth advised that the context of the analysis is a 
“single species” one in which humpback population carrying capacities are assumed to remain 
unchanged over time. Pastene pointed out that the IWC Scientific Committee defined the Western 
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Australian breeding stock as “Stock D” and the Eastern Australian breeding stock as “Stock E”. He 
suggested standardizing terminology among the reports. 
 
The meeting agreed that the status of the western stock of humpback whales provided a unique 
opportunity to study changes in biological parameters as a population approaches carrying capacity, 
with the eastern stock serving as a control.    

7.3.3 Inter-species relationships 
JR11 presented the results of krill biomass estimation using quantitative echo sounder surveys 
conducted in JARPA since the 1998/99 season. This is to achieve one of the main objectives of JARPA, 
which is elucidation of the role of whales in the Antarctic marine ecosystem. The surveys were 
conducted concurrently with cetacean surveys. Similar biomass estimates were obtained in Area IV in 
the 1999/2000 (36.4 million t) and 2001/2002 (36.1 million t) seasons. In Area V, biomass estimates in 
the 2000/2001 (18.7 million t) and in the 2002/2003 (21.0 million t) seasons were similar, but biomass 
in 1998/1999 (32.3 million t) was higher than for the other two years. Higher biomass in 1998/99 could 
be explained by seasonal effects and area coverage differences. The biomass in Area IV was higher 
than in Area V. Regional krill distribution pattern differences in response to the southerly shift of the 
SB-ACC were observed in Area IV. Because krill biomass surveys in the whole of Areas IV and V 
were rarely conducted in the past, krill data collected by JARPA provided especially valuable 
informationto understand krill-baleen whale relationships in the Antarctic. 
 
Butterworth commented that some of the values in the paper had large CVs, so that care should be 
exercised in arguing evidence for temporal trends. He also raised concerns about target strength and 
analyses without concurrent species identification. Kim also mentioned some concerns about the large 
scale survey design and the species identification method for acoustic abundance estimation of small 
prey species. Murase advised that JARPA and CCAMLR use the same procedures with regard to target 
strength and species identification of krill. In future surveys species would be identified by conducting 
concurrent net sampling from the Japanese fisheries research vessel, Kaiyo-Maru. This vessel joined 
JARPA for the first time in 2004/2005, engaging in a krill and oceanographic survey. The outcome of 
the survey would contribute to improving future JARPA surveys and would address the concerns raised 
by Butterworth and Kim.   
 
It was noted that the Government of Japan is prepared to provide the Kaiyo-Maru on a regular basis for 
future surveys in the Antarctic. The meeting agreed that this will provide an excellent opportunity to 
conduct ecological and biological research in the area.  
 
The meeting noted that density estimate differences between the Australian survey (BROKE) and 
JARPA could be attributed to either or a combination of 1) actual inter-year fluctuations, and 2) 
uncertainty associated with survey methodology problems and species identification of krill in JARPA. 
These differences should be further investigated to attempt a more detailed explanation.   
 
JR12 assessed the magnitude of food consumptionby Antarctic minke, humpback and fin whales, on 
krill based on data collected by JARPA in Areas IV and V from 1999/2000 to 2002/2003. Three data 
sets - whale abundance, daily krill consumption rate of whales and krill biomass - were used in the 
analysis. All data used in this analysis were collected in situ except for the daily krill consumption rate 
of humpback and fin whales because of lack of biological information. Three baleen whales consumed 
10-21% and 30-35% of the krill standing stock in Areas IV and V respectively. In Area IV, humpback 
whales consumed about twice as much krill as Antarctic minke whales. The results indicated that the 
krill surplus period for Antarctic minke whales in Area IV could now be at an end because of the 
increase of humpback whales, though this point should be investigated quantitatively in future using 
multi-species models which included both baleen whales and krill. 
 
Butterworth commented that the overall distribution of fin whales did not overlap exactly with other 
whales considered in the paper and asked whether their consumption north of 60°S was also primarily 
krill. In response, advice was provided that fin whales north of this latitude also consumed other 
euphausid species, but that for the area south of 60°S the assumptions of the paper were reasonable.  
 
JR 23 introduced a multi-species predator-prey model of whales, seals and krill in the Antarctic that is 
currently being developed, and illustrated some example results that had been obtained from the model.  
Due to limited time, sensitivities of model outputs to various input parameter values and functional 
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response forms have not yet been investigated.  This is planned for future work.  Preliminary results 
show the possible role of predator-prey interactions in influencing the dynamics of the Antarctic 
species considered in the model. 
 
It was suggested that consideration be given to including some of the biological parameters that were 
obtained by JARPA in the model in future work. Mori responded that currently the biological 
parameters used in the model were static but she would try to use dynamic biological parameters in the 
model in future. Butterworth suggested that it is premature to include those parameters in the model at 
this stage: the current model uses a simple age-aggregated approach, and advance to age-structured 
models which could take explicit account of such changes would better first await more progress with 
the simpler form. The meeting encouraged the further development of multi-species models. 

7.3.4 Summary of results 
Feeding studies conducted during JARPA have confirmed Antarctic krill as the main prey of minke 
whales, which in their turn remain a major predator of krill. However the mean mass of minke whale 
stomach contents has declined appreciably over recent years, and there has been a coincident decrease 
in blubber thickness.  Results from pollutant studies (see item 7.4.1) are also consistent with a recent 
decline in per capita food consumption by minke whales.  
 
 Estimates of abundance from JARPA surveys indicate increases in both humpback and fin whale 
populations, and population modeling of humpbacks taking account also of the results from coastal 
surveys suggests that the breeding stock off Western Australia (stock “D” as defined by the IWC) has 
already recovered to its MSY level.  
 
Contrary to the situation at the start of the JARPA progam, estimates of krill consumption in recent 
years by humpback whales in Area IV now exceed those for minke whales.  Acoustic estimates of krill 
biomass have been obtained during recent JARPA surveys, and estimates of krill consumption by 
minke, fin and humpback whales constitute an appreciable fraction of the krill abundance estimates 
obtained.  
 
Taken together, these results are indicative of possible growing competition for krill amongst the 
baleen whale species in the region covered by the JARPA program. Initial multi-species population 
modeling studies (which implicitly incorporate such competitive effects) are able to broadly reproduce 
the various Antarctic whale population trends indicated by sighting surveys. These models need to be 
developed further to ascertain whether closer correspondence can be attained, and hence whether such 
approaches might have utility as predictive tools for management purposes.  
 
The meeting emphasized the value of the availability of the research vessel Kaiyo Maru for mesoscale 
studies.  

7.4 Effects of the environmental changes on cetaceans
 
7.4.1 Pollutant analysis 
In JR13 the concentrations of Mn, Fe, Cu, Ni, Zn, Cd, Hg, and Pb were reported from the liver and 
prey species (krill) from the stomach contents of Antarctic minke whales taken from Antarctic Areas 
IV and V during the 1988/89 to 2002/03 seasons. The ranges of concentrations for each compound 
were, in µg/g wet wt: Mn, 1.4-7.4; Fe, 1.6-10591; Ni, <0.1-0.1; Cu, 3.1-10; Zn, 18-103; Cd, 0.10-66; 
Hg, 0.004-0.43, Pb, <0.3-0.5. The levels of essential elements, such as Mn, Cu and Zn, in Antarctic 
minke whales were comparable to those of other baleen and toothed whales in the Northern 
Hemisphere. Hepatic Hg levels for Antarctic minke whales were one order of magnitude lower than 
other baleen whales in the Northern Hemisphere, while their Fe levels were one order of magnitude 
higher than for other whales elsewhere in the world. Hepatic Pb and Ni levels were close to the lower 
limit of detectability. There were remarkable sex differences for hepatic Fe levels for Antarctic minke 
whales. Before the 1995/96 season, no correlation with age was evident for Fe, Cd and Hg 
concentrations in livers. However, in recent years, these concentrations showed increases with age. 
Small changes of accumulation in Antarctic minke whales could be detected in the early 1990’s. 
 
During discussion it was noted that obtaining separate values of methyl mercury and ionic mercury 
concentrations would be informative. It was pointed out that while methyl mercury is toxic and 
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accumulates in e.g. brain tissue, the ionic form of mercury is secreted by the kidney and does not 
represent a threat.  
 
The global distribution and long range transport of mercury in the environment was discussed. Because 
of the transport of Atlantic deep water from the North Atlantic to the upwelling zone in the Antarctic, it 
was suggested that the low values of Hg may only represent a delay compared to the relatively higher 
concentration of Hg in the Northern Hemisphere. In response, it was explained that airborne particle 
dispersion is the most important way of dispersing mercury in the environment, and following the 
industrial revolution there was a rapid increase in mercury concentrations over large geographic 
regions. However, Antarctica remained little influenced, and the remoteness from industrial centers and 
the patterns of atmospheric circulation systems therefore seem to be the main reason for the continued 
low concentration of mercury in Antarctic minke whales. It is therefore reasonable to assume that Hg 
concentrations in Antarctic minke whales will continue to be very low. 
 
JR14 examined environmental changes in the Antarctic Ocean through analysis of concentrations of 
organochlorines (PCBs, DDTs, HCHs, HCB and CHLs) in blubber tissues of mature male Antarctic 
minke whales (from 21 to 25 years) from the Antarctic Areas-IV and V. The ranges of concentrations 
for each compound were, in ng/g fat wt: PCBs, 44.8-88.7; DDTs, 29-340; HCHs, 0.20-4.3; HCB, 75-
430; CHLs, 10-120. Residue levels of PCBs, and DDTs in blubber of Antarctic minke whales from the 
Southern Ocean were apparently lower than those levels in other baleen whales from middle latitude 
areas. Significant regional differences between Areas IV and V were observed in PCBs, HCHs, HCB 
and CHLs levels in Antarctic minke whales. Furthermore, their HCHs and HCB levels decreased 
significantly over the 1988/89 to 2002/03 austral summer seasons. The directions of trends in PCB and 
DDT levels are unclear over the 1988/89 to 2002/03 austral summer seasons, suggesting that the trends 
in levels of organochlorins may be near a turning point in the Antarctic Ocean. 
 
The mechanisms for the very low concentrations in Antarctic minke whales compared to most other 
cetaceans globally were discussed. It was pointed out that organochlorines (OC’s) enter cetacean 
tissues mainly through the food web. Therefore, both the pristine conditions of the Antarctic feeding 
grounds due to the remoteness from sources of OC pollution, and the feeding ecology of Antarctic 
minke whales may contribute to the low OC levels recorded in the tissue of whales sampled in the 
JARPA program. While toothed whales and minke whales in other areas feed at higher trophic levels 
on a mixed diet including e.g. fish, the Antarctic minke whales are at a low trophic level and feed only 
on planktonic crustaceans. The effect of feeding on low trophic levels is also shown by the low OC 
levels recorded in the plankton-feeding bowhead whales off the North Slope of Alaska. 
 
It was further pointed out that not all OCs are toxic to humans, and that it is important to present values 
for the different compounds included in the analysis. 
 
The OC concentrations (except for DDTs) in Antarctic minke whales from Area IV (1987/88 to 
2001/02 seasons) were significantly higher than those recorded from Area V (1988/89 to 2002/03 
seasons), and the possibility of using contaminants as a supplement to stock identification evaluations  
was suggested. In response it was pointed out that stock identification requires larger sample sizes and 
that OC analyses are expensive and time consuming.  
 
7.4.2 Environmental changes examined through oceanographic analysis 
In JR15 oceanographic observation data obtained by JARPA were analyzed to clarify physical 
oceanographic conditions in the JARPA area as a basis for understanding of characteristics of the 
habitat of whales. Accumulated XBT, XCTD and CTD data were stored in the HydroBase format and 
utilized to describe the oceanographic features of the JARPA area.  The Southern Boundary (SB) of the 
Antarctic Circumpolar Current was clearly observed as a 0ºC temperature contour line on the 27.6 
sigma-theta isopycnal surface.  It is evident that the position of the SB is controlled by major features 
of bottom topography such as the Kerguelen Plateau and the Pacific-Antarctic ridge.  The analyses 
presented evidence for year-to-year variations in oceanographic conditions, including large year-to-
year meridional shifts of the SB that were found east of the Kerguelen plateau. The JARPA data also 
provided new evidence of Antarctic Bottom Water formation in the Prydz Bay region.  Comparison 
between the JARPA data and satellite-derived chlorophyll distribution indicates that the intensity of the 
wintertime cooling determines the primary productivity south of the SB in the following seasons. 
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In the discussion it was pointed out that the surveys were primarily designed to study minke whales and 
the cruise lines therefore were not ideal for exploration of oceanographic conditions. However, the 
oceanographic data have revealed some interesting results, e.g. it was demonstrated that El Nino events 
could be traced into Antarctic SST and temporarily impact the distribution of minke whales. It was 
noted that this information could be used to explain observed temporal differences in minke whale 
abundance. Continuation of the oceanographic studies was therefore encouraged as a supplement to 
collection of abundance estimation data. 

In a discussion of the possibilities of using oceanographic conditions to define stock boundaries, it was 
demonstrated that the position of the southern boundary of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current is 
controlled by the bottom topography: the current runs near the continent west of 150°E and then moves 
away from the continent at about 150°-165°E following the Pacific Antarctic Ridge. These longitudes 
coincide with the stock boundary for Antarctic minke whales suggested by genetic data. 
 
7.4.3 Summary of results 
The meeting noted that the most important findings of the environmental studies were the following:  

• The bottom topography may contribute to the explanation of minke whale stock 
boundaries through its effect on the southern boundary of the Antarctic Circumpolar 
Current. 

• While Fe showed very high concentration in Antarctic minke whales, the Hg values were 
very low. 

• The concentrations of OC in Antarctic minke whales were also documented to be very 
low, also in comparison with concentrations recorded in minke whales harvested in other 
geographic areas. 

These results provided evidence of changes in the Antarctic cetacean habitat (the biological 
environment), which supplement the growing evidence of density dependent responses in the minke 
whale population. These observations are possibly related to intra- and inter-specific competition for a 
single food resource (krill). The meeting emphasized the importance of further studies of minke, 
humpback and fin whale abundance, distribution and feeding ecology with concomitant continued 
monitoring of biological and physical oceanography.  

7.5 Other results
 
7.5.1 Stock structure of humpback and fin whales
JR16 presented the results of mtDNA and microsatellite (humpback whale only) analyses conducted 
on the biopsy samples of 287 humpback and 23 fin whales obtained during JARPA surveys.  The 
humpback whale samples from their feeding grounds were grouped according to the stock distribution 
in the feeding grounds proposed by the IWC Scientific Committee’s comprehensive assessment of the 
species.  Analysis of mtDNA control region sequences clearly discriminated the Stocks C, D, E, F and 
G on the feeding grounds.  However, analysis of the six microsatellite loci failed to discriminate these 
stocks, although some degree of genetic heterogeneity among the samples was evident.  These results 
suggested a different degree of fidelity to breeding areas between females and males.  Analysis of 
mtDNA suggested that the historically mixed sector between the Stocks D and E at 110-130°E was 
occupied in recent years mostly by the D stock.  For the fin whales, the level of observed mtDNA 
diversity was similar to that for the Antarctic minke whales. No significant differences were found 
when comparing fin whales from Areas III+IV and V that correspond approximately to the Indian and 
western South Pacific Oceans populations respectively.  However the lack of observed differences in 
this study could be due to the small number of samples available. 
 
The meeting welcomed this contribution. Walloe commented on possible differences in the pattern of 
stock structure between North Atlantic and Southern Hemisphere humpback whales. He noted that 
structure in the Antarctic was more evident in mtDNA than microsatellites. Pastene responded that site 
fidelity to either feeding, breeding, or both areas is less in males than in females, resulting in more 
structure in mtDNA than in microsatellites.  
 
Butterworth remarked that results in this paper are broadly consistent with those in JR19. He further 
suggested the use of biopsy samples from lower latitudes, if available. Pastene responded that a limited 
number of mtDNA control region sequences from the D and E stocks are available from low latitudes 
and that these will be used in future analyses. 
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Miyashita asked whether there was any photo-id matching based on JARPA material. Pastene 
responded that there had been two matches thus far, one between photos taken from eastern Australia 
and Area V and the other from IDCR/SOWER and JARPA surveys both in Area VI. 
 
7.5.2 Other 
 
No matters were raised under this Agenda item. 
 

8. OVERVIEW OF RESULTS AND IDENTIFICATION OF FUTURE RESEARCH NEEDS
JR17 discussed changes in the Antarctic minke whale stocks based on various results from JARPA 
including the age at sexual maturity, growth curve, blubber thickness, prey consumption, and ADAPT-
VPA assessments as well as results from research on mercury accumulation.  

Following discussion of JR17, the meeting agreed that, viewed broadly, results from JARPA are 
consistent with the behaviour to be expected of baleen whale populations competing for a dominant 
single food resource, krill.  Studies that allow extrapolation back to the middle decades of the last 
century suggest that minke whales increased coincident with the reductions in the populations of larger 
baleen whales that were subject to heavy whaling pressure. However, it seems that from about 1970 
this situation began to change; some commercial catches of minke whales took place and, as the larger 
baleen whale species started to recover, there are indications that there have been consequent negative 
impacts on minke whales. JARPA has, over the period of the program, provided data from a number of 
studies which are all broadly consistent with this inference.  For example: 
 

abundance estimates from surveys indicate appreciable increases in humpback and fin 
populations; 

• 

• 

• 
• 

• 

population models incorporating survey abundance estimates and catch-at-age data indicate 
some decline in minke whale recruitment; 
the age at physical maturity for minke whales has increased; 
a number of indicators, including weights of stomach contents and measures of blubber 
thickness, confirm deterioration in feeding conditions for minke whales; and  
annual consumption of krill by baleen whales contributes an appreciable fraction of estimated 
krill abundance.  

 
This provides strong qualitative evidence that competition for prey (krill) plays an important role in the 
dynamics of the Antarctic ecosystem. Modelling studies need to be developed further to ascertain 
whether such competitive effects alone can fully explain the trends observed, or perhaps there is a need 
to postulate environmental shifts in addition.  Nevertheless, the meeting agreed that the results 
obtained provide clear support for the need to take species-interaction (ecosystem) effects into account 
in understanding the dynamics of the baleen whale species in the Antarctic ecosystem, and in 
predicting future trends in their abundance and population structure. Accordingly, management also 
needs to be based on ecosystem approaches, rather than upon single species considerations alone, and 
future data collection plans need to take cognizance of such requirements.  
 
Regarding stock structure the meeting agreed that the most parsimonious explanation of the results of 
JARPA is that there are two minke whale stocks present in the research area. These stocks mix across a 
soft boundary, which would probably best be placed near 165°E. Further research is necessary to 
investigate a) whether this mixing region changes from year to year and b) possible additional structure 
in Area III (e.g. determination of a western boundary for the I stock) (see item 7.1.3). The importance 
of obtaining samples from low latitudes for developing a clearer genetic delimitation of breeding stocks 
is stressed  
 
The meeting also agreed that JARPA has provided valuable information to assist in understanding the 
physical oceanography in the research area. Bottom topography, and therefore the southern boundary 
of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current, may contribute to an understanding of minke whale stock 
boundaries. It is recommended that data collection on physical oceanography and work to examine the 
relationships with the patterns of distribution of whale stocks and prey be continued.  
 
Overall, the meeting considered that JARPA had made good progress in addressing its objectives (see 
section 5). 
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In conclusion, the meeting agreed that:   
 

- JARPA has collected a very large and consistent date base (Annexes D and E) 
over a 16-year period, which provides a basis for time series analyses relating 
whales to the Antarctic environment and the beginning of an ecosystem 
approach to the management of whale resources in the region;   

- JARPA has contributed to the elucidation of biological parameters of minke 
whales, and improved the understanding of the Antarctic marine ecosystem;  

- JARPA has revealed that changes have occurred in the ecosystem since the 
1970’s, suggesting competition among minke and other large whales; and  

- data obtained through this monitoring will contribute to the development of 
ecosystem models, which are necessary for ecosystem-based management of 
whales.    

 
The meeting also agreed that tasks identified in the midterm review meeting in 1997 (see section 5) 
had been appropriately addressed and progressed.   
 
 

9. OTHER 
No matters were raised under this Agenda item. 
 
 

10. REVIEW OF THE REPORT 
A first draft of the report was available to the meeting. Several editorial suggestions were offered. It 
was agreed that the rapporteurs should complete the final draft of the report for subsequent distribution 
among participants via e-mail. 

11. CLOSURE
Walloe, on behalf of the foreign participants, thanked the Government of Japan for hosting the meeting 
and for the hospitality provided.  In addition he thanked the Chairman Kato, the rapporteurs Pastene, 
Mori, Kanda and Murase, and the interpreters Ohta, Kawagishi and Yamagiwa.  Hatanaka thanked the 
Chairman for his efficient conduct of the meeting.  He also thanked all participants for their 
constructive approach to the review of results from the JARPA program and noted that the outcome of 
this review would be taken into account in the planning of the JARPA II program which will be 
submitted to the IWC Scientific Committee at the end of March. 
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Annex E 
List of Data Sets Produced by JARPA 

I SIGHTING DATA
1 Angle and distance experiment data (no. of experiments) 5935
2 Photo-ID, other species than minke whale (no. of photographs) 879
3 Sighting data (no of schools) 44531
4 Survey effort data (research days * no. of SV and SSVs) 5820
5 Weather data  (research days * no. of SV and SSVs) 5820

II BIOLOGICAL DATA
♂ ♀ Total

6 Age 3,452 2,901 6,353
7 Baleen plate set mouth cavity 681 593 1,274
8 Baleen plates, length of plate series 767 748 1,515
9 Blubber thickness (14 points) 583 492 1,075
10 Blubber thickness (3 points) 1,579 1,261 2,840
11 Blubber thickness (5 points) 1,859 1,606 3,465
12 Body length 3,452 2,901 6,353
13 Body proportion 3,452 2,900 6,352
14 Body weight 3,291 2,773 6,064
15 Brain weight 1,131 975 2,106
16 Catching date 3,453 2,901 6,354
17 Catching location 3,453 2,901 6,354
18 Corpora albicantia and lutea (number) - 2,896 2,896
19 Craniometric data 19 23 42
20 Discovery-type marks recovery 1 3 4
21 Endocrinogical studies on reproduction 0 0 4
22 Epididymis weight 3,452 - 3,452
23 Foetus,  body length 814 773 1,662
24 Foetus,  body proportion 755 720 1,482
25 Foetus,  body weight 813 767 1,616
26 Foetus,  number - 2,894 2,894
27 Foetus,  sex 817 817 1,692
28 Jacobson's organ shape 3,452 2,900 6,352
29 Lactation condition - 2,894 2,894
30 Lipids contents 587 493 1,080
31 Mammary gland measurements - 2,894 2,894
32 Maturity stage 3,452 2,901 6,350
33 Mitochondrial DNA control region sequences, humpback whale 143 133 276
34 Mitochondrial DNA control region sequences, fin whale 0 0 23
35 Mitochondrial DNA control region sequences, minke whale 516 476 992
36 Mitochondrial DNA RFLP-derived haplotype distribution 3,195 2,643 5,838
37 Nuclear DNA microsatellite (6 loci) 3,203 2,610 5,813
38 Organ weights 587 493 1,080
39 Parasites, external occurrence record 3,452 2,900 6,352
40 Parasites, internal occurrence record 3,452 2,900 6,352
41 Ribs (number) 3,451 2,900 6,351
42 Selenium analysis 0 0 74
43 Sex 3,453 2,901 6,354
44 Skeleton (whole skeleton measurement) 5 5 10
45 Skull (length and breadth) 3,345 2,812 6,157
46 Stomach contents (IWS format) 3,451 2,899 6,350
47 Stomach contents weight,  first stomach, excluding liquid 3,336 2,802 6,139
48 Stomach contents weight,  including liquid 3,336 2,802 6,139
49 Stomach contents weight,  second-fourth stomachs, excluding liquid 644 613 1,257
50 Tail notch shape 3,452 2,900 6,352
51 Testis weight 3,452 - 3,452
52 Transition phase 3,452 2,901 6,353
53 Uterine horn (breadth) - 2,876 2,876
54 Ventral grooves (number) 3,452 2,900 6,352
55 Biopsy sampling (Humpback, blue, right, fin, sei, sperm, killer whales)* 410

III ENVIRONMENTAL DATA
♂ ♀ Total

56 Heavy metals (liver) 922 150 1,072
57 Heavy metals (Stomach contents) 67 33 100
58 Marine debris (Stomach contents) 7 2 10
59 Organochlorine (blubber) 105 0 105

60 Marine debris (Sighting survey) 255
61 Organochlorine compounds (air) 9
62 Organochlorine compounds (sea water) 7
63 Temperature (XBT survey) 904

Number of samples (no of individuals)

*: This includes 304 humpbacks, 35 right, 26 fin, 22 blue, 20 minke, one  sei, one sperm and one killer whales.

Number of samples

Total
Sample size

Number of samples (no. of individuals)
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the examination should apply the best available method. 
The Committee has previously agreed that the effects of 
scientific permit catches on stocks should be examined 
assuming they were ongoing, as well for a shorter period, 
e,ven if the proposal was initially presented as a feasibility 
study (IWC, 2001b, p.57). Some members had noted in 
2002 that a catch level of 50 sei whales a year should not 
have been proposed without new, reliable information on 
which to base an assessment of impact, such as stock 
structure (IWC, 2003d, p.75). The proponents explained 
that the methods used for estimating sample size of sei 
whales were appended to SC/54/02, which described the 
JARPN II research plan. They stated that this included 
·distribution, density index, stock structure, biological 
parameters, abundance estimation and some other aspects 
of sei whale life history and ecology. 

The second issue of cancelli was whether or not, in the 
absence of any current understanding of stock status, the 
Committee would be in a position to make an a<:lequate 
assessment of the possible effects on the stock of proposed 
research takes. It was further noted that evaluation of the 
effects on stocks of scientific permit catches is especially 
difficult in cases where the stocks have not been assessed 
by the Committee in recent years and where there is no 
agreed abundance estimate. Some members proposed that 
when substantial takes are envisaged from such stocks, 
priority should be given for an in-depth assessment of the 
stock concerned as soon as possible. Proponents and some 
other members held the alternate view that Article VIli 
placed no such restrictions on research activities, and that 
the best currently available estimates of abundance were 
quite adequate for an assessment of the effects on stocks. 
These members therefore disagreed with the statement and 
proposal, noting that Article VIII provided Contracting 
Governments with an absolute right to issue Scientific 
Permits at their discretion and that an 'in-depth assessment' 
is not necessarily required to assess the effects on stocks of 
scientific permit catches. 

In summary, one view expressed support for a new 
procedure confined to scientific aspects only, and another 
view was that given the intractable nature of these 
discussions, the Committee remain with the existing 
guidelines. An alternative suggestion was that the 
Committee should consider using independent reviewers, 
as had been done for the Southern Ocean Sanctuary 
Review, to try to develop a consensual approach to this 
issue. However, no agreement was reached on any proposal 
for changes in the procedure for reviewing special permit 
proposals. There was general agreement that lacking 
further guidance from the Commission, the Committee 
would not be able to agree recommended changes to the 
guidelines it currently uses to review proposals for 
scientific permit whaling. The Scientific Committee will 
therefore remove this item from its agenda unless the 
Commission instructs otherwise. 

16.2 Review of results from existing permits 
16.2.1 Japan - Antarctic minke whales 
16.2.1.1 REVIEW OF RESULTS 
SC/56/012 described the most recent results of the JARPA 
programme. Work was conducted in Area IV and the 
eastern part of Area Ill between 30 November 2003 and 3 
March 2004. One sighting vessel (SV), three sighting and 

sampling vessels (SSV) and one research base ship were 
engaged in the research. Area IV strata were surveyed in 
the order of west-north, east-north, east-south, west-south 
and Prydz Bay: Area IIIE was surveyed prior to Area IV 
for the purpose of collecting the W stock samples, as those 
whales may migrate early in the feeding season. The SV 
covered 7,000 n. miles and sighted 454 schools and 1,756 
individual Antl\fctic minke whales. Three SSVs searched a 
total of 12,287 n. miles and sighted 638 schools and 1,494 
individual Antarctic minke whales. A total of 473 
individuals were targeted for sampling, of which only 440 
individuals were sampled. The most common reason for 
sampling failure was that the targeted whale escaped into 
the pack ice. Mature females were dominant in the east
south and the west-south stratas in Area IV, mature males 
were dominant in Area IIIE and in the west-south stratum 
in Area IV. In Prydz Bay, mature males and females 
predominated. The fraction of immature animals was 
relatively high in the east~north stratum of Area IV. 
Maximum body length was 10.05m for females and 9.39m 
for males, while the minimum lengths were 4.9m and 4.9m, 
respectively. These results were not significantly different 
from previous JARPA cruises . . The most characteristic 
result of the present survey was the large number of 
humpback whale sightings, which exceeded the number 
seen during any previous JARPA cruise. 

Estimates of humpback abundance based on data in the 
1989/90 and 2002/03 seasons were 4,426 (CV=0.20), 
32,519 (CV=O.ll), 2,759 (CV=O.l6), 1,551 (CV=0.24), in 
Areas III-E, IV, V and VI-W, respectively. Instantaneous 
rates of increase of humpback whales were estimated as 
18.1% (CV=0.21) and 12.2% (CV=0.21) in Areas IV and 
V, respectively (SC/56/SH11). Expansion of humpback 
whale distribution was observed in Area IV. Estimated 
abundances of fin whale were 3,382 (CV=0.52), 7,642 
(CV=0.26), 3,031 (CV=0.33) and 474 (CV=0.32), in Areas 
III-E, IV, V and VI-W, respectively. Instantaneous rates of 
increase for fin whales were 29.8% (CV=O.'IO) and 12.9% 
(CV=0.25) in Areas IV and V, respectively. Further details 
on applied methods and results are given in Annex P. 

Some members pointed out that the reported rates of 
increase were biologically implausible, while other 
members noted that observed rates of over I 0% have been 
reported in other areas. However, the Committee agreed 
that there might be other factors contributing to the 
magnitude of the increase that was observed. Some factors, 
such as change in whale distribution in relation to JARPA 
survey design, need further considerations. 

16.2.1.2 PREPARATION FOR REVIEW OF FINAL JARPA 
RESULTS 
At its 2003 meeting, the Committee appointed a small 
group to prepare for review of final JARPA results (IWC, 
20041, p.410) but did not identify a convenor. This year, 
Zeh agreed to convene this Steering Group (Annex U). 

The Committee agre.ed that it will undertake a full 
review of the JARPA programme when the complete set of 
results ate available following the completion of the 16-
year programme i.e. some time after the 2005 annual 
meeting of the Committee. The Steering Group will 
submit a progress report on preparations for consideration 
by the Committee next year. 

Hatanaka reported ·that Japan will host a meeting 
reviewing JARPA results (limited to the first 15 years of 
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JARP A) open to interested scientists in early 2005 prior to 
the Ulsan meeting. It was agreed by the Committee that 
this meeting would be considered a non-IWC sponsored 
workshop. Hatanaka commented that recommendations 
from that workshop would be used to design a JARPA II 
proposal. 

16.2.2 Japan- North Pacific common minke, sei, Bryde's 
and sperm whales 
The offshore component of the 2003 full-scale survey 
under JARPN II sampled totals of.IOO common minke, 50 
Bryde's, 50 sei and 10 sperm whales (SC/56/013). The 
coastal survey in 2003 had been planned as the second year 
of a two-year feasibility stuoy. The first year survey was 
carried out in autumn 2002 in coastal waters off Kushiro 
and the 2003 coastal survey was conducted in the coastal 
waters off Sanriku, and 50 minke whales were ki)led as 
part of JARPN II. All whales from the coastal survey were 
landed at the JARPN II research stations. Biological 
samples were subsequently taken (SC/56/014). 

SC/56/015, SC/56/016, SC/56/017 and SC/56/018 
included information on prey selection, prey consumption 
and interaction between the studied species and fisheries. 
SC/56/024 reported progress in multi-species modelling. A 
comprehensive description of results and progress is given 
inAnnexP. 

A number of questions were raised during discussion 
including: 

(I) whether 'uncertainty had been incorporated into the 
multi-species model; 

(2) what sensitivity analyses for the input parameters had 
been made; and 

(3) how sensitive the model was to assumptions about 
functional responses. 

The proponents reported that sensitivity tests, which were a 
major component of the modelling approach, are currently 
being conducted. 

The possibility of bias in the analysis originating from a 
more rapid passage time of krill through the digestive tract 
as compared to fish was discussed. In response, it was 
noted that only the fore-stomach was sampled, and 
different passage rates were unlikely. There was 
disagreement over whether passage of krill through the 
fore-stomach would be quicker than that of fish. 

With regard to the ecosystem studies, some members 
noted that the model described in the reports mentioned 
above includes only four elements: three commercial fish 
species, krill, whales and a human fishery. These represent 
a very small fraction of the ecosystem components in this 
area, and the model also does not include any feedback 
mechanisms or second-order effects. Some members thus 
concluded that the resulting analysis can only be viewed as 
an over-simplification of"the functional relationships within 
a true ecosystem. 

Other members felt that it is unreasonable to criticise the 
developmental stage of ecosystem modelling as overly 
simplistic. They stated that JARPN II would include the 
development of sophisticated ecosystem models, and . 
referred to progress made to identify keystone predators 
among many species or species groups in the area. They 
also noted .that the MULTSPEC model does not require all 
of the components of an ecosystem to be specified to 
perform adequately. In discussion, it was clarified that it is 

difficult to include many speci"es and complicated food 
webs in MULTSPEC. However, it is possible to 
incorporate the detailed dynamics of a subset of species 
with direct interactions between them into MUL TSPEC. 
They noted that the species in the model were important 
fishery resources to Japan, which have a large biomass and 
occupy a significant portion of the upper trophic level of 
the ecosystem in the area. 

Sei whale abundance was estimated based on the 2002 
and 2003 JARPN II surveys. These results were compared 
to an abundance estimate for the period 1997-2001 using 
data from JARPN. Discussion of the validity of these 
estimates is provided in Annex P, and under Item 16.3.2. 

Some elements in the research plan were defined by the 
proponents as feasibility studies: the logistics of sampling 
in the coastal area in 2002 and 2003 using small type 
whaling catcher boats; the sample size of minke whales in 
the coastal component; the sample size of sei whales and 
sampling of sperm whales in the ·offshore component. 
Based on the results from 2002 and 2003, the proponents 
concluded that: 

(1) no substantial problem occurred during the coastal 
surveys using small type whaling catcher boats, 
therefore the coastal component of the JARPN II 
should continue using the same kind of vessels and 
methodology; 

(2) the sample size of minke whales in the coastal 
component should be increased from 50 to 120, with 
60 animals to be sampled in each of the early and the 
late seasons; 

(3) the sample size of sei whales in the offshore 
component should be increased from 50 to I 00 
animals; and 

(4) the sampling of 10 sperm whales should be continued 
(SC/56/02). 

There was no agreement on the acceptability of these 
conclusions. A discussion of the effect of the proposed 
removals is reported under Item 16.3 .2. 

1 6.2.3 Iceland- North Atlantic common minke whales 
In August 2003, the Government oficeland issued a permit 
for a take of 38 minke whales, and in June of 2004 another 
permit had been issued for a further 25 minke whales. 
However, permits authorising the take of the fin and sei 
whales had not yet been issued, and no decision had yet 
been taken on these species. 

In 2003, a total of37 common minke whales was taken 
including one struck and lost. Catching for 2004 is still 
underway. Further details and preliminary results from 
analyses of sampled whales, shipboard and aerial sighting 
surveys and a synoptic resource survey are outlined in 
AnnexP. 

A new technique to investigate food ingestion rate based 
on blood and urine samples was presented (SC/56/0 11 ), 
and the methodology is detailed in Annex P. This analysis 
was preliminary and will continue to be elaborated. Some 
members thought that this represented a new means of 
analysing feeding ecology of whales through lethal 
sampling, and that as such it would be useful to implement 
in the JARPN II programme as well. Hatanaka agreed and 
added that the collaborative work with the University of 
Hokkaido on the molecular endocrinology to understand 
seawater adaptation of minke whales in the North Pacific 
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Appendix 1 

AGENDA 

I. Convenor's opening remarks 
2. Election of Chair, appointment of rapporteurs 
3. Adoption of agenda 
4. Review of documents 
5. Revised management (RMP)- General issues 

5.1 Review progress on adjusting convergence criteria 
for the CATCHLIMIT program 

5.2 Review the Implementation process in the light. of 
experience with western North Pacific minke 
whales 

5.3 Levels of information required for pre-implem
entation assessments and for _proceeding to an 
Implementation. 

5.4 Spatio-temporal considerations in the RMP 
5.5 Updated guidelines for surveys 

5.6 Other 
5.7 Workplan 

6. RMP ~preparations for Implementation 
6.1 Western North Pacific Bryde's whales 

6.1.1 Report ofthe intersessional group 
6.1.2 New information 
6.1.3 Pre-implementation assessment 

6.2 Review of information on North Atlantic fin 
whales 
6.2.1 Report of the intersessional group 
6.2.2 New information 
6.2.3 Planning for the pre-implementation 

assessment 
6.3 Work plan 

7. Adoption of report 

Appendix 2 

REQUIREMENTS AND GUIDELINES FOR IMPLEMENTATIONS1 

An Implementation for a species in a Region involves the 
delineation of Small Areas and, where appropriate, Medium, 
Large, and Residual Areas. A selection between possible 
options for Catch-cascading and/or Catch-capping is made 
during an Implementation, which includes the designation 
of Combination Areas as may be appropriate. 
· The overall Implementation process (Adjunct l ) involves 
deciding if there is sufficient information to begin a pre
implementation assessment, conducting a pre
implementation assessment and then after completing the 
pre-implementation assessment, proceeding to an 
Implementation, which should normally to be conducted 
over two Annual Meetings and two intersessional 
workshops. The outcome from an Implementation will be 
recommendations to the Commission regarding variants of 
the RMP (if there. are any given current information) that 
can be used to set catch limits for the species in the Region. 
In this context, an RMP variant consists of specifications for 
where and when whaling is to occur (i.e. specifications for 
management areas and for temporal constraints on the 
whaling operation) and whether, for example, Catch 
capping or Catch cascading are to be applied. The 
recommendation to the Commission will be accompanied 
by suggestions for research needs. These suggestions may, 
for example, focus on research needed to eliminate some of 
the considered hypotheses or to confirm that hypotheses 

1 Throughout this document, the tenn Implementation refers to the process 
leading to the Committee making a recommendation of catch limits (zero 
or otherwise) to the Commission) not an implementation by the 
Commission itself (which has not yet agreed an RMS). 

considered to be of ' low' plausibility2
, but to which the 

RMP is not very robust in terms of conservation, are· indeed 
. 'low' plausibility. The Committee will> prioritise the 

suggested research activities taking account of feasibility, 
cost and the likely utility of the results. 

The Committee may decide to recommend more than 
one RMP variant to the Commission. This may take the 
form of recommending an RMP variant which did not 
perform 'acceptably'3 for all trials for application for a I 0-
year period, during which time a research programme, 
guided and approved by the Committee must be conducted. 
This 10-year research program would include both data 
collection and data analysis. An Implementation Review at 
the end of the 1 0-year period will evaluate the results of the 
research program. If this evaluation reveals that the research 
has shown that the trials for which the RMP variant did not 
perform 'acceptably' should be assigned ' low' V<eight, 
future catch limits will be based on this variant. However, if 
the research did not show that these trials should be 
assigned 'low' weight, future catch limits will be based on a 
more conservative RMP variant (see Section 4.1) than that 
applied over the first I 0 years following a 5-year period in 
which the less conservative variant is phased-out, so that the 
performance over the 100-year period is still acceptable, i.e. 
the combination of the two RMP variants will be such that 
conservation performance over I 00 years has acceptable 

2 For ease of presentation, the term 'plausibility' will be used to refer to 
hypotheses and 'weight' to refer to trials. 
l Section 4.1 of this document provides guidelines for 'acceptable ' 
performance. 
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risk. If an RMP variant which is linked to required research 
is adopted by the Commission, a progress report on the 
research programme must be submitted annually to the 
Scientific Committee. Failure to implement the research 
programme to the satisfaction of the Committee will result 
in catch limits immediately being based on the more 
conservative RMP variant that would have been put in place 
following the 10-yeai period. 

In order for it to be possible to apply the RMP variant 
adopted by the Commission for a species and Region it is 
necessary for the Committee to define the catches, the 
bycatches and the estimates of abundance (and their 
variance-covariance matrix) for this species and Region 
(IWC, 1999) as well as future projected anthropogenic 
removals (IWC, 2001, p. 5). The process of defining these 
inputs to the CLA must occur in parallel with the 
specification of trials and RMP variants and the selection of 
a RMP variant. It must be completed by the Second Annual 
Meeting if it is intended that the CLA will be applied after 
the Implementation is complete. It is important that the set 
of catch histories and abundance estimates considered in 
trials is sufficiently broad that the catches and abundance 
estimates used when applying the CLA are encapsulated by 
this set.· 

1. Pre-implementation assessment 

The purpose of a pre-implementation assessment is to try to 
answer specific questions agreed by the Committee to 
determine whether it is in a posi.tion to embark on the 
Implementation process. It is not the same as an in-depth 
assessment. Its primary objective is to develop a set of 
plausible stock structure hypotheses that will be specified in 
terms of an operating model to be used in the 
Implementation Simulation Trials (ISTs). In addition, 
abundance estimates and the likely temporal and spatial 
aspects of intended whaling operations will be considered. 

1.1 Information required to initiate a pre-implementation 
assessment 
At the outset, it is the responsibility of a member 
government or several member governments to propose that 
a species in a region should become a candidate for 
consideration for an eventual Imp lementation. 

(1) Any IWC Member(s) who seek(s) an RMP 
Implementation shall develop a proposal and submit 
this to the Committee for consideration at least one 
meeting before the proposed meeting in. which the pre
implementation assessment is to begin. This proposal 
must include ' a summary of data and related 
information including: 

(i) operational data; 
(ii) extent of likely whaling operations; 
(iii) abundance; and 
(iv) stock structure and movement. 

The proposal must include an overall summary table of 
this information (Adjunct 2 includes a suggested format 
and a few hypoth"etical examples). The proposal need 
not be limited to this summary table and it is expected 
that narrative and additional tables would be included 
in a proposal. The Committee will evaluate the 
information in terms of: 

(a) whether the abundance and genetics data provide 
adequate geographic coverage of the entire Region 

and particularly where abundance surveys and 
harvest are likely to occur; and 

(b) whether the data are in a suitable form for analysis 
by the Committee. 

It is extremely important that discussions on plausible 
hypotheses begin at an early stage. Although not 
required, progress through the pre-implementation 
assessment will be facilitated if the stock structure data 
have been analysed and the proposal includes an initial 
suggestion for a set of inclusive stock structure 
hypotheses for consideration by the Committee. If 
requested, an e-mail correspondence group of the 
Committee will be established to provide guidance on 
this process. 

(2) The Committee will review the summary and, taking 
account of the advice of an e-mail correspondence 
group, determine if there is sufficient information to 
initiate a pre-implementation assessment. 

(3) If the Committee determines that there is insufficient 
information, it will specify additional data/information 
requirements. 

( 4) If the Committee determines that there is sufficient 
information, the plans for a pre-implementation 
assessment (including data requirements at the 
appropriate resolution) will be included in its annual 
Work Plan submitted to the Commission. 

(5) If the Commission approves the Committee's Work 
Plan, then Procedure A regarding data availability will 
apply (see IWC, 2004, p.57). 

If all the above conditions are met, the Committee will be in 
a position to begin to carry out the pre-implementation 
assessment. 

1.2 Nature ofthe·assessment 
The pre-implementation assessment will focus on the 
following issues: 
(I) the. establishment of plausible stock hypotheses4 

consistent with the data (taken inter alia from an agreed 
list of archetypes [to be determined]) that are inclusive 
enough that it is deemed unlikely that the collection of 
new data during the Implementation process will 
suggest a major novel hypothesis (e.g. a different 
number of stocks) noi already specified in the basic 
trial structure5

; 

(2) examination of available abundance estimates; 
(3) information on the geographical and temporal nature of 

' likely' whaling operations - taking into account the 
complexity of the situation with regard to spatia
temporal issues; and 

( 4) information on the geographical and temporal nature of 
' likely' future levels of anthropogenic removals other 
than due to commercial whaling. 

During the pre-implementation assessment, the Committee 
may use a 'simple model filter' (e.g. Punt, 2003) to examine 
the importance of any hypothesised factors in a 
management context, in order to inform future work and the 
development of appropriate Implementation Simulation 
Trials. 

4 At this stage, the hypotheses will only need to be specified in broad detail 
(hypothesised locations of breeding grounds, feeding grounds, movement 
corridors, numbers of stocks) - values for parameters related to, for 
example, dispersal and movement will not be eKpected at this stage. 
s This coutd be judged by evaluating the power of more (genetic) samples 
to identify additional stocks in the Region. 
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The precimplementation assessment may take place over 
several Annual Meetings (although it is possible that it 
could be completed during a single Annual Meeting). Some 
iteration may occur as additional research is identified and 
conducted. Unlike later stages of the Implementation 
process, new data can be introduced during the pre
implementation assessment to refine the set of hypotheses. 

1.2.1 OUTCOME 

On the basis of this assessment, the Committee will make a 
recommendation as to whether or not to formally begin the 
Implementation process. This decision will be based. on 
whether the following information is available. 

(I) Abundance estimates: 

(i) abundance estimates for use in the CLA (data 
meeting the specifications for abundance estimates 
intheRMP); 

(ii) abundance estimates for use in conditioning ISTs 
(data need to have sufficient temporal and spatial 
resolution to allow estimates to be developed at the 
scale of the sub-areas that would be likely to be 
used in simulation trials); 

(iii) whether and how account is taken of g(O) - e.g. 
when conditioning the trials/applying the CLA; and 

(iv) plans for future surveys (including spatial coverage 
and frequency). 

(2) Catches: 

(i) catch history to be used in the CLA in the trials - as 
complete as possible at this stage (e.g. including 
incidental catch) and with sufficient spatial 
resolution for the management areas likely to be 
considered in the Implementation; and 

(ii) where appropriate, alternative possible catch 
histories for use in ISTs in cases of uncertainty over 
catch history including incidental catch. 

(3) An inclusive set of stock structure hypotheses which, it 
is agreed, cover the plausible range that needs to be 
tested in the trials. 

( 4) Initial discussion of experimental ways to distinguish 
amongst competing stock hypotheses. 

(5) Any data to be used to estimate dispersal rates among 
putative stocks within the operating model. . 

(6) Any data (e.g. values for biological parameters such as 
natural mortality and fishery selectivity) intended to be 
used when conditioning the operating model. 

If the Committee does not recommend that the 
Implementation process can begin, it will formulate 
appropriate research recommendations to try to obtain 
necessary information. If it recommends favourably, then 
the Implementation timetable begins. The Committee will 
advise the Commission of the resource implications of 
starting the Implementation process and will indicate any 
delays that might result due to lack of resources (such as 
lack of staff/funding for intersessional meetings). 

2. First intersessional workshop 

The primary objective of the first intersessional workshop is 
to develop an appropriate Implementation Simulation Trials 
structure and to specify the associated conditioning so that it 
can be carried out before the following Annual Meeting. 

The aim of such trials6 is to encompass the range of 
plausible scenarios involving inter alia stock structure, 
MSY rates (MSYR), removals and surveys. These trials are 
used to investigate the implications of various choices of 
RMP variants such as Catch-cascading from a risk- and 
catch-related perspective, with a view to recommending an 
appropriate variant for implementation of the RMP for a 
specific species/area. · 

Workshop discussions will include the items listed 
below. 

(1) A final review of the plausible hypotheses arising from 
the pre-implementation assessment (and, if appropriate, 
elimination of any hypotheses that are inconsistent with 
the data) - this will take into account the probable 
management implications of such hypotheses to try to 
avoid unnecessary work in the precise specifications of 
hypotheses for which these are very similar. 

(2) An examination of more detailed information in 
expected operations, including whether coastal, pelagic, 
on migration, on feeding, on breeding or combinations 
of these. When providing such information, users and 
scientists may provide options or suggest modifications 
to the pattern of operations. 

(3) The determination of the small geographical areas 
('sub-areas') that will be used in specifying the stock 
structure hypotheses and operational pattern. 

(4) The development of (options for) potential Small 
Area/ and management variants. 

(5) The specification of the data and methods for 
conditioning the trials that will be carried out before the 
next annual meeting (an e-mail correspondence group 
will be established to make revisions should any 
problems arise). 

(6) Further consideration of experimental ways to 
distinguish amongst competing stock hypotheses. 

It is important to note that after this stage: 

(I) there shall be no changes to the agreed trials structure 
that implements the agreed plausible hypotheses; and 

(2) no new data will be considered, although new analyses 
of existing data may be presented to the First Annual 
Meeting (see below). 

3. First Annual Meeting 
The primary purpose of the first Annual Meeting is to 
review the results of conditioning and to finalise the JSTs. It 
is expected that failure to achieve adequate conditioning 
will be avoided through revisions to the trials specifications 
by the e-mail correspondence group. However, if some 
trials cannot be conditioned, this may or may not influence 
the relative weights assigned to the trials (e.g. if a specific 
instance of a stock structure hypothesis cannot be 
conditioned adequately, this does not imply that the stock 
structure hypothesis concerned is implausible). 

This review may include new analyses of data available 
up to the time of the previous workshop but new data may 
not be introduced at this stage·. After reviewing the results 
of the conditioning, the Trials themselves may be changed, 
but the overall structure can not be changed. 

The primary output will be the detailed specifications of 
the final JSTs. These will be determined on the basis of: 

6 A trial is the combination of a set of 'hypotheses' (e.g. about stock 
structure, MSYR). 
7 Small Areas cannot be smaller than sub-areas. 
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(I) final consideration of the plausibility of the various 
hypotheses and hence the weight assigned to each of 
the trials (the overall balance of the ISTs will be 
accounted for when weights are assigned); 

(2) discussion of what data/research may reduce the 
number of hypotheses and possible time-frames. for this 
research/data collection; 

(3) updates/improvements to standard data sets (i.e. 
abundance, catches, bycatches) for use by the CLA in 
fmal trials and when evaluating the plausibility of 
hypotheses and hence assigning weights to trials (new · 
data would not be used when conditioning the trials); 
and 

( 4) specification of operational features (geographical and 
temporal) and management variants. 

The specification of final trials will: 

( 1) include trials to examine effects of using one RMP 
variant over an initial period (up to 10 years) followed, 
after a 5-year phase-out period, by a more conservative 
variant (see discussion below); 

(2) exclude potential 'low' weight trials (e.g. those where 
at least one factor is considered to have ' low' 
plausibility); and 

(3) assign weights to the remaining trials of 'high', 
'medium', or 'no agreement'8. 

A timetable for the remaining work (including circulation of 
trial results and format) will be developed - the timetable 
will be determined so that there is a reasonable expectation 
that the results of the trials will be available well before the 
second intersessional workshop. 

The Committee will also commence discussions related 
to defining the inputs for actual application of the CLA 
(catches, bycatches, estimates of abundance and projected 
future anthropogenic removals). 

4. Second intersessional workshop 
The primary objective of this workshop is to review the 
results of the final trials and develop reconunendations for 
consideration by the full Conunittee on: 

( 1) management areas; 
(2) RMP variants (e.g. Catch-cascading, Catch-capping); 
(3) associated operational constraints (e.g. temporal 

restrictions); 
( 4) suggestions for future research (either within or outside 

whaling operations) to narrow the range of plausible 
hypotheses/eliminate some hypotheses; and 

(5) 'less conservative' variant(s) with their associated 
required research programs and associated duration. 

Discussions regarding the inputs to the actual application of 
the CLA will continue. 

4. I Guidelines for the review of ISTs 
It is to be hoped that the attention to the development of 
final ISTs will have ensured that the number of trials is 
minimised. In order to extract the most information out of 
the results of the ISTs, conservation performance should be 
examined for each RMP variant and trial. The set of 
decision rules listed below is semi-automatic. ·It is not, 
however, fully automatic because some 'human integration' 

' 'No agreement' trials are trials for which a reasonable case is made that 
the weight should be 'high' although this is in disagreement. Trials for 
which there is disagreement on whether a trial is 'medium' or 'low' would 
normally be treated as 'medium' in the process of reviewing trial results. 

of results will be necessary, particularly in order to inform 
decisions about whether future research is needed. During 
review of the results, discussions will continue on the 
development of a research programme to try to distinguish 
amongst hypotheses, for final recommendation at the 
Second Annual Meeting. 

The steps involved in reviewing the JSTs (see Fig. 1 for a 
flowchart of the overall process) w.ill be as follows. Adjunct 
3 applies each of these steps to an illustrative example. 

(1) The conservation performance · (given the highest 
priority by the Commission) for each trial and variant 
will be examined using predetermined guidelines (e.g .. 
those in Table I), and each combination of variant and 
trial will be classified as either 'acceptable', 
'borderline' or 'unacceptable' (box I of Fig. 1). This 
will result in the initial ranking of the variants. Note 
that this classification step only · considers trials 
weighted as ' high', 'medium' or 'no agreement' 
because the 'low' weight trials were excluded during 
the First Annual Meeting9

• The exact numerical 
specifications for the thresholds used when defining 
' acceptable' and 'borderline' will be based on the 
values for relevant performance measures for the single 
stock trials. Specifically, the values for 'acceptable' 
performance are based on the results for the Dl and Rl 
base-case trials for the 0.72 tuning of the CLA, while 
those for 'borderline' performance are based of the 
results for these trials for the 0.60 tuning of the CLA10

• 

The results for the D I trial will be used to specify the 
thresholds related to fmal depletion while those for the 
Rl trial will be used to specify the thresholds related to 
the minimum ratio of the population size with catches 
compared to that with only incidental catches. 

(2) Variants that are classified as ' acceptable' for all trials 
can be recommended to the Commission without any 
additional research (although there may be some 
suggestions related to future research) (see box '2' on 
Fig. 1). 

(3) Variants that are classified · as 'unacceptable' for any 
'high' weight trials are unacceptable and will be 
eliminated11 from consideration at this stage (see box 
'3' on Fig. !). 

(4) The detailed performance of the variants which 
performed acceptably for most (taking the balance of 
the trials into account) of the trials but 'borderline' for 
a small number of the 'medium' weighted trials will be 
examined. If performance on the conservative-related 
performance statistics for these trials is . close to 
'acceptable' (e.g. lower z%-ile of final depletion ---xK) 

9 Some 'low' weight trials may be run to confirm which of these trials have 
a large impact on the performance of the RMP. The results of these trials 
will not, however, be used to select an RMP variant to select to the 
Commission but may play a role in the development of suggestions for 
future research. 
10 The Committee implicitly agreed that tunings from 0.60 to 0.72 for the 
D I base-case trial were acceptable for the single stock CLA. by providing 
the Commission with this range of alternatives. The Commission chose 
0.72. 
11 Note that although a variant may be classified as unacceptable, this does 
not preclude a member government from conducting research which could 
show that the trial on which perfonnaoce was unacceptable should have 
been a 'low' weight trial. Information from such research will be evaluated 
during the regular Implementation Reviews. lf the results of research show 
that some trials initially assigned 'high" weight are actually quite unlikely 
(and dese_rve 'low' weight), this could result in reconsideration of 
previously rejected RMP variants. 
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Acceptable 

Either: 

lower v%-ile of final depletion >a.K; 
and/or· 

the lower x%-ile of the minimum over each of 
the 100 years of the ratio of the population size 
to that in the same scenario but there are only 
incidental catches, remains :ry (Fig. 2). 

Table I 

Categories of conservation performance. 

Borderline 

Either: 

lower w%-ile of final depletion >~K; 

and/or 

the lower y%-tle of the minimum over each of the 
100 years of the ratio of the population size to that 
in the same scenario but there are only incidental 
catches, remains >a. 

these variants could be judged 'acceptable' by the 
Committee and could be recommended to the 
Commission without a required research program (see 
the two box 4's in Fig. 1). If this performance is not 
close to 'acceptable', these variants are considered 
further as described in step (5). · 

Unacceptable 

Anything that cannot be classified 
as 'acceptable' or 'borderline'. 

(5) The performance statistics for the variants for which no 
decision has yet been made (i.e. they are neither 
'acceptable' nor 'unacceptable') are evaluated to 
determine whether these variants fall into one of three 
categories: 'rejected/unacceptable', 'acceptable', and 
'possibly acceptable with required research'12

• 

compared with those for the variants which are 
acceptable (box 5 of Fig. 1 ). In addition to the 
usual statistics: i.e. median, 5th and 951h percentiles 
for 'Total Catch' , 'Catch by Smqll Area, Medium 
Area' and 'Average Catch over the last I 0 years of 
the 100-year Management Period', the Committee 
might wish to consider catch statistics for an initial 
period of management (say 20 years). 

(b) The IWC Member(s) who made the proposal will 
be requested to state13 whether, based on the 
comparison of the catch-related performance 
measures, they remain interested in the remaining 
variants given that application of these variants 
will require that a research programme guided and 

(a) The values of the catch-related performance 
measures for these variants will be examined and 

2. Yes ('Acx:eptable' 
perfonnance 

1. Evaluate performance using predetennined 1-------- -----, 
guidelines. Is perfomance 'acceptable' 

on all trials). 

4a. Detailed evaluation of 
results. Are results 'acceptable'? 

Yes 

Acceptable without 
research. 

on all trials? 

'Borderline'f unae<:eptable' 
an some 'medium' and/or 
'no agreement' trials. 

Fig. !. Flowchart. 

3. 'Unacceptable' 
performance for at 

least one 'high' weight 
trial. 

5. Evaluate catch related 
perfonnance. 

No 

Unacx:eptable. 

12 Note that only variants which achieved 'borderline~. performance on 
. 'high'. 'medium' or 'no agreement' weighted trials or 'unacceptable' 
perfonnance on 'medium' or 'no agreement' trials will be considered at 
this stage because any variants which achieved 'unacceptable• perfonnance 
for a 'high' weight trial will al ready be rejected (see step 3). 13 Via their Scientific Committee representative. 
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approved by the Committee be implemented (box 6 
of Fig. I). Only variants in which interest has been 
expressed will be retained. 

(c) For each of the remaining variants, the Committee 
will then decide whether a research programme 
can be developed that provides information that 
can be used to assess whether the combination of 
factors on which the trials for which these variants 
perform poorly should have been 'low' rather than 
'medium' or ' high' weight (box 7 of Fig. !). The 
aspects considered during such an evaluation will 
include: 

(i) feasibility of addressing the uncertainties 
concerned over a 1 0-year period; 

(ii) the number and nature of trials for which the· 
variants did not perform 'acceptably'14

; and 
(iii) the extent to which the variant failed to 

perform 'acceptably'. 

(d) If the Committee decides that it is· feasible to 
design a research programme for any of the 
variants, it will establish additional trials to 
examine conservation performance, assuming 
management is based on these variants for 1 0 years 
after which management will revert, via a five-year 
phase-out process, to being based on one of the 
acceptable variants15

• The results of these trials 
will be considered at the Second Annual Meeting. 

5. Second Annual Meeting 
The primary purpose of this meeting is to review the results 
of the Second Intersessional Workshop (including any 
additional trials) and agree recommendations for 
implementation including the specifications of the inputs to 
the CLA. 

12,000 

2,000 

0+----------r---------r---------, 
0 50 100 150 

Year 
No catches -+- With catches 

Fig. 2a. Two example population size trajectories. The population is 
initially depleted to 3,000 animals. The solid line corresponds to a no
catch scenario and the triangles to a scenario in which there are 
catches. 

14 A large number of trials need oot lead to immediate rejection of the 
possibility of a research program if all the trials concerned involve a small 
number of uncertainties which lead to poor performance. 
15 This is to simulate a situation where the recommended research 
programme does not yield reSults that show the initial variant to be 
acceptable (i.e. that the trials for which it was not robust had 'low' weight). 
Note that the 'acceptable' variant might involve zero catches. 

If the Second Workshop had recommended additional 
trials, these will be reviewed at the Second Annual Meeting. 
Particular attention will be given to the conservation 
performance of those trials where a ' less conservative' RMP 
variant is assumed for the first 10 years, followed by a 
phase-out period, after which catches are set by a 'more 
conservative' variant16

• If conservation performance for 
these trials satisfies the requirements of adequate 
performance, that variant [or variants] will be presented as 
acceptable in association with a research programme agreed 
by the Committee. The associated research programme will 
be formul!!ted such that it identifies expected progress in a 
manner that will allow the Committee to review annually 
whether the programme is being adequately followed. 

When presenting such variants, it will be explicit that: 

(1) if at any time the research programme associated with 
the RMP variant has not progressed to the satisfaction 
of the Committee, the Committee will recommend that 
catch limits immediately be based on the 'more · 
conservative' RMP variant; and 

(2) the option to choose a 'less conservative variant + 
research programme' can only be invoked once. 

REFERENCES 
International Whaling Commission. 1999. Repon of the Scientific 

Committee. Annex N. The Revised Management Procedure (RMP) for 
baleen whales. J. Cetacean Res. Manag(. (Suppl.) I : 251-8 

International Whaling Commission. 2001. Report of the · Scientific 
Committee. J. Cetacean Res. Manage. (Supp/.) 3: 1-76 

International Whaling Commission. 2004. Report of the Scientific 
Committee. J. Cetacean Res. Manage. (Suppl.) 6: 1-60. 

Punt, A.E. 2003. Progress on software for the rapid evaluation of the 
perfonnance of the RMP when stock-structure is uncertain. Paper 
SC/55/SD2 presented to the IWC Scientific Committee, May 2003, 
Berlin (unpublished). l?pp .. [Paper available from the Office of this 
Journal]. 
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Fig. 2b. The time-trajectory of the ratio of the population size with catch to 
that without catch. 'Acceptable' perfonnance corresponds to this ratio 
remaining above y for the duration of the IOO·year period while 
'borderline· perfonnance corresponds to this ratio remaining about a 
for the duration of the I 00-year period. 

16 This variant is one those which is acceptable without a required research 
program and which. when tested in combination with the 'less 
conservative' RMP variant, was found to achieve 'acceptable' perfonnance 
for all trials. This variant need not be the variant among those that are 
'acceptable' without a research program that leads to the highest catches. · 
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ll x+ Annual M«ting:; 
'Prt:-lmpl~men/allon assessment' 

The pre-implementation assessment will 
take place during one 0(" more Annual 
Meetings and will focus on the following 
issues= 
(1) the establishment of plausible stock 
hypolheses coosistcnt with the data (taken 

inter alia from an agreed list of archetypes) 
that are inclusive enoogb that it is deemed 
unlikely that the collection of new data 
during the lmplem'entation process would 
suggest a major novel hypothesis (e.g. a 
different number of stocks) not already 
spccificdiothcb.uictrialstructw'e; 
(2) e.1amination of available abundance: 
estimates; and 
(3) information on the geographical and 
temporal nalureof'likcly' whaling 
opmllions- taking into account the 
complexity of the situ:ation with regard to 
spatio-temporal issues. 

On the basis of this assessment, the 
Committee will make a recommendation as 
to whether or not to Connally begin the 
Implementation proc.css. 

1-
'2) First lotersessional WorkshOp-
Trial structure development 

The primal}' objective is to develop in 
appropriate JmplemenJQ/ion Simulalion 
Trials structure and to spccil)r the associated 
conditioning so that it can be carried out 
before the First Annual Meeting. 
Workshop discu.ssioos will include: 
(I) A ftnali'Cview of the plausible 
hypothelcs taking into account the probable 
management implications to avoid 
unnecessary work; 
(2) An examination of more detailed 
information on expected operations; 
(3) The dctermioatioo of the small 

· geographical areas that will be used in 
specifying the stook structure hypotheses 
and operattona\ pattern; 
(4) The development of(options for) 
potential Small Areas and management 
variants; 
(5)Thespecificationofthedataand 
methods for conditioning the lrials; 
(6) Further considetttion of e;<perimcntal 
ways to distinguish amongst competing 
stock hypotheses. 
ltisimportanttonotethatafterthis$1agc: 
( I) thercshaJI be no changes to lbe ~~ 
triats strocturethatimplemc:ntstheagn:ed 
plausible hypotheses; 
(2) no new data will be considered. 

1-
'3) First Annual Meeting 
Conditioning and final trial 
structure 

The primary objective is to review 
the results of conditioUing and to 
flnalisethc/STs. 
This review may include new 
analyses or data but DOt new data. 
The Trials may be changed but not 
the overall structure. Final /ffi 
based on: 
( l)fioalconsidecatiooof 
plausibility, including weighting 
trialsintennsoftheovcralt 
bala.nceofthe /STs; 
{2) discussion cfwhat 
data/ttSC&R:b may reduce number 
of hypotheses; 
(3) updates to standard data sets 
(i.e. abundance, catches, 
bycatcbes) for use in fmal trials; 
( 4) specificatioa of operational 
features and management variants: 
(5) specification BDd classification 
offmatttials; 
(6) developtimetablcfor 
I'Cmainjngwork 

- '4) Second lotersessional Workshop 
Review results of fmal trials 

The primary objective iJ to review the 
results of the final trials and develop 
recommendations for consideration by 
the full Committee on: 
(I) management areas; 
(2) RMP variants (e.g. Carch
cascading,CorcJ,.copping); 
(J) associated operational constraints 
(e.g. temporal restrictioDS); 
( 4) research needs (either within or 
outside operations) to narrow range. of 
plausible hypotheses; 
(5)useof'a Jess conservative' variant 
with appropriate research and 
associated time period. 

~ 
'Sl Second Annual Meeting 
Committee recommendations 

The primary objective is to review the 
resulls of the Seoood Jntersessional 
Workshop (including any 11dditional trials) 
and agn:e recommendations for 
lmpletne1UaJion. 
If this includes a reconuncndation for a 
'lessconservatjvc' option, integral to this 
wiil be an agreed research programme 
guided and approved by the Committee. A 
progress report on this programme must 
be submitted armually to the Scientific 
Conunittee. 

............................................................................................................................ 
'9) Annual Meeting 

Carry out lmplementolion Review. Make 
recommendatiOfls to Commission. 

'8llntenessiooal Workshop 

Determine new trials to acco101t 
for new infonraition (depending 
on complexity, this may resemble 
citherstage(2)or stage(3)). 

nlAnnualMeeting 

Examine new infoJJDatioo and 
determine if this is inside/outside 
tested parameter space 110dlor if it has 
narrowed hypotheses. 
Jfycs, need new trials and at least one 
workshop. 
If no, straight to lmplemenlofion 
R~i~ at Annual Meeting (9). 

" ~61 Intcrvt:~~io~ period 
Data collection: see box 5 

RMP armotation 9 s~ifies that an 
Implementation Review should nonnally 
be scheduled no later than S years since 
completion of the previous 
lmplemelll111iOII (Review), but earlier if 
important new evidence on stock 
identity, major cbaoges to abundance 
estimation methodology, etc. 
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Adjunct 2 

Example summary table for proposals for pre-implementation assessment with a few hypothetical illustrations 

Item Details Rawfonnat 

Opei-ational data 
Catch history E.g. Nation, operation, date, E.g. Electronic 

length, sex, other 
Effort data E.g. Simple (e.g. CDW), time E.g. Paper 

budget 

Where held Analytical methods 

IWC 

National lab -

Abundance 
Shipboard E.g. Dates, tracks, what 

recorded, methodology 
E.g. Electronic IWC-DESS E.g. Line-transect, no g(O) 
suitable for Distance correction 

Aerial · E.g. As forshipboard E.g. Electronic IWC-DESS E.g. Cue-counting 
suitable for Distance 

Stock structure and dispersal rates 
Genetic E.g. n, allozyme, microsatellite, See Section 9.1 

etc. 
Moryhometric E.g. What measured, n, 

Discovery 
marks 
Telemetry 

Biological 
parameters 
Ecological 

positions, sex, etc. 
E.g. Releases, recoveries (dates, See Table 99.99 
positions, effort etc.) 
E.g. n, tracks, dive times etc. 

E.g. Reproductive data (foetal, 
dates. positions, n etc.) 
E.g. Pollutant, parasites 

Adjunct3 

E.g. Hypothesis testing, 
boundary rank, dispersal rates 
E.g. PCA 

E.g. Simple plots, 
Effort based probabilities 
E.g. Simple plots, input to 
aerial survey analysis 

Key papers Comments 

E.g. Wright-Phillips, Being updated 
20??; Anelka, 20?? 
IWC, 19?? 

Already 
accepted by SC 

An illustrative example of reviewing the results of a set of ISTs 

91 

The decision rules outlined in Fig. I and Section 4.1 are applied to the illustrative example in Table 1. In this example, there 
are six RMP variants and 11 trials (four of which have 'high' weight, five 'medium' weight and the~e was no agreement on the 
weight for the last two trials). 

Table I 

Conservation performance by management variant and trial. 

Variant Variant 

Trial Weight 2 4 Trial Weigbt 6 

I High A A A u A A 7 Medium u A A "A B A 
2 High A A A B B A 8 Medium A A A u A B 
3 High A A A B A A 9 Medium B A A u A B 
4 High A A A B A A 10 No agreement B A A u u A 
5 Medium A A B u A A II No agreement A A A A A A 
6 Medium A A A B A A 

Results: A=acceptable, B=borderline, U=unaceeptable. 

The initial ranking of the variants in Table I (see boxes I, 2 and 3 of Fig. I) suggests that only variant 2 is acceptable without 
additional research because it is the only variant that achieved 'acceptable' performance for all of the trials. One possible 
outcome at this point is that variant 2 could be recommended to the Commission. This recommendation would not involve any 
required research (although there may be some suggestions for research). This initial ranking would also result in rejection of 
variant 4 as unacceptable because it performs unacceptably on" Trial I (which has 'high' weight). A summary of the situation at 
this point is: 

Variant 
Status 

2 4 6 
No decision yet ~ No decision yet Unacceptable No decision yet No decision yet 

The performance of the remaining variants (I, 3, 5 and 6) in Table I for each trial would now be examined in detail (step 4 in 
Section 4.1). Variant 3 performed acceptably for all of the trials except trial 5 where. its performance was 'borderline'. The 
detailed results for this trial would be examined by the Committee. Assuming that variant 3 was judged acceptable following 
detailed examination of the performance statistics because its results are close to 'acceptable', variant 3 would be deemed 
acceptable. The summary of the status of the various variants becomes: 
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Variant 4 
Status No decision yet Acceptable AccePtable Unacceotable No decision yet No decision yet 

The decision rule has now reached the point at which decisions need to made regarding whether any of the remaining variants 
(i.e. variants I, 5 and 6 in the example) are acceptable if they are accompanied by required research (step 5 in Section 4.1). The 
catch-related perfonnance statistics would now be examined and the IWC Member(s) who made the proposal for 
Implementation would be requested to state whether they remain interested in variants I, 5 and 6. Let us assume that the 
Member(s) proposing Implementation .decide that variant 6 does not provide sufficient additional catch to warrant the cost of 
the large research program that would be needed to show that the factors that underlie trials 8 and 9 are ' low' weight. The 
summary table now becomes: 

Variant 2 6 
Status No decision yet ~ ~ UnacceJJtable No decision yet Not worth pursuing 

The Committee would then decide for each of the remaining variants ( 1 and 5) whether a research program could be developed 
that provides infonnation that could used to assess whether that the combination of factors on which the trials for which 
variants I and 5 perfonned poorly (trials 7, 9 and 10 for variant I and trials 2, 7 and 10 for variant 5) should have been ' low' 
rather than 'medium' or 'high' weight (box 7 of Fig. 1). A possible outcome of this is that there is no feasible 10-year research 
program to revise the weight for trial 9 (which say involves a low value for MSYR) so variant 1 (which achieved 'borderline' 
perfonnance for trial 9) would be omitted from consideration. The summary table is now: 

Variant 3 4 6 
Status No feasible research Accep,table ~ Unacceotable No decision yet Not worth pursuing 

The Committee would then establish additional trials to examine conservation perfonnanC:e if management was based on 
variant 5 for 10 years (box 8 of Fig. I). These trials would involve using variant 5 for ten years followed by one of the 
acceptable variants. In the case under consideration, there would two ways to running these trials: i) variant 5 followed by 
variant 3, and ii) variant 5 followed by variant 2. These calculations would be conducted assuming that the catch limits for 
years 1-10 are calculated using variant 5, the catch limits for years 11-15 are calculated using a weighted average of those from 
variant 5 and one of variants 2 or 3 (where the weight changes from I in year 10 to 0 in year 15), and the catch limit for years 
15+ are calculated using variants 2 or 3. If these calculations lead to perfonnance measures for all of the trials that would be 
classified as 'acceptable' (using the classification scheme in Table 1), variant 5 would be judged to be 'acceptable' if 
accompanied by a research program. The final summary table is then: 

2 4 Variant 
Status No feasible research Acceptable Acceptable Unacceptable Acceptable with required 

research 
Not worth pursuing 

Appendix3 

REQUIREMENTS AND GillDELINES FOR CONDUCTING SURVEYS AND ANALYSING DATA WITHIN THE 
REVISED MANAGEMENT SCHEME 

1. Introduction 
l.1 Scope 
This document fonns part of the Revised Management 
Scheme (RMS)1 of the International Whaling Commission. 
Its. main purpose is to aid the process of obtaining estimates 
of abundance for use in the Revised Management Procedure 
(RMPiby: 

(i) stating the requirements under the RMS in this 
respect (Section 2); and 

(ii) providing guidance on methods of conducting 
surveys and analysing data (Sections 3-6). 

1 Revised Management Scheme (RMS): This includes all scientific and non
scientific aspects of management, as covered in the Commission's 
resolution (IWC, 1993). 
2 Revised Management Procedure (Rlt.JP): This is the scientific part of the 
RMS (IWC, 1999). 

Sections 3-6 provide guidance on survey and analysis 
methodology that has been accepted by the Scientific 
Committee. That is, the methods have been reviewed by the 
Committee prior to the acceptance of estimates of 
abundance calculated from the data for use in the RMP 
either as input to the Catch Limit Algorithm (CLA/ or as 
input to Implementation Simulation Trials (ISTst Novel 
methods, i.e. those that have· not been reviewed by the 
Committee in this context, are referred to in Section 7. 
Estimates of abundance calculated from data collected and 
analysed using methods not yet accepted by the Committee 

' Catch Limit Alg01·ilhm (CLA): This is the process used to calculate the 
limit for a Management Area under the RMP. 
4 Implementation Simulation Trials (/STs): These are case-specific 
simulations, the results of which lead to the recommendation of a particular 
variant of the RMP for a species in a Region. 
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whale catcher boats, one echo-sounder trawl survey vessel 
and one dedicated sighting survey vessel. An additional 
dedicated sighting survey using one small-type whale 
catcher boat was also attempted. The sampling was 
conducted in coastal waters within 50 n.miles of the port of 
Kushiro and all whales sampled were landed at the land 
station at the port ofKushiro. 

During the survey, the total search effort for whale 
sampling was about 6,920 n.miles (635 hours), 151 schools 
and 156 individual common minke whales were sighted and 
59 whales were sampled. · The average body length of the 
sampled whales was 6.87m (SD~0.80, n=47) for males and 
6.00m (SD=l.09, ~12) for females. Dominant prey 
speci.es found in the forestomach were Japanese anchovy 
(62.1 %) and Pacific saury (31 %). The concurrent 'prey 
survey revealed the distribution of those prey species in the 
research area, and the dedicated sighting survey sighted 17 
schools (18 individuals) of common minke whales within 
some 810 n.miles searched. Compared with the results of 
the 2002 survey off Kushiro, the length frequency of the 
whales inclined towards larger males, while the species 
composition of the prey species found in the forestomach 
was similar. 

These results revealed yearly changes in the migration 
and feeding habits of common minke whales in the coastal 
waters off Kushiro in the autumn season, and it was 
suggested that those changes might be related to yearly 
variation in environmental factors such as the 
oceanographic conditions or the distribution of prey species. 
To evaluate the potential for long-term competition between 
whales and fisheries in the local area and to clarify the role 
of whales in the marine ecosystem, the proponents stated 
that further surveys should be conducted on a yearly basis. 

The relevance of the reported collection of oocytes from 
female common minke whales for in vitro fertilisation 
(SC/57/05) was questioned. The Committee was referred 
to the work of Prof. Y. Fukui, of the Obihiro University of 
Agriculture and Veterinary Medicine,' who has published 
several papers in international journals on his work on 
oocyte development and whale reproduction, some of which 
are detailed in SC/57/015. 

There remained divided views on the validity of the 
JARPN II research programme and its results, as expressed 
in previous years (e.g. see IWC, 2005c, p.46; IWC, 2004d, 
p.364). 

16.1.3 Iceland-North Atlantic common minke whales 
The Icelandic Research Programme on common minke 
whales was reviewed in SC/57/014. The original plan had 
called for a sample of200 common minke whales in the two 
years after the review by the Committee in June 2003. The 
programme began in August 2003, with takes of 36 whales 
that season, followed by 25 in the 2004 season. Progress 
has therefore been much slower than anticipated. The 
reasons for this were political rather than scientific, with the 
Icelandic Ministry of Fisheries deciding the rate of 
sampling. This should not present a problem in scientific 
terms, so long as the total expected take of 200 is achieved 
and the original seasonal and geographical distribution is 
retained. The present expectation is that 39 whales will be 
taken in 2005 and the remaining 100 in 2006. 

The 2004 season was 3 June-6 July. Three catching 
boats had been employed with search effort distributed all 
around Iceland. The 2004 season had taken more females 
than males (15 out of 25) than in the previous year (13 out 

of 36). This year seven animals were taken ashore for a full 
veterinary post mortem examination. Aerial surveys were 
also conducted during the period April to September 2004 
and the resulting maps of survey effort and sightings were 
shown in SC/57/014 and SC/57/08. 

Satellite telemetry was attempted on seven animals and 
data were received from one . of these for several months, 
until 5 December 2004, at which time the animal was off 
the coast of West Africa (SC/57/09). A summary of other 
projects within the overall programme was also given in 
SC/57/014. Some members commended the work on 
satellite telemetry. 

In response to questions about the criteria used to select 
animals for toxicological studies, it was stated that from the 
animals taken under the Special Permit, five animals had 
been selected under domestic legislation for marketing 
purposes. Another 25 animals had been selected over the 
two years for toxicological studies ·in order to obtain a 
representative sample from both sexes and different age 
classes from the whales taken under Special Permit. Some 
of these samples needed to be sent abroad for full analysis, 
and there had been some delays in obtaining the relevant 
permits. 

In order to address the question of how effectively faecal 
samples collected at sea might be used to study diet, faecal 
matter was also being collected from the posterior end of 
the rectum of some common minke whales in order to make 
comparisons with stomach contents. This might then be 
compared with results from an International Fund for 
Animal Welfare (IF A W) project that had collected faeces 
under a research permit issued by the Icelandic authorities 
in 2004. The project will shed light on the feasibility of 
collecting common minke whale faecal samples at sea to 
study their feeding habits. 

Childerhouse welcomed the increase in attention to non
lethal methods. Vikingsson welcomed a proposal from 
Hatanaka for collaboration with Japanese scientists. 

The Committee noted the lower than expected sampling 
rate. As for the preceding programmes, opinions were 
divided on other aspects of the work, and reference was 
made to earlier statements on this programme by proponents 
and opponents respectively (IWC, 2005c, pp.46-7). 

16.1.4 Review report from non-IWC meeting on JARPA 
results 
A JARPA Review Meeting called by the Government of 
Japan was held at the Institute of Cetacean Research, 
Tokyo, on 18-20 January 2005, and is summarised in 
SC/57/06. The JARPA research objectives and its work 
tasks were ftrst reviewed. The JARPA survey procedure, the 
data collected and the results were also reviewed in the light 
ofthe JARP A objectives. The meeting agreed that: 

(I) JARPA has collected a very large and consistent 
database over a 16-year period, which provides a basis 
for time series analyses relating whales to the Antarctic 
environment and the beginning of an ecosystem 
approach to the management of whale resources in the 
region; 

(2) JARPA has contributed to the elucidation of biological 
parameters of Antarctic minke whales, and improved 
the understanding of the Antarctic marine ecosystem; 
and 

(3) JARP A has revealed the changes that have occurred in 
the ecosystem since the 1970s suggesting competition 
among Antarctic minke and other large whales and data 
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in recruitment and population size in SC/57[IA17 agreed 
well with the corresponding reference case results in 
SC/57(IA9. The factor to which the results of SC/57/IA17 
were most sensitive was the value of the natural mortality, 
M. The assessments showed retrospective patterns, 
primarily related to changes in the best estimate of Mas time 
has progressed. This in tum seemed linked to the 
IDCR/SOWER survey trends suggesting higher, and the 
JARPA survey trends lower estimates of M. For the 
assessment of the two Areas combined, M is estimated at 
0.068 with a CV of 0.12; this compares with CVs of 
typically 0.35 for the Area-specific assessments of 
Butterworth et a/. (1999), which were based on eight 
seasons fewer data. The model chosen to assess age
dependent mortality indicated thatM increases. with age. 

SC/57 [IA17 suggested areas where further analyses 
would be desirable. It was suggested that probability 
distributions that permitted the estimation of over
dispersion within the likelihood might be used. Some 
differences between the results of SC/57 {IA17 and 
SC/57!IA9 were noted; e.g. omitting the JARPA abundance 
data had a large effect in the former paper but not the latter. 
The difference between the trends indicated by the revised 
JARPA and IDCR/SOWER abundance estimates for Area 
IV is clearly of concern. Further, the ADAPT-VPA approach 
needs to be extended to take account of the differences in 
selectivity patterns between the Japanese and Russian fleets 
indicated by SC/57 [IA9. In addition, possible differences in 
selectivity patterns at large ages between JARPA and the 
commercial catches need to be investigated further and 
plausible hypotheses concerning the reasons for any such 
differences advanced. The authors of both papers stressed 
that their results were preliminary and that guidance from 
the SC was needed regarding stock structure hypotheses, 
abundance estimates that should be considered and 
environmental factors that could be included in models. It 
was noted that the upcoming review of JARPA by the SC 
should provide some guidance. However, given that this 
review is unlikely to take place before the 2006 SC meeting, 
relying on it would-have implications for the time frame for 
completing the population dynamics modelling work. 

It was noted that SC/57!IA19 had fitted a stock
recruitment model of the Pella-Tomlinson form to 
recruitment and adult female abundance estimates from the 
Base Case ADAPT-VPA assessment of Areas IV and V 
combined. The trends of the resulting plots require the 
assumption that minke whale K :first increased, then later 
decreased, during the 20th Century. An initial attempt at this 
fit suggests that K increased about four fold from 1930 to the 
mid-1950s and then decreased again by some 60%. MSYR1+ 

is estimated at 5% for this model. The sub-committee did 
not have time to discuss this result. 

3.3.3 Other 
Analyses and arguments were presented that the very large 
reduction of abundance estimates between CPll and CPlli 
was biologically unrealistic. Using an estimate of the 
coefficient of M of 6.8%, the reduction of abundance 
estimates between CPll and CPill (SC/57{IA16) was argued 
to correspond with a situation of zero recruitment having 
continued for 14 years. However, age compositions in Areas 
IV and V from JARPA surveys over 14 years suggested that 
recruitment rates and morality rates were very stable. In 
addition, the apparent maturity rates during the time period 
corresponding to half of CPll and all of CPlli were also 
stable. Therefore, the available biological information did 

not support a very large reduction in minke whale 
abundance between CPll and CPlli. 

A number of members of the sub-committee were 
concerned that the simple population dynamic evaluations 
described above, though helpful, rested on assumptions that 
might not hold in this case. They referred to indications in 
SC/57 [IA9 and SC/57 !IA19 that carrying capacity had 
changed. They believed it appropriate to consider the 
analyses above in conjunction with further results from the 
VPA and statistical CAA evaluations, once available. 
Nevertheless, the sub-committee acknowledged that 
consideration of trends in biological parameters had utility 
in checking for consistency with the results from abundance 
surveys and population models. 

SC/57/021 was presented by Mori and Butterworth. The 
history of human harvests of seals, whales, fish and krill in 
the Antarctic was summarised briefly, and the central role 
played by krill was emphasised. New information on 
population and trend levels that have become available since 
the krill surplus hypothesis was first advanced was 
discussed. The study examined whether predator-prey 
interactions alone can broadly explain observed population 
trends of the major species without resorting to 
environmental change hypotheses. As a first step, a model 
was developed including krill, four baleen whale (blue, fin, 
humpback and minke) and two seal (Antarctic fur and 
crabeater) species. The model commenced in 1780 (the 
onset of fur seal harvests) and examined the Atlantic[Indian 
and Pacific sectors separately because of the much larger 
past harvests in the former sector. The study inferred that: (i) 
species interaction effects alone can explain observed 
predator abundance trends, though not without some 
difficulty; (ii) it is necessary to consider other species in 
addition to baleen whales and krill to explain observed 
trends, with crabeater seals being particularly important and 
in need of improved abundance and trend information; (iii) 
the Atlantic!Indian region showed major changes in species 
abundances, in contrast to the Pacific which was much more 
stable; (iv) baleen whales need relatively high growth rates 
to explain the observed trends; and (v) the previous estimate 
of some 150 million tons for the krill surplus (Laws, 1977) 
may be too high since his calculations omitted density
dependent effects on feeding rates. 

The sub-committee recognised that investigations into 
interactions between large whales and other species are 
important "in the sub-committee's work and so welcomed 
contributions of this issue. This model raised a lot of 
discussion. A brief summary of those discussions follows. 

A query was raised as to why beaked whales were not 
included in the model. The authors responded that there was 
too little information available for most other species, 
including beaked whales, to include in the model. A 
previous paper (Branch and Williams, 2003) ~uggested that 
killer whales may have reduced the populations of some 
marine mammals including Antarctic minke whales. It 
might therefore be worthwhile to include killer whales in the 
model. The authors responded that the biggest consumers of 
krill were included, but that it was not possible to include all 
species and interactions. The authors of SC/57/021 
concluded that killer whales could not solely have caused 
the decline in abundance of minke whales. 

It was suggested that the large krill surplus indicated by 
the model in the mid-20th century may imply that primary 
production was not being fully utilised by krill prior to this 
time. It is not clear whether primary productivity is limited 
in the Antarctic. If it is, it might not be possible to generate 
an additional krill surplus. 
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Several members commented that minke whales inside 
the shelf break feed primarily on Euphasia crystallorophius 
and not E. superba. The extent of competition between 
minke whales and other baleen whales may therefore be less 
than assumed in the model in which 'krill' refers to all 
euphausiid species south of 60°S. Hatanaka commented that 
although the JARPA data showed that in the deep parts of 
the Ross Sea and Prydz Bay minke whales feed on E. 
crystallorophius, the overall consumption was far less than 
of E. superba (Tamura and Konishi, 2005). 

It was noted that southern right whale and Antarctic fur 
seal breeding success was correlated with good krill years. 
This indicates that inter-specific competition may occur 
only in poor krill years. The authors responded that the 
model is a long-terrn model that in'tegrates out short-term 
variability in krill abundance. 

There was a long discussion about the quantification of 
uncertainty and model fitting. Many of the parameters 
estimated in the model were on the bounds of pre-set ranges. 
Thus the true global minimum may be quite different if all 
the parameters were unbounded. Furthermore, for technical 
reasons it would be problematic to quantify the uncertainty 
of the model fit using Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) 
methods. In addition, model structure uncertainty in such an 
approach is probably at least as important as parameter 
estimation uncertainty and it is probably umealistic to 
incorporate this within an MCMC framework. The 
suggestion was made that it might be worthwhile to examine 
likelihood proftles of the parameters to infer estimation 
precision. In the absence of quantification of such 
uncertainties, one would not have much confidence in 
extrapolations. It was also noted that the model would be 
fairly heavily driven by the values used for preset bounds for 
feeding and mortality rates; given that these bounds were 
derived from the real world of age-structured populations, 
whereas the model used a simpler age-aggregated approach, 
it was not clear that these bounds were necessarily 
appropriate. The authors responded that it would indeed 
prove difficult to implement MCMC, but that the bounds 
were intended to keep the model within the realms of 
biological plausibility. 

The authors suggested that the crabeater seals in the 
model was in part a proxy for many different types of 
predators that were not modelled individually, such as birds, 
fish and squid. Some members pointed out that squid have 
dynamics very different to those of crabeater seals and may 
take up any surplus production much more rapidly. The 
authors agreed that the crabeater seal results had been 
difficult to interpret and that quantitative abundance and 
trend information on this species was lacking. The model's 
results should therefore be interpreted qualitatively and not 
quantitatively. 

It was noted that this model was a top-down model and 
suggestions were made that a bottom-up model might fit the 
data more parsimoniously. In particular, the larger baleen 
whale species were recovering from low levels due to 
exploitation and these recoveries did not require any special 
krill surplus to have occurred. Species whose behaviour 
required some special explanation were particularly rninke 
whales and crabeater seals because of their apparent 
increasing then _declining trends. These trends may have 
been caused by bottom-up forcing leading to changes in krill 
abundance, perhaps because of long-terrn changes in the 
Antarctic Oscillation Index (Jones and Widmann, 2004). 

The point was raised that some species in the model 
utilise waters both north and south of 60°S and these 
movements have not been incorporated in the model. In 

addition, the model smoothes out small-scale krill and 
predator relationships. The authors agreed that these 
patterns were smoothed over in the model but it was not 
possible to build a very complex model based on limited 
data since there is a trade-off between predictive power and 
degree of model complexity that can be supported in such 
circumstances. 

It was noted that just because one model is consistent with 
the data, this is not a reason to accept its underlying 
hypotheses as the only plausible hypothesis. Many other 
hypotheses may also lead to models that fit the data, 
including a combination of top-down and bottom-up 
hypotheses. Furthermore the history of ecosystem models 
shows that they have poor predictive power. 

3.4 Other 
SC/57 /IAl 0 reported that in April 2004 three minke whales 
strartded at Navarino Island, Chile, in the southern tip of 
South America. In the field, observations on external 
characters were made, photographs were obtained and skin 
samples were collected by the Marine Biology Group of 
CEQUA (Centre for the Studies of the Quaternary). On the 
basis of comparative analysis with available information for 
the two species of minke whale, B. bonaerensis and B. 
acutorostrata, for both external characters and genetics 
(mtDNA control region sequences), the animals were 
identified as dwarf minke whale, B. acutorostrata. This is 
the first documented record for this species in Chile. Dwarf 
minke whales have been observed in Brazil from July to 
February, but with most individuals recorded in the austral 
winter and spring, suggesting that these whales present 
some degree of seasonal north/south movement (Zerbini et 
a/., 1996). The records presented in this study were 
observed in April, a month when whales were not recorded 
further north in tropical latitudes. This, coupled with the 
close genetic relationship observed in whales from Chile 
and Brazil, suggests that the population wintering off Brazil 
may move towards the southern tip of the South American 
continent in the summer. 

The sub-committee was interested in the numbers of 
minke whales identified in Chile. Pastene confirmed that 16 
minke whales had been identified and that three were dwarf 
minke whales. 

4. IN-DEPTH ASSESSMENT OF WESTERN NORTH 
PACIFIC COMMON MINKE WHALES, WITH A 

FOCUS ON J-STOCK 

4.1 Report from intersessional Steering Group 
SC/57 /NPM4 reported the activities of the intersessional 
Steering Group for an in-depth assessment of western North 
Pacific (WNP) common minke whale, with a focus on the_ J
stock. During the 2004 meeting the Committee 
recommended the following priority items of work that need 
to be accomplished prior to an assessment: 

(I) analysis of sighting survey data to provide estimates of 
abundance, their variances, and any estimates of g(O); 

(2) analysis of genetic and any other data to form 
hypotheses of stock structure - this should include 
analysis of data from the Pacific coast of Japan- there 
was disagreement on the priority of the analysis of these 
data versus data from the Sea of Japan; 

(3) consideration of the linkage between points (1) and (2) 
- how to deal with the lack of information on the 
proportion of 'J' stock animals in the Sea of Okhotsk 
was particularly important here; 
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Annex 02 

Progress Report of the JARPA Review Planning Steering Group 

Members: Zeh (Convenor), Brownell, Childerhouse, 
Fujise, Gales, Hatanaka, Pastene,-Schweder 

The Japanese Whale Research Programme under Special 
Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA) completed its last survey in 
late March of 2005. The IWC Scientific Committee has for 
some time been planning a final review of JARPA results. A 
JARPA Review Planning Working Group was established 
during the 2003 SC meeting (IWC, 2004b, p.410) but Jacked 
a convenor. Gales and Zeh (Convenor) were added during 
the 2004 SC meeting, and the group was renamed the 
JARPA Review Planning Steering Group (IWC, 2005b, 
p.390). Its terms of reference were as given in IWC (2004b): 
'Prepare for a review of the JARPA programme in 2005'. 
During the discussion in 2004 (IWC, 2005a, p.45), the SC 
agreed to ' undertake a full review of the JARPA programme 
when the complete set of results are available following the 
completion of the 16-year programme i.e. some time after 
the 2005 annual meeting of the Committee.' It also agreed 
that the Steering Group would submit a progress report on 
preparations for consideration at the 2005 SC meeting. The 
Steering Group worked intersessionally, primarily via 
e-mail correspondence, to produce this progress report. 

The Steering Group agreed that this review, like the 1997 
JARPA Review (IWC, 1998b, pp.95-105; IWC, 1998a), 
should be carried out by an Intersessional Working Group to 
Review Data and Results from Special Permit Research on 
Minke Whales in the Antarctic. This would be done during 
an intersessional meeting, most likely in Tokyo. The report 
from that meeting would be presented and discussed at the 
following SC meeting. The review would cover all 18 years 
of the JARPA programme (1987/88-2004/05). 

Draft terms of reference for the review are given in 
Appendix 1 and a draft agenda in Appendix 2. The draft 
terms of reference are based on the draft terms of reference 
for the 1997 review (IWC, 1996) and Steering Group 
discussions. As indicated in the draft agenda, the review 
meeting will cover JARPA work on sightings surveys and 
abundance estimation, stock structure, biological parameter 
studies, the marine ecosystem and environmental change 
including pollution. The results will be reviewed in the 
context of the stated objectives of the JARPA programme 
and of stock management. Other results not directly related 
to JARPA objectives will also be reviewed, e.g. results on 
blue and humpback whales. In preparing the draft agenda, 
attention · was given to issues raised in the 1997 JARPA 
Review (IWC, 1998b, p.103). 

The Steering Group has not yet reached agreement 
regarding terms of reference (3) and ( 4) and Item 9 of the 
draft Agenda, which deals with these terms of reference. 
Item 9 covers the relationship of the JARPA research to 
relevant IWC resolutions and discussions and, in particular, 
the utility of the lethal techniques used by JARPA compared 
to non-lethal techniques. Brownell, Childerhouse, Gales and 

Zeh believe that terms of reference (3) and (4) and Items 9.1 · 
and 9.2, at least, must be part of the JARPA review because 
they reflect explic.it instructions from the Commission to the 
SC. These members are open to discussion regarding 
whether Item 9 should be covered as part of the review 
meeting or postponed until the SC meeting that considers 
the report of the review meeting. Fujise, Hatanaka and 
Pastene.believe that terms of reference (3) and (4) and Items 
9.1 and 9.2 should not be part of the SC review of JARPA 
because they deal with political rather than scientific issues 
and because the SC review should concentrate on how well 
JARPA objectives have been met and what scientific 
contributions have been made by the programme. Pastene 
noted that if Item 9 were to be covered, it should be at a 
subsequent SC meeting rather than during the review 
meeting. There was less disagreement among members of 
the Steering Group regarding draft agenda Items 9.3, 9.4 and 
9.5, which were considered useful as a reminder of research 
encouraged by the Commission which has been conducted 
under the JARPA programme, than about Items 9.1 and 9.2. 

Of course, the Steering Group agreed that the SC should 
consider only the scientific aspects of the resolutions. It will 
be necessary to go through any resolutions that are to be 
considered, extracting and listing the scientific matters 
involved so that they can be considered independently of 
non-scientific aspects of those resolutions. The SC will need 
to do.its best to follow Commission instructions in so far as 
is within its competence. Although many Commission 
resolutions and discussions have dealt with JARPA, a 
relatively small number (see Appendix 1) contain the 
relevant Commission instructions and recommendations, in 
some cases by noting earlier resolutions. 

The objectives of JARPA are summarised by IWC 
(1998a, p.378): 

(1) estimation of the biological parameters to improve the 
stock management of the Southern Hemisphere minke 
whale; 

(2) elucidation of the role of whales in the Antarctic marine 
ecosystem; 

(3) elucidation of the· effect of environmental changes on 
cetaceans; and 

(4) elucidation of the stock structure of the Southern 
Hemisphere minke whales to improve stock 
management. 

In addition, in response to a question regarding the sighting 
surveys conducted as part of the programme and the 
abundance estimates obtained from those surveys, it was 
stated that although the primary reason for the sighting 
surveys Wl!S their contribution to objective (1), their 
pertinence to the RMP and the associated implementation 
process for Southern Hemisphere minke whales should be 
seen as a derivative objective. 
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The JARPA Review Planning Steering Group will need to 
accomplish several tasks well ahead of the review meeting: 

(1) Compile and circulate: 
(a) a list of papers arising from JARPA research, 

including publications in scientific journals and 
unpublished reports (e.g. SC documents), with 
abstracts if available; 

(b) a list of papers to be updated and presented to the 
· IWC JARPA review meeting!. 

(2) Compile and circulate an annotated list of datasets to be 
considered, bearing in mind data availability 
requirements under Procedure B (IWC, 2004a). 

(3) Prepare and circulate suggestions, if any, for additional 
analyses to be carried out. 

( 4) Decide time, venue, facilities, agenda, budget, and 
relevant participants, including Invited Participants. 

(5) Examine the resolutions and the SC reports mentioned 
in those resolutions. Outline the topics to be considered 
under agenda Item 9 and recommend whether these 
topics should be dealt with during the review meeting or 
only by the SC as a whole. 

It is anticipated that Japanese scientists will prepare the task 
(1) and (2) lists for consideration by the Steering Group and 
other SC members, who may suggest additions. An example 
of such additions would be papers not arising from JARPA 
that contain methods or results relevant to the discussion of 

I These lists will be available on the web, and information needed to 
access them will be circulated through the IWC Secretariat. A 
provisional version of (b) is the list of papers.presented to the JARPA 
review mee~ing held in January 2005 by the Japanese Govemment, 
given in Annex C of SC/57/06. 

the (1 b) papers and which therefore should be available as 
'For Information' papers at the review meeting. The 
Steering Group will make proposals regarding tasks ( 4) and 
(5), and possibly (3), for review and amendment by other SC 
members. 

The terms of ·reference for the Steering Group were to 
prepare for a review of the JARPA programme in 2005. 
However, because the last JARPA survey was not completed 

. until late March of2005, it is likely that the review will need 
to be postponed until mid or late 2006. That will allow time 
for careful checking of the final datasets and preparation of 
papers including all the data, as specified by the SC. 
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Appendix 1 

DRAFT TERMS OF REFERENCE 

To review the final results of the Japanese special permit 
research in the Antarctic, 1987/88-2004/05. To evaluate: 

(1) how well the initial and revised objectives of the 
research have been met; 

(2) other contributions to important research needs; 
(3) the relationship of the research to relevant IWC 

resolutions and discussions, including those dealing 
with the Antarctic marine ecosystem (IWC, 1999), 
pollution (IWC, 1996b; 1998a; 2000b), environmental 
changes and their impacts on cetaceans (IWC, 1996b; 
1998a; 1999; 2004) and SC reviews of special permit 
research (IWC, 1996a; 2000a; 2004 ); in particular, 

(4) the utility of the lethal techniques used by JARPA 
compared to non-lethal techniques (IWC, 1996a; 
2000a). 

JARPA work on sightings surveys and abundance 
estimation, stock structure, biological parameter studies, and 
studies of the marine ecosystem and environmental change· 
including pollution are to be evaluated, ·with attention to 
issues raised in the 1997 JARPA review (IWC, 1998b; c), 
summarised in Table 2 of IWC (1998c). Relevant aspects of 
Commission resolutions will be taken into account. 
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Appendix2 

AGENDA 

1. Introductory items 
1.1 Welcome and introduction 
1.2 Election of chair and appointment of rapporteurs 
1.3 Meeting procedures and time schedule 
1.4 Adoption of agenda ' 
1.5 Documents available 
1.6 Terms of reference for this review 
1.7 Objectives of JARPA as stated in the original 

research proposal and subsequently 
1.8 General outline of the I ARPA research 
1.9 Overview of the 1997 JARPA review and 

subsequent discussions 

2. Sightings surveys and abundance estimation 
2.1 Background 
2.2 Issue raised in 1997 JARPA review: 

Development of method to correct bias of 
abundance estimates 

2.3 Data collection methods and results 
2.4 Data analysis methods and results 

2.4.1 Minke whales 
2.4.2 Other species 

2.5 Estimates of trends in abundance 
2.5.1 Minke whales 
2.5.2 Other species 

3. Stock structure 
3.1 Background 
3.2 Issues raised in 1997 JARPA review 

3.2.1 Stock definition 
3.2.2 Statistical analysis of mtDNA data 

considering the inclusion of school size 
as a covariate 

3.2.3 Pilot study on nuclear DNA analysis on 
I ARPA minke samples · 

3.2.4 Effort to obtain biological materials for 
genetic analysis from low latitude areas 
of the Southern Hemisphere (potential 
breeding grounds) and compare with 
feeding ground data 

3.2.5 External morphology/morphometry 
analyses 

3.2.6 Examination of possible stock 
boundaries (geographical and temporal) 
in Areas IV and V 

3.3 Data collection methods and results 
3.4 Data analysis methods and results 

3.4.1 Genetics 
3.4.2 Morphometries and morphology 
3.4.3 Other 

3.5 Synthesis 

4. Biological parameter studies 
4.1 Background 
4.2 Issues raised in 1997 JARPA review 

4.2.1 Segregation study 

4.2.2 Recalculation of biological parameters 
by biological stocks 

4.3 Data collection methods and results 
4.4 Data analysis methods and results 

4.4.1 Mortality rates 
4.4.2 Growth curves and age at sexual maturity 
4:4.3 Reproductive rates 
4.4.4 Other 

4.5 Synthesis 

5. Marine ecosystem 
5.1 Background 
5.2 Issue raised in 1997 JARPA review: Meso-scale . 

survey plan 
5.3 Data collection methods and results 
5.4 Data analysis methods and results 
5.5 Synthesis 

6. Environmental change including pollution 
6.1 Background 
6.2 Data collection methods and results 
6.3 Data analysis methods and results 
6.4 · Synthesis 

7. Other results 
7.1 Stock structure of humpback whales 
7.2 Other 

8. Overview of results in the context of the stated 
objectives of the JARPA programme and of stock 
management 
8.1 Contributions to minke whale management 

8.1.1 Stock abundance and trends 
8.1.2 Stock identity 
8.1.3 Biological parameters 

8.1.3.1 Mortality rates 
8.1.3.2 Other 

8.2 'Marine ecosystem 
8.3 Environmental change 
8.4 Synthesis 

9. ·Overview of results in the context of IWC resolutions 
and discussions 
9.1 Utility of lethal versus non-lethal research 

techniques 
9.2 Other mandates regarding SC reviews of special 

permit research 
9.3 With respect to resolutions on the Antarctic 

marine ecosystem 
9.4 With· respect to resolutions on pollution 
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3.1.3 Review results of conditioning 
Allison introduced the modifications to the trial 
specifications (SC/58/Repl, annex G) that had been 
developed since the Workshop. The sub-committee agreed 
to the revised specifications in Appendix 6. 

3.1.4 Updates to standard data sets 
3.1.4.1 ABUNDANCE . 

The sub-committee agreed with the conclusions of the 
intersessional ·workshop. The pooled abundance estimates 
obtained for the complete survey area considered (blocks F
M: see fig. I of Annex H) was 21,826 (CV=0.295), to apply 
to 1995, with an additional standard deviation estimate of 
oA=0.673. These results (and corresponding estimates for 
smaller areas as reflected in Annex H) were adopted for use 
in the ISTs. It was noted that this estimate did not include 
contributions from blocks A-E (see fig. I of Annex H); this 
was' not of concern for conditioning purposes because the 
1998-2002 surveys indicated these contributions tb be 
relatively small, but tbe methodology to be used to obtain 
abundance estimates for input on application of the RMP 
will need to take account of these blocks as well. With 
respect to using abundance estimates in the RMP, to avoid 
coding problems it was agreed that two separate estimates 
and their CVs should be used. 

3.1.4.2 CATCHES AND OTHER ANTHROPOGENIC REMOVALS 
SC/58/RMPl provides a description of the Philippines 
commercial whaling operation for Bryde's whales in the 
1980s. It confirmed, from official documents obtained in 
Manila, that the whaling was pelagic, not coastal, and that 
the whales were not taken in Philippine Exclusive Economic 
Zone (EEZ) waters but near the Ogasawara Islands and in 
Micronesia. s ·ome of the whales taken in Micronesia may 
have been of the pygmy species (known currently as 
Balaenoptera omurai but as yet still included in the IWC list 
of recognised taxa with the 'ordinary' Bryde's whale under 
B. edem). These points have been taken into consideration 
when constructing the final catch series and alternatives 
given as Appendix 7. 

3.1.5 Final consideration of plausibility (including 
weighting of trials in terms of overall balance) 
3.1.5.1 STOCK STRUCTURE HYPOTHESES 
Pastene presented SC/58/PFI2 which provided an 
examination of the plausibility of the four stock structure 
hypotheses set out in the Report of the First Intersessional 
Workshop on the WNP Bryde's Whale Implementation 
(SC/58/Repl). The paper considered information available 
from allozymes; mtDNA, microsatel!ites, sighting 
distributions, catch distributions, external body proportions, 
biological parameters, mark-recapture and age distributions 
of catches. 

The sub-committee reviewed the information summarised 
in table 2 of SC/58/PFI2 regarding the plausibility of 
different stock structure hypothesis. After lengthy 
discussions, which included recognition of the importance 
of including a NIW (Not Inconsistent With) designation to 
cover cases where the absence of any identified signal in the 
available data precluded any distinction being drawn 
between the relative plausibilities of hypotheses. A summary 
of this information as provided in Table I was agreed. It 
was emphasised that the purpose of this table was not to 
provide a form of scoring system with 'totals' of some form 

dictating plausibility verdicts, but rather to provide an aid 
towards an integrative appraisal of all the potential sources 
of information. 

The agreed process for interpreting the results from a set 
of RMP lSTs requires that a weight of either high, medium 
or low be accorded to each trial (in cases where there is wide 
range of views and hence no agreement, the weight of 
medium applies). It is important to recognise that where 
there are several hypotheses for a particular factor (such as 
stock structure) in the trials, the aim of the plausibility 
exercise is not to rank these hypotheses in order, but rather 
to classify them into one of these three broad categories. The 
sub-committee recognised that this necessitated some 
distinction between 'plausibility' and 'weight' of specific 
trials (for which the plausibility of several factors in 
combination has also to be addressed). While there might be 
differences in plausibility between certain hypotheses, the 
necessity that the RMP trials process provide an adequate 
check that a recommended RMP variant manifest robustness 
to uncertainty, means that it may be appropriate to have two 
hypotheses feature in, say, the high weight category, even 
though they differ somewhat in plausibility. There are only 
two weight designations (high and medium) that result in 
trials being retained in the testing process, which means that 
considerations of balance have also to be taken into account, 
with weights accorded also factoring in aspects of 
'importance' in this overall context. 

Following lengthy deliberation, the sub-committee 
developed the following views about the four stock structure 
hypotheses. 

Hypothesis I: There was general agreement that this had 
high plausibility (relative to the other hypotheses) and at 
baseline level should be accorded a high weight in trials. 

Hypotheses 2 and 3: It was agreed that these two 
hypotheses could be treated equivalently for the purposes·of 
plausibility and weight designation. There was agreement 
that the plausibility of these hypotheses was less than that of 
hypothesis I, but there were varying views as to whether 
this difference was sufficient to. warrant a medium 
plausibility ranking when only three categories were 
available for such designation. There was eventual 
agreement that a high-medium plausibility ranking was 
appropriate. In the context of weighting for trials, most 
members of the sub-committee were of the view that 
considerations of balance dictated that a high weight be 
accorded to the associated trials at the baseline leveL 
However some members believed that according a medium 
weight would have been more appropriate. 

Hypothesis 4: It was agreed that this hypothesis did not 
merit a high plausibility ranking. Some members considered 
that the ranking should be low. They noted the indications 
provided by genetic information in Table l, and commented 
on the considerable amount of data and extent of associated 
analyses to support this viewpoint that had become available 
since the 1998 review (table l in SC/58/Repl); they thus 
believed that this hypothesis should be ranked as of low 
plausibilitY. Others, while welcoming the provision of these 
extra data, noted that the absence of genetic evidence for 
distinction did not preclude the existence of some stock 
structure. They also referred to the unresolved reasons for 
apparent differences in age-structure in catches, and 
accordingly believed that the hypothesis should be accorded 
medium plausibility. Given this absence of agreement, at the 
baseline level trials based on tl).is hypothesis would be 
accorded medium weight. It was agreed that once the 
investigations of the ageing data had been conducted, this 
decision should be revisited. 
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Table I 
General sununary of the information Useful to assess plausibility of alternative stock-structure hypotheses. A '+' indicates evidence in favour of a 
hypothesis,'·' indicates evidence against a hypothesis,'(+)' indicates weak evidence in favour of a hypothesis,'( .. )' indicate weak evidence against a 
hypothesis, a (0) indicates very weak evidence, and 'NIW' indicates that the evidence is not inconsistent with the hypothesis. Note that the designation 
NIW often reflects the asymmetrical nature of infonnation on stock structure (i.e., existence of differences can be viewed as positive evidence for multiple 
stocks, but absence of differences provides no information, and cannot be viewed as positive evidence for a single stock). Notations at the bottom of this 
table were extracted in part from the report of the 'First Intersessional Workshop' (SC/58/Repl published in this volume). 

Evidence Hypothesis 1 Hypothesis 2 Hypothesis 3 Hypothesis 4 

Allozymes (+)' (-}" (-}' (-)' 
mtDNA ((+))b NIW' Nlw' -d 

Microsatellites N!Wb Niw' Nrw' d 

Sighting distribution NIW' Nlw' Nlw' NIW' 
Catch distribution Nlw' NIW' Nlw' NIW' 

External body proportion N!Wr N!Wr N!Wr N!Wr 
Biological parameters N!Wr N!Wr NlWr NlWr 

Mark-recapture NIW8 NlWh NlWh NlWg 
Age distribution NIW; NIW; NIW; (+)/NlW;j 

~e sub·committee agreed that while the power to detect genetic structure might be considered to be low as only a single locus was analysed, the fact that 
this had been sufficient to detect structure in the Pacific Ocean suggest that if there are multiple stocks differentiated at a level similar to that between the 
western North stock and other stocks,' examination of this single locus should be sufficient to detect this. · 
b, eClustering and hypothesis testing analyses of mtDNA and microsatellites were conducted, and as noted by the sub-committee, none of these analyses 
revealed any significant heterogeneity within sub-area 1. Only 6 mtDNA samples are available from sub-area 2 - these provide very real evidence for 
hypothesis 1, but this is not sufficiently strong to be considered inconsistent with hypotheses 2 and 3. 
•Mixing of two sub-stock.: There are no genetic data for the breeding grounds so the possibility of multiple sub-stocks cannot be excluded. Furthermore if 
two breeding stocks mix almost completely, it will be difficult to detect differences using, for example, genetics tests based on comparisons between data 
for the west and east of sub-area 1. However while complete mixing may lead to all methods of detecting stock structure having low power, the 
plausibility of lhis was considered fairly low given the behaviour of most large whales. Hypothesis tests based on comparisons for approximately the same 
area in sub-area 1 found no significant differences among years which suggest that if two sub-stocks mix in sub-area I, there is little difference in the 
distribution proportion among years. Although the data set encompasses only four years, such a lack of variation in distribution proportions among years 
seems unlikely given the known behaviour of whales. In principle evidence for hypotheses 4 could be obtained by testing for deviation from Hardy
Weinberg equilibrium within sub-areas I Wand 1 E because such deviations provide evidence of non-random mating as well as selection or migration, i.e. 
when genetically two different Populations are being sampled. Analyses of nuclear markers for Bryde?s whales in sub~area_ I have been conducted and 
these analyses provide no evidence for the significant deviations in Hardy-Weinbeig equilibrium within sub-areas 1 W and IE which would provide 
support for multiple sub-stocks. · 
Statistical power: The Workshop received a paper, which evaluated the power to detect population structure using the chi-square test and Fisher Exact test 
under an island model in which population differentiation is conti-olled using a single parameter, F,1• Statistical power of the genetic analysis in sub-area I 
was found to be high for moderate sample sizes and quite small values for Fst, while it was higher for microsatellite data than for mtDNA. 
e.yhe sub-committee examined the sightings data and agreed that it revealed no evidence of a discontinuity in distribution within sub--areas I and 2. A 
similar conclusion was reached with respect to catch distribution. Discontinuity in the commercial catches identified in earlier meetings merely reflected 
operational constraints. Evidence of spatial discontinuity would be viewed as positive evidence for multiple stocks, but absence of discontinuity is viewed 
as neutra1 infonnation, as there is no expectation that their prey would have a discontinuous distribution. Therefore, multiple stocks could exist without 
spatial discontinuity. 
rExtemal body proportion data (three features) and several biological parameters (body length, pregnancy rate, length at sexual maturity, seasonality in 
breeding) bad been examined using data from past commercial whaling. Although operational differences (e.g. different minimum length limits for coastal 
and pelagic whaling) meant that some comparisons could not be made, the authors of these analyses concluded that there were no differences that could 
not be attributed to operational factors. Evidence of differences in biological parameters would be viewed as positive evidence for multiple stocks, but 
absence of differences does not provide positive evidence for a single stock, because it is not necessary for separate populations to diverge in their 
biological parameters, as these are often constrained by their ecology. · 
&Mark-recapture analysis revealed movement of animals within sub-area l. A very limited number of marks were placed in sub·area 2 and while rione has 
been recovered in sub-area I, the sample sizes· for this sub--area are sufficiently small that even if there is mixing between sub-areas I and 2, zero 
recaptures would not be highly unlikely. 
hMark-recapture data are available mainly for sub-area 1. 
;One of the possible explanation for the differences ob~erved in age distribution between sub-area 1 W and 1E+2 is that these differences are real. Other 
possible explanations were geographical segregation by age or non-representativeness of the samples, perhaps as the result of unreadability of certain 
earplugs, inaccuracy in length detennination, or inter·reader differences in ageing. · 
iThere was no consensus on this verdict. The different views hinged on different interpretations on an appropriate entry given that there Were alternative 
explanations for the observation in question. 

3.1.5.2 OTHER (e.g. MSYR) 
The sub-committee reviewed theISTs specified in table 6 of 
SC/58/Rep 1. All 22 trials were retained, and an additional 
six trials were specified. Four of these new trials used 
mixing matrix B (instead of D) in combination with the 
High catch series and with Additional process error (at both 
MSYR rates). It was agreed that the Additional process error 
would be specified using values from annex H of the 
Intersessional Workshop report. The final two additional 
trials will also use mixing malrix B with the High catch 
series in combination with Age-specific mixing (at both 
MSYR rates). 

Each trial will be assigned a weight that is equal to the 
lowest plausibility of any component of that trial. The 
plausibility of the components of each trial was 
discussed and the sub-committee agreed to tlie following 
assignments. 

MSYR: It was agreed that MSYR=4o/o would be given high 
plausibility and MSYR=l% would be given medium 
plausibility. 

Age-dependent mixing: The age-dependent mixing accounts 
for the observations of different age dislributions in different 
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areas. It was agreed that both the inclusion of age-dependent 
mixing and the exclusion of it would be given high 
plausibility. 

Additional process error: It was agreed that the inclusion 
of additional process error would be given high 
plausibility. 

Stochastic mixing: It was agreed th~t stochastic mixing of 
two stocks in sub-area 1 would be given medium 
plausibility. 

Alternative bounda1y: The default in trials is that the' 
boundary between 1 W and IE is at the survey boundary. 
Alternative boundary allows for the stock boundary to be in 
locations other than the survey boundary. These alternative 
boundaries were all given medium plausibility. 

Low and High catch series: The Low catch series and the 
High catch series are specified to accouQt for uncertainty in 
the catch series, mainly dtie to uncertain species 
identification between Bryde's and sei whales, along with 
the possibility that the true catches are higher than the 
reported catches (Kasuya and Brownell, 2001). Iri 
discussion, it was suggested by Perrin that the High catch 
series was equally plausible as the reported catch series, and 
both should have high plausibility. As reported previously in 
IWC (2006), Kasuya and Brownell (2001) had noted the 
total actual catches off the Ogasawara Islands might be 1.6 
times the reported catches but the original records have been 
lost and are not available. Therefore, it is not possible to 
examine this issue any further to elucidate which catch 
series is more likely, and consequently both catch records 
should be accorded high plausibility. This ensures that the 
performance of both catch series (Best and High) will be 
held to the same standards in trials. The sub-committee 
agreed that both the Best and High catch series would be 
given high plausibility. 

3.1.6 Data/research to reduce hypotheses 
Under this item the sub-committee noted its earlier 
discussions under Item 3.1.1, and in particular under Item 
3.1.5.1, hypothesis 4. 

3 .1. 7 Specification of operational features and 
management variants 
The following four management options will be 
considered: 

Management options based on calculating limits by Small 
Area: 

(I) sub-areas IW, 1E1 and 2 are Small Areas and catch 
limits are set by Small Area; 

(2) sub-area 2 is taken to be a Small Area and the complete 
sub-area I is treated as a Small Area. For this 
management option, all of the future catches in sub-area 
1 are taken from sub-area 1 W. 

Management options based on applying catch cascading: 

(3) sub-area 2 is taken to be a Small Area and sub-area 1 is 
taken to be a Combination Area. Sub-areas I Wand IE 
are Small Areas, with catch-cascading applied; 

1 Defined to be 140°E-165°E and 165°· 180° irrespective of the true 
boundary used to define the structure of the populations in the 
operating modeL 

(4) sub-areas I and 2 (combined) are taken to be a 
Combination Area, and sub-area 2 and sub-areas in I W 
and IE are Small Areas, with catch-cascading applied. 

The simulation application of the RMP is based on using the 
'best' catch series (see Table 2). 

3.1.8 Specification and classification of final trials 
The full list of specified trials, including the weights of each 
trial given by the lowest plausibility of any component, is 
found in Appendix 6, table 6. 

3 .1.9 Work plan 
In accordance with the 'Requirements and Guidelines for 
lmplemellfations' (IWC, 2005) plans were made for the 
second intersessional Workshop for the WNP Bryde's whale 
Implementation. Japan offered to host the meeting, as for the 
first intersessional Workshop, to be convened by Kawahara. 
The cost will be the same as for the first workshop. 

3.2 North Atlantic fin whales 
3.2.1 Report of the joint NAMMCOIJWC Scientific 
Workshop 
Wall~e presented the report of the 1oint NAMMCO/IWC 
Scientific Workshop on the catch history, stock structure and 
abundance of North Atlantic fin whales (SC/58/Rep3). The 
main objective of the Workshop was to consider the 
available information on stock structure, catch history, 
biological parameters and abundance and trends in order to 
advance the fin whale assessments ongoing in the two 
organisations. 

Several papers on stock structure, based on both genetic 
and non-genetic data, were presented at the Workshop. A 
number of key factors emerged that require further work 
before a full understanding of the contribution of the genetic 
work to the elaboration of stock structure in the North 
Atlantic fin whales can be completed, and these were given 
as recommendations for work to be completed before the 
IWC meeting in St. Kitts. The Workshop then went on to 
consider the hypotheses with respect to feeding areas, using 
the schematic figures of IWC (2005) as a guide. It is 
important to stress that the figures are schematic and the 
location of the 'breeding stocks' is not intended to suggest 
any specific geographical location. The Workshop 
considered each of the figures in tum and modified them 
where appropriate. The Workshop noted that in many cases 
the discriminatory evidence is weak. The results of these 
discussions are given in SC/58/Rep3, fig. I. The Workshop 
agreed that pressures of time meant that it had not been 
possible to fully consider the need for possible further 
scenarios (e.g. incorporating possible north-south structure, 
alternative links and/or strength of links between breeding 
stocks and feeding areas, or finer structure within feeding 
areas). 

The Workshop received a complete review of estimates of 
biological parameters for fm whales, including age and 
length at sexual maturity, asymptotic length, length at age 
five, age at recruitment, mortality rate, ovulation rate and 
interval and the proportion pregnant in the mature female 
catch. It was agreed that there was nothing in the review to 
necessitate change to the parameter values used previously 
by both the IWC (IWC, 1992b) and NAMMCO 
(NAMMCO, 2000; 2001; 2004) Scientific Committees. 

A number of papers detailing catch series for the northeast 
and central Atlantic were presented to the Workshop. It was 
agreed that there was sufficient uncertainty in the catches, in 
particular in years when the fin whale catch was estimated 
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Among physiological effects, it is important to 
validate/improve indicators of the onset of injury, for 
example, TIS studies relating exposures to non-auditory 
damage and stress. 

Studies of the impacts of anthropogenic sound on 
behaviour require data on normal responses to biologically 
salient sounds for proper interpretation. For behavioural 
studies, the group recommended measuring behaviour 
likely to affect vital rates (e.g. rates of foraging or singing, 
disruption of mother-calf pairs) or result in injury (e.g. rapid 
surfacing, stranding). 

Exposure to an airgun has been shown to affect the 
behaviour of marine mammal prey, including caged squid 
and fish, and to damage the hearing of fish. ln addition, full 
scale seismic surveys have been shown to significantly 
reduce the catches of commercial fish species in Norway, 
suggesting that prey might also be less available to foraging 
marine mammals (Pearson eta/., 1992; Skalski eta/., 1992). 
The group recommended additional work on the effects of 
sound on marine mammal prey and on the consequences for 
marine mammals. 

The group also recommended research to improve 
existing seismic survey technology and thus reduce 
undesired emissions, as well as research on and 
development of alternative technologies. This should 
include research on beam patterns of the <!ifferent sound 
sources. 

6.5 Recommendations 
ln addition to specific recommendations, the group agreed 
that it should provide a set of recommendations for 
member governments permitting seismic surveys, i.e. that 
they should: 

(1) Implement monitoring programs, as defined above. 
(2) Develop and/or evaluate nationally relevant mitigation 

procedures. 
(3) Identify and facilitate research, monitoring, and 

mitigation procedures that address the 
recommendations detailed above. 

ln light of the uncertainty over the potential impacts of 
seismic surveys, and the fact that seismic surveys may be 
repeated throughout the life of an oil field, the group 
recommended the earliest possible establishment of long
term monitoring programs for vulnerable species in areas of 
concern. The design of such long-term monitoring should 
take into account the likely size of any effect and the 
probability of detecting it within a reasonable time span. 

The group also recommended that seismic surveys be 
designed to use only the amount of acoustic output required 
for the desired geological objectives. 

Rosenbaum thanked John Bannister (or his excellence in 
chairing the SWG pre-meeting and Meghan Donohue for 
her exceptional rapporteuring. Assistance from the IWC 
Secretariat, especially from Helen Sharp, Jemma Miller and 
Julie Creek, was greatly appreciated. The work of Reeves, 
DeMaster and Clark was also appreciated. 

7. ECOSYSTEM MODELLING 

DeMaster convened and chaired a working group to discuss 
further this matter, since ecosystem modelling was subject 
to discussion in several sub-committees last year. 

7.1 Preparation for IWC-CCAMLR Ecosystem 
Workshop 
SC/58/E34 'invited the Scientific Committee to join the 
CCAMLR Scientific Committee in organising a Workshop 
to review information required for ecosystem models being 
developed to provide management advice on krill predators 
in the Antarctic marine ecosystem. 

After some discussion, there was agreement by the SWG 
to work cooperatively with CCAMLR and form a joint 
steering group for the purpose of convening the workshop. 
It was further noted that there may be some flexibility as to 
when the workshop would be held (e.g. possibly in 2007 
rather than 2008). However, it was noted that typically 
CCAMLR cannot host meetings much after June of a given 
year and still prepare the necessary reports by their annual 
meeting in October. It was also noted that hosting such a 
workshop prior to the IWC SC meeting in May 2007 would 
be difficult for many involved. There was general support 
for this position. Therefore, it seems likely that the 
workshop will have to be held sometime after the October 
annual meeting of CCAMLR and before the IWC SC annual 
meeting in 2008. The SWG nominated the following 
participants to serve on joint IWC/CCAMLR steering 
committee: Bj!ilrge, Butterworth, DeMaster, Hedley, Koch, 
Leaper (Rebecca), Murase, Mori and Polacheck. 

During the meeting, the steering group appointed by the 
SWG for the joint IWC/CCAMLR workshop met and 
produced Appendix 6. In this appendix, the following 
information is provided: (1) the information that the IWC 
can provide to the joint workshop, (2) the steps needed to. 
make this information available for the joint workshop, and 
(3) the information or benefits the Scientific Committee 
hoped to derive from its participation in the workshop. 

7.2 FAO expert consultation on modelling ecosystem 
interactions 
It was reported that an invitation to nominate experts for 
consideration by FAO for invitation to an FAO Expert 
Consultation on modelling ecosystem interactions for 
informing an ecosystem approach to fisheries was received 
by the convener of the Ecosystem Modelling working group 
intersessionally. The draft terms of reference for this 
important workshop were distributed. The primary objective 
of the Expert Consultation is to 'review the major ecosystem 
modelling approaches currently being applied on fishery

. related topics' and to 'formulate recommendations/advice 
for users of existing generic modelling approaches and those 
considering developing new models'. The date for the 
workshop is tentatively scheduled for the second quarter of 
2007; the venue has yet to be decided. 

It was noted that FAO will develop their list of invitees 
based inter alia on participants having high levels of 
expertise in the subject under consideration and collectively · 
include expertise on any aspect pertinent to the objectives of 
the workshop. 

After some discussion, it was recommended that the 
SWG should recommend to the full Scientific Committee 
that (1) a list of potential participants familiar with the work 
of the Committee be developed and (2) the following names 
go forward to the full Committee for consideration: 
Butterworth, Cooke, Hammond, Mori and Punt. 

7.3 General progress on the development of ecosystem 
models · 
SC/58/E3 highlighted the importance of spatial 
considerations in multi-species models that investigate 
shifts in species composition and associated trophic effects 
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in. marine ecosystems. The paper described a GIS based 
attempt to globally map the changes in great whale species 
composition that were a result of whaling activities and how 
these may have translated into changes in large-scale 
patterns of great whale food consumption of different prey 
types in different decades of the 20th century. The paper also 
compared estimated spatially-explicit food intake of great 
whales and some pinniped species with fisheries catch rates 
to investigate the relative role that different species, 
including humans, may have played as top consumers in 
marine ecosystems during the last century. 

:The authors noted that results of this analysis indicated 
that humans have increasingly replaced the large whales as 
top consumers in marine ecosystems in many areas of the 
world over the course of the past 50 years, except for the 
Antarctic where crabeater seals may have taken over that 
role. Although the uncertainties associated with the results 
of the analysis were difficult to quantify, it was argued by 
the authors that the patterns of increasing and expanding 
human dominance were likely robust to any changes of 
input parameter settings, given the relative difference 
between estimated marine mammal consumption rates and · 
fisheries catch rates. The authors proposed that - ignoring 
all other issues of food web complexity - the large 
discrepancies between local marine mammal food intake 
and fisheries catch rates suggest that it is unlikely that global 
catches of currently targeted prey species could be increased 
significantly ·through a competitive release of prey by 
reducing whale populations. 

In discussion several points were raised regarding this 
paper, including: (1) whether the use of relatively few 
covariates was adequate to reliably predict the distribution 
of certain species such as sperm whales, (2) the apparent 
lack of better information regarding the distribution of 
sperm whales in the eastern tropical Pacific Ocean, where 
considerable survey effort has been reported, (3) the 
conclusions drawn by the authors regarding the impact on 
global landings of fish of reducing whale P,Opulations did 
not consider possible impacts on krill ·abundance in the 
Southern Ocean, (4) the uncertainty associated with some of 
the abundance estimates from the 1990s used in her analysis 
(e.g. abundance of humpback whale and Antarctic mink 
whale in Southern Ocean), (5) whether there was there an 
assumption in the model regarding large whales feeding on 
breeding grounds or on migration, and (6) the importance of 
incorporating uncertainty in the input parameters to the 
model and evaluating the robustness of conclusions drawn 
from the analysis in light of this uncertainty. 

Kaschner responded that the details of the approach 
reported in SC/58/E3 could be found in Kaschner et al. 
(2006). She noted that the predicted distributions of species 
were successfully validated for more than 80% of all species 
tested using data from large-scale dedicated surveys. The 
author agreed to work with scientists from the fisheries 
laboratory in La Jolla regarding access to data on sperm 
whale survey results from the ETP. In addition, she 
commented that many of the primary patterns reported in 
SC/58/E3 were robust to uncertainty based on the minimal 
changes observed when running the model under different 
scenarios and. input parameter settings. It was also 
recognised by some members of the SWG that for 
management purposes, there was a need to structure spatial 
models to handle data at smaller scales (e.g. ocean basins or 
marine ecosystems). This was particular important for high 
latitude areas where variation in the distribution of sea ice 
was likely to be an important factor in explaining the 
distribution of large whales. 

A second paper on general approaches, SC/58/E48, 
·provided a summary of the types of uncertainty that 
have come to the fore in multispecies models (i.e. structural 
uncertainty and aggregation in the food web, functional 
uncertainty in predator/prey relationships, and data 
uncertainty). In this paper the authors provide 
examples of each of these sources of uncertainty using as a 
case study a Gulf of Alaska ecosystem model developed 
to test various hypotheses regarding interactions 
between Steller sea lions and the groundfish fishery. 
Their findings indicate that currently available 
multispecies tools give reasonable advice for developing 
ecosystem approaches to management. However, the 
authors further noted that the successful use of 
multispecies models will require a revolution in the way 
uncertainty is considered, communicated, and used for 
strategic planning in both ·the scientific and policy-making 
arenas. 

In discussion there was general agreement that the way in 
which the authors had incorporated uncertainty into the 
model, as well as the methods for representing uncertainty 
in the output, was a welcomed step forward. It was also 
noted that the authors approach in this paper (i.e. multi
species) was similar in philosophy to that used by this 
Committee in assessing the status of single species or 
populations. Further, it was recognised that model 
uncertainty was a very important factor to consider in using 
multispecies model and in interpreting results from such 
models. Finally, as noted by the authors of SC/58/E48, the 
SWG concurred that it was very important to incorporate 
various management scenarios in the modelling process to 
allow for an evaluation of the extent to which management 
practices could be affected by trophic interactions and vice 
versa. 

SC/58/E21 reported that the recent developments in the 
use of spatial modelling with long-term datasets can be used 
to investigate the possible effects of anthropogenic stressors 
on cetacean distribution and abundance. Such stressors may 
include locally intense maritime traffic and over-fishing. In 
this context, spatial modelling may also help us to 
understand whether fluctuations in cetacean distribution and 
abundance over time are a result of natural or human
related factors. The methods reported in SC/58/E21 use 
physical and environmental data to help explain 
variation in distribution and density of cetaceans and to 
predict areas that are important for the target species. 
This approach is an . alternative to conventional line 
transect sampling. Its advantage is that it is suitable for 
estimating abundance of cetaceans from surveys that have 
not been designed to achieve equal coverage probability. 
Three examples of spatial modelling applied to 
long-term cetacean population studies were given to 
illustrate these points: a study of common dolphins off 
south-eastern Spain. over 14 years, in which a reduction in 
density and shift in distribution seems to be related to a local 
increase in fish farms; a study of bottlenose dolphins off 
southern Spain also over 14 years, where natural 
fluctuations occur in density but not in distribution, 
apparently umelated to any anthropogenic stressor; and a 
study of bottlenose dolphins in Croatian waters over 9 years, 
where a shift in distribution and a reduction in density was 
associated with areas of increased recreational boat traffic. 
These three case studies showed the added value of 
combining spatial modelling techniques with traditional 
line-transect surveys, as well as the importance of long-term 
studies to (1) characterise the distribution of cetaceans, (2) 
differentiate real trends in abundance from natural 
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fluctuations and (3) establish possible links between 
changes in either the abundance or distribution of cetaceans 
and anthropogenic effects. 

In discussion of this paper it was noted that the methods 
used in SC/58/E21 would be relatively easy to apply to other 
areas, including studies that involved large-scale surveys, 
assuming that the covariate data on which the models 
depend were available. There was also discussion as to the 
expected relative contribution to overall variance in the 
model from the line-transect survey data and the 
environmental data, if this approach were implemented in 
other areas. It was agreed that this question would have to be 
addressed on a case-by-case basis. 

7.4 Progress on modelling krill-predator dynamics of 
the Antarctic ecosystem 
SC/58/El4 addressed work conducted on the Mori
Butterworth multi-species model of the Antarctic ecosystem 
subsequent to the· Ulsan meeting of the Scientific 
Committee. Points raised about the model during that 
meeting are addressed in turn. Results are quoted that 
suggest that krill is indeed unable to fully utilise the primary 
production available. The precision of parameters estimated 
when fitting to the model to abundance and trend data was 
reported. The· model was extended to include an ' other 
predators' variable (reflecting squid, fish and seabirds) so 
that the crabeater seal variable did not act as a surrogate for 
these in addition to the seals themselves. This change in the 
model structure resulted in an improved fit of the model to 
recent abundance estimates for crabeater seals. The authors 
also presented a list of topics for possible further work on 
the model. The authors further noted that the development 
of an improved set of abundance and trend estimates for the 
various krill predators· should be a priority for improving the 
reliability of current models, and suggested that this should 
be a key focus of the proposed joint IWC-CCAMLR 
workshop on this topic. 

In discussion it was recognised that the model structure 
described in SC/58/El4, which now includes a category for 
other krill predators, represented an improvement over the 
model discussed during last year's meeting (Mori and 
Butterworth, 2005). However, irrespective of how variance 
in the model is absorbed, the model output indicates that 
there has been a large increase in other predators for which 
there are no data included in the model beginning in the 
1940s. There was some discussion of data available to test 
this prediction and it was noted that the estimated 
abundances of sorrie species of krill predators have 
increased in the Southern Ocean, this has not been the case 
for all species of krill predators. 

It was also pointed out that there remains a critical lack of 
data to evaluate the reliability of models such as the one 
described in SC/58/E14, especially regarding data on lower 
trophic levels. That is; to fully evaluate the degree to which 
a model is successful at predicting a given outcome, it is 
necessary to have spatial and temporal information , on 
abundance from a set of species representative of both ihe 
lower and upper trophic levels. Therefore, the SWG noted 
that it remains difficult for the Committee to evaluate, 
validate or test rnultispecies hypotheses or make inferences 
regarding the importance of competition (direct or indirect). 

Nonetheless, the SWG agreed that multispecies models 
such as the one described in SC/58/E14 were useful in 
allowing the Committee to develop hypotheses regarding 
trophic dynamics (e.g. the importance of top-down forcing 
or competition in structuring the species composition of a 

marine ecosystem). The SWG further agreed that with the 
relative paucity of information on many of the key species 
in the Southern Ocean it would be possible to generate 
models with varying degrees of top-down and bottom-up 
forcing that were consistent with the available data. As 
noted in SC/58/E48, it is important to incorporate 
uncertainty in multispecies models to allow inferences as to 
what hypotheses can be tested with available data and what 
hypotheses cannot be tested with available data. 

After some discussion, the SWG agreed that what is of 
critical importance in moving this field of research forward 
at this time is the identification of those data sets that would 
allow for hypothesis testing with acceptable statistical 
power and the development of alternative modelling 
approaches. It was further noted that increased collaboration 
between scientists involved in designing field surveys and 
those developing analytical models was needed to more 
efficiently utilise the limited resources available to cetacean 
.researchers. 

Clapham noted that one of the principal objectives of the 
JARPA IT program was to model competition among whale 
species (SC/58/07, p.2), notably humpback and minke · 
whales. He drew the group's attention to. SC/58/E32, which 
provided strong evidence for resource partitioning between 
these two species (s!le also Item 8.4). Clapham noted that 
these findings were in keeping with predictions from 
ecological · theory and that, prior to the beginning of 
commercial whaling in the Antarctic in 1904, baleen whale 
populations were much larger than they are today; despite 
the potential for interspecific competitiqn under such 
circumstances arguably being greater than it is currently, 
large populations evidently managed to coexist on a single 
resource at that time. He continued that there were no data 
demonstrating that krill abundance in the Southern Ocean is 
a limiting resource for baleen whales, and requested that 
unambiguous criteria for determining the presence or 
absence of competition be provided by JARPA II. 

Mori and others responded that the findings reported in 
SC/58/E32 should be considered with care for the following 
reasons: (I) the survey was conducted in April-June which 
is much later than the peak feeding season of these species; 
(2) the result is based just on a single year survey at a very 
small portion of their distributional area with no information 
available for the rest of the vast Antarctic water; (3) 
although their observations may suggest resource 
partitioning between the two species, whether humpback 
whales are actually feeding on larger sizes of krill than 
minke whales can only be confirmed by examining the diet 
composition in their stomach contents; (4) the relatively 
small number of sightings made during the study; and (5) 
resource partitioning between species does not directly 
mean that there is no competition between the species since 
they are feeding on the same population of prey. 

In addition, Mori and others noted that the fmdings 
reported in SC/58/E32 were based on surveys conducted in 
Area I of lhe Southern Ocean. The annual rate of increase 
(ROI) in abundance for humpback whales in this area (i.e. 
estimated at 4% per year based on SOWER data; Branch, 
2006) is relatively small in· comparison with other Areas. In 
contrast, the ROI in Area IV (part of the JARPA survey area) 
was estimated as 15% per year. Given the difference in area
specific ROis, Mori and others noted that the degree to 
which competition impacted various life history parameters 
could also vary by area. She added that it is important to take 
into account the status of a population in a given area, when 
evaluating the extent to which competition for limited 
resources is occurring. 
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Finally, Mori and others commented that in SC/58JE32, 
the authors estimated the length of krill using acoustic data. 
She noted that there are several key assumptions that must 
be met for this approach to produce reliable estimates and 
that these assumptions are described in SC/58/E32. Mori 
and others recommended that direct sampling of prey to 
.determine the size composition is needed to adequately 
characterise the size distribution of krill utilised by 
cetaceans as part of studies designed to test for resource 
partitioning. They further recommended · that in future 
surveys of this nature a combination of echosounder, net 
sampling and stomach content analysis of large whales be 
used. In addition, it was recognised that the application of 
data logging devices, such as time-depth recorders, would 
provide useful information for this kind of analysis. 

8. OTHER HABITAT RELATED ISSUES 

8.1 Pollution 2000+: review final report of Phase 1 
The Chair welcomed the final report of Pollution 2000+ and 
indicated that this was a groundbreaking project with a 
novel approach to investigate pollution in cetaceans and 
congratulated the members of the group for their hard work. 
The SWG concurred with this view. 

SC/58/E38 constituting the final report on POLLUTION 
2000+ Phase I, was presented by Peter Reijnders 
(programme co-ordinator) and Steering Group members 
Alex Aguilar, Todd O'Hara and Teri Rowles. 

The IWC-POLLUTION 2000+ programme was initiated 
to investigate pollutant cause-effect relationships in 
cetaceans. It arose from the major workshop on chemical 
pollution and cetaceans held in Bergen in 1995. An outline 
proposal for a follow-up research programme was 
developed further at a special workshop held in Barcelona in 
1999. The short-term objectives of the programme were: 

(a) to try to select and examine a number of biomarkers of 
exposure to and/or effects of PCBs and try to determine 
whether a predictive and quantifiable relationship with 
PCB levels in certain tissues exist; 

(b) to validate/calibrate sampling and analytical techniques 
to address such questions for cetaceans specifically: 
(i) determination of changes of concentrations of · 

variables with post-mortem times; 
(ii) examination of relationships between 

concentrations of variables obtained by biopsy 
sampling with those of concentrations in other 
tissues that can only be obtained by fresh carcasses. 

The examination of these two objectives was considered to 
be Phase 1 of what necessarily would have to be a long-term 
programme. 

The present final report summarises the work carried out 
under Phase I for each of the two subprojects: bottlenose 
dolphins and harbour porpoises. It examines the field work, 
analyses and the results in terms of what was expected to be 
achieved, identifies what might be considered in any Phase 
II of the project, it considers more general lessons learned 
from the conduct of Phase I, summarises Phase I from the 
perspective of the IWC, and lists. the scientific output of 
Phase I. 

One of the first important tasks (and indeed 
achievements) of the programme was to develop an 
integrated protocol for sampling, storage and shipping 
procedures to ensure that tissue samples to be collected were 
adequate and would reach the designated laboratories in 
suitable condition for the analyses. 

8.1.1 Bottlenose dolphin subproject 
The primary objectives of the Bottlenose Dolphin 
Subproject were to: (1) try to select and examine a number 
of biomarkers of exposure to and/or effect of PCBs and try 
to determine whether a predictive ~nd quantifiable 
relationship with PCB levels in certain tissues exists; and (2) 
examine the relationships between concentrations of 
variables obtained by biopsy sampling with those of 
concentrations in other tissues that can only be obtained 
from fresh carcases. 

The research design called for collection of blubber 
samples from bottlenose dolphins inhabiting three areas 
providing distinctly different levels of exposure to PCBs, 
and for the collection of additional data on associated health 
parameters from the intermediate site, the only site where it 
was possible to capture, examine, sample and release 
bottlenose dolphins. If a potential biomarker was identified 
through the detailed sampling and health assessment, then 
its potential could be investigated through comparisons · 
across sites covering a range of contaminant concentrations. 

Initial fieldwork at the Bahamas site was successful and 
PCB levels found in biopsy dart samples suggested this to be 
a suitable 'pristine' area. However, a variety of logistical and 
funding problems unfortunately rendered it impossible to 
return there to collect the necessary larger sample sizes. 

Analysis of the PCB levels in animals from Charlotte 
Harbor, 'Florida, showed that the levels were only marginally 
lower that the intermediate site and certainly not suitable for 
consideration as a 'pristine environment'. Funding and 
timing issues unfortunately meant that it was not possible to 
carry out the necessary investigative fieldwork to examine 
further potential sites. 

With respect to collecting sufficient samples from a 
heavily polluted area, off the Balearic Islands in the 
Mediterranean Sea, PCB levels found in five animals 
showed that the site could be considered as heavily polluted. 
However, calculation of the amount of effort required to 
collect a suitable sample size meant that the costs of doing 
so were prohibitive given the available funding. Funding 
prob1ems also precluded sampling at another identified 
potential heavily polluted site at Tampa Bay in Florida. 

Despite this, the biopsy sampling attempts did highlight 
some problems with this approach to investigating pollution 
cause-effect relationships in cetaceans: (1) blubber is not 
homogeneous across its thickness and as biopsy darts 
probably did not sample the entire thickness of the blubber, 
interpretation of the data on OCs and biomarkers derived 
from the samples was complicated; and (2) the relatively 
small sample masses obtained from biopsy darting did not 
permit sufficient testing for the full suite of potential 
biomarkers. 

There was considerably more success w ith the 
programme of work at Sarasota Bay (the intermediate site) 
via the capture-release project. 

A major feature of the analyses undertaken was that they 
highlighted the complex relationships between 
organochlorine concentrations and potential biomarkers due 
to the variation in patterns of accumulation and depuration 
relative to age, sex, nutritive status and reproductive status. 
The POLLUTION 2000+ studies confirmed that 
concentrations in females, originally similar to males of the 
same age, decrease dramatically after calving and lactation, 
with a concomitant increase in concentrations in particularly 
the first calf. The implications of these findings (e.g. with 
respect to first calf survival rates) are important inputs to 
modelling exercises to try to examine potential effects at the 
population level. Because males showed decreased blubber 
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they are finalised next year. The following topics were 
considered likely to be important for interpreting these 
results: 

(I) further examination of the relationship between 
density/abundance and sea ice extent, including in 
regions of complex and changing ice extents (such as 
the Ross Sea in Area V); and 

(2) further investigation, including a review of the relevant 
ecological literature, into the presence and likely · 
abundance of minke whales in polynyas (such as those 
found in the Weddell Sea in Area II). · 

Furthermore, the Committee considered that any further 
insight into the relationship between features of the 
environment (such as proximity to the Antarctic slope front 
or krill density) and whale density (such as that presented in 
SC/59/IAI2 for Area V) might be valuable, particularly if it 
could be extended to include other Areas. 

10.2.3 Catch-at-age analyses 
The report of the intersessional Working Group on Virtual 
Population Analyses (VPA) related to Antarctic minke 
whales is given in Annex G, Appendix 5. Four tasks had 
been identified as of highest priority for work. Progress on 
two tasks was not accomplished intersessionally, but it is 
expected to be possible to complete them soon after the 
present meeting. 

10.2.3.1 PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
SC/59/IA18 provided a summary of responses from 
experienced researchers to a questionnaire on minke whale 

· ageing and length measuring. Although the sample size was 
small, the two most important issues: (!) the assessment'of 
the readability of individual earplugs; and (2) undercounting 
of bands in older animals as the result of tight packing of 
growth layers. The author noted that the consequence of 
non-migration of whales to and/or from the Antarctic on the 
formation of growth layers is also a potential source of bias 
in age estimates. With respect to length measures, the 
Committee agrees that because the possible biases are small 
and measurement error in lengths can be allowed for in 
modeiiing,. · further investigations along these lines are 
probably no longer necessary. 

SC/59/08 addressed one oftbe tasks of the intersessional 
Working Group and a recommendation that was made 
during the JARPA review (SC/59/Repl). It had been noted 
that whales aged five or younger had longer body lengths on 
average in the commercial catch than in the JARPA catch, 
and it was suspected that this might be due in part to coding 
errors. A cross-check with original ageing notes and 
biological records for 2,270 whales aged five or younger 
uncovered 45 coding errors. In addition, 474 of the age 
readings were categorised as 'biologically unlikely' on the 
basis of large body size, recorded ovarian corpora counts or 
large testes weight Correcting the coding errors and 
eliminating the biologically unlikely ages reduced the mean 
difference considerably. 

The Committee welcomes the report and the fact that 
checking for coding errors and biologically unlikely ages 
was being extended to older age classes. It also endorses 
the plans to train young Japanese scientists to read earplugs 
and use multiple readers for each earplug. 

SC/59/08 also reported results of an inter-reader ageing 
calibration using 100 good earplug samples retained from 

commercial whaling. The mean difference between the two 
readers was O.QI :!: 0.220 (SE) years. 

In discussion, it was pointed out that this result indicated 
that the difference between commercial and JARPA ages in 
whales of intermediate ages (primarily 15-30 years old) was 
unlikely to be due to a learning effect. However, both 
readers were from the same 'school', so a bias affecting 
both readings was still possible. The Committee 
recommends further experiments (Annex G, Appendix 6) . 
to provide additional insight into ageing errors. It was noted 
that power analyses should be carried out to verify the 
suggested sample sizes. Using a length-stratified sample 
would complicate analyses, so the Committee agrees that 
initially a random sample of the left/right earplugs should 
be read by the Japanese readers. If the results from this 
initial experiment suggested that a sample size of 250 was 
inadequate, then the initial sample could be supplemented 
with additional earplugs either from a random sample across 
all length classes or a stratified sample with higher 
proportions of larger whales. 

SC/59/IA4 provides further development of statistical 
catch-at-age models for Antarctic minke whales. The model 
is applied to catch, catch-at-length and age-length keys as 
well as indices of relative and absolute abundance in order 
to identify a ' reference case' set of specifications related to 
vulnerability, examine the sensitivity to using reduced 
portions of the commercial catch-at-age data for assessment 
purposes, and to examine an alternative density-dependence 
function. The results confirm previous results that the data 
support: a non-uniform vulnerability pattern; a dome-shaped 
vulnerability for the period of commercial harvest; an 
increase in ininke whale recruitment in Areas III-W, IV, V 
and Vl-W until about the early- to mid-1960s and a decline 
thereafter; and large changes in carrying capacity and 
somatic growth rates. However, the model had difficulty in 
achieving biologically reasonable estimates for stock E and 
had convergence problems when vulnerabilities were 
assumed to be age-specific. Both of these issues require 
further analyses. 

SC/59/IA 13 documented additional modifications to the 
ADAPT-VPA models for the putative I- and P-stocks of 
Antarctic minke whales (SC/59/Repl). The modifications · 
include: 

(!) inter-annual differences in the distribution of the 
population between different management Areas; 

(2) incorporation of a stock-recruitment relationship in the 
estimator; 

(3) the effects of possible ageing-error ; and 
(4) the effects of possible change in age-at-sexual maturity 

over time as indicated by analyses of transition phase 
data. 

In further response to requests by the J ARPA review 
Workshop, performance of the estimator in the complete 
absence of commercial catch-at-age data was examined for 
the !-stock, and found to lead to convergence difficulties 
probably related to the fact that there was insufficient 
information to estimate early recruitment trends in such 
circumstances. 

The Committee noted that there are few data for the P
stock (Areas V-E and IV-W) with the result that model 
estimates (e.g. of natural mortality) are more uncertain for 
the P-stock than for the !-stock. The Committee agrees that 
consideration could be given to estimating common values 
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The collection of tissue samples in Japan is from 
scientific whaling in the Antarctic (JARPA-JARPAII) 
and North Pacific (JARPN-JARPNII), bycatch and 
strandings. The collection includes complete coverage for 
2006 throughout the 2006/07 Antarctic season. The 
Committee was informed that a toial of 505 genetic samples 
of the Antarctic minke whale and three of the fin whale 
were collected from the 2006/07 austral summer survey 
of JARPAII. From JARPNII in the western North Pacific 
(NP) samples stored in 2006 were: NP common minke 
whale, n=l95; NP Bryde's whale, n=50; NP sei whale, 
n=IOO; and NP sperm whale, n=6. The samples from 
bycatch stored in 2006 were: NP common minke whale, 
n=147; NP humpback whale, n=3; and NP sperm whale, 
n= I. Genetic samples were stored for the following stranded 
whales in 2006: NP common minke whale, n=8; NP 
Bryde's whale, n=3; NP humpback whale, n=l; NP right 
whale, n=I; and NP sperm whale, n=l (see Appendix 4 of 
AnnexN). 

Some of the collection of samples in Iceland is taken 
from scientific whaling, tissue samples stored in 2006 were:_ 
North Atlantic common minke whale, n=58. For 
commercial whaling samples stored in 2006 were: North 
Atlantic common minke whale, n=l; and North Atlantic fin 
whale, n=7 (see Appendix 5 of Annex N). 

16.3 Reference databases and standards for diagnostic 
DNA registries 
Genetic analyses have been completed and data on mtDNA, 
Short Tandem Repeats (STRs) and sex entered in the 
Norwegian register for years through 2004. Genetic analysis 
of samples collected in 2005 and 2006 is in progress (see 
Appendix 3 of Annex N). 

For the Japanese register all genetic analyses have been 
completed for NP common minke, NP Bryde's and NP sei 
whales through 2006, mtDNA for NP sperm whales through 
2006 and sex for all samples from all species. The genetic 
samples of Antarctic minke whales and southern fin whales 
have not been analysed yet. For bycatch and stranding 
samples, mtDNA has been completed through 2006 (see 
Appendix 4 of Annex N). 

For the Icelandic register all genetic analyses have been 
conducted for fin whales caught in 2006. Genetic analysis 
of the minke whale samples is in progress (see Appendix 5 
ofAnnex N). 

The Committee_ agrees that report of updates of registers 
should include a list of references with relevant documents 
on register documentation and specifications. The 
Committee also agrees that any substantial new technical 
improvement in the registers should be presented to the 
Committee as separate documents. 

16.4 Work plan 
The Terms of Reference for the Working Group for the next 
year will remain the same as for this year, unless the 
Commission requests other information in the interim. 
Members of the Committee are encouraged to submit 
papers relating to these terms of reference and to propose 
additional agenda items. In particular the Committee looks 
forward to the presentation and discussion of the recent 
published paper by Rohland and Hofreiter (2007). The 
Committee agrees that the first round of sequence 
validation is important and recommends that it should be 

conducted in the intersessional period. The budgetary 
implication for this work is discussed under Agenda Item 
21. 

17. SCIENTIFIC PERMITS (SEE ANNEX 0) 

17.1 Review of results from JARPA 
17.1.1 ReportoftheJARPA Review Workshop 
(SC/59/Rep1) . 
An intersessional meeting to review the results from the 
JARPA research programme was convened in Tokyo in 
December 2006. The Committee noted its appreciation to 
Bannister, the Steer!ng Committee for the Workshop, the 
rapporteurs and the Head of Science for their efforts in 
organising, convening and preparing the Workshop report. 

Annex D of SC/59/Rep I indicates that considerable data 
have been collected by the JARPA prograrnrrie by both 
lethal and non-lethal methods, although there was 
disagreement regarding the analysis and interpretation of 
some of these data. Item 8 of the Workshop report provided 
an overview of results in the context of the stated objectives 
of the 'JARPA programme and of stock management. The 
Committee reviewed the Workshop report and endorses its 
conclusions and recommendations. For convenience, a short 
summary of the conclusions on the main topics covered in 
the JARPA review is given below. However, this is not 
intended to subsume SC/59/Rep I. A number of these 
scientific issues were considered further in the reports of the 
relevant sub-committees at this meeting. 

1. ABUNDANCE AND TRENDS 

Estimates of population trend arising from JARPA are 
summarised in table 2 of SC/59/Rep I. Current confidence 
intervals for the estimates of trend are relatively wide. 
These results are, therefore, consistent with a substantial 
decline, a substantial increase, or approximate stability in 
Antarctic minke whale abundance in these geographic areas 
over the period ofJARPA (SC/59/Repl, p.ll). 

Considerable progress has been made in addressing the 
issues relat~d to Antarctic minke whale abundance and 
trends and provided the recommendations given under item 
2 of SC/59/Repl are followed, the Committee may be able 
to agree estimates. This issue was discussed in detail at this 
meeting (see Item 10.2.1.2) with a summary in Annex G, 
item6. 

The abundance estimates provided in Matsuoka el al. 
(2005) for humpback whales represented useful steps 
forward in . working towards acceptable estimates of 
abundance. Further discussion of this issue is reported in 
Annex H. 

2. POPULATION STRUCfURE 

A very considerable amount of work has been undertaken 
since the mid-term review and progress has and can be 
made given the data collected. Based on the analyses of the 
genetic and morphometric data presented, it was agreed that 
there are at least two stocks of Antarctic minke whales 
present in the JARP A research area. The data do not support 
the current IWC Management Areas for Antarctic minke 
whales. The data also suggest an area of transition in the 
region around 150° -165°E across which there is an as yet 
undetermined level and range of mixing. Samples from the 
breeding areas would greatly facilitate these analyses, and 
are likely to be requifed to resolve issues relevant to stock 
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structure and mixing within the JARPA research area 
(SC/59/Repl, p.l6). 

3. ESTIMATION OF NATURAL MORTALITY RATE 
The estimation of this parameter was the main objective of 
JARPA when the programme was initiated. The natural 
mortality rate estimates from JARPA data alone (Tanaka et 
a!., 2006), were, at around 0.04, within the plausible range, 
but the confidence limits (from below zero to above 0.10) 
spanned such a wide range that the parameter is still 
effectively unknown. 

The ADAPT-VPA provided estimates of natural 
mortality rates with a CV of about 0.15 but these depend on 
the use of commercial catch-at-age data, about which, as 
discussed in SC/59/Repl, there are some problems (and see 
Item 10.2.3). 

4. OTHER BIOLOGICAL PARAMETERS 
Estimates of several biological parameters according to one 
stock hypothesis presented at the Workshop are summarised 
in table 3 (SC/59/Repl, p.20). These parameters· are length 
at sexual maturity, age at sexual maturity, length at physical 
maturity, age at physical maturity, size at age (i.e. 
generation of a growth curve), percentage of matured 
females pregnant, foetal sex ratio (% male) and mean litter 
size. ln general, it was agreed that the results confirmed the 
high pregnancy rates found in this species in the previous 
commercial data, and corresponds essentially to a one-year 
reproductive cycle (SC/59/Repl, p.21). 

Differing views were expressed about the level of 
reliability that could be assigned to the estimates of 
historical trends in biological and population parameters of 
minke whales prior to the JARPA period. 

For the JARPA period, no marke~ trends in biological 
parameters were found. The growth rates were apparently 
constant, while the pregnancy rate remained high with some 
annual fluctuation. The transition phase data suggested a 
possible small increase in the mean age at maturity over the 
JARP A period, but the age at first ovulation showed a 
decrease, at least for the putative 'P' stock (SC/59/Rep 1, 
p.23). 

5. ROLE OF ANTARCTIC MINKE WHALES IN THE 
ECOSYSTEM 
A total of ten prey species, including one amphipod, four 
euphausiids and five fish species were identified based on 
analysis of stomach contents. Antarctic krill (Euphausia 
superba) was the most important prey species throughout 
the survey · period. The estimates of daily consumption 
reported ranged from 2.6% to 5.0% of body weight per day 
(SC/59/Rep l, p.24). Daily prey consumption estimates were 
similar to those from North Atlantic common minke whales 
(Haug et al., 1995) and to those predicted by Lockyer 
(1981). 

It was further noted that the Committee welcomes the 
oceanographic and krill-related work undertaken since the 
1997 Workshop. The Committee also agrees that 
considerable relevant data had been collected by the JARP A 
programme on matters related to body condition and 
feeding. However, it is clear from the discussion under Item 
5 of the JARP A review that the simple nature of several of 
the analyses present at the JARP A review means that 
relatively little progress has been made in· addressing this 
objective, even allowing for the complexities of the subject. 
However, it was also noted that a number of more refined 

analyses were presented and discussed at this meeting 
(Annex Kl, item 1.5). This work is ongoing (see item 13.4). 

6. POLLUTANTS 
Levels of toxic metals and organochlorines were low 
compared with whales in the Northern Hemisphere, with 
some indication of decrease over time. There was 
speculation as to the cause of this. 

7. OTHER RESULTS 
The important contribution of the genetic analyses of dwarf 
minke whale samples from JARPA to the understanding of 
the phylogenetic relationships among minke whales from 
different ocean basins was recognised. Genetic results had 
contributed to the taxonomic review of rninke whales 
conducted by Rice (1998) that confrrmed the existence of 
two species of minke whales, the Antarctic minke whale 
and the common minke whale (SC/59/Repl, p.30). 
Additional work on genetic diversity and spatial pattern of 
genetic variation in southern humpback whales was 
reported. 

8. MANAGEMENT 
The Committee concurs with the view reported in 
SC/59/Repl that 'The results of.the JARPA programme, 
while not required for management under the RMP, have 
the potential to improve management of minke whales in 
the Southern Hemisphere' (SC/59/Repl, p.31) in a number 
of ways. The Committee agrees that the following 
statement, taken from the mid-term review, still applies: 

The results from the JARP A programme, while not required for 
management under the RMP ~ have the potential to improve 
management of minke whales in the Southern Hemisphere in the 
following ways: (1) reductions in the current set of plausible scenarios 
considered in Implementation Simulation Trials; and (2) identification 
of new scenarios to which future Implementation Simulation Trials will 
have to be developed (e.g. the temporal component of stock structure). 
The results of analyses of JARPA data could be used in this way 
perhaps to increase the allowed catch of minke whales in the Southern 
Hemisphere, without increasing depletion risk above the level indicated 
by the existing Implememation Simulation Trials of the RMP for these 
minke whales (IWC, !998a). 

17. 1.2 Additional Scientific Committee discussion 
The Committee concurs with the summary reported in 
Appendix 3 of Annex 0 of major findings of the JARPA 
·research programme in the context of IWC resolutions. 
Whilst Workshop participants had agreed that a discussion 
of the respective merits of lethal and non-lethal 
methodology was important, there had been insufficient 
time to do so and it had been suggested that this topic 
should be discussed at the Annual Meeting. The report of 
this discussion is presented in Annex 0. As has been the 
case in past Committee discussions on this topic, it was not 
possible to reach consensus amongst the participants. 

It was inevitable that the discussions at the Workshop 
would give rise to suggestions for further and/or refined 
analyses. The Committee noted the table of 
recommendations and the current state of their 
implementation provided in Appendix 4 of Annex 0. 

17.2 Review of results from existing permits 
17.2.1 JARPA II 
A summary of findings from the JARP A II research 
programme was reported in SC/59/03 and 04. Discussion 
regarding this research report focused on the 
representativeness of samples, as well as the impact on the 
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE JARPA REVIEW WORKSHOP 

349 

RT Analyses In the report Status 

AE 
I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

Further investigation of J3 approach using simulation studies to assess correction performance. 

On Skip C, the possibility of post-application of th~ adaptive 'sampling to closing mode survey for finding 
better correction fonnulae. 
Satellite data may provide more accurate infonnation on the ice-edge for the DSM. 

Regarding abundance estimation of Antarctic minke whale a better approach is to fit a model which is able to 
account for heteroscedascity in sampling viuiance and incorporate additional variance. 

Suggested 

Suggested 

Suggested 

Agreed 

Regarding detection function estimation, as a guideline, detection functions should be estimated using an Recommended 
absolute minimum of 15 sightings. Where fewer sigbtings occur pooling should be undertaken. 
Regarding variance estimation from the SSV data, the data to be re-analysed treating all three parallel transect Recommended 
legs as the sampling unil · 
Regarding the accounting for the order that the strata were surveyed (which is relevant.for trend estimation), a Recommended 
generalised linear modelling approach (similar to that conducted in J6) be taken whereby appropriately chosen ' 
covariates or factors (such as the nliddle date that a stratum was surveyed in a given year) could be included 
to enable more valid between-year comparisons. 

To be considered after 
2007 SC meeting 

To be considered after 
2007 SC meeting 

To be considered after 
2007 SC meeting 

To be considered after 
2007 SC meeting 

Considered in 
SC/59/JAII 

To be considered after 
2007 SC meeting 

Considered in 
SC/59/IAII 

Additional variance be estimated as well as taking due account of estimates of sampling variance for each Recommended To be considered after 
stratum. 2007 SC meeting 
Regarding estimation of Fffective strip width and mean school size from the SSV data, sensitivities to the Recommended To be considered after 
pooling ofthree SSY tracklines for estimation of effective strip width and mean school size, be investigated. 2007 SC meeting 

10. Regarding extrapolation into unsurveyed areas, it would be valuable to bound the problem by examining Recommended Considered in 
results for which the abundance in the unsurveyed area is treated as zero. SC/59/JAII 

II. WhCre such (primary E-W) extrapolation are necessary, the ratio of deqsity in the unsurveyed area to the Recommended Considered in 
surveyed area be calculated from data in other years. The product of this ratio and the density in the surveyed SC/59/IA I I 
area in that year would be used as the estimated density to extrapolate into the unsurveyed area in that year. 

12. Regarding analysis using the saw-tooth track tine design, all transects would be useful at least in estimating Agreed, To be considered after 
effective strip width and mean school size (and their variances). In order to more fully understand the results Recommended 2007 SC meeting 
in Table 4 of J6 and their implications, the sensitivity analyses of 16 are repeated but with appropriate 
weighting of the data (e.g. in proportion to the number of sightings within a stratum), and/or by bootstrapping 
(conditional on the total number ofsightings). 

13. Regarding the estimation of~nd in humpback whales further refinementofthe linear mode], as discussed for Recommended To be considered after 
minke whales, by incorporating process error as well as a trend parameter, an area effect and the survey 2007 SC meeting 
sampling error be examined. 

ss 
I. In addition to genetic studies it would be useful to include potential alternative stock markers such as stable Suggested Will not be 

isotopes (e.g. Carbon, Oxygen, Hydrogen and Strontium). Considered 
2. Clustering methods based on individual genotypes, that avoid a priori assumptions about population Recommended To be Considered after 

boundaries may be usefully applied (e.g. MDS or PCA methods). 2007 SC meeting 
3. Spatial correlation and Mantel test were suggested to resolve the position and nature of this transitional Suggested Will not be considered 

pattern. ~ 

· 4. Other analysis based on individual genotypes such as landscape genetics as assessed in the progrnm 'alleles in Suggested To be considered 
space' may help resolve the pattern of structure and mixing (though this would likely require but this requires under !ARPA II 
I 5+ microsatellite loci to provide sufficient power). 

5. Transitional area could be studied by fitting a mixing model where the fraction of whales belonging to one Suggested To be considered after 
putative population is a function of the longitude at which it was sampled. This could be a simple logistic 2007' SC meeting 
regression model coupled with two-product multinomial models describing the allele frequencies in the two 
putative stocks either side of the transition area. It could be extended beyond two populations, and incorporate 
both genetic and morphometric data. 

6. Satellite tracking to investigate location of breeding grounds. Emphasised To be considered 
under JARPA II 

7. Analysis of available samples for the potential extension of the analysis geographically (e.g. Areas lii and VI) Raised To be considered 
under !ARPA II 

BP 
I. In order to verify age readings using known age animals the feasibility of detecting the bomb radiocarbon Recommended 

signal in earplug laminae be looked into. 
2. The comparability of commercial and !ARPA age data be investigated by re-read ing a subset of the Recommended 

commercial samples in an appropriately designed blind test 
3. The ADAPT-VPA could be run without using the commercial age data. Task identified 

ME 

Will not be 
Considered 

Considered in 
SC/59108 

Considered in 
SC/59/JAIJ 

1. Determination of the duration of the feeding period is fundamental to estimate total con~umption and must be Recommended To be considered after 
adequately addressed. · 2007 SC meeting 

2. Examination at smaller spatial scales. Recommended To be considered after 
2007 SC meeting 

3. Use ofGLM or similar to exaniine trend, incorpOrating covariates such as age, size and reproductive status of Recommended Considered in 
whales as well as the date and time of day. SC/5910 9 

Cont. 
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Report of the Intersessional Workshop to Review Data and 
Results from Special Permit Research on Minke Whales in the 

Antarctic, Tokyo, 4-8 December 20061 

1. INTRODUCTORY ITEMS 

1.1 Welcome and introduction 
The Workshop met at the Institute of Cetacean Research 
(ICR), Tokyo, on 4-8 December 2006. The list of 
participants is given in Annex A. The Chair of the Scientific 
Committee (SC), Bj¢rge, welcomed the participants, m 
particular the invited experts that do not normally attend the 
meetings of the SC. Bj¢rge also thanked the Government of 
Japan and the ICR for the venue and facilities made 
available for the meeting and he acknowledged the Japanese 
scientists for their considerable work in preparation for this 
meeting. . . 

A Steering Group chaired by Zeh had planned th1s 
meeting over several years and Bj¢rge conveyed to the 
meeting Zeh 's regrets that she could not attend and address 
the meeting in person. She sent her sincere thanks to all 
members of the Steering Group, and to all those who had 
contributed to the preparations for the meeting. The meeting 
agreed to ask Bj¢rge to forward its thanks and appreciatio,n 
to Zeh for her work in the Steering Group. 

Morishita welcomed the participants on behalf of the 
Government of Japan who was hosting the Workshop. He 
particularly thanked those scientists who had travelled far to 
attend the Workshop. He explained the importance Japan 
attached to the forthcoming discussions and looked forward 
to a full and fair scientific discussion of the items on the 
Agenda. 

1.2 Election of Chair and appointment of rapporteurs. 
Bj¢rge noted that the SC/58 Convenors Meeting had agreed 
that Bannister should Chair the Workshop. Donovan 
coordinated production of the report with assistance from 
Hedley, Kitakado, Hoelzel, Cooke, Reid, Mori, Aguilar and 
Pastene. 

1.3 Meeting procedures and time schedule 
Practical arrangements were dealt with by the ICR. The 
meeting agreed to a time schedule proposed by the Chair. 

1.4 Adoption of Agenda 
The Working Group adopted the Agenda shown in Annex B. 

1.5 Documents and data available 
The documents presented to the Working Group are listed in 
Annex C. The Workshop was pleased to note that the data 
from the programme listed in Annex D had been available 
for participants under the Committee's Data Availability 
Agreement (DAA). 

1 Presented to the meeting as SC/59/Rep 1. 

1.6 Terms of reference for this review 
The Scientific Committee had agreed two years ago to hold 
an intersessional scientific workshop to assist in its review 
of the results of the Japanese special permit research in the 
Antarctic (JARPA) programme, 1987/88-2004/05 and 
established a· Steering Group under Zeh to prepare for the 
Workshop. The Committee agreed that the objectives of the 
full review are to evaluate: 

(1) how well the initial and revised objectives of the 
research have been met; 

(2) other contributions to important research needs; 
(3) the relationship of the research to relevant IWC 

resolutions and discussions, including those deahng 
with the Antarctic marine ecosystem, environmental 
chanoes and their impact on cetaceans and Committee 
revie~s of special permit research; and (4) the utility of 
the lethal techniques used by JARPA compared to non· 
lethal techniques. 

The Committee had agreed (IWC, 2006a, p.48) that the full 
review will consider only scientific issues; ethical issues are 
beyond its competence. This agreement was taken into 
account in the discussion. The Committee had also agreed at 
that time that some discussion of the respective merits of 
lethal and non-lethal methodology is important and that 
Invited Participants would be able to contribute to that 
debate. However, the Committee had also agreed that the 
main focus of the Workshop would be on Items 1-8 of the 
Agenda (Annex B); the more contentious issues under Item 
9 would mainly be discussed at the subsequent Annual 
Meeting (SC/59). 1n fact, time constraints at the Workshop 
meant that Item 9 could not be discussed here. 

1.7 Objectives of JARPA as stated in the original 
research proposal and subsequently 
SC/006/Jl presented an outline of the J ARPA research 
objectives. The Government of Japan has conducted JARPA 
surveys since the 1987 !88 season under the Article VIII of 
the International Convention for Regulation of Whaling, as 
a long-term project. The last survey of the JARPA was 
completed in the 2004/05 season. As the programn;e 
progressed, the objectives of the project evolved from two m 
the original plan to four after the 1995/96 season. The 
authors noted that the additional objectives were not an 
alteration of the original plan, but rather its development. 
The IWC Scientific Committee held a mid-term Workshop 
in 1997 to review JARPA data and results (IWC, 1998a) and 
during its 1997 Annual Meeting (IWC, 1998b), the 
Scientific Committee discussed the report of the Workshop 
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and identified several future tasks to be addressed in the 
programme. The authors concluded that reasonable progress 
had been made on most of the tasks. 

The two original research objectives as defined in the 
JARPA project, submitted as SC/39/04 (Government of 
Japan, 1987) to the 1987 Committee meeting (IWC, 1998b), 
were: 

Objective I. Estimation of biological parameters to 
improve the stock management of the Southern Hemisphere 
minke whale; and 

Objective 2. Elucidation of the role of whales in the 
Antarctic marine ecosystem. 

The addition of a third objective occurred in 1995/96 
(Government of Japan, 1995): 

Objective 3. Elucidation of the effect of environmental 
change on cetaceans (a development of Objective 2). 

The final addition was made in 1996/97 (Government of 
Japan, 1996): 

Objective 4. Elucidation of the stock structure of 
Southern Hemisphere minke whales to improve stock 
management (already implicit in Objective 1). 

The Workshop did not spend time discussing the 
objectives of the programme in any detail. Annex E provides 
the wording of the original proposal and the changes 
included for the 1995/96 season. The Workshop's 
conclusions on the extent to which the objectives have been 
or can be met are given under Item 8. 

1.8 General outline of the JARPA research 
SC/D06/J2 presented a general outline of JARPA, including 
sighting and sampling protocols as had been requested at the 
2006 Annual Meeting. JARPA was conducted every year 
from the 1987/88 to 2004/05 seasons. After two seasons of 
feasibility research, full-scale research began in 1989/90. 
The programme was designed to repeat surveys in Antarctic 
Areas IV and V alternately in each of the sixteen years of the 
research period. Area IV was divided into five strata and 
Area V into four strata. Although the whole research period 
ranged from the end of November to March, regular 
research in Areas IV and V was concentrated in January and 
February. A Special Monitoring Zone was established to 
investigate seasonal variation of whale density from the 
1992/93 to 1994/95 seasons. From the 1995/96 season,. the 
survey area expanded into a part of Areas ill and VI to 
improve the stock structure study. In order to achieve its four 
objectives JARPA comprises a combination of sighting and 
sampling surveys. In general, a saw tooth (right triangles) 
shape track line at intervals of 4° longitude or 
IOCR/SOWER style zigzag track line were used in the 
southern strata and a zigzag track line at intervals of 15° 
longitude (or flexibly as in IOCR/SOWER) was used in the 
northern strata. In order to obtain biological samples 
representing whole population in the research area, a 
random .sampling method coupled to line transect sighting 
surveying was adopted. Two or three sighting/sampling 
vessels (SSVs) conducted sighting and sampling survey on 
the predetermined track-line with parallel sub-track lines. A 
dedicated sighting vessel (SV) was introduced from 1991/92 
and the SV preceded the SSVs by a distance of over 12 
n.miles, to avoid influence of sampling activity on the 
sighting survey. One or two Antarctic minke whales were 
sampled randomly from each primary sighted school within 
3 n.miles of the trackline of each SSV. Individuals to be 
sampled in a school were chosen by a researcher on board 
using a series of tables of random sampling numbers. All the 
whales sampled were subject to biological sampling and 
measnrements on the research base vessel. Some 

experiments with respect to sampling method were 
conducted to improve the methodology of the 
sighting/sampling survey. In parallel with the lethal 
sampling survey, a variety of non-lethal studies were 
conducted e.g. oceanographic surveys, prey surveys, and 
photo-identification and biopsy sampling for large baleen 
whales. A summary of research procedures and results in 
each cruise was also presented in the document. 

The Workshop welcomed this report which provided 
valuable irrformation for many topics on the Agenda. 

1.9 Overview of the 1997 JARPA review and 
subsequent discussions 
The Workshop considered the report of the 1997 )ARPA 
review Workshop (IWC, 1998a) and the discussions at the 
subsequent Annual Meeting (IWC, 1998b ). Relevant issues 
are considered in detail under the appropriate Agenda items 
below. 

2. SIGHTING SURVEYS AND ABUNDANCE 
ESTIMATION 

2.1 Background 
The proposers noted that the primary reason for conducting 
JARPA sightings surveys was their contribution to the 
improvement of the management of Southern Hemisphere 
minke whales. Their pertinence to the RMP and the 
associated implementation for Southern Hemisphere minke 
whales was seen as a derivative objective. From the 
beginning of the programme in 1987, the first objective of 
I ARPA was to estimate a:n age-specific mortality coefficient 
through stochastic sampling (later modified to an average 
mortality rate), in combination with systematic sampling 
surveys. One of the improvements to the original plan 
adopted at the start of the full programme (following two 
years of feasibility study) was the conduct of line transect 
surveys. 

In contrast to the IWC IOCR/SOWER surveys which 
have recently completed the third of three circumpolar (CP) 
surveys in the Southern Ocean (covering up to 60° of 
longitude each year for almost 30 years), JARPA surveys 
have been conducted in IWC Areas IV and V for 18 years 
with more recent extensions to the east and the west of this. 
During the mid-term JARPAreview meeting in 1997, it was 
noted that JARPA provides more frequent repetition of 
surveys of the same localities than the IOCR/SOWER 
programme, which could better facilitate estimation of the 
extent on inter-year variability in local abund~ce, and in 
tum lead to improved trend estimation. In examining the 
JARPA sighting survey results at this Workshop, attention 
focussed on the suitability of absolute abundance estimates 
for use in biological parameter studies (Item 4) and 
estimation of trend from these estimates for input to models 
of the marine ecosystem (Item 5), although inevitably there 
will be some inter-relation between the two. 

2.2 Issue raised in previous IWC meetings 
2.2.1 1997 !ARPA review 
The 1997 JARPA review meeting recommended that more 
research was required to develop a reliable method for 
adjusting for negative bias in abundance estimates induced 
by undersampling of high density areas resulting from the 
JARPA survey design (sampling of whales in high density 
areas meant that these areas were under-represented in the 
sampling effort). It considered that once this had been 
achieved, the resultant abundance estimates should be useful 
both as absolute and relative abundance indices. 
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The Workshop noted that a number of contributions 
addressing this issue had been considered by the Committee 
since 1997. Further discussions of this are found under the 
relevant agenda items. 

2.2.2 Humpback whale Workshop 
The 2006 Hobart humpback whale Workshop (!We, 2006b) 
recommended that the following seven items be presented to 
the Scientific Committee: 

(1) clearer/enlarged displays of effort and sightings data, in 
particular to show details of the southern strata and the 
ice edge; 

(2) display/analyses of the temporal distribution of 
searching effort within-season, particularly with respect 
to latitude and the ·ice edge, in order to allow evaluation 
of any changes over time and to evaluate whether 
following the path of any migration may be of concern; 

(3) a full description of the policy that determines when the 
vessels steam/transit without sampling/sighting effort, 
how and when this may change over the course of a 
survey and displays/analyses of any potential bias that 
may result from policy decisions; 

(4) analyses of sightings cues by inter alia area, time, 
season, sighting distance etc.; 

(5) separate analyses of sighting effort for vessels that carry 
out sightings only (SV) and vessels that also catch 
whales (SSV); 

(6) separate analyses of school size by SV and SSV, taking 
into account time within a season and are·a, especially 
with respect to latitude and ice edge; and 

(7) evaluate/display how the fraction/density of whales in 
the northern and southern areas covered by the vessels 
may have changed over time (taking into account 
seasonal differences in timing of effort etc.). 

The first four of these were presented to the 2006 Annual 
Meeting (IWC, 2007b, pp.l88-209). The analyses requested 
in Item 4 did not reveal that heterogeneity in sighting cue 
needed to be accounted for directly in the analyses. The last 
three items were recognised as matters that would be 
relevant when considering the analyses presented to this 
Workshop. 

2.2.3 Other 
At the 2006 Annual Meeting, three further issues were 
raised when examining line transect analyses. The first of 
these was the question of how to deal with apparently 
unsurveyed areas within strata (for example due to ice edge 
movement), and it was recommended that abundance 
estimates be based on the surveyed (ice-free) portion of the 
stratum. The second concerned the saw-tooth trackline 
design employed in some southern strata. It was suggested 
that this design might be biased if there was a density 
gradient of whales from the ice edge and that as a sensitivity· 
analysis, abundance for these strata should be estimated 
using data from the north-south transects only and compared 
with estimates which used data from all the transects. The 
third issue raised was the question of uneven coverage 
probability within some of the southern strata. 

Furthermore, the Committee recommended (IWC, 2007a 
, p.38) that the JARPAsurvey design, its protocols, how they 
have changed over time, and any differences between the 
design and the implementation of it were set out in a single 
document and presented to the JARPA review meeting. It 
noted that this should ~Iarify the following three specific 
questions, which would help determine the appropriate 
method to estimate variance. 

(1) How are tracklines adjusted 'real-time' on the vessels, 
including when the ice edge is encountered 
unexpectedly? 

(2) How do the vessels interact at the end of the survey day, 
and how is the amount of night steaming by each vessel 
independently decided? 

(3) Which vessels were used in the surveys, and were they 
used any differently in different years? 

Information on how the location of the ice· edge changed 
during the course of a survey was also requested. 

2.3 Data collection methods and results 
The Workshop welcomed the provision of SC/D06/J2 that 
had been provided in part as a response to the request from 
the Scientific Committee. The authors had concluded that 
the sightings data obtained from JARPA were reliable 
enough to use for abundance estimation purpose because (a) 
in principle, tracklines were set systematically so as to 

' collect random data and (b) JARPA has surveyed Areas IV 
and V alternatively for 18 years with the maximum survey 
effort being spent in Areas TV/V during January and 
February, which was considered to be the peak migration 
period of the minke whales. The authors noted that sighting 
surveys had been conducted eight times in Areas IV and V, 
respectively. During the survey period searching effort was 
distributed uniformly in these Areas (the starting position of 
the sighting survey was selected randomly). 

The Workshop noted that the sighting survey procedures 
that have been used in JARPA were similar to those used in 
IWC IDCR/SOWER surveys. The closing procedures (e.g. 
to determine school size) were identical to those used in 
closing mode for the IOCR/SOWER surveys, except that 
additional time was spent on sampling and that closing was 
limited to minke whales. The vessels engaged in such 
sampling (termed 'SSVs') surveyed along parallel 
tracklines, but from the 1991/92 season, one vessel (the 
'SV') at any one time was devoted to sighting only, in order 
to investigate the effect of sampling activity on abundance 
estimates. Since 1995/96, the SV conducted a sighting 
survey and an active acoustic survey independently, using 
closing and passing mode procedures on tracklines surveyed 
independently from those of the SSVs. · 

One key difference between JARPA and IDCR/SOWER 
was noted, namely that IOCR/SOWER has operated in 
alternate IO (Independent Observer) and closing mode,s, 
whilst JARPA operated in (different types of) closing and 
passing modes without lOs. Conventional line transect 
analyses of IOCR/SOWER data have assumed g(O)= l and 
have standardised on IO mode, correcting for possible bias 
in closing mode, but the Committee is moving towards more 
elaborate estimation methods that do not make these 
assumptions. 

Relevant data obtained in JARPA sighting surveys are: 

(1) number of angle/distance experiments: 6,426 
(2) sighting data (number of schools): 48,600 
(3) survey effort data: primary effort of 293,811 n.miles 

covered in 6,188 ship-days 
(4) weather data (number of observations): 94,840. 

Information on other data can be found in Annex D. 

2.4 Data analysis methods and results 
In considering the issue of abundance estimates from the 
survey, the Workshop noted that any estimates refer to the 
number of animals present in a particular geographical area 
at a particular time of the year and that this (given the 
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discussion of stock structure and mixing on the feeding 
grounds summarised under Item 3) will not be indicative of 
biological population abundance, although abundance for 
one possible stock structure hypothesis (see Item 3) is 
presented. 

2.4.1 Minke whales 
SC/D06/J3 examined the possibility of correcting for the 
effect of skip. Four types of skip arose in JARPA surveys: 
night steaming (type A); catching up with the schedule of 
the survey (type B); closing and chasing of whales rargeted 
(type C); and bad weather condition (type D). Amongst 
these, Hakamada et al. (2006) suggested that the estimate of 
minke whale density is only affected by skip types A and C. 
In this paper, a modification of the method of Burt and 
Borchers (1997) was developed to correct bias due to skip 
type A which affected only the surveys from 1989/90 to 
1992/93 (after which a different survey protocol applied). 
Corrected abundance estimates in Area IV obtained from 
SSV data were 32,630 (CV=0.142) in 1989/90 and 34,982 
(CV=0.171) in 1991/92. Those in Area V were 108,457 
(0.124) in 1990/91 and 84,813 (CV=0.162) in 1992/93. The 
corrected abundance estimates were greater than the 
uncorrected ones. This suggested that skip type A resulted in 
negatively biased estimates although the level was not 
substantial. Corrected abundance estimates obtained from 
the method developed in the paper tended to be smaller than 
those from the method of Burt and Borchers (1997). A 
further correction was made by using Haw's method (Haw, 
1991) to calibrate the difference between survey vessels. 
The estimated abundance series were used to estimate 
annual increase rates and their CV's, and results showed that 
the estimates were -1.10% [-4.25%, 2.02%} and -2.16% 
[-4.83%, 0.44%} in Area IV and V, respectively. Neither 
estimate was significantly different from 0, and the authors 
concluded that skip type A would not substantially affect 
estimates of trends in abundance trend for Antarctic minke 
whales. 

The Workshop noted that this was an issue raised at the 
2006 Annual Meeting and welcomed this analysis that 
represented progress in correcting bias due to skip. 
However, some concerns were raised about the approach 
employed and it was suggested that it would be difficult to 
remove this bias completely. The need for further 
investigation of the approach using simulation studies to 
assess correction performance was also suggested. It was 
noted that a slight difference in estimates for annual increase 
rate with and without the correction could still lead to the 
large differences over a longer period. Given that the 
estimates of abundance from 1989/90-1992/93 might reflect 
overcorrection of the bias caused by skip, it was noted that 
this implied that estimated annual increase rates based on 
abundance ·series that incorporate this correction were 
probably lower bounds. Thus the results in this paper 
contributed to limiting the possible ranges of annual 
increase rates. 

SC!D06!14 reviewed the spatial modelling analyses 
(density surface models (DSM)) that have been conducted 
on JARPA survey data. These analyses were originally 
proposed as a potential means to correct for the negative 
biased induced by skip type 'A'. Initial results from 
simulation studies which looked at a range of densities and 
clustering scenarios were promising, with little or no bias 
evident from one of the model-based approaches examined 
in the simulation study when appropriate levels of 
smoothing were chosen. However, some problems were 

encountered when applying this approach to real JARPA 
survey data. In particular, the available spatially-referenced 
covariates (latitude, longitude and distance from ice edge as 
recorded from the vessels when in the southern strata) were 
frequently inadequate to describe the distribution of 
sightings. Model-fitting was difficult, particularly in the 
more topographically complex Area V, and sometimes low 
coverage in the edges of the survey region caused 
undesirable behaviour in the smooth surface. This was 
especially apparent when estimating variance, because the 
non-parametric bootstrap was unable to reproduce the 
spatial coverage in effort achieved by the actual data. The 
authors concluded that whilst spatial modelling methods in 
principle can correct for a non-random sampling design, the 
current application of the methods relies on appropriate 
model specification and this has proved difficult with the 
JARPA data. Furthermore, they anticipate that some of the 
specific problems related to appropriate smoothers and 
complex geographical areas may be alleviated when 
methods that deal with these issues directly (Wood et al., 
2007) are ·fully developed. 

In discussion, it was suggested that determination of the 
appropriate scale of the grids was important for such 
purposes. If the length of skip type A is larger than the scale 
of whole clusters, then effects of large and small densities in 
the part of a leg skipped leg might cancel out, and hence the 
impact of skip would be negligible. In this sense, local 
clustering would not affect skip type A. However, it was 
pointed out that the effect of local clustering could not be 
ignored in examination of skip type C. Local clustering also 
affects the assessment of uncertainty in abundance 
estimation even if the effect of the skip is small. It was also 
suggested that the possibility of the post-application of the 
adaptive sampling (Thompson and Seber, 1996) to closing 
mode survey for finding better correction formulae should 
be investigated. 

In the DSM approach (see SC/D06/J4), the abundance 
estimate is deiived by summing up the grid-based 
abundance estimates predicted by the smoother, which are 
correlated. However, the variance of the abundance estimate 
is estimated without taking this covariance into account, and 
therefore is negatively biased. Bootstrap methods that 
incorporate covariance were suggested as a possible way to 
address this. Over-smoothing also causes underestimation of 
variance. It was noted that a new model allowing for trend 
and clustering being developed by Bravington may provide 
better variance estimates. It was also suggested that satellite 
data may provide more accurate information on the ice-edge 
for theDSM. 

In summary, the workshop noted potential difficulties 
in correcting for skip effects by applying spatial 
models to estimate abundance, and agreed that standard 
design-based estimates were best at ~is stage even if 
those need some sorts of correction as put forward in 
SC/D06/J3. 

SC/D06/J5 introduced a model for the estimation of g(O) 
under a single-platform sighting survey. The surfacing 
probability in a unit time was used as a known parameter. A 
detection probability function with covariates such as 
sighting conditions and group size is employed, and 
~stimated by the maximum likelihood method. Simulation 
studies showed that the estimator of g(O) was unbiased when 
the true detection probability function was assumed 
although it was not robust to misspecification of this 
function. The method was applied to the JARPA survey data 
in Area IV, and provided estimates of g(O) that were 
significantly less than 1. 
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The Workshop recognised the value of developing 
methods to estimate g(O) from single platform surveys such 
as J ARPA. It thanked the author for his paper but for a 
number of reasons it did not believe that the approach given 
in SC/D06/J5 was appropriate. For example, the method 
assumes that Q (O,Q)~I where Q is the detection probability 
function. Furthermore, as the model assumes constant 
surfacing rates, which imply essentially Poisson processes 
for surfacing pattern, well-established hazard probability 
models under the Poisson assumption can be applied 
without the complication of the model developed. The 
Workshop strongly encouraged the author to consider 
previous literature and discussions of the Committee on the 
issue of g(O). The Workshop also draws attention for the 
need for any proposed new techniques to be tested using the 
IWC simulated datasets. 

SC/D06/J6 presents updated abundance estimates for 
Antarctic minke whale based on JARPA sighting data using 
IWC 'standard' methodology and the inter-mode calibration 
method of Haw (1991). All estimates assumed g(O)~l. In 
order to address some of the recommendations and 
comments made at the 2006 Annual Meeting (Item 2.2}, the 
following adjustment and sensitivity tests were conducted. 
The effects of closing mode and of sampling aG:tivities on 
abundance estimates were investigated using a linear model 
approach. The area size was recalculated to reconsider 
boundaries of survey strata to address the issue of 
unsurveyed areas. In addition, the effect on estimation of 
including and excluding certain tracklines along the ice edge 
was investigated by estimating abundance using option A, 
all tracklines (P A), exclusion of tracks that appeared to 
follow the ice edge (P8 ) and finally excluding all but N-S 
tracks (P c). The authors concluded that their results showed 
that including tracklines along ice edge in the analysis does 
not lead to overestimates of abundance. After recalculation 
of areas, the abundance estimates differed by typically up to 
about 10%. The average of P8/PA was not significantly 
different from one in each case; the average of PcfP A is 
significantly larger than one in some cases. The authors 
concluded that including all completed tracklines would not 
greatly impact estimates of abundance while improving 
estimates of precision. The estimates of abundance in Areas 
IV and V presented were 44,564 (CV~0.291) in 2003/04 and 
72,087 (CV~0.146), respectively and those for the putative 
I and P stocks proposed in SC/006/112 (see discussion 
under Item 3) were 118,956 (CV~0.164) in 2003/04 and 
91,819 (CV~0.147) in 2004/05, respectively, based on the 
calibration method of Haw (1991). The estimated annual 
rates of increase are discussed under Item 2 and their 95% 
Cis in Areas IV and V were -0.42% [-4.02%; 4.59%] 
(1989/90-2003/04) and - 1.54% [-4.91; 2.18%] (1990/91-
2004/05), respectively. For the putative I and P stocks the 
values were 7.93% [-0.05%; 11.45%] (1995/96-2003/04) 
and -5.88%. No significant increase or decrease in 
abundance trend was detected. 

The Workshop acknowledged the considerable work that 
had gone into the analyses of SC/D06/J06, and in particular 
was appreciative of progress made .in addressing questions 
raised by the previous IWC meetings discussed under Item 
2.2. One of these issues was the estimation of a correction 
factor due to survey mode. SC/D06/J6 considered two 
approaches to this question: estimation of 'Haw-type' 
calibration factors that standardise on SV passing mode and 
use inverse-variance weighting to adjust estimates in SSV 
mode to SV closing mode and in tum SV closing mode to 
SV passing mode. One drawback of this two-stage process 
is that it fails to . account fully for co variances. The 

Workshop agreed that a better approach, similar to that 
applied in SC/D06/J06, is to fit a model which is able to 
account for heteroscedascity in sampling variance and 
incorporate additional variance. Such a model could also be 
more readily adapted to examine other factors, such as 
changes in mode effect over time (depending on sample 
size). 

In further discussion, a number of technical issues with 
the analyses presented in SC/D06/J6 were raised. A small 
group under Hedley was convened to discuss these'issues in 
detail, to recommend alternative or additional analyses 
where appropriate and to consider, possibly in the light of 
these new analyses, the utility of abundance and trend 
estimates from JARPA data. Their discussions and 
recommendations have been incorporated into the report 
below. 

DETECTION FUNCTION ESTiMATION 

In SC/D06/J6; different detection functions were estimated 
for each stratum. In some cases, this led to estimating 
detection functions using very few sightings (possible due to 
the ' smearing' technique used). The Workshop 
recommended that as a guideline, detection functions 
should be estimated using an absolute minimum of 15 
sightings. Where fewer sightings occur pooling should be 
undertaken. The preferred option for this is to pool East
West strata as sighting conditions and school size 
distributions would be expected to be fairly similar. 
Although a suggestion that pooling options for analysis of 
data for a small number of specific years could be selected 
using an objective criterion such as Akaike's Information 
Criterion (AIC), the Workshop recognised that this could be 
difficult to apply consistently when considering the full 
series of JARPA data. 

VARIANCE ESTIMATION FROM THE SSV DATA 

In SC/D06/J6, variance in encounter rate was estimated 
separately for each transect covered by the SSVs. (Survey 
protocols dictated that the SSVs rotated transects daily). 
This estimation method assumes that the three parallel SSV 
transects are located independently of each other, and would 
be. expected to underestimate the true variance (since the 
variability between any two parallel transects on the same 
day would be expected to be less than any two randomly 
selected transects). Whilst recognising that tills issue has 
only relatively recently been raised within the Committee, 
the Workshop nevertheless considered it important and 
recommended that the data be re-analysed, treating all three 
parallel transect legs as the sampling unit. 

ACCOUNTING FOR THE ORDER THAT THE STRATA WERE 

SURVEYED (RELEVANT FOR TREND ESTIMATION) 

In the first half of the JARPA surveys, both the northern and 
southern strata had been surveyed in the early part of the 
survey period, but latterly survey effort at this time was 
primarily in the northern strata. This change may cause a 
problem particularly when estimating trends in abundance 
and considering other processes such as changes ip the. 
location of the ice edge (and ice type) and whale migration. 
This issue is not simple to resolve but as an appropriate first 
step· the Workshop recommended that a generalised linear 
modelling (GLM) approach (similar to that conducted in 
SC/D06/J6) be taken whereby appropriately chosen 
covariates or factors (such as the middle date that a stratum 
was surveyed in a given year) could be included to enable 
more valid between-year comparisons. The Workshop also 
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recommended that additional variance be estimated as well 
as taking due account of estimates of sampling variance for 
each stratum (e.g. IWC, 2007 d). 

WHALE REACTION TO SAMPLING ACI'IYITIES 

The general question of the possible effect of chasing and 
sampling whales by one vessel on the sightings made by 
other vessels (and thus abundance estimates) was raised. 
This is particularly relevant to the three SSVs travelling in 
parallel seven miles apart and potentially di~turbing 

individuals from one line to another. The Workshop was 
informed of an experiment conducted in four of the JARPA 
surveys to examine how minke whales may respond to such 
activities. In the summary of these experiments provided in 
SC[D06/J2, the authors stated that there was no evidence of 
obvious whale reaction to sampling activity apart from one 
case (out of 69 schools observed) where there was 
discernible movement away from the sighting vessel when 
it approached to 1.5 n.miles. Furthermore, the Workshop 
was reminded of the protocols on JARPA to alleviate the 
effects of such disturbance to the whales by the sightings 
survey. If the chasing of a whale by one vessel was 
considered by the Cruise Leader (stationed on the Nishin 
Maru) to be affecting the sighting activities of a vessel on an 
adjacent trackline, then the affected vessel would stop and 
wait until those activities were over (or no longer considered 
to be within the surveyable strip of the affected vessel), 
before resuming effort. Given this additional information 
(more fully explained in SC!D06/J2), no further analyses 
were specifically recommended at this stage. Nevertheless, 
it was noted that an empirical way of examining the existing 
.data to see if these activities might be problematic would be 
to check that sightings on the three SSV tracklines were 
located in three (along-trackline) distance bands (in front, in 
between, behind) in equal proportions in the presence of 
chasing/sampling on an adjacent trackline. 

The general question of responsive movement to vessels 
was also raised. The Workshop agreed to refer this matter to 
the IA sub-committee as it was relevant to estimating minke 
whale abundance for both the IDCR/SOWER and JARPA 
surveys. 

ESTIMATION OF EFFECTIVE STRIP WIDTH AND MEAN SCHOOL 

SIZE FROM THE SSV DATA 

The analyses in SC!D06/J6 had pooled across the three SSV 
tracklines for estimation of effective strip width and mean 
school size. Although recognising that the rotation of vessels 
between these tracklines would help to ' average out' any 
potential vessel effect, the. Workshop recommended that 
sensitivities to this pooling be investigated. Furthermore, 
because of the rotation, not only should a potential vessel 
effect be examined but also a potential 'transect effect'. 
These sensitivity tests are considered particularly important 
for effective strip width estimation and less so for the 
estimation of mean school size. 

EXTRAPOLATION INTO UNSURVEYED AREAS 

As reported under Item 2.2.3, the Committee had 
recommended at the 2006 Annual Meeting that abundance 
estimates be based only on the ice-free areas within a 
surveyed stratum (so that when converting density estimates 
to abundance estimates, areas covered by ice were 
excluded). As part of the analyses presented in SC[D06/J6, 
this issue was specifically examined. Abundance in the 
unsurveyed area was in fact estimated using densities 
estimated from the northern stratum. The Workshop noted 
the process which led to these areas not being surveyed, that 

they did not occur very often and that they occurred only in 
Area IV (Table 1). The authors of the paper concluded that 
this treatment typically made a difference of up to about 
10% of the total estimates and therefore would not 
substantially impact on trend estimation. After considerable 
discussion, while the Workshop broadly agreed with the 
authors' conclusion, it also recommended that it would be 
valuable to bound the problem by examining results for 
which the abundance in the unsurveyed area is treated as 
zero, as had been recommended at the 2006 Annual 
Meeting. During discussion of the report, Childerhouse 
noted that in some cases, different treatment of unsurveyed 
areas could make up to about 20% difference. 

Table I 

Unsurveyed area (between northern and southern strata) expressed as a 
percentage of the tofBI Area IV south of60°S. 

Season 

1995/96 
1999100 

Percentage 

8.6 
4.3 

Season 

2001/02 
2003104 

Percentage 

2.8 
11.1 

As in any survey, poor weather and other factors can 
affect the cruise schedule and may lead to some planned 
tracklines in an area not being. completed. Occasionally this 
occurred in the JARPA surveys so that, for example, only 
the tracklines in the western part of a stratum were covered 
and not those in the eastern part. Whilst extrapolation into 
unsurveyed areas is not generally desirable, when looking at 
trends in abundance it is helpful to do so for comparable 
areas. The Workshop recommended that where such 
(primarily E-W) extrapolations are necessary, the ratio of 
density in the unsurveyed area to the surveyed area be 
calculated from data in other years. The product of this ratio 
and the density in the surveyed area in that year would be 
used as the estimated density to extrapolate into the 
unsurveyed area in that year. 

ANALYSIS USING THE SAW·TOOTH TRACKLINE DESIGN 

At the 2006 Annual Meeting, the Committee had 
recommended that the saw-tooth trackline design employed 
in some southern strata be examined. In particular, it had 
considered that design-unbiased estimates would be 
obtained from the N-S transects and that as a sensitivity test, 
estimates from these transects alone should be compared 
with estimates from all saw-tooth transects (i.e. using those 
constructed. at an angle to the next planned waypoint as 
well). SC!D06/J6 reported the results of this sensitivity 
analysis, which somewhat counter-intuitively seemed to 
indicate that estimates using all transects were all 
appreciably and in most cases significantly less than for the 
N-S transects only (table 4 of that document). Noting 
concerns about a reduction in precision using the data from 
the N-S transects alone, the authors of SC[D06/J6 concluded 
that it was better to use data from all transects. 

Ishikawa (Cruise leader on several JARPA surveys) 
commented that JARPA adopted both the saw-tooth design 

' and IDCR/SOWER design tracklines in the southern strata 
and the latter had been introduced in the complex region 
where the ice-edge could be changing substantially, such as 
in the Ross Sea, adding that all tracklines were implemented 
in conformity with the protocols (i.e. trackline construction 
was not arbitrary even in 'difficult' regions). Nevertheless, it 
was evident to the Workshop from examination of the .Plots 
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of tracklines that the practical logistics of designing 
tracklines real-time in complex regions where the ice edge 
could be changing were so difficult that it was impossible to 
implement the saw-tooth design as intended in some years. 

There was considerable discussion of this issue, during 
which it became apparent that for some ice edge 
configurations, particularly the more complex ones 
frequently encountered in Area V, it was not necessarily true 
that estimates using the N-S transects alone would be 
design-unbiased. The Workshop agreed that all transects 
would be useful at least in estimating effective strip width 
and mean school size (and their variances). However, it was 
unable to resolve the issue of which transects to use for 
abundance estimation at this Workshop. In order to more 
fully understand the results in Table 4 of SC/D06/J6 and 
their implications, the Workshop recommended that the 
sensitivity analyses of ·sC/D06/J6 are repeated but with 
appropriate weighting of the data (e.g. in proportion to the 
number of sightings within a stratum), and/or by 
bootstrapping (conditional on the total number of sightings). 
These new analyses should also be categorised into 
'successful' implementation of the saw-tooth design and 
'unsuccessful' implementation (i.e. situations where the 
saw-tooth p~ttem is not clearly seen because of complex ice 
edge configurations). Although recognising that this would 
be a substantial piece of work, it was also suggested that the 
data be post-stratified (for example into three bins) with 
distance from ice-edge, andre-analysed. Noting that it is not 
necessary to have results from every year of the J ARPA 
programme to look at trends, a further possible pragmatic 
way forward suggested was to use only those surveys where 
the saw-tooth design was subjectively considere!l to have 
been successfiilly implemented. 

The Workshop recognised the progress that had been 
made with respect to obtaining abundance estimates from 
the JARPA surveys but it believed that progress would 
probably have required fewer iterations if the Committee. 
and analysts had adopted a more co-operative approach. 
Some of the additional work required has been due to either 
a misunderstanding of recommendations made by the 
Committee or due to the lack of detail given in the 
Committee's report. It therefore agreed to establish an 
Advisory Group (comprising Kitakado (Convenor), 
Butterworth, Hedley, Hakamada and Matsuoka) to facilitate 
the undertaking of the recommendations given here (and the 
recommendations made with respect to abundance estimates 
and trends given elsewhere under Item 2). This group will 
work by email to ensure that the work to be done is fully 
specified, review the results and if necessary suggest 
modification.s with a view to consolidated analyses being 
presented, ideally in time for consideration at the 2007 
Annual Meeting. 

Towards the end of the meeting, Wade reviewed coverage 
of strata and the sequence of surveys relative to the ice edge 
during JARPA. Some of these points had arisen during 
discussions in the Workshop and sub-groups but there had 
not been time for full consideration. He noted that the 
logistics of surveys in the Southern Ocean are difficult, 
particularly with regard to surveying along the ice edge. The 
fact that the surveys take three to four months to be 
completed means that considerable changes can occur in the 
location of the ice edge during the survey. In Area IV, there 
were trends in (a) the timing of the survey of the ice edge 
(i.e. southern) strata, (b) in the extent of sea ice at the time 
of coverage of the ice edge strata and (c) in whether a gap 
occurred between the northern and southern strata. In 
particular, the last three surveys (from 1999/00 to 2004/05) 

were different from the previous five surveys in all these 
categories. In Area V there was also a trend in the sequence 
in which the strata were surveyed, with a different sequence 

. occurring particularly during the last three surveys. The ice 
edge stratum (SW) was surveyed later (March) during the 
last three surveys than during the first five surveys 
(December-February); furthermore, he noted that coverage 
was relatively low during the last two surveys. The SE 
stratu~ (Ross Sea) was surveyed earlier during later 
surveys, and the extent of ice was high or medium during 
three of the last four surveys whereas it was low in all of the 
first four surveys. Given that minke whale density is 
relatively high in the ice edge strata, he considered that 
changes in timing of the coverage of these strata could have 
influence on the trends in . abundance resulting from the 
JARPA surveys. Such changes can potentially confound 
interpretation of trends in abundance of any whale species 
from JARPA data if that species' density has some relation 
to the ice edge. He also noted that the large changes in the 
extent of ice at the time of the surveys changes the size of 
the overall survey area considerably, with the survey area 
larger in Area IV but smaller in the Ross Sea in the more 
recent surveys. This could influence absolute abundance, as 
the proportion of minke whales south of 60°S (and therefore 
in the study area at the time of the survey) could vary 
according to the amount of open ocean available at that 
time. He believed that it was important to try to determine 
methods to account for such changes in the sequence and 
timing or the survey of the southern strata. 

The Workshop noted that given. the lack of time, it was 
not possible to discuss the review in any detail. It was 
agreed to append an abbreviated version to the present 
report as an authored Annex (Annex F). Wade was 
encouraged to present the full version or a modified version 
to the Scientific Committee for consideration at the Annual 
Meeting, particularly by the IA sub-committee. The 
Advisory Group established above to examine abundance 
estimates further would also consider these general issues to 
the extent possible in its intersessional work. 

Finally, it was noted that within the Committee, much 
time has been devoted to discussing potential sources of bias 
in estimating abundance and trend from IDCR/SOWER 
surveys. Many of the generic issues (i.e. those not related to 
specific IDCR/SOWER methodology) could also be sources 
of bias for JARPA estimates, such as changes in the 
locations of the ice edge, changes in the proportion of 
animals south of the ice edge and changes in the proportion 
of animals north <if 60°S (Branch, 2006). The magnitude of 
some of these biases could be large and in either direction 
with resulting impacts on the estimates. 

2.4.2 Other species 
SC/D06/J7 reported information on current distribution 
abundance for humpback (Megaptera novaeangliae), fin 
(Balaenoptera physalus) and blue (B. musculus intermedia) 
whales in the Antarctic Areas HIE, IV, V and VIW, south of 
60°S. The sighting survey under JARPA was designed as a 
large-scale and long-term monitoring exercise using line
transect surveys. As noted above, it was carried out in a 
broadly consistent way every year alternating between 
Areas IV and V from 1987/88 to 2004/05 austral summer 
seasons. Sighting surveys were repeated in the same area in 
the same month (mainly January and February) for 18 years. 
For the whole period, a total search distance on primary 
effort of 293,811 n.miles was achieved during 6,188 ship
days. The survey protocols were similar to those used 
IWC/IDCR-SOWER surveys. Analyses were conducted 
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using the program DISTANCE, taking into account the 
suggestions offered in recent Committee meetings. The 
largest concentration of humpback whales has occurred 
recently to the east of the Kerguelen Plateau between. 80° 
and 120°E, and the authors commented on apparent 
latitudinal and longitudinal expansions of this area over 
time. In general, fin whales were said to be more widespread 
in Area V than Area IV. However, in recent years they have 
also been observed frequently in the western part of Area IV. 
Furthermore, high density areas were observed to the west 
of the Balleny Islands and Kerguelen Plateau. Blue whales 
were widely distributed in the research area although no 
apparent regional aggregation was evident. The eight full
scale surveys in each of Areas IV and V provided estimates 
of abundance for these species with reasonable precision 
given the relatively large number cif sightings. The effect of 
survey mode on the estimates was examined by the authors. 
Sensitivity to alternate selection from tracklines in southern 
strata showed that possible biases in estimates were very 
small. The resultant abundance estimates of humpback 
whales were 27,783 (CV=O.I2) in Area IV in 2003/04 and 
9,342 (CV=0.34) in Area V in 2004/05. Abundance 
estimates of fin whales were 6,514 (CV=0.27) in 2003/04 
for the Indian Ocean stock and 5,241 (CV=0.38) in 2004/05 
for Western South Pacific stocks, although it must be 
remembered that fin whales are mainly found north of 60°S. 
The abundance of blue whales for the whole research area 
was estimated as 1,265 (CV=0.33). A total abundance 
estimate for fin whales based on the two recent surveys for 
the half of Antarctic Areas (35°E -145°W) south of 60°S 
was 12,000 (CV=0.22). The authors proposed a 'shift in 
baleen whale dominance' from Antarctic minke to 
humpback whales in Area IV since the 1997/98 survey. 

As noted above, several suggestions and 
recommendations had been made at previous IWC meetings 
regarding the estimation of abundance as well as its trend 
(e.g. see Item 2.2.2). The Workshop appreciated that the 
considerable amount of work had been undertaken in the 
relatively short time available since the 2006 Annual 
Meeting. It agreed that a large dataset on distribution and 
abundance for humpback, fin and blue whales has been 
accumulated by sighting surveys conducted under JARPA. 
The Workshop noted that some of the points raised in the 
discussion of the Antarctic minke whale analyses are also 
relevant to the analyses of these other species. In the limited 
time available for discussion, some specific points that 
require further consideration were made, including the fact 
that in some cases the effective strip widths in some 
strata/years were estimated to be rather small, indeed 
smaller than for rninke whales in the same strata/years. 
Overall, the Workshop agreed that the abundance estimates 
provided in this paper represented useful steps forward in 
working towards acceptable estimates of abundance. It also 
agreed that the future work can best be facilitated by the 
Advisory Group appointed above. 

2.5 Estimates of trends in abundance 
In considering the issue of trends, the Workshop reiterated 
that any estimates refer to trends in the number of animals 
present in a particular geographical area at a particular time 
of the year and that this (given the discussion of stock 
structure and mixing summarised under Item 3) is not 
necessarily indicative of trends in populations, although 
abundance for one possible stock structure hypothesis (see 
Item 3) is presented. 

2.5.1 Minke whales 
The extensive discussion of the abundance estimates for 
Antarctic minke whales presented under Item 2.4.1 is clearly 
relevant to the discussion of the trends presented in 
SC/D06/J6. Table 2 provides the estimates of trend and 
associated confidence intervals from the JARPA surveys as 
reported in SC/D06/J6 (tables 8 and 9). 

Table2 

Estimates of trend in abundance of Antarctic minke whales taken from 
SC/D06/J6 . . 

Area 

Area IV 
Area V 
Area JJJE+JV+VW 
(35'E to 16S'E) 
Area VE+VIW 
(J65'E to 145'W) 

Estimate 95%CI Period 

-0.42% (-4.02%, 4.59%) 1989/90-2003/04 
-1.54% (-4.91%, 2.18%) 1990/91-2004105 
7.93% (-0.05%, 11.45%) 1989/90/91 "2003/04/05 

-5.88% (-12.19%, 0.18%) 1989/90/91 "2003104i05 

The Workshop noted that the current confidence intervals 
for the estimates of trend are relatively wide. These results 
are, therefore, consistent with a . substantial decline, a 
substantial increase, or approximate stability in minke whale 
abundance in these geographic areas over the period of 
JARPA. These trend estimates were based on abundance 
estimates for which several important re-analyses and re
evaluations had been recommended, and these could lead to 
changes to the point estimates and variance estimates noted 
above. Given the importance of the recommended re
analyses, the Workshop agreed that the estimates of trend as 
presented in SC/D06/J6 need to be re-evaluated once revised 
analyses have been completed. 

2 .5.2 Other species 
SC/D06/J7 reported estimates of trends in abundance for 
humpback, fin and blue whales. For humpback whales, the. 
annual increase rates from 1989/90 to 2004/05 seasons in 
Area IV and V were estimated as 12.4% (95% CI=7.5%-
23.4%) and 9.7% (95% CI=l.5%-18.0%), respectively (i.e. 
significantly greater than zero). Abundance estimates for 
humpback whales from IOCR/SOWER surveys, which were 
noted at the 2006 Hobart workshop as being broadly 
comparable to those from JARPA surveys (IWC, 2006b), 
also indicated high increase rates for this species in both the 
Areas. The authors suggested that the apparent habitat 
expansion of humpback whales to the south of the Antarctic 
Circumpolar Current observed in Area IV might had been 
related to high increase rates south of 60°S for humpback 
whales. A significant increase for fin whales of 10.2% (95% 
CI, 8.9%-19.3%) was observed for the 1995/96 to 2004/05 
period; an estimate of 7.4% ( -1.4%:29.0%) was obtained for 
blue whales from 1989/90 to 2004/05 in Areas IV and V 
combined. Catch data showed that in summer fin whales 
were once widely distributed from middle latitudes to south 
of 60°S over a wide' longitudinal range; they concentrated in 
Area ill (between l0°E-60°E), in Area IV (between 80°E
l100E), Area V (between 140°E-170°E) and Area VI 
(between 170°W-150°W). During the Japanese Scouting 
Vessel (JSV) period, fin whales were rarely found south of 
60°S. However, large numbers of fm whales have been 
observed south of 60°S during the JARPA period (1987/88-

. 2004/05) and the authors noted that this change in the 
distributional pattern might bias the increase rate estimated 
as a measure of that for the population as a whole. They also 
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commented that the point increase rate for blue whales for 
the JARPA survey is similar to that obtained using the 
IDCR/SOWER data for the whole Antarctic pooled (7.8%) 
(Branch and Ensor, 2004). Finally, they noted that the 
present estimates of absolute abundance show that the blue 
whale remains well below its pre-exploitation abundance. 

The Workshop welcomed the information presented in 
SC/D06/J7. It drew attention to the comments made during 
the discussion of trends for Antarctic minke whales (Item 
2.5.1), many of which are also applicable to these other 
species. Discussion focussed on the trends reported for 
humpback whales. The Workshop noted that there have been 
reports of recent increases of humpback whale numbers 
from studies on the breeding grounds, feeding grounds and 
migratocy corridors. This was discussed extensively at the 
2006 Hobart Workshop. Regarding the estimation of trend, 
the Workshop recommended further refinement of the 
linear model, as discussed for minke whales, by 
incorporating process error as well as a trend parameter, an 
area effect and examination of survey sampling error. This 
model should also allow estimation of the additional 
variance, which might lead to better estimation of the 
uncertainty of abundance estimates from feeding ground 
surveys. 

The Workshop noted that the estimates of increase rate 
and associated precision for humpback whales from the 
JARPA surveys•would change when abundance estimates 
were refined in the light of the recommendation above. It 
noted further that the precision of these estimates is 
appreciably less than those from coastal surveys; this is as to 
be expected, as spatial movements from year to year would 
be greater on feeding grounds than in the migration corridor. 
Turning to the fin and blue whale estimates, the Workshop 
recommended that refinement of the method for estimating 
trend be applied also to fin and blue whales. It emphasised 
that overlap between areas surveyed and distribution of fm 
whales be carefully considered. It noted that the wide range 
of the 95% CI for the increase rate for blue whales arose 
from one particular influential abundance estimate, deletion 
of which would greatly improve the estimated 95% Cl. 
However, considering the wide confidence intervals, it 
remained difficult to identify a clear trend for fin and blue 
whales from the JARPA surveys. 

The Workshop agreed that the details of the improved 
analyses. be considered by the Advisocy Group established 
under Item 2.4 .1. 

3. STOCK STRUCTURE (ANTARCTIC MINKE 
WHALE) 

3.1 Background 
The Workshop noted that the study on stock structure in the 
Antarctic minke whale was conducted under the JARPA 
research objective 'elucidation of the stock structure of the 
Southern Hemisphere minke whales to improve stock 
management'. Information on stock structure is important 
for (a) the estimation of biological parameters, which should 
ideally be carried out on the basis of biologically identified 
stocks and (b) the future application of the multi-stock rules 
of the Revised Management Procedure (RMP) (IWC, 1994). 
When JARPA surveys began in IWC Antarctic Areas IV and 
V in 1987/88, the assumption was that these two Areas were 
occupied by different genetic stocks. At that time there was 
little scientific evidence supporting such an assumption. At 
the time of the 1990 Comprehensive Assessment (IWC, 
1991) none of the molecular genetic techniques nor any of 
the non-genetic techniques that examined past commercial 

data provided any evidence of stock level differences 
between minke whales in Areas IV and V. Subsequently, 
JARPA samples were used in genetic studies (mtDNA) 
which suggested substantial genetic heterogeneity in Areas 
IV and V and some stock structure hypotheses were 
proposed, which were not consistent with the current 
boundaries of Areas IV and V. Results were presented and 
discussed during the JARPA review meeting in 1997. That 
meeting recommended that additional analyses be 
conducted (in addition to mtDNA) and the possibility of 
different stock structure than implied 'by the traditional 
management · areas was not discarded. Subsequently, in 
1997, the Scientific Committee recommended that several 
tasks be completed to improve understanding of stock 
structure (IWC, 1998b). In reviewing the results on stock 
structure derived from JARPA in 2004, the Committee noted 
that only preliminacy conclusions can be drawn at that time 
and that more concrete conclusions will be able to be made 
following the completion of additional analyses. It further 
supported the suggestion that additional analyses using 
alternative groupings and analytical methods should be 
conducted (IWC, 2004b). Consequently the JARPA stock 
structure study was extended by the use of several biological 
markers, both genetic and non-genetic, and a more detailed 
grouping of samples. 

3.2 Issues raised in 1997 JARPA review 
3.2 .1 Stock definition 
During the 1997 meeting the Committee had agreed that the 
lack of a working defmition of stocks and sub-stocks is a 

· general problem, not for JARPA alone, and therefore needed 
to be addressed by the Committee (IWC, 1998b). The 
Committee consequently established a Working Group on 
Stock Definition, where this particular topic is discussed 
annually. However, the Committee has not yet reached 
agreement on the defmition of stocks for management 
purposes. In discussion at this Workshop, a question was 
raised about the consideration of 'soft' boundaries, and it 
was reported that this had not been dealt with specifically by 
that Working Group, but reference was made to the 
'TOSSM' approach (IWC, 2007c). 

3.2.2 Statistical analysis ofmtDNA data considering the 
inclusion of school size as a covariate 
Analyses considering the inclusion of school sizes as a 
covariate in the mtDNA survey were carried out by Pastene 
and Goto (1999). Results were presented during the 1999 
SC Meeting (IWC, 2000a). These authors found no 
significant differences in haplotype frequencies among 
different categories of school sizes. 

3 2 3 Pilot study on nuclear DNA analysis on JARPA 
minke samples 
Studies on stock identity in JARPA based on nuclear DNA 
markers (microsatellites) started in 1998 and preliminacy 
results were presented to the 1999 Committee meeting (Abe 
et al., 1999). Currently all samples taken by JARPA have 
been examined with a set of six microsatellites (see 
SC/D06/J9). 

3.2 .4 Effort to obtain biological materials for genetic 
analysis from low latitude areas of the Southern 
Hemisphere (potential breeding grounds) and compare 
with feeding ground data 
Results of a survey of biological materials from minke 
whales from low latitude institutions of the Southern 
Hemisphere were presented to the 1996 Committee meeting 
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(PNC, 1997b ); apart from the Brazil region, no other 
comprehensive materials of the Antarctic minke whale from 
low latitudes were available. Pastene reported that 61 
samples from Brazil had been compared with 119 samples 
from combined Areas IV and V in a mtDNA control region 
sequencing analysis, and no significant differentiation was 
found based on KsT (Pastene et al., 2007). Of interest for the 
JARPA studies are the materials from low latitudinal areas 
of the eastern and western side of the Indian Ocean and the 
western side of the South Pacific Ocean. Japanese scientists 
have been infonned of a collection of 200 baleen plate 
samples of the Antarctic minke whales taken in Durban, 
South African (western part of the Indian Ocean). These 
samples have been stored in formalin for some decades. 
Effort is being made to develop suitable genetic techniques 
to examine such samples. Hoelzel noted that it is the acidity 
of fonnalin that degrades DNA, and that buffered solutions 
preserve DNA better, although useful DNA can sometimes 
be extracted even from unbuffered formalin (dependent in 
part on the age and penneability of the samples). 

3.25 External morphology/morphometry analyses 
Morphometric analysis to examine stock structure had been 
conducted using all Antarctic minke whale samples taken by 
the JARPA (see SC/D06/Jl0 below). 

3.3 Data collection methods and results 
Samples of Antarctic minke whales for studies of stock 
structure were taken along pre-defined track-lines covering 
both offshore and ice-edges regions (see SC/D06/J2). From 
1987!88 to 1991/92 a maximum of iwo whales were taken 
randomly from primary sighted school within 3· n.miles of 
the track line by SSVs (see SC/D06/J2). From 1992/93 only 
one whale was randomly sampled regardless of school size. 
The rational for this change was that the sampling then 
covers all schools ·sighted by the SSVs. The objectives of 
JARPA relative to stock identification included both genetic 
and non-genetic techniques. As a result the following 
samples collected as part of JARPA ·(sample size in 
parenthesis) are particularly relevant to stock structure 
studies: 

(1) liver, heart, muscle, kidney (6,777 samples each) and 
skin (6,778~) tissues for genetic analyses; 

(2) standard body length plus 19 additional body 
measurements for morphometric analysis (6,777); 

(3) photographs of dorsal surface, dorsal fm and flippers for 
morphological studies(6,777); and 

(4) external and internal parasites occurrence observed 
(6,777). 

Infonnation on other data can be found in Annex D. 
While this represents an extremely large and 

comprehensive dataset for the feeding grounds, it was noted 
that th~ lack of samples from the breeding grounds 
precluded description of this as a completely comprehensive 
dataset for stock structure analyses, given the importance of 
such samples for a full interpretation of stock structure (and 
see Item 3.5 below). This applies to studies on stock 
structure in any other baleen whale species. Pastene 
suggested that the effect size for the Antarctic minke whale 
is low, and therefore a large sample size is necessary. While 
this may be the case it was also noted that the apparent low 
effect size may simply reflect mixing. It was further noted 
that a power analysis should be undertaken to determine the 

2 One skin tissue sample cOllected from one individual taken but lost 
during transportation to the research base vessel. 

relationship between sample size and power for these 
analyses. Pastene indicated that a preliminary study had 
been undertaken, and agreed that further analyses would be 
useful. It was suggested that in addition to genetic studies, it 
would be useful to include potential alternative stock 
markers such as stable isotopes (e.g. carbon, oxygen, 
hydrogen and strontium). Aguilar noted that pollutant 
markers may have limited power in the Antarctic, as this 
habitat is far from the point sources of pollution. 

3.4 Data analysis methods and results 
3.4.1 Genetics 
SC/D06/J09 investigated stock structure of Antarctic minke 
whales in the feeding grounds using mtDNA restriction 
fragment length polymorphism (RFLP, six restriction 
enzymes) and microsatellites (six loci). Samples used were 
obtained during JARPA surveys from 1987/88 to 2004/05 
austral summer seasons in Areas IIIE, IV, V and VIW. 
Samples were grouped into six longitudinal strata used by 
JARPA surveys: IIlE (35°-70°E); !VW (70°-l00°E) (north 
and south); IVE (100°-l30°E); VW (l30°-l65°E); VE 
(165°E-l70°W) (north and south) and VIW (l70°W-
1450W). Both genetic approaches showed substantial spatial 
genetic heterogeneity among the strata. For both genetic 
markers, whales in the most distant geographic strata (!liE, 
IV and VE, VIW, respectively) were differentiated 
genetically. The authors noted that mtDNA was better able 
to detect structure in the middle longitudinal strata. Results 
were consistent with the hypothesis of at least two stocks, 
possibly related to proposed breeding areas in the Indian and 
western South Pacific Oceans, respectively. The pattern of 
spatial differentiation found provides little support for IWC 
stock boundaries for Areas ill, IV, V and VI. The dispersal 
pattern of males and females in the feeding grounds was 
similar according to the mtDNA analysis, which is 
consistent with the previous view on whale longitudinal 
movement based on mark-recapture analysis. The 
microsatellite heterogeneity tests suggested more structure 
in females than males. However no significant differences 
were found when the allele frequencies of males and 
females were compared in each of the strata. The authors 
stated that the results of a fine-scale mtDNA analysis 
suggested a stock division in the longitudinal sector 150-
1600E and that the possibility of an area of mixing of stocks 
around that longitude cannot be discarded. They noted that 
site fidelity to particular areas of krill concentrations could 
explain the spatial segregation of stocks of Antarctic minke 
whales in the feeding grounds. 
, In discussion, Pastene noted that an earlier analysis 
(Pastene and Goto,l997) based just on mtDNAancj smaller 
sample sets. had suggested population structure that is no 
longer supported .. He also indicated that independence with 
respect to linkage disequilibrium had been tested. The 
Workshop noted that for many relevant analyses, power is 
more effective! y increased by an increase in the number of 
polymorphic markers used, and Pastene reported that further 
microsatellite loci would be included in future. Given that 
the sampling area is in the feeding grounds -and may well 
represent a mixed assemblage of stocks, it was noted that 
clustering methods based on individual genotypes, that 
avoid a priori assumptions about population boundaries 
may be usefully applied. Further, methods such as MDS 
(multidimensional scaling) or PCA (principal component 
analysis) were recommended, as assignment methods 
based on violatiot:~ of equilibrium assumptions (such as 
STRUCTURE) may have too little power. 
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With respect to the area of transition, it was sugg_ested that 
methods that address the question of isolation by distance 
(such as spatial autocorrelation and Mantel tests) would help 
.resolve the position and nature of this transitional pattern. It 
was further suggested that other analyses based on 
individual genotypes, such as landscape genetics as assessed 
in the program 'alleles in space' (Miller, 2005) may help 
resolve the pattern of structure and mixing (though this 
would likely require 15+ microsate!lite loci to provide 
sufficient power). Hoelzel related a relevant experience with 
'the analysis of minke whale population ·structure in the 
North Atlantic whereby analyses based on individual 
genotypes (in this case using likelihood assignments 
implemented in the program Geneclass) revealed structure 
that could not be detected using Wright's inbreeding 
coefficients (such as FsT) o~ exact tests. SCJD06/J9 
indicated heterogeneity by year, and it was suggested that 
these anomalous samples be investigated further as this 
could conceivably be indicative of breeding stocks that were 
at other times obscured by more extensive mixing. 
Schweder suggested that the transitional area be studied by 
fitting a mixing model where the fraction of whales 
belonging to one putative population is a function of the 
longitude at which it was sampled. This could be a simple 
logistic regression model coupled with two-product 
multinomial models describing the allele frequencies in the 
two putative stocks either side of the 'transition area. It could 
also be extended beyond two populations, and inco~orate 
both genetic and mo~hometric data. 

The Workshop stressed the importance of obtaining 
samples from the breeding areas, noting the potential 
problems with inte~reting the results of mixing models 
without this. Given lack of knowledge of the location of the 
breeding areas, !he value of satellite tracking studies was 
emphasised. The question of the existence of historical/ 
archive samples for the potential extension of the analyses 
geographically, and to enable further comparisons among 
years (especially over a longer timeframe) was raised. An 
initial enquiry indicated that at least some of these samples 
are still available. Goto and Pastene reminded the Workshop 
that in 1998 the Committee noted that because the 
commercial catch had been mainly near the ice edge, the 
analysis of past commercial catches would not be 
particularly useful for stock identification (IWC, 1999, 
p.25). 

3.42 Morphometries and morphology 
SC/D06/Il0 provided a comparison of mo~hology based 
on 10 external measurements from 2,629 male and 1,803 
female mature Antarctic rninke whales undertaken across 
the JARPA research area. Males and females were separated 
into two groups at 130°E and 165°E, respectively. Some 
concerns were expressed about the fact that not all 
measurements were included in the comparisons, and that 
the sex ratio varied between areas. This was explained by 
noting that some measurements were difficult or unstable 
when assessed by different researchers, and therefore 
excluded. The Workshop agreed that finer scale geographic 
analyses would be worth undertaking in future. The broad 
consistency of the morphological and genetic data was 
noted, and it was suggested that they be investigated 
together. 

SC/D06/Jl1 investigated stock structure in the Antarctic 
minke whale in the feeding grounds by examining body 
length of physically mature whales based on samples 
collected during JARPA surveys from 1987 /8~ to 2004/05. 
Grouping of the samples was the same as that used in the 

genetic analysis. Significant differences were found for this 
biological parameter among the geographical strata 
examined, which rejected the scenario of a single stock in 
the research area. Whales in the western strata (IliE, IVW, 
IVE, VW) are significantly larger than those in the eastern 
strata (VE, VlW) for both sexes. Results were consistent 
with the hypothesis of at least two stocks in the JARPA 
research area, possibly related to the proposed breeding 
areas in the Indian and western South Pacific Oceans. 

There was some discussion about the potential that this 
could instead reflect the age structure of the respective 
populations. To address this, it was noted that most of the 
fmal body length is reached by sexual maturity, and that 
much of the subsequent growth is with respect to increased 
girth. It was also hoted that length could reflect differences 
in nutrition or other environmental factors. 

3.5 Synthesis 
SC/D06/JI2 provided an overview of the studies on stock 
structure in the Antarctic minke whale with the pu~ose of 
establishing a plausible hypothesis for the stock structure of 
this species in the JARPA research area (Areas IliE-Area 
VIW). Studies on stock structure started at the end of the 
1970s and results were reviewed by the Committee during 
the Comprehensive Assessment in 1990 (IWC, 1991). All 
the analyses were conducted using samples and data from 
commercial pelagic whaling in the Antarctic. Most genetic 
studies were based on allozymes although some studies 
based on mitochondrial and nuclear DNA were conducted. 
Most of these analyses involved small sample sizes from 
Areas IV and V only. Non-genetic studies reviewed in 1990 
involved mmphology, catch and sighting distribution 
pattern, analysis of Discovery marks and ecological 
markers. Results from the different approaches failed to 
identify unambiguously any isolated population in the 
Antarctic. Ecological markers were identified as a 
potentially useful approach. Analysis of sightings data 
suggested the occurrence of five breeding areas. Studies on 
stock structure under JARPA began after the Comprehensive 
Assessment. The author believed that samples taken by 
JARPA were more useful for studies on stock structure 
given the wider geographical coverage of the surveys and 
because minke whales were taken along tracklines in a 
randop1 mode design. Initially, the JARPA studies on stock 
structure were based on mtDNA and considerable genetic 
heterogeneity in Areas IV and V was found. More recently, 
the total minke whale samples taken by JARPA in Areas 
IliE, IV, V and VIW have been examined using different 
analytical approaches (genetics and non-genetics) using 
similar groupings. In general, the results of the different 
approaches were inconsistent with the single stock scenario. 
The author concluded that the results of the different 
approaches were consistent with the occurrence of at least 
two stocks in the research area, probably related to the 
breeding areas in the eastern Indian Ocean and western 
South Pacific suggested by previous sightings data. The 
author proposed that these be termed the Eastern lndilln 
Ocean Stock (!-Stock) and Western South Pacific Oceari 
Stock (P-Stock). In order to estimate biological parameters 
in JARPA, he proposed that a boundary between I and P 
Stocks should be adopted at the division between Areas VW 
andVE (165°E). This is consistent with the results of mark
recapture that showed marked movements of whales 
between Areas IV and VW. Although the most recent 
analyses indicated that whales in Area IIIE belong to the I 
stock, other analyses suggested some degree of 
heterogeneity between Areas ill and IV. Therefore the 
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possibility,of additional stock structure in Area ill (e.g. the 
occurrence of animals from the western Indian Ocean 
breeding ground) should be investigated in the future. The 
author noted that any stock boundary (or sectors of mixing) 
among stocks in the Antarctic should be considered to vary 
according to oceanographic conditions, which in tum 
controls the distribution of the key prey species of the 
Antarctic minke whale, the krill. He finally identified 
several future research needs for stock structure studies. 

The Workshop welcomed this review, and with respect to 
stock structure studies, recognised the very <;onsiderable 
amount of work undertaken since the mid-term review and 
the progress that has and can be made given the data 
collected. Based on the analyses of the genetic and 
morphometric data presented, it agreed that there are at least 
two stocks of Antarctic minke whales present in the I ARPA 
research area. The data do ilot support the current IWC 
management Areas. The data also suggest an area of 
transition in the region around 150-165°E across which 
there is an. as yet undetermined level and range of mixing. 
Some of the genetic analyses suggest the possibility of 
further subdivision (e.g. for microsatellite DNA data, 
pairwise comparisons for females showed heterogeneity 
between illE and IVWS), and the Workshop identified the 
need for further analyses of the existing samples (together 
with available historical samples from commercial whaling, 
but see comment under Item 3.4.1), related especially to 
new statistical analyses, genetic marker development, and 
additional non-genetic markers, to further assess the number 
of putative stocks. Such analyses should allow a more 
thorough specification of stock structure and the relative 

. plausibility of different hypotheses. The Workshop 
recognised that samples from the breeding areas (e.g. as 
could be obtained through a combination of satellite 

· tracking and biopsy sampling) would greatly facilitate these 
analyses, and are likely to be required to resolve issues 
relevant to stock structure and mixing within the JARPA 
research area. Analysis of historical samples (as available) 
from areas to the east and west of the study area may also be 
useful towards resolving stock issues within the J ARPA 
research area, especially with respect to Areas ill and VI. 

4. BIOLOGICAL PARAMETER STUDIES 

4.1 Background 
The original primary objective for JARPA, as specified in 
SC/39/04, was to estimate the age-specific natural mortality 
coefficient for Antarctic minke whales (IWC, 1988), since 
knowledge of this parameter was at the time considered to 
be the key to determining the replacement yield rate and 
hence important for the rational management of ~!arctic 
whale populations. After five seasons, a change in the 
immediate focus of the primary objective was reported, 
from estimating the age-specific natural mortality to the 
average natural mortality rate (IWC, 1993 ). The Scientific 
Committee completed the RMP in 1992. Since the RMP 
does not require biological parameters such as the natural 
mortality rate, M, Japanese scientists reconsidered whether 
or not the first objective be further modified. By the 1997 
Workshop to review the results of JARPA to date, this 
objective had evolved to the current 'estimation of the 
biological parameters to improve the stock management of 
the Southern Hemisphere minke whale' (IWC, 1998b). 

Hatanaka explained that Japan considered that estimation 
of M was still useful for understanding the population 
dynamics of minke whales, and therefore important for the 
management of whale stocks. Furthermore, there is the 

possibilitY of estimating Maximum Sustainable Yield Rate 
(MSYR), an important parameter for the RMP, from catch at 
age data. Other parameters such as recruitment rate, age at 
sexual maturity and reproductive rates are also potentially 
useful for stock management and could contribute to 
improving Implementation Simulation Trials for the RMP. 

At the JARPAreview meeting in 1997, it was agreed that, 
although not required for management under the RMP, the 
information presented provided valuable ·information on 
Tecruitrnent, natural mortality, decline in age at sexual 
maturity and reproductive parameters in Areas IV and V. 
However, that meeting had also recognised that there some 
unsolved problems in the analyses and that further analysis 
was necessary, for which some recommendations were 
made (see below). 

4.2 Issues raised in the 1997 JARPA review 
In relation to biological parameters, the Committee 
recommended a number .of tasks (IWC, 1998b, p.103, table 
2) of which the following relate to biological parameters: 

(1) segregation study; and 
(2) recalculation of biological parameters by biological 

stocks (IWC, 1998b, p.103, table 2). 

4.2 .1 Segregation study 
A study on segregation was conducted in the context of the 
distribution pattern of minke whales in relation to the pack 
ice edge. Results (Fujise et al., 1999) for Area IV were 
reported to the Scientific Committee (IWC, 2000a, p.l68). 
The authors used regression analyses to suggest the 
following segregation pattern: 

( 1) males (especially matures) predominated in the research 
area in all seasons although their proportion tended to 
decrease with increasing latitude; 

(2) mature males tended to be found in larger school sizes; 
and 

(3) females (especially matures) tended to be found in the 
southern part of the research area. 

4.2.2 Recalculation of biological parameters by biological 
stocks 
Many biological parameters were estimated on the basis of 
proposed (SC/D06/Ji2) new biological stocks (the putative 
I and P stocks with their boundary set at 165°E discussed 
under Item 3). · 

4.3 Data collection and results 
Following the cessation of commercial whaling, biological 
data and samples have been accumulated under the JARPA 
programme from 1987/88 to 2004/05 in Areas illE, IV, V 
and VIW. A total of 6,779 individuals, including 2 animals 
taken but lost in transit, were taken. Each whale was 
examined in detail and a variety of samples were collected, 
including: 

(1) body length measurements (6,777); 
(2) earplugs for age determination (6,777); and 
(3) testis (3,636) and ovaries (3,151) for sexual maturity 

status. 

Other available biological samples and data can be found in 
the list of JARPA data (Annex D). 

Reliability of age determination 
The issue of the reliability of the age determination results 
arose in several contexts in the discussion of biological 
parameters. The catch-at-age analyses by Punt and 
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Polacheck (Polacheck and Punt, 2006) showed that there 
was an inconsistency in the age determination of younger 
animals between the commercial and scientific catches that 
can not yet be explained. Hatanaka and Kato noted that the 
procedures had been much improved in the JARPA 
programme relative to the data collection from commercial 
whaling. They believed that, at least for the JARPA data, the 
age readings could be treated as reliable. A particular 
problem with the commercial data had been the large 
number of broken or incomplete earplugs: better handling of 
the material meant that this rarely occurred in JARPA, and 
that 85% readability had been achieved. The residual 
fraction of unreadable earplugs was mainly due to the 
absence of a clear pattern of layering in those earplugs. 

Childerhouse asked what effect the residual proportion of 
·unreadable earplugs might have on the estimates of 
biological parameters. This had not been assessed 
quantitatively, but Butterworth considered that the 
unreadable earplugs would have to come from an extremely 
select component of the population in order to materially 
bias parameter estimates. 

The Workshop noted that to date there were no readings 
from known age animals with which to directly verify 
earplug readings. Butterworth noted that for southern blue 
fin tuna, otolith readings had been calibrated with 
radiocarbon signals corresponding to atomic bomb tests of 
known date. Brownell recalled a paper (Bada and Brownell, 
1996) where the bomb signal had been examined in a 
Bryde's whale sample in order to determine its year of 
capture. The Workshop recommended that the feasibility of 
detecting the bomb radiocarbon signal in earplug laminae be 
looked into. 

The Workshop agreed that the earplug laminae probably 
were annual layers that were deposited independently of 
feeding, migration and other external factors, analogous 
with tooth layers that are laid down in odontocetes even in 
populations that do not migrate. However, Aguilar pointed 
out that accessory layers often occur which can confuse the 
reader: because of this, experience and inter-reader 
calibration are important. He suggested that there should be 
at least three readers, and earplugs or teeth that yield 
inconsistent results be omitted from the analyses. 

Kato drew attention to the inter-reader calibration study 
between himself, Ohsumi and Zenitani (Kato et al., 1991) 
which showed good agreement between experienced readers 
(Kato and Ohsumi) and a CV of age readings of only 6.6%. 
Cooke recalled the analyses of Cooke et al. (1997) to the 
1997 JARPA review which showed notable shifts between 
years, for example the Zenitani readings for the first two 
years of overlap were significantly lower than the Kato 
readings by 1.5 years on average, while in the third year her 
readings were an average of 0.5 years higher than the Kato 
readings. Kato explained that this occurred during the 
training period, after which the two readers obtained 
comparable results. 

Wall¢e and Ohsumi drew attention to the good correlation 
between age readings and corpora counts in females shown 
in SC/D06/J17 (see Item 4.4.3). 

The Workshop recommended that the comparability of 
commercial and JARPA age data be investigated by re
reading a subset of the commercial samples in an 
appropriately designed blind test. 

4.4 Data analysis methods and results 
The Workshop noted that many of the results in this section 
are presented in terms of the putative I and P stocks (see 
SC/D06/Jl2 and Item 3), by partitioning the data at 165°W 

by catch location, which represent one stock structure 
hypothesis. The Workshop emphasised that there is no 

. agreement yet that these represent valid stock designations, 
but agreed that it was useful, for the purpose of comparing 
results ·from different data and methods, that the same 
partition was used for all analyses. 

4:4.1 Natural mortality 
SC/D06/Jl3 derived estimates of the average natural 
mortality rate of the. 10+ population for the I and P stocks 
from JARPA abundance and age sample data, using the 
method originally proposed by Tanaka (1990). The estimate 
of annual mortality rate was 0.038 (SE=0.036) for the !
stock and 0.040 (SE=0.035) for the P-stock. The method 
uses both catch age composition and abundance estimates 
from the surveys, both stratified by stock area (I/P), school 
size (solitary vs. schools of size 2+) and sex. The method 
estimates the decline in abundance of groups of cohorts over 
time: for example the 1 0+ population in 1990 becomes the 
12+ population in 1992, and the decline in their numbers 
represents natural mortality over 2 years. The authors 
considered that these estimates are valuable because they are 
direct estimates from large scale surveys. The estimates are 
lower than the value of M used in the Implementation 
Simulations Trials and also that in the assessment by Hitter 
runs (e.g. IWC, 1991). Use of these estimates will lead to 
some results different from those in the past and the authors 
expected that will reduce the extent of uncertainty in M. 

In discussion, it was noted that the main contribution to 
the variance of the estimate is from the variance in the 
abundance trend, and this limits the precision of the results. 
The high standard error implies that the confidence interval 
extends from negative values to greater than 0.1 0. A much 
smaller standard error would be obtained if it could be 
assumed that · the abundance had zero trend, but the 
Workshop agreed that this assumption should not be made, 
especially given that one of the original motivations for 
estimating the natural mortality rate was to better determine 

· the trend in stock size. 
Cooke noted that the variance of the age composition was 

probably underestimated, because previous studies (e.g. 
Cooke et a/., 1997) had shown that there is considerable 
overdispersion in the age composition, even after stratifying 
by more covariates that had been considered in SC/D06/Jl3. 
However, it was likely that the variance in the abundance 
trend would still be the dominant factor. 

Cooke further noted that the very low precision of the 
estimate had been predicted in. the review of the initial 
JARPA feasibility study proposal in 1987 (IWC, 1989), for 
example as calculated in his document (Cooke, 1987). The 
authors of SCJD06/Jl3 responded that the precision was 
lower than had been anticipated at the start of the 
programme because: (1) the abundance data showed 
considerable inter-annual additional variance in addition to 
the sampling variance of the abundance estimates, and this 
was taken into account in SC/D06/Jl3; and (2) the data 
showed that even with the JARPA sampling scheme, it was 
not possible to sample the younger animals representatively, 
because they did not all migrate beyond 60°S; consequent 
restriction of the analysis to the 1 0+ population diminished 
the effective sample size. 

The Workshop agreed that the metho_d used to derive the 
estimates in SC/D06/Il3 was broadly valid, and in particular 
was free of assumptions about stock-recruitment 
relationships, but some members felt that the extremely low 
precision meant that the result was that the natural mortality 
rate had, for practical purposes, not been determined. In 
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particular, even a zero value was not excluded by the 
analysis. Butterworth countered that, prior to JARPA, the 
commercial whaling age data were suggesting an apparent · 
mortality rate of around 0.14, but this was confounded with 
a suspected trend in stock size. At that time, a finding that 
the true mortality rate was less than 0.11 would have been 
regarded as very valuable information. 

In SC/D06/J14, the ADAPi'-VPA assessment 
methodology originally developed by Butterworth et al. 
(1999b) was improved by taking into account various 
comments made during recent Scientific Committee 
discussions. It was applied here to abundance estimates 
(from both IOCR/SOWER and JARPA surveys) and catch
at-age data (both commercial and scientific) for the putative 
I and P-stocks of Antarctic minke whales. The 
improvements to the methodology reported at the 2006 
Scientific Committee meeting (IWC, 2007a) allowed 
account to be taken of various further aspects, primarily: (1) 
inter-annual differences in the distribution of the population 
between. different management Areas; (2) a stock
recruitment relationship; and (3) the effects of possible 
ageing error. Furthermore sensitivities to various functional 
forms for selectivity and natural mortality with age were 
explored. The general pattern shown by the results for both 
stocks was of a minke whale abundance trend that increased 
over the middle decades of the 201h Century to peak at about 
1970, and then stabilised or declined somewhat for the next 
three decades. The recruitment trend was similar, although 
with its peak slightly earlier. The annual natural mortality 
rate, M, was estimated to be 0.056 with a CV of0.16 for the 
!-stock, and 0.069 with a CV of 0.15 for the P-stock for the 
'reference case' assessments. When only the JARPA 
abundance estimates are used for tuning, M is estimated as 
0.038 and 0.060 for the 1- and P-stocks, respectively. The 
estimation of M is fairly robust to the various assumptions 
of the model. The CVs of these M estimates for the 
'Reference case' assessments, when compared with those of 
typically 0.35 for the Area-specific assessments of 
(Butterworth et at., 1999b ), which were based on fewer data, 
indicate an appreciable improvement in the precision of 
these estimates due to the accumulation of data over the 
long-term of the JARPA surveys. The fits of the stock
recruitment model generally required a carrying capacity for 
minke whales that first increased and then stabilised or 
declined somewhat during the last century, and suggested 
MSYR(t+) values in the 4-6% range. The improved precision 
in the estimation of M may contribute to the improvement of 
management and assessment of this species on a stock
specific basis, since it can reduce the uncertainty concerning 
the value of M and provide an improved prior distribution 
for MSYR. The latter in particular, in the context of 
providing a measure of the productivity of which the species 
is capable, is essential information for effective RMP 
implementation through reduction of the range of plausible 
scenarios which need to be considered in Implementation 
Simulation Trials. 

·The Workshop noted that SC/D06/J14 was an integrated 
analysis that involved simultaneous estimation of natural 
mortality and recruitment rates. It was discussed both under 
this Item and under Items 4.4.3 and 4.4.4. 

With regard to natural mortality, discussion focussed on 
how SC/D06/Jl4 was able to produce more precise 
estimates of M, and hence of other linked parameters, than 
SC/D06/Jl3. Tha,t is, which additional assumptions or data 
are driving the results. The additional data used were: (1) the 
commercial age data; and (2) the IDCR abundance data, 
which provided a longer time series of abundance data than 

JARPA alone. The additional assumptions included: a stock
recruitment relationship; and alternative options for the 
selectivity of the commercial age data. 

In analyses of catch-at-age data there are three factors that 
are confounded in the present context: (1) the natural 
mortality rate; (2) the past recruitment trend; and (3) the 
selectivity slope. The role of the trend in abundance 
provided by the sightings surveys in removing one element 
of this confounding had been illustrated in earlier analyses 
-presented on this issue (e.g. Butterworth et al., 1999a; Mori, 
2006) but specification of the selectivity slope remained 
influential. Butterworth drew attention to the results of the 
sensitivity tests reported in SC/D06/Jl4 that showed iri 
particular that it would require a very marked downward 
trend in selectivity of older animals in the commercial catch 
to invalidate the finding of an increased recruitment trend 
prior to exploitation. Furthermore, the overall pattern in 
recruitment (rising from low levels to a peak in 1968, 
followed by a quick decline to lower levels and little change 
thereafter) did not depend on the introduction of a stock
recruitment relationship into the estimation method, as 
previous analyses without such inclusion had provided 
similar results. 

Some members expressed considerable unease arising 
from apparent dependence of the finding of increasing 
recruitment before 1968 on the inclusion of the commercial 
age data, especially in the light of the problems with the 
commercial age data (if taken at face value, these implied a 
sudden change in somatic growth when JARPA started). A 
sensitivity test in SC/006/J 14 to exclusion of the first half of 
the commercial age data reduced· estimated rate of increase 
of the I stock from 0.057 to 0.014. Wade considered that if 
the change in age distribution from the commercial to the 
JARPA period is the factor that is driving the results, it 
would place a major question mark over the results. 

Butterworth argued that the problems found by Punt and 
Polacheck with the commercial data applied only to 
growing animals, whereas SC/D06/Jl4 had used the 
commercial age data only for ages 16+. Cooke responded 
that Punt and Polacheck had only discovered the problem 
through the inconsistencies in the age-length distributions 
for younger animals. Since length for older animals was not 
a function of age, the problem would not be detectable in 
this way for older animals, even if they were also affected by 
it. It was, therefore, not safe to assume that the problem was 
restricted to the younger animals. 

Maunder considered that if the aging of the older cohorts 
is acceptable, the trend in recruitment ought to be correctly 
estimated, but wanted to see what extent of bias or error in 
aging could account for the apparent trend. He asked to what 
extent the · precision of the mortality estimate depended on 
the stock recruitment relationship. Butterworth replied that 
the sensitivity to this could be checked by downweighting 
its contribution to the likelihood. Maunder also considered it 
useful to determine to what extent the precision of the M 
estimate, in this analysis depended on inclusion of the data 
from the lethal part of the JARPA programme, i.e. the catch 
at age. 

Implications of the ' reference case' results of SC/D06/Jl4 
are discussed further under Item 4.4.4. 

4.4.2 Growth curves and age at sexual maturity 
4.4.2.1 GROWTH CURVES 

SC/D06/Jl7 presented growth curves from JARPA data, 
stratified by the putative I and P stocks, sex and cohort 
(grouped by decade). The results indicated that there had 
been no discernible changes in growth rate over the JARPA 
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period. Data from the commercial period presented in 
SC/006/126 (reproduced from Kato, 1987) showed an 
apparent increase in growth rate from the 1940s through to 
the 1970s. 

In discussion, it was noted that in the JARPAdata, cohorts 
prior to 1970 are already at maximum body length, such that 
one would not necessarily expect an earlier increase in 
growth rate to show itself in the JARPA data. Further 
analyses of growth r11tes had been presented to the 2006 
Scientific Committee Annual Meeting in Polacheck and 
Punt (2006) which showed an apparent sudden drop in 
growth rates between the commercial and JARPA periods, 
but the authors cautioned against taking these results at face 
value because of unexplained residual features in the 
commercial age/length data and the difference in sample 
size between the two data sets. 

4.4.2.2 AGE AT SEXUAL MATURITY 

SC/D06/Jl5 provided an updated analysis of the trend in age 
at sexual maturity, using transition phase (TP) and age 
readings from a total of 2,803 individuals collected during 
1987/88 to 2004/05 under JARPA. The analyses were 
stratified by the putative I and P stock areas, and confirmed 
the previously noted decline from about 10-12 years in pre-
1955 cohorts to around 7 years in the late 1960s and early 
1970s cohorts, for both stocks. Since the early 1970s, the 
mean age at transition phase for both stocks has remained 
constant at 7-8 years or increased slightly from the early 
1970s to the early 1990s cohorts. 

SC/D06/Jl6 applied a model-based approach similar to 
that of Thomson et al. (1999) to the transition phase data 
obtained from JARPA surveys to examine trends in the age 
at maturity for the putative I and P stocks of Antarctic minke 
whales. The results, which take into account various 
potential biases related to examining trend in transition 
phase data (i.e. truncation and fringe effects, differences 
between readers, and readers learning over time) suggest 
that the age at maturity of Antarctic minke whales declined 
from about 11 years in the late 1940s to 7 years in the late 
1960s for both stocks, and that these declining trends are 
statistically significant at the 5% level. The analyses also 
suggest that the age at maturity increased slightly from the 
late 1960s to the late 1970s and has stabilised thereafter. 
These trends are broadly consistent with the results obtained 
from VPA (Mori, 2006), which suggest that for both the I 
and P stocks, abundance increased from the 1940s to the late 
1960s and thereafter has been stable or declined somewhat. 
This consistency enhances the confidence to be placed in 
estimates of parameters (such as natural mortality and 
MSYR) from such VPA analyses that may be of value for 
management purposes. It also serves to demonstrate the 
utility of age-at-maturity as an index to monitor stock status, 
and suggests that continued monitoring of this parameter is 
desirable both for this purpose and for contributing to the 
understanding of the dynamics of the Antarctic ecosystem. 

SC/D06/Jl7 contained estimates of age at maturity based 
on the fraction mature by age (for both sexes) and the age at 
fust ovulation for females. The age at 50% sexual maturity 
for males was 5.3 years (I stock) or 5.4 years (P stock), and 
for females 7.6 years (I stock) or 8.0 years (P stock). The age 
at 50% physical maturity was 16.0 years (I stock) or 17.0 
years (P stock for males, and 21.2 years (I stock) or 20.6 
years (P stock) for females. The mean age at fust ovulation 
was 7.9 years (I stock) and 8.4 years (P stock). There was a 
significant decline in mean age at fust ovulations over the 
period for the P stock (O.llyr-1/yr or about 1.5-2yr for the 

whole period 1987/88-2004/05), but no significant trend for 
the I stock. A summary of the fmdings of SC/D06/Jl7 is 
given in Table 3. 

The 1997 JARPA review had noted an apparent 
discrepancy between the JARPA results and the earlier 
results using commercial age data which implied a much 
higher average age at transition phase for the early cohorts 
than did the JARPA data (IWC, 1998b). This had not been 
investigated further, and in the analyses presented to this 
workshop, only the JARPA data had been used. 

The Workshop recalled the previous discussions of the 
Committee, including the workshop held in 1983 (IWC, 
1984) as to whether the transition phase was an indicator of 
sexual maturity, and as to whether trends in the transition 
phase readings reflected genuine trends in age at maturity. 
The 1997 JARPA review meeting had found that there did 
seem to be a genuine decline over time, rather than merely 
an age-specific effect, because later cohorts showed a lower 
age at maturity than earlier cohorts, even when comparing 
animals of the same age (captured in different years). 

It was noted that even for older animals, there was not 
always a transition phase; this did not imply that these 
animals were not mature, but that for some earplugs, the 
transition from the irregularly spaced younger layers to the 
narrower, evenly spaced older layers did not occur at a well
defined point but was a more gradual transition, and in these 
earplugs the readers found it safer not to identify a transition 
layer. 

There was some discussion as to what event in the life of 
the animal the transition phase was measuring. Lockyer 
(1972) had suggested it may be related to skull. growth. The 
age at transition phase of 7-8 years in recent decades is 
consistent with the age at sexual maturity of females 
reported in SC/D06/Jl7. However, the transition phase 
occurs at a similar mean age in males and females, and the 
age at 50% maturity for males is much lower. 

In discussion of SC/D06/J16, comments were made that 
the analyses had compared the patterns based on retaining 
the observed trends in age at transition phase as a real 
phenomenon, versus the patterns expected if the change 
were a certain kind of artefact. The fact that the latter 
hypothesis did not fit the data well did not necessarily imply 
that the effect was real, although it was agreed that such an 
exercise involving an alternative hypothesis was useful. 
Butterworth responded that the various kinds of artefact 
suggested to date could sometimes explain a decline but it 
was hard to see how they could ever cause an increase, as 
has been observed in Icelandic fin whales and now in recent 
years in Antarctic minke whales. 

The consistency claimed by the authors of SC/006/116, 
between the age at-maturity trends and the results of catch at 
age analyses (SC/D06/Jl6) is discussed under Item 4.4.4. · 

4.4 .3 Reproductive and sustainable yield rates 
SC/D06/JJ 7 examined pregnancy. rate data among mature 
females. These averaged 93% for the I stock and 85% for the 
P stock. There were some fluctuations between years, in 
particular low values (below 80%) occurred in 1997-99 for 
the I stock and 1990/91 and 1994/95 for the P stock. 
Regression of ovulation rate against age showed ovulation 
rates close to one per year (0.98 yr- • for the I stock and 1.01 
yr-•· for the P stock). Cohorts prior to 1970 had been omitted 
from the regression, to avoid the confounding effect of a 
higher age at maturity in earlier cohorts. 

Without a more careful spatial and temporal analysis, the 
Workshop agreed that it was difficult to judge whether the 
apparent fluctuations in pregnancy rate might be due to 
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Table3 

Summary ofbiological parameters estimated according one stock hypothesis present~d at the Workshop. 

!-stock (Area IIIE+IV+VW) P-stock (Area VE+VIW) 

Length at sexual maturity (m) Lmov 
Lm50% 

Age at sexual maturity tmov 
tm50% 

Length at physical maturity (m) 50%mature 
Age at physical maturity 50%mature 
Growth curve 
Percentage of matured females pregnant 
Foetal sex ratio (male%) 
Mean litter size 

Male 

7.29m 

5.3 
&.32m 
16.0 

y= 8.61(1-e"!'""·"'l 

inter-annual changes in population pregnancy rate, or 
due to segregation of reproductive classes and 
fluctuations in the sampling of each. Kato considered that 
the JARPA pregnancy rate data indicated a genuinely high 
pregnancy rate in this species, and that if pregnancy rate is 
density dependent, as some studies have reported for fin 
whales, it is probably currently close to its upper limit for 
Antarctic minke whales. Clapham noted that this could 
imply that the stocks are well below their carrying capacity 
(K). 

The regression plots of ovulation were found hard to 
interpret without seeing the scatter around the regression 
line. Assuming that actual pregnancies cannot exceed one 
per year per individual, the scatter around the line would 
places an upper bound on the pregnancy rate consistent with 
these data. Only if the scatter is sufficiently small, would the 
results be consistent with average pregnancy rates as high as 
those observed. 

In general, the Workshop agreed that the results 
confirmed the high pregnancy rates found in this species in 
the previous commercial data, and correspond essentially to 
a !-year reproductive cycle. However, pregnancy rates are 
not necessarily well correlated with effective recruitment 
rate (production of age 1 animals) because of potentially 
high losses before full term and in the first year of life. 

SC/D06/Jl4 presented an integrated analysis of catch-at
age and abundance data, which provided estimation inter 
alia of the history of annual recruitment (production of aged 
1 animals) to the stocks, and of the adult female stock sizes, 
and hence also per capita recruitment. The analysis also 
estimated the natural mortality rate, and the paper is 
summarised under Item 4.4.1, where some concerns are 
discussed. The paper showed that per capita recruitment 
rate (recruits per mature female) was apparently high at 
around 0.4 in the 1950s and early 1960s in both stocks, but 
declined thereafter to much lower'levels (0.1-0.2) by 1980 
and has remained low since. The decline started about 1965 
in the I stock and about 1970 in the P stock. 

The Workshop noted that the analyses had assumed a 
constant age at maturity throughout. If account was taken of 
a decline in the age at sexual maturity as suggested by 
SC/D06/Jl5 and SC/D06/J16, then the mature female stock 
would be lower in the earlier period and hence the estimated 
recruitment per mature female would have been higher. 
Butterworth explained that the estimates of Maximum 
Sustainable Yield (MSY) rates (4%-6%) were largely driven 
by . the estimated increasing trend in recruitment in the 
earlier years. Under the model, the stock needed to have a 
high MSY rate to show such an increase. Hatanaka noted 
that the estimates of MSY rate, if they are reliable, would be 
very important for management. 

Female 

8.40m 
&.16m 

7.9 
7.6 

9.12m 
21.2 

y = 9.16(1-e<'-"'""""J 
92.9% 
51.8% 
1.007 

7.17m 

5.4 
&.22m 

17.0 
y=8.45(I-e""'""·"'J 

Female 

&.30m 
7.97m 

8.4 
8.0 

&.13m 
20.6 

y= 8_93(l·e·(0.2lx-+t:l.591) 

85.4% 
46.8% 
1.013 

4.4.4 Synthesis of information on biological parameters 
from different sources 
SC/D06/J26 examined historical changes in the Antarctic 
minke whale stocks based on various results obtained from 
JARPA including age at sexual maturity, growth curve, 
blubber thickness, prey consumption, and ADAPT-VPA 
analysis of the stocks as well as research on mercury 
accumulation etc. It was assumed that feeding conditions of 
the minke whale improved with the removal of large baleen 
whales such as the blue whale by commercial whaling, 
which promoted rapid growth and younger age at sexual 
maturity; however, around 1970, conditions gradually 
shifted unfavourably, resulting in slower rates of change in 
the foregoing parameters. These changes were then arrested 
by the 1980s to the 1990s. Observations reflecting these 
unfavourable changes, were reductions in blubber thickness 
and stomach content weight, which indicated less prey 
consumption. There was also a decrease in the accumulation 
of mercury, perhaps resulting from less prey consumption 
(see Item 6.3.1). In addition, the authors noted that the 
distribution area of humpback and fin whales in the feeding 
season expanded southward in the Antarctic from around 
1990, suggesting further deterioration of feeding conditions 
for the Antarctic minke whales. The apparent consistency 
between the different trends was also noted in the discussion 
sections of other papers to the Workshop, e.g. SC/D06/Jl6. 

Discussion focussed on whether the apparent trends in 
various minke whale parameters were indeed consistent 
with this general picture, also indicated by the results of the 
.VPA-ADAPT catch at age analysis in the manner suggested. 
To assist discussion, results from various studies were 
replotted to aid comparison as shown in Annex G. It was 
recognised that the projections back prior ·to 1950 were 
based on very few data from old individuals, and were 
largely model-driven. Discussion therefore focussed on the 
post-1950 period. 

With respect to the apparent trends in minke age maturity, 
the transition phase data suggested a decline from around 11 
years in pre-1955 cohorts to 7-8 years in post-1980 cohorts. 
The ADAPT-VPA analyses suggested that per capita 
recruitment was high in the 1950s and 1960s but low post-
1980. The age-length relationship from the commercial data 
suggested higher growth rates in the post 1970-cohorts and 
lower rates in the pre-1960 cohorts. 

The Workshop recognised that these results are in 
apparent contradiction to the conventional expectation that 
high ages at maturity and low somatic growth rates would 
tend to be associated with low per capita recruitment rates, 
while low ages at maturity and high somatic growth rates 
would tend to be associated with high per capita recruitment 
rates. In discussion, a number of alternative suggestions 
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(summarised below) were made to explain the apparent 
discrepancy, but in the time available it was not possible to 
evaluate them further, and in particular to compare the 
consequences of alternate VPA results to those of the 
'reference case' in SC/D06/14 upon which these 
comparisons were all based. 

(l) It was suggested that the paradox may be a temporal 
phenomenon, in that the response of some of the 
indices, such as age at maturity, may be subject to time 
lags. However, WallS!le reported that studies of terrestrial 
mammals showed that age at maturity expressed by 
cohort is determined primarily by nutrition very early in 
life, and considered it unlikely that this parameter would 
be subject to much time lag. 

(2) The concern was noted under Item 4.4.1 that the trends 
in recruitment estimated by the ADAPT-VPA analysis 
may be unreliable, because they seemed to depend on 
inclusion of the commercial age data, with which some 
unresolved problems had recently been identified 
(Polacheck and Punt, 2006). 

(3) The question of whether the pre-1970 decline in age at 
maturity indicated by the transition phase analyses was 
real had been discussed extensively at the 1997 JARPA 
review and in previous Scientific Committee meetings, 
and some members still considered this to be an open 
question. However, others considered that the results of 
SC/D06/Jl6 and those of Thomson et al. (1999) had 
demonstrated that the declining trend had been real. The 
1997 JARPA review had reached a similar conclusion. 

(4) The reality or otherwise of the apparent somatic growth 
rate increase shown by the commercial data had been 
questioned when it was presented to the Scientific 
Committee in the 1980s (IWC, 1990), and furthermore 
the recently identified · problems with the commercial 
age and length data identified in (Polacheck and Punt, 
2006) placed it in further doubt. Some members 
considered that little weight be attached to these data. 

(5) Some members considered that even though the pre-
1970 decline in age at maturity was hard to reconcile 
with the ADAPT-VPA results, the slight increasing trend 
in age at maturity post-1970 indicated by the transition 
phase data may be consistent with other data, such as 
declining blubber thickness. However it was surprising 
that, if the earlier decline had really been so large, the . 
later rise was not more pronounced, as the VPA
ADAPT assessment suggested that the stocks were now 
close to their current carrying capacity. In addition, the 
age at first ovulation appeared to have declined during 
the JARPA period, at least for the P stock (see Item 
4.4.2). 

There was some discussion about the plausibility of the 
ADAPT-VPA results that the carrying capacity K was 
estimated to have increased about 5-fold prior to its peak in 
the 1960s. However, the issues relating to the high estimated 
per capita recruitment rates pre-1960s relative to their 
recent values could also be considered without reference to 
K. 

There was insufficient time to discuss in detail what 
analyses might resolve the questions, and the Workshop 
recommended that the matter be discussed further in the 
Scientific Committee. In the meantime, the following tasks 
were identified as providing potentially useful information: 

(l) the ADAPT-VPA could be run without using the 
commercial age data; and 

(2) a subset of the commercial age data could be re-read as 
discussed under Item 4.3. 

In summary, the Workshop concluded that there were 
differing views expressed about the level of reliability that 
could be assigned to the estimates of historical trends in 
biological and population parameters of minke whales prior 
to the JARPA period. For the JARPA period, no marked 
trends in biological parameters were found. The growth 
rates were apparently fairly constant, while the pregnancy 
rate remained high with some annual fluctuation. The 
transition phase data suggested a possible small increase in 
the mean age at maturity over the JARPA period, but the age 
at first ovulation showed a decrease, at least for the P stock. 
The natural mortality rate estimates from JARPA data alone 
(SC/D06/Jl3), were, at around 0.04, within the plausible 
range, but the confidence limits (from below zero to above 
0.1 0) spanned such a wide range that the parameter is still 
effectively unknown. The ADAPT-VPA provided estimates 
of natural mortality rates with a CV of about 0.15 but these 
depend on the use of commercial catch-at-age data, about 
which, as discussed above, there are some problems. 

5. MARINE ECOSYSTEM 

5.1 Background 
One of the objectives of the JARPA established in 1987 was 
the 'Elucidation of the role of whales in the Antarctic marine 
ecosystem'. In the 1996/97 research plan, this second 
objective was restated as 'Elucidation of the role of whales 
in the Antarctic marine ecosystem through whale feeding 
ecology'. 

The research plan concentrates on the feeding ecology of 
minke whales by the analysis of stomach contents and 
blubber volume. Changes in prey availability and their 
possible effects on minke whales are expected to be detected 
by monitoring the feeding conditions and consequential fat 
storage of minke whales. 

In the JARPA review meeting in 1997, the striking 
similarity in the results obtained from the three methods for 
estimating the daily prey consumption was noted. That 
meeting agreed that these estimates could be used with 
confidence for the estimation of total prey consumption by 
the Antarctic minke whale. It also noted the decrease in 
blubber thickness since 1970s and it was suggested that, 
among possible explanations, this might be due to changes 
in food availability due to inter-specific or intra-specific 
competition. Such information could contribute to the 
specification of a range of krill surplus hypotheses for use in 
further Implementation Simulation Trials for the RMP. 
Finally, that meeting suggested that elucidating the role of 
whales in the marine ecosystem also requires concurrent 
studies on the distribution and abundance of prey species. 

5.2 Issues raised in 1997 JARPA review: Meso-scale 
survey plan 
The JARPA review meeting in 1997 suggested that 
elucidating the role of whales in the marine ecosystem 
requires concurrent studies ·on the distribution and 
abundance of prey species. It was also suggested that 
process-oriented studies would be useful which integrated 
information from physical and biological oceanography 
with zooplankton and predator studies. 

In response to that suggestion, acoustic surveys for krill 
have been conducted since 1998/99 and a cooperative prey 
species survey was conducted concurrently from 25 
December 2004 to 27 February 2005 (65 days) in the Ross 
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Sea and adjacent waters by RN Kaiyo-Mam of the Fisheries 
Agency of Japan as part of the meso-scale survey 
programme (see Item 5.4 ). 

5.3 Data collection methods and results 
Data on the feeding ecology of the minke whale were 
obtained from the species composition and mass of stomach 
contents. Body mass, length, girth and blubber thickness of 
each whale were also measured. The abundance of the 
whales obtained from the sighting surveys was used to 
extrapolate food consumption to a larger area. The Kaiyo 
Mant- I ARPA joint survey in the Ross Sea in 2004/05 was 
designed as a multi-disciplinary study combining surveys on 
cetaceans, laill and oceanography. During the multi
disciplinary study, the JARPA vessel conducted the cetacean 
sighting and sampling surveys while Kaiyo Maru conducted · 
detailed oceanographic and cetacean prey species surveys. 
Oceanographic data were collected using CTD and XCTD; 
prey species data were collected using· the RMT 8 net (the 
multiple rectangular mid-water trawl net) and quantitative 
echo sounder. 

The following main types of data were collected for this 
particular objective, with sample sizes as indicated: 

(1) stomach content weight: 6,777; 
(2) stomach content (prey species): 6,777; 
(3) body weight: 6,491; 
(4) blubber thickness: 6,777; and 
(5) diatom adhesion record: 6,777. 

Information on other data can be found in Annex D. 

5.4 Results 
5.4.1 Food habit and krill consumption of Antarctic minke 
whales. 
In SC/D06/Jl8, feeding habits and prey consumption of 
Antarctic minke whales were examined using stomach 
content data collected in I ARPA. A total of ten prey species, 
including one amphipod, four euphausiids ·and five fish 
species were identified. Antarctic krill (Euphausia superba) 
was the most important prey species throughout the survey 
period. The results indicated that the timing of feeding had 
strong diurnal variation with most feeding occurring at 
night. The authors suggested that there had been a decrease 
in average mass of fresh stomach contents for mature males 
and females from 1991-present. In Area V, there was same 
trend for mature females. The daily prey consumption of 
Antarctic minke whales was estimated using a direct method 
(diurnal changes of stomach contents mass) and an indirect 
method (energy requirement). The results of daily 
consumption estimates were similar for the two methods 
and ranged from 2.6 to 5.0 % of body weight. The annual 
consumption of Antarctic krill from the 1990/2000 season to 
the 2004/05 season in Areas IV and V was calculated as 
being equivalent to 3-4% and 21-35% of the laill biomass, 
respectively. 

In discussion, the Workshop noted that the daily prey 
consumption estimates presented in SC/DQ6/Jl8 were 
similar to those from North Atlantic common minke whales 
(Haug et al., 1995) and to those predicted by Lockyer 
( 1981). The issue of the specific method used to subsample 
stomach material, and whether this might bias the results 
compared to larger prey items was considered. 

Childerhouse believed that the key biological fmdings of 
the research did not represent an increase in knowledge, 
namely that 99% of the minke whale diet is krill and that the 

estimated prey consumption rates simply confirmed results 
of previous analyses by Lockyer (1981) and Bushuev 
(1986). 

Some participants expressed their disappointment and 
concern at how little analysis had been undertaken given the 
enormous dataset available. The Workshop recommended 
that more sophisticated analyses should be undertaken that 
more fully utilise the considerable ·dataset available. The 
following factors at least should be taken into ;1ccount: 

{I) determination of the duration of the feeding period is 
fundamental to estimating total consumption and must 
be adequately addressed; 

(2) examination at smaller spatial scales; and 
(3) use of GLM or similar approaches to examine trends, 

incorporating covariates such as age, size and 
reproductive status of whales as well as the date and 
time of day. 

It was also noted that since some whales are not killed 
·instantaneously, they might vomit during capture. This 
could be examined by comparing the stomach contents of 
whales killed instantaneously with those that were not killed 
instantly. In response it was noted that although no 
quantitative analysis had been undertaken, scientists present 
had not observed this phenomenon. 

SC/D06/Il9 examined annual trends in energy storage in 
the Antarctic minke whale. The results of stepwise multiple 
linear regression analyses showed that blubber thickness has 
been decreasing over the JARPA period at -0.0190 em 
year-•. Date, extent of diatom adhesion, sex, body length, 
foetus length and longitude were all identified as partially 
independent ·predictors of blubber thickness. Possible 
explanations for this were discussed in the paper and the 
authors suggest that this indicated that food availability for 
Antarctic minke whales in the Antarctic has decreased over 
the JARPA survey period, presumably caused by either or 
combination of intra- and inter-species competition among 
baleen whales. 

There was considerable discussion of this paper. Although 
the authors' analysis as presented showed a declining trend 
in the blubber thickness measurement chosen, some 
members argued that the conclusion of a trend in energy 
storage was premature and could not be confirmed until 
improved analyses had been conducted. In particular this 
involves the examination of other factors including age, 
latitude, distance from ice-edge and non-linearity in trends. 
In addition, even if it is assumed that the trend is real, 
consideration should be given to whether the particular 
blubber thickness measurement chosen was actually a good 
proxy for energy storage (for example, lipid content can . 
vary considerably without necessarily affecting the 
thickness of blubber). The Workshop recommended that the 
analysis be expanded to incorporate, in an integrated 
manner, the other extensive information available from the 
JARPA dataset that relates to energy storage (e.g. other 
blubber measurements, organ Weights, etc.). 

Tamura pointed out that the reliability of the body 
condition indicators of Antarctic minke whales was also 
analysed using indicators such as girth, body mass and other 
measurements of blubber thickness by Konishi (2006), that 
paper was not presented to the Workshop. 

There was considerable discussion over the authors' view 
that a likely exp)anation for the results was that it reflected 
declining body condition of Antarctic minke whales as a 
result of 'competition'. The differing views expressed can 
be summarised as follows: 
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(I) the idea of interspecific competition between minke and 
humpback whales is overly simplistic in the context of 
the rest of the Antarctic marine ecosystem (simply 
because two species feed on the same species of prey 
does not mean that there is competition per se unless 
there is evidence that species are food limited) and is not 
supported by the data presented; or 

(2) as both minke and humpback whales are feeding on krill 
in the same area, then competition is happening de facto 
- what is of importance, however, is to identify the 
extent of this competition relative to the other factors 
influencing the dynamics of the populations. 

SC/D06/J20 presented the results of a comparison between 
the length-frequency distribution of krill in the stomach 
contents of Antarctic minke whales and from net sampling 
using a multiple rectangular mid-water trawl 
(RMT(l+8)M). Whales fed mostly on Antarctic krill in 
offshore areas and ice krill (E. crystarollophias) on the 
continental shelf of the Ross Sea. For both species, there 
was almost complete overlap in the length-frequency 
distribution from stomach contents and RMT net samples 
(although it was noted that RMT nets do not provide an 
unbiased sample). In the western slope area, the stomach 
content weights of the minke whale were the highest (no 
empty stomachs were found), indicating that the continental 
slope of the Ross Sea is an important feeding ground for the 
Antarctic minke whales. 

SC/D06/J21 reported the results of krill biomass 
estimation using a quantitative echo sounder onboard 
Kyoshin Maru 2 (KS2) since 1998/99 season in JARPA. The 
survey covered the region 35°E-145°W using an EK500 
(Simrad, Norway) echosounder. Acoustic backscatterings 
were identified as krill when the difference between the 
mean volume backscattering strength (ll.MVBS) of 120 and 
38kHz fell between 2 and 16dB. Similar biomass estimates 
were obtained in Area IV in the 1999/2000 (34.2 million t) 
and 2001/2002 (34.1 million t) seasons. In A-rea V, biomass 
in the 2000/2001 (20.7 million t) and in the 2002/2003 (22.6 
million t) seasons were similar but biomass in 1998/1999 
(29.7 million t) was higher than the other two years. In 
2004/2005, Kaiyo . Maru (KM) conducted a standardised 
krill biomass estimation survey applying methods adopted 
by CCAMLR, using both RMT net sampling and acoustic 
surveys. The other vessel, KS2, conducted only an acoustic . 
survey as in previous JARPA cruises. The results of biomass 
estimates for Antarctic krill from the two vessels were 
comparable (KM 5.36 (95% Cl=7.45) gm-2; KS2 2.64 (95% 
CI=2.35) gm-2 ) . 

SC/D06/J22 attempted to assess the magnitude of the 
interspecific competition among three baleen whale species, 
Antarctic minke, humpback and fm whales, for their major 
prey, Antarctic krill. Whale abundance (s~::e SC/D06/J6 and 
SC/D06/J7) and daily krill consumption rate of Antarctic 
minke whales (SC/D06/Ji8) and krill biomass 
(SC/D06/J21) were used. Daily food consumption of 
humpback and fin whales (assumed as mature males) and 
average body masses of those species reported in Trites and 
Pauly (1998) were used. The authors reported that the three 
baleen whales consumed 10-21% and 31% of krill standing 
stock in Area IV and V, respectively. In Area IV, humpback 
whales (7-12%) consumed,krill twice to three times as much 
as Antarctic minke whales (4%). In contrast, 21-25% of krill 
biomass was consumed by Antarctic minke whales in Area 
V. The authors suggested that in order to accurately assess 
the feeding impact of humpback and fm whales on krill, 
long term biological data sets for those two species are 

critically important. The mechanism of the interactions 
among baleen whales for krill should be tested using a 
minimum realistic ecosystem model such as Mori and 
Butterworth (2006). 

Some participants expressed particular concern that these 
analyses ignored the many other important krill predator 
populations, as well as ignoring the substantial uncertainties 
around krill biomass estimates, environmental controls on 
krill population dynamics and a number of other, what 
they considered to be, prerequisites to demonstrate 
competition. 
· SC/D06/J23 also used data from the joint survey of the 

R/V Kaiyo Maru and JARPA and examined interactions 
between oceanography, distribution of krill and baleen 
whales in the Ross Sea and its adjacent waters in 2004/05. 
The results indicated close relationships between 
oceanography, krill and baleen whales. The oceanography of 
the surface layer was summarised as an oceanographic 
environmental index that integrated mean ·temperature from 
0 to 200m in depth (ITEM-200). Distribution of ITEM-200 
was used as background information for comparing with · 
distribution patterns of each species. Antarctic krill were 
mainly found in the Antarctic Surface Water (ASW) area 
(ITEM-200 = 0 to -1 °C) and extended into the Shelf Water 
(SW) area (less than -I 0 C). Ice krill were widespread in 
SW but not ASW. Humpback whales were mainly found .in 
the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) waters with high 
density around 0°C near the Southern Boundary of ACC and 
slightly extended in ASW. Antarctic minke whales were 
mainly found in ASW and SW with high densities around 
-1 °C in the continental shelf slope frontal zone. The 
interaction between distributions of krill and baleen whales 
with ITEM-200 provide quantitative information to identify 
the boundary of distribution of Antarctic krill and ice krill 
for biomass estimation using acoustic data in the surveys. A 
conceptual model of the relationships between 
oceanography relating water mass and circulation pattern of 
the oceanic surface layer with ITEM-200, will be able to 
describe adequately the distribution and abundance of krill 
and baleen whales. 

The Workshop welcomed the multi-disciplinary approach 
presented in this analysis, noting that it provided a clear 
indication that there was oceanic habitat segregation of 

· Antarctic minke, humpback, blue and fin whales in the Ross 
Sea part of the JARPA research area. 

SC/D06/J24 reported on the results of the study . of 
distribution patterns and biomass of Antarctic and ice krill in 
the Ross Sea in 2004/5 using Kaiyo Maru-JARPA joint 
survey data. Ice krill were found on the continental shelf 
region (<l,OOOm water depth). In contrast, Antarctic krill 
were found mainly in the oceanic waters (depth >l,OOOm) 
although they were also found on the continental shelf 
where the integrated mean water temperatures between 0-
200m were higher than -I °C. The distribution of Antarctic 
minke whales was related to the distribution of Antarctic 
krill. School sizes of Antarctic rninke whales were large 
where the densities of Antarctic krill were high. The 
distribution of Antarctic minke whales in the Ross Sea could 
also be related to the distribution patterns of Antarctic krill. 
The biomasses of Antarctic and ice krill in this study were 
estimated as 1.46 (CV=0.32) and 0.82 (CV=0.18) million t, 
respectively. The authors suggested that Antarctic minke 
whales could be considered as a biological sampler to 
monitor krill, which plays key role in the Antarctic 
ecosystem. They concluded that multi-disciplinary studies 
such as the Kaiyo Maru-JARPA survey can reveal the 
ecological relationships between krill and baleen whales. 
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SC/D06/J25 reported the results of examination of 
influential environmental factors on distribution patterns of 
Antarctic minke whales at a small scale. At the JARPA 
review meeting in 1997, it was suggested that small scale (of 
the order of ten to one hundred kilometres) study of physical 
and biological oceanography with. zooplankton and 
predators should be conducted to elucidate the role of 
whales in the marine ecosystem (one of the main objectives 
of JARPA). This study was conducted in response to that 
suggestion. Influential environmental factors on distribution 
patterns of Antarctic minke whales at small scale (30 n.miles 
segments) in the Ross Sea in 2004/05 were examined based 
on the Kaiyo Maru-JARPA joint survey data using the 
generalised additive model (GAM) approach. Three abiotic 
factors, distance from physical boundary (combination of 
coast, ice edge and shelf ice lines), integrated temperature 
and salinity mean from surface to 200m (ITEM-200 and 
ISAM-200) as well as latitude and longitude were used as 
covariates in the study. The distribution of krill was 
described by ITEM-200 and ISAM-200 as well as latitude 
and longitude. Me.an krill density increased at salinity values 
higher than 34.5. The results indicated that krill 
distribution could be related to the presence of Modified 
Circumpolar Deep Water (MCDW). Distributions of 
Antarctic minke whale schools were explained by krill 
density and ISAM-200 as well as latitude and longitude. In 
contrast to krill, the distributions of Antarctic minke whales 
increased at salinity values lower than 34.4. The presence of 
Antarctic minke whales could be related to Antarctic 
Surface Water (ASW). The peak number of schools of 
Antarctic minke whales was observed around the lg m-2 of 
krill density and it levelled off toward both lower and higher 
densities of krill. The authors hypothesised that at the scale 
of this study, Antarctic minke whales might not be directly 
searching for krill aggregations but following the retreating 
sea ice (low salinity water) where the occurrence of 
moderate densities of krill could be found with high 
probability. It is promising that distribution patterns of 
baleen whales in relation to environmental factors can be 
related if good data sets from multi-disciplinary studies are 
available. However, the authors stressed that the modelling 
used in this study was preliminary and much improvement 
is necessary 

The Workshop agreed that this approach could provide 
important information required for model-based estimation 
of cetacean distribution and density in unsurveyed areas. 

5.5 Synthesis 
SC/D06/26 examined historical changes in the Antarctic 
minke whale stocks based on various results from JARPA 
including age at sexual maturity, growth curve, blubber 
thickness, prey consumption, ADAPT-VPA analysis and 
pollutant (mercury) accumulation. It proposed the followin! 
hypothesis of changes in the Antarctic ecosystem in the 20 
Century: minke whale feeding conditions improved with the 
removal of large baleen whales such as the blue whale by 
commercial whaling, which promoted rapid growth and 
younger age at sexual maturity; however, around 1970, 
conditions gradually became unfavourable, resulting in 
slower rates of change in these parameters. These changes 
were then arrested by the 1980s-90s. SC/D06/26 further 
suggested that, reflecting these unfavourable changes, 
blubber thickness and stomach content weight were reduced 
(indicating less prey consumption). There was also a 
decrease in the accumulation of mercury which was also 

attributed by the authors to less prey consumption. 
Furthermore, the distribution of humpback and fin whales in 
the feeding season had expanded southward in the Antarctic 
from around 1990, suggesting further deterioration of 
feeding conditions for Antarctic minke whales. 

The Workshop noted that in the presentation of 
SC/D06/J26, a general hypothesis of inter-specific 
competition had been used to provide a framework for the 
analysis. 

In considering the synthesis of the different components 
of JARPA presented in SC/D06/J26, some members 
suggested that this was simplistic and ignored many other 
components of the Antarctic marine ecosystem. They thus 
believed that it was not particularly informative regarding 
what may have occurred. 

Some members (Clapham, Gales and Childerhouse) noted 
that demonstration of interspecific competition was not a 
simple matter, and listed prerequisites derived from other 
ecological studies together with comments on how JARPA 
had addressed them: (!)that the species in question must be 
"shown to be resource-limited (JARPA has not provided data 
on total krill abundance and on total consumption by all krill 
predators); (2) that there must be substantial overlap in 
spatio-temporal distribution of the two species (JARPA has 
shown this is some area.s, but found evidence for segregation 
in others); (3) other variables must be categorically excluded 
as causes of failure to recover (JARPA has not collected the 
data to address this); and (4) that both species must occupy 
essentially similar ecological niches. With regard to the 
latter, they noted that the only directed study of this 
involving Antarctic minke whales (Friedlaender et al., 2006) . 
has shown strong evidence for avoidance of competition 
through niche separation. They also commented that the 
term competition is consistently used loosely in JARPA, and 
was not defined; furthermore it was surprising that the 
JARPA papers made no reference to the large body of 
literature on competition from terrestrial and marine studies. 
They concluded that conducting any investigation of 
interspecific competition without reference to this body of 
work almost guarantees that interpretation of results, and 
indeed of the study design itself, would be inadequate or 
wrong. 

Other members (Tamura, Fujise, Konishi, Murase, 
Ishikawa, Mori and Hatanaka) commented that the study 
described in (Friedlaender et al., 2006) was conducted in 
April/June. This is much later than the peak feeding season 
of these species and thus inferring that this also applies to 
the peak feeding season required great caution. Further, the · 
study was conducted in Area I. The estimated annual rate of 
increase (ROI) in abundance for humpback whales in Area I 
is 4% while it is 15% in Area IV (part of the JARPA survey 
area) (Branch, 2007). Given the differences in area-specific 
ROis, it is important to take into account the status of the 
populations in a given area when evaluating the extent to 
which competition for limited resources is occurring. The 
results of the recent JARPA surveys suggested that the 
spatial distribution of Antarctic minke and humpback 
whales appreciably overlapped (Ishikawa, 2003; Ishikawa et 
al., 2004; Ishikawa et al., 2002). These direct observations 
strongly suggest the possibility of competition between 
Antarctic minke and humpback whales for krill at the same 
spatia-temporal scale. 

During the Workshop, several recommendations for more 
comprehensive analysis of the time series summarised in 
SC!D06!J26 had been suggested. For example, the 
Workshop agreed that a more complete analysis of energy 
storage over time is required to evaluate the hypothesis of a 
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long-term decline (see recommendations above). The 
Workshop also recalled tile recommendation for further 
analysis of the stomach content mass data before any trend 
analysis could be undertaken. · 

Some members considered that the multiple strands of 
evidence, notwithstanding the recommendations for 
improved/reanalysis, were generally indicative and 
provided support for the hypothesis of interspecific 
competition. However, other members considered that, 
when considering the current state of the analyses and being 
aware of the considerable uncertainties involved, there was 
not necessarily consistency in the support provided for the 
hypothesis of inter-specific competition outlined in 
SC/D06/J26. 

The Workshop agreed that it would be valuable to have 
the opportunity to review the trends summarised in 
SC/D06/J26 when the recommended analysis had been 
conducted, in order to formulate alternative hypotheses that 
set the observed changes in the context of a broader suite of 
indicators from the Southern Ocean. 

Finally, the Workshop agreed that the JARPA dataset 
provides a valuable resource to allow investigation of some 
aspects of the role of whales within the marine ecosystem. 
With appropriate analyses, this has the potential to make an 
important contribution to the Scientific Committee's work 
in this regard, as well as the work of other relevant bodies· 
such as CCAMLR. In order to facilitate the comprehensive 
analyses that this dataset warrants, the Workshop strongly 
recommended that an advisory group is established to work 
co-operatively to guide such analyses. 

6. ENVffiONMENTAL CHANGE INCLUDING 
POLLUTION 

6.1 Background 
As already noted, the 1995/96 research plan added the 
following objective 'Elucidation of the effect of 
environmental changes on cetaceans'. This objective was 
added in response to resolutions adopted by the Commission 
on research on the environment and whale stocks (IWC, 
I995b) and on the promotion of research on the 
conservation of large baleen whales (IWC, 1995a). This 
objective is also related to the resolution on research on the. 
environment. and whale stocks (IWC, 1996). 

In the Scientific Committee, environmental changes are 
addressed under the following topics (IWC, 1995c): (1) 
global warming; (2) ozone depletion; (3) pollution; (4) 
direct (intentional and incidental mortality) effects of 
fisheries and indirect (ecological ramifications) effects of 
fisheries; (5) noise; and (6) other human activities (e.g. 
tourism, coastal developments). The Committee had noted 
that it was not feasible to address all these topics 
simultaneously; this would be a longer-term iterative project 
(IWC,.1995c). Given this, it was agreed that initially two 
specialised workshops should be held, one relating to 
chemical pollutants and cetaceans, and the other on potential 
ecological effects on cetaceans of climate change and ozone 
depletion. The former Workshop was held from 27-29 
March 1995 in Bergen (Reijnders et al., 1999b), and the 
latter Workshop was held from 25-30 March 1996 in Hawaii 
(IWC, 1997a). These meetings emphasised that studies 
related to such topics should be conducted in the Antarctic. 
· At the JARPA review meeting in 1997, reference was 
made to the recommendations of the Bergen Workshop; it 
was considered that the pollutant studies under JARPA were 

pertinent to recommendations 1, 4 and 5 of the Bergen 
Workshop. 

6.2 Data collection methods and results 
There is a close relationship between the data collected for 
studies on the marine ecosystem and tliose required for 
studies on environmental change. In addition to these, data 
have been collected on marine debris and body burdens of 
pollutants, including organochlorines and heavy metals. 
Tissues samples, including liver, muscle, kidney and 
blub.ber have been collected for these analyses. Marine 
debris data have been based on visual observations, but 
recently the use of nets has been introduced to estimate 
prevalence of smaller items of marine debris. Air and sea 
water samples have been collected to monitor pollutant 
levels in the environment. The main relevant data collected 
during JARPA are: 

(I) blubber tissues for organochlorine analysis: 113; 
(2) liver tissues for heavy metal analysis: 1,072; 
(3) stomach content of Antarctic minke whales for heavy 

metal analysis: 100; 
(4) air samples for organochlorine analysis: 4; and 
(5) sea water samples for organochlorine analysis: 4. 

Oceanographic data have been collected from the JARPA 
research area. Vertical oceanographic structure was 
observed by using XBT (eXpendable BathyThermograph}, 
CTD (Conductivity-Temperature-Depth pro filer) and the 
more recent XCTD (eXpendable CTD). XBT was mainly 
used in the first stage of JARPA (1987/88-1996/97) and 
XCTD was used from the late 1990s. Relevant data 
collected during JARPA are as follows: 

(1) XBT surveys: 916; 
(2) XCTD surveys: 915; 
(3) CTD surveys: 499; and 
(4) EPCS surveys: 1,307. 

Information on other data can be found in Annex D. 

6.3 Data analysis methods and results 
6.3 .1 Pollution 
SC/D06/J27 examined concentrations of Mn, Fe, Ni, Cu, 
Zn, Cd, Hg and Pb determined in Antarctic krill collected 
from Areas ill, IV, V and VI, as well as their temporal and 
spatial variations during the period 1989/90 to 1998/90. 
Differences associated with body size were found for some 
elements and size groups. Although some temporal variation 
was observed in some trace elements, concentrations of 
toxic elements (Hg and Cd) did not show any significant 
variation ·through the study period. Changes within season 
were only found for Cd. As compared to other regions, 
concentrations were low except for Cd, which showed 
relatively high values. 

SC/D06/J28 examined concentrations of trace elements in 
the liver of 1,056 minke whales taken from Areas IIIE, IV, 
V and VIW during the period 1988/89 to 2004/2005 and 
their variations in the liver of Antarctic minke whales. 
Levels of all elements except Fe were overall low and 
significantly lower than those in cetaceans from the 
Northern Hemisphere, which the authors took as an 
indication that whale health was not affected. Age- and sex
related differences were observed for some elements. A 
decrease in Hg levels in the juvenile class (1-15 years old) 
was proposed to occur through the study period and the 
authors attributed this to a decrease in food intake rates since 
the mid-1980s. 
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There was some discussion on this hypothesis and several 
members considered that the apparent decrease might be 
either an artefact or due to other biological factors not 
necessarily related to food intake. Further work is required 
to address this. 

SC/D06/J29 described yearly changes on organochlorine 
pollutants. Concentrations ofDDTs, PCBs, HCHs, HCB and 
chlordanes were determined on the blubber of minke 
whales. The research focused on adult males only to avoid 
interference of age- and sex-related variations. The levels of 
PCBs and DOTs in blubber of Antarctic minke whales were 
one order of magnitude lower than those of other whales in 
the mid and low latitude areas of the Northern Hemisphere, 
and the authors suggest that such levels would not have an 
adverse effect on whale health. Some variation was 
observed between Areas. All organochlorine blubber levels 
in Area V and HCHs and HCB levels in Area N decreased 
with time. The decrease was particularly marked for HCHs. 
The authors suggested that this might be an indication of 
decreased food availability throughout the period. 

In discussion, several members noted that since 
organochlorines are more difficult to mobilise than lipids, a 
decrease in fatness caused hy lowered food availability 
would probably produce an increase of organochlorine 
blubber concentrations with time rather than a decrease. 

6.3.2 Oceanography 
SC/D06/J30 examined oceanographic data obtained by 
JARPA and provided some information on possible 
environmental changes in recent years in JARPA areas. The 
time series of oceanographic data obtained by JARPA 
surveys has allowed for the study of temporal changes in 
environmental conditions. It is important to link JARPA 
oceanographic observations with the monitoring by other in 
situ observation projects (Argo, IPY, etc.) and satellite 
observations. In order to contribute to research of the 
Southern Ocean, it is also important to make the JARPA 
oceanographic data available internationally. Development 
of all aspects of Southern Ocean research adds to the 
understanding and improved management of all marine 
resources in the area. 

7. OTHER RESULTS 

7.1 Stock structure of humpback whales 
SC/D06/J31 used biopsy ' samples from 411 humpback 
whales obtained during JARPA a!ld the IOCR/SOWER 
cruises to describe their genetic population structure in parts 
of the Antarctic feeding grounds. Samples were obtained 
from the IWC management Areas ill (n=81), IV (n=l72), V 
(n=97) and VI (n=61), and were examined for (i) sex 
determination; (ii) the sequence variation of the first 334bp 
nucleotides of the mtDNA control region; and (iii) genetic 
variation at the genotypes of ·six microsatellite loci. 
Duplicated samples were excluded from the analysis. The 
level of genetic diversity in the Antarctic was high for both 
genomes: the nucleotide diversity at the mtDNA was 
estimated at 0.0263 and the mean expected heterozygosity at 
the nuclear loci at 0. 7820 for the total samples. In general, 
results based on both mtDNA and microsatellites were 
similar and they suggest population structure among 
humpback whales in the Antarctic feeding grounds. These 
genetic results are consistent with the previous view based 
on non-genetic data that Areas m. N , V and VI are occupied 
by different populations. The most plausible pattern of 
structure in the Southern Hemisphere therefore is multiple 
breeding and feeding grounds ·with some degree of site 

fidelity. Marked differences were found EJetween whales in 
Areas IV and V for both mtDNA and microsatellites, and the 
same pattern was found for both sexes. Results of the other 
pair-wise comparisons among Areas showed more 
subdivisions in females than in males. A possible 
explanation for this is that the difference is due to the lower 
sample sizes for males in these comparisons. The possibility 
of intermingling of populations in bordering sectors cannot 
as yet be discarded and a comprehensive analysis that 
involves genetic data from low and high latitudes is 
recommended. 

The Workshop welcomed this paper. Hoelzel noted that 
some genetic data suggested the possibility of male-biased 
dispersal, but that further analyses would be required to 
assess this (including assignment tests). Pastene noted that 
in the case of Areas N and V, the Areas with the largest 
sample sizes, the pattern of genetic differentiation was the 
same for females and males for both mtDNA and 
microsatellites, based on the analyses undertaken to date. 
The Workshop was reminded that at the 2006 meeting, the 
Scientific Committee endorsed the Hobart workshop 
recommendation that every effort be made for scientists .to 
share data from low and high latitude and carry out DNA 
analyses under the IWC Data Availability Access protocol 
(IWC, 2007a). Such co-operative analyses would allow for 
a more comprehensive study of stock structure of humpback 
whales of Breeding Stocks D, E and F (see IWC, 2007a). 

7.2 Other 
SC/D06/J08 presented a brief review of genetic studies on 
southern dwarf minke whale. Prior to the JARPA surveys, 
dwarf minke whales were believed to be only found between 
7-41 •s. However, the distribution of the JARPA catches in 
Areas IV and V was mainly between 55-62°S (one animal 
was caught at 65°S), showing that the dwarf minke whale 
can be found, very rarely, much further south than that 
indicated by the previous data. A total of 16 dwarf minke 
whales was sampled by JARPA and these animals were 
examined genetically with the purpose to investigate their 
relationship to the southern 'ordinary'minke whale and to 
minke whales in the Northern Hemisphere. Early studies 
showed that the level of mtDNA differences between the 
southern m.inke whale 'forms' was large and similar to that 
found between the 'ordinary' minke whales and Northern 
Hemisphere minke whales. Phylogenetic analyses showed 
that the dwarf minke whale was more closely related to 
Northern Hemisphere minke whales than it was to the 
southern 'ordinary' minke whale. In 1993, the Scientific 
Committee recommended the inclusion of the dwarf minke 
whaie in the Schedule, so that catch limits for Antarctic 
minke whales recognise the distinction between the two 
'forms'. The genetic analysis undertaken. with JARPA 
samples greatly assisted the taxonomic review of minke 
whales conducted by Rice (1998) who confirmed the 
existence of two species, the larger ('ordinary') Antarctic 
minke whale confined to the Southern Hemisphere, and the 
smaller, common minke whale distributed in both 
hemispheres. The distribution of dwarf minke whales and 
Antarctic minke whales overlap partially in the feeding 
grounds; the former is-considered by some authors as a sub
species of the common minke whale. More recent studies 
have revealed genetic structure in dwarf minke whales in the 
Southern Hemisphere (Pastene et al., 2007). 

The Workshop recognised the important contribution of 
the genetic analyses of dwarf minke whale samples from 
JARPA to the understanding of the phylogenetic 
relationships among minke whales fro!ll different ocean 
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basins. Genetic results had contributed to the taxonomic 
review of minke whales conducted by Rice (1998) that 
confrrmed the existence of two species of minke whales, the 
Antarctic minke whale and the common minke whale. 
Hoelzel suggested that the apparent paraphyly of dwarf 
minke whales should be investigated further, and suggested 
that if further supported, it may have implications for the 
taxonomic classification· of dwarf minke whales, including 
the possibility of parallel evolution in different ocean basins. 
Pastene responded that discussion on classification of the 
common minke whale (including the dwarf minke whale) 
should await the completion of ongoing morphometric and 
morphological studies, as well analyses based on nuclear 
DNA. Finally it was noted that only one of the dwarf minke 
whales sampled by JARPA was sampled in more southerly 
latitudes. 

SC/D06/J32 presented an overview of other JARPA 
results. JARPA systematically collected a comprehensive 
data/sample set over a long time period in order to conduct 
studies related to the four objectives of the programme. 
Samples collected by both the lethal and non-lethal 
components of JARPA have also been used in several 
studies with different objectives than the four objectives of 
the programme. The paper presented an overview of these 
studies. They have contributed to knowledge of whales 
primarily in three areas: reproductive physiology of 
Antarctic minke whale, taxonomy and phylogenetic 
relationships among · large whales and distribution and 
movement of baleen whales. 

In discussion, the Workshop recognised the contribution 
of JARPA research to other aspects of whale biology, 
genetics, movement and distribution. Danfelsd6ttir noted 
that several co-operative studies have been conducted 
successfully between ICR scientists and international 
scientists. She also noted that DNA data from minke whales 
sampled from JARPA were included in the Japanese DNA 
register for large whales and that this represented a 
potentially useful scientific tool, aside from its use in 
management. Matsuoka commented that in addition, in situ 
observation projects (Argo, IPY, etc.) and satellite 
observations are being conducted. 

8. OVERVIEW OF RESULTS IN THE CONTEXT OF 
THE STATED OBJECTIVES OF THE JARPA 
PROGRAMME ANI> OF STOCK MANAGEMENT 
Although the Terms of Reference (TOR) specified this 
overview to include how well the initial and revised 
objectives of the research had been met, it was inevitable 
that the discussions at the Workshop would give rise to 
suggestions for further and/or refined analyses. Thus it was 
unclear whether or not the conclusions of the Committee 
under this component of the TOR should or should not await 
consideration of the results of further analyses. 

8.1 Contribution to rninke whale management 
The Workshop noted that the Southern Ocean Sanctuary 
established in 1994 covers most of the Antarctic waters 
south of 40°S and all of the waters to the south of 60°S; 
within the Sanctuary, commercial whaling is prohibited 
although the Government of Japan has an objection with 
respect to Antarctic minke whales. If catch limits were to be 
set at some time in the future, the present approach the 
Scientific Committee has agreed to use for providing advice 
to the Commission on commercial whaling catch limits is 
that specified by the RMP. When it last considered this issue 
in 1997, the Committee agreed to the statement below. 

The results from the JARPA programme. while not required for 
management under the RMP, have the potential to improve 
management of minke whales in the Southern Hemisphere in the 
following ways: (!) reductions in the current set of plausible 
scenarios considered in lmplemefltation Simulation Trials; and (2) 
identification of new scenarios to which future Implemenration 
Simulation Trials wm have to be developed (e.g. the temporal 
component of stock structure). The results of analyses of JARPA data 
could be used in this way perhaps to increase the allowed catch of 
minke whales in the Southern Hemisphere, without increasing 
depletion risk above the level indicated by the existing 
Implementation Simulation Trials of the RMP for these minke 
whales. 

The present Workshop concurred with that view. 
In its discussions of possible contributions to 

management, the 1997 Workshop also referred to: (1) 
questions about long-term changes in abundance of minke 
whales in Areas IV and V; (2) elucidation of the role of 
minke whales in the Antarctic ecosystem (including the 
possible 'krill surplus' model); (3) elucidation of the effect 
of environmental change on cetaceans and variation of 
minke whale biological parameters; and (4) elucidation of 
stock structure to improve management. Progress and 
conclusions on the,se are considered below. 

8 .I .I Stock structure 
The issue of stock structure is fundamental to the analyses 
of the data collected under J ARPA, the interpretation of the 
results and a view of whether it has reached its stated aims 
and objectives. As noted in 1997, the Scientific Committee 
at that time had no clear definition of a 'stock' in a 
management context. Despite · the ongoing work of the 
Working Group on Stock Definition, the Committee is still 
not in a position to provide such a definition, although it 
recognises that any definition has to be linked to the 
management implications of such a definition, particularly 
wiih respect to feeding areas. This is being investigated as 
part of the Committee's Testing of Spatial Structure Models 
(TOSSM) project. In an RMP context, the approach has 
been to use the available data· to establish 'plausible' 
hypotheses and to examine the management implications of 
these in the context of Implementation Simulation Trials. 
Given this background, it is not surprising that the 
Workshop cannot conclude that this issue has been resolved 
for Antarctic minke whales in the JARPA research area at 
the present time; however, it recognises that considerable 
progress has been made in addressing the issue of stock 
structure since the 1997 review. For example, the Workshop 
agreed that there are at least two stocks of Antarctic minke 
whales present in the JARPA research area and that the data 
suggest an area of transition in the region around 150-165°E 
within which there is an as yet undetermined level and range 
of mixing. The Workshop has made a number of suggestions 
and recommendations for future work (see Item 3). The 
results of this additional work will have major implications 
for determining the level to which the programme will meet 
its other objectives. It is also clear that this work is essential 
to any future Implementation Review under the RMP. 

8 .1 .2 Stock abundance and trends 
Information on stock structure is also important for the 
interpretation of abundance and trend information obtained 
during surveys on feeding grounds. As stressed earlier in the 
report, such surveys provide information on numbers of 
animals (and trends in those numbers) within a geographical 
area. Information on abundance and trends in abundance is 
relevant to aspects of all of the objectives of J ARPA 
including the estimation of biological P!ll'ameters and 
changes in those over time, and the role of whales in the 
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Antarctic ecosystem. At the 1997 Workshop it had been 
agreed that more research was needed to develop a reliable 
method to use the JARPA data to obtain estimates of 
absolute abundance and trends. 

There are general unresolved issues related to estimating 
abundance and trends in these waters that apply not only to 
the JARPA data but also to the IDCRJSOWER data that 
require further ~ork by the Committee. Given that, it is not 
surprising that the Workshop has not developed agreed 
estimates of abundance and trend for Antarctic minke 
whales in the JARPA research area at the present time; 
however, it recognises that considerable progress has been 
made in addressing the issues related to abundance and 
trends and provided the recommendations given under Item 
2 are followed, the Committee should soon be able to agree 
estimates. The Workshop draws attention to its comments on 
the confidence intervals surrounding the preliminary 
estimates of trends presented that suggest that even the 
revised estimates may only be able to detect very major 
changes in the abundance of animals using the JARPA area 
over long time periods. The implications of this latter 
finding for addressing the other objectives (e.g. biological 
parameter estimation) require further investigation. The 
abundance estimates will be valuable for any future 
Implementation Review under the RMP. 

8.13 Estimation of biological (life history) parameters to 
improve the stock management of the Southern 
Hemisphere minke whale 
As noted above, issues of stock structure are directly 
relevant to the question of biological parameter estimation. 
The 1997 review had noted that the information from 
JARPA had set the stage for answering many questions 
about long tenn changes in minke whales in the JARPA 
research area and .had recommended that biological 
parameters be analysed by stocks. Some advance towards 
that had been made at the present Workshop in that estimates 
had been presented for one possible hypothesis based on the 
stock structure analyses undertaken thus far; in accordance 
with a Committee recommendation made in 2006. However, 
further work will be required as progress is made with 
respect to stock structure and mixing in accordance with the 
recommendations made under Item 3. Given that 
background and notwithstanding further comments below, 
the Workshop cannot conclude that this objective has been 
fully met at present; however, the Workshop acknowledged 
that considerable effort had been put into attempting to 
obtain agreed estimates of biological parameters (and 
changes in these over time) for one stock structure 
hypothesis. In discussion of the analyses presented at this 
Workshop, the Workshop agreed that no marked trends in 
life history parameters were found for the JARPA period. 
However, problems were identified with the age data for the 
commercial period and for this reason, there were differing 
views on the reliability of estimates of historical trends in 
life history and population parameters prior to the JARPA 
period. It was also noted that the confidence intervals 
around the estimates of natural mortality estimated from the 
JARPA data alone spanned such a wide range that the 
parameter remains effectively unknown at present (narrower 
confidence intervals were estimated for the ADAPT-VPA 
analysis but this relies on commercial age data). The 
Workshop agreed that every effort should be made to try to 
resolve the issue of the commercial age data as this has 
important implications as to how well the objectives of the 
programme can be met. 

8.2 Elucidation of the role of whales in the marine 
ecosystem 
At the 1997 Workshop, it had been noted that the data on 
body condition and biological parameters should result in a 
better understanding of the status of Antarctic minke whales 
in the research area and be useful to test hypotheses related 
to aspects of the 'krill surplus' model. The importance of · 
understanding the feeding ecology of Antarctic minke 
whales has been recognised by the Committee and formed 
an important part of its SOWER 2000 programme (IWC, 
2000b). The importance of but the inherent difficulties in 
ecosystem modelling are also recognised by the Committee 
(IWC, 2004a; 2007a). The Committee has long been unable 
to reach agreement on interspecific competition among 
baleen whales in the Antarctic, particularly with respect to 
the so-called 'krill surplus' model. The Committee 
welcomed the oceanographic and krill-related work 
undertaken since the 1997 Workshop. The Workshop also 
agreed that considerable relevant data had been collected by 
the JARPA programme on matters related to body condition 
and feeding. However, it is clear from the discussion under 
Item 5 that the simple nature of several of the analyses 
presented at the present Workshop means that relatively 
little progress has been made in addressing this objective, 
even allowing for the complexities of the subject. Issues 
related to the 'krill surplus' model remain as controversial as 
ever. The Workshop strongly recommended the 
establishment of an advisory group (Item 5.5) to ensure that 
the extensive dataset is used to its full potential and progress 
is made. It also agreed that it is essential that information on 
other krill predators as well as information on krill dynamics 
is incorporated into analyses of the role of whales in the 
ecosystem and notes that planned discussions in the 
IWC/CCAMLRjoint workshop would_assist in this. 

8.3 Environmental change 
At the 1997 Workshop, it was noted that the pollutant 
analyses undertaken by the JARPA programme should take 
into account the recommendations made at the 1995 IWC 
Workshop·on Chemical Pollutants and Cetaceans (Reijnders 
et al., 1999a). The Workshop welcomed the presentation of 
the pollutant analyses at this Workshop, although there was 
some disagreement over the implications of the results 
drawn by the authors (see Item 6.3.1). The Workshop also 
welcomed the oceanographic work presented, noting that in 
addition to its potential to assist in the ecosystem work, it 
also has the potential to contribute to other environmental 
monitoring programmes in the Antarctic. 

8.4 Scientific contributions of JARPA 
The JARPA project has generated extensive data that are 
available to IWC scientists through the 'data sharing 
agreement. The programme has also resulted in a number of 
publications in the IWC Journals and in other international 
peer-reviewed journals. Except for cruise reports and 
commentaries there have been 22 articles in Rep. int. Whal. 
Commn and J. Cetacean Res Manage., and 58 articles in 
English language journals. Of the latter, the majority is in 
the fields of physiology, reproduction and chemistry, 
while six articles are concerned with management. In 
addition a total of 182 scientific documents based on JARPA 
data have been presented to the IWC Scientific Committee 
meetings. 
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9. OVERVIEW OF RESULTS IN THE CONTEXT OF 
IWC RESOLUTIONS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The Workshop agreed that there was insufficient time to 
address these items and refers them to the Committee. 

10. OTHER MATTERS 

There were no other matters discussed. 

11. ADOPTION OF REPORT 

The report was adopted on 8 December 2006. The Chair 
thanked all of the participants for their co-operation and 
hard work and in particular the rapporteurs under Donovan. 
He also thanked the Goveriunent of Japan and the staff of 
ICR for the excellent facilities provided. The meeting 
expressed appreciation to the Chair for his usual firm but 
fair handling of the Workshop. 
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AnnexD 

List of JARPA Data Sets 

List of JARPA data sets, sighting data, biological data for Antarctic minke whales, genetic data for other large whales and 
environmental data collected by the JARPA in the period 1987/88-2004/05. 

Table! 

Sighting data. 

Total sample size 

I. Angle and distance experiment (number of experiments) 6,426 
2. Jce edge line 30 
3. Photo·ID, humpback whale (number of photographs) 502 
4. Photo-JD, right whale (number of photographs) 243 
5. Photo·ID, blue whale (number of photographs) !53 
6. Sighting data (number of schools) 48,600 
7. Survey effort data (searching distance ofSV and SSVs in n.miles) 293,811 
8. Weather data (number of observations of weather) 94,840 

Table II 

Biological data (Antarctic minke whale). 

Male Female Total 

9. Age 3,626 3,151 6,777 
!0. Blubber thickness (3 pointll4 points) 3,626 3,151 6,777 
II. Body length 3,626 3,151 6,777 
12. Body proportion 3,626 3,151 6,777 
13. jlodyweight 3,466 3,025 6,491 
14. Catching date 3,627 3,151 6,778 
IS. Catching location 3,627 3,151 6,778 
16. Corpora a/bicantia and lu.tea (number) 3,151 3,151 
17. Diatom film 3,626 3,151 6,777 
18. Discovery-type marks recovery 3,626 3,151 6,777 
19. Foetus, body length 1,876 
20. Foetus, body weight 1,876 
21. Foetus, number 3,151 3,151 
22. Foetus, sex 1,876 
23. Freshness of stomach contents 3,626 3,151 6,777 
24. Girth 3,626 3,151 6,777 
25. Lactation condition 2,064 2,064 
26. Main prey in stomach contents 3,626 3,151 6,777 
27. Maturity stage 3,626 3,151 6,777 
28. Mitochondrial DNA control region sequences 555 499 1,054 
29. Mitochondrial DNA RFLP~derived haplotype distribution 3,627 3,151 6,7?8 
30. Nuclear DNA microsatellite (61oci), minke whale 3 ,389 2,881 6,270 
31. Organ weights 606 512 1,118 
32. Parasites, external occurrence record 3,626 3,151 6,777 
33. Parasites1 internal occurrence receird 3,626 3,151 6,777 
34. Physical maturity 3,531 3,068 6,599 
35. Sex 3,627 3,15 1 6,778 
36. Skull (length and breadth) 3,626 3,151 6,777 
37. Stomach contents (IWS format) 3,626 3,151 6,777 
38. Stomach contents weight 3,626 3,151 6,777 
39. Testis weight 3,626 3,626 
40. Transition phase 3,626 3,151 6,777 

Tablelll 

DNA data available for other large whales (obtained from biopsy sampling). 

Number of targeted individuals 

Male Female Total 

41. Mitochondrial DNA control region sequences, blue whale 22 
42. Mitochondrial DNA Control region sequences1 fin whale 28 
43. Mitochondrial DNA control region sequences, humpback whale 176 166 342 
44. Mitochondrial DNA control region sequences, sei whale I 
45. Mitochondrial DNA control region sequences, right whale 36 
46. Nuclear DNA microsatellite (6 loci) humpback whale 176 166 342 
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Table lV 

Environmental data. 

47. Heavy metals (liver) 
48. Heavy metals (stomach contents) 
49. Marine debris (stomach contents) 
50. Organochlorine (blubber) 

51. Organochlorine compounds (air) 
52. Organochlorine compounds (sea water) 
53. Marine debris (sighting survey) 
54. Temperature (XBT survey) 
55. Temperature and salinity (XCfD survey) 
56. Temperature and salinity (CfD survey) 
57. Temperature and salinity (EPCS survey, days) 
58. Echo sounder (krill distribution, days) 

In addition, there is the dataset from the RV /Kaiyo Maru 
Antarctic Ross sea survey in 2004/05): 

(l) NaYigation data 

(2) Field note 

(a) Noon position 
(b) Climate and sea 
(c) Iceberg 

(3) Climate and sea satellite information 

(a) Climate 
(b) Sea ice 

( 4) Survey point field book 

(5) Physical environment data 

(a) Data Excel CSV 
(b) Raw data/ADCP 

(i) CTD/Parm . 
(ii) Report 
(iii) EPCS 
(iv) XBT 
(v) XCTD 

Number of individuals 

Male Female Total 

921 151 1,072 
67 33 100 

3,626 3,151 6,777 
Ill 2 113 

Number of samples 

4 
4 

255 
916 
915 
499 

1,307 
612 

(6) Chemical environment data 

(7) Primary production data 

(8) Acoustic surv-ey 

(i) Acoustic export/track 
(ii) Checked 

(a) ekset/1999-2000 krill/daily backup 

- 2001 Tangaroa 
- Backup 
- Daily backup 

(b) SA map CSV 

(9) Biological data 

(a) Fish 
(b) Krill 
(c) Salpa 
(d) Squid 

(10) RMT 
· (a) Sample photos 

(b) Total field note 

(11) Sighting data 

Annex E 

Objectives of JARPA 

ORIGINAL OBJECTIVES OF JARPA (IWC, 1988, 
p.l39) 

Objective 1. Estimation of biological parameters to 
improve the stock management of the Sozuhem · 
Hemisphere minke whale 
According to the original proposal, the main reason for the 
failure of the SC to recommend an agreed catc.h limit for the 
Antarctic minke whale stock in 1980s had been that its 
members were not able to reach agreement on the value of 
natural mortality coefficient and its age-specific patterns. 
The proposal stated that its primary purpose was to estimate 
the age-specific natural mortality coefficient through 

stochastic sampling, which was carried out in combination 
with systematic sighting surveys. The programme was also 
designed to try to estimate reproductive parameters and their 
changes based on the same samples as well as stochastic 
changes in stock size. 

Objective 2. Elucidation of the role of whales in the 
Antarctic marine ecosystem. 
The reason for the establishment of Objective 2 was based 
on the consideration that the most important need to 
understand the Antarctic ecosystem was the collection of 
data on the prey-predator relationship among krill, fish, 
squid and whales. The global scientific interest in the 
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Antarctic ecosystem had been growing, as reflected in the 
creation of the Convention on the Conservation of Antarctic 
Marine Living Resources (CCAMLR). 

The plan of original research programme was reviewed 
during the 1987 Annual Meeting (IWC, 1988) and the plan 
for the feasibility study was reviewed at a Special Meeting 
in December 1987 (IWC, 1989). After the completion of the 
feasibility study, the Japan retained the ·same two objectives 
but noted it would amend ' the original plan to: include 
monitoring of recruitment among the main subjects of the 
study; shorten the interval between sampling years; and 
conduct sUiveys using line transect methods. 

Results from the permit studies are reviewed each year 
and comments can be found in the Scientific Committee 
reports. A major mid-term review was held in 1997 (IWC, 
1998). . 

ADDITIONS/CHANGES TO THE OBJECTIVES 

An additional objective was added for the 1995/96 season. 

Objective 3. Elucidation of the effect of environmental 
change on cetaceans 
Japan added this objective in response to two Commission 
Resolutions in 1994: 1994-13 Resolution on research on 
environmenial change and whale stocks (IWC, 1995b); and 
1994-12 Resolution on promotion of research related to 
conservation of large whale stocks in the Southern Ocean 
(IWC, 1995a). Some work on this new objective had been 
carried out under the original objective 2. . 

A further (and final) objective was added for the 1996/97 
season. 

Objective 4. Elucidation of the stock structure of the 
Southern Hemisphere minke whales to improve stock 
management. 
Japan added this objective (the topic was already included in 
the original Objective 1), as a consequence of the increased 
importance of this topic to the proper estimation of 
biological parameters and for the implementation of the 
RMP to the Antarctic minke whales. 
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AnnexF 

A review of the coverage of strata and the sequence of surveys 
relative to the iCe edge during J ARPA 

Paul R. Wade 

Note: A longer version of this Annex was developed 
towards the end of the Workshop. There was insufficient 
time to discuss this (or this Annex) during the Workshop (see 
/tem23 of the report). 

INTRODUCTION 

Matsuoka et al. (2006) provides detailed maps showing 
achieved trackline effort (same for all species) during the 
JARPA surveys in Areas IV and V. The logistics are complex 
since the surveys attempted to cover the complete area from 
60°S to the ice edge by a Sighting Vessel (SV) and by 
Sighting and Sampling Vessels (SSV) working in close 
association. Effort was divided between a southern stratum 
(ice edge to 45 n.miles north of the ice edge) and a northern 
stratum (from the southern stratum north to 60°S). The ice 
edge was usually retreating south during the time period of 

the surveys (typically December to March) which 
sometimes meant that the location of the ice edge had 
changed between the time a northern stratum was surveyed 
and the time the southern stratum below it was surveyed. 
The density of minke whales is thought to have some 
association with the ice edge, so good coverage of the ice 
edge strata is important to the abundance estimates 
calculated from JARPA data. For example, in SC/D06/J6, 
approximately 40-50% of the abundance estimates ·for 
minke whales calculated in Areas IV and V over the period 
of JARPA comes from the southern strata (e.g. Tables 1-h 
and 1-i), even though the southern strata were typically 
much smaller than the northern strata. 

This review is based on figs 1-30 in Appendix 4 of 
Matsuoka et al. (2006). Some evaluations were made 
subjectively from the figures, and the evaluation should be 
confirmed and improved by quantitative analysis of the 
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survey data. However, this subjective evaluation was all that 
was possible in the time available at the workshop. The 
evaluations are given in Table 1 and independent checking 
can be undertaken intersessionall y. · 

A summary of my interpretation of these results is 
included in the main report under Item 2.3. 

EXPLANATION OF COLUMNS IN THE TABLE 

(1) IESC (Ice edge strata coverage) 
SC/D06/J2 (fig. 2) shows the 'ideal' method of trackline 
design for the ice edge strata: one transect due north from 
the ice edge for 45 n.miles followed by a transect at an angle 
designed to intersect the ice edge again 4 ° longitude further 
to the east or the west. However, the maps in Matsuoka et al. 
(2006) show that these ideal tracklines could not always be 
accomplished in practice. I have subjectively evaluated (for 
SV and SSV separately) whether: the tracklines provided 
complete coverage from the ice edge to the northern 
boundary of the stratum; there were significant gaps in 
coverage from east to west; and the sawtooth pattern was 
accomplished as planned. The evaluation is expressed as 
high (H), medium (M), or low (L), where the goal was to 
evaluate whether coverage appeared to be >75% (H), 50-
75% (M), or <50% (L), with additional consideration given 
to as to whether a sawtooth pattern extending from the ice 
edge to the northern boundary was successfully 
accomplished. 

(2) NSC (Northern strata coverage) 
Coverage was evaluated subjectively from inspection to be 
high (>75%), medium (50-75%), or low (<50%). 

(3) IE main (Main months in which ice edge stratum 
was covered) 
This lists the 'main' months that the ice edge strata were 
covered where 'main' is taken as a month that appeared to 
have more than 20% of the survey coverage, so effort in a 
month that appeared to be less than that was not recorded 
here. It provides some information on temporal changes in 
coverage of survey strata from north to south. For Area V, 
the Ross Sea is also given in parentheses. 

(4) Strata order (Order strata were surveyed) 
This lists the order in which the survey strata were surveyed 
in each year. It provides information on potential shifts' in 
the timing of the survey of the ice edge strata. 

(5) Ave order (Average order of survey of the southern 
strata) 
This takes the order (1 to 5 for Area IV or 1 to 4 for Area V) 
given in the previous column and simply calculates what I 
have termed the 'average order' in which the southern strata 
(SE and SW) were surveyed. As an example, if the survey 
order in Area IV was SE-NE-SW-PB-NW, then the average 
order would be calculated as: 

(1 [since SE was surveyed first]+ 3 [since SW was surveyed 
third]) ~ 2 (two southern strata were surveyed) = 2 

I have calculated this to try to make it easier to see patterns 
in the timing of the survey of the ice edge. 

. (6) IESW and IESW (Ice extent in the western and 
eastern strata) 
There is considerable variability in the extent of ice that 
occurred along the continent in different surveys that may 
reflect inter-annual variability in ice conditions and/or the 
timing of the survey. This column lists my subjective view 
of the amount of ice as either: H (high) for a year in which 
much of the extent of ice extended more than 2° latitude 
from the continent; L (low) for a year in which considerable 
stretches of the continent appeared ice-free; or M (medium) 
for a year in which the ice extent was less than 2° latitude 
but there were no large ice free stretches along the continent. 
However, for the Ross Sea (the SE stratum in Area V): H is 
for a year in which it had little ice-free area; L is for a year 
in which most of the width of the stratum was ice-free and 
the ice-free area extended south to at least 76°S; and M is 
intermediate. 

(7) Comments 
In some years a gap was left between the southern and 
northern strata which was left unsurveyed. This appeared to 
happen particularly in years in which the northern stratum 
was surveyed first, such that when the ice edge stratum was 

Table 1 

Summary of survey coverage during JARPA. For explanation of column beadings see text. 

(!)!ESC 
- - - (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (6) (7) 

Year SSV SV NSC IE main Strata order Ave order IESW !ESE Comments 

Area IV 
1989/90 M M Jan. SE-NE-SW-PB-NW 2 M M No SVdata 
1991192 M H H Jan./Feb. NE-SE-SW-PB-NW 2.5 M M No SV data inN strata , 
1993/94 M M H DecJJan. SE-NE-SW-PB-NW 2 M H 
1995/96 L L M Jan. SW-NW-PB-NE-SE 3 H M Gap within SW. SV and SSV strata in Ware 'different 
1997/98 M M H Jan./Feb. NW-SE-NE-SW-PB 3 M M Prydz Bay iced up at time of survey 
1999/00 L L H Feb./Mar. NW-NE-SE-SW-PB 3.5 L L Gap between NW and SW 
2001/02 M L H Feb. NW-NE-SE-SW-PB 3.5 M L Gap between NW and SW and between NE and SE 
2003/04 H H H Feb. NW-NE-SE·SW-PB 3.5 L L Gap between NW and SW 

No SSV data in west part of SW 

AreaV 
1990/91 M H Jan. (Feb.) SW-NW-SE-NE 2 H L Gap between NE and SE (in Ross Sea). No SV data 

NoN-S transects in ice edge stratum 
1992/93 M M H Jan./Feb. (Feb./Mar.) NE-SW-NW-SE 3 L L Gap between NE and SE (in NE stratum) 
1994/95 M M H DecJJan. (Feb./Mar.) SW-NW-NE-SE 2.5 H L 
1996/97 M M H Jan./Feb. (Feb./Mar.) NE·SW-NW-SE 3 M L 
1998/99 H H L Feb. (Mar.) NE-NW-SW-SE 3.5 L H Only year with sawtooth design in Ross Sea due to high ice 
2000/01 M M H Mar. (Jan./Feb.) NE-SE-NW-SW 3 M M Gap in eastern part of SW 
2002/03 L L H Mar. (Jan./Feb.) NE-SE-NW-SW 3 M H No sawtooth design in SW, little open water in Ross Sea 
2004/05 L L L Mar. (JanJFeb.) NE-SE-NW-SW 3 M L 
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surveyed later, the ice edge had retreated and was further 
south, and therefore the northern boundary of the southern 
stratum (extending 45 n.miles north of the ice edge) still fell 
far short of the southern boundary of the northern stratum. 
This column also includes information on whether data were 
missing, if there were east to west gaps in survey coverage 
within a stratum, and other changes in survey conditions or 
coverage. 
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Annex G 

Apparent trends in various minke whale parameters obtained 
from a variety of studies 
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DRAFT SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE HANDBOOK October 2009 

2 INTRODUCTION 

The Scientif ic Committ ee was established by the Commission in 1950. This in part is a reflection of Article IV of 

the Convention t hat refers to scientif ic research and the publicat ion of results, stat ist ics and reports and in 

part a ref lect ion of Article V2 of t he Convention t hat states that inter alia Schedule amendments ' ... shall be 

based on scient if ic f indi ngs ... .'.' It has met each year since t hen (Appendix 1}. 

The Scient if ic Committee was established in accordance wit h the Commission's Rule of Procedure M1 and its 

general terms of reference are given in Rule M42
• 

The Rules of Procedure (ROP) of the Scientif ic Committee are decided by t he Commission and published each 

year in the Annual Report of the Commission as well as being available on the Commission's website'. 

This document has been developed to provide a relat ively simple explanation of t he work of the Scientif ic 

Committee and its procedures and to be of value for scient ists and non-scient ists alike. It is intended to be a 

living document, regula rly updated and incorporated into the IWC website. 

3 PLACE IN THE COMMISSION SYSTEM 

The Scientif ic Committ ee is one of four Committees established by t he Commission, t he others being the 

Finance and Administ rat ion Committee, the Technical Committee and the Conservation Committee (see Fig. 

1). Formally, the Scientif ic Committee reports direct ly to the Commission (which considers the Committee's 

report under appropriate items under its plenary agenda) but in practice, some relevant sections of its report 

are f irst reported to otliler bod ies of the Commission, depending on their Agendas (see Table 1}. The Technical 

Committee has not met for several yea rs but when it did meet t he Scientific Committ ee used to provide advice 

on inter alia commercial whaling catch limit s. The broad Scientif ic Committee agenda is determ ined each year 

by the Commission wh en it discusses a work plan proposed by the Scientif ic Committee. If other Commission 

bodies require t he advice of the Scientif ic Committee then they may request this via the Commission. 

Occasionally, indiv idual Commissioners ask t he Committee for advice and t his is dealt with if t ime permits; 

however, priority is given to it ems agreed by the full Commission. 

Table 1 

Recent examples of the Scientific Committee first reporting to other bodies of the Commission 

Commission body Scientific Committee items 
Aboriginal subs istence whaling sub-committee Aboriginal subsistence whaling management procedure 

advice on aboriginal subsistence whaling catch limits 
Budgetary sub-committee Research fund proposals 
Conservation Committee Ship strikes 

FinanCle and Administration Committee Rules of Procedure changes 

1 
The Full Convention text can be found at http://www.iwcoffice.org/ commission/convention.htm#convention 

2 http://www.iwcoffice.org/commission/procedure.htm 
3 http://www.iwcoffice.org/commission/procedure.htm#scientific 

2 

(AWMP), 

http://iwcoffice.org/_documents/sci_com/handbook/SciComHandbook.pdf
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Table 6 

Workshops and intersessional meetings planned for 2008/09. 

Subject Agenda item Venue Dates Steering Group 

SOWER cruise: planning meeting and future Annex G, App. 2 Tokyo Ql2 
SOWER abundance estimates Workshop Annex G, Item I 0.1 St. Andrews 

26-29 Sep. 2008 
Apr. 2009 QJ3 

IWC/CCAMLR Workshop on ecosystem modelling Annex K I, Item 1.2 Tasmania Aug. 2008 Q28 
Pollution 2000+ Phase II seeping group meeting Annex K, App. 4 TBA Feb. 2009 Q25 
Climate change Workshop Annex K, App. 3 Siena Spring2009 Q23 
Workshop on Greenland fisheries Annex E, Item 3.3 Copenhagen Spring 2009 Ql 
Technical A WMP meeting Annex E, Item 3.3 TBA Late 2008 Ql 
Second North Atlantic fin whale Implementation Workshop Atwex D, Item 4 TBA Spring2009 Q2 
MSYR review Workshop Annex D,ltem 4 TBA Spring2009 Q3 
Pre-meeting RMP (early start) Annex D Madeira 2 day pre-meeting Q 
Pre-rneetingAWMP(early start) Annex E Madeira 2 day pre-meeting Ql 
Meeting of Large-Scale Whalewatching (La WE) Steering Group AnnexM,ltem21 Aberdeen lntersessionally Q30 
Workshop on humpback whale population modelling Annex H, App. 4 TBA lntersessionally Q7 
JARPN II Review Workshop Annex P, Item 17.2 Spring 2009 Spring 2009 Q34 
MPA Workshop Raised in Plenary Hawaii Mar. 2009 NIA 

the new Committee procedure for such reviews (see Item 
17.4 and Annex P). According to the agreed procedure, the 
Committee Chair shall at an Annual Meeting establish a 
Standing Steering Group (SSG). The main Terms of 
Reference (ToR) for the SSG is to give advice to the Chair 
regarding independent experts to the specialist review 
workshop. The Committee discussed different approaches 
to nomination of the SSG. After considerable discussion 
and recognition of the importance of fairness and 
experience, the Committee agrees that the SSG should be 
composed of the four most recent chairs of the Committee. 
This will ensure that SSG members have the respect of the 
full Committee and that they have a broad oversight of the 
work of the Committee. . 

17.3 Improving the Committee's procedure for 
reviewing scientific permit proposals 
Last year, the Committee agreed on a process for reviewing 
new proposals and, in principle, to periodic and final 
reviews of existing proposals (IWC, 2008m, pp.351-52). 
The Committee also agreed to discuss further details on the 
latter aspect at this year's meeting. 

An intersessional correspondence group chaired by 
· DeMaster discussed necessary additions to Annex P to 
make it applicable to periodic and fmal reviews. The 
intersessional correspondence !iroup amended Annex P. 
However, some diverging views were noted, e.g. regarding 
the schedule for submission of documents and holding the 
expert Workshop. Therefore, it was left to this meeting of 
the Committee to develop a time schedule of events and 
agree on the final wording. A small group developed a 
schedule of events and a draft text for review of special 
permit research results. The schedule of events is now 
incorporated as table 1 in the revised Annex P. 

T!J.e Committee agrees the new procedure for the review 
of Scientific Permit Proposals and Research Results from 
Existing and Completed Permits (see Annex P) and 
recommends this to the Commission. The Committee 
agrees that the forthcoming review of JARPN II will be the 
first test of this procedure, and that the text may be 
adjusted based on the experience gained by that review. 
The Committee is aware of the ongoing process in the 
Commission regarding the future of the IWC. It notes that 
the agreed procedure might therefore be subject to changes 
subsequent to any Commission decision on the use of 

ICRW Article VITI. In addition, the Committee agrees that 
it would not discuss ongoing permit results in the years 
between periodic reviews; rather it would merely note short 
annual reports provided by those undertaking the permit 
research. 

18. WHALE SANCTUARIES 

No new proposals for sanctuaries.were received. 

19. RESEARCH AND WORKSHOP PROPOSALS 
AND RESULTS 

Table 6 lists the proposed intersessional meetings and 
workshops. Financial implications and further details are 
dealt with under Item 22. 

Results from IWC funded projects are dealt with under 
the relevant Agenda Items. 

19.1 Review proposals for 2008/09 
The Committee was informed about an upcoming 
conference· on Marine Protected Areas and marine 
mammals being held in March 2009. It will address a 
number of issues relevant to the Committee's work and is 
discussed further under Item 22. 

20. COMMITI'EE PRIORITIES AND INITIAL 
AGENDA FOR THE 2009 MEETING 

At this year's Scientific Committee meeting, 13 sub
committees (including Standing Working Groups) were 
established. The number of available sessions for sub
committee deliberations was 84 over a seven-day peri.od, 
based on three concurrent sub-committee meetings for each 
of four work sessions per day, starting at approximately 
08:30 and ending typically at 18:00. Iri addition, this 
allowed for several ad hoc working groups to meet in the 
evening, typically from 18:15 to approximately 21:00, and 
for occasional longer sessions of sub-committees beyond 
the scheduled 18:00 fmish time. However, because of the 
inability to schedule certain sub-committees opposite other 
sub-committees only 79 of the possible sessions could be 
scheduled. This meeting schedule was only possible due to 
the seventh day for sub-committees this year, and this 
schedule proved efficient as it allowed for rapporteurs and 
ad hoc working groups to work during the evening. The 
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Annex P 

Process for the Review of Special Permit Proposals and 
Research Results from Existing and Completed Permits 

1. SUBMISSION OF PROPOSALS 

New proposals should be submitted to the Chair of the 
Scientific Committee at least six months prior to the Annual 
Meeting at which they are to be discussed, following a pro 
fonna supplied by the Secretariat Proposers may request 
that the proposal remains confidential. The proposal shall be 
structured in the manner given below. 

(1) Objectives of the study: 
The objectives should: 

(a) be quantified to the extent possible; 
(b) be arranged into two or three categories, if appropriate: 

'Primary' , 'Secondary' and 'Ancillary'; 
(c) include a statement for each primary proposal as to 

whether it requires lethal sampling, non-lethal methods 
or a combination of both; 

(d) include a brief statement of the value of at least each 
primary objective in the context of the three following 
broad categories objectives 

(i) improve the conservation and management of 
whale stocks, 

(ii) improve the conservation and management of 
other living marine resources or the ecosystem of 
which the whale stocks are an integral part and/or, 

(iii) test hypotheses not directly related to the 
management of living marii\e resources; 

(e) include, in piuticular for d(i) and d(ii), at least for each 
primary objective, the contribution it makes to inter alia 

(i) past recommendations of the Scientific 
Committee, 

(ii) completion of the Comprehensive Assessment or 
in-depth assessments in progress or expected to 
occur in the future, 

(iii) the carrying out 'of Implementations or 
Implementation Reviews of the RMP or A WMP, 

(iy) improved understanding of other priority issues as 
identified in the Scientific Committee Rules of 
Procedure (IWC, 2006, p.180 ), 

( v) recommendations of other intergovernmental 
organisations. 

1 There are two existing ongoing permits. For JARPN II the review will 
take place in 2009. JARPA ll started in 2005/06 and the frrst six-year 
period will be finished in 2011/12. The periodic review will take place 
shortly after, for example Within 1-2 years. 

(2) Methods2 to address objectives: 
(a) Field methods, including: 

(i) species, number (and see (c) below), time-frame, 
area; 

(ii) sampling protocol for lethal aspects of the 
proposal; and 

(iii) an assessment of why non-lethal methods, methods 
associated with any ongoing commercial whaling, 
or· analyses of past data have been considered to be 
insufficient; 

(b) laboratory methods; 
(c) analytical methods, including estimates of statistical 

power where appropriate; 
(d) time frame with intermediary targets. 

(3) Assessment of potential effects of catches on the 
stocks involved: 
(a) A summary of what is known concerning stock structure 

in the area concerned; 
(b) the estimated abundance of the species or species, 

including methods used and an assessment of 
uncertainty, with a note as to whether the estimates have 
previously been considered by the Scientific 
Committee; 

(c) provision of the results of a simulation study on the 
effects of the permit takes on t)le stock that takes into 
account uncertainty and projects (1) for the expected 
life of the permit (i.e. n years); (2) for situations where 
the proposal is assumed to continue for (a) a further n 
years, (b) a further 2n years; and (c) some longer period 
of years since the start of the proposal. 

(4) A note on the provisions for co-operative research: 
(a) Field studies; 
(b) analytical studies. 

(5) A list of the scientists they propose to send to the 
intersessional review workshop. 

2. THE REVIEW PROCESS 

Intersessional specialist workshop 
The initial review of a new proposal, or interim and final 
reviews, shall take place at a small specialist workshop with 
a limited but adequate number of invited experts (who may 

2 Where novel or non-standard Jt?Cthods are proposed. sufficient 
information must be given to a11ow these to be properly examined. 
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or may not be present members of the Scientific 
Committee). A limited number of scientists associated with 
the proposal should attend the workshop in an advisory role, 
primarily to present the proposal and answer points of 
clarification. It is important that the composition of the 
specialist group is considered balanced and fair. The choice 
of experts shall be made by the Chair, Vice-Chair and Head 
of Science in conjunction with a Standing Steering Group 
(SSG) established by the Chair at an Annual Meeting, with 
special emphasis on the field and analytical methods 
provided in the proposal and estimation of the effect of 
catches on the stocks(s). The SSG shall be selected by the 
Chair, Vice-Chair and Head of Science, such that it 
represents an appropriate range of experience and expertise 
within the Scientific Committee. The selection process for 
the specialist group shall occur in the manner described 
below. A schedule of events for the review process is shown 
in Table 1. 

Procedure for review of new proposals 
The Chair shall 'circulate the proposal to the Vice-Chair, 
Head of Science and SSG, normally within 1 week of 
receipt. 

(I) The SSG shall examine the proposal and in particular 
the field and analytical methods and, normally within 2 
weeks, suggest names for consideration for the 
specialist group (if these experts are not members of the 
Committee they shall include a rationale for their 
choice) and the suggestions will be available to all SSG 
members. 

(2) The Chair, Vice-Chair and Head of Science will develop 
a proposed final list (with reserves) for consideration by 
the SSG within 2 weeks and begin the process of 
establishing the time and venue of the Workshop taking 
into account the availability of the proposed experts and 
the scientists associated with the proposal. 

(3) The SSG will send final comments within 1 week. 

Table I 

(4) The Chair, Vice-Chair and Head of Science will agree a 
final list (with reserves); the proposal (with a note 
concerning any restrictions) will be sent to the selected 
experts and reserves - the process thus far will have 
taken about 6 weeks since the proposal has been 
received. 

The Workshop will take place at least 100 days before the 
Annual Meeting. In addition to the selected experts it will 
include at least one of the Chair, Vice-Chair and Head of 
Science, one of whom shall chair the workshop. 

Terms of reference of the specialist workshop for review 
of new proposals 
The primary objective of the specialist workshop will be to 
review the proposal in the light .of the stated objectives 
following the guidelines in the pro forma provided by the 
Secretariat. In particular, the Workshop shall: 

(1) comment briefly on the perceived importance of the 
stated primary objectives from a scientific perspective 
and for the purposes of conservation and management, 
noting particularly its relevance to the work of the 
Scientific Committee; 

(2) provide advice and suggestions on components of the 
programme that might be achieved using non-lethal 
methods, irtcluding, where appropriate, power analyses 
and time-frames; · 

(3) determine whether the proposed field and analytical 
methods are likely to achieve the stated quantified 
objectives within the proposed time-frame, where 
appropriate, commenting on sample size and time-frame 
considerations; 

(4) provide advice on the likely effects of the catches on the 
stock or stocks involved under various scenarios of 
length of the programme - this will include inter alia 
examination of abundance estimates provided and may 
involve a different analysis to that provided in the 

Schematic schedule of events in the Scientific Committ~es process of (a) reviewing Special Permit proposals; and (b) periodic reviews of results from 
ongoing Special Penn it research and final results from completed Special Permit research. The dates shown in the tables are for illustrative purposes only 
assuming an Annual Meeting beginning on 1 June. 

(a) Review of Speoiai Permit proposals 
Receipt of Special Permit proP<>sal 
Distribute proposal to Vice Chair. Head of Science and SSG 
SSG suggest names for the Specialist Workshop 
Chair. Vice Chair and Head of Science develop list of Specialists and reserves 
Final comments from SSG 
Invitation and documents to Specialists 
Hold Workshop 
Final Workshop Report made available to Proponents 
Distribution of the Proposal, Workshop Report and comments from Proponents to the Committee 
Discussion and submission of documents to the Commission 

(b) Periodic and final reviews 
Inforination on likely analytical methods to be used in the documents to the Workshop 
Distribute documents to Vice Chair, Head of Science and SSG 
SSG suggest names for the Specialist Workshop 
Chair, Vice Chair and Head of Science develop Jist of Specialists and reserves 
Final comments from SSG 
Invitation and documents to Specialists 
Receipt and circulation of results/review documents from Special Pennit research 
Hold Workshop 
Final Workshop Report made available to ProP<>nents 
Distribution of result documents, Work,shop R:eport and comments from Proponents to the SC 
Discussion and submission of documents to the Commission 

Schedule of events 
?.§~~P!~it<it._I!)!~(M~.t!d!J!g~~~Sr;J 
I week 
2 weeks 
2 weeks 
i week 
I week 
~!~[~.iYiP!l~l~:~~liiii[LM.~Bf~iT~:-F~)JY:t[~;J 
> 80 days prior to Annual Meeting 

~~~~&~~tl~~1i1~~i~Et.~fiilli~~=sJ;KJD 
Schedule of events 
)J)!i""@ii@!ifJ9.:..~n~.!!.~f.M~\l!!g,(~j>:_!)?TT']J 
I week 
2 weeks 
2 weeks 
1 week 
1 week 

~~~!:~~;:i~~~t!;;b~3~'11 
> 80 days prior to Annual Meeting 

~~~>:w?~~·crr~~1l~2.ft[~1~11:~~~ 
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original proposal, including assumptions that shan: 
permit proposals may be projected further into the 
future; 

(5) review the proposed futermediary targets and suggest 
when an intermediate review or reviews should take 
place. 

Procedure for periodic and fmal reviews 
For ongoing research without a defmed fmal year, a periodic 
review shall take place in ·accordance with either the advice 
provided under Item (5) of the workshop to review new 
proposals or on the advice of a periodical review workshop 1 

and taking into account the availability of the proponents. 
The fmal review shall take place no later than three years 
after the final take under Special Permits. The periodic and 
final reviews shall be based on documents provided by the 
proposers and other members of the Scientific Committee 
six months before the Annual Meeting at which the 
Workshop report is to be presented. Information on the 
analytical methods likely to be used in documents presented 
to the Worksop that might assist with the selection of 
appropriate experts shall be circulated nine months before 
the Annual Meeting. 

The Chair shall circulate the information on the analytical 
methods to the Vice-Chair, Head of Science and SSG, 
normally within 1 week of receipt. 

(1) The SSG shall examine the information available on the 
field and analytical methods and, normally within 2 
weeks, suggest names for consideration for the 
Specialist Workshop (if these experts are not members 
of the Committee they shall include a rationale for their 
choice) and the suggestions will be available to all SSG 
members. 

(2) The Chair, Vice-Chair and Head of Science will develop 
a proposed fmallist (with reserves) for consideration by 
the SSG within 2 weeks and begin the process of 
establishing the time and venue of the Workshop taking 
into account the availability of the proposed experts and 
experts associated with the proposal. 

(3) The SSG will send final comments within 1 week. 
( 4) The Chair, Vice-Chair and Head of Science will agree a 

fmal list (with reserves); the proposal (with a note 
concerning any restrictions) will be sent to the selected 
experts and reserves - the process thus far will have 
taken about 6 weeks since the information on analytical 
methods has been received. 

(5) The full documents shall be circulated no later than 6 
months before the Annual Meeting. 

(6) Responses to those documents shall be submitted no 
later than I month before the Workshop. 

The Workshop will take place at least 100 days before the 
Annual Meeting. In addition to the selected experts it will 
include at least one of the Chair, Vice-Chair and Head of 
Science, one of whom shall chair the workshop. 

Availability of data relevant to the periodic or final 
review 
Applications for the access to data for the purpose of 
periodic or fmal review, should follow the recommended 
approach of Procedure B of the IWC SC Data Availability 
Agreement (IWC, 2004). For data provided under the DAA, 
the conditions for data recipients are outlined in the 
agreement. Applications made by members of the Scientific 

Committee and other participants at the Specialist Workshop 
should be considered promptly and normally accepted 
within two weeks of the application. 

Terms of reference of the Specialist Workshop for 
periodic and fmal reviews 
The primary objective of the specialist workshop will be to 
review the scientific aspects of the research under Special 
Permits in the light of the stated objectives following the 
guideline:> in the pro forma provided by the Secretariat. In 
particular, the Specialist Workshop shall evaluate: 

(1) how well the initial, or revised, objectives of the 
research have been met; 

(2) other contributions to important research needs; 
(3) the relationship of the research to relevant IWC 

resolutions and discussions, including those dealing 
with the respective marine ecosystem, environmental 
changes and their impact on cetaceans and Committee 
reviews of special permit research; 

(4) the utility of the lethal techniques used by the Special 
Permit Programme compared to non-lethal techniques; 
and 

(5) in case of periodic review, provide advice on: 

(i) practical and analytical methods, including non 
lethal methods, that can improve research relative 
to stated objectives; 

(ii) appropriate sample sizes to meet the stated 
objectives, especially if new methods are 
suggested under item (i); 

(iii) effects on stocks in light of new knowledge on 
status of stocks; 

(iv) wh~n, in the case of ongoing programmes, a further 
review should occur. 

Reports of Workshops. (applies to new proposals, 
periodic reviews and final reviews) 
The Chair is responsible for the level and nature of 
participation of the scientists involved in the proposal, 
which should be limited to (1) providing information to the 
invited experts in addition to that contained in the proposal 
or research results and (2) answering questions posed by the 
invited experts. The specialist group should attempt to reach 
consensus on the individual issues referred to above, but 
where this is not possible, the rationale behind the 
disagreement should be clearly stated in the Workshop 
report. The final report of the Workshop shall be completed 
at least 80 days prior to the Annual Meeting and will be 
. made available to the proponents. 

Circulation to the Scientific Committee 
The original special perinit proposal, or the original result 
documents from ongoing or completed special permit 
research, the report of the specialist workshop, and any 
revised permit proposal (following the agreed protocol), or 
any revised results, from the Contracting Government shall 
be submitted to Scientific Committee members no later than 
40 days before the Annual Meeting. The revised proposal, 
or revised results, will also be submitted to the members of 
the specialist group and they will be invited to submit joint 
or individual comments on that revision to the Annual 
Meeting. 

Discussion at the Scientific Committee 
The report of the specialist workshop will l:le discussed but 
not amended by the Scientific Committee. The comments of 
the Scientific Committee will be included in the Scientific 
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Committee report. The original proposal ·and any revised 
proposal, the specialist workshop report (and subsequent 
comments on any revised proposal), and the Scientific 
Committee report will then be submitted to the Commission . 
and become publicly available at the opening of the rwc 
Annual Meeting. 

401 
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502 REPORT OF THE MSYR WORKSHOP 

from estimates of r0 given the bound MSYR,+ ~ ro/2. This 
view arises from the assumptions that the relationship 
between the per capita growth rate and population size is 
smooth and convex so that MSYL1+ > 0.5, as suggested by, 
for example, Fowler and Baker (1991) that most large 
mammals exhibit density-dependence at high fractions of 
their carrying capacities. The counter view is based on the 
arguments that: (a) the per capita growth rate may be high at 
low population size, but drop quickly thereafter (the 'basin 
model' and 'supercompensation' arguments- (Holt, 1985)); 
(b) the data analysed by Fowler and Baker (1991) do not 
enable any conclusions to be drawn that recruitment surveys 
have negative second derivative (de Ia Mare, 1994); and (c) 
the impact of stochasticity in the population dynamics 
which leads to positively biased estimates of r0 (e.g. 
SC!F091 MSYR3) and higher realised growth rates at low 
stock size than the average such growth rate, will reduce (or 
eliminate) the difference between MSYR1+ and r0 for some 
stocks. 

The Workshop agreed that while both views remained, 
the fact that there is no evidence for a reduction in the 
growth rates for the right (and particularly) humpback 
whales that have been monitored regularly over the past two 
decades (some humpback stocks are now in the region of 
0.3K) implies that the 'supercompensation' /'basin model' 
argument is not as plausible as it was in the past. 

6.2 Population dynamics models and catch-at-age data 
The November 2007 Workshop discussed the use of 
population dynamics models and catch-at-age data when 
estimating MSYR. The current Workshop did not identify 
further issues pertinent to the estimation of MSYR. 
However, it noted that estimates of MSYR had been 
obtained using population models for four stocks (North 
Atlantic fin whales, North Atlantic minke whales, Eastern 
North Pacific gray whales, and Bering-Chukchi-Beaufort 
Seas bowhead whales). The Workshop assigned the 
estimates of MSYR for the first three of these stocks as 

Table 3 

'medium' reliability and those for the other as · 'high' 
reliability in terms of the data used and the appropriateness 
of the assumptions underlying the assessment. Catch-at-age 
data formed a key basis for estimates of MSYR for two 
stocks (minke whales in the Indian and PaCific Oceans); 
both of these estimates were assigned ' low' reliability (see 
Table 1). · 

6.3 Changes in biological parameters 
The Workshop agreed that the changes in biological 
parameters could not be used to define the range of values 
of MSYR for use in RMP simulation trials. 

6.4 Maxima inferred from demographics 
The major aim of the -MSYR review is to define a lower 
bound for MSYR for use in RMP simulation trials. The 
Workshop agreed that maximum rates of increase based on 
demographics do not provide any information which could 
be used to estimate such lower bounds. 

6.5 General limitations affecting more than one method 
The November 2007 Workshop discussed the impact of 
environmental variation on the ability to estimate MSYR 
and MSYL under this item. This topic was discussed at the 
present Workshop under Items 4 and 5 above. 

7. PROGRESS FOR REVIEWING PROPOSALS TO 
AMEND THE RMP 

IWC (1994, p.47) specified the protocol for evaluating 
proposed amendmenis to the RMP. In reviewing the 
protocol in 2006, the Committee agreed (IWC, 2007) that 
three factors needed to be considered futther: 
(I) the appropriate range ofMSYRs to be used in trials; 
(2) development of an appropriate set of simulation trials; 
(3) defmition of an appropriate set of performance 

statistics. 

As for Table 1, except that the table is restricted to cases for which infonnation is available on MSYR. 

Species: 'Slack' MSYRvalues Data available incl. time periods 

Fin whale 
Nol'lh Atlantic 
East Greenland-Iceland 1.7 (1.0-2.~)• Very complicaled; depends on model specifications, 

(MSYR,. ) including mulliple stocks. CI intervals approximate; 
high MSYR values from earlier single-slock models 

Seiwhale 
Southern Hemisphere 3.0(no Cl) 

Antarctic minke whale 
Indian 5.5; 5.4 (SE 0.5) 
Pacific 3.6; 2.6 

Common minke whale 
North Atlantic 
Northeastern 1.90 (<0.10-3.84) 

Gray whale 
North Pacific 
Eastern gray whale 7.0 

(90% 4.8·9.2) 

Bowhead whale 
Bering-Chukchi-Beaufort 3.3 (90"A. 1.9-

- 4.8) 

1926/27-1977n8 

1978n9-2004/05 
1978n9-2004105 

1953-2005 

1967/68-2001102 (DS) 

1978-2005 (census+calches) 

*Cis inferred by proportionalily lo Cis for growth rale par.meter r. 

Reliability of available 
estimates (see key to Table 1) References 

(M) 

(R) 

Branch and Butterworth 
(2006) 

Horwood and Millward 
(1987) 

Possibly confounded by Mori eta/. (2007); Punt 
changing K and uncertainty and Polacheck (2007) 

about CAA data (L) 

Uses CPUE data (M) Butterworth et a/. (2007) . 

No process error accounted Punt eta/. (2901) 
for. Impact of priors on 

MSYR and K (M) 

(H) Brandon and Wade 
(2006) 
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Annex E 

Proposed Consensus Decision1 to Improve the Conserv ation of 
Whales from the Chair and Vice-Chair of the Commission 

Th"TRODuCTIO~ 

Backgt·ound 
At last year·s meeting, the Commission re\~ewed progress 
v.'ith diS<:USSIOUS 00 the future of rwc. Recogwsmg that 
the work was not complete, the Commission agreed by 
consensus to extend the time allocated to the Small Working 
Group (SWG) on the Future of the rwc until IWC/62 m 
2010. The SWG, that was opened up to observers, was 
tasked with intensifYing its efforts to conclude a package 
or packages by 2010 that should allow the Commission to 
reach a consensus solution to th€' major problems it faces, 
building upon the concept of a two-phase process and the 
progress reported by the SWG in its report to IW061. The 
Commission also agreed that the Chair. in consultation 
wtth the Advisory Committee, should establish a Support 
Group contallling equitable geographic and socio-economic 
representation and range of views to assist him in providing 
direction to the process and in the preparation of material 
for submission to the SWG. Th€' Support Group compnsed 
Antigua and Barbuda, Australia, Brazil, Cameroon, 
Germany, Iceland, Japan, Mexico, New Zealand, St. Kitts 
and Nevis. Sweden and the USA :-lorway was invited by the 
Chait to participate and attended the last two meetings of the 
Support Group as an observer. 

On the basis of discussions in three meetings of the 
Support Group (in Santiago, Chile in September 2009; m 
Seattle, USA in December 2009 and in Honolulu, USA m 
January 201 0) , the Chait of the Commission subnutted a 
report to the March 2010 meeting of the SWG m Florida 
that con tamed a set of ideas (a draft Consensus Decision to 
Improve the Conservation of Whales) as to how the IWC 
could function in the future' It was discussed thoroughly. 
The Support Group met again in Washington, USA in Apnl 
to consider comments on the draft Consensus Deciston made 
a t the SWG meeting' and subsequently in writing'. 

Tb~ propo•ed Conseu.u s Decision to Imp ron the 
Con•en·ation of "·bales 
We have developed this proposed Consensus Decision 
to Improve the Conservation of Whales on the basis of 
dtScusstons of the Support Group and SWG described above. 

The Support Group worked extremely hard towards 
building consensus, while working on the firm understanding 
that 'norhi11g is agreed unlil eve>ything is agreed'. We are 
very appreciative of its dedication and hard work over the 

1IIXtuding proposed aJllt1ldnlmts to the Schedule to th~ Convention. 
'See I\VCIM10/SWG4: awr·s Report to the SmaU Working Group oo the 
Future: of th~ I\\' C. 
'See IWC 62/6rev: Report of the founb meeting of the SmaU \\'Ot1ting 
Group oo the futuc< of the IWC. 
'See 1\VO AIOISGI: Comments received on the Dr.tft Cooseosus Deasioo 
to Improve the Conscrv3tion of Whales.. 

las t 7-8 months; participation in the group has required a 
buge commitment. However, while significant progress has 
been made, s •venthe verychallengingissuesbeingdealtwith 
and the strongly-held aod differing views among member 
go\·.,mments on a number of issues, it was not possibl.,, at 
least m the time available, to reach full consensus among 
the Support Group members. Therefore th" Chair and Vice
Charr were requested by the Support Group to produce a 
comproUllSe text to sen·e as a basis for further negotiations. 
TbtS ' proposed Consensus Decision' is that compromise 
text. 

w., emphasise that the proposed Consensus Decision 
contawed in the following pages does .!!!!! represent an 
agreed approach of the Support Group or the SWG. In fact. 
netther does it necessarily represent our own vi"ws regarding 
the content of a finally agreed document. Rather it is betng 
put forward to facilitate the necessary further discussions 
lea<hng up to IWC/62 in Agadir and as a practical way 
to meet formal deadlines ( 60 days notice is required for 
proposed Schedule amendinents)~ 

In addition to the Commission's plenary session, tune 
bas also been set aside at IWC/62 for these discussions 
on 16 and I 7 June and during the private meeting of 
Comnuss10ners on Sunday 20 June 2010. TbtS allocation of 
tune mdicates how important we believe that this process 
IS for the future of the IWC - we strongly believe tl1at all 
governments should strive towards reaching consensus. A 
vttally in1portant component of the philosophy behmd the 
effort of recent years has been respect for all Vtews and the 
need to step away from the di\~\·e ,·oting of the past. We 
are finnly of the view that this is the way forward for the 
good of conservation and management. 

Like the earlier ,-ersion (IWCIM101SWG4), the 
proposed Consensus Decision contained here includes a 
VISIOn Statement for the rwc and an approach to how the 
very different \·iews among member governments regarding 
whales and whaling might be reconciled. It would estabhsh 
a 10-year interim period of stability within which intensi, ·e 
dialogue will occur on the major long-tenn issues at the 
IWC with the objective of resolving those issues during that 
penod. The document includes a number of Appendices, 
mcludmg proposed Schedule amendments. which would 
S!Ve effect to the approach put forw:.rd. Some of the 
proposals, should they be accepted, would also require 
ameudinents to the Commission's Rules of Procedure and 
FinanClal Regulations. We have requested the Secretariat 
to develop proposed revisions and these are provided m a 
separate document, i.e. IWC/6?18. 

During the discussions of the Support Group and the 
SWG, two issues have proven to be particularly diffi.cu.It 
to find a consensus way forward: those related to Table 4, 
Appendix A (catch limits) and those related to intemallooal 
trade. 
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W1th res~t to Table 4, some of the important issues 
wcluded: whether 10 inc01porate both a reduction and a 
downward trend in catches in the Southern Hemisphere; 
how to deal with stocks for which scientific advice from 
established management procedures was not available at the 
start of the interim period; whether to include catch limits 
for West Greenland humpback whales given that there was 
not a quorum at the recent intersessional meeting in Florida. 
For the purposes of allowing for continued discussion, we 
have put in some example munbers in Table 4. You will 
see that ar this srage we have included a two-step decliue 
in Antarctic minke whale catches over the period - this is 
neither a continuous decline nor a stable linut and (like any 
numbers in Table 4) is without prejudice to what might be 
agreed for the post-2020 period. We have included a catch 
liuut for humpback whales off West Greenland at this 
stage. And we have increased the annual strike linllt for the 
ind1genous subsistence take of gray whales from the eastern 
stock in the North Pacific by five whales in recognition of 
the issue of the ' stinl-y' whale issue (five whales being the 
average nwnber of ' stinl-y' whales reported per year over the 
last five years)S. The only inevitable result of the example 
nwnbers we have included in Table 4 is that as a package 
they \vill dishked by all for one reason or another, including 
ourselves. They are merely there to stimulate the necessary 
wtense discusSions and negotiations prior to Agadir. 

W1th res~t to th.e question of international trade, this has 
long been a point of contention within the IWC, particularly 
w1th res~t to competence; this was also the case w-ithin the 
Support Group. We have taken the decision at this stage to 
bracket the paragraph linllting the use of meat or products 
from whales to domestic use since no compromise proposal 
could be made on this issue- once again intense discussions 
and negohahons are needed on this matter before Agadir to 
detem1ine what, if any, text is included. 

Clearly a great deal more work is required. We wish to 
stress that tlus process has been long and difficult and it will 
contume to be so. There bas been much discussion within 
and outside the Support Group concerning the balance of 
the Consensus Decision - the docwnent itself talks of a 
'delicate' balance and the need to preserve tllis. The text in 
the present document on these and other matters represent a 
starting point for further discussions and negotiations rather 
than a fim1 proposal. Ahnost inevitably, there is a tendency 
for Governments of all persuasions to take the position that 
'we· have g1ven up more than ' them' . This is inevitable 
and natural. Evaluation also depends on whether one, for 
example, examines the Consensus Decision against one ·s 
own strongly-held long-term principles or against the status 
quo. It 15 our VIew that the proposed Consensus Decision, 
provided that 11 can be adopted by consensus, represents a 
major s tep forward for whale conservation and management, 
and thus for the International Whaliug Commission_ 

We therefore look forward to engaging further with 
Commissioners and Contracting Governments in the coming 
penod and at the Annual Meeting in JWle. We strongly urge 
all concerned to work with us to find a consensus solution 
to our problems. 

CO:KSENSCS DE CISlO:\" TO DIPROVE THE 
COXSERYATION OF WILU.ES 

VISION STATEMENT: The International Whaling 
Commiss1on will work cooperatively to improve the 

'The Scientific Committe< \\ill be asked to check this increase against the 
grny whale SLI at IWCf62. 

conservahon and management of whale populations and 
stocks on a sc1entific basis and through agreed policy 
measures. By unproVlllg our knowledge of whales, their 
environment, and the multiple threats that can affect their 
welfare, the Comnlission will strive to ensure that whale 
populations are bealthy and resilient components of the 
marine environment. 

The long history of overexploitation by industrial 
whaling in the past left whale populations in many areas in 
a severely depleted state. TI1is led to the implementation of 
various management measures by the Commission over the 
years, including the commercial whaill1g moratorium. As 
a result, we have seeu a recovery in some stocks although 
others remain severely depleted. Furtl1ennore, previously 
unforeseeu threats to whale populations have emerged. There 
has also been an increase in whaling outside the control of 
the International Whaling Conunission (IWC). 

Very different views exist among the members regarding 
whales and whaling. For example, some seek to eliulinate 
all whaling other than indigenous subsistence whaling, 
and some support whaling provided it is sustainable. This 
difference has come to donlinate the time and resources 
of the Commission at the expense of effective whale 
conservatiOn and management. The prevalent atmosphere of 
confrontabon and mistrust among member governments has 
led to little progress being made on key practical matters of 
conservation and mana.~tement since the early 1990s despite 
advances at a sc1eottfic level This has cr;.ated conc~rns 
among some members over the possible collapse of the 
IWC. 

The Starns quo tS not an option for an effective 
multilateral organisation. To overcome the present impasse, 
the IWC has in recent years rec.ognised the need to create 
a non-confrontational environment \vithin which issues of 
fundamental difference amongst members can be discussed 
witl1 a view to thetr resolution. Reconciliation of differences 
in views about whales and whaling will strengthen actions 
related to the common goal of maintaming healthy whale 
populations and maximising the likelihood of the recovery 
of depleted populations. 

This conseusus decision and its appendices represent 
a delicate balance of concessions by all rwc members. It 
establishes a ten-year interim period of stability within 
which intens1ve dialogue will occur on the major long-term 
issues facing the rwc. with the objective of resolving those 
issues during that period. 

Under this consensus decision, no governments are 
changwg thetr fundamental positions on matters of principle 
or prejudicing thetr furure rights with respect to, among 
other things, research by special pemlit, the collllllercial 
whaling moratorium, and whaling Ullder objection and 
reservation. The moratoriun1 remains in place. All whaling 
will be under full IWC control. Overall catch limits \\'-ill be 
both significantly below current limits and scientifically 
detemlined to be sustainable over the period. During 
this interim penod many new, positive conservation and 
management benefits will be introduced. No one can be said 
to have wou or lost, but all member governments have made 
accoJIUnodat1ons for the period of the interin1 arrangement 
This arrangemeut wtll expire after ten years. The intent is 
to resolve our key differences during this interim period, 
resulting in a new way forward by that tin1e. Member 
governments agree that the result of the arrangement will be 
a good starting point for further negotiations. 

This effort represents a paradigm shift in the way the 
Conunission operates, creating a cooperative environment 
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and revised framework for addressing issues related to 
whales. The focus is on a shared vision for the Conunission's 
future. 

This way forward will improve the conservation of whales 
worldwide. The Commission will address conservation 
issues as a priority since whales face new threats to their 
existence in comparison to when the Commission was 
established in 1946. Envirotunental and htunan-induced 
threats ru·e increasing and demand a new approach and 
therefore new effotis by the Conunission. In this regard, 
every member government is coll11llitted to the conservation 
of whales. 

to: 
Fundamental components of this consensus decision are 

retain the moratorium on co1lllllercial whaling; 
suspend iuunediately for the I 0-year period unilaterally
determined whaling under special perulit, objections, 
and reservations; 
bring all whaling authorised by member govenunents 
under the control of the IWC; 

• linlit whaling to those members who currently take 
whales; 
ensure that no new non-indigenous whaling takes place 
on whale species or populations not currently htmted; 
establish caps for the next ten years that are significru1tly 
less than current catches and witllin sustainable levels, 
determined using the best available scientific advice; 
introduce modem, effective IWC monitoring, control 
and surveillance measures for non-indigenous whaling 
operations; 
create a South Atlantic Sancmary; 
recognise the non-lethal value and uses of whales, such 
as whalewatc.hing, as a management option for coastal 
states and address related scientific, conservation and 
management issues of such uses; 
provide a mechatlism for entetprise and capacity building 
for developing comutries; 

• focus on the recovery of depleted whale stocks and take 
actions on key conservation issues, including byc.atch, 
clitnate change and other environmental threats~ 

• set a decisive direction to the future work of the IWC 
including measures to reform the governance of the 
Conmlission; and 
establish a timetable and mechatlism for addressing 
the fundan1ental differences of view amongst member 
govenmtents in order to provide for the effective 
fimctioning of tl1e Conunission over the longer term. 

Members agree not to authorise whaling outside IWC 
control and not to exceed the prescribed catch liulits 
(Appendix A). The Commission will now refer to aboriginal 
subsistence whaling as indigenous subsistence whaling. 
Indigenous subsistence whaling operations that were 
previously approved by the Commission will continue under 
existing management measures. 

The catch linlits outlined in this arrangement reflect 
scientific and policy evaluations of proposals made by the 
whaling cotmtries for the ten-year period. The scientific 
evaluation has ensured that the catch linlits are consistent 
witl1 the principle of sustainability and the precautionary 
approach. The policy evaluation has ensured that the 
catch liulits, except for indigenous subsistence whaling, 
result in a significant reduction below existing catch 
levels . Whaling by special perulit atld by objection or 
reservation will be suspended for the ten-year period and 
notwithstanding Appendix A, the moratoritml (paragraph 

IO(e) of the Schedule) will remain in place during the 
arrangement. Nothing i.n this consensus dec.ision prejudices 
the fimdamental legal positious of member governments. 

TI1e IWC will strengthen its capac.ity as atl effective 
multilateral orgatlisation with a strategic focus that reflects 
tl1e interests of its membership. The Coll11llission will re
prioritise its work on science and conservation and reorgatlise 
its Conunittees. It recognises that ensuring healthy whale 
populations requires responsible collective action. M~mbers 
will work together to enable the Conmlission to effectively 
address the full range of contemporary and emerging 
threats facing whale populations and to inlprove their 
conservation and maxinlise the likelihood of the recovery 
of depleted populations atld stocks. The Coi1Ullission will 
base conservation and management measures on the best 
available scientific advice, incorporating precautionary and 
ecosystem approaches. 

TI1e Commission recognises that there will be increased 
expenses and increased work for the Secretariat as a result 
o f this arrangement. The preferred method of finru1cing these 
measures is through the. fi.na11cial contributions scheme. The 
Coll11llission will make a detailed assessment of how to 
apportion these costs runongst Contracting Governments. 
Proposed budgets will be drafted prior to the 20 I 0 Annual 
Meeting. 

Chapter VII as a whole represents a delicate balance of 
elements that the member governments are able to accept 
as a compromise. Thus, members pledge to refrain from 
exercising their rights under Artide V of the Convention to 
file objections to the Schedtile antendments arising from this 
consensus decision or in any other way to exempt themselves 
from these provisions. As a restilt, member govenm1ents 
consider that a rejection of a11y particular provision, while 
accepting the benefits of other aspects of this Chapter, would 
be inconsistent with the obj eel and ptupose of the new 
amendinents and the philosophy oftl1e consensus decision. 

For conser vation 
The Conunission will inunediately focus on the recovery of 
depleted populations and stocks and take practical actions 
on key tssues, mcludmg bycatch, clunate change and 
other environmental ilireats to whales through tools such 
as conservation management plans. The detemlination of 
which conservation management plans to develop will be 
based upon inunediate conservation needs and likelihood 
of success. In addition., a South Atlantic sanctuary will be 
established. 

To facilitate this, the Coi1Ullission will establish a 
Conservation Progranune Committee. Member govenunents 
agree to participate fiilly on this Collllnittee and in its 
associated bodies. The Conservation Programme Committee 
will, a111ong other things, address new and emerging threats 
to cetaceans, including clinlate change, marine pollution, 
bycatch and entanglement by fishing activities, ship strikes 
and habitat degradation including noise pollution; as 
well as reconunend an agreed fra111ework to broaden the 
management tools available to fue Conunission to address 
non-constunptive uses of whales. 

For managetnent 
For this ten-year period, the Conmlission agrees to a cap 
on whaling based on the presct~bed catch limits (Table 4 
of Appendix A) that will be precautionruy and set below 
long-tern1 maximmn sustainable linlits. For indigenous 
subsistence whaling, c.atc.h liulits will continue to be 
established tmder existing arrangements. For all other 
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whaling operations, the reduced catch limits will be less 
than or equal to advic.e provided during the period under 
the Scientific Committee's Revised Management Procedure 
(RMP). In those cases for which an RMP Implementation 
has not yet been completed, or is not current at the start of 
the period, interim limits have been set on the advice of the 
IWC Scientific Committee, such that these limits do not risk 
causing long-tenn depletion of the populations or stocks 
concerned_ The Scientific Committee shall give high priority 
to completing RMP Implementations and Implementarion 
Reviews (see Appendix B)_ If the results of this work indicate 
that a catch lin1it should be lower than the hmit in Table 4 of 
Appendix A, or if there is a significant event that negatively 
affects the status of a population or stock, the Commission 
will lower the catch limit prior to the next whaling season 
based on the advice of the Scientific Co1lllllittee. 

The Commission will establish a Management and 
Compliance Colll.11littee. Amendments to the Schedule to 
the Convention for monitoring, control and surveillance 
mechanisms will include provisions for national inspectors, 
international observers, a Vessel Monitoring System, a 
DNA registry and market san1pling scheme, infrac.tions 
and sanctions, and whale killing methods and associated 
welfare issues. These measures are intended to provide 
strong assurance that member govemments abide by 
the rules of the Co1lllllission, including catch limits. In 
particular, the DNA registry and market san1pling scheme 
provides substantial advantages over a catch docmnentation 
scheme due to its ability to link any whale meat sample 
in the market with a harvested whale and therefore detect 
and deter any illegal, unreported and unregulated whaling_ 
Further, the Management and Compliance Committee will 
review the effectiveness of these measures and reconunend 
inlprovements as needed_ In the case of indigenous 
subsistence whaling that is done, often in remote parts of the 
world, monitoring and control must necessarily be different 
and appropriate to those particular circmnstances. Complete 
and accm·ate data conceming whaling activities will be 
reported to the Commission in a tin1ely manner. 

The Co1lllllission recognises the non-lethal use of whales, 
>uch a> whalewalchiug, a> a rnanag~meul upliuu fur cua>lal 
States and will address all related scientific, conservation, 
and management aspects of such uses_ 

For science 
The provision of sound sc.ientific advice is essential to the 
functioning of the Commission. The work of the Scientific 
Conunittee is intemationally recognised as providing the best 
available knowledge on the consetvation and management 
of whales. This strong tradition will continue. 

In developing priorities for the Scientific Committee, the 
Connnission will take into account the collServation status 
of whale populations and the threats they face and focus on 
work that will lead to effective collServation and management 
measttres_ The Commission is committed to comprehensive 
and frequently reviewed research progranunes that follow 
rigorous scientific principles and that are in accord \vith 
or establish best practice_ The Conunission will continue 
to publish the results of research and make publicly 
available the data collected under its auspices to encourage 
trallSparency and to promote additional research and 
analyses_ The Scientific Co1lllllittee will also continue to 
incorporate into its work ecosystem and precautionary 
c.onsiderations and will maintain and expand its range 
of tools to help identify, quantify and mitigate threats to 
whale stocks and populations. These tools may include 

conse:rvation management p lans and marine protected areas_ 
Results from cooperative research progranunes amongst 
member goverrm.1ents will help to fill in1portant knowledge 
gaps required for whale conservation_ 

For g~o,·e-ruance 

The Commission will remain the goveming body of the 
organisation and will meet every two years from 2011. 
Fom Co1lllllittees will support the Conunission: a Scientific 
Comll!littee; a Conservation Progrannne Committee; a 
Management and Compliance Conunittee; and a Finance, 
Administration and Communications Co1lllllittee (see 
Appendix C). Each Co1lllllittee Chair and Vice-Chair, along 
with Chait· and Vice-Chair of the Connnission, will serve 
four-year terrllS. The Committees will elect their own Chairs 
and Vice-Chairs_ 

A Bmeau will be established to support the Chair of 
the Commission. In addition to the Chair, the Bttreau will 
comp1rise the Vice-Chair of the Commission, the four 
Committee Chairs and two additional Commissioners. 
These two additional Commissioners will be nominated by 
the Chair for approval by the Conunission, in order to ellSttre 
that the Bureau as a whole is representative of the regions 
and imterests within the Commission. 

The Commission will afford greater participation to 
it1tergovenunental and non-govemmental organisations_ 
Representatives from these organisations will be allowed 
to speak during the meeting following the guidelines and 
Rules given in Appendix D. In accord with guidelines to be 
developed by the Cormnission before 2011, the Secretariat 
shall make available contributions from intergoverrm.1ental 
and non-governmental organisations relevant to the agenda 
of the meetit1gs of the Commission and its subsidiary 
bodies via the Commission's website_ The Co1lllllission will 
contimue to support the right to legitimate and peaceful forms 
of pro< test and demonstration and urge its members to have 
regard for the inlportance of protectit1g the environment, and 
in particular the fragile Antarctic envirolllllent. 

With regard to safety at sea, the Conunission and its 
members reiterate that they do not condone, and in fact 
condellUl, any actions that are a risk to human life and 
prope:rt:y in relation to the activities of vessels at sea, and 
ttrge tl1at persons and entities refrain from such acts. 
Member Govenunents, including flag States and port States 
for vessels engaged it1 such acts, will continue to cooperate 
and to' take concrete and effective action, in accordance witll 
relevant mles of intemational law and respective national 
laws and regulations and tltrough competent intemational 
organisations, to deter, suppress and prevent actions that risk 
hmmm hfe and property at sea. 

The IWC remains the pre-eminent organisation with 
responsibility for the consetvation and management 
of whales worldwide_ It recognises that there are other 
agreements and organisatiollS that are relevant to whale 
conse:rvation. These include, an10ngst others, the Convention 
on Intemational Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna 
and Filora (CITES), the Convention on Biological Diversity, 
the Convention on Migratory Species (CMS) and the United 
Natio1~s Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS)_ 
The IWC agrees to strengthen further co-operation witll 
relevant agreements and organisations and the IWC member 
govemments agree not to take actions that may undermine 
the eflrrcacy and pttrpose of tl1is decision in other agreements 
and organisations_ For example, no an1endment of the 
Schedule arising from this collSellStts decision supersedes 
or invalidates prior IWC Resolutions relating to CITES and 
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international trade, including Resolution 2007/4 on CITES. 
The Conunission shall notify the CITES Secretariat of tins 
decision. 

Timeline 
Starting after the Annual Meeting in 2010, these new 
measures desc•"ibed above will be in1plemented for a ten
year period with a review in five years. 

Future work plan to addnss diffuences of views on key 
issues 
While tllis paradign1 shift represents significant progress 
in strengthening whale conservation and management, the 
members of tile IWC recognise tllat more work is needed 
to resolve the fundamental differences of views amongst 
them if tile Co11111lission is to function effectively over tile 
longer tem1. As stated earlier, this consensus decision to 
improve whale conservation and bring tile management of 
all whaling, at s ignificantly reduced levels, under tile control 
of the IWC, is intended to provide tile Commission with 
tile opportmlity to address tllose fundan1ental differences 
of view in order to complete the ref01m of the Comnlission 
and effectively address new and emerging environmenta l 
challenges. 

The Commission will maintain momentum in addressing 
outstanding elements in the reform agenda. From 2011, tile 
Commission will meet biemlially while the Bureau and 
the four Co1llllliltees will meet as frequently as required, 
possibly annually. The Comnlission will continue to address 
the different views that exist an10ngst the members on key 
issues regarding whales and whaling and proposals will 
be developed to address these for consideration during tile 
initial five years of ti1e arrangement. 

To facilitate fuis, tile Conunission will establish a 
Working Group at IWC/62, representing a broad cross 
section of tile membership, to continue to exanline refom1 
of tile Commission, including governance issues, the role of 
science in decision malcing, sanctuaries, research conducted 
by special permit, whaling under objections and resetvations, 
the commercial whaling moratorium, international trade, 
byc.atc.h and small cetaceans. 

The Working Group shall report on its progress to tile 
Co11111lission by 2013, including any recolll11lendations i t 
may have. The Conunission shall at its next meeting and 
each meeting thereafter lllltil these issues ru·e resolved, 
discuss tile reconunendations of the Working Group. 

The Commission will conduct a comprehensive five-year 
review in 2015, to assess the efficiency and effectiveness 
of the implementation and operation of the anangement. At 

that point the Co11111lission will identify work that needs to 
be lUldertaken to enable any necessary refotms to be in place 
prior to expiry of this Consensus Decision. 

Timetable for Commission meetings 
2010 (IWC/62) 
The Schedule an1endments in Appendix A will go into effect 
from 1 January 2011 through 31 December 2020, except tllat 
for the Southern Hemisphere the effective dates shall be 1 
November 2010 through 31 March 2020. 

2011 (IWC/63} and 2013 (IWC/64} 
The Comnlission will continue its work on the critical issues 
related to its reforn1. Further work will also be undertaken 
regarding, runong other tllings, animal welfare, bycatch, 
developments in oceans governance, an IWC Cooperation 
Programme (Appendix E), etiucs and socio-economic 
in1plic.ations. Further discussions will also take plac.e 
concerning small cetaceans, intemational trade, and the 
sharing of benefits derived from tile utilisation of whales. 

2015 (IWC/65} - 'The Five-Year Review' 
The Bureau will review progress in addressing work on key 
issues and tile implementation of this Consensus Decision, 
identify further work that needs to be undertaken to put in 
place refonllS prior to its expiration, and prepare a rep011 for 
consideration by the fhll Comnlission atiWC/65 in 2015. 

2017 (IWC/66) and 2019 (IWC/67) 
The Comnlission will begin to consider new an1endments to 
the Schedule to replace Chapter VIL 

2020 (IWC/68) - Extraordinmy Meeting of the Commission 
The Schedule amendments in Appendix A will expire. 

Appendix A 

Annex {LIS} 
.<\.nne.x (lOS} 
Anne.x {VMS} 
Annex {DNA} 
Annex {WKM} 
Anne.x {Sl} 
Anne.x (0!} 

Appendi.xB 

Appendi.xC 
Appendi.xD 

Appendi.xE 

LIST OF APPENDICES 

Amendments to the Schedule 

Licensing, infractions and sanctions 
International observer scheme 
Vessel monitoring scheme 
DNA registty and market sampling scheme 
Whale killing methods and associated welfare issues 
Scientific information 
Operational information 

Work plan for the Scien1ific Committee's assessment 
work on non-indigenous whaling for the period up 
to 2020 
Bureau and COilllllinee roles 
lunendments to the Rules of Debate and NGO Code 
of Conduct 
1\VC Co-operation Progranune 
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Th(' Fuhll'(' of th(' Int('rnational Whaling Commission: An Austmlian Proposal 

Imroduction 

Australia supports the Intemational Whaling Conmlission (IWC) as the body with primary responsibility for the 
conservation and management of cetaceans globally. Cetac.eans are a global conc.em demanding a responsible 
collective approach. 

Australia has been an active participant in the ' Future of the IWC' process from its inception at the March 2008 
intersessional meeting in the United Kingdom. At IWC61, Australia joined the consensus agreeing to fi.uther 
intensify efforts on the fi.1ture of the Conmlission, participating in the three rotmds of discussion of the twelve
member IWC Suppoti Group. The Support Group was established to assist IWC Chair, Ambassador Cristian 
Maquieira, to prepare material for subnlission to the Small Working Group and ultimately to the next annual 
meeting of the Conmlission. 

Members of the Support Group have worked diligently to explore a range of options without prejudice to principles 
held by individual IWC member nations. Australia has engaged constructively and intensively in these efforts . The 
Support Group talks, whilst robust, were frank, friendly and constructive. We would like to acknowledge the 
leadership of the Chair and the positive efforts of all members of the Support Group. 

It is Australia' s view that the approach that has been tmder discussion in the Suppot1 Group, as it stands, demands 
too many first order concessions from those who are conmlitted to an end to conuuercial and special penuit 
(mtilateral so-called 'scientific') whaling, and does not do enough to conserve and protec.t whale populations. 

The Australian Govenuuent remains resolutely opposed to conuuercial whaling and tmilateral 'sc.ientiftc' whaling, 
and strongly suppmts the global moratorium on conuuercial whaling. The primary objective of the Australian 
Govenuuent remains the refonu of the Intemational Convention on the Regulation of Whaling (ICRW) 1946 to bring 
about an effective, penuanent intemational ban on both conm1ercial and mtilateral 'scientific' whaling. 

Australia will continue to argue vigorously that whaling should be phased down to zero, with total and permanent 
d iuriualiuu uf all whaliug (other thau cmreut auurigiual "'u'i'teuce whaling), wilhiu a re~uuaule linuillmue. 

However, the Govemment recognises the significant difficulties to be overcome to meet this outcome and 
acknowledges that it may not be possible to achieve these goals inuuediately. 

From Australia's perspective there are four major priorities. 

First, Australia needs to see an inunediate end to tmilateral so-called ' scientific' whaling pmportedly conducted m1der 
A11icle VIII of the ICRW. From the outset, Australia has been clear that we consider any new approach must in d ude an 
agreement to bring an inunediate end to tllis fonu of whaling and must put in place a mechanism and timetable to 
address the refonu of Article VIII of the ICRW to penuanently end tilis prac.tice. 

Second, cetacean species or populations not cmr ently hm1ted should not be available for whaling and no new 
whaling should be allowed; ti1e take for vuhlerable species and populations will be reduced inunediately to zero. 

Tllird, we wish to see sanctuaries operating as genuine sanctuaries. No whaling should take place within them. 

Fomih, ti1ere should be a decisive setting of tile direction of the fi.lfure work for the IWC to bring it into the 21" 
Centmy, induding measures to refonn the govemance of the Comnlission. A new way forward should uphold the 
central role of science, particularly to address the gaps in the science to enable the Conmlission to effectively 
conserve whale populations. It should also contain a medmnism to address oti1er contentious issues including, inter 
alia, ti1e refonu of the use of reservations and objections, bycatch and small cetaceans. 

Australia has engaged in the disc.ussions on the future of the IWC creatively and has demonstrated flexibility. We 
have provided a muuber of papers and statements in the Conmlission over the past two years setting out our views 

2/03/10 
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on the possible options for a new direction to help reform the IWC into a truly modem 21 '' century multilateral 
conservation organisation. Australia has also provided significant fi.mding and htmlllll resources for new 
collaborative programs. 

In the same spirit, and against the backgrotmd summarised above, Australia now submits a proposal which has been 
developed as a fi.uther contribution to the ongoing discussions on the Future of the IWC. We hope that our proposal 
will be considePed carefi.llly by all members. Australia believes that all IWC countries can work together in a 
cmmnon effort to adlieve the conservation and the recovery of cetaeeans globally. We look fmward to c.ontinuing 
to work together at the IWC Small Working Group meeting to eontinue to seek a solution acceptable to all parties. 

The Futue ofH1e Intemational " ' haling Commission: An Australian Proposal 

Australia will present and elaborate this approach at the upcoming meeting of the Small Working Group on the 
future of the IWC on 2 to 4 March. 

Australia proposes that the IWC should build upon the work done so far to ensure that any new 
arrangement embody the foUo"~ng key points: 

1. All whaling should be under the control of the IWC. Unilateral so-called ' scientific' whaling purpmiedly 
conducted under Article VIII and whaling under objection or reservation should be brought to an 
i.Imnediate end. An agreed mechatlism and ti.Inetable to address the reform of Article VIII atld the use of 
objections and reservations should be established. 

2. Whaling (other thatl current aborigii1al subsistence whaling) should be phased down withill a reasonable 
tin1eframe, includii1g the phasing down md out of whahng ii1 the Southem Oceatl withii1 five years. 

3. No new whaling on eetaceatl species or populations not ctUTently hunted should be allowed. 

4. Recognising the threats to reeovery of whale species atld populations, including new at1d emergii1g threats 
associated witl1 eliinate chru1ge, the take for vuhlerable species and populations should be reduced 
i.Imnediately to zero. 

5. Paragraph IO(e) (moratorimn on eonunercial whaling) of the schedule to tl1e Intemational Convention on 
the Regt!lation of Whalii1g will remain ii1 place. 

6. All whalii1g should be prohibited ii1 all IWC-reeognised whale sanctuaries - ii1eludii1g the Southem Ocean 
Whale Sanctuary and the Indiatl Ocean Whale Sanc.tuaty at1d the proposed Soutl1 Atlantic. Whale 
Sat1ctuary. 

7. An agreed mechanism and a strategy for implementation to ensure a robust atld properly fi.mded 
monitoring, complianee and enforeement fratnework for whaling during the phase-out period should be 
established. 

8. An agreed meehatlism should be established to address new and emerging threats to cetaeeans, includii1g 
climate ehange, marii1e pollution, fishii1g activities, poorly regt!lated whale watchillg industries, sllip strikes 
atld habitat disturbance; as well as an agreed framework to broaden the management tools available to the 
Cmmnission to address non-consumptive uses of whales. 

9. An agreed eonsensual atld principle-based approach, as previously outlii1ed by Australia (IWC/61/9), 
should be followed for all scientific researd1 conducted tmder the authority of the Conllllission. Deeisions 
should be based on IWC-approved sc.ientilfic procedures. 

2 2/03/10 
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10. WHALE STOCKS 

10.1 Antarctic minke whales (IA) 
The Committee is currently continuing an in-depth 
assessment of the Antarctic minke whale. To complete this 
assessment, agreed abundance estimates from CPII and 
CPIII' are needed. Two different abundance estimation 
methods have been developed during the last few years, and 
·although they give quite different point estimates, both are 
consistent in that they show an appreciable decline from CPII 
to CPIII. During the JARPAreview in 2009, the quality of the 
Japanese ageing methods was questioned with implications 
for the catch-at-age analyses. During the present meeting, 
the priority topics discussed included: the two abundance 
estimation methods; the reasons for the differences between 
CPII and CPIII; age reading and the catch-at-age assessment 
models. 

I 0.1 .1 Produce agreed abundance estimates of Antarctic 
mirike whales using IDCRISOWER data 
Skaug reported on work conducted by the Abundance 
Estimation Intersessional Working Gro11p. Tasks to be 
considered by the group were directed towards elucidating 
possible causes for the difference in abundance estimates for 
Antarctic minke whales from the IOCR/SOWER data from 
the recent OK (Okamura and Kitakado, 2009) and SPLINTR 
(Bravington and Hedley, 2009) models. In completing most 
of these tasks, substantial progress had been rriade towards 
this in two regards: (i) development of a reference dataset 
for model comparisons; and (ii) Bravington had completed a 
non-spatial version of the SPLINTR model. For (i), a number 
ofintemal inconsistencies in the ' standardised' dataset were 
identified; as noted in IWC (2010f), it is essential that when 
comparing modi:Is, the data are identical. Since the purpose 
of this dataset is to allow appropriate comparisons between 
the models, the Committee agrees that this dataset is suitable 
for this purpose. 

SC/62/IA14 provided results from applying the IWC 
'standard' method (Branch, 2006), and the OK and 
SPLINTR models to simulated data, focussing on the latter 
two. In general, both models performed well, although when 
bias did occur, it tended to be positive for the OK model and 
negative for SPLINTR. The Committee thanked Palka for 
co-ordinating this extensive study. The simulated datasets 
have proved valuable in helping to develop and refine the 
models and for examining the differences between them. No 
simulated scenarios show the level of difference between 
the OK and SPLINTR estimates that the real data analyses 
reveal. This suggests either that the magnitudes of factors 
currently in the simulations do not cover the ranges found in 
the real data (either singly or in 'combination), or that there 
are additional factors not currently in the simulations that 
are important for modelling the real data. 

During the pre-meeting and using the reference dataset, 
the OK and non-spatial SPLINTR outputs were compared. 
Estimated mean school sizes, effective strip half-widths, 
and encounter rates were combined using the simple line 
transect formula for estimating abundance. The resulting 
examination revealed that: (I) these estimated quantities 
from each model were being combined correctly to estimate 
abundance; (2) the effective strip half-widths for OK 
were about half of those of SPLINTR (i.e. the estimated 
abundances were approximately doubled, highlighting a 

'CPII and CPIII refer to the second and third set of!WC cruises, referring 
to 1985/86·1990/91 and 1991/92-2003/04, respectively. 

need for further investigation); and (3) that the difference 
between the two models was not due to the data used and 
was probably not due to differences in mean school size. The 
Committee questioned whether sufficient progress had been 
made to determine whether further investigation was likely to 
determine the reason for the difference between the models. 
It agrees that if the Work Plan, including an intersessional 
workshop, is accomplished, there is a reasonable chance 
that this will be the case. It therefore agrees to proceed with 
these investigations until the 2011 Annual Meeting. The 
Committee also agrees a number of technical points related 
to this intersessional work (Annex G, item 5.1.8). 

However, contingency plans (e.g. producing model
averaged estimates of abundance) will also need to be 
considered if it does not prove possible to resolve the 
difference in the estimates. Skaug compared estimates 
from OK, SPLINTR and a model-averaged estimate on the 
simulated data and found that the model-averaged estimator 
had smaller bias than either of the two individual models. 
There was some discussion on the appropriateness of 
using model-averaged estimates on the real data. However, 
as noted above, given the progress made this year, it is 
anticipated that the best outcome would be a resolution of 
the issue as a result of the intersessional work. 

SC/62/IA3 and SC/62/IA 12 presented the following 
'survey-once' estimates (see Branch and Butterworth, 
2001b) of abundance for the CPII and CPIII surveys from 
the OK and SPLINTR models respectively, as summarised 
in Table 4. 

The Committee thanked both sets of authors for producing 
estimates and for the substantial amount of intersessional 
work, much of it collaborative. As last year, the issue is 
not that either set of diagnostics suggests not accepting 
the estimates, but rather that the estimates themselves are 
so different. This leads to the need to consider three - not 
necessarily unrelated- issues for next year: (I) pursuing the 
work to explain the differences; (2) the implications, if any, 
for future surveys; and (3) the procedural question of what 
the Committee should do if (I) does not succeed. As part 
ofiWC/6217rev, the Committee is' expected to undertake an 
RMP Implementation for Antarctic minke whales in 2015 
(and see Item 20). There is thus a pressing need for agreed 
absolute abundance estimates for the past surveys and an 
agreed method for analysing data from future surveys. 

The Committee strongly recommends that the work 
plan and timeline set out in Annex G, Appendix 3 to finalise 
estimates be followed and completed. A workshop, to be 
held by February 2011 at the latest (see Item 21), is an 
essential component of this. 

10.1.2 Conduct an analysis of aging errors that could be 
used in catch-at-age analyses 
Lockyer presented the results of the Antarctic minke whale 
ageing exercise (SC/62/IA 11) which she had carried out 
intersessionally following the 'blind' experimental design 
agreed by the Scientific Committee (IWC, 2009e, p.209). 
The study was assisted by staff from the laboratory at the 
Tokyo University of Marine Science and Technology, under 
the supervision of Kitakado. This had involved reading 
250 earplugs from 1974/75-2005/06, i.e. including both 
Antarctic commercial and JARPA samples. The primary aim 
of the work was to determine whether evidence exists of a drift 
in reader performance, and, if so, to quantify it. A secondary 
aim was to quantify age-reading error variability. 

The Committee thanks Lockyer and the Japanese graduate 
students who had assisted her, and for the professional 
manner in which they conducted the experiment. It also 
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Table4 

Comparison of 'survey-once' estimates of abundance, by Management Area, from the OK and SPLINTR 
models. Estimates shown have been extracted from the papers SC/62/IA3 and SC/62/IA12 and rounded, 
with CVs incorporating additional variance given in parentheses. 

Areal Area II Area III 

CPU 
OK 209,000 261,000 187,000 

(0.35) (0.38) (0.42) 
SPLINTR 117,000 141,000, 87,000 

(0.38) (0.39) (0.55) 

CPIII 
OK 65,000 93,000 126,000 

(0.34) (0.37) (0.33) 
SPLINTR 35,000 56,000 59,000 

(0.33) (0.35) (0.31) 

endorses the recommendation by Lockyer that a standard 
reference set of minke earplugs be maintained for age
reading training purposes. 

SC/621IA2 explored the impact of period/reader on age
determination by comparing age-estimates for the above 
250 earplugs for the control reader (Lockyer) and three 
Japanese readers (Masaki, Kato and Zenitani). Overall, 
the results demonstrated that the Japanese readers and the 
control reader differed in terms of both expected age given 
true age and variance in age-estimates. The results also 
suggested that the expected age and random uncertainty in 
age-estimates differed among the Japanese readers although 
the differences were not severe. This work will assist in 
determining how catch-at-age data are used in the statistical 
catch-at-age analyses and in future virtual population 
analyses. 

The Committee welcomes this study as an important 
advance. It was noted that: (a) Lockyer tended to report 
greater ages than the Japanese readers; (b) differences 
amongst the Japanese readers were slight; and (c) that there 
was no indication of a trend in bias in Japanese readings 
over the period examined (i.e. from commercial whaling to 
special permit whaling). It was also noted that SC/62/IAll 
does not provide any information about the accuracy of the 
age readings in absolute terms, given the absence of known
aged individuals. The absence of known-aged individuals 
is also the general norm for fish populations although for 
a number of these there are indications that layers were 
formed seasonally. Similarly, studies of fin whales, as well 
as corpora counts and information from animals with known 
histories, all indicate that the growth layers groups used to 
estimate whale ages are laid down annually. 

In conclusion, the Committee agrees that no further 
experiments or analyses on age reading errors are needed 
to resolve ageing related problems raised in e.g. the JARPA 
review. 

The Committee also recommends that, where they do 
not already, national or other guidelines for dealing with 
stranded animals include encouragement to obtain samples 
which could provide information on the animal's age. 

10.1.3 Continue development of the catch-at-age models 
SC/621IA6 examined the impact of allowing for ageing error 
based on the analyses of the above (Item 10.1.2) age-reading 
experiment when conducting assessments for Antarctic 
minke whales in Areas III-E, rv, V and V-W using statistical 
catch-at-age analysis by means of sensitivity tests. These 
sensitivity tests explored three scenarios: (a) no ageing 
error; (b) ageing error is modelled as in previous base
models; and (c) ageing error is _based on the results from 

AreaN Area V. Area VI Total 

104,000 635,000 90,000 1,486,000 
(0.37) (0.29) (0.39) (0.17) 
61,000 282,000 59,000 747,000 
(0.36) (0.34) (0.40) (0.19) 

79,000 244,000 105,000 712,000 
(0.45) (0.33) (0.34) (0.17) 
36,000 140,000 57,000 382,000 
(0.33) (0.31) (0.33) (0.17) 

SC/621IA2. Time-trajectories of total (I+) population size 
and recruitment were qualitatively the same, irrespective of 
how age-reading error was modelled. 

In discussion, it was noted that while estimates from 
recent years of recruitment and abundance for the three 
different assessments were close, absolute values showed 
relatively large differences until the 1960s, and estimation 
variance would be expected to be much higher over this 
period. 

Though the Committee agrees that no further 
experiments or analyses on age reading errors are necessary. 
This decision did not, however, imply that other issues 
associated with the data and analyses, such as reasons for 
the different length distributions at age for younger-aged 
commercial and JARPA, had been resolved. 

Completion of the work on investigation of catch-at
age based assessments requires undertaking the tasks as 
detailed in Annex G, item 5.2.4. These investigations will 
require an extension of permission from Japan for use of 
their Antarctic minke whale catch-at-age data, and would be 
improved if data from the most recent JARPA cruises could 
also be made available. The Committee recommends that 
such an approach be made to Japan under Procedure B of the 
DAA. Kato indicated that corpora count data were available, 
and that these data would be provided if necessary. An 
intersessional steering group under Punt was established to 
co-ordinate this work (see Annex Q). 

1 0.1.4 Continue to examine the difference between 
abundance estimates from CPII and CPIII 
Estimates from the OK, SPLINTR and standard methods 
(Branch, 2006) were consistent in that they showed a 
decline from CPII to CPIIL Conclusions reached about 
the reasons for these changes should integrate information 

· from other sources such as changes in ice coverage during 
the survey periods concerned. Until recently, there was 
little quantitative information on the number of Antarctic 
rninke whales that might be present within the pack ice. This 
year the Committee was pleased to receive several papers 
reporting on, and analysing data from,. surveys of whales 
within the pack-ice. 

SC/621IA4 investigated trends of sea ice in the period of 
IWC IDCRISOWER circumpolar surveys from CPI to CPIII 
(1978-2004). The sea ice trends are fundamental information 
to understand the year-to-year sea ice variability. The 
authors concluded that the difference in abundance estimates 
between the CPII and CPIII surveys can be partly explained 
by the change in the amount of open sea areas within the 
sea ice field. The Committee agrees that further region
specific investigation is necessary to examine the extent 
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17.1.2 JARPA II 
SC/62/03 presented the results of the third full-scale survey 
of the Japanese Whale Research Program under the Special 
Permit in the Antarctic-Second Phase (JARPAII), which was 
conducted during the 2009/10 austral summer season. Two 
dedicated sighting vessels (SVs), two sighting and sampling 
vessels (SSVs) and one research base ship were engaged in 
the research for 97 days from 14 December 2009 to 20 March 
20 I 0 in Areas III East (35°E-70°E), IV (70°E-130°E), V West 
(130°E-165°E) and part of Area V East (165°E-175°E). The 
total searching distance was 8,232n.miles. Eleven species 
including six baleen whales (Antarctic minke, blue, fin, 
sei, humpback and southern right whales) and two toothed 
whales (sperm and southern bottlenose whales) were 
identified during the research period. A total of 986 groups 
(2,242 animals) of Antarctic minke whales were sighted. It 
was the dominant species in the research area followed by 
the humpback whales (603 groups, 1,187 animals), and fin 
whales (56 groups, 186 animals). The number of sightings 
of the Antarctic minke whales was about 1.9 times higher 
than that of humpback whales in this survey. A total of 506 
Antarctic minke whales and one fin whale were caught. All 
whales caught were examined on board the research base 
vessel. A total of 55 kinds of samples and data were obtained 
from each whale sampled. A total of 8 blue, 11 0 humpback 
and two southern right whales was photographed for natural 
marks. A total of 86 skin biopsy samples were collected from 
fin (1), humpbacks (84) and southern right (1) whales. To 
investigate vertical sea temperature profiles oceanographic 
surveys were conducted at 57 points using TDR. The main 
results of this survey were as follows: (1) whale composition 
in the research area was stable compared to previous JARPA 
II surveys in this area; (2) the ice-free extent of the research. 
area was substantially larger than in past seasons and high 
density areas of Antarctic minke whales were observed near 
the continental shelf; (3) mature females of Antarctic minke 
whale were dominant in Prydz Bay; and (4) humpback 
whales were widely distributed in the research area and its 
density index was higher than that of the Antarctic minke 
whales in Areas IV West and V East. The 1994/95 IWC/ 
SOWER cruise was conducted in similar areas and periods 
as in the present survey. In 1994/95 Antarctic minke whales 
were the most dominant species. The number of sightings 
of Antarctic minke whales in 1994/95 was about five 
times higher than that of humpback whales. According to 
the authors of SC/62/03, comparison of whale abundance 
between these two surveys suggests that humpback whales 
were increasing and expanding into the research area. 

17.1.2.1 POINTS OF CLARIFICATION 
In response to a question on information on whether vomiting 
and faecal observations (SC/62/03 table 7) referred to 
'natural' events or were due to harpooning, the proponents 
explained that the recording of such observations was for the 
purpose of helping to evaluate the relative merits of lethal 
versus non-lethal sampling, and thus that there was no value 
in including observations of vomiting due to harpooning. 

17.1.3 Planning for final review ofresultsfrom Iceland's 
scientific take of North Atlantic common minke whales 
Vikingsson summarised the status of Iceland's analytical 
work on the 200 common minke whales taken as part of 
its scientific research programme between 2003 and 2007; 
annual reports had been provided while the programme was 
still active. Last year it had been expected that most analyses 
would be completed and available in 2011; this would have 
allowed a formal review of the programme in 2012 following 

the Committee's guidelines (IWC, 2009j) provided the 
appropriate deadlines bad been met. He reported that most 
of the laboratory analyses are either completed or in a final 
stage (see SC/62/ProgReplceland). There had been changes 
and delays in some components, particularly those involving 
outsourced chemical analyses that required CITES permits. 
In addition, the serious economic difficulties experienced 
by Iceland in recent years have affected the programme 
and delayed completion of some analyses. Nonetheless, the 
necessary adjustments bad been made to the workplan and 
he remained optimistic that the work would be completed 
on schedule. 

In discussion, Vikingsson clarified that some of the 
analyses indicated in SC/62/ProgRep Iceland concerned 
species and speciniens other than the 200 minke whales 
caught and sampled under Special Permit. Iceland's Special 
Permit programme had ended when the last of the 200 minke 
whales was taken in 2007. 

In summary, an update on progress will be provided at 
the next Annual Meeting and approximately three months 
later a document will be submitted by Iceland that initiates 
the process leading to external review of the final results of 
this programme. 

17.2 Review of new or continuing proposals 
The Chair noted that both JARPA II and JARPN II are 
continuing on the basis of plans already submitted and 
reviewed in the Scientific Committee. There was no further 
discussion of this item. However, a statement in relation to 
this Agerida Item was received and can be found in Annex 
U. This statement reflects the view of many members. The 
response to this statement can be found in Annex U. 

17.3 Procedures for reviewing Scientific Permit proposals 
The Chair recalled that the Scientific Committee had spent 
considerable time in the past discussing this matter, and 
agreement on a process had been reached in 2009 (IWC, 
2009j, colloquially known as 'Annex P') that had been 
used for the review of results of JARPN II. He noted that 
criticism by some members following the JARPN II review 
centred on how the procedures in 'Annex P' had been 
implemented rather than on the adequacy of the procedures 
themselves. Specifically, concerns had been expressed 
about the 'independence~ of the specialists who served on 
the review panel, the Chair's decision not to request panel 
members to submit a conflict-of-interest declaration and the 
Chair's decision not to allow additional observers to attend 
the specialist workshop. The Chair noted in that regard that 
he also had not allowed scientists affiliated with the JARPN 
II programme to attend the deliberations of the expert panel. 

Last year, it had been agreed to revisit at this meeting 
the question as to whether changes are needed to 'Annex 
P'. However, the Chair identified two factors weighing 
against the idea of having a full discussion at this time. First, 
given the ongoing discussions of the 'consensus package' 
prepared by the Commission Chair and Vice-Chair, it would 
be sensible to wait for outcome of those discussions before 
further discussion of 'Annex P'. Secondly, he believed that 
the dissatisfaction of some with the performance of the 
procedures for reviewing JARPN II was related to how these 
were implemented, rather than the wording of procedures 
themselves. In any event, Bjerge stressed that if the 
Committee decides to open 'Annex P' to revision, in his view 
such revision shoul<I be limited to only those aspects that. 
have been controversial, i.e. the selection of experts to the 
review panel and the admission of observers. In discussion, 
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RULES OF PROCEDURE 

A. Representation 
1. A Govenuuent paliy to the Intemational Convention for the Regulation of Whaling, 1946 (hereafter refetTed 
to as the Convention) shall have t11e right to appoint one Conuuissioner and shall fi.unish the Secretary of the 
Conunission with t11e name of its Conuuissioner and his/her designation and notify the Secretary promptly of 
any changes in t11e appointment. The Secretary shall infonu other Conuuissioners of such appointment. 

2. In addition to the Commissioner; each Contracting Government is invited to establish an additional means 
of communication beflVeen the Chair and Secretar:v of the Commission and that Government by designating 
an Aliernate Commissioner or by creating a focal or contact point (which could be an e-mail address). The 
details shall be communicated to the Secretary through recognised diplomatic channels. Contact details of 
the Commissioner, Alternate Commissioner or the focal or contact point shall also be posted on the 
Commission's public web sire. 

B. Meetings 
1. The Conuuission shall hold a regular Annual Meeting in such place as the Conuuission may detemline. Any 
Contracting Govenuuent desiring to extend an invitation to the Conunission to meet in that country shall give 
fom1alnotice two years in advance. A fom1al offer should include: 
(a) which meetings it covers, i.e. Scientific Conuuittee, Conuuission Stlb-groups, Aruma! Conuuissionmeeting; 
(b) a proposed time window within which the meeting will take place; and 
(c) a timetable for fmalising details of the exact tinling and location of the meeting. 

Attendance by a majority of the members of the Conuuission shall constitute a quomm. Special Meetings of the 
Conunission may be c.alled at the direction of t11e Chair after consultation with the Contracting Govemments 
and Conunissioners. 

'1.. Before tl1e end of each Atmual Meeting, the Conuuission shall decide on: ( 1) the length of the Aruma! 
Conunission Meeting and associated meetings the following year; and (2) which of the Conuuission 's sub
groups need to meet. 

C. Observers 
l. (a) Any Govenuuent not a party to the Convention or any intergovernmental organisation may be represented 
at meetings of the Conuuission by an observer or observers, if such non-party govenuuent or intergovenuuental 
orgamsation has previously attended any meeting of the Conunission, or if it submit~ its request in writing to the 
Conunission 60 days prior to the start of the meeting, or ifthe Conmlission issues an invitation to attend. 

(b) Any non-govenuuental organisation which expresses an interest in matters covered by the Convention, may 
be accredited as an observer. Requests for accreditation must be submitted in writing to the Conmlission 60 days 
prior to the stali of t11e meeting and the Conmlission may issue an invitation with respect to such request. Such 
submi~sions shall include the standard application fonu for non-govenuuental organisations which will be 
provided by the Secretariat. These applications shall remain available for review by Contracting Govenm1ents. 

Once a non-govermuental organisation has been accredited through the application process above, it will remain 
accredited until the Conmlission decides otherwise. 

Obsetvers from each non-govemmental organisation will be allowed seating in the meeting. However, seating 
linlitations may require that the number of observers from each non-govenuuental organisation be linlited. The 
Secretariat will notify accredited non-govenm1ental organisations of any seating linlitations in advance of the 
meeting. 

(c) The Conmlission shall levy a registration fee and detemline rules of conduct, and may defme other 
conditiotl~ for the attendance of observers accredited in accordance with Rule C. l.(a) and (b). The registration 
fee will be treated as an annual fee covering attendance at the Ammal Meeting to which it relates and any other 
meeting of t11e Conmlission or its subsidiary groups as provided in Rule C.2 in the interval before t11e next 
Ammal Meeting 

2. Observers accredited in accordance wit11 Rule C.L(a) and (b) are adnlitted to all meetings of the Conmlission 
and the Tedulic.al Conmlittee, and to any meetings of subsidiary groups of the Conmlission and the Technical 
Conmlittee, except the Conmlissioners-only meetings and the meetings of t11e Finance and Adnlinistration 
Conmlittee. 
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D. Cr~dentials 

l. (a) The names of all representatives of member and non-member governments and observer organisations to 
any meeting of tl1e Conuniss ion or conunittees, as specified in the Rules of Procedure of the Conunission, 
Teclmic.al and Scientific Conunittees, shall be notified to the Secretary in \IITiting before their paliicipation 
ami/or attendance at each meeting. For member governments, the notification shall indicate the Conunissioner, 
his/her alternate(s) and advisers, and the head of the national delegation to the Scientific Conunittee and any 
alternate(s) as appropriate. 

The WTitten notification shall be made by govenunents or the heads of organisations as the case may be. In this 
context, ' govenunents ' means the Head of State, t11e Head of Govenunent, the Minister of Foreign Affairs 
(induding: on behalf of the Minister of Foreign Affairs), the Minister resp011~ible for whaling or whale 
cmt~ervation (including: on behalf of tllis Minister), the Head of the Diplomatic Mission accredited to the seat of 
the Conunission or to the host cotmtry of the meeting in question, or the Conunissioner appointed tmder Rule 
A. l. 

(b) Credentials for a Conunissioner appointed for the duration of a meeting must be issued as in D.l(a) 
Thereafter, Ulltil the end of the meeting in question, that Conunissioner assumes all the powers of a 
Conunissioner appointed under A. I ., including that of issuing credentials for his/her delegation. 

(c) In the case of members of delegatio11~ who will attend the Annual Conunission Meeting and it~ associated 
meetings, the notification may be made en bloc by submitt.ing a list of t11e members who will attend any of these 
meetings. 

(d) The Secretary, or his/her representative, shall repoli on the received notificatio11~ at the begilllling of a 
meeting. 

(e) In c.ase of any doubt as to the authenticity of notification or in case of apparent delay in their delivery, the 
Chair of the meeting shall convene an ad hoc group of no more than one representative from any Contracting 
Govenunent present to decide upon the question of participation in the meeting. 

E . Decision-making 
A decision of the Commission taken at a meeting, w!let!ler by consensus or by ''ore, is nor deemed adopted 
until the text !las either been provided to all Members of the Commission, or presented to them by electronic 
means, and then approved by r!le Commission. T!le text will also be made simulraneouszv available to all 
other accredited parricipanrs. T!l e text shall normalZv be distributed or presemed in English and conveyed in 
t!le other working languages by oral interpretation. This mle applies bot !I to decisions of t!le kinds specified 
in Rule J, and to other decisions of the Commission, except those relating onzv to t!le conduct of t!le current 
meeting. If the text of a proposed decision is amended, t!le revised text shall be distributed or presented in 
accordance wit !I this rule. T!le aur!le:nric text of any such decision shall be t!le English version. 

The Conunission shall make every effoli to reach it~ decisio11~ by consensus. If all efforts to reach consensus 
have been exhausted and no agreemen.t reached, the following Rules of Procedure shall apply: 

l. Each Conunissioner shall have tlte right to vote at Plenary Meetings of the Conunission and in his/her 
absence his/her deputy or alternate shall have such right. Experts and advisers may address Plenary Meetings of 
the Conunission but shall not be entitled to vote. They may vote at the meetings of any conunittee to which tl1ey 
have been appointed, provided that when such vote is taken, representatives of any Contracting Govenunent 
shall only exercise one vote. 

2. (a) The right to vote of representatives of any Contracting Govenunent shall be suspended automatically 
when the annual payment of a Contracting Govenunent induding any interest due has not been received by the 
Conunission by the earliest of these dates: 

• 3 months following the due date prescribed in Regulation E.2 of the Financial Regulations; or 
• the day before the first day of the next Annual or Special Meeting of the Conunission if such a 

meeting is held within 3 months following the due date; or 
• in the case of a vote by postal or other means, tl1e date upon which votes must be received if tllis falls 

within 3 months following t11e due date. 

Tllis suspemion of voting rights applies until payment is received by t11e Conmlission. IIH.'e-55 tl1e- C9'11mi55i9H 
deeide-5 9lhe-m·i5e 
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(b) The Conunissioner of a new Contracting Govemment shall not exercise the right to vote either at meetings 
or by postal or other means: (i) tmtil 30 days after the date of adherence, although they may participate fhlly in 
discussions of the Conunission; and (ii) unless t11e Conunission has received t11e Govermnent' s financial 
contribution or part contribution for the year prescribed in Financial Reg~llation E.3. the day before the first day 
of the Annual or Special l'l/eeting concerned. 

3. (a) Wl1ere a vote is taken on any matter before the Conunission, a simple majority of tlwse casting an 
affinnative or negative vote shall be decisive, except t11at a three-fourths majority oftlwse casting an affirmative 
or negative vote shall be required for action in pursuance of Article V of the Convention. 

(b) Action in pursuance of Article V shall contain the text of the regulations proposed to amend t11e Schedule. A 
proposal that does not contain such reg11latory text does not constitute an amendment to the Schedule and 
therefore requires only a simple majority vote. A proposal that does not contain such reg11latory text to revise t11e 
Schedule but would conunit the Conunission to amend the Schedule in t11e fhture c.an neither be put to a vote 
nor adopted. 

(c) At meetings of conunittees appointed by t11e Conunission, a simple majority of those c.asting an afflnnative 
or negative vote shall also be decisive. The conunittee shall report to the Conunission if the decision has been 
arrived at as a result of the vote. 

(d) Votes shall be taken by show of hands, or by roll call, as in t11e opinion of t11e Chair, appears to be most 
suitable. The election of t11e Chair, Vice-Chair, the appointment of t11e Secretary of the Conunission, and the 
selection ofiWC Annual Meeting venues shall, upon request by a Conunissioner, all proceed by secret ballot. 

4. Behveen meetings oftl1e Conunission or in t11e case of emergency, a vote of the Conunissioners may be taken 
by post or other meam of conununic.ation in which c.ase t11e necessary simple, or where required tlrree-fourths 
majority, shall be of the total number of Contracting Uovenunents whose right to vote has not been suspended 
under paragraph 2. 

F. Chair 
l. The Chair of the Conunission shall be elected from time to time from among the Conunissioners and shall 
take office at t11e conclusion of the Annual Meeting at which he/she is elected. The Chair shall serve for a period 
of tlrree years and shall not be eligible for re-election as Chair until a further period of three years has elapsed. 
The Chair shall, however, remain in office tmtil a successor is elected. 

2. The duties of t11e Chair shall be: 

(a) to preside at all meetings ofthe Conunission; 

(b) to decide all questions of order raised at meetings of the Conunission, subject to t11e right of any 
Conunissioner to appeal against any mling of t11e Chair. 

(c) to call for votes and to atmounce the result of the vote to t11e Conmtission; 

(d) to develop, wit11 appropriate consultation, draft agenda for meetings of the Conmtission. 
(i) for Atmual Meetings: 
• in consultation with the Secretary, to develop a draft agenda based on decisions and reconunendations 

made at t11e previous Annual Meeting for circulation to all Contracting Govenm1ents and 
Conmtissioners for review and conunent not less t11an I 00 days in advance of the meeting; 

• on t11e basis of conunents and proposals received from Contracting Govenm1ents and Conmtissioners 
tu!der d(i) above, to develop with the Secretary, an annotated provisional agenda for circulation to all 
Contracting Govemments not less t11an 60 days in advance of tire meeting; 

(ii) for Special Meetings, t11e two-stage procedure described in (i) above will be followed whenever 
practicable, recognising t11at Rule of Procedure J. l still applies with respect to any item of btl~iness 
involving amendment of t11e Schedule or reconunendations tmder Article VI of the Convention. 

(e) to sign, on behalf of the Conmtission, a report of t11e proceedings of each atmual or other meeting of the 
Conmtission, for tramntission to Contracting Govermnents and others concemed as an authoritative record of 
what transpired; 
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(f) generally, to make such decisions and give such directions to the Secretary as will ensure, especially in the 
interval between the meetings of the Conunission, that tl1e business of the Conunission is carried out efficiently 
and in accordance with its decision. 

G. Vice-Chair 
1. The Vice-Chair of the Conunission shall be elected from time to time from among the Conunissioners and 
shall preside at meetings of tl1e Conunission, or beh111een ti1em, in tl1e absence or in the event of the Chair being 
unable to act. He/she shall on those occasions exerc.ise tl1e powers and duties prescribed for the Chair. The Vice
Chair shall be elected for a period of three years and shall not be eligible for re-election as Vice-Chair until a 
further period of three years has elapsed. He/she shall, however, remain in office until a successor is elected. 

H . Secretary 
l. The Conunission shall appoint a Secretary and shall designate staff positions to be filled through 
appointments made by the Secretary. The Conunission shall fix the tenus of employment, rate of remuneration 
inc.luding tax assessment and superannuation and travelling expenses for the members of ti1e Secretariat. 

2. The Secretary is tl1e executive officer of the Conunission and shall: 

(a) be responsible to the Conunission for the control and supervision of the staff and management of its office 
and for ti1e receipt and disbursement of all monies received by the Conunission; 

(b) make arrangements for all meetings of the Conunission and its conunittees and provide necessary secretarial 
assistance; 

(c) prepare and submit to the Chair a draft of the Conunission's budget for each year and shall subsequently 
submit the budget to all Contracting Govenunents and Conunissioners as early as possible before the Annual 
Meeting; 

(d) despatch by the most expeditious means available: 

(i) a draft agenda for the Ammal Conunission Meeting to all Contracting Govenunents and Conunissioners 
100 days in advance of the meeting for conunent and any additio11~ with a1motations they wish to propose; 

(ii) an annotated provisional agenda to all Contracting Govenunents and Conunissioners not less than 60 days in 
advance of tl1e Annual Conunission Meeting. Included in tl1e annotations should be a brief description of each 
item, and in so far as possible, documentation relevant to agenda items should be referred to in the annotation 
and sent to member nations at the earliest possible date; 

(e) receive, tabulate and publish notifications and other infonnation required by the Convention in such fonn 
and manner as may be prescribed by the Conunission; 

(f) perfonn such other fi.mctions as may be assigned to him/her by the Conunission or its Chair; 

(g) where appropriate, provide copies or availability to a copy of reports of the Conunission including report~ of 
Observers under ti1e International Observer Scheme, upon request after such reports have been considered by 
the Conunission. 

(II) maintain tile Commission 's public web site, wllicll shall be continuous(v accessible to tile extent possible 
subject to maintenance requirements and technical constraints. 

I . Chair of Scientific Committee 
l. The Chair of the Scientific Conunittee may attend meetings of the Conunission and Teclmical Conunittee in 
an ex officio capacity without vote, at the invitation of the Chair of the Conunission or Teclmical Conunittee 
respectively in order to represent the views of the Scientific Conunittee. 

J . Schedule amendments, recommendations under Article VI and Resolutions 
l. No item of business which involves amendment of the Schedule to the Convention, reconunendations under 
Article VI of the Convention, or Resolutions of the Conunission, shall be the subject of dec.isive action by the 
Conunission tuliess ti1e full draft text has been circulated to the Conunissioners at least 60 days in advance of 
the meeting at which the matter is to be discussed. 

2. Notwithstanding the advance notice requirements for draft Resolutions in Rule J. 1, at the reconunendation of 
the Chair in consultation with the Advisory Conunittee, the Commission may decide to consider urgent draft 
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Resolutions which arise after the 60 day deadline where t11ere have been important developments t11at warrant 
action in the Conunission. The filii draft text of any such Resolution mnst be circulated to all Conunissioners 
prior to the opening of t11e meeting at which the draft Resolution is to be C.Oll~idered. 

3. Notwithstanding Rules J. 1 and J.2, the Conunission may adopt Resolutions on any matter that may arise 
during a meeting only when COil~ensus is achieved. 

K. Financial 
1. The fmanc. ial year of the Conunission shall be from 1st September to 31st August. 

2. Any request to Contracting Government~ for fmanc.ial contributio11~ shall be accompanied by a statement of 
the Conuniss:ion's expenditure for the appropriate year, actual or estimated. 

3. Annual payments and other financial contributions by Contracting Governments shall be made payable to t11e 
Conunission and shall be in pollllds sterling. 

L. Offices 
1. The seat of t11e Conunission shall be located in t11e United Kingdom. 

M . Committees 
l. The Commission shall establish a Scientific. Conunittee, a Technical Conunittee and a Finance and 
Administration Conuuittee. Conuuissioners shall notify their desire to be represented on the Sc.ieutific, 
Technical and Finance and Administration Conunittees 28 days prior to the meetings, and shall designate the 
approximate size of their delegations. 

2. The Chair may constitute such ad hoc conunittees as may be necessary from time to time, with similar 
arrangements for notification of the numbers of participants as in paragJraph 1 above where appropriate. Each 
conunittee shall elec.t its Chair. Tbe Secretary shall fim lish appropriate secretarial services to each conmlittee. 

3. Sub-conunittees and working groups may be designated by the Conunission to C.Oll~ider tedulical issues as 
appropriate, and each will report to the Tecbnic.al Conmlittee or the plenary session of the Conmlission as the 
Conmlission may decide. 

4. (a) The Scientific Conmlittee shall review t11e c.tuTent scientific. and statistical infonnation with respect to 
whales and whaling, shall review c.urrent scientific research progranunes of Govenunents, otber international 
organisations or of private organisations, shall review tl1e scientific pennits and scientific progranunes for which 
Contracting Governments plan to issue scientific. pernlits, shall COil~ider such additional matters as may be 
referred to it by the Conmlission or by the Chair of the Conunission, and shall subnlit reports and 
reconunendations to the Conunission. 

(b) Any ad hoc commirree, sub-committee or working group established to provide scientific advice shall 
report to the Scientific Commirree, which shall re11iew the report of such commirree, sub-commirree or 
working group, and, as appropriate, make its own recommendations on the subject matter. 

5. The report of the Scientific Conunittee should be completed and made available to all Conmlissioners and 
posted on the Commission's public web sire by t11e opening date of the Annual Conunission Meeting or within 
14 days of the conclusion of the Scientific Commirree meeting, whichever is the sooner. 

6. The Secretary shall be an ex officio member of the Scientific Conunittee witbout vote. 

7. The Tec.hn:ic.al Conmlittee shall, as directed by the Conunission or tl1e Cbair of the Conunission, prepare 
reports and make reconunendations on: 

(a) Management principles, categories, criteria and definitions, taking into account the rec.onunendations of the 
Scientific. Conunittee, as a means of helping the Conunission to deal with management issues as they arise; 

(b) technical and practical options for implementation of conservation measures based on Scientific. Conmlittee 
advice; 
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(c) the implementation of decisions taken by the Conunission tllfough resolutions and through Schedule 
provisions; 

(d) Conunission agenda items assigned to it; 

(e) any other matters. 

8. The Finance and Administration Conunittee shall advise the Conunission on expenditure, budgets, sc.ale of 
contributions, financial regulations, staff questions, and such other matters as the Conunission may refer to it 
from time to time. 

9. The Conunission shall establish an Advisory Conunittee. Tllis Conmlittee shall comprise the Chair, Vice
Chair, Chair of the Finance and Administration Conmlittee, Secretary and two Conmlissioners to broadly 
represent the interests witl1in the IWC fomm. The appointment of the Conunissioners shall be for two years on 
altemative years. 

The role of the Conmlittee shall be to assist and advise the Secretariat on adnli1listrative matters upon request by 
the Secretariat or agreement in the Conunission. The Conmlittee is not a decision-making fonun and shall not 
deal with policy matters or adnlinistrative matters that are within the scope of the Finance and Administration 
Conmlittee other than making reconunendations to tllis Conmlittee. 

N. Languages of th~ Commission 
1. English shall be the official language of the Conmlission. English, French and Spanish shall be t11e working 
languages of the Conmlission. Conunissioners may speak in any other language, if desired, it being tmderstood 
that Conmlissioners doing so will provide their own interpreters. All official publications and conununications 
of tl1e Conmlission shall be in English. Agreed publications shall be available in English, French and Spanish 1• 

0 . Records of Me~tiugs 

1. The proceedings of the meetings of the Conmlission and those of its conmlittees shall be recorded in 
summary fonn. 

2. The text of each Commission decision adopted at a meeting in accordance with Rule E, or by post, shall be 
placed on the Commission's public web site in all working languages within 14 days of the conclusion of the 
meeting or adoption of the decision by post. 

P . Reports and communications 
1. Conmlissioners should arrange for reports on t11e subject of whaling published in their own countries to be 
sent to the Conunission for record purposes. 

2. The Chair's Report of t11e most recent Annual Conunission Meeting shall be posted on the Commission's 
public web site in English within two months of the end of the meeting and in the other working languages as 
soon as possible thereafter. It shall be published in the Almual Report of t11e year just completed. 

3. All individual and circular communications from the Chair or Secretmy to Contracting Governments shall 
be sent to both the Commissioner appointed under Rule A. I. and to his/Tier Alternate designated or to the 
focal or contact point created under Rule A.2. They should also be sent to all accredited intergovernmental 
obse1,,ers. A ll circular communications from the Chair or Secretmy to Contracting Governments shall be 
posted on the Commission's public web site on despatch, unless the Chair, after consulting with the Advisory 
Committee, deems that a confidential communication is warranted (applicable 011~11 for staff issues, 
infraction cases and information provided by contracting Govemments with a request that it remain 
confidemialj, in ,vl1icl1 case the communication should be sent to the Contracting Governments alone. A list 
of dates and subject titles of such confidential communications shall be presented to the next Annual 
lV/eeting. 

Q. Commission Documents 
l. Reports of meetings of all conmlittees, sub-conunittees and working groups of t11e Conunission are 
confidential (i.e. reporting of discussions, conclusions and reconunendatio11~ made during a meeting is 
prohibited) until the opening plenary session of the Conunission meeting to which they are subnlitted, or in the 
c.ase of intersessional meetings, until after they have been dispatched by t11e Secretary to Contracting 

1 As agreed at IWC 59 in Anchorage in 2007: i.e. sinmltaneous interpretation in French and Spanish in IWC Plenary and private meetings of 
Commissioners, and translation into French and Spanish of: (I) Resolutions and Schedule amendments; (2) the Chair's suuunary reports of 
annual meetings; (3) Auuotated Provisional Agendas; and (4) sumutaties of the Scientific Committee and working group reports. Ann. Rep. 
Int. Whaling Conun. 2007: 56-57. 
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Governments and Conuuissioners. Tllis applies equally to member govenuuents and observers. Such reports, 
with the exception of the report of the Finance and Adnlinistration Conuuittee, shall be distributed to 
Conmlissioners, Contracting Govenuuents and accredited observers at the same time. Procedures applying to 
the Scientific Conunittee are contained in its Rules of Procedure E.5.(a) and E.5.(b). 

2. Any document suibnlitted to the Conmlission for distribution to Conmlissioners, Contracting Govenuuents or 
members of the Scientific Conmlittee is considered to be in the public domain unless it is designated by the 
author or govenuuent submitting it to be restricted2 Such restriction is automatically lifted when the report of 
the meeting to which it is subnlitted becomes public.ly available tUJder 1. above. 

3 . Observers adnlitted under Rule of Procedure C. l.(a) and (b) may subnlit Opening Statements which will be 
included in t11e official documentation of the Allllual or other Meeting concerned. They shall be presented in the 
fonuat and the quantities detemlined by the Secretariat for meeting documentation. 

The content of t11e Opening Statement~ shall be relevant to matters under consideration by the Conmlission, and 
shall be in the fonn of views and conuuents made to the Conmlission in general rather than directed to any 
individual or group of Contracting Govenunents. 3 

4. All meeting documents shall be included in the Conmlission's arcllives in the fonn in which they were 
CO!l~idered at the meeting. All such documems dating from 2011 onwards, and also earlier years where 
feasible, shall be archived on the Commission's pu blic web site in an accessible fashion by year and category 
of document. 

R. Amendm~nt of Rul~s 
R.l. These Rules of Procedure and the Rules of Debate may be amended from time to time by a simple majority 
of the Conmlissioners voting, but the full draft text of any proposed amendment shall be circulated to the 
Conmlissioners at least 60 days in advance of the meeting at which the matter is to be discussed. 

1 This does not prevent Contracting Governments from consulting as they see fit on such documents p1'0viding confidentiality is maintained 
as described in Rule of Procedure Q.l. 
3 [There is no intention that the Secretariat should conduct advance or ex-ante reviews of such staten1ents.] 
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FINA1'>CH .L REGULATIOJ"S 

A. Applicability 
l. These regulations shall govem the fmancial administration of the Intemational Whaling Conunission. 

2. They shall become effective as from tl1e date decided by the Conuuission and shall be read witl1 and in 
addition to the Rules of Procedure. They may be amended in the same way as provided under Rule R. l of the 
Rules of Procedure in respect of those Rules. 

3. In case of doubt as to the inte1pretation and application of any of these regulations, the Chair is authorised to 
give a mling. 

B. Financial Year 
l. The financial year of the Conuuission shall be from lst September to 31st August (Rules of Procedure, 
Rule K.l). 

C. General Financial Arrangements 
1. There shall be established a Research Fund and a General Fund, and a Vo[lllltary Flllld for Small Cetaceans. 

(a) The Research Fund shall be credited with voluntary contributio11~ and any such monies as the Conuuission 
may allocate for research and scientific investigation and charged with specific expenditure of this nature. 

(b) The General Ftmd shall, subject to the establisluuent of any other fhnds that the Conuuissionmay detenuine, 
be credited or charged with all other income and expenditure. 

(c) The details of the Vohmtary Ftmd for Small Cetaceans are given in Appendix l. 

The General Fund shall be credited or debited with the balance on the Conuuission's Income and Expenditure 
Accotmt at the end of each fmanc.ial year. 

2. Subject to the restrictions and limitations of the following paragraphs, the Conuuission may accept funds 
from outside the regular contributions of Contract.ing Govenuuent~. 

(a) The Conuuission may accept suc.h funds to carry out progranuues or activities decided upon by the 
Conuuission and/or to advance progranuues and activities which are CO!l~istent with the objectives and 
provisions of the Convention. 

(b) The Conuuission shall not accept extemal funds from any of the following: 

(i) Sources that are known, tlllough evidence available to the Conuuission, to have been involved in illegal 
activities, or activities contrary to the provisions of the Convention; 

(ii) Individual companies directly involved in legal conuuerc.ial whaling under the Convention; 

(iii) Organisations which have deliberately brought the Conuuission into public disrepute. 

3. Monies in any of the Ftmds that are not expected to be required for disbursement within a reasonable period 
may be invested in appropriate Govenm1ent or similar loans by the Secretary in consultation with t11e Chair. 

4. The Secretary shall: 

(a) establish detailed fmancial procedmes and accounting records as are necessary to ensure effective flnanc.ial 
administration and control and the exerc ise of economy; 

(b) deposit and maintain the funds of the Conuuission in an accotmt in the name ofthe Conuuission in a bank to 
be approved by the Chair; 

(c) cause all payments to be made on the basis of supporting vouchers and other doctuuents which ensure tl1at 
the services or goods have been received, and that payment has not previously been made; 

(d) designate the officers of the Secretariat who may receive monies, incur obligations and make payments on 
behalf of the Conuuission; 
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(e) authorise the writing off of losses of c.ash, stores and ot11er assets and submit a statement of such amounts 
written off to the Conunission and the auditors with the anuual accounts. 

5. The accounts of t11e Conuuission shall be audited arumally by a firm of qualified accountants selected by the 
Conuuission. The auditors shall certify that the fmancial statements are in accord with the books and records of 
the Conunission, that t11e financial transactions reflected in them have been in accordance with the mles and 
regulations and that the monies on deposit and in hand have been verified. Th e most recent audited finnncinl 
statements and the audit report shall be submitted to the Annual lv/eeting anrl posted on the Commission's 
public website by the opening of the Annual Meeting. 

D. Yearly Statements 
1. At each Anuual Meeting, there shall be laid before the Conunission two fmancEal statements: 

(a) a provisional statement dealing with the actual and estimated expenditure and income in respect of the 
current financial year; 

(b) the budget estimate of expenditure and income for the ensuing year including the estimated amotmt of the 
individual arumal payment to be requested of each Contracting Govenuuent. 

Expenditure and income shall be shown under appropriate sub-heads accompanied by such explanations as the 
Conuuission may detenuine. 

2. The two financial statements identified in Regulation D .1 shall be despatc.hed by the most expeditious means 
available to each Contracting Govenunent and each Conunissioner not less than 60 days in advance of the 
Ammal Conunission Meeting. They shall require t11e Conuuission's approval after having been referred to the 
Finance and Administration Conunittee for consideration and reconunendations. A copy of the final accounts 
shall be sent to all Contracting Govenunents after they have been audited. 

3. Supplementary estimates may be submitted to t11e Conuuission, as and when may be deemed necessary, in a 
fonn consistent with the Alllmal Estimates. Any supplementary estimate shall require the approval of t11e 
Conuuission after being referred to the Finance and Administration Conuuittee for consideration and 
reconunendation. 

E. Contr ibutions 
1. As soon as t11e Conuuission has approved the budget for any year, the Secretary shall send a copy thereof to 
each Contracting Govenunent (in compliance with Rules of Procedure, Rule K.2), and shall request it to remit 
its anuual payment. 

2. Payment shall be in pounds sterling, drafts being made payable to t11e International W11aling Conuuission and 
shall be payable within 90 days of t11e said request from t11e Secretaty or by t11e following 28 Febmary, t11e "due 
date" whichever is the later. It shall be open to any Contracting Govennuent to postpone the payment of any 
increased portion of the amount which shall be payable in fhll by the following 3 1 AUgllSt, which t11en becomes 
the "due date". Payment shall be by bank transfer from an account belonging to the Contracting Govemment 
or to a state institution of that Government. 

3. New Contracting Govenunents whose adherence to the Convention becomes effective during the first six 
montlL~ of any financ.ial year shall be liable to pay the full amount of tl1e annual p ayment for that year, but only 
half that amount if t11eir adherence falls within t11e second half of t11e fmancial year. The due date for t11e first 
payment by new Contracting Govennuents shall be defmed as 6 months from t11e date of adherence to the 
Convention or before the first day of its parti£ipatiea in any Annual or Special Meeting of the Conuuission in 
which it participates, whichever is the earlier. 

Subsequent ammal payments shall be paid in accordance with Financial Reg11lation E.2. 

4. The Secretary shall report at each Ammal Meeting the position as regards the collection of ammal payments. 

5. For the purpose of application of Rule of Procedure E.2, payments of membership dues shall on(v count as 
having been receh,ed by the Commission when the funds h011e been credited to the Commission 's account 
unless the payment has been made and the Commission is satisfied that the delay in receipt is due to 
circumstances beyond the control of the Contracting Government. 
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F . Arr~ars of Contributions 
l. If a Contracting Govenunent's allllual payments have not been received by the Conunission within 12 months 
of the due date referred to under Regulation E.2 compound interest shall be added on the anniversary of that 
day and each subsequent alllliversary t11ereafter at the rate of 2% above the base rate quoted by the 
Conunission 's bankers on the day. The interest, calculated to the nearest potmd, shall by payable in respect of 
complete years and continue to be payable in respect of any outstanding balance until such time as the amount in 
arrears, including interest, is settled in full. 

2. If a Contracting Govenunent's allllual payments, including any interest due 4, have not been received by the 
Conunission by the earliest of these dates: 

• 3 months following the due date; or 
• the day before the first day of the next Annual or Special Meeting of tl1e Conunission if such a 

meeting is held wit11in 3 months following the due date; or, 
• in the case of a vote by postal or other means, t11e date upon which votes must be received if tllis falls 

within 3 months following the due date, 
the right to vote of t11e Contract ing Govenunent concerned shall be suspended as provided tmder Rule E.2 of the 
Rules of Procedure. 

3. Ally interest paid by a Contracting Government to the Conunission in respect of late aruma! payments shall be 
credited to the General Fund. 

4. Any payment to the Conmlission by a Contracting Govenunent in aJTears with a1mual payments shall be used 
to pay off debts to the Conunission, including interest due, in the order in which they were incurred. 

5. If a Contracting Govenunent' s arumal payments, inc.luding any interest due, have not been received by the 
Conunission in respect of a period of 3 fmancial years; 

(a) no further a1mual contribution will be charged; 
(b) interest will continue to be applied ammally in accordance with Finan cial Regulation F. l. ; 
(c) the provisions of tllis Regulation apply to the Contracting Govel'Jllnent for as long as the 

provisiom of Financial RegulatioJl~ F .1. and F.2. remain in effect for t11at Govenunent; 
(d) the ConilTacting Govenunent concerned will be entitled to attend meetings on payment of a fee per 

delegate at the same level as Non-Member Govenunent observers; 
(e) t11e provisions ofthis Regulation and ofFinancial Regulations F.l. and F.2. will cease to have effect for 

a Contracting Govenunent if it makes a payment of 2 years outstanding contributio11~ and provides an 
tmdertaking to pay the balance of arrears and the interest within a further 2 years; 

(f) interest applied to aJTears in accordance with this Regulation will accrue indefmitely except t11at, if a 
Govemment withdraws from the Convention, no further charges shall accme after t11e date upon which 
t11e witl1drawal takes effect. 

6. Unless the Conmlission decides othenll'ise, a Govenunent which adheres to the Convention without having 
paid to t11e Conmlission any financial obligations incurred prior to its adherence shall, with effect from the date 
of adherence, be subject to all the penalties prescribed by the Rules of Procedure and Financial Regulations 
relating to arrears of fmancial contributions and interest thereon. The penalties shall remain in force until the 
arrears, including any newly-charged interest, have been paid in full. 

4 
A short-term concession of up to 500 pounds sterling will be given to any Contracting Government to take accotmt of renlinances sent to 

cover annual payments, including any interest due, that fall short of the balance owing by up to that amount. This concession is to allow for 
variations in bank charges and exchange rate that alight otherwise reduce the vah1e of the remittance to a lower vah1e than intended in 
potmds sterling and so leave a Contracting Government 'A~th a balance of annual payments, including any interest due outstanding. This 
short term concession will enable a Contracting Government to maintain its right to vote. lilly Contracting Government with a balance 
outstanding above 500 potmds sterling \\~II not be entitled to the short-term concession and its right to vote shall be suspended. The shortfall 
of up to 500 pounds sterling allowed by the concession shall then be carried forward to the next fmancial year as part of the balance of 
annual payments, indluding any interest due to the Commission. 
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Appendix 1 

VOLUNTARY FUI'D FOR SMALL CETACEANS 

Purpose 
The Commission decided at its 46th Aruma! Meeting in 1994 to establish an IWC voluntary fund to allow for 
the participation from developing countries in fi.1ture small cetacean work and requested the Secretary to make 
arrangements for the creation of such a fi.md whereby contributions in cash and in kind can be registered and 
utilised by the Conunission. 

Contributions 
The Conunission has called on Contracting Govenunents and non-contracting Govenunents, intergovenunental 
organisations and other entities as appropriate, in particular those most interested in scientific research on small 
cetaceans, to contribute to the IWC voluntary fi.md for small cetaceam. 

Acceptance of contributions from entities other than Govenunents will be subject to the Conunission's 
procedures for voltmtary contributions. Where fi.mds or support in kind are to be made available through the 
Voluntary Ftmd, the donation will registered and administered by the Secretariat in accordance with 
Conunission procedures. 

The Secretariat will notify all members of the Conunission on receipt of such voluntary contributiom. 

Where expenditure is incurred using t11ese voluntary funds the Secretariat will infonn t11e donors of their 
utilisation. 

Distriblltion of Funds 
1. Recognising that there are differences of view on tl1e legal competence of the Conunission in relation to small 
cetaceans, but aware of the need to promote the development of increased paliicipation by developing countries, 
the following primary fonns of disbursement will be suppolied in accordance with the purpose of the Voluntary 
Fund: 

(a) provision of support for attendance of invited participants at meetings of the Scientific Conunittee; 

(b) provision of support for research in areas, species or populations or research methodology in small cetacean 
work identified as of direct interest or priority in the advice provided by the Scientific Conunittee to the 
Conunission; 

(c) ot11er small cetacean work in developing countries that may be identified from time to time by the 
Conunission and in consultation with illtergovenunental agencies as requiring, or likely to benefit from support 
through the Ftmd. 

2. Where expenditure is proposed ill support of invited participants, the following will apply: 

(a) invited participants will be selected through consultation between the Chair of the Scientific Conunittee, the 
Convenor ofthe appropriate sub-conun:ittee and the Secretary; 

(b) the govemment of the country where the scientists work will be advised of the invitation and asked if it can 
provide fillancial support. 

3. Where expenditure involves research activity, tl1e following will apply: 

(a) the nonnal procedures for review of proposals and reconunendations by the Scientific Conunittee will be 
followed; 

(b) appropriate procedures for reporting of progress and outcomes will be applied and the work reviewed; 

(c) the Secretariat shall solicit the illvolvement, as appropriate, of govenunents ill t11e regions where the research 
activity is undeliaken. 
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RULES OF DEBATE 

A. Right to Speak 
1. The Chair shall c.all upon speakers in t11e order in which they signify their desire to speak. 

2. A Conunissioner or ObseiVer may speak only if called upon by the Chair, who may c.all a speaker to order if 
his/her remarks are not relevant to the subject under discussion. 

3. A speaker shall not be intem1pted except on a point of order. He/she may, however, witl1 the pennission of 
the Chair, give way during his/her speech to allow any other Conunissioner to request elucidation on a particular 
point in that speech. 

4. The Chair of a conunittee or working group may be accorded precedence for the purpose of explaining the 
conclusion arrived at by !lis/her conmlittee or group. 

B. Submission of Motions 
l. Proposals and amendments shall nonnally be introduced in writing in the working language of the meeting 
and shall be subnlitted to the Secretariat which shall circulate copies to all delegations in the session. As a 
general mle, no proposal shall be discussed at any plenary session unless copies of it have been circulated to all 
delegations nonnally no later than 6pm, or earlier if so detemlined by t11e Chair in CO!l~ultation with the 
Conllllissioners, on the day preceding tl1e plenary session. The presiding officer may, however, pemlit the 
discussion and consideration of amendments, or motions, as to procedure, even though such amendments, or 
motions have not been circulated previously. 

C. Procedural Motions 
l. During the discussion of any matter, a Conmlissioner may rise to a point of order, and the point of order shall 
be inunediately decided by t11e Chair in accordance with these Rules of Procedure. A Conllllissioner may appeal 
against any mling of t11e Chair. The appeal shall be inunediately put to the vote and the question voted upon 
shall be stated as: Shall the decision of the Chair be overturned? The Chair's mling shall stand unless a majority 
of tl1e Conllllissioners present and voting otherwise decide. A Conllllissioner rising to a point of order may not 
speak on the substance of the matter under discussion. 

2. The following motions shall have precedence in the following order over all other proposals or motions 
before the Conmlission: 

(a) to adjotun the session; 

(b) to adjourn the debate on the particular subject or question under discussion; 

(c) to close the debate on the particular subject or question under discussion. 

3. Notwithstanding anything in these Rules, the Chair may suspend t11e meeting for a brief period at any time in 
order to allow infonnal discussions aimed at reaching consenstl~ consistent with Rule E of the Rules of 
Procedure. 

D. Arrangements for Debate 
l. The Conmlission may, in a proposal by the Chair or by a Conmlissioner, linlit the time to be allowed to each 
speaker and the number of times the members of a delegation may speak on any question. When the debate is 
subject to such linlits, and a speaker has spoken for !lis allotted time, the Chair shall call him/her to order 
without delay. 

2. During the course of a debate the Chair may annotmce tl1e list of speakers, and with the consent of the 
Conllllission, declare the list closed. The Chair may, however, accord the right of reply to any Conu1lissioner if 
a speech delivered after he/she has declared the list closed makes this desirable. 

3. During the discussion of any matter, a Conllllissioner may move the adjotunment of the debate on the 
particular subject or question under discussion. In addition to the proposer of the motion, a Conmlissioner may 
speak in favour of, and two Conmlissioners may speak against t11e motion, after which the motion shall 
inunediately be put to the vote. The Chair may linlit the time to be allowed to speakers tmder this mle. 

4. A Conllllissioner may at any time move the closure of the debate on the particular subject or question under 
discussion, whether or not any otl1er Conllllissioner has signified the wish to speak. Pernlission to speak on the 
motion for the closure of the debate shall be accorded only to two Conmlissioners wishing to speak against the 
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motion, after which the motion shall immediately be put to the vote. The Chair may limit the time to be allowed 
fto speakers under this mle. 

E. Procedure for Voting on Motions and Amendments 
1. A Conuuissioner may move that parts of a proposal or of an amendment shall be voted on separately. If 
objection is made to the request of such division, the motion for division shall be voted upon. Penuission to 
speak on the motion for division shall be accorded only to two Conuuissioners wishing to speak in favour of, 
and tvw Conuuissioners wishing to speak against, the motion. If the motion for division is carried, those parts of 
the proposal or amendments which are subsequently a.pproved shall be put to the vote as a whole. If all operative 
parts of the proposal or of the amendment have been rejected, the proposal or the amendment shall be 
C.Qll~idered to have been rejected as a whole. 

2. When the amendment is moved to a proposal, the amendment shall be voted on first. When two or more 
amendments are moved to a proposal, tlte Conuuission shall first vote on the last amendment moved and then on 
the next to last, and so on tmtil all amendments have been put to the vote. When, however, the adoption of one 
amendment necessarily implies the rejection of anotlter amendment, tl1e latter amendment shall not be put to the 
vote. If one or more amendments are adopted, the amended proposal shall then be voted upon. A motion is 
C.Qll~idered an amendment to a proposal if it merely adds to, deletes from or revises part of that proposal. 

3. If two or more proposals relate to the same question, the Conuuission shall, unless it otherwise decides, vote 
on tl1e proposals in the order in which they have been submitted. The Conuuission may, after voting on a 
proposal, decide whether to vote on the next proposaL 
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RULES OF PROCEDURE OF THE TECHNICAL COMMITTEE 

A. Participation 
l. Membership shall consist of those member nations that elect to be represented on the Tec.lulic.al Conunittee. 
Delegations shall consist of Conmlissioners, or their nonlinees, who may be accompanied by technical experts. 

2. The Secretary of the Conunission or a deputy shall be an ex officio non-voting member of the Conmlittee. 

3. Observers may attend Conu1littee meetings in accordance with the Rules of the Conmlission. 

B. Organisation 
1. Nonnally the Vice-Chair of the Conmlission is the Chair of the Tec.lmic.a] Conunittee. Otherwise the Chair 
shall be elected from among the members of tl1e Comnlittee. 

2. A provisional agenda for the Technical Conmlittee and each sub-conunittee and working group shall be 
prepared by the Tec.lulical Conmlittee Chair witi1 the assistance of the Secretary. After agreement by the Chair 
of ti1e Comnlission ti1ey shall be distributed to Conunissioners 30 days in advance of the Annual Meeting. 

C. :Meetings 
1. The Annual Meeting shall be held between the Scientific Conunittee and Commission meetings with 
reasonable overlap of meetings as appropriate to agenda requirements. Special meetings may be held as agreed 
by the Conmlission or the Chair of ti1e Conunission. 

2. Rules of conduct for observers shall confonn with mles established by the Conunission for meetings of all 
conmlittees and plenary sessio11~. 

D . Reports 
1. Report~ and reconunendations shall, as far as possible, be developed on ti1e basis of CO!l~emus. However, if a 
CO!l~ensus is not achievable, the conmlittee, sub-conunittee or working group shall report the different views 
expressed. The Chair or any national delegation may request a vote on any Essue. Resulting reconunendations 
shall be based on a simple majority of those nations casting an affmnative or negative vote. 

2. Documents on which reconunendations are based should be available on demand inunediately following each 
conmlittee, sub-conunittee or working group meeting. 

3. Tec.lulic.al papers produced for the Conmlission may be reviewed by the Conunittee for publication by the 
Conmlission. 

15 
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R ULES OF PROCEDURE OF THE SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE 

The Scientific Conunittee, established in accordance with tile Conuuission' s Rule of Procedure M.1 , has the 
general tenus of reference defined in Rule of Procedure M.4. 

In this regard, the DUTIES of the Scientific Conuuittee, can be seen as a progression from the scientific 
investigation of whales and their enviroruuent, leading to assessment of t11e status of t11e whale stocks and the 
impact of catches upon them, and then to provision of management advice on the regulation of whaling. This 
c.an be defined in tl1e following tenus for the Scientific Conunittee to: 

Encourage, reconuuend, or if necessary, organise studies and investigations related to whales and whaling 
[Convention Artic.le IV1(a)] 

Collect and analyse statistical infonuation concerning the current condition and trend of whale stocks and the 
effects of whaling activities on t11em [Article IV. 1 (b)] 

Study, appraise, and disseminate infonuation concerning methods of maintaining and increasing the population 
of whale stocks [Article IV.1 (c)] 

Provide scientific findings on which amendments to the Schedule shall be based to carry out the objectives of 
the Convention and to provide for the conservation, development and optimum utilization of the whale 
resources [Aliicle V.2 (a) and (b)] 

Publish reports of its .activities and findings [Artic.le IV.2] 

In addition, specific FUNCTIONS of the Scientific Conunittee are to: 

Receive, review and conuuent on Special Penuits issued for scientific research [Article VIII.3 and Schedule 
paragraph 30] 

Review research progranuues of Contracting Govenuuents and ot11er bodies [Rule of Procedure M.4] 

SPECIFIC TOPICS of current concern to the Conunission include: 

Comprehensive Assessment of whale stocks [Rep. int. Whal. Commn. 34:30] 

Implementation of the Revised Management Procedure [Rep. int. Whal. Commn 45:43] 

Assessment of stocks subject to aboriginal subsistence whaling [Schedule paragraph 13(b)] 

Development of the Aboriginal Subsistence Whaling Management Procedure [Rep. int. Whal. Commn 45:42-3] 

Effects of enviroruuental change on cetaceans [Rep. in.t. What. Commn 43:39-40; 44:35 ; 45:49] 

Scientific aspects of whale sanctuaries [Rep. int. Whal. Commn 33:21-2; 45 63] 

Scientific aspects of small cetaceans [Rep. int. Whal. Com.mn 41:48; 42:48; 43:51 ; 45:4 1] 

Scientific aspects ofwhalewatching [Rep. in.t. Whal. Commn. 45:49-50] 

A. :Membership all(l Observers 
1. The Scientific Conunittee shall be composed of scientists nominated by the Conunissioner of each 
Contracting Govenunent which indicates that it wishes to be represented on that Conunittee. Commissioners 
shall identify the head of delegation and any alternate(s) when making nominations to the Scientific Committee. 
The Secretary of the Conunission and relevant members of t11e Secretariat shall be ex-officio non-voting 
members of t11e Scientific Conunittee. 

2. The Scientific Conunittee recognises t11at representatives oflnter-Govemmental Organisations with particular 
relevance to the work of t11e Scientific Conunittee may also participate as non-voting members, subject to the 
agreement of t11e Chair of t11e Conunittee acting according to such policy as the Conunission may decide. 
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3. Ftuiher to paragraph 2 above the World Conservation Union (IUCN) shall have similar status in the Scientific 
Conuuittee. 

4. Non-member govermuents may be represented by observers at meetings of the Scientific Conuuittee, subject 
to the arrangements given in Rule C. l (a) of the Conuuission 's Rules of Procedure. 

5. Any non-govermuental organisation sending an accredited observer to a meeting of tl1e Conuuission may 
nominate a scientifically qualified observer to be present at meetings of the Scientific Conuuittee. Any such 
nomination must reach the Secretary not Jess tl1an 60 days before the start of the meeting in question and must 
specify the scientific qualificatiollS and relevant experience of the nominee. The Chair of the Scientific 
Conuuittee shall decide upon the acceptability of any nomination but may rej ect it only after consultation witi1 
the Chair and Vice-Chair of the Conuuission. Observers admitted under this mle shall not participate in 
discussions but the papers and docmuents of the Scientific Conuuittee shall be made available to ti1em at the 
same time as to members of the Conuuittee. 

6. The Chair of the Conuuittee, acting according to such policy as the Conuuission or the Scientific Conuuittee 
may decide, may invite qualified scientists not nominated by a Conuuissioner to participate by invitation or 
othenll'ise in committee meetings as non-voting contributors. They may present and discuss documents and 
papers for collSideration by the Scientific Conuuittee, participate on sub-committees, and they shall receive all 
Conuuittee documents and papers. 

(a) Convenors will submit suggestions for Invited Participants (inc.Juding the period of time ti1ey would like 
them to attend) to ti1e Chair (copied to ti1e Secretariat) not Jess than four months before the meeting in question. 
The Convenors will base tl1eir suggestions on tl1e priorities and initial agenda identified by the Conuuittee and 
Conuuission at the previous meeting. The Chair may also consider offers from suitably qualified scientists to 
contribute to priority items on the Conuuittee's agenda if ti1ey submit such an offer to the Secretariat not Jess 
than four monti1s before the meeting in question, providing infonuation on the contribution they believe that 
they can make. Within two weeks of this, the Chair, in consultation with the Convenors and Secretariat, will 
develop a list of invitees. 

(b) The Secretary will then promptly issue a Jetter of invitation to those potential Invited Participants suggested 
by the Chair and Convenors. That Jetter will state that there may be financ.ial support available, although invitees 
will be encouraged to find tl1eir own support.. Invitees who wish to be considered for travel and subsistence will 
be asked to submit an estimated airfare (incl. travel to and from the airp01i) to the Secretariat, within 2 weeks. 
Under certain c.ircumstances (e.g. ti1e absence of a potential participant from their illStitute), the Secretariat will 
detenuine the likely airfare. 

At the same time as (b) a Jetter will be sent to the govemment of the country where the scientists is domiciled 
for the primary pmpose of enquiring whether that Govermuent would be prepared to pay for the scientist' s 
participation. If it is, the scientist is no longer an Invited Participant but becomes a national delegate. 

(c) At least three months before the meeting, the Secretariat will supply the Chair with a list of participants and 
the estimated expenditure for each, based on (1) ti1e estimated airfare, (2) the period of time the Chair has 
indicated the IP should be present and (3) a daily subsistence rate based on the actual cost of ti1e hotel deemed 
most suitable by the Secretary and Chair1

, plus an appropriate daily allowance_ 

At the same time as (c) a provisional list of the proposed Invited Participants will be circulated to 
Conuuissioners, with a final list attached to the Report of the Scientific Conuu.ittee. 

(d) The Chair will review the estimated total cost for all suggested participants against the money available in 
the Conuuission' s budget. Should there be insufficient funds, ti1e Chair, in consultation with the Secretariat and 
Convenors where necessary, will decide on the basis of the identified priorities, which paliicipants should be 
offered fmanc.ial support and the period of the meeting for which that supp01i will be provided. Invited 
Paliicipants without IWC supp01i, and those not supported for the full period, may attend the remainder of the 
meeting at their 0\11'11 expense. 

(e) At least two months before the meeting, the Secretary will send out fonual confmuation of the invitations to 
all the selected scientist~, in accordance with the Conuuission 's Guidelines, indicating where appropriate that 
financial support will be given and the nature of that supp01i. 

1 [Invited participants who choose to stay at a cheaper hotel v.<ill receive the actual rate for their hotel plus the sante daily allowance.) 
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(f) In exceptional circumstances, the Chair, in COil~tlltation with the Convenors and Secretariat, may waive the 
above time restrictions. 

(g) The letter of invitation to Invited Participants will include tlte following ideas: 

Under the Conuuittee's Rules of Procedure, Invited Participants may present and discuss papers, and 
participate in meetings (including those of subgroups). They are entitled to receive all Conuuittee 
documents and papers. They may participate fhlly in discussions pertaining to tlteir area of expertise. 
However, discussions of Scientific Conuuittee procedures and policies are in principle limited to 
Conuuittee members nominated by member governments. Such issues will be identified by tile Chair of 
the Conuuittee during discussions. Invited Participants are also urged to use their discretion as regards 
their involvement in the fonuulation of potentially controversial reconuuendatio11~ to tlte Conuuission; 
the Chair may at his/her discretion mle them out of order. 

(h) After an Invited Participant has his/her participation confinued through the procedures set up above, a 
Contracting Govenuuent may grant this person national delegate status, thereby entitling him/her to full 
paliicipation in Conuuittee proceedings, witltout prejudice to fhnding arrangements previously agreed upon to 
support the attendance of the scientist in question. 

7. A small number of interested local scientists may be penuitted to observe at meetings of the Scientific 
Conuuittee on application to, and at the discretion of, tlte Chair. Such scientists should be connected with the 
local Universities, other scientific institutions or organisations, and should provide the Chair with a note of their 
sci entific qualifications and relevant experience at the time of their application. 

B. Agenda 
l. The initial agenda for the Conuuittee meeting of the following year shall be developed by the Conuuittee 
prior to adjournment each year . The agenda should identify, as far as possible, key issues to be disc.ussed at the 
next meeting and specific papers on issues should be requested by the Conuuittee as appropriate. 

2. The provisional agenda for the Conuuittee meeting shall be circulated for conuuent 60 days prior to the 
Annual Meeting of the Conuuittee. Conuuents will nonually be considered for incmporation into tl1e draft 
agenda presented to the opening plenary only if received by the Chair 2 1 days prior to the beginning of the 
Annual Meeting. 

C. Organisation 
1. The Scientific Conuuittee shall include standing sub-conuuittees and working groups by area or species, or 
otller subject, and a standing sub-conuuittee on small cetaceans. The Conuuittee shall decide at each meeting on 
sub-conuuittees for the coming year. 

2. The sub-conuuittees and working groups shall prepare the basic documents on the identification, status and 
trends of stocks, induding biological parameters, and related matters as necessary, for the early consideration of 
the full Conuuittee. 

3. The sub-conuuittees, except for the sub-conuuittee on small cetaceans, shall concentrate their effolis on 
stocks of large cetaceans, particularly tltose which are currently exploited or for which exploitation is under 
consideration, or for which there is concern over their statu~, but they may examine matters relevant to all 
cetaceans where appropriate. 

4. The Chair may appoint other sub-conuuittees as appropriate. 

5. The Conuuittee shall elect from among its members a Chair and Vice-Chair who will nonually serve for a 
period of three years. They shall take office at the conclusion of the annual meeting at which they are elected. 
The Vice-Chair shall act for the Chair in his/her absence. 

The election process shall be undeliaken by the heads of national delegations who shall consult widely before 
nominating candidate/. The Vice-Chair will become Chair at the end of his/her tenu (unless he/she dedines), 
and a new Vice-Chair will then be elected. If the Vice-Chair declines to become Chair, then a new Chair must 
also be elected. If tl1e election of the Chair or Vice-Chair is not by consensus, a vote shall be conducted by the 
Secretary and verified by the current Chair. A simple majority shall be decisive. In cases where a vote is tied, 
the Chair shall have the casting vote. If requested by a head of delegation, the vote shall proceed by secret 

1 The Conunission's Rule of Procedure on voting rights (rule E.2) also applies to the Scientific Conunittee. 
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ballot. In these circumstances, the results shall only be reported in tenus of which nominee received the most 
votes, and the vote counts shall not be reported or retained. 

D. Meetings 
l. Meetings of the Scientific Conunittee as used in these mles include all meetings of subgroups of the 
Conunittee, e. g. sub-conunittees, working groups, workshops, etc .. 

2. The Scientific Conunittee shall meet prior to the Aruma! Meeting of the Conunission. Special meetings of the 
Scientific Conunittee or its subgroups may be held as agreed by the Conunission or the Chair of the 
Conunission. 

3. The Scientific Conunittee will organise its work in accordance with a schedule detennined by the Chair with 
the advice of a group comprising sub-conunittee/working group chairs and relevant members of the Secretariat. 

E. Scientific Papers and Documents 
The following documents and papers will be COil~idered by the Scientific Conunittee for discussion and 
inc.lusion in its report to the Conunission: 

l. Progress Reports. Each nation having infonnation on the biology of cetaceans, cetacean research, the taking 
of cetaceans, or other matters it deems appropriate should prepare a brief progress report following in the fonnat 
agreed by tl1e Conunittee. 

2. Special Reports. The Conunittee may request spec.ial reports as necessary on matters to be considered by the 
Conunittee for the following year. 

3. Sub-conunittee Reports. Report~ of the sub-conunittees or working groups shall be inc.luded as annexes to 
the Report to the Conunission. Reconunendations contained therein shall be subj ec.t to modification by the full 
Conunittee before inclusion in its Report. 

4. Scientific and Working Papers. 
(a) Any scientist may submit a scientific paper for co11~ideration by the Conunittee. The fonnat and submission 
procedure shall be in accordance with guidelines established by the Secretariat with the concurrence of the 
Conunittee. Papers published elsewhere may be distributed to Conunittee members for infonnation as relevant 
to specific topics under consideration. 

(b) Scientific papers will be considered for discussion and inc.lusion in the papers of tl1e Conunittee only if the 
paper is received by t11e Secretariat on or by the first day of the ammal Conunittee meeting, intersessional 
meeting or any sub-group. Exceptions to tllis mle can be granted by t11e Chair of the Conmlittee where there are 
exceptional extenuating circumstances. 

(c) Working papers will be distributed for discussion only if prior pemlission is given by the Chair of the 
conmlittee or relevant sub-group. They will be archived only if they are appended to tl1e meeting report. 

(d) The Scientific Conmlittee may receive and consider unpublished scientific documents from non-members of 
the Conmlittee (including observers) and may invite them to introduce their documents at a meeting of t11e 
Conmlittee provided that they are received under t11e same conditions (with regard to tinling etc .. ) that apply to 
members. 

5. Publication of Scientific Papers and Reports. 
(a) Scientific papers and reports considered by the Conmlittee t11at are not already published shall be inc.luded in 
the Conmlission's archives in the fonn in which they were considered by t11e Conmlittee or its sub-conmlittees. 
Papers subnlitted to meetings shall be available on request at t11e same time as the report of the meeting 
concerned (see (b) below). 

(b) The report of the Annual Meeting of t11e Scientific Conmlittee shall be distributed to t11e Conmlission no 
later t11an the begimling of t11e opening plenary of the Arumal Conmlission Meeting and is confidential until this 
time. 

Reports of intersessional Workshops or Special Conunittee Meetings are confidential until they have been 
dispatc.hed by tl1e Secretary to the full Conmlittee, Conunissioners and Contracting Govenunents. 
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Reports of intersessional Steering Groups or Sub-conunittees are confidential until they have been discussed by 
the Scientific Conunittee, nonnally at an Aruma! Meeting. 

In this context, ' confidential' means that reporting of discussions, conclusions and recommendations is 
prohibited. This applies equally to Scientific Conunittee members, invited participants and observers. Reports 
shall be distributed to Commissioners, Contracting Govenunents and accredited observers at the same time. 

The Scientific Conunittee should identify the category of any intersessional meetings at the time t11ey are 
reconunended. 

(c) Scientific papers and reports (revised as necessary) may be considered for publication by the Conunission. 
Papers shall be subject to peer review before publication. Papers submitted shall follow the Guidelines for 
Authors published by the Conunissi.on. 

F . Review of Scientific Per mits 
1. When proposed scientific pennit~ are sent to the Secretariat before they are issued by national govenunents 
the Scientific Conunittee shall revi·ew tl1e scientific aspects of the proposed research at its annual meeting, or 
during a special meeting called for t11at purpose and conunent on them to the Commission. 

2. The review process shall take into account guidelines issued by t11e Conunission. 

3. The proposed pennits and supporting documents should include specifics as to tl1e objectives of the research, 
number, sex, size, and stock of the animals to be taken, opportunities for participation in the research by 
scientists of other nations, and the possible effect on cott~ervation of t11e stock resulting from granting the 
pennit~. 

4. Preliminary results of any research resulting from the pennits should be made available for the next meeting 
of the Scientific Conunittee as part of t11e national progress report or as a special report., paper or series of 
papers. 

G. Financial Support for Researcll Pr oposals 
1. The Scientific Conunittee shall identify research needs. 

2. It shall consider unsolicited research proposals seeking financial supp01i from the Conunission to address 
these needs. A sub-conunittee shall be established to review and rank research proposals received 4 months in 
advance of the Atmual Meeting and shall make reconunendatiotl~ to the fhll Conunittee. 

3. The Scientific Conunittee shall reconunend in priority order those research proposals for Conunission 
financial support as it judges best meet its objectives. 

H . Availability of data 
The Scientific Conunittee shall work with tl1e Secretariat to ett~ure that catch and scientific data t11at t11e 
Conunission holds are archived and accessible using modem computer data handling tedmiques. Access to such 
data shall be subject to the following mles. 

1. Infonnation identified in Section VI of t11e Schedule that shall be notified or forwarded to the IWC or other 
body designated under Artic.le VII ofthe Convention. 
Tllis infonnation is available on request through the Secretariat to any interested persons with a legitimate claim 
relative to the aims and purposes of t11e Convention3

. 

2. Infonnation and reports provided where possible under Section VI of the Schedule. 
When such infonnation is forv<arded to t11e IWC a covering letter should make it dear t11at the infonnation or 
report is being made available, and it should identify the pertinent Schedule paragraph tmder which the 
infonnation or report is being submitted. 

Infonnation made available to the IWC under this provision is accessible to accredited persotl~ as defined tmder 

3 (The Government of Norway notes that for reasons of domestic legislation it is only able to agree that data it provides under this paragraph 
are lll3de available to accredited persons.] 
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4. below, and additionally to other interested persons subject to the agreement oftl1e govenuuent submitting the 
infonuation or report. 

Such infonuation already held by the Conuuission is not regarded as having been forwarded until such 
c.larific.ation of its status is received from the govenuuent concerned. 

3. Infonuation neither required nor requested under the Schedule but which has been or might be made available 
to the Conuuission on a voluntary basis. 

Tllis infonuation is of a substantially different status from the previous two types. It can be further divided into 
two categories: 

(a) Infonuation collected under International Schemes. 
(i) Data from the IWC sponsored projects. 

(ii) Data from the International Marking Scheme. 

(iii) Data obtained from international collaborative activities which are offered by the sponsors and accepted as 
contributions to the Comprehe11~ive Assessment, or proposed by the Scientific Conmlittee itself. 

Infonuation collected as the result of IWC sponsored activities and/or on a collaborative basis with other 
organisations, govenuuents, institutions or individuals is available within those contributing bodies either 
inuuediately, or, .after mutual agreement beh111een the IWC and the relevant body/person, after a suitable time 
interval to allow ' first tl~e ' rights to t11e primary contributors. 

(b) Infonuation collected under national progranuues, or other t11an in (a). 
Infonuation in tllis category is likely to be provided by govenuuents under special conditions and would hence 
be subject to some degree of restriction of access. This infonuation c.an only be held under the following 
conditions: 

(i) A minimum level of access should be that such data could be used by accredited persons during the Scientific 
Conmlittee meetings using validated tec.luliques or methods agreed by t11e Scientific Conmlittee. After t11e 
meeting, at the request of t11e Scientific Conmlittee, such data could be accessed by the Secretariat for use with 
previously specified teclmiques or validated programs. Infonuation thus made available to accredited persons 
should not be passed on to third parties but govenuuents nlight be asked to consider making such records more 
widely available or accessible. 

(ii) The restrictions should be specified at the time the infonnation is provided and these should be t11e only 
restrictions. 

(iii) Restrictions on access should not discrinlinate amongst accredited persons. 

(iv) All infonuation held should be documented (i.e. described) so that accredited persons know what is held, 
along with stated restrictions on the access to it and tl1e procedures needed to obtain pemlission for access. 

4. Accredited persons 
Accredited persons are those scientists defmed under sections A. I , 2, 3 and 6 of the Rules of Procedure of t11e 
Scientific Conunittee. Invited participants are also considered as ' accredited ' during the intersessional period 
following the meeting which they attend. 
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122. “Report of the Scientific Committee”, IWC/63/Rep1, pp. 3, 14, 24-26 <http://
iwcoffice.org/_documents/sci_com/SCRepFiles2011/63-Rep1-with%20covers.
pdf> accessed 14 February 2012

REPORT OF THE SCIENTIFlC COMMITTEE 2011 IWC/63 'R.tp I 

Rt'port of tht' Scit'ntific Committt't' 

Tbt mtellng was ~ld at~ Radis.son Blu Hotel Tromsa from 30 :'<larll Iune 2011 and was cbalred by Debra Palka. A list of 
panicipana is gi\-.o as~" A. 

l. 1:\"TRODUCTORV IIT:\IS 
1.1 Chair's wtltomt and optning rf'marks 
Tbt OWt w~lcOiliM the pM1icipants to the beautiful city of 
Tromso. insldt tht Arctic Circle, and thanked the 
GovOI"Wiltnt of Norway. and in pattirular Lat·• Wallae, Aroe 
BJorge aod S1dsd Groovik for their \\•orl: in assisting the 
Seetek1tiat to &1'1':t:uge the excellent facilities and Einar 
Talloktien o f the Norwegian Ministty of Foreign Affairs, 
who M$1Sted greatly with obtaining cu~tom clearance for all 
of the equipment. 

On behalf o f the Scientific Committee, the Ohair expressed 
dtep condoteuees to our Japauese coUeagues and 
cotlll~n O\"tr the b"agic eartbquakie and tsunrulli that 
occtund on I I March 2011 and caused such widespread 
dtvnst~tion t'Jld los.s of life. 

Tbt Collllllinee ah.o paused in silence to remember Robert 
Clora who clied Ul Pem after a long illness on 8 May 2011. 
at dle age of 92. R obert was well-l:rurwn for his worl: on 
sperm whale$ and whaling hi!tory. His seminal Discovery 
~n 'Sperm \Vbliog 1.11 the Azores', describing the relict 
open boat whaling i.ndus.-y there, was recently reprinted in 
Portugal 1.11 recognition of,,. historical i.mponaoce. He also 
\\'Otlted as a biologist on Antarctic fa ctory <hips and on 
wlwe matklng crwses In the late 1950s be began a long
term study of spcm and other whales off western South 
Alllertca ondtr FAO. roporting to the Permanem 
CommisSJon for lbe South Pacific. In the late 1950s and 
early 1960s, and apin in~ 1970., be aaeoded meetings of 
lbe Soenti.fio Comminte, particularly special meetings on 
sperm ""haiH. and most recently was a special g)lest of the 
Comminee at its mee<ing in Santiago, Chile~ in June 2009. 
There be was aeeomparu.d bY hi5 wife, Obla Paliza. also a 
biologist .. with whom be was still working up sperm \\"hale 
dala froo11be 1960s. 

R.obett was a oolourful character with wide interests; hi5 
research indudtd not owy -..nales. e;pecially sperm whales. 
but whaling, wbaling bi>loty, whale consen'lltion, squid and 
dtep sea fishes. He \\'liS the tecbnic.al consultant to the 1956 
fihn of ' Moby.Dicl<', and retained a strong scholarly interest 
in wh.•liog matters, includin.g atm>;,rgri; and .sctim;haw, 
uutil very lote in tife. 

1.2 Appoinuntnt Ctf l':tpporreur\ 
Dooovnn was appointed rapporteur \\~th assistauce from 
\"OriOU$ mombtrS of the Committee a.• appropriate. Chairs of 
sub-eouuninee.s and \Votlcing Groups appointed rappotteurs 
for tbtlt individual meeting~. 

1.31\lttrin; pro('tdurt~ and rime scbe.duJe 
Broclcioglon 5Utllm:trised the meeting arrangements aod 
information for portie:ip311ts. The Corumitt~ agreed to 
follow the work sobedule prepared by th<! Olair. 

3 

lA Establishment of sub~ommhtee• and \\"orlclng 
groups 
As intimated la>l year (IWC. 20l le. p.6 5) aod inch~ in 
the draft agen da, ttu·ee pre-me~ preceded dle stan of the 
Scientific Colllllliitee: the Work:ing Group on the 
hnplementaJf ofJ A.sse.ssmcmt of westetu North Pacific 
common minke whales ~t to considtt progrtss on tasks 
specified m SC/63/Rep3. A WMP met to clisctl$s progress on 
the development of SL~• for the Greet1laud htwts and the 
working group oo the assess111ent of hlllllflba.cli: whale 
Breeding St<>ck B nltt to con'lplete the OSI"<!,.men t. In 
addition, the intet...ssioool moeetwg for \be Southetn 
Hemisphere min1ce whale abuudnnee eostull.1tt cont.iuued its 
business. A mllllber of sub-conwut~es >tld Worlciog Groups 
were established. Their reports \\"eft tithtt 111.1~ aWlexes 
(see below) or subsumed into Ibis report. 

Anne:tD 

AnnexE 

Annexf 

AnnexH 

Annex! 
Anne:< I 

AnoexK 

AnnexKI 

AnnexL 

AJllle-x}-f 
AnnexN 

Sub-CollWltnee on the Revised Maoag.,.,.nt 
Procedure (Rl'.t:P): 
Working Group on~ Impkm•marlo11 Rel'isw 
for Wes"= North Paci1io COOllllOn miolte 
wt.ales (NPM): 
Standl.llg Worlci.ng Group on an Aboriginal 
Wllaling "'lanagtmenl Procedure (A\VMP); 
Sub-Couuwn~ on Bowbead. Righi !lid Gr2y 
What .. (BRG): 
Sub-Comt:lllttee OQ InJ)eplh As
(IA); 
Su~>-Comt;mnee 011 0\ber Sot.uhnn 
Hemisphere Whale Stocks (SH), 
Working Group 011 Stocl:: Defici11on (SD) ; 
Working Group on Es11111311on of B).:au:b and 
other Human-Induced Monality (BC); 
Staoding Woda.ng Group on En'-ironnl011fal 
CODCetns (EC): 
Working Group to Addre>s Mulri..SJ'<"i"" and 
Ecosys~m Modellulg Approaches (EM); 
Standing Sub-Conmunee oo Smoll Cetaceans 
(SC); 
Sub-ColllWittee on Whalowatching ~lW); 
Working Group on DNA (DNA). 

1.5 Computing ;unmgfmtuts 
Brockington informed the pattiet.paots of the amngenJents 
for delegates con1puting. 

2 . . -I.DOPTIOX OF AGE..'\DA 

The adopted Agenda is giv~n as Annex B I. Statenltmts oo 
the Agenda are give.o as Annex S. Tbt Agenda took into 
account the priority items agreed lost yoar and appro,-ed by 
tbe Comwission (1\VC. 201la. pp. 31 -2). Annex B 2 links 
the Comnuttee ·,Agenda "~th that of the Commission. 

http://iwcoffice.org/_documents/sci_com/SCRepFiles2011/63-Rep1-with covers.pdf
http://iwcoffice.org/_documents/sci_com/SCRepFiles2011/63-Rep1-with covers.pdf
http://iwcoffice.org/_documents/sci_com/SCRepFiles2011/63-Rep1-with covers.pdf
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SC/63'R.\lP7 b3d reopoodtd 10 one of lhose 
t<COWiiJtildaloons and lbt analy.es prot<ided b3d prot-.d 
brlpfbl 

U .U L'"Pv-rS FOR ACTUAL A.PI'UCA nos OF 111£ CI.< 
Tbtre wu i.nsullic:ito~ timt ;n'aibble 10 select lile ca1ches 
aod abuod3Jice estuna,.s for use in acmal appl.itations of dle 
CL~. The iuetsesslooai \\'Crl:i.Qg groop ffial:lished ucder 
item 6.3.1.6 "ill initia~t chscussion of !his. Ont issue which 
ottds 10 bt coaside'td in this rtsptd is bo11• 10 address 
COieS "' "1lich the $1U of lile ., ... >1n"}'"" thanges oYer 
ti.mt. 

63.1 rr ol'lcpla11 
UnfOrtunately. the Comnun .. was UW!ble to oomplete tile 
t:uks reqwre<S ot tile Fu'>l Annual M .. ting thi! year. It bad 
not b<eu possible to IUSlgll plauubility to stock • uuc.rure 
hypotbeses. prim:ully be<ause it had not been possible to 
complete coudiuoning of tbt trials. This meant that the 2-
year scbedtlie for the Implcmenfnlion Review has been 
disny ttd and lt will nor ~ pos~ble to compl~te it at ue:u 
year's meeting. 

Prev\0\1$ Jmpl•me11rnlions \lOder tbt Guidelines had been 
cowplet<d ou sebedule (IWC, 200Se; 2009b) but the 
lmpl•menrarioll Reviow for wostern North Pacific minke 
whales is eowple:t and tbtrefore considerably more time 
com1llllWg. It indndes sinru13ting whaling operations during 
utigratiou, which rtqtw-es lmplomentalion Simlllalion Trials 
to bt •tructurtd te~ally os w•ll as spatially. The 
plausible stod: •trlldUr• bypo~s inclnde those thai are 
•:ttremely eoruplex. As a rt$\lit, the Implenumcation 
Simu!Drion Trlau 6et"eloped are far more complicated thaJl 
anypmiously c:onsiclerecl. 

Gn..u tbe delay 10 lile Implomenraci<»t R,.;,.. schedule, 
oat).,.,. .• ~Illig tfl't<:tn"elybec01Il6 a ropeu of the First 
Annual M .. wn1 \\\Ill tbe same list of required IIISI:s thai had 
bteu initiated !his >"~~'- 'I'M Commi""" discussed a 
\\'Qikplan (induchng an in~! worlcshop) that sbould 
~ compleciQO of tbe necessary intersen:iooal work 
so that all tasks would bt COtq>leted 11 ne:u year's meeting. 

'I'M"'" ou coa&tiooing tbe tN!s thai bod bten ongoing at 
!his w<el1ll8 will COillinut UllerstSSionally. As>0eia1ed with 
!his .,., a nwn1:ttr of techllieal tm>es includil!g revisiting, as 
appropriatt. tbt sptcifieatioo of sa<q>les repre.enting the 
be.- proxies f01· 'pure >locks'. re..:alrulation of mi.'<ing 
proportions. ODd ched:1ng the '-atues of lhe 'gamma 
coeflia..,..'" to tDSUte eonsi>tency withio lbe trials. In 
additi.oa.., .it a i.mpotttun ibat the conditionicg "'Od:: and 
restlito are cOIDlllllllicated in a rtadily understandable way. 
The rts111ts of eonchttoning are an impottlllll component of 
assigning plausibility to hypotheses and wei!bts to tN!s . 
Given the oowplexity of the trials. 1be reliability of the 
conditioning olgoritbmal$o ueeds to be carefully checked. 

The CouUl>in .. chSCU$$ed whetber tts wotk eould be 
tacilitoted if addiuoon.l trials \\'ere deve loped following the 
results of new au.alyses pt'6eUted at this meeting relevant to 
Hypotbeses m. It WO$ noted that Hypotbesis ill was an 
inclu>iv'e b)pothesi• tb.\1 ineorporated tbe possibility of 
multiple J stoclcs. orultrple 0 Sloclcs and a Y ;tock It wos 

1 For u t~D wt SC 6Jfl.tp3. Alme:c J, 
14 

IWCI631R.epl 

inappropriate to c:onsicler nwlliple combu>acions of lile 
t-.rioos stock SIJllCttU aspects included w HypolbestS ill 
but the Comminee agr .. s that a '-.nice of Hypolbe.,. ill 
that did not assume mllltiple J S1oeks "-culd bt \'aluable 10 
pn=e. The possibility of excluding a Y $10d: ti'om 
H)polbesis ill was also raised: bo""'"'· tbt Colll!Wntt 
considered thai this would hkely W''Ol\-, more \\uX thaJl 
was pos;ible m tbe timt at'ailable. 

The Committee agr .. s that modif}-ing tbe way Hypolbtsis 
ill was implemented by siwplil}-ing 11 did not \Wlalt !be 
guideline that the structwe of tbt trials should nor bt 
changed after the FU... IntenesSlonal M .. twg. The 
Committee noted that !his did not iuvoh-, any cha.oges 10 tbe 
suucnu·e of the compmer programs. 

An ad hoc worlcing ~roup was establi>hed to draft a dtt>ile<l 
workplon. including proposed membership of an 
intersessional working group and plans for A tecbnieol 
interse.-sional work!.hop. Although it pre.ented il4 wotl<: 
direc.tly to Plenary, iu addition to endorsing tbe workplnn. it 
the Committee agrtts that it is appt'opaiate to nl:lkt it au 
nppendiJ< (Appendix 11) to Annex D. 

The Cemutittee agrees that the proposed <Ullllysi> to expl01-e 
evolutionary pathways of putative stoelcs (SC/631R.ep3, 
Annex N. item C) wowd be valuable to pt~ 
interse.ssionally oud endor;es lhe re~arch propo$01 git'etllll 
Annex Dl , Appendi.'< 10. 

6.4 ::"or th .-\.dontic mink< wh oles 
6.4.1 Review-newabundancetmimates 
Tbe Conm1inee reces.\<""ed Ln!OfDlolUO'Il oo a m,IJlS)tt' of De\V 
sut\-.ys ODd abundanee estimates for common minke whales 
iu lile North Atlantic. Discussi011 of these can bt fotiOd ut 

Annex D (item 3.3.1). There was insufficten1 timt 10 m<iew 
these estimates in any detail and tbe Comtm- DO<ed thai. 
full e\-aluation of tbem will oca.- m tbe fonheomutg 
Imp/eme~~ttJcion Re>ie~<•, plamted for 2014. 

6.5. Other business 
The Committee noted thai abuod3Jice esiUD3tes are used w 
three ways in the RMP and tbe AWMP: (I) for use wben 
condi1ioning Implementarion Slmulanon TrialJ. LO. wben 
estimating the parameters of tbe operating mode~ (2) \\ben 
appl}ing the IaiP -..ithio /mplertUIIttarioll Slmularion TrltJu; 
and (3) v.ilen applying tbe RMP in acruahty. There IS a u..d 
for a s1ngle list of all abundance .. timates for stoeb f01· 
which wana• ement advice is needed tbot ottds 10 bt 
annotated by how !bey can bt used (including 'do not use'). 
Donovan agreed to produce an iwtW hst of ~~ 
estimates considered in past RJ.iP (and A WMP) discmsio1u . 
including pretoious Coumtinee evaluations of tbetr status fot• 
eousideratiou at ne:<t year's meeltug. This " discus~<! 
futther under Item 24. 

The Coumtitt~ did not have tUn. to review a propoSlll to 
initiate a pre-Implementation as.scssmcnr of North Atlt'Wtic 
sei whales (SCI621RMP2) 

6.6 Work plan 
The Committee • s di.scussioM oo the S\Jb.comolittee · s 
workplon (Annex D) nre wcorpor.tted under Item 2 1. 

The Committee was coneemed o;-,r tbe feasibility of 11.$ 

fhrure timetable of work partictliarly givett tbe deL'Y in tbe 
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for this stoc.k based on a negatively biased estimate of 
abundance of 17,307 (95% CI 7,628 - 39,270) and the 
method for providing interim management advice whidt 
was confirmed by the Commission. Suc.h advice can be used 
for up to two five-year bloc.ks whilst SLAs are being 
developed (IWC, 2009a, p.l6) . Last year, the Commission 
agreed to replace the number 200 to 178 as rec.onm1ended 
by the Conunittee. Based on the application of the agree.d 
approach, and the lower 5th percentile for the 2007 estimate 
of abundance, tbe Comirnttee repeats its advice of last year 
that an a1111ual strike limit of 178 will not harm the stock. 

9.5 Common minke whales off East Greenland 
9.5.1 New information 
Nine col111llon irnnke whales were struck (and landed) off 
East Greenland in 20 I 0 (no animals were struck and lost) 
(SC/63/ProgRepDemnark). Of the landed whales, there were 
two females, four males, and three whales of tmreported sex. 
Catches of minke whales off East Greenland are believed to 
come from the large Central stock of minke whales. 

9.5.2 Management advice 
In 2007, the Cormnission agreed to an ruumal quota of 12 
tninke whales from the stoc.k off East Greetiland for 2008-
2012, which the Committee stated was ac.ceptable in 2007 
The present strike litnit represents a very small proportion of 
the Central Stock (see Table 4) The Committee agrees that 
the present strike litnit will not hann the stock. 

Table 4 

Most recent aboodance estimates for minke whales in the Central North 
Atlantic (see Fig. 2 for the location of the Small Areas). 

Small Aroo(s) 
CM 
CIC 
CG 
CIP 

Year(s) 
2005 
2007 
2007 
2007 

Abundance and CV 
26,739 (CV-<l.39) 
10,680 (CV-<l.29) 
L048 (CV-<l.60) 
1.350 (CV-<l 38) 

Fig. 2. Small Area specifications (see Table 4). 

9.6 Fin whales off\Vest Greenland 
9.6.1 New information 
A total of four fin whales (all females) were landed, and one 
additional animal was struck and lost, in West Greenland 
during 2010 (SC/63/ProgRepDemnark). An acoustic study 
on fm whales in Davis Strait b<>tween Greenland and Canada 
fotmd that call frequencies peaked in November- December, 
and continued tmtil the area was covered by ice in January 
(Simonet a/., 2010). 
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9.6.2 Management advice 
In 2007, the Commission agreed to a catch limit (for the 
years 2008-2012) of 19 ftn whales struc.k off West 
Greenlrutd. At last year' s Conmlission meeting, it was 
agreed that this should be reduc.ed to 16 animals witb a note 
that this will be vohmtarily linlited to I 0 by Greenland 
(IWC, 201 1a). The Conunittee agreed an approac.h for 
providing interin1 management advice it1 2008 ru1d tllis was 
confirmed by the Connnission. It had agreed that such 
advice could be used for up to two five-year blocks whilst 
SLAs were being developed (IWC, 2009a). The most recent 
<>greed abtmdance estin1ate is 4 ,359 (95%CI 1,897 - 10, 
114). Based on the application of the agreed approach in 
2008 (IWC, 2009a), the Co11111littee agr ees that an ruumal 
strike linlit of 16 (and therefore also 10) whales \vill not 
harm the stoc.k 

9.7 H umpback whales off West Greenland 
9. 7.1 New information 
A total of inne (three males; five females; one umeported 
sex) hmupbac.k whales was landed (none were struck and 
lost) in West Greenland dm-ing 2010 
(SC/63/ProgRepDemnark). Genetic srunples were obtained 
from five of tbese whales. 

9. 7.2 Management advice 
In 2007, the Conunittee agreed an approach for providing 
interim mrutagement advice and Ibis was confiruted by the 
Comirnssion (IWC, 2008a). It had agreed that such advice 
c-ould be used for up to two five year blocks whilst SLAs 
wexe beit1g developed (IWC, 2009a, p.l6). Last year the 
Conmlission estabhshed ru1 amntal strike linlit of 9 wltales 
fo r the ye.ars 2010-2012 \vith an anmtal review by the 
Scientific Conmlittee. The most rec.ent agreed abundance 
estin1ate is 3,039 (CV=0.45; ammal rate of increase 0.0917 
S.E 0 .0124) . Using tllis approach, the Conunittee agrees t11at 
an ruumal strike linlit of 9 whales will not harm the stock. 

9.8 H umpback whales off St Yincent & the Grenadines 
9.8.1 New information 
No inforntation was provided on 2010-2011 catches by St 
Vincent & The Grenadit1es . The Comirnttee strongly 
.-.,commends that catch data, it1cluding the length of 
harvested rulimals, be provided to the Sc.ientific Cormnittee. 
It also strongly recommends that genetic samples by 
obtained for any harvested animals as well as fluke 
photographs, and that this infomtation be submitted to 
appropriate catalogues and collections. 

S:..8.2 Management advice 
In recent years, the Conunittee ltas agreed !bat the anintals 
fmmd off St. Vincent and the Grenadines are part of the 
large West Indies breeding population. The Conunission 
adopted a total bloc.k c.atch litnit of 20 for tbe period 2008-
12. The Conunittee agr ees tl1at this block c.atch litnit will 
not harm the stock 

10. WHALE STOCKS 

10.1 Antar ctic minke whales (Annex G) 
T he Conunittee is in the process of undertaking an it1-deptl1 
acssessment of the Antarctic minke wltale. The printary 
abundance data are those collected fi·om the 1978179 to 
2003/04 IWC-IDCR/SOWER c.mises (e.g. Matsuoka eta/., 
2003) that had been divided into tbree circumpolar series 
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(CPI, CPIT and CPIIT). Two different methods for estimating 
Antaretic minke whale abundance from these data have been 
developed in recent years (see below) and although they 
gave different estimates of abundance, both were consistent 
in showing an appreciable decline in estimated circmnpolar 
abundance behveen CPIT and CPIIL TI1e Committee has 
been working to resolve the differences between the 
estimates for some time and last year believed that it would 
be possible to present an agreed abundance estimate at this 
year' s meeting (IWC, 2011 j, p. 195). 

10.1.1 Progress towards producing agreed abundance 
estimates of Antarctic minke whales 
TI1e Conunittee reviewed progress made on the workplan 
developed last year to facilitate it agreeing abundance 
estimates of Antarctic minke whales from the 
IDCRISOWER surveys, with a focus on resolving the 
substantial differences between estimates from the hazard
probability stratified estimator (the 'OK' model, Okamura 
and Kitakado, 20 I O) and those from the trackline 
conditional independence spatial estimator (the 'SPLINTR' 
model; (the 'SPLINTR' model, Bravington and Hedley, 
2010). As part of the intersessional process, a workshop was 
held in January 2011 in Bergen, Norway; deliberations 
continued in Tromse. 

Extensive new analyses for both methods were carried out 
and factor adjustments to each set of estinllltes were agreed. 
While these adjustments brought the estimates from the two 
methods much closer together, they remained different 
(Table 5). However, given the existing constmctive 
collaboration and progress, the Committee believes that it is 
realistic to expect that the estimates will be reconciled by 
next year's meeting if an intersessional workshop is held. 
TI1e reason for this is tllllt the direction of future model 
development appears clear and achievable. A hazard
probability formulation of tl1e SPLINTR model has been 
developed based on a very similar hazard-probability model 
to that used in tl1e OK model. The prelinlinary results from 
this model have been extremely useful to the process of 
understanding the difference behveen the OK and SPLINTR 
estimates, and in identifying the path forward. The 
Committee therefore recommends that the. Working Group 
on abtmdance estimation methods be re-established Am1ex 
R. 

In conclusion, while the Collllnittee regrets that it has not 
been able to provide reliable final estimates for the Antarctic 
minke populations this year, it should be possible next year. 
From prelinlinary calculations, the Conmlittee agrees that 
tl1e. fllilll estimates for each Area (see Fig. 3) "ill most likely 
lie between tl1e numbers given by tl1e two methods in Table 
5 and be probably closer to the OK estimates. 

It is clear from Table 5 that while circumpoLar Antarctic 
mitike whale abundance estin1ates llllve declined during the 
period from CPIT to CPIII, there are substantial differences 
in reLative changes behveen Areas, witl1 only relatively 
moderate increases or declines in some Areas, but 
appreciable declines in others (Table 6). No sigrlificant 
decline is seen in Areas III, IV and VI, whilst estin1ated 
abtmdance is substantially lower in CPIII for Areas I, IT and 
V. Areas IT and V encompass the Weddell and Ross Seas 
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respectively; the ice configuration in bot11 of these Areas is 
particularly complex and llighly variable from year to year. 

Table 5 

Comparison of 'Stuvey-once' estimates of abundance, by Manager:nent 
Area, from the adjusted OK and S PLINTR models. Estimates shO\vn are 
rounded and in thousands. CVs (not incorporating additional variance) are 
given in parentheses. 

Area I Areal! Area ill Area IV AreaV Area VI Total 
CPII -OK 

126 185 l3l 80 459 82 1,062 
(0.20) (0.16) (0.21) (0.18) (0.17) (0.27) (0.12) 

CPII -SPLINTR 
82 118 68 47 254 43 612 

(0.23) (0.23) (0.51) (0.18) (0.14) (0.25) (0.13) 
CPIII - OK 

47 70 Ill n 215 96 612 
(0.12) (0.19) (0.15) (0.32) (0.12) (0.15) (0.09) 

CPIII - SPLINTR 
42 56 70 36 152 66 421 

(0 16) (0 16) (0 12) (0 23) (0 13) (0.17) (009) 

Table6 

Ratio ofCPill to CPII 'smvey-oo.ce ' estimates of abtmdance (95% Cl), by 
Area, from the adjusted OK and SPilNTR models. 

Area Area Area Area Area 
I II m IV v 

CPIII:CPII - OK 

0.37 0.38 0.85 0.90 0.47 
(0.23- (0.23- (0.51- (0.44- (0.31-
0.58) 0.62) 1.41) 1.85) 0.71) 

CPIII:CPII - SPL!l\'"TR 

0.51 0.47 1.02 0.77 0.60 
(0.29- (0.27- (0.37- (0.43- (0.41-
0.88) 0.81) 2.85) 1.36) 087) 

Area Total 
VI 

1.18 0.58 
(0.64- (0.43-
2.16) 0.78) 

1.55 0.69 
(0.86- (0.51-
2.80) 0.94) 

Fig. 3 
Antarctic 
management 
Areas I-VI 
(see 
(Donovan, 
1991; 
Matsuokaer 
a/., 2003) 

1 0.1.2 Reasons for differences berween estimates from CPII 
and CPIII 
As noted above, large declines in estimates of Antarctic 
tnirike whale abundance OCClUTed in Areas I, II and V (there 
were no statistically sigrlificant changes in the other three 
Areas). The Committee agrees that these declines do indeed 
reflect genuine changes in abundance in tbe open-water 
areas surveyed t!Jat need to be explained. Such changes may 
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be due to changes in distribution or reflect a tme decline (or 
some combination of both). 

The IDCR/SOWER cmises could only survey a small part 
of the Antarctic in any one year, and even within that they 
could not cover the entire range of potential minke whale 
habitat (e.g. the vessels could not go into the pack ice). Ifthe 
decline in estimated abtmdance was due to whales being in 
tmsttrVeyed regions during CPIII but not during CPII, then 
there are four possible (not mutually exclusive) 
explanations: (1) a much higher proportion of whales in the 
pack ice or in open-water areas (polynyas) within the pack 
ice in CPIII; (2) extensive east-west movements of whales 
from year to year, such that CPII, by chance had higher 
abtmdance than CPIII in certain areas; (3) a much higher 
proportion of animals were north of 60"S in CPIII; and ( 4) 
within-year movements of whales in open water within the 
surveyed areas. Willie precise retrospective evaluation of 
each of these possibilities is difficult if not impossible, the 
Committee agrees that probably no analyses would be able 
to conclusively exclude the hypotheses that a !me decline in 
abundance occurred in s on1e Areas. 

There are two classes of explanation for possible true 
dec.lines in abtmdance. The first, quantitative approach 
involves the population dynamics statistical catch-at-age 
analyses (SCAA) from Area III East to VI West, which can 
potentially accotml for the changes in overall abtmdance in 
terms of variations over time in mortality and recmitment 
(note that tllis may explain how but not why changes 
occtUTed). The second, less quantitative approach involves 
attempts to identify mechanisms whereby mortality and 
rec.mitment may have changed (e.g. ecosystem effects, inter
species competition, climate changes, etc.). 

In attempting to investigate reasons for the change in 
abtmdance, a better understanding of the relationship 
between Antarctic minke whale distribution and sea ice is 
important and a number of ice-related papers were presented 
tllis year (Allllex G, Item 5. 1.3). 

As pru1 of the discussion of these papers, a tedmical issue 
arose with respect to the use of (and interpretation of) 
infonnation from passive nlicrowave sensors for assessing 
ice cover. The Collllllittee noted that expert advice should be 
sought on this and that a paper or papers based on that 
advice would be welcomed next year. 

It is also valuable to obtain information on present whale 
distribution in pack ice regions. The Comnlittee therefore 
welcomes the information presented tllis year and expresses 
its gratitude to the Governments of Australia and Germany 
for conducting the relevant aerial surveys. The potential 
value of a system to detect whales in the pack ice using 
aerial photographs (without the need for obse1vers) is clear 
and the Committee welcomed infonnation on a trial project 
to record the presence of whales beneath the aircraft and to 
provide information on local sea ice conditions. The 
Comnlittee welcomes this new attempt to record whale 
sightings data in tl1e vicitlity of sea ice ru1d encourages 
further exploration of this techilique. 

An important linlitation when examitill1g the relationship 
between nilllke whale abundance by Area ill CPII and CPIII 
and ice conditions is that for most Areas there are only two 
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data points. The Conmlittee noted that at least for some 
regions (AJ·eas IV and V and more latterly adjacent parts of 
Areas III and VI), abtmdance estimates from JARPA and 
JARPA II provide a longer (up to 25 years) time series of 
estitnates with which to examine these effects. Although 
there are some issues to be resolved with the JARPA and 
JARPA II estill1ates (e.g. IWC, 2008c), the Conmlittee 
nonetl1eless recommends that exploratory ru1alyses to 
investigate the relationsllip between estitnates of abundru1ce 
of A11tarctic nilllke whales from JARP AIJARP A II data and 
e.nvirolllllental conditions be conducted and presented next 
year. 

10.1.3 Continue development of the catch-a-age models 
Population dynanlics modelling provides a way to explore 
possible changes in abw1dru1ce ru1d carrying capacity within 
Areas IV and V. The data inputs are catch, length, age and 
sex data from the conunercial harvests and botl1 JARPA 
progranunes, as well as abundance estimates from 
IDCR/SOWER and both JARPA programmes. Results of a 
ftuther SCAA analysis developed for A11tarctic minke 
whales were presented to the Comnlittee tllis year 
(SC/63/IAl). The Conmlittee noted that the qualitative 
results on trends were now consistent across all the most 
plausible scenarios considered. The Committee agrees that 
botl1 sets of adjusted IDCR/SOWER abundance estill1ates 
(Table 5), which show sinlliar trends although different 
absolute levels, should be used it1 intersessional work on 
SCAA. In addition, as recommended last year, tl1e 
Conmlittee agrees that the most recent catch-at-age data 
from JARPA II should be induded it1 the SCAA; at least 
prelinilllary data from 2006 and perhaps 2007 are available; 
the Collllllittee recommends that such data be provided 
tmder Data Availability Agreement Procedure B, as 
previously. 

The Committee agrees that the SCAA development phase is 
now complete (it has resolnd the issues related to: (a) 
apparent differences between growth rates estill1ated from 
the J ARPA and conunercial data sets; and (b) the 
consistency of age readings amongst readers) and as prut of 
the analyses presented next year the Committee agrees that 
the paper should inter alia include: 

(1) detailed techilical specifications of the analytical 
teciUliques; 

(2) a ' lay' sununary of the model and its asstunptions; 

(3) a graphical representation of results for key parameters; 

(4) clear specifications for the 'base case' and the related 
sensitivity tests. 

10.2 Southern Hemisphere humpback whales 
The report. of the sub-conmlittee on the assessment of 
Southern Hemisphere htunpback whales is given it1 Almex 
H. This assessment has been on the agenda of the Scientific 
Conmlittee s it1ce 1992. The Comnlittee ctUTently recognises 
seven breeding stocks (BS) in the Southem Hemisphere 
(labelled A to G, IWC, 1998b), which are connected to 
feeding grounds in the Antarctic. An additional population is 
fotmd only in the Arabian Sea. PrelillilllarY population 
modellillg of these stoc.ks was itlitiated it1 2000 (IWC, 
2001e) and in 2006 (IWC, 2007c), the Scientific Colllllliltee 
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Annex D 

R eport of the Sub-Committee on the 
Revised Management Procedure 

:\1embers: Bannister (Convenor), An, Acquarone, Brandao, Brandon, Butterworth, Childerhouse, Cipriano, Cooke, de 
Ia Mare, Donovan, Elvarsson, Gunnlaugsson, Hakamada, Hammond, Hatanaka, Hinnna, Honda, Kelly, Kishiro, 
Kitakadu, Leaper, Lucky.,r, Miyasltita, Mums.,, 0i.,n, Pampouli.,, Palka, Park, Paskn.,, P twl, Rud, Scllw.,der, Skaug, 
Uoya, Vikingsson, WalliJe, Witting. 

1. ThTRODUCTORY ITE:\'IS 

1.1 Convenor's opening remarks 
As Convenor, Bannister welc.omed the participants. 

1.2 Election of C hair and appointment of rapport eurs 
Bannister was elected Chair. Punt acted as rapporteur. 

1.3 Adoption of Agenda 
The adopted Agenda is shown in Appendix I . 

1.4 Available documents 
The docmnents considered by the sub-committee were SC/63/RMPI-6, 19-20, 24-25, 30, Pike eta/. (2010a, b) and 
relevant extracts from past reports of the Conunittee. 

2. RE\lSED NL.\..."AGE:\'IE:-;T PROCEDURE CR-''IP) - GEXERAL ISSUES 

2.1 Re\iew :\ISY r ates 
The Committee has been discussing the maximum sustainable yield rate (MSYR) issue since 2007 (IWC, 2008) in the 
context of a general reconsideration of the plausible range to be used in population models used for testing the Catch 
Limit A lgorithm (CLA) of the RMP. At present, this range is 1% to 7% when expressed in terms of the mature 
component of the population. As part of the review process, infonnation on observed population growth rates at low 
population sizes is being considered. Cooke (2007) noted that in circ.umstances where variability and/or temporal 
autocorrelation in the effects of environmental variability on population growih rates is high, sin1ple use of such 
observed population growth rates could lead to incorrect inferenc.es being drawn concerning the lower end of the range 
of plausible values for MSYR. Last year, the Conunittee agreed a Bayesian approach (Punt, 201 0) for calculating a 
probability distribution for the rate of increase for an ' unknown' stock in the limit of zero population size, ro, once the 
inputs needed to be apply it (rates of increase and associated sampling CVs, and values for the extent and temporal
auto-correlation in environmentally-<iriven factors (a and p) on the growih rate) become available. The Committee also 
identified a workplan which focused on estimating the latter two factors using data on calving intervals and calving 
rates. 

2.1.1 Progress on intersessional work 
Butterworth stlllll.ll3fised the progress made by the intersessional MSYR working group since the last Annual Meeting 
and noted that Kitakado, Brandon, and Cooke had developed methods for analysing data on calving intervals and 
calving rates. The results from these methods are needed to complete the MSYR review. 

SC/63IRMP20 addressed item (1) of the sub-c.ommittee' s work plan from last year. A Bayesian meta-analysis was 
conduc.ted using the time series of baleen whale calving rates and intervals that were supplied to the 3"' Scientific 
Committee Workshop on baleen whale MSYR (JCR..IJ 12(Supp1.):402) . Ten series of calf counts or calving proportions, 
and eight series of calving intervals were used in the analysis. These two sets were analysed separately, because for 
most stocks both types of series were available. TI1e rest1lts were expressed as posterior probability distributions of the 
process variance and serial correlation coefficient for calving rates and intervals for a generic stock (a stock without 
stock-specific data) . The results of the analyses calf count/calving proportion series and calving interval series each 
showed that the data were consistent with almost the full possible range (-1,1) of serial correlation coefficients for a 
generic stock. The results from the calf count and calving proportion tinle series suggested that all values of inter
annual process variance in the range [0,1] were plausible, but with values near I being less likely. The c.alving interval 
series showed lower values of proc.ess variance, with values of a > 0.4 being unlikely. To elucidate the relation between 
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calving interval variance and calving rate variance probably requires explicit modelling of the calving cycle. Variance 
in mortality rates has not been considered. 

SC/63/RMP30 presented two approaches for the analysis of selected data sets to estintate environmental variability and 
auto-correlation in reproductive rates of baleen whales. Both approaches recognized that for a given stock, the average 
calving interval is the reciprocal of the average proportion calving, and thus allow for the incorporation of both data 
types in a unified estimation framework for parameters of interest. For an unknown stock of baleen whale, the extent of 
environmental variability was (depending on the approach) estimated to be 0.347 and 0.396 (standard deviations in log
space), and the estimates of the auto-correlation parameter were 0.614 and 0.288. The estintates of the hyper-parameters 
from this meta-analysis fran1ework can be used in sinmlations fo inform the lower end of the range for MSYR values. 1n 
general, the resulting paran1eter estimates appeared to be mostly consistent with those in SC/63/RMP20, which 
employed a different modelling framework and included more data on reproductive variability. Therefore, it was 
concluded that these results may provide some confidence in tl1e robustness of available estimates, given different data 
sets and modelling assumptions. 

The sub-committee noted that tl1e approaches in SC/63/RMP20 and SC/63/RMP30 differed in several respects 
(statistical estimation paradigm, how inferenc.es are drawn about the ' population' from which cr and p are drawn, 
whether the calving interval and calving rate data are analysed separately or sinmltaneously, and how observation error 
is taken into account). A small group was therefore established to evaluate the three approaches. Based on analyses for 
comparable data sets (Appendix 2), the sub-conunittee agreed that the three approaches lead to sinlilar estimates given 
conunon assumptions and data sets . Owing to its generality, the sub-comnlittee agreed to use the estimates from the 
approach of SC/63/RMP20. Appendix 2 provides more details on how these distributions for cr and p are calculated and 
lists the percentiles for the posterior distributions for cr and p from each of the stocks included in the meta-analysis of 
calving rates and calf counts, as well as those for the posterior distributions for an unknown stock. 

SC/63/RMP26 addressed item (2) of last year' s work plan, concenling the correlation between variability in 
reproductive rates and in survival rates. If the correlation is positive, these two sources of variability will c.ompOtmd 
each other with regard to the variability in net rec.mitment rate. A review of the literature found that the correlation was 
often negative in mrulipulation experiments, such as when eggs are removed from birds' nests to suppress reproduction, 
but that the cmTelation was usually positive when variability resulted from food linlitation. The model presented last 
year was developed further to allow for both inter-annual and individual variability. For an individual, the relationsllip 
between survival and reproduction can be uon-mouotonic, if reproduction shuts down when body condition drops below 
a threshold, resulting in in1proved survivaL However, when averaged over a population that includes variation between 
individuals, the relationship between survival ru1d reproduction was monotonic and positive in all tl1e cases examined. 
The paper concluded that the assumption of a constant survival rate would likely result in tmderestimation of the 
variability in net recmitment rate. 

The sub-conmlittee thruiked Cooke for providing these results, which addressed two of the three tasks identified during 
last year's Aruma! Meeting related to the issue of the correlation between survival and reproductive rates. The tllird 
task, direct estimation of variability in survival rates, could not be addressed ru1d in ru1y case, data would only be 
available for two stocks, Southwest Atlantic right whales and eastern gray whales, and it is wilikely that inferences 
based on those stocks would be sufficient to draw general conclusions regarding inter -rumual variation in survivaL 

Witting questioned whether the model on wllich SC/63/RMP26 was based was sufficiently realistic to allow general 
conclusions to be drawn regarding the correlation benveen survival and reproductive rates. He noted tl1at tl1e model in 
SC63/RMP26 considered an annual time-step whereas the processes which would lead to these cmTelations may operate 
on finer time-scales. de Ia Mare noted that one possible exan1ple of this would be females becoming pregr1ru1t in the 
breeding grotmds if the conditions there were good, but failing to give birth if conditions on the feeding grounds were 
poor. The model of SC/63/RMP26 includes a non-linear relationship between survival/reproductive rate and 
envirotm1ental conditions. This, the sub-conmlittee noted, generally leads to a monotonic relationship beh'leen survival 
and reproductive rate tmder the model of SC/63/RMP26. The exception to this occurs when individual variation is 
igr10red when survival cru1 be negatively correlated with reproductive rate. Survival can also increase moderately with 
moderately poor enviromuental conditions because of lower reproductive rate. 

The sub-conunittee agreed that it should take account of a potential positive correlation between survival and 
reproductive rates (negative correlation beh'leen reproductiv•e rate, f, and natural mortality, M). 1n the absence of 
infonuation to specify the magrlitude of variation in survival, the sub-conunittee agreed that analyses should be 
conducted in which (a) the correlation is zero, and (b) tl1ere is a perfect negative cotTelation benveen f and M , with 
variability in M comparable with that for f 
The sub-conunittee identified the steps in deriving a distribution for the ratio of expected rate of increase at low 
population size to tl1e maximum possible of increase, r0 ! 1;,_,_, , as: 

(1) Associate each stock for which a rate of increase is available witl1 values for cr and p . Tllis step is needed 
because the stocks included in the meta-ru1alysis diffe~·ed from those for rates of increase are available. 
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(2) Use an ag•e-structured population dynamics model to select the values for the standard error of the log of 
fecundity and the inter-annual correlation in the log-fecundities so that the projected variation in fec.tmdity 
matches th e input values from step 2. This step is needed because annual fecundity is constrained to be less 
than 1 in the population dynamics model and because tllis model does not allow females to give birth in 
consec.utiv·e years. 

(3) Use the results from step 2 to infer the variance and correlation in the rate of increase at low population size. 
(4) Develop a relationship between the expected value for the rate of increase and its variance and tl1e value for 

1;,._, and z = 10 I 1;,._, for each stock in the met a-analysis. 

(5) Use Bayesian metl10ds to compute posterior distributions for the parameters of a beta distribution for 
;r. = r0 I r""" given unifom1 priors on the parameters of the beta distribution. 

(6) Create a posterior predictive distribution for tl1e value of ;r. for an unknown st•ock, taking into accom1t the 

uncertainty of the parameters of the beta distribution as well as the selection of a stock from the beta 
distribution. 

Appendix 3 outlines a first application of the algoritlun above. The sub-committee noted tl1at Appendix 2 made several 
assumptions (e.g. how values for cr and p were assigned to stocks) which had not been discussed. Specifically, the 
approach in Appendix 3 of assigning the same values for cr and p to stocks within a species suggests that consideration 
should have been given to a hierarchical meta-analysis when analysing the calf count and calving rate data. The sub
committee also noted tl1e in1portance of considering the assmuption of tl1e extent to which the stocks considered in the 
various meta-analyses are interchangeable. 

The sub-committee established a Steering Group (Butterworth (Convenor), Brandon, Cooke, de Ia Mare, Kitakado, 
Ptmt, Schweder, Walloe, Witting) to guide the intersessional work The TOR for the Steering Group are to review 
Appendix 3 and identify additional and altemative analyses, inc.luding how the correlation between M and f is to be 
modelled, in preparation for c.ompleting the MSYR review at next year's Annual Meeting. Alternative approac.hes, if 
fully-specified, could be presented to the Steering Group for consideration. 

2.1.2 Other issues 
SC/63/RMP25 explored some implications of estimating MSYR from the recovery trajectories of competing 
populations using sinmlation. This is a sin1ple study to illustrate a class of issues that have not been given much 
attention in the work of the sub-committee. Estin1ating MSYR from the recovery of depleted populations makes strong 
assumptions about each population being isolated, stationary and recurrent. Possible cmupetition undemlines the 
assumption that populations are isolated. TI1e study used a model of intra-specific competition based on a two-species 
version of the Pella-Tomlinson model to derive yield curves under various conditions. In this class of model, the yield 
curves for one population depend on the abtmdance of the competing population. Both MSY and MSYR depend on the 
state of the competing populations. The MSYR of interest to management is the one where botl1 species are maintained 
at their MSYL. Tlris value of MSYR can be less than that applying to either species alone. Fitting a single species 
model to each recovery trajectory leads to estin1ates of MSYR tl1at are close to the value applicable to each population 
alone. Tllis is not surprising because the effects of competition are small when both populations are at low abtmdance. 
These estimates of MSYR are not estin1ates of the MS.YR required for management when both species are maintained 
at lligher levels of abm1dance. The general revision ofMSYRs as contemplated by the Scientific Collllllittee would have 
the effect of using !be estimates in contexts otl1er than iliose in winch they were estinlated. 

Discussion on SCI63/RMP25 focused on two issues: (!) the realism of the population dynanlics model on which the 
analyses were based; and (2) whetl1er the RMP process would be able to appropriately use infonuation on MSYR from 
syntheses of rates of increase at low population size given the possible implications of multi-species effects. 

In relation to the first issue, Gunnlaugsson noted that the model on which SCI63/RMP25 was based did not account for 
the possibility that two stocks which are very similar b iologically should behave sinlilarly , while Witting noted there 
were several cases in which single-species models are predicting responses which are too fast at low stock size 
compared to an inertia model which predicts a delayed response, including gray whales (Witting, 2003; Punt et aL, 
2004), Southem Henlisphere blue whales (Mori and Butterwortl1, 2004), and humpback whales (IWC, 2003). Witting 
argued that the even stronger immediate response tl1at follows from the two-species model in SCI63/RMP25 occurs 
because it involves a density-regulation response from two rather tl1an one species. de Ia Mare responded to these 
concems, noting that the models in SCI63/RMP25 should not be c.onsidered definitive, or even necessarily very 
realistic, but that tbey provided insight on the likely in1pact of multi-species dynanlics on perceptions of rates of 
increase and hence MSYR for managed stocks. 

In relation to the second issue, Butterworth noted that the RMP process had considered multi-species effects on the 
perfommnce of tl1e CLA usli1g operating models tltrough, for example, time-varying canying capacity and MSYR. He 
also emplmsized that tl1e Implementation Review process, a feature which was not envisaged during the development of 
the CLA, provided a way to address situations in which new infom1ation related to multi-species effec.ts become 
available. He queried whetl1er an implication of SCI63/RMP25 was a need for a 'meta-RMP' evaluation process in 
wllich the process of conducting Implementation Reviews would itself be simulated. de Ia Mare responded that while it 
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was clearly necessary to eonsider the imphcations of the process for updating the range for MSYR, tllis would not 
neeessarily involve simulations. 

The sub-eommittee was infomted that tlte EM Working Group is plawling to consider the RMP in the eontext of multi
species operating models. The sub-committee agreed tltat tllis would be an ideal way to bring multi-speeies 
considerations into its deliberations and supports the idea of a joint session with the EM Working Group at next years' 
Annual Meeting. 

2.1.3 Conclusion 
The sub-conuuittee noted that last year the Committee had agreed that it should complete the review this year on the 
basis of ilie data and analyses available, aecepting tltat it was not appropriate to keep extending the tinte available for 
the review given its intportanee to finalising the approaeh for evaluating amendments to the CLA (IWC. 201 1 p. 7). 
Although it was regrettable that the review had not been completed this year, it stressed that it has agreed an 
intersessional workplan such that it will not only complete the review, but will also allow the sub-eonuuittee to finalise 
the approaeh for evaluating amendments to ilie CLA at next year's meeting. 

2.2 Finalise the approach for evaluating proposed amendments to the CL4 
The Committee last discussed this issue in 2006. It agreed at iliat time the two steps which had to be completed were (!) 
finalization of ilie MSYR review, and (2) speeification of additional trials for testing amendments to the CLA. The latter 
related to modelling the effeds of possible envirownental degradation in addition to, or possibly replacing, the trials in 
wh.ieh K , perhaps with MSYR, varies over time. Tlus is because the current ehanging K trials have questionable 
behaviour when modelling population sizes above K The sub-eonuuittee re-established a working group under Allison 
(members: Allison, Butterworth, Cooke, Donovan, Punt, Walloe) to develop and run sueh trials for consideration at next 
year' s meeting. 

2.3 Evaluate the l'\orwegian pr oposal for amending the CLA 
The sub-eonuuittee was tmable to complete its evaluation of the Norwegian proposal as tlte MSYR review has yet to be 
completed. The sub-cotm1uttee will eomplete this task at the next Atumal Meeting if the MSYR review ean be 
completed. 

2.4 Relationship between phase-out r ule and abundance estimates based on multi-year surveys 
Last year the sub-cotmnittee reconunended a nmuber of changes to the RMP speeifleations and annotations (JCRl\1 
12(SuppL): I 02-1 03) which were endorsed by the Conmuttee and the Co1llllussion. One of these was to extend, from 
five to six years, both tlte period for wlucl1 eatch linuts are set, and ilie prefetTed interval between Implementation 
Reviews. In this eontext, the sub-conuuittee plaeed in its work plan a reconsideration of the number of years sinee the 
last survey after whieh catch linuts start to be phased out under the RMP spec.ifleati.ons. 

The eight-year phaseout rule can be problematic in cases such as the Northeast Atlantic, where eac.h survey of the 
management area is spread over a number of years. Assmuing that a Combination Area is surveyed over a six-year 
period, iliat a Catch Lituit Calculation is perfomted one year after tlte end of tlte survey, and that the calc.ulated catch 
linut applies to the following six years, then the catch lin1it for a Small Area that is surveyed only in ilie ftrst year of the 
multi-year survey will start to phase out itt the third year of the six-year block of catch linuts . 

The sub-comtuiftee agreed that a change to the phaseout rule ittVolves a ehange to the RMP specifieations, and not 
merely to the atlllotations. Accordittg to tlte agreed protocol for changes to the RMP specifieations (RIWC 44:4 7), a 
change requires that ilie Conllluttee's agreed list of standard situulation trials be mn for the proposed revision. The sub
conmuttee reealled the trials that had previously been eonducted, which showed that there was no degradation itt risk
related performanc.e when the inter-survey interval was extended to 10 years (RIWC 43:58,94). The sub-comnuttee 
agr eed that a ehange of the start of the phaseout from eight to ten years could be reconuuended without further trials. 

The sub-cotmnittee noted that !Ius would ameliorate the problem with respect to multi-year surveys. It recommended 
that all references to eight years in section 3.4 of tlte RMP speeiflcation be amended to ten years. The subconmuttee 
noted that if a larger change is sought, a revision proposal would need to be made, accompanied by results of the 
requisite set of trials. 

The sub-conuuittee agreed that it did not foresee any further amendments to RMP specifications in the near funu-e and 
it agr eed that the full RMP and its atlllotations should be published in the next supplement of the Journal and placed on 
ilie IWC website, along wit11 the most recent versions of the requirements and guidelines for smveys (see Item 2.6.2) 
and Guidelittes for data collection and analysis tmder ilie Revised Management Sclteme (RMS) other ilian those 
required as direct itt put for tlte Catch Limit A lgorithm ( CLA). 

2.5 J\'Iodify the 'CatchLimit' progr am to allow variance-covariance matrices 
The sub-comnuttee noted that the 'Catc.hLin1it' progran1 was originally written by tlte Norwegian Computing Center, 
who should be tasked with makittg tlus modification. The sub-c.onunittee noted that there would hkely be c.osts 
associated with !Ius work, wlueh should be conducted itt collaboration wiili Allison. 
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125. “Japanese Special Permits in the Southern Ocean: Clarification of suspension of 
take of humpback whales”, IWC Circular Communication to Commissioners and 
Contracting Governments IWC CCG 976, SB/JAC/31457 (16 December 2011)

~ 
International 

Whaling 
Commission 

Th e Red House 
135 Station Ro ad 

lmpingron, Cambridge 
CB249NP, UK 

ret +44 (0) 1223 233971 1 fax: +44 (Ol 1223 232876 
emaj/: secretariat@iwcoffice_org I web: iwcoffice.org 

CIRCUlAR COMMUNICATION TO COMMISSIONERS 
AND CONTRACTING GOVERNMENTS 

IWC.CCG.976 

SB/JAC/31457 
16 December 2011 

Japanese Spedal Permits In the Southern Ocean: Oarlflcatlon of suspension of take of humpback whales 

Fuother to Orcular Communication IWC.CCG-975 of 16 December, the Secretariat has since received a subsequent 
letter from the Embassy of Japan in london. 

The letter states that although the Special Permits circulated in IWCCCG.975 indude catching 50 humpback whales, 
Japan will continue to suspend catching humpback whales for this season, as long as progress is being made w ith the 
IWC normalisation process. 

Simon Brockington 
Secretary to the Commission 

c_c In tergovernmental Organisation observers to the IWC 

Secretary: Dr. Simon Brockington 
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126. “Work of the Economic Committee during its Thirty-Second Session” (1930)  
11 League of Nations Official Journal 1346, C.353.M.146.1930.II., pp. 1353-1354

I'IOVEMBE'R lll&o Leagi.kl oj Nations - Official J ournal 

2. The annual report of the Institute for the year r~g-30; 
3 · An interim report on the Tenninology of Management. 

1353 

It has further received oral explanations from Mr. L. Urwick. the Director of the Institute. 
It was represented by him that the Institute had been given the follO\vi.ng tasks under the 

resolution of the \\·orld Economic Conference of r927 and of the Economic Consultative Committee: 

r. To promote an agreement in regard to the terms, subject-matter and methods of 
ratio nalisation; 

2 . To study suitable methods of standardisation in the types and specifications of 
manufacture; 

3· To furnish the Economic Organisation with information enabling it to jud~e the 
expediency of international measnres for the simplification of processes and reduction of 
types of products; 

4 · To promote uniformity in methods of investigation into the economic situation 
through Governments or institutions, so far as progress of rationalisation is concerned, so 
as to allow of comparison between the results obtained; 

5· To submit an annual report showing the progress made in rationalisation and 
containing proposals. 

It was explained that the Institute had made some progress on the first of these subjects; 
that annual reports had been submitted in the last two years; that the tasks suggested under 
points 2 and 3 were suitable for further work; and that the question under 4 should, for the 
moment, be postponed as not likely to furnish practical results. 

After explaining its sututes, structure and administration, i t was pointed out that the 
claims upon its resources for work on behalf of roe private instirutions which contribute to 
its support as members and associate members, had grown so much, that the Institute could 
no longer undertake to continue public work of the kind required of it under the recommendations 
of the Consultative Committee, of. little or no immediate interest to such pri-vate institutions, 
unless it received appropriate fmancial support for this special purpose. 

The Committee has carefully examined the whole situation so disclosed, and has come t o 
the following conclusions. It has had regard, in doing so, t o the recommendation of the Preliminary 
Conference with a View to Concerted Economic Action held in February-March X930 that the 
collaboration between the Economic Organisation and the International Institute of Scientific 
Management should continue, as well as to the previous recommendation of the Economic 
Consultative Co=ittee approved by the Council. 

I. It is, in the view of the Economic Committee, right and necessary that specific work 
required of the Institute by the Economic Organisation should receive due payment, appropriate 
provision being inserted in the budget corresponding to roe work approved for any given financial 
year. (It should be noted that owing-rotheexistence of a subvention in kind from the International 
Labour Office, the accounts of the Institute are already audited by the League auditors.) 

2. The Coounittee proposes payment, not in respect of w ork done in the past or during 
the current year at the request of the League but in respect of work in the future in continuation 
of work already begun. 

3· As regards the year X93X the Committee contemplates asking the Institute to undertake 
certain work in X93X and has appointed a Rapporteur to examine this question. In these 
circumstances it is necessary that financial provision shnuld be made for the expenses that 
may be incurred. 

VI. RICHES OF THE SEA (PROTECTION OF WHALES). 

In pursuance of the decision taken by the Economic Committee at its twenty-ninth session 
(July rgzg),1 a Committee of Experts• m et at Berlin on AprilJTd, I930. 

1 See O~i.U jO'Ur..al. !.'ovembu 1929. ~"'~!" a:;9<). 

• M.emben of this Committee "'""'"': 
M. A. Honr, 1-!a=burg. 
E. R. DA.IlNLKV. Colaaia.l Office, London 
J 0. BoButv. O .B.E., FISheries Adviser. Colonial Office London 
Dr. R.enlingtoo KJIU.Lf)Gr,, National MU5eam. Washington. 
Professor Ed I.E D.u<ors. secn!tairo g61&al de Ia Colnntissian de Ia :116:1iter.ran6e, direeteur de 1 Office 

ocientifiqu.e et technique des Pkhe.o maritimes. Paris 
M. OuT A. expt>rt at:tacM ~ 1a Section de Ia p&herie du Ministue de l' Agricu ltu.re et de b. Foret, Tokio. 
Professor J. JUoRT. de t•Uruveaib!. Oslo. 
Dr. A.. ns M.ACALHABS R..uuu.Ho. ctirecteur de l".Aqaanam Vasc:o de Guna,. Lisbon. 
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1354 League of l'·:ations - Official ]oumal NOVEMBEB l-984 

I n pursuance of the above-mentioned decision of the Economic Committee. the experts were 
requested to consider more particularly " whether and in what terms, for what species and in what 
areas, international protection of marine fauna could be established ". 

The experts unanimously agreed that it wonld be possible to help the whaling industry by 
means of an international convention. 

After studying the.· orwegian Law, which came into force on June zrst, I92(), a Royal Decree 
dated August 2nd, rg2g, of notification by the Ministry of Commerce dated July 4th, as well as 
proposals submitted by some of me experts, the experts drew up a statement oi certain principles 
and of certain rules which they submitted to the Economic Committee in the form of a draft 
convention. 

The Committee, \\ith the assistance of the Legal Section introduced certain modifications 
in the draft., particularly in regard to the fonnal clauses. The modified text is attached herewith. 

The Committee, after reviewing the position, proposes that the C.ouncil should transmit this 
texl to the Yarious Governments in order to obtain their Vlews thereon. 

It would seem expedient to wait until the replies have been received from the Governments 
before considering the desirability of convening a conference at some future date or of simply 
opening, during one of the forthcoming Assemblies, a protocol for signature by any States Vloishing 
to become parties thereto. 

Appendix. 

PRELilliKARY DRAFf CO:l\\'ENTION FOR THE REGULATION 

OF WHALING. 

Article I. 

The High Contracting Partie:. undertake to take, within the limits of their respective 
jurisdictions. appropriate measures to ensure the application oi the provisions of the present 
Convention and the punishment of infractions of the said provisions. 

Artie!~ 2. 

The present Convention applies only co baleens or whalebone whales. 

Article 3. 
The taking or killing oi right whales, which shall be deemed to inclnde Nonh Cape whales, 

Greenland whales. Southern right whales, Pacific right whales and Southern Pigmy right whales, 
is prohibited. 

Arlule 4-
The taking or killing of calves or suckling whales, immature whales and female whales which 

are accompanied by calves or suckling whales, is prohibited. 

Article 5· 
The iullest possible use shall be made of the carca.ses of whales taken. ln particular: 

I. There shall be extracted by boiling or otherwise the oil from all blubber and from 
the bead and the tongue and, in addition, from the tail as far forward as the outer opening 
of the lower intestine. 

The provisions of this sub-paragraph shall apply only to such carcases o r parts of carcases 
as are not used for human food. 

2. Every factory, whether on sbore or aftoa1, u...c:ed for treating the carcases of whales 
shall be equipped with adequa1:e apparatus for the e.~.:traction of oil from the blubber, flesh 
and bones. 

J. In the case of whales brought on shore adequate arrangements shall be made for 
utilising the residues after the oil has been extracted. 

A~hcie 6. 
Gunners and crews of whaling boats shall be engaged on terms such that their remuneration 

shall depend to a considerable extent upon such factors as the size, species, value and yield o£ oil 
of whales taken and not merely upon the number of whales t.akeo, in so far as payment .is made 
dependent on resclts. 

Arlie!<: 7-
No vessel of the High Contracting Pani.es shall engage in taking or treating whales unless a 

licence authorisinl{ such vessel to engage therein shall have been granted in respect of such vessel 
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127.  FAO, “Statement by the FAO Observer”, Special Meeting of the IWC (March 1982)

STATE~!ENT BY THE FAO OBSERVER 

This year, as in many previous years, the Commission is facing problems. 
However, the nature of the problems has been changing. Some years ago a major 
issue facing the Commission was whether it could act in time to ensure the con
tinued existence of the whale stocks. With some exceptions - the bowhead whale 
is the ~in example - this issue has been resolved. The Commission has acted 
soon enough to prevent any species of whale becoming extinct in modern times. 
The endangered specie s and stocks - with some excepti.ons such as the bowhead -
are now protecte d. Severa l of those which occur close to . the coast and whose 
abundance can be monitored, e.g., the gray whale and some stocks of right whale, 
are clearly increasing. It is expected, on the basis of our current knowledge 
of the dynamics of whale populations, that the open ocean stocks, including the 
large stock of Antarctic whales, are also increasing, but direct evidence is 
lacki ng. 

Indeed a major scientific problem facing the IWC is to find a method of 
monitoring the changes in the abundance of Antarctic whale s t~ the absence of 
commercial harvesting. This monitor ing is important in cons idering the eventual 
re-opening of these s tocks to commercial harvesting, which might be possible for 
some stocks in the not too distant future. It has also been r ecognize d by the 
new Commission for the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources as being 
important for its task of conserving and managing the Antarctic ecosystem as a 
whole. The decline of large whales through over-exploitation has been the main 
change in this ecosystem during the present century, and the scientists attending 
the new Commission have noted the problems it could have in fulfilling its 
responsibilities unless it can monitor the response of the whales to the protection 
they are now receiving. 

The major issues facing the IWC now concern the continuation of whaling as an 
industry. The main threat has come from the industry itself, through the depletion 
of the stock from excess catches. Here the pa s t record of the Commission has cause< 
concern, such that none of the baleen whales (other than minke) now support signifi· 
cant industries. The present record is better. Where commercial whaling is still 
beir.5 carried on, the catches are, by and large, within the productive capacity of 
the s tock and should be sustainable indefinitely. However this depends on having 
adequate sc ientific advice. It is therefore disturbing that the Commission's 
Scientific Committee seems to be finding it increasingly difficult to provide such 
advice as a resu lt of the failure of some countries to make all relevant data fully 
available to the Committee. If there is a deterioration in the free exchange of 
data the risk of wrong decisions and over-exploitation will obviously increase. 
It is also disturbing that some analyses of available data, which have been requestE 
by the Committee, have not been carried out even when the infor~~tion is available. 

The continuation of commercial whaling can also be threatened by management 
measures that are too restrictive. The most extreme example is a moratorium on all 
~haling. This is a completely unselective meas ure. Given the differing status of 
the various stocks, and the fact that virtually all those species or stocks that are 
seriously depleted are already receiving complete protection, there seems to be no 
scientific just if ication.-for .a. ... globaLmora torium. . A just if icat i·~;;- ·f~r--a--cc;ciip let-e · 
c.~:S ~il. tiou' :;(w"h~ ling _can . be _put .. fo~:ward_on -ae s the ~-i~~ or--;oora"i.'gro~~ds: . b~ t_ these 
se~m_ --~~.t -~ ~de __ the __ t _erms .. oL.reference . of .. the_ Connniss i on.. ---- -

_Another justification for a moratorium i s that no t e nough is known about t he 
dynamics of whale populations, and that no catches should be taken until adequate 
knowledge is obtained. Th e objection to this is that the best, if not the only , 
way to dete rmine t he sustainable yield of a whale stock is carefully monitored 
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harve sting. C~rta inly our knowledg1 of whale stocks is far from complete, and 
there can be c onside r a b le a r ;,;ument on jus t how la r ge a c::~tch can be sustained 
from individual st ock s . However, th~se doubts are no reason for not taking 
moderate , a nd carefully ffiOnitc red ~ ::J t che s fro~ stocks whic h appear to be i~ a 
healthy condition. 

Some conflict over the Conrnission's measures is i nev i tab le g iven the 
varia tion of interests between ~ember counlries. The Commission's ~ew ~nage

rnent Procedure attempts to re solve this conflict, and to provide a mech ~ni sm 
where by the catch quotas can be dete rmined on an objective scientific basis. 
Prov ided t h e re is suf f icient s cientific knowledge - and this is an important 
proviso - this procedure c an work well for stocks that are seriously de p let e d 
(a ze r o quota), and those tha t are c l ose t o the optimum level (catches set a 
little bel ow U1e esti:mted sustainable yield). Howeve r, as was po int ed out in 
a note by the FAO observer at the 1981 session of the Scientific Committee, when 
the stock i s n o t close to the opti:num level, bu t is also far from be ing in danger, 
there is no unique pattern of management that can be de fined as "best" on purely 
biological grounds. The i mplication of the New ~anagement Proc edure i s that 
s tocks should be resto red to the opt Lmum level as f ast as possible. Howeve r, it 
~y be socially much more important to maintain, so far as pos sible, exis ting 
fisheries rather than look towards a larger fishery at some point in the future. 
This is likely to b e espec ially true where current catches are small re l ative to 
the stock, and to the sustainable yield of a stock of that magnitude. For such 
stocks the maLn task of the Sc ientific Committee should be to determine the impact 
that current catches would have on the future trends in stock abundance and com
position compared with, say, the impact of a zero quota. 

The present tLme is, t~erefore, a crisis point in determining t h e trends of 
the basic policies of the Commission . Should it be considering only conservation 
i n the narrow, protectionist sense, or should it include also the rational utili
za tion of those stocks which can sustain commercial harvesting? It might also be 
a turning point in another way . During the past couple of d ecade s the public 
judgement of the effec tiveness of the Commission has been la r gely based on the 
degree to which the t otal number of whales harvested has been reduced from one 
year to the next. This may seem to be an odd measure of success for a Commission 
established, i n ter alia, to maintain a healthy whaling i.n.dustry, though it was a 
correct measure in the conditions of the whale stocks in the 1960s and 1970s. 
Many of the major stocks have now been protected for some years, and should be 
recovering. The Commission should therefore be looking to a period when harvest
ing of some of these stocks can be re-opened. 

Management of whale stocks is, of course, a special case of management of 
natural resources in general, including fish stocks. The success of management, 
whether of whales, fish or other resources, must be judged not only by the state 
of the resource, but also by the degree to which rational harvesting can be 
maintained. 

Provided future catches of whales are taken in accordance with good scien
tific knowledge -whic h should take account of the effect on krill, fish, and 
other associated species - FAO looks forward to a time , possibly ·soon, whe n it 
will be po ssible to increase the allowable catches. It might then be r easonable 
to judge the effectiveness of the steps taken by the Commission from the 
increases in the catches that are taken. 
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128. Secretariat of the CITES, Proceedings of the Fourth Meeting of the Conference of 
the Parties (1984) vol. 1, pp. 140-141
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particular, Article IV, paragraph 2, of the Convention makes no 
distinction as to the findings required of exporting countries in 
relation to the export of any specimen of a species included in 
Appendix II. The delegation of Australia stated that such an 
application of Article IV, paragraph 2, was essential for the 
protection of Appendix II species. The observer from the International 
Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources said that 
permits .for species listed. on Appendix II under· Article II, paragraph 
2, sub-paragraph (b) could only be issued as long as-there was no 
evidence that to issue the permits would cause detriment to the 
conservation status of that particular population, and the delegation 
of Norway said that there was no provision for special treatment in 
Article IV of the Convention for the granting of export licences for 
Appendix II species listed for look~alike reasons. To fulfill the 
obligations of the Convention it was necessary to meet the clear 
criteria in Article IV, paragraph 2, prior to granting a licence. In 
response, the delegation of the United States noted that these concerns 
were already addressed in the joint statement by the United States and 
Cana'da. They then described the management and scientific basis for 
determining harvest levels of wildlife that are exported, and gave 
assurance they would continue to co-ordinate with biologists and 
wildlife managers.of individual states so that export does not become 
detrimental to the· survival of the species involved. The delegation of 
the United Kingdom pointed out that the delegations of Canada and the 
United States were withdrawing these proposals on .condition that their 
reasons be included in the record of this meeting. They said that as 
this did not involve the Parties agreeing to any changes in the 
existing appendices, there was nothing further to discuss, except that 
it shou~d be made c~ear that in noting this withdrawal, the Management 
Authorities of those countries are not. relieved of the need to monitor 
the conservation status of the species concerne·d. The Chairman noted 
the withdrawal of these eight proposals. 

The Chairman reconvened the session by asking the meeting to consider 
proposals ~ 3~ 4 1 and 5 which all involved transfer of cetaceans from 
Appendix II to Appendix I. The delegation of Seychelles made a lengthy 
statement expressing strong support for all these proposals. They noted 
that the IUCN Species Survival Commission also supported the proposals 
as did the m~eting of the African Regional Committee for the Ten-Year 
Revi·ew of the Appendices. They believed that some of the proposals 
fully met the requirements of the Berne Criteria and noted that there 
was considerable uncertainty about the biological status of whales and 
that the International Whaling Commission had recognized that 
commercial whaling should cease. Acknowledging that Seychelles was not 
opposed to whaling, as such, they fear~d that npirate" operations would 
become a threat to whale populations and be~ieved that CITES was a 
suitable vehicle to counter this threat. They added that they were not 
opposed to aboriginal whaling, but sought the cessation of all 
commercial whaling until such time as whale populations could sustain 
such utilization. The delegation of Japan, noting that the IUCN Species 
Survival Commission had expressed opposition to the proposals, said 1 

that transfer to Appendix I must be based on very precise and correct 
data, that the best data available was that of the International 
Whaling Commission, and that this did not support these p.roposals. They 
referred also to the Secretariat's opinion that these proposals did not 
meet the Berne Crite ria. They believed that some whale populations 
could ' sustain commercial exploitation and, believing that none of the 
proposals were in accordance of the provisions of CITES, they asked 
that the proposals be withdrawn, rejected or deferred to the next 
meeting of the Conference of the Parties. 
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The opinions of the delegation of Seychelles were supported by the 
delegations of Argentina, Australia, Colombia, the Gambia, India, 
Madagascar, Malaysia, Sri Lanka, Saint Lucia and the United States of 
America. Several of these delegations noted that they had no objection 
to aboriginal whaling and also felt that as a conservation treaty CITES 
should at the least be consistent with the International Whaling 
Commission. 

The views expressed by the delegation of Japan received support from 
the delegations of Canada, Norway, Peru and USSR. The delegation of 
Norway, referring to Article II of the Convention, pointed out that 
these species were not threatened with extinction and that listing them 
on Appendix I violated the principles of the Convention and would 

·weaken its credibility. The delegation of Colombia, noting confusion as 
to the po~ition of the IUCN/Species Survival Commission, asked for 
clarification on this point, and the observer from the International 
Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources stated that the 
IUCN has, since 1972, supported the proposal for a moratorium on all 
commercial whaling. 

The Secretariat pointed out that there might be a legal problem with 
respect to delayed listing of taxa. In reply the delegation of 
Seychelles explained that provision for this had been made in the 
proposal in accordance with the Convention. The delegation ~f Norway 
called for a roll-call vote on proposal 2 (all whales protected by the 
International Whaling Commission). Under Rule 14 of the Rules of 
Procedure the Secretariat proceeded with this and there were 29 votes 
in favour, 5 votes against, and 23 abstentions.·Proposal 2 was, 
therefore, apJ2roved as amended in document Doc. 4.40.2 (Rev.). 

Later in the session the delegation of Switzerland requested 
clarification on the scope of this proposal and the delegation of 
Seychelles· replied that the proposal applied to those decisions of the 
International Whaling Commission that had already been taken at this 
t,ime. 

The delegations of the Federal Republic of Germany (on behalf of the 
members states of the_ European Economic Community) and Finland. made 
statements in explanation of their votes which·are attached as Annexes 
2 and 3. The delegation of Brazil stated that they voted against 
proposals 2 and 3 because they go against the spirit of the decision 
taken by the International Whaling Commission to establish a ban on 
commercial whaling during the period 1986-1990 and to re-examine the 
necessity for its continuation at the end of the above-mentioned 
period. After the session, the delegation of Papua New Guinea also 
submitted a statement explaining their vote and this is attached as 
Annex 4.· 

The Chairman then asked the meeting to consider the amendment proposal 
3 (Balaenoptera edeni). The delegation of Ecuador, also representing 
the delegation of Colombia, explained the background for this proposal 
and said that the International Whaling Commission considered thesa 
populations to· be severely depleted, there being zero catch limits for 
nine of the eleven stocks. They concluded by saying that failure to 
include this species on 1\.ppendix I might result in permanent loss of 
this resource. The delegation of Peru expressed strong opposition to 
the proposal saying that only data favourable to the proposal had been 
P~esented and that the proposal was incompatible with Article II of the 
Convention since the International Whaling Com:mission had set a quota 
for this species which could not be considered as threatened with 
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129. Secretariat of the CITES, Proceedings of the Fourth Meeting of the Conference of 
the Parties (1984) vol. 2, p. 1047
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Considerations of Proposals for Amendments 
of Appendices I and II 

RECOMMENDATIONS ~ROM THE SECRETARIAT 
. . . . ~ . . 

Doc. 4.40 
Annex 3 

1. Lagothrix flavicauda. The Secretariat recommends that this amendment, 
already proposed then withdrawn in New Delhi, to the regret of the South 
American delegations, be adopted. This species.is classified as 
endangered in the Red Data Book. 

2. Cetaceae. None of the proposals for transfer to Appendix I appears to 
meet either the Berne criteria or the provisions of the Convention. The 
Secretariat Committee for the Ten-Year Review of Appendices proposed no 
changes for cetaceans, and this was approved by the Central Committee. 
The IUCN/SSC is of this opinion. The Secretariat recommends, therefore, 
that these proposals be rejected. 

3. Canis lupus. The Secretariat generally considers that, as far as is 
possible, any species as a whole should have a single status. 
Furthermore, the status of populations either in Canada or the United 
States is not always favourable. The Secretariat, therefore, is in 
favour of retaining the species in its entirety on Appendix II. For some 
populations, the countries concerned could decide that they be listed 
under Article·II 2(b). 

4. Vulpes velox hebes. The Secretariat recommends that this proposa~ be 
adopted for taxonomical .reasons. 

5. Ursus arctos .. For the reasons mentioned for Canis lupus, the Secretariat 
wou~d be in favour of the listing of the species as a whole on Appendix 
II, in particular because the Asian population wou~d encounter some 
problems and because an illegal trade in bear gall-bladders exists in 
the Far East. In the absence of such a proposal, the Secretariat 
rec.ommends that· the proposal from France and Switzerland (from Europe in 
fact) be adopted and those from Canada and the United States be rejected. 

6. Lutra canadensis. The Secretariat does not consider these proposals as 
amendment proposa~s. The Conference of the Parties has expressed its 
opinion several times that the distinction between paragraphs 2(a) and 
2(b) of Article II is the jurisdiction of the states and not the 
Conference. 

7. Lynx canadensis and Lynx rufus. The .Secretariat would be concerned' about 
I 

the ~axon Felidae's not being listed as a whole on Appendices I and II 
becau~e of the look-alike problem. As regards the bobcat, the comments 
made on Canis lupus are also applicable to this species. The Central 
Committee, in its majority, also thought that these species should be 
kept on Appendix II. 

8. Panther a pardus. The Secretariat recognizes that there is a problem, in 
some African countries, with r egard to this species. However, in its 
opinion, its transfer to Appendix II would open the door to the 
commercial exploitation of this species, which would ruin years of 
effort in favour of the conservation of this cat and others. A solution 
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130. UN World Summit on Sustainable Development, “Plan of Implementation of the 
World Summit on Sustainable Development” (August 2002) pp. 16, 18

28. Improve water resource management and scientific understanding of the water 
cycle through cooperation il joint obsen--ation and resea rch, and for this purpose 
encourage and promote knowledge-sharing and pro\ide capacity -building and the 
transfer of technology. as mutually agreed. incJuding remote-sensing and satellite 
technologies. panicula.rly to developing countries and countries wi th economies in 
transition. 

29. Promote effective coordination among the various international and 
intergo\·ernmental bodies and processes working on water -related issues. both 
\\;thiu the United NatiollS system and between the United Nations and international 
financial institutions. drawing on the contributions of o ther international institutions 
and civil society to inform intergovernmental decision -m aking; closer coordination 
should also be promoted t.o elaborate and suppon proposals and undertake activities 
related to the International Year of freshwater. 2003 and beyond. 

••• 
30. Oce.ans, seas. islands and c.oastal areas form an integrated and esse.ntial 
component of the E<mh's ecosysre.m and are critical for global food security and for 
sustaining economic. prosperity and the well-being o f many national economies. 
particularly in developing countries. Ensuring the sustainable development of the 
oceans requires effective c.oordiuation and c-ooperation, including at the global and 
regional levels, between relevant bodies ,. and actions at all levels t.o: 

(a) Invite States to ratify or accede to and implement the United Nations 
Com·ention on the Law of the Sea of 1981. 14 which provides the overall legal 
framework for ocean activities; 

(b) Promote the implementation of chapter 17 of Agenda 21, which pro\;des 
the programme of action for achie.ving the sustainable development of oceans, 
coastal are.as and seas through its programme areas of integrated management and 
sustainable development of coastal areas~ including exclusive economic zones; 

marine endronmental protection; sustainable use and conservation of marine li\<;ng 
resomces; addre-ssing critic-al uncertainties for the management of the marine 
environment and climate change; strengthening international including regionaL 
cooperation and coordination; and sustainable development o f small islands; 

(c) Establish an effecth ·e. transparen t and r e.gulu inter-agency coordination 
mechanism on ocean and coastal issues within the United Nations system~ 

(d) Encourage the application by 2010 of the ecosystem approach. noting the 
Reykja\U Declaration on Responsible Fisheries in the Marine Ecosystem ts and 
decision V/6 of the Conference of Panies to the Convention on Biological 
Diversity~ 16 

(e) Promote integrated. multidisciplinary and multisectoral coastal and ocean 
managem ent at the national level and encourage and assist coastal States in 
developing ocean policies and mechani'illlS on integrated coastal management; 

( t) Stre.ugthen r egional cooperation and coordination between the relevant 
regional organizat ions and programmes~ the regional seas programme.s of the United 

' " 0/ficio/ R.uord: cf rhE Tlurd U1tu~d S4:ioJts Colfjeuna o w rbe L4"ff.' of t lte Sea, -roS. XVIJ 
(\icit!d !S"u ions publicttiotl, Sa l~s No. E.84X. 3), docameot .;\.<CONF. 62/122. 

1-" Se"e Food snd A~rinhttre Orguizatioc of 1be Un~ted Nstions doc::.ment C20 0/rNF 25, 
apP't n-di:s. I. 

•• Se"e t.NE?ICBD4COP/ 5/23, a.e:on ill 

Pa;:e 16 
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on the Law of the Sea and the Agreeme.ut fo r the Implementation of the Prod sions 
of the Uni ted Nations Convention on the [aw of the Sea of 10 December 1982 
relating to the Conservation and Manageme.n t of Straddling Fish Stocks an d Highly 
Migratory Fish Stocks. on the high seas and within e-xclusive ec-onomic zones; 

(f) Eliminate subsidies that contribute to illegaL unreporte.d and unregulated 
fishing and to over<apacity, while completing the efforts undertaken at the World 
Trade Organization to darify and improve its disciplines on fisheries subsidies, 
taking into· ae.e.ount the importance of this sector to deve.loping countrie.s; 

(g) Strengthe.n donor coordination and partnerships between iute.rnat ional 
financial institutions, bilateral agencies and! other relevant stakeholders to enable 
deve.loping cotmtries, in particular the le.ast: developed countries and small is land 
de.velopiug States and c.ountries with economies in transition, to develop their 
national , regional and subregional capaddies for infrastructw e and integt"ated 
management and the sustainable use of fishe.ries~ 

(h) Support the sustainable development of aquaculture , including small
scale aquacultme. given its growing importanc.e for food security and ec.onomic 
development . 

32. In acc.ordance with chapter 17 of Age,nda 21. promote the c.onse.rvat ioll! -and 
manageme. nt of the oceans through actions a t all levels, giving due regard to the 
relevant international instruments to: 

(a) Maintain tbe product ivity and bio diversity of important and vulne.rable 
marine and coastal areas, including in areas within and beyond national jurisdiction; 

(h) Impleme.nt the work progrannne a rising from the Jakarta Mandate o:n the 
Conservation and Sustainable Use of Marine. and Coastal Biological Diversity o f the. 
Convention on Biologic.al Diversity~ 22 including through the urgent mobilization of 
financial r·esources an d technological assistance and the development of human and 
institutiona l c.apac.ity. particularly in developing countries; 

(c) Develop and facilitate the use of diverse approaches and tools, including 
the ecosystem approach. the elimination of destructive fishing practices ,. the 
establishment of marine protected areas consis tent with iute.mational law and based 
on scientific information. including represen tative networks by 20l2 and time.Jarea 
closures fo r the protection of nursery grounds and periods, prope-r coastal land use 
and wate.rs he.d planning and the integration of marine and coastal are.as management 
into key sectors; 

(d) Develop national. regional and in te.rnational programme.s for halting the 
loss of marine biodiversity, including in coral reefs and wetlands; 

(e) Impleme.nt the Ramsar Convention,23 including its joint work progralllDle 
with the Convention on Biological Diversity~ 24 and the programme of action called 
for by the. International Coral Reef Initiative to stre.ugtheu joint nnnageme.nt plans 
and international network ing for wetland eocosystems in coastal zone.s, including 
coral reefs.. mangroves, seaweed beds and tidal mud flats. 

33. Advance impleme.ntation of the Global :Programme of Ac.tion for the Protection 
of the Marine Environment from Land-based Acti\rities 2s and the Montreal 

::: Se~ A/511312, aonex Il. d ecisioo il/10. 
u JlamuJr Con\ t 1Hion on W~Jiands of l nttrnaiional Imporrance Espeeiall)t as Wt~ttrfowl Hobiuu 

(Uc.ited Nations, Treaty Su ir: . t'OI. P96, No. 14583) . 
:~S ee Unitl!d N ations Eorironmenl Programme, ConvEntion on Biologica l Dh'u sity 

(E1n•iroomeoul L u .- ud lns;itu;ioo. P.rogramme Ac til'ily Ceotre) . I '.til e I ~~2. 
u A/ 51/l l6, snoex II. 
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131. FAO Fisheries Department, “The ecosystem approach to fisheries” (2003) 4  
(Suppl. 2) FAO Technical Guidelines for Responsible Fisheries, pp. 5-6

' 

Executive summary 

T
he broad principles and approach for effective and responsible fisheries 
management are con tamed m the FAO Code of Conduct for Responsible 
Fisheries, many of which relate to an ecosystem approach to fisheries 

(EAF). EAF is. in effec.t, ameans ofimplementingmany of the provisions of the 
Code and provides a way to achieve sustainable development in a fisheries 
c.ontext. The principles pertaining to EAF are not new. They are already included 
in a number of international agreen1ents and conference documents. including 
the 1972 World Conference on Human Environment; the 1982 United Nations 
Law of the Sea Convention (LOS); the 1992 United Nations Conference on 
Env-ironment and Development (UNCED) and its Agenda 21; the 1992 Con.-ention 
on Biological Di,·ersity; the 1995 United Nations Fish Stocks Agreement; the 
1995 FAO Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries; the 2001 Reykja,·i.k 
Declaration; and the2002 World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD). 
However, although the principles are not new. there. has been little prior practical 
experience in implementing them. The guidelines. therefore. attempt to translate 
these higher-level principles into operational objectives and measures capable 
of deli\·ering on EAF in a broad range of social and economic settings, particularly 
in developing countries. 

There have been increasing demands for a practical set of guidelines for 
inlplementing EAF as a result of heightened awareness of the importance of 
inte1:actions among fishery resources. and between fishery resources and the 
ecosystems within whicll they exist. A further incentive has been the recognition 
of the multiple objectiYes and values of fishery resources and marine ecosystem~ 
within the context of sustainable de\·elopment. In addition. it is considered 
essential to disseminate information about the poor state of many the world's 
fisheries along with recent advances in science that highlight both knowledge 
and uncertainties about the functional value of ecosystems (i.e. the goods and 
services they are capable of providing). 

In developing the guidelines. a comparison was made between what was 
needed to implement EAF with what is already required under current fisheries 
management practices. These comparisons focused on the dominant management 
paradigm in many medium- to large-scale commercial fisheries. namely to maintain 
the target resource base by controlling the size and operations of the fishing 
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activity (referred to as a target-oriented approach to management (TROM)). 
This focus does not, however, ignore the fact that many small-scale, multi -species 
fisheries in both developing and developed countries are often undenaken with 
little intervention beyond development suppon. or Me based on more traditional 
management methods. 

The guidelines recognize that dtere is a need to intprove current. fisheries 
management. The interactions that. occur betwee.n fisheries and ecosystems, 
and the fact that both are affected by natural long-term variability as well as by 
other, non-fishery uses, must be more effectively taken into consideration. The 
purpose of an ecosystem approach to fisheries, therefore is to plan, develop 
and manage fisheries in a manner that addresses the multiple needs and desires 
of societies, without jeopardizing the options for fitture generations to benefit 
fi·om the full range of goods and services provided by marine ecosystem. 

From this purpose, the definition ofEAF follows. An ecosystem approach to 
fisheries strives to balance diverse societal objectives, by tahng into account 
the !mow/edge and uncertainties about biotic, abiotic and human components 
of ecosystems and their interactions and applying an imegrated approach to 
fisheries within ecological(y meaningful boundaries. 

Both the purpose and the definition recognize that EAF is a means to intplement 
sustainable development concepts into fisheries iby addressing both human 
and ecological well-being. They merge two related but potentially converging 

paradigms. The fust is ecosystem management that focuses on protecting and 
conserving ecosystem structure and functions by managing the biophysical 
components of ecosystem (e.g. introducing marine protected areas (MPAs)), 
and the second is fisheries management. that foctLses on providing food and 
income/livelihoods for humans by managing fisheries activities. EAF recognizes 
the broader tLses and users of the marine environment (including fishing) and 
the need to accommodate and reconcile the many <>bjectives of these users so 
that. future generations can also derive the full range of goods and services 
provided by the ecosystem. This approach also recognizes that man is an 
essential component of the ecosystem in which fishing takes place. and it focuses 
on the interactions within the system. EAF attemp ts to de.al with issues in a 
holistic way, a fe.ature often lacking in current fishery management practices that 
focus on individual species or species groups. 

The ecosystem is a functional unit comprising dynamic. complexes of plants, 
anintals (including humans) , micro-organisms and the non-living environment. 
Ecosystems exist on many scales. which are frequently defined in terms of the 
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132. FAO, “Report of the twenty-fifth session of the Committee on Fisheries Roma, 
24–28 February 2003” (2003) 702 FAO Fisheries Report, pp. 14-15

14 

llfPLDIEl\TATIO:K OF £COSYSTD1 APPRO_-\CH TO FISHERIES 
l H .i'HGBIL"\!T TO ACHIE\'£ R£SPO!'iSIBU: FISHERIES R£SOliRC£S _-\.,'D TO 
RESTOR£ FISHERIES R£SOl~C£S _-\._1\T) THE i\L-\Rll\I I.J"'IV TROJII-:11L1\'T 

85. The Secretariat referred !be Committee to documents COFI/2003/10, 
COFII2003ilnf 13 and 14, the advance copy of !be FAO Technical Guidelines and the review of 
!be issue to be published soon as an FAO Fisheries I ecbnical Paper, and described the progress 
made in developing and implementing the approach since !be Twenty-f01111h Session of CO Fl. 

86. Noting, inter alia, the Reykjavik Declaration on Marine Ecoystems, the Secretariat 
referred to the close relationship between fishing and the ecosystem, including the need to 
consider the impact of fishing on the ecosystem and the impact of the ecosystem on fishing. It 
stressed that the ecosystem approach to fisheries w-as an extension of conventional fisheries 
management as entbedded. inter alia. in !be FAO Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries. In 
in\~ting the Comminee's views on the approach and furore activities_ the Secretariat drew 
attention io the target dates set by the WSSD. including the in1plementation of ecosystem 
approach to fisheries (EAF) by 2010. 

87. Many Members complinlented FAO on the progress it bad made in adv-ancing the 
EAF concept and provided their full support to the approach. The Connnittee noted that many 
Members were already addressing several aspects of EAF. Some Mentbers noted in this conte,>o.1 
that they were already addressing the inlpact on associated species, bycatch (e.g., turtles, 
seabirds and sharks) and selecti\~ of fishing gear, spatial and temporal closures, marine 
protected areas, stakellolder invon·entent in fisheries management, restocking, restoring of 
critical habitats and species interactions. One Member cited as an exan1ple culling jelly fish in 
the Caspian Sea. 

88. Many .Members noted that the tenn "Ecosystem Approach to Hsheries", as considered 
by the E'tpen Consultation. characterized the broad holistic and integrated nature of the 
approach The need to adop{ effectively a more holistic and integrated approach to fisheries 
management w-as indeed stressed by many Members, including the need to consider a broader 
range of issues that bad impact on fisheries, including the inlpacts of polhttion, coas1al 
development and other land-based practices. The linkage between integrated coastal areas and 
EEZ management as well as the management of latge utarine ecosystems was also noted. 
Several Members drew the Conunittee's attention to the coral reef issue and requested FAO, 
especially !be Conunittee, to give due consideration to the SllS!ainable management of the 
world' s coral reefs and take them into account in the ecosystem approach to fisheries 
management. 

89. In recognizing the complexity of ecosystems. the need for fi.trther data and research on 
many topics relating to E .<\F w-as noted by many Members. Some Members, in particular 
Members from developing rotmtries, e_xpressed concern and cautioned about the increased 
complexity, costs and difficulty in implementing ecosystem considerations in fisheries 
management, and re-iterated the need for technical assistance and support to avoid broadening 
the gap between Members from developing and developed countries. It was generally agreed, 
however, that although ihe approach needed further clarification, many of its aspects could 
already be introduced into current fisheries management practices. 

90. The linkage between EAF and small-scale fisheries management was recognizecl The 
Conunittee suggested that FAO. through case studies on small-scale fisheries. develop an 
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adopted EAF tool box with rapid appraisal techniques, partlctpatory processes , conflict 
resolution, integrated resource., a~essment and management, inchtding co-management, and 
capacity-building. 

91. Many Men1bers rec.onfinned their strong support for paragraph 39 of the report of the 
Twenty-fourth Session of COFI. Researches on the subject of interactions between marine 
mannnals and fisheries were described. Many Members supported the need for continuing 
research and the further development of ecosystem models while other Members noted that 
E.<\F was "~der than just predator/prey relation~ and possible mannnal in1pacts. Some Members 
expressed the view that low priority be given to predator/prey relations, and their impact on fiSh 
resources, as opposed to other aspects of relevance, such as reduced bycatch, habitat protection, 
land-based impacts, climatic changes, etc. Some. Men1bers noted the prinJacy of the 
International Whaling Conllllission 'A~th respect to the role of whales in the marine environment 
and the strongly held vie.w that discussions on whales in COFI detracted from the more. 
important fisheries issues such as IUU fishing. 

92. Many Members considered the Technical Guidelines an important step in 
implementing EAF while other Men1bers noted their preliminary status. Several Members 
consiclered tllat the reference to various ecosystem manipulations including cUlling was not 
warranted for a range of rea~on~ including uucertainty in ecosystem functioning. Several 
Members also expressed the \~ew that the e.xtension of the precautionary approach to include 
social or economic outcomes was not consistent with internationally accepte.d definition~ 
including at the 1992 UN Conference on Envirolllllent and Development (UNCED) and 
reconfinned at the 2002 World Summit on Sustainable Development (WSSD) and were 
therefore unacceptable in their view. 

93. The Conllllittee supported the role of FAO in facilitating the process of adoption of 
the ecosystem approach as agreed during the WSSD. A range of additional activities were 
suggested, including clearer definition of the terminology, evaluation of its legal implications, 
in1plementation of case. studies, better analysis of social and economic objectives, development 
of ecosystem-related indicators, reference points and decision rules and deeper analysis of 
bioecological issues. It .was stressed that in lmdertaking these activities fishers should be seen a~ 
integral component of aquatic ecosystem~, taking into accO\mt the social and economic in1pact. 
Many Members stressed the need for F AO to partner in this endeavour ~th other organization~, 
espe<ialty those within the UN systc:ut to further this work and improve the guidelines. It was 
also suggested that closer cooperation on the approach wi th regional fishery organizations 
would in1prove consen~\S and generate lllOre sense of ownership of the Technical Guidelines 
011 the part of those in charge of their implementation. 

94. In that respec.t, the Secretariat informed the Conunittee of the ongoing cooperation 
with the Intergovernmental Oceanographic Commission-Scientific Conuuinee on Oceanic 
Research (IOC-SCOR) Workiag Group on Quantitative Eco~ystem Indicators for Fisheries 
Management. The Secretariat also confirmed that all conunents nJade muing this session of the 
Committee would be duly comidered in the futll.re process ofin1proven1ent of the Guidelines. 

RE\ lEW OF ~LUOR PROGRUEIIE 2.3 FISHERIES 

95. The Review of the Major Programme 2.3 Fisheries was introduced by the Secretariat 
which clarified concepts and terms used in the two documents COFI/2003/11 and 
COFI/2003/12. as well as providing illustrative examples of priority settings in the Fisheries 
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133. Ordinance for Enforcement of the Fisheries Act 1950 (as amended 18 March 2009), 
Article 1 

(Translated from the original Japanese text for this Annex) 

Ordinance for Enforcement of the Fisheries Act [ excetvt] 

(Ordinance of Ministry of Agriculture and Forestty No.16 of March 14. 1950) 

Latest Amendment: Ordinance of Minisuy of Agriculture. 
Forestty and Fisheries No.9 ofMarch 18,2009 

In order to enforce the Fisheries Act (Act No. 267 of 1949). and based on the provisions of 
the said Act, the Ordinance for Enforcement of the Fisheries Act is established as follows. 

(Exemption from Application in the case of Test and Research etc.) 

Atticle 1 Provisions of the Ordinance ofMinistty of Agricultme, Forestty and Fisheries 
under the Fisheries Act which concems restt·ictions or prohibition on: species. size or 
quantity of aquatic animals and plants: period or area of harvest or fanning of aquatic 
animals and plants; fishing equipment or fishing method to be used; or process or sales of 
aquatic animals and plants (including their products) shall not apply to test and research 
etc. can·ied out by any person having obtained petmission from the Minister of 
Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries for the reason oftest and research or any other special 
cause. 

;t~;tn1Hrm~t1J <M>) 
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134. Government of Japan, “Government policy regarding coastal fisheries etc. to be 
taken in the 1988 fiscal year”, submitted to the 112th ordinary session of the Diet of 
Japan, Association of Agriculture and Forestry Statistics [Nourin-Toukei-Kyoukai], 
White Paper on Fisheries [Gyogyou Hakusho] (1987) p. 22 [excerpt]

 (Translation)
- 22 -  IV Securing Fishing Grounds Abroad, Trade and Development of Marine Fisheries Resources 

As for whales, the Government will positively undertake the Comprehensive 

Assessment for the review of total suspension of commercial whaling (Moratorium) 

decided by the International Whaling Commission (IWC). Also, the Government will 

subsidize the Institute of Cetacean Research for carrying out research whaling in the 

Antarctic Ocean or other places, in order to conduct collection/organization of scientific 

data and resource analysis on whale stocks that are necessary for undertaking the review 

of the IWC’s Moratorium.
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135. Government of Japan, “The Program for Research on the Southern Hemisphere 
Minke Whale and for Preliminary Research on the Marine Ecosystem in the 
Antarctic”, SC/39/O4 (1987), pp. 3-4, 6-12, 16-18, 24-26, 46-51

2. Purpose of the Research 

(1) Estimation of the Biological Parameters Required for 

the Stock Mana·gement of the Southern Hemisphere Minke 

Whale 

The main subject species of this research program is 

the southern hemisphere minke whale (Balaenootera 

acutorostrata), the exploitable populati?n size of which has 

been estimated to be at least about 260,000· by the IWC/SC. 

The main ,reason for the failure of the IWC/SC to 

recommend an agreed catch limit in recent years for the 

southern hemisphere minke whale stock is that the IWC/SC has 

not been able to reach agreement on the value of the natural 

mortality coefficient and its age-specific patterns. 

Therefore, the primary purpose of this program is to 

estimate the age-specific natural mortality coefficient by 

samples through stochastic samplings which are carried out 

in combination with systematic sighting surveys . .. The 

progr~ is also· designed __ to estimate the stock size and its 

changes required for stock management, and the reprodu_ctive 

parameters and their changes based on the same samples. 

(2) Elucidation of the Role of Whales in the Antarctic 

Marine Ecosyste m 

While global scientific interest in the Antarctic 
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eGosystem has ceen growing as reflected in the coming into 

force of the Convention on the Conservation of Antarctic 

Marine Living Resources (CCAMLR), the most important need is 

for data on the prey-predator relationship among the k rill, 

fish and squid, . and whales . 

To meet the purpose of this program, the stomach 

contents of the sperm whale (Physeter catodon) will be 

analyzed to identify t he krill -squid-sperm·· whal e prey

predator relationship which is considered as one of the 

major energy-flows in the Antarctic marine ecosystem~ A 

further analys ~s of the stomach contents an~ the measurement 

of blubber thickness, etc., of the minke whales taken , as 

par~of the research based on (1) above, will be undertaken 

in order to elucidate the· krill-minke whale energy-flow. 

4 
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of this program are expected to be free from biases inherent 

to the samples f rom the commercial whaling. For this reason 

these parameters thus obtained will be useful for the re

evaluation of the parameters already obtained from the 

commercial whaling in the past . In addition, the natural 

mortality coefficien t , which is the primary purpose of this 

research program, will be estimat ed by cal culating the 

decreases of the rel ative frequency of a given year class 

between two samples taken in a same area wi~h an qppropriate 

in t ermission. 

(2) Research Items 

i) Age - Specific Natural Mortality Coeffici ent: 

Up to 1983, a fixed value had been used for the natural 

mortality coefficient regardless of age, but if the ~ge

specific natural mortali~y coefficient could be ob t ained, 

then estimate of rep l acement yield (RY) will be remarkably 

~proved. This parameter ~s . also necessary as an input 

parameter for the cohort analysis. By us i ng the age

specif i c natural mortality coefficient, a more accurate 

estimate of the recent change of RY can be made, a nd thereby 

the increasing rate of the stock can be obtained . 

ii ) Reproductive Paramet ers : 

The estimates of neo-natal sex ratio, litter size, 

pregnancy rate , 

changes hav e to 

age at sexual mat urity and others and their 

be obta ined in order to identify the 
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reproductive parameters in the s tock. Under this research 

program, biological observation and co1lection of specimens 

are to be undertaken with respect to these parameters. 

iii) Stock Size: 

The stock size of the southern hemisphere minke 

has been estimated by using the data collected 

whale 

by the 

sighting survey conducted under the International Decade of 

Cetacean Research Program of the IWC ( rwC / IDCR ) . 

Under the present program, systematic sighting surveys 

based on the line-transect theory (an IOCR typ~) will be 

continued t o est~ate the stock size. By coinciding the 

Area for the whale sightings with that for the research take 

of w·hales, both the stock size and biological parameters 

such as age-specific natural mortality coefficient can be 

obtained for the same Area and same year. Hence the stock 

assessmen t of the southern hemisphere minke whale stock will 

be made far more accurate than before, and the repetitive 

sighting surveys within the same Area will enhance the 

accuracy of the population estimates . 

In addition , vario~s experiments in relation to the 

sighting parameters will be conducted with the sight ing 

.surveys in t he program. 

iv) Distribution, Structure and Behavior of Minke Whales 

in the Low Latitudes: 

Dispite that the biological information of the southern 

hemisphere minke whales in the breeding area (outside of the 

Antarctic) is ex~remely important in order to identify the 
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stock size, reproductive parameters and migration and other 

characteristics, these information are very scarce . 

Therefore, the first several years of this program will 

include the sighting surveys in the low l atitudinal waters 

to collect information on the pattern of distribution and 

density, structure and behavior especially that of cow-calf 

pairs in order to provide the basis for the future 

researches. 

(3) Research Area 

Area IV (70"-130.E) and Area V (130"E-17o•w) will be 

surveyed under this research program. The fol~owing are the 
~ 

r easons for this selection. 

The cumulative numbers of the minke whales t aken in the 

Antarct ic by Japanese fleet from 1978/79 through 1985/86 

seasons were 455 (Area I), 172 (Area II ) , 3,772 ( Area III), 

8,621 ( Area IV } , 7, 913 (Area V}, and 3,271 (Area VI ). 

During this period, the biological i nvest igation were 

conducted on all whales qaught . The information from the 

past researches, therefore, was concentrated in Area IV and 

Aiea V, while very little information was obtained for Area 

I and Area II. For th i s reason, a lot of information of the 

stocks migrating into the high latitudes of Area IV and Area 

V are now avai~ab~e together with the operational knowledge 

f o r catching such as the sea and ice condition there. Those 

information makes the research more efficient. 

8 
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It should be noted that the researches will be 

conducted for the two consecutive years in a particular 

Area, alternating Area IV and Ar ea V in every two years. 

(4) Sample Size 

Since the primary purpose of this research program is 

to estimate the age- specific natural mortalit y coefficient, 

the sample size must be at least the minimum number required 

for t~e es t imation of this coefficie~t . 

0 . 086 (95% confidence limit; 0 . 060, 0 .12 ) was the value 

for the natural mortality coefficient (M) of the southern 

hemisphere minke whal e adopted by the IWC/SC in the most 
~ 

r e cent year . Under this research program, sample size is 

c a lculated so as to make detection possible of the decrease 

between t wo se t s of samples taken in different years in the 

relative f requency of a cohort to estimate the age-specific 

natur al mortality coefficient , using M=0.086 as well as its 

l ower limit of 0 . 060 . 

The probability of successfully detecting the change of 

relati ve frequencies of the same cohor t over the two 

consecutive yea rs . assuming M=0. 086 (or M=0 . 060) would be 

ex treme1y low, unless a very large sample size is made 

availalbe. However, if a certain period of interval could 

be allowed between two sets of samples, the cumulative 

number of animals dead due to natura.l mortality during such 

period would grow 1arge and thus detection of decrease can 

9 
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be made possible with a smaller sample size. If the 

i nterval between the two sampl~ngs is set longer, the 

natural mortality coefficient can be estimated with a 

s ufficiently high precision with a small sample size, while 

there c o uld be a demer it f rom a prolonged sampling interval 

such as a possible noise that might occur in the age 

composition due to continuous increase of recrui tment. 

Under this research program, the sampling interval of f our 

years is adop ted in consideration of the effec t of the catch 

to the rep r oductivity of the stock and the practical reasons 

of the logistics s uch as the steaming capacity of the 

research vess els . However, actual sampling will be made in 

the two consecutive years in a particular Area . 
l 

t hus 'collected from two consecutive years a re 

Samples 

pool ed 

togeth~er .to make one set of age composition for compari son 

with similar set of age composition collected after four 

years ! r om the same Area. Assuming no change in the stock 

size, with M=0.086, during two samplings, the relat ive 

frequency to t he total samples of a given year cla ss in the 

second sampling (P2 ) must decrese to 70 . 9% of that in the 

( - -p - 0.086x4) first sampling (P1 ) after four y e a rs r
2

- 1 e . 

This resea~ch program is designed t o ob t ain the sample size 
; 

necessary for the detection of s uch decrease in the relative 

frequency of one certain year class in a statistically 

significant manner ~ 

Accordi ng to the data collected from the commercial 

whaling., the sample size must be considerably large for 

10 
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estimating 

cohort. In 

the natural mortality coefficient of individual 

the case of a limited sample size below a 

certain level, some handling strategy such as grouping of 

the cohort will be necessary. 

According to the crude age composition of the Antarctic 

Area IV and Area V obtained from the commercial whaling 

(Fig. 1) 1 the age at which the calculation of the natural 

mortality coefficient is possible from the catch curve is 

approximately the age of 20 or above, and the relative 

frequency of animals above this age is 30% to 20%. If these 

age groups were combined to 5 - 6 groups, then the average 

relative frequency of each group amounts to 6 - 5%. If the 

decrease in the age compositions of the same cohort is 

detected at 5% significance level (at p=0.05) with the 

research cycle of four years, the sample size is calculated 

to be 1,479 to 1,794, the average of which is approximately 

1,650 (from Appendix 4). Adopting the average 1,650 as the 

sample size and dividing this number into the two year 

sampling period, 825 samples are required in each sampling 

year. 

In the case where the estimate of the na'tural mortality 

coefficient obtained turns out to be smaller than expected, 

M=9.060 for example, the estimate with sufficient precision 

cannot be achieved with the sample size of about 1,650 and 

therefore, an increase of the sample size or re-grouping of 

the cohort will become necessary. In this case, the 

estimate of the natural mortality coefficient could be 

11 
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obtained wi th the same precision as the case in which 

M=0 . 086 is adopted, by grouping the cohort into two or so 

groups. 

Such inefficiency in the estimation was resulted from 

the lack of the data of the younger age whales . In the case 

of the well designed sampling of whal es covering evenly all 

the waters of distribution, such inefficiency would be 

eliminated. Moreover, the estimation efficiency and its 

reliability would be · eoha~ced if the relationship between 

the natural mortali ty coefficient and age is established. 

(5} Outline ~f the Implementation of the Research Program 

\ 
The first stage of the program will be for four years 

from 1987/88 to 1990/91.. The second stage wil l be for 

another four years from 1991/1992, and the third s tage will 

be from 1995/96- The first stage will be implemented with 

the research in the two Areas, Area IV and Area v , with a 

rotation of research Areas by every two years as one cycle. 

The research in this stag.e will include the sighting survey 

for·the third round in Area IV and Area V where the sighting 

surveys have already been conducted by the IWC/IDCR, 

together with the assessement of the population structure 

such as age composition and other biological aspects based 

on the whales taken under the stochastic sampling . 

The research in the second stage will be sampling of 

the whales to derive, int er alia, the age-specific natural 

12 
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4. Research to Elucidate the Role of Whales ~n the 

Antarctic Marine Ecosystem 

(1) Research Method 

Examination of the stomach contents and measurement of 

nutritious characteristics of the sampled sperm whal es and 

minke whales (see chapter 3) will be ~mplemented. 

(2) Research Items 

i) Stomach Contents of the Sperm Whale: 

Identification o f the food species and measurement, as 

far as possible, of the weight of the stomach contents as 

well as examinat~on of other charact eristics su~h as the 

nutrit~ous condit~on of the whale. 

iil Eiologic~l Parameter of the Spe~ Whale: 

In addition to the research on the stomach contents 

described above, various biological examination~ will be 

carried out with all s~pled whales in relat"ion to the 

reproductive and growth parameters. 

iii ) Stomach Contents and Amount of Fat Reserve of the 

Whale: 

The food species from the s .tomach contents of all 

sampled minke whales will be identified, and as far as 

possible t he weight of the contents will be measured. Some 

indecies of amount of the fat reserve such as thickness of 
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blubber will be a l so measured. 

In addition, biological measurement of length, weight, 

and sex, as far as possible, of the food species such as 

krills which retain their origina l form, and collection of 

krills with fresh condition or other organisms among the 

stomach contents will be made. 

iv) Research on the Ma rine Pollution Using Whale Tissues 

and Stomach Contents: 

Concerns have been express ed regardin g the marine 

pollut ion in a global scale today, and it is feared that the 

pol lution is reaching the Antarctic. 
-~ 

Although it may be 

outs i de of the principal purposes of this research programr 

examination of heavy metals and other substances i n the 

tissue of various organs and debris in the stomach of t he 

sampled whales will be conducted. 

(3) Research Area 

i) The Sperm Whale: 

The rese arch involving take of sperm whales will be 

implemented in t he four Divisions, Div. 4 - 7 . 

ii) The Minke. Whale; 

The samples collected according to the research 

described in chapter 3 will be used. Therefore, the 

research area will be the same area as described in chapter 

3-(3) . 
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(4) Sample Size 

i) The Sperm Whale: 

The research will be implemented for duration of the 

first and sercond stages of the research under chapter 3, 

with two years of sampling in each Division {Div. 4- 7). 

The maximum sample size in each year is 50 males. 

ii) The Minke Whale: 

The samples collected according to the research 

described in chapter 3 will be used . 

. I 
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6. Expected Effects of the Catches on the Stock 

(1 ) The Minke Whale 

i) Sample Size Compared with RY: 

The IWC/SC has recommended to the IWC every year since 

1979 the catch limits of the stocks of this species b ased on 

the RY estimates with cor~ection for the-sex .ratio in the 

catch.· In the recent · years,· . however, the IWC I SC has not 

been able to reach ·agreement on the .. estimates·. of .the RY 

values. The 37th Annual Meeting of the IWC/SC in 1985 lost 

the basis for the need of recommendation of the catch limits 

bec~use of the moratorium for the commercial whaling. 

Although an agreement was reached on the stock size, there 

were four different proposals on RY at that IWC/SC Meeting 

(Table 2) . 

Table 2: The proposals on RY of the southern 

hemisphere ' minke whale 'at 37th rwc;sc 

View 1 

View 2 

View 3 

View 4 

Area IV 

885 

1,328 

1' 328-1' 771 

1,498 

24 

Area v 

921 

1,381 

1 , 381-1,842 

1,119 
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The planned sample size for the first stage of the 

research is 1,650 animals in the Areas IV and .V. 

respectively (8 25 whales per year). Since the sampling in 

each Area will be conducted for two years out of four year 

period, the mean annual sampl e size during four years will 

be 413. It should be noted also that the number of samples 

of 825 is less than the smallest RY (View 1) recommended for 

Area IV or V (Table 2) and·is between 45% and 74% of RYs ·of 

other views. 

As already known, the stock size of the minke whale 

migrating into ~e Antarctic whaling ground estimated by the 

sighting survey is considerably smaller than that of the 

total• population, so that a real RY for total popu~ation 

sho~d be greater than the values expressed in all of the 

views above (Table 2): hence ·the upward correction of RY 

would be necessary. 

ii) Diffusib~e Effects of Sampl ing to the Reproduc~ion: 

The 

estimation 

present sampling plan does nc;>.t exceed the minimum 

of RY in any of the single year, and the mean 

annual samp~e size in. each stage of the research is far 

below RY. Therefore, on the premises that there is no 

environmenta~ changes, the stock size of the southern 

hemisphere minke whale is expected to continue to increase 

under this research program. 

iii) Diffusible Effects of Sampling t o the Ecosystem: 

The IWC/ SC has no estab~ished technique with regard to 

the assessment of the effects to the ecosystem. In the case 
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where 825 whales are taken in one stage (mean annual sam9 le 

size of 413 whales) out of the estimated population of about 

50,000 whales at least, the detection of the effects of such 

catches to the ecosystem within the short term of the 

research will be likely to become impossible due to their 

absorption into the vari ous noises . Therefore, the 

detection of the effects needs to be made in relation to 

other factors in the ecosystem over · a l ong term . 

(2) The Sperm Whale 

i) Sample Size Com9ared with RY: 

l The s t ock assessment of the Antarctic sperm whale was 

made at the Annual Meeting of the IWC/SC in 1979 for the 

last time; no systematic assessment with regard to the stock 

has been made since then. It should be noted that there 

have been no catches from these stocks since 1981/82 season. 

At the Sperm Whale Sub-Committee in 1979 , (a) CPUE 

analysis based on the La Jolla model, (b) ~~alysis by 

d i v i s ion · us i ng the population est!mated by sighting {of 

which, an analysis of mark and mark recapture data for 

Division 3 , and estimation technique of catch/fishing 

mortal ity for Division 3, and estimation technique of 

catch/ fishing mortality for Division 9 were utilized) were 

made. The estimates made by using the technique ( b) were 

not adopted for recommendation to the IWC after all . 

The estimates by the above techdique ( a) for Di visions 
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Appendix 2 

Summary of the Disscussion on the 

Anta rctic Marme Ecosystem 

The Antarctic Treaty signed in 1959 provides for 

obligation of the signatorty nations to preserve and 

conserve t he living resources in the Antarctic . In relation 

to this Treaty, ·the three separate conventions, . namely the 

Convention f or the Conservation of Antarctic· Seals (adop~eq 
.I 

in 1972), the Convention for the Conservation of Antar~tic 

Mari ne Living Resources (signed in 1980) and the 

I n ternational Convention fo r the Regulation o f Whaling 

(signed in 1946) a1most exbaustivel~ cover all of the marine 

living re~ources in the Antarctic . 

Of these three conventions,. the Convention on the 

Conservation of An tarctic Marine Living Resourc es (CCAMLR ) 

provides fo r the principles to .be adhered to for the harvest 

of the marine living. resources. applied by t he CCAMLR.. These ,. 

principl.es are : (a) to maintai n the e cological relationship 

between the harvested, dependent a nd r e lated populations of 

marine living resources, (b) to minimi z e the risk of changes 

in the marine ecosyst~ which are not potentianlly 

r eversible over t wo or ·three dec ades . 

In the Antarctic marine e cosystem, the food-web is 

structured with the kril l as a principal species at the • 
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secondary trophic l evel (primary consumer), and the baleen 

whale, the crabeater seal, the penguin, the squid and the 

fishes which are at the thirtiary trophic level (secondary 

consumer ) feeding on the krill, and finally the killer 

whale, the leopard seal and the sperm whale forming the 

fourth trophic level (thirtiary consumer). In addition, the 

order of food-web for the sperm whale is unique as it is t he 

krill - squid - sperm whale. 

According to the recent studies (Bengston, 1984; Laws, 

1985) , the consumption of the krill is 400 to 470 ·million 

ton s per year of which 127 to 130 million tons are consumed .. 
by the crabeater seal, 115 to 130 million tons are consumed 

by pefguins and other birds, 100 million tons by the squid, 

34 to 40 million tons by the baleen whales and 70 million 

tons by t he fishes. 

The assignment for the studies of the various marine 

living resources i.n the Antarc~ic as described in the 

foregoing has been given to a number of intergovernmenta.l 

organizations: Sub-Committee on Birds Biology of the SCAR 

on birds , Group of S~ecia1ists of Seals of the SCAR on 

seals, and the IWC on whales. No organization, however, has 

yet been established for the studies on the interspecific 

relations. 

Under these social and scientific circumstances, many 

attempts for variety of mathematical modelling of the 

Antarctic m.arine ecosystem have been made, · out of which the 

need of verification to prove the v~idity of the models for 
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the management of the population and the ecosystem by 

controlled experiments has been recognized . In short, there 

are views advocated recently that the pres ent environment, 

if continued, would lead to the utopia for the penguins and 

crabeater seal s and would incapacitate the maintenance of 

the ecological balance, which is the principle of the 

resources u tilization defined by the CCAMLR. 

At the Ecosystem Monitoring Workshop Meeting of the 

CCAMLR hel d in Seattle in May, 1985, the direction of t he 

scientific activities was set for (a) detection a nd 

recording of the important changes occurring in the major 

species, (b) ·~ monitoring of the behavior and the parameter 

values of the indicator and harvested species. Three sea 
\ 

areas were suggested as candidates for the research areas at 

that meeting: they were Prydz Bay (Area I~I), Brunsfied 

Strait, and around the South Georgia Island. Further 

s .tudies and re-examina t.:i.on of th·i s proj ec-: was under"t:aken at 

the Workshop Meeting held in Hamburg in July, 1986 . 

Many areas of the biologica.l knowledge r elat ed to the 

prey-predator relation be,~ween the sperm whale and the squid 

are still. left unresolved, in spite of the fact that it 

holds the special importance wit.hin the Antarctic marine 

ecosystem. 

The BIOMASS Project from its early stages recognized 

the importance of the studies on the squid; in Japan, the 

Oceanic Research Institute of the University of Tokyo and 

the Japan Marine Fishery Research Cent er have participated 
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in the researches, from which the importance of the 

assessment of the food-web concerning the krill, the squid 

and the sperm whale has been pointed out. Subsequently, the 

BIOMASS Workshop Mee t ing held in September, 1 983, 

recommended t h e need of development of the researches on the 

squid based on the stomach contents and the feeding habits 

of the larger predatory species for the progress of 

ecological studies on the squid. 

There are as many as six species centering around the 

small and medium size squids collected by the test operation 

of the krill fishery. 
! 

Of these speci·es, especial ly 

important from the biological point of view are Kondakovia 

longimana and Moroteuthis knioovitchi. the length of the 

head and body of these two species had been believed to be 

approximately 40 em at the most. In the past, the body . 

length of many of the ~ lonqimana eaten by the sperm whale 

occurred to be- large with their length longer than 40 em-

Since the sperm whales feed in the deeper water, this squid 

species has been assumed to make vertical segregation by 

sizes for their habitat . ,-It is also noted that K. longimana 

harvested by t h e krill fishery feed only on the Antarctic 

krill, but ~ knioovitchi feed on other fishes as well as 

the krill. From these, it is suggested that the . feeding 

characteristics of the squid differ by species. 

For the shallow water col lection of the samples of K. 

longimana, the priority species is the Antarctic krill, 

while there is no analyses made on the samples collected in 
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the deep water, leaving no knowledge available regarding the 

variety and the feeding pattern of these species. The 

absence of knowledge in this area is causing a great 

obstacle for the assessment of the dynamics of the Antarctic 

marine ecosystem. 

In the meantime, the sperm whale fishery in the 

Antarctic, following the moratorium for pelagic whaling of 

the sperm whale, was only conducted in the coastal waters of 

Chil e and Peru since 1979/80 season. These coastal whaling, 

however, has been prohibited since 1981/82 season, and no 

information concerning the Antarctic sperm whale has been 
, I 

collected since t hen. 

The Sub-Committee on the Sperm Whale of the IWC/SC in 
\ 

1979 pointed out eight items for the future studies to be 

undertaken on the population of t hese stocks, and in 

relation to the biological characteris tics, a need of 

analyses on age dat:a was pointed .. out in addi t:ion to the 

sighting , CPUE and the stock ident ification. It was 

suggested that without solving problems associated to these 

eight items, an effecti~~ development of any new population 

assessment cannot be expected. 

Therefore, in addition to these principal objectives, 

the research by the collection of t he sperm whale for the 

assessment of the food-web (krills-squids-sperm whales ) 

needs to be further developed for the studies on the 

biological characteristics peculiar to this species in line 

with the items poin~ed ou t by the Sub-Committee of the 

so 
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IWC/SC described above . 
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136. Government of Japan, “The Research Plan for the Feasibility Study on ‘The Program 
for Research on the Southern Hemisphere Minke Whale and for Preliminary 
Research on the Marine Ecosystem in the Antarctic’”, SC/D87/1 (1987)

The Res ear c h P 1 an f o r the Fe as i b i 1 i t y Study on 

"The Program for Research on the 

Southern Hemisphere Minke Whale and 

for Preliminary Research on the 

Marine Ecosystem in the Antarctic" 

The Government of Japan 

October 1987 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Government of Japan presented to the In tern at ional 

Whaling Commission CIWC) at its 39th annual meeting "The Program 

for Research on the Southern Hemisphere Minke ~hale and for 

Preliminary Research on the Marine Ecosystem in the An tare tic" 

program" CSC/39/04) 

hereafter) 

C to be referred to as " the original 

as a research to be implemented according to Article 

VI I I 0 f the International Convention for the Regulation of 

Wh a 1 in g 

(a) 

CICRW) for the following purposes: 

Estimation of the Biological Parameters Required for the 

Stock Management of the Southern Hemisphere Minke Whale 

(b) Elucidation of the Role of Whales in the Antarctic Marine 

Ecosystem 

The 

original 

Scientific Committee of the IWC CIWC/SC) reviewed the 

program along its procedures and asked for the comments 

of its members. Several issues were brought up regarding the 

original program, which c an b e summa r i z e d in to the following 

three questions: 

(1) Whether determination of age-specific natural mortality 

coefficient is possible by using the method 0 f 

analysis and sample si ze (825 samples/year) proposed in 

the original program 

(2) Whether collection 0 f samples f u 11 y reflecting the 

population is possible by the original program 

C3) Whether the results obtained by the origina l program will 

contribute to the Comprehensive Assessment carried out by 

the Scientific Committee of the IWC 
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Th e J a p an e s e s c i en t i s t s no t e d that. from a scientific 

viewpoint, answers to the above three questions have already been 

provided during the Scientific Committee meeting of the 39th 

annu a 1 meeting of the IWC. However, the followi~g examinations 

were made to promote further understanding on the questions 

raised at the meeting of the Scientific Committee. 

R e g a r d i n g q u e s t i on < 1) , i t w a s n o t e d t h a tr;_ s i m u 1 a t i on s t u d y 

based on the rationale outlined in Annex R2 of the Report of 

the Scientific Committee <IWC/39/4) is under way_:J and that the 

analyzed results will be presented to the Scientific Committee 

meeting in 1988. As to question (3), it .was re-co~firmed that 

the data to be newly collected by the original program will make 

substantial contribution to the Comprehensive Assessment not only 

because they are useful for e~aluation and correction of the vast 

amount of data and resultant biological parameters on the stock 

accumulated by past commercial whaling operations but also 

because information from sampling and sighting information on the 

wh a 1 e density can be acquired simultaneously from the original 

program. 

It was recognized that for a more intensive review on 

question (2), and also because decision was made to provide for 

the coming IWC/IDCR Southern Hemisphere Minke Whale Assessment 

Cruise the research vessles which had been allocated to the 

sighting survey in the original program, it would be necessary to 

carry out a supplementary research the purpose of which is 

out Uned in Section II. Consequently, a program titled' The 

Research Plan for the Feasibility Study on "The Program for 

Research on the Southern Hemisphere Minke Whale and for 

2 
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Preliminary Research on the Marine Ecosystem in the Antarctic" 

(to be referred to as "the preliminary research" hereafter) is 

now new ly developed. It was decided that the sample size to be 

taken for the preliminary research should not exceed 300 mink e 

whales. 

As outlined above, the preliminary research constitutes a 

part of the original program presented to, and reviewed at, the 

Scientific Committee meeting of the 39th annual meeting of th e 

rwc and 

original 

purpose 

it does not change, in essence , the contents 

program. The samples to be taken are used 

0 f 

for 

the 

the 

of the preliminary research but maximum biological 

informations are also collected from them along the line of the 

original 

research 

program. These studies w i 11 include preliminary 

and feasibility study on biopsy as a practical new 

technique for future c eta~ean research. 

The study on sperm whales included in the origina l 

program will not be conducted under the preliminary r esea rch. 

II. PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH 

The preliminary research will be conducted in order to 

determine 

southern 

wh ether collection of samples fu 11 y re f lecting the 

hemisphere minke wh a I e population is possible 

through implemen tation of the original program. 

follows. 

1. The feasibility study 0 f th e ne wly 

scheme (refer to SC/39/04 Appendix 3, 

3 

De ta ils are as 

refined samp li ng 

ad de ndum) designed 
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for stochastic sampling in the original program (e. g. 

whether the required number of samples can be 

collected by the designated method within the given 

period). 

2 . The f e as i b i 1 i t y s t u d y on the tech n i c a 1 p rob 1 ems encountered 

in the survey by the sampling vessels which collect sighting 

data and whale samples concurrently. 

3. Investigation on the extent of segregation by age, sex, 

reproductive condition, etc . in the distribution of the 

southern hemisphere minke whale, from samples collected from 

an area extending widely north and south. 

4 . Investigation on the uniformity or non-uniformity of the 

biological characteristics according to school size . 

5. Sighting survey in low-latitudinal waters in order to 

examine the stock identity, estimation of reproducfive 

parameters, timing of migration, whale density etc. of the 

southern h~misphere minke whale as shown in the original 

program. 

II I. ITEMS FOR THE PRELIMINARY RESEARCH 

A. Research Items 

For purposes and 2: Studies should be conducted on the 

following items; 

(1) Collection of the time budget for sampling and sighting 

survey (adopting a similar type of searching effort and 

recording for the time budget as those used for the 

lWC/lDCR Southern Hemisphere Minke Whale Assessment Cruise) 

4 
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<2) Examination on the relationship between sampling and sighting 

survey, and weather and sea conditions 

(3) Observation of whale behavior against the sampling vessels 

For purpose 3: Biological charac teristics according to 

latitudinal and seasonal changes, from the samples and analyzed 

data collected by the sampling scheme outlined in Section VII. 

are to be obtained. 

(l) Comparison among latitudes and among seasons on school size 

and whale density 

(2) Comparis on among latitudes and among seasons on age compo-

sion from the samples collected 

(3) Comparison among latitudes and among seasons on othe r bio-

logical characteristi cs <sex, length, repro ducti ve 

condition, apparent pregnancy rate and age at sexual 

maturity) !rom the samples collected 

For purpos e 4: In the preliminary research, two samples are 

randomly collected f rom a 1 1 s i g h t e d s c h o o 1 s (one s amp 1 e in case 

0 f a 

this 

size 

used 

i t s 

single-whale school), as described in Sect ion VII. By 

samp 1 ing procedure, unbiased samples regarding school 

and lati tu de can be obtained. These samples will 

for investigating the relationship between school size 

be 

and 

structure (age, sex, length , reproductive condition , etc.) , 

together with the change of these biological characteristics by 

season and by latitude. 

For purpose 5: Sighting survey will be carried out in the 

lo w lati tudinal waters for collecting the following informa tion; 

5 
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(1) whale density 

<2> frequency and distri bution of cow-calf pairs 

(3) whale behavio r 

B. Other Researches 

1. Preliminary Study on Biopsy 

(1) Development of Biopsy Da rt and Feasibility Study on 

Biopsy Sampling to the Minke Whale 

(2) Basic Study for Establishing a . Standard 

the Samples Collected by Biopsy 

for Analyzing 

Basic study will be conducted for obtaining biological 

information from blubber tissues and blood samples that 

are expected to be collected by biopsy sampling in 

future. 

2. Other Biological Studies 

Efforts w i 11 be made to obtain maximum 

information from samples t aken under the 

biological 

preliminary 

resear ch. Details on the specific items of biological 

studies have been presented to the Scientific Commi ttee 

meeting of the 39th annual meeting of the IWC <SHMi/WP9). 

IV. RESEARCH AREA 

The area between 105°- JI5°E, from the ice-ed ge to 60° S and 

designated as the -60° S. <refer to Fig . 1) has been 

samp ling area for 

considered to be 

the preliminary research. 

mo s t s u \ tab \ e f o r s t u d y in g 

6 

This area was 

the north-south 
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movement of the minke wha le. The area was also selected in view 

of the limi te d efforts available. The sighting area in the low-

latitudinal waters has been designated as shown in F i g. 1. 

The past commercial whaling ope rations have covered the 

waters up to about 30 n ." miles from the ice-ed ge . However, since 

emphasis is 

south waters 

to be placed on collecting samples from wider north

in the preliminary research, the waters up to 55° S 

(about 600 n.miles from the ice edge) w i 1 l be covered . By 

carrying out the sighting survey also in the low-latitudinal 

(northern) waters, collection 0 f data from a further 

latitudinally extended area can be expected. 

V. RESEARCH PERIOD 

In view 0 f the importance 0 f the changes in biological 

characteristics by latitude, the sampling period has been 

designated from· ea rly January to late February which coincid~s 

with the · peak of migration of the southern hemisphere mink e whale 

to high latitudes, Sighting survey in the low-latitudinal waters 

will be carried out in early December and in Feb ruar y . 

VI . VESSELS 

The following vessels are assigned for the pre l iminary 

research . 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

one 

two 

two 

factory ship (research base) 

s amp 1 i n g and s i g h t in g v e s s e l s 

sighting vess l es i n the breeding ground 

7 
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VII SAMPLING SCHEME 

In general, the southern hemisphere minke whale migrates to 

its feeding ground, the Antarctic, in summer, moving mainly in 

the north-south direction corresponding to the movement of the 

pack-ice. The density distribution of this species in summer is 

higher along the ice edge water~ and becomes lower with the 

distance from the ice edge line. It is unlikely that individual 

animals maintain uniformal or random spatial distribution, and it 

is more realistic to suppose that it has a tendency to patchy 

distribution. It is also noted that the southern hemisphere minke 

whale distribute as schools and not as individual animals. By 

further elucidation of these characteristics through the 

preliminary research, the feasibility of the basic concept of the 

line-transect sampling scheme adopted in the original program 

(SC/39/04 Appendix 3 Addendum) should be tested. 

As the waters north of 60° S belong to the storm zone, 

the survey area is divided into two: 55° S - 60° S (northern 

stratum) and south of 60° S (southern stratum). Since the survey 

in the northern stratum is affected by weather condjtions, 

different course lines should be adopted from those in the 

southern stratum. 

As is shown in Fig. 2, course lines are set in north-south 

direction in the northern stratum and by the reflection method 1n 

the southern stratum. The survey starts from a point randomly 

selected on 55° S moving due south. When the vessel meets the 60° S 

line, the course is changed to the direction at some angle 

selected randomly from 0° - 180° against the line (e.g. 140°, see 
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Fig. 2) and continues by following the re flection method. 

The reflection method is described as follows: when the 

vessels meet a boundary or pack ice edge, the vessels change the 

course with a pre-determined angle (e . g . angle between old 

course and new course is set at 70°, see Fig. 2) . 

When the weather turns favorable in the northern stratum 

during the operations in the southern stratum, the survey is 

suspended and the vessel moves north to cover the northern 

stratum . After the cruise is ended in the northern stratum, it 

returns to the point where it left for the north , to continue 

researches in the southern stratum on the trackline already 

designated. 

By these survey cruise plans, searching efforts will be 

randomly distributed in terms of times and space so that it is 

assured tha t whales distributing 

sampled with equal probability. 

searching efforts per unit area 

in the survey area can be 

In the area south of 55° S, 

can be distributed evenly . 

The two sampling vessels will navigate on the two sub

tracklines running in parallel lines on either side of the main 

t rackl i ne (6 n. miles away, respectively~ from the main 

track line ) . The searching and sampling are to be conducted 

independently by the two ves~els . 

maintained throughout the survey. 

A constant sea r ching effort is 

Only the minke whales sighted 

during the primary searching along the two sub-trackl ines (to be 

defined as primary sighting) are subject to sampling . All the 

schools observed by the primary sighting within 3 n. miles 

perpendicular to the sub-tracklines are closed with and subJect 

to sampl1ng. Schools sighted while the vessels are not engaged 

9 
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in primary searching (i.e. confirming, chasing, handling and 

towing whales or drifting) (to be defined as secondary sighting) 

are not subject to sampling. Upon completing the closing, 

confirming, handling and towing operations, the research vessels 

are instructed to return to the original position at which they 

left the trackline and resume their searching efforts . 

When the vessel reaches the point where a school is 

positioned at an angle of 60° from the trackline, the school is 

closed with and the number of animals contained in the school is 

counted. If it is a single-whale or two-whale school, all the 

whales are taken. In case the school consists of more than two 

animals, two samples are randomly taken. The sampled whales are 

transferred to the factory ship when convenient. 

The data to be collected in the preliminary research are the 

same as those described in SC/39/04 Appendix 3, Addendum. The 

data will be sent to the IWC after they have been validated. 

VII I ACCURACY OF THE ESTIMATES FROM THE SAMPLE SIZE IN THE 

PRELIMINARY RESEARCH 

The ssmple size for the preliminary research is 300 minke 

whales. Statistical analyses were made on the magnitude of 

accuracy of estimates on biological parameters obtained from this 

sample size. The details are given in Appendix 1. Judging from 

the results, it was noted that difference by latitude and by 

season in estimates that are expressed by ratio can be 

significantly detected from this sample size. 

10 
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IX OPPORTUNITIES FOR PARTIC I PATION BY FOREIGN SCIENTISTS 

Foreign scientists can participate in the preliminary 

research under the same arrangements as those outlined in the 

original program. 

X EXPECTED EFFECTS OF THE CATCHES ON THE STOCK 

It has been explained in the original program that the 

annual take of 825 animals from Area IV in the original progra m 

(average take of 413 animals per year, in actual terms) will 

have no serious effect on the conservation of the stock. 

Since the 300 animals to be taken for the preliminary 

research is less than the number of animals taken in the original 

program, the effect of the catches on the stock is expected to be 

even smaller. 

1 1 
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APPENDIX 1: ACCURACY OF THE ESTIMATES FROM THE SAMPLE SIZE 

IN THE PRELIMINARY RESEARCH 

The maximum sample size is 300 minke whales. I f the searching 

effort (in terms of distance) is allocated randomly within the 

the research area, it is expected that samples proportiona l to 

whale density can be obtained. 

A. From the past s ighting data on the whale density by latitude 

and by school size composition, j t is expected that 255 

minke whales can be obtained from the southern stratum 

· <south of 60°S) and 45 minke whales can be obtained from 

the no r thern stratum (north of 60° S>. Table indicates the 

expected accuracy (standard error) of estimates (% of one 

category against others in certain biological pa r ameters) 

under the assumption that samples are randomly obta in ed 

from each stratum. 

The difference between two estimates in the northern 

stratum and southern stratum can be detected with 5% 

signific ance level whe~ the two values are positioned within 

the hatched area of Fig. 1. Wh en t he r e i s a d i f f e r en c e o f 

about lSY. between the estimates in the northern stratum and 

the southern stratum, the difference can be significantly 

detected from the data. 

Furthermore, Table 2 indicates the expected standard 

error of the estimates by area stratum and by period when 

dividing the research period in t o the first half and the 

second half. 

l3 
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B. If the changes 0 f estimates (%) with latitude and time are 

expressed by using the following mode 1 : 

Model (!) p (x, t) = A + B Cx - 300) / 300 

Model <I D p Cx, t) A + c (t - 30) / 30 

Model <IID p Cx , t) = A + B Cx - 300) / 300 + c ( t - 30) / 30 

where, x = d i s tan c e f rom the i c e edge and t = n u~m b e r o f days 

from the start of research, the expected standard error for 

the estimates of A, B and C are obtained from the expected 

values of (xi, ti)i = 1, 2, . 300 (Table 3). 

The expected standard error of each estimate ranges from 0. 04 

to 0. 05, and therefore the changes of parameters with 

l~titude and time can be detected with 5% significance 

when the absolute values of B, Care 0 . 1 or more . 

14 
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Table l. Expected standard errors of estimate in southern and northern 
stratum. 

·~ 
0.2 0.3 0 . 4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 

Southern 
stratum 0.0250 0 . 0287 0.0307 0.0313 0 . 0307 0 . 0287 0.0250 

Northern 
stratum 0.0596 0.0683 0.0730 0.0745 0.0730 0.0683 0.0596 

Table 2. Expected standard errors of estimate in case where the research 
period is divided in first and second half . 

0.2 
~ 

Southern 
0.3 0.4 0 . 5 0.6 o.z o.e 

stratum 0.0354 0.0405 0 . 0433 0.0442 0.0433 0.0405 0 . 0354 
Northern 
stratum 0.0834 0 . 0956 0.1022 0.1043 0.1022 0.0956 0.0834 

Table 3- Expected standard errors of regression coefficients {symbols see text ) . 

Model {I) A=0.5 A=0 . 4 

Value of B Value of B 
-0 . 15 0.00 0.15 - 0.15 0.00 0.15 

Standard error of A 0.0405 0.0412 0.0405 0.0389 0.0403 0.0404 
B 0.0567 0.0582 0.0567 0.0551 0.0571 0 . 0557 

Model (II) A=0.5 A=0.4 

Value of c Value of C 
-0 . 15 0 . 00 0.15 -0.15 0.00 0 . 15 

Standard error of A 0.0286 0.0291 0 . 0286 0.0279 0.0285 0.0281 

c 0.0483 0.0496 0.0483 0.0473 0.0486 0.0470 

Model {III) A=0.5 A=0.4 

Value of B Value of B 
C=-0.15 -0.15 0.00 0.15 -0.15 0.00 0.15 

Standard error of A 0.0399 0 . 0406 0.0399 0.0380 0.0397 0.0398 
B 0.0559 0.0574 0.0556 0.0541 0.0562 0 . 0544 
c 0.0469 0.0484 0.0470 0.0477 0.0474 0.0470 

C=O.OO 
Standard error of A 0.0406 0.0412 0.0406 0 . 0389 0.0404 0.0405 

B 0.0568 0.0583 0.0568 0.0551 0.0571 0.0557 

c 0.0485 0.0497 0.0485 0 .0490 0.0487 0.0455 
C=O.l5 

Standard error of A 0.0399 0.0406 0 . 0399 0.0379 0.0397 0.0398 
B 0.0556 0.0574 0.0559 0.0533 0.0559 0.0545 

c 0.0470 0.0484 0 . 0469 0 . 0474 0. 0471 0.0433 

16 
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SC/39/04 Appendix 3 <Addendum) 

1. BACKGROUND 

The southern hemisphere minke whale principally migrates to 

the low latitudinal waters (breeding ground) in winter and to the 

Antarctic for feeding in summer, but it has been recognized that 

there is some extent of segregation by sex and by reproductive 

condition. In order to make random sampling scheme, the patchy 

distribution and segrega~io~ of thi s species should be taken into 

account. 

It was planned that the sighting vessels previ~usly used for 

the IWC/IDCR Southern Hemisphere Minke Whale Assessment Cruise 

would be assigned for the sighting survey in the program 

because the activities of sighting and sampling ar e inseparable. 

However, continuation of the IWC/IDCR Southern Hemisphere Minke 

Whale Assessment Cruise was recommended at the meeting o! the 

Scientific Committee of the 39th annual meeting of the IWC in 

June 1987. In the light of this recommendation, the Japanese 

scientists discussed with other IWC scientists the possibility of 

a sampling scheme which enables research vessels to conduct 

sighting and sampling survey at the same time. The Government of 

Japan decided to all o cate the two sighting ves s els to the 

forthcoming lOth IWC/IDCR Southern Hemisphere Minke Whale 

Assessment Cru i se in 1987/88. As a resu 1 t, an alternative 

sa mp l in g scheme was de v e 1 oped. The rationale and operations for 

the newly-devel oped sampling sc heme are outlined be lo w. 
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2. RATIONALE FOR SAMPLING 

A systematic sampling scheme is adopted to ensure 

that schools distributed throughout the r esearch area can be 

evenly subject to sampring. The design of this sampling scheme is 

based on the line transect sampling scheme, which means that 

this sighting and sampling can be conducted concurrently. In 

s amp 1 in g s c heme , t h e s t a r t in g P. o in t o f the t rack 1 in e i s random 1 y 

determined and the trackline is systematically located to cover 

the research area. Samples shou l d be taken !rom schools sighted 

(primary sighting) by research vessels 

t r ack line. 

steaming along . this 

Segregati on by age, sex and reproductiye condition ha~ b~~~ 

recognized in the distribut i on of the southern hemisphere minke 

whale within the research area . Time-space stratification should 

therefore be required in order to minimize the bias 

collection generated from these trends. 

3. GUIDELINE FOR SAMPLING PROCEDURE 

(1) Sampling Area and Period 

in s amp 1 e 

The sampling area and period in each season are the same as 

those described in SC/39/04. 

(2) Samp 1 ing Procedure 

(a) Trackl ine 

A trackline is systematically allocated in sawtooth 

pattern within the research 

tudinal strip of the sea. 

determined. 

2 

area constituting a 30° longi-

The s t a r t in g p o in t i s random 1 Y 
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(b ) S e a r c h i n g 

The two sampling vessels survey on the two sub-tracklines 

running in parallel lines 6 n.miles away to the right and 

1 e f t, 

C the 

respectively, o f the p re-d e t e r m in e d -m a i n t rack 1 i n e 

distance between the 2 vessels will therefore be 12 

n. miles). The searching and sampling are to be conducted 

independently by the two vessels. A constant searching 

effort (searching speed of 12 knots, number of observers) 

is maintained throughout the survey. . Only the minke 

whales sighted during the primary searching along the two 

sub-tracklines (to be defined as primary sighting) are 

subject to s amp 1 ing. Schools sighted while the vessels 

are not engaged in primary searching (i.e. closing with, 

confirming, handling and towing whales or drifting) (to be 

defined as secondary sighting) are not subject to 

sampling. Secondary sighting and schools other than 

southern hemisphere minke whale are not to be closed with. 

Upon co rnp 1 e t in g the closing, confirming, handling and 

towing operations, the research vessels are instructed to 

return to the original position at which they 

track! ine and resume their searching. 

(c) Operational Procedure 

left the 

When the vessel reaches the point where the primary 

sighted school is positioned at an angle 0 f from 

the 

0 f 

track! ine. the school is closed with and the number 

animals within the school is counted. I f i t is a 

s in g l e -wh a 1 e or two-whale school, all the animals are 

taken . In case the school consists of more than two 

3 
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animals, two samples are randomly taken. 

Only the the firstly targeted whale by random 

sampling scheme is to be chased and sampled. After the 

sampling of the firstly targeted whale, the remaining 

individuals in the school are identified over again so as 

to select randomly the secondly targeted whale. There may 

be cases (although not so frequently) in which the 

targeted whale cannot be sampled despite a long chasing 

time. Sampling efforts may be abandoned after a pre-

determined give-up time for chasing. The sampled whales 

are transferred to the factory sh-ip - when .. convenient. 

4. DATA TO BE COLLECTED 

a . Environmental Information 

weather, wind direction, wind force, visibility, air 

temper a t u r e, sea surface temper a t u r e, .ice con d l t ion, e t c. 

b. Information on Effort 

sighting effort, sampling effort 

searching time, confirming time, chasing time, handling 

time, towing time, resting time, etc . 

c. Sighting Information 

position sighted, species, number of animals, sighting 

angle, sighting distance, behavior, etc. 

These data will be coded by compter and sent to the IWC 

after they have been validated . 

4 
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137. The Institute of Cetacean Research, Act of Endowment of the Institute of Cetacean 
Research (30 October 1987) (As amended 20 October 1999) [excerpt]

(Translated from the original Japanese document for this Annex) 

Act of Endowment of the Institute of Cetacean Research [excerpt] 

(Objective) 

Article 3 The objective of this research institute is to contribute to appropriate management 

and use of fishery resources by conducting experiments/researches and surveys on 

cetaceans and other marine mammals, as well as examinations on the international 

situat ion regarding cetaceans and other marine mammals. 

<Act ivit ies) 

Article 4 To accomplish the objective specified in the preceding Article, this research institute 

conducts the following activit ies: 

(1) experiments/researches and surveys on cetaceans and other marine mammals: 

(2) collection and dissemination of reference materials on cetaceans and other marine 

mammals: 

(3) examinations and collection, as well as disseminat ion of information on the 

international situation regarding cetaceans and other marine mammals: and 

(4) other m atters necessary to accomplish the objective of this research inst itute. 

Article 5-8 (omitted) 

(Special Fund Property) 

Article 9 

1 The Special Fund P roperty is the property to be allocated for researches which, among the 

research activities specified in Article 4 (1), the Director-General (of the ICR) specifically 

designates as necessary in relation to international convention(s), with an approval of the 

Administrative Board (hereinafter referred to as "Special Research") . The Special Fund 

Property is composed of the following: 

(1) property donated specifically for the Special Fund Property; 

(2) property which the Administrative Board decided to be allocated to the Special Fund 

P roperty: and 

(3) incomes generated by the properties specified in (1) and (2) above. 

2 Implementation of the Special Research and managemenUoperation of the Special Fund 

Property are set separately in the Code for Special Research P rograms. 

3 Approvals by the Minister of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries shall be obtained for 

establishing or amending the Code (for Special Research Programs) . 
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138. The Institute of Cetacean Research, Code for Special Research Programs 
(24 November 1988) (As amended 28 April 2009) [excerpt]

(Translated from the original Japanese text for this Annex)

Code for Special Research Programs [excerpt]

(Processing of Whales Taken)
Article 12  Whales taken under the research whaling programs shall be utilized efficiently so far as 

practicable, in accordance with the objective of Paragraph 2, Article VIII of the International 
Convention for the Regulation of Whaling.

(Sales of Whale Products)
Article 13  

1    In processing whales taken under the research whaling programs, from the perspective of 
efficient use, the products can be sold exclusively within the domestic market and their 
sales proceeds could be obtained as revenue (of the ICR), provided that an approval by 
the Director-General of the Fisheries Agency is obtained in advance of the sale of the 
whale products derived from each research whaling program.

2    In order to obtain the approval stipulated in the preceding paragraph, the ICR shall make 
an application using the Appended Form #1, indicating in it the yields for each and 
every type of whale product.  In case the ICR itself is selling the products, information 
including planned yield of the products to be sold and methods of selling shall be 
indicated in the form.  In case of selling the products on consignment, information 
including the name(s) of consignment distributer(s) and brokerage commission 
charge(s) shall be indicated in the Form.

3-5  (omitted) 

(Management of Sales Proceeds)
Article 14  The sales proceeds shall be allocated to cover expenditure associated with conducting 

research whaling programs, unless otherwise decided by the Administrative Board and 
approved by the Director-General of the Fisheries Agency.
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Appended Form #1 

Application for approval to selling/treating whale products
in relation to the research whaling program of the fiscal year YY

               (Document number)
       (Date)

To: Director-General of the Fisheries Agency (Name)

    From:
    (Address)
    (Names of organization and its representative)

 I hereby apply for your approval to sell the whale products derived from the research whaling program 
of the fiscal year YY under the special permit of the Directive of the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and 
Fisheries #XXX dated YY/MM/DD, as specified below, in accordance with the “guideline for treating/selling 
by-products of research whaling programs” (established on January 12, 2001, and amended on July 9, 2004):

1.  Number of whales taken in the research
(1) Whales taken
      ①Species

②Number
(2) Period of taking:  From YY/MM/DD to YY/MM/DD

2.  Yield of whale products produced and planned amount of products to be sold
Yield produced (A) kg Planned yield of products to be sold (B) kg B/A %

Frozen products

Red meat

Others
Total

 
3.  Period of selling:  From YY/MM/DD to YY/MM/DD

4.  Method of dealing with frozen whale products
(1)Method of selling:   Selling on consignment etc.
(2) Consignment distributer:  Address
                            Names of distributer(s) and its/their representative(s)
(3) Brokerage commission charge(s)
(4) Area(s) where whale products to be sold
(5) Consignment sales contract(s) (a copy/copies to be attached)
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　3～5　省略
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139. Order of the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries 63 Suikai No. 3427  
(24 November 1988)

Nounnsuisanshou-Shirei-63-Swlfai-Da1~ 342 7-Gou 

[Order of the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries #63Suikai3427] 

Ooshima 3-32-11, Koutou-ku, Tokyo 

Institute of Cetacean Research 

Director-General Ikuo Ikeda 

I hereby approve, as applied, the establishment of Tokubetsu-Chousa -Gyownu 

Houhousho [the Code for Special Research Programs], which was applied for by 

Nichigeiken -Dai-5-Gou [the application form] dated September 22, Shouwa 63 

[1988]. 

November 24, Shouwa 63 [1988] 

Minister of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries. Takashi Sa to 
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140. Government of Japan, “The Research Plan in 1989/90 Season in Conjunction 
with Note for ‘The Program for the Research on the Southern Hemisphere Minke 
Whale and for the Preliminary Research on the Marine Ecosystem in the Antarctic  
(SC/39/O4)’”, SC/41/SHMi13 (1989) pp. 1-10, A.1-A.9

SC/41/SHMil3 

THE RESEARCH · PLAN IN 1989/90 SEASON 
IN CONJUNCTION .WITH NOTE FOR "THE PROGRAM 

FOR THE RESEARCH ON THE SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE 
MINKE WHALE .AND FOR THE PRELIMINARY 

RESEARCH ON THE MARINE ECOSYSTEM IN THE 
ANTARCTIC (SC/39/04)" 

GOVERNMENT OF JAPAN 

May, 1989 
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1. Background for the Japanese Research and Improvements Made 
Over _the Original Program (SC/39/04) 

1. 1 Collllllents Received by the IWC on the o_riginal Program · 

The Government of Japan presented to the 39th IWC 
Scientific Committee "The Program· for Research on the Southern 
Hemisphere Minke Whale and for Preliminary Research on the 
Antarctic Ecosystem (SC/39/04) ". . . 

The main objective of this Original Program was to estimate 
the biological parameters for elucidating the population 
dynamics of the Southern ~emisphere minke whale. In -particular, 
age composition of minke whales and estimation of the age 
specific natural mortality rates based on age composition data 
were recognized as principal items of the study. 

The discussions carried out at the IWC Scientific Committee 
on the Original Program have been summarized in _the Report of 
the Scientific Committee (Rep. Int. Whal. Comm. 38:55-58.) . In 
regard to the researc.h methodology:- thea'i'Sc\i'S'Sions were focused · 

· o~ the following three questions·: 
a) Possibility of estimating the age specific natural ~ortality 

rates using the information obtaineq fro~ the age 
· composition · 

b) Collection of samples fully representing the migrating 
population to the Antarctic. 

c). Reliability of the estimates on the natural mortality 
rates. 

1.2 Japan's Responce to the Collllltents 

At ·the 39th IWC Scientific CoJ;D.mittee, the Japanese 
scientists explained-the· scientific grounds for the validity and · 
appropriateness of the Japanese research program. At the 40th 
IWC Scientific Committee in 1988, possibility of estimating 
natural mortality rate was shown oh the basis of cohort analysis 
(Nakamura: SC/40/025) and the predicted accuracy of the 
estimated mortality rate was figured out (.Tanaka and Sakuramoto: 
SC/40/023), so that· the -natural mortality rates effective· for · 
elucidating the population dynamics can be obtained. 

Although a theoretically sound design was adopted in the 
Original Program -for collecting samples that fully represent the 
population, it was impossible to know for certain whether the 
plan could be put into actual practice under the severe- natural 
environment of the Antarctic. Consequently, it was decided that 
a feasibility study be conducted in advance of " the · 
implementation of the Original Program. · 

The Research Plan for the Feasibility study (SC/087/1) was 
discussed at the special meeting of the IWC Scientific Committee 
held in December 1987. Japan, taking into consideration 
effective suggestions derived from the discussion, carried out 
the feasibility study in a part of Area _IV during the period 
December 1987 to April 1988. 

Feasibility study for 1988/89 were carried out in a part of 
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Area v from December 1988 to April 1989, in accordance with the 
research plan djstributed to members of . the iWC Scientific 
Committee from the secretariat on S~ptember 26, 1988. 

1.3 Results from the Feasibility Studies. 

Results from the 1987/88 survey were reported in two · 
·documents submitted. at the 40th IWC Scientific Committee: 
preliminary analysis of biological aspects by Kato, Hirayama, 
Fujise, and Qno (SC/40/Mil.S), and analysis of sighting for 
various species of whales in .lower latitudinal waters by 
Kasamatsu (SC/40/022). In responce to the requests for detail 
analysis, · . four docUllle.nts were submitted·to facilitate 
discussions at the 41th IWC Scientific Committee ; estimation of 
abundance of mirike whales by Kasamatsu,and Kishino . 
(SC/41/SHMi1), age composition and segregation of minke whales 
by Kato, Kishino and l?ujise (SC/41/SHMi2) , biological parameters 
by Klshino, Kato, Kasamatsu and Fujise <SC/41/SHMi3>, and 
oceanograp~ical analysis on the southern mlnke whale distribution 
by Naganobu, Shimamoto and Kato <SC/41/SHMllS) . 

out · of the various informat'ion obtained from. the 
feasibility study in 1987/88 , the following four points have 
been ' recognized as .'significant results contributive to the 
design and implementation of the future researches. 

(i) It is possible to collect samples that represent the 
population : .Minke whales sighted along the 
systemat~cally designed trackline were sampled almost 
coapletely in accordance with t~e designed plan, so that 
it would be possible to estimate abundance of whales and 
biological parameters of the population without bias ; 
However, the relatively low sampling efficiency from small 
scnools has presente~ another problem to be resolved in the 
future surveys. 

(ii) The characteristics of the .geographical distribution and 
the blological features by school size have been 
ascerta1ned: Younger females t .end to be· seen off pack ice 

. edge and :in small sc.hools , while. older females near pack 
ice and in larger schools. · Males do not show such 
segregation. 

(iii) A larger difference of the age _composition exists between 
the samples collected by commercial whaling and that 
collected by the teasi61lity study: . Because the . 
commercial whaling selectively took larger s i ze animals, 
the s"amples collected by comme.rci~l whaling consisted . 
more of the animals of ages 15 to 20 and less of the 
animals o"t the younger ages. The most numerous of the 

· animals sampled by the research, in comparison, are the 
individuals of ages 1 to 5, and the less number of animals 
as the age grows higher, as the result of the randomness 
of the sampling free ._ from the size selectivity . . Tl)e age 
composition estimated from-the research sampl ing showed 
greater improvement than had been expected by many 
scientists. · This .:improvement has si.gnificantly helped to 
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enhance the vali dity of the age composition used for 
the esti~ation of parameter values such as the natural 
mortality rates. 

(iv) For a higher accuracy of the estimation of the b-iological 
parameter: such as the age specific natural l!lortality 
rate, an lncreased nu~ber of the samples will be required : 
The estimation Wlth h1gher accuracy of biological 
parameter values such as the age specific n~tural 
mortality rates is difficult to · achieve with age data 
based on the sample size of approximately 300 whales taken 
according to the rule in the current · f.easibi li ty study. 

Kato et al. (SC/41/SHMil4), an·d Kasamatsu and Shige~une 
(SC/41/SHMIT5-)-9ubmitted preliminary reports in relation to the 

· feasibility. s_tudy 1988/89 to the 41st IWC Scientific CoiiUDittee 
for discussion. ·. As in the case of the previous feasibility 
study in 1987/88 , the salllples collected- by the current research 
in 1988/89 show the length- composition, which show higher · 
proportion of smaller :ani•als than those in coiiUDercial catches, 
suggesting such samples are representative -at the whales 
migrating to the Antarctic. 

' . , 
1.4 Improvements Made Over ' the Original Program 

As outlined in_ the foregoing paragraphs 1.2 , theoretically 
valid explanation has already been given by the Japanese · 
scientists to the qt,testion raised against the objectives of the 
Original Program asserting that "it is theoretic!!lly impossil;>.le 
to estimate natural mortality rate. by separating natural 
mortality rate from recruitment rate on the basis of age 
composition (Rep. Int. Whal. Coma. 38:56 . ) "· A recent paper by 
Tanak'a. (SC/41/015) proviaes-Iurther. evidence that it is possible 
to· separate natural mortality rate from recruitment rate, and to 
estimate natural mortality rate. 

In the light at these progresses, and taking into account 
the actual circumstances encountered duri~g the two feasibility 
studies carr i ed out in the past, we have decided to improve the 
Original Program in the following three aspects: 

(i} ' To include monitoring recruitments among the principal 
subjects ot the study: The flow chart of data and 
information originated fro• the survey and analysis on 
the Antarctic minke whale stock is given in Annex to the 
Research Plan for the Feasibility Study in 1988/89 . The 
chart has been repeated as Annex 1 t? this document" . . 
Estimation and continued aonitoring of the number of· 
recruitments by year (N1y} is an essential factor tor 
examining the. present status and forecastinig the · 
fut~re trends in the population dynamics . The 
feasibility study in Area IV brought about even more · 
valuable results than had been anticipated, for it 
revealed that the age composition yield simple decreasing 
pattern star ting with the largest group from age 1 . · 
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(ii) 

As the number of recruitment of 1-year-old minke 
whales are possibly estimated with less biases, the 
monitoring of recruitments is now enlisted to as one of 
the principal subj~cts o~ the_ study. 

Shorter interval between the sampling years :According to 
the original plan; age composition data are to be 
collected· over tw_o consecutive years in a given area-. 
Thereafter, researches are continued for the ensuing two 
years (third and fourth yea~) in ~nother area. Repeating 
the _samplings in this ma11ner, age compos:! t ion data thus 
obtained in separate -years are compared to estimate 
natural mortality rates . Recent development in age 
composit~on ana~ysis since the orginal plan reveals that 
estimated mo~tality rates from age compos~tion data in 
single research year are much improved in accuracy 
because of no .nois.e generated· by integration of· two years 
data. · 

According to the feasibility study in Area IV, it is 
indigated that coefficients ot variation in estimated 
nlimber of animals ( Z Nat) are 0:26-0.65 (different by 
research ve~sels) and standard error· in pooled age 
composition· by five years of age are 0 . 053, where Pis 
0.33, 'in 1-5 years old group and 0.023., where P=0.10, in 
21-25 years old group. · 

: Tanaka's method for estimating natural mortality 
rates (SC/41/015) indicates that more effective estimates 
can be expected from improved accuracy of sighting 
results ( 2: ·Nat) rather than increase of samples for 
age composition data. 

For the reasons mentioned above, the interval 
between research years are to be shortened 'from two years 
to one. year and Areas IV and V are covered alternately. 

(iii·) Survey by line transect method : In the original plan, · 
sampling was designed to collect whales in ne~rest 
distance from a designated station selected at random, 
while sighting for abundance estimates _ we~e .to be made by 
other research vessel exclusively assig~ed for sighting. 

·However, it was iearned ~hat sampling by nearest distance 
method may not theoretically yeild unbi'ased. age 
composition of the population, and that cost for its 
implementation is high. Since Japan had to provide 
research vessels for IDCR, remaining facilities available 
for the national scienti:t'ic research we~e limited. T~. 
overcome these problems, the two· feasibility studies 
carried out in the past were designed in such a way that 
sighting and samp~ing of whales by the line t~ansect 
method are conducted concurrently by the same vessel. 
The plan was put into practice with little difficulty and 
the various r ·equired studies such as the ·estimation of 
biological parameters were carried out with relative 
ease , as sUlll.l!iarized in the "Results of the Feasibility 
Study II Hence, for the · future researches, the neare~t 
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distance method as planned in t .he Original Progru was 
replaced by a scheme in which' sighting and sampling are 
carried out concurrently by a single vessel steaming 
along a systematically designed trackline. 

2. Research Plan in 1989/90 

2.1 Objectives 

The item 1. 4 ( i) exp 1ained above is to be added to 
the objectives given in the Original Progriul (SC/39/04). 

2.2 Number, · Sex and Stock of the Whales · to be Sampled 

Sample size amounting to more than 30'0 whales would be 
desirable to ensure the statistical accuracy of estimated 
natural mortality rate. On the other hand, there are no 
facility such as research vessels for 1989/90 season to 
implement sampl~ng of 825 whales in a year. Therefore ·, 
number of samples would be decided later after careful 
consideration of the balance between expected accuracy and 
research capacity. · 

Samples are to be collected without predetermination 
of sexes . 

Samplings are to be made in Area IV. 

2. 3 Oppotuni tes for Participation by For·eign Scientists 

Refer to item 6-1 of the Original Progru (Annex 2). 

2.4 Expected Effects of ~he Catches on the Stock 

.The 40th IWC Scientific ·co~ittee was agreed that the 
total population of 72,357 (cv: o.i56 ) in Area IV 
south of 60° 5 and the takable population of 47,611 (CV: 
0 .1610) are· to be adopt.ed as the best estimates. The 
Scientific Committee. also estimated the total population 
and takable population for the western half of Area IV 
(70"- 100°E) as 19,980 (cv: 0.181) and 13,147 .(cv: 0.185), 
respectively. · 

· The Sub-Committee on the' Southern Hemisphere Minke 
Whale in the same yearmade a trial calculation on the RY 
adopting Pella-Tomlinson model under the MSY rate of 1-4%. 
The replacement yield (RY) for 1988, obtained from the 
recruited population of the animals aged 6 or more, was 
314-872 . The RY was 161-377 when the assumption was 
adopted that the recruited population in the western half 
of Area IV constitute a single stock. · 

With these calculations in·mind, the Sub-Committee 
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noted, as a most pessimistic assumption, that the take of 
300 whales may exceed the RY if the samplipg of all of 3()0 
samples were concentrat·ed in the area of 70"- 100" B. 

such concerns as expressed by some members of the Sub
Committee will be totally unwarranted, since the plan for 
the sampling scheme is designed so as to avoid 
concentration of sampling within any specific waters of 
Area IV and to make collection of samples in proportion to 
the density distribution throughout all the waters of Area 
IV. In addition, the result of the feasibility study has 
revealed that the age at re.cruitment of ·research take is 
age. 1, instead of age 6 which was believed by the data of 

·commercial whaling in the pas~. For this reason, it is 
opvious that RY should not be calculated at age 6. 

2.5 Research Method 

(i) The Waters to be surveyed and the composition of the 
research fleet 

. Sampling and sighting surveys will be conducted in the 
waters south of 60PS in principle . In addition, sampling 
and sighti'ng surveys will ·be carried out also in the waters 
55°~ 60~5 in Area IV at least during the leg to and from 
the waters described ab.ove. Further, independent sighting 
surveys w111 be c·onduc.ted in the mid-to-low latitudinal 
waters. 

The research fleet will be qf six vessels in total, 
consisted of 1 mothership, .3 sampling vessels to be used 
for sampling and sighting and 2 sighting vessels to be used 
for sigh_ting in the mid-to-low latitudinal waters. 

(ii)Stratification of the designated waters of the survey 

Research efforts are to be distributed throughout Area 
IV south of 60°5 stratified latitudinally into two strata. 

(iii)Consideration for analysing the seasonal and ar·eal factors 
· for b~ologlcal parameters 

The survey wi11 follow the cruise trackline in the 
prede~ermined order shown in Fig. 1 in order to collect 

· samples that are effective·· for elucidating the 
segregation of the whales in relation to their migration 
pattern and biological parameters. As a result, sampling 
wil·l be .carried out twice in the same waters at different 
times, making it possibl.e to analyse the changes by season 
and ar.ea . 

It will be necessary to steam -to the next starting 
point of the survey without research operations during the 
night to ensure that the cruise trackline .is distributed as 
widely as possible within the designated waters for the 
survey. .The schematic diagram for the trackline is, in 
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survey. · The schematic diagram for the trackline is, in 
principle, given· in F~g. 2. 

(iv)Trackline for the survey 

Refer to Fig. ·1. Fig. ·1 shows the basic trackline. 
Three sampling vessels will operate independently on the 
basic trackline with given intership distance away from 
each otQer to cc;mduct sig~ting: and sampling • 

. (v) Collection of samples within · the schools 

As in the case of the previous two feasibility 
studies, trials are to be made to sample all of animals of 
single-animal-schools and two from two-and-more-animal
schools. 

(vi)Collection of samples.· of cetaceans other than ininke whales 
I 

This is not planned. for 1989/90. 

(vii )Acqu'racy of estimation of . natural mortality rates 

One of the most outstanding features of -the Japanese 
research program is in. its · design of making it possible to 
evaluate the accuracy of estimation and to improve the 
accuracy by repeating surveys. Whi·le the detailed analyses 

· are conducted by Tanaka (SC/41/015), at least the following 
expression is possible. For reference, coefficients of 
variation of the estimated stock size (N) and age 
composition (p) achieved by the feasibility study in 
1987/88 are shown in 1.4 (ii) . In addition, Tanaka 
(SC/41/015) demonstrates that the estima~e of natural 
mortality rates (M) in its accuracy is largely dependent on 
the accuracy of estimated N. 

The expected coefficient of variation of the estima~ed 
age composi·tion based on the sample size, say, amounting to 
400 is approximately 0.5 when pis 1%. If this value . is 
assumed, the error at around 0.15 of the deviation of age 
specific natural mortality coefficient (Ma) from the 
average (~i) would be obtained when surveys are repeated 
every two years for 6 ·- a times. With this magnitude of 
error, changing rate of · Ma larger than 0.006/year could be 
detected. 

(viii) Other Matters 

The relationship between the Japanese Research Program 
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and the Comp~ehensive Assessment is given in Annex 3. 
The general ·applicability of non-lethal methods for the 

. subjects of study of the Japanese resear,ch plan is 
itemized in Annex 4. The lethal method heretofore adopted 
pursuant to Schedule III will continue to be employed in 
1989/90 . 
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Fig. 1. Sampling and s .ighting area of the ·1989/90 research plan with 

breakdown of s .trata and an example of tracklines in each stratum . 
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1 

Ch'~sN?mH 

b -1 

3 

C)mM~rml 

1; Start point on ith day 

2; Strat point on (i+I)day 

a; Trackline with effort 

b; Trackline without effort 

4 

0 ) 

(Top-down steaming or night steaming) 

Although a arid b are variable according to weather 
and whale density (a+b) is constant. 

Fig. 2. Illustration of .trackline with effort and 
without effort. · 
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ANNEX 1. F.low chart of data and information originated froll! the survey and 
analysis on the Antarctic Hinke Stock. 

NOTE: The item.s boxed with bold-type I ines are materials and estimates directly 

obtainable from the sampling and sighting survey. The items boxed with 

( 
I 

' 

fine I ines are the information obtained by the analyses or the foregoing • r 

es.t i mates and ma ter.i a Is. 

Notation for the suffix 
a;age 
·j;age at juvenile 

t;year 
· y;year class 

. . 

- A. l -
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ANNEX 2. Extrac·t- from SC/39/04,· the programme for research on 
the southern hemisphere minke whale and preliminary 
resea_rch on the· marine ecosystem in the Antarct_ic. 

(5) Oppor~unities tor Par~icipation by Yoreigh Scientists 

Oppor1:uni ties !or particip" tion in the research cruises 

under this program _will be· given to any scienti3: ;o the 

e:xte:ne allowed 'by accomodation and. other log is tic · 

consideration. provided that such participation does not 

c:ause. inconveniences !.1\ ~he i~nple:'mentation of the proqram. 

The 3election ol the participants. however, '-'ill. be 

!in~~~:ed by the Whale aesearc:~ Coordinatinq Commitee vno 

vi~l conside~ the v~rious conditions such a~ accommodaCion 

and others.for dete~ination. 

( 6) Condi:ions !or ?ar:icipation 

Costs !o: partlcipation. t~avel eX?enses ~o and !:om 

: he pOr~ o£ ~oar~lng the rese4:~~ vessel. meals on boa:d ~~e 

reseGrch ve~sel. ~nd any specia~/ inst:umencs :equ+:ed by the 

ii) Indemt1i£.ic-1tion· bnd insurt.nc:e !or C4SU4J.ty or 

persona.l. injury on board the resea~ch vesse~ss 

The WhQle ~esearch lns:!.tute 4nd the crew of ~he 

research ve:sse.l or :-ese~rch tC41!1 will /lOt be held 

responsible !or any casualty or .pe:son"'l injury to the 

par~icipants re:sulting £ro10 the participant·· s negligence ' or 

force majo~e. ... 

iiil CanceLLation of part~cipation r 

~ny po:~ic~p~nC3 vho a~e ~ound to have intent~ona~ly 

s4bo ~aged in the cou:~e of implemen~ation of the =csearches 

and the=eby impai:ed the execucion of such resea=c~es sha~! 

be cancell.ed of his /her participation in this pro9ram .. 

- A.2 -
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ANNEX J. The relationship between 
. Japanese rejearch programme and ciomprehensive Assessment 

Summary of discussion at the tbt~ IWC/SC on c. A. 

1. Biochemical Genetics: 

i) Alloca~ion of fund pioposed for contract studies on 
DNA for stock identity and _school structure. 

ii) Recommendation of coding of existing tissue samplei 
by the Secretariat. 

iii) Facilitation of .the exchange of cetacean 'tissues 
. b~tween scientific institutions. 

iv) RocolnJnendation ot IWC Workshop on the. genetic and 
biochemical analysis of tissue s~mples collectod. by 
biopsy sa~pling and other means. 

2 . Analysi~ of Southern llemisphere minke whale marking 
data : 

i) Analysis of the effects on - heterogeneity in the 
probabilities between the marking and re-capture on 
mark-recapture estimates, 

ii) Recommendation of. implementation of the study on 
the mark shedding mortality of short term based on 
firing experime-nts and natural maJ;k recoveries on 
b_oard the Japanese factory ship in the past. 

iii) Completion of 
Secretariat . 

the data · raqistration by the 

( ) 

Japanese Research Programme 

· 1. Sanlples · from 273 individuals (154 males, 119 
females) have been collect.ed · from 19 87/00 
research . It is expected that the sampling ot 
the similar level· wi,ll be conducted i n 
1988/89. 
Simultaneously, .the analyses ot the collected 
samples will ·COl!Jmenc'e. 

2. Filling ot data on· the newly recaptured 
whales. 

() (cont.)· 
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1\NNEX 3 (continued) 

Summary of discussion at the 40th IWC/SC on C.l\. 

3 . Analyses of the Southern Hemisphere non-minke 
sighting data: 

4. Photo-identification; 

i) Endorsement of the conclusion by the Working Group . 

ii) Proposal for fundin~ of the computerization of the 
natural marking records of t h e whale species. 

iiiJ P_roposal for funding of the analyses of the whale 
photographs taken during the lDCR Sightinq Cruise 
in the Sout)lern Hemisphere . 

5. Feeding Ecology; 

In re-lation to the ppoposed ' joint-workshop 
CCIIMLR, and the review and preparation of the 
for the workshop, the following items have 
rais ed: 

with 
paper 

been 

a) Estimates of abundance for ininke whale and· other 
species from IDC·R cruises by the most detailed 
geographi~al breakdown possible . 

b) Review of available information on ~he southern 
baleen whales inciudinq . prey species and size 
composition bt month and year and locality, stomach . 
fullness and nu):ri ti ve value of prey where 
possible . 

Japanese Research Programme 

3. 138 i .ndividuals, 71 schools of humpbacic, tin, 
right, sei and sperm whale's .were sighted by 
1987/86 research. 
The similar research is scheduled in 1988/89. 

4 . 

iii) Material .collected 
be offer.ed. 

in 1987/88 researcll . will 

5. The relevant information re9arding the ~aters 
betwein 105'E and 115"E will'be provided . . 

bt . Provi ding tho information on minke whales . 
Basic information will be made avaiiable. 

( - (cont.) 
· ........ 
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1\NtiEX 3 {continued) 
\ 

Summary of disqussion at _the 40th IWC/SC on C.ll. ' 

c) Analysis of new information o~ diet and the feeding. 
· rate of minke whales. 

' <l) Review of lllorphological feeding adaptations in 
ba leen whales. 

e) Review of 
particularly 
gathering . 

feeding strategies in baleen whales 
food-energetic implications of 

f) Review of available knowl~dge 

di.stribution in the -1\ntarc·tic, 
movements ana swarming behavior . 

on summer krill 
including diurnal 

g) Review of distribution of commercial krill fishing 
?> activities .and catches within the Antarctic. 
lJ'l 

h) 1\nalysis of body condition 
girth, carcass lipid content) 
relation to food availab·ility. 

(blubber thickness,· 
of baleen wha~es in 

i) Review of annual ·trends in growth and reproductive 
rates ;f ~ntarctic baleen wh~ics. 

j) 1\nalysis of var·iations in oil yields from 
COlnmerci al whaling operation's in the Antarctic. 

k) Analysis of IDCR data on schoo~ size, divin·g; 
feeding behavior ot ndnke whales ·in relation to 
abiotic factors {e.g. prosimity of ice edge, sea 
surtace temperature, wpale abundance, e. tc.). 

() 

I 

/ 

Japanese Research Progr~mme 

c) Same as above. 

h) Information on minke whales will be provided. 

i) The re~ent information on minke whale s will 
be made available. 

k) It is possible to obtain more detailed 
information than the one obtained by IOCR . 
This can be maae available. 

() {cont.) 
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/INNEX 3 (continued) 

Summary of ~iscussion at the 40th IWC/SC on C./I. 

6. Cat~h curves: 

/1 small group was formed to make esti1nates of the net 
recruitment rate and natu.ral _mo~tality. The group 
has met to agree on tha protocol for these .studies 
and the analyses of· the result wiil be conducted in 
the ~ext annual Scientific Committee meeting . 

7. l~anagemen t Procedures: . 

i) Recommendation for consideration 
with the further evaluation 
procedures. 

how to proceed 
of management 

ii) Recommendation tor funding of the participating 
~cientists to the workshop m~eting. 

B. Biological Parameters: 

Th~ Scientific Committe~ has noted its importan~e and 
recognized the need of further consideration at next 
year's Annual Meeting. 

9 . Sighting Survey: 

i) Repeating of recommendation up to the previous year 
regarding the continuati6n ~f monitoring studies 
including Antarctic IDCR cruise and N/ISS, etc. 

ii) Recornrnendat,ion for the continuation ot the aerial 
survey of the right whale off South /lfrican coasts . 

((-· 

) 

JaEanese Resea~:ch P~:ogi:a·mme 

6. This subject is one of the most important 
·objectives of the Japanese original research 
pz;ogramme. 

8 . This subject is one of the most important 
objectives of the Japanes~ original research 
programme. The Japanese preliminary research 

. genera~es useful information also. 

9. Providing the information of ~he quality about 
the same level as that provided by the IOCR . 

(cont.) 
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1\1'11'/EX 3 {continued) 

Summary of discussion at the 40th IWC/SC on C. l\. 

10. Telemetry ~nd remote sensin~ wo~ki~g - group: 

i) Recommendation of mountin~ of a dual bean 
interferometer on the satelite in future. 

ii) Recommendation (or more adequate funding to allow 
the development and use ot telemetry to progr11ss 
rapidly by the member nations. 

iii) Recommendation for · continuous funding for several 
years for the s ·peeial·requirement of this· work. 

11. Follow up to CPUE Workshop: 

12. Estimating . MSY rate: 

i) The Scientitic Committee agreed on the importance 
of this work and recommended that papers dealing 
w.i th this ·should be p~epared t.or the next llnnual 
Meeting. 

ii) Examination and ·re-analysis of the existi-ng data, 
consideration for design tor collecting adequate 
da i:a and p'rocedures for anal_y:z;ing _the_m, and 
justification for ·inter-stock _compurisons were 
ugi:'eed . 

13. Data Invontries: 

11 . PrioJ:'i l;y Groups/Stacks: 

PrioJ:'i ty was given to tho S_outheJ:'n llemi.sphera minl<e 
whale as substantial >~ork on this_ ... ~tock is und-orway. 

Japan~se Research Programme 

1 2. This sub'jec'\: 
potential of 
programme. 

is 
the 

one of 
Japanese 

the mqst 
original 

important 
rese~rch 

13. Japan is prepared to provide ' the list of the 
~ata for data inventry. 

1 4 . Judging from the forego.ing i terns, it is 
obvious that · tho Japanese reseaJ:'Ch progrumme 
has ~ great deal of contfibution to the 
Comp? ..... '\ensiv.e 1\ssessmen t. 
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~NNEX 4 . The generation ot data in the Japanese research Programme 

Subject for study 

Stock Size 

Population size at age (•) 

Bisic studies for the sigtitinq survey 
Probability of sighting and effective 

search width by school size 

1\ge and growth (•) 

Reproductive Stat~s [•) 

Haterials 

Sighting 

Sighting + llge 

Sighting 
Sighting 

Body length 

Body weight 
Foetal length and weight 
Cor~us luteum 
Earplug 

. Tympanic Bulla 
Baleen plate 

Sex, Lactation 
~ge, Mammary gland 
Milk: 
Ovarian corpora 
uterine hor·n 
Endometrium 
Uterine fluid 
Testis, Epididymis 
Gonadal hormone 
Foetus 
(sex,nu~ber , length) 

Methods in 
the plan 

non-lethal 

non-lethal +. lethal 

non::. lethal 
non-leth!ll 

lethal (exact)/ 
non-lethal 

·(approximately) 

lethal 

lethal/non-lethal 

lethal 

General 
applical>ili ty 
of non-lethal 

method 

ye·s 

no 

yes 
yes 

yes 
· (in·accura te) 

· no 

yes 

no 

(cont.) 
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~MHEX 4 (continued) 

Subject tor s tu4y 

Stock Xdontitr 
Poa•1bilit:y ot: Individual rtcognition 

·Mocphological anolya1• 

Dio-che~Gical analy.sts 

"'*tri tion 

fhc;rratlon 

tnviron••nt 
Ocoano9raphy 

J'ol.lution 

Rando• sa•Ptinq 

Katu:iala 

Photooraphs 

1\lloaetorr 
Cincludin9 Poetus) 
Sk in 
Kuacl•,Liv•r.Ueart,otc. 

Dlubba.c Ut!ckn••• 
Stoaach content• 
Upi4a 

Diatoa tila 

Tias:ua, Blood 
POe t t.u• 

Ri oloqical Cha ractariatlo• by School Si&o 

Enhanco•ent ot s&n.plint •Hiciency t roa saal l schools 

Analysis of S•or e9• tion 

Oth•r• 
Sk.al•ton 

--. 

Hothocb ln 
th• pllln 

lD t hal 

lethfl.l 

l 'ethal/non-le t ,t\a.l 
lethal 

l•t.tull 

lotbal 

lethal 
lathol 

lethal 

lethal 

l6thal 

l •t.h illl 

( •) : Incl'"-dinq the stody ot catohi.nq t•l e c:t:ivitr by cocaorcial wb• l ino. 
I l I I 

Oene.ca.l 
app licability 
ot non- lethal 

ae thocl 

almoat 
i~tpo•.s illl• 

no 

yes 
no 

no 

)'8J: 

yos 

no 
no 

no 

no 

no 

no 
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SC/40/Mi18 

Preliminary Report of the 1987/88 Japanese Feasibility 
Study of the Special Permit Proposal for 

Southern Hemisphere Minke Whales 

Hidehiro Katoi, Hisashi Hiroyama2, Yoshihiro Fujise3 and Kiyoshi Ono• 

ABSTRACT 

The research cruise undertaken as the feasibility study for the Japanese proposal for a special permit to take Southern Hemisphere 
minke whales took place from 17 January- 26 March 1988. It covered a laJitudinally wider range (from 55C)S to the ice edge) than 
commercial whaling, between 105' E and 115'E. The cruise included a systematic sighting survey and a research take of minke whales 
based on a random sampling scheme. A total of 421 minke whale schools (1,350 individuals) comprising 227 primary and 194 
se<:ondary sightings was sighted during 8.482.4n.miles searching. Searching was evenly allocated between the northern and southern 
strata. Only primary sighted schools were sampled. Employing this strategy, 273 whales (154 males, 119 females) were collected. The 
body length distribution of these differed considerably from that for commercial whaling, with a higher proportion of smaller animals. 
Preliminary analyses suggest: (1) minke whale density and school size increases sharply in the waters close to pack ice; (2) sexually 
mature females tend ~o concentrate in the pack ice area, immature animals in offshore waters, while sexually mature males are found 
in both areas; (3) the small or immature animals tend to be solitary, while the larger or mature males usually fonn larger schools with 
similar sized females. More detailed analyses of all the data collected during the cruise will be presented in future studies. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In October 1987, the Government of Japan (Government 
of Japan, 1987a) put forward a research plan for a. 
feasibility study of an earlier proposal (Government of 
Japan, 1987b) for a programme of research on the 
Southern Hemisphere minke whale. and for preliminary 
research on the marine ecosystem in the Antarctic. These 
were discussed at the 1987 Scientific Committee and 
Commission Meetings (IWC, 1988a and b) and a Special 
Meeting of the IWC Scientific Committee (IWC, 1989). 
The Government of Japan subsequently gave permission 
for the feasibility study to proceed under the direction of 
the newly established Institute of Cetacean Research. The 
study also included the taking of up to 300 minke whales. 
Three major factors can be identified in the plan: 

(1) it incorporates a random sampling strategy for schools 
sighted during a systematic sighting survey based on 
the IWCIIDCR southern minke whale assessment 
cruises (e;g. Joyce, Kasamatsu, Rowlett and Tsunoda, 
In Press); 

(2) it covers a greater latitudinal range (from 55°S to the 
ice edge) than commercial whaling, which had 
concentrated operations near the ice edge (Shimadzu 
and Kasamatsu, 1981; 1983; 1984); . 

(3) it scheduled as much scientific information as possible 
to be collected from each sampled whale. 

The four major purposes of the cruise (Government of 
Japan, 1987a) were: (1) a feasibility study of the stochastic 
sampling scheme as modified since the original programme 
(e.g. whether the required number of samples could be 
collected by the designated method within the given 
period); (2) a feasibility study on whether concurrent 

' t Institute of Cetacean Research (Present address: Far Seas Fishei ies 
Research Laboratory; Japan Fisheries Agency, 5-7-1. Orido, 
Shimizu, Shizuoka 424, Japan). 
2 Japan Fis~eries Agency, l :-2- 1, Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 
100, Japan. 
3 Institute of Cetacean Research, Tokyo Sisan Buld., 4-18, Toyomi, 
Chuo-ku; Tokyo 104, Japan. 
4 Faculty of Fisheries, Nagasaki University, 1-2, Bukyo-cho, 
Nagasaki 852, Japan. 

collection of sightings data and sampling could be 
technically achieved; (3) investigation of the extent of 
segregation by age, sex and reproductive condition; (4) an 
investigation on the uniformity or non-uniformity of 
biological characters with respect to school size. 

This report describes the cruise conducted from 23 
December 1987 to 20 Apri11988 under the above plan and 
presents some preliminary analyses of the data obtained. 

The total research plan also included a sightings survey 
for minke whales in lower latitudes (about 10'-40'8) 
between 100•-uo' E. The cruise report of that sightings 
survey is given in Kasamatsu (1988). 

2. OUTLINE OF THE CRillSE 

Details of the research tleet and personnel 
Two catcher boats, Kyomaru No.1 (KOl; 812.08GT.) and 
Toshimaru No.25 (1'25; 739.92GT.), carried out the 
sightings and sampling work. The factory ship Nisshinmaru 
No.3 (N03; 23,107.85GT.) provided the research base 
from which general matters, including consideration of 
research strategy, weather forecasting and receiving of ice 
information, were dealt with. The processing of whale 
carcasses, the taking of biological samples and the 
collection of data took place on the deck of N03. 

The research personnel involved and their assignments 
are summarised in Table 1. · 

Research area and cruise track design 
Within the area of 105'-US'E, the research area was 
divided into two strata: a southern stratum (from the pack 
ice edge to 60°S) and a northern stratum (from 55' -60'S). 
The cruise track comprised a main trackline and two 
sub-tracklines, six miles vertically from either side of the 
main trackline, along which the sampling vessels cruised 
(occasionally switching tracks). The main track was 
determined differently for the two strata: in the northern 
stratum the fleet followed eight pre-determined systematic 
north/south legs; whereas in the southern stratum the track 
was randomly established following the 'reflection' method 
(Anon., 1987). The cruise tracks are shown in Fig. 1. 
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Table 1 

Details of research personnel and their assignments 

PersoMel Situation 

Hidehiro rato Cruise leader 

Yoshihiro Fujise Researcher 

Hisashi Hirayama Researcher 

Xiyoshi Ono Researcher 

Ship Assignment 

?«>3 General manageaent of 
overall research; 
biological data and 
sa:tple collection. 

N03 Biological data and 
sample collection. 

IDl Deterndnation of target 
whale; . collection of 
sighting and S~Wpling 
data. 

T25 Determination of 
target whale; collection 
of sighting and sampling 
data; oc:eanographieel 
research. 

Hasacitsu YBIII:Bda Research assistant KOl Recording effort and 
weather data. 

Thmeo Ryono Research assistant '125 Recording effort and 

Shigeo Tabata 

Yut.aka llguch1 

weather data. 

Research assistant N03 Biological date end 
sample collection. 

Research assistant N03 Biological d<!ta and 
sample collection. 

The following four points should be noted. 

(1) The starting point of the cruise (55°00'S, 108"18'E) in 
the research area was randomly chosen from one of the 
northern ends of the eight north/south legs. 

(2Y The compass direction of 230° was randomly chosen 
prior to the start of the cruise as the initial penetration 
direction of the cruise in the southern stratum from the 
southern end of the selected north/south leg. 

(3) The angle of reflection at the boundaries of the 
research area in the southern stratum e.g. the pack ice 
edge, 60°S, 105°E and l15°E was chosen as 70° prior to 
the start of the cruise. When two 70° reflection courses 
could be taken at a boundary point, the choice of 
direction was randomly selected. 

(4) The timing of the change from the southern to the 
northern stratum was determined by weather 
conditions in the latter, regardless of the location of 
the fleet in the southern stratum. The fleet suspended 
research and moved to the southern end of the nearest 
unsurveyed northern leg and cruised north on this leg. 
After reaching the northern end of the leg (set at 
55°09'S to avoid sampling whales found nor!h of 55°S), 
the fleet cruised to the northern end of the nearest 
unsurveyed leg, and moved south. It then returned to 
the 'suspended'·position in the southern stratum after 
completing that leg. 

Searching was carried out at 12 knots during daytime, 
i.e. either between 0600 and 2000hrs or from 30 mins after 
sunrise to 30 mins before sunset. The fleet stopped at night 
and resumed searching at the same position the next 
morning. Sampling was only carried out on primary 
sightings made within 3n.miles (vertical distance) from the 
sub-track line. In principle, under unsuitable weather/sea 
conditions for searching, the fleet was drifting, waiting for 
an improvement. After confirming, sampling and towing 
etc., the sampling vessels returned to the positions on the 
sub-track lines they had left to confirm the sightings and 
resumed searching from there. All activities were classified 
and recorded on effort data sheets similar to those used 
during the IWCIIDCR Southern Hemisphere minke whale 
assessment cruises (Joyce eta/., In press). 

17) 

21M 

17M 

3F 

5F 

1M 23M 

Fig. 1. ·cruise track of the present cruise showing noon positions by 
day. 

Narrative of the cruise 
The fleet left Japan between 23 and 25 December 1987. 
After a pre-cruise meeting at 13°52'S, l14°32'E on 5 
January 1988, the vessels cruised south towards the starting 
point in the research area (55°S, 108°18'E). During this 
time the sampling vessels cruised in searching mode at 12 
knots during the day and steamed at night. ·A similar 
procedure was adopted on the return journey from the end 
point of the research area to 200 n.miles south of the 
Lombok Strait. 

The vessels operated in the research area for the 70 days 
from 17 January to 26 March 1988. The cruise can be 

·divided into three periods based on the nature of the 
research (Fig. 1 and Table 2). 
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SC/41/SHMi14 

Cruise Report and Preliminary Analysis of the 1988/89 Japanese 
Feasibility Study of the Special Permit Proposal 

for Southern Hemisphere Minke Whales 

Hidehiro Katol, Yoshihiro Fujise2 , Hideyoshi Yoshida3;Susumu Nakagawa•, 
Mitsuhiro IshidaS and Shigeru Tanifuji6 

ABSTRACT 

The second feasibility study for the Japanese proposal to issue a scientific permit fo take southern minke whales took place from 
January to March 1989 in an area bounded by 53°S, TF30'S, l~E and 1800. The latitudinal range, reaching the southern end of the 
Ross Sea, was about 13° greater than that of the 1987/88 cruise. Systematic sightings and random sampling were carried out along two 
parallel tracklines which were 12 n .miles apart, one by two sampling vessels (0.3 n .miles apart) and the other by a single vessel. A 
factory ship cruised between the tracklines behind the sampling vessels. 

The three sampling vessels surveyed a total of 9614.2 n.miles and made 340 primary (743 animals) and 290 secondary (856 animals) 
sightings of minke whales. A total of 236 (85 males and 151 females) ordinary form and five (a male and four females) dwarf form 
minke whales were caught from the primary sightings. The paired vessel procedure introduced in this cruise increased the efficiency of 
sampling from large schools(> 3 individuals), but only about 50% of the targeted sightings from the smaller schools were successfully 
caught. 

Preliminary analyses of the catch revealed that: (1) the mean body length of sampled animals was about O.<Hl.8m lower for both 
sexes than for previous commercial catches; (2) mature males and immature individuals of both sexes dominated in the northern area 
while mature females, almost always pregnant, dominated in the southern high density area~ and (3) in general, mature males and 
immature individuals of both sexes tended to be solitary while matur;e females usually formed schools - however this tendency 
appeared to vary with latitude. · · 

\ 
1. INTRODUCTION 

In 1987, Japan put forward a research plan for southern 
minke whales (Balaenoptera acutorostrata Lacepede, 1807) 
which required a take of whales under a scientific permit 
(Government of Japan, 1987a). Subsequently a feasibility 
study was carried out in 1987/88 in a part of Area IV ;where 
the geographical and ice conditions were generally 
believed to be simple (Government of Japan, 1987b; Kato, 
Hiroyama, Fujise and Ono, 1989). That study provided 
better information on the age distribution of the 
population than that from the commercial catches, and · 
indicated a distinct sexual and reproductive segregation of 
southern minke whales (Kato, Kishino and Fujise, 1989; 
K.ishino, Kato, Kasamatsu and Fujise, 1989). 

However, the need to further improve the sampling· 
procedure, for example the low sampling rate of animals 
from smaller school sizes, was noted (IWC, 1989). 
Therefore a further feasibility cruise, using an additional 
sampling vessel (bringing the total number of sampling 
vessels to three) took place in the 1988/89'season with the 
aims of trying to (1) improve the sampling efficiency for 
small schools, (2) obtain a more sophisticated .estimate of 
the probability of seeing an animal on the trackline and (3) 
examine whether the sampling scheme proposed in the 
original programme could be incorporated in 
geographically and oceanographically complex waters such 
as Area V, which includes the Ross Sea (Government of 
Japan, 1988). 

This report describes the 1988/89 cruise which took place 
in Area V from 17 D ecember 1988 to 24 April 1989 and 

1 Nat!. Res. Inst. Far Seas Fish., Shimizu, Shizuoka 424, Japan·. 
2 Inst . Cetacean Res. , Chuo·ku, Tokyo 104, Japan. 
> Facul. Fish. Nagasaki Univ., Nagasaki 852, Japan. 
4 Facul. Mar. Sci. Tokai Univ. , Shimizu, Shizuoka 424, Japan. 
'Tokyo Univ. Fish., Minato-ku, Tokyo 125, Japan. · 
• Nippon Kyodo Senpaku Co. Ltd., Chuo-ku, Tokyo 103, Japan. 

presents some preliminary analyses of the biological data 
obtained. Sightings cruises in lower and middle latitudinal 
waters carried out under the same research plan are 
reported elsewhere. 

2. AN OUTLINE OF THE CRUISE AND RESEARCH 
METHOD 

2.1 Detail of the research fleet and personnel 
Three sampling vessels, Kyomaru No.1 (K01;812.08GT), 
Toshimaru No.25 (T25;739.92GT) and Toshimaru No.l8 
(T18;739.92GT), carried out sighting and sampling 
surveys. The factory ship, Nisshinmaru No.3 
(N03;23,107 .85GT) acted as the research base from which 
general matters including the planning of the daily research 
strategy, the setting of the cruising course and the 
arrangement of the sampling vessels were dealt with. The 
coliection of biological materials and the processing of 
whale carcasses took place on the deck of N03. 

The research personnel involved and their assignments 
are given in Appendix 1. 

2.2 Research area and cruise track 
The research area (Fig. 1) was established as part of Area 
V and outside the New Zealand 200 n.mile EEZ; i.e. 
waters between 52°S and the ice edge and between 180° and 
168°E. It was divided into three strata; northern 
(52°S-60°S), middle (60"S-69"S) and southern (69°S-ice 
edge). Each zone was surveyed twice. 

As in the previous season, the cruise course comprised of 
a main trackline and two sub-tracklines for the sampling 
vessels, six miles apart on either side of the main course. 
The left and right sub-tracklines were defined as 
'sub-trackline A ' and 'sub-trackline B', respectively. This 
naming remained throughout the research period within a 
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290 KATO eta/.: 1988189 JAPANESE FEASIBILITY STUDY 

First period· 
13 Jan.- 22 Feb. 1989 
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Fig. I. Cruise tracks ofthe present cruise shown separately for the first. 
a.nd second periods. The solid line and the broken line represent the 
main course of the searching and moving between research zones. ; 
respectively. The dotted line shows the steaming course of N03 
during January 24-28. · 

research zone even when the relative positions of the two 
sub-tracklines were swapped by the ' reflection' of the main 
course at boundaries. 

The three sampling vessels were grouped into two 
· vessels ('pair') and one vessel ('single'), which were 
allocated to each sub-trackline. Of the paired vessels, one 
vessel searched on the sub-trackline and the other searched 
along a course 0.3 n.miles outside the sub-trackline of her 
partner. The arrangement of the three vessels rotated 
daily. 

The main trackline for the three zones was determined in 
the following manner. 

North 
One north/south leg between 52°S and 60°S was surveyed 
in each period. The starting points were chosen randomly 
from 23 points placed at each 30' longitude at 52°S and 60os 

· in the first and second periods, respectively. 

Middle 

The starting point corresponded. to the end point of the 
main trackline in the northern zone at 60"S. The direction 
of the main trackline was determined by · using the 
'reflection' method (Anon., 1987) as applied in the 
previous season (Kato et al., 1989). The initial direction 
was chosen randomly from 17 directions divided by 10° 
between compass directions 900 and 270°. The angle of 
reflection at the boundaries e.g. the ice edge, 60°S, 69°S, 
16SOS and 180°S, was chosen as 700 prior to the start of the 
cruise. When two 70° reflection courses could be taken at a 
boundary point, the choice of direction was randomly 
selected. The starting point of the survey in the second 
period was the end point in the first. 

South 
The starting point was randomly chosen from 10 points 
placed at equal intervals at 69°S between the expected ice 
edge point based on the best available information and 
180°. The initial direction and cruising course . were 
randomly chosen as for the middle zone. 

Searching was carried out at 12 knots during daytime, 
i.e. either between 0600 and 2000 hrs or between 30 
minutes after sunrise and before sunset, whichever was 
shorter. The fleet stopped at night, and resumed searching 
at the same position the following morning. Sampling was 
carried out on primary sightings of minke whales made 
within three miles (perpendicular distance) from the 
sub-trackline. When one of the paired vessels made a 

. primary sighting of minke whales, the other vessel 
suspended searching and followed it. Therefore, the two 
vessel~ were always in parallel during searching. 

After confirming or sampling whales, the vessels 
returned to the sub-trackline vertically from the position of 
the sighting and resumed searching. All activities were 
recorded on an effort data sheet similar to that used in the 
IWOIDCR cruises. 

Narrative of the cruise 
The fleet left Japan between 17 and 18 December 1988. 
After a pre-cruise meeting on 31 December, the fleet 
cruised south towards the starting point (53°10'S, 178°E) 
on the northern boundary of the north zone. During this 
period the sampling vessels cruised in searching mode at 12 
knots during the day and steamed at night , when in waters 
outside the. 200 mile zones of Australia and New Zealand. 

The fleet arrived at the starting point on 12 January and 
, operated in the research area for 79 days until 31 March 

1989. The main trackline is shown in Fig. 1. 

2.3 Sampling scheme 
Sampling was attempted only on· primary minke whale 
sightings made within three miles of the sub-tracklines. It 
was originally decided that sampling would only occur on 
every other primary sighting in the middle and south zones. 

· However this was not found to be practical, and all primary 
sightings were targeted for sampling except in the middle 
zone for the first week of the first period. It was also 
decided to take two individuals from each school (school 
size > 2), following the same random sampling scheme 
described in detail by Kato et al. (1989). 
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143. Government of Japan, “The 1992/93 Research Plan of whale Resources in the 
Antarctic”, SC/44/SHB14 (1992)
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INTRODUCTION 

Japan·implemented the feasibility studies in two successive years 
in 1987/88 and 1988/89 on the basis of the plan revised from 
"Program for the Research on the Southern Hemisphere Minke Whale 
and for the Preliminary Research on the Marine Ecosystem in the 
Antarctic" submitted to the IWC in 1987. After the feasibility 
studies conducted for two years, Japan commenced the research 
program in Area IV in 1989/90 and 1991/92, and in Area v in 
1990/91. 

The research for 1992/93 is the fourth year of the program 
with no major changes from the long-term program made in 1987 
(which was amended in 1989). 

The research plan for 1992/93, as clearly described in the 
objectives of th~ plan, aims at the estimation of biological 
parameters necessary for the management of minke whale stocks in 
the Antarctic, and the ascertainment of the role of the whales in 
the marine ecosystem in the Antarctic. In particular, through 
continuous monitoring by the research over a long period, it aims 
at the collection of information relating to the stock size, 
segregation by sex and age, natality, mortality and the change in 
stock size, which are indispensable for the management of the 
Antarctic minke whale stocks. 

The research is expected to improve the knowledge useful for 
practical solutions on the various problems associated with the 
utilization of the whale resources arising from uncertainties of 
the existing biological knowledge. 

The research will be conducted based on the results of 
reconsideration in this season in a manner similar to that taken 

in the previous season. 

OBJECTIVES 

No change from the initial plan. 

1 
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1. Estimation of the Biological Parameters Required for the Stock 
Management of the Southern Hemisphere Minke Whale 

The primary objective of the program is to estimate the age
specific natural mortality rate by samples through stochastic 
sampling carried out in combination with systematic sighting 
surveys. The program is also designed to estimate the stock size 
and its changes, including the monitoring of the recruitment, 
required for stock management, and the reproductive parameters 
and their changes based on the same samples. 

2. Elucidation of the Role of Whales in the Antarctic Marine 
Ecosystem 

The program includes, as its another objective, the elucida
tion of the roles of whales in the Antarctic marine ecosystem. 
The most important component for this objective is the collection 
and analysis of'data on the prey-predator relationships among 
krills, fishes, squids and whales. 

The description above has been based on the original research 
plan (SC/39/04) with some amendment made in the research plan in 
1989/90 season (SC/41/SHMi13). It is the same with the descrip
tion made in the communication to the IWC from the Government of 
Japan in October 1989 for circulation, entitled 'Japanese re
sponse and reconsideration on Japanese scientific research pro
posal for special permits.' 

RECONSIDERATION OF THE RESEARCH PLAN 

The research plan for 1991/92 was presented to the IWC/SC last 
year (SC/43/Mi19), on which comments were received from the mem
bers. At the 43rd Annual Meeting of the IWC, a resolution on 
reconsideration of the research plan (IWC/43/35) was adopted. 

In light of the views expressed by some members of the SC 
and the resolution, Japan introduced certain modifications to the 
performance of the programme. The result of the reconsideration 
was circulated from the IWC as the Circular Communication 
RG/JAC/23165 to the contracting governments and members of the 
SC. The following is the summary of the results of reconsidera
tion: 

2 
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Reassessment of Research Objectives 

The estimation of age-specific natural mortality is one of 
the major long-term objectives of the Japanese research program . 
However, for the time being the research will focus on the esti
mation of average natural mortality. The estimation of recruit
ment is also an important objective of the research, since this 
value, combined with natural mortality rate, will enable estima
tion of the net recruitment rate. The estimation of net recruit
ment thus obtained will contribute to the rationalization of 
stock management. The usefulness of the data collected through 
the preceding years of research already gained recognition by the 
SC. The analyses of the data for this area of studies merits 
further encouragement as they are highly contributive to our 
knowledge of the Antarctic ecosystem. 

Reassessment of Sample Size 

In pursuit of the estimation of average natural mortality, 
it is calculated theoretically that a sample size of between 200 
and 400 will attain the level of precision similar to that esti
mated previously. In reality, however, allowances are needed for 
some factors affecting the sampling and the data analysis. Minke 
whales are known to segregate by sex and age at different times 
and in different waters. A research area in which samples are to 
be collected must be stratified, and a certain number of samples 
must be taken per stratum in order to obtain necessary biological 
and ecological information. Furthermore, sample collection must 
be as extensive as possible in terms of both space and time. In 
addition, the rate of readability of the age also requires rea
sonable allowance in the sample size. Taking these factors into 
account, it is not considered necessary to change the sample size 
from the 300 ~ 10% proposed to the SC this year (SC/43/Mi19), 
while the number of samples to be taken per stratum will be 
carefully considered, and efforts will be further continued to 
improve age readability. 

Improvement of Sighting Survey 

Regarding the trade-off between sighting and sampling, an 
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attempt will be made to enhance the precision of the estimation 
of abundance by increasing sighting effort. In 1991/92, one of 
the three sampling vessels will be assigned exclusively to sight
ing in the southern sub-area where minke whale density is high. 
The t~tal sighting distance will be increased by 40%, and the 
accuracy will increase by 15% in terms of CV compared with that 
in 1989/90. Sighting effort will be increased by minimizing the 
steaming without surveying on the predetermined track-line. 

Japan carried out the research in Area IV in 1991/92 season 
based on the above modification. The research in 1992/93 will be 
conducted with the same manner as the previous season. 

NUMBER, SEX, SIZE AND STOCK OF THE ANIMALS TO BE TAKEN 

No change from ~he previous plan except the sampling area. 

Three hundred (300) minke whales with allowance !10%, the 
same as in the proposal of the last year, will be sampled. Sam
ples are to be collected without predetermination of sexes. 
Samplings are to be made in Area V. 

OPPORTUNITIES FOR PARTICIPATION IN THE RESEARCH 
BY SCIENTISTS OF OTHER NATIONS 

No change from the previous plan. 

Opportunities for participation in the research by foreign 
scientists are available as described in the research proposal 
presented to the IWC in the previous years. The followings are 
the particulars for participation by foreign scientists: 

Opportunities for participation by Foreign Scientists 

Opportunities for participation in the research under this 
program will be given to any scientists to the extent allowed by 
accommodation and other logistic consideration, provided that 
such participation does not cause inconveniences in the implemen
tation of the program. The selection of the participants are to 
be finalized by the Whale Research Coordinating Committee, which 
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will consider the various conditions such as accommodation and 
others for determination. 

Conditions for Participation 

1. Costs 
Costs for participation, such as travel expenses to and from 

the port of embarking on and disembarking from the research 
vessel, meals on board the research vessel, and any special 
instruments required by the participant are to be borne by the 
participant. 

2. Indemnification and insurance for casualty or personal injury 
on board the research vessels 
The Institute of Cetacean Research and the crew of the re

search vessel or research team will not be able to take responsi
bility for any casualty or personal injury that might be inflict
ed upon the for~ign participants resulting from their negligence 
or force majeure. 

3. Cancellation of the participation 
Any participants who are found to have intentionally sabotaged 

in the course of implementation of the researches and thereby 
impaired the execution of such researches shall be canceled of 
their participation in this program. 

POSSIBLE EFFECT ON CONSERVATION OF THE STOCK 

The IWC Scientific Committee at its 42nd Annual Meeting agreed in 
the course of Comprehensive Assessment of the stocks that the 
estimated stock size of the minke whales in Area V was 294,610 
(IWC/42/4;p.13). At the same meeting, a conservative interim 
catch limit of 1,746 for Area V was calculated by the Scientific 

Committee (IWC/42/4;p.18). As the research in Area Vis conducted 
in every other year, the proposed sample size of 300 to be taken 
in Area V for 1992/93 would be synonymous to the catch of 150 per 
year on the basis of the average take over the two years. It is 
clear that the take of this sample size would not affect the 
conservation of the stock in any way. 

5 
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OUTLINE OF THE 1992/93 SURVEY 

Number of vessels 

Gne factory ship (research base), 
Three sighting-sampling vessels, and 
Two sighting vessels*. 

Survey period 

From November 1992 to April 1993. 

Survey area 

Area V including all region of the Ross Sea. 

Stratification of the research area and research 

Cruise-tracks are same as in the surveys in the previous 
years. 

Sighting survey 

One of the three sighting-sampling vessels is assigned 
exclusively to sighting in Southern sub-areas. 

Samples/data to be collected 

1. Sighting data (including other whale species than minke 
whales) 

2. Biological samples/data 
Stock identity, age, maturity, breeding, nutrition, distribu

tion of heavy metal, hormone, parasites and others. 

3. Weather, oceanography, and environment 
Environmental factors such as weather, sea ice, water tempera

ture, marine debris. 

* These two vessels are used for this program after the end 
of IDCR survey. The area for sighting survey by the Japanese 
research program will be determined following the finalization 
of the IDCR cruise plan for 1992/93 season. 
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4. Biopsy and satellite telemetry (as feasibility studies) 

Shooting test for attachment of the satellite telemetry trans
mitter to the whale body is planned on the shipboard. 

7 
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144. Government of Japan, “The 1995/96 Research Plan for the Japanese Whale Research 
Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic”, SC/47/SH3 (1995)

SC/47/SH3 

Strictly confidential until after the discussion of the Scientific Committee 
of the 47th IWC 

The 1995/96 Research Plan for the Japanese Whale Research 
Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic 

INTRODUCTION 

The Government of Japan 
March 1995 

Japan has been conducting the research on minke whales under Special Permit in the 
Antarctic (JARPA) every year since the 1987/88 season in compliance with Anicle V[l[ of 
the International Convention for the Regulation of Whaling. Objectives of the research include 
"estimation of biological parametets on minke whales" and "elucidation of Antarctic 
ecosystem" which reasonably require a long-term continuous survey. The research 
incorporates collecting biological data for the whales, in particular age data, which are of vital 
importance to achieve these objectives and thus improve efficiency of the RMP when 
implemented for this minke whale resource. The value of age data for fisheries assessment 
is widely recognized by fisheries management agencies throughout the world; for example, 
statements by the--highly respected International Council for the Exploration oYJK Sea (lCES) 
demonstrate its preference for having such data available as a basis for providing management 
advice for a marine resource. 

Since the beginning of the research, a number of practical modifications have been made on 
the research in response to the comments made by the Scientific Committee (SC). In the 
Committee, although "several members commented on the high quality of certain aspect of 
the work" (IWC 1994, p61), the statistical precision with which it will be possible to estimate 
certain biological parameters has been in dispute. 

Basically this estimation will be made at the final stage of the program, of which the entire 
duration is scheduled to cover sixteen years. Although the statistical performance of the 
estimation will improve as research is continued, data from JARP A surveys so far are not 
sufficient to conclude this dispute because the observation period to date is too short (Tanaka 
et aL, 1995 in prep). 

Also, concern was expressed in the SC last year that "despite efforts to obtain a representative 
sample -of the-age distributions", "the sampled age distributions do not appear to be 
representative of the population's age structure" (IWC 1994b). This point is reasonable at this 
moment, because so · far there is almost no information about attributes and age distribution 
of animals which occur beyond the existing research areas. Therefore, it can be reasonably 
concluded that conducting feasibility study on the minke whale stock identification adjacent 
to the existing research area is a good starting point to address this concern. 
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~~'7ii'!\t~~d}~io~, a number of questions (for example, the implications of possible interactions 
·~Vif'b~~e~n whale species and between whales and their prey species) were raised with regard 
~;¥: to the establishment of the Southern Ocean Sanctuary (SOS) in the past several IWC meetings 
~:~:rand the answers to these questions remain in dispute. Study of the Antarctic marine ecosystem 
.,._. is required to resolve these questions, and this relates directly to the second objective of the 
: · program, "ecosystem". Aside from the SOS, the importance of independent monitoring for 

collecting further data OI:l cetacean species, including associated environmental variables, ·was 
_ also underlined by the SC on the basis of several papers presented on this matter (i.e. Swartz 

1994, Smith et al 1994). 

To cope with these situation, JARPA was fully reviewed this year and the Govenunent of 
Japan proposes a modified JARPA in this document. These modifications include pollution 
studies and stock structure studies based on limited extension of the survey area and increase 
of minke whale samples. 

MODIFIED RESEARCH OBJECTIVES AND THEIR MANAGEMENT NEEDS 

The research oas the following three objectives: 

·(I) Estimation of biological parameters to contribute toward improved stock 
management of the Southern Hemisphere minke whales 

(ll)Elucidation of the role of whales in the Antarctic marine ecosystem 

(HI)Elucidation of the effect of environmental changes on cetaceans 

The first two objCC!_ives are essentially what was specified by the GovemmenLw.llen JARPA 
was initially planned (Government of Japan, 191:i7). The third objective is a new addition this 
year, and has been added in response to Commission resolutions regarding the environment 
and pollution (Resolution on research on the environmental and whale stocks in 1994 and 
Resolution on promotion of research related to conservation of large baleen whales in the 
Southern Oceans in 1994). These three objectives and their management needs can be 
explained as follows: 

(1) Biological Parameters 

Estimation of biological parameters is still important even after adoption of the RMP. For 
example, knowledge on natural mortality rates and recruitment rates contributes toward 
estimating maximum net recruitment rates which arc the base for calculation of sustainable 
yields. Earlier, the shortness of the time series of age data from the population has cauSed the 
major difficulty in achieving this, and also in interpreting trends in age-at-maturity over time. 
The additional data provided by the continuation of JARPA can solve that problem. The RMP 
has been designed to be robust over_ a wide range of possible values of the maximum 
sustainable yield rate (MSYR). Refinement of this range for the Southern Hemisphere min.ke 
whale would allow even sounder management of this population under such a management 
procedure. 
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In addition to the monality rate, verification or otherwise of the scientific relevan~ on the 
RMP's small management area can lead to a better management under the RMP. Although 
the :;mall area under the RMP is presently set up with a 10 degree longitude sector, 
contin·Jous research on the differentiation of stocks, and seasonal migration patterns, will 
allow for an improved choice. As "stock" definition is considered to be one of biological 
parameters, improving the knowledge on the stock with continuation of the special permit 
program can contribute .towards improved implementation of the RMP . 

. (2) Marine Ecosystem and (3) Environmental Changes 

The second and the third objectives are interrelated and discussed simultaneously here. These 
objectives become more important as the establishment of Southern Ocean Sanctuary was 
passed by the Commission last year. Japan considers that the arguments advanced for 
establishing the Southern Ocean Sanctuary are incorrect; it hopes to settle many of the 
associated disputes raised at previous IWC meetings through scientific research. 

At tbe Sanctuary Working Group in Norfolk Island in 1994 some delegations argued that "the 
San.-.tuary could be used as a 'safety net' in case of the RMP, if applied, should proved to be 
flawed" and suggested that "the RMP had not been fully evaluated with regard to 
environmental impacts." Abiotic data on the environmental impacts along with biological data 
provided by JARPA can address the issue of environmental effects to reproductive capability 
of whales and achieve better management. Therefore, these objectives are relevant to the 
management under the RMP. 

Further, study on inter-species interactions with regard to habitat and prey species is an 
essential step for a possible multi-species management. For example, the continued collection 
of age data in cogjunction with sightings estimates of abundance (as in J~A) has the 
potential to throw light on the hypothesized competition between blue and minke whales, by 
clarifying whether the minke whale population increased at a time when blue whale numbers 
declined considerably as a result of unsustainable harvest levels. 

Also, in general, the research has to be continued so as to avoid the situation that the 
SanctUaf)' would render the Antarctic to be the Dark (Unknown) Oci:an for a future 
management of this area. 

NUMBER, SEX, SIZE, SITE OF MINKE WHALES TO BE TAKEN 

(1) Number, Sex, Size, and Site 

ln Area IV, three hundred (300) ordinary fonn minke whales with 10% allowances will be 
sampled. Sampling design within the Area [V remains unchanged to obtain data compatible 
to the past JARP A surveys, and the sample size is also retained to ensure maintenance of 
present levels of precision. All samples will be randomly sampled, using the: same 
methodology as in the past. 

In addition to this and for one year only at this stage, the existing survey area is to be 
expanded to take: one hundred (100), with 10% allowances, ordinary form minke whales in 
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the area between 35 and 70 degree E (the easrem half of Area III). 

(2) Necessity of the Area Expansion 

The primary objective of the expansion is a feasibility study on stock identity. The study on 
stock identity using JARPA samples has been largely based on mtDNA analysis. Such 
analysis (Pastenc et al 1994) has supported the hypothesis of the occurrence of more than one 
stock in Areas IV and V. MtDNA data also suggest that these hypothesized stocks could be 
distributed under complex geographical and temporal patterns. A recent analysis of mtDNA 
(Pastcne and Goto, 1995 in prep) suggests the possibility of temporal arid geographical 
interaction of stocks in the western part of Area IV. Another analysis, which used body 
proportion of minke whales obtained from JARPA, supported the above findings of the DNA 
analysis (Fujise, 1995 in prep). These hypothesized stocks could be distributed beyond the 
western boundary of the Area IV. 

Independent analysis will play an important role to corroborate the hypothesis derived from 
the DNA analysis. For example, Wada (1984) examined the movement of marked minke 
whales in the Antarctic based on 64 recaptured animals and suggested that because movement 
across 80 degree East (western part of Area IV) are less frequent than in adjacent longitude, 
this line may represent a real biological stock boundary. Further studies about this 
hypothetical boundary (i.e. seasonal changes) is desirable. The relationship berween the 
finding of Wada (1984) and those derived from rotDNA analysis will be examined in more 
detail. 

Through DNA analysis provide .important information to identify stocks, there are some cases 
where DNA analysis alone has not been able to differentiate separate stocks, so that other 
information-with UJc potential to do this must be collected. A comprehensive study will be 
conducted with regard to stock identity based on existing samples from Area IV and V and 
from samples obtained during the feasibility survey in the extended area (Area III East). In 
addition to mtDNA, analysis on isozyme, morphometry, morphology, pollutants will be 
conducted. While DNA studies could be conducted using biopsy samples theoretically 
(although the feasibility for obtaining an adequate number of samples in the Antarctic minke 
whale is in dispute), the other approaches such as isozyme, morphomca-y and morphology, 
pollutants requires intcmal tissues. Parasites, which can be used as ecological marker, will be 
also coUected to explore possible use for stock identification purpose._ At the same time 
samples collected from Area m East will be examined for funber studies on stock structure 
such as age composition, sexual and age segregation, etc. Stomach contents will be also 
collected for ecological studies. 

(3) Sample Size and Need for Lethal Sampling in the Expanded Area 

With regard to the sample number for DNA research, the Workshop on the Genetic Analysis 
of ~tacean Populations "rec:omme.nds sample sized of 20-50 from each population are 
desirable and that these should be taken throughout the geological range" because cetacean 
populations are often structured into groups of closely related animals (p.8, Hoelzel( ed.)l991). 
Since ~o populations are to be analyzed, the recommended size comes to be 40-100. In the 
past practice of JARPA, analysis of mtDNA variation used a total of 1,800 samples, and 
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pairwise comparisons have used over 100 samples from each group of rninke whales (with 
one exception for the Area V cast in early season) to ensure reliability of the results. 

Pollution analysis, which is another study for stock structure, reasonably requires 20-30 
samples from one sex of a single population group for statistical evaluations such as analysis 
on pollutant accumulation by age. Since the both sex of two populations arc to be analyzed, 
80-120 samples are necessary. 

Further, sample number of 100 are expected to provide a reasonable amount of infonnation 
on age distributions, . since analysis of existing JARPA data from Area IV suggests that 
migration patterns are related to age. 

Information cannot be obtained by non-lethal research methods such as biopsy sampling. 
Comprehensive study on stock identity requires combined results of DNA analysis, allozime 
analysis, morphological analysis, age dependent pollution analysis, parasite analysis, and 
sexual/age segregation analysis. Many of the analyses use internal organs which carmot be 
collected by any of existing non-lethal methods. 

The analysis of samples from this expanded research area also will include comparison with 
existing samples from Areas IV and V by JARPA. 

(4) Availability of Existing Samples in Area Ill 

Past samples, which were collected through commercial whaling in the Area m, do exist. 
However, these samples arc limited to whales from ihe pack ice edge, and so do not represent 
population components which do not migrate so far south. It is concluded that these past 
samples are not sufficient to detect stock distribution and· its structure due to the limited 
geographical range of the sampling site. In addition, the age data from The= commercial 
samples arc biased due to the selective nature of the operation and, therefore, are not suitable 
to qualitative analysis of stock structure such as segregation by age, etc. 

(5) Environmental Studies -

The Commission passed a Resolution on research on the effect of environmental changes on· 
cetaceans (IWC, 1994, Resolution 13). The factors of environmental changes include: (1) 
wanning of the Earth; (2) depletion of ozone layers; (3) pollution; (4) direct and indirect 
effect of fisheries; (5) noise. Studies on these factors require to take whales and analyze their 
body structures, panicularly, internal organs in parallel to physical, chemical and biological 
research on the environment. 

Chemical analyses on tissues requires age data to identify the age dependent accumulation of 
pollutants. Also it is necessary to study reproductive organs to understand the changes in 
reproduction rates caused by environmental changes and carry out a pathological examination 
on the function of various organs. Analysis on accumulation of heavy metals such as 
cadmium requires a long period monitoring. In terms of sea pollution analysis, whale samples 
arc complement those available from other species such as seals or penguins. The particular 
advantage of whales is that they arc not restricted by land based breeding sites, and so 
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integrate infonnation over wide ranges, whereas these other predators may refleo only 
localized effects. Minke whales are recognized as an indicator species for the Antarctic by 
CCAMLR. The Scientific Committee of CCAMLR "noted that the minke whale was one of 
the original indicator species" under CCAMLR Ecosystem Monitoring Programme (Report 
of the 11th meeting of the CCAMLR). 

( 6) Considerations on the Research on the Existing Area 

Data con1parability from the past JARPA surveys will be fully considered in the existing 
research area. ln order to at least maintain searching effort in per unit area, one additional 
sighting-sampling vessel will be employed. 

Sighting data will be collected along with the biological samples. Major objective of the 
sighting survey is to provide infonnation on the trend in abundance to improve the usefulness 
of the age data in analyses. The same searching method will be employed year by year to 
keep data compatibility. The level of searching effort which will maximize this usefulness 
(within overall operational constraints) will be investigated, and adaptations made in the 
future, if necessary, provided that this can be done without jeopardizing other important 
components of the research. 

RESEARCH NEEDS ON TOOTI1ED WHAlES 

To strengthen the: "ecological" and "environmental" objectives of JARPA, potential usefulness 
on analyzing toothed whales, such as beaked whales, wiLl be examined prior to a possible 
research take of this species in the later years. 

Stomach contents-Of stranded animals (Sekiguchi et al., 1992) have shown that..h;.akcd whales 
are in the higher trophic level than baleen whales. An estimate of abundance of the beaked 
whales, most of which are Southern bottlenose whales, was at least several hundred thousand 
animals (Ohsurni et al., 1994). ln the Area IV, Kasamatsu (1993) estimated abundance of 
beaked whales (mostly Southern bottlenose whales) that was obtained by the IDCR sighting 
survey in tbe Antarctic is 115,100. These indicate beaked wHales play a significant role in the 
Antarctic ecosystem. 

These whales have not been much utilized in the past and little knowledge has been obtained 
on their biology. Due to the lack of past sampling experience, the degree of difficulty in 
obtaining specific samples is unknown. To include at least one sample from various sex and 
sexual stages from the animals which might be segregated by age or sex, an appropriate 
sampling methods will be considered. Also, further studies will be made in order to look into 
feasibility of using this species to elucidate Antarctic ecosystem and environment. 

EFFECf ON STOCK 

On the last occasion that calculations wc:re carried. out in the SC to evaluate the effect of such 
catches on stocks (lWC 1989), the Sub-Committee on Southern Hemisphere Minke Whales 
applied the HITTER procedure, together with the best estimate of abundance for the research 
Area in question, for a number of MSY rates. 
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This process has been updated (Butterworth and Geromont, 1995), using value of biological 
parameters as agreed in the Comprehensive Assessment of Southern Hemisphere minke 
whales (IWC 1991). The population estimates used were those selected at the time by the SC 
for assessments: the 1987/88 IDCR survey result for Area III, and the 1988189 suiVey result 
for Area IV. For Area IV, the future catch scenario examined is a take of 300 animals every 
alternate year until the planned end of the program in 2002. Even for MSYR(maturc) = 1%, 
which seems unrealistically low given the obseiVed growth rates of other baleen whale 
populations, the population is projected to increase slightly under the level of catch proposed . 

. This indicates no harmful effects on stocks. 

For Area III, the proposal involves a take of 100 animals in the 1995/96 season only. An 
increase occurs even if MSYR(mature) = 1% only. However, since this take is proposed for 
the eastern half of Area III, it may be more appropriate to perform calculations for the 
population estimate and historic catches for that region only. Again, increases occur also if 
MSYR(mature)is only 1%. Once more, therefore, no harmful effect on stocks is . indicated. 

1995/96 SURVEY PlAN 

Based upon the above considerations, the suiVey for 1995/96 will be carried out as follows: 

(1) Number of vessels 
One factory ship (research base), Four sighting/sampling vessels (one vessel is newly added 
to increase sighting and sampling efficiency). 

(2) Survey period 
From November 1995 to April 1996. 

(3) S~rvcy area 
35-130 degree E (eastern part of Area III and entire Area IV), the area south of 60 degree 
S. 

( 4) Stratification of the research area 
The entire research area is divided into six . sub- areas . The 
sub-areas of IIIEN and ITIES arc feasibility areas, while other sub-areas arc designated as 
main research areas. 

(5) Sigbtings SuiVey method 
Survey will be conducted as in Llie past, except that the previous practice of 1 sighting-only 
and 2 sighting-and sampling vessels will be charged to l sightings- only and 3 
sighting-sampling vessels. 

(6) Sampling method 
When suiVey vessels engaging in a sampling operation find a school of ordinary fonn minke 
whales , one such whale is taken from the school randomly according to the previous method 
.to attempt to secure the fair representative of the samples. 

7 
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(7) Survey items and samples to be collected 
a.Resc:arcb on minke whalcs;(see survey and sampling items of tbe previous cruises) 
b.Ncw research items on tbe effect of environmental changes; 

l.New items for oceanographic srudies 
2.New studies on sampled animals 

OPPORTUNITIES FOR PARTICIPATION IN TiiE RESEARCH BY SCIENTISTS OF 
OTiiER NATIONS 
No change from the previous plan. · 
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145.  Government of Japan, “Some Counter Comments on the Past IWC Resolution”, 
IWC/48/36 (1996)

IWC /48/36 

Agenda item 14 

SOME COUNTER COMMENTS ON THE PAST'IWC RESOLUTION 

Submitted 'by Japan 

INTRODUCTION 

' ' 

The IWC in-•1995 adopted the Resolution on Whaling under Special Permit (IWC 
Resolution 1995-9) . Although the IWC Resolutions are . not legally ' binding 

instruments, special attention should be given to some · parts of the Resolution, 
'which have legal i'mplications, to avoid similar mistakes this year or in the future. 

LEGAL ANALYSES ~AND INTERPRETATIONS ·'· 

1. Conflicts with the A:i-ticle VIII of the Convention 

Many parts of this Resolutions are in conflict with ' the Convention.< The preamble 
of the resoluti0n'·. reads~ ~ -~, ; ~ ,._·· ·: ·. \ -. ., 

WHEREAS . Contracting Go~er~inents, in exerciSing their rights 
under "Article VIII, should ' NEVERTHELESS respect fully the 
Commission's arrangements~ to ~conserve whales~and ensure that 
killing, taking .and treating of.whales for scientific research is only 

' undertaken in •a1, manner cbn.'sistE~nt with the·::' provisions and 
.· ' ,, :·-i :.: ,, ,-. 

principles of the Convention.· <e,mphasis a,dded) 
.,! • 

The Resolution admits, . by stating "NEVERTHELESS" . in its text, that the stated 
arrangements have direct conflicts with Article VIII:' Judging from this, special 
consideration should be given to the position as to: how we should treat this 

., ' .. . 
particular Resolution ln ;'order to avoid a potential infringement of other legally 
binding provisionsof, th.e' Conventiort· ~nd '·its· SchedU:le. 

' .- .. .• 1 

·{' 

2. Conflict with the Report of the Scientific Committee 

Also, it\can _be argued that the Resolutiori does not properly reflect the debate at 
the Scientific Committee at·that'yeaf: \~:hother preambleparagraph<reads·: 

WHEREAS: with the dev'elripill~~t of mdde'rri scient'ific teehnlques· it 
is not ~ecessary to killiwh.aies to obtain ·the iriformation that is 

1 
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needed for initial implementation of the Revised Management 
. Procedure for a particular whale stock; 

This description directly contradicts the Report of the Scientific Committee in 1995 
(IWC/ 47/4) which st~tes "The Committ~e 'recognized that there are a number of 
ways to estimate mixing rates (e.g. from marking data; from telemetry data; from 
data on biological markers)." Thus the Scientific Committee recognizes that lethal 
sampling provides important information on mixing rates, which is essential for the 
simulation trials for initial implementation of the RMP. 

The possibility cannot be excluded that this .incorrect preamble paragraph could 
have misled the Commissioners' 'debate before the voting. ; Therefore, special 
attention should also "be required in applying some of the requests contained in 
this Resolution. 

3. Conflict with the Schedule of the Convention 

One operative paragraph of Resolution-1995-9 states: 
RECOMMENDS that scientific research intended to assist the 
comprehensive assessment of whale stocks and the implementation 
of the Revised Management Procedure shall be undertaken by 
non-lethal means; 

And another operative paragraph of the Resolution st<;~tes: 
AGREES that this -Resolution replaces the ,Resolutions adopted in 
1986 and 1987 on Special Permit whaling (Report of IWC, 37;38). 

The Resolution in 1987 stipulates that "the research address a question or 
questions that should be answered in order to conduct the comprehensive 
assessment or to meet other critically important research need " 
(Rep.int.Whal.Commn 38:27-8). 

In 1995, without any explicit scientific arguments, this . criterion was suddenly 
altered. It is extremely difficult to find a good faith interpretation for this 
alteration. It can be argued that Contracting GOvernments and/or the Scientific 
Committee, if ~cting as recommended ' in 1995, may face a danger that the action 
might violate the condition stipulated in Paragraph 10 (e) of the Schedule of the 
Convention, which is legally qinding and reads "this provision, will be kept under 
review, based on the best scientific advise", because any exclusion of the potential 
of particular research from the scientific discussions cannot lead to the best 
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scientific advice. 

Similar problems arise from the' following recommendation: 
RECOMMENDS that, if whales 'a~e klll~d ~nder the provisions of 
Article VIII of the Convention, this should be done in a manner 
consistent with the provision~ ofSe~tiori III of the Schedule; 

. The provisions of the Section III of the Schedule are not applicable to the research 
under the Special:Pero{it and, therefore, .this r ·ecoinmendation violates the right of 

:- - ' . . : . . ' 

contracting Governments to exercise the provisions of Article VIII. 

In this regard, . the other Resolution adopted in .1995 (IWC Resolution on Whaling 
Under Speci~l Pe~mit in·Sanctuaries: Res~lution 1995-8) also has exa~tiy the same 
problem. 

3 
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146. Government of Japan, “The 1996/97 Research Plan for the Japanese Whale Research 
Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic”, SC/48/SH3 (1996)

SC/48/SH3 
Strictly confidential until after the discussion of the Scientific Committee of the 48th rwc 

The 1996!97 Research Plan for the Japanese Whale Research 
Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic 

I. lntroduction 

Government of Japan 
April 1996 

CONTENTS 

ll. Objectives of the research 
l!L Number, sex, size and stock of minke whales to be taken 
lV. Research needs in the existing area 
V. Research needs in the expanded area 
VI. Possible effect on stock 
Vll. Opportunity for participation by foreign scientists 
VIII. Outline of 1996!97 Research 
lX. References 

I. INTRODUCITON 

The Japanese Whale Research Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA) has 
been conducted every year since the 1987/88 season in compliance with Article VIII of the 
lnternational Conventii>n for the Regulation of Wbaling. After two seasons of feasibility 
research in 1987/88 and 1988189, full-scale research started in the 1989/90 season 
(Government of Japan, 1989). 

JARPA is designed to repeat surveys in the Antarctic Areas lV and V in every alternate year 
during the sixteen year research period. "Estimat!on of biological paiametcrs of minke whale 
stock" .and "elucidation of the role of whales in the Antarctic ecosystem", which are the major 
objectives of JARPA, reasonably require a long-term continuous survey (Government of 
Japan, 1987). The statistical performance . of the estimation will improve as research is 
continued. 

Various research papers derived from JARP A have been annually reported to the IWC. ln 
1990 some of these contributed to the Comprehensive Assessment of the Southern 
Hemisphere Minke Whales carried out by the IWC Scientific Committee (IWC, 1991). ln the 
recent Scientific Committee reports, it was noted that "several members commended on the 
high quality of certain aspect of the work" {lWC, 1995), and that "Several members 
commented on the high quality of much of the work that had been presented over the years 
of this proposal" {!WC, 19.96) and also that "Other members believed that the proposal 
adequately fulfill the Commitiee's guidelines" (lWC, 1996). 

Since the beginning of the research, a number of practical modifications have been made on 
the research in response to the comments made by the S.cientific Committee. At the 1994 
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annual. meeting of the Scientific Committee, a comment was made that "age distribution 
samples does not represent age composition of the group of whales "; suggesting the 
possibility that the research area does not cover the entire stock. 

[t was concluded that conducting feasibility study on the identification of minkc whale stock 
adjacent to the existing research area is a good starting point to address this concern. In the 
1995!96 season, the conventional survey area was expanded to the west (into the eastern half 
of Area III) and sampling of 100 (+-10%) minke whales was planned in the new feasibility 
area (Government of Japan, 1995). The existing research in the Area IV has kept unchanged 
with a sample size of 300 ( +-10%) to maintain a long-teim consistency of survey in this 
area. 

. . 
·In the 1996/97 season, a similar adjustment to the conventional survey area will be made to 
encompass the western half of Area VI for a limited period as a feasibility study. The 
research in Area V will be maintained in order to achieve consistent data accumulation in 
this conventional survey area. 

II. OBJECTIVES OF JARPA 

The research has the following four objectives: 

(1) Elucidation of the stock structure of the Southern Hemisphere minke whales to 
improve the stock management 

(2) Estimation of biological parameters of the Southern Hemisphere minke whales to 
improve the stock management 

(3) Elucidation of the role of whales in the Antarctic marine ecosystem tluough whale 
feeding ecology 

(4) Elucidation of the effect of environmental changes on cetaceans 

The first three objectives are essentially as established by the Government of Japan when 
JARPA was initiall.y planned (Government of Japan, 1987). The last objective was added from 
the 1995!96 season in response to the three resolutions below (lWC, 1995c, 1995d): 

o Resolution on research on the environment and whale stocks (IWC 
Resolution 1994-13) · 

o Resolution on promotion of research related to conservation of large 
baleen whales in the Southern Oceans (IWC Resolution 1994-12) 

o Resolution on research on the environment and whale stocks (IWC 
Resolution 1995-10) 

UL NUMBER, SEX, SlZE AND SAMPLING AREA OF MlNK.E WHALES TO BE TAKEN 

ln Area V (130E - 170W), three hundred (300) ordinary form minke whales with 10% 
allowances ( +- 10%) will be sampled. ln order to obtain samples that can be comparable to 
the existing samples, the previous JARPA sampling method will be retained. The number of 

.;. SaJ11plcs within Area V will be kept unchanged in order to maintain the precision of various 

2 
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estimations. All samples will be collected randomly as in the previous research and no 
selection will be made in tenns of sex and length. 

Jp addition to this, and for only one or two research seasons at this stage, 100 animals 
( +-1 0%) of the ordinary-type minke whale will be sampled in the western part of Area VI 
(170W- 14SW). 

IV. RESEARCH NEEDS IN TilE EXI:STING AREA 

Detailed discussions regarding the research needs in the conventional JARPA survey areas 
in Areas IV and V has presented in the originaJ research proposal (Government of Japan, 
1987). The following are some up-to-date supplements on this topic. 

(1) Stock identification 

Information on stock identification is of fundamental importance to the efficient application 
of the RMP. Comprehensive information on stock structure will make possible the accurate 
establishment of smaU areas for the purpose of the RMP application. JARP A can collect the 
comprehensive informatiC?D on stock structure incorporating genetic morphology, 
n:torphometric, pollution accumulation and parasite infection for a multi factor analysis 
approach. 

(2) Biological parameters 

Estimation of biological parameters is important even after the initial application of the 
Revised Management Procedure (RMP). The RMP has been designed to be robust over a 
range of possible values of the maximum sustainable yield rate (MSYR). Refinement of this 
range for the Southern Hemisphere minke whale would allow even sounder management of 
the population under such a management procedu~e. 

Natural mortality rates and recruitment rates arc useful parameters for the estimation of the 
maximum sustainable yield rate (MSYR) which defines MSY. If a good estimate of MSYR 
can be obtained, more rational utilization and management of stocks under the RMP will be 
made possible. The JARPA surveys collect age data of whales which are vitally important for 
this purpose. Also, in general, the high value of age data for fisheries assessment is widely 
recognized for fisheries assessment throughout the world. 

ln addition, clarification of possible trends in age at maturity contributes to deepening 
understanding of species interactions in the Antarctic. (~<lito and Sakuramoto 1991). 

(3) Antarctic ecosystem (feeding ecology) 

Study on inter-species interactions with regard to habitat and prey species is an essential step 
for future multi-species management. The concept of multi-species management has drawn 
a worldwide attention at various recent meetings related to fisheries management. For 
example, the 95 States, meeting in December last year at the [ntcmational Conference on the 
Sustainable Contribution of Fisheries to Food Security, adopted the Kyoto Declaration and 

3 
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::~dertook to study the effectiveness of multi species management. In response to these new 
developments, JARPA will strengthen studies in this area. 

Feeding ecology studies on minke whales by analyzing stomach contents and blubber volume 
obtained through JARPA is expected to elucidate the role of minke whales in the Antarctic 
marine ecosystem. Main food of minke whales is Antarctic krill (Euphausia superba) in the 
seasonal pack-ice zone, while E.crystallorophias and nototheniid fish Pleuragramma 
antarcticum are partly substituting E.supcrba in the high-Antarctic Zone in the Ross Sea and 
Pryzc Bay. Changes in these prey availability and their possible effects on minkc whales arc 
expected to be detected by monitoring the feeding conditions and consequential fat storage 
of minke whales. 

Recently, changes in the Antarctic food web have been increasingly documented on a regional 
scale such as a recent dramatic increase of Adelie penguin population in the Ross Sea of 
Area V (Blackburn et al., 1991). Continuous study of stomach contents and blubber volume 
is, therefore, expected to make contributions for the elucidation of the interaction of minkc 
whales with other key factors (i.e. other top predators, prey species, and ocean environment) 
in the Antarctic food web. 

(4) Antarctic environment. 

lt is considered that, as a result of the establislunent of the Southern Ocean Sanctuary (IWC, 
1995c), needs for research on the ecosystem and the environment in this ocean region have 
increased further. Legal and scientific justifications arc quite far from sufficient for the 
establishment of Southern Ocean Sanctuary and the Government of Japan has iodged ihe 
objection pursuant to the provision of the Convention. In this respect, too, JARPA will further 
amplify its importance as a continuous monitoring tool toward a review of the sanctuary. 

At the Sanctuary Working Group in Norfolk Island in 1994, some delegations argued that "the 
RMP had not been fully evaluated with regard to environmental impacts". If this is the case, 
abiotic data on the environmental impacts along with biological data provided by JARPA can 
address the issue of environmental effects on the reproductive capability of whales and, thus, 
JARPA can make a major contribution toward the improved management and conservation 
of the whale resources. 

Recent JARPA results show that an organochlorine compound "polychlorinated biphenylcs 
(PCBs)" has been accumulated, although in smaU amount, in the Antarctic minkc whale, and 
shows an increasing trend annually (fanabc et al., 1995). This indicates that PCBs, released 
into the environment from countries in the Northern Hemisphere, have extended to the 
Antarctic via atmospheric movement, suggesting that environmental contamination is 
advancing on a global scale. It is necessary to take appropriate actions to ensure continuous 
monitoring through international cooperation. 

As pollutants arc accumulated in the whale body year by year, information not only on their 
accumulation level but also on the age of individual animals will become useful to understand 
the trend of the contamination. Effects of pOllutants on the whale body will be mainly in the 
form of cancer and metabolic disorder, the data on which can be obtained only through lethal 
researches. 

4 
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(5) Research needs on toothed whales 

Stomach contents of stranded animals (Sckiguchi et al., 1992) have shown that beaked whales 
are in a higher trophic level than baleen whales. The estimated abundance of the beaked 
whales, most of which arc Southern bottlenose whales, is at least several hundred thousand 
animals (Ohsumi et al., 1994). This indicates beaked whales play an important role in the 
Antarctic ecosystem. To strengthen the ecological and environmental objectives of JARPA, 
the potential usefulness on analyzing beaked whales will be examined. 

The initial research will be feasibility studies to examine the practicality of obtaining samples 
of Southern bottlenose whales (as this has not been attempted) and very limited number of 
research sampling will be planned (though not immediately, i.e. DOt in 1996/97) in a manner 
which ensures that the catch are well spread over the entire research area. 

These initial samples will allow analyses on morphology, sex, age (if possible), reproductive 
status, stomach contents, and pollutants. After examining the results of this feasibility study, 
further studies to elucidate Antarctic ecosystem and environment will be planned. 

V. RESEARCH NEEDS I:N TilE EXPANDED AREA 

(1) Objective 

The main objective of the expansion is a feasibility study to further elucidate stock identity, 
strucrure, and distribution cf mL,Xe whales. 

Although IWC had used six areas for management of baleen whales (except Bryde's whale) 
in the Southern Hemisphere, it has been suggested that different stock migrates into these 
areas during the austral summer season (IWC, 1991). A large scale mtDNA survey that used 
minke whale samples taken by JARPA in Area IV and V, has demonst:Iated that the stock 
structure of minke whales in the Antarctic is more complex than was. thought initially, and 
involves both spatial and temporal components. Based on the results of the mtDNA analysis, 
Pastene ct. al.(l995) hypothesized that a large group ("core stock") migrate into Area V and 
eastern part of Area [V in most of the years, and that a different group ("western stockn), 

i probably originating from Area III, is distributed in the western part of Area IV during the 
early period of the feeding season. 

Also, analyses of poUutant using past commercial samples from Antarctic Areas IV, V, and 
VI suggested some level of variations of PCB and DDE concentration (nglg wet wt.) in 
Soutbem Hemisphere minke whal=s at different localities (fatekawa ct. al., 1990). 

ln addition, the examination of age composition of min.ke whales in the Ross Sea has shown 
a lack of young individuals (Fujise and Kishino, 1994). A possibility is that the young 
component of the population is distributed in offshore area of the eastern part of Area V 

and/or in Area VI. 

ln the 1995/96 season, research catches were made in the eastern part o.f Area lil in order to 
compare the mtDNA of these whales with those of the "western" and "core" stocks and to 
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corroborate results of mtDNA analysis using other approaches (morphometric, poUutants, etc). 

ln the 1996/97 season, the eastward expansion of the "core stock"· will be examined. For this 
purpose, efforts will be made to sample animals from offshore areas of the eastern part of 
Area V (where past whale sample size still small) and from the western part of Area VI. A 
total of 100 animals ( +/-10%) will be taken in the latter sector. 

(2) Discussion on the proposed sample size 

With regard the genetic approach, Pastene and Kishino (in prep.) estimated that a sample size 
of approaching 200 individuals is necessary to detect significant differences in mtDNA 
between putative stocks of Antarctic minke whale with a Type I error 5% and a Type II error 
25%. The simulation study was based in the degree of difference between the hypothesized 
"western" and "core" stocks in Area IV and V, as determined using RFLP analysis. 

The decision to sample 100 whales from the western part of Area VI is based on the 
presumption that this sample size should be sufficient to detect a difference between the "core 
stock" and a possible separate stock in !he east. If the genetic difference between these two 
is somewhat larger than that between the two stocks found in the west, a sample size smaUcr 
than 200 would be sufficient. If, however, the 100 samples proves too small to detect a 
genetic difference, a larger overall sample size will be needed. ln this case, a further scientific 
take from Area VI will be scheduled in a later year. 

Pollution analysis, which is another subject of study for stock identity, reasonably requires 
20-30 samples from each sex of a single population group for statistical evaluations such as 
analysis on pollutant accumulation by age. Since two age groups arc to be analyzed by sex, 
80-120 samples are necessary. 

Also, sample size of 100 is expected to provide a reasonable amount of information on age 
distributions. Analysis of the past JARPA data suggests that migration patterns are related to 
·age and, therefore, age data is useful to comprehend a stock distribution or age specific 
segregation. 

(3) Applicability of non-lethal methods 

Although samples for DNA analysis can be collected through biopsy, lclhal means is 
necessary iri this proposed survey. As was mentioned above, stock identification should be 
investigated using a multi-factor analysis approach, and most of these factors require lethal 
methods. 

Comprehensive information for stock analysis using multi-factors cannot be obtained by 
non- lethal research methods such as biopsy sampling. A in depth study on stock identity 
requires combined results of DNA analysis, allozymc analysis, morphometric analysis, age 
dependent pollution analysis, parasite analysis, and sexual/age segregation analysis. Many of 
such analyses usc internal organs which cannot be collected by any of the existing non-lethal 
methods. 

The analyses of samples from this expanded research area also include comparison with 
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existing samples from Areas rv and V by JARPA. In depth comparison can be achieved when 
the same level of information is collected in the new research area. Apan from the mtDNA 
analysis other methods are being used to examine material already collected from Area IV 
~~ . 

Also, research can be undertaken more efficiently in many lethal methods than non-lethal 
methods. Collecting 100 samples from biopsy alone in one season would be almost 
impossible. Past JARPA cruises attempted to collect biopsy samples, and proved that biopsy 
attempts in the rough sea condition in the Antarctic have markedly low success rate (Fujise 
et. al., 1995). 

(4) Availability of existing samples in Area VI 

Past samples, which were collected through commercial whaling in the Area VI, do exist. 
However, these samples arc limited to whales from the pack ice edge, and so do not represent 
population components which do not migrate so far south. 

) The accumulation level of pollutants, such as heavy metals and PCBs which are a valuable 
indicator for stock identification, changes year by years. Materials in the same or near-by 
years arc most appropriate to assure reliable comparisons. 

In addition, the age data from the commercial samples are biased due to the selective nature 
of the operation and, therefore, are not suitable for in depth analysis of stock structure such 
as segregation by age. 

It is concluded that these past samples are not sufficient to establish stock distribution and its 
structure due to the limited geographical range of the past commercial sampling sites. 

VI. POSSffiLE EFFECT ON TilE STOCK 

ln the comprehensive assessment of the Southern Hemisphere m.inkc whales at the 42nd 
meeting of the IWC Scientific Committee, the rninke whale abundance was estimated at 
294,610 for Area V and 106,901 for Area VI (IWC, 1991:p.59). The precision estimates for 

l these Areas yield lower 5% confidence limits of 236,560 for Area V and 68,349 for Area VI. 

If the standard "Hitter- Fitter" population model is applied to Area V, the current mature 
female population is estimated to be over 90% of its size before commercial harvesting 
started, even under the extremely conservative assumptions of MSYR=l% for the mature 
component of the stock and abundance equal to the lower 5% confidence limit obtained from 
the sighting survey. The mature females in Area Vl are also found to be over 90% of their 
initial size under these assumptions. 

The scientific program of research plans a catch of 300 whales every second year in Area V, 
and calculations have also allowed for catches of 100 whales from Area VI in both 1996/97 
and 1998/99. Results from Hitter- Fitter show that for both Areas, under the catches planned 
the mature female component of the stock will be larger at the end of the research program 
in 2003 than at present (Butterworth, 1996). It is concluded therefore that such catches will 
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have no adverse effect on the stocks concerned. 

VII. OPPORTUNITY FOR PARTICIPATION BY FOREIGN SCIENTISTS 

This is the same as in the previous research programs (participation is welcomed under the 
conditions prepared by the Government of Japan). 

Vlll. OUTLlNE OF 1996!97 RESEARCH 

(1) Number of research vessels 
One research factory ship, 3 sighting/sampling vessels, and 1 dedicated sighting vessel 

(2) Research period 
From November 1996 to April 1997 

(3) Research area 
The area from 130 degree East and 145 degree West (entire Area V and western part 
of Area VI of the Antarctic), the area south of 60 degree South. 

(4) Sighting method 
The method of sighting survey is the same as in the past years. As last year, one 
dedicated sighting vessel and three sighting-sampling vessels will be used. 

(5) Sampling method 
As in the sampling method employed to date, one whale is selected randomly from 
a group of ordinary rninke whale which sighting-sampling vessel finds and the 
representativeness of samples is ensured. 
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147. Burke W T, “The Legal Invalidity of the IWC Designation of the Southern Ocean 
Sanctuary”, IWC/50/27 (1998)

IWC/50127 

Item. 13 

The Legal Invalidity of the IWC Designation of the Southern Ocean 
Sanctuary 

Submitted by Japan 

Japanese delegation endorses the attached paper by Prof. 

William T. Burke of University of Washington, USA, titled "The 

Legal Invalidity of the IWC Designation of the Southern Ocean 
Sanctuary'" with a 3 page executive summary. 

This paper summarizes previously presented arguments and 

~siders two additional aspects: a critique of new arguments in a 
paper published after the 49e• Meeting in 1-!onaco, which position is 

to support the IWC decision to establish the Southern Ocean 
Sanctuary in 1994: duties of the IWC and its member states related 

to the settlement of disputes under the ICRW and its 
interpretation, given the situation that UNCLOS procedures have 

already come into force. 

The Government of Japan has drawn the Commissioners' attention 
to this issue and has contributed three papers and or.e summary 

.document tabled at the last three IWC Annual Meetings. It is our 
strongly held view that the Commission already has sufficient 
documentation and analyses on the issue to enter substantial 

discussion, and that whether the rwc considers this issue sincerely 
1 in good faith or fails to do so is the measure of its 

credibility as an international organization based on a formal 

agreement among governments. 
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EXECUTIVE SUL\'L"\IARY 

The Legal Invalidity of the IWC Designation of the Southern Ocean Sanctuary 

Earlier memoranda tabled by Japan establish that the SOS decision ..,iolated Article V(2) 

of the ICR W in several ways, as follows: it conflicts directly with the objectives and purposes 

of the ICRW as established in the preambular clauses thereof; it is unnecessary to carry out the 

treaty purposes; it does not provide for optimum utilization of whale resources; it is not 

supported by scientific findings; and it fai ls to give consideration to the consumers of whale 

products or to the whaling industry. Valid decisions of the Commission must satisfy these 

requirements. For these several reasons, which have never been adequately discussed by the 

Commission or its members, the decision to establish the SOS is ultra vires. 

This memorandum considers some new arguments published recently to support an 

earlier opinion that the Southern Ocean Sanctuary decision did not violate the ICRW. In light 

of this renewed effort to defend this decisiori, it is useful to reemphasize the reasons this decision 

is ultra vires and to respond briefly to the new arguments. It also requires notice that the coming 

into force ofthe United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) now provides a 

dispute settlement procedure agreed to by nearly all parties to the ICRW. With the availability 

of this procedure, it is now even more evident than before that it is unacceptable that the 

International Whaling Commission (IWC) continues to affirm that it is the sole judge of the 

validity of its acts. 

Prominent in the new arguments are a number of concepts and principles of recent origin 

that are said to be pertinent to the ICR W. The main contention is that these new concepts and 

principles - - virtually none being found in binding international agreements as opposed to 

nonbinding declarations, statements of principles, action plans, other types of nonbinding 

instruments, and unratified agreements- - allegedly justify a new interpretation of the term 

"conservation". Under this new interpretation, the IWC would be allowed to prohibit any 

commercial whaling and to establish sanctuaries without regard either to the original 

understanding recorded in the ICRW or even to the new interpretation of the ICRW itself. 

Despite the inability of the parties to the ICRW to agree on a common interpretation of 

the ICRW, it is argued that the new concepts and principles found in other documents require 

that some of the parties be burdened with new interpretations of key terms in the ICR W that 

entail imposing entirely new understandings than those originally agreed. No international law 
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principle is cited to support this view. There is no such principle. Instead, the applicable 

principles of international law affirm that the instrument cannot be changed in its objectives and 

purposes simply by interpretation but must be amended by the Parties. The International Whaling 

Commissioners have no authority to adopt amendments to the treaty even if they seek directly 

to do so. It goes without saying that they cannot do so by subterfuge, as they have attempted in 

adopting the Southern Ocean Sanctuary. 

The Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties is advanced as reflecting customary 

international law on treaty interpretation which is applicable to the ICRW. But none of the 

Vienna principles can be cited to justify an interpretation supporting the decision on the 

Antarctic sanctuary based on events occuning decades after the original agreement. None of the 

Vienna principles support the use of subsequent developments derived from other agreements 

between States not party to the ICRW (or from nonbinding agreements, or vaguely worded 

action plans for other activities, or agreements not in force benveen any group of states) to alter 

the meaning of an agreement about which its members disagree. Most importantly, in their 

application to the lCRW none of the Vienna principles can be used to negate the purpose of the 

ICRW. 

The final point in the new memoranda concerns the effect of the coming into force of 

UNCLOS. The availability of its dispute settlement provisions (which e:'\""tend specifically to 

disputes over the interpretation or application of other international agreements such as the 

ICRW) raises a serious question about the Commission's response to the Japanese objection to 

the validity of the SOS decision. The Commission has refused to consider this objection on its 

merits - in its discussion at the 1996 meeting, members simply reiterated that the fact that the 

IWC made the decision was enough to show that it was correct Given that a dispute settlement 

procedure is now available on which 34 members of the rwc are fonnally agreed, it is no longer 

appropriate for the Commission to be the sole judge of the validity of its own actions. The 

absence of a dispute settlement provision in the ICR W should not longer be considered 

justification for refusal to seek external review ofiWC competence under the ICRW. 

In sum, the Commission's actions violate its own agreement and also the international 

law applicable to the response to the charge that it has exceeded its powers. Members of the 

Commission are independently responsible for violations of their treaty obligations, which is an 

additional violation of international law independent of the treatv itself . . 
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The Legal Invalidity of the IWC Designation of the Southern Ocean Sanctuary 

William T. Burke, University of Washington, Seattle, Washington. 

Since its adoption by the International Whaling Commission (I\YC) in 199-t. the 

designation of the Southern Ocean Sanctuary (SOS) has attracted a number of legal 

comments. most of them critical. 1 Earlier memoranda tabled by Japan contend that the 

SOS decision violated Article V(2) of the International Convention for the Regulation of 

Whaling in several ways, as follows: it directly conflicts with the objectives and 

purposes of the ICRW as established in the preambular clauses thereof . it is 

unnecessary to carry out the treaty'spurposes; it does not provide for the optimum 

utilization of whale resources; it is not supported by scientific .findings: and it wholly 

neglects consideration for the consumers of whale products or for the whaling industry. 

Valid decisions of the IWC must satisfy these requirements. For these several reasons, 

which have never been adequately addressed by the Commission or its members, the 

decision to establish the SOS is ultra vires. The challenge of ultra vires has also never 

been given serious consideration by the Commission as required by international law 

for international organizations. 

Seeking to defend the Sanctuary decision, a recent article repeats opinions first 

advanced in a memorandum on behalf of the United Kingdom in 1995 and offers new 

explanations for earlier conclusions.2 

In light of this renewt>d effort to support the I\VC decision on the SOS. and 

considering possible moves to expand the Southern Ocean Sanctuary to "inually all of 

the global ocean, as illustrated by the Irish proposal~. it is useful to reemphasize the 

reasons for finding that the ICRW was violated by the IWC and many of its members 

in the original SOS and to respond briefly to the recent arguments by Pro£ Birnie in 

1 See the compilation of views, almost all adverse to the SOS decision, expressed by 
Canadian, United States. and Japanese legal schola1-s who had not previously 
expressed an opinion on the legal issues pertaining to the SOS decision. Institute of 
Cetacean Research, The Sixth Annual Whaling Symposium (1996). 
2 P. Birnie, Are Twentieth Century Marine Conservation Conventions Adaptable to 
Twenty-first Century Goal and Principles?, 12 Int'l J. Mar. & Coastal L. 307, 488 
(1997) (hereinafter cited as Birnie). 

3 The proposed compromise introduced by Ireland at the Monaco meeting provides for a 
sanctuary embracing the entire ocean outside a coastal area, probably the exclusive 
economic zone. The full text as it then existed is in Discussion Document for the 
Antigua Meeting Setting Out in Further Detail the Package of Measures for 
Conservation and Management of Whales Proposed by Ireland at the IWC Meeting in 
Monaco in September 1997. Australia is since reported to have announced another 
proposal to be tabled at the 50'h IWC meeting in Oman to establish a global sanctuary. 
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defense of the sanctuary decision. The fixst section below provides this renewed 

emphasis and a response to new arguments. 

The second and final section notes that the absence of a d.ispure settlement 

provision in the ICRW has been substantially remedied by the adoption and coming 

into force in 1994 of the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea 

(UNCLOS). 

The availability of this dispute settlement procedure, which is applicable to the 

ICRW as well as to individual states parties concerning disputes over l.7NCLOS, means 

that -the decisions of the IWC on interpretation of-the ICRW or of l.'NCLOS itself 

cannot be regarded as final and determinative when challenged as ultra vires. Impacts 

of IWC decisions on rights under UNCLOS are also subject to challenge using the 

UNCLOS treaty mechanisms. 

I. Principles violated bv the IWC in creatin~ the Southern Ocean Sancntarv 

The requirements of the International Convention for the Regulation of Whaling 

were not observed by the International \Vhaling Commission (IWC) in its decision to 

approve the Southern Ocean Sanctuary.~ prohibiting the commercial harvest of whales 

in that region irrespective of their abundance.3 Under the international law applicable 

to public international organizations, actions by the principal organ of such an 

organization which exceed the scope of its powers under its charter are invalid..6 

Accordingly, the fWC decision on the Southern Ocean Sanctuary is void. 

The question of the consequences of a invalid act by the principal organ of an 

international organization is complex. In this instance, the absence of authority to 

adopt the Sanctuary involves failure to comply with the absolute requirements for a 

valid action established in ICRW Article V(2) on the power of the organization and thus 

constitutes an essential defect of the action. Because the action suffers from an 

essential defect, and because the IYVC bas rejected any resort to third-party review of 

the validity of its actions, a member is entitled to consider the act void rather than 

voidable.7 It follows that states party to the ICRW are not obliged to comply with such 

a decision and need not necessarily file an objection to justify noncompliance. While 

the objection procedure applies to any actions of the IWC, and can be used to nullify 

4 See Para. 7(b) of the Schedule. 
~The IWC Scientific Committee has determined that the Antarctic minke whale 
population numbers 760,000. 

6 A.mersinghe, Principles ofinstitutional Law oflnternational Organizations 166-69 
(1996). 
; For examination of the content of an ultra vires act see id. at 179-186. 
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their effect. those which are in excess of power can be challenged directly and can be 

the basis of other action, including withdrawal from the agreement:" 

The ICRW provides for the amendment of the Schedule to the Convention in 

accordance with Article V. This proposition is not disputed. 9 The critical question is 

whether such action and amendment comply with the specific requirements 

established in Article V. In adopting the Southern Ocean Sanctuary, the Commission 

manifestly did not meet requirements that amendments shall (a) "be such as are 

necessary to carry out the objectives and purposes of the Convention and to provide for 

the conservation, development. and optimum utilization of the whale resources"; (b) . 

"be based on scientific findings"; and (d) "take into consideration the interests of the 

consumers of whale products and the whaling industry." The validity of this statement 

is demonstrated in the following sections. 

Failure to carry out the objectives and purooses of the ICRW 

The essential objective and purpose of the ICRW is to provide for the 

conservation of whales iri order to permit continued harvests, a goal now called 

sustainable harvesting and widely considered a highly desirable goal The deliberate 

adoption of an indefinite prohibition of all commercial whaling in the Sou them Ocean, 

irrespective of the known abundance of particular stocks, establishes beyond doubt 

that the aim is not conservation but simply the prohibition of harvest and that the 

decision is inconsistent with the purpose of the Convention: to conserve in order to 

assure sustainable harvesting. A sanctuary which simply prevents catching whales 

that can be taken without risk of depleting the stocks frustrates, rather than fulfills or 

seeks, the treaty's purpose. The Commission has no authority under Article V to take 

such an action. 

The new argument by Pro£ Birnie for the Sanctuary proceeds by contending that 

8 The challenge to the validity of the decision on the Southern Ocean Sanctuary has 
never been dealt with directly by the Commission. Instead of passing a resolution 
affirming its authority to designate the Sanctuary, after giving consideration to the 
contentions made by the challenger, which was the appropriate response to a challenge, 
the Commission simply discussed the matter and members affirmed that the decision 
to adopt the sanctuary was itself a decision for which the Commission had the 
necessary authority. The Commission itself did nothing. Amersinghe notes: "Clearly 
members of an organ have the right to challenge the power of the organ to make a 
decision because it is unconstitutional It is then that the organ will take the decision 
on the validity of its actions. There have been several instances of such challenges to 
organs with consequent decisions by the organs on the validity of their actions." I d. at 
174-75. 
9 Birnie at 490. 
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the basic purposes of the ICRW are t>vo-fold: conservation and the facilitation of the 

whaling industry. These are then characterized as entirely separate objectives. with 

the Commission free to give precedence to conservation without regard either to 

whether it is needed or whether it assists the whaling industry. But this convenient 

division of the treaty objectives distorts the fundamental mission and goal of the ICR\V 

which links conservation directly and immediately with the continuation of safe 

harvests of whales. 

Under the ICR\Y, whales are to be conserved because they are a resource to be 

used. For confirmation one need only look to the last paragraph of the Preamble of the 

ICRW where the nature of this relationship is quite clearly ident ified: "Having decided 

to conclude a convention to provide for the proper conservation of whale stocks and 

thus make possible the orderly development of the whaling industry." This summarizes 

the objective embedded in the several preceding paragraphs of the preamble and fully 

clarifies the intention of the parties. 

Defending the Sanctuary decision by separating "conservation" from safe 

harvesting reverses the purpose of the ICRW as intended by the parties. Instead of 

facilitating the accomplishment of the treaty puxpose of sustainable harvesting. the 

Commission adopts the Sanctuary to deny that purpose. 

A part of the rationale for advancing a newly discovered bifurcation in the 

ICRW's goal is to give highly expansive meaning to conservation which enormously 

restricts the rights of members to conduct the sustainable harvest of whales. In this 

view the concept of ~conservation" has allegedly become complicated by recent events 

outside the whaling context and, despite that this allegedly makes its interpretation 

more difficult, i t can be made the sole focus of the Commission. 10 Although it is not 

spelled out, the contention appears to be that because "conservation~ supposedly has 

some new facets now, its link to the whaling industry can legitimately be severed, 

despite clear and abundant evidence that the parties intended the Commission to 

10 The full flavor of the argument is best seen by reading the actual text: "The 
Convention thus had two main aims: conservation .an.d development of the whaling 
industry. This raises the question, in the context of its present membership, whether 
both aims must always be pursued or whether the IWC can decide to give precedence 
to conservation, particularly since development.'l in scientific and public awareness of 
the ecological complexities now involved in determining both the conservation status 
and measures required to restore and maintain stocks in equilibrium with their 
environment has increased the difficulties of interpreting such terms as 'conservation' 
and the 'optimum level' of whale stock.~ Birnie at 491. The argument appears to be 
that the less clear the reference of the concept employed, the more urgent its 
application. 
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regulate for the continuation of whaling. not its termination. 

Whales, in this line of reasoning. have a different standing and a different 

meaning than in the past and. therefore. their treatment can differ from that called for 

by the treaty. It should be no surprise. after these leaps of logic and common sense, 

that the feat of changing the treaty's major purpose is sought through interpretation, 

without amending the treaty. As is well known, except for changes in the Schedule the 

ICRW makes no provision for amendment of the treaty. Amendments in the guise of a 

disputed interpretation are clearly inconsistent with the convention. as well as with 

general principles of international law and the Vienna Convention on the Law of 

Tl:ea ties. 11 

Although "conservation" is said to be much more complicated than in the past, 

what it is supposed to mean is never made clear by Prof. Birnie, beyond prohibiting 

any use even of abundant stocks. Nor is there any explanation for why the ambiguity 

and generality that allegedly make it a different concept are a basis for accepting that 

its implementation should now be an entirely separate goal. Nor is it explained why 

giving priority to ~conservation" of stocks that are abundant must displace the 

objective of facilitating the whaling i.lldustry. If ~conservation" has drifted so far from 

its meaning in 1946 that the treaty now authorizes actions completely the reverse of 

those originally contemplated. the proper legal action is to seek amendment of the 

basic charter. 

The principal technique employed to justify radically changing the meaning of 

the ICRW without formal amendment as required is to invoke so-called liberal 

interpretation, which is equated with the principle of effectiveness. This recognized 

international law principle of interpretation is designed to promote fulfillment of a 

treaty's major purpose by i.nt:e.rpreting pro·1;i<>ions in ways that facilitate that purpose. 

Several cases decided by the International Court of Justice have so employed the 

principle. 

However, the overwhelming tenor of the Whaling Convention, and the concise 

summarization thereof in the short paragraph from the Preamble quoted above , make 

it incongruous to argue that the principle of effectiveness supports an interpretation of 

11 Article 39 and 40 of the Vienna Convention clearly assume that amendments are 
made by express agreements of the parties. Here the Commission is not authorized to 
act for the parties on this matter. Delegates to the International Whaling Commission 
have only the authority to act as delegates, not as the Parties themselves which have 
plenary authority to determine national policy on the basic treaty. In negotiating the 
ICRW in 1946, Commission members were not given the authority to amend the treaty 
itself, excepting only the Schedule. 
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the ICRW that legitimizes the choice of the Southern Ocean Sanctuary· as a means of 

reaching treaty objectives. The specific description of the Sanctuary makes this 

contention wholly implausible. 

The purpose of the Sanctuary is to protect whales "iJ.Tespective of the 

conservation status of baleen and toothed whale stocks in this Sanctuary, as may be 

from time to time determined by the Commission." 1 ~ Far from effectiveness in 

implementation of the treaty's purpose, the purpose of the Southern Ocean Sanctuary 

is to defeat the goal of allowing for sustainable whaling. To interpret the treaty to that 

end is to defeat the treaty's fundamental goal None of the ICJ cases cited for the use of 

the Piinciple of effectiveness are 1·elevant to interpretations which defeat the treaty's 

purpose. 

Furthermore, even if it were accepted that the ICRW aimed at whale 

conservation as a goal independent of whaling, such an interpretation hardly justifies 

a sanctuary which is specifically aimed at stocks which are not in need of conservation. 

The only definition of conservation served by the Antarctic sanctttary is complete 

prohibition of use. Such an interpretation makes a mockery of the treaty and, if 

adopted, would ultimately insure the demise of the IWC and cast doubt on the 

integrity of other international environmental law agreements. 

It bears emphasis here that even if the new and extensive notion of conservation 

were written into the whaling Convention, despite that this violates the Convention, 

and the whaling stocks in the Sanctuary met all the new requirements imposed by 

such a definition, the Sanctuary would still prohibit any harvest of the stocks involved. 

In other words, this argument is not only about the unauthorized introduction of a new 

concept of conservation, but whether complete prohibition of harvesting even when it 

satisfies all conservation measures or criteria is consistent with the charter of the 

ICRW. It is wholly obvious that such a prohibition violates the treaty. 

In the end, the purpose of the Sanctuary to displace the treaty's fundamental 

purpose of sustainable harvesting is obvious also from the redundancy of the 

Sanctuary, as noted hereafter. 

The sanctuary is unnecessary to carry out the treaty's purnoses 

Even if the sanctuary sought to carry out the treaty's purposes, it is obviously not 

necessary, for two reasons. The first is that the Commission already has in place a 

temporary zero limit on the commercial harvest of whales that applies in the Southern 

12 ICRW Schedule para. 7(b). 
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Ocean as well as elsewhere. The Commission's own guidelines13 for considering a 

sanctuary declare that a sanctuary should only be used when IWC regulations do not 

otherwise accomplish the end in view. 1-+ While the continuance of the blanket 

moratorium is itself inconsistent with the ICRW, so long as it remains applicable 

another decision to prohibit harvesting is unnecessary. 

The second reason is that if the moratorium were terminated, it would be 

because the Commission will have already approved, and will then be implementing, a 

Revised Management Procedure (RMP) that will satisfactorily protect all whale stocks 

in tr..e Southern Ocean. The R.\-IP, as is well known, is the product of several years of 

intensive inquiry. and creative scientific work by the Scientific Committee. In contrast 

to the scientifically deficient sanctuary proposal, which still lacked scientific support 

when it was hastily adopted by the Commission, members of the Scientific Committee 

declared that the R.J.viP "represented the culmination of several years of extensive 

development and had been tested against uncertainty with a rigor unparalleled in the 

management of any biological resource." 15 In light of the availability of such a carefully 

structured management procedure, the Southern Ocean Sanctuary can hardly be 

considered necessary in any normal sense of the word. For this reason too, the 

Commission action exceeded its powers and is void. 

Another argument now being made is that the Sanctuary is necessary for 

"conservation" when the latter is reinterpreted in light of a whole series of agreements, 

statements, declarations, nonbinding agreements, and binding agreements not yet in 

force.16 The status of the multitude of principles, concepts and doctriries which are 

mined from this melange of documents is unclear even when they are specified, 

including the precautionary approach and "common concern" which appear to be the 

main concepts. 17 

13 See Report of the Technical Working Group on Whale Sanctuaries, IWC Doc. 
IWC/34114 (1982). 
I-+ The Technical Working Group declared that "sanctuaries should be established to 
provide necessary and desirable protective measures which are not available to 
conserve whales under other regulatory measures of the Convention." Report, note 13 
above, at 4. 
15 43rd IWC Rep. 72 (1993). 
16 Birnie at 312-319. 

17 Pro£ Birnie quotes Sands [P. Sands, Principles ofinternational Environmental Law 
25-61 (1995)} as correctly observing that " ... though the practice of states and 
international organizations 'has given rise to a body of discrete principles which may 
be of general application, their legal status. their meaning and the consequences of 
their application in the particular case or activity remains open."'. 
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The problem with all this theorizing by citing a catalogue of principles which 

remain unexamined for their application in a particular context is that none of them 

authorize interpretations that actually amend a t1·eaty's fundamental purpose. It is not 

permissible to change the ICRW by interpretation from the aim of con...<>erving whales to 

enable safe harvesting to the goal of preventing any commercial harvest even when a 

stock is abundant and would yield a sustainable harvest. In particular. it is not 

permissible to change the definition of "conservation" to a definition that allows 

creation of a sanctuary to prevent any harvest of stocks that can yield a safe harvest. 

Such a transformation is especially unacceptable when the stocks would be harvested 

under rigorous conservation standards already approved for implementation. 

The Sanctuarv does not provide for optimum utilization 

Article V also requires that Schedule amendments must be necessary for 

optimum utilization of the whale resources. It is the fundamental purpose of the ICRW 

to provide a regulatory regime that facilitates sustainable harvests of whales. Since 

there are stocks of whales in the Southern Ocean that could sustain such a regulated 

harvest, the Commission's duty under the treaty was and is to determine a level of 

harvest that would be optimum under prevailing conditions. This app1·oach to 

achieving the basic goal of the ICRW is effectively abandoned when the Commission 

adopts a policy that forbids any take that would be sustainable and optimum under the 

ICRW. 

The new argument against the invalidity of the SOS seeks to persuade that 

optimum utilization is not an obstacle to the creation of the Sanctuary for the reason 

that "Clearly it is not possible, if stocks are depleted and thus closed to whaling for 

conservation purposes, simultaneously for them to be open to optimum utilization. "18 

Obviously this comment has no bearing on or relevance to the decision establishing the 

Southern Ocean Sanctuary. That decision was not adopted to deal with "depleted" 

stocks. The Schedule amendment specifically declares that is applies to all stocks 

irrespective of their conservation status. The aim of the Sanctuary is not the protection 

of depleted stocks, but the perpetuation of a ban on taking whales, a goal that is wholly 

foreign to the ICRW. 

Lack of scientific findings to support a sanctuary 

Nothing in the process of consideration of the Southern Ocean Sanctuary by the 

IWC provides evidence that the sanctuary decision was based on or informed by 

scientific findings, as required by Article V(2). The records of cl:i.scussion in the 

18 Birnie at 505. 
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Commission itseli in the Technical Committee. in the Scientific Committee, in the 

latter's subcommittee on Southern Hemisphere Baleen Whales, and in the Working 

Group on the Southern Ocean Sanctuary are in each and every instance devoid of 

scientific findings on which to base the establishing of a sanctuary. 

This conclusion is confirmed by the discussion and action in the Technical 

Committee in the final session on the sanctuary proposal The Technical Committee 

recommended that the Commission instruct the Scientific Committee to provide 

scientific advice on several issues noted in the report of the Working Group on the 

Southern Ocean Sanctuary. The Technical Committee's recommendation belies the 

suggestion that needed scientific findings had previously been made on the points 

identified. Such a recommendation would not have been needed if the requisite 

scientific findings had already been made. Even at this juncture, when the 

Committee's actions demonstrated the paucity of scientific support for the sanctuary, 

the proposed recommendation was amended to remove the condition that the advice be 

provided ~ full and final action by the Commission. The Scientific Committee 

after the fact did not produce the scientific advice thought necessary by the Working 

Group as referred to by the Technical Committee. Such after the fact production of 

scientific findings, if they actually e:cist, still would not constitute good faith 

compliance with the requirement of Article v~ 

No effort appears to have been made in the latest expression of opinion on the 

Sanctuary decision to defend its noncompliance with the requirement for scientific 

findings. All that is said is that the requirement is undefined in Article V. 19 But this is 

hardly a justification and overlooks entirely that the kind of needed scientific findings 

were specifically identified in relation to the SOS. The Working Group spelled out 

clearly what was needed to be provided for assessing this element required by Article V. 

The failure of the Commission, the absence of support from the Scienti.fi.c Committee, 

and the failure of the Technical Committee cannot be laid to ignorance of what 

scientific information was needed. 

Lack of consideration for consumers of whale products and the whalin~ industry 

A sanctuary proposal designed to prohibit the harvest of abundant whale stocks 

in a particular region cannot reasonably be said to have any consideration for 

consumers of whale product8 or of the whaling industry. That the IWC meeting reports 

and documents contain little if any mention of consumer or industry interests is 

sufficient evidence that the Com..mission failed to give due consideration to these 

19 Birnie at 505. 
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interests. 

The 1·ecent defense of the Sanctuary decision dismisses the consumer/whaling 

industry requirement as "probably of little significance given the virtual disappearance 

of industrial whaling.":;o Of course, nothing is said in the ICRW of the size of the 

whaling industry that might be engaged or affected by Commission decisions at a 

particular time, only that whatever the industry may be it is taken into consideration. 

While it is unlikely that a large whaling industry will engage in the foreseeable future, 

the Sanctuary certainly forecloses even any small commercial effort on the abundant 

minke stocks in the A.ntarctic. Whether or not this effort is or is not significant is not 

the criterion in Article V(2)(d). What is significant is that no consideration was given to 

any possible consumer or industry interest. 

Summary of Principles yiolated bv SOS decision 

The several reasons summarized in this statement amply justify the conclusion 

that the IWC action designating the Southern Ocean Sanctuary exceeded its powers 

and is void. 

The most recent commentary by Prof. Birnie mentions a large variety of 

principles and concepts, much of recent origin in a wide range of instruments that are 

said to be pertinent, but virtually none of this is directly discussed or applied to an 

analysis supporting the SOS decision.2 1 while it is asserted that certain principles or 

collections of principles are relevant, no effort is made actually to apply them to show 

how they would or might affect the Sanctuary choice. Reference is made to 

"instruments" that are not intended to be binding (such as the Rio DeClaration and 

Agenda 21) or to the FAO Code of Conduct or to "inchoate" documents or to agreements 

not in force, without spelling out what difference they make for particular issues, 

including the Sanctuary issue. The several pages of text on this issue are completely 

devoid of any analysis whatsoeverP It is left unexplained why the instruments 

mentioned and the principles they contain should change the interpretation of key 

provisions of the Whaling Convention pertinent to the Sanctuary decision. 

Nonetheless, it is insisted that the ICRW must "respond" to the "demands" of 

these future declaration, agreements, and "related instruments"~ even when, as is 

clearly by now evident, the parties are unable to agree to change their agreement to 

accommodate their differing views. Somehow, this inability to agree is now 

:!0 Birnie at 505. 

21 Birnie at 312-19. 
22 Birnie 510-14 comments directlv on the Southern Ocean Sanctuary decision. 
2:l Birnie at 308. -
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transformed into a reouirement that some of the parties be burdened with accepting 

interpretations of the ICRW that entail imposing entirely different understandings 

than those originally agreed. No international law principle is identified which 

supports this view. There are, however, principles which clearly reject such an effort to 

impose a . new agreement on a dissenting party. As explained in an earlier 

memorandum, the principles of ordinary meaning, subsequent conduct, conformity to 

objectives and purposes confirm both that the Sanctuary decision is inconsistent with 

the ICRW and that it amounts to amending the Convention by interpretation, an 

action which is invalid. 

The Vienna Convention on Treaties is advanced as reflecting the customary 

international law on treaty interpretation which is applicable to the ICRW. But none of 

these principles can be cited to justify an interpretation supporting the Antarctic 

sanctuary based on events occurring decades after the original agreement. In 

particular, none of the Vienna principles supports the use of subseqtlent developments 

derived from other agreements with other parties, or from nonbinding agreements, or 

from vaguely worded action plans, or from agreements not in force between any group 

of states, to alter the meaning of an agreement about which its members disagree. 

Most importantly, application of the Vienna principles does not support interpretations 

of the Convention which negate the purpose of the ICRW This is precisely what is 

attempted in this instance. 

II Djspute settlement under the ICRW and its interpretation 

It is well-known that the ICRW contains no provisions for settlement of disputes 

over its interpretation, including over disputes about the Commission's authority to 

act.2~ This fact has been seized upon to argue that a decision by the Commission to 

amend the Schedule must be considered final and determinative as an interpretation 

of the ICRW provisions on Schedule amendments. Prof. Birnie opines: "As the ICRW 

makes no provision for dispute settlement by independent means, the Commission's 

decision on the Sanctuary, taken through use of the normal voting procedures laid 

down in Article V, is determinative, and must be regarded as having taken account of 

2~ The irony of this situation should not go unnoticed. While the Commission is able to 
ignore its lack of authority to amend the treaty yet effectively accomplish that end 
through approval of Schedule amendments which have that effect, it is fully alert to 
the ICRW's absence of dispute settlement arrangements, despite that almost all of its 
members have accepted another agreement which provides for such a mechanism 
which can be made applicable to disputes about the interpretation or application of the 
ICRW. 
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all the relevant factors . guidelines and its own relevant practice in this field.":!3 

It does not follow from the lack of a clispute settlement provision in the ICR\V 

that a party to the l:l·eaty cannot challenge an IWC action on the ground that it is an 

excess of power. It also does not follow that because the Commission must in the first 

instance determine its authority to act that this must be taken as the final word on the 

matter.26 Obviously, a treaty organ such as the IWC cannot stop functioning every time 

a decision is challenged, but that does not preclude review of the basis of the challenge 

and subsequent decision about it, followed by external review. 

· A.s noted above, in this instance the Commission did not seek to make a separate 

decision on its authority to act. Commissioners stated that taking the initial decision to 

designate the Sanctuary was itself a decision on theil· authority to do so. What this 

means is that the Commission negated the challenge to its authority without 

consideration of the basis of the challenge. The notion that the principal organ of an 

international agency is wholly unrestrained in making such a decision is without 

support in internationallaw.27 

This conclusion is especially compelling in the present instance. Since its 

adoption the member States of the International Whaling Commission have joined 

with most other states in the world in negotiating an agreement (the LOS treaty now 

in force for 34 of the 39 IWC members) which not only provides for the rights and 

duties of states in exploitation and regulation of whales in the global ocean, but also 

specifically provides for resort to dispute settlement for diSputes arising out of other 

agreements dealing with such exploitation and regulation.2s While all the eligible 

parties to the ICRW joined in the negotiation of the United Nations C{)nvention on the 

Law of the Sea. a few have not yet accepted it. but not because of objections to the 

provisions on whaling. 

25 Opinion on the Legality of the Designation of the Southern Ocean \Vbale Sanctuary 
by the International Wnaling Commission., IWC/47/61. 
26 l'vfr. Amersinghe's comment is dixectly on point: "While the absence of compulsory 
judicial review may in general create problems, it does not entail the consequence that 
ultra vires acts cannot be committed by international orl$anizations or that there is no 
doctrine of ultra vires applicable to their act. The alternative to recognizing that their 
acts may be ultra vires and are controlled by carte blanche for their acts and exercise of 
powers which is unreasonable and contrary to the theory that their functions and 
powers derive from and are limited by constitutions." Am.ersinghe, note 3 above at 166. 
27 Amersinghe, note 3 above passim. 

28 Part XV of UNCLOS and Annex VI contain these provisions on compulsory dispute 
settlement. The ICRW is an agreement on a subject matter covered by the 1982 Law of 
the Sea treaty. 
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Accordingly. whatever may have been the arrangements under the original ICRW. 

most of the current membership has taken specific action (by accepting the UNCLOS) 

to make available a dispute settlement ru."l.·angement that is broad enough to include 

disputes arising under either the LOS treaty or the ICRW. Moreover, this dispute 

settlement provision is compulsory and binding for those disputes involving whaling 

on the high seas, which certainly includes the Southern Ocean Sanctuary. In light of 

these developments - which are not vague, non-binding statements or declarations 

with no relevance to whaling - it cannot plausibly be argued that the International 

Whaling Commission has no alternative but to be the judge in its own cause. 

It merits emphasis that parties to the ICRW agreed to the dispute settlement 

provisions of the LOS treaty long before any dispute arose over the I\YC'.s authority to 

designate the Southern Ocean Sanctuary. While the LOS treaty procedure cam~ into 

force only a few months after the Commission initially made the SOS decision in 1994, 

it was available when the Commission was later (in 1996) formally challenged on its 

authority to make the decision. 

In light of these considerations, the Commiss ion should revisit the issue of its 

authority to adopt the Southern Ocean Sanctuary. make an independent decision on 

that issue, and, upon request, agree to have that decision reviewed by an outside entity. 

Failure to do so could conceivably subject individual parties to the I CRW to claims of 

violation of the Law of the Sea treaty, which are independently subject to the 

compulsory and binding procedures in Part XV and Annex vl the agreement. 

Conclusion 

The previous sections of this memorandum re'viewed the several bases for the 

contention that the IWC decision on the SOS is ultra vires. It has also considered and 

rejected new arguments supporting the validity of the IWC decision. Prominent in the 

new arguments are a number of concepts and principles derived almost entirely from 

recent action by States (few of whom are parties to the ICRW) that either have no 

binding effect or are not in force and deal with other marine resources. They provide no 

basis for changing the meaning of the ICRW by interpretation. 

The intent in invoking new concepts and principles is to argue that the ICRW's 

purpose of conserving whales can be divorced from its concomitant and inextricably 

related purpose of providing for the consumers of whale products and the whaling 

industry. But the new notion of ~conservation~ sheds no light on the IWC's authority or 

lack of authority to adopt the Southern Ocean Sanctuary. This is because the Schedule 

amendment prohibits all catch of whales in the Sanctuary ~irrespective ofcooseryation 

~." Obviou.sly the prohibition has absolutely nothing to do with conservation no 
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matter how the latter is defined. 

It must therefore be completely e"ident that in adopting the SOS. the IWC had 

no intent to "coooerve" whales. however this might be done. The Schedule amendment 

says this does not even matter. 

Although the Commission thus explicitly provides evidence of its disregard for its 

own charter, this memorandum also recapitulates that the decision also violates 

Article V(2) in several different respects and is therefore invalid. 

Finally, the Commission has also failed its international law duty to respond to 

the charge that it has exceeded it:.5 authmity under the ICRW when it adopted the SOS. 

The Commission has not, in fact, even properly addressed the challenge to its 

authority as required by the international law applicable to an international 

organization. Iootead some Commission members stated that of course the IWC acted 

properly, citing its original decu!ion to adopt the SOS. That is not enough. The 

Com.m.ission's obligation under international law is to consider the challenge to the 

validity of its actions and decide as a separate matter that it has or has not this 

authority, after considering the bases for the challenge. Not least in such consideration, 

the Commission needs to explain how it is consistent with its basic charter to prohibit 

all whaling when it serves no conservation purpose, which is what it has decided in 

adopting Para. I (b) of it:.5 Schedule. 

In sum, the Commission's actions violate its own agreement and also the 

international law applic.able to the charge that it has exceeded its powers. Members of 

the Commission are also independently responsible for violations of their treaty 

obligatiooo, which is an additional violation of international law, independent of the 

treaty itself. 
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148. Act for Establishment of the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (1999, 
as amended 15 June 2011), Article 37

(Translated fiom the original Japanese text for this Annex) 

Act for Establishment of the Ministiy of Agriculture, Forestly and Fisheries (excerpt) 

(Act No.98 of July 16. 1999) 

Latest Amendment: Act No.65 of Jtme 15. 2011 

(Mission) 

A.t1icle 37 The Mission of the Fisheries Agency shall be to ensure the proper conservation 

and management of fisheries resources. securing of the stable supply of fisheries products. 

development of the fishing industiy and the enhancement of the welfure of fishen11en . 
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149. Government of Japan, “Japan: Notification regarding the submission made by 
Australia to the Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf”, SC/05/039 
(2005)

05/20 

HEAt>f)V ARTf,RS • 5 16 0 6 r-' £W YORK. N\' 100 11 

1'£L.: I ~l l l ) !)6J. I:!H • FAX : I (lll) <:11;.). 41:17'> 

K I I• I IU. NCI. : CLCS. 03. 2004. LOS/JPN 4 February 2005 

United Nations Con••ention on the Law of the Sea 
concluded at Montego Bay, Jamaica 

on 10 December 1982 

Japan: Notification regarding the submission made by Australia to the 
Commission on the Limits of the Cominental Shelf 

The Secretary-General of the United Nations communicates the 
following: 

On 25 January 2005, the Secretary-General received from the 
Penn anent Representative of Japan to the United Nations a note dated 
19 January 2005, referring to the submission to the Commission on the 
Limits of the Continental Shelf, made by Australia on 15 November 2004, 
pursuant to article 76, paragraph 8, of the Convention. 

The text of the note is attached for infonnation. 

y.J. 
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SC/05/039 

PER1'1AN£Ni.' MISSION OF J,\PAN 

'l"O THE UNn .. ED N ATION S 

Nsw YonK 

The Permanent Representative of Japan to the United Nations presents his compliments to the 
Secretary-General of the United Nations and, with reference to the circula~ CLCS.03.2004.LOS 
(Continental Shelf Notification) dated IS November 2004, conceming the receipt of the submission made 
by Australi a to the Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf (hereinafter referred to as "the 
Commission"), has the honour to express the position of the Government of Japan with regard to the 
submission made by Australia relating to the seabed and subsoil of the submarine areas adjacent to the 
continent of Australia. and re(jjuests that this note verbale be circulated to the members of the Commission 
and Member States of the United Nations, be posted on the web site of the Divisions for Ocean Affairs 
and the Law of the Sea (DOALOS) of the Secretariat of the United Nations, and be made available to the 
Member States and the Commission. 

Japan confirms the importance of keeping harmony between the Antarctic Treaty and the United 
Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea and thereby ensuring the continuing peaceful cooperation. 
security and stability in the Antarctic area. 

Recalling Article IV of the Antarctic Treaty, Japan docs not recognize any State's right of or 
claims to territorial sovereignty in the Antarctic, and consequently does not recognize any State's rights 
over or claims to the water, seabed and subsoi l of the submarine areas adjacent to the continent of 
Antarctica. 

From this standpoint, Japan stresses tbat the balance of rights and obligations in the Antarctic 
Treaty should not be affected in any way in handling the infonnatton on the limits of the continental shelf, 
submitted by Australia to the Commission. 

Japan requests the Commission not to take any action on the portion of Australia's submission 
relating to the seabed and subsoil of the submari:ne areas adjacent to the continent of Antarctica. 

The Permanent Representative of Japan to the United Nations avai ls bims.elf of this opportunity 
to renew to the Secretary-General of the United Nations the assur<UJces of his highest consideration. 

19 January 2005 ? 
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Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) - 
Monitoring of the Antarctic Ecosystem and Development of 
New Management Objectives for Whale Resources 

 

GOVERNMENT OF JAPAN 

ABSTRACT 

The Japanese Whale Research Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA) was 
conducted between 1987/88 and 2004/05 austral summer seasons, under Article VIII of the 
International Convention for the Regulation of Whaling. The IWC Scientific Committee conducted 
an interim review of JARPA results in 1997. In January 2005, a JARPA review meeting called by the 
Government of Japan was held.  

JARPA provided a wide variety of information on biological parameters of the Antarctic minke 
whale such as the natural mortality coefficient and changes over time in the age at maturity as well 
as narrowing down the parameters of relevance for sock management. JARPA also elucidated that 
there are two stocks in the research area but their geographical boundaries are different from those 
used by the IWC. Further, JARPA found that pollutant concentration in whale tissues, such as heavy 
metals and PCBs, was extremely low. JARPA has thus successfully obtained data related to the 
initially proposed objectives. The review meeting conducted in January 2005 agreed that results from 
JARPA are consistent with the behaviour to be expected of baleen whale populations competing for 
a dominant single food resource, krill. The meeting also agreed that the results obtained provide clear 
support for the need to take species-interaction (ecosystem) effects into account in understanding the 
dynamics of the baleen whale species in the Antarctic ecosystem, and predicting future trends in 
their abundance and population structure.  

Based on these considerations, the Government of Japan will launch a new comprehensive study 
under the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under Special Permit in the 
Antarctic (JARPA II), combining lethal and non-lethal methods, starting from the 2005/06 austral 
summer season. The first two seasons (2005/06 and 2006/07) will be dedicated to feasibility studies. 
The practicability and appropriateness of sighting methods in the enlarged area and sampling 
procedures given the increased sample size and additional species will be examined. Methods for 
catching, flensing and taking biological measurements of large body-sized whales will be tested. The 
full-scale JARPA II will start from the 2007/08 season. It will be a long-term research program with 
the following objectives 1) Monitoring of the Antarctic ecosystem, 2) Modelling competition among 
whale species and developing future management objectives, 3) Elucidation of temporal and spatial 
changes in stock structure and 4) Improving the management procedure for the Antarctic minke 
whale stocks. JARPA II will focus on Antarctic minke, humpback and fin whales and possibly other 
species in the Antarctic ecosystem that are major predators of Antarctic krill. Annual sample sizes 
for the full-scale research (lethal sampling) are 850 (with 10% of allowance) Antarctic minke whales 
(Eastern Indian Ocean and Western South Pacific Stocks), 50 humpback whales (D and E-Stocks) 
and 50 fin whales (Indian Ocean and the Western South Pacific Stocks). During the feasibility study, 
a maximum annual sample size of 850+-10% Antarctic minke whales will be sampled. A maximum 
of ten fin whales will be sampled in each season. Humpback whales will not be taken during the 
feasibility study. 

The research methods for the JARPA II are basically the same as the previous JARPA with some 
modifications. The program involves both non-lethal research techniques such as sighting surveys, 
biopsy sampling, acoustic surveys for prey species and the collection of oceanographic data as well 

150. Government of Japan, “Plan for the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research 
Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) – Monitoring of the 
Antarctic Ecosystem and Development of New Management Objectives for Whale 
Resources”, SC/57/O1 (2005)
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as lethal sampling since collection of certain information, of vital importance to the overall study, 
requires examination of internal organs such as ovaries, earplugs and stomachs.  

A comprehensive review will be conducted following completion of the first 6 years of the research. 
Cruise reports will be submitted annually to the IWC/SC. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In 1982, the IWC adopted the moratorium on commercial whaling on the grounds of insufficient scientific 
knowledge concerning whales.  The Government of Japan lodged an objection, but withdrew it in 1985, and 
the 1986/87 whaling season marked the last commercial operation in the Antarctic by Japan.  Thereafter, all 
commercial whaling in the Antarctic has been suspended to this day. 

In order to resolve the scientific uncertainties and pave the way for the resumption of sustainable whaling, 
Japan started a research program, the Japanese Whale Research Program under Special Permit in the 
Antarctic (JARPA), under Article VIII of the International Convention for the Regulation of Whaling. The 
main purpose was to elucidate biological parameters of Antarctic minke whales (GOJ, 1987).  The program 
was launched in the 1987/88 austral summer season as a two-year feasibility study (1987/88 and 1988/89 
seasons). The full program started in the 1989/90 season and it was a long-term program over eighteen years, 
including the two years of feasibility studies.  Since all commercial whaling had been suspended in the 
Antarctic, the world's largest source of whale resources, JARPA was in effect the only comprehensive 
research program that provided a time series of useful biological and ecological information for the 
management of whale stocks in the Antarctic. 

The IWC Scientific Committee conducted an interim review of JARPA results in 1997 (IWC, 1998).  It was 
agreed that information from JARPA has the potential to improve the management of Antarctic minke 
whales. 

In January 2005, a review meeting of JARPA was hosted by Japan, in which scientists from various 
countries participated. JARPA provided a wide variety of information on biological parameters such as the 
natural mortality coefficient and changes over time in the age at maturity as well as narrowing down the 
parameters of relevance for stock management.  The program had also elucidated that there are two stocks in 
the research area but the geographical boundaries between these stocks are different from those used by the 
IWC to manage baleen whale species in the Antarctic.  Further, JARPA found that pollutant concentration in 
whale tissues, such as heavy metals and PCBs, was extremely low.  JARPA has thus successfully obtained 
data related to the initially proposed objectives. It is considered that the results will greatly contribute to the 
rational management of the Antarctic minke whale stocks. 

The effect of worldwide climate changes, including global warming, is becoming apparent in the Antarctic 
Ocean.  Elucidating the impacts of these changes requires monitoring of the Antarctic marine ecosystem. 

The results of the JARPA sighting surveys indicate a rapid recovery of the once depleted humpback and fin 
whales, while the increasing trend in abundance of Antarctic minke whales, that had been indicated after 
other larger baleen whales were substantially decreased due to past over hunting, has been halted. These 
results suggest the possibility that the composition of baleen whales in the Antarctic is starting to undergo a 
major shift at the present time. 

Against the backdrop of these changes in the Antarctic ecosystem, the Government of Japan will launch a 
new comprehensive study under the Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under Special 
Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II), combining lethal and non-lethal methods, starting from the 2005/06 
austral summer season.  The first two seasons (2005/06 and 2006/07) will be dedicated to feasibility studies. 
The full-scale JARPA II will start from the 2007/08 season. It is expected to be a long-term research program 
focused on Antarctic minke, humpback and fin whales, crabeater seals, and possibly other species in the 
Antarctic ecosystem that are major predators of Antarctic krill (Euphausia superba).  JARPA II intends to 
monitor the quantitative and qualitative changes of important species of whales, pinnipeds and possibly sea 
birds, and the environmental factors surrounding them. The goal is to construct a competition model among 
whale species based on the data obtained. JARPA II thus aims to contribute to the establishment of a new 
and improved management system for whales based on the ecosystem approach. 

Initially, there were as many as 200,000 blue whales in the Antarctic, but their number was greatly reduced 
by over-hunting, and their take was banned in 1964.  After forty years, however, they still number less than 
2,000 and are far from reasonably recovered (Branch et al., 2004).  Certainly the humpback and possibly also 
the fin whales, on the other hand, although they too had been greatly reduced in number and their take also 
subsequently banned, have made appreciable recoveries in recent years.  In Area IV of the Antarctic Ocean, 
there have been as many sightings of the humpback as of the Antarctic minke whales (Ishikawa et al., 2004). 
We should consider a management scheme that will provide for the recovery of blue whales. 
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In 1992, the Revised Management Procedure (RMP) was completed by the Scientific Committee. It was 
adopted by the IWC in 1994 as the procedure to be used in future commercial whaling (IWC, 1995). 
However with the exception of whaling operations carried out by Norway, which has lodged an objection to 
the commercial whaling moratorium, it has not been implemented after twelve years since its completion. 
Some aspects of the RMP require improvements because it has become clear during the twelve years that the 
current formulation of the RMP could make the implementation process almost unworkable.  In JARPA II, 
better estimates of the Maximum Sustainable Yield rate (MSYR), which is an important parameter for 
improving the RMP, will be obtained. Also new definitions of the management areas based on stock 
information will be developed. This information is important for the improvement of the RMP and its 
implementation. 

The Government of Norway intends to develop a management procedure based on the ecosystem approach 
in an effort to control the size of marine mammal populations given their impact on fishery resources 
(Ministry of Fisheries, 2004). The U.S. government implements a fishery management scheme in the Bering 
Sea and the Gulf of Alaska that takes into consideration the securing of prey for marine mammals (North 
Pacific Fishery Management Council, 2003).  Japan also has been active in multi-species management 
through the implementation of the Japanese Whale Research Program under Special Permit in the North 
Pacific, Phase II (JARPN II), and is working to develop a more accurate management system for fishery 
resources using data obtained from JARPN II. 

Looking to the future, the IWC will need to consider a multi-species management approach in the Antarctic 
Ocean, which has the world's largest whale resources, for the conservation and sustainable use of these 
resources. Multi-species management also should allow for the recovery of depleted whale species. JARPA 
II should make great contributions towards this goal. 

II. RESEARCH BACKGROUND 

1. Outline of JARPA results 
As mentioned earlier, JARPA was launched in the austral summer season of 1987/88.  The Antarctic minke 
whale was the only whale species that was still commercially harvested immediately prior to that time, but 
the uncertainties of the biological parameters used in the 1980s to calculate catch quotas under the New 
Management Procedure (NMP) were the target of much criticism at the IWC Scientific Committee.  Thus, 
the main objective of the JARPA program was to estimate biological parameters, including the natural 
mortality coefficient, required for the effective management of this species.  The second objective was to 
elucidate the role of cetaceans in the Antarctic ecosystem, and to this end surveys were included to estimate 
the abundance of each whale species and the diet of the Antarctic minke whale, which was the most 
abundant and hence chosen as representative of baleen whale species.  The program was to be implemented 
over eighteen years (including two years as feasibility studies) and to cover Areas IV and V with a sampling 
of 300±10% Antarctic minke whales from each Area in alternate years (GOJ, 1987). 

The efforts of the IWC Scientific Committee then shifted to the completion of an RMP, which was finished 
in 1992.  The key factors of the RMP are abundance estimates and stock structure, and MSYR takes on much 
of the role played previously by natural mortality.  In the meantime, environmental changes such as global 
warming and the ozone hole became worldwide concerns, and interest in their effects on cetaceans grew in 
the IWC.  In response, Japan added the elucidation of minke whale stock structure and the effects of 
environmental changes on cetaceans to the research objectives of JARPA from the 1995/1996 austral 
summer season (GOJ, 1995).  The research area was expanded to include the eastern part of Area III and the 
western portion of Area VI with an additional sampling of 100±10% whales.  JARPA was thus continued 
with a sample size of 400±10% and ended in March 2005. 

Much has been achieved by JARPA. The IWC Scientific Committee conducted an interim review in 1997, 
and evaluated the program as shown below (IWC, 1998): 

i. 'JARPA has already made a major contribution to understanding certain biological parameters (e.g. direct 
measures of the age at sexual maturity) pertaining to minke whales in Areas IV and V, yet such analyses 
have not fully addressed potential problems related to stock structure'.   

ii. 'Under the objective of elucidating the role of minke whales in the Antarctic ecosystem, JARPA has 
collected data on body condition that, in conjunction with the data on biological parameters, should result in 
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an improved understanding of the status of minke whales in these Areas. These data are likely to be useful in 
testing various hypotheses related to aspects of the 'krill surplus' model.'  

iii. 'Under the objective of elucidation of the effects of environmental change on cetaceans, there is 
considerable uncertainty in how biological parameters of minke whales may vary in relation to 
environmental change. Therefore, more effort is needed to develop meso-scale studies to integrate physical 
and biological oceanography and prey distribution with minke whale studies' 

The results of JARPA were also evaluated in the following manner:  

'The results of JARPA, while not required for management under the RMP, have the potential to improve the 
management of minke whales in the Southern Hemisphere in the following ways: a) reductions in the current 
set of plausible scenarios considered in Implementation Simulation Trials; and b) identification of new 
scenarios to which future Implementation Simulation Trials will have to be developed (e.g. the temporal 
component of stock structure)'.    

'The results of analyses of JARPA data could be used perhaps to increase the allowed catch of minke whales 
in the southern hemisphere without increasing the depletion risk above the level indicated by the existing 
Implementation Simulation Trials of the RMP for these minke whales'.  

The IWC Scientific Committee will review the results of JARPA following the 2005 Annual Meeting.  Prior 
to this meeting, the Government of Japan has held a JARPA Review meeting in January 2005 so that the 
results from JARPA can be taken into account in the plan for JARPA II.  The JARPA results can be 
summarized as follows. 

Regarding the estimation of biological parameters, improved age data have been obtained and age 
composition data that reflects the stock structure have been collected.  Sighting information, collected along 
with these biological data, has not shown any statistically significant change in minke whale abundance. The 
natural mortality coefficient of the Antarctic minke whale has been calculated using the planned Tanaka's 
method (Tanaka, 1990) and the ADAPT VPA as well, and found to be M = 0.05 for Tanaka's method 
(Tanaka et al., 2005) and 0.05-0.08 for ADAPT VPA (Mori and Butterworth, 2005 and Kitakado et al., 
2005). As for the age at sexual maturity, it was found that it had changed to eight years old in the late 1970s 
from eleven to twelve in the late 1940s (Kato, 1987; Cooke et al., 1997; Thomson et al., 1999).  This result 
would probably be an important one to elucidate the reason for the earlier likely rapid increase of minke 
whales. 

As for the research on the role of cetaceans in the ecosystem, quantitative analyses on the stomach content of 
Antarctic minke whales were conducted by evaluating the weight of the stomach in relation to the weight of 
the whale.  It was found that the daily amount of krill consumed by one minke whale was 200 to 300 kg. 
(corresponding to 3 to 5% of body weight).  The yearly amount consumed by Antarctic minke whales in 
Area IV was estimated to be 1,740,000 to 1,930,000 tons, equivalent to about 30% of the rough krill biomass 
estimate in that Area (Tamura and Konishi, 2005).  Also a halt, after the 1980s, in the trend of whales to 
become sexually mature at younger age (Zenitani and Kato, 2005), an increase in age at physical maturity 
(Bando et al., 2005) and a decrease in blubber thickness (Ohsumi et al., 1997; Konishi and Tamura, 2005) 
have been reported.  Australian coastal surveys as well as JARPA results have confirmed that humpback 
whales are increasing surprisingly rapidly; assessments combining all the data (Johnston and Butterworth, 
2005) indicate current abundance for the stocks in Areas IV and V to be approaching 20,000, with the Area 
IV stock soon to reach its pre-exploitation abundance. Sighting surveys during JARPA have also found that 
there are some 9,000 fin whales.  Their distribution range has also expanded southwards, strongly indicating 
increasing competition among the whale species for krill in that region (Appendices 1 and 2). 

In the JARPA Review meeting, it was agreed that, viewed broadly, results from JARPA are consistent with 
the behavior to be expected of baleen whale populations competing for a dominant single food resource, krill. 

Surveys on the effect of environmental changes on cetaceans indicated that pollutant concentration such as 
heavy metals and PCBs in whales can be used as indicators of global contamination.  It was also found that 
pollutant concentration in whales in the Antarctic was extremely low, compared with common minke whales 
in the Northern Hemisphere, and that there was a declining trend in such concentration in recent years 
(Fujise et al., 1997; Yasunaga et al., 2005). 

With regard to stock structure of the Antarctic minke whale, results of the analyses based on mtDNA have 
been reported annually to the Scientific Committee. The Committee had noted that only preliminary 
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conclusions about stock structure can be drawn at this stage and that more concrete conclusions will be able 
to be made following the completion of different analyses. It further supported the suggestion that additional 
analyses using alternative groupings and analytical methods should be conducted (IWC, 2003). 

It has been recognized that the most effective way to address questions on stock identity is to consider results 
from several techniques: genetics and non-genetics (Donovan, 1991; Perrin, 2001; Rugh et al., 2003).  

In response, the study on stock structure under the JARPA was extended by using several biological markers 
(genetic and non-genetic) and more detailed groupings of samples. These approaches were used for 
examining samples of JARPA from 1987/88 to 2003/04 and results were presented to the JARPA Review 
Meeting (Pastene et al., 2005a).  

Results from the different approaches showed similar patterns and were consistent in regard to the hypothesis 
of two stocks in the JARPA research area. Probably these stocks are related to breeding areas in the eastern 
Indian Ocean and western South Pacific Ocean, respectively. A soft boundary between stocks at 165°E has 
consequently been proposed for management purposes. Names have been proposed for these two stocks: the 
Eastern Indian Ocean Stock (I-Stock) and, the Western South Pacific Ocean Stock (P-Stock). It should be 
noted that the pattern of stock structure found is not consistent with the traditional IWC boundary between 
Areas IV and V. 

2. Global environmental changes 
Various phenomena caused by global warming have been observed recently worldwide, including frequent 
floods, receding and diminishing glaciers, rise in seawater temperature and coral reef bleaching.  There is 
concern in the Arctic regarding the effect of melting ice on marine mammals, including the polar bear 
(Hassol, 2004).  Air and seawater temperatures have risen in the Antarctic, resulting in the major break-up of 
the Larsen Ice Shelf in 2002.  The rise in temperature is particularly evident in the Antarctic Peninsula, 
where it has risen by as much as 5 degrees Celsius in winter, and the receding ice has caused a shift in 
penguin species distribution (Croxall et al., 2004). 

Further, it has been reported that Antarctic krill abundance in the south western Atlantic has been reduced by 
80% from the level in 1970s due to the rise in seawater temperature (Atkinson et al., 2004).  In Areas IV and 
V, which are covered by JARPA, there has been no clear indication of any connection between the rise in sea 
water temperature and the decrease of krill, but we cannot rule out the possibility that such a phenomenon 
may occur in the entire Antarctic Ocean in the future. 

Major environmental changes such as global warming may greatly affect krill reproduction in the Antarctic 
Ocean and thus change the carrying capacity for cetacean species, as well as altering the behaviour and 
habits of other krill predators. 

It is therefore necessary to promote surveys of global marine ecosystems including the polar regions such as 
the Antarctic, as well as research on and the collection of data about the effects on the marine ecosystem and 
on possible future changes of ecosystems. This is because the effects of global environmental change are 
unlikely to be limited to the Antarctic Ocean and will affect all the world's oceans. 

In addition to global warming, it is important to monitor environmental contaminants such as mercury and 
PCBs on a global scale since they are dispersed worldwide. Organochlorines, heavy metals and other highly 
residual pollutants spread worldwide, once they are released into the atmosphere. To have an accurate 
account of global contamination by these pollutants and to predict future contamination, it is necessary to 
identify their temporal and spatial behaviour. The monitoring of contamination levels in the atmosphere and 
seawater is important as a direct method, but the amount in the environment is generally extremely low.  
However, certain kinds of pollutants will be highly concentrated in top predators of the food web.  It is 
necessary, therefore, to investigate the pattern of pollutant accumulation in the top predators themselves and 
to examine how they are biologically affected in order to determine the effect of the contaminants. 

3. Necessity to improve the implementation of management procedure on Antarctic minke whale 
stocks
Although the IWC Scientific Committee completed the Revised Management Procedure for the regulation of 
commercial whaling in 1992 (IWC, 1993), with the exception of operations carried out by Norway that has 
lodged an objection, whaling based on the RMP has not been resumed to this day. The RMP is overly 
concerned with the protection of whale stocks and thus too conservative in terms of rational utilization of 
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resources. Stock hypotheses, tuning levels, MSYR and other parameters are chosen unduly conservatively 
because of argued uncertainties in biological understanding. One of the deficiencies of the RMP is the large 
variation in catch quotas depending on such choices, and agreement is difficult to achieve as shown in the 
case of RMP implementation simulation trials for North Pacific common minke whales (IWC, 2004). It is 
therefore of primary importance to conduct research that will reduce the range of uncertainties in such 
factors, as is the aim of JARPA II. 

Furthermore, although the matter has not yet been taken up at the IWC, the necessity of a multi-species 
management approach has been recognized worldwide, and some such approaches are already in place in the 
U.S. and Norway (North Pacific Fishery Management Council, 2002; Ministry of Fisheries, 2004). Many 
baleen whales commonly consume krill in the Antarctic ecosystem, and as stated above, results from JARPA 
are consistent with the behaviour to be expected of baleen whale populations competing for a dominant 
single food resource, krill. Therefore, it is necessary for the IWC, as well as  its member countries, to 
develop a management method based on multi-species models. 

III. RESEARCH NEED AND OBJECTIVES  

1. Research need 
The large cetacean community in the Antarctic has historically undergone extensive changes and another 
major transition has been taking place in recent years, with the recovery of some whale species from past 
over-hunting. In addition, significant global environmental changes that have the potential to affect whale 
populations are occurring. 

In view of the above, there is a need to systematically monitor changes of environmental conditions in the 
Antarctic over the long-term, as well as changes of biological parameters and changes in the abundance of 
cetaceans inhabiting the Antarctic Ocean. There is also a need to monitor how cetaceans adapt to global 
warming and the shifts in the ecosystem structure caused by human activities so as to provide scientific basis 
for the comprehensive management of whale stocks, employing control of whale populations if needs be. 

More than forty years have gone by since the severe decline in the size of blue whale population, but this 
species remains at a low level of abundance even though some increase has recently been confirmed.  There 
is a possibility that their niche has already been mostly taken over by Antarctic minke and other whale 
species that have been showing an increasing trend of abundance in recent years.  To deal with this situation, 
which has anthropogenic roots, all management options should be considered. 

As has been already mentioned, JARPA data have shown that the increase in minke whales has been halted 
together with the reversal in the trend of age at maturity towards younger ages and a trend of decreasing 
blubber thickness. The humpback and fin whales, on the other hand, have shown a rapid increase in 
abundance.  In Area IV, for instance, humpback whale biomass is now much larger than that of the Antarctic 
minke whale, indicating that the balance among the whale species is in transition (Ishikawa et al., 2004; 
Appendices 1 and 2). It is necessary to study and analyse these changes by conducting research that includes 
not only minke whales but also humpback and fin whales.  Also, the effects of global warming are becoming 
apparent in the Antarctic and we need to study the effect on the cetaceans as soon as possible. 

The RMP, which has been developed as a management procedure, is based on a single species management 
model, although it is supposedly applicable even when carrying capacity increases twofold or declines to half. 
However, the need to allow for such a wide range of uncertainty renders the RMP overly conservative in its 
utilization of whale resources, and this could be improved if good multi-whale-species models were 
developed as a basis upon which to create a better RMP. Also, it seems plausible that the take of one whale 
species may have positive effect on the recovery of another, but such processes have not been incorporated 
into the current RMP. 

Since the ecosystem is undergoing a major shift, we should have a better management tool to achieve 
appropriate utilization of more than one whale species with a better RMP, as the current RMP is a basically 
single species management model.  

To this end, there is a need to: a) to monitor cetaceans and various environmental factors in their habitats 
(population trend, biological parameters such as age at maturity, krill abundance, oceanographic environment, 
etc.); b) to construct a competition model among whale species, verifying various hypotheses based on the 
data obtained by past JARPA and through future monitoring, and c) to establish future management 
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objectives.  For instance, it may be possible and desirable, through selective harvesting, to accelerate the 
recovery of blue and fin whales toward the early days when the blue and fin whales were the dominant 
species. Sustainable use of these resources as a management objective would be assisted by models that 
investigate the effects of takes of one species of whales on another. 

It is essential for the construction of such models to obtain data not only of the Antarctic minke but also 
humpback and fin whales through the research programs. There is a need to build an ecosystem model, 
taking due account of the competition for krill among whale species, based on the monitoring data obtained 
and other information, while utilizing data from CCAMLR concerning other krill predators. 

Information on stock structure of the main whale species comprising the Antarctic marine ecosystem is also 
important for a better interpretation of the abundance estimates and trends, for estimation of biological 
parameters and for the implementation of management procedures. The amount of information on stock 
structure differs among blue, fin, humpback and minke whales.  

As for fin and blue whales, there is very little information on their stock structure. The available information 
is based on mark-recapture studies conducted during the period of commercial whaling. There is a need to 
collect new relevant data, including genetics data, to elucidate the present stock structure in these species and 
to investigate how the structure may differ from what has been postulated in the past. Both blue and fin 
whales have experienced substantial changes in abundance and some changes in stock structure might be 
expected with time (e.g. changes in geographical boundaries between stocks). 

As a result of JARPA much more information on stock structure in the Antarctic feeding ground is now 
available for Antarctic minke and humpback whales (Pastene et al., 2005a; Pastene et al., 2005b). However, 
as noted above, changes in abundance with time have been observed in these two species and it is possible 
that such changes have had an effect on stock distribution and boundaries for these species. Monitoring of 
stock status and trends require that these changes in stock structure be investigated. This is important for 
management purposes. For example catch quotas based on stocks will have to be adjusted for shifting stock 
boundaries; otherwise, there is the risk of a negative impact on the stock. 

The IWC has adopted the RMP for the regulation of commercial whaling, but it has yet to be applied, with 
the exception of operations carried out by Norway that has lodged an objection. We need better estimation of 
the MSYR in order to respond to any concerns over the implementation of the RMP and to improve its likely 
deficiencies concerning inefficient utilization of whale resources.  Currently, RMP Small Areas for minke 
whales in the Antarctic have been established as longitudinal sectors of 10°, but at the very least, we need to 
redefine appropriate Small Area according to information on stock structure.  Also, another of the 
deficiencies of the current RMP is the zero catch quota that it turns out when carrying capacity declines due 
to competition among whale species.  The decrease in abundance caused by the competition is misinterpreted 
by the current RMP as an over-hunting so that catches are set unnecessarily low. That part needs also to be 
improved by the use of more realistic multi-whale-species models.  

2. Research objectives 
The objectives of the research program can be summarized into the following four categories. The first two 
years will be spent on feasibility studies, which will be described in Chapter VI. 

1) Monitoring of the Antarctic ecosystem 
As has been already mentioned, the Antarctic ecosystem is undergoing a major change.  JARPA II will 
monitor the changes over the years of various environmental variables, prey density and abundance, and 
abundances and biological parameters of three baleen whales: the Antarctic minke, humpback and fin whales.  
The obtained data will be indicators of changes in the Antarctic ecosystem, and the observations and records 
will have a great significance in themselves. Appropriate utilization and management of whale stocks will 
become possible by understanding how whales respond and adapt to changes in the environment and the 
ecosystem structure. The data will also be used for the construction and operation of a model of competition 
among whale species, which is the second objective of the research program. 
I) MONITORING OF WHALE ABUNDANCE TRENDS AND BIOLOGICAL PARAMETERS 
JARPA II will monitor changes over the years in abundance by mean of sighting surveys, and changes in 
recruitment, pregnancy rate, age at maturity and other biological parameters by sampling survey. 
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II) MONITORING OF KRILL ABUNDANCE AND THE FEEDING ECOLOGY OF WHALES 
JARPA II will monitor the yearly amount of prey consumption and the change in blubber thickness of 
whales over the years.  Meso-scale surveys will be conducted, if possible, to investigate prey distribution and 
abundance.  Changes in the biological environment of whales will be monitored. 
III) MONITORING OF THE EFFECTS OF CONTAMINANTS ON CETACEANS 
The temporal and spatial behavior of pollutants is global and they become highly concentrated through the 
food web.  By investigating top predators including cetaceans, JARPA II will elucidate the pattern of 
contaminant accumulation and the effects of the toxins on them. Together with other data it should also give 
an accurate picture of global contamination and help predict future trends. 

Species unaffected by contaminants are important as the controls for wildlife studies (IWC, 1999) and 
JARPA II will collect data on these species in the Antarctic Ocean.  Results from JARPA II will also be 
linked with those obtained by JARPN II in the western North Pacific to elucidate pollutant behavior in 
cetaceans using methods of comparative biology.  Concurrent analysis on prey species and environmental 
samples (air and sea water) in both the North Pacific and Antarctic will also be carried out in order to 
elucidate and consider pollutant behavior in the marine ecosystem and their global dynamics.  Results will be 
compared to those obtained in the North Atlantic if access to the data is possible. Effects of these 
contaminants on whale species will also be considered using epidemiological, pathological, and toxicological 
methodologies.  Specific objectives are as follows: 

* To elucidate the pattern of pollutant accumulation in whales in the Antarctic and the western North Pacific, 
and the pattern of changes in their biological processes; 

* To elucidate the pollutant behavior in the marine ecosystems of the Antarctic and the western North 
Pacific; and 

* To elucidate the biological effects of pollutants on cetaceans. 
IV) MONITORING OF CETACEAN HABITAT 
Monitoring of changes in water temperature, salinity, ice and other oceanographic and meteorological factors 
will be conducted. This will make it possible to promptly note changes in the environment in connection 
with the ecosystem model (the second research objective) and the management of minke whale stocks (the 
fourth research objective). 

2) Modelling competition among whale species and future management objectives 
I) CONSTRUCTING A MODEL OF COMPETITION AMONG WHALE SPECIES 
There is a strong indication of competition among whale species in the research area.  We need to consider 
hypotheses related to this competition and clarify the mechanism of resource fluctuation to be able to 
construct a model that will show the dynamics of competitive whale species to better allow the sustainable 
use of resources in the future.  

Several hypotheses, including the krill surplus hypothesis and the process of resource increase due to the age 
at sexual maturity changing to younger ages will be tested. A model of competition among whale species 
incorporating these results will be constructed.  Some details of the model are discussed to in Section IV-4-2. 
II) NEW MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES INCLUDING THE RESTORATION OF THE CETACEAN ECOSYSTEM 
Little can be achieved by using a single species management system for monitoring  the whole ecosystem 
and identifying measures for the recovery of depleted cetaceans, in the context of changing cetacean 
population balance. Management objectives and policies including the major whale species are necessary. 
JARPA II will look into specific matters shown below and contribute to the future work of the IWC 
Scientific Committee. 

* Establishing future management objectives 

Possible management objectives or goals would include: maintaining the present condition, in other words, 
preserving the existing relative abundances among the whale species; promoting relative abundances that 
favour whale species with high economic value; or accelerating the recovering of blue and fin whales.  The 
advantages and disadvantages as well as the practicability of achieving alternative objectives need to be 
considered. 

* Estimating surplus production (and hence allowable catch) by species under some of the management 
objectives. 
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Surplus production (and hence allowable catch) under different suitable management objectives will be 
estimated and the advantages and disadvantages examined. 

* Contribute towards a multi-whale-species management 

Management strategies and tactics to achieve a selected management goal and to maintain that goal once 
achieved will be considered. 

3) Elucidation of temporal and spatial changes in stock structure 
As shown in Appendix 3, there is not sufficient information on current stock structure of fin and blue whales 
in the Antarctic. Most of the available information comes from the period of commercial whaling and is 
based on non-genetic data (e.g. distribution of catches and mark-recapture). According to that information, 
boundaries among IWC Areas were probably valid for blue whales (Donovan, 1991, Mackintosh, 1942). In 
the case of the fin whale the information obtained in the past suggested a structure based on oceanic basin. 
These species have experienced substantial changes in abundance and it is possible that the current stock 
structure does not match that described in the past. The research objective here is to investigate current stock 
structure and to compare it to that suggested in the past. 

As indicated in Appendix 3, in the cases of humpback and Antarctic minke whales much more information 
on stock structure in the Antarctic is now available for the feeding ground (Pastene et al., 2005a; Pastene et
al., 2005b). These species have also experienced changes in abundance over the years and therefore temporal 
changes in the stock structure can be expected. The research objective here is to investigate shifts in stock 
boundaries (or equivalently changes of the relative proportions of stocks in mixing areas) on a temporal 
(yearly) basis. 

In the case of the Antarctic minke whale an additional objective is to investigate the western boundary of the 
East Indian Ocean Stock (Pastene et al., 2005a). This objective will be covered through surveys in an 
extended research area (west of Area IIIE) to be conducted in the future. 

4) Improving the management procedure for Antarctic minke whale stocks 
JARPA II research objectives will ultimately lead to the improvement of the whale stock management 
procedures.  In other words, the first objective will provide information on biological parameters (such as 
MSYR) necessary for managing the stocks more efficiently under a revised RMP, the second will lead to 
examining a multi-species management model for the future and the third will supply information for 
establishing management areas in the Antarctic Ocean. 

An unrealistic rate of 1% of mature female population size was used as the MSYR for the implementation of 
the RMP on Antarctic minke whales agreed in 1993.  Also, because there was little data on stock structure at 
that time, Small Areas were defined by 10° longitudinal sectors, which is also unrealistic.  In view of the 
above, JARPA II will attempt to provide data for the following improvements: 

* Improvement of MSYR estimates for Antarctic minke whales; 

* Redefinition of appropriate management Areas; and 

* Incorporation of effects arising from the inter-species relationships among the whale species.  For instance, 
should the carrying capacity for the minke decline due to competition with other whale species, minke whale 
stocks would still be at their full capacity and a robust level even if abundance decreased for this reason.  
With the current RMP, the catch quota for the foregoing scenario would be heavily (but unnecessarily) 
reduced, even to zero; it would fail to function as a realistic basis for management and needs to be improved.   

IV. RESEARCH METHOD 

1. Research area 
JARPA began with surveys in Areas IV (70°-130°E) and V (130°E-170°W).  From the austral summer 
season 1995/96, the research area was extended to include the eastern part of Area III (35°-70°E) and the 
western part of Area VI (170°-145°W).  The stock structure of Antarctic minke whales was therefore 
investigated in an area spanning 180 degrees in longitude. With regard to the Antarctic minke whale, it was 
found that there were two independent stocks in the research area and a soft boundary at 165°E (middle of 
Area V) was proposed for management purposes (Pastene et al., 2005a).  To the west of this boundary line, 
but especially in Area IV, humpback whales have shown a rapid increase in recent years, and have surpassed 
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the Antarctic minke whale in biomass.  Fin whales have also shown a rapid increase with an abundance 
estimate of about 9,000 animals in Area IV+IIIE (Appendix 1).  On the other hand, there has been significant 
decrease in blubber thickness of the minke whales and a reversal in the trend of age at maturity toward 
younger ages (Bando et al., 2005; Konishi and Tamura, 2005; Zenitani and Kato, 2005), which strongly 
indicates competition among the whale species in the area. 

The eastern part of Area V, mostly made up of the Ross Sea, comprises the main area of distribution of the 
West South Pacific Stock of Antarctic minke whales.  This stock has a remarkably large abundance.   The 
level of competition in this sector might be different from that in the area west of 165°E, because some 
differences in the temporal trend of some biological parameters of minke whale were found between whales 
distributed west and east of this boundary (Bando et al., 2005). Comparative studies of both areas will be 
useful to understand the pattern of competition among whale species. 

The area to be covered by JARPA II will basically be the same as in JARPA: the eastern part of Area III, 
Areas IV and V, and the western part of Area VI (35°E - 145°W).  In the first year, JARPA II will survey the 
East Indian Ocean Stock of Antarctic minke whales in a longitudinal span of 140° on the western side of the 
research area (35°E - 175°E).  In the second year, JARPA II will survey the Western South Pacific Stock in a 
longitudinal span of 95° on the eastern side of the research area (130°E - 145°W). Thus, surveys repeat in the 
western region and eastern region every two years (Fig. 1). 

The area from 130°E to 175°E will be covered every year, and the reason is as follows. At the JARPA 
Review Meeting, it was pointed out that there exists a ‘soft boundary’ between the East Indian Ocean Stock 
(I-Stock) and the Western South Pacific Stock (P-Stock) of minke whales in the vicinity of 165°E and that 
further survey is necessary to better establish the range over which the stocks mix. Therefore, it has been 
decided to survey the area from 130°E to 175°E every year in order to elucidate the pattern of stock mixing 
at that particular sector. That is to say, minke whales will be taken west of 175°E in the first year and east of 
130°E in the second. 

Regarding humpback whales, the stock boundary between the D and E stocks is currently placed at 130°. 
The D-Stock (breeding grounds located off the west coast of Australia) occurs on the west of the boundary, 
in Area IV, while the E-Stock (breeding grounds located off the east coast of Australia) is distributed to the 
east in Area V (IWC, 2001). This boundary also applies to fin whale stocks: the Indian Ocean Stock occurs 
on the west of 130°E and the Pacific Stock on the east. However, some mixing on the feeding grounds 
between the two humpback stocks has been postulated in the past, and is supported by mark return data. The 
D stock is currently estimated to return to its pristine abundance over the next 10 years (Johnston and 
Butterworth, 2005), providing an ideal opportunity which should not be missed to gain understanding of the 
dynamics of the population and how biological parameter values change in such circumstances, while the E 
stock which is still at a relatively lower level serves as a control. 

In the Ross Sea, especially, a comprehensive ecosystem survey (a meso-scale survey) might be conducted, if 
possible. 

2. Research period 
JARPA II will start in the 2005/06 season and the first two seasons are the feasibility study, investigating the 
feasibility and practicability of sighting and sampling survey methods.  

Full-scale research will commence from the 2007/08 season and a period of six years (including two years of 
feasibility study) has been established as the research phase.  At the end of this phase, a review will be held 
and revisions made to the program if required. 

3. Target whale species for lethal sampling 
The species to be caught for research purposes are the Antarctic minke whales of the Eastern Indian Ocean 
and Western South Pacific Stocks; humpback whales of the D and E-Stocks, and fin whales of the Indian 
Ocean and the Western South Pacific Stocks. 

Viewed overall, sampling of the three species in two Areas provides an important opportunity to gain insight 
into the dynamics of whale and inter-species competition through comparative analysis. In Area IV, minke 
whales may decrease in response to competition, recovery of humpback whales may soon slow as they 
approach their pristine level, and fin whales are increasing. By contrast in Area V, there is less evidence of 
negative impacts on minke whales at present, humpbacks are at a relatively lesser proportion of their pristine 
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abundance than in Area IV, and hence together with fin whales seem likely to continue to increase. Thus the 
different comparisons possible across species and Areas provide important potential insights into whale 
dynamics, and consequently appropriate management actions for sustainable utilization. 

4. Survey methods and items 
Sighting and sampling methods are planned as described below. Their practicability and suitability will be 
examined in the feasibility studies, after which they will be improved and changed as necessary. 

* Sighting survey method 

As a general rule, the surveys will cover areas south of 60°S. The areas will be divided into six sectors 
(eastern Area III, western Area IV, eastern Area IV, western Area V, eastern Area V and western Area VI). 
As a general rule the four sectors on the west side (eastern Area III, western Area IV, eastern Area IV, and 
western Area V) will be surveyed in the first year and the three sectors on the east side (western Area V, 
eastern Area V and western Area VI) in the second year.  After the first two years, JARPAII will cover the 
survey area alternately. These sectors will be divided further into southern and northern strata, over which 
surveys will be conducted using two dedicated sighting vessels, basically employing the method used in 
SOWER. However, JARPA II will record sightings of seals and possibly other krill predators in additions to 
whales. 

* Sampling method 

Three sampling/sighting vessels will be employed. Antarctic minke whales will be taken in the area south of 
62°S. Density index of Antarctic minke whales based on sighting data from JARPA is low in the latitudinal 
band between 60°S and 62°S (less than 10% of the whole latitudinal range). This indicates that sampling of 
Antarctic minke whales in this latitudinal band has a low importance. As described in section IV-1 above, the 
longitudinal sector from 35°E to 175°E will be stratified and surveyed in the first year and that from 130°E 
to 145°W in the second year.  Survey courses will be established by the line transect method as in JARPA.  
A maximum of two minke whales per school sighted will be taken by random sampling.  Humpback and fin 
whales will be taken by the same method as for the Antarctic minke whale. 

Analytical methods by research objective are shown below. 

1) Monitoring of the Antarctic ecosystem 
In monitoring whales and habitat conditions, it is very important to detect any changes as soon as possible, 
identify the factors and predict their effects on the stocks, and to provide information necessary for the 
development of appropriate management policies.  Data collected by the JARPA program were for the 
purpose of estimating biological parameters of minke whale stocks, but they included useful monitoring 
items.  Thus, in order to secure continuity with the data collected in JARPA, we will continue to monitor the 
following: 
I) MONITORING OF WHALE ABUNDANCE TRENDS AND BIOLOGICAL PARAMETERS 
According to the results of JARPA the current abundance of Antarctic minke whales migrating to the 
research area shows no statistically detectable trend.  However, as mentioned earlier, the trend of the age at 
sexual maturity toward younger ages has halted and blubber thickness has decreased, which may affect 
recruitment and abundance in the future.  JARPA II intends to elucidate quantitative changes in minke whale 
stocks by carrying out sighting surveys and by estimating parameters, including recruitment and mortality, 
with population demographic model analyses such as VPA.  This will also serve to monitor possible changes 
in carrying capacity. 

JARPA II will monitor changes in the ages at sexual and physical maturity, pregnancy rate, blubber 
thickness and other items using the whales sampled in the program. Analysis of the JARPA data has 
indicated that the earlier decrease in the age at maturity of Antarctic minke whales has either now stabilized 
or even reversed. Changes in this biological parameter are considered to be a key factor in understanding 
minke whale stock abundance trends.  JARPA II will, therefore, elucidate qualitative changes in the stocks 
by focusing analyses on mature whales, which are directly involved in reproduction, through the monitoring 
of changes in the age at sexual maturity, pregnancy rate, etc. 

In order to monitor changes in the level of genetic diversity over time, JARPA II will examine the temporal 
variation of key genetic indices: the number of mtDNA haplotypes and nucleotide diversity, the number of 
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microsatellite alleles per locus and the level of microsatellite heterozygosity. Changes in the indices of 
genetic diversity will be used as a rough index for abundance variations. 
II) MONITORING OF KRILL ABUNDANCE AND THE FEEDING ECOLOGY OF WHALES 
As in JARPA, stomach content and weight will be examined by direct sampling.  Apart from identification 
of the prey species, body length and growth stage will be investigated for krill in the stomachs and for those 
obtained by net sampling. In this way prey species and prey size selectivity by whales can be investigated.  
JARPA II will also monitor the changes in diurnal consumption, calculated by stomach content weight and 
basal metabolism rate, as was done in JARPA. 

Changes in nutritional condition, including meal size, body fatness, girth and blubber thickness will be 
monitored as in JARPA.  Prey availability will be evaluated by comparing the nutritional condition of whales 
with oceanographic conditions and information on prey. 

At the mid-term review of JARPA held in 1997, the necessity of an ecosystem survey at the meso-scale level 
was pointed out (IWC, 1998).  In the 2004/05 JARPA, Kaiyo Maru, the research vessel of the Japanese 
Fisheries Agency, conducted ecosystem surveys linked with sampling surveys by the Nisshin Maru fleet.  In 
Phase II, if possible, the habitat environment of whales will be monitored and also the biomass of lower 
trophic level species will be surveyed once every two or three years using an echo sounder. 
III) MONITORING OF THE EFFECTS OF CONTAMINANTS ON CETACEANS (APPENDIX 4) 
The Antarctic is a remote area, far from the middle latitude regions of the Northern Hemisphere, which is the 
main source of pollutants including organochlorines. The Antarctic Ocean is considered the terminus of 
global contamination, and therefore monitoring of the area is important in considering future global 
contamination.  The area also has significance as a control region for considering biological effects on 
cetaceans in the North Pacific, which is close to the contamination sources.  Monitoring will be done with 
the following points in mind: 

* Elucidation of changes in pollutant accumulation in cetaceans of the Antarctic Ocean and the western 
North Pacific and their biological processes; 

* Elucidation of pollutant behavior in the marine ecosystem of the Antarctic and the western North Pacific; 
and 

* Elucidation of the biological effects of pollutants on cetaceans. 

In the Antarctic Ocean (a non-contaminated area), JARPA II intends to examine the distribution and 
behavior of contaminants such as organochlorines and heavy metals in cetaceans that are at the top trophic 
level and their prey, together with those in the marine ecosystem, including samples from the environment 
such as of air and of sea water. Data will be compared to those obtained in the western North Pacific (a 
contaminated area).  We will also collect background readings on the biological effects of pollutants on wild 
animals in the Antarctic Ocean and in the western North Pacific, and gather data on the thresholds of toxic 
effects through environmental toxicological research and pathological monitoring.  Also, the data obtained 
will be compared with data on minke whales in the western North Atlantic, if possible. 
IV) MONITORING OF CETACEAN HABITAT  
Oceanographic and meteorological observations will be carried out while monitoring the environment, 
including sea ice, surface temperature, sea surface height and chlorophyll α concentration over the entire 
research area, using satellite data.  JARPA II will investigate the relationships between oceanographic data 
and species distribution, including cetaceans, by real-time or time series analysis.  JARPA II also intends to 
actively cooperate with international organizations and projects on oceanographic surveys. 

2) Modelling competition among whale species and future management objectives 
I) CONSTRUCTING A MODEL OF COMPETITION AMONG WHALE SPECIES 
JARPA II will test several hypotheses explaining changes in abundance of baleen whale species in the 
Antarctic ecosystem (i.e. blue, fin, humpback, and Antarctic minke whales that prey on Antarctic krill south 
of 60°S) and aim to construct a model that simulates their changes.  The model is called a "model of 
competition among whale species".  The following sets out the concepts underlying the model and related 
hypotheses (Appendix 6). 
CONCEPTS OF THE MODEL 
Regions south of 60°S in the Antarctic have a high bio-productivity and are rich in Antarctic krill. They are 
the major feeding grounds of large whales such as blue, fin, humpback and Antarctic minke whales. The 
carrying capacity of whale species depends on the available biomass of krill. 
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Before the start of commercial whaling in 1904, all whale stocks were at the level of full carrying capacity, 
with a balance maintained among whale species (1- Hypothesis of constant overall carrying capacity).   

Whaling first began on the blue whale, the largest species yielding the greatest oil production, and the 
humpback whale that was a species relatively easy to catch.  The level of catches on these two species 
increased rapidly and the stocks were greatly diminished.  Next, whaling moved on to fin whales in the mid 
1930s, and the stocks of this species were also severely depleted.  The substantial reduction in abundance of 
these species, which are important components of the ecosystem, resulted in a substantial surplus of krill (2- 
Krill surplus hypothesis). 

Because of its small size and limited oil output, Antarctic minke whale was not exploited at that time. They 
fed on the surplus of krill and rapidly increased their abundance, with the age at sexual maturity changing to 
younger ages (2- Hypothesis of krill surplus and 3 - Hypothesis of changing carrying capacity by species). 

The catch of humpback, blue and fin whales was banned in 1963, 1964 and 1976, respectively. The age at 
sexual maturity shifted to younger ages in the humpback and fin whales and an increasing trend in their 
abundance has become apparent in recent years. Humpback whales now surpass the Antarctic minke whales 
in biomass in Area IV (4- Hypothesis of stock increase due to a declining age at sexual maturity and 5- 
Hypothesis of a predominant species in the ecosystem).  

Antarctic minke whale stocks would probably decrease in number if the current conditions continue (6- 
Hypothesis of declining pregnancy rates and/or juvenile survival rates due to inadequate trophic conditions 
and 7- Hypothesis of competition among whale species). 

The current extent of recovery of blue whales is very limited despite the fact that catch of this species has 
been banned since 1964. It is possible that the chance of mating is low as a consequence of the extremely 
small number of animals (8- Hypothesis about the causes of slow recovery). 

Extensive climatic changes, including global warming, have become apparent in the Antarctic. For instance, 
the average winter temperature in the Antarctic Peninsula has gone up as much as by 5°C.  There is also a 
possibility of a major decline in the abundance of prey species (krill) due to the rise in surface temperature.  
Such changes or variations in krill abundance could consequently affect the baleen whale stocks (9- 
Hypothesis about the effects of environmental changes on cetaceans). 

Along with humpback and fin whales, the recovery rate of the blue would probably increase from now on 
(Branch et al., 2004) and the balance among whale species in the Antarctic ecosystem will continue to 
change, although the pace of such changes would likely differ by geographical areas.  

JARPA II will aim to construct a multi-whale species balance model among whale species that will 
reproduce the processes described above.  The changes in abundance by species in the research area and the 
factors affecting these changes need to be investigated. Also, further changes in the future will be predicted, 
and surplus production will be estimated from abundance data for each species, so that appropriate 
management objectives can be considered through use of the model. 

There is an initial ecosystem model of the Antarctic Ocean developed by Mori and Butterworth (2004): a 
cetacean competition model over krill.  For the western North Atlantic, Scenario C（Schweder et al., 2000; 
Zhu et al., 2004) and Gadget (Begley, 2004; Olafsdottir and Begley, 2004), which also take competition into 
account, are being developed. JARPA II will make selections after carefully considering the advantages and 
disadvantages of these models and their appropriateness to the Antarctic ecosystem. 

The construction of the model will start with krill as the sole prey species and the four baleen whale species, 
which will compete for the prey.  Although it seems a simple ecosystem model and we expect to be able to 
match population abundances and trends indicated by JARPA II.  In the future, JARPA II will incorporate 
pinnipeds such as crabeater seals, and seabird predators as well as cephalopods, which all prey on Antarctic 
krill, to construct a more realistic ecosystem model. 
II) NEW MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES INCLUDING THE RESTORATION OF THE CETACEAN ECOSYSTEM 
JARPA II will consider establishing new management objectives or goals including the recovery of the blue 
whale when the model of competition among whale species has been developed to a certain extent. This can 
also be done by comparing the results of work to improve the minke whale management procedure with the 
knowledge obtained directly from monitoring activities.   

Possible management goals could be accelerating the recovery of blue and fin whales, maximization of total 
production or increasing the productivity of specific whale species in relation to their economic value.  
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JARPA II will further examine the advantages and disadvantages of alternate management goals.  JARPA II 
will also examine the possible effects of the resumption of commercial whaling on the relative numbers of 
the various species and stocks and aim to provide advice on management policies for whaling that will meet 
chosen management objectives. 

3) Elucidation of temporal and spatial changes in stock structures 
Genetic and biological markers will be sampled and/or observed from samples taken in the monitoring 
surveys of whales.  Biopsy sampling will be conducted on blue, fin and humpback whales.  

  

Analyses of mtDNA control region sequencing and nuclear DNA microsatellites will be conducted.  Other 
biological markers will also be analyzed. 

Further, JARPAII will develop tagging methods for data loggers (TDR) and satellite tagging transmitters, 
and trace migration routes of the tagged whales in order to elucidate stock structure. 

Based on the analysis, we will better elucidate fin and blue whale stock structure.  Also, the spatial and 
temporal variation in stock boundaries (or equivalently changes of the relative proportions of stocks in 
mixing areas) of the Antarctic minke and humpback whales will be tracked. 

4) Improving the management procedure for Antarctic minke whale stocks 
* Estimation of MSYR 

Recruitments over the years are estimated by VPA based on age and abundance data.  Recruitments are fit to 
the Pella-Tomlinson reproduction model to estimate MSYR. 

* Re-establishment of management Areas for the Antarctic minke 

The management area for the East Indian Ocean Stock and West South Pacific Stock should be re-
established using the results obtained from the third research objective.  That is to say, by elucidating the 
degree of intermingling and changes according to year in sector VW where the Indian Ocean Stock is 
expected to be mixed with the West South Pacific Stock, Small Areas would be specified.  As for the other 
sectors, Small Areas that have been established by a longitudinal span of 10 degrees should be abolished in 
favour of more biologically realistic choices. 

* Incorporation of effects due to inter-species relations among species 

An examination will be made of whether or not the current RMP has functions that meet inter-specific 
phenomena (for instance, decline in carrying capacity and abundance decrease) that have become apparent 
from research under the first and second objectives.  If not, consideration will be given as to how to 
incorporate them into the calculation of catch limits under a refined RMP. 

V. SAMPLE SIZES 

1. Antarctic minke whales 
First, the sample size necessary for the monitoring of biological parameters has been calculated. The sample 
size was calculated not in relation to the precision of the parameter estimates themselves, but to detect 
significant temporal changes in the estimates. Changes in the age at sexual maturity and blubber thickness 
are very important since they indicate changes in abundance trends or shifts in prey conditions.  A sample 
size needed to detect changes in a six-year period (by applying past rate of change, that is, the slope of the 
regression) has been adopted as the pertinent criterion. Required sample sizes are then calculated as follows: 

Age at sexual maturity: Age at sexual maturity shifted toward younger age at an annual rate of 0.2 years 
during the period of commercial whaling years, but presently it has stabilized. It is important to determine 
when it starts to increase.  It is not plausible that the changes of age at sexual maturity starts at the rate of 0.2 
year, rather it will have a period of slower change rate, and therefore annual rate of 0.1 year was chosen. 
Sample size at a detection level of yearly rate of change of 0.1 year is 1,288 animals/year (Appendix 6). 

Apparent pregnancy rate: The apparent pregnancy rate of minke whales is high and is 90% or more.  Sample 
size necessary to detect the change of 1.0-1.5% at the initial stage when change begins is 663-1,617 animals 
(Appendix 6). 
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Blubber thickness: Similarly, sample size for the detection of a yearly rate of change of 0.5 mm. observed in 
the past is 818 to 971 animals (Appendix 7). 

The sample size necessary for pathological monitoring (effect of contaminant on whale species) is 864 
animals/year at 10% of the prevalence rate, which was expected for the free-ranging whale by using data 
from the feasibility observation in the JARPA surveys (Appendix 4). 

The sample size necessary for detecting yearly change in mixing proportion between Antarctic minke whale 
stocks in Area VW is shown in Appendix 3. The mixing rate in the 1996/97 season was different from those 
of other seasons.  Results obtained showed that for non-overlapping 95% credibility intervals between the 
estimates of the mixing proportions over Area VW, a sample size in that region of about 300 will be required. 
This sample size will provide the power to detect an annual change as big as the one that appears to have 
occurred in 1996/97.  The abundance in Area VW is approximately 1/3 of that in the research area of each 
year. Therefore, about 300 samples are expected in Area VW under the total sample size of 900 animals. 
This means that the necessary sample size in Area VW will be ensured.  

Mark-recapture analysis is useful for abundance estimates and the elucidation of behavior patterns. Such 
analysis has been conducted in recent years based on biopsy sampling and genetic identification of 
individuals.  However, this has not proved to be practical since non-lethal sampling has been involved, which 
means that the numbers of samples obtained are small in relation to the amount of effort involved.  Large-
scale biopsy sampling is also inefficient in offshore waters for baleen whale species. 

An alternative method that offsets these deficiencies has been developed recently based on catches. Mother-
fetus pairs in the catches are examined using a set of microsatellites. Based on the genetic profiles, the 
potential father of the fetus is sought among the rest of whales in the catches. Attempts are being made to 
estimate the abundance and to elucidate stock structure and behavior patterns based on the positions where 
the parents were taken (for example, Skaug and Oien, 2004). The method could also be useful for estimating 
differences in reproductive success rates between individuals or groups of whales differing in life histories 
and ages. 

In Norway, a total of 288 mother-fetus pairs were examined out of 3,301 whales in the DNA register, and 
five possible fathers were identified.  Based on this, the abundance of male minke whales was estimated to 
be 38,400, but the figure is imprecise.  If this method is applied in JARPA II, at least 800-1,000 animals per 
year will be necessary even if the samples are pooled for the three seasons in the six years (Appendix 8). 

In summary, as the minimum number of sample size, 663 animals were calculated for apparent pregnancy 
rate.  However, for most of the other parameters, the sample sizes calculated were in a range of 800-1,000 
animals with more than 800 being desirable.  Therefore, the sample size of minke whales was set at 850 +-
10 %.  The allowed range of +-10% was applied since, based on the past data on school density, there are 
annual changes in school density on the line transects, which are determined in advance.  

2. Humpback whales 
The sample size required for the monitoring of important biological parameters in this species has been 
examined.  Changes in the pregnancy rate and age at sexual maturity are very important since they indicate 
changes in the trend of abundance or shifts in prey conditions.  A sample size needed to detect changes 
observed in past years (that is, slopes of regression) has been adopted as the criterion. 

The results of sample size calculations for pregnancy rate and age at sexual maturity (Appendix 6) are 
outlined below.  There were hardly any data on the age at sexual maturity so those for fin whales were used 
instead. A sample size for a six-year period is preferable since the research program will be reviewed every 
six years, but in the case of humpback whales the resulting values for this period were large so that we have 
decided to use the sample size required for twelve years, as a precautionary approach. 

Apparent pregnancy rate: 41 to 181 animals for a yearly rate of change of 1.5 to 3% observed in the past 
(Appendix 6). 

Age at sexual maturity: 131 animals for a yearly rate of change of 0.1 years (for fin whales) (Appendix 6). 

Considering these results, we have decided on a sample size of 50.  

3. Fin whales 
Sample size was determined under the same conditions and criteria as for the humpback whale. 
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Apparent pregnancy rate: 55 to 107 animals for a yearly rate of change of 2 to 2.5% observed in the past 
(Appendix 6). 

Age at sexual maturity: 131 animals for a yearly rate of change of 0.1 years (Appendix 6). 

For the DNA analysis, samples of 20 to 50 animals have been recommended (Hoelzel, 1991).  

As with humpback whales, we have decided on a sample size of 50.  

VI. FEASIBILITY STUDIES 

1. Necessity and objectives 
As explained earlier area will be enlarged, sample size will be increased and new species added.  The 
objective of the feasibility study is to examine the practicability and appropriateness of sighting methods and 
sampling procedures, and improve them as necessary.  

Catches of humpback and fin whales were banned in the Antarctic in 1963 and 1976, respectively. Crews 
and research staff of the research fleet have no experience in catching and flensing these two large-sized 
whales.  Thus, it is necessary to examine the practicability of methods of hunting, hauling, flensing and 
biological sampling. 

If possible, detailed surveys of krill and the marine environment will be also carried out during the feasibility 
studies. 

2. Survey period  
The first two seasons (2005/06 and 2006/07) will be allocated to the feasibility studies. 

3. Survey methods 
As a general rule, sighting and sampling methods will be the same as explained in Section IV-4 above. 

4. Sample size 
As mentioned in Section V-1, a maximum of 850+-10% Antarctic minke whales will be sampled from the 
first year.  The practicability and appropriateness of sighting methods in the enlarged area and sampling 
procedures given the increased sample size will be examined. 

A maximum of ten fin whales will be sampled in each season. These samples will be used to check the 
practicability of catching, flensing and taking of biological measurements of large whale species. There is 
little information for fin whales in recent years, and preliminary data on food habit and maturity will be 
obtained in the feasibility study. 

Humpback whales will not be taken during the feasibility study. 

VII. EFFECT ON THE STOCKS 
Based on the results of the Hitter-Fitter Method (Appendix 9), no adverse effect on Antarctic minke whale 
stocks is expected.  

As regards humpback whales, their steady recovery has been reported (Bannister and Hedley, 2001; Paterson, 
Paterson and Cato, 2001; Johnston and Butterworth, 2005).  Using the population dynamics model by 
Johnston and Butterworth (2005), the effect of take of 50 animals on the stock was examined.  The results 
showed that the take of 50 animals per year hardly delays their recovery to the pristine level (Appendix 9). 

The abundance estimate of fin whales (Appendix 1) does not cover their entire range and is therefore greatly 
underestimated.  The planned sample size is fifty animals each year, which comes to twenty-five a year from 
each stock which is less than 1% of the underestimated abundance. Therefore it is considered to have no 
adverse effect on the stocks.  During the feasibility study the sample size is ten animals each year (effectively 
only 5 a year from each stock).  The effect is therefore negligible. 
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VIII. RESEARCH VESSELS, RESEARCH ORGANIZATIONS AND FOREIGN PARTICIPATION  

1. Research vessels 
The whale research fleet will be composed of two dedicated sighting vessels (Kyoshin Maru No.2 and the 
other undecided vessel), three sampling vessels (Yushin Maru No.2, Yushin Maru, and Kyo Maru No.1) and 
one research base vessel (Nisshin Maru). If possible, other vessel will engage in more detailed surveys on 
prey and marine environment. 

2. Research organizations 
(1) Institute of Cetacean Research (ICR) 

(2) National Research Institute of Far Seas Fisheries (NRIFSF) and other institutes of the Fisheries Research 
Agency (FRA) 

(3) Other research institutes 

3. Participation of foreign scientists 
Participation of foreign scientists will be welcomed, so long as they meet the qualifications established by 
the Government of Japan.  The required qualifications are the same as for JARPN II. 

IX. NECESSITY OF LETHAL METHODS  
The necessity of using lethal methods was already discussed at the 1997 JARPA Review meeting (IWC, 
1998). 

Parameters related to age and stomach content surveys, which are essential for the objectives of JARPA II, 
cannot be obtained using non-lethal methods alone. JARPA results showed that the meal size, blubber 
thickness and age at physical and sexual maturity strongly suggested inter and intra species competitions 
(Tamura and Konishi, 2005; Bando et al., 2005; Zenitani and Kato, 2005; Konishi and Tamura, 2005; Fujise 
et al., 20005). These parameters are essential for monitoring of the Antarctic ecosystems, and therefore lethal 
sampling is necessary for JARPAII. 

X. UTILIZING EXISTING DATA  
1. Data from commercial whaling 

Pregnancy rates and age at sexual maturity, of humpback, fin, and blue whales have been estimated based on 
data from commercial whaling (Appendix 6, Lockyer, 1979).  They are valuable information and will be 
compared with the data obtained in JARPA II. 

Biological data on Antarctic minke whales obtained from past commercial whaling and JARPA have been 
already compared. They are a valuable time series of data required for connecting from past to future.  

2. Data from JARPA 
Data from JARPA are highly valuable from the standpoint of monitoring. In JARPA II environmental and 
biological data will be collected as a continuation of JARPA.   

XI. OTHERS 

1. Processing of whale samples 
All the whales sampled will be treated as stipulated in Paragraph 2, Article VIII of the International 
Convention for the Regulation of Whaling.  Tissue samples will be taken from all whales and DNA data 
registered for market control (individual identification). 

2. Report to the IWC Scientific Committee 
A report of research cruises will be submitted to the annual or other meetings of the IWC Scientific 
Committee and other organizations, every time a cruise has been completed.  The report of the two feasibility 
cruises will be submitted to the IWC/SC after they have been completed.  When the full-scale research 
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program has been launched, a comprehensive report will be submitted to the IWC/SC after each six-year 
research period. 

3. Whale killing methods 
All whales will be taken using explosive grenades.  If instantaneous death is not achieved by the primary 
killing method, a suitable secondary method, such as a large caliber rifle or another explosive grenade will be 
chosen, depending on whale species and the condition of the hunted animal. 
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Appendix 1 

Composition of baleen whale species in the JARPA research 
area
KOJI MATSUOKA, TAKASHI HAKAMADA AND SHIGETOSHI NISHIWAKI 

The Institute of Cetacean Research, 4-5, Toyomi-cho, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 104-0055, Japan 
Contact e-mail: matsuoka@cetacean.jp 

ABSTRACT 

The Japanese Whale Research Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA) was designed 
as a large-scaled and long-term monitoring program using line transect surveys. These have been 
carried out in a consistent way during the Austral summer every other year in Areas IV and V since 
the 1987/88 season . The established sighting procedures have matched those of the IWC/ SOWER 
(Southern Ocean Whale and Ecosystem Research) cruises to the extent possible. The current 
research area was set in the Antarctic Areas IIIE (35 oE-70oE), IV(70oE-130oE), V (130oE-170oW) 
and VIW (170oW -145oW) in the waters south of 60 oS. Major cetacean species sighted in the 
research areas were Antarctic minke (Balaenoptera bonaerensis), humpback (Megaptera 
novaeangliae), fin (Balaenoptera physalus) and blue (Balaenoptera musculus intermedia) whales. 
Current abundances were estimated using the most recent stock boundaries of these species.  A 
“shift in baleen whale dominance” from Antarctic minke to humpback whales, was observed in Area 
IV since 1997/98 season. In 1989/90 season, biomass of Antarctic minke was higher (382,000 tons) 
than humpback whales (128,000 tons), and after 15 years, the biomass of humpback (841,000 tons) 
increased twice than that of Antarctic minke (335,000 tons). Habitat expansion of humpback and fin 
whales were also observed in Area IV from the first half (1989/90-1996/97) to the later half of 
surveys (1997/98 -2002/04). At this morment, abundance of Antarctic minke whales is stable in Area 
IV, however, increases of abundance and habitat expansion of humpback and fin whales, may cause 
competition with Antarctic minke whales. Yearly change in some biological fetures also suggest this 
“Event”. Further monitoring survey will be required for the baleen whale management in the 
Antarctic Ocean. 

1. DISTRIBUTION AND ABUNDANCE OF MAJOR BALEEN WHALES IN THE JARPA 
RESEARCH AREA 
The Japanese Whale Research Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA) was designed as a 
large-scaled and long-term monitoring program using line transect surveys. It has been carried out in a 
consistent way during the Austral summer seasons every other year in IWC Areas IV and V since the 
1987/88 season. The sighting procedures have been established to match the IWC/IDCR (International 
Decade for Cetacean Research) and SOWER (Southern Ocean Whale and Ecosystem Research) cruises to 
the extent possible. The trackline was designed in order to cover the strata uniformly and all the schools 
sighted were recorded (Figure 1). Sighting surveys were conducted only conditions when wind speed was 20 
knot or less for the northern strata and 25 knot or less in the southern strata. The current research area was set 
in the Antarctic Areas IIIE (35 oE-70oE), IV(70oE-130oE), V (130oE-170oW) and VIW (170oW -145oW) in 
the waters south of 60 oS. Major cetacean species sighted in the research Areas were Antarctic minke 
(Balaenoptera bonaerensis), humpback (Megaptera novaeangliae), fin (Balaenoptera physalus) and blue 
(Balaenoptera musculus intermedia) whales (Nishiwaki et al,, 2003, Ishikawa et al,, 2004).  

Abundance of Antarctic minke whale was estimated by Hakamada et al, (2005). Abundance of other baleen 
whales were estimated by Matsuoka et al, (2005). Table 1 summarize current abundance estimates of 
Antarctic minke (Eastern Indian Ocean Stock (I-stock) & Western South Pacific Stock (P-stock)), humpback, 
(Western Australian Stock (D-stock) & Eastern Australian Stock (E-stock), fin (Indian Ocean Stock (IO–
stock) & Western South Pacific Stock (WP-stock)) and blue whales based on the most recent stock 
boundaries of these species (Pastene et al,, 2005a and 2005b) using JARPA sighting survey data.  
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1.1. Antarctic minke whale 
Antarctic minke whales were widely distributed in the northern and southern strata. They also tended to 
distribute in the southern strata rather than northern strata. High density areas were observed in the southern 
strata, specially the Ross Sea and Prydz Bay (Figure 2). Abundance of this species between 1989/90 and 
2003/04 were estimated by Hakamada et al, (2005). 

I-stock: 35oE-165oE
For the Indian Ocean stock (I-stock), because abundance estimates in Area IIIE are available only from the 
JARPA survey in the 1995/96 season, abundance of this stock were estimated from the 1995/96 to the 
2003/04 seasons. Table 2 and Figure 3 show abundance estimates of this stock in the research area (south of 
60oS, 35oE-165oE). Abundance of this stock was stable between the 1995/96 and 2003/04 seasons.  

P-stock: 165oE-145oW
For the Western South Pacific Stock (P-stock), because abundance estimates in Area VIW are available only 
from the JARPA survey in the 1996/97 season, abundance of this stock were estimated from the 1996/97 to 
the 2002/03 seasons. Table 2 and Figure 3 show abundance estimates of this stock in the research area (south 
of 60oS, 165oE-145oW).  

1.2. Humpback whales 

D-stock: 70oE-130oE
Humpback whales were concentrated between 90oand 120oE in northern and southern strata, and were 
widely dispersed in the other parts of Area IV (Figure 4). Comparison of the distribution pattern between the 
first half of JARPA (1989/90-1996/97) and the later half (1997/98-2003/04) shows an increase in the number 
of sightings in Area IV between 90oand 120oE (Figure 5), and that the concentration area of this species was 
expanded to the southern and eastern strata year by year. Average latitude of the concentration area was 
60o30’S in the first half, and 62o30’S in the later half of the JARPA (Figure 6).  

The catch of humpback whales in the Antarctic was banned in 1963. Bannister (1994) reported that a total 
population size of some 3,000 whales off Shark Bay, Western Australia, based on the results from 
comparison of the 1991 sighting rate with those from a 1963 commercial aerial spotter. In the late 1990’s, 
analyses from coastal aerial surveys, 8,000-14,000 whales was estimated (rate of increase was 10.2±4.6%) 
off Western Australia (Bannister and Hedley, 2001). Abundance estimate using IWC/SOWER data for the 
part of Area IV (80 o -130 o E) in 1998/99 was estimated as 17,300 (CV=0.17) whales (Matsuoka et al,., 
2003). At the start of JARPA, abundance of this stock was only 5,200 (1989/90 season), but current 
abundance estimates of this stock was estimated as 31,800 (CV=0.11) in 2003/04 season (Table3 and Figure 
7). Recent abundance (average of 2001/02 and 2003/04) was 32,380 (CV=0.08). Increasing rate of this stock 
in the feeding ground (south of 60 o S) was estimated as 16.2±6.4%,because recent habitat extension of this 
stock may cause this high estimate (Matsuoka et al,., 2005). As a results of stock assessment, near complete 
recoveries to pristine levels are suggested in some 10 years for this stock (Johnston and Butterworth, 2005). 

E-stock: 130oE-170oW
For the E-stock in Area V, they tended to distributed in the eastern part of Area V except the Ross sea. They 
were distributed clearly along the Pacific Antarctic ridge where the southern boundary of the Antarctic 
Circumpolar Current was observed. Table3 shows abundance estimates for this stock. Yearly fluctuations of 
abundance estimation were observed for this stock. 

There are several reports on abundance estimates of humpback whales in the late 1990’s off Eastern 
Australia and Antarctic Area V. Estimate of East Australian humpback whales using land-based survey was 
3,185 (s.e.=208) whales in the 1996 (Brown et al,., 1997). The estimate in the Antarctic Area V in 1991/92 
season using IWC/IDCR data was 2,104 whales (CV=0.52) (Brown and Butterworth, 1999). Recent JARPA 
estimates (average of 2000/01 and 2002/03) are 3,728 (CV=0.15) whales which are consistent as a rate of 
increasing has been assumed to be some 10 %. As a results of stock assessment, near complete recoveries to 
pristine levels are suggested in some 15-20 years for the currently more depleted E-stock (Johnston and 
Butterworth, 2005). 
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1.3. Fin whales  
Estimate of abundance of this species in the whole Antarctic waters based on IWC/IDCR and Japanese 
Scouting Vessels (JSV) was 18,000 (CV=0.47) in the south of 30oS (Butterworth et al,., 1994). Recent 
estimates of this species in the whole area south of 60oS based on the IWC/IDCR and SOWER data were 
2,100 (1978/79-1983/84, CV=0.36), 2,100 (1985/86-1990/91, CV=0.45) and 5,500 (1991/92-1997/98: not 
completed, CV=0.53) in the first, second and third circumpolar series, respectively (Branch and Butterworth, 
2001). In half of Antarctic area (south of 60oS, 35oE -145oW), 15,000 (CV=0.20) whales was estimated using 
JARPA 1989/90- 2003/04 data, and the first estimates in this area shows significant increase (Matsuoka et al,, 
2005). Figure 8 shows the distribution pattern of this species by the JSV data. 

IO-stock: 35oE-130oE
Indian Ocean Stock (IO-stock) of this species were widely distributed in the Areas IIIE and IV, and they 
tended to be distributed in Area IIIE rather than Area IV. They were widely dispersed and also rarely found 
within the Prydz Bay (Figure 9). Comparison of the distribution pattern during the first half of JARPA 
(1989/90-1995/96) and the later half (1996/97-2003/04), shows that fin whales appeared more frequently in 
the western part of Area IV in recent years (Figure 10).  

No abundance estimation of this stock from sightings data was reported. Recent abundance (average of 
2001/02 and 2003/04) was estimated as 8,621 (CV=0.19) for south of 60oS (Table 4 and Figure 11). Because 
they are mainly distributed in the area north of 60oS (Kasamatsu, 1993), large yearly fluctuation in the area 
south of 60oS in Areas IIIE and IV might be attributable to such distribution. For abundance estimation of the 
whole IO-stock, it is possible to extrapolate current abundance to the north of 60oS using Japanese scouting 
vessel (JSV) data. The abundance in January and February with consideration of seasonal distribution 
changes of this species were estimated to be 31,000 whales (CV=0.26) for this stock (south of 40oS, 35oE-
130oE), from the results of the JARPA-2003/04 data.  

WP-stock : 130oE-145oW
For the WP-stock of this species in the area south of 60oS, recent abundance (average of 2000/01 and 
2002/03) was estimated 4,691 (CV=0.17) (Table 4 and Figure 11). 

For the whole Western Pacific Stock abundance estimation, it is possible to extrapolate current abundance to 
the north of 60°S using Japanese scouting vessel (JSV) data (Miyashita et al,, 1995), because this species 
also distributed in areas more north of 60°S. The abundance in January and February with consideration of 
seasonal distribution changes of this species were estimated to be 16,000 whales (CV=0.29) for this stock 
(south of 40°S, 130°E-145°W), from the results of the JARPA-2002/03 data. 

1.4. Blue whales (35oE-145oW)
There is no stock information of blue whales in the JARPA research area. Initially, there were as many as 
200,000 blue whales in the whole Antarctic as calculated by a logistic model, but their number was greatly 
reduced by over-hunting, and their take was banned in 1964. After forty years, however, they still small 
number less than 2,000 (Branch et al,, 2004).  

In the JARPA research area, blue whales were rarely encountered by the surveys though they were widely 
distributed in the research area. They were usually found in Area IIIE and Area VE (Figure 13). In Area IV, 
the number of sightings of this species increased in the later half JARPA (Figure 14). Abundance of this 
species (south of 60oS, 35oE-145oW) was 900 (CI: 500-1,600) in 1999/2000 + 2000/01 seasons and 500 
whales (CI: 300-1,000) in 2001/02 + 2002/03 seasons (Table 5). They still number less than 1,000 (biomass: 
less than 8,000 tons) in the JARPA research area. Also, the number of survey years is still too short to detect 
any precise yearly trend. Further surveys are necessary for improving the precision of estimates of the annual 
rate of increase in the feeding ground.  

A “SHIFT IN BALEEN WHALE DOMINANCE” FROM ANTARCTIC MINKE TO HUMPBACK 
WHALES IN AREA IV 
Biomass of Antarctic minke, humpback, fin and blue whales in Area IV are shown in Figure 15. A “Shift in 
baleen whale dominance” from Antarctic minke to humpback whales was observed in this Area since 
1997/98 season. In 1989/90 season, biomass of Antarctic minke was higher (382,000 tons) than humpback 
whales (128,000 ton), and after 15 years in 2003/04 season, biomass of humpback (841,000 tons) was twice 
than Antarctic minke (335,000 tons). Increase of fin whale was observed in Areas IIIE and IV. In 1989/90 
season, biomass of fin was 5,000 tons, and after 15 years in 2003/04 season, biomass of fin was 67,000 tons 
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as over 10 times (20 % of Antarctic minke biomass). Abundance of Antarctic minke whales is stable in 
Areas IV and V, however, the decrease in blubber thickness in Area IV was observed (Konishi and Tamura, 
2005), and the decreasing pattern in stomach content weights of matured minke whales was also observed in 
Area IV since 1987/88 season using JARPA biological data (Tamura and Konishi, 2005). It is also 
reasonable to support a view that increase and habitat expansion of humpback and fin whales in Area IV, 
may cause competition with Antarctic minke. Further monitoring survey was required in order to 
understanding Antarctic ecosystem and for the baleen whale management in the Antarctic Ocean.  

3. MONITORING WHALE POPULATION 
In the Antarctic Ocean, catch of southern right, humpback, blue, fin and sei whales was prohibited in 1932, 
1963, 1964, 1976 and 1978, respectively. Seventy years passed already since southern right whale has been 
protected, and more than 40 years have passed since humpback whale and blue whale have been protected. 
In coastal waters of south America, South Africa and east and west coast of Australia, significant recovery of 
southern right whale and humpback whales are reported recently in these breeding areas. On the other hand, 
the information on the present status of pelagic species, such as blue, fin and sei whales were limited. The 
IWC/IDCR-SOWER cruises, however not sufficient enough for the monitoring of ecosystem, as survey 
covers the same area once in every over 6 years. In this situation, JARPA have been monitoring for baleen 
whale species population by the large-scaled and long-term line transect survey for over 15 years in Areas IV 
and V. The number of survey years is still too short to detect precise yearly trend for whales population. 
Further monitoring survey was required for the baleen whale management in the Antarctic Ocean. 
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Table 1. Recent abundance estimates (P) of Antarctic minke whale, humpback, fin and blue whales for each stock using 
JARPA 2002/03 and 2003/04 data (south of 60oS). For humpback and fin whales, average of latest two seaosns 
abundance were used. The g (0) is assumed to be 1. Avarage weights used for the biomass, were 7, 26.5, 48 and, 
83 tons for Antarctic minke, humpback, fin and blue whales, respectively. 

Species longitude P CV Biomass(ton) Ref.
Antarctic minke (I-stock) 35E-165E 129,000 (0.25) 903,000 1
Antarctic minke (P-stock) 165E-145W 95,000 (0.17) 665,000 1
Humpback (D-stock) 70E-130E 32,400 (0.08) 858,600 2
Humpback (E-stock) 130E-170W 3,700 (0.15) 98,050 2
Fin (IO-stock) 35E-130E 8,600 (0.19) 412,800 2
Fin (WP-stock) 130E-145W 4,700 (0.17) 225,600 2
Blue 35E-145W 500 (0.29) 41,500 2

Ref. 1: Hakamada et al., 2005.
2: Matsuoka et al., 2005.  

 

 

Table 2. Abundance estimates (P) of Antarctic minke whale (I-stock and P-stock) between 1995/96 and 2003/04 
seasons (south of 60oS). The g (0) is assumed to be 1 (Hakamada et al,, 2005). Avarage weight of this species 
was 7 tons for the biomass. 

I-stock       P-stock 

Season P CV Biomass Season P CV Biomass
1995/96 82,975 0.165 580,825 1996/97 156,323 0.267 1,094,261
1997/98 124,301 0.187 870,107 1998/99 82,489 0.219 577,423

1999/2000 128,110 0.227 896,770 2000/01 179,417 0.197 1,255,919
2001/02 228,349 0.142 1,598,444 2002/03 95,116 0.168 665,812
2003/04 128,695 0.248 900,864 2004/05 - - -

 
 

 

Table 3. Abundance estimates (P) of humpback whale for the D-stock and E-stock (both south of 60oS), between 
1989/90 and 2003/04 (Matsuoka et al,, 2005). Avarage weight of this species was 26.5 tons for the biomass. 

D-stock       E-stock 

Season P CV Biomass Season P CV Biomass
1989/90 5,230 0.301 138,605 1990/91 1,354 0.196 35,891
1991/92 5,350 0.190 141,775 1992/93 3,837 0.633 101,675
1993/94 2,740 0.154 72,615 1994/95 3,567 0.306 94,538
1995/96 8,850 0.142 234,529 1996/97 1,543 0.281 40,897
1997/98 10,874 0.166 288,168 1998/99 8,301 0.308 219,973

1999/2000 16,211 0.146 429,588 2000/01 4,720 0.217 125,068
2001/02 33,010 0.112 874,758 2002/03 2,735 0.159 72,481
2003/04 31,750 0.114 841,382 2004/05 - - -  
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Table 4. Abundance estimates (P) of fin whale (south of 60oS) for the Indian Ocean stock (IO-stock)and Western South 
Pacific stock (WP-stock), between 1989/90 and 2003/04 (Matsuoka et al,, 2005). Avarage weight of this 
species was 48 tons for the biomass. 

IO-stock      WP-stock 

Season P CV Biomass Season P CV Biomass
1995/96 4,305 0.197 206,629 1996/97 1,714 0.252 82,258
1997/98 715 0.307 34,326 1998/99 4,850 0.354 232,779

1999/2000 4,478 0.221 214,929 2000/01 5,876 0.211 282,051
2001/02 10,668 0.255 512,052 2002/03 3,505 0.287 168,250
2003/04 6,573 0.256 315,512 2004/05 - - -  

 

 

Table 5. Abundance estimates (P) of blue whale (south of 60oS) between 1989/90 and 2003/04. Average weight of this 
species was 83 tons for the biomass. 

Blue Area Area Area Area Total
IIIE IV V VIW

Seasons P CV P CV P CV P CV P CV Biomass(ton)
1989/90 + 1990/91 - - 65 0.48 205 1.01 - - 270 0.78 22,410
1991/92+ 1992/93 - - 17 1.08 231 0.67 - - 248 0.63 20,584
1993/94+ 1994/95 - - 64 0.62 275 0.64 - - 339 0.53 28,137
1995/96+ 1996/97 293 0.43 6 0.94 7 0.75 58 0.45 364 0.35 30,212
1997/98+ 1998/99 248 0.49 153 0.61 221 2.07 0 - 622 0.78 51,626
1999/00+ 2000/01 352 0.59 218 0.40 294 0.49 0 - 864 0.31 71,712
2001/02+ 2002/03 80 0.62 295 0.44 142 0.53 28 0.94 545 0.29 45,235
2003/04+ 2004/05 540 0.34 92 0.72 - - - - - - -

 
 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 1. Distribution of the searching efforts in JARPA1987/88-2003/04 seasons. Including middle latitude 

transit sighting survey.  
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Fig. 2. Map of the Density Index (number of primary sightings of whales / 100 n.miles) of Antarctic 

minke whales during JARPA -1987/88-2003/04 seasons by 1°×1°square. 

 

  
Fig. 3. Abundance estimates (south of 60oS) of Antarctic minke whales (Left side: I-stock: 35oE-165oE, Right side: P-
stock 165oE-145oW) in the research area.  

 

 

 
Fig. 4.  Map of the Density Index (number of primary sightings of whales / 100 n.miles) of humpback whales during 

JARPA -1987/88-2003/04 seasons by 1°×1°square.  
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Fig. 5. Comparison of the distribution plot (Primary sightings) pattern between the first half of surveys (Left: 1989/90 -
1996/97) and late of surveys (Right: 1997/98-2003/04) by three vessels. Number of sightings were increased in the Area 
IV between 90oand 120oE.  

 

 

  
Fig. 6. Comparison of the latitudinal density Index (number of primary sightings of whales / 100 n.miles) between the 

first half of JARPA (Left: 1989/90-1996/97) and the later half of JARPA (Right: 1997/98-2003/04). Average of 
the latitude was 6030’S in the half of surveys, and was 6230’S in the second half of the surveys. 
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Fig. 7. Abundance estimates of humpback whales (south of 60oS) between 1989/90 and 2003/2004 seasons (over 15 

years) in relation to Table 3. Vertical lines show standard errors. Left side; D-stock, Right side; E-stock. 
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Fig. 8. The Japanese Scouting Vessel (JSV) data (sighting rate of 5°×5°square) for fin whales sighted in January during 

1965/66 to1987/88 (Miyashita et al,, 1995).  

 

 

 
Fig. 9. Map of the Density Index (number of primary sightings of whales / 100 n.miles ) of fin whales during JARPA -

1987/88-2003/04 seasons by 1°×1°square.  

 

  

  
Fig. 10. Comparison of the distribution plot (Primary sightings) pattern between the first half of surveys (Left: 1989/90 
-1996/97) and late of surveys (Right: 1997/98-2003/04) by three vessels. Number of sightings were increased in the 
Area IV between 70oand 100oE.  
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Fig. 11. Abundance estimates of fin whales (Indian Ocean stock: south of 60oS, 35oE-130oE) between 1989/90 and 

2003/2004 seasons (over 15 years) in relation to Table 4. Vertical lines show standard errors. 

 

 

 
Fig. 12. The Japanese Scouting Vessel (JSV) data (sighting rate of 5°×5°square) for blue whales sighted in February 

during 1965/66 to1987/88 (Miyashita et al,, 1995).  

 

 
Fig. 13. Map of the Density Index (number of primary sightings of whales / 100 n.miles) of fin whales during JARPA -

1987/88-2003/04 seasons by 1°×1°square.  
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Fig. 14. Comparison of the distribution plot (Primary sightings) pattern for blue whales between the first half of surveys 
(Left: 1989/90 -1996/97) and late of surveys (Right: 1997/98-2003/04) by three vessels. Number of sightings were 
increased in the Area IV. 
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Fig. 15. Biomass of Antarctic minke, humpback, fin and blue whales in Area IV (south of 60oS) surveyed during 
January to February, between 1989/90 and 2003/2004 seasons (over 15 years). Abundance of Antarctic minke were 
estimated by Hakamada et al,, (2005). A “shift in baleen whale dominance” from Antarctic minke to humpback whales 
was observed since 1997/98 season (arrows). 
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Appendix 2 

What has happened to the Antarctic minke whale stocks?      - 
A interprepation of results from JARPA - 
YOSHIHIRO FUJISE, HIROSHI HATANAKA AND SEIJI OHSUMI 

The Institute of Cetacean Research,4-5, Toyomi-cho, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 104-0055, JAPAN. 
Contact e-mail: fujise@cetacean.jp 

ABSTRACT 

Historical changes in the Antarctic minke whale stocks were examined based on various results from 
JARPA including age at sexual maturity, growth curve, blubber thickness, prey consumption, and 
ADPT-VPA analysis of the stocks as well as results from research on mercury accumulation etc. It 
has been assumed that feeding conditions of the minke whale improved with the removal of large 
baleen whales such as the blue whale by commercial whaling, which promoted rapid growth and 
younger age at sexual maturity; however, around 1970, conditions gradually shifted unfavourably, 
resulting in slower rates of change in the foregoing parameters.  These changes were then arrested by 
the 1980s to the 1990s.  Reflecting these unfavourable changes, it was observed that blubber 
thickness and stomach content weight were reduced, which indicated less prey consumption.  There 
was also a decrease in the accumulation of mercury resulting from less prey consumption.  Also, the 
distribution area of humpback and fin whales in the feeding season expanded southward in the 
Antarctic from around 1990, suggesting further deterioration of feeding conditions for the Antarctic 
minke whales. 
KEYWORDS: ANTARCTIC MINKE WHALE; BLUE WHALE; FIN WHALE; HUMPBACK WHALE, 
COMPETITION;  LONG-TERM CHANGE; HEAVY METALS; AGE AT SEXUAL MATURITY; 
PREGNANCY RATE 

INTRODUCTION
Abundance and biological parameters of Antarctic minke whales have greatly changed over the years, and 
since the late 1970s the IWC/SC has spent considerable time discussing possible reasons and trying to 
understand this phenomenon (see IWC, 19xx).  

Due to uncertainties related to the estimation of biological parameters, there was no agreement at that time 
concerning the data necessary for stock management, including natural mortality rate. This resulted in 
difficulties in calculating the catch quota and was the primary reason for the moratorium on commercial 
whaling. The Government of Japan, therefore, launched a whale research program under the Article VIII of 
the International Convention for the Regulation of Whaling (ICRR), in the Antarctic in 1987/88, with the 
estimation of biological parameters necessary for the management of Antarctic minke whales as the first 
objective.  The elucidation of the role of cetaceans in the Antarctic ecosystem was the secondary objective.  
The program was called JARPA, and in 1994 and 1995, the elucidation of the effects of environmental 
changes on cetaceans and, the Antarctic minke whale stock structure were added to the research objectives. 

The JARPA program spanning over eighteen years will end in 2004/05.  Research in various fields has been 
conducted together with surveys and analyses related to the program objectives.  Phenomena suggesting 
qualitative and quantitative changes on the Antarctic minke whale stocks have been observed, some of which 
have been reported at the IWC/SC ( e.g. IWC, 1988). 

This paper rearranges the results reflecting changes in the Antarctic minke whale stocks, examines what has 
happened in these stocks, and predicts possible future changes. 

MATERIALS AND METHOD 
Examination of the changes in the Antarctic minke whale stocks since whaling began, is based on analyses 
of sexual maturity age and growth curve (Kato, 1987; Zenitani et al., 2005), blubber thickness (Ohsumi et al., 
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1997; Konishi and Tamura, 2005), and estimated prey consumption (Tamura and Konishi, 2005) using 
samples from commercial whaling and JARPA, ADPT-VPA analysis of the stocks (Butterworth et al.,1999), 
and study of mercury accumulation in the whale body (Honda, 1985; Honda et al., 1987; Fujise et al., 1997; 
Yasunaga and Fujise, 2005) and other reports. 

Age at sexual maturity estimated by the transition phase of the growth layer in cetacean earplugs has been 
used here. 

Data for age at sexual maturity for fin and Antarctic minke whales used in this study are from Lockyer 
(1972) and Kato (1987), respectively. Apparent pregnancy rates for blue and fin whales are from Gambell 
(1972). Apparent pregnancy rate for humpback whales are from Bando et al. (2005) which were calculated 
from the International Whaling Statistics. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Catch History and Biomass of Large Cetaceans in the Antarctic Ocean 
Commercial whaling began in the Antarctic in 1904.  Initially, whaling mainly targeted the blue whales that 
had high commercial value and humpback whales that are slow swimmers.  Later, the object of commercial 
whaling gradually shifted to the fin, sei and Antarctic minke whales with reduction of the former target 
whale stocks (Fig. 1). 

Blue whales 
In the 1911/12 season, more than 1,000 blue whales were taken.  In 1928/29, the yearly catch exceeded 
10,000, and in the 1930/31 season, 29,410 whales were taken as the largest catch on record.  Annual catches 
continued in the tens of thousands until the 1939/40 season.  It temporarily decreased during World War II, 
but recorded 9,192 in the 1946/47 hunting season, then declined rapidly (Fig. 1).  The take of blue whales 
was banned in 1964.  Total catch amounted to 331,644 whales.  In terms of biomass, this means that a 
maximum of 2,941,000 tons in a year, and an average of 526,408 tons per year were removed from the 
stocks, calculated with an average body weight of 100 tons (Fig. 2). 

Fin whales 

Fin whales were also hunted from the initial period.  More than 10,000 were taken in the 1929/30 season, 
and in 1937/38, more than 20,000, exceeding the catch of blue whales, when the fin became the major target 
of commercial whaling.  As with blue whales, catches temporarily decreased during World War II, but 
recovered when whaling was resumed after the end of the War, and in the 1951/52 season it again exceeded 
20,000.  Annual catches continued in the tens of thousands until the 1963/64 season (Fig. 1).  The largest 
catch on record was made in the 1960/61 season, when 28,761 whales were taken.  Total catches came to 
691,890 until the take of fin whales was banned in 1976.  In terms of biomass, this means that a maximum of 
1,581,855 tons in a year, and an average of 528,527 tons per year were removed from the stocks, calculated 
with an average body weight of 55 tons (Fig. 2). 

Sei whales 
There is a record of the take of sei whales in 1905/06, but full-scale hunting began in the 1957/58 season. 
Since then annual catches increased to a peak of 20, 380 in the 1964/65 season and decreased rapidly after 
that (Fig. 1).  Total catch till 1977/78 was 149,594 or, an average of 2,301 whales taken annually.  In terms 
of biomass, this means that a total of 2,917,083 tons, a maximum of 397,410 tons in a year, and an average 
of 44,878 tons per year were removed from the stocks, calculated with an average body weight of 19.5 tons 
(Fig. 2). 

Antarctic minke whales 
The take of Antarctic minke whales has been recorded in 1951/52, but it was in the 1971/72 season that full-
scale whaling for them began.  About 6,000 whales were taken annually from the 1972/73 to the 1986/87 
season, when commercial whaling was suspended.  Since then, 330 or less have been taken under the special 
permit of the Japanese Government up till 1994/95, and 440 or less till 2003/04 (Fig. 1).  The largest catch 
on record was made in the 1976/77 season, when 7,900 were taken.  Total catch came to 97,810 whales until 
the 1986/87 season, when commercial whaling was suspended or, an average of 2,877 whales taken annually 
(for reference, total catch is 104,165 and yearly average 2,042 whales if those taken under special permit are 
included).  In terms of biomass, this means that a total of 723,794 tons, a maximum of 58,460 tons in a year, 
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and an average of 21,288 tons per year were removed from the stocks, calculated with an average body 
weight of 7.4 tons (for reference, total biomass is 770,821 tons, and annual average 15,114 if those taken 
under special permit are included) (Fig. 2). 

Humpback whales 
Humpback whales were taken as the major target species from the 1904/05 season, when commercial 
whaling began in the Antarctic Ocean, since they were easy to hunt.  Their status as the major target 
continued until the 1913/14 season.  In the 1910/11 season, more than 8,000 whales were taken, but after the 
1913/14 season, the target shifted to blue and fin whales, and catch gradually decreased until the 1916/17 
season, after which it declined to 1,000 or less.  From the 1934/35 to 1940/41, and from the 1949/50 to 
1959/60 seasons, 1,000 to 2,000 whales were taken, but the take of humpback whales was banned in 1963 
(Fig. 1).  The largest catch on record was made in the 1936/37 season, when 4,477 whales were taken.  Total 
catch came to 68,294 or, an annual average of 1,102.  In terms of biomass, this means that a total of 
2,117,114 tons and an average of 33,605 tons per year were removed from the stock, calculated with an 
average body weight of 31 tons (Fig. 2).  
 
Until around 1970 while fin whales were being hunted, about 2 million tons of whales had been removed 
from the stocks.  Krill consumed by the whales would have amounted to 60,000 tons per day, assuming that 
consumption is 3% of body weight of whales.  This all became a surplus since whales were removed by the 
hunts.  If we assume that the blue, fin, humpback and other large whales stayed in the Antarctic Ocean for 
one hundred days, as much as 3 million tons of krill would have been left over as surplus every year. 

Age at sexual maturity 
Age at sexual maturity of the fin and Antarctic minke whales is discussed here since biological data for these 
species are comparatively abundant. 

Fin whales 
Fig. 3 shows the changes in the age at sexual maturity of fin whales in the Antarctic (Lockyer, 1972). Their 
catch continued from 1904, when whaling began in the Antarctic, to 1976.  Age at sexual maturity declined 
markedly from year classes in 1920 to 1930 and this trend is observed until the 1957 year class for which 
there are data. 

Antarctic minke whales 
Fig. 4 shows the changes in age at sexual maturity deduced from the transition phase in earplugs of female 
Antarctic minke whales (Kato, 1987). Full-scale whaling for the Antarctic minke whales began in the 
1971/72 season, but the age at sexual maturity already began to decline before the season which full-scale 
whaling was started. It seems the decline began from around the 1932 year class. Significant decline was 
observed from the 1950 to 1977 year classes (Kato, 1987). 

After the moratorium on commercial whaling was implemented in 1987, samples were collected by the 
JARPA, which are shown in Fig. 5 (Zenitani and Kato, 2005).  The decline tendency in the age at sexual 
maturity gradually slowed down around the 1960s, and almost stopped around 1965 to 1980. In case of 
females, increasing trends was observed after the 1990 year class. 

Pregnancy Rate 
Fig. 6 shows the changes in the pregnancy rates of the blue, fin, and humpback whales over the years.  The 
rates of the three whale species show the tendency to increase from the 1930s, although there are yearly 
fluctuations.  Pregnancy rates of blue whales increased from about 1930 to 1960, fin whales from around 
1930 to 1970, and humpback whales from about 1930 to 1960, although the yearly fluctuation is great. 

It is considered that Antarctic minke whales are capable of reproducing every year, and the apparent 
pregnancy rate estimated from those migrating to the Antarctic is high and constantly in the ninetieth 
percentile since 1970s.  However, they are segregated by sex and reproductive status, and the 78% (Best, 
1982) estimated in their breeding ground is considered to be appropriate.  No detailed reports are available 
on the changes over the years. 
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Growth Curve 
The growth curve of Antarctic minke whales using samples from commercial whaling is shown in Fig. 6 
(Kato, 1987).  Kato (1987) reported that growth rate increased from year classes in 1940 to 1949 and for 
those in 1970 to 1979, and that they matured at a younger age and became larger in size. 

We compared the growth curve after the above period, using JARPA samples, and found that the growth rate 
has slowed down for year classes in the 1990s, compared with those in the 1980s.  The growth curve shows 
that the 1990s year group tend to be below those for 1980s (Fig. 8). 

VPA Analysis of Antarctic Minke Whale Stocks 
Catch-at-age analysis using VPA and others have shown that recruitment of Antarctic minke whales 
increased from 1944 to 1968 (Sakuramoto and Tanaka, 1985; 1986; Butterworth et al., 1999). It then 
decreased until about 1980, after which the declining trend has halted.  The causes for these changes have 
long been the subject of discussion at the IWC (see IWC, 1989; 1990; 1991; 1992a; 1992b; 1995; 
Sakuramoto and Tanaka, 1986; Butterworth et al., 1999; Butterworth and Punt, 1999). 

Accumulation of Pollutants 
Honda et al. (1987) analyzed heavy metals in the livers of Antarctic minke whales commercially taken in the 
1980/81 season.  He found that Hg concentration did not increase with age; rather it decreased after age ten.  
It is well known that Hg concentration in the liver increases with age in marine mammals including 
cetaceans.  However, he reported that such age-related accumulation was not detected in the minke whale 
samples.  Changes in Hg concentration in the prey was not a plausible explanation, since Hg in the 
environment has not greatly changed, and he considered that it was a result of an increase in prey 
consumption, hence the increase of Hg intake.  As a factor, he pointed out that feeding conditions had 
improved for the Antarctic minke, with the decrease in the abundance of larger whales (Honda et al., 1987). 

Further, in order to understand the apparent decreasing pattern of Hg concentration, Honda (1985) estimated 
the total mercury loads (burdens) accumulated in the whale, and examined conditions that would best fit the 
mercury accumulation age curve using an accumulation model.  In this simulation, he assumed that Hg 
concentration in the environment (prey) has not greatly changed and used 4.6 years for the biological half-
life of mercury as determined in the striped dolphin.  The assumed feeding conditions that fit the curve was 
that in 1980/81, whales up to ten years old consumed prey amounting to 15% of body weight, while 
consumption decreased from 15% to 5% for those from ten to thirty; and for those over thirty, it was 5% (Fig. 
11).  The trend was observed by analyzing samples taken during the 1980/81 to 1981/82 whaling seasons, 
from which can be deduced that feeding conditions became favourable around 1950, which is thirty years 
prior to these sampling dates. 

Fujise et al. (1997) continued to monitor Hg accumulation in Antarctic minke whales using JARPA samples.  
They clarified the process that reflects an increase in mercury intake for all ages.  Examination of the 
accumulation changes up to recent years, shows a rise in mercury intake due to increased consumption of 
prey.  This was found in all age groups.  It was confirmed that Hg concentration also increased in Antarctic 
minke whales with age as with other cetaceans (Fig. 12). 

Furthermore, Hg concentration tends to be lower in the younger age group (one to five year olds),  when the 
details of these accumulation curves for the most recent (2003/04) JARPA samples are examined (Fig. 13). 

Blubber Thickness 
Ohsumi et al. (1997) examined blubber thickness using data from commercial whaling which began in 
1971/72 and the JARPA data from 1987/88 to 1995/96.  They reported that a reduction in blubber thickness 
was observed after 1978 (Fig. 14). 

Konishi and Tamura (2005) analyzed blubber thickness using the JARPA data from 1987/88 to 2003/04, and 
reported that the decrease in thickness found by Ohsumi et al. (1997) was still in evidence (Fig. 15). 

Changes in Stomach Content Weight of Antarctic Minke Whales 
Tamura and Konishi (2005) examined the stomach contents of Antarctic minke whales using data from the 
JARPA 1987/88 to 2003/04 seasons. They reported that the decreasing pattern in stomach content weights of 
mature minke whales was observed since the 1987/88 season in which JARPA was started (Fig. 16). 
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Competition with Larger Baleen Whales (Humpback and Fin Whales) 
In recent years, it has become known that larger baleen whale stocks, including humpback whales, are 
recovering.  Matsuoka et al., (2005) estimated abundance of humpback and fin whales in the Antarctic Areas 
III (East), IV, V and VI (West), using the whale sighting data from JARPA. They reported that the number of 
humpback and fin whales migrating to Antarctic Areas IV and V have been increasing (Fig. 17) and that the 
biomass of these species has become larger than that of Antarctic minke whale in recent years (Fig. 18; 
Matsuoka et al., 2005).  In Area IV, especially, the humpback whale has been seen to be encroaching on the 
distribution range of Antarctic minke whales.  Many minke whales were sighted in the research area south of 
lat. 60°S in recent years, but it was observed in the 2003/04 surveys that they tended to be pushed back into 
the pack ice (Ishikawa et al., 2004). 

Humpback and fin whales used to be only sighted offshore until the 1990s, but in recent years, their 
distribution range has become overlapped with that of the Antarctic minke whale.  The overlapping of two or 
more whale species in the feeding grounds of the Antarctic suggests competition among these whale species 
occurs over krill, which is the key species, especially in a simple marine ecosystem structure as the Antarctic 
Ocean.  The reduced range of Antarctic minke whales in their feeding ground suggests that those niches have 
become sub-optimal. 

What Has Happened to the Antarctic Minke Whale Stocks? 
The above considerations can be summarized as follows: 

Changes found from 1940 to 1970: 

* Increase in recruitment (VPA) 

* Acceleration in growth rate (growth curve) 

* Decrease in the age at sexual maturity (earplug transition phase) 

* Increase in mercury intake 

 

Changes found from 1970 to 1980: 

* Decrease in recruitment (VPA) 

* Halt in the decreasing trend in the age at sexual maturity (earplug transition phase) 

* Mercury intake stabilizes at fixed level 

 

Changes from 1980 onwards: 

* Decreasing growth rate (growth curve) 

* Decrease in blubber thickness (from 1980 to present) 

* Decrease in stomach contents weight (from latter half of 1980 to present) 

* Decrease in mercury intake 

 

Examining the above phenomenon comprehensively, the following possible changes are considered to have 
occurred in the Antarctic minke whale stocks. 

Feeding conditions became favourable for the Antarctic minke whales around 1940, at the latest, with the 
depletion in large baleen whales such as blue and other whales due to overhunting, and the nutritional status 
of each minke whale individual improved. Thus, growth rate increased for the minke, and they grew to 
mature body length earlier, reaching sexual maturity younger.  The increased breeding capability resulted in 
increased abundance.  Declining age at sexual maturity and increasing pregnancy rates were also observed in 
fin, humpback and other large baleen whales, suggesting improved feeding conditions for them as well.  
Overall improvement in feeding conditions is indicated, arising from lower population density due to the 
decrease in the number of large baleen whales which consumed huge amounts of krill in the Antarctic Ocean 
(Kato, 1987). 
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The amount of available prey (krill) per minke whale as a consumer became restricted about 1970.  Around 
that time, growth rate and the declining the age at sexual maturity slowed down.  By 1980 a halt in the latter 
trend was observed.  It seems that the growth rate of whales in year classes of the 1990s was lower than that 
of those in year classes of the 1980s.  The change in feeding conditions was reflected in blubber thickness.  
Blubber thickness of Antarctic minke whale has shown a constant decline since 1978/88.  Also, the number 
of humpback and fin whales which are higher in their niches than the number of Antarctic minke whales, 
migrating to the Antarctic increased from 1990.  This suggests the recovery of these stocks, while indicating 
a further deterioration in feeding conditions for Antarctic minke whales. 

Other factors that may have contributed to the changes in feeding conditions include environmental changes 
such as global warming.  Melting of fast ice in the seas around the Antarctic Peninsula has been reported, 
and a decrease in the number of penguins which incubate on ice has been observed (Croxall et al., 2002).  
However, Areas IV and V of the Antarctic Ocean, which are the concern of this paper,, are on the opposite 
side of the Antarctic Peninsula and no major melting of fast ice has been reported to date..  Analysis of 
satellite data and oceanographic observations carried out in the JARPA programs have not shown any 
constant change in the marine environment, although annual fluctuations due to El Nino and La Nina have 
been observed (Watanabe et al., 2005). 

It is highly possible that nutritional conditions for the Antarctic minke whales have changed due to 
competition with other whale species such as the humpback whale, and possibly the change in carrying 
capacity, in the Antarctic marine ecosystem. 

For the appropriate management and sustainable use of Antarctic minke whale stocks, we would need to 
collect not only data on abundance and biological parameters of major whale species, but also data on their 
habitat environment and their responses to environmental changes. 
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Fig. 1. Catch history of large sized baleen whales in the Antarctic since 1904. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2. Total biomass of harvested large sized baleen whales in the Antarctic since 1904. 

 

 

Fig. 3. Trend of age at sexual maturity of southern fin whales by cohort (Lockyer, 1982)  
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Fig. 4. Trend of age at sexual maturity of Antarctic minke whales by cohort (Kato, 1987)  
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Fig. 5. Trend of age at sexual maturity of Antarctic minke whales by cohort  (Zenitani and Kato, 2005) 
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Fig. 6. Yearly changes of apparent pregnancy rate of blue, fin and humpback whales in the Antarctic (data from 
Lockyer (1982) and BIWS). 
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Fig. 7. Yearly changes of growth curve of Antarctic minke whales using samples from commercial whaling (Kato, 
1987). 

 

 

 

 
Fig. 8. Comparison of growth curve of body length in each cohort for Antarctic minke whales. Left column indicate 
male, and right female. Upper and lower figures indicate Area IV and Area V, respectively. Age data in this figure were 
used from Ms. Zenitani (unpublished data).  
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Fig. 9. Boot strap estimates of median (solid line), and 5%- and 95%-iles (dotted lines), for recruitment Ny,2 (relative to 
its estimated 1968 level for the corresponding bootstrap replicate) for Area IV for the base-case estimator when M is 
fixed at its corresponding best estimate of o.o57yr-1.  (Butterworth et al., 1999) 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 10. Age trend of hepatic mercury concentrations (μg/g) in Antarctic minke whales using samples from 
commercial whaling in 1980/81 season . (Honda et al., 1987) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 11.  Age trend of mercury load (mg) in the body of Antarctic minke whales, and accumulation curve obtained from 
the simulation of accumulation model (Honda, 1984).  
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Fig. 12. Comparison of age trends of hepatic Hg concentrations (ng/g) of Antarctic minke whales during five survey 
year groups (1980/81+1981/82, 1984/85+1985/86, 1988/89+1989/90, 1994/95+1995/96, 1997/98+1998/99, 
2001/02+2002/03).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 13. Yearly changes of hepatic Hg concentrations (ng/g) in minke whales from four age groups (1-5, 6-15, 16-25, 26 
or more).  
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Fig. 14. Yearly changes in average fattyness index of blubber thickness in February (closed circle indicates males, 

open circle females. (Ohsumi et al., 1997) 
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Fig. 15. Yearly changes in average blubber thickness of pregnant females in February (Konishi and Tamura, 2005). 
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Fig. 16. Yearly changes of stomach contents (kg) of mature Antarctic minke whales in Area IV and V (Tamura and 

Konishi, 2005). Data used was from individuals collected from an area south of 63 degree S in January and 
February. The content weight was combined the first and second stomachs. 
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Fig. 17. Yearly changes of abundance estimates for humpback and fin whales in Antarctic Area IV (70E-130E). Upper 
figure shows humpback whales, lower figure fin whale (Matsuoka et al., 2005) 

 

 

 

Fig. 18. Biomass of Humpback and Antarctic minke whales in Antarctic Area IV (70E-130E) using data from 1989/90 
to 2003/04 JARPA (Matsuoka et al., 2005). 
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Appendix 3 

Temporal and spatial changes in stock structure of baleen 
whale species in the Antarctic feeding grounds
LUIS A. PASTENE AND NAOHISA KANDA 

The Institute of Cetacean Research, 4-5, Toyomi-cho, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 104-0055, Japan 
Contact e-mail: pastene@cetacean.jp 
 

Information on stock structure of the main whale species comprising the Antarctic ecosystem is important for 
a better interpretation of the estimation of abundance and trends, estimation of biological parameters and for 
the implementation of management procedures.  

The levels of available information on stock structure are different among the several baleen whale species 
inhabiting the Antarctic. Furthermore in absence of geographical barriers, temporal and spatial changes in 
stock structure could occur, particularly in the Antarctic feeding ground, which is subjected to changes in 
oceanographic and other environmental conditions. Here we provide a background on stock structure for 
each of the main species and identify additional research needs on stock structure.  

1- TRUE BLUE WHALE 
Little information is currently available on the stock structure of this species in the Antarctic. Past Mark-
recapture analysis conducted showed that a large proportion of whales tended to return year after year to the 
same part of the Antarctic (Brown, 1954). Mark-recapture analysis based on a larger number of data (Brown, 
1962) and analysis of catch distribution suggested that the six IWC whaling areas were probably valid for 
this species (Brown, 1962; Mackintosh, 1965). 

No analysis based on genetics has been conducted to investigate stock structure of true blue whale in the 
Antarctic. During the Japanese Whale Research Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA), 
biopsy samples have been collected but low sample size prevented us from studying their stock structure. 

Effort will be made during JARPA II to collect more biopsy samples from traditional IWC areas III, IV and 
V and to evaluate whether the Area division is still valid for this species. Genetic analyses will be based on 
the standard mtDNA control region sequencing and microsatellites. As an initial step, it is desirable the 
collection of 20-50 samples from each of the management areas (IWC, 1991).  

In addition tagging methods will be developed for data loggers (TDR) and satellite tagging transmitters.  

2- FIN WHALE
Little information is currently available on the stock structure of this species in the Antarctic. As in the case 
of the blue whale, earlier mark-recapture analysis showed that most whales returned to the same part of the 
Antarctic year after year (Brown, 1954). Historical non-genetic studies showed that the six whaling areas 
were probably better valid for blue and humpback whales than for fin whales (Mackintosh, 1965). There was 
certain segregation in the feeding ground between certain longitudes in four sectors which lie: South of the 
Atlantic Ocean, South of the Indian Ocean, South of Western South Pacific Ocean and South of Eastern 
South Pacific Ocean (Mackintosh, 1965). South of the Indian Ocean corresponds approximately to JARPA 
Areas IIIE and IV and South of Western South Pacific to JARPA Areas V and VIW.  

Only a single study based on mtDNA and biopsy samples collected by JARPA has been conducted to  
examine genetic difference between the whales from IIIE+IV and VW (Pastene et al., 2005b). However, 
sample size was too small (8 and 15, respectively) to make a firm conclusion on stock structure of this 
species in the Antarctic.  

Acquiring additional genetic data should be important for testing the hypothesis of segregation in the feeding 
ground by oceanic areas. The number of fin whales to be sampled in JARPA II for the objective of 
monitoring of biological parameters will be 50 in each year. These samples will be used to examine stock 
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structure of the species in conjunction with biopsy samples that also will be obtained during JARPAII. In this 
way comparison between Indian Ocean and Western South Pacific populations can be achieved. Genetic (e.g. 
mtDNA, microsatellites) and non-genetic techniques (e.g. mean body length of physically matured whales, 
morphometric, ecological markers) will be used for this purpose. For genetic analysis the IWC has 
recommended sample size of 20-50 from each population (IWC, 1991). However this should be interpreted 
as a general recommendation as the sample size depends on the effect size of each species. 

In addition tagging methods will be developed for data loggers (TDR) and satellite tagging transmitters. 

Both blue and fin whales have experimented substantial changes in abundance in the Antarctic and it can be 
expected that stock structure changed from that postulated in the past. Identification of such changes is 
important for the adequate interpretation of abundance estimation and biological parameters. 

3- MINKE WHALE 
One of the research objectives of the JARPA was the elucidation of stock structure of the Antarctic minke 
whale to improve stock management of this species. Based on the available JARPA samples, several 
analytical approaches, involving both genetics and non-genetics methods, were used to investigate stock 
structure of this species (Pastene et al., 2005a). 

The JARPA review meeting called by the Government of Japan agreed that the most reasonable explanation 
for the results of the analyses on stock structure was the two stocks present in the research area: an eastern 
Indian (I) and a western South Pacific (P). These stocks appeared to mix across a soft boundary, which 
would probably be best placed near 165°E. The meeting also suggested that further analyses could usefully 
estimate the proportion of the I and P animals in an overlap area such as Area VW (130°-165°E), using a 
method similar to  that used in the case of North Pacific minke whale (IWC, 2003). 

JARPA II will attempt to investigate the pattern of mixing between the I and P-Stocks in the suggested 
overlap sector, in particular it will test whether or not there is significant yearly differences in this pattern. 
The required sample size for such analyses was investigated based on the samples obtained by JARPA.  

3-1 Method 
Mixing proportion of the I-Stock in the mixed assemblage was estimated using a simple Bayesian method 
(IWC, 2003) and mtDNA haplotype frequency data. In this method, the baseline stocks (I and P in this case) 
are assumed to be pure (and known) and there is a prior on the mixing proportion of I and P-Stocks in the 
overlap sector (VW in this case). The analysis assumes no uncertainty about the proportion of different 
haplotypes in the I and P-Stocks. 

3-2 Annual changes in I-stock proportion (MP) in VW 
For this analysis the following baseline stocks were used: 

I-Stock Baseline: Area IV, all JARPA surveys (n=2,655) 

P-Stock Baseline: Area VE+VIW, all JARPA surveys (n=1,637) 

 

MP SD

90/91 (n=180) 173 0.6246 0.1253

92/93 (n=193) 192 0.4907 0.1513

94/95 (n=130) 129 0.6046 0.1708

96/97 (n=121) 119 0.2446 0.1576

98/99 (n=171) 170 0.6512 0.1363

00/01 (n=133) 131 0.4847 0.1713

02/03 (n=89) 89 0.4267 0.2193

All years (n=1,017) 1003 0.5320 0.0652  
 

From this table, MP in 1996/97 appears to be smaller than in other years.  
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3-3 Estimating the required sample size to find significant differences in mixing proportion between 
1996/97 and AYC (All Years Combined) 
In the next analysis the samples from all but 1996/97 years were combined, which is named as ‘AYC’, and 
the AYC was considered as the sample representative of the mixing rate of I and P-Stocks in VW. The 
sample from 1996/97 is considered as a ‘variable’ sample. The required sample size was calculated to detect 
the difference observed between the AYC and the variable sample.  

For this analysis the following baseline stocks were then used: 

I-Stock baseline: Area IV (n=2,655) 

P-Stock baseline: Area VE+VIW–(96/97) (n= 1,335) 

The Bayesian method used can inform precision implications of the sample size in the overlap sector (VW). 

The number of samples by haplotype was therefore scaled upwards in sector VW of the 1996/97 season. The 
Bayesian program was run repeatedly with increasing sample size from initial n=121 until the Credibility 
Intervals (CI) of MP in 1996/97 season did not overlap with the CI of MP in AYC. 

 

 1996/97 AYC 

 n MP Credibility 

Intervals 

n1 
(scaled 

upward) 

MP Credibility 

Intervals 

n MP Credibility 

Intervals 

VW 

(130-
165°E) 

121 0.2479 0.0130-
0.5990 

300 0.1975 0.0150-
0.4430 

896 0.5975 0.4630-
0.7290 

 

Results obtained showed that for non-overlapping 95% credibility intervals between the estimates of the 
mixing proportions over 130-165°E, a sample size in that region of about 300 will be required. This sample 
size will provide the power to detect an annual change as big as the one that appears to have occurred in 
1996/97 season. 

3-4 Remarks 
Samples in VW should be taken equally over the sector VW (about 100 samples in each 10° sector). This 
will allow similar analysis conducted at smaller longitudinal sectors. The analysis at smaller longitudinal 
sector was not possible using JARPA data because the annual average number of samples by 10° sector in 
VW was only 48. 

Monitoring of changes in stock structure is important for management purpose. For example catch quotas 
based on stock will have to be adjusted for a shifting in stock boundaries (or equivalently changes of the 
relative proportions of stocks in mixing areas). Otherwise there is the risk of a negative impact on the stock.  

The ecological factor(s) is important to be investigated for the possible causes deriving such shifting.  

It should be noted that the distributions of minke and humpback whale overlap in Area IV. One of the 
possibilities for the changes in stock structure of minke whale stock could be a response to the stable rate of 
increase in abundance of Stock D humpback whales in Area IV. 

4- Humpback whale  
As a result of the comprehensive assessment of this species by the IWC/SC, breeding areas, feeding areas 
and migratory corridors of the southern humpback whale were defined (see Fig. 1 in IWC, 2001). Using 
biopsy samples taken by JARPA, we tested the validity of stock structure in these feeding areas in the 
Antarctic: Stock C (35-55°E, n=34), Stock D (80-110°E, n=79), Stock E (130°E-170°W, n=64) and Stock F 
(170-145°W, n=36). All the pairwise comparisons of mtDNA haplotype frequencies (by randomized chi-
square test) resulted in significant statistical differences. Therefore genetic analysis of JARPA samples 
showed a segregation of humpback whales Stocks C, D, E and F in the feeding ground (Pastene et al., 
2005b).  
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It is also known that Stock D of southern humpback whale has shown a stable rate of increase in abundance 
(Bannister and Hedley, 2001). This is likely reflected in changes in proportion of Stock D in the mixing 
sector 110-130°E suggested by past mark-recapture analysis (Chittleborough, 1959; Dawbin, 1966).  

 

Sector/Survey Proportion of Stock D (SD) 

110-130°E (n=10, 93/94, 95/96) 0.6015 (0.1865) 

110-130°E (n=11, 97/98, 99/00) 0.6640 (0.2166) 

110-130°E (n=13, 01/02, 03/04) 0.7591 (0.1172) 

110-130°E (n=34, total) 0.7422 (0.0999) 

 

Although the standard deviations of the estimates are large due to small sample size, proportion of this stock 
in the mixed area seems to have increased with time. These results are consistent with the results of sighting 
surveys that indicate that this stock is increasing its abundance. 

The number of humpback whales to be sampled in JARPA II in Area IV for the objectives of monitoring of 
biological parameters is 50 in each year. This sample, in conjunction with new biopsy samples obtained in 
the research area, will be used to examine yearly variation in the pattern of stock structure. Of particular 
importance is the examination of the contribution of stock D in the sector 110-130°E and east in order to 
investigate possible expansion of the D stock. Genetic (e.g. mtDNA, STR) and non-genetic techniques (e.g. 
mean body length of physically matured whales, morphometric, ecological markers) will be used for this 
purpose.  
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Appendix  4

Monitoring of environmental pollutants in cetaceans and the 
marine ecosystem in the Antarctic Ocean and the western 
North Pacific Ocean 
GENTA YASUNAGA AND YOSHIHIRO FUJISE 

The Institute of Cetacean Research, 4-18, Toyomi-cho, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 104-0055, Japan. 
Contact e-mail:yasunaga@cetacean.jp 

INTRODUCTION
It is known that the distribution of anthropogenic pollutants, such as organochlorines and heavy metals, in 
the open ocean air and water is global in extent. The spatial and temporal distribution of these pollutants 
must be revealed in order to predict changes in the future. Environmental monitoring of the pollutants 
generally uses environmental samples, such as air and seawater, however, the pollutant levels are extremely 
low in the open ocean. Whales are high in the food chain in the ocean, thus they may be particularly suitable 
as monitors of pollutant levels and their adverse effects. 

The Antarctic is an important area for environmental monitoring of the pollutants, since it is at the end of 
their global transport as are the middle and low latitude areas, such as western North Pacific, which is where 
the  primary anthropogenic pollutant sources are located. Thus, the pollutants levels of the baleen whales in 
the Antarctic are lower than those in middle and low latitudes of the northern hemisphere (Fig. 1). 
Comparison of polluted and control areas is useful for monitoring of global distribution and behaviour of the 
pollutants. 

Pollutants, especially organochlorines, mainly affect the immune system of vertebrates. Control animals are 
necessary for laboratory study of toxicology. Therefore, Antarctic baleen whales are well suited as control 
animals for toxicology studies of free-ranging whales. 

From these points of view, pollutant dynamics in whales will be examined by monitoring pollution in baleen 
whales in the JARPA II combined with JARPN II in the western North Pacific. Furthermore, the fate of the 
pollutants from a more global perspective will be examined by analyses of pollutant levels in air, seawater 
and prey species. The relationship between the pollutant levels and some adverse effects in whales will also 
be examined in this research. 

OBJECTIVES 
The following three objectives for the comprehensive monitoring of environmental pollutants in whales, 
their food items and environmental samples is conducted as a part of the ecosystem monitoring which is one 
of the main objectives of the JARPA II plan.  

1. Elucidation of future accumulation and biological processes of pollutants in whales from the Antarctic 
and the western North Pacific 

2. Elucidation of transport and fate of pollutants in the Antarctic and the western North Pacific ecosystem  

3. Elucidation of adverse effects of the pollutants for whales in the Antarctic and the western North Pacific 
Ocean. 
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METHODOLOGY 
To clarify the distribution and behaviour of pollutants globally, it is necessary to conduct comprehensive 
monitoring of pollutants in cetaceans and the marine ecosystem in control areas, such as Antarctic Ocean 
(JARPA II), as well as polluted areas such as western North Pacific Ocean (JARPN II). 

1) Organochlorine compounds 
In the JARPN II research, man-made compounds, such as PCBs, DDTs and HCHs, have been analysed in 
three baleen whales (minke, Bryde’s and sei whales), one tooth whale (sperm whales), their prey species 
(fishes, krill etc) and environmental samples (air and seawater) in the western North Pacific. Accordingly, in 
the JARPA II research, these compounds will be analysed in three baleen whales (Antarctic minke, 
humpback and fin whales), their prey species (Antarctic krill etc) and environmental samples (air and 
seawater) in the Antarctic Ocean. Both research results will be combined for analysis of the fate and 
distribution of pollutants in the ecosystem. The blubber and liver of whales are used for analysis of 
organochlorines because of higher levels and sensitivity however, this protocol may be modified as needed. 

2) Heavy metals 
In the JARPN II research, harmful heavy metals, such as Hg, Cd and Pb have been analysed in three baleen 
whales (minke, Bryde’s and sei whales), one tooth whale (sperm whales), their prey species (fishes, krill etc) 
and environmental samples (air and seawater) in the western North Pacific. Accordingly, in the JARPA II 
research, these compounds will be analysed in three baleen whales (Antarctic minke, humpback and fin 
whales), their prey species (Antarctic krill etc) and environmental samples (air and seawater) in the Antarctic 
Ocean. Both research results will be combined for analysis of the fate and distribution of the pollutants in the 
ecosystem. The liver and muscle of whales are used for analysis of heavy metals because of higher levels and 
sensitivity however, as for organochlorines, this protocol may be modifed as needed. 

3) Relationship between chemical pollutants and cetacean health 
Ecotoxicological and pathological approaches are used to detect dose-effect relationships of pollutants for 
whales. 

3-1) Ecotoxicological study 
It is known that some organochlorines have adverse effects on the immune system of whales, however, there 
have been few reports on these effects in free-ranging whales. Therefore, dose-effect relationships of 
pollutants for whales are examined by toxicological approaches, follow as: 1) examination of the relationship 
between biomarkers, such as cytochrome P-450, thyroid hormones, vitamin A and metallothionein, and the 
pollutant levels in whales; 2) understanding of the contaminant sensitivity of whales; 3) examination of the 
relationship between pollutant levels and expression of chemical related genes in the whales.  

3-2) Pathology examinations 
It is known that some organochlorines have adverse effects on the immune system of whales. Therefore, 
necropsies are carried out to examine immnological effects, such as exodermis and lymph nodes 
inflammation. In the western North Pacific, a considerable number of minke whales are observed with 
anomalous testis tissues. Similarly, this phenomenon is observed in Antarctic baleen whales. This 
phenomenon suggests that the relationship between the pollutant levels and prevalence rate of pathological 
events in whales requires examination. 

SAMPLE SIZE 
In the JARPA II survey, the sample size for pathological monitoring in baleen whales was calculated by the 
prevalence rate. Table 1 shows the relationship between precisions and prevalence rates for pathological 
monitoring at the 95% confidence level. 

There have been few reports on the statistical pathology in free-ranging whales such as the Antarctic minke 
whale. Exodermis and lymph nodes inflammation in the feasibility observations of the JARPA surveys were 
equal to or smaller than 10%. The prevalence rate of these effects in free-ranging whales on a global basis 
may be expected to be similar to these levels.  
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For Antarctic minke whales (their prevalence rate=10%), a minimum of 864 animals is required in each cell 
with 40% precision. This precision value is generally used to estimate of prevalence rate in epidemiology 
(Nakamura, 2002). Eight handred fifty animals expected in this research would be sufficient for estimation of 
prevalence rates in order to elucidate of relationship between pollutants and their effects, while are not 
complete enough to conduct all the pathological research.  
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Precision
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Table 1. Necessary sample size of estimation of the prevalence rate in pathological study at the 95%
confidence level.
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Appendix 5 

Hypotheses on the the abundance changes of krill predators in 
the Antarctic ecosystem 
HIROSHI HATANAKA 
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Contact e-mail: hatanaka@cetacean.jp 
 

 

I propose the following hypotheses on the abundance changes of krill predators, such as baleen whales, 
crabeater seal and penguins in the Antarctic ecosystem.  These hypotheses will be examined and selected 
based on data obtained by JARPA and future JARPA II programs on the course of developing the ecosystem 
model. 

1. HYPOTHESIS OF CONSTANT OVERALL CARRYING CAPACITY 
The total carrying capacity for the four baleen whale species (blue, fin, humpback, and Antarctic minke 
whales) that mainly prey on Antarctic krill is constant depending on krill biomass in the feeding grounds.  It 
is equivalent to the total biomass of four species before the days of commercial whaling in the Antarctic 
Ocean.  However, carrying capacity may change depending on fluctuations in krill biomass and composition 
(relative abundances) of the whale species.  Based on abundance estimates in their pristine level and in past 
and recent years and their daily krill consumption estimates, some estimates of total krill consumption by 
large whales will be obtained.  The plausibility of this hypothesis will be checked through the comparison of 
these estimates. 

2. HYPOTHESIS OF KRILL SURPLUS 
The decline in large whale stocks due to commercial hunting resulted in a large surplus of krill which had 
been consumed by large whales.  Other predators of krill, such as Antarctic minke whales, pinnipeds, and sea 
birds, fed on the surplus and increased in abundance.  This hypothesis is an established theory, and will be 
the basic concept of the ecosystem model. 

3. HYPOTHESIS OF CHANGING CARRYING CAPACITY BY SPECIES 
Carrying capacity may be fixed for the total biomass of all baleen whales, but may change for individual 
species.  The carrying capacity for Antarctic minke whales has increased greatly with the decline in blue, fin, 
and humpback whales.  The abundance of the minke before 1940 and that in recent years (760,000 animals, 
IWC, 1990) probably indicates two levels of carrying capacity for Antarctic minke whales.  This hypothesis 
will be used in the model as an assumption. 

4. HYPOTHESIS OF STOCK INCREASE DUE TO A DECLINING OF AGE AT  SEXUAL 
MATURITY
The trophic condition of juveniles improves with the surplus in krill, inducing faster growth, which results in 
a younger age at sexual maturity.  The proportion of adults in the stocks increases as a result, which in turn 
increases recruitment so that abundance increases at a faster rate.  At the same time, growth of fetus and 
calves would be enhanced since mature cows are well fed and able to provide ample milk, and which would 
most likely lead to a lower infant mortality rate.  Such a mechanism will probably be an important process to 
express quantitatively in the competition model among whale species.  The sexual maturity age of Antarctic 
minke and fin whales is observed to have decreased, and the JARPA Phase I data on the former could be 
useful.  It would probably be possible to determine the recent sexual maturity age of fin and humpback 
whales from the samples taken.  The number of parents and the resulting number of recruits can be estimated 
with the VPA analysis, and it will be confirmed whether or not the decline of age at sexual maturity can 
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explain quantitatively the increase of recruitment.  Then equations for expressing the process of population 
growth will be considered. 

5. HYPOTHESIS OF A PREDOMINANT SPECIES IN THE ECOSYSTEM 
The humpback whale, which is predominant (highest biomass) in the ecosystem, can increase even if the 
minke whale is near the upper limit of its carrying capacity and there is no surplus in krill.  On the contrary, 
the minke, which is in an inferior position, cannot increase by pushing aside other whale species.  If we 
examine the balance among whale species before any whaling had begun, the blue, fin, and humpback 
whales were in a more predominant position in this sense than the Antarctic minke.  At that time Antarctic 
minke whales occupied only narrow niches when other large whales were dominant.  The plausibility and 
necessity of this hypothesis (assumption) will be checked on the course of model construction. 

6. HYPOTHESIS OF DECLINING PREGNANCY RATES AND/OR JUVENILE SURVIVAL 
RATES DUE TO INADEQUATE TROPHIC CONDITIONS 
It has been observed that the blubber thickness of Antarctic minke whales is decreasing.  This fact indicates 
that they are becoming unable to store sufficient nutrition during their feeding period.  Consequently, the 
proportion of animals capable of becoming pregnant is decreasing, resulting in lower pregnancy rates.  At the 
same time, the age at maturity increases.  In other words, it is the reverse process of hypothesis No.4, which 
results in a decrease in abundance.  It is possible to estimate sexual maturity age of year classes going back 
several years or a decade or so from the time samples were taken since it is estimated by observing the 
transition phase of the growth layer in their earplugs.  However, the blubber thickness and pregnancy rates 
are measured only just after the time samples are taken.  They are however important indices that enable 
real-time tracking of qualitative changes in the stocks.  Based on data of blubber thickness, krill consumption  
and pregnancy rate, the relationships among them will be analysed.  The decreasing process of mink whale 
abundance will be considered through these analyses. 

7. HYPOTHESIS OF COMPETITION AMONG WHALE SPECIES 
As the abundance of humpback and fin whales (and blue whales) recover, Antarctic minke whales will begin 
to decrease in abundance.  The major mechanisms behind the decline will be increasing sexual maturity age 
leading to decreasing recruitment and lower pregnancy rates due to inadequate trophic conditions or 
unfavourable feeding conditions.  These mechanisms will be formularized based on past JARPA data as well 
as those to be collected through monitoring in JARPA II and incorporated into the model. 

8. HYPOTHESIS OF SLOW RECOVERY 
Blue whales have been so severely depleted by over-hunting that mating opportunities are limited; and 
although there is indication of abundance increase they are far from full recovery.  Long-term monitoring 
will be necessary to determine whether their rate of recovery will remain slow or increase. 

9. HYPOTHESIS OF ENVIRONMENTAL CHANGES AFFECTING CETACEANS 
Climatic changes such as global warming will bring about changes in the production and biomass of krill.  
The change in feeding conditions of baleen whales will affect growth and recruitment rates.  The effects may 
differ depending on the whale species.  These effects will be formularized using information from CCAMLR 
and other organizations and data obtained from monitoring krill density in the research area. 
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Appendix 6 

Sample sizes of Antarctic minke, humpback and fin whales 
required for statistical examination of yearly trend in 
biological parameters  

TAKEHARU BANDO1), TAKASHI HAKAMADA1), RYOKO ZENITANI1), YOSHIHIRO FUJISE1), EIJI TANAKA2) AND HIDEHIRO 
KATO3) 

1)The Institute of Cetacean Research, 4-5 Toyomi-cho, Chuo-ku, Tokyo, 104-0055, Japan 
2) Tokyo University of Marine Science and Technology, 4-5-7, Konan, Minato-ku, Tokyo, 108-8477, Japan 
3) National Research Institute of Far Seas Fisheries 5-7-1 Orido, Shimizu, Shizuoka 424-8633, Japan 
The Institute of Cetacean Research, 4-5, Toyomi-cho, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 104-0055, Japan 
Contact e-mail:bando@cetacean.jp 
 

Biological parameters such as pregnancy rate and age at sexual maturity in baleen whales are thought to 
change in response to changes in abundance, food availability and competition with other species (Gambell, 
1973; Kato, 1987; Masaki, 1979; Lockyer, 1979; 1984). Monitoring of biological parameters to detect 
change in quality of habitat for baleen whales is one of the objectives of JARPA II. 

Sample sizes required for statistical examination of yearly trend in the proportion of pregnant in matured 
female (PPF) of Antarctic minke whales, apparent pregnancy rate of humpback and fin whales and age at 
sexual maturity for minke and fin whales were calculated. 

Ideally “true pregnancy rate”, which is the probability that one mature female would become pregnant in one 
year, should be used. However since estimation of “true pregnancy rate” is difficult, the “apparent pregnancy 
rate”, which is the ratio of pregnant females in the mature female samples caught in a certain area, is 
conventionally used as an approximation of the “true pregnancy rate”. 

It is known that the apparent pregnancy rate could be biased by segregation or date of sampling. However in 
the case of fin whale, apparent pregnancy rate estimated from commercial whaling data was considered to 
change in response to changes in abundance or density. Therefore apparent pregnancy rate in fin whale 
reflects “true pregnancy rate” to some degree (Kato, 1991). Therefore apparent pregnancy rate was used in 
this study for fin whale as an approximation of the “true pregnancy rate”. 

There was no information about the degree of bias of apparent pregnancy rate in humpback whale. However, 
the apparent pregnancy rate estimated from commercial whaling data showed the same yearly trend as in the 
fin whale and was considered to vary in response to changes in abundance or density. Thus, apparent 
pregnancy rate was also used for humpback whale as an approximation of the ‘true pregnancy rate’. 

In the case of the Antarctic minke whale, a substantial degree of bias appears to occur in the estimation of 
apparent pregnancy rate. Timing of migration from assumed equatorial breeding areas to Antarctic feeding 
areas differs according to reproductive status.  Whales that conceive earlier in the breeding season tend to 
migrate to Antarctic feeding areas earlier (Kato and Miyashita, 1991; Kato, 1995).  

 Observed apparent pregnancy rate in the Antarctic commercial whaling data was about 0.9 which was 
thought to be biased upward from the “true pregnancy rate” of 0.78 (Best, 1982), which was estimated from 
commercial whaling data in breeding areas (Kato, 1991).  

 It is concluded that the apparent pregnancy rate in Antarctic minke whales might not reflect “true pregnancy 
rate”. Therefore in the case of this species the term ‘proportion of pregnant in matured females’ is used 
instead of ‘apparent pregnancy rate’. This ratio is an important parameter to monitor migration strategy, 
distribution pattern and feeding environment of Antarctic minke whale, so, this parameter was included in 
calculation. 
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 1. BIOLOGICAL PARAMETERS USED IN THIS STUDY. 
1) Apparent pregnancy rate (APR) (humpback and fin whales): ratio of pregnant whales in total mature 
female samples.  

2) Proportion of pregnant in matured female (PPF) (Antarctic minke whale): Same statistic as “apparent 
pregnancy rate”.  

3) Age at sexual maturity (ASM): Mean TP (Transition Phase) value in each year class. 

2. METHOD 
Sample sizes required for examining statistically significant trends in the regression lines (applied to the 
value of biological parameters in each year), were calculated. Details of these calculations are shown in the 
appendix. Initial value and rate of change in APR and PPF were deduced from JARPA samples and 
knowledge from past commercial whaling data. Frequency of year-classes samples of females was deduced 
from 1999/2000-2003/04 (for 6 years research period) and 1993/94-2003/04 (for 12 years research period) 
JARPA samples collected in south of 62S in Area IV. Variance of error was deduced from linear regression 
analysis conducted to female of 1971-1990 year classes collected by JARPA survey in 1987/88-2003/04 in 
Area IV. 

3. SAMPLE SIZE REQUIRED FOR STATISTICAL EXAMINATION OF YEARLY TREND IN 
THE PPF AND APR  

3.1 Yearly trend of PPF in the Antarctic minke whale. 
The PPF calculated from past commercial whaling data in the period of 1971/72-1986/87 and JARPA sample 
in the period of 1987/88-1999/2000 in Areas IV and V stabled around 90% and slight increasing  and 
decreasing trend was observed in Area V in commercial whaling data and JARPA samples, respectively, 
although the trends were not significant (Fig. 1) (Zenitani et al. 2001). 

3.2 Yearly trend of APR in humpback and fin whale, 
The number of mature and pregnant females (classified by reference to body length and presence of fetus) of 
humpback and fin whale was extracted from the International Whaling Statistics (IWS). APR was calculated 
from these data (Fig. 2). 

APR in humpback whale increased from about 30% in the early 1930’s to 70% in the 1960’s with large 
yearly variation. Rate of increase was calculated as 3.95%/year in the period 1933/34-1937/38 and 
1.30%/year in the period 1949/50-1962/63. 

APR in fin whale showed the same trend as in humpback whale. In this case APR increased from 30% to 
50% in the 1930’s and increased again from the end of WW2 to about 60% in the late 1950’s. From that date 
to the 1970’s it remained stable. Rate of increase was calculated as 2.46%/year in the period of 1930/31-
1939/40 and 1.78%/year in the period of 1946/47-1957/58. Gambell (1973) conducted similar analysis for 
Antarctic fin whales and reported an increasing trend of APR during pre-war years and post-war years. 

From the observed past yearly trend of PPF in Antarctic minke whales and APR for humpback and fin 
whales, the initial values and rates of change needed to calculate sample size were set as follows: 

Initial rate (PPF)： 80%、90% 

Initial rate (APR)： 30%, 40%, 50%, 60%, 70% 

Rate of change： 1.0%/year、1.5%/year、2.0%/year、2.5％/year、3.0%/year 

3.3 Sample size of mature females required for statistical examination of yearly trends. 
 The calculated sample size of mature females required for statistical examination of yearly trends are shown 
in Table 1.  
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3.4 Correction coefficient 
To calculate required total sample size, sample size of mature female should be divided according to 
expected ratio of mature female in total samples. Sexual and maturity composition of Antarctic minke 
whales collected in south of 62S in Areas IV and V in the 1989/90-2003/04 JARPA survey and of humpback 
and fin whales taken in past commercial whaling in Antarctic is shown in Figs. 3-1, 3-2 and 3-3, respectively. 
Correction coefficient was calculated as 3.00 for Antarctic minke whale, 2.91 for humpback whale and 2.72 
for fin whale. 

3.5 Calculation of total sample size  

3.5.1 Total sample size required for statistical examination of yearly trend of PPF in Antarctic minke whale  
 Calculated total sample size is shown in Table 2. As explained above, PPF of Antarctic minke whale is 
about 90% at this stage and it is important to detect the start of decreasing. Sample size required for 
statistical examination of yearly trend at the rate of 1.0-1.5%/year in 6-years research period was calculated 
as follows. 

Rate of change = -1.0%/year → Sample size = 1617 

Rate of change = -1.5%/year → Sample size = 663 

3.5.2 Total sample size required for statistical examination of yearly trend of APR in humpback and fin 
whales
3.5.2.1 CALCULATED SAMPLE SIZE OF HUMPBACK WHALE 
Sample size required for statistical examination of yearly trend in 12-years research period was calculated as 
follows, considering APR as 30-70% and yearly rate of change as 1.5-3.0%/year (Table 3). 

APR = 30% → Sample size = 41-160 

APR = 50% → Sample size = 56-181 

APR= 70% → Sample size = 41-160 
3.5.2.2 CALCULATED SAMPLE SIZE OF FIN WHALE 
Sample size required for statistical examination of yearly trend in 12-year research period was calculated as 
follows, considering APR as 30-60% and yearly rate of change as 2.0-2.5%/year (Table 4). 

APR = 30% → Sample size = 55-107 

APR = 50% → Sample size = 69-99 

APR = 60% → Sample size = 63-99 

4. SAMPLE SIZE REQUIRED FOR STATISTICAL EXAMINATION OF YEARLY TREND OF ASM 

4.1 Yearly trend of ASM in Antarctic minke and fin whales 
Yearly trend of ASM (estimated from TP) was studied in Antarctic minke whale using past commercial 
whaling data and JARPA samples. ASM in females decreased from the 1945 year class to the 1970 year 
class and the rate of change was calculated as 0.2/year (Fig. 4) (Kato, 1987). Stable or slightly increasing 
trend was found from the 1970’s using JARPA samples (Zenitani and Kato, 2005). 

A decreasing trend in ASM in females was also found in fin whales from commercial whaling data. Age at 
sexual maturity decreased from 10-14 years old in the 1930’s year classes to 6-10 years old in the 1960’s 
year classes (Lockyer, 1979) and rate of change was calculated as about 0.1/year (Fig.5). 

Yearly trend of ASM was not available for humpback whales because when the ear plug was demonstrated 
to be useful for age determination in this species in the mid 1950’s, the level of catches of humpback whale 
had already decreased substantially. 

From the observed yearly trend of ASM, the rate of change needed to calculate sample size was set as 
follows. 

Rate of change:  0.05/year, 0.10/year, 0.15/year, 0.20/year 
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4.2 Calculation of sample size of target year class required for statistical examination of yearly trend 
of ASM. 
 ASM was calculated till the 1990 year class based on JARPA samples. Frequency of recent 6 year classes 
was deduced from frequency of 1985-1990 year classes in samples collected in south of 62S in Area IV in 
the 1999/2000-2003/04 JARPA survey. Frequency of recent 12 year classes was also deduced by the same 
manner, from frequency of 1979-1990 year classes in samples collected in south of 62S in Area IV in the 
1993/94-2003/04 JARPA survey. Variance of error from regression line was deduced from regression 
analysis conducted to 1971-1990 year classes of females collected in Area IV by 1987/88-2003/04 JARPA 
surveys. 

Calculated sample sizes for 6-years research period and 12-years research period is shown in Table 5. 

4.3 Correction coefficient 
To calculate the required total sample size, sample size of target year classes should be divided according to 
expected ratio of target year classes in the total samples.  

Collection coefficient for 6-years research period was deduced from ratio of 1985-1990 year classes of 
females in the samples collected in south of 62S in Area IV during 1999/2000-2003/04 JARPA surveys 
(Fig.6-1; 25.7). Collection coefficient for 12-years research period was also deduced by the same manner, 
from ratio of 1979-1990 year classes of females in the samples collected in south of 62S in Area IV during 
1993/94-2003/04 JARPA surveys (Fig. 6-2; 16.2). 

 As for fin whale, no data was available about year class composition in the total samples. Correction 
coefficient calculated for Antarctic minke whale was used for fin whale as an approximation. 

 4.4 Total sample size required for statistical examination of yearly trend of ASM  
The calculated total sample size is shown in Table 6. 

4.4.1 Calculated sample size of Antarctic minke whale 
As explained above, rate of change in ASM observed in Antarctic minke whale from commercial data and 
JARPA sample was about 0.20/year and stable around zero or slightly increasing in recent year class.  It is 
not plausible that the change starts in the rate of 0.2/year, rather it seems to start more slowly. Then the 
required total sample size for statistical examination of yearly trend of ASM in 6-years research period, 
assuming initial rate of change as 0.10/year, was calculated as 1288 in each research year. 

4.4.2 Calculated sample size of fin whale 
 As explained above, rate of change in ASM observed in fin whale from commercial whaling data was about 
0.1/year. The required total sample size for statistical examination of yearly trend of ASM in 12-years 
research period was calculated as 131 samples in each research year for that rate of change. 
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+1% -1% +1.5% -1.5% +2% -2% +2.5% -2.5% +3% -3%
30% 1060 944 462 438 256 259 162 175 111 131
40% 1175 1118 519 507 291 292 186 192 130 138
50% 1195 1195 534 534 303 303 197 197 139 139
60% 1118 1175 507 519 292 291 192 186 138 130
70% 944 1060 438 462 259 256 175 162 131 111
80% 674 848 328 363 206 197 154 123 134 83
90% 304 539 203 221 - 116 - 70 - 46
30% 126 99 55 50 31 35 20 39 14 -
40% 136 122 61 58 35 36 23 26 17 23
50% 135 135 62 62 36 36 25 25 19 19
60% 122 136 58 61 36 35 26 23 23 17
70% 99 126 50 55 35 31 39 20 - 14
80% 63 104 43 44 - 24 - 15 - 10
90% - 71 - 29 - 15 - 9 - 6

6 years

12 years

Table 1. Sample size of mature females required for statistical examination of yearly trend.
Research

period
Rate of changeInitial

Rate(%)

 
 

+1% -1% +1.5% -1.5% +2% -2% +2.5% -2.5% +3% -3%
80% 2022 2544 984 1089 618 591 462 369 402 249
90% 912 1617 609 663 - 348 - 210 - 138
80% 189 312 129 132 - 72 - 45 - 30
90% - 213 - 87 - 45 - 27 - 18

6 years

12 years

Table 2. Total sample size of Antarctic minke whales required for statistical examination of yearly trend.
Research

period
Rate of changeInitial

Rate(%)

 
 

+1% -1% +1.5% -1.5% +2% -2% +2.5% -2.5% +3% -3%
30% 3083 2746 1344 1274 745 754 472 509 323 381
40% 3417 3252 1510 1475 847 850 541 559 379 402
50% 3475 3475 1553 1553 882 882 573 573 405 405
60% 3252 3417 1475 1510 850 847 559 541 402 379
70% 2746 3083 1274 1344 754 745 509 472 381 323
30% 367 288 160 146 91 102 59 114 41 -
40% 396 355 178 169 102 105 67 76 50 67
50% 393 393 181 181 105 105 73 73 56 56
60% 355 396 169 178 105 102 76 67 67 50
70% 288 367 146 160 102 91 114 59 - 41

Table 3. Total sample size of humpback whales required for statistical examination of yearly trend .

6 years

12 years

Research
period

Initial
Rate(%)

Rate of change

 

+1% -1% +1.5% -1.5% +2% -2% +2.5% -2.5% +3% -3%
30% 2887 2571 1259 1193 698 706 442 477 303 357
40% 3200 3045 1414 1381 793 796 507 523 355 376
50% 3255 3255 1455 1455 826 826 537 537 379 379
60% 3045 3200 1381 1414 796 793 523 507 376 355
30% 344 270 150 137 85 96 55 107 39 -
40% 371 333 167 158 96 99 63 71 47 63
50% 368 368 169 169 99 99 69 69 52 52
60% 333 371 158 167 99 96 71 63 63 47

6 years

12 years

Research
period

Initial
Rate(%)

Table 4. Total sample size of fin whales required for statistical examination of yearly trend.
Rate of change
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0.05/year 0.10/year 0.15/year 0.20/year
6 years 199 50 23 13
12 years 30 8 4 2

Table 5. Sample size of female whales of recent 6(12) year classes
required for statistical examination of yearly trend of ASM.

Research
period

Rate of change

 
 

0.05/year 0.10/year 0.15/year 0.20/year
6 years 5125 1288 594 336
12 years 488 131 66 35

Table 6. Total sample size required for statistical examination of
yearly trend of ASM.

Research
period

Rate of change
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Fig. 1. PPF of Antarctic minke whales, caught during 1971/72-1986/87 by commercial whaling and 1987/88-2001/02 
by JARPA surveys conducted in Areas IV and V (From Zenitani et al. (2001))         . 
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Fig. 2. APR of humpback and fin whales caught in Antarctic Ocean (Data extracted from International Whaling 
Statistics). 
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Fig. 4. Yearly trend of ASM in Antarctic minke whale (From Kato (1987)). 

Fig. 3-3. Sexual and maturity composition of 
fin whales taken by commercial whaling in 

1929/30-1975/76 in Antarctic. 

(Data extracted from International Whaling 
Statistics) 

Correction coefficient  

= 100/36.7=2.72 

Fig. 3-2. Sexual and maturity composition 
of humpback whales taken by commercial 
whaling in 1930/31-1965/66 in Antarctic. 

(Data extracted from International Whaling 
Statistics) 

Correction coefficient  

=100/34.4=2.91 

Fig. 3-1. Sexual and maturity 
composition of Antarctic minke whales 
taken by JARPA surveys in 1989/90-

2003/04 in south of 62゜S  

in Antarctic Areas IV and V. 

Correction coefficient  

=100/33.3 =3.00 

Regression line fitted to 1945-1970 year classes 

(Weight by sample size) 

Male: Age at sexual maturity = 22.15-0.219t 

Female: Age at sexual maturity = 21.64-0.206t 

(From Kato (1987)) 
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Fig. 5. Yearly trend of ASM in female fin whales (From Lockyer (1979)). 
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Fig. 6-1. Ratio of recent 6 year classes in the total 
whales sampled in south of 62゜S in Area IV during 

1999/2000-2003/04 JARPA surveys. 

Correction coefficient 

=100/3.9=25.7 

Fig. 6-2. Ratio of recent 12 year classes in the total 
whales sampled in south of 62゜S in Area IV during 

1993/94-2003/04 JARPA surveys. 

Correction coefficient 

=100/6.2=16.2 
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Appendix:  

Estimation of sample size 
 

This appendix explains the method of estimation of required sample size to test whether a significant increase or 
decrease of biological parameters is observed at the 5% level (i.e. to test if the slope of the regression is significantly 
different from 0 at the 5% level). For some biological parameters, not all samples are used for the analysis. Therefore 
estimated minimum simple size should be divided by the ratio of the sample size used for the analysis to overall 
samples. 

 

In order to estimate increasing/decreasing rate per year of variable y per year during a years (In case of age at sexual 
maturity (Transition Phase (TP)), a year-classes) using samples collected bienniary, we consider a regression model 
following; 

ii xy 10 ββ +=  （i=1,･･･,m）  (1) 

where, m is the number of data to fit to the regression model. Then, upper and lower bound of the confidence interval 
are expressed by 

)ˆ(ˆ)2,025.0(ˆ
11 ββ Vmt −±   (2) 

where, 1β̂ is estimator of β1（i.e. level of the change per year we intend to detect）, )ˆ(ˆ
1βV is estimated variance of 

1β̂  and )2,025.0( −mt  is upper 2.5%-ile of t-distribution of m –2 degrees of freedom. For simplicity, in this 

calculation, it is assumed )2,025.0( −mt ≒1.96 because t-distribution is asymptotically normal distribution. )ˆ(ˆ
1βV  

can be expressed by the formula 

∑=
−

= m

i i Xx
V

1
2

2

1
)(

ˆ
)ˆ(ˆ σβ   (3) 

where, 2σ̂  is residual mean square and X  is estimated mean of x among the samples. From here, the formulation is 
different for the case of TP and that of APR and PPF. Therefore we separate the description into each case. 

 

< PPF/ APR > 

In this case, m=a/2, 12 −= ixi  and variance-covariance matrix for estimated value of APR/PPF (
ixp ) is as follows. 
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In the case that generalized least-squares estimate 1β̂ >0, if 0)ˆ(96.1ˆ
11 >− ββ V , would be significantly different 

from 0. Therefore, required sample size n can be estimated by solving inequality with respect to n following, which is 
derived from formulas (4). 

22

2

1
ˆ
96.1 cn 










>

β
  (5) 

In this case, ｃ２２ means element of matrix [ ] 1−− XΩX 1t . 
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In the case that 1β̂ <0, the inequality (5) would be derived, similarly. 

Substituting the values to the formula (5), required sample size can be estimated. 

 

＜Age at sexual maturity estimated by transition phase (TP)＞ 

As for TP, because compositions of year-classes are different by year, samples should be appropriately weighted to 

estimate value of the denominator of formula (3) ∑=
−

m

i i Xx
1

2)( . For a=6, we calculated a weighted 

∑ =
−

m

i i Xx
1

2)(  for 1985-1990 year-classes from samples collected in south of 62S in Area IV during 1999/2000-

2003/04 JARPA surveys. For a=12, we calculated a weighted ∑ =
−

m

i i Xx
1

2)(  for 1979-1990 year-classes from 

samples collected in south of 62S in Area IV during 1993/94-2003/04 JARPA surveys. The following paragraph shows 
how samples are weighted by sample size.  

 

Setting njk as the number of samples of year-class k caught in year j and nj as the total sample size of a year-classes 
caught in year j, the denominator of formula (3) is 

2
1 1

,

1 1
2

,1
2
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XxnXx
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j
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i i
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=

−=−

∑ ∑

∑ ∑∑

= =

= ==

 

where b is the number of years when survey is conducted. For simplicity, assuming that the number of samples of year-
class a (nj) and composition of the numbers of samples by year-class (njk/nj) is constant every year, this formula became 

2
11

2 )()( Xx
n
nbnXx k

a

k
km

i i −





=− ∑∑ ==   (6). 

Substituting the right hand side of formula (6) to denominator of formula (3), 

2
1

2

1

)(

ˆ
)ˆ(

Xx
n
nbn

V
k

a

k
k −







=

∑ =

σβ   (3)’’ 

Similar to the derivation of the formula (5), from this formula, 

2
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1 )(
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>
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β

   (7) 

is derived ( 2
1

)( Xx
n
nb k

a

k
k −





∑ =

=7.7 for a=6 and 51.1 for a=12). 

Residual mean square ( 2σ̂ ) was deduced from regression analysis conducted to 1971-1990 year classes class (the 
period of which distinct yearly change in TP had not occurred) of females collected in Area IV by 1987/88-2003/04 
JARPA surveys. By substituting this figure toσ2 in formula (7), the required sample size can be calculated. 

 

Similarly, required sample size can be estimated in the case of other parameters. 
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Appendix 7 

Sample size of Antarctic minke whale for the purpose of 
monitoring yearly trend of blubber thickness
KENJI KONISHI, TAKASHI HAKAMADA AND TSUTOMU TAMURA 

The Institute of Cetacean Research, 4-5, Toyomi-cho, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 104-0055, Japan 
Contact e-mail: konishi@cetacean.jp 
 

We calculated the required sample size of the Antarctic minke whale to examine the yearly trend of blubber 

thickness in the Antarctic. This calculation is explained in detail by Bando et al. (in Appendix 6) which tests 

whether there is significant trend of blubber thickness at the 5 % level for 6 years periods. For this 

calculation, we used mature males and pregnant females (not lactating) sampled at southward of 62°S by 

JARPA. Because the blubber thickness is highly affected by the feeding period, samples taken at the end of 

the feeding season (February) were used. 

The change of blubber thicknesses per year were estimated as approximately 0.05 cm for both mature males 

and pregnant females, using JARPA data in Area IV (Figs. 1 and 2). The calculated sample sizes for each 

mature male and pregnant female in February were 123 and 145, respectively. The correction coefficients 

(inverse numbers of each sexual stage proportion in total samples collected at southward of 62°S in Area IV 

from 1999/2000 to 2003/04) used to estimate entire sample sizes from the sample sizes of each sexual 

maturity group in February were 7.90 and 5.64, respectively (Bando and Zenitani, unpublished). Using these 

correction coefficients, total sample sizes for mature male and pregnant female in entire survey season were 

calculated as 972 and 818, respectively. 

 

Fig. 1. Trend of blubber thickness of mature male in Area IV (southward of 62S) in February. 
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Fig. 2. Trend of blubber thickness of pregnant female in Area IV (southward of 62S) in February. 
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Appendix 8 

Sample size required for genetic mark-recapture method to 
monitor population trend 
NAOHISA KANDA 

The Institute of Cetacean Research, 4-5, Toyomi-cho, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 104-0055, Japan 
Contact e-mail: kanda@cetacean.jp 

INTRODUCTION
Mark-recapture method has been used in whale studies to estimate population abundance and to examine 
migration pattern.  Such studies in recent years have utilized biopsy sampling and molecular genetic markers.  
Use of the biopsy samples, however, is not very practical because the amount of effort involved to obtain 
large number of sample size is excessive.  In order to compensate the deficiency, paternity testing in catches 
on the basis of DNA profiles of mother-fetus pairs and those of matured males genotyped from a set of 
microsatellite markers is more effective.  Suspected fathers for the fetus are looked for, and such matchings 
combined with the traditional mark-recapture analysis such as the Petersen method can be used to estimate 
population abundance and to monitor population trend (e.g., Skaug and Øien, 2004).  Attempts with this 
approach may be also used to describe stock structure and migration pattern.  

Here we calculated sample size required to conduct the above approach in JARPAII for the Antarctic minke 
whales from the Area IV+V west . 

METHODS 
Biological information: The number of matured males and fetus in future JARPAII samples were projected 
from the data obtained during the JARPA averaged over the eight seasons (Table 1).  The number of fetus 
was equaled the number of pregnant females. 

Mark-recapture method: In this analysis, the total number of mature males genotyped in a sample formed the 
first capture sample, the total number of fetus genotyped formed the second capture, and the total number of 
father-fetus matchings formed the recapture.  It is then important to note that this method estimate male 
abundance in the population.  Petersen mark-recapture method modified by Chapman (1951) was used to 
infer male abundance (Nm): 

 

Nm = {(M+1)(C+1) / (R+1)}-1, 

 

with variance, 

 

V(Nm) = (M+1)(C+1)(M-R)(C-R) / (R+1)(R+1)(R+2), 

 

where, for the Antarctic minke whales analysis, M is the number of the captured mature males, C is the total 
number of genotyped fetus, and R is the number of fetus in C that matched to the fathers in M.   

These three parameters were then replaced with the reproductive information given in Table 2 that also 
incorporate sample size, S, such as M=0.462S and C=0.243S.  R depends on matching percent, so that 
R=0.243S (matching percent).  

The minke whale abundance in this area was estimated to be on average approximately 100,000 (102,292: 
63,971 to 170,047) from the number of sightings between 1990/91 to 2002/03 seasons (Hakamada et al., 
2005; T. Hakamada, personal communication).  Applying the biological information we used (% mature 
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males in the total sample), this population abundance indicates that the male abundance in this area is 
slightly below 50,000. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  
Table 2 shows the samples size from 400 to 1000 with four different matching percent (1.0, 1.5, 2.0, and 
2.5%) giving different levels of abundance estimates and coefficient of variation (CV).  As expected, single 
year samplings provide lower abundance and higher CV than when the samples were pooled for three 
seasons obtained from six years research.  Hereafter, we consider only the latter. 

Biological information we used (i.e., M and C in the equation) and the male abundance we have (50,000) 
were thought to be the most reliable among the all parameters we used because these values were obtained 
from the large amount of data of the JARPA.  The calculations showed that in order to have the male 
abundance of about 50,000 the combinations of % matching-sample size should be 1%-1200, 1.5%-1800, 
2%-2400, and 2.5%-3000.  In other word, with male abundance estimate of about 50,000, we expect to see 
the % matching from 1% to 2.5% with sample size from 400 to 1000.  These % matchings are comparable to 
the reported values in the similar studies (e.g., Skaug and Øien, 2004).  In Norway, similar approach was 
conducted to the Atlantic minke whales in their DNA register.  From four matchings with reasonable 
statistical power from the DNA profiles of 288 mother-fetus pairs compared to the total of 3301 registered 
minke whales yielded five true fathers expected in the Norwegian DNA database.   

The key issue that would influence our approach, however, is the number of microsatellite loci in the 
paternity analysis part of the method.  Currently, up to 10 loci has been used for individual identification in 
the Antarctic minke whales in our institution, which is similar to Skaug and Øien (2004).  The effort will 
then apply to increase the number of the loci for the analysis in order to have better resolution and higher 
statistical power.  In addition, DNA profiles of the fathers estimated from the mother-fetus pairs is partial, so 
that likelihood function of the paternity will be required to evaluate the statistical confidence of the paternity 
(Marshall et al., 1998).  It is also important to note that, even with increased number of maker loci, we might 
not have any matchings in our samples if the population abundance is much higher than previously estimated.   

CONCLUSION 
Considering that we will conduct long-term monitoring of trends in population abundance, values of Nm 
estimated in future based on the method we are proposing need to be higher confidence, i.e., Nm with low 
CV.  This indicates the sample size of 800-1000 per year will be suitable. 

REFERENCES 
Chapman, D.G.  (1951)  Some properties of he hypergeometric distribution with applications to zoological 

sample censuses.  University of California Publications in Statistics 1: 131-160. 

Hakamada, T., Matsuoka, K., and Nishiwaki, S.  (2005)  An update of Antarctic minke whales abundance 
estimate based on JARPA data including comparison to IDCR/SOWER estimates. Paper JA/J05/PJR4 
presented to the JARPA Review meeting, January 2005. 

Marshall, T.C., Slate, J., Kruuk L.E.B., and Pemberton, J.M.  (1998)  Statistical confidence for likelihood-
based paternity inference in natural populations.  Molecular Ecology 7: 639-655. 

Skaug, H. and N. Øien  (2004)  Genetic tagging of males in North Atlantic minke whales through 
comparison of mother and fetus DNA-profiles.  SC/56/SD3 
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Table 1.  Biological information of Antarctic minke whales from Area IV+VW obtained from JARPA surveys. 

Biological information

JARPA season MT MMM MMT FT PFF PFT
89/90-90/91 48.9 89.7 43.9 51.1 64 32.7
91/92-92/93 56.3 83.9 47.2 43.7 62.4 27.3
93/94-94/95 68.4 83.2 56.9 31.6 44.2 14
95/96-96/97 56.7 81.5 46.2 43.3 61.1 26.5
97/98-98/99 58.8 77.4 45.5 41.2 36.5 15
99/00-00/01 56.4 80.3 45.3 43.6 57.1 24.9
01/02-02/03 46.7 80.6 37.6 53.3 62 33.1

Average 56 82.4 46.2 44 55.3 24.3

Males Females

 
Abbreviations: MT = Proportion of males in total sample, MMM = Proportion of matured males in total males, MMT = 
Proportion of matured males in total sample, FT = Proportion of females in total sample, PFF = Proportion of pregnant 

females in total females, PFT = Proportion of pregnant females in total females. 

 

Table 2.  Sample sizes (S) and coefficient of variance (CV) for abundance estimates calculated from Petersen mark-
recapture method modified by Chapman (1951) with different matching %.  SD = standard deviation, and see text for 
other abbreviations (M, C, R, Nm). 

 

S M C R Nm SD CV S M C R Nm   SD CV
     1.0% matching

400 184.8 97.2 1.0 9251 5285 0.571 1200 554.4 291.6 2.9 41498 18526 0.446
600 277.2 145.8 1.5 16614 8821 0.531 1800 831.6 437.4 4.4 67921 26651 0.392
800 369.6 194.4 1.9 24597 12243 0.498 2400 1108.8 583.2 5.8 94897 33607 0.354

1000 462.0 243.0 2.4 32935 15481 0.470 3000 1386.0 729.0 7.3 122135 39724 0.325

     1.5% matching
400 184.8 97.2 1.5 7422 3915 0.528 1200 554.4 291.6 4.4 30239 11810 0.391
600 277.2 145.8 2.2 12814 6159 0.481 1800 831.6 437.4 6.6 48275 16282 0.337
800 369.6 194.4 2.9 18491 8213 0.444 2400 1108.8 583.2 8.7 66510 20029 0.301

1000 462.0 243.0 3.6 24320 10088 0.415 3000 1386.0 729.0 10.9 84834 23294 0.275
     2.0% matching

400 184.8 97.2 1.9 6197 3049 0.492 1200 554.4 291.6 5.8 23786 8348 0.351
600 277.2 145.8 2.9 10428 4608 0.442 1800 831.6 437.4 8.7 37444 11228 0.300
800 369.6 194.4 3.9 14814 5989 0.404 2400 1108.8 583.2 11.7 51195 13621 0.266

1000 462.0 243.0 4.9 19278 7226 0.375 3000 1386.0 729.0 14.6 64987 15700 0.242
2.5% matching

400 184.8 97.2 2.4 5318 2460 0.463 1200 554.4 291.6 7.3 19602 6292 0.321
600 277.2 145.8 3.6 8791 3611 0.411 1800 831.6 437.4 10.9 30582 8327 0.272
800 369.6 194.4 4.9 12357 4610 0.373 2400 1108.8 583.2 14.6 41613 10012 0.241

1000 462.0 243.0 6.1 15967 5495 0.344 3000 1386.0 729.0 18.2 52665 11475 0.218

Single year sampling Three seasons pooled
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Appendix 9 

Effect on the stock of the catches during JARPA II 
TAKASHI HAKAMADA 

The Institute of Cetacean Research, 4-5, Toyomi-cho, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 104-0055, Japan 
Contact e-mail: hakamada@cetacean.jp 
 

The possible effects of an annual take of 850 minke whales (425 males and 425 females) during JARPA II 
on Eastern Indian Ocean stock (I-stock) and Western South Pacific stock (P-stock), respectively, are 
examined by using Hitter Methodology. Further, the possible effects of an annual take of 50 humpback 
whales (25 males and 25 females) from Areas IV and V alternatively on Western Australian Stock (D-stock) 
and Eastern Australian Stock (E-stock), respectively, are also examined by using population dynamics model 
in Johnston and Butterworth (2005). 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Minke whale 
Based on the knowledge on stock structure, it is assumed a scenario that there is one stock in west of 165oE 
(I-stock) and another in east of 165oE (P-stock), respectively and that I-stock and P-stock are mixing between 
130 oE and 175 oE. Table 2 shows previous catches by sex from I-stock and P-stock, respectively. Survey will 
be conducted in 35 oE-175 oE in the first year and in 130 oE-145 oW in the second year. Survey will be 
conducted in each area every two years alternately. Therefore, animals will be taken in 130 oE-175 oE every 
year, where the two stocks are assumed to be mixing. As for sex ratio of minke whales to be harvested in the 
future, we have assumed that it will be 1:1. A standard scenario as for future catches is as follows. Assuming 
that the number of animals taken and mixing rate in 130 oE-175 oE is almost same in the first year and the 
second year, the number of animals taken from P-stock in the first year and the number of animals from I-
stock in the second year would be almost same. For example, assuming approximately 284 (=850/3) animals 
are taken in 130 oE-175 oE every year and that mixing rate of I-stock is 50% in this sector, from I-stock, 708 
animals would be taken in the first year and 142 in the second year and, from P-stock, 142 animals would be 
taken in the first year and 708 animals in the second year. Therefore, it is assumed that 850 animals are taken 
from I-stock and P-stock every two years, alternately, as a standard catch scenario. As sensitivity test with 
respect to future catches, the case that animals in 130 oE-175 oE are from I-stock is also examined. Because a 
ratio of averaged abundance in western part of Area V (130 oE -165oE) estimated from 1996/97–2002/03 
JARPA to that in 130 oE –145 oW is about 1/3. It can be assumed that 850 animals (425 males and 425 
females) are taken from I-stock in the first year and 284 animals (142 males and 142 females) are taken in 
the second year. Future catches assumed in standard scenario and in sensitivity test are shown in Table 3. 

As for abundance estimate, two scenarios are assumed. One is assumption that 192,653 (CV=0.192) in I-
stock and 212,258 (CV=0.152) in P-stock based on estimates from CPII in Branch and Butterworth (2001). 
The other is 228,349 (CV=0.092) in I-stock and 95,116 (CV=0.168) based on the latest abundance estimate 
from JARPA in 2001/02 and 2002/03 (Hakamada et al., 2005). It is also assumed that g(0)=0.611 (Okamura 
et al., in press). The case where the abundances are assumed to be the 90% lower limit for the estimate has 
been also investigated as in past examinations for impacts on the stock using the Hitter methodology. 

Humpback whale 
The population dynamics model described in Johnston and Butterworth (2005) is used to examine the effect 
of the catches during JARPA II on the D-stock and E-stock. In the first year, 50 animals are planned to be 
taken from Area IV and 50 animals from Area V in the second year. The survey will be conducted in this 
way in each area every two years alternately. The previous catches from Areas IV and V in the south of 40oS 
are shown in Table 4. The previous catches from D-stock and E-stock in the breeding ground (North of 40oS) 
are shown in Table 5. Future catches assumed in this study are shown in Table 6. 
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Population dynamics model used in this study is following. Population dynamics model in breeding ground 
is 
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where Ny
B,D and Ny

B,E are the number of whales D-stock and E-stock in the breeding area at the start of year 
y, respectively, rD and rE are the intrinsic growth rate (the maximum per capita the population can achieve, 
when its size is very low) for D-stock and E-stock, respectively, KD and KE are the carrying capacity of D-
stock and E-stock, respectively and Cy

D and Cy
E are the number of catches from D-stock and E-stock at the 

start of year y. Taking possibility of mixing of D-stock and E-stock animals in feeding area into account, 
population dynamics model in feeding area is 
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where  Ny
F,Ⅳ and Ny

F,Ⅴ are abundances in Areas IV and V at the start of year y, α is the population of D-
stock which feeds in Area IV and βis the population of E-stock which feeds in Area V. Catches in Areas IV 
and V are allocated in the proportion of abundance for D-stock and E-stock in these Areas. 

Information on abundance used to estimate intrinsic growth rate and initial population size of the stocks in 
Johnston and Butterworth (2005) are relative abundance estimates in breeding area (IWC, 1996; Brown et al., 
1997), CPUE data in breeding area (Chittleborough, 1965), Abundance estimates in feeding area from 
JARPA (Matsuoka et al., 2005), Abundance estimate in breeding area (Bannister and Hedley, 2001;Brown et 
al., 1997) and Abundance estimates in feeding area from IWC/IDCR-SOWER (Branch and Butterworth, 
2002). The abundance estimates from JARPA are treated as a relative index of abundance in this study same 
as Johnston and Butterworth (2005). These figures are shown in Table 7 – 11. 

By fitting the models described above to abundance data, Johnston and Butterworth (2005) obtained 
estimates rD =0.122, rE =0.126, KD =16,879, KE =33,857, α=0.944 and β=0.671. These estimates are used 
in this study. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Minke whale 
For each option, depletions in 1987/88 (when commercial whaling ceased), in 2005/06 (present), in 2011/12 
(after 6 times of surveys) are shown. For reference, depletion after 30 years is also shown. 

As shown in Table 12, both for best estimate and for 90% lower limit, even if MSYR(1+)=1%, abundance 
would show increasing trend when 850 whales are taken every year from 2005/06. For P-stock, abundance 
keeps nearly carrying capacity.  

Table 13 shows results of sensitivity test. This table shows similar results in Table 13 and suggests no ill 
effect of the catches on the I-stock and P-stock. 

Therefore, it can be concluded that there would be no negative effect on the minke whale stocks of these 
future catches. 
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Humpback whale 
Figs. 1 and 2 show that population trajectories relative to initial population size for D-stock and E-stock, 
respectively. For comparison, the population trajectories in the case of 0 future catch are also shown. As both 
Figs. show, there is little difference among the trajectory for 50 annual caches and that for 0 future catches. 
Therefore, it can be concluded that there is no negative effect on the humpback whale stocks. 
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Table 1. Abundance estimates used in this study. 

survey I-stock P-stock 

IWC-IDCR 192,653 (CV=0.162) in 1987/88 212,258 (CV=0.152) in 1988/89 

JARPA 228,349 (CV=0.142) in 2002/03 95,116 (CV=0.168) in 2002/03 

 

 

Table 2. Previous catches (1955/56-2004/05) by sex from I-stock and P-stock. We assume all samples are 
taken from I-stock and P-stock, respectively, because 2004/05 JARPA haven’t completed yet. 
 

year Male Female Male Female
1955 1 1 0 0
1956 0 0 0 0
1957 208 273 0 0
1958 18 24 0 0
1959 76 99 0 0
1960 33 39 31 43
1961 1 0 1 0
1962 9 10 0 0
1963 81 20 3 3
1964 2 3 0 0
1965 1 0 4 3
1966 7 2 1 4
1967 390 211 0 1
1968 108 39 2 2
1969 85 53 7 4
1970 120 82 0 0
1971 1222 1965 0 0
1972 2911 2780 0 0
1973 2161 3855 10 3
1974 1769 2622 0 0
1975 1620 2156 18 13
1976 2272 3669 0 0
1977 1117 2477 357 249
1978 1454 2660 73 52
1979 2228 2636 2 4
1980 1740 2969 336 591
1981 1383 2705 644 183
1982 1619 3357 287 489
1983 1466 2297 148 399
1984 944 2060 294 90
1985 805 1752 302 98
1986 692 1895 129 285
1987 154 119 0 0
1988 0 0 86 155
1989 185 144 0 0
1990 99 90 65 73
1991 165 123 0 0
1992 110 96 57 67
1993 200 130 0 0
1994 85 55 115 75
1995 273 167 0 0
1996 59 68 146 167
1997 279 159 0 0
1998 116 68 131 74
1999 233 206 0 0
2000 86 55 172 127
2001 201 239 0 0
2002 51 49 184 156
2003 200 240 0 0
2004 220 220 220 220

I-stock P-stock
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Table 3. Assumed future catches from I-stock and P-stock under standard scenario and sensitivity test, 
respectively. 

 
standard scenario                                                       sensitivity test 

 

year Male Female Male Female year Male Female Male Female
2005 425 425 0 0 2005 425 425 0 0
2006 0 0 425 425 2006 142 142 283 283
2007 425 425 0 0 2007 425 425 0 0
2008 0 0 425 425 2008 142 142 283 283
2009 425 425 0 0 2009 425 425 0 0
2010 0 0 425 425 2010 142 142 283 283
2011 425 425 0 0 2011 425 425 0 0
2012 0 0 425 425 2012 142 142 283 283
2013 425 425 0 0 2013 425 425 0 0
2014 0 0 425 425 2014 142 142 283 283
2015 425 425 0 0 2015 425 425 0 0
2016 0 0 425 425 2016 142 142 283 283
2017 425 425 0 0 2017 425 425 0 0
2018 0 0 425 425 2018 142 142 283 283
2019 425 425 0 0 2019 425 425 0 0
2020 0 0 425 425 2020 142 142 283 283
2021 425 425 0 0 2021 425 425 0 0
2022 0 0 425 425 2022 142 142 283 283
2023 425 425 0 0 2023 425 425 0 0
2024 0 0 425 425 2024 142 142 283 283
2025 425 425 0 0 2025 425 425 0 0
2026 0 0 425 425 2026 142 142 283 283
2027 425 425 0 0 2027 425 425 0 0
2028 0 0 425 425 2028 142 142 283 283
2029 425 425 0 0 2029 425 425 0 0
2030 0 0 425 425 2030 142 142 283 283
2031 425 425 0 0 2031 425 425 0 0
2032 0 0 425 425 2032 142 142 283 283
2033 425 425 0 0 2033 425 425 0 0
2034 0 0 425 425 2034 142 142 283 283

I-stock P-stockI-stock P-stock
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Table 4. The catches of humpback whales from Areas IV and V in the south of 40oS 

 

Year Area IV Area V Year Area IV Area V
1904 0 0 1955 844 157
1905 0 0 1956 27 182
1906 0 0 1957 545 1,159
1907 0 0 1958 1,661 3,182
1908 217 0 1959 66 13,159
1909 118 0 1960 779 9,847
1910 83 0 1961 468 1,936
1911 0 0 1962 2,352 291
1912 0 0 1963 289 322
1913 0 0 1964 92 71
1914 0 0 1965 76 266
1915 0 0 1966 172 112
1916 0 0 1967 98 27
1917 0 0 1968 0 0
1918 0 0 1969 0 0
1919 0 0 1970 0 0
1920 0 0 1971 0 0
1921 0 0 1972 0 0
1922 0 0 1973 0 0
1923 0 0 1974 0 0
1924 0 0 1975 0 0
1925 0 0 1976 0 0
1926 0 0 1977 0 0
1927 0 0 1978 0 0
1928 11 0 1979 0 0
1929 0 0 1980 0 0
1930 0 0 1981 0 0
1931 159 0 1982 0 0
1932 82 0 1983 0 0
1933 593 0 1984 0 0
1934 1,340 0 1985 0 0
1935 938 4 1986 0 0
1936 1,435 0 1987 0 0
1937 832 0 1988 0 0
1938 835 24 1989 0 0
1939 0 0 1990 0 0
1940 0 0 1991 0 0
1941 0 0 1992 0 0
1942 0 0 1993 0 0
1943 0 0 1994 0 0
1944 0 0 1995 0 0
1945 0 0 1996 0 0
1946 0 0 1997 0 0
1947 1 0 1998 0 0
1948 11 74 1999 0 0
1949 725 1,308 2000 0 0
1950 1,208 998 2001 0 0
1951 958 487 2002 0 0
1952 224 723 2003 0 0
1953 310 1,121 2004 0 0
1954 379 2,615
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Table 5. The previous catches of humpback whales in the breeding ground (in the north of 40oS) 

 

Year D-stock E-stock Year D-stock E-stock
1904 0 0 1955 1126 832
1905 0 0 1956 1119 1013
1906 0 0 1957 1120 1025
1907 0 0 1958 967 1023
1908 0 0 1959 737 1278
1909 0 0 1960 573 1341
1910 0 0 1961 587 981
1911 0 0 1962 548 209
1912 296 296 1963 87 0
1913 670.5 670.5 1964 1 0
1914 1968 0 1965 5 0
1915 1430 0 1966 28 0
1916 0 0 1967 12 0
1917 0 0 1968 0 0
1918 0 0 1969 0 0
1919 0 0 1970 0 0
1920 0 0 1971 0 0
1921 0 0 1972 0 0
1922 155 0 1973 0 0
1923 166 0 1974 0 0
1924 0 0 1975 0 0
1925 669 0 1976 0 0
1926 735 0 1977 0 0
1927 996 0 1978 0 0
1928 1033 0 1979 0 0
1929 0 0 1980 0 0
1930 0 78 1981 0 0
1931 0 110 1982 0 0
1932 0 18 1983 0 0
1933 0 44 1984 0 0
1934 0 52 1985 0 0
1935 0 57 1986 0 0
1936 3072 69 1987 0 0
1937 3242 55 1988 0 0
1938 917 75 1989 0 0
1939 0 80 1990 0 0
1940 0 107 1991 0 0
1941 0 86 1992 0 0
1942 0 71 1993 0 0
1943 0 90 1994 0 0
1944 0 88 1995 0 0
1945 0 107 1996 0 0
1946 0 110 1997 0 0
1947 2 101 1998 0 0
1948 4 92 1999 0 0
1949 193 141 2000 0 0
1950 388 79 2001 0 0
1951 1224 111 2002 0 0
1952 1187 721 2003 0 0
1953 1300 809 2004 0 0
1954 1320 898
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Table 6. Assumed future catches of humpback whales from Areas IV and V 

 

Year Area IV Area V
2005 0 0
2006 0 0
2007 50 0
2008 0 50
2009 50 0
2010 0 50
2011 50 0
2012 0 50
2013 50 0
2014 0 50
2015 50 0
2016 0 50
2017 50 0
2018 0 50
2019 50 0
2020 0 50
2021 50 0
2022 0 50
2023 50 0
2024 0 50
2025 50 0
2026 0 50
2027 50 0
2028 0 50
2029 50 0
2030 0 50
2031 50 0
2032 0 50
2033 50 0
2034 0 50
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Table 7. Relative abundance estimates in D-stock (IWC, 1996) and E-stock (Brown et al, 1997) 

year D-stock 

1982 10.2 

1986 16.7 

1988 12.7 

1991 23.6 

1994 36.0 

year E-stock 

1981 381 

1982 493 

1986 1008 

1987 879 

1991 1533 

1993 1807 

1996 2872 

 

Table 8. CPUE data off the west and east coast of Australia (Chittleborough, 1965). 

year west（D-stock） east（E-stock） 

1950 0.475  

1951 0.424  

1952 0.347  

1953 0.353 0.972 

1954 0.351 0.755 

1955 0.244 0.779 

1956 0.178 0.704 

1957 0.146 0.714 

1958 0.123 0.750 

1959 0.090 0.740 

1960 0.062 0.522 

1961 0.055 0.230 

1962 0.051 0.069 
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Table 9. JARPA estimates of abundance of humpback whales in feeding Areas IV and V (Matsuoka et al., 2005). 

year Area IV 

1989/90 3873 

1991/92 5203 

1993/94 2740 

1995/96 8850 

1997/98 10874 

1999/2000 16211 

2001/02 33010 

2003/04 31750 

year Area V 

1990/91 767 

1992/93 3837 

1994/95 3567 

1996/97 1543 

1998/99 8301 

2000/01 4720 

2002/03 2735 

 

Table 10. Estimates of breeding ground abundance of humpback whales used in the model 

stock abundance year source 

D-stock 8000 1999 Bannister and Hedley (2001) 

E-stock 3200 1996 Brown et al. (1997) 

 

Table 11. Estimates of abundance of humpback whales south of 60oS from the IWC/IDCR-SOWER sighting surveys. 

year circumpolar surveys Area IV Area V 

1978/79 I 1039 - 

1980/81 I - 966 

1985/86 II - 568 

1988/89 II 3375 - 

1991/92 III - 2066 
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Table 4. Effects on the Antarctic minke whales of 850 animals (425 males and 425 females) from I-stock and P-stock 
every two years alternately using Hitter Methodology. 

 

I-stock 

a. Assuming that abundance estimate from IDCR in CPII. 
 

i) Hit 1987/88 total (1+) population of 315,245 (best estimate) 

 

ii) Hit 1987/88 total (1+) population of 228,741(90% lower limit) 

 

Statistic                 MSYR (1+) (%)
1 2 3 4 5

K (1+)             386,992 373,212 362,490 354,130 347,580
Depletion - 1987 81.5% 84.5% 87.0% 89.0% 90.7%
Depletion - 2005 85.2% 91.6% 95.2% 97.1% 98.1%
Depletion - 2011 86.4% 93.2% 96.4% 97.9% 98.6%
Depletion - 2035 90.3% 96.6% 98.3% 98.9% 99.2%
RY - 2005         831 1,125 1,112 988 850
MSY (+1) 2,322 4,479 6,525 8,499 10,427

Statistic                 MSYR (1+) (%)
1 2 3 4 5

K (1+)             301,953 288,992 278,628 270,336 263,684
Depletion - 1987 66.7% 67.0% 67.4% 67.8% 68.3%
Depletion - 2005 75.8% 82.4% 87.1% 90.3% 92.4%
Depletion - 2011 77.5% 85.3% 90.2% 93.0% 94.6%
Depletion - 2035 83.3% 92.5% 95.5% 96.6% 97.1%
RY - 2005         777 1,125 1,161 1,055 915
MSY (+1) 1,812 3,468 5,015 6,488 7,911
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(Table 4 continued) 

b. Assuming that latest abundance estimate from JARPA. 
 

i) Hit 2002/03 total (1+) population of 373,655 (best estimate) 

 

ii) Hit 1990 total (1+) population of 278,082 (90% lower limit) 

 

Statistic                 MSYR (1+) (%)
1 2 3 4 5

K (1+)             432,578 407,798 393,825 386,084 381,742
Depletion - 1987 76.8% 76.8% 77.2% 77.7% 78.4%
Depletion - 2005 84.0% 88.6% 91.8% 93.9% 95.2%
Depletion - 2011 85.3% 90.6% 93.8% 95.6% 96.6%
Depletion - 2035 89.6% 95.2% 97.0% 97.7% 98.0%
RY - 2005         848 1,123 1,099 971 834
MSY (+1) 2,595 4,894 7,089 9,266 11,452

Statistic                 MSYR (1+) (%)
1 2 3 4 5

K (1+)             339,807 315,157 300,402 291,880 286,997
Depletion - 1987 70.4% 69.8% 69.9% 70.3% 71.0%
Depletion - 2005 78.9% 84.3% 88.4% 91.3% 93.2%
Depletion - 2011 80.5% 87.0% 91.2% 93.7% 95.2%
Depletion - 2035 85.8% 93.3% 95.9% 96.9% 97.3%
RY - 2005         805 1,127 1,146 1,033 892
MSY (+1) 2,039 3,782 5,407 7,005 8,610
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(Table 4 continued) 

P-stock 

a. Assuming that abundance estimate from IDCR in CPII. 
 

a) Hit 1988/89 total (1+) population of 347,324 (best estimate). 

 

b) Hit 1988/89 total (1+) population of 255,322 (90% lower limit) 

 

Statistic                 MSYR (1+) (%)
1 2 3 4 5

K (1+)             351,999 351,079 350,363 349,802 349,361
Depletion - 1987 98.1% 98.1% 98.1% 98.1% 98.2%
Depletion - 2005 98.2% 98.6% 98.9% 99.1% 99.2%
Depletion - 2011 97.4% 97.9% 98.2% 98.3% 98.4%
Depletion - 2035 95.7% 96.7% 97.2% 97.5% 97.7%
RY - 2005         160 184 188 185 180
MSY (+1) 2,112 4,213 6,307 8,395 10,481

Statistic                 MSYR (1+) (%)
1 2 3 4 5

K (1+)             260,005 259,089 258,373 257,812 257,370
Depletion - 1987 97.4% 97.4% 97.5% 97.5% 97.5%
Depletion - 2005 97.6% 98.2% 98.5% 98.7% 98.9%
Depletion - 2011 96.5% 97.1% 97.5% 97.7% 97.8%
Depletion - 2035 94.2% 95.5% 96.2% 96.6% 96.9%
RY - 2005         160 184 188 185 180
MSY (+1) 1,560 3,109 4,651 6,187 7,721
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(Table 4 continued) 

b. Assuming that latest abundance estimate from JARPA. 
 

a) Hit 2002/03 total (1+) population of 155,641 (best estimate). 

 

b) Hit 2002/03 total (1+) population of 112,042 (90% lower limit) 

 

 

Statistic                 MSYR (1+) (%)
1 2 3 4 5

K (1+)             160,047 158,361 157,422 156,875 156,539
Depletion - 1987 95.8% 95.8% 95.8% 95.9% 95.9%
Depletion - 2005 96.1% 97.0% 97.5% 97.9% 98.1%
Depletion - 2011 94.3% 95.3% 95.9% 96.2% 96.4%
Depletion - 2035 90.4% 92.6% 93.8% 94.4% 94.9%
RY - 2005         159 184 188 185 181
MSY (+1) 960 1,900 2,834 3,765 4,696

Statistic                 MSYR (1+) (%)
1 2 3 4 5

K (1+)             116,492 114,801 113,849 113,293 112,952
Depletion - 1987 94.2% 94.2% 94.2% 94.3% 94.3%
Depletion - 2005 94.6% 95.8% 96.6% 97.1% 97.4%
Depletion - 2011 92.1% 93.5% 94.3% 94.7% 95.0%
Depletion - 2035 86.6% 89.7% 91.3% 92.2% 92.9%
RY - 2005         158 184 189 186 181
MSY (+1) 699 1,378 2,049 2,719 3,389
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Table 5. Results of sensitivity test with respect to future catches. It is assumed that 284 animals (142 males and 142 
females) are taken from I-stock and 566 (283 males and 283 females) from P-stock, instead of 850 animals from P-
stock, during surveys in 130oE –145oW. 

 

I-stock 

a. Assuming that abundance estimate from IDCR in CPII. 
i) Hit 1987/88 total (1+) population of 315,245 (best estimate) 

 

ii) Hit 1987/88 total (1+) population of 228,741(90% lower limit) 

 

Statistic                 MSYR (1+) (%)
1 2 3 4 5

K (1+)             386,992 373,212 362,490 354,130 347,580
Depletion - 1987 74.1% 74.6% 75.1% 75.7% 76.2%
Depletion - 2005 81.9% 87.3% 90.9% 93.2% 94.7%
Depletion - 2011 82.9% 89.1% 92.7% 94.7% 95.8%
Depletion - 2035 86.8% 93.6% 95.8% 96.7% 97.0%
RY - 2005         831 1,125 1,112 988 850
MSY (+1) 2,322 4,479 6,525 8,499 10,427

Statistic                 MSYR (1+) (%)
1 2 3 4 5

K (1+)             301,953 288,992 278,628 270,336 263,684
Depletion - 1987 66.7% 67.0% 67.4% 67.8% 68.3%
Depletion - 2005 75.8% 82.4% 87.1% 90.3% 92.4%
Depletion - 2011 77.0% 84.9% 89.7% 92.5% 94.1%
Depletion - 2035 81.7% 91.1% 94.4% 95.5% 96.0%
RY - 2005         777 1,125 1,161 1,055 915
MSY (+1) 1,812 3,468 5,015 6,488 7,911
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(Table 5 continued) 

b. Assuming that latest abundance estimate from JARPA. 

i) Hit 2002/03 total (1+) population of 373,655 (best estimate) 

 

ii) Hit 2002/03 total (1+) population of 278,082 (90% lower limit) 

 

Statistic                 MSYR (1+) (%)
1 2 3 4 5

K (1+)             432,578 407,798 393,825 386,084 381,742
Depletion - 1987 76.8% 76.8% 77.2% 77.7% 78.4%
Depletion - 2005 84.0% 88.6% 91.8% 93.9% 95.2%
Depletion - 2011 85.0% 90.3% 93.4% 95.2% 96.2%
Depletion - 2035 88.5% 94.3% 96.2% 96.9% 97.3%
RY - 2005         848 1,123 1,099 971 834
MSY (+1) 2,595 4,894 7,089 9,266 11,452

Statistic                 MSYR (1+) (%)
1 2 3 4 5

K (1+)             339,807 315,157 300,402 291,880 286,997
Depletion - 1987 70.4% 69.8% 69.9% 70.3% 71.0%
Depletion - 2005 78.9% 84.3% 88.4% 91.3% 93.2%
Depletion - 2011 80.1% 86.5% 90.7% 93.2% 94.7%
Depletion - 2035 84.4% 92.1% 94.8% 95.9% 96.4%
RY - 2005         805 1,127 1,146 1,033 892
MSY (+1) 2,039 3,782 5,407 7,005 8,610
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(Table 5 continued) 

P-stock 

a. Assuming that abundance estimate from IDCR in CPII. 
 

a) Hit 1988/89 total (1+) population of 347,324 (best estimate). 

 

b) Hit 1988/89 total (1+) population of 255,322 (90% lower limit) 

 

 

Statistic                 MSYR (1+) (%)
1 2 3 4 5

K (1+)             160,047 158,361 157,422 156,875 156,539
Depletion - 1987 95.8% 95.8% 95.8% 95.9% 95.9%
Depletion - 2005 96.1% 97.0% 97.5% 97.9% 98.1%
Depletion - 2011 95.1% 96.2% 96.8% 97.1% 97.3%
Depletion - 2035 93.1% 95.0% 95.8% 96.3% 96.6%
RY - 2005         159 184 188 185 181
MSY (+1) 960 1,900 2,834 3,765 4,696

Statistic                 MSYR (1+) (%)
1 2 3 4 5

K (1+)             116,492 114,801 113,849 113,293 112,952
Depletion - 1987 94.2% 94.2% 94.2% 94.3% 94.3%
Depletion - 2005 94.6% 95.8% 96.6% 97.1% 97.4%
Depletion - 2011 93.3% 94.7% 95.5% 96.0% 96.2%
Depletion - 2035 90.4% 93.0% 94.2% 94.8% 95.3%
RY - 2005         158 184 189 186 181
MSY (+1) 699 1,378 2,049 2,719 3,389
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(Table 5 continued) 

b. Assuming that latest abundance estimate from JARPA. 
 

a) Hit 2002/03 total (1+) population of 155,641 (best estimate). 

 

b) Hit 2002/03 total (1+) population of 112,042 (90% lower limit) 

 

Statistic                 MSYR (1+) (%)
1 2 3 4 5

K (1+)             160,047 158,361 157,422 156,875 156,539
Depletion - 1987 95.8% 95.8% 95.8% 95.9% 95.9%
Depletion - 2005 96.1% 97.0% 97.5% 97.9% 98.1%
Depletion - 2011 94.7% 95.8% 96.3% 96.7% 96.9%
Depletion - 2035 91.8% 93.9% 94.9% 95.4% 95.8%
RY - 2005         159 184 188 185 181
MSY (+1) 960 1,900 2,834 3,765 4,696

Statistic                 MSYR (1+) (%)
1 2 3 4 5

K (1+)             116,492 114,801 113,849 113,293 112,952
Depletion - 1987 94.2% 94.2% 94.2% 94.3% 94.3%
Depletion - 2005 95.1% 96.2% 97.0% 97.5% 97.8%
Depletion - 2011 92.7% 94.1% 94.9% 95.4% 95.7%
Depletion - 2035 88.7% 91.4% 92.8% 93.6% 94.1%
RY - 2005         158 184 189 186 181
MSY (+1) 699 1,378 2,049 2,719 3,389
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Fig. 1. D stock population trajectories relative to initial population size K in the case of 0 future catch and in the case 
annual 50 catches from Areas IV and V alternatively. 

Fig. 2. E stock population trajectories relative to initial population size K in the case of 0 future catch and in the case of 

annual 50 catches from Areas IV and V alternatively. 
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151.  Hakamada T, Matsuoka K and Nishiwaki S, “An update of Antarctic minke whales 
abundance estimate based on JARPA data”, SC/D06/J6 (2006) pp. 10-11

abundance estimate in Table 3 _ Therefore, change in treatment of unsurveyed area would not change 

abundance and probably also abundance trend estimates substantially_ 

Sensi thity test to examine the effect of track.lines neuly pa rallel to ice edge 

Table 4 shows that average ratio of abundance in Options B and C to that in Option A_ Average of Ps/P_~ 

is not sigfinicantly different from 1 in each cases_ Average of PJ P" is sigfinicantly larger than I in some 

case_ But there is no case that Average of P .!PJ is sigfinicantly smaller than 1. Therefore, it was suggested 

that including such tracklines would not cause overestimate of abundance_ 

Estimate of Rl and R 2 and corrected a b undance in A.1·eas IY and V 

In Haw ( 1991)'s method, estimated c.orrection factor between SSV and SV in closing mode is R l=0.821 

(CV=0.084) and estimated correction factor between SV in closing mode and SV in passing mode is 

R2=0.159 (CV=0.126)_ Both R! and R2 are s ignificantly different from 0_ This means that the effect of 

sampling activity and that of closing mode is significant 

In case o f linear model, correction factors between SSV and SV in passing mode was 0 .886 (CV=0.199) 

and estimated corredion factor between SV in closing mode and SV in passing mode was 1.063 

(CV=0.244) estimated by linear model, which were not significantly different from 0. 

Abunda nce estimates in Anas IY and Y and abundance es timate fm· the minke whale of I and P 

stocks 

Table 5 is corrected abundance estimate in each Area derived from Haw's correction method_ Table 6 is 

that derived from using linear model Table 7 shows abundance estimate in I and P stock from 1995/96 to 

2004/05 based on tl1e estimates in Table 5. Abundance estimates in I stock (west of 165"E) are 76,343 in 

1995/96 (CV=0.145), 115,945 (CV=0.239) in 1997/98, 77,479 (CV=0.184) in 1999/2000, 203,772 

(CV=0.172) in 2001/02 and 118,596 {CV=0.1 72) in 2003/04. Abundance estin1ates in P stock (east of 

165°£) are 130,868 (CV =0.233) in 1996/97, 79,1 10 (CV=0.202) in 1998/99, 163,262 (CV=0.185) Ill 

2000!0 1, 87,569 (CV=0.1 77) in 2002/03 and 72,087 {CV=0.146) in 2004/05. 

Abundance n ·end in Areas IY and V and in I and P stocks 

Table 8 shows estimated annual increasing rate in Areas IV and V based on abundance estimates in the 

south of 60°8. The estimates and their 95% confidence intervals are in Areas IV and V are -0.42% [-4.02%: 

4.59%] (1989/90-2003/04) and -1.54% [-4.91; 2.18%] (1990/91-2004105), respectively. Estimated abundance and 

their 95% confidence inten·als are in I and P stocks are 7_93% [--0.05%; 11.45%] (1995/96--2003/04) and -5_88% 

[-12.19; 0.18%] (1996/97-2004/0S), respectively. It is shown that no significant increase or decrease of the abundance 

is detected Table 10 showed annual increasing rate in I artd P stock are 2.60"/o and -2.12%, respecti,·ely. Both 

estinlates w-ere not significantly different from 0. 

10 
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DISCUSSIOi" 

Diff~renc~ in ~stima ted corr~c.tioo factor of sun'~Y mod~ b~tw~~n Haw's method and linear model. 

One of the possible reasons is because abtmdance data applied in each method is different in stratificatEon. 

On the application of Haw's method, abtmdanc.e estimate in southern part of Area IV and V are used so as 

not to pool strata whose density is very different. But on applying to linear model, Area based abtmdauc.e 

was used to make estimation process easier. Other possible reason is bec.aus·e the effect of lack of data (i.e. 

passing mode wasn' t conducted up to 1996/97 .) on each method could be different. It should be noted that 

this difference could hardly differ. 

Abuodanc~ estimat~ obtain from Option C 

Trac.klines used in Option C are designed very systematically. This is because they are allocated equal 

longitudinal interval aitld parallel to a longitudinal line and because they have equal length ( 4 5 n miles) . 

There is no doubt that there is no bias in abundance estimate from such systematic. trackline. But 

searching effort in Option C was much less than that in Option A and abundance estin1ate in Option C l1as 

sometimes less precision. Considering this, abundance estimate in Option A was adopted. 

Abundanc~ tr~ncl 

Abundance trend in Areas IV and V and in I and P stocks showed no significant increase or decrease. 

Abundance trend in Areas IV and V were estitnated based on estimates in eight years therefore it is 

suggested JARPA abtmdance data provide more rdiable abundance trend than IDCR/SOWER which were 

less frequent than JARPA. Abundance trend in I and P stock were based on estimates in five years. T11is is 

because the abundance trend in I and P stock has less precision than those in Areas IV and V. Fmther 

investigate is necessary to exan1ine abundance trend in I and P stock. JARPA II will provide sighting data 

to this investigation. 
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Annex 01 

Report of the Standing Working Group on Scientific Permits 

Members: An, Baba, Bando, Bass, Berggren, Bj!llrge, 
Brownell, Butterworth, Childerhouse, Clapham, Cozzi, 
Danielsdottir, DeMaster, Fortuna, Fujise, Funahashi, Gales, 
Gedamke, Gong, Goto, Gr!llnvik, Gunnlaugsson, Hakamada, 
Hatanaka, Hayashi, Hester, llyashenko, Iniguez, Iwasaki, 
Jung Youn, Kanda, Kasuya, Kato, Kawahara, Kell, Kim, 
Kitakado, Koh, Lawrence, Leaper, Lens, Lovell, Mae, 
Magloire, Matsuoka, Miyashita, Morishita, Murase, 
Nishiwaki, Nishiyama, Northridge, Ohsumi, Ohta, 0ien, 
Okamura, Olafdottir, Palazzo, Palka, Panigada, Pastene, 
Pinto de Lima, Polacheck, Ramhally, Reijnders, Ridoux, 
Rogan, Rojas Bracho, Rose, Sadler, Secchi, Shimada, 
SimiJlonds, M., Soh, Sohn, Song, Tanaka, Tominaga, Van 
Waerebeek, Vikingsson, Wade, Wall!ile, Walters, Weiruich, 
Williams, Yamakage, Yasokawa, Yoshida, Zenitani, Zhu. 

1. CONVENOR'S OPENING REMARKS 

Bj!llrge opened the meeting and welcomed the participants. 

. 2. ELECTION OF CHAIR 

B j!llrge was electe<;\ to the Chair. 

3. APPOINTMENT OF RAPPORTEURS 

Northridge agreed to act as rapporteur with assistance from 
Gr!llnvik. 

4. ADOPTION OF AGENDA 

Th~ agenda was adopted as shown in Appendix 1. 

5. DOCUMENTS AVAILABLE 

Documents to be considered were SC/57/01-6 and 014-16. 
\. 

6. REVIEW OF RESULTS FROM EXISTING 
PERMITS 

The Working Group reviewed the results from two Japanese 
programmes (on Antarctic minke whales and on North 
Pacific common minke, sei, Bryde's and sperm whales), and 
one Icelandic programme on North Atlantic common minke 
whales. 

Further, the Working Group considered a report from a 
non-IWC meeting on JARPA results, and a progress report 
from the Planning Steering Group on Preparations for 
JARPA review. 

The entire review of results from existing proposals is 
found under Item 16.1 of the Scientific Committee plenary 
report 

7. REVIEW OF NEW OR CONTINillNG 
PROPOSALS 

The Working Group reviewed the new proposal (JARPA II) 
submitted by the Government of Japan for takes of Antarctic 
minke, fin and humpback whales in the Antarctic 
(SC/57/01). The discussion is given under Item 16.2 of the 
Scientific Committee plenary report. The Working Group 
did not reach consensus on . this programme, and the 
opposing views are presen!ed in their entirety here in 
Appendix 2 and Appendix 3. 

Further, the Working Group considered the continuing 
proposals of Japan (JARPN II) and Iceland. There were no 
substantial changes in these proposals since the previous 
review by the Scientific Committee. The Working Group 
therefore referred to its comments made at earlier reviews. 
The entire review of new or continuing proposals is to be 
found under Item 16.2 of the Scientific Committee plenary · 
repqrt. 

8. PROPOSALS TO FACILITATE THE REVIEW 
PROCESS OF SCIENTIFIC PERMITS 

A discussion in the Working Group on possible approaches 
to improve the review process of scientific permit proposals 
is reflected under Scientific Committee plenary report Item 
163. . 

9. ADOPTION OF REPORT 

The report was adopted on the 6 June at 18:15. 
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260 REPORT OF THE SCIENTIFIC COMMITTEE, ANNEX 01 

Appendix 1 

AGENDA 

L Convenor's opening remarks 

2. Election of Chair 

3. Appointment of Rapporteurs 

4. Adoption of Agenda 

5. Documents available 

. 6. Review results from existing permits 
6.1 Japan- Antarctic minke whales 
6.2 Japan - North Pacific common minke, Bryde's 

and sperm whales 

6.3 Ice)and- North Atlantic'common minke whales 
· 6.4 Review report from non-IWC meeting on 

JARPA results 
6.5 Preparations for JARPA review 

7. Review of new or continuing proposals · 
7.1 JARPAII 
7.2 JARPN II 
7.3 Iceland 

8. Proposals to facilitate the review process of Scientific 
Permits 

9. Adoption of repcirt 

Appendix2 

COMMENTS ON THE GOVERNMENT OF JAPAN'S PROPOSAL FOR A SECOND PHASE OF SPECIAL 
PERMIT WHALING IN ANTARCTICA (JARPA II) 

S. Childerhouse (New Zealand), N. Gales (Australia), c:s. Baker (New Zealand), C. Bass (UK), P. Berggren (Sweden), 
J. Bickham (USA), J. Brei wick (USA), R. Brownell (USA), C. Carlson (USA), J-B. Charrassin (France), F. Cipriano (IP), 
P. Clapham (USA), T. Collins (IP), J. Cooke (IUCN), B. Cozzi (Italy), W. Dinter (Germany), M. Engel (Brazil), K. Findlay 
(IP), C. Fortuna (Italy), N. Funahashi (IP), J. Gedamke (Australia), K. Groch (Brazil), M. Iniguez (Argentina), T. Kasuya 

(IP), L. Kell (UK), K-H. Kock (Germany), M. Krahn (USA), R. Leaper (UK), R. LeDuc (USA), D. Mattila (IP), S. Moore 
(USA), S. Northridge (UK), C. Olavarria (IP), J. Palazzo (Brazil), S. Panigada (Italy), C. Parsons (UK), W. Perrin (USA), 

C. Pomilla (IP), L. Porter (IP), P. Reijnders (Netherlands), V. Ridoux (France), F. Ritter (Germany), J. Robbins (USA), 
E. Rogan (Ireland), L. Rojas (Mexico), N. Rose (IP), H. Rosenbaum (USA), T. Rowles (USA), L. Sadler (UK), E . . Secchi 

(IP), D. Senn (Switzerland), M. Simmonds (UK), M. Sironi (IP), M. Stachowitsch (Austria), D. Thiele (Australia), J. Urban 
(Mexico), P. Wade (USA), K. Van Waerebeek (Belgium), R. Waples (USA), M. Weinrich (IP), R. Williams (IP), B. Wilson 

(UK) and A. Zerbini (IP). [IP~Invited Participant]. 

Earlier this year the Government of Japan concluded an 18-
year programme of whaling under special permit in 
Antarctic waters (the JARPA programme). During the years 
of its operation, JARPA killed more than 6,800 minke 
whales (almost all Balaenoptera bonaerensis). Because the 
data collection of JARPA ended in early 2005, the results of 
that programme cannot be reviewed by the Scientific 
Committee (SC) until 2006 or 2007, and JARPA has 
published very little in the international peer-reviewed 
literature with which to judge the quality of its research and 
its relevance to the management of whales by IWC. Despite 
this, Japan now proposes a second phase of special permit 
whaling (JARPAII) to commence during the austral summer 
of 2005/06. JARPA II will' more than double the annual 

· catch of minke whales and also take 50 fm (B. physalus) and 
50 humpback whales (Megaptera novaeangliae) each year. 
Furthermore, the proposal indicates that Japan intends to 
abandon the accepted IWC method of managing whale 
stocks, the Revised Management Procedure (RMP), in 
favour of a speculative 'multi-species' ,approach whic.h 
essentially proposes the selected culling of more abundant 
whales (e.g. minke whales) in order to promote recovery of 
depleted large whales (e.g. blue whales). 

With the new proposal Japan will increase its annual take 
of whales under special permit to a level where, in each year, 
it will take almost half the number of all whales ever taken 
under special permit by all other nations combined. These 

levels are also approaching the annual commercial quotas 
for Antarctic minke whales that were in place prior to the 
moratorium. This is clearly far beyond the intention 
envisaged when Article 8 of the Convention was developed, 
and means that the SC has a serious responsibility to ensure 
that any current and proposed programmes for special 

·permit whaling are reviewed in a transparent and thorough 
scientific manner that can stand the scrutiny of the 
international scientific community. Such levels of take 
should also be subject to the same regulatory measures as 
commercial whaling, i.e. the full RMP process. 

First and foremost, it is scientifically invalid to review the 
JARPA II proposal before the IWC has had a chance to 
conduct a full review of the results of the original 18 year 
JARPA programme. If JARPA II goes forward, it will have 
already been in operation for two years (and will have taken 
almost 2,000 whales) before this review can be conducted, 
and without such an in-depth review the SC cannot make 8 

meaningful assessment of the relevance of the proposed 
research, or the need for the proposed catches. · 

By bringing this proposal forward at this time the 
Government of Japan has substantially compromised the 
capacitY of the SC to pedoirn its task as designated by the 
Commission in its 'Guidelines for the Review of Scient~c · 
Permit Proposals~ (Donovan, 2001) and puts at stake . e 
capacity of the SC to provide objective and representauve 
scientific advice to the Commission. 
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Consequently, we 63 scientists, (including representatives 
from 16 national delegations and 16 other participants), 
attending the IWC SC/57 meeting feel unable to engage in a 
scientifically defensible process of review of the JARPA II 
proposal. To do so would substantially undermine the 
scientific credibility of this organisation. Instead we submit 
the following brief comments on serious concerns and 
issues that are raised by the proposal, and we feel that this 
proposal can be addressed by the SC only when the JARPA 
review is complete. Our comments are structured in 
accordance with the Commission's guidelines. 

1. Objectives 
(a) Under the ·RMP, the management procedure currently 

accepted by the IWC, most of the data requested in the 
JARPA II proposal are not required. 

(b) The objectives in the proposal are based on several 
unsubstantiated or incorrect assumptions: 
(i) That whales are directly competing with each 

other. Whilst overlap of prey (Antarctic krill) is 
well established for most of the Antarctic baleen 
whales, there are no accepted models to indicate 
any level of competition· between whales, nor, 
indeed, that krill production is controlled by top· 
down influences, such as predation by whales. 

(ii) That the reduction of one species (minke whales) 
will result in an increase of another species (blue 
whales). Current evidence _refutes this. 

(iii) That minke whales are top predators. While minke 
whales are a high predator, they are a component of 
a wide clade of predators at the same level which 
include whales, seals, birds and fish. 

(iv) That blue whale low abundance and recovery is 
due to minke and humpback whale populations. 
This hypothesis fails to include the other major 
biomass krill predator species such as seals and sea 
birds. 

(c) The propo:>sal is open ended and has no time limit by 
which it can be assessed. 

(d) CCAMLR expertise is necessary to evaluate ecosystem 
interactions such as competition assumptions. 

(e) Even if the IWC decided to move to a multi-species 
management procedure, the proposal does not have 
well-defined hypotheses and performance criteria. 

2. Methodology 
(a) The proposed research is supposed to address questions 

that cannot be answered by analysis of existing data. 
However, without a review of the data already collected 
in the previous 18 years it is not possible to evaluate this 

. critical issue, especially as the new proposal provides an 
undefended rationale to more than double the take of 
minke whales. 

(b) The research claims to address a question or questions 
that cannot be practically or scientifically achieved by 
non-lethal means. In this case, the use of non-lethal 
means (biopsy) has been clearly demonstrated to 
address temporal and spatial changes in stock 
structuring, which is an important component of the 
RMP. 

(c) The research is supposed to yield results leading to 
reliable answers to the questions being addressed. 
However, the research methodologies specified in the 
proposal are very poorly developed and presented, and 
they thus negate the possibility of a reasonable review. 

3. Effects of catches on stocks 
(a) This analysis is difficult or impossible to do without 

recent in-depth assessments of minkes, humpbacks and 
·rm whales. No-current agreed abundance estimates exist 
for any of these species in the area where J ARPA II 
takes will occur. Similarly, stock structuring remains 
poorly defined in all species. 

(b) Particular concerns on this issue are: . 
(i) The determination of the extent and possible 

reasons for an apparent substantial decline in 
abundance of Antarctic minke whales. 

(ii) The targeting of species that were subject to 
massive over-exploitation during earlier whaling, 
whose populations were taken to dangerously low 
levels and which remain well below their pre
exploitation abundance. 

(iii) A lack of any agreed estimates of fin whale 
abundance, population trend or stock structure. 

(iv) The potential impact of take of humpback whales 
from small, poorly · understood and highly 
threatened populations in the South Pacific (e.g. 
Fiji, Samoa, Cook Islands, etc.) 

(v) The potential impact of takes of humpback whales 
.on "existing, non-lethal research programmes in 
Australia, New Zealand and elsewhere in the South 
Pacific. 

(c) Givep the dramatic increase in the take ofminke whales 
to levels that may exceed any RMP-derived catch limits, 
and notwithstanding our lack of agreed abundance data, 
the SC has no capacity to determine potential 
sustainability of takes because it has been instructed by 
the Commission 'not to consider Southern Hemisphere 
minke whales in the context of implementation of the 
RMP unless advised to <;!o so by the Commission'. 
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Appendix3 

RESPONSE TO APPENDIX 2 

H. Hatanaka, J. Morishita, D. Goodman, L.A. Pastene andY. Fujise 

It is regrettable that Appendix 2 concludes that 'the 
Government of Japan has substantially compromised the 
capacity of the Scientific Committee (SC) to perform its 
tasks and puts at stake the capacity of the SC to provide 
objective and representative scientific advice to the 
Commission' on the basis of the false premise that 'without 
a full review (of the original18 year JARPAprogramme) the 
SC cannot make a meaningful assessment of the relevance 
of the proposed research (JARPA II), or the need for the 
proposed catches'. 

It is the use of this false premise as the basis for saying 
that the SC cannot review the proposed research that 
compromises the SC's ability to meet its obligations under 
paragraph 30 of the Schedule and the Commission's Rules 
of Procedure. Paragraph 30 of the Schedule to the ICRW 
says that: 'Proposed permits mru.! (emphasis added) be 
reviewed and commented on by the Scientific Committee at 
Annual Meetings when possible' . Further, under the 
Commission's Rule of Procedure M.4, the SC ' ... shall 
(emphasis added) review the scientific permits and scientific 
programmes for which Contracting Governments plan to 
issue scientific permits' . It is also a denial of the 
fundamental princip.le that science based policy .and 
rulemaking must be the basis for the management of 
resources and the requirements for such under Articles V 
and VIII of the ICRW. ' 

The primary objective 'of the JARPA II which is 
clearly stated in the proposed plan · (SC/57 /0 I) and 
summarised in the report of the Standing Working Group on 
Scientific Permits, has been ignored by the authors of 
Appendix 2. 

Appendix 2 also says that 'Japan intends to abandon the 
accepted.. . (RMP), in · favour of a speculative approach 
which proposes that selected culling be conducted ... '. This 
is an erroneous interpretation· of Japan's intention to 
improve the RMP as a tool for managing commercial 
whaling on a sustainable basis. It is now more than 10 years 
since the RMP was adopted and it is a normal process of the 
advancement of science that improvements to the RMP can 
be made with substantial data accumulated tiy JARPA 
together with data from JARPA II. 

Appendix 2 makes several references to the size of 
catches taken under JARPA and proposed under JARPA II in 
terms of RMP and the intention of Article VIII. It also 
mistakenly describes the proposed increase in minke. whale 
catches as having 'an undefended rationale'. Catches under 
JARPA II have been calculated as the minimum required to 
obtain statistically significant data. Given that the stocks to 
be sampled are abundant and, for humpback and fin whales, 
increasing rapidly, it is quite logical that the sample size is 
correspondingly large. These calculations and their rationale 
together with an examination of the effects of these catches 
on the stocks are clearly. presented in the research plan 
(SC/57 /0 I). 

It must be noted that quotas under the RMP are calculated 
such that catches for a period of 100 years would not 
negatively affect the stock and that it is not envisaged 
that J ARPA II would be carried out for that period of 
time. Comparing catches under JARPA II with quotas that 
would be calculated under the RMP is therefore . not 
appropriate. 

The comments in Appendix 2 relating the JARPA II 
sample sizes to the RMP also ignore the fact thnt the RMP 
is for commercial whaling- it does not apply to Article VIII 
research whaling. It is however interesting to note that if the 
RMP were implemented, it would regulate the total take 
including research whaling catches. . 

With regard to the premise in Appendix 2 that JARPA ll 
cannot be reviewed until the original18 year programme has 
been reviewed, it should be noted that at its half way point 
in 1997, the SC did review the results of JARPA (IWC, 
1998). The SC noted that the programme had made a major 
contribution to understanding of certain biological 
parameters and provided considerable data which could be 
directly relevant for management (IWC, 1998). The SC also 
noted that non-lethal means to obtain some of this 
information were unlikely to be successful particularly in 
the Antarctic (IWC, 1998). 

Further, in January 2005, the Government of Japan held a 
meeting to review 17 years of data from the 18 year 
programme. This meeting was open to any interested 
scientists and the report of that meeting was submitted to 
SC/57 (SC/57 /06). It is unreasonable and unacceptable for 
those scientists who decided for political reasons not to 
attend that meeting to now blame Japan for undermining SC 
credibility. Data from ·!? of the 18 year JARPA programme 
has been reviewed and was used in the development of 
JARPAII. 

Appendix 2 also uses the excuse that · 'JARPA has 
published very little in the international peer-reviewed 
literatUre with which to judge the qualitY of its research and 
its relevance to the management of whales by IWC' as a 
reason for the inability of scientists in the SC to review the 
programme. This statement is simply untrue and ignores the 
fact that Japan has submitted data and reports from JARPA 
to the SC every year. Japan has made more than !50 
scientific papers available to the Scientific Committee and 
had a further 79 papers published in peer-reviewed scientific 
journals. Japan has also provided data through the SC data 
availability protocol. The excuse also ignores the fact that 
many journals that publish in English have refused to accept 
papers with data from lethal research. This refusal has 
nothing to do with the scientific quality of the research. 

Responses to 'serious concems and issues' that are raised 
in Appendix 2. (Numbering below corresponds to the 
numbering in that Appendix). 

L Objectives 
(a) JARPA II provides abundance estimates for calculating 

catch limits under the RMP, and also provides biological. 
parameters for in-depth assessment and information on 
stock structure for implementation of the RMP. 

(b) Objectives of JARPA II are base\! on scientific evidence 
and important hypotheses. JARPA revealed that the 
Antarctic ecosystem is changing. Some hypotheses for 
·understanding changes in biological parameters of 
minke whales and changes in the balance among baleen 
whales are proposed in JARPA II. These will be 
developed furt.her through the J ARPA II programme .. 
(i) There ate intra, 'and inter-species relations~ps 

among whales for their major food resource, I<rtU· 
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Modelling of the Antarctic ecosystem ~as been 
developed in IWC (e.g. SC/57/021) and 
CCAMLR. However, the advance is rather slow 
due to the lack of sufficient information. JARPA 
and JARPA II will provide a wide variety of data 
and accelerate the development of ecosystem 
studies. · 

(ii) It was hypothesised broadly that the depletion of 
large baleen whales (blue, fm and humpback) 
resulted in the increase of mipke whales, seals and 
sea birds. It is plausible that the reduction of one 
species (e.g. minke) would have some potential 
direct and indirect effect on other species (e.g. blue 
whales). 

(tii) JARPA II will start to define inter-species . 
relationships among whale species in the 
ecosystem model, and it will incorporate other krill 
predators (seals, sea birds and so on). 

(iv) Blue whales were depleted by over hunting, .and 
their recovery will be examined through ecosystem 
models incorporating other predators including 
seals and sea birds to the extent possible. 

(c) JARPA II will be reviewed at the end of the first six 
years of the research, and results will be evaluated. 
Revisions will be made to the programme if required. 

(d) Information from CCAMLR is used for modelling inter
species relationships in JARPA II and the. contribution 
by CCAMLR to the JARPA II programme is welcomed. 

(e) JARPA II provides a wide variety of data useful to · 
developing a multi-species management procedure. 
Hypotheses will be developed and their performance 
tested based on time series data obtained through 
JARPA and JARPA II. Per~ormance of the various 
components of the research programme will be judged 
on the basis of the contribution of results to the 
improved understanding of the Antarctic ecosystem. 

2. Methodology 
(a) A review meeting for results from JARPA was 

conducted in January 2005. (SC/57/06). Participants 
from eight countries agreed on the following, 'JAAPA 
has revealed that changes have occurred in the 
ecosystem since the 1970s, sugges'ting competition 
among minke and other large whales'. Sample sizes 
were determined as minimum numbers of samples 
required to achieve the research objectives. Details of 
calculation for the sample sizes are described in 
Appendices 4, 6, 7 and 8 of the research plan 
(SC/57/01). 

(b) Non~lethal means are not satisfactory to address all 
objectives of the planned JARPA II. For example, age of 
whale, nutritional condition of the whale, food 
consumption, and heavy metal load cannot be obtained 
by · the current non-lethal methods. · As for the former 
JARPA, JARPA II will be conducted as a 
comprehensive research plan using lethal and non-lethal 
·methods allocated properly for each research objective. 

(c) Most of the research methods used in JARPA II were 
established through a research period of 18 years in 
I ARPA. These methods were reviewed and evaluated as 
appropriate in the review meeting of I ARPA held by the 
Government of Japan in January 2005 (SC/57/06). 

3. Effects of catches on stocks 
(a) Abundance estimates used in the analyses on effects of 

catches on minke whale stocks, were obtained through · 
the JARPA and SOWER programmes. It is reasonable to 

use more than one estimate; the effects of catches were 
evaluated mainly by considering the case of the smaller 
estimate. For humpback whales, abundance trends and 
increase rates were consistent between results from 
I ARPA and Australian surveys. Therefore the reliability 
of these abundance estimates will be high. Distribution 
of the fm whale extends further north beyond the 
JARPA surVey area. Therefore the abundance estimates 
used for analyses are underestimated. Catches will not 
negatively affect these stocks as described in SC/57/0 1 
and b(ii) and (iii) below. Information on stock structure 
for fin whales is poor but not for Antarctic minke and 
humpback whales. Samples taken by JARPA between 
1987/88-2003/04 were· used in a comprehensive 

· analysis to investigate stock structure in the Antarctic 
minke whales, and a new hypothesis based on large 
sample sizes and results of different techniques has been 
now proposed (Pastene et a/., 2005a). Regarding 
humpback whales, the SC suggested putative breeding 
grounds, feeding grounds and migratory corridors for 
this species in 2000 (IWC, 2001). These feeding 
grounds were tested using genetic data obtained from 
JARPA and significant differences were obtained 
among C, D, E and F supporting the conclusion of the 
SC in 2000 (Pastene et a/., 2005b ). 

(b) (i) JARPA showed a consistent trend of minke whale 
abundance and no statistically significan~ 
decreasing or increasing trend during 16 years. The 
apparent abrupt decline in abundance from 
SOWER estimates is not biologically plausible 
given the biologiGal and age data from JARPA. 

.(ii) JARPA and Australian survey showed rapid 
recovery and high increasing rates of humpback 
whales. The population dynamics model used in 
JARPA showed no delay of recovery for the take 
proposed in JARPA II. It is clear that targeted 
stocks of humpback whales are not at dangerously 
low levels. 

(iii) The recovery of fm whales was also shown in 
JARPA surveys. Extrapolation of these 
underestimated estimates for unsurveyed areas 
suggests large stock sizes that could easily tolerate 
the small take plarmed in JARPA II. Historical 
information based on historical catch analyses 
suggested a stock structure based on oceani~ basin 
(Mackintosh, 1965). Information on stock structure 
will be improved through the JARPA II 
programme. 

(iv) Genetic and photo-ID analyses of humpback 
whales being conducted in the South Pacific are not 
conclusive yet. For example genetic analysis for 
different breeding grounds has not included the 
Eastern Australia samples yet. Furthermore, if 
whales show some degree of site fidelity to 
feeding areas, some differences should be 
detected among small sectors in Area V. This has 
not been observed. Further research is necessary to 
examine this issue, possibly incorporating DNA 
sequences from low and high latitudes in a single 
analysis. 

(v) Plarmed take of humpback whales is far less than 
1% of estimated abundance therefore the impact on 
existing non-lethal research programmes will be 
negligible. On the contrary, information from 
JARPA II will contribute to existing non-lethal 

· research programmes because it can provide data 
not possible in non-lethal sampling. 
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(c) The RMP was developed for commercial whaling and it 
should not be applied to the scientific permit research. 
The results of FITIER calculations showed an 
increasing trend or maintaining abundance near the 
carrying capacity under the planned take of JARPA II. 
This means that stocks will be sustained. 
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SC/59/03 

Evaluation of 2005/06 and 2006/07 Feasibility Study of the Second 
Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under Special 
Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) 

Government of Japan 

(Compiled by Y. Fujise, L.A. Pastene, H. Hatanaka, S. Ohsumi, and T. Miyasbila) 

ABSTRACT 

The Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II) 
started with two feasibility surveys in the austral summer seasons 2005/06 and 2006/07. The objectives of the 
feasibility surveys were 1) to examine the practicability and appropriateness of sighting methods and sampling 
procedures in the enlarged research area, and 2) to examine the practicability of methods of hunting, hauling, 
flensing and taking biological measurements of large body-sized whales such as fin and humpback whales. Based 
on the results obtained in the two feasibility surveys this paper evaluates whether or not these objectives were 
fulfilled. It is concluded that the practicability and appropriateness of the planned sighting methods and design 
were adequate and could be used to cover the entire research area under normal conditions. Results also showed 
that sampling procedure were appropriate for the increased sample size of Antarctic minke and fin whales. 
Although it took more time to catch, transport, measure and dissect fin whales than is the case of Antarctic minke 
whales, the process from catching to biological sampling of this species was successfully conducted at least for 
animals less than 21m in body length or 65tons in body weight. As the full-scale JARPA II survey will incorporate 
sample sizes for fin and humpback whales as specified in the original research plan (Government of Japan, 2005), 
further improvement to deal with such larger animals will be continued during the full-scale program. 

INTRODUCTION 

Following the completion of the Japanese Whale Research Program under Special Permit in the Antarctic 
(JARPA), conducted between 1987/88 and 2004/05 austral summer seasons (season), the Government ofJapan 
launched a new research program called Second Phase of the Japanese Whale Research Program under Special 
Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA II), under Article VIII of the International Convention for the Regulation of 
Whaling (Government of Japan, 2005). This is a long-term research progran1, which combines lethal and 
non-lethal methods, JARPA II has the following objectives: 1) monitoring ofthe Antarctic ecosystem, 2) modeling 
competition among whale species and developing future management objectives, 3) elucidation of temporal and 
spatial changes in stock structure and 4) improving the management procedure for the Antarctic minke whale 
stocks. 

The full-scale JARPA II will start from the 2007/08 season. JARPA II will focus on Antarctic minke, humpback 
and fin whales and possibly other species in the Antarctic ecosystem that are major predators of Antarctic krill 
(Euphausia superba). Annual sample sizes for the full-scale research (lethal sampling) are 850 (with I 0% of 
allowance) for Antarctic minke whales (Eastern Indian Ocean and Western South Pacific Stocks), 50 for 
humpback whales (D and E-Stocks) and 50 for fin whales (Indian Ocean and the Western South Pacific Stocks). 

Before the start of the full-scale survey of JARPA II, two feasibility surveys were conducted in the 2005/06 and 
2006/07 seasons. In the feasibility surveys, a maximum annual sample size of850+-10% Antarctic minke and ten 
fin whales were planned for each season. Humpback whales were not sampled during the feasibility surveys. 
Cruise reports of the feasibility surveys were reported by Nishiwaki eta/. (2006; 2007). 

The objective of this paper is to examine the main results of the two feasibility surveys (Nishiwaki eta/., 2006; 
2007) and to evaluate whether or not the objectives ofthose surveys were fulfilled, and suggest changes for the full 
JARPA II research program, if necessary. 

-1-
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The objectives of the feasibility surveys were: I) to examine the practicability and appropriateness of sighting 
methods and sampling procedures in the enlarged research area, 2) to examine the practicability of methods of 
hunting, hauling, flensing and taking biological measurements oflarge body-sized whales such as fin and 
humpback whales (Government of Japan, 2005). 

OUTLINE OF JARPA II FEASIDILITY SURVEYS 

1. First feasibility survey (2005/06, Nishiwaki et al , 2006) 
1. 1. Research area 
As mentioned in the original research plan (Government of Japan, 2005), the research area of JARP A II is 
basically the same as in JARPA: south of60°S, 35°E- 145°W. The area was divided into six sectors (eastern Area 
Ill, western Area lV, eastern Area IV, western Area V, eastern Area V and western Area VI) as shown in Fig. l. 

I 
The four sectors on the west side (eastern Area III, western Area IV, eastern Area IV, and western Area V) were 
covered in the ftrst feasibili ty survey between 3 December 2005 and 20 March 2006 (Fig. 2). 

Latitudinal ranges of the survey were different according the research type. Dedicated sighting vessel (SV) 
surveyed areas south of 6o•s while the sighting and sampling vessel (SSV) areas south of 62°S. 

11. 2. Sighting method 
1.2.1. Sighting vessels (SV) 
Two research vessels Kyoshin Maru No.2 (KS2) and Kaikoh Maru (KK!) were engaged in sighting activities and 
experiments only (SV). Design of the survey trnek line was improved with regard to previous JARPA surveys by 

I 

conducting survey in north and south strata simultaneously. 

The survey track line was designed by each I 0 degree longitudinal width interval in principle. The survey starting 
point was randomly selected from the arrangement of the survey track line and longitude standard lines in the 
survey. 

l
As mentioned in Nishiwaki et al. (2006) the survey traek line with the even numbers to the longitudinal width (IO 
degrees) was set based on the planed research days. Track line design was constructed from unit of two or more 
track lines (zigzag shape) in the north stratum and four or more in the south stratum (Fig. 3). 

I Sighting procedures were the same as in the previous JARP A surveys (Nishiwaki et al. 1999, Ishikawa eta/. 2000). 

I 

The survey was operated under optimal research conditions (when the wind speed was below 25 knots in the south 
strata and below 20 knot in the north strata, and when visibility was more than 2n.miles). The standard searching 
speed of I I .5 knots was used. The sighting survey by SV was conducted under limited closing mode (only 
sightings of Antarctic minke whales or likely Antarctic minke whales were approached to eonftrm species and 

1

school size) and passing mode (the vessel did not approach the sighted whales and searching from the barrel was 
I uninterrupted). In the ease of fin whale sightings, some experiments were conducted in the same manner as the 
I other whale species listed below. 

I The survey ofSV was conducted independently from the SSVs. In addition to the sighting of Antarctic minke 
I whales or like Antarctic minke whales and fin whales, the SV approached blue (B. musculus), humpback 

1

(Megaptera novaeangliae), southern right (Eubalaena australis), pigmy right (Caperea marginata), sei (B. 

1 boreafis~ sperm (Physeter macrocehpalus) and southern bottlenose (Hyperoodonplanifrons) whales for 
.conducting some experiments. 

IThe research period was I 08 days between 3 December 2005 and 20 March 2006. By adding a second dedicated 
.sighting vessel, distance of searching was increased remarkably in comparison to former JARPA. Searching 
:distances was 8836.2n.miles by the SVs. The sighting survey covered most of the research area as originally 
planned, despite external disturbances. 

II. 2.2. Sighting and sampling vessel (SSV) 
1111ree sighting and sampling vessels Yushin Maru No.2 (YS2), Yushin Maru (YS 1) and Kyo Maru No.I (KO l) 
were engaged in sighting and sampling surveys (sighting I san1pling vessels; SSV s). 
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Design oftrack line of the SSV is fundamentally the same as those ofthe SV (Fig. 4). According to the original 
JARP A JI plan (Government of Japan, 2005) the survey of SSVs was focused south of 62°S. 

Three SSVs advanced along parallel track lines 7n.miles apart from each other at a standard speed of 11.5 knots. 
The sighting survey was conducted Wlder limited closing mode as defined above, and individuals were targeted for 
sampling as explained below. In addition, the SSVs also approached other whale species for conducting some 
experiments. The total searching distance by the SSVs was 7536.5 n.miles covered in 108 days. 

Sightings made by SVs and SSVs are summarized in Table 1. 

1.3. Sampling method 
The sampling activity was focused to the area south of62°S as mentioned in the original plan (Government of 
Japan, 2005). Density index of Antarctic minke whales based on sighting data from JARPA is low in the latitudinal 
band between 60°S and 62°S (less than IO% of the whole latitudinal range). This indicates that sampling of 
Antarctic minke whales in this latitudinal band has a low importance. 

During the first feasibility study, external disturbances occurred from 21 December 2005 to I 9 January 2006. 

1.3.1. Antarctic minke whale 
A maximum of two Antarctic minke whales was sampled randomly from each primarily sighted school. A total of 
821 schools (1,959 individuals) were made by SSVs as primary sightings. A total of779 schools (1,879 
individuals) were targeted for sampling and a total of853 individuals were sampled. Those samples were 
transported to the research base Nisshin Maru (NM) for biological research and flensing. Therefore the planned 
sample size was achieved. Only three animals were struck and lost. 

1.3.2. Fin whale 
The sampling of fin whales was restricted to animals with an estimated body length less than 20m due to technical 
limitations ofNM, and to avoid any handling accident 

Out of37 schools (245 individuals) primarily sighted by SSVs, II schools (112 individuals) were targeted for 
sampling. A total of I 0 individuals were sampled as originally planned. Sampling efficiency was 90. I 6%. No 
struck and lost occurred. 

1.4. Biological survey 
Biological research was conducted on the NM for all whales sampled. 

1.4.1. Antarctic minke whale 
To cover for the larger number of Antarctic minke whales to be sampled in a similar research period as in the 
previous JARP A, two research teams conducted biological research for 24 hours. As a result ofthis modification 
the total 853 minke whales were investigated biologically in the same research period. Some biological 
information of the animals sampled is given in Nishiwaki et al. (2006). 

1.4.2. Fin whale 
All the ten fin whales sampled were examined biologically on board the NM. Because of the instrument scale 
limitation (up to 25ton), body weight of the fin whales was estimated by summing up the weight data in each part 
of the body. A summary of biological samples and data collected from fin whales is given in Table 2. 

The maximum body length and weight of the collected fin whales was 20.22m and 6l.52t, respectively (female). 
The minimum body length and weight was 19.14m and 47.28t, respectively (male) (fable 3). Two individuals 
were pregnant. Therefore even with the limitation of body size (weight) in sampling, this sampling scheme can 
partially cover for the mature component. 

1.5. Non-lethal component 
Apart from the sighting component of the program, the following experiments were part of the non-lethal 
components of the JARP A II in 2005/06: sighting distance and angle experiment, photo-identification experiment, 
biopsy sampling, satellite tagging and oceanographic and acoustic survey. Details ean be found in Nishiwaki et at. 
(2006). 

2. Second feasibility survey (Nishiwaki et aL, 2007) 
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2. 1. Research area 
In the second year feasibility study the three seetors on the east side of the research area (western Area V, eastern 
Area V and western Area VI) were surveyed between 15 December 2006 and 28 February 2007 (Figs. I and 5). 

Same as in the first feasibility survey latitudinal ranges of the survey were different according the researeh type. 
Dedicated sighting vessel (SV) surveyed areas south of 60"S while the sighting and sampling vessel (SSV) areas 
south of62°S. 

2. 2. Sighting method 
2.2.1. Sighting vessels (SV) 
Two research vessels (KS2 and KKl) were engaged in sighting activities only. Track design was similar as in the 
first feasibility survey. In the Eastern part of Area V (including the Ross Sea), two strata were defined as 
East-North and East-South. Zigzag-shaped traek lines were adopted independently in each stratum. Details were 
described in the cruise report (Nishiwaki el a/., 2007). 

In 2006/07 survey the research period was 76 days between 15 December 2006 and 28 February 2007. Searching 
distances was 6,091.73n.miles by the SVs. The sighting survey covered the most of research area planned except 
for western part of Area V (130E-l65E), which could not be surveyed due to a fire aeeident at NM. 

2.2.2. Sighting and sampling vessel (SSVs} 
lbree sighting and sampling vessels (YS2, YSI and KOI) were engaged in sighting and sampling surveys. 

Design of track line, survey manner and experiments by the SSV were basically the same as in the first feasibility 
study, except for the eastern part of Area V (including the Ross Sea) where two strata were defined as East-North 
and East-South. Zigzag-shaped traek lines were adopted independently in each stratum. Details were described in 
the cruise report (Nishiwaki et al., 2007). 

The searehing distanee by the SSV s was 5,877.14n.miles covered in 76 days. The sighting survey covered most of 
the planned research area except for the western part of Area V (l30°E-165"E), which could not be surveyed 
completely due to a fire accident at NM. 

A summary of the sightings made during the second feasibility survey is shown in Table 4. 

2.3. Sampling method 
Sampling method was also the same as in the first feasibility survey. However in the case of the fin whale the limit 
ofbody size was changed from 20m to 19m. The reason is that fin whales in Area V were heavier than expected for 
our predicted body size. 

2.3.1. Antarctic mink£ whale 
In the second feasibility study out of 443 schools (1,043 individuals) of the primary sightings of Antarctic minke 
whales by the SSVs, 438 schools (I ,027 individuals) were targeted for sampling. A total of 505 individuals were 
sampled. Sampling efficieney was 93.8 %. Struck and lost occurred in only three cases. 

2. 3.2. Fin whale 
In the seeond feasibility study in 2006/07, sampling of fin whales \vas restricted to an estimated body length less 
than 19m (change from 20m to 19m decided at the field) due to technical limitations ofNM. 

Out of 19 schools (156 individuals) of primarily sighted fin whales in Area VNE by SSVs, 3 schools (9 
individuals) were targeted for sampling. A total of3 individuals were sampled. Sampling efficiency was 100%. 

In retrieving the first fin whale on board NM most ofthe body was dropped into the sea beeause it was culled off by 
the band used to pull it. The animal was larger (heavier) than estimated and the NM was not technically 
experieneed to on board an animal of such weight. 

Fin whales migrating to the Area V could be larger than fin whales distributed in other parts of the research area. 
After careful considerations after the first sampled fin whale, no problems were observed with the other two fin 
whales sampled, including an animal of 65.02tons. 
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2.4. Biological survey 
Biological research was conducted on the NM for all whales sampled. 

2.4.1. Antarctic minke whale 
Biological data and samples collected from the Antarctic minke whales in 2006/07 are summarized in Nishiwaki et 
at. (2007). 

2.4. 2. Fin whale 
Biological data and samples collected from the fin whales in 2006/07 are summarized in Table 5. The largest fin 
whale sampled in the second feasibility survey was 21.15m and 65.02 tons in body length and body weight, 
respectively (Table 6). 

2.5. Non-lethal components 
As in the first feasibility survey apart from the sighting component the following non-lethal researches were 
conducted: sighting distance and angle experiment, photo-identification experiment, biopsy sampling, satellite 
tagging, prey species survey and oceanographic and acoustic surveys (see details in Nishiwaki eta!., 2007). 

3. Progress in the biological analysis of Antarctic minke and fin whales 
One ofthe main objectives of the JARPA II is to monitor the biological parameters such as apparent pregnancy 
rate (PPF) and age at sexual maturity. Below is a brief progress report of the analyses related to some biological 
parameters. 

3.1. Antarctic minke whales 
3. 1.1. Apparent pregnancy rate (P P F) 
Temporal variations ofPPF for 1-stock and P-stock of Antarctic minke whales are shown in Fig. 6. The PPF was 
constant both I- and P-stocks during 16 years ofthe JARPA period at around 92.9% and 85.4% for I and P-stocks, 
respectively. PPF was estimated based on data collected during the JARPA II feasibility surveys and results were 
added to the time series of JARPA. Those data will be monitored at least for the next 4 years. 

3. 1.2. Age at sexual maturity 
It is known that the age at sexual maturity deduced from the transition phase of Antarctie minke whales shows 
temporal changes possibly in response to change in environmental conditions (see Fig. 7 for temporal trend of this 
parameters based on JARPA data). The age of whales sampled during the feasibility surveys is being estimated and 
values will be added to study the trend shown in Fig. 7. 

3.2. Fin whales 
3.2.1. Stomach contents 
It was reported that fin whales mainly fed on the Antarctic krill Euphausia superba in the 1950s (Mackintosh and 
Wheeler, 1929; Nemoto, I 959). In late 1960s and early 1970s whaling grounds for fin whales shifted to north. In 
the northern grounds fin whale mainly consumed E. vallentini (Kawamura, 1974, 1980). Therefore prey species of 
fin whales had been expected to differ from those of Antarctic minke whales. 

However during the recent JARP A surveys, it was observed that distribution of fin whales expanded southward to 
near pack ice of the Antarctie since 1990 (Matsuoka eta/., 2005). 

Table 7 shows the summary of the stomach contents of fin whales sampled during the two JARP A II feasibility 
surveys. Prey species in the stomach contents of the fin whales was the Antarctic krill. This is direct evidence that 
Antarctie minke whales and fin whales consume the same prey species, at least in some regions of the Antarctic. 

3.2.2. Body weight 
Biomass estimations are important for the construction of ecosystem models. In this context, precise estimations of 
body weight are essential. However it is difficult to estimate the body weight of fin whale because of their large 
body size. 

Lockyer ( 1976) estimated the relationship between body weight and length of fin whale using data from Japanese 
whaling fleet in Nishiwaki (1950) and Ohno and Fujino (1952). 
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Fig. 8 shows the relationship between body weight and length of eleven fin whales sampled during the JARP A II 
feasibility surveys. This figure also shows the data for fin whales reported previously (Nishiwaki, 1950; Ohno and 
Fujino, 1952). 

The body weight of the fin whale from recent JARP A II surveys is heavier than those previously reported in 1950s, 
and this suggests that new data obtained from JARP A II is valuable for ecosystem modeling exercises. 

4. A review of the biological information available for southern humpback whale of Groups IV and V 

The humpback whale is one of the target species ofthe JARPA II. From the start of the full JARPA II an annual 
catch of 50 animals is planned. Catches will be made in each austral summer season alternatively in Areas IV 
(Stock D) and V (Stock E). 

As indicated above the main objectives ofthe JARPA II feasibility surveys were a) to examine the practicability 
and appropriateness of sighting methods and sampling procedures, and improve them as necessary, and b) to 
examine the practicability of methods of hunting, hauling, flensing and biological sampling in large-sized baleen 
whales. Unlike the Antarctic minke and fin whales, no humpback whales were sampled during the feasibility 
surveys in 2005/06 and 2006/07 austral summer seasons. Regarding to the second feasibility objective results were 
satisfactory for fin whale; animals were sampled and no critical problem with hunting, hauling, flensing and 
biological sampling was observed. On this particular issue no problems are expected for humpback whales as this 
species is smaller than the fin whale. 

Biological information in Antarctic Areas III-VI related to stock structure, biological parameters, feeding ecology 
and level of contaminants in cetacean, are relevant for the JARP A II research objective of 'Monitoring of the 
Antarctic Ecosystem' . Samples and biological data related to these research items were obtained for Antarctic 
minke and fin whales during the JARPA II feasibility surveys but not for the humpback whale. In this section the 
biological information available for humpback whales in Areas IV and Vis reviewed. 

Stock structure 
Mackintosh (1965) showed that humpback whales tend to gather into five or six distinct feeding concentrations in 
the Antarctic during the austral summer season. These feeding concentrations were denominated as Groups I-V 
(with a Group IIa and lib) corresponding roughly to IWC Management Areas I-VI. The Groups most documented 
are Groups IV and V. Omura (1953) examined the distribution of humpback whale in the feeding grounds of Areas 
IV and V based on catch data. Based on catch information he suggested that two populations occur in these Areas 
with a boundary around 130°-l42°E. He did not discard the possibility of intermingling between these two 
populations in the feeding ground. He also examined the pattern of distribution by month and suggested that for the 
month where more data were available (November-March) the boundary between these two populations changed 
from 120°-l30°E in November to eastside of 140°E in December and to J20°-l40°E in January. 

More recently the IWC Scientific Committee (SC) proposed the breeding grounds, migratory routes and feeding 
grounds of seven humpback whale stocks (identified by the alphabet letters A-G, respectively), and suggested the 
possibility of sub-stocks in some of them (IWC, 2005). Of interest for the research under JARP A II are Stock D 
(Western Australian Stock related to Antarctic Area IV) and StockE, which is composed of three putative 
sub-stocks: E I =eastern Australian sub-stock; E2"'New Caledonia sub-stock and E3"' Tonga sub-stock. Stock E is 
related to Antarctic Area V. 

During the Hobart Workshop on the comprehensive assessment of Southern Hemisphere humpback whales, Stock 
D was recognized as a single stock, with animals migrating northward during winter from Antarctic Area IV along 
the west coast of Australia towards a current breeding destination as far north as )5°S, beyond North West Cape, 
Western Australia (IWC, 2006a). On the other hand six possible models for stock structure were proposed for the 
South Pacific (Stocks E and F) and the Workshop strongly recommended several genetic analyses to discern 
among these models (IWC, 2006a). 

The most recent genetic analysis conducted in the feeding grounds of Areas IIJE, IV, V and VIW involved several 
hundreds of samples obtained during the JARPA and IDCR/SOWER cruises. Mitochondrial DNA control region 
sequencing and microsatcllite analyses showed significant genetic heterogeneity in humpback whales among the 
four Areas examined, and the authors concluded that these Areas are occupied by different populations (Pastene et 
al., 2006). 
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The SC endorsed the Hobart workshop recommendation that every effort be made for scientists to share data from 
low and high latitude and carry out mtDNA analyses under the IWC Data Availability Access protocol (IWC, 
2006b). Such co-operative analyses would allow for a more comprehensive study of stock structure of humpback 
whales of Stocks D, E and F. Additional genetic sampling in the feeding grounds, particularly in Area V, will be 
valuable for such study. 

Biological parameters 
Lockyer (1984) summarized information on biological parameters for baleen whale species from several 
geographic regions. With regard southern humpback whale, the peak months of conception for Australia/ Antarctic 
populations are July/August, and the gestation period is of II and half months. The peak month ofbirth is 
July/August and the length of neonate is 4.3m. The sucking period is from 10 and half to II months and the length 
at weaning is 8.8m. The mean length at sexual maturity is 11.5 and 12.0m for males and females, respectively. The 
average age at sexual maturity is 4 or 5 years for both sexes. The maximum recorded length in physically mature 
females is> l5.0m. 

Ofinterest for the research under JARPA II is the information available for Western Australia-Area IV (Group IV) 
and Eastern Australia-Area V (Group V), particularly on the following biological parameters: pregnancy rate, 
age/length at sexual maturity and age/length at physical maturity, which could change according to changes in the 
conditions ofthe whales. The available information is derived from samples obtained during the past commercial 
whaling for this species. Therefore the information can be considered as old. The oldest publication based on such 
samples source is dated Mattews (1937) and the latest one is Chittleborough (1965). 

Below the main results of some relevant studies are summarized. 

Pregnancy rate 
Chittleborough {1958) examined pregnancy of humpback whales based on samples obtained during whaling 
operations in Western Australia (1949-1956, n=2,450), Eastern Australia ( 1952-1956, n=821 ), Antarctic Area IV 
{1949/50-1955/56, n"'l,767) and Antarctic Area V {1949/50-1955-56, n=1,250). He defined pregnancy rate as the 
percentage of females in advanced pregnancy amongst the sexually mature females taken in the catches. 
Pregnancy rates were lower for Western Australia {11.7%) than Area IV (48.2%) and for eastern Australia (9.3%) 
than Area V (47.8"/o). The authors also provided information on pregnancy rate by year or by uustral summer 
season (season). In the case of Western and Eastern Australia the percentage fluctuate each year, but about 
different levels at each station. 

Omura {1953) examined sexual matured females taken in Area V in the seasons 1950-52 (n=63) and estimated the 
pregnancy rate at 85. 7%. 

l£!:!.gth at sexual maturity 
Omura (1953) examined humpback whales sampled in Area V in the seasons 1950/51-1951-52. Sexual maturity in 
males was determined according to the weight of testes. For a sample ofn=42 males he suggested a length at 
sexual maturity of 12m (39 feet 4 inches). For females sexual maturity was determined by the presence of one or 
more corpora lutea in the ovaries. For a sample ofn=70 he estimated the sexual maturity is reached in average at a 
body length of39-40 feet (11.9-12.2m). 

Chittleborough ( 1955a) examined male humpback whales taken in Western A-ustralia from 1951 to 1953. He used 
the mean testis weight of 2000g as indicator of puberty. Based on 609 males whose testes were weighted he 
estimated that at a length of36 feet 9 inch {11.2m), 50% of male humpback whales would be sexually immature 
and 50% would have reached or passed puberty. 

Chittleborough (1955b) examined female humpback whales taken in Western Australia from 1949 to 1954. A total 
of821 animals were examined of which 154 were immature, 77 at puberty and 590 mature. At puberty the mean 
body length of the female humpback whales was 38.50 feet {11.7m). According to this author sexual maturity 
(based on the first pregnancy) may either follow immediately upon puberty or be delayed for a further year. He 
estimated the length at sexual maturity at 39.66 feet (12. lm). 

Chittleborough (1960) examined the mean lengths of the samples of puberal females taken on the west coast each 
year from 1956 to 1959 and compared each year estimate with the previous estimate for the period 1949-1954. In 
1956 (40.15feet, n=17){12.2m), the mean length was considerably greater than of the sample accumulated from 
1949 to 1954 {38.50 feet, n=77) (11.7m). Since 1956 the mean length of the puberal females decreased each year 
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until 1959 (37.96 feet, n=43) (11.6m). These differences were statistically significant. The same author examined 
the mean lengths of the samples of puberal females taken on the east eoast for two periods: 1952-54 (n=60) and 
1956-59 (n=\5). The mean length varied insignificantly from the first period (38.5lfeet, n=60) (I 1.7m) to the 
seeond period (39.38 feet, n=15) (12.0m). 

Age at sexual maturity 
Chittleborough (1959) examined age at puberty for humpbaek whales from Western and eastern Australia 
eombined (1957). For females the author examined the ages (as determined from baleen plates) and ovaries 
condition of391 animals. The majority of females reach puberty at 4 or 5 years old and the upper limit of the age at 
puberty is close to seven years. The author also examined the relationship between ages (as determined by baleen 
plates) and sexual condition in 238 males. He classified a male as sexually mature with total testes weight 
exceeding 4kg. In males the mean age at puberty lies between 4 and 5 years old. Furthermore, the author examined 
the relationships between number of earplug laminations and ovarian conditions in 290 females. He concluded that 
since most humpback whales reach puberty at 4 and 5 years old, the mean number of laminations in the earplug at 
puberty is between eight and ten laminations. 

Chittleborough (1965) examined a larger number of samples for Western and Eastern Australia combined 
(1949-52). Based on data from 1,067 males and the criterion of testes weight of 4kg, puberty is reached at 3-6years 
old. For a total of 1,603 females examined the majority of individuals (70%) attain puberty at 4 and 5 years old. 

Length at physical maturity 
Chittleborough (1955a) studied the physical maturity based on 567 male humpback whales taken in Western 
Australia (1951-53), where epiphyses were examined. Only eight animals had attained physical maturity. The 
mean body length at physical maturity for these animals was 42.97 feet (13.1m). Chittleborough (1955b) studied 
the physical maturity based on 457 female humpback whales taken in Western Australia (1951-54), where 
epiphyses were examined. Only eight animals had attained physical maturity. The mean body length at physical 
maturity for these animals was 44.34 feet (13.5m). 

No information on age at physical maturity was available for the relevant region. 

More recently some information on biological parameters e.g. age at first calving, has been obtained from 
long-term sighting histories of individually identified female humpback whales in the Gulf of Maine (Clapham, 
1992) and southeastern Alaska (Gabriele et at. 2007). Information from such source is not available for whales of 
group IV and V. 

Feeding ecology 
Mizue and Murata (1951) examined the stomach content and blubber thickness of whales caught by the Japanese 
whaling fleet in the season 1949/50 in Antarctic waters comprised between 6l 0-69°S and between ll6°E-162°W. 
A total of 56 humpback whales were examined, which fed exclusively on Antaretic krill (Euphausia superba). Of 
a total of 56 animals examined in the second halfofDecember, 12.5% had the first stomach empty, 16.1% it 
contained less than 25% filled; 28.6% had the stomach 25-50% filled; 21.4% had the stomach 6~75% filled and 
21.4% had the stomaeh full (75-1 00%). They also examined the size ofthe Antarctic krill contained in the stomach. 
A 5.3% had krill of size over Scm; 66.1% had krill of sizes between 4 and Scm; 26.8% had krill of size under 4cm 
and 1.8% had krill of different sizes mixed. They also collected some data on blubber thickness but sample size 
was too small to reach any conclusion. 

Kakuwa e/ al. (1953) examined the stomach content of37 humpback whales caught by Japanese whaling fleet in 
the 1951-52 season in the area comprised ber.veen 66°-72°8 and between 160°W and 180°, Whales fed exclusively 
on krill. Whales with empty first stomach accounted for 35% of the catch while small krills predominated in the 
stomach contents. Neither the coefficient nor the variance of the regression of the blubber thickness upon the 
length of the whales differed significantly between sexes. Difference was significant in the adjusted mean of the 
blubber thickness suggesting that females had thicker blubber than males of similar sizes. 

Klumov (1961) cited in Chittleborough (1965) estimated that humpback whales feeding in polar waters consume 
1-l.Stons of euphausiids per day. The latter author informed of the examination of the stomach contents from 197 
humpback whales sampled at the west coast of Australia, which showed food remains in just five. In each of these 
whales the quantity of food ingested was small (probably less than 2kg before decomposition began). 
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Level of contaminants 
No information is available for the relevant region. 

It can be concluded that apart from the information on stock structure, which has been updated recently using 
molecular techniques, other biological information of southern hwnpback whales are old dated, only available 
from animals taken from the past commercial whaling about 40 years ago. Furthermore there is limited 
information on time series for key biological parameters and other biological indicators of whale conditions. In 
addition it should be noted that the interpretations of several biological parameters in the past was complicated by 
the nature of whaling operations, which, among other aspects, concentrated operations in some particular areas. 

EVALUATION OF THE FEASIBILITY STUDIES 

1. The practicability and appropriateness of research methods 
1.1. Sighting methods in the enlarged area 
The feasibility study was planned to cover a wide longitudinal span: 140° (from 35°E to 175°E) in the 2005/06 
survey, and 85° (from 130°E to 145°W) in the 2006/07 survey. These surveys were planned to be conducted 
through early December to late March. It was planned that the search effort would be distributed mainly in Area 
IV in the f1rst survey and in Area V in the second survey, in the peak feeding season of baleen whales. 

Due to external disturbances the sectors comprised from 35°E to 55°E and from 135°E to 139°E could not be 
covered in the first feasibility survey. Despite these disturbances sighting surveys was conducted in the peak 
feeding season from early January to early March in the main research area from 55°E to 130°E, which included 
Area IV. Without such disturbances the survey could have covered the entire research area. 

Due to a fire accident at NM the western part of Area V could not be covered in the second feasibility survey. 
However the survey had been conducted normally in the other sectors previous to the accident and clearly Area V 
west could have been surveyed, if the fire accident not occurred. 

Therefore it can be concluded that the practicability and appropriateness ofthe planned sighting methods and 
design were adequate and could be used to cover the entire research area under normal conditions. In particular the 
use of two dedicated sighting vessels allowed the surveys to be conducted in the north and south of the research 
area simultaneously. 

1.2. Sampling procedures given the increased sample size and additional species 
In the first feasibility study, a total of779 schools (1,879 individuals) of Antarctic minke whales were targeted for 
sampling. A total of 853 individuals were sampled from 4 December to 20 March. Sampling efficiency ofthis 
species was 95.6%. A total of 11 schools ( 112 individuals) of the fin whales were targeted for sampling. A total of 
10 individuals were sampled from 3 February to 13 March. Sampling efficiency was 90.16%. 

In the second feasibility study, a total of 43 8 schools (1,027 individuals) of Antarctic minke whales were targeted 
for sampling. A total of505 individuals were sampled from 15 December to 14 February. The survey stopped on 
27 February. Sampling efficiency of this species was 93.8%. Out of20 schools (157 individuals) in the primary 
sightings of fin whales by SSVs, 3 schools and 9 individuals were targeted for sampling. A total of3 individuals 
were sampled. Sampling efficiency was 100.0 %. 

One of the modifications that allowed the biological examination oflarger sample sizes was the design of two 
research teams that alternated the work in the period of24 hours. 

These results showed that sampling procedures were appropriate for the increased sample size of Antarctic minke 
whale and for additional species. However it should be noted that in the full JARPA II survey the targeted sample 
sizes for fin whales will be 50 (instead of l 0 in the feasibility surveys) and humpback whales will be also sampled 
with n=50 (no humpback whale was sampled in the feasibility surveys) (Government of Japan, 2005). The 
efficiency will be improved to deal with such larger sample sizes during the full-scale program. 

2. Methods for catching, flensing and taking biological measurements of large body-sized whales 
Although it took more time to catch, transport, measure and dissect the fin whales than is the case for the Antarctic 
minke whales, the process from catching to biological sampling of fin whales was successfully conducted at least 
for animals less than 21m in body length or 65tons in body weight. Some facilities such as the strength of winches 
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and hauling methods, are being planned. Technical improvements will be continued during the full-scale JARPA II 
program. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the evaluation above it can be concluded that the feasibility surveys of JARP A II was conducted 
satisfactorily and that the objectives oft he feasibility survey were covered adequately. However, the full JARP A II 
survey will involve sample sizes for fin and humpback whales as specified in the original research plan 
(Government of Japan, 2005) and therefore techniques and devices for handling these large animals will be 
improved continuously through the full-scale JARP A 11 program. 
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Table 1: Summary of whale sightings conducted by SV and SSVs in lhe whole research area in lhe2005/06 
JARPA II feasibility survey. 

Vessls Sightir vessls Sighting and ~ling wssels Total 
Type ofthe sigbtings Priimry Secondly Primary Secondly Primary Secondly 

Species Sch. IrxL Sch. Ind. Sch. Ind. Sch. Ind. Sch. 100. Sch. Ind. 

Antarctic mirke W!ales 837 2,424 170 470 821 1,959 20 64 1,658 4,383 190 534 
Liked rrinke.....nales 85 138 8 14 12 13 0 0 97 151 8 14 
Blue ...males 18 29 2 3 6 9 5 7 24 38 7 10 
Fin ...males 151 503 12 40 37 245 24 148 188 748 36 188 
Sei ...males 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 0 0 
Humpback mEles 1,085 2,024 99 161 617 1,176 47 93 1,702 3,200 146 254 
Southern right Wlales 33 44 4 4 20 29 4 5 53 73 8 9 

Baleen Wlales I 226 456 25 71 8 8 II 72 234 464 36 143 
Spenn W!ales 138 139 12 12 43 43 6 6 181 182 18 18 
Southern bottlenose Vlilales 71 150 3 6 17 29 0 0 88 179 3 6 
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Table 2: Summary of biological data and samples eolleeted from fin whales in the 2005/06 JARPA II feasibility 
survey. 

Samples and data 

Photographic record of external character 
Body length and sex identification 
Meosuremcnt of external body proportion 
Body weight by total weight of parts 
Skull measurement (length and breadth) 
Detailed measurement of blubber thickness (fourteen 

points) 
La dation sta Ius 
Measurement of mammary gland 
Breadth me:asur e111ent of uterine horn 
Testis weight 
Epididymis weight 
Weight of stomach content 
Number of ribs 
Diatom film ob ser vation 
Diatom mm sample 
Blood plasma for physiological study 
Earplug for age dtlerminatlon 
Ocular lens for age d eterminalion 
Tympanic bone for chemical analysis 
Largest b~lecn plate for chemical analysis 
Vertebral epiphyses sample 
Ovary 
Histological sample of endomelrium 
Histological sample of mammary gl:tnd 
Milk sample for chemical analysis 
Histological sample of testis 
Histological sample of epididymis 
Skin :and liver tissues for genetic study 
Blubber, muscle and liver tissues for environmenta l 
monitoring 
Lung tissue for ~ir monitoring 
Mocro pathological observation (lhyroid, lung, stomach, 
liver a nd gonad) 
TISsues for histopathological study 
Muscle, liver, kidney, lumbar ancl blubber tissues for lipid 
analysis 

Muscle, liver and blubber tissues for chemical analysis 

Muscle and blubber tissues for nutritional a nalysis 
Stomach contenls for food :and feeding study 
Stomach contents for environmental monitoring 
Stomach contents for lipid analysis 
External par:tsitcs 
Internal par:asitcs 
Photographic record offetus 
Fetal length and weight 
External measurements of fetus 
Collection of whole fetus 
Fetal ocular lens for :1ge determination 
Fetal skin for genetic study 

Baleen plates for educational exhibition 
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4 
4 
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3 
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4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
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4 
2 
2 
3 
I 
I 
1 
I 
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Number of whales 
Female 

6 
6 
6 
6 
4 

6 

6 
6 
6 

6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
0 

6 

6 
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3 

6 

6 
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5 
3 
4 
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l 
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I 
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Total 
10 
10 
10 
9 
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10 

6 
6 
6 
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4 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
10 
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10 
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10 

10 

10 
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10 
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Table 3: Some biological information obtained from fin whales in the 2005/2006 JARPA II feasibility survey. 

No. Date of Body Body 
Sex Weight of Reproduct ive 

Remarks 
capture length weight* testis (LIR) information 

F-001 060203 19.17m M 1.84/2.19kg 

F-002 060208 20.05m 53.48t F Pregnant Fetal length 
127.5cm 

F-003 060209 19.47m 52.05t F 
Pr egnant Fetal length 

280.7cm 

F -004 0602 10 18.73m 41.87t M 5.36/5.54kg 

F -005 060213 19.14m 47.28t M 10.10/10.60kg 
Spondylosis 
deformans 

F -006 060214 19.15m 47.04t F Immature 
F-007 060307 20.22m 61.52t F M ature/Resting 
F-008 060309 18.22m 41.06t F Immature 
F-009 060310 18.30m 42.27t M 1.65/1.91kg 
F-010 060313 19.35m 47.24t F Immature 

*Body weight was estimated by summing the weight of body parts. 

Table 4: Summary of whale sightings conducted by SVs and SSVs in whole research areas in 2006/07 JARPA II 
feasibility survey. 

Tvnc of the vcssls SVs SSVs Grand Iota! 
Tvoc oflhc sil>.hlinos Primaov Secondlv Sub lola! PrYrnlrv Sccondlv Subtotal Pr~ See on~ Combined 

Whale species Sell. Ind. Sell. Ind. Seh. Ind. Seh. Ind. S<;h. Ind. Seh. Ind. Sch. Ind. Sch. Ind. Sell. Ind. 

i\nlan:tic minlc.c whale 526 1, 126 41 105 567 1,231 443 1,043 13 66 456 1,109 969 2, 169 54 17 1 1,023 2,340 

Dworf-formed minl<c whale I I 0 0 I I 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I 0 0 I I 
Like 1ninke wfWc: 20 32 2 4 22 36 8 8 2 4 10 12 28 40 4 8 32 48 

Dluewha1c 5 8 0 0 5 8 2 4 I 3 3 7 7 12 I 3 8 15 

Fin wha~ 18 97 0 0 18 97 19 156 4 14 23 170 37 253 4 14 41 267 

Humpback whalo 91 171 8 16 99 187 69 112 3 9 72 121 160 283 II 25 171 308 

B•k:<n whales 33 50 2 4 35 54 0 0 3 7 3 7 33 50 5 II 38 61 

Sperm whale 33 33 0 0 33 33 3D 30 0 0 30 30 63 63 0 0 63 63 

Southcn bot11cnose whale 25 41 0 0 25 41 26 39 I 1 27 40 51 80 1 1 52 81 
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Table 5: Summary of biological data and samples collected from fin whales in the 2006/07 JARPA II feasibility 
survey. 

Samples and data 

Photographic record of external character 
Body length and sex identificat,ion 
Measurement of external body proportion 
Body weight by total weight of parts 
Skull meas..-em:nt (length and breadth) 
Detailed measurement of blubber thickness (fourteen points) 
Lactation status 
Measurement of mammary gland 
Breadth measurement of uterine horn 
Testis weight 
Epididymis weight 
Weight of stomach content 
Photographic record of fetus 
Fetal length and weight 
External measurements of fetus 
Number of ribs 
Number of vertebrae 
Diatom film observation 
Diatom film sample 
Blood plasma for physiological study 
Earplug for age determination 
Ocular lens for age determination 
Tympanic bone for chemical analysis 
Largest baleen plate for chemical analysis 
Number and length of baleen plates 
Palate length 
Vertebral epiphyses sample 
Ovary 
Histological sample of endometrium 
Histological sample of mammary gland 
Milk sample for chemical aualysis 
Histological sample of testis 
Histological sample of epididymis 
Skin and liver tissues for genetic study 
Blubber, muscle and liver tissues for environmental monitoring 
Lung and liver tissues for air monitoring 
Macro pathological observation (thyroid, lung, stomach, gonad and liver) 
Tissues for histopathological study 
Tissues for lipid analysis 

(muscle, liver, kidney, lumbar, blubber) 
Tissues for chemical sludy (muscle, liver, kidney) 
Tissues for various studies (muscle, blubber) 
Tissues for food study (muscle, blubber, ventral groove) 
Tissues for nutritional study (muscle, blubber) 
Stomach contenls for food and feeding study 
Stomach contents for environmental monitoring 
Stomach contents for lipid analysis 
External parasites 
Internal parasites 
Fetus 
Fetus ocular lens for age determination 
Fetal skin for genetic study 
Blood samples for genetic study 
Baleen plates for educational exhibition 
Tympanic bone for educational exhibition 
Pelvis bone for educational exhibition 
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Table 6: Some biological information on fin whales sampled in the 2006/2007 JARP All feasibility survey. 

No. 
Date of Body length Body weight 

Sex 
Testis weight Reproductive 

Remarks 
capture (m) (ton)* (UR, kg) information 

FOOl Jan. 3, 2007 F 

F002 Jan. 5, 2007 20.67 51.62 M 8.10/9.80 

F003 Feb.2,2007 21.15 65.02 F Pregnant 
Fetal length 

*Body weight was represented by total weight of body parts. 

Table 7: Summary of prey species found in the stomach contents of fin whales sampled during two JARPA II 
feasibility surveys. 

Stomach contents 

Number 
Euphausia 

(%) None Unknown 
su erba 

Male 5 5 100% 0 

Female 7 6 100% 1 

Unknown 1 1 

Combined 13 11 100% 1 1 
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Figure 1: Geographic strata of the two-year JARP A II feasibility surveys. 
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... 

... 

,.. 

Figure 2: Geographic strata used in the JARP A II feasibility survey in 2005/06. After Nishiwaki eta/. (2006) 

Figure 3: The design of survey track line ofSVs from the minimum unit. After Nishiwaki eta/. (2006). 

Figure 4: The design of survey track line ofSSVs from the minimum unit. After Nishiwak.i eta/. (2006} 
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140'E 150"1: 

Figure 5: Geographic strata of the JARPA II feasibility survey in 2006/2007 JARPAII survey. Green line show the 
position of the is ice edge estimated by observation of research vessels and the infonnation from DMSP SSM I I 
daily polar griddled sea ice concentration data set available from the National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC, 
Cavalieri el a/. 1999). After Nishiwaki el a!. (2007). 
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Figure 6: Temporal variation ofPPF forI-stock (upper figure) and P-stock (lower figure) of Antarctic minke 
whales. Close black circles and solid line indicate the PPF trend ofi-stock during the JARPA period, and open 
circles and broken line the PPF trend ofP-stock during the JARPA period. Larger close and open circles indicate 
the PPF estimations based on new data from JARPA II surveys. 
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Figure 7: Temporal trend of mean age at sexual maturity derived from transition phase in earplug by cohort for 
each sex and stock based on JARPA samples. Open circle is mean age and solid line is range of standard deviation. 
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154. Order of the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries 21 Suikan No. 165  
(16 April 2009)

Now·insuisanshou· Shii·ei-21· Swkan· Dai-165· Gou 

[Order of the Ministry of AgTiculture, Forestry an d Fisheries #21Suikan165] 

Toyomicho 4·5, Chuuou·ku, Tokyo 

Institute of Cetacean Research 

Director-General Minoru Morimoto 

I hereby approve. as applied. the partia l amendment of Tokubetsu·Chousa ·Jigyou· 

Gyoumu·Houhousho [the Code for Special Research Programs]. which was applied 

for by Nichigeiken·Dai-1085-Gou [the application form] dated April 16, Heisei 21 

[2009]. 

April 28. Heisei 21 [2009] 

Minister of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries. Shigeru Ishiba 
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155. Government of Japan, “Japan’s Opening Statement to the 62nd Annual Meeting of 
the International Whaling Commission” IWC/62/OS (2010)

~ 
I WC/62 / 0 S Japan 

FISHERIES AGENCY 
M I N I STRY OF AGRICULTURE, FORESTRY AND FISHERIES. GOVE-R NMENT OF JAPAN 

1-2- 1, Kasumigaseki, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100-8907, Japan 

TEL: *81-3-3502-8204 FAX: *81-3-3595-7332 

JAPANS OPENING STATEMENT 

TO THE 62ndANNUALMEETING OF THE 

INTERNATIONAL WHALING COMMISSION 

The Government of Japan ~'Presses its sincere appreciation to the Government of 
the Kingdom of Morocco for hosting the 62nd Annual Meeting of the IWC and for 
the warm hospitality we have received. 

The 621>11 IWC meeting is destined as an historic event in the long and 
controversial hist01y of the organization. At this meeting, we will discuss the 
"Proposed Consensus Decision to Improve the Conservation of Whales from the 
Chair and Vice-Chair of the Commission", which was presented to the members of 
the IWC on 22 April 2010, make a decision which we hope will change the fate of 
the iWC. 

Japan has been a strong supporter of the "Future of the IWC Process" because we 
firmly believe that the IWC should be a fully functional international organization 
for the conservation and management of wb..<Ues and that a "paradigm shil't" is 
needed to achieve this as noted in the proposed Consensus Decision. No doubt. this 
is an e.'rtremely difficult process for all member countries as the paradigm shift 
requil-es compromises equally from those who oppose whaling and those who 
support su.stain..'l.ble whaling based on scientifically based conservation and 
m..<magement. meas~s. There should be no clear winner or loser in this pmcess 
because all member countries in the IWC desire healthy whale populations. 

In this process, we could all work together with the spirit of collaboration, trust 
and mutual respect. for differences, while without prejudice to the respective 
fundamental positions on m..'ltters of principle or prejudicing their future rights, as 
the proposed Consensus Decision mentions. We have made a remarkable pmgress 
under those efforts. However, some countries have 1-ecently made hard pmposals 
to phase out/elinlinate whaling activities, and there is an even action outside of the 
IWC. Japan believes tb..'l.t such acts are not compatible with the spirit we had at 
the outset of this process and is very much concerned because they might 
undermine our efforts and achievements. Japan has actively and positively 
contributed to the negotiation process by offering substantial compromises. In 
ordo?.r to have the IWC m..'l.nage wb..iling operations, Japan is ready to accept 
reduoed quotas, the placement of international observers on board whaling vessels. 
the deployment of satellite based re..<U-time vessel monitoring systems (VMS), 
registers and market monitoring with DNA "finger prints". among others. Japan is 
also ready to accept the conservation programs included in the proposed 
Consensus Decision provided that compromises come from all member countries 
and that the final outcome is fair and balanced. 
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These are substantial compromises on our part. On the other hand, it is very 
important for Japan that the Consensus Decision respects J apan's interests. Wihile 
we appreciate that the proposed Consensus Decision includes a catch limit for 
Japan's coastal whaling conununities, thexe is still a significant discrepancy 
between the catch limits proposed for the 10-year interim period and those 
acceptable for us. 

Japan reiterates its strong conunitment to continue in good faith the dialogues 
with all concerned states at this 62"<1 annual meeting of the IWC for the pUlpose of 
achieving a consensus. We urge all membe.r countries to cooperate for the future of 
theiWC. 

Concerning safety at sea, Japan deeply regrets that the dange1'0us attacks directed 
against Japanese vessels which are engaged in legitimate research activities in the 
Antarctic have been conducted again this season by a non·government..'ll 
organization. ie. the Sea Shepherd Conservation Society, despite repe..'\ted 
condemnation from the international conununity. The attacks constitute a .serious 
thre..'\t to the lives and property as well as to the international maritime legal 
system. It is important for the IWC to share the infonnation about the violent 
att..'\cks against our research vessels in the Antarctic Ocean and to t.ake 
coordinated international actions against Sea Shepherd. Japan has issued arrest 
warrants for the members of Sea Shepherd and will continue to pursue resolute 
actions. We urge other IWC members to cooperate, especially the flag States and 
the port States for the Sea Shepherd, to take effective measures to prevent violent 
actions from happening again. noting previous resolutions and st.'\tements by the 
IWC on this issue. As this is a fundamental safety is.sue beyond respective 
positions on wh..'lling, Japan asks all member countries to respond to this issue 
" cith strong conunitments. 

Japan supports the re..'llization of the management, conservation and sustainable 
utilization of whale resources based on the best scientific information available. 
Japan also recogniz,es differences of views concerning wh..'\les and wh..'\ling among 
IWC members and the strong emotions of not only those who oppose whaling but 
also those who support whaling. Exactly because of this, science, international law, 
and mutual respect should p1'\y a more important role in the IWC. The delegation 
of Japan will make the best effort to address the ch..'lllenges facing the IWC 
tru'Ough diplomatic n egotiations. 
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Scientific Conn·ibutions of JARPA/JARPAII a n d JARP_ -/JARP"'TI 

S ubmitted b y Japan 

62"" Annual Meeting of the International Whaling Commis•~on 
June 2010 

Tllis docmnent provides a list of publications resulting from the analysis of data derived from the 

Japanese Whale Research Progran1s tmder Special Pennits in the Antarctic (JARPA and JARPA II: 

Annex A) and the Western N orth Pacific (JARPN and JARPN II: Annex B). Cmise reports from these 

research pwg:rams are available at: hnp:/lwww.icrwhale.onz/CnriseReportJARPA.htm and 

http://v.-ww.icrwhale.onziCnriseReportJARPN.htm respectively. 

AnnexA 
(as of December 2009) 

Scientific contribution from JARP A/JARPA II 
The Institme of Cetacean Research, Toyomi-cho 4-5, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 104-0055, Japan 

The Japanese Whale Research Programtmder Special Permit in the Antarctic (JARPA) was c.onduc.ted between 
the austral summer seasons of 1987/88 and 2004/05. The JARPA had four main objectives: a) estimation of 
biologic.al parameters to improve the stock manag~nent of the Southern Henlisphere minke whale; b) ehtcidate 
the role of whales in the Antarctic marine ecosystem; c) elucidation of the effect of environmental change on 
cetaceans; and d) eluc.idation of the stock struc.ture of Southern Hemisphere minke whales to i.mpro,·e stock 
management. 

The Int~national Whaling Comnlission Scientific Committee (IWC SC) carried out two review workshops on 
JARPA, the first in 1997 (mid-term review) and the second on December 2006 (final review) . Reports of these 
workshops can be fotmd in the following web site: 

http:/!www.iwcoffic.e.om:/ documents/conservation/RIWC-48-377 -417 .pdf (mid-term review) 

http://v.\vw.iwcoffic.e.org/ documents/sci com/worksbops/SC-59-Rep 1rev.pdf (final review) 

JARPA II s tarted with two feasibility surveys in the seasons 2005/06 and 2006/07. The first full survey started in 
the 2007/08 season. The objectives of the JARPA II are the following: a) moni.toring the Antarctic ecosystem 
(whale abundance trends and biological parameters; krill abundance and the feeding ecology of whales; effects 
of contaminants on cetaceans; cetacean habitat); b) modeling c.ompetition among whale species and future 
management objectives (constrnc.ting a model of c.ompetition among whale species; new management objectives 
including the restoration of the cetacean ecosystem) ; c) elucidation of temporal and spatial changes in stock 
structure; and d) improving the management procedure for Antarctic minke whale stocks. 

Scientific contlibution of JARPA/JARPA II 
Scientific contribution of JARPA!JARPA II has been made in diff~·ent forms, as scientific documents for the 
I\.VC SC meetings and other sc.ientific meetings of intergovernmental organizations, as publications in peer 
reviewed journals, and as oral presentations at scientific symposiums. 

Table 1 shows the number ofiWC SC documents, peer-reviewed publications and oral pres entations at scientific 
symposium based on JARPA!JARPA II sample/data, by year. 

Documents submitted to the ITVC SC and other scientific meetings of intergovernmental organizations 
In the period 1988-2009 a total of 195 documents were pres ented to annual and intersessional meetings of the 
IWC SC and other meetings, with an annual average of 8.9 documents . In the IWC SC, documents were 

1 
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preSl'nted mainly at the &"\liP (Revised Management Procedure), IA (In-depth assessmenT). SH (Southern 
Hemisphere) and SP (Special Permit) sub-committees, which deal mainly with assessment and management of 
whales. 

Peer reviewed publications 
The number of peer-reviewed papers made in same period is 107, with an annual average of 4.9 papers. 
Scientific. contributions have been made not only in the field of whale assessment and management but also in 
the field of whale natural sciences. 

Oral presentations ar symposium 
The number of oral presentations at scientific symposium in tl1e period 1988-2009 is 199, 1.vith an annual avexage 
of9.1 presentations. Scientific contributions have been made not only in the field of whale assessment and 
management but also in the field of whale natural sciences. Titles and contents of the presentations can be found 
in the annual progress report of the Institute of Cetacean Re.search (ICR) and Japan progress report on cetacean 
research presented to the annual IWC SC meetings. 

The list ofiWC SC and other meetings documents and peer-reviewed papers derived from JARPAIJARPA II is 
shown in the Appendix 1, by year. An asterisk indicates those papers published in peer-reviewed journals. 

Othl'r scil'ntific conn tbution 
JARPAIJARPAII sample/data has been uSl'd in: 

a) Undergraduate, master and doctoral thesis: 17 
b) Chapters of books: 53 
c) Bulletin of the ICR (Geiken Tsushin) and Suisan Shigen Kauri Danwakaihou: 41 

JARPAIJARPA II biological material such as whale skeletons have been provided to municipal museums. 

Data access and availability 
All the data and samples obtained by JARPAIJARPA II have been available to the national and international 
sc.ientific community through established data access protocols. Appendix 2 shows the data access protocol of 
ICR, which can also be found at the IWC SC web page. 

Table 1: Scientific contribution of JARPAIJARPA II 

Year IWC SC and other "Peer reviewed Orn1 presentations at 
meetings documents publications symposrnm 

1988 0 0 2 
1989 3 2 6 
1990 6 5 
1991 4 9 5 
1992 4 2 6 
1993 4 7 7 
1994 9 3 7 
1995 9 3 11 
1996 6 8 7 
1997 27 3 4 
t998 5 J 2 
1999 12 3 6 
2000 13 5 10 
2001 6 3 15 
2002 7 6 15 
2003 8 4 22 
2004 2 & 14 
2005 8 6 2 1 
2006 44 & 12 
2007 11 7 6 
2008 3 4 8 
2009 4 8 
Total 195 107 199 
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List of sdenrific papers based on data and samples collected by JARPA and J ARPA 11 (peer-re~;ewed papers and unpublished 
docum•nts submitted to the I WC/Sdentific Committee and oth er meetings) . Asterisks inrlicate those papers published in peer 
re-\iewed journals. 

[1989] (5) 
Kasamatsu. f . and ShigemlUle .• H. 1989. Pre!itninary report of the second millke whale sighting surveys m low and middle latirudinal waters in the 
Southern Hemisphere in 1988189. Paper SC/4!/SHMi!5 preseoted to the IWC Scientific Collllllittee, Juoe 1989 (unpublished). !5pp. 

*Kato, H , Hirayama, H., Fujise, Y. and Ono . .K_ 1989. Preliminary report of the 1987188 Japanese feasibility snuly of the special pennit proposal for 
Southern Hemisphere millke whales. Rep. ini. rJ?~al. Comnm 39: 235-248. 

Kishino, H .• Kato, H .• K.1samatsu. f. and fujise, Y. 1989. Statistical method for the estimation of age mmposition and biological parameters of the 
populatioo. Paper SC/41/Mi3 presenred to the IWC Scientific Committee, June 1989 (unpublished). 38pp. 

Naganobu, N., Shinlallloto. K_ and Kato, H. 1989. Oceanographical analysis on the southern millke whale disrribution based on the data during_ Japanese 
Iesearch take in 1987188. Paper SC/41/SHMilS presented to the IWC Scientific Committee. June 1989 (unpublished). 9pp. 

*Nakamura. T., Ohnishi, S. and Matswniya, Y. !989. A Bayesian cohort model for catch-at-age data obtained from research takes of w-hales. Rep. int. 
mwl. Commn 39: 375-382. 

[1990] (14) 
*Butterworth. D. S. and Punt, A. E. 1990. Some prelintinary examinations of the potential information content of age--strucrure data from Antarctic millke 
whalereseaich catches. Rep. int. TY71al. Commn 40:301-315. 

fujise, Y.. Kaio, H. and Kishino. H. 1990. Reproductive segregation of the millke wbale population in high latitudinal waters with some estimations of 
pregpancy and se.xual maturity rates, data from Japanese research takes in 1987/88 and 1988189. Paper SC/4 2/SHMi!O presented to the IWC Scientific 
Committee, Jtme 1990 (unpublished). 20pp. 

Ft~ise. Y .. Yamamura. K. Zenitani. R.. Ishikawa. H., Yamamoto. Y . . Kinmra, K and Komaba, M. 1990. Cruise report of the research on southern millke 
whales in 1989/90 under the Japanese proposal to the scientific permit. Paper SC/42/SHMi25 presented to the IWC Scientific Collllllittee. Jtu1e 1990 
(unpublished). 56pp. 

*lchii, T. 1990. Dislribution of Antarctic krill concentr.Itions exploited by Japanese krill tr.Jwlers and millke whales. Proceedings oft he NIPR Symposhm1 
on Polar Biology 3: 36-56. 

Ichii, T. and Kato. H. 1990. Food of southern minke whales from Japanese research take in 1987188. Paper SCI42/SHMil4 presented to the l\VC SC-ientific 
Committee, Jtme 1990 (unpublished). 15pp. 

*Jtob, S., Takenaga, F. and Tsuyuki, H. 1990. Smdies on lipids of the Antarctic millke whale. I. The fatty acid compositions of the minke whale blubber 
oils caught on 1987188 season. liJkogaku39 (7): 486-90. (in Japanese). 
4 Kasamatsu, f.. Kishino. H. and Hirayama, H 1990. Estim.1tion of the mmiber of millke whale (Balaenoptera aauorosrrata) schools and individuals 
based on the 1987188 Japanese feasibility study data. Rep. int. mwt. Comnm 40: 239-247.. 
4 Kato. H .. fujise, Y .. Yoshida, H.. Nakagawa. S .. Ishida, M. and Tanift~i. S. 1990. Cruise report and preliminary aoalysis of the 1988/89 Japanese 
feasibility srudy of the special permit proposal for southern hemi;-phere minke whales. Rep. im. Whal. Comnm 40: 289-300. 

~Kato, H., Kishino, H. aod f ujise, Y. 1990. Some analyses on age composition and segregation of southem minke whales using san1ples obtained by the 
Japanese feasibility srudy in 1987/88. Rep. int. miG I. Commn 40: 249-256. 

*Nagasaki, f . 1990. The Case for Scientific Whaling. Nature 334: 189-190. 

Sedlak-Weinstein. -E. 1990. Prelinti.n.ai)• report of parasitic infestation of the millke whale Balaenoptera aa1iorostrata taken during the. 1988189 Antarctic 
expedition. Unpublished paper. 4pp. 

Taga. Y., Kishino, H. and Kasamatst~ F. 1990. Detection probabilities and search half-widths of paired vessels. Paper SC/42/SHMi27 presented to the 
IWC Scientific Conunittee, June 1990 (unpublished). 5pp. + Addendumlpp. 

' Tanaka, S. 1990. Estimation of naMa! mortality coefficient of whales from the estimates of abundance and age c.omposition data obtained from rese.uch 
catches. Rep. im. mtal. Commn 40: 531-536. 

Yoshioka, M., fujise, Y., Kato, H. and Aida, K 1990. Senuu progesterone levels in southern millke whales by reproductive staniS. Paper SC/42/SHMil3 
presented to the IWC Scientific Conunittee, June 1990 (unpublished). lOpp. 

[1991] (13) 
'Bergh, M. 0., Butterworth, D. S. and Pun!, A. E. 1991. f urther e.xamination of the poteotial information content of age--stmcture data from Antarctic 
ntinke whale reseaich catches. Rep. inr. Tf110/. Commn 41: 349-361. 

fujise, Y., K.1to. H. and Kishino. H. 1991. Some progress in exantination on age dismbution and segregation of the southern millke whale population using 
data from the Japanese research take. Paper SC/43iMi l 8 presented to the IWC Scientific Committee, May 1991 (unpublished). 17pp. 

'khii, T and Kato. H. 1991. food and d:tily food constunption of •outhern millke whales in the Antarctic. Polar Biology 11: 479-487. 

~Kasan1atsu, f ., Kishino. H. and Taga, Y. 1991. Estimation of sottthetn millke whale abundance and school size composition based on the 1988189 
Japanese feasibility srudy data. Rep. in f. IT?10/. Commn 41: 293-30 I. 

*Kato, H., ft~ise, Y. and Kishino, H. 1991. Age strucn1re and segregation of southetn minke whales by the data obtained dwing Japanese rese=h take in 
1988189. Rep. tnt. IT?wl. Commn 41: 287-292. 

' Kato, H. and Miyas.bita, T. 1991. Migration strategy of sottthem minke whales in relation to reproductive cycles estimated from foetal lengths. Rep. inr. 
Tf'hal. Com11m 41: 363-369, 

*Kato, H., Zenitani, R. and Nakamura. T. 1991. Inter-reader calibration in age readings of earphtgs from southetn millke whale, with some notes of age 
readability. Rep. int. mwl. Commn41: 339-343. 

'Kishino, H. Kato, H .. KasanlatsU. f . and Fujise. Y. 1991. Detection of heterogeneity and estimation of population characteristics from the field survey 
data: 1987/88 Japanese feasibility srudyofthe Southern Hemisphere minke whale5. Annals of the lTIStiTUte of Statistical Mathematic 43(3): 435-453. 

Kishino. H .. Fujise, Y., Kato. H. and Taga, Y. 1991. Maxinnuulikelihood procedure for the estimation of the mean age at sexml marurity ofmillke whales 
using the data from Japanese research take. Paper S043/Mi~3 presetued to the IWC Scientific Committee, May 1991 (unpublished). 9pp. 

Kishino. H .. Taga, Y .. Nishiwaki S. and K.1samat:l1J, F. 1991. Abtmcl.mce estimate of the Southern Hemisphere millke whales in aiea IV from the sighting 
in the 1989190 Japanese research take. Paper S043/Mi22 presented to the IWCScientific Conunittee, May 1991 (unpublished). 15pp. 
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Matsui.tri, T. and Kishino. H. 1991. Precision of the estimated natlll"al mortality coefficient and recruillllent rate. evaluated by Monte Carlo simulation. 
Paper SC/43/Mi21 presented to the IWC Scientific Committee, May 1991 (unpublished). 9pp. 

*Nakanrura. T. 1991. A new look at a Bayesian cohort model for time-series data obtained from research takes of w!L1les. Rep. tnt. What. Commn 41: 345-
348. 
*Wada, 5., Kobayashi, T. and Nmnachi, K 1991. Genetic Variability and Differentiation of Mitochondrial DNA in Minke \'.'hales. Rep. Int. Tn>al. 
Commn(special i"'ue 13) : 203-215. 

[1992) (6) 
Fujise, Y .. Kato, li, Zenitani, R and Kishino, H. 1992.. Seasonal and areal changes in age distribution and "'gregation of the southern minke whales in 
Antarctic areas IV and V using data from the Japanese researches. Paper SC/441SHBIO presented to the IWC Scientific Committee. June 1992 
(unpublished). 37pp. 

*Nakamura. T. 1992. Sinmlation trials of a Bayesian cohort model for time-series data obtained from research takes of whales. Rep. in/. What. Commn 42: 
421-427. 

Nishiwaki. S., Kawasaki, M , Kishino, H. and Taga, Y. 1992. Abundance estimates of the Southern Hemisphere minke whale in Area V from the sighting• 
in the Japanese research in 1990/91. Paper SC/44/SHB8 presented to the IWC Scientific Committee, J\Ule 1992 (unpublished). 12pp. 

*Tanaka, S .. Kasarnatsu. F. and Fujise, Y. 1992. Likely precision of estimates of nan~ral mortality Gites from Japanese research data for Southern 
H,.mi~here minl.:e whales. F£p. tm. Wha!. Commn 42: 413-420. 
Yosltioka, M. and Fuji;e, Y. 1992. Serum testosterone and progesterone levels in southern minke whales (Balaenoptera acutoroslrata). Paper 
SC/44/SHB 13 presented to the IWC Scientific Committee, June 1992 (unpublished). 4pp. 

Yoshioka. M .. Oktun= , T., Aida K and Fujise. Y. 1992. Development of techitiques for quantifying muscle progesterone contenr in the minke whale 
(Balaenoplera acu/orostraia). Paper SC/44/SHB 12 presented to the IWC Scientific Committee, June 1992 (tmpublished). 4pp. 

[1993) (II) 
Cocke, 1_ G. and De La Mare. W. K 1993. A c.omparative note on demogGlphic parameters of right and ntinke whales. Paper SCI45i0 25 presented to the 
IWC Scientific Comntittee, May 1993 (unpublished). 4pp. 

*f uji;e. Y., Ishikawa, H., Saino, S., Nagano, M .. Ishii, K , Kawaguchi, S .. Tanifhji, S .. Kawashima. S. and Miyakoshi H. 1993. Crui;e report of the 
1991/92 Japanese research in Area IV under the special pennit for Southern Hentisphere minke w1L1les. Rep. tnr. Tn1al. Commn 43: 357-371. 

Fujise, Y .. Ze.nitani, R., Saino, S., ltoh. S., Kawasaki, M .. Matsuoka, K and Tarn=, T. 1993. Cmise report of the 1992193 Japanese research under the 
special permit for Southern Hentisphere minke whales. Paper SCI45/SHBal2 presented to the IWC Scientific Committee, Apri11993 (unpUblished). 39pp. 

*Hastumma, R .. Og.1wa. T., Fujise, Y. and Kawanishi, Y 1993. Analysis of selenium metabolites in urine samples of minke w1L1le (Balaenoptera 
acutorostrata) using ione.xchange cllfomatography. Comparative Biochemistry and Physiology 104C (1): 87-89. 

*ltoh, S ., Takenaga, F. and Tsuyuki, H. 1993. Studies on lipids ofthe Antarctic minke \V'hale, II. The fatty ac.id compositions of tile blubber oils of minke 
whale and dwarfntinke whale caught on 1988189 and 1989190 seasons. l'ukagak>l 42(12): t007-1011. (in Japanese). 

•Iwata, H., Tanabe, S., Sakai, N., and Tatsukawa, R. 1993. Distribution of persistent organochlorines in the oceanic air and surface seawater and the role of 
ocean on their global transport and fate. Environ. Sci. Teclmo/.27: 1080-1098. 

•Kasamatsu, F., Yant<tmoto, Y., Zenitani, R, Ishikawa, H., Ishibashi, T., Sato, li, Takashima, K and Tanifuji, S. 1993. Report of the 1990/91 southern 
minke whale research cruise tmder scientific penni! in Area V. Rep. Int. Tl'hal. Commn 43: 505-522. 

Naganobu. M. Kano, H.. Fujise, Y . and Kato. H. 1993. Preliminary oceanographical analyses on the southern ntinke whale distribution based on the data 
during Japanese research take in 1988/89. Paper SC/451SHBal5 presented to the IWC Scientific Committee. May 1993 (uupublished). 13pp. 

*Nakamura, T. 1993. Two-stage Bayesian cohort model for time-series data to reduce bias in the estintate of mean nan!ral mortality r.!le. Rep. inc. Tflhal. 
Commn 43: 343-348. 

•Pastene. LA, Kobayashi, T., Fuj ise, Y. and Nuruachi, K 1993b. Mitochondrial DNA differentiation in Antarctic ntinke whales . .Rep. im. What. Commn 
43: 349-355. 

Pastene. L. A.. Kobayashi. L Fujise, Y. and Nmmchi, K 1993a. Temporal Variation in Mitochondrial DNA Haplotypes Composition in Nlinke Whales 
from Antarctic Area IV. Paper SC/451SHBa13 presented to the IWC Scientific Committee. April 1993 (tmpublished). 16pp. 

(199~) (12) 
Fujise, Y . and Kishino, H. 1994. Patterns of segregation of minke whales in Antarctic Areas IV and Vas revealed by a logistic regression mode.J Paper 
SC/46/SHll presented to the IWC Scientific Comntinee. May 1994 (unpublished). 23pp. 

Fujise, Y .. Zenitani, R., Karo, H. andKishino, H. 1994. Age distributions ofminke whales in the Antarctic Areas IV and V in 1991192.and 1992/93 seasons. 
Paper SC/46/SH20 presented to tbe IWC Scientific Conmtittee, May 1994 (unpublished). 22pp. 

Hori, H., Bessho, Y " K.1wabata, R., Watanabe, 1., Koga, A. and Pastene, L A. 1994. World-wide population structure of minke whales de.duced from 
ntitochondrial DNA control re.gion sequences. Paper SCf46/SH14 presented to the 1\VC Scientific Conmtitiee, May 1994 (uupublished). llpp. 

~Kimoto. H., Endn. Y. and Fujintoto. K 1994. 1nfluence ofinteresterification on the oxidative stability of marine oil rriacylglycerols. JtYilmal of American 
Oil Chemists Society71(5): 469-473. 

Naganobu, M., Kano, H., Fujise, Y. and Kato. H. 1994. Relationship between oceanograpltic condition and minke whale density in the Ross Sea based on 
the data from the 1992193 cruise of Japanese wltale research programme tutder special perutit. Paper SC/46!SH17 presented to the 1\VC Scieutific 
Comntirtee, May 1994 {tmpublished). 2lpp. 

Nishiwaki. S .. Ishikawa. H .. ltoh. S .. Matsuoka. K. Yuzu. S .. Nagatome .. L Yamagiwa. D .. MUGlse. H .. Tanifuii. S .. Mivakoshi. H. and Ono. K 1994 
Report of the 1993194 cruise of the Japanese. whale research progr,;;;,te ~der speci;;_j perutit. in the Antarctic Are~ lv. Paver SC/46iSH15 presented to the 
IWC Scientific Comntittee, May 1994 (unpUblished). 42pp 

Nishiwaki, S., Matsuoka, K and Kawasaki. M. 1994. Abundance estintates of Southern Heutisphere minke whale in 1991/92 and 1992193 seasons using 
dsta from Japanese whale rese.1rch progGllll1lle mlder special perntit in Antarctic. Paper SC/46/SHI2 presented to the I\VC Scientific Conmtittee, May 
1994 {uupublished). 14pp 

Ohstmti, S .. Kawasaki, !vi and Nishi\vaki, S. 1994. Biological results of beaked whales surveyed by Japanese whale research progGlllune under special 
penni! in the Antarctic and the need of their research take. Paper SCJ46/SM1 5 presented to the I\VC Scientific Committee, May 1994 (unpublished). 24pp. 

*Pastene, L.A., Fujise, Y. and Nmnachi, K 1994. Differentiation of ntitochondrial DNA between ordinary and dwarf forms of southern minke whale. Rep. 
ini. rrqwt. Commn 44: 277-281. 
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Pastene, L.A. and Fujise, Y. 1994. An outline, with a progress report, of the photo-identification experiments on southern baleen wh.1.1es conducted during 
the Japanese Whale Research ProgranlUle Under Special Permit in the Antarctic Paper SC/461SH21 presented to the IWC Scienrific Committee, ~1.1y 1994 
(unpublished). 14pp. 

Pastene, L.A., Goto, M., Fujise, Y. and NumachL K 1994. Further analysis on the spatial and temporal heterogeneity in mitochondrial DNA haplotype 
distribution in minke whales from Antarctic Areas N and V. Paper SC/46/SH13 presented to the IWC Scientific Committee. May 1994 (unpublished). 
25pp. 

*Yoshiok.1, M., Ok~llllura, T., Aida, K . and Fujise. Y. 1994. A proposed technique for quantifying muscle progesterone content in the minke whales 
(Balaenoprera acurorosrrata). Canadian Joumal of Zoology 72: 368-370. 

(1995] (11) 
Butterworth, D. S .. Thomson. R. and Kato, H. 1995. An Initial Analysis of Updated Transition Phase Data for tvlinke Whales in Antarctic Area IV. Paper 
SC/47/SH24 presented to the. IWC Scientific Committee, May 1995 (unpublished). and Paper SC/47/SH24 (Rev) prese.oted to the IWC Scientific 
Committee, June 1996 (unpublished). 18pp. 

Fujise, Y. 1995. A Preliminary morphometric study in minke whales from Antarctic Area N using data from the 1989/90 JA.~A survey. Paper 
SC/47/SH7 presented to the IWC Scientific Conunittee. May 1995 (unpublished). 15pp. 

*Fuk-ui, Y., Mogoe. T., Terawalti, Y., Isbik.1wa. H., Ftgise, Y. and Ohsumi. S. 1995. Relationship between physiological status and serum constituenr 
values in minke whales (Balaenoptera acutorosrrata). J01mml of Reproduction and Development 41(3): 203-208. 

*lshik.1wa.H., Amasalti.H. 1995. Development and Physiological Degradation of Tooth Buds and Development of Rudiment of Baleeo Plate in Southern 
Minke Whale, Balaenoprera acutorosrrata:TheJownal ofVererinm)• Medical Science:665-670. 

*Kasamatsu, F., Nishiwaki,S. and Ishikawa,H. 1995. Breeding areas and southbound migrations of southern minke whales Balaenoptera acutorosrrata. 
Mar.EcoLPreg.Ser.l19:1- IO. 

Matsuoka. K 1995. Finding of blue whales by JARPA in the _.,tarctic. Paper SC/M95/BW3 presented to the Steering Committee Meeting for Research 
Related to Conservation of Large Whales in the Southern Ocean,_ Tok-yo, 1995 (tmpuhlished). IOpp. 

tvlatsuoka, K and Ohsumi. S. 1995. Yearly trend in population density of large baleen whales in the Antarctic Areas N and V in recent years. Paper 
SC/47/SH9 prese.oted to the IWC Scientific Committee. :May 1995 (unpublished). 2Spp. 

Naganobu. IlL Kano, H., Fujise, Y., Nishiwaki, S. aod Kato, H. 1995. Relationship between oceanographic condition and minke wh.'lle density in the 
Antarctic. Ocean based on the data from the Japanese scientific permit cruise in 1989190, 1991192 and 1993194. Paper SC/47/SHII presented to the IWC 
Scientific Committee. May 1995 (unpublished). 2 1pp. 

Nisbiwaki, S., Isbik.1wa, H., Itch, S., Shilnarnoto, K.. Mogoe. L Kawazu, H., Machida, S., Yamane, L Ono, K and Ohkoshi, C. 1995. Report of the 
1994195 cruise of the Japanese whale research programme under special permit (JARPA) in the Antarctic Area V . Paper SC/47/SH5 presente.d to the IWC 
Scientific Conunittee, May 1995 (uopublished). 38pp. 

Nisbiwaki, S., Matsuok.1. K aod Kawasaki, M. 1995. Cotoparison of paraureters to obtain abWldauce estinh1tes in !he Japanese whale. research programme 
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Protocol for arress to samples/data from the Institute of Cetacean Research (l CR), Tokyo, Japan under Procedure B 
(J CR\11 6 (suppl.)): in press 

I.t'\'TRODL'CliON' 

This protocol has been devdoped in the context ofPtocedure B of the IWC Scientific Committee's rules for data availabiiity adopted at 
the 55th Annual Meeting (Jownal ofCeracean Research and Management 6 (suppl.): in press). Procedure B applies to <h.ta required for 
analyses deemed important in providing advice to the Committee other than catch limits . Conditions for data recipients (repeated below) 
as specified in the m les for data availability are applicable. 

It was agreed that the Committee shall specify the nature of the work and the data required during the meeting at which the 
recommendation is made. to the fi.illest extent possible in the time available at the meeting and in accord with the published protocol. 
Requests to the ICR for data under Ptocedure B of the Scientific Committee's mles for data availability shall be submitted by the Data 
Availabihty Group assisted by a nominated member ofiCR 

It was also agreed that if the correct process is followed, the data owners will normally approve the applications within a 'specified tirue 
period'; in this case ICR agrees tbat it will respond within XXX weeks of receiving an application. 

FOR\IAT OF THE APPLICATI0:'-1 

The format for the application is based on the revised application for catch-at-age analyses agreed by all members of the Scientific 
Committee at the end of the Scientific Committee mee.ting in 2003 (Annex G, Appendix II). 

(a) Title of the proposal, giving the broad subject of the proposed an.,Jyses. 

(b) Investigators: the full name and affiliation of the principal investigator(s) and co-investigator(s) should be provided. Tins 
should include at least one scientist from ICR. 

(c) Objectives and rationale of the study as specified by the by the Scientific Committee along with dte appropriate reference to dte 
report(s) of the Scientific Committee. Tltis will include dte reasons why the proposed analyses are important and how they fit 
into preYious work 

(d) Data to be used will include a general description of all data to be used as well as data held by !CR. ·ror the ICR-held data. the 
precise requirements will be. given, including the levd of disaggregation. 

(e) Dese~;prion of the methods likely to be used. The level of detail must be in accordance "~th the level of novelty ofdte proposed 
methods and the particular research questions they will address. References to similar analyses should be included where 
aYailable. 

(f) &hedule of the work: this should include estimated times for the various analyses to be carried out and an indication of which 
investigators will collaborate on individual components. If the project is a long-term project, annual progress reports will be 
required by ICR and the Scientific Committee. 

(g) Output of the research: this will follow the rules for publication agreed at the Scientific Committee meeting and given below. 
ICR may consider requests for less stringent conditions (e .g. presentations at non-IWC scientific meetings, publications, etc.). 
Such requests should be detailed here. 

CO:'>ISIDERATI0:'-1 OF THE PROPOSAL 

If an application bas been approved by the whole Scientific Committee at an annual meeting. i t will nonnally be approved by ICR. 
However. the final decision ·will always remain the prerogative of ICR ICR may request reviews by an internal review group andlor 
external experts. The following fucto,-,; will be taken in to accmmt by ICR when considering applications. 

(a) p,;OI;ty: highest priority for an.-liysis/res earch of samples/data produced by Japan's Whale Research Ptograms tmder Special 
Permit., will be for the scientists d1at collected and obtained the data in any particular field. 

(b) Suitability of the requested data in the context of the proposed methods and the objectives of the research . 

(c) Level of co-operation with ICR scientists. 

The re;ponse to an application for data will be communicated by the ICR's Director General to the Data Availability Group and may 
include requests for fi.lrther information. If the research proposal is accepted, ICR will nominate a scientist, (normally one of the c<r 

investig.,tors) who shall be. responsible for making the necessary arrangements to pro,~de the required samplesfdata. 

Agreed Srienrifir Committee conditions for data r•ripients 

Applications deemed suitable tmder Procedure A or Ptocedure B below are granted under the following conditions: 

( I) Data shall not be tran.smitted to third parties. 
(2) Papers may ouly be submitted to a Connnittee meeting in accor<l'lllce with the tirue restrictions given below. Such papers must 

not include the raw data or the data in a form in more detail than is necessary to tmderstand the analysis. 
(3) Papers must carry a restriction on citation except in the context of iWC meeting:;. 
(4) Data owners are offered c<rauthorship. 
(5) PublicMion rights remain strictly widt the data owner. 
(6) Data shall be returned, to the Secretariat or the data owner as appropriate, immediately after the meeting at whiclt the paper is 

submitted and any copies destroyed, wliess an extension is granted 
(7) Data reque.sters sign a form agreeing to the above conditions. Such forms will be held by the data owner and the Secretariat. In 

dte case of Ptocednre B, the Data Availability Group "ill sign the agreement on the Committee's beb.,}f ani ensure tbat the 
condition1i of any agreement are met by any individuaJ scientlsts involved in the analysis_ 

(8) In the event of a breach of the conditions in (6), serious sanctions (to be determined] will apply. 
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AnnexB 

Scientific contribution from JARP~/JARPN II 

TI1e I nstitute of Cetacean Research, Toyomi-cho 4-5, Chuo-la1, Tokyo 104-0055, Japan 

IWC/62/20 
Agenda item 10.2 

(as of December 2009) 

The Japanese Whale Research Program tmder Special Pennit in the North Pacific (JARPN) was conducted between 1994 and 1999. The 
JARPN had two main objectives: a) detennine the stock stnlCntre of common mink.e w·hale. and in particular to investigate whether or not 
the "\V' stock exist• and if so to estiimte mixing rates between "0" and ·'W' •tock•, and b) detmnine the feeding ecology of the co11U110n 
minke whale ill the North Pacific. 

The International Whalii1g Commission Scientific Committee (IWC SC) carried out a workshop in February 2000 to review data md 
results of JARPN. Report of tlus workshop can be found in the following web site: 

http:f/www. icrwhale.orwene/workshop. pdf (final review) 

JARPN II started with two feasibility surveys in 2000 and 2001. The first ft~l survey started in 2002. The objectives of the JARPN II are 
the following: a) feedii1g ecology and ecosystem smdies (prey constunption by cetaceans, prey preference of cetaceans, ecosystem 
modeling); b) monitoring enviioumental pollutant ill cetaceans aud the marii1e ecosystem (pattem of accumt~ation of pollutant' in 
ce.taoeru.1s, bioaccumulation process of pollutants thr.ougb the food chain. relationships between chetnical pollutants and cetacean heal th), 
and c) stock stmcmre of large whales (common n.Unke whale< Bryde's whale, sei whale md spenn whale). 

The IWC SC carried out a review of the data and results collected by JARPN II in its si.x first years (2002-2007) in January 2009. Report 
of this wotk•hop can be fOtmd in the following web •ite: 

htlp://www.icrwhale.org/englworkshop2.pdf 

Scientific contribution of JARPNIJARPN II 
Scientific contribution of JARPN/JARPN II has been made in different fonn•. as scientific documents for the IWC/SC meetiitgs and otl1er 
scien_tific meeting of intergovernmental organizations, as publications in peer rev-iewed jotmuUs, and as ornl presentations at scientific 
sympositmlS. 

Table l shO'\VS the nwnbec ofiWC SC and other meetings doctunents, peer-reviewed publications and oral presentations at scientific 
symposium based on JARPNIJARPN II sample/data, by year. 

Documents submitted to the IWC SC and other scientific meetings of intergovernmental organi::ah"ons 
In the period 1994-2009 a total of 185 documents were presented to annual and imersessionalmeetings of the IWC SC and other meetings, 
with an annual average of 11.6 doctunents. In the IWC SC documents were presented mainly at the RMP (Revised Management 
Procedure)_ IA (In-depth assessment)_ EM (Ecosystem Modeling) and SP (Spec~"t! Permit) sub-collllllinees. "iuch deal mainly with 
assessment and m.an..1gement of whales. 

Peer reviewed publications 
The munber of peer-reviewed papers made in the period 1994-2009 is 62. with an annual average of3.9 papers. Scientific contributions 
have been made not only in the field of whale assessment and management but also iit the field of whale natural sciences. 

Oral presentations at symposium 
The number of oral presentations at scientific symposium ii1 the period 1994-2009 is 136, with an ruumal average of8.5 presentations. 
Scientific. contribution• have been made not ot~y in the field of whale assessment md n1<magement but also in the field of whale namral 
sciet>ces. Titles and contents oftlte presentation. can be found in the an.nu."t! progress report oftlte Instimte of Cetacean Research (IC:R) 
and Japan progress report on cetacean research presented to the annual IWC SC meetings. 

The list of IWC SC: and other meeting• doctunents and peer-reviewed papers derived from JARPN/JARPN II is showu in tlte Appendix L 
by year. An asterisk indicates those papers published in peer-re'.~ewed jm11D.1ls. 

Other sci~ntific rontlibution 
JARPNIJARPN •ample/data has been used in: 

d) Undergraduate, master and doctoral tl>esis: 
e) Chapters of books: 23 
f) Bulletin of the ICR (Gdlam Tsushin) and Suisan Shigen Kanri Danwalmihou: 24 
g) Other reports: 4 

JARPNIJARPN II biological material such as whale skeletons have beeu provided to mutiicipallllllsenms. 

Data acce-s'.i and aYailability 
All the data and samples obtained by JARPN/JARPN II have been available to the national and international scientific coUlllllmity 
through established data access protocols Appendix 2 shows the data access protocol ofiCR. \\ilicb can also be fotmd at the I\:VC SC 
web page. 
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T able l · Scientific contribution of JARPN/JARPN IT 
Year IWC SC doctunents 

1994 1 
1995 5 
1996 7 
1997 5 
1998 3 
1999 3 
2000 41 
2001 6 
2002 12 
2003 7 
2004 11 
2005 13 
2006 6 
2007 7 
2008 3 
2009 55 
Total 185 

Peer reviewed publications 

0 
0 
3 
6 
4 
2. 
2 
I 
5 
4 
4 
6 
4 
11 
4 
6 

62 

Appendix 1 

IWC/62/20 
Agenda item 10.2 

Oral presentations at 
sympositWl 

0 
2 
5 
2 
3 
3 
10 
11 
12 
22 
12 
12 
16 
10 
9 
7 

136 

List of scientific paper s ba.od on data and samples coUected b)· .TARPN and JARPN II (peer-re, iewed papors and unpublished 
documents submitted to the l'IVC/Scien tific Commit tee). Asterisks indicate those papers published in peer t·.,iewedjouruals. 

[1994](1) 
Hori. H., Bessbo, Y .. Kawabata. R , Watan.1be, I.. Koga, A. and Pastene, !L.A. 1994. World-wide populatioo strucmre of minke whales deduced from 
mitochondrial DNA control region sequences. Paper SC/46/SH14 pre;ented to the IWC Scientific Committee. May 1994 (unpublished). 1lpp. 

[1995](5) 

Fujise. Y. 1995. Preliminary analysis ofhea•y metals and organochlorines :in minke whales taken from the coastal Japan (sul>-area 7) and of!Shore area 
(sub-area 9) in the we"em North Pacific. Paper SC/471NP5 presented to the IWC Scientific Comnrittee, May 1995 (unpublished). 9pp 

Fujise, Y . and Kato, H. 1995. Preliminary report of morphological differences ofminke whales between coastal Japan (sub-area 7) and of!Shore area (sub
area 9) of western North Pacific. Paper SC/471NP6 presented to the IWCScientific Commiitee .• May 1995 (unpubliShed). 9pp. 

Goto, M. and Pastene, L.A. 1995. Populations differentiation in the western North Pacific m:inke whale as revealed by RFLP analysis of mitochondrial D
loop DNA Paper SC/47iNP4 presented to the 1\VC Scientific Committee, May 1995 (mpublisbed). 15pp. 

Wada, S. 1995. Comparisoo of allele frequencies between minke whale samples from Japanese coastal waters and pelagic waters (subarea 9). Paper 
SC/471NP7 presented to the IWC Scielllific Committee, May 1995 (unpublished). 4pp. 

Fujise, Y., Kishiro, I ., Zenitarri, R , Matsuoka, K , Kawasaki. M. and ShimanJoto, K 1995. Cruise report of the Japanese Whale Rese.1rch Program under a 
Special Permit for North Pacific Minke Whales in 1994. Paper SC/471NP3 presented to the.IWC Scientific Comlllitte.e, May 1995 (unpublished). 29pp. 

[1996](10) 
Aono, S., Tanabe S., Fujise, Y. and Tatsukawa, R 1996. Spec;fic accumulation of persistent organochlorines in urinke whale (Ba/aenoprera 
acuroroscrara) and their prey species from the Antarctic and the North Pacific. Paper SC/481022 presented to the IWC Scientific Committee. J\Ule 1996 
(tmpublisbed). lQpp. 

•Butterworth, D.S., Geromont H.F. and WadaS. 1996. Futther analysis of allele frequency data to provide estimates of the extent ofwixiug between the 
various North Pacific nrinke wh;tle stocks. and their implications for the status of the "O"stock Rep. int. Whal. Commn46: 441-451. 

Fujise, Y. 1996. Heavy m.e.tal concentrations in minke whales from the Pacific. coast of Japan and an offshore area in the western North Pacific. Paper 
SC/48/NP22 presented to the IWC Scientific Committee. June 1996 (unpublished). 7pp. 

Fuj ise. Y. and Kato, H. 1996. Some Morphological Aspects of the Western North Pacific Minke Whales: Pre.!imillary Analyses of Materials from the 
JARPN StllVeys in 1994-5. Paper SC/48/NPll presented to the 1\VC Scientific Comntittee, June 1996 (unpublished). lOpp. 

Fujise, Y .• Iwasaki, T., Zenitani, R . Araki, J., Matsuoka, K. Taumra, I .. Aono, S., Yoshida, T., Hidaka, H .. Nibe, T. and Tohyama. D. 1996. Cruise report 
of the Japanese Whale Research Program under a Special Permit for North Pacific minke whales in 1995 with the results of a preliminary analysis of data 
collected. Paper SC/48/NPI3 presented to the IWC Scientific Committee, Jume 1996 (tmpublisbed). 39pp. 

Iwasaki. T. 1996. Constiments of the urine in the North Pacific minke whales with some. notes on urinary concentrations of sex steroid hormones_ Paper 
SC/48/NP14 presented to the. IWC Scientific Corulllittee, June 1996 (unpublished). 9pp. 

•Kur:unocbi, T., Macbid.1, M., J\taki, J., Uchida, A .. .Kishiro, T. and Nagasawa, K 1996. Minke whales (Balaenoptera acutorosrrata) are one of the major 
final hosts of Anisakis simplex (Nematoda: Anisakidae) in the Northwestern Nortn Pacific Ocean. Rep. in/. fTihal. Commn 46: 415-419. 

Miyasbita, T. and Fujise, Y. 1996. Abundance estimate of the western North Pacific minke whale using sighting data of the Japanese Whale Program under 
a Special Perotit in sul>-area 9 and notes on the result• of dedicated sighting surveys. Paper SC/481NP7 presented to the IWC Scientific Conuninee. June 
1996 (unpublished). !Opp. 

•Miyasbita, T. and Fujise, Y. 1996. Abund."Ulce estillla.te of the western N<>rth Pacific minke whale ill sub-area 9 with notes on the results of dedicated 
StllVeys. Rep. int. Wl~nl. Commn 47: 543-551. 
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Wada. S. 1996. Results ofallozymeana.lysis on minke whale samples from JARPN in 1995. Paper SCI48tNP21 presented to the IWC Scientific Committee, 
June 1996 {unpublished). 4pp. 

[1997]{11) 
Abe. H., Goto. M., Palsbell. P.J . and Pastene, LA. 1997. Prel.imin.1ry microsatellite analyses of western North Pacific minke whales. Ba/aenoptl!l"a 
acurorosrrara. Paper SC/49/NP12: presented to the IWC Scientific Committee. September 1997 (tmpublished). 11 pp. 

*Aono, S., Tanabe, S., Fujise, Y ., Kato. H. and Tatsukawa, R. 1997. Persistent organochlorines in minke whale (Bala<moptera acworostram) and their 
prey species from the. Antarctic and the North Pacific. Environmental Pollution 98: 81-89. 

*Goto, M. and Pasrene, L.A. 1997. Population structure of western North Pacific minke whale based on an RFLP analysis of mtDNA control region. Rep. 
tnt. Wha/. Commn 47: 531-537. 

Goto, M. and Pa.tene, L.A. 1997. RFLP analysis of the mitochondrial DNA control region in minke what.,. sampled during the 1996 JARPN. Paper 
SC/49/NPIO presented to the IWC Scientific Committee, September 1997 (unpublished). lOpp. 

' Hatanaka, H. and Miyashita, L 1997. On the feeding migration of the Okhotsk Sea-West Pacific stock of minke wh:ues. estintates based on length 
composition data. Rep. illf. IT'hal. Corn11m 47: 557-564. 

' H.atanaka, H. 1997. A short review of hypotheses on minke whale stock structure in the Northwestern part of the North Pacific. Rep. tnt. Whal. Conmm 
47: 553-555. 

•Pastene. L.A .. Goto,M .. ltoh,S., WadaS. and K.1to.H. 1997. Intra- and Inter-Oceanic Patterns of Mitochondrial DNA Variation in the Bryde's Whale. 
Ba/aenoptera edeni. Rep.int.Whal.Commn47: 569-574. 

\Vada, S. 1997. Results ofallozyme analysis on minke whale samples from JARPN in 1996. Paper SC.'49/NP14 presented to the IWC Scientific Committee. 
September 1997 (unpublished). 2pp. 

' Araki J., Kuramochi. T.. Macbida, M .. Nagasawa, K , and Uchida. A. 1997. A note on the parasite fttma of the western North Pacific minke wh:lle 
(Balaenoptera acworosrrata). Rep. tm. Whal. Commn47: 565-567. 

Fujise, Y., Shimada, H., Zenitani, R.. Goto, M., Tamura, T., Lindstrom, U., Uchida, A ., Yoshida, H .• Shimawoto, K , Yuzu, S., Kasai, H., Kinoshita, T., 
Iwata. T. and Toyama. D. 1997. Cruise report of the Japanese Whale Research Program under a Special Permit in the North Pacific (JARPN) in 1996 with 
some prehminary analyses of data collected during the 1994-1996 JARPN surveys, Paper SCf49/NP8 presented to the IWC Scientific Conmlittee, 
September 1997 (•mpublished). 38pp. 

Ishikawa, H., Yuzu, S., ShinJamoto, K. B audo, T., Ohshima, K , Kasa~ H., Kinoshita, T., Mizushima, Y., lwakami, H., Nibe•, T., Hosoyama, T., 
Kuramochi, T., Numa.no, K. and M iyamoto, M. 1997. Cmise report of the Japanese \Vllale Research Progran1 under a Special Pernli•t in the North Pacific 
(JARPN) in 1997. Paper SC/49/NP9 presented to tl1e IWC Sciemific Committee, September 1997 (•mpublished). 28pp. 

[1998](7) 
Abe, H., Goto, M. and Pasrene, L.A. 1998. Further microsatellite analysis in the western North Pacific minke whales, Balaenoptl!l"a acutorosrrata. Paper 
SC/50/RMPS presented to the IWC Scientific C<munittee, April l998 (unpublished). IOpp. 

Fujise, Y.. Zenitani, R. and K.1to, H. 1998. An exanlination of the W-stock hypothesis for North Pacific minke whales. with special reference to some 
biological parameters using data collected from JARPN Stuveys from 1994 to 1997. !Paper SC/501RMP12. presented to the IWC Scientific Comnlittee. 
April 1998 (unpublished). 14pp. 

Goto, .!vi and Pastene, L.A. 1998. Population stmcture in the North Pacific minke whale as revealed by RFLP and sequencing =~yses of the mtDNA 
control region Paper SC/501RMP7 presented to the IWC Scientific Conunittee, Aprill998 (•mpubhshed). ISpp. 

' Lindstr0m, U., Fujise, Y.. Haug, T. and Tannrra, I. 1998. Feeding habits of western North Pacific minke whales, Balaenoptera acutorostrata, as observed 
in July-September 1996. Rep. tnt. Wha/. Commn48:463-469. 

'Pastene, L.A., Goto, M. and Kishino, H. 1998. An estintate of mixing proportion of T and '0' stocks minke whales in sub-area 11 based on 
mitochondrial DNA haplotype data. Rep. inL JT!hal. Commn 48: 471-474. 

'Tanmra, T., Fujise, Y and Shimazaki, K 1998. Diet of minke whales Balaenoptera acutorosrrata in the Northwestern part of the North Pacific in 
summer 1994 and 1995. Fisheries Sctence64(l): 71-76 

*Uchida, A .. Kawakami, Y., Yuzu, S .. Kishikawa, S., Kuramochi, T.. Araki. J., Macltida. M. and Nagasawa. K 1998. Prevalence of parasites and 
histopathology of parasitisation in minke whales (Balaenoptera acutorosrrara) from the westem North Pacific Ocean and Somhem Sea of Okhotsk. Rep. 
int. Whal. Conmm 48: 475-479. 

[1999](5) 
Goto, M. and Pasrene, L.A. 1999_ Genetic population srrucmre in the western North Pacific minke whale examined by mtDNA control region sequencing 
analysis. Paper SCI511RMP8 presented to the IWC Scientific Comnlittee, May 1999 (unpublished). 12pp. 

*Martinez, 1. and Pastene, L.A. 1999. R."J'D-typing of Cen!Ial and Eastern North Atlantic and Western North Pacific minke whales, Balaenoprera 
acutorosrrara. ICES J01mml of Marine Science 56:640-651. 

~Le, T.H.L., Takahashi, S., Saeki, K . Nakatani. N., Tau.1be. S., Miyazaki, N. and Fujise. Y. 1999. High percentage of butyltin residt>es in total tin in the 
livers of cetac= from Japanese coastal waters. Environmental Science & Tec/molo!'J' 33(11): 1781-1786. 

Paste:ne, L.A.~ Got a, M. and Ft~is:e y_ 1999. Review of the sntdies on stock ide.ntity in the minke whale Balaenopwro aoaorostrata from the North Pacific. 
Paper SC.'51/RMP 15 presented to the IWC Scientiftc Conunittee. May 1999 {unpublished). 28pp. 

Zenitani, R .• Fujise, Y., Matsuoka, K , Tamura, T., Banda. T .. lchih.1Shi, H .. Shimol<awa, T., Krasnenko. AS., Taguchi F. , Kinoshita, T .. Mori, M., 
Watanabe, M., lchinamiya. D., Nakamura, M .. Sakai, K , M.1tsuzaka. K . Kamei, H. and Tohy:um, D. 1999. Cmise report of the Japamese Whale Research 
Progran1 under a Special Penuit in the North Pacific in 1998. Paper SCI51/R.MP7 presented to the IWC Scientific Committee, May 1999 (unpublished). 
lOpp 

[2000](43) 
Milani, Y.. Banda, T., Takai, N. and Sakamoto, W. 2000. Diet records and stock stmcture of minke whales Balaenoptl!l"a aalfomstrata around Japan 
examined by dl 3 C and d15 N analyses. Paper SCIF2KIJ20 presented to the Worl:shop to Review the Japanese Whale Research Programme under Special 
Pertuit for North Pacific Minke Whales (JARPN), February 2000 (unpublished). 12pp. 

Tanmra, T. and Fujise, Y. 2000. Geographical and seasonal changes of prey species in the westem North Pacific minke whale·. Paper SC.'F2K/J22 
presented to the Work.shop to Review the Japanese Whale Research Programme under Spec.ial Pernlit for North Pacific Minke Whales (JARPN), Fe.bruary 
2000 (unpublished). 26pp. 

Tamtlfa, T. and Fujise, Y. 2000. Diurnal change ill feeding activity in the western North Pacific minke whale. Paper SCIF2KIJ23 presented to the. 
Workshop to Review the Japanese Whale Research Progranm1e tmder Special Pernlit for North Pacific Minke Whales (JARPN), febmary 2000 
(unpublished). 16pp. 
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Tamura.. T. and F1~ise, Y. 2000. Daily and seasonal food CO!lSWllption by the western North Pacific minke whale. Paper SCtF2KIJ24 presented to the 
Workshop to Review the Japanese Whale Rese.arch Programme under Special Pem:lit for North Pacific Minke Whales (JARPN), February 2000 
(lillpublished). ! Spp. 

Tamura, T. and Fujise, Y. 2000. Brief review of the studies of feeding ecology in the minke whale Balaenoptera acutorosrrara from the western North 
Pacific prior to JARPN surveys. Paper SC/F2KIJ31 presented to the Workshop to Review the Japanese Whale Research Programme IU1der Special Permit 
for North Pacific Minke Whales (JARPN). February 2000 (lillpublished). 6pp. 

Tamura, T .. Ohsun:li, S. and Fujise Y. 2000. Some e.xami.natious on body fatness of the western North Pacific minke whales. Paper SCIF2K/J25 presented 
to the W01kshop to Review the Japanese. Whale Research Progranune under Special Pem:lit for North Pacific Minke Whales (JARPN). February 2000 
(lillpublished). 20pp. 

Tanmra. T. and Obsumi, S. 2000. Regional assessments of prey consumption by marine cetaceans in the world. Paper SC/S21E6 presented to the IWC 
Scientific Committee. June 2000 (unpublished). 42pp. 

Abe, H., Goto, M. and Pastene, L.A 2000. Population suucture in the western North Pacific minke whale inferred from n:licrosatellite analysis. Paper 
SC/F2K/JJO presented to the Workshop to Review the Japanese Whale Research Programme under Special Pemlit for North Pacific !vlink.e Whales 
(JARPN), Febmary 2000 (unpublisbed). 14pp. 

Fujise, Y., Hakamada. T., Aoki. M., N"tin:li, S .. Nakata. H .. Honda, K. and Tanabe. S. 2000. An attempt to identify stocks in the western North Pacific 
n:linke whale (Balaenoplera acutorosirata) using the accumulation levels of heavy metals and organochlorines as ecological ffilcers. Paper SCIF2K/J18 
presented to ·the Workshop to Revie w the Japanese Whale Research Programme under Special Perntit for North Pacific Min:ke Whales (JARPN). Febnrary 
2000 (unpublished). !Spp. 

Goto, M. and Pastene, L.A. 2000. Pop1~ation struc.ture in the western North Pacific ntinke whale based on RFLP and sequencing analyses of mtDNA 
control region, using data from the 1994-1999 JARPN surveys. Paper SGF2KIJ11 presenred to the Workshop to Review the Japanese Whale Research 
Progranune under Special Permit for North Pacific Minke: Whales (JARPN), Fel>nrary 2000 (1mpublished). 15pp. +Appendix 1 pp. 

Goto, M ., Abe. H. and Pastene, L.A. 2000. Estimation of the mixing proportion of the 'J' and ·o• stocks in sul>-area 11 using ur:li- and bi-parental genetic 
markers. Paper SCtF2K!J27 presented to the Workshop to Review the Japanese Whale Research Progranune under Special Perutit for North Paciftc Minke 
Whales (JARPN), February 2000 (unpublished). IOpp. +Appendix Spp. 

Goto, M .• Abe, H. and Pastene. LA 2000. Additional analyses of mtDNA control region sequences in the western North Pacific. ntinke whales using 
JARPN samples. Paper SCIF2K/J32 presented to the Workshop to Review tile Japanese Whale Research Progranune under Special Permit for North 
Pacific Minke Wl>ales (JARPN), Febru:uy 2000 (unpublished). Spp. 

Goto, M .. Kim, Z.G., Abe, H. and Pastene, L.A. 2000. A note on the possibility of identifying indi\oidual J stock anin>als from a mixed assemblage based 
on n:litochondrial DNA analysis. Paper SCIF2K!J28 preseured to the Workshop to Review the Japanese Whale Research Progra!llme lillder Special Permit 
for North Pacific Minke Whales (JARPN), Febn~ary 2000 (unpublished) . 9pp. 

Goto, M. and Pastene, L.A. 2000. Re-estin>ation of the mixing proportion of theTand'O' stocks using alternative stralification. Paper SCI5:2/RMP6 
presented to the IWC Scientific Committee. J1me 2000 (tmpublished). 9pp. 

Goto, M. and Pa.-;rene, LA. 2000. A note on additional mtDNA analysis on western North Pacific minke whale using JARPN samples. Paper SCI52/RMP7 
presented to the IWC Scientific Committee. June 2000 (unpublished). 12pp. 

Hakan1ada, T. and Fujise. Y. 2000. Prelur:linary examination of the heterogeneity of e>.1ernal!lleasuremeurs of minke whales in the western part of the 
North Pacific. using data collected during 1994-1999 JARPN surveys. Paper SCIF2K/JIS presented to the Workshop to Review the Japanese Whale 
Research Progranmte mder Special Pem:lit for North Pacific Minke Whales (JARPN), February 2000 (unpublished). 12pp. 

Hakamada. T. and Fujise, Y. 2000. Further exanlination of morphological heterogeneity in North Pacific ntinke whales collected during the JARPN 
surveys. Paper SC/52.1R.MPI6 presented to the IWCScieutific Conllllittee, June 2000 (unpublished). 5pp. 

Hatanaka, H. 2000. Compreltensive sumnrary on W stock hypothesis of nliuke whale through JARPN progrant Paper SC/F2K/J2 I presented to the 
Workshop to Re•iew the Japanese Whale Research Prograrnme mtder Special Pem:lit for North Pacific Minke Wh.•les (JARPN), Febru.uy 2000 
(unpublished). Spp 

Kur:unochi, T., Ar:lld. J., Uchida, A., Moriya!IIJ, N ., Takeda, Y., Hayashi, N .. Wakao. H., Machida, M. and Nagasawa. K 2000. Summary of parasite and 
epizoit investigations during JARPN surveys 1994-1999. with reference to stock s tructure analysis for the western North Pacific minke whales. Paper 
SCIF2K/JI9 presented to the Workshop to Review the Japanese Whale Research Progranuue under Special Pem:lit for North Pacific !vlink.e Whales 
(JARPN). February 2000 (unpublished) . 22pp. 

Martien, K.K. and Taylor, B.L. 2000. The lin:litations of hypothesis testing as a means of demographically delineating independent m:lits. Paper SCJF?_KfJ3 
presented to ·the Workshop to Review the Japanese. Whale Research Programme lutder Spec.ial Perntit for North Pacific Min:ke Whales (JARPN), Febntary 
2000 (1mpublished). 32pp. 

Matsuoka, K., Hakamada. T.. Fujise. Y. and Miyashita, r . 2000. Distribution pattern of minke whales based on sighting data during the JARPN 1994-1999. 
Paper SC/f?_]{/JI6 presented to the Wotkshop to Review the Japanese Whale Research Progranune llllder Special Permit for North Pacific Minke Whales 
(JARPN), Febnrary 2000 (unpublished). 17pp. 

Nakata. H., Tanabe., S .. Niimi. S., Minh. T.B .. Sakakibara, A. Fujita. K and Fujise, Y. 2000. Population suucttrre in minke whale from the North Pacific. 
e.xanlined by the persistent orgar:lic pollutants as chemicaJ ffilcers. Paper SC/F2K/J17 presented to the Workshop to Review the Japanese Whale Research 
Progranuue under Special Permit for North Pacific Minke Whales (Ji\RPN). February 2000 (1mpublisbed) . 9pp. 

Okamura, H. , Zenitar:li, R.. HiranL11SU, K. and Kato, H. 2000. Some analyses on the possibihty of the existence ofW-slock minke whale in sub-area 9 using 
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tho Japanese Whalo Re;e;ucll Program 1l1ldu Special Pvmit in the We>tm~ Nottb Pacific (JARPN ll) in 200S (P<Ut ll) - C<»>tal <OillpOlWlt offKuo!W·o. 
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Appendix2 

Protocol for access to samples/dam from rbe Institute of Cetacean Research (ICR), Tokyo, Japan under Procedw'e B 
(JCRJ\16 (suppL)): in press 

(same as page 14) 
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157. “Statement by H.E. Yasue Funayama, Vice-Minister of Agriculture, Forestry and 
Fisheries, Japan, under Agenda item 3”, IWC/62/28 (2010)

Statement by H.E. Yasue Funayama, 

Vice-i\Iinister of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries, Japan, 

under Agenda item 3 

(submitted by J apan) 

Mr. Cbainnan, distinguished Commissioners and delegates, 

IWC/62128 
Agenda item 3 

Japan bas been playing a constmctive role in the negotiation to redress the state of conflict in IWC since its 

59th Annual Meeting held in Anchorage in 2007. This i!> because our country S1tppOrts the spirit of the 

International Convention for the Regulation of Whaling, and the. principle of ensuring the protection and 

recovery of depleted whale. stocks and conducting whaling operations for abundant whale stocks in 

compliance with sustainable catch limits calc.ulated based on scientific advice. This is the coherent policy 

we fmnly maintain and apply to all marine living resources. 

The IWC has been engaged in intensive and very difficult discussions, considering various deep-rooted 

problems it faces, to recover its ow11 func.tion as a resources conservation and management organization. 

Based on such discussions, on Apri122 of this year, the proposed Consensus Decision was presented by IWC 

Chair, Ambassador Cristian Maquieira and IWC Vice-Chair, Ambassador Anthony LivetpOOl. This 

proposal actually contains elements that are very difficult for Japan to accept, however, I appreciate it as the 

one and only realistic approach to save the polarized IWC. Therefore, our delegation came to Agadir with a 

strong determination to discuss tbis proposal in earnest tmtil the last moment. I would like to take this 

opportunity to extend our sincere appreciation to Ambassador Maquiera and Ambassador Liverpool for 

having presented the courageous proposal. as well as to Sir Geoffrey Painter, for chaiting the Support Group, 

'A~th his splendid leadersbip. 

Japan has been actively and positively contributing to the Future of the IWC process, having offered a 

number of concessions after very difficult coordination of our domestic concerned parties. For example, we 

have expressed our flexible attintde to accept: caich linlits substantially reduced from the present level for 

the I 0-year interin1 period; enhanced monitoring control and surveillance measures such as an international 

observer schente. a vessel mouitoring system, a DNA registry scheme; as well as participation in a series of 

conservation programs wbich Japan has been avoiding as a reflection of the confrontation \\~thin IWC in the 

past; provided that the whole agreement would be fuir and balanced. 

However, in spite of the vigorous and constructive discussion from last week, the Conmlission has not seen a 

way to re.ach a consensus so far. 

62·28.doc 1 24/06/2010 17:46 
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We have to face the cause of this simarion and find the way forward. 

IWC/62/18 
Agenda item 3 

One of the key e.Jements is to focus discussions and infonnation based on science. However, attending au 

annual meeting of the IWC for the flrst time, I was aghast at the fac.t that even whaling which has no problem 

v.~th sustainability from the scientific point of view is denied here at the end of the day only because. public 

opinion does not accept it, although each country advocates the importance. of conservation and management 

of whale. resources based on the scientific ad\~ce. It shall never be regarded as science io insist that not 

even a single whale can be allowed to be taken in the. name of"conservation of whales". We should pledge 

to respect science, precisely because there are fundau1ental differences in positions on whaling an10ng the 

Parties. 

Moreover, I believe that fmding an acceptable point of compromise, recognizing the differences in each 

other's positions or \~ews would be proof of a man~re international community. I recognize that there are 

opinions such as "No whaling except for indigenous subsistence whaling is acceptable" and, ''Not even a 

single whale should be taken" within IWC. However, to continue to request elinlination of whaling and 

sticking to such positions means the breakdown of the Future of the IWC process, our sublime attempt. 

believe each member country should cooperate towards accomplishment of the shared objective of 

appropriate conservation of whale resources and mauagen1ent of whaling. 

What is needed is for participating countries to have a dialogue from a broader perspective, being disengaged 

from intolerant domestic politics, in order to revitalize this in1portant international organization, the I\VC. 

It is for this reason that Japan has been advocating that our discussions should be based on the Chair and 

Vice-Chair's proposal, and keeping it~ positive and flexible attitude.. However, it is regrettable that there. 

are some men1bers au1ong the concerned Parties, who are not accepting it as a basis of otlf discussions, 

regarding it as unsatisfactory. 

Japan sincerely e.xpects that all concerned Parties will continue to make every effort to achieve a consensus 

decision. following the approach presented in the Chair and Vice-Chair's proposal. 

Thank you. 

62-28.doc 2 24/06/2010 17:46 
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St:tt(>m(>nt on th(> F u tul'(> of th(> IWC 

Sm:tll Wol'ldng G1·oup on th(> Futlll'(> of th(> IWC, 2-4 Mnrch 2010, St. P(>t(> B(>:tch, Flol'id:t, USA 

GoVERNMENT OF JAPAN 

L First of all, I would like to express my gratitude to Sir Palmer, the Chair of the Support Group, IWC Chairmau, 

Ambassador Maquieira and tht> IWC Secretariat for their efforts made thus far conct>ruing the Support Group tasks_ 

Since the 61" Annual Meeting the process to achieve a compreht>US:ive agreement on the issue of the future of the IWC, 

started last October with the consultation an1ong the 12-membt>r Suppo1i Group including Japan, ainling towards 

completion at the 6200 IWCAnnual Meeting scheduled for Jooe, this year_ 

2. As a product of a series of SG meetings, the Chair's Repoti was published as ofFeb.22, this year. Undt>r the vision of 

improving the conservation and the management of whale populations, it dt>monstrates an innovative framework for a 10 

year interim period during which different whaling categories shall bt> removed and whaling activities will be authorized 

with catch linrits reduced from the current levels_ For all IWC membt>rs, the critical issue we should focus upon is the 

appropriate approach for conservation and management TI1e idea to set asidt>, for a certain period of time, the 

categorization of whaling that does not contribute at all to this endt>avor is extremely innovative and logical. Japan 

would like to pin our hopes on the potential that this new framework could bring the IWC out from the state of 

dysfunction and restore its normal function as a mulWateral resource management organization_ 

3_ However, this 'Consensus Decision' draft has not bt>en agreed yet, even by Support Group members_ Especially, I 

understand that there still is a big gap on the issue of catch limits among membt>rs. Japan has been as active and flexible 

as possible in trying to reach agreement, including on the issue of catch linlits_ Therefore, I would like to dt>clare that 

Japan will continue our diplomatic efforts toward the adoption of this draft docun1ent by consensus, in ordt>r to realize the 

nonnalization of IWC_ 

4_ I have repeatedly pointed out in the past that we should go back to the principle that we had agreed when this process was 

initiated_ In other words, all members would accept some eompromise but enjoy some benefits by agreeing on the 

consensus package. Through this solution, there is neither unilateral vidory nor unilateral complete defeat Both 

pro-sustainable use nations and anti-whaling members can engage in consultation on an equal footing_ 

5. Among IWC signatories, there exist ftmdamental differences in their positions, regarding whaling. It is obvious from the 

history that resolution of these differences is extremely difficult Tht>refore, tmder tht> process for «the future of IWC", 

we must set aside one's own principles and adopt a package of agreement by consensus, even if it didn't fully satisfy 

everyone_ Without any reference to the principles, we have to put the highest priority on avoiding a crisis for the IWC_ 

6. Japan has madt> a series of major compromises in this process of "the fttture of IWC"_ For instance, although Japan's 

basic stance regarding scientific research is that it is a right of our cOtmtry clearly provided for in Article VIII oftht> ICRW, 
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and that it should not be infringed, we have accepted and engaged constructively in an open discussion on this matter for 

the sake of this process. To date, we have expanded the target species and sample size of research whaling. However, 

to cooperate with tins process we have discussed the reduction ofti1e catch internally and made a specific proposal for the 

reduced figure without sacrificing ti1e scientific credibility of our research. With regards to the sanctuary, in principle, 

Japan opposes ti1e establishment of sanctuaries without scientific grotmds. And yet, to form consensus, we are not 

opposing tllis idea, as we consider it as an acceptable compronlise. 

7 _ Within the c.tUTent process, adltering to a proposal that completely negates the other parties' ftmdamental position is a 

total contradiction of the intention and ilie spirit ofthe process, and as a result it could lead to the collapse of the process. 

It is quite regrettable if there are members in the group ti1at stick to demands that clearly will not see agreement at the end 

of ilie day and will simply invite conflicts . Such proposals are utterly unacceptable, as they will underuline the 

ctmuilative restilts and efforts made tirrough negotiations among SG members and tirrough diffic.ult adjustments of 

domestic opitlions. 

8. Ftrriliennore, there is anoti1er impmtant issue. TI1e ac.ts of harassment and interferenc.e by Sea Shepherd to Japanese 

research vessels. In the published "Consensus Decision" docmnent, there is a paragraph showing comnlitment of IWC 

members to ensme safety at sea. Japan places itnportance on fttlfillit1g such conllllitment A munber of resolutions 

have been adopted in the part which condenllled obstructive acts. However, acts of harassment and itllerference by SIS 

have not subsided. Rather, ti1ey are gettit1g more radical and malicious, year by year, ti1ereby c.ausit1g actual dan1ages. 

Dtrrit1g the meetit1g tilis tin1e, I wotild like to have an opporttmity to show you one of the actual attacks (acts of harassment 

and interference) by S/S that occtuTed tllis season. I am sme that you will be convinced how their activities cotild 

jeopardize the safe navigation of vessels and tlrreaten the lives of the crew You will see with yotrr own eyes that their 

acts are exceedingly dangerous .and timt the Intemational Conlllnmity shotild never allow such deeds. 

9. If I nmy repeat, Japan's it1tention is to carry out ti1e discussion cool-headedly and constructively for the diplonmtic 

solution of ti1e issues concemit1g the process for the fttttlfe of IWC. I hope iliat all other members will show flexibility 

accordit1gly. 
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Abundance estimates and trends for humpback whales 
(Megaptera novaeangliae) in Antarctic Areas IV and V based on 
JARPA sightings data 

KOJI M ATSUOKA, T AKASHI 1-JAKAMADA, HIROSHI KIWADA, 1·\J ROTO MURASE AND SHIGETOS HI N ISHWAKI 

T!te lnslilule ofCetacean Researc/1, 4- 5, Toyomi-c!to, Cl111o-ku, Tokyo 104-0055, Japan 
Contact e-mail: malsuoka@celaceanjp 

ABSTRACT 

Sighting survey data from the Japanese Whale Research Program under Special Pcnnit in the Antarctic (J ARPA) arc analysed to obrain abundance 
cstim;ttcs for humpback whales (Megaprera uovaetmgline) south o f 60°S. The surveys were conducted during r.he 1 989/90~-2004/05 austral stmtmcr 
seasons {mainly in Janua ry and Fcbmary); the survey a reas altematcd between Area IV (700E- l300E) a nd Area V ( 1300E to 170°W) each ycat·. 
P1i ma ry sighting ctfort totalled 293,811 n.milcs over 6, 188 days. Abundance esrimatcs arc obt:1ined us il)g srandnrd line tnmsect ;umlysis m..:thods 
nnd the p rogram DISTANCE. Estimated dens ities o f humpbac k wh11lcs were hjghcst east of the Kerguelen Plateau (800E-120°E). Abundance 
estimulcs for Area IV rnnge from 2, 747 (CV = 0.153) in 1993/94 to 3 1,134 (CV = 0. 123} in 2001102, while those for Area V range fmm 602 (CV 
= 0.343) in 1990/9 1 to 9,342 (CV = 0.337) in 2004/05. lltc estimates :trc similar to those obtained from the Intcm ntional Whaling Cornrnisskm's 
IDCR-SOWER surveys, which were conducled in Arcn IV (iu 1978179, 1988/89 und 1998/99} and in Area V (in 1980/8 1, 1991/92 and 2001102-
2003/04). Estim<Lted rmnual rotcs o f increase for A rca I V ( 16.4%; 95% CI ..- 9 .5- 23.3%) and Area V (12. 1%; 95% Cl = 1.7- 22.6%) arc.:Ilsosimilar 
to those obtained from the IOCR-SOWER surveys. The totnl nbundancc in Areas IV nnd V based on th..: most recent JARPA surveys (2003/04 nnd 
2004/05 combined) is 37, 125 (95% Cl = 2 1,349- 64.558); the confidence intcrv<LI incorporntcs estimated additional variance. Results ofscveml 
scusitivicy tests arc presented tlmt suggest dtat C..'i.timatcs of abundance and trends ;we not apprccinbly a ffected by factors sudt as diftercnt approaches 
to deal with survey covemge (which in some cases was poor or included gaps). Changes in the order in which survey strata were covered and 
po tential ctl"ects arc investigated using a nested GLM approach; a QAJC model selection clitcrim1 suggests a preference for not attempting to adjust 
for s uch changes. Under various sensiti vicy approaches. tile point estimates of increase rates are not greatly affected for Area JV, Although they 
drop by typicall y a halftbr most approaches for Aren V, they ncvc11hclcss rcn111in wilhin the conf1dencc limits of the base case estimate of 12. 1% 
per year (95% C l -... 1.7- 22.6%). The presented results thus suggest that the estinul.tcd almnclanec o f humpback wh:1lcs in Area IV has incrca~cd 
rapidly. Although there is nlso an increase indicated tbr A rcn V~ it is neither ns mpid nor as p recisely estimated. 1~1k.ing these results together w ith 
the s imilar rates of increase esti mated from coasta l surveys otrwcstem and east em Aus tralin for Breeding Stocks D and E respectively, and g iven 
dcmogmphi c limitations on the increase rates possible for closed populations olhnmpbaek. whales. the hypothesis is advanced dmt w hales fi-orn 
Breeding S tockE may have s hifted thch· feeding distribution westward as their rmmbcrs have incrCilsCd, perhaps to take advantage of the higher 
densi tics of k1i ll to be tbund to the west. 

KEYWORDS: AIJUNDANCE ESTIMATE; ANTARCTIC; H UMPBACK WHALE: JARI'A ; SURVEY-VESSEL; TRENDS 

INTRODUCTION 
There are several genetic stocks (genetica lly differentiated 
populations within a species) of humpback whales in the 
Southern Hemisphere. The International W haling 
Commission Scientific Committee (IWC SC) has 
hypothesised a total of at least seven Breeding Stocks, which 
it has called Stocks ' A', ' B', . . . ' G' (IWC, 2005) and is still 
working to refine this. The population named Breeding Stock 
D has its breeding grounds in the waters off western 
Australia and in smnmer is believed to be found mainly in 
Area IV, south of 60' S. Breeding Stock E which has its 
breedi ng grounds in the waters off easte m Australia and 
some of the south Pacific islands, is believed to be found 
mainly in Area V south of GO' S in summer. 

Humpback whales were heavily over-exploited during the 
last century. Allen ( 1980) estimated that at the end of 
commereial wha ling, the stocks of this species had been 
reduced to 2% of an original population of 130,000 anima ls. 
More reeent evalua tions as part of the IWC Scientific 
Committee's Comprehensive Assessment are ongoing, but 
results reported to date, when summed over the seven 
Breed ing Stocks, suggest an origina l abundance of about 
125,000 whales reduced to a minimum of about 4% of that 
number by the mid- 1960s (e.g. IWC, 2009; Jackson el a/. , 
2008; Johnston e/ a/., 20 1 I; Johnston and Butte1wortl1, 2005; 
Johns ton and Butte rworth, 2007; Zerbini et a/. , 20 11 ) . 
Fortunate ly, s igns of reeovery are now evident for many, 
nlthough not a ll , oflhese s tocks. In particular, the abundance 

of Breeding Stocks D and E have been estimated, based on 
data from off Australia, to be increasing at annual rates of 
around IOo/o- 10.2%, SE = 4.6% by Bannister and Hedley 
(200 I) and at 1 0.6%, SE = 0.5% by Noad et a/. , (20 II ). In 
addition to the conservation value for continued monitoring 
of the abundance and trends of these stocks, continued 
monitoring is also important because the stocks provide an 
excellent opportun ity to improve understand ing of the 
dynamics ofbaleen whale populations recovering from low 
levels. 

There are two major sources of systematic sightings data 
in the Antarctic; one of these is the IWCs IOCR/SOWER 
cJUises (e.g. see Malsuoka era/., 2001 ), which are considered 
later in this paper. The other and the focus of the present 
paper, is the sighting component of the JARPA (Japanese 
Whale Research Program under Special Permit in lhe 
Antarctic) programme. The stated objectives of I he JARPA 
programme were: (a) e lucidation of the stock structure of the 
Antarctic minke whale (Balaenaptera bonaerensis) to 
imtlrove stock management; (b) estimatio n of biological 
parameters of the Antarctic minke whale to improve the 
stock management; (c) elucidation of the role of whales in 
the Antarctic marine ecosystem lhrough whale feeding 
ecology; and (d) e lucidation of the effect of enviromnental 
change on cetaceans (Government of Japan, 1987; 1996). In 
order to address these four obj ectives, .I ARPA comprised a 
combination of sighting and lethal sampl ing surveys. This 
programme took place each year from 1987/88 to 2004/05 
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during the austral summer. JARPA was designed to alternate 
s urveys in Antarctic Areas IV and V in each of the sixteen 
years of the full-scale research period. 

S ightings dntn collected by the SVs (dedicated sighting 
vesse ls) and SSVs (sighting and sampling vessels) during 
JARPA have been used to estimate abundance and 
abundance trends of blue whales (Bmnch eta/., 2004) and 
other large whale species (Kasamalsu era/., 2000; Matsuoka 
e/ at., 2005:1; Matsuoka eta/., 2005b). Abundance estimates 
for Antarctic minkc and humpback whales have also been 
presented to annual and intersessional meetings of the IWC 
Scientific Commiltee (e.g. Hakamada era/., 2006; Matsuoka 
et a/., 2006) including the recent review of the JARPA 
programme (IWC, 2008). During these meetings, concems 
were expressed on certain aspects of the work, particularly 
the potential effect of the sampl ing component (of Antarctic 
minke whales) of the JARPA surveys on the abundance 
estimates of this and other species or wha les (e.g. Wade, 
2008). The review Workshop recommended further work ~nd 
made a number of specific suggestions (Table I). 

The primary objective of this paper is to present analyses 
of the humpback whale sightings data in An tarctic Areas rV 
1\!!Q V th~t !!!k~ i!!!Q ~~~QU!!t ~Jt;Vi!!!t !'~~QI!!!l!~!!!J1!\iQ!!S Qf 
the IWC Scientific Couunittee. To facilitate understanding 
of the estimation procedures and the inte1prctation of results, 
some details of the JARPA survey procedures are provided 
below, with further details set out in appendix I of Hakamada 
eta/. (2007). 

A secondary objective of this study is to compare JARPA 
abundance estimates in the feeding grounds of Areas TV and 
V with those in the breeding grounds and migrat01y corridors 
in the waters off both s ides of Australia. (Bannister and 
Hedley, 2001; Paxton eta/., 201 I) and eastern Australia 
(Noad eta/., 201 1). 

In addi tion, the paper will compare abundance estimates 
in Arc:1s TV and V obtained by JARPA with those obtained 
by the IWCs IOCR (In ternational Decade for Cetnce11n 
Research) and SOWER (Southern Ocean Wha le and 
Ecosystem Research) research programmes. Under these 
programmes, dedicated sighting surveys (primarily aimed at 
Antarctic minke whules) have been conducted by the IWC 
in the Antarctic annually from 1978179 to 1995/96 (IDCR) 
and then from 1996/97 (SOWER). An overview of 
IDCR/SOWER surveys is given in M~tsuoka ttl a/. (2003). 
One of the features of JARPA is that, unlike the 
IOCR/SOW ER progranHnes, surveys have been repeated in 
the same area and in simi lar months every second season 
over a long period. The JARPA surveys can thus fllci litate 

estimation of trends and the extent of inter-year valiability 
in loca l abundance. 

SURVEY DESIGN AND DATA COLLECTION 

As noted above, JARPAcomprised a combination of sighting 
and lethal sampl ing surveys. In order to try to obtain 
biological samples representative of the Antarctic 1ninke 
whale populnrion, a random sampling method was adopted 
within a line transect sighting survey design. The sighting 
and sampling surveys were conducted by two or three SSVs 
proceeding along predetem1ined track lines. A dedicated SV 
was introduced from the 199 1/92 season. The JARPA 
surveys have been conducted in a genera lly consistent way 
since 1989/90. This paper inCO\llOrates data from the eight 
full-scale surveys in Area IV (1989/90, 1991/92, 1993/94, 
1995/96, 1997/98. 1999/00, 2001/02 and 2003/04), and the 
eight in Area V ( 1990/9 1, 1992/93, 1994/95, 1996/97, 
1998/99, 2000/0 1, 2002/03 and 2004/05) . Details of the 
surveys' design and some modifications over time are given 
in Nish iwaki e/ a/. (2006) and in appe11dix I of Hakamada 
el a/. (2007). Implications of some of these modifica tions for 
!!!!; !'§!!It-~ !'Qr nb\!ml~!!l;~ ~nd ~b!!!1Q~!1~ tf!;!l~~ ~re di~c\l~~l!d 
later. 

Rcsca rcll a rca 
The research area and geograph ical sub-divisions are shown 
in Fig. I . Although JARPA covered the Antarctic sector 
between 35' E and 170'W south of 60•S. the analyses in this 
paper focus on IWC management Areas IV (70"E-1 30"E) 
and V (I 30°E-l70•W) s ince this allows them to be restrieted 
to data collected in the same months (Janual'y- Felm1ary) 
over the full set of cruises. Area.~ IV and V were divided into 
two sectors (wcstem and eastern) that were further divided 
into northern (60' S to 45 n.milcs from the ice edge) and 
southern (from the ice edge to 45 n.miles away) stmta. T he 
westem sector of Area IV includes a separate Prydz Bay 
stratum. For this sector, north and south strnta were divided 
at66•S. The eastetll sector of Area V includes the Ross Sea; 
for this sector the north and south strata were divided at 69•s. 

Monthly coverage 
Although the JARPA research period ranged from the end of 
November to March in each season, regular research in Areas 
TV and V was concentrated in January and February (Fig. 2). 
This coincides with the peak migration period ofhumpbaek 
whales to Antarctic feeding grounds (Kasa1natsu et a/., 
1996). 

Tobie I 

List ofn ... -<:omnJcnc.lations fbr in1provements to c .. ti•narcs of nhtmdnncc of lnlml>bnck whnles ITOIIl thc JARPA smvcys t"ron11hc IWC Sci emilie Co•n•nitrcc 
(IWC, 2008) ond priorily ossigncd by 1hc Advisory Group. 

Tnsks 

I. Estimation ofdt!tcccion t\tn..:rion (n;-cstitn~IK! in 1hc cases wh~rc the 
11\IIJlbCI' of dch .. -ction is smnll) 

2. lnvc.stig,uion ofscnsiti\litics to JX">Oii111; all 'csscls to estinJatc effective 
scri11 width nnd 1nenn school size 

3. Variuncc cstimacio•l from 1hc SSV d:11n 
4. Sensiti vity ;maly.sis with approp•iate weighting and/or boor:.;cmpJlins 
S. Ab1mda•~ estimar<..-s treating as )f;,bund:ti'CC i1t gaps between two 

str:J1a wcrl! 0 
6. F.xtrnpolntion of llcatsity i1Ho unsurveyed an:as 

were smvcyt..'<l 
8. ll$timation oflldditional v~uinncc 
9. RcvJsed estim;Hcs ofmmnal incrca:;c rate :mel its CV following 

su,sgcstit'II\S 1 .... g 

Priority RcmOlrks 

H Addressed; Tobie 6a. 6b (Abundonc<); Table 7 (T read) 

M For humpba~k whales. darn had nlrcady b~cn pnolcd for nH vcssds 

M To l>c ;,ddrcsscd in futurt wor\c 
M Addressed: T"blcs 6o, 6b nnd 7 
L Addrc.<scd; Tobie 6a, 6b ""d 7 

li Addressed; Tnblc 6o. 

M P:u·(i:tlly addrcssc<l: Tobh: 7 and «J l>, r:murc nnnlySt!$ will mili7.c GLM 
M ,\dd•'Cssoo: Table 7 :u><l 9b 
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Research vessels Order of the su.-vcys 
Relevant information on the vessels used is given in Table 
2. Kyo-mane No.I (KOI ), Toslri-maru No.25 (T25) and Tos!ti
maru Nn. II? (TI R) operated as SSVs for the surveys from 
1989/90 to 1997/1998. Kyosi11-maru No.2 (KS2) engaged 
exclusively in sighting surveys (SV) fi·om 1995/96. Yusill
mal'll (YSI) was used from the 1998/ 1999 cruise replacing 
the TIS and Yusi11-maru No.2 (YS2) was used from the 
2001/2002 cruise replacing the T25. 

The order in which strata were surveyed within the main smvey 
period (January-February) is shown in Figs 3a and3b for Areas 
TV anrl V respectively. Abundance estimates are based on single 
coverage ofd1e blocks shown in Fig. 3 in the season concemed. 

Trackline design 
The track line was designed to cover the whole research area 
and was followed consistently throughout the JARPA 
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Fig. 1. Ptimary searching elTon (thin lines) ;t11d associated primary sightings (circle) of lnunpbur.:k W~\tllcs in Arens IV nnd V 
with the icc cdnc line (dotted) dming the 1989/90 to 2004/05 JARPA smvcys. The areas nor surveyed m the 1995/96, 1999/00, 
2001/02 and z003/04 seasons an:: shaded grey. SSV = Sighting and sampling vessels, SV = Dcdicmcd sighting vessel. 
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rig. 2. SlaJt ami Cll(.l dates or JARPA surveys tbr ;~bUI'~dnnce: C$~imnlion of 
humpb:u:k whales in Arens IV and V. 

surveys (Figs I <md 4). The saw-tooth type tracklin.e for rhe 
southem strata was chosen to allow for a wide area covemgc. 
The starting points of the track line were selected a l random 
from 1 n.mile intervals on lines of longitude. Truckline way 
points were systematically set on the icc edge nnd on the 
locus of points 45 n.miles from that edge in southern strata, 
:md on this locus and the 60' S latitude li ne in northem str~ta. 
Nishiwaki e/ a/. (2006) provides more details. 

S ighting sur vey procedure 
1\vo or three SSVs travelled in parallel (7 n.miles apart) on 
each predetermined tntckline. The SSVs surveyed at a 
standard speed of 11.5 knots. The survey was conducted 
under what were considered optimal research conditions for 
Anta rctic minke whales (i.e. when visibility was over 2 
n.miles and the wind speed was <25 knots in the :southern 
strata, <20 knots in the northern strata). 

The SSVs interchanged tracklines each day 10 avoid 
possible bius associated with a fixed location in the pai r or 
triplet oftracklines. Sightings of whales were classified into 
primary and secondaoy sightings. Primary sightings were 
those made under normal searching mode; secondary 
sightings were those made under orlter modes (e.g. during 
closing or chasing modes or off effort). In eflecr, the sighting 
surveys by the SSVs were conducted under normal closing 
mode (NSC in IOCR-SOWER notation as described in 
Nishiwaki e1 a/., 2006) i.e. after a sigh ting was made the 
vessels appo·oached a school of wholes to confi rm species 
and school size; this mode is denoted as SSV hereaftet: 

One of the three SSVs behaved as a SV from the 199 1/92 
to 1994/95 cruises . From 1995/96 three SSVs and an 

add itional SV (KS2) operating in closing mode (i.e. NSC ns 
above hut without lethal sampling of whales) were allocated 
to the survey. From 1998/99, the SV (KS2) introduced the 
passing mode option {NSP in IDCR-SOWER notation) i.e. 
the vessel did not approach the whale af1er the sighting was 
made and searching from the barrel continued uninterrupted, 
except rhar in some special cases, such as sightings of blue 
whales, closure was effected once t.he vessel came abeam of 
the whale. During a 12-hour survey day, the observers 
alternated between normal closing mode (4 hou rs) and 
passing modes (8 hours). For the SV these modes are 
denoted as SVC and SVP hereafter. The SSVs followed the 
SV at a distance of over 12 n.miles to avoid any influence of 
sampling activities on the SV's sighting survey. 

A researcher on board recorded all the infonnation on the 
whales sighted. The sighting record included the dare and the 
time of the sighting, the position of the vessel, a clussifiearion 
of survey mode and sighting (primary or secondary), the 
angle and distance from the vessel of the initial sighting, the 
species and school size, the estimmed body length and other 
information as for the IDCR-SOWER cruises. More details 
of these procedures are given in Nishiwaki e/ a f. (2006). 

ANALYTICAL I'ROCEDIJRE 

The procedure applied here to analyse the sightings daw is 
similar to that used for the IWC/IDCR-SOWER surveys by 
Brunch and Butterworth (2001a; 200 1b). To provide 'base 
case' estimates of abundance: 

(I) distances and angles are con·cctcd for possible bias by 
using the results of the distance and angle estimation 
experiments; 

(2) the sighting rate is obtained for each day; 
(3) smearing parameters are obtained by Buckland and 

Anganuzzi's (1988) method II; 
(4) g(O) is assumed to be I; and 
(5) sightings datn arc pooled each season and across strata 

to the extent necessary for reliable estimation of the 
effective search half-width (w,, using either a hazard rate 
or halt:no1111al mode l) and the mean school size (E(s}), 
based on standard line transect analysis methods using 
the program DISTANCE (Thomas eta/., 2005). 

The sections below set out furtheo· assumptions made to 
obtain base case estimates, followed by descriptions of 
sensitivity rests in which one or more of the base case 
specifications Md assumptions are varied. 

Data selected tor the analysis 
Size oftl•e research area 
The surveys covered the region between the ice edge and 
60"S, The open wnter nrca for each strat\om tor each survey 

Table 2 

Spcciticutions of1hc rcsc.arch vcs.sds used tlw the JARPAsui'Vcys. 

I<)·Q·mctrff No. J 1Qslli·uuwu No.15 'Toshi·m<Jilt No. 18 l'ltshin~m(ml Yushhr.~,mru No.2 Kyoshiu~11um1 No.l 

CtJIIsigll JKNG S.ICG Jl'MQ JLZS JPl'V JFHR 
Resister length (m) 69.1$ 68.37 63.20 69.61 69.60 68. t8 
Molded brc;;dth (m) 10.30 9.90 9.90 10.10 10.80 10.80 
Gro._q rcgish:r l<lliOagc 812.0& 739.92 758.JJ 720.00 747.00 372.00 
13arrtl height (m) 18.00 18.00 18.00 18.00 tS.OO 17.00 
lOP heigh! (m) IJ.SO IJ.SO 10.50 
Uppct br'idt;c hcishr (m) 10.00 10.00 to.oo 10.00 10.00 8.00 
Oow hci~hl (m) 6.110 6.00 6.20 6.$0 6.50 
M(IXimum cominuous outpm (hJJ) s.ooo 3.600 3.500 5,280 5.2&0 2,100 
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(a) Area IV 

60'S 

66'S 

70'E 

60'S 

66'S 

70'E 

(b)Area v 

1969/90 
NW NE 
5 2 

SW SE 
3 1 

PB 130'E 
4 

1997/98 
NW NE 
1 3 

SW SE 
4 2 

PB 130•E 
5 

6o•s 

66·s 

70"E 

1991/92 
NW NE 
5 1 

SW SE 
3 2 

PB 130•E 
4 

KW 
N2E I 60,S 1999/00 

1 

66'S 

sw 
53E I 4 

PB 13 O"E 

70"E 
e-...L 

60'S 

66'S 

70"E 

60'S 

66"S 

70'E 

so·s 

1993194 
NW NE 

5 2 
sw SE 
3 1 

PB 130' E 

2001/02 60' S 2003/04 
NW NE NW 

N2E I 1 2 1 
SW SE sw s: J 4 3 66' S 4 
PB 130'E PB 130"E 
5 ._§._ 

70'E 

60'S 

Fig. 3. Smvcy order by strata. (a) Antarctic Area IV of JARPA survey from the t989/90 to 2003/04 seasons. 
(b) Antnrctic Arcn V ofJARPA survey from the 1990/91 to 2004/05 seasons. Key: N W "" North-West, 
NE - North-E:c". SW- South-West, SE - South-East (Ross Sea), PB- Prydz Bay. 

was calculated using the Marine Explore Geographical 
Information System version 4 (Environment Simulation 
Laboratory Co, Ltd, Japan). The ice edges and hence 
boundaries between the northern and southern strata differed 
for SVs and SSYs because their surveys were not completely 
synchronous, so that the ice edges they encountered differed. 
This results in s lightly d ifterent stratum areas for the two. 
For abundance estimates deve loped combining data over the 
SSY and SV modes, the averages of the two area sizes for 
each stratum are used. 

UJJsurveJ'ed area 
Some small parts of Area IV were unsurveyed on four of the 
cruises, w ith the proportions not surveyed listed in Table 3. 
These 'gaps' (see Fig. I) arose because of the retreat of the 
ice edge after survey of the more northerly of the two strnta 
concerued had been completed, necessitating re-location of 
the trackline for the more southerly stra tum. For base case 
abundance estimates, these gaps me treated as having the 
same density as the more northerly stratum. This is because 
densities tend to be higher closer to the ice edge, and these 
gap regions are more typical of meas more distant from the 
ice. Note that such 'gaps' differ from instances where 
coverage of a sutvey was poor or incomplete because of 
shortage of time and/or bad weather. The consequences for 
abundance estimates of each of these eftects are addressed 
furthe r below under ' Sensitivity Tests'. 

Survey modes 
Sightings data coll ec ted under SSY, SVC ami SVP modes 
were combined for the estimation of the mean school s ize 
and effective search half-width for schools. Although 
separate es tinwtes are obtained for each of these modes in 

the case of Antarctic minke whales (Hakamada eta/., 2007), 
data were pooled here. This is because the lim ited number 
ofsightings made ofhumpback whales required the inclusion 
of as many sight ings as possible, as in the case of the IOCR
SOWER based abundance estimates for species other than 
the Antarctic minke whale (Branch, 201 1; Braneh and 
Butterwm1h, 200 I a) . 

ABUNDANCE ESTIMATION 

The methodology used for abundance estimation is described 
in Branch and Butterworth (2001 a) and has been accepted 
by the IWC Scientific Committee in the past. The program 
DISTANCE (Thomas et a/. , 2002) was used to implement 
this. The basic fonnula is; 

where , 

P= AE(s)n 

2wsL 

P is the estima ted abundance in numbers in the stratum, 

A is the open ocean area of the stratum, 

E(s) is the estinnrted mean school size, 

11 is the number of primary sightings of schools, 

w, is the efteetive s trip lmlt~width for schools, and 

L is the prima ry search etTort. 

(I) 

The CV of Pis calculated using the approximate tonmrla: 

CY(P)• {CY(i)' +{CY(£(s)))
2 

+{CY(w)f (2) 
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(i) 

(C) 

(ii) 

• Actual Way Point 
(ice ed9e and 45 n.miles 

from ace edge) 
• Estinated Way Point 

(as ice edge) 

Fig.4. Tmcklinc des~gn in somhcrnstnua. (i) (A): saw tooth shape trncklinc 
wil.h intet'vals of four degrees longicudc. SoudlCm wny points (WI)s) we.rc 
set on rhc ice·cdge and nonhcm WPs (110111\cm boundary) wac set on 
the locus ofpoincs 4S n.m.iles fmm the ~dgc.(O): When the icc edge wtU 

encountered before rc:tehing n planned sou them WP (estimated WP). tltc 
research vessels stopp<..-d sm'\'cyint :.nd moved to the ni!Xf tbur dC~~ree 
lon!!itudinnl interval line alona, the ic~ cds:: (in TO - topman down 
mode). Thi!n the rl.!scarch vcss.tls reversed direction nr\d resumed the 
survey (BC in NSC and Bl' in NSP noodcs) northw:ord. (C): When I he icc 
l!dgc was nor Ct1COU1ll¢rtd on re.1ching a planned southcnl WP, the 
I'C.~t!nrch vcs.~c ls slopped survcyiug :)Od l"'lOVcd $OUth (in TO - copn~;ul 
do\Yn- n'K>dc) on the lons,itudinal linc rhrough •he WP until the vcucls 
l!ncountcrcd I he ko.e cd~c. Then the research VI!'Sscls reversed dirccrion 
ond resumed lhc $urvcy (BC itJ NSC (lnd BP in NSP modes) northward. 
(ii) In the case or surveys in the Ross Se<.1, smvcy wns continued on a 
biscc;fCJr line OJilcrrcachin~ ;111 es•i•n:sted somhem WP. If the rime elapsed 
trom chc estimated WP co th¢ true WI) on the ice cd;e was over two hours. 
i'l revised mack line wn.s set Froan the •n•c WP to the n.:xr WP on rht 
nonhcn1 bou1adruy. 

Under the assumption of distribution log-nonna lity, 95% 
confidence intervfl ls for the abundance estimates arc 
calculated as (PIC, CP) where Cis given by: 

C = exp(Z0•025 Jtog.(l + {CV( P)}1
]) (3) 

nnd 

Z0.025 represents 2.5-percentage point of a shmdard nonnal 
distribution. More details of 1he analysis methods may be 
fou nd in Buckland eta/. (2001) and Branch and Butte1worth 
(200la; 2001b). 

Correction oft he estimated angle and dis1m1ce 
To be able to detect and if necessary correct for biases in ;mglc 
and distance observations, experiments using a 1-ndar reflecting 
buoy were conducted by each vessel during each cn1ise as is 
tile cnse for the IOCR/SOWER cruises (the experimental 
methodology is described in Nishiwaki eta/., 2006). Linear 
regression models were used to examine possible differences 
between observed and true {obtained from radar) distances for 
each plmfonn for each C111ise {Table 4a). In order to correct for 
such biases, the estimated distance was divided by the 
estimated slope of a regression through the origin if th is s lope 
differed signiticantly fi-om l at the 5% level. A similar 

Tnble 3 
lh..: tk:fCC1lUl£CS of 1hc open ocean al"ee) nor smvcycd in Atca 1 V surveys. 

1989/90 
1991/92 
1993194 
1995/96 
1997198 
1999/00 
2001/02 
2003/04 

f'crccnmgc ofur~r not smveycd 

9.2 

4.5 
2.7 

10.0 

approach was used for angles. More details oft he metl10dol0b'Y 
may be found in Bmnch and Butterworth (2001 b). 

1hmcntion distance 
The conventionnl truncation distance for perpendicular 
distances ofs ightings estimated for Antarctic minke whales 
is 1.5 n.miles (Branch and Butterworth, 200 1b). However, 
because of their larger body and blow s izes, humpback 
whales can be seen much further fro•n vessels than Antarctic 
, .... ;"""""' ... h#'lo ln. .. T h ..,. ... ................. : ............ : .... _ ... ..a . . ~ .......... ...~;,. n ..... • ~•~-...a -~ 
IUIII"V 'f'YII(a l~, I ll!i;i dt-J)-JIVAIII IUliVII UUVV\.OU\~U Ill 0UI.;I\1(11JU 6/ 

a/. {200 I l to tnmcate such 1hat about 5% of the data are 
excluded, has therefore been applied as in Branch and 
Butter.vorth {200 l a). with results rounded to 1he neuest 0.3 
n.miles. Accord ingly the perpendicular distance distributions 
were t:IUncated at 2.7 n.miles. 

Smearing pamme/ers 
Smearing parameters were ca lculated for each cmiseto make 
allowance for errors in eslimates of distances and angles 
following Bra nch and Butter.vort:h (2001 a). The sightings 
data arc sme<Jred before their truncation to give 11, and then 
used in the estimation of the effective search ha lf-width (w) 
and the mean school size (E(s)) for input to equation {I). 
Radial distance and angle data were smeared in the 
conventional manner by us ing Method II of Buckland and 
Anganuzzi (1988) and then grouped into intervals of 0.3 
n.miles for estimating w, values. For Antarctic minke whales, 
smearing pamme1ers are conventionally estimated sepamtely 
for· each stratum f1-om the datu. However, due to the lower 
numbers of sightings of humpback whales. some pooling 
was necessary here to obtain robust estimates from the 
Buckland and Anganuzzi method. The sme<uing p<lmmeter 
values reported in Table 4b were thus obtained from pooled 
sightings {including sightings with both conl"irmed and 
unconfirmed school size) sepamtely for each cruise. 

E.Qective set1rd1 lw(f:.,idtlr 
The smeared and truncated s ighting data for schools were 
g•·ouped inlo inle•vals of0.3 n.miles to estimate the <'.election 
function. A hazard rate model with no adjustment terms and 
a hnl f-normal•uodel were considered as potential detection 
functions. The beUer model w~s selected by AIC in each 
case; g(O) was assumed to be I {i.e. no schools present on 
the truckli ne were missed). 

Mean school size 
The method regressing the logarithm of school size against 
the delectionj(y). as described by Buckland eta/. {2001) wns 
used to estimate mean school size (E(s)). If the regression 
coefficient was not significant at the 15% level, the mean of 
tlte observed school size was input to equation {I). Note that 
pooling across survey modes 111eans use of school s ize 
estimates for SVP mode which may bias the estimate of E(s) 
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Table 4a Table 4b 

Estimutcd observer bia.c;; (cxpn .. -sscd as mulliplicativc coiTeclion factors) in 
distance and nt1gle csrinmtio•t t'ot JARI'A sutvcys from 1989/90 to2004/05. 

PJO\(form 

Sc;15on 

19S9190 

199019 1 

Vessel 

KOI 
TIS 
T25 

KO I 
T IS 
'1'25 

1991192 KOI 
TI S 
T25 

1992/93 KO I 
T IS 
T25 

1993194 KO I 
TIS 
T2S 

1994/95 KOI 
TI S 
T25 

1995/96 KO I 
TIS 
T25 
KS2 

1996197 KO I 
'1'18 
T25 
KS2 

J99719S KO I 
T IS 
T25 
KS2 

1998/99 KO I 
T25 
YS I 
KS2 

1999/2000 KO I 
T25 
YS I 
KS2 

2000/200 I KO I 
T25 
YS I 
KS2 

200 1/2002 KO I 
T25 
YSI 
KS2 

2002/2003 KO I 
YS I 
YS2 
KS2 

2003/2004 KO I 
YS I 
YS2 
KS2 

2004/2005 KO I 
YSI 
YS2 
KS2 

Barrel 

Dist;mcc 

n.s. 
ll.S. 

1.099 

n.s. 
n.s. 

0.882 

0.930 
n.s. 
n.s. 

n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 

0.863 
n.s. 
n.s. 

ll.S. 

n.s. 
0.940 

n.s. 
ll.S. 

0.889 
n.s. 

0.822 
0.7 11 
0.799 
0.789 

0.842 
0.902 
0.729 
0.876 

0.902 
n.s. 

0.923 
0.928 

n.s. 
n.s. 
11.5. 

n.s. 

n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
1\.S. 

0.957 
0.95 1 
n.s. 
n.s. 

1.073 
1.051 
1.050 
Jl.S, 

0.957 
0.951 

11.5. 

n.s. 

1.113 
1.029 
1.1 02 
1.084 

Angle 

0.930 
1.047 
ll.S. 

1.051 
n.s. 
n.s. 

n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 

0.942 
n.s. 

1.056 

Jl.S. 

11.5. 

n.s. 

n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 

n.s. 
n.s. 
II.S. 

0.905 

n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 

0.951 

n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 

n.s. 
1.053 
n.s. 

0.950 

11 ,5. 

1.081 
n.s. 

0.930 

1.051 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 

0.92 1 
n.s. 
ll .S. 

n.s. 

n.s. 
1.037 
u.s. 
ll.S. 

0.92 1 
ll .S. 

n.s. 
n.s. 

1.096 
0.939 
1.061 
0.966 

~n.~. indicntcs not signitic:1nt :11 5% level. 

Upper btidgc 

Distilnce 

n.s. 
n.s. 

1.075 

0 .95 3 
n.s. 

0.961 

n.s. 
0.960 
1.070 

1.083 
n.s. 
n.s. 

n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 

1\.S. 

0.934 
0.902 

n.s. 
1.110 
0.905 

n.s. 

0.844 
n.s. 

0.773 
0.662 

0.746 
0.788 
0.914 
0.788 

0.956 
n.s. 

0.968 
n.s. 

1.050 
ll.S. 

n.s. 
n.s. 

n.s. 
1.062 
n.s. 
n.s. 

0.957 
0.960 
n.s. 
n.s. 

n.s. 
1.058 
n.s. 
ll .S. 

0.957 
0.960 
n.s. 
n.s. 

1.044 
1.024 

11.5. 

1.064 

Angle 

0.872 
n.s. 
ll.S. 

1.064 
n.s. 
n.s. 

0.950 
n.s. 
n.s. 

0.941 
n.s. 

1.082 

n.s. 
n.s. 

1.057 

0.933 
n.s. 
H.S. 

11.5. 

0.956 
1.040 
0.898 

n.s. 
ll.S. 

1.036 
1.050 

n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
ll.S. 

1.057 
1.065 
n.s. 
n.s. 

n.s. 
ll.S. 

n.s. 
n.s. 

n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 

0.861 

n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 
n.s. 

n.s. 
0.938 
n.s. 

1.088 

n.s. 
n.s. 
Ll.S. 

Ll,S. 

n.s. 
0.919 

n.s. 
n.s. 

Smearing pam meters for each stra\unl used in abund;mcc cstim:-~tion. Units 
for :-~ nglcs :u·c degrees. while fo1·distances the values given arc propo11ions. 

Area IV Area V 

Season Angle Distance Season A nglc Dist:-~ncc 

1989/90 
199 1/92 
1993194 
1995/96 
1997198 
199912000 
2001/02 
2003/04 

4. 978 
6.589 
5.82 1 
5.742 
5.612 
6.769 
5.289 
7. 180 

0.308 
0.266 
0.356 
0.273 
0.231 
0.233 
0.233 
0.188 

1990/91 
1992/93 
1994/95 
1996197 
1998/99 
2000/01 
2002/03 
2004/05 

3.963 
4 .6 16 
6.4 1 I 
7.732 
8.7 10 
6.559 
4.106 
6.486 

0.257 
0.396 
0.206 
0.214 
0.281 
0.307 
0.174 
0.250 

downwards. Only sightings for which schoo l size was 
confirmed were used to obtain these estimates. 

Population rate of increase 
To estimate rate of increase in an Area, an exponential trend 
was assumed with the fo llowing erro r struclure: 

P,. ~ (3 exp( ay) + v, .• P,. ~ P,. + "•·' (4) 

where 
P,. and P,. are 1he true and survey estimated abundances in an 
Area m season y, 

a is the instantaneous increase rate, 

(3 is abundance for season y = 0, 

u,. reflects survey sampling error, and 

v,. is the error associated with addi tional variance, which 
a·rises from an inter-annual vari ation in the proportion of 
whales in the surveyed area at the time of the survey. 

In order to take the add itional variance of abundance 
estimates (CV,1,1) as well as the survey sampling CV into 
account, the negative log-l ikelihood function minimised to 
estimate is: 

I~ [ · 2 2] l(a,{3,Cf/,,."') ~z.L.Iog CV(P..) +CV,,."' 
y 

+ 2:(1og(~.)- log(fj)-ay)' 
,. 2 {c vc~J}' +cv,;,,,] 

(5) 

Estimates o f standard errors for and CV "'"were obtained 
from 1he associated Hess ian (Jnfonnalion matrix), with CI 
estimates assuming a /-dis tribution w ith 6 degrees of 
freedom. 

Sensitivity tests 
Altemative estimates of'e.Uective search lw/fwidt/7 
The base case selects between the hazard rnte and half
normal mode ls for the detection function for cruise
s tratum/set-of-strata combinations. For sensitivi ty tests, 
either all fom1s are set to ha lf-nonnal or all to hazard rate. 

Inclusion of traclrlines tlwtfollowed the con/ours ~/'the ice 
edge 
In practice, some of the tracklincs obtained where the saw
tooth type trackline design approach was used, were nearly 
parallel to the ice edge (e.g. SW and SE strata in Area.!YL_ 
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This could lead to overestimation of abundance because of 
possible higher density close to the ice edge. As sensitivity 
tests to examine the effect of tracklines that followed the 
contours of the ice edge, two datasets were developed: one 
that excluded pmtions of tracklines that followed the 
contours of the ice edge (Option B), and the other one that 
excluded all tracklines not parallel to lines of longitude 
(Option C). Given the small number ofsightings in the SW 
and SE strata in Area IV on earlier cruises, only seasons from 
1997/98 onwards were considered. 

Unswveyed areas and incomplete coverage 
Two approaches have been taken to attempt to bound the 
uncertainty associated with tl1e treatment of 'gaps' in 
coverage as defined above for the base case estimates: 

(I) the abundance contributions from these gaps are set to 
zero (i.e. whales in such gaps at the time of surveying 
the more southerly sh·ata are considered as ones already 
effectively counted in the earlier surveying of the more 
northerly strata, as these whales would subsequently 
likely have moved further south); and 

(2) the density in a gap is assumed to be the same as the higher 
density in the stratum immediately to the south, rather than 
that immediately to the north as in the base case. 

The implications of incomplete to poor coverage of certain 
strata as a result of time shortage or weather factors also need 
consideration. Selection of potentially more serious cases to 
examine was guided by inspection of the cmise track plots 
in Fig. I, and instances where a review by Wade (2008) 
suggested coverage to be 'low' in the sense of less than about 
50%. However, because for humpback whales, the data for 
SSV and SV surveys are combined, only cases where 
coverage was incomplete or poor for both these two survey 
modes were considered further. Further, following 
consideration of the extent of the poor coverage together 
with the contribution from the stratum concerned to the 
abundance estimate for the complete Area for that cruise, 
sensitivity to instances of poor or incomplete coverage in 
Area V for theSE stratum in 2002/03 and the SW stratum in 
2004/05 was deemed likely to be slight and further 
calculations for those cases were not pursued. 

For the remaining cases, the approach followed to 
examine sensitivity was as follows. For the base case 
estimates of abundance, the extrapolated density for the 
(nearly) unsurveyed portion of a stratum is taken to be the 
same as that in the surveyed portion of the stratum. For an 
alternative to this, tile average of the ratio of the densities in 
these two portions of the strahlln on other cruises was 
evaluated (in the case of d1is humpback analysis this amounts 
to considering the ratio of sighting rates, as values of other 
inputs to the calculation of density are common), and this 
was used instead to extrapolate the density in the snrveyed 
to that for the (nearly) unsurveyed portion for the season in 
question. The development of such averages did not iHclude 
daw from eve1y other c1uise, as consideration was also given 
to similarities of ice-edge configurations between the c1uises. 
The strata for which such alternative computations were 
condt!cted, together with the other cruises used to develop 
the average ratio required shown in parenthesis, were as 
follows: 

Area JV: 1995/96 SE over I 00"-- 1 OS"E ( 1989/90; 1991/92; 
1997/98; 1999/00; 2003/04) 

Area V: 1990/91 SE over 69"- 71 "S (1992/93 ; 1994/95; 
1996/97; 2004/05) 

Area V: 1992/93 NE over 6S"-69"S (2002/03; 2004/05) 

Area V: 2000/01 SE over 69 "-71"S (1992/93; 1994/95; 
1996/97; 2004/05) 

Area V: 2004/05 NW over 130"-148' E (1998/99; 2000/01; 
2002/03) 

The effecl of'survey modes cmd survey timing 
To investigate the extent of effects of the survey modes (i.e. 
SSV, SVC and SVP) and timing of the survey conducted in 
each stratum (which differed in some years because of 
differences in the order in which the strata were surveyed) 
on estimates of population increase rates, GLM analyses 
were unde11aken. ln the Prydz Bay stratum in Area IV and 
theSE stratum in Area V, no sightings of humpback whales 
were made for some of the cmises. Hence a Poisson en·or 
stmchire was assumed for the GLMs. A hierarchy of such 
models was evaluated for each Area. As discussed in 
Hakamada et al. (2007), because stratum areas vary from 
season to season as a result of different ice edge locations, it 
is not immediately obvious whether such approaches should 
be based on the density or on the abundance in a stratum, 
and arguments can be offered to support either approach. 
However density is perhaps the more obvious choice and 
furthennore Hakamada et a/ . (2007) found little difference 
in results for the two approaches for minke whales. 
Accordingly the analyses here are based only on density. 

Model (i): logE[n b (y,a)] = log (
2

w,,_.L,.,, J 
'' E,._)s) 

+ log(D,,"(O,a))+ay 

Model (ii): logE[n.b,(y,a) ] - log( 
2;:·.::~)') 

+ log(D,"(O,a))+ay+ M 

Model(iii): logE[nw(y,a)]=log ~ 
(

2w L ) 

• E,...,(s) 

Model (iv): logE[n.w(y,a) ]= log(
2
;,·,.:··") 

,...,( ) 

Where: 

y is the season, 

a is the stratum, 

+ log(D,.,.,(O,a))+ay + M +a*T 

(6a) 

(6b) 

(6c) 

(6d) 

E[n,'"(v,cl)] is the expected nwnber of sightings in stratum a 
in seasony, 

w,.,. is the effective search half-width for seasony and stratum 
a, 

L,.,. is the primary searching distance for season y and stratum 
a. 

E(s),,,. is the estimated mean school size for season y and 
stratum a, 

D (v a) is the unbiased (i.e. f'ree from the survey mode 
et'f;;'~l)· density for seasony and stratum a, 
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a is the population 's exponentia l rate of increase, wi th the observed number of sightings. Additional variance 

M is the m ode factor for SSV a n d SVC s urveys standardised 
has no t b een conside red in these analyses . 

The middle day of the survey period in eaeh stratum was 
to SVP, 

ca leulated and categorised into grou ps as a bas is to specify 
Tis a categor ical variable re lated to survey ti ming that is T for models (iii) and (iv) above. T he groups in bold letters 
defined below, and below are inc luded in the inte rcept of the a lterna tive m odels 

a*T is a n interactio n between the stratum a a nd timing T considered (i.e. the effect ofthose groups is set to zero in th e 

factors. calculatio ns). B ecause the estimate o f a seemed to be 
sensitive to the definition ofT for Area IV in pa1iicula r, f ive 

The first te m1 on th e r ight-ha nd-side as known as the offset. groupings were cons ide r ed: 
It u ses values of w, and E(s) pooled over modes, so that a ll 
inputs required are listed in Tables 5a and 5b. The al)l)roach ( I) T~ I: Dec 15- 3 1; T ~ 2: Jan 1-1 5; T ~ 3: Jan 16-31; T 
used he re makes the assumption that the variances of w and ~ 4: Feb 1-15; T ~ 5: Feb 16- 29; and T ~ 6: M ar 1-15 
E(s) are relatively small compare d to the variance assoda.ted (Grouping Tl) 

Table 5a 

Abundance estimates for humpb11ck whnlcs in Arc<t IV (south of60°S) from th~ 1989/90 to 2003/04 JARPA cmiscs. A= size of I'C.'icnt·ch arcn: n~ number of 
schools sighted on primnry effort (truncarcd at a perpendicular distance of2.7 n.milcs after SlllCaling)~ L= primm)' searching clistan.:c: 11',= the ctlCctivc sc:uch 
h;llfwidth (lmzrml rntc model cslimatc, or hnlfnonnal if shown in italics): E(s)= rne~m school size; Lr-=csrimatccl clcnsity (individuals/100 n.mik-sj); P=cslimmccl 
abundance. 

Season Stratum A (n.milc') L (n.milc) niL * 10~ CV w, (n.milc) CV E(s) CV D(ind.) I' (ind.) CV 

1989/90 NW 222,563 2 1.2 1,987.6 1.067 0.297 0.996 0.226 2.000 0.093 1.071 2,383 0.33 1 
NE 21 9,245 20.0 1,964.4 1.018 0.448 0.727 0.426 1.750 0.082 1.225 2,687 0.522 
sw 35,878 10.4 2,5 18.3 0.411 0.391 0.937 0.20 1 1.804 0.056 0.396 142 0.412 
S E 41 , 143 1.0 1,362.2 0.073 0.732 0.937 0.201 1.804 0.056 0.071 29 0.761 
Pll 36,488 2.0 831.9 0.240 0.482 0.937 0.201 1.804 0.056 0.231 84 0.526 

Total 555,3 17 54.6 8.664.4 0.630 0.2 15 0.959 5.125 0.302 

1991/92 NW 219,713 41.7 2,482.7 1.680 0.231 1.052 0.202 1.929 0.062 1.540 3,383 0.265 
NE 216,299 16.0 2. 173.9 0.736 0.300 1.005 0.14.1 1.803 0.049 0.66 1 1,429 0.3 17 
sw 37, 191 19.7 2,237.5 0.880 0.350 1 . .179 0.171 1.680 0.082 0.536 199 0.368 
SE 39,732 17.0 2,281.7 0 .745 0.378 0.746 0.327 1.870 0.051 0.905 360 0.424 
PB 36,569 1.0 607.5 0. 165 0.730 1 . .179 0.172 1.680 0.082 0.100 37 0.755 

Total 549.504 95 .4 9,783.3 0.975 0.150 0.984 5,408 0.188 

1993/94 NW 233,289 43.7 4,160.7 1.050 0.191 1.220 0.122 1.614 0.068 0.694 1,6 19 0.208 
NE 163,982 30.5 3. 175 .1 0 .960 0.290 1.874 0.171 1.774 0.079 0.454 744 0.310 
SW 39.755 24.8 2,377.7 1.043 0.338 1.381 0.157 1.571 0.070 0.597 237 0.354 
SE 4 1,353 7.0 2,258.9 0.310 0.315 1.381 0.157 1.571 0.070 0.179 74 0.334 
PB 34.506 4.0 1,077.0 0.371 0.688 1.381 0.157 1.571 0.070 0.2 11 73 0.701 

Tol•l 5 12,885 110.0 13,049.4 0.843 0.138 0.536 2,747 0.153 

1995/96 NW 149,107 122.2 3,530.5 3.461 0.171 1.126 0.070 1.543 0.037 2.347 3,611 0. 176 
NE 230,473 45.8 2,979.7 1.537 0.280 1.076 0.119 1.826 0.079 1.304 3.007 0.289 

sw• 89.825 54.5 2,851.2 1.911 0.3 18 1.468 0.118 1.909 0.050 1.293 1,100 0.336 
SE 33.980 27.6 2.039.9 1.353 0.246 1.248 0./54 1.893 0.087 1.029 348 0.267 
Pll 25,970 0.0 1,321.8 0 

ToHtl 529,354 250. 1 12,723.1 1.966 0.1 23 1.524 8,066 0. 142 

1997/98 NW 2 17,645 191.6 3,367.2 5.690 0.200 1.829 0.07 1 1.870 0.035 2.924 6.365 0.204 
NE 2 19.602 107.2 3,622.7 2.959 0.367 1.681 0.085 1.658 0.040 1.465 3,2 17 0.369 
SW 3 1,615 171.3 3,432.5 4.99 1 0.157 1.5.11 0.064 1.767 0.030 2.944 931 0.161 
SE 34,374 25.2 3. 195.9 0.789 0.218 1.549 0.168 1.555 0.090 0.395 136 0.239 
PB 4,407 2.0 490.0 0.408 0.758 1.533 0.064 1.767 0.030 0.204 9 0.761 

Total 507,643 497.3 14,108.3 3.525 0.123 2.099 10,657 0.166 

1999/2000 NW* 229,368 54.7 2.825.3 1.936 0.1 93 1.347 0.1/3 1.532 0.066 1.098 2,51 9 0.204 
NE 226,272 160.7 3,550.8 4 .525 0.208 0.828 0.170 1.538 0.032 4.203 9,5 10 0.228 
sw 44,362 106.3 2,336.7 4.549 0.245 0.579 0.222 1.710 0.039 6.839 3,068 0.274 
SE 34,175 165. 1 2.704.3 6.1 05 0.191 1.447 0.068 2.133 0.054 4.613 1,576 0.195 
PB 21,288 3.0 1,244.7 0 .241 0.610 0.579 0.222 1.7 10 0.039 0.369 78 0.651 

Tolal 555,964 489.8 12,661.8 3.868 0.11 0 3.013 16,751 0. 143 

2001/02 NW* 222,449 252.2 3,043.6 8.286 0. 19 1 1.259 0.071 1.941 0.035 6.371 14,1 71 0.196 
NE 244,921 238.2 3,271.6 7.28 1 0.206 1.286 0.06 1 1.754 0.032 4.937 12,093 0.209 
sw 32, 199 386.8 2,321.8 16.658 0.176 1.201 0.053 1.870 0.027 13. 164 4.239 0.178 
SE 35,955 63.5 2.885.2 2.201 0.257 1.090 0.097 1.672 0.057 1.755 631 0.266 
I'll 28,472 0.0 1.033.7 0 

Ttlt<ll 563,995 940.7 12,555.9 7.492 0.104 5.520 31,134 0.123 

2003/04 NW* 243.849 241.2 3.236.6 7.452 0.249 /.334 0.0:>1 1.680 0.026 4.728 11 ,529 0.248 
NE 218,072 278.9 3.738.5 7.460 0. 137 1.495 0.050 1.666 0.025 4 .152 9,053 0. 140 
sw 38,976 389.3 2.275.2 17. 11 I 0. 112 1.4 17 0.063 1.886 0.021 II .315 4,410 0.117 
SE 38,952 448.2 3,633.2 12.336 0.139 /.489 0.039 1.643 0.019 6.91 1 2,692 0.134 
PB 37,537 2.0 508.5 0.393 1.294 1.4 17 0.063 1.886 0.02 1 0.261 98 1.2% 
Tol:~l 577,386 1359.6 13,392.0 10.152 0.077 4,812 27,783 0.11 5 

*Including area not survcyccl as indicated in 'li:tblc 3. 
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Ta.bl..:: 5b 

Abundance estimates fol' humpback whales in Area V (south of 60°S) ti·om the 1990/91 to 2004/05 JARPA cmiscs. The noration is as fm· Table Sa. 

Season L (n.milc) nl L "' I 02 CV w,.. (n.milc) CV EM cv D (ind.) P (iml.) cv 

1990/91 

1992/93 

1994/95 

1996/97 

1998/99 

2000/01 

2002/03 

2004/05 

NW 
NE 
sw 
SE 

'l'otnl 

NW 
NE 
SW 
SE 

Total 

NW 
NE 
sw 
SE 

Total 

NW 
NIO 
SW 
SE 

Total 

NW 
NE 
sw 
SE 

Total 

NW 
NE 
sw 
SE 

Totnl 

NW 
NE 
sw 
SE 

Total 

NW 
NE 
SW 
SE 

Total 

239,688 
343,822 

64,431 
188,136 
84 I ,077 

325,648 
343,822 

59,450 
210,194 
944,113 

209,990 
314,697 

39,911 
I 73,180 
737,778 

288, I 97 
337,779 

53,960 
187,983 
867.919 

314,7(k~ 

328,037 
48,333 
25,709 

716.787 

271,089 
348,535 

79,594 
148.828 
848.046 

266,687 
345,003 

79,376 
69,872 

760,938 

278,28 1 
336,130 

51,373 
212,181 
877.965 

1.0 
0.0 

21.7 
1.0 

23.7 

5.0 
9.0 
5.0 
4.0 

23.0 

14.0 
26.1 
41.6 

5.0 
86.7 

1.0 
14.0 
17.5 
6.0 

38.5 

2.0 
4.9 

30.8 
34.9 
72.6 

43.2 
44.3 
30.5 
0.0 

118.1 

12.0 
58.0 
18.8 
3.0 

91.8 

19.5 
85.8 
16.0 
10.0 

131.4 

2,726.8 
2 ,498.9 
1,635.0 
1,670.0 
8,530.7 

2,299.3 
1,661.5 
1,907.4 
2.256.3 
8,124.5 

3,229.4 
2,554.1 
2,469.0 
I ,293.0 
9,545.5 

2,784.6 
3, I 33.4 
3,124.4 
2,098.5 

11,140.9 

997.0 
652.8 

2,333 .5 
1,561.0 
5.544.3 

3.751.9 
3.941.1 
3,152.9 
3,320.2 

14,166.1 

2,777.2 
5,077.1 
2,209.8 
2,111.9 

12.176.0 

970.0 
3,381.8 

856.7 
8,158.7 

13,367.2 

0.037 

1.328 
0.060 
0.278 

0.217 
0.542 
0.262 
0.177 
0.283 

0.433 
1.022 
1.687 
0.386 
0.909 

0.036 
0.446 
0.560 
0.286 
0.345 

0.201 
0.751 
1.320 
2 .233 
1.309 

1.153 
1.124 
0.968 

0.833 

0.432 
1.142 
0.852 
0.142 
0.754 

2.015 
2.537 
1.873 
0.123 

1.096 

0.369 
0.961 
0.343 

I .428 
0.858 
0.485 
0.644 
0.482 

0.747 
0.411 
0.200 
0.519 
0.200 

1.679 
0.356 
0.369 
0.500 
0.230 

0.660 
0.669 
0.431 
0.145 
0.202 

0.389 
0 .293 
0.224 

0 . 189 

0.393 
0.181 
0.331 
0.489 
0.144 

0.780 
0.196 
0.135 
0.575 

(2)T~ I:Dec15-Jan l5;T~2:Janl(r-31 ; T~3:Feb l-
15; and T ~ 4: Feb 16- Mar 15 (Grouping 72) 

(3) T~ I: Dec 15-Jun 15; T ~ 2: Jan 16--Fcb 15; and T~ 3: 
Feb 16-Mar 15 (Grouping 7J) 

(4) T =\:Dec; T = 2: Jan; T ~ 3: Feb; and T ~ 4 : Mur 
(Grouping T4) 

(5) T = 1: Dec and Jan and T = 2: Feb and Mur (Grouping 
T5) 

QAIC (Burnham and Anderson, 1998) rather thun AIC was 
used to select umongst these models und ulternatives for 
specifying T because it can be applied to GLMs with over
dispersed Poisson errors. QAIC is defined here as 

(7) 

where L is likelihood of the model without over-dispersion, 
c is the estimated over-dispersion puramcter and p is the 
number of estimable pmameters including the over
dispersion parameter. 

1.189 

1.189 
1.027 

O.i/2 
O.i/2 
O.i/2 
0.7/2 

1.793 
1.320 
1.793 
1.320 

1.520 
1 .. !81 
1.520 
1.38/ 

0.639 
0.575 
0.639 
/.046 

1.368 
1.668 
0.780 

1.291 
1.902 
1.291 
1.902 

1.688 
1.295 
1.437 
1.295 

0.163 

0.163 
0.138 

0.156 
0.156 
0./56 
0.156 

0.083 
0.147 
0.083 
0.147 

0.194 
0.190 
0.194 
0.190 

0.4 19 
0.560 
0.41 9 
0.128 

0.128 
0. /32 
0.418 

0 . 126 
0 .087 
0.126 
0.087 

0.199 
0.080 
0.232 
0.080 

RESULTS 

1.303 

1.303 
1.546 

2.000 
2 .000 
2.000 
2.000 

1.658 
2.000 
1.658 
2.000 

1.632 
1.700 
1.632 
1.700 

1.684 
0.773 
1.684 
1.787 

1.762 
1.956 
1.645 

1.548 
1.672 
1.548 
1.672 

2.050 
1.583 
1.686 
1.583 

0.087 

0.087 
0.070 

0.083 
0.083 
0.083 
0.083 

0.055 
0.115 
0.055 
0.115 

0.117 
0.062 
0.11 7 
0.062 

0,078 
0.074 
0.078 
0.082 

0 .074 
0.071 
0 .072 

0.094 
0.050 
0.094 
0.050 

0,075 
0.460 
0.099 
0.460 

0.020 

0 .728 
0.045 
0.072 

0 .305 
0.761 
0.367 
0.249 
0.465 

0.200 
0.774 
0.789 
0.293 
0.499 

0.01 9 
0.274 
0.286 
0.176 
0.170 

0.264 
0.505 
1.740 
1.892 
0.535 

0.741 
0.659 
1.035 

0.605 

0.259 
0.502 
0.510 
0 .062 
0.378 

1.223 
1.551 
1.099 
0.075 
1.064 

Distribution of humpback whale sightings 

48 

469 
85 

602 

993 
2,654 

218 
523 

4,38 8 

420 
2,437 

315 
507 

3,678 

55 
926 
162 
331 

1,474 

832 
1,655 

841 
504 

3,831 

2,016 
2,297 

815 

5,128 

69 1 
1,732 

406 
44 

2,873 

3,405 
5,214 

564 
159 

9"l42 

1.1 11 

0.387 
0.973 
0.343 

1.435 
0.868 
0.506 
0.653 
0.623 

0.749 
0.430 
0.2 10 
0.531 
0.307 

1.694 
0.375 
0.394 
0.515 
0,274 

0.786 
0.876 
0.500 
0. 167 
0.430 

0 .396 
0.305 
0.362 

0.215 

0.404 
0. 188 
0.342 
0.493 
0.157 

0.791 
0.309 
0.270 
0 .629 
0.337 

Fig. 5 shows the distribution of the primary searching effort 
(grey lines) and positions of humpback whale primmy 
sighlings during the 1987/88- 2004/05 JARPA cruises. The 
pt·imary seurching effort covered the resemch area quite 
thoroughly. Humpbock whales were widely distributed in 
Areas IV and V, und were more frequently sighted in Area 
IV. They were rarely found in the Ptydz Bay and the Ross 
Sea, but were observed in southern strata as far south as the 
ice edge. Estimated densities were highest between SO' E and 
120'E in both lhe northern and soulhcm slrata; lhis area 
corresponds to the eastern side of the Kerguelen Plateuu. 
There were relatively few sightings in the longitudinal sector 
between J30'E and 145'E. 

Abuudancc estimates 
Tables 5a and 5b show abundance estimates (P) of humpback 
whales in Areas IV and V respect ively, by season and 
stratnm. The tables also show the total number of the primmy 
sightings after tJUncation (11), open ocean area (A), primmy 
searching effort (L), niL, effective search half width (w), 
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Gig. 5. Distlibution of the primary scnrching cft(m (grey lines) nnd associated humpiJuck whale primary 
sightings. duling the 1989/90- 2004/05 JARPA surveys in Areas IV and V which are used in the 
analyses of this paper. 
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~ 
WillhJ 
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Fig. 6. ~stimntcd detection prolmbiliry functions (AIC-b::J.scd selection IJcrwcen hazard rate and IHJ.I f-nonnal tOnns) tOr lnnnpbuck whales tOr the 
1989/90 to 2004/05 !ARPA surveys. T hese results ore tor data combined across the SSV, SVC and SVP survey modes. 
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estimmed mean school size (E(s)), estimated whale density 
(D: whales/100 n.miJe.o,-2) and the CVs for each estimate. The 
primaty effort and associated primary sightings of humpback 
schools whales used for these estimates are plotted in Fig. I. 
Abundance estimates in Area fV rnnge from 2,747 (CV = 
0.153) for the 1993/94 season to 31,134 (CV = 0.123) for the 
2001102 season (Table Sa). In Aren V, nbundance estimates 
range from 1,474 (CV ~ 0.274) for the 1996/97 season to 
9,342 (CV = 0.337) for the 2004/05 season (Table 5b). The 
most recent abundance estimate for Areas IV (2003/04 
season) and V (2004/05 season) combined is 37,125 (CV c 

0.288, where this computation also takes account of the 
estimates of additional variance) . Fig. 6 shows the detection 
probability functions in relation to perpendicular distance 
from the trackline in nautical miles that were used for the 
analyses by cruise and stratum (or combination of strata); 
there are no obvious indications of modelmis-specification, 
nor of any trend towards distributions wWt sharper peaks 
near the trackline in the earlier years. 

Abundance trends 
Fig. 7 shows the abundance estimates in Areas IV and V 
plotted against survey season; for comparat ive purposes, 
estimates obtained using IDCR-SOWER data (Branch, 20 II) 
are a lso shown. An increasing trend in abundance is evident 
for both Areas IV and V, more clearly so for the former. 
Annua l rates of increase estimates from the JARPA surveys 
using equation (5) arc 16.4% (95% Cl = 9.5-23.3%) for Area 
IV over the 1989/90 to 2003/04 cruises , and 12.1% (95% Cl 
• 1.7-22.6%) for Area V over rhe 1990/91 to 2004/05 
cruises. The estimate for Area rv is clearly significantly 
positive; the result for Area V is also significantly above 
zero, but not as clearly so as that for Area IV. l'he additional 
CVs are estimated as 0.309 and 0.437 tor Arens IV and V 
respectively (Table 7). 

Sensitivity tests 
Altemmive estlnwtes ofefiective search half-width 
The effects on abundance estimates at the Area level, and 
also on annual rates of increase, compared to the base case 
for these and the following two sets of sensitivity tests are 
shown in Table 6a and 6b, with differences in estimates of 
precision and the associated additional variance shown in 
Table 7. 

There are occasional instances of a large difference, but 
viewed overall the average change in the abundance 
estimates from the base case never exceeds 5%, and any 
alteration to the rate of increase estimate is below l %. 

f11dusion oftmcklines thai followed the contours (!/'the ice 
edge 
These tests apply only to Area IV, and are somewht•t 
restricted because of insufficient data to allow them to be 
conducted for the first four seasons of surveys there. For the 
subsequent seasons, these altermltive treatments make little 
difference on avcntge to abundance estimates (Table 6a), and 
~lso hove little impact on the estimated abundtonce trend 
(Table 7). Thus there is no definitive indication that including 
tracklincs that followed the contours of the ice edge in 
estimating humpback whale abundance and trends 
introduces substantial bias. 

Uusun,eyed areas om! iucomplete covemge 
Results for these sensitivity tests miJTor those for the use of 
altemativc functional fornlS to estimate effective se-arch half
width: the average change in the abundance estimates from 
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fig. 7. Abundance estim;1tcs for humpback whales in Are.u IV :md V (sou1h 
()( 60"S). which were surveyed prim.n.rily du1ing January to Fcbruaty, 
from ohe JAHPA smveys fron1 t983189 oo2004/0S. !lS<imotcs from tlw: 
l[)CR..SOWER surveys (tlranch, 2011) ore shown by ohe tilled circles. 
Vcrticol lincs show 95% cOflfidcncc intervals. 

the base case and nny alteration in the 111te of incrense 
estimate are small (Table 6a, 6b and 7). 

The e,lfect ofsurvey modes and survey timi11g 
Table 8a shows the observed number of sighting.~ SSV, S VC 
and SVP surveys, as used for input to the GLM models of 
equation (6)1, by season and stratum. Table 8b shows the 
QAIC for each model and estimated instantaneous anr1ua l 
rates of inc:rease for Areas IV and V with their 95% 
coo1fidence !intervals. Compa•·ison of the abundance trend 
estimates in' Table 6a, shows broad agreement for Area 
IV - all point estimates are high ond in the 16- 20% 
range. 1-low.:ver, this is not the case for At·ea V, for which 
ntost point c:stimates in Table 8b m·e less th:m half that for 
the base case. Nevertheless, all the Table 8b estimates fall 
within the Cis for the corresponding base case estimates 
in Table 7. QAIC selects the more parsimonious models. 
choosing only survey mode amongst the covariates 
considered, and then only for Area IV. This does not 
necessarily llllcan that survey timing or the order in which 
the sn·ata were surveyed has no etl'cct on estimates, but rather 
that there is insufficient infonnation content in the data to 
reveal such an effect. For Area IV, even if the (changing) 
order or surveying strata is taken into account, allhough the 
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'J:1hlc 6a 

Abundance and annual rate of increase (ROI) cslinmtcs for Arc·n lV for the base cnsc and sensitivities. 

Average% ROI Change tium 
Season 1989190 1991192 1993/94 1995/96 1997/98 1999/00 2001/02 2003/04 l)f chnngc (%) base case (%) 

Base ~:.1sc 5,325 5.408 2,747 8,066 10,657 16,751 3 1,134 27,783 16.4 

Haz:m.l rate model 5,325 5,666 2,331 8,05 1 I 0,537 17,233 3 1, 108 25.8 18 16. 1 -0.3 
0% 5% - 15% 0% -I % 3% 0%) - 7% -2% 

Halt:....normalmodcl 4.04 1 5, 183 2,747 8,066 11 ,205 12,632 32,844 27,708 17,2 0.8 
- 24% -4% 0% 0% 5% - 25% 5% 0% - 5% 

Tracklinc Option [)• 5,325 5,408 2,747 8.066 10,705 14,685 30,713 29,376 16.4 0.0 
0% - 12% - I% 6% - 2% 

Tmcklinc Option C 5,325 5,408 2,747 8,066 11 ,034 14,146 30,484 34,224 17. 1 0.7 
4% - 16% - 2% 23% 2% 

Gap nbundancc=O** 5,325 5,408 2,747 7,467 10,657 16,479 30.359 24,924 15.9 -0.5 
- 7% -2% - 2% -10% - 5% 

Gap abund <Jnc~scm tum below** 5,325 5,408 2,747 8,578 10,657 18,145 31,730 31,905 17 .2 0.8 
6% &% 2% 15% 8% 

il<1or covcmgc COITCctions**• 5,325 5,408 2,747 8.279 10,657 16,751 3 1,134 27,783 16.4 0.0 
3% 3% 

•oue to the smnll number ofsigh tings, there were insutli (.: icnt tJata to evaluate options I3 and C for the 1989/90 to t 995/96 sc11sons; the nvcmgcs quoted for 
these sensitivi ties refer to the 1997/98 to 2003/04 seasons. ** 1995/96, 1999/00, 200 1/02 nnd 2003/04 scnsons. •~•sE ~trat11m in 1995/96 season. 

Tnblc 6b 

Abundance estimates and annual rates of incn ... 'tlsc tOr Area V tOr the base case and sensitivities. 

Avemgc% RO I Change from 
Sc01son 1990i91 1992/93 1994/95 1996/97 1998/99 2000/0 1 2002/03 2004/05 of change (%) base c., sc (%) 

Bnsc case 602 4,388 3.678 1,474 3,83 1 5,127 2,8 73 9.342 12. 1 

Haz:ud nne model 523 5,396 3.592 1,4 60 3,994 4,734 2,873 9.067 12.2 0. 1 
- 13% 23% - 2% - I% 4% -8% 0% - 3% 0% 

Halt~-nomwl model 602 4,388 3,785 1.474 2,302 4,824 3,415 9,342 125 0.4 
0% 0% 3% 0% -40% - 6% 19% 0% - 3% 

Poor covcrngc corrections• 770 4,386 3,678 1.474 3,83 1 5,518 2,873 11 ,466 12.0 - 0. 1 
28% 0% 8% 23% 15% 

*SE stl'<.lllllll in 1990/91 , NE stmtu1n in 1992/93. SE stmtum in 2000/0 l, N W m1d S \V stmta i11 2004/05 sc;1sons. 

Table 7 

Gstimated nnnual instmttancous rates of c:xponcntial increase, together with their stu iH.lnrd errors and 95% contidence 
intervals, for base case nnd other detection limction selections tOr Areas IV und V, respectively. a is the insumtnncous rate 
of incrensc. CV .nJ.J is the CV corresponding to the udditional variam.-c associated with nbm1dnnec estimiltcs. 

0 SE(o) 

Area IV 
13nsc case 0. 164 0.028 
HnzanJ rate 0. 16 1 0.033 
Halt:..·nom1al 0.172 0.027 
Opl ll 0. 164 0.028 
Opt C 0. 171 0.028 
Gap ;~bmv=O 0. 159 0.028 
Gap abun=below 0.1 72 O.D28 
Poor covcrngc corrections 0. 164 O.o28 

Arcn V 
IJasc ~..:asc 0.121 0.043 
H;l7..:trd rate 0. 122 0.045 
Half- norma! 0. 125 0.040 
Poor coverage corrections 0. 120 0.043 

best es timate of the rate of increase drops, the lower 95% 
confidence limit remains at or above I 0% as for the base 
case. For Area V the results in Table 8b do barely admit the 
possibility of no increase within their95% Cl's, but with one 
exception, tak ing survey ordering into account increases 
estima tes of the rate of increase compared to the QAIC
sclected model. 

Under QAIC, inc lusion of survey mode as a factor is 

95%CJLL 95o/oCIUL cv.., SE(CV,.,) 

0.095 0.233 0.309 0. 102 
0.082 0.24 1 0.374 0. 11 4 
0. 105 0.238 0.296 0.097 
0.096 0.233 0.304 0. 102 
0 .103 0.239 0.302 0.103 
0.089 0.228 0.313 0.103 
0.103 0.24 1 0.306 0. 103 
0.095 0.233 0.309 0. 102 

0.0 17 0.226 0.437 0.167 
0.012 0.232 0.469 0. 1&1 
O.o28 0.222 0.386 0. 168 
0.014 0 .225 0.440 0.162 

selected only for Area IV, but the change to lhe est imated 
rate of increase is negligible, and the mode f<tCtor estimates 
themselves sugges t SVC and SSV density estimates only 
s lightly (and not s ignificantly) grc.1ter than those for SVP. 
For Area V, a likely reason for non-selection of these factors, 
which suggest somewhat lower densities in SVC and SSV 
modes compared to SVP, is their associated high estimated 
standard errors. 
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Table Sa (pan I) Table Sa (pon 2) 

Observed numbers of sightings (tnmcatcd at 2.7 o. miles pcrpcndh;ulm· Observed numbers of sightings (tnmc:ucd at 2.7 11 . miles pcrpcndiculur 
distance after smcmi ng) by survey mode used for input to the GLMs of distance ::~ftcr smc:~ring) by survey mode used tOr input to the GLMs of 
equation (6) in Area IV. equation (6) in Area V. 

Area IV by SSV Arcu i V SVC Arc.1 IV SVP Area V by SSV Arcn V SVC Arcu V SVIl 

Stmhlm u . .~. Strmum "·"" Stmtum "co~ .. Stmtum uv~ .. Stratum u., .. Str:1tum 
""'" 

1989/90 1990/9 1 
NW 21.2 NIV 1.0 
NE 20.0 NE 1.0 
sw 10.3 sw 21.7 
SE 1.0 SE 1.0 
I'll 2.0 

1992/93 
1991/92 NW s.o .w 0.0 
NW 42.0 NE 3.0 NE 6.0 
NE 16.0 sw 1.0 SW 4.0 
SW 13.5 SW 6.8 SE 3.0 SE 1.0 
SE 9.9 SE 5.7 
PIJ 0.0 Pll 1.0 1994/95 

NW 6.0 NW 8.0 
1993/94 NE 10.0 NE 17.0 
NW 33.5 NW 10.0 sw 26.6 sw 15.0 
NE 16.9 NE 11.0 SE 3.0 SE 2.0 
SW 17.3 sw 6.9 

1996197 SE 6.0 SE 1.0 
PIJ 3.0 Pll 1.0 NW 1.0 NW 0.0 

NE 12.9 NE 1.0 
1995/96 sw 8.0 SW 8.6 
NW 101 .4 NW 20.7 SE 6.0 SE 0.0 
NE 33.0 NE 13.0 

1998/99 SW 34.7 sw 19.6 
SE 20.6 SE 7.0 NW 2.8 NW 4.7 NW 3.6 

PIJ 0.0 Pll 0.0 
NE 16.8 NE 4.5 Nr; 0.0 
SW 15.6 SW 3.0 SW 11.7 

1997/98 SE 30.1 SE 0.0 SE 4.0 
NW 149.9 NW 28.7 NW 8.7 

2000101 NE 80.2 NE 24.6 NE 1.0 
sw 129.8 SW 17.7 SW 20.9 NW 29.3 NW 5.0 NW 8.9 

SE 17.9 SE 5.0 Sl! 1.0 NE 23.6 NE 8.0 NE 12.2 

Pll 2.0 PB 0.0 PB 0.0 sw 11.8 SW 3.6 SW 14.9 
SE 0.0 SE 0.0 SE 0.0 

1999/2000 2002/03 NW 40.6 NW 4.0 NW 10.0 
NE 93.9 NE 23.0 NE 43.0 NW 6.0 NW 1.0 NW 5.0 

SW 76.5 SW 8.0 SW 21.4 NE 39.6 NE 3.0 NE 14.9 

SE 86.2 SE 21.3 SE 58.0 
SW 15.0 SW 1.6 SW 2.0 

Pll 0.0 PIJ 0.0 PIJ 3.0 SE 2.0 SE 0.0 SE 1.0 

2001/02 
2004/05 

NW 195.0 NW 16.0 NW 41.0 NW 8.6 NW 5.7 NW 5.0 

NE 178.9 NE 18.0 NE 40.0 NE 46.0 NE 7.2 NE 22.8 

SW 261.1 SW 29.9 SW 96.6 SW 15.0 SW 0.0 sw 2.0 

SE 52.3 SE 1.0 SE 10.0 SE 9.0 SE 0.0 SE 1.0 

Pl3 0.0 Pll 0.0 Pll 0.0 

2003/04 
NW 174.9 NW 33.0 NW 33.0 Abundance estimates ancl abundance trend based on 
NE 198.8 NE 27.7 NE 52.6 JARPAdata 
sw 293.8 sw 31.7 sw 64.3 As noled earlier, the JWC Scientific Committee has made 
SE 280.2 SE 38.8 SE 128.3 
PB 0.0 Ptl 1.0 I'll 1.0 severa l suggestions lo improve abundance estimation of 

Antarctic minke (and by inference humpback) whales from 
JARPA surveys du ring previous meetings, particularly at 
the recent rev iew Workshop (IWC, 2008). Table I shows 

DISCUSSION 
the recommended work by the workshop and how these 
suggestions have been addressed in the analyses oflhis paper. 

Distribution of' humpback whales It shows lhat all high priority items have been considered as 
Humpback whales were widely distributed in Areas IV and have mosl medium priority items. We believe that these few 
V, with higher concenlralions in Area IV, although I hey were remaining medium priority items seem unlikely to greatly 
rarely found in Prydz Bay and the Ross Sea. There were effect the estimates of abundance and trend presented here, 
relal ively few sightings in the longiludinal sector from 130' E although lhey will be considered in tl1e fulure. 
to 145' E, which coincides wilh a gap in krill distribulion Although the information content oftl1e dala to determine 
(Murasc et a/., 2006). However, the development of a inter-mode differences is poor, the resu lts of sensi tivity 
quantitative approach to the comparison of humpback whale analyses undertaken here provide no basis to question the 
distribution to kri ll distribution and oceanographic features pooling of the data across survey modes (SSV, SVC and 
in the research area is beyond the scope of the present paper. SVP) for the base case abundance estimation. The same 

It wi ll be invesligated in the fu ture. conclusion follows for the effect of including data from 
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Table 8b 

QAJC und estimated annu:d instantaneous rate of I.!Xponcntinl increase in Areas IV and V. is rhc cstimntcd ovcr·dispcrsion 
pnramcrcr. The line in bold indicates rhe model selected by QA I C. 

Model QAlC LIQA1C 

Area IV 
(i) 13.76 119.89 1.03 
(ii) 14.35 118.86 0.00 
(iii)withTl 14.44 124.05 5.19 
(iii) withT2 14.24 121.85 2.99 
(iii) withT3 14.20 120.29 1.42 
(iii)withT4 14. 14 123.03 4.17 
(iii) withT5 14.10 121.01 2.15 
(iv)withTI 13.72 140.1 I 2 1.25 
(iv) wi thT2 13.46 138.06 19.20 
(iv) withTJ 13.28 13 I .34 12.47 
(iv)with T4 13.63 163.61 44.75 
(iv) with T5 13.68 127.65 8.78 

A.-ca V 
(i) 11.08 78.29 0.00 
(i~ 10.58 82.25 3.96 
(i ii) withTl 9.24 97.91 I 9.62 
(iii)withT2 9.89 90.89 12.60 
(iii) with T3 9.82 89.44 11.15 
(iii)withT4 9.01 96.03 17.74 
(iii)withT5 10.85 82.57 4.28 
(iv)withT I 4.97 138. 14 59.86 
(iv)with T2 5.21 131.09 52.80 
(iv)with T3 5.77 I 18.01 39.72 
(iv)with T4 7.24 I 12.24 33.95 
(iv}with T5 10.07 91.96 13.68 

tracklincs that followed the contours of the ice edge in the 
analyses. The impacts on overall estimates of abundance and 
trend of the choice of functional form for the detection 
funct ion, and of some instances of survey gaps and poor 
coverage, are small. 

The greater di fferences between the base case and GLM 
estimates of rates of increase for Area V than for Area IV is 
not altogether surprising. It is readily evident from inspection 
of Fig. 7 that while the data for Area IV give broadly 
consistent indications of a steady increase, for Area V the 
estimate from the final2004/5 survey is highly influential in 
determining any point estimate for rate of increase (a feature 
also of the IOCR-SOWER results for this Area). The point 
estimates themselves are high given the estimate of Clapham 
et a/. (2006) of a maximum demographically plausible 
annual increase rate for humpbaek whales of !0.6%. 
However, it should be noted that the lower 95% Cis for this 
rate for the base case and sensitivities in Table 7 are all below 
this bound, although only barely so for some cases. The 
possibility of immigration and changes in distribution (see 
Conclusion) warrants further investigation. 

Comparison with IOCR-SOWER estimates 
A comparison of the list of JARPA and IOCR-SOWER 
estimates of abundance in Table 9a, and the corresponding 
plot in Fig. 7, shows the results from the two sets of surveys 
to be entirely consistent. 

The mtes of' inerease in Areas IV and V, as estimated from 
JARPA and IOCR-SOWER results are also similm (Table 
9b). Rates of increase estimated from JARPA data are 16.4% 
(95% CI = 9.5--23.3 %) in Area IV and 12.1% (95% Cl = I. 7-
22.6%) in Area V, which compare with rates estimated from 
IOCR-SOWER data of 14.9% (95% Cl = 10.0- 19.7%) and 
12.8% (95% Cl = 8.7- 16.9%) for those two Areas 
respectively (Branch, 2011 ). However Branch's estimates of 
precision are based on estimates of additional variance of 
zero. Importantly the greater frequency of the JARPA 

a SE(n) u 95%LL a 95%UL 

0.199 0.017 0.166 0.233 
0.201 0.018 0.165 0.237 
0.199 0.019 0. 161 0.237 
0.203 0.018 0.166 0.239 
0.202 0.018 0. 166 0.238 
0.195 0.018 0.159 0.231 
0.201 0.018 0.165 0.236 
0.159 0.029 0. 101 0.218 
0.159 0.029 0.101 0.217 
0.176 0.025 0.127 0.225 
0. 172 0.021 0. 130 0.215 
0.177 0.021 0.135 0.219 

0.066 0.034 -0.001 0.134 
0.056 O.o35 -0.015 0.126 
0.050 0.036 - 0.022 0.122 
0.046 O.o35 - 0.023 o. II 6 
0.045 0.035 - 0.024 0.115 
0 .054 O.Q35 - 0.016 0. 124 
0.057 0.037 - 0.016 O.IJO 
0.167 0.053 0.061 0.273 
0.161 0.050 0.061 0.261 
0.158 0.051 0.056 0.260 
0.088 0.046 - 0.004 0.180 
0.062 0.048 -0.034 0.158 

surveys makes realistic (and reasonably precise- Table 7) 
estimates of additional variance achievable- something that 
is scarcely possible for the lesser numbers of!DCR-SOWER 
surveys, and this has important implications for reliable 
estimation of preeision. If the estimates determined in this 
paper are used, a lthough the IOCR-SOWER estimates 
change only slightly, their Cis do expand (Table 9b). They 

Table 9a 

Compmison of JARPA and IOCR~SOWER (Bnmch, 20 11) ab1.md.:mcc 
estimates of lmmpbm:k whales ln Ar<!ns IV and V. 

JARt'A tDCR/SOWER 

Se~son Estinmte cv Estimate cv 

Al"ca IV 
I 978179 1.102 0.46 
t 988/89 4,167 0.53 
t 989/90 5,325 0.302 
1991192 5.408 0.188 
1993/94 2.747 0.153 
1995/96 8.066 0.142 
1997/98 10.657 0.166 
I 998/99 17,938 0. 18 
1999/00 16.751 0.143 
200 t/02 31,134 0.123 
2003/04 27,783 0.115 

Area V 
1980/SI 1.876 0.60 
1985/86 622 0.50 
1990/91 602 0.343 
199t/92 3.310 0.34 
1992/93 4,388 0.623 
1994/95 3,678 0.307 
1996/97 1,474 0.274 
1998/99 3,831 0.430 
2000/01 5,127 0.215 
2002/0) 2,873 0.157 
2003/04 13.246 0.20 
2004/05 9,342 0.337 
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Table 9b 

Comp:~rison ofJARPA UIKIIOCR-SOWER (Bmnch, 2008) oucs of increase 
estimates in Arens IV and V. The values marked IDCR·SOWER nrc os 
estimated by 13mu~.;h (2008). \':hose cs.thnntcs of CV ~tJ were zero JOr both 
these Arens; those m11rkod II)C'R-SOIVIJI! revise Bmnch's r<:Sul ts by 
int<lrpotnting the bust: cnsc ~stimtt«:s Qf CV--" obtained for cnch of these 
Areas t1·om rhc ann lyses in this pnpcr(scc T;Jblc 7). 

Pmgl'ilnune t>eriod (0/M/Y) Esri•n:nc 95%CtLL 95%CJUL 

A reo IV 
JAR J'A 3 1/12/89- 01103104 0.164 0.095 0.233 
IOCR-SOWER 28/12178-22102199 0.148 0.081 0.215 

ArC':t V 
JARPA OJ/I 1191- 08/03/05 0.121 0.017 0.226 
IOCR-SOWER I 7/12180/- 28/02104 0. 122 0.053 0.191 

nevertheless sti ll reflect somewhatgreaterprceision thnn do 
rhe JARPA estimates. The reason for this is that the IOCR
SOWER Stttveys extend over a longer period oftitne. 

Comp:uison with western and eastel'n Austt·alia 
estimates 
Thf} abundance es~imn!~ of !1m11pback whaJe-~ off western 
Australia bnsed on an aerial survey conducted in 2005 is 
13, 145 (95% Cl = 4,984-38,726- Paxton eta/., 20 11). The 
annual rate of increase. for this population has been estimated 
at iO. IS% (SE = 4.6%, see Bannister and Hedley, 2001). Off 
eastern Australia the abundance estimate based on datn 
collected in 2004 is 7,090 (SE = 660) and the rate of increase 
is estimated at 10.6%(SE= 0.5%) (Noad eta/., 2011). These 
quite high estimates of rates of increase are consistent among 
surveys conducted in breeding areas and migratoty corridors 
and those carried out in Antarctic feeding areas (IOCR
SOWER and JARPA). 

Estimates of abundance in absolute terms off western and 
eastem Australia are lower than the estimates for Antarctic 
Areas rv and V. One possible explanation is tha t the surveys 
nt low latitudes are conducted in specilie migratory corridors 
which may not cover all the aduUs migrating. Furthemlot'c, 
recent studies conducred in rhe Western Antarctic Peninsula 
region (McKay eta/., 2004) and in the North Atlantic (Smith 
et a/., 1999) have suggested tha t some portions of humpback 
population do not rerum to ll1eir breeding grounds evety year. 
T he possibility of sex-biased migrntion to breeding grounds 
has been suggested (Jenner eta/. , 2006), which also would 
imp ly that surveys in migratory corridors do not cover 
complete populations; this warrants further invest.igation. 
Therefore the lesser abundance estimates in lower l~titude 
surveys off western nnd eastern Austrn lia compared with 
those obtained for the Antarctic feeding grounds of Areas IV 
and V do not necessarily indicate inconsistency. 

CONCLUSION 

In summary, humpback whales in Area IV are increasing at 
an apparent ly high mte. Although there is also an increase 
indicated for Area V, it is neither as mpid nor as precisely 
estimated. Given that coustal surveys indicate that Breeding 
Stocks D and E are both increas ing at an annual rate of about 
10%, which is close to the maximum possible 
demogrnphically, the greater rates of increase (from both the 
JARPA and IOCR-SOWER surveys) estimated for the Area 
IV feeding grounds compared to Area V may reflect a 
distributional shift of the incre asing numbers of Breeding 
S tock E humpbacks towards Area IV, perhaps to take 
advantnge of higher concentrations of krill there. 
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160. Australian Antarctic Territory Acceptance Act 1933 (Cth)

Australian Antarctic Territory 
Acceptance Act 1933 
Act No. 8 of1933 as amended 

This compilation was prepared on 7 November 2000 
taking into account amendments up to Act No. 216 of 1973 

The text of any of those amendments not in force 
on that date is appended in the Notes section 

The operation of amendments that have been incorporated may be 
affected by application provisions that ru·e set out in the Notes section 

Prepared by the Office of Legislative Drafting . 
A ttomey-General's Department. Canbena 
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An Act to provide for the acceptance of certain 
territory in the Antarctic Seas as a Territory under 
the authority of the Commonwealth 

1 Short title [>ee Nok I] 

This Act may be cited as the Australian Amarctic Territo1y 
Acceptance Act 1933. 

2 Acceptance of the T er ritory [see Note 2] 

11lat part of the territory in the Autan:tic seas which comprises all 
the islands and territories, other than Adelie Land, situated south of 
the 60th degree south latitude and lying between the I 60th degree 
east longitude and the 45th degree east longitude, is hereby 
declared to be accepted by the Conunonwealth as a Territory under 
the authority of the Commonwealth, by the nau1e of the Australian 
Antarctic Territ01y. 

Australian Amarcric Territory Acceptance Act 1933 1 
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Notes to the Australian Antarctic Territory Acceptance Act 1933 

Table of Acts 

Notes to the Australian Antarctic Territory 
Acceptance Act 1933 

Note 1 

The Australian Antarctic Teniro1y Acceptance Act 1933 as shown in thi;. 
compilation comprises Act No. 8, 1933 amended as indicated in the Tables 
below. 

Table of Acts 

Act Number Date Date of Applica~on, 
and year of Assent commencement saving or 

transitional 
provisions 

Ausualian Antarctic Territory 8, 1933 13 June 1933 13 June 1933 
Acceptance Act1933 

Ausualian Antarctic Tem1ory 42, 1954 1 Nov 1954 1 Nov 1954 
Act 1954 

Statute Law Revision Act 216, 1973 19 Dec 1973 31 Dec 1973 Ss. 9(1) 
1073 ond 10 

Australian Antarctic Territo1y Acceptance Act 1933 3 
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Notes to the Australian Antarctic Territory Acceptance Act 1933 

Table of Amendments 

Table of Amendments 

ad. = added or inserted am. = amended rep. = repealed rs. = repealed and substituted 

Provision affected How affected 
Title ................................ ........... am. No. 216, 1973 
s. 3 ..... ............................ ........... rep. No. 42, 1954 

Australian Antarctic Ten·itory Acceptance Act 1933 4 
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Notes to the Australian Antarctic Territory Acceptance Act 1933 

Note 2 

Note 2 

Section 2-. For the Proclamation fixing 24 August 1936 as the date for the 
coming into operation of the United Kingdom Order-in-Council placing the 
Australian Antarctic Territory under the authority of Australia, see Gazetre 
1936, p. 1553, or Statutory Rules 1901- 1956, VoL V, p. 5505. 

Australian Anwrctic Tenit01y Acceptance Act 1.933 5 
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161. Commonwealth, Parliamentary Debate, Senate, 1 December 1948, p. 3695  
(Bill Ashley, Minister for Shipping and Fuel)
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Whaling BiU 1948. (1 DEOEMD~ 1048.] Whaling Billl948. 3695 

in a public mental institution, and· in a 
private mental institution simultaneously. 

Senator O'SULLIVAN (Queensland
Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [5.32]. 
-According to the definitions paragraph, 
a " qualified person " cannot be a person 
in a private institution. That means that 
if, {Qr reasons best known to the people 
concerned, a patient does not enter an 
instjtution which comes within the defini
tion of a ~·mental institution", but goes 
to a private hospital, he is not a qualified 
person for the purposes of the mental 
in!'ltitution benefit. 

Senator McKENNA (Tasmania -
Minister for Health and Minister for 
Social Services) [5.33].-The defini
tions contained in the schedule relate 
only to the position of the Common
wealth and the States. This measure 
merely authorizes the execution of an 
agreement between the Commonwealth, 
on the one hand, and each of the States 
on tlte other, and it relates only to insti- . 
tutions of the kind defined in paragraph 
9 of the schedule conducted by the State, 
or in receipt of a grant for maintenance 
from the State, and approved by the 
Commonwealth for the purpo.~ of tht> 
agreement. We shaH provide a new 
definition. It may be similar to this 
one. Workmen's compensation cases 
may develop into mental cases as 
the result of trauma or injury, and 
an employer or insurance company ma.~ 
be responsible for all the fees. For the 
purposes of this bill, it <Ioes not matter 
·very much what definition we may give 
to " qualified person" in another context. 

Senator O'SuLLIVAN.-That has only 
been inserted for explanation purposes~ 

Senator McKENNA.-I said in my 
second-reading speech that private mental 
hospitals are not provided for in this 
bill, but, for the sake of giving informa
tion to the Senate, I went on to give a 
picture of what would be done. 

Bill agreed to, and passed through its 
remaining stages without amendment or 
debate. 

WHALING BILL 1948. 
Bill received from the House of 

Representatives. 
Standing and Sessional Orders sus

pended. 

Bill (on motion by Senator AsHLEY) 
read a first time. 

SECOND READI~O. 

Senator ASHLEY (New South W airs 
-Minister for Shipping and Fuel) 
[5.37].-I move-

That the bill be now rend o. second time. 

The purpose of this bill is to amend. the 
Whaling Ad 1935 in o.rdcr to meet the 
requirements of the J:nternational Con
vention for the Regulation of Whaling, 
which was signed at Washington in 
December, 1946, and to which Australia 
was a party. That convention consoli
dated a number of earlier international 
agreements aimed at regulating whaling 
activities generally in order to avoid the 
extinction of whaling as an industry. As 
a result of unregulated whaling opera
tions the stocks ()f whales had been seri
ously depleted before the last world war. 
The cessation of whaling activities in th& 
war years did not have the effect of mak
ing whales plentiful once more as had 
. been hoped. Therefore, international 
action is necessary to preserve th.e whal
ing industry, and it is desirable that Aus
tralia should co-operate with other coun
tries in their efforts in that direction. 

The bill -contains a 11 um bcr of protec
tive provisions which strengthen the re
quirements of the 1935 act. It provides 
that grey whales shall be included in the 
list of protected whales. Provisi.on is 
also made for the minimum whale lengths 
for catching purposes te be fixed by regu
lation and for the accurate measuring of 
such lengths in lieu of the previous 
method of estimating them. Under the 
Washington Convention payment of a 
bonus to catching crews is not permitted 
in respect of undersized or lactating 
whales. The bill also provides, as a safe
guard · against illegal activities, for con
tinuous inspection while whaling opera
tions are in progress. Other prpvisions 
relate to the reporting of whales lost sub
sequently to their being killed and to the 
treatment of dead whales and whales used 
as fenders. 

Question re.soJved in tl1e affirmative. 
Bill read a second time, and passed 

through. its remaining stages. without 
amendment or debate. 
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162.  Seas and Submerged Lands Act 1973 (Cth) pp. 4, 6-7 (Secs. 6, 10A, 10B, 11)

-/A 
ATTORNEY
G ENERAL'S 
DEPARTMENT 

Seas and Submerged Lands Act 1973 

A<l :'io. 161 or 1.973 as • mtndtd 

Consohdat«<3$ w force on 8 November 1999 

(wclude$ amtodm<nts -up to Act No. 20 of 1994) 

Pr<p3ttd by I~ Oflict ofLegisllltive Drafting, 
Attoouey-General'• Deportment, Canbena 
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Part n Sot-ereignty, sovereign rights and righbofeorurol 
Dhision 1 The tenitorial sea 

Se:tion 5 

Part II-Sovereigoty, sovereign rights and rights of 
control 

DiYision 1- Tbe territorial sea 

5 Inrerpreratiou 
In tills Division, th~ t~nifotial.sen means the tenitorial sea of 
Australia. 

6 Sovereignty in respe-ct of territorial sea 
It is by this Ac.t declared and enacted that the sovereignty in respect 
of the tenitorial sea, and in respect of the. airspace O\<er it and in 
respect of its bed and subsoil, is vested in and exercisabl~ by the 
Cro\m in right of the Colll!llDmvealth. 

7 Limit~ of le,..titoti.1J SM [;"Note 2] 

(I) The Governor-General may, from rime to time, by Proclamation 
declare, not inconsistently with Section 2 of Part II of the 
Convention. the. limits of the whole or of any part of the territorial 
sea. 

(l) For the pu1p0ses of such a Proclamation, the Governor -General 
may, in particular, detennine either or both of the following: 

(a) the breadth of the territorial sea; 
(.b) the baseline. from which the breadth of the tenitorial sea, or 

of my part of the territorial sea. is to be. measured. 

S Dedar~tiou of Wstorir bays and W~storir ntaters 
\Vhere the Go\'emor-Genernl is satisfied: 

(a) that a bay i• an historic bay, he may, by Proclamation, 
declare that bay to be an hi<toric bay and sball, by the same 
or another Proclamation, define the sea-ward limits of that 
bay~ or 

(.b) that waters are historic waters, be IDa)\ by Proclamation, 
declare those waters to be historic waters and sball, by the 
same or another Proclamation, define the limits of !bose 
watets. 

4 Seas a11d Submerged I..onds Act 1973 
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Pari n So\~, sovereign rights aDd rights of control 
Dhi>.ion lA 'I'he e.":clusive ec~ zone 

Section lOA 

Division lA- The exclusive econO<mk zone 

l OA So,·ereigu rights in respect of enlusin economic zone 
It is declared and euacled that the righls and jtuisdiction of 
Atu.tr.ilia in its exclusive economic zone are vested in and 
exercisable by the Crown in right of the Couuuonweallh. 

l OB Limirs of exdusiYe economic zone 
The crovemor -General may. from lime to time, by Proclamation 
declare, not inconsistently with: 

(a) Article 55 or 57 of the Convention; or 
(b) any relevant inteiUational agreement to which Australia is a 

party; 
the limits of the \vhole or of any part of tbe exclusive economic 
zone of Australia. 

lOC Charts of limits of txdusiYe e-conomic zone 

(I) The Minister may cause to be prepared such charts as he or she 
thinl<s fit showing any matter relating to the limits of the exclusive 
economic zone. of Australia. 

(2) The mere production of a c<>py o.f a paper prllJlOrting to be certified 
by the Minister to be a true copy of such a chart is pt;ma facie 
evidence of any matter shown on the chart relating to the limits of 
the exchtsi\:e economic zone of Australia. 

6 Seas and Submerged Lands Act 197 3 
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Sot-ereigmy, '"-OVereign righe and ri~ts ofconb-ol Pm n 
The continental~ Dnis.io-o 1 

~tiou 11 

Division 2-The- continental shelf 

11 Sonreign 1ights in respect of continental shelf 
It is by tbis Ac.t declared and enacted that the sovereign rights of 
Australia as a coostal State in respect of the couriuental sbelf of 
Australia, for ihe pwpose of •"!'loring it and e>tploiting its natural 
resources, are vested in and exercisable by the Crov.u in right of 
•'-- ,....., _ __ . . ....... 1~1. 
I.UC" '-'Vu.&I.U!JU VI.C"<IJ.I.U. 

11 Limit~ of continental shelf 
The Governor -General may, from time to rime by Proclamation, 
declare, not inconsistently with Article 76 of the Convention or >llY 
relevant international agreement to which Australia is a party, the 
limits of ·the. whole or any part of the continental shelf of Australia. 

13 Charts of limit. of continental shelf 

(I) The Minister may came. to be prepared and is,-ued such charts as he 
thinks fi t showing any matter relating to the limits of the 
conriuenllll shelf of Australia. 

(2) The mere. production of a copy of a paper ptuporting lo be certified 
by the Minister to be a true copy of a cbart prepared tmder this 
section ls prima facie etvidence of any matter shown on the chart 
relating to the limits of the continetrtal shelf of Australia. 

&as and Subme>ged Lands Act 1973 i 
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163. Commonwealth, Parliamentary Debate, House, 4 April 1979, pp. 1481-1482 
(Malcolm Fraser, Prime Minister)

Whales and Whaling 

significant number of females are still being 
killed at works throughout Australia. 
Nonetheless, I believe that the overall perspec
tive is such that there will not be a move from 
wool prodll~Qn into beef, from grains into wool 
and now the reverse, and therefore there should 
be some stability in each of the major sectors of 
agriculture oriented to expon. 

From that I would conclude that there will be 
an adequacy of supply both for the domestic 
market and to satisfy the world markets to the 
degree to which a secured base for future exports 
has been attained in multilateral trade nego
tiations. Therefore, the long term prospect is that 
they are subject only to seasonal variation. There 
will be a capability of supply both for expon 
markets and to satisfy domestic demand. 
Domestically, the Australian Meat and Livestock 
Corporation is currently involved in a marketing 
exercise demonstrating to the housewife the 
extent to which there is in this country a quality 
and price of meat that is certainly more than 
competitive in terms of the Australian economy 
when compared with that of any other country. 
As a result I would hope that in spite of some of 
the fears that are being expressed, the average 
housewife will realise that the present price level 
is cenainly not excessive, particularly if com
pared with price increases in many other com
modities. Foodstuffs are abundant in Australia. 
They are of a quality which has helped most 
Australians to have the physique and general 
qualities of which Australians traditionally have 
been proud. I hope, therefore, that housewives 
do not now take meat from their families' tables 
simply because of an immediate price increase. I 
believe that there is reason for Australian pri
mary products, panicularly meat, to continue to 
be eaten in abundance by all Australians. I hope 
that they can continue to do so. 

LEGAL AID COMMISSION OF THE 
AUSTRAUAN CAPITAL TERRITORY 
Mr VINER (Stirling-Minister for Employ-

ment and Youth Affairs )-For the information of 
honourable members, I present the interim 
annual repon of the Legal Aid Commission of 
the Australian Capital Territory for the year 
ended 30 June 1978. 

WHALES AND WHALING 
Ministerial Statement 

Mr MALCOLM FRASER (Wannon- Prime 
Minister)- by leave-On 20 March 1978, I an
nounced the establishment of the Inquiry into 
Whales and Whaling, to be headed by Sir 
Sydney Frost. The report of the Inquiry was 
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tabled in Parliament on 20 February 1979. I 
wish to outline the background to the Inquiry's 
establishment and the Government 's response to 
the repon. There is a natwal community concern 
about an activity which threatens the extinction 
of any species, particularly when it is directed 
against a species as special and intelligent as the 
whale and where there is a fear that the con
tinued existence of these special forms of wildlife 
are threatened by continued exploitation. 

The harpooning of these mammals is offensive 
to many people who regard killing them as in
consistent with the ideals of mankind and with
out serving any valid economic purpose in miti
gation. On the other hand, the livelihood of a 
number of Australians depended on whaling. 
A whaling station operated from Albany in 
Western Australia for many years. It was of long
standing imponance to that region. Australia's 
policy on whaling has been to maintain an active 
role on the International Whaling Commission 
to regulate strictly whaling activity within the 
rules of the Commission and to ensure the con
tinuance of whales as a renewable marine 
resource. 

Given these differences between the whaling 
industry and conservation considerations, and 
also the considerable debate as to what was hap
pening to whale populations, the Government 
decided that the appropriate course was to com
mission an independent inquiry to examine every 
aspect of whaling. The Government has now 
completed consideration of the repon and has 
accepted all the Inquiry's recommendations. The 
Government is to prohibit all whaling within the 
impending 200-mile Australian fishing zone, in
cluding any extension of the zone to include a 
fishing zone off the Australian Antarctic 
Territory. 

The Government upholds the central con
clusion of the Inquiry into Whales and Whaling, 
namely, that Australia should pursue a policy of 
opposition to whaling and that this policy should 
be pursued both domestically and inter
nationally through the International Whaling 
Commission and other organisations. The 
Government will continue to be an active 
member of, and to suppon, the International 
Whaling Commission and to suppon efforts to 
revise the 1946 International Convention for the 
Regulation of Whaling. In particular we will 
seek the eJttension of the Commission's charter 
to the conservation of all cetacea. Satisfactory 
substitutes are readily available for nearly all 
whale products. Therefore, the importation into 
A11st.ratia of all whale products and goods con
taining them are to be banned from I January 
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1981. Subject to normal budgetary consider
ations, government funding for rese~h on 
whales will be continued at no less than present 
levels. 

Arrangements will be initiated soon to im
plement the Government's decision on the re
pon. The Whaling Act 1960, which is basically 
concerned with the regulation of whaling, is to be 
repealed and appropriate protective legislation 
to succeed the Whaling Act is to be developed 
for discussion with the States. A little later, the 
administration of this protective legislation is to 
become the responsibility of the Minister for Sci
ence and the Environment (Senator Webster). 
The Government's decision represents a change 
in policy from one of conservative utilisation of 
whale stocks controlled by international agree
ment to one committed to a vigorous and active 
policy of protection of whales. This change in 
attitude has been influenced by community con
cern not only in Australia but throughout the 
world for the need to preserve these unique 
creatures. 

I am sure that this change of policy will be 
favourably received by most Australians. The 
Government's deliberations have been im
measurably assisted by the hard work and dedi
cation of many individuals and the conservation 
organisations, in particular Project Jonah. I 
would like to pay tribute to Sir Sydney Frost for 
the dedication and thoroughness with which he 
conducted the Inquiry. All who have read the re
pon will agree that it is a well reasoned and com
prehensive document. I present the following 
paper: 

Whales and Whaling- Ministerial Statement, 4 April 
1979. 

Motion (by Mr Sinclair) proposed: 

That the House take note of the paper. 

Mr COHEN (Robertson) (3.11)-The Oppo
sition welcomes the statement of the Prime Min
ister (Mr Malcolm Fraser) and supports him in 
the action that he has taken. It is excellent to see 
now that Australia is to prohibit all whaling 
within the impending 200-mile Australian 
fishing zone, including any extension of the zone 
to include a fishing zone off the Australian An tar
tic Territory. We will continue suppon for the In
ternational Whaling Commission and hopefully 
an end will come to all whaling. As the Prime 
Minister said, satisfactory substitutes are avail
able for all whale produets. It is good to see that 
from 1 January 1981 Australia will prohibit the 
imponation of whale products and that funding 
for research into whales will continue. 

Whales and Whaling 

I must say that this is a welcome change of atti
tude. I thinJc it .i$ true to say that it .i$ due tc;> com
munity concern. 1 take this opportunity to con
gratulate those conservation groups that have 
fought such a good fight to win approval for 
wllat now appears to be a bipartisan attitude on 
whaling. Operation Jonah is to be congratulated, 
as are Friends of the Earth and other conser
vation groups. These are much maligned organ
isations. It is amazing how often--

Mr Martyr-Get out! 
Mr COHEN-That interjection is quite typical 

of the honourable member. But as he has now 
seen, the view of such organisations was right 
and the Government's view was wrong. It has 
taken some years for the Government to come 
round to the view that these groups were putting 
all along the line. I am not saying they are right 
all the time. The honourable gentleman who 
interjected was one who accused these groups of 
being communists and fellow travellers. He 
vented all sorts of vicious spleen on them in the 
House. The Government is now agreeing with 
them on this issue, about which they were right. 
Finally, it has turned out that their view is the 
community view. They are to be congratulated. 

From 1948 to 1974 the IWC presided over a 
continuing decline in the larger whale species 
such as blue whales, fins, seis and humpbacks. 
The humpback whales of Australian waters were 
vinually wiped out during the 1950s and 1960s. 
A similar fate had met the Australian right 
whales more than a century earlier. By 1972 the 
whale resou.rce situation was so critical that the 
United Nations Conference on the Human 
Environment called for a 10-year total mora
torium on commercial whaling. Under this 
weight of international opinion, the annual IWC 
meeting shortly afterwards agreed to set quotas 
for individual whale species for the first time, to 
differentiate between male and female sperm 
whales for biological reasons, and to implement 
an international observer scheme. But United 
States sponsored resolutions in favour of an ab
solute moratorium on whaling were narrowly 
rejected by the IWC in 1972, 1973 and 1974. 
Finally, in 1974 a new management procedure 
put forward by Australia as a compromise be
tween pro-whaling and anti-whaling members 
was accepted by the IWC, plus immediate bans 
on commercial hunting of blue whales, hump
backs, right whales and bowheads. Briefly, the 
new approach to whale harvesting adhered 
much more closely to the idea of maximum sus
tainable yield for each species, that is, the aim of 
maximum harvesting without decline of whale 
stocks. The Australian amendment of 1974 not 
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164. “Opening Statement by the Australian Commissioner, 31st Annual Meeting of the 
International Whaling Commission, London, July 1979”, ITEM 2, IWC 31

ITEM 2 
IWC 31 

OPENING STATEMENT BY THE AUSTRALIAN COMMISSIONER 
31ST ANNUAL MEETING OF THE INTERNATIONAL WHALING 

COMMISSION, LONDON, JULY 1979 

Mr c~irman, Commissioners, Ladies and Gentlemen, 

I regard it as a great honour to serve as Australian 
commissioner to the International Whaling Commission. I am 
also very conscious of the fact that although the task of the 
commission has eased a little as a result of the activities of 
the Technical Committee, much remains to be done. 

Since the last meeting of the Commission , the 
Australian Inquiry into Whales and Whaling conducted by 
sir Sydney Frost has made recommendations based on a 
comprehensive investigation of national and international 
evidence. The Government accepted the recommendations of the 
Inquiry and I will refer to this in more detail later. 

Both domestically and internationally, Australia will 
pursue a policy of opposition to whaling. In its proposed 
200 mile fishing zone, Australia will prohibit all whaling and 
the Austral i an Government is now committed to a vigorous and 
active policy of protection of whales, through the 
International Whaling Commission and other appropriate 
organisations. 

Senator J.J. Webster, the Australian Minister for 
Science and the Environment will be responsible for the 
implementation of legislation reflecting these important 
Government initiatives. 

This change in emphasis from one of the conservativ~ 
utilisation of whale stocks to promoting a policy of banning 
w~aling and protecting whale populations has received 
wtdespread support bo th in Australia and overseas. 

. To most Australian Aboriginal communities whales are 
an1mals of special significance. Although some coastal 
~ommunities do take other marine mammals, such as dugong, there 
ls no history of a sustained subsistence take of small 
cetaceans or of the large whale~ that once moved, on their 
annual migrations, in large numbers through Australian waters, 
waters in which whales are now to be protected. 
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The first whalers came to Australia from Europe. 
Later, Australian-built vessels operated offshore and from bays 
along the coast. By the mid-1850s the exploited whale stocks 
had been so reduced that most operations had ended, but some 
humpback and sperm whaling from shore stations persisted. 
Since 1963 only one Australian land-based whaling station has 
been in operation, taking only sperm whales in Division 5. ThP 
whaling company closed the station at the end of the 1978 
season, its profitability having been eroded by mar ket 
uncertainties and increasing costs. There is evidence that the 
numbers caught in some years substantially exceeded sustainable 
levels . The need to protect the stocks of both male and female 
sperm whales in Division 5 was recognised by the IWC at its 
Special Meeting in Tokyo last year and is a salutary lesson of 
the time needed for such stocks to recover from 
overexploitation. 

In the last decade there has been a remarkable 
increase in world interest in cetaceans. People who may never 
see a whale have pressed for immediate action for whale 
protection. This public concern reflects recognition of the 
evolutionary significance and special nature of these 
wide-ranging marine mammals. Whales are also seen as symbols 
of a far larger need - the need to conserve and protect marine 
ecosystems themselves. 

The growth of public awareness in Australia has 
paralleled growing international interest stimulated by 
concerned individuals and groups. 

The Australian Government, which has a good record in 
nature conservation, recognised the need for a thorough 
investigation of this matter. The Prime Minister announced in 
November 1977 that an Independent Inquiry would be held into 
whales and whaling and later appointed Sir Sydney Frost as 
Chairman with broad terms of reference. The Inquiry held 
public hearings in the State capitals of Western Australia, New 
South Wales and Victoria and in Albany, the town near which the 
only whaling station in Australia then operated. 

The Inquiry commissioned technical papers. An 
extremely important part of its work was to attend the 30th 
Annual IWC meeting and the preceeding Scientific Committee 
meeting in Cambridge. Sir Sydney and two of his staff also had 
discussions with a number of experts both in the United Kingdom 
and the United States of America. 

In December 1978 the Report of the Inquiry was 
submitted to the Government. It is my pleasure to table a copy 
of the Report. 
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In February 1979 the Report was tabled in the 
Australian Parliament and in April 1979 the'Prime Minister 
announced acceptance of the recommendations of the Inquiry. A 
coPY of that announcement has been distributed. 

The central findings of the Inquiry that Australia 
should cease whaling and pursue a policy of opposition to 
whaling were based on an assessment that: 

there is a real probability that whales have the 
potential of high intelligence; 

there is a growing community opinion that it is wrong 
to kill whales; 

in the very near future, substitutes would be 
developed to replace all whale products used in 
Australia; 

the method used to kill whales is inhumane; and 

the populations of some species are drastically 
reduced and that even with the advent of the new 
management procedure, there are still risks to the 
maintenance of the place of some species in marine 
ecosystems or even to their long-term survival. 

The Australian Government considers that it is 
extremely important for Australia to remaim a member of the IWC 
and continue to support ~nd partic i pate in the wor k of the 
Scientific Committee. 

In line with its new polic ies, Australia requested 
that the following items be i ncluded on the Agenda for this 
meeting: 

A world-wide ban on whaling; and 

Consideration of the implications for whales of 
management regimes for other marine resources. 

The Australian Government is convinced that the IWC 
presently is the most competent organisation for the 
international management of cetaceans and will seek to 
strengthen i t by advocating membership of other nations. The 
Government will also continue to be active in the review of the 
Convention. While seeking an end to whaling, the Australian 
Government recoqnises the proolems that arise for some 
nations. However, an overriding and immediate consideration is 
that species should not be put at further risk. 
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My Government appreciates the special problem of 
subsistance whaling where some harvesting is agreed to be an 
essential component of the culture of native people. However 
Australia does not believe it is in the long term interests of 
indigenous people to condone catch levels which place 
endangered species at further risk. 
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165. Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (Cth) pp. 331-338

Conservation o f biodiversity and heritage C h apter 5 
Species and communities Pan 13 

Whales and other cetaceans Dh"isi on 3 

Section 224 

Dhision 3-Whales and other cetaceans 

SubdiYision A- Application ofDhision 

224 Application of Dh-is ion 

( 1) This Division extends to acts, omissions, matters and things 
outside Australia (whether in a foreign cmmtry or not) , except so 
far as the contrary intention appears. 

(2) A provision of this Division that has effect in relation to a place 
outside the outer limits of the Australian Whale Sanctuary applies 
only in relation to: 

(a) Australian citizens; and 
(b) persons who: 

(i) are not Australian citizens; and 
(ii) hold pennanent visas under the M igration Acr 1958; and 

(iii) are domiciled in Aus tralia or an external T erritory; and 
(c) corporations incorporated in Australia or an external 

Territory; and 
(d) the Commonwealth; and 
(e) Couunonwealth agencies; and 
(f) Australian aircraft; and 

(g) Australian vessels: and 
(h) members of crews of Australian aircraft and Australian 

w ssels (including persons in charge of aircraft or , -essels). 

(3) This Division applies to a vessel as if it were an A ustralian vessel 
if: 

(a) the vessel is a boat within the meaning of the Fisheries 
i\!anagem entAct l991; and 

(b) a declaration, tmdec subsection 4(2) of that Act, that the 
vessel is taken to be an Australian boat is in force. 

Environment Protection and B iodiversicy Consen>ation Acrl999 331 
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ChaptE-r 5 Con<ref"Vation of biodiversity and heritage 
Pru·t 13 Species and comnmnities 
Division 3 Whales and other cetaceans 

Section 225 

Subdhision B- Aus tralian Whale Sanctuary and important 
cetacean habitat areas 

225 Australian 'Vhale San ctuai')' 

(1) TI1e Australian Whale Sanctuary is established in order to give 
fonnal recognition of the high level of protection and management 
afforded to cetaceans in Commonwealth marine areas and 
prescribed waters. 

(2) TI1e A ustralian Tf'7rale Sanctuary· comprises: 
(a) any waters of the sea inside d1e seaward botmdary offue 

exclusive economic zone, except: 
(i) waters, rights in respect ofwb.ich have been vested in a 

State by section 4 of fue Coastal Warer;s (State Title) Act 
1980 or in the Norfuern Territory by section 4 of fue 
Coastal Waters (Northern Terricory Title) Act 1980; and 

(ii) watefs w ithin the limits of a State or the Norfuern 
Tenitory; and 

(b) any waters over the continental shelf, except: 
(i) waters, rights in respect of which have been vested in a 

State by section 4 offue Coastal Water;s (State Title) Act 
1980 or in the Northern Territory by section 4 of fue 
Coastal Waters (Northern Territory Title) A ct 1980; and 

(ii) waters within the limits of a State or the Norfuern 
Territory; and 

(iii) waters covered by paragraph (a); and 
(c) so much of the coastal waters of a State or fue Nruthern 

Territory as are prescribed waters. 

Note: This subsection is subject to subsection 5(3). 

116 Prescribed waters 

( 1) The regulations may declare the whole, or a specified patt, of the 
coastal waters of a State or the Nortl1ern Tetritory to be prescribed 
waters. 

(2) Before the Governor-General makes a regulation under 
subsection (1), the Minister must obtain the agreemetlt of the 
relevant Minister of the State or the Norfuern Tenitory. 

332 Environment Protection and B iodiversiry Conservation Act 1999 
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Conservation ofbiodirersity and heritage Chapt~r 5 
Species and comnnmities Pan 13 

Whales and otber cetaceans Didsion 3 

Section 22 7 

227 Coastal wa ters 

(1) Section 15B of the Acts InterpretaTion Actl901 does not apply in 
relation to this Division. 

(2) The cooffal II'Oters of a State or the Northern I eaitory are: 
(a) the pan or parts of the teaitorial sea that are: 

(i) within 3 nautical miles of the baseline of the territorial 
sea; and 

(ii) adjacent to that State or I eaitory: and 

(b) any ntarine or tidal waters that are inside that baseline and 
are adjacent to that State or I erritory but are not u-ithin the 
limits of a State or that I erritory. 

No:e: Gen-erally the bas.eline i!. the 1-ou:est asil'Ocomical ride along cbe eoa::>t 
but it abo includes lines encJo..-..i.ng ba~ and indemations that are uot 
baY$ and suaight ba!.etines that depart &-om the coast. 

(3) Any part of the territorial sea that is adjacent to the Jervis Bay 
I erritory is, for the purposes of subsection (2), taken to be adjacent 
to :New South Wales. 

n s :\liDister ma~· make dedantion for coastal waters 

(1) lfthe Minister is satisfied that a law of a State or the Northern 
I erritory adequately protects cetaceans in the coastal waters. or a 
part of the coastal waters, of the State or Territory, the Minister 
may make a declaration accordingly, whether or not those coastal 
waters or that pan are presml>ed waters. 

(2) A declaration must be in writing. 

22SA Important cetacean habitat areas 

(1) The Minister may. by legislative instrument. declare a specified 
area in the. Australian Whale Sanctuary to be an important cetacean 
habitat area 

(2) The regulations may specify criteria to be applied by the Minister 
in determining whether to declare an area to be an intportant 
cetacean habitat area. lf regulations are made for !he. purposes of 
this section the Minister may declare an area to be an important 
cetacean habitat area only if he or she is satisfied that the area 
meets the criteria prescribed by the regulations. 

Envirommml Protection and Biodiversity Consen'Gfion Act 1999 333 
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Chapter 5 Conservation of biodiversity and heritage 
Part 13 Species and communities 
Dhision 3 Whales and other cetaceans 

Section ?29 

Subdhision C-Offences 

229 Killing or injuring a cetacean 

(1) A person is guilty of an offence if: 

(a) the person takes an action; and 
(b) the action results in the death or injury of a cetacean; and 
(c) the cetacean is in 

(i) the Australian Whale Sanctuary (but not the coastal 
waters, or a part of the coastal waters, of a State or the 
Northern Territory for which a declaration lUlder 
section 228 is in force); or 

(ii) waters beyond the outer limits of the Australian Whale 
Sanctuary. 

Note 1: Chapter 2 of the Crimmal Code sets out the general principles of 
criminal responsibility. 

Note 2 : This section does not apply in the circumstances descnOed in 
section 231. A defendant bears an e•idential burden in relation to 
those circumstances. See subsection 13.3(3) of the Crimmal Code. 

(1A) Strict liability applies to paragraph (l )(c). 

Note: For strictliabili(>', see section 6.1 of the Climinal Code. 

(2) The offence is punishable on conviction by imprisonment for not 
more than 2 years or a fine not exceeding 1,000 penalty units, or 
both. 

l29A Strict liability for killing or injuring a cetacean 

( 1) A person is guilty of an offence if: 
(a) the person takes an action; and 
(h) thf' :~rtion rP.Stllts in thf' ruwh or injury of a c.etaC'f'an; anrl 
(c) the cetacean is in 

(i) the Australian Whale Sanctuary (but not the coastal 
waters, or a part of the coastal waters, of a State or the 
Northern Territory for which a declaration Wlder 
section 228 is in force); or 

(ii) waters beyond the outer limits of the Australian Whale 
Sanctuary. 

Note 1: Chapter 2 of the O ·tmmal Code sets out the general principles of 
crintinal responsibility. 

334 Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 
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Conservation of biodiversity and heritage C hap let· 5 
Species and communities Par t 13 

Whales and other ce.taceans Dhision 3 

Section 229B 

Note 2 : This section does not apply in the circumstances described in 
section ~31. A defendant bears an evidential burden in relation to 
those circumstances. See subsec.tion 13.3(3) of the Criminal Cede. 

(2) Strict liability applies to paragraphs ( l)(a), (b) and (c). 

Note: For strict liabili~''. see section 6.1 of the Criminal Cede. 

(3) The offence is punishable on conviction by a fine not exceeding 
500 penalty units. 

229B Intentionally taking etc. a cetacean 

(1) A person is guilty of an offence if: 
(a) the person takes, trades, keeps, moves or interferes with a 

cetacean; and 
(b) the cetacean is in: 

(i) the Australian Whale Sanctuary (but not the coastal 
waters, or a part of the coastal waters, of a State or the 
Northem Territory for which a declaration under 
section 228 is in force); or 

(ii) waters beyond the outer limits of the Australian Whale 
Sanctuary. 

Note 1: Chapter 2 of the Criminal Code sets out the general princ.iples of 
criminal responsibiliry. 

Note 2: This section does not apply in the circumstances descnl>ed in 
section 231. A defendant bears an evidential burden in relation to 
those circumstances. See subsec.tion 13.3(3) of the Criminal Cede. 

(2) Strict liability applies to paragraph (1)(b). 

Note: For srrictliobi/il)•, see section 6.1 of the Criminal Cede. 

(3) The offence is punishable on conviction by imprisomnent for not 
more than 2 years or a fine not exceeding 1,000 penalty units, or 
both. 

(4) In this Act: 

interfere with a cetac.ean includes harass, dlaSe, herd, tag, mark or 
brand the cetacean. 

Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 335 
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Chapter 5 Conservation ofbiodi.-ersity and heritage 
Part 13 Species and communities 
Dhision 3 Whales and other cetaceans 

Section 229C 

trade a cetacean: 
(a) includes: 

(i) buy the cetacean, agree to receive it rmder an agreement 
to buy, agree to accept it tmder such an agreement or 
acquire it by barter; or 

(ii) sell the cetacean, offer it for sale, agree to sell it, have it 
in possession for the pwpose of sale, deliver it for the 
ptupose of sale, receive it for the purpose of sale or 
dispose of it by barter for the ptupose of gain or 
advancement; or 

(iii) cause or allow any of the acts referred to in 
subparagraph (i) or (ii) to be done; but 

(b) does not include export the cetacean from Australia or an 
external Territory or import it into Australia or an external 
Territory. 

Note: For provisions relating to export or import see Part 13A 

229C Sn ·ict lia bility for t aking et c. a cetacean 

(1) A person is guilty of an offence if 
(a) the person takes, trades , keeps, moves or interferes \>lith a 

cetacean; and 
(b) the cetacean is in: 

(i) the Australian Wllllle Sanctuary (but not the coastal 
waters, or a part of the coastal waters, of a State or the 
Northern Territ01y for which a declaration under 
section 228 is in force); or 

(ii) waters beyond the outer limits of the Australian Vihale 
Sanctuary. 

Note 1: Chapter 2 of the Criminal Code sets out the general principles of 
crinlinal responsibility. 

Note 2 : This section does not apply in the circunlSlaJlces described in 
section 231. A defendant bears an evidential burden in relation ·to 
those cirC\IImlances. See subsection 13.3(3) of the Criminal Code. 

(2) Strict liability applies to paragraphs ( l)(a) and (b). 

Note: For strict liabili(l', see section 6.1 of the Criminal Code. 

(3) The offence is ptmishable on conviction by a fine not exceeding 
500 penalty tmits. 

336 Em,ironmem Protection and Biodiversi l)' Conservation Act 1999 
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Conservation of biodiversity and heritage Chapter 5 
Species and communities Part 13 

Vlhales and other ce.taceans Dh-ision 3 

229D T reatin g cetaceans 

Treating tmlawjillly killed or taken cetaceans 

( 1) A person is guilty of an offence if 
(a) thp pPrSon tn>al<; n r.Pt.arP.an; anrt 
(b) the cetacean has been: 

Section 229D 

(i) killed in contravention of section 229 or 229 A; or 
(ii) taken in contravention of section 229B or 229C. 

Note 1: Chapter 2 of the Crimi11al Code sets out the general principles of 
c:rimina1 responsibility. 

Note 2: This sec.tion does not apply in lhe circumstances described in 
section 231. A defendant bears an evidential burden in relation to 
those circ:utmtances. See subsec.tion 13.3(3) of the Criminal Code. 

(2) An offence against subsection (1) is punishable on conviction by 
imprisorunent for not more than 2 years or a fine not exceeding 
1,000 penalty units, or both. 

Treating unlawfiilly imponed cetaceans 

(2A) A person conunits an offence if: 

(a) the person treats a cetacean; and 
(b) the cetacean has been unlawfully in1p01ted. 

Note 1: Chapter 2 of the Crimi11al Code sets out the general principles of 
c:rimina1 responsibility. 

Note 2: Subsection 4B{3) of the Crintes Act 19141ets a court fine a body 
corporate up to 5 times the maxinmm amount the court could fine a 
person under lhis subsection. 

(?.B) An offence against subsection (2A) is pwrishable on conviction by 
imprisomnent for not more than 5 years or a fine not exceeding 
1,000 penalty units, or both. 

(3) In this Act: 

treat a cetacean means divide or cut up, or extract any product 
fi·om, the cetaceruL 

Enviromnent Protection and Biodiversiry ConservaTion Act 1999 337 
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Ch ap ter 5 Conservation of biodiversity and heritage 
P ar t 13 Species and conununities 
Division 3 Whales and oilier cetaceans 

Section 230 

230 P ossession of cetaceans 

Possession ofunlm>1illly killed cetaceans 

(1) A person is guilty of an offence if: 
(a) the person has in his or he,r possession: 

(i) a cetacean; or 
(ii) a part of a cetacean; or 

(iu) a product derived from a cetacean; and 
(b) the cetacean 1135 been: 

(i) killed in contravention of section 229 or 229A; or 
(ii) taken in contravention of section 229B or 229C. 

Note: Chapter 2 of the Criminal Cade sets out the general principles of 
criminal responsibility. 

(2) An offence against subsection (1) is punishable on conviction by 
imprisonment for not more than 2 years or a fine not exceeding 
1,000 penalty units, or both. 

Possession ofunlmlfilily imported cetaceans 

(3) A person commits an offence if: 
(a) the person has in his or her possession: 

(i) a cetacean; or 
(ii) a part of a cetacean; or 

(iu) a product derived from a cetacean; and 
(b) the cetacean, part or product, as the case may be, has been 

rullawii.llly imported. 

Note 1: Chapter 2 of the Criminal Code sets out the general principles of 
criminal responsibility. 

Note 2: Subsection 4B(3) of the Crimes Act 1914lets a court fine a body 
corporate up to 5 times the maxinmm amount the court could fine a 
person under this subsection. 

( 4) An offence against subsection (3) is punishable on conviction by 
imprisonment for not more than 5 years or a fine not exceeding 
1,000 penalty units, or both. 

338 Environme/U ProtecTion and Biodiversity Conse1Vation Act 1999 
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166. Attorney-General Daryl Williams and Minister for Foreign Affairs Alexander 
Downer, “Changes to International Dispute Resolution” (News Release, 25 March 
2002)

A TIORl'JEY-GENERAL 
THE HON. DARYL YII'JLLIAMS A..M QC MP 

MINISTER FOR 
FOREIGN AFFAIRS 

THE HON. ALEXANDER DOWNER MP 

N EWS RELEASE 

25 March 2002 

CHANGE S TO Doi:ER..'NATIONAL IDISPt:IT RISOLt:TION 

The Anomey-General Daryl Williams and the Minister for Foreign Affairs Alexander 
Downer toda.y annotmced changes to the temlS upon which Australia accepts intemational 
dispute re~olution mechanism~, particularly as they a.pply to maritime boundaries. 

These changes relate particularly to the Intemational Court of Justice (ICJ) and to dispute 
settlement under the 1982 United Nations Convention on the Law of the. Sea (UNCLOS). 

Australia has lodged a declaration accepting the ICJ and the Intemational Tribunal for the 
Law of the Sea as venues for compulsory dispute settlement under the Law of the Sea 
Convention. Australia was an original party to the Convention and ratified it in 1994. 

Australia remain~ one of only 61 countries out of the United Nations' 189 me.mbers that 
accept the con1pulsory jurisdiction of the ICJ. Of those, the majority have made various types 
of reservations to their acceptance of the Court's jurisdiction. 

Under the Convention, Australia may choose the dispute resolution bodies it prefers and 
whether to ex.clude. certain areas, such as maritin1e delinlltation, from compulsory dispute 
re~olution. 

Australia has made a declaration excluding the setting of maritinle boundaries from 
compulsory dlispute resolution. Australia's strong view is that. any maritin1e boundary dispute 
is best settled by negotiation rather than litigation. 

Australia's maritinle zones abut the maritin1e zones o:f Indonesia, New Zealand, Papua New 
Guinea, the. Solomon Islands, France (New Caledonia, Kerguelen l~land and Antarctica), East 
Timor and Norway. Australia is yet to resolve botmdaries with France, New Zealand and 
Norway in the maritin1e area adjacent to Antarctica. Att~tralia has negotiated treaties on 
..,. .,. ..... ~ ... .-.. ..,. ... 1- ..... .-..-~f.~oHo J.......,., .. ~A ... ~ ..... H•~+l• T.,..:f.-.. . .. .., .,.; .., 0 .... ., , ,.., 1\To,u 1":!"~'"'0"' +1•o <:.• ...... 1,......,,..,.,.,. T .. 1 ...... ..1 .. .., ,.,...:f 
}"'-'&.u.u :u. .... t .. n .&.UCU. U U U ,._. VV\.U.J.\ ,NU& ... -3 VV J. \ ·U .&.UU'VJ.l ...,;:,t.d· ,_ .l <.'f-' \.kt. J.'OI,..V't '-"\.U.,u . ...n., l ·,U ,._. .JVIVU I VU .&.o>U U .• ..._, <1-U.U' 

France (New Caledonia and Kerguelen Island). Negotiations are ongoing with New Zealand. 

Att~tralia has also amended its acceptance of the jurisdiction of the ICJ tmder the so-called 
'optional clause' of the ICJ Statute_ Under the changes announced today_ Australia will 
continue to accept the jurisdiction of the Cotut, subject to the following exceptions: 

• where the parties have agreed to other peaceful means of dispute resolution; 

• where disputes involve maritime boundary delimitation or disputes conceming the 
exploitation of an area in dispute or adjacent to an area in dispute; and 

• where a cotmtry has only accepted the compulsory jurisdiction of the court for a particular 
purpose o:r has accepted the compulsory jurisdiction of the cotut for a period of less than 
one year. Tlus underpin~ Australia 's view that actions relying on the compulsory 
jurisdiction of the ICJ should be undertaken on the basis of a long-term collllllitment to 
acceptance of that. jurisdiction. 
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Australia is, and rffilains c.onuuined to the negotiated settlement of disputes. The ICJ and the 
dispute resolution mechanislllS under the Convention on the Law of the Sea play au important 
role in the. settlement of disputes. 

The Govenunent's view is that every endeavour should be made to reach an agreed resolution 
of disputes. 

!\Iedia Contact: 

Carina Tau-Van Bareu (Mr Williams) (02) 6277 7300/ 0419 423 965 
Matt Francis (Mr Downer) (02) 6277 7500/ 0419 206 890 

2 
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167. Commonwealth, Parliamentary Debates, Joint Standing Committee on Treaties, 
12 July 2002 (William Campbell) TR 45 - TR 53

COMMONWEALTH OF AUSTRALIA 

Official Committee Hansard 

JOINT STANDING COMMITTEE ON TREATIES 

Refe.-ence: Treaties tabled on 18 a n d 25 June 2.002 

FRIDAY. 12 JULY 2002 

CANBERRA 

BY AUTHORITY OF THE P.~U.L~?..>IENT 
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INTI.Rl'IE I 

The Proof and Official Hansard trallScripts of Senate committee hearings, 
some House of Representatives committee hearings and some joint com
mittee hearings are available on the Internet. Some House. of Representa
tives committees and some joint committees make available only Official 
HallSard transcripts. 

The Interne.! address is: http://wmv.aph.gov.aulhansard 

To search the parliamentary database, go to: http://searrh.aph.gov.au 
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Friday, 12 July 2002 JOINT TR 45 

[ 11.28 a.m.] 

CAMPBELL, !\Ir William 1\IcFadyen, First Assistant Secretary, Office of International 
Law, Attorney-General's Department 

IRWIN, !\Is Rebecca, Acting Senior Adviser, Office of International L aw, Attorney
General's Department 

FRENCH, Dr Gregot·y AL1n, Directot; Sea Law, Environmental Law and Antarctic Policy 
Section, Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade 

RABY, Dr Geoffrey ' Villiam, First Assistant Secretary, Intem ational Organisations and 
Legal Division, Depari ment of F oreign Affairs and Trade 

TRINDADE, !\Ir Dominic, Legal Adviset; Legal Branch, Department of Foreign Affairs 
and Trade 

CHAIR- I welcome witnesses from the Attorney-General's Department and the Department 
of Foreign Affairs and! Trade to give evidence in relat ion to the Australian declarations under 
articles 2871 and 2981 of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea 1982 and the 
Australian declarat ion under paragraph 2 of article 36 of the Statute of the International Court of 
Just ice 1945. As you were all witnesses in the last hearing I will not go over the warning about 
not giving faL5e and mi5leading evidenc.e. I am sure that you are aU aware that these are 
regarded as proceedings of the parliament and should be treated accordingly. Would somebody 
like to make some opening remarks about thi5 particular internat ional instmment? 

!\Ir Campbell--Before making some opening remarks, I note that the tabling of these treaties 
was anticipated in a letter sent to you on 24 March of this year, stating that the declarations had 
been lodged but that they would be tabled before the committ.ee as soon as possible thereafter. 
They were lodged early, on the basis of the sensit ive nature of the action, which is probably 
something that we will get into afterwards. Having stated that, we welcome the opportunity to 
explain to the conunitte.e these two iustmments: the declarat ions relating to dispute settlement 
wtder the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, which I will refer to as the Law of 
the Sea conveutio11, or UNCLOS; and Australia's new declarat ion of acceptance of the 
jurisdiction of the htternational Court of Justice, which I will refer to as the ICJ. 

Before moving on to the two declarations, I would like to make a preliminary point about 
international adjudication and arbitrat ion in general, and that is that most if not all dispute 
settlement by international courts and tribunals is based upon the consent of the states appearing 
before them. That cou.5ent can be given in a variety of ways, as I will mention in relation to the 
ICJ. However, in the absence of its consent, a state callllot be taken before au international court 
or tribunal. In the absence of such consent by a state, no other state has the eight to bring a 
dispute between the two of them before an international court or tribunaL The point I make is 
that consent is fundamental to intentational adjudication and arbitration. 

CHAIR- So you cannot have a tmilateral referral of a matter to the court? 

TREATIES 
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1\'lr Camp bell--That is exactly right. Moving on to the UNCLOS declaration, which was 
made on 22 March, Australia gave its consent to dispute se.ttlement in relation to the interpreta
tion and application of the Law of the Sea convention when it. ratified that convention in 1994. 
Indeed Australia, together with New Zealan d, utili~ed the dispute settlemen t proceedings under 
UNCLOS when booth cowttries took Japan to an arbitration over southern b luefin tuna in 1999. 
While all parties to UNCLOS accept dispute settlement under the convention, the convention 
allows states parties certain choices, and those choices are both as to the means of dispute set
tlement. and a lso as to the exc.lusion of certain form~ of dispute from dispute settlement. The. 
declaration made. by Aus tralia recent ly under the convent.ion relates to those two choices. 

Tite purpose of the first part of the declaration was to nominate the International Tribunal for 
the Law of the Sea and the ICJ as preferred means of dispute settlement under UNCLOS. The 
NIA sets out the other mea a~ that were the subject of that choice, and I will not go into them 
now. UNCLOS also enables countries to exclude specified forms of d:ispute from dispute 
se-ttlement, and one of those e.xpress e.xc.ltt~ions referred to in UNCLOS relates to the 
determination of maritime boundaries. Under its declaration, pursuant to that. provision, 
Att~tralia has excluded maritin1e botutdary disputes from compulsory dispute settlement under 
the Law of the Sea convention. That action was taken in line with the government's view that. 
maritime bounda:ries are best. resolved through negotiation rather than by resort to an 
international court or tribu113l. As a matter of statistics, of the. 29 states parties to UNCLOS that 
have actually nominated preferred dispute resolution mechanisms, 11 have made similar 
exceptions in relation to maritime boundary di~utes. 

Moving on to the International Court of Justice, or ICJ, declaration, as is explained in the 
NIA. a slate can accept the jurisdiction of tlte h ttemational Court of Justice in three ways. The 
fu-st way a s tate can do this is by entering into au agreement with another country to refer a 
particu lar dispute to the Intem ational Cotut of Justice; that is referred to teclutically as a 
compromis. The. second mechanism is that, in a treaty on a particular subject, a state might agree 
th at the ICJ will h ave jurisdiction over disputes arising under that treaty-and the example I just. 
gave of the declaration tmder the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea is an examp le of that.. 
h1 other words, we b.we agreed under the UN Convention on the Law of lhe Sea that the ICJ 
can be used for th e resolution of disputes under that treaty. The third form of consent is that. 
wtder article 36.2 of the statute of the ICJ-commonly known as the optional cL1use--a state 
may lodge a declaration with the Secre-tary General of the United Nat ions, accepting the 
jurisdiction of ilie cotut in relation to any other country making a similar dec.laration: that is, 
there is an element of reciprocity. In mak ing such a declaration, a state is entitled to place 
conditions or exceptions on its acceptance. If there is a dispute between two states, both of 
whom have lodged de.clarati011~ under the optional c.lause that covered the di~pute, then the ICJ 
has jurisdiction over it. 

Australia 's previous declaration in 1975 tmder the optional clause was an open declaration; it 
only included one qualification. The declarat ion made by Australia in March this year inserted a 
muuber of further qualifications. Those qualifications bring about a consistency with the 
declaration I just referred to under UNCLOS, which excluded maritinte boundary disputes. 
They also bring about some conunonality with qttalifications that have been adopted by a 
number of other countries in relation to their ICJ declarations. 

TREATIES 
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The four qualifications are set out in the NIA. In short, the first qualificat ion is where we 
have agreed with another state to utilise another dispute resolution mechanism in relation to a 
particular di~pute; in that case, that other meam will be used and not the ICJ. That exception 
was contained in the previous dec.laratiou. The second qualification coucerm maritime bowld
ary disputes between Australia and another state, or disputes concerning the exploitat ion of an 
area in dispute or adjacent to an area in dispute. The effect of that exception, combined with the 
UNCLOS declaration, is to preclude compuL~ory dispute settlement of Australia 's maritime 
boundaries. 

I will give a bit of backgrotu1d about our boundaries. We have some of the largest maritime 
areas in the world, and we aLso have some of the longest maritime boundaries. It is the view of 
the government that the maritime botu1daries, as I mentioned earlier, are best resolved by 
negotiation and not through resort to third party dispute settlement. All the current maritime 
boundaries that we have settled with other cotultries have been agreed by negotiation. 
Negotiation allows the parties to work together to reach outcomes acceptable to both sides for 
the long term. 

The third qualification is where another state accepts the jurisdiction of the ICJ only for the 
purpose of a part.icular dispute. That reservation emures that only countries that have the same 
broad acceptance of the jurisdiction of the ICJ can take Australia to the international court tmder 
the optional c.lause. The final qualification is in relat ion to cases where less than 12 mouths has 
elapsed since another state accepted the jurisdiction under the optional protocol. This is 
designed to protect Australia from litigation by cotmtries that have accepted the jurisdiction of 
the ICJ for the sole purpose of bringing proceedings against Australia. Again, it relates to that 
1~~tP. of long-tP.m1 ;:tC:('P.pt.anr.t: of th~ jnr1~rl1r.tion 

Notwithstanding those qualifications, Australia still accepts the jurisdiction of the 
International Court of Justice in relat ion to most disputes. There has been quite a lot of reporting 
that Au~tralia has withdrawn from the ICJ jurisdiction; that is sintply not the case. Australia has 
put on some further qualifications, but it has not withdrawn from the jurisdiction. h1deed, as 
pointed out in the national interest analysis, Australia is in the minority of only one-third of 
United Nations members who accept ICJ jurisdiction w1der the optional clause. Of the 190-odd 
United Nations members, only 63 have made a declarat ion under the optional clause to accept 
the jurisdiction of the court. Of those 63 states, a majority- that is, 46-have placed some 
qualifications on their acceptance. Ifi could make a slight explanat ion, I thi.uk the NIA refers to 
61 states as having accepted the jurisdiction of the ICJ. 

CHAIR- Yes, it does. 

1\Ir Campbell--It is very much a matter of re.ading some dec.laratiom and documentation. 
Some of those relate to declarations that were previously made in relation to the Perntaneut 
Court of International Justice prior to 1945. \Ve have had a c.arefid look at it and are fairly sure 
that the figt1re i~ 63. The other point I would make is that the web site containing those 
declarations is updated only every so often; it is not updated from day to day. We caru1ot be sure 
that the figt1re is exactly right at the moment, but it would be fairly accurate. I will conclude by 
saying that, consistent with its obligations under the UN charter, Australia is conunitted to the 
peaceful settlement of disputes. In thi~ respect., the ICJ and the di~pute resolution mechanisms 
w1der UNCLOS will cont inue to play an important role. 

TREATIES 
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CHAIR- One of the exceptions applies where the parties agree to other peacefiJl means of 
dispute resolution. Take me through that scenario. What happens when Australia and another 
party agree to some other means of dispute resolut ion which does not resolve the dispute? 

1\Ir Campbell-There would be. no resort. to the International Court of Justice in those 
circumstances. 

CHAIR- There. could not be, or the1:e would not be? 

1\Ir Campbell-There would have to be a separate agreement to take it to the htternational 
Court of Justice in those circumstances. 

CHAIR- So Australia could go back on its exceptions at any time? 

1\Ir Campbell- It is always open to Australia to agree with another country to take a 
particular dispute to the Intentational Court of Justice. That was the first type of referral tha.t I 
mentioned: under a so-called compromis, we reach a specific agreement to take a lll3tter to the. 
International Court of Justice. 

CHAIR- In broad terms, we have accepted the jurisdiction of the ICJ since 1975? 

1\'Ir Campbei~We ltave accepted the jurisdiction of the ICJ virtually since its inception, 
which was around 1947. We accepted the jurisdiction of the Pemtanent Court before that. 

CHAIR- So wltat was the point of t:he date of 1975? 

1\Ir Campbel~ That was the date o•ur previous declaration was made, but before that there. 
was another declaration in 1954. Prior to that, Australia made a dec.!aration in relation to the. 
Permanent Court in 1940. 

CHAIR- But this is the first time we have made an exception or declaration with respect to 
marit ime boundaries? 

1\Ir Campbell-No. h1 fact, the 1954 declaration made reservations in relation to certain 
marit ime matters. 

CHAIR- What was the difference between that reservation and tllis current declaration? 

1\Ir Campbei~The current declarwtion is certainly more comprehe1t~ive in its dealing with 
maritime boundaries, but bear in minod that the nwitin1e boundaries in 1954 fundamentally 
related to the territorial sea only. The continental shelf was just developing at that stage; there 
was no concept of an exclusive econo:mic zone. Of necessity, our current. declaration i~ much 
broader. 

1\Ir WILKIE- Have we ever been taken to cotU1. about botmdaries? 

1\Ir Camp bel~ Yes, we have. 

TREATIES 
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:\11' WlLKIE-What. was the outcome? Can you tell us about the case or cases? 

l\Ir C am pbell-The case in fact concerned the Timor Gap Zone of Cooperation that was 
agreed under the Timor Gap Treaty with Indonesia. Portugal took Australia to the International 
Court of Justice alleging, amongst other things, that. the Timor Gap Treaty was illegal because 
the occupation of East. Timor by Indonesia was illegal Howe,;er, Portugal could not take 
Indonesia to the court, because Indonesia had not accepted jurisdiction under the optional 
cIa use. The argument put by Australia in that case, relying upon some earlier authority called 
the Monetary Gold Case. was that Indonesia was what is known as ' an indispensable third 
party' to that action and the action could not sensibly be decided in the abse.nce of Indonesia's 
presence before the courtc uitimately. that was the basis on which the court said it would not 
exercise jurisdiction o\·er the matter, and that was where the matter was left. 

!\It· W ILKIE-Is that the only case? 

:\11' C amp bell-That is not the only case where Australia has been before the International 
Court of Justice. 

i\It· WlLKIE-I mean over the maritime borders. 

i\It· C ampbell-That is the only case that I can recall over maritime boundaries. Tltere was 
another semi-maritime matter. and that was when Australia took France to the International 
Court of Justice in the mid-1970s over atmospheric nuclear testing in the Pacific. which had a 
maritime aspect to it. 

Seuatot· 1\l AR.SH.ALL-You mentioned earlier that some other countries may be waiting for 
this process, to take tiS to court on some of the boundary issues. I thought you indicated that 
some other countries had ratified that agreement on the basis that they may be able to use that in 
some disputed botmdary issues with us, unless I misunderstood. 

i\11' C ampbell-! do not think I suggested that. 

Sen ator :\lARSH ALL-1 am sorry. Do w e have any unresolved boundary issues? 

:\11' C am pbell-We ha.ve a mtmber of unresolved boundaries- when I say 'unresolved', I 
mean boundaries yet to be agreed with other cotmtries. As I think is set otU in the :1\'L'I., w e lta\·e 
maritime boundaries with seven countries. We have agreed our maritime boundaries with 
Indonesia, although the 1997 tre<~.ty, wlticlt is the final treaty we negotiated with Indonesia., is 
yet to enter into force. We have some unresolved continemal shelf boundaries beyond 200 
nautical miles with France that we are yet to resolve, both in relation to New Caledonia. and its 
possession of Kerguelen, which is near Heard and McDonald Islands in the Southern Ocean. We 
also, of course, have an unresolved boundary with East Timor, but we have provisional 
arrangements in place. At the present time we are in\·olved in maritime boundary negotiations 
with New Zealand. where. we have maritime boundaries on four fronts, including between our 
Antarctic possessions. We also have unresolved boundaries witlt France and Norway in relation 
to where they abut the Australian .J\ntarctic Territory. Tl1ey are. the unresolved ones. 
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CH.-\.IR- This declaration \v-as clearly pre-empt.ive, so who are we assuming is going to be
gin an action against Australia with regard to a sea botmdary delimitation? 

l\Ir Camp bell-I cannot re-ally ge-t into the motive-s of why the declaration \\' liS made. There
was no acrual thre-at that I have se-en in any newspapers, or things like that, about Australia 
being taken to court over its maritime botu1daries. There were certainly a deal of writings and 
papers being given by acade-mics saying that it was a possibility East Timor would take
Australia to the court over its maritime boundaries. 

CH.-\.IR- We had not thought of a declaration prior to this? We had not thought it necessary 
to make this exception prior to 2002? 

l\lt· Campbell-We ha\·e been considering for some time the question of the declarations 
under UNCLOS, which have really been outstanding since we became a party to it in 1994. 
both in re-lation to the forum for dispute se-ttlement and in relation to the question of which 
exceptions under UNCLOS we would adopt. The govettt01ent has now made that decision. 

l\lt· l\IARTY~ I T ANS--In relation to the International Court of Justice, what is the starus of 
the jurisdiction acceptance by cotultries like the United States and the major Europe-an 
Connnunity powers? Han• they more- or less unreserved acceptance of the jurisdiction? 

l\lt· Campbell-It might be useful if we provide to the conunittee the list of declarations 
made by the countrie-s. We can do that very easily. 

:\lr 1\IARTI':\' EVANS-Certainly the major ones would be helpful 

l\lt· Campbell-We will prov~de that list to you. The United States. France. China and the 
USSR do not accept the jurisdiction of the international court. France and the United States used 
to acc.ept the jurisdiction tu1der the optional clause. Most of the European countries. I think. 
ha\-e made a declaration under the optional clause. Not all of them, but many. have 
qualifications to it. For example, in our region C\ew Zealand accepts the- jurisdiction of the
international court with qualifications, some of which relate to resources in its maritime zone-s. 
Indonesia doe-s not accept the. jurisdiction of the court tu1der the optional clause althou~as I 
mentioned earlier- it made a specific agreement with Malay-sia to take a dispute over 
so..-ereignty of certain islands to the international court. That was heard by the court in June. 

l\lr 1\IARTI':\' EVANS-That would be quite usefiJL Thank you. 

l\lr WILKIE- This i~ not a question; it is more a statement. but you may wish to comment 
on it. I would think you could understand that the international connnunity might say to 
Australia. 'You' ve had this in place since 1940. You've ne\·er had a judgment made against you 
and two months befOre East Timor- the only cotultry likely to take action against you- you· ve 
suddenly decided to exclude tltis from the court ·s jurisdiction. ' A cynic might say that it has 
been done to prevent East Timor taking us to cotut and, therefore. it is in Australia 's 
international interests. 

l\lr Campbell-There are a number of points I can make or repeat. Firstly, East Timor has 
said that it is keen on ne.gotiation as a means of resolving these disputes. Secondly, this applies 
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to all our maritime boundaries; we are not just talking about our maritime boundaries with East 
Tintor; we do have unresolved boundaries. Thirdly, it is the view of the government that mari
time boundaries are best resolved by negotiation and not by resort: to international arbitration or 
courts. To repeat another point: all our current boundaries with other countries have been nego
tiated. 

Finally, the question of the acceptability of the boundary to both countries is very important, 
given that marit inte boundaries remain in place for a very long period. You are much more 
likely to get acceptance of that boundary, and less tension over time, if it i~ done by agreement 
as opposed to an intentational cotut or tribunal. There have been cases-I can think of one 
instance--where cowttries have had a boundary resolved by arbitration and ended up with a 
very odd result which way not have been in the interest of either country. The case I am 
thinking of is a boundary that was set by arbitration between Canada and France in relation to 
some French possessions very close to the coastline of Canada. These i~lauds ended up with au 
exclusive economic zone which was 200 nautical miles long and 1 OY. nautical wiles w ide. That 
made it very difficult in relation to regulated fisheries in the area. The fundamental point is that 
the govenunent believes that wariti.rne boundaries are best resolved by negotiation. 

CHAIR- Do you know whether East Timor as a nation has accepted the jurisdiction of the 
International Court of Justice? 

i\Ir Campbell-East Timor is not yet a mentber of the UN. Although it has applied for UN 
membership, it has to be approved in about September. 

CHAIR- It has not enteFed into any international instruments of that nature because it is not 
yet a member of the UN. 

i\Ir Campbell-It is not yet a member. If you are a member of the UN, it follows tltat you are 
also a party to the Statute of the htternational Court of Justice. Once East Timor became a party 
to the Statute of the International Court of Jti5t ice, if it wanted to, it could ntake a declaration 
wtder the optional clause of that statute. 

CHAIR-Currently it has no status to refer a matter to the ICJ, anyway. 

i\Ir Campbell-No, it does not. Let me put it this way: it is our view that they do not. 

i\Ir WILKIE-But they ntay have in the future. 

Dr Ra.by- The expectation is that they will join the UN in September. 

CHAIR-Currently, as it stands today, they do not have standing to refer a matter t:o the ICJ? 

i\Ir Campbell-No. 

Senator KIRK- With respect to these maritinte botutdary disputes that we will now be 
negotiating directly with the other cotl!ltry, what will occur if agreement sintply camtot be 
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reached? Is there an international arbiuation process that we can agree to enter into if the ICJ is 
unavailable? 

Mr Campb~ll-It is still the government's v~ew that they are best resolved by negotiation. 
but it is always open to the two coWltries to agree specifically to refer a particular matter. 
including a maritime boundary delimitaiiOll, to either ae speceial arbitral tribunal like I mentioned 
in relation to the St Pierre and Miquelon matter, or they could agree to refer it to the 
International Court of Justice, if they wanted toe Aiso, there is still a measure under the United 
Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea-. which I think is tncntioncd in the NI.A. to the effect 
that if both countries are a party to the Law of the Sea Conventio11, either of those partie's could 
refer the matter to a conciliation conuuission under the convention. That conciliation 
commission could look at it but the views or decisions of that conciliation commission would 
not be binding on either country. 

CHAIR- Under the UNCLOS declmnion, if Australia is involved in a dispute with a 
cotmtry that has not accepted either of our two preferred dispute resolution mechanisms, then 
there is this defau lt mechani~m of an arbitration panel? 

l\Ir Campb~ll--That is right 

CHAIR- What are the advantages or di~advantages of a panel such as that? 

i\Ir Campb•ll---1 tlllnk they are referred to in part in the NIA. One of the reasons th:>t 
Australia adopted the futemational CotJrt of Justice and the futernational Tribunal for the Law 
of the Sea is that, firstly, Australia has know led gee of both of them, has been before them and 
has seen how they operate and, secondly, they are both standing tribunals and Australia has 
already contributed to their costs. If wee take a matter or somebody else takes us to the ICJ or the 
International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea, we do not have to bear the costs of the tribunal 
and the judges. The other issue is that tl:ey are there, ready and available-

CHAIR- Wit h establi~hed mles of procedure. 

l\Ir Campb~ll-They can take matters quite quickly. Th.1.t situation is as opposed to, for 
example, an arutex 7 arbitration tribunal under the Law of the Sea Convention, of which we 
have had experience in the southem bluefm tuna case. It takes some time to establish the 
tribunaL Titere is qu ite ae lengthy process of negot.iation with the COtllltry with which you are in 
dispute over some other substantive i~sue as to who is going to be appointed to the tribunal and 
things like that. The other issue is that the countries involved in the dispute have to bear the 
costs of the mruting of that tribunal and the payment of the judges. They have to agree on how it 
is going to be organised. 

CHAIR- It is very expensive. 

l\Ir Campb~li--There are substantial practical advantages in going to the. ICJ and the 
International Tribunal for the Law of the. Sea. 

CHAIR- Why did we have to go to an arbitral tribunal under arute.x 7? 
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!\'11· Campbell--Because neither Japan, New Zealand nor Australia for that matter made a 
choice of tribunals under UNCLOS. We did have to go to the defu.ult mecl~anislll, which was au 
arutex 7 tribunal Although we sought. interim measures against Japau, the convention allows 
that those interim measures be heard by the Intemational Tribunal for the Law of the Sea. 

CHAIR- Is that in part. why this declaration is being made? 

1\'Ir Campbell--In part , the declarat ion was held o ff because we wanted to see how the. 
International TribWlal for the Law of the Sea operated, not just in relation to our own case but 
generally. It came into being only aibout two years after the convention entered into force. We 
just wanted to see how that operated before Australia decided whether or not to accept its 
jurisdiction. We did have experience before it. That is partly the. basis on whi ch the choice was 
made. 

CHAIR- Thank you very much for your assistance this moming. It is very much 
appreciated. 

Proceedings suspended from 12.02 p.m. to 1.04 p.m. 
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168. Government of Australia, Executive Summary, Continental Shelf Submission of 
Australia, 2004, pp. 1, 11-13 <http://www.un.org/Depts/los/clcs_new/submissions_
files/aus04/Documents/aus_doc_es_web_delivery.pdf> accessed 14 February 2012
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2. Australian Antarctic Territory 

The Australian Antarctic Territory comprises the part of the Antarctic continent and 
off-lying islands lying between 45° E and 136° E, and between 142° E and 160° E. 
The continental margin in this region, which formed during the break-up of 
Antarctica, Greater India and Australia in the Cretaceous, is the submerged 
prolongation of the landmass of the Australian Antarctic Territory. 

The outer limit of Australia's extended continental shelf in the region of the 
Australian Antarctic Territory encloses an area of up to 686,821 km2 beyond 
200 M from the territorial sea baseline. The outer limit of the extended continental 
shelf is defined by 157 fixed points, of which: 

• 60 are defined by the sediment thickness formula (article 76, paragraph 
4(a)( i)); 

• 69 are defined by arcs 60 M from the foot of the continental slope (article 76, 
paragraph 4(a)(ii)); 

• 19 are defined by the constraint line 350 M from the territorial sea baseline 
(article 76, paragraph 5); and 

• 9 are points where the outer limit of the extended continental shelf joins to the 
line 200 M from Australia's territorial sea baseline (article 76, paragraph 1 ). 

Each successive pair of points is connected by a straight line not exceeding 60 M 
in length. 

The list of points delineating the outer limit of Australia's extended continental 
shelf in the region of the Australian Antarctic Territory is given in Annexes 1 and 2. 

The following provisions of article 76, as well as paragraphs 4(b) and 7, are 
invoked to support the submission for the outer limit of the extended continental 
shelf in the region: 

-subparagraph 4(a)(i) and (ii), 

- paragraph 5. 

This region is affected by outstanding delimitations with France and Norway of the 
overlap between the area of continental shelf of Australia, the subject of this part 
of the submission, and any such area appurtenant to France or Norway that may 
be included in a French or Norwegian submission to the Commission. France and 
Norway have both indicated to Australia that they have no objection to such areas 
being included in this part of Australia's submission, without prejudice to the 
eventual delimitations between Australia and each of the two States. 
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Figure 4. The outer limit of the continental shelf of Australia in the reg ion of the Australian Antarctic Territory showing the outer limit line 
and the area of extended continental shelf. 
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Figure 5. The ou ter limit of the continental shelf of Austra lia in the reg ion of the Australian Antarctic Territory showing the provisions of 
article 76 invo!<ec!. 
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169. Government of Australia, “Note from the Permanent Mission of Australia to the 
Secretary-General of the United Nations accompanying the lodgement of Australia’s 
submission”, Submission to the Commission on the Limits of the Continental Shelf 
(November 2004) <http://www.un.org/Depts/los/clcs_new/submissions_files/
aus04/Documents/aus_doc_es_attachment.pdf> accessed 14 February 2012
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Note No. &9!:2.004 

The Pennaneor Mission of .Ausmlia tc tl:te United Nations presentS irs compliments to the 

Secretary-General of the United Nations and bas the I.J.ouour to refet· to lhe Submission to me 

Commbsioo on the Llmlts of tile ConUn.eutal Shelf on th t Outer Umits or Australia's 

Conf1nental Shill Ertenm ng Beyond 200 Santl~.a l M iles from t.be Ten-itoriaJ Sea Baselint> 

(me Submission) lodged pursuant to anicle 76, paragraph 8, of dle United Nations Convention on 

11le Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) under cover ofNote No 881200<1 of tbe same date: as this Note. 

Australia _recalls the principles and objectives sbar~ by the A.nllm:tic Ireaty and UNCLOS, and 

me imponaoce of me Anrarctic systiml and UNCLOS working in bannony and lhercl>y ensuring 

the continuing peaceful cooperation, security and stabiliry in the Aurarclic.area. 

Australia notes also the relevant provisious oHJNCLOS, including its arrjcle 7?. which provides 

iT1ter alia rhat me tights oftbe coastal Smre over tbe continental .shelf do not depend on any express 

proclamation, aad recalls the decisions of Meetings oflhe Stares Parries ro UNCLOS and rherules 

ofdle Commission on the Litnits ofrhe Continental Sb.elf(rbe Comnnssion). 

Australia has regard to rhe circwnstances of the area sourh of 60 degree.s Soulb latitude and the 

speciallegaJ and political slnms of AnLarct.ica under the provis.Wns of lhe Antarctic Treacy, 

incbuling its artide IV. and nores 1hat appur:t<?:UanJ to Antarctica there exist areas ofcontlllental 

shelf the exti!n1 of wi.J.ich has yet to be defined. 11 is open to the States c:oncemed ro submit 

infolllli\ti<lo to rbe Commission wbicb would not be examined by it for lhe time being, orto make 

a partial submission not mcludiug such areas of conunenlal sbel( for which a snbmission may be 

made larer, notwithstanding the provisions regarding the ten-year period esrablisl1ed by article 4 of 

Annex n to UNCLOS and tire subsequent decision on its applicafioo takeu by the E leventh 

Meeting of Slates Parties ro UNCLOS. 
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CousJ.Stent"-1th the firsl option. Australia reque~rs lhe Commission w accordauce \nlh ia rules uot 

ro take any acuon tar tbe time bt!mg mrll tegaJd to the mfonua.IJou 111 11m SubmJ~1on thar relllte!> 

ro contineuJa1 &he lf appwtffinnr to Amarcricn. 

The Pertna11!11t ~i~-siou of Alll>tralia to rhe United Xarions requ~tl> thar this ~ore be placed on tlte 

website of the Drvision for Ocean Affaiis aud the l.nw of rb.: Sea along with tiLe remainder oftbe 

e.xecmive !.tnnmary of the SubllllSstou w fulfilmeru of lhe requiremenrs of tlle CofUUlissJou's 

Rules of'ProcedW"e. 

The Permanent Mis.:.iou o f Australia~ lhe United Nanons avail& u:.elf of !.his oppormnity to renew to 

fue Secretary-General of rL.e Urured Nation~ rhe 3S'ittmnces of rts lu,gbesr COill>tderat.Jon. 

:-oEW YORK 

Noverubt!f 100~ 
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INTRODUCTION 

1. In response to the judgment of Allsop J of 23 November2004 [2004) .FCA 1510 the 
Altomey-General seeks leave to appear as amicus curiae for the purpose of making 
the following written submissions. The Attorney-General wishes to rely on the written 
submissions alone and does not seek to be further heard. 

ISSUES RELATING TO THE EXERCISE OF THE COURT'S DISCRETION 

Principles of international law relating to jurisdiction 

2. Under international law, the right of a State to exercise jurisdiction depends on there 
being a sufficiently close connection between the subject matter and the State to justify 
that State in regulating the matter. (See Jennings and Watts, Oppenheim's 
International Law (9th ed, 1992) ('Oppenheim'), vol 1, paragraph 136, pages 457 -8). 
Territoriality is the primary basis for jurisdiction. There are also other bases, eg a State 
may exercise jurisdiction, within its own tenritory, over its nationals travelling or residing 
abroad, since they remain under its personal authority. 

3. A State's jurisdiction extends for certain purposes to adjacent maritime zones, even 
though those zones are not part of the State's sovereign tenritory. The United Nations 
•Convention on the Law of the Sea, done at Montego Bay on 10 December 1982, 
(1994) ATS 31 ('UNCLOS') provides for an exclusive economic zone (EEZ) extending 
up to 200 nautical miles from the tenritorial sea baselines of the coastal State (Article 
.57 of UNCLOS). In its EEZ, the coastal State has sovereign rights f<li' the purpose of 
exploring and exploiting, conserving and managing natural resources, and with regard 
to other activities for the economic exploitation and exploration of the zone (Article 56 
o f UNCLOS). In the exercise of these rights, the coastal State may take necessary 
measures in the EEZ to ensure compliance with its relevant laws. Those measures 
•include, for example, boarding, inspection, arrest and judicial proceedings (Artide 73 of 
UNCLOS). 

4. The coastal State's jurisdiction in the EEZ is, thus, not as extensive as in its tenritory. It 
has only sovereign rights for limited purposes and not full sovereignty. 

5. Parts of the sea that are not included in the EEZ, tenritorial sea or in the intemal waters 
o f a State, or in the archipelagic waters of an archipelagic State, are the 'high seas'. 
No State has territorial jurisdiction over the high seas. Under international law, every 
vessel sailing the high seas has the nationality of the State whose flag it flies. The 
vessel, and persons and things aboard the vessel, are subject to the law of the flag 
State, and are in general subject to its exclusive jurisdiction. (Oppenheim, paragraph 
287, page 731.) 

Outline of submissions of the AttotrtE-y.General of lhe Convnonweal&l; as Amicus Curiae. Page. I 
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The Austral ian Antarctic Territory (AA T) and the adjacent waters under international 
law 

Claims to land territory in Antarctica 

6. Australia considers that ij has sovereignty over the Australian Antarctic Territory. 
Australia and six other States' have territorial claims in Antarctica. None of these 
claims is recognised by more than a limited number of other States. Only four States 
fonna[ly recognise Australia's territorial claim. These States are Norway, France and 
New Zealand, whose claims are adjacent to Australia's, and the Unijed Kingdom. 

7. In order to fonn a legal framework for activities in Antarctica to pw ceed une11cumbered 
by arg;uments over the validity of claims to territorial sovereignty, the Antarctic Treaty 
(Washington, 1 December 1959) [1961] ATS 12, was concluded in 1959 and entered 
into force in 1961. 

8. Article IV of the Antarctic Treaty provides that nothing in the Treaty shall be interpreted 
as a renunciation of a claim, or as prejudicing the position of any Party as regards its 
recognijion or non-recognijion of any other State's claim, to territorial sovereignty in 
Antarctica. In addijion, while the Treaty is in force. no new claim, or enlargement of an 
existing claim, may be asserted and no acts or activities taking place while the Treaty 
is in force shall constitute a basis for asserting, supporting or denying a claim. Thus. 
the Antarctic Treaty in effect provides for a balance between potentially competing 
interests, by preserving the status quo as it was at the time of the Treaty's completion. 
Australia's claim precedes the entry into force of the Antarctic Treaty. 

9. Twenty-one of the 28 Consunative Parties to the Antarctic Treaty have made no claims 
to Antarctic Territory to date and do not recognise the existing claims. There are 
currently 45 Parties (consultative and non-consultative) in total. Japan is a 
Consultative Party to the Antarctic Treaty. Japan does not recognise Australia's claim 
to the AAT. 

10. As a matter of practice, issues relating to territorial sovereignty in Antarctica are 
avoided by each Antarctic Treaty Party regulating the activities of its own nationals in 
Antarctica and the conduct of its scientific expeditions. 

TheAnrarcrrc seas and claims to maritime zone:s in Antarctica 

11 . Article VI of the Antarctic Treaty provides that nothing in the Treaty shall prejudice or in 
any way affect the rights, or the exercise of the rights, of any State under international 
law with regard to the high seas within the region below 60° South. Under the Antarctic 
Treaty no provision has been made for controlling whaling in the maritime areas below 
6QO South. The Convention on the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources. 
(Canberra, 20 May 1980) [1982] ATS 9 ('CCAMLR'), which deals with fishing actiyijies 
in the area, specifically preserves the operation of the International Convention for the 
Regulation of Whaling. (Washington, 2 December 1946) [1948] ATS 18 (Whaling 
Convention'). 

1 Argemina , Ch ile, France, New Zealand . Norway. and ::he UK. 

Outline of submissions of the Aft:ome.y-General of lhe Comrnonwealih as Amicus Curiae. Page 2 
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12. Under UNCLOS, maritime zones are attributable to any territory, including in the 
Antarctic. Accordingly, Australia has established maritime zones off the AA T. 
Australia considers that this is consistent with Article IV of the Antarctic Treaty. Other 
-States need not recognise this action. If a State does not recognise Australia's claim to 
1he AA T, tt follows that it will not recognise the related EEZ. 

13. Japan does not recognise Australia's claim to the AA T or its assertiorn of an adjacent 
EEZ. Accordingly, it considers that the waters adjacent to the AAT are part of the high 
seas, and that Australia therefore has no sovereign rights in relation to these waters (ie 
no jurisdiction over non-Australian vessels or non-Australian citizens in those waters). 
Rather, it considers that Japan, as the flag State, has exclusive jurisdiction over 
Japanese vessels, and persons and things on those vessels, while they are in the 
waters concerned. 

14. Japan would consider any attempt to enforce Australian law against Japanese vessels 
.and tts nationals, in the waters adjacent to the AA T, to be a breach of intemational law 
on Australia's part. 

15. Japan's response would reflect the fact that, in the present case, Australia would be 
treating as criminal conduct which ~he Government of Japan not only does not regard 
.as an offence, but which it specifically authorised under Japanese law, in accordance 
with what Japan considers to be its rights under the Whaling Conven!ion. (The 
Australian Government does not consider that, even if the authorisation is consistent 
with the Whaling Convention, this overrides the rights of a coastal State in its EEZ, but 
Japan does not recognise that Australia has those rights in the area concerned.) 

16. Further, enforcement of Australian law against foreigners in Antarctic waters, based on 
uurisdiction deriving from Australia's territorial claim to the AA T and associated EEZ, 
•can reasonably be expected to prompt a significant adverse reaction from other 
Antarctic Treaty Parties. To this point, the Australian Government has not enforced tts 
laws in Antarctica against the nationals of other States which are Parties to the 
Antarctic Treaty, except when such persons have voluntarily subjected themselves to 
Australia law (for example, by applying for permtts under the applicable Australian 
llaws), as each Party has responsibility for the activities of its own nationals under the 
Antarctic Treaty. 

17. Japan has indicated that enforcement of Australian law against Japanese vessels 
would be likely to give rise to an international disagreement with Japan. Similar 
<disputes could also arise with other countries that do not accept Australia's claim to the 
AAT. To this point, Australia's claim to the AAT, although not widely recognised, has 
not been the subject of a dispute irn an international court or tribunal. The objecl of 
Article IV of the Antarctic Treaty was to avoid such disputes, by preserving the status 
quo with respect to Antarctic claims. Provoking a disagreement in this instance may 
undemline the status quo, which would be contrary to Australia's long term national 
•interests. 

Outline of submissions of the Attomey.Geoaal of lhe Convnonwealt"l as Amicus Curiae. Page 3 
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The AA T and adjacent waters under Austral ian law 

18. In accordance with Australia's claim under international law, as a matter of Australian 
law, the AAT has been accepted as a temtOI)I of the Commonwealth (section 2 of the 
Australian Antarctic TerritOI)I Acceptance Act 1933). Similarly , in accordance with 
Australia's claim under international law, waters adjacent to the AA T have been 
proclaimed as part of Australia's EEZ under the Seas and Submerged Lands Act 1973. 

19. As a matter of Australian law. therefore, !he AA T is an external territOI)I, and the 
relevant waters off the AA T are part of Australia's EEZ. Accordingly, the relevant 
provisions of the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 
(EPBC Act) apply to foreigners and foreign vessels in the waters concerned (section 5 
of the EPBC Act). 

Considerati ons relating to the enforcement of Austral ian law in the waters a djacent to 
the AAT 

20. Non-recognition of Australia's claim to the AAT and associated EEZ by other States, as 
a matter of international law, does not preclude the application of the EPBC Act as a 
matter of Australian law. However, the Commonwealth considers that it is a key 
consideration to be taken into account in deciding whether or not to seek to enforce 
that legislation in relation to persons and vessels with the nationality of the States 
concem ed. 

21. The Commonwealth Government considers that it is general ly more appropriate to 
pursue diplomatic solutions in relation to activities by foreign vessels in the IEEZ off the 
AAT. 

22. This is consistent with intemational practice with respect to Antarctica. As explained 
above , the Antarctic Treaty has successfully operated to date on the basis that each 
Antarctic Treaty Party is prepared to regulate the activities of its nationals in the region 
subject to that Treaty. 

Issues of pr actical enforcement: util ity of injunction and/or declaration 

23. For the reasons discussed above, the Commonwealth has not sought to intercep~ 
board and arrest Japanese vessels engaged in whaling activities in the EEZ adjacent 
to the AA T. (Attachment A sets out an extract from the brief that is given to each 
Australian Antarctic Division Voyage Leader, providing instructions as to what they 
should do in the event of sighting Japanese whalers in the EEZ off the AAT.) This is 
apart from the significant practical and logistical difficulties of intercepting, and 1hen 
successfully boarding, fast and well equipped vessels in the remote, vast and hostile 
Southem Ocean environment. 

24. In any case, if it were to do so, the exercise of enforcement powers would be based on 
contravention of the offence provisions in the EPBC Act, and not on the existence of an 
injunction and/or declaration. 

25. Under Australian law, failure of the respondent to comply with an injunction would 
constiMe contempt of court. However, s ince the defendant is not located in Australian 

Outlin,e of submissions of lbe Attotney-Geoaal of lhe Convnonwult"l as Amicus Curiae. Page.4 
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territory, and has no assets in Australian territory, probably it will ultimately not be 
possible to enforoe against the defendant any orders made by the Court. 

26. It oould not be expected that an injunction or declaration would be given any effect 
under Japanese law. Generally, the courts of a country decline to give effect to the 
public law, as distinguished from private law, of foreign States unless otherwise 
required by any relevant treaty. There is no relevant treaty in this case. 

Although in such matters courts often base their refusal to enforce foreign public law 
upon considerations of public policy, in ·international law a basis for that widespread 
practice is to be found in the principte of territorial alfthority, from which it foUows that 
states have no right to perform acts of sovereignty within the territory of other states. 
For a state's public law to be enforced in another state would -in effect involve the 
performance of acts of sovereignty in foreign states in derogation of the-ir territorial 
authority. (Oppenheim, paragraph 144, page 490) 

27. This is a reflection of the distinction between the jurisdiction to prescribe conduct and 
the jurisdiction to enforce, which depends on the presence of a person in the 
uurisdiction of the enforcing State. 

Decis.ion on enforcement more appropriately exercised by Commonwealth 

28. The Attorney-General subm~s that in the light of the con1plex factors relating to the 
enforcement of Australian law against foreign nationals in relation to activities in the 
EEl off the AA T, it should be left to the Commonwealth Executive to decide on the 
.appropriate action to be taken in such cases. This is particularly so where, as in this 
case, the Commonwealth has deliberately not taken enforcement action in the waters 
concerned (eg by intercepting and boarding vessels), and where it does not appear 
that judicial orders would be capable of effective enforcement. 

29. The Attorney-General also notes that a substantive hearing of this case, the issue of an 
1injunction and the issue of a declaration would be expected to harm Australia's 
relations with Japan as well as other Antarctic Treaty Parties. Moreover, as explained 
.above, the international disagreements and challenges that enforcement could prompt 
·could undermine the Antarctic Treaty and, ultimately, Australia's position ~h respect 
totheAAT. 

30. The Attorney-General asks the Court to take these issues into account in the exercise 
of its discretion. 

OTHER POINTS 

'Recognised foreign authority' 

31 . The Attorney-General does not consider that the Japanese pem1~ for· scientific whaling 
(JARPA) is a 'recognised foreign authority' for the purposes of subsection 7(1) of the 
Anfarcfjc Treaty (Environment Protection) Acf 1980 ('ATEP Act'). Accordingly, the 
Attomey-General does not consider that the JARPA prevents the application of 
sections 229, 229A, 2298, 229C, 2290 and 230 of the EPBC Act. The Attorney
'General considers that, as a matter of Australian law, those provisions of the EPBC Act 
.apply. 

Outline of submissions of the Attorney-General of lhe CoiTI'TIOnweal&l: as Amicus Curiae. P:age 5 
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Whaling Convention 

32. The Attorney-General agrees with the conclusion of the Court that 

whatever the rights in public international law that Japan enjoys under Article VIII of 
tihe Whaling Convention, the content of the relevant Australian municipal law can 
be seen to be such as to prohibit the killing of whales for any purpose ... 

in the .Auslr.llian Whale Sanctuary. (For the reasons already given, the 
Attorney-General considers that the reference in the judgment to 'Australian territory, 
including the Antarctic EEZ' is not accurate.) 

33. Australia has consistently opposed the Japanese 'scientific' whaling program, in the 
International Whaling Commission established by the Whaling Convention. However, 
the Whaling Convention does not authori'se any Party to take enforcement action 
against another Party for breach of the Convention. Accordingly, Australia cannot 
claim jurisdiction over Japanese whaling vessels on the basis of the Whaling 
Convention. The appropriate way to deal with activities which Australia considers to be 
contrary to the Whaling Convention is by diplomatic action, in particular in the 
International Whaling Commission. 

34. Australia's jurisdiction to prohibit the killing, taking etc of whales by foreign nationals in 
Australia's EEZ does not depend on the activities in question being inconsistent with 
the Whaling Convention. Rather. it relies on Australia's rights in relation to the natural 
resources of the EEZ and the protection and pneservation of the marine environment, 
as provided for by UNCLOS. These rights arise by virtue of Australia's territorial claim 
over the AA T which, as explained above, is not widely recognised. 

Meaning of'in the Commonwealth' in the Federal Court Rules 

35. The Attorney-General agrees that the case falls within the scope of rule 1(1) of Order 8 
of the Federal Court Rules. 

36. However, the Attorney-General submits that the expression 'in the Commonwealth' , in 
rules n(a), (b), and (j) of Order 8, does not include the EEZ outside the territ!orial sea 
(12 nautical miles). Order 1 rule 4 of the Federal Court Rules provides that. in the 
Rules. unless the contrary intention appealS, Australia or the Commonwealth means 
the Commonwealth of Australia and when used in a geographical sense includes 
external territories. 

37. Paragraph 158(1 )(b) of the Acts Interpretation Act 1901 provides that, except so far as 
the contrary intention appears, a reference to 'Australia' or to 'the Commonwealth' shall 
be read as including a reference to the 'coastal sea'. The 'coastal sea' is defined in 
subsedion 15(4) as including the territorial sea of Australia and sea landward of the 
territorial sea, but it does not include the EEZ outside the territorial sea. 

38. The presumption created by paragraph 158(1)(b), that a reference to 'Australia' or 'the 
Commonwealth' includes the territorial sea, expands, rather than restricts, the ordinary 
meaning of those words. That ordinary meaning does not include the EEZ. The EEZ 
is not part of the territory over which Australia has sovereignty as a matter of 

Outline of submissions of tM- Attorne-y-General of lhe Commonwealth as Amicus Curiae. Page a 
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<intemational law. Rather, Australia may exercise in the EEZ sovereign rights in relation 
to certain matters. 

39. Where a contrary intention appears, displacing the operation of paragraph 15B(1Xb) of 
the Acts Interpretation Act, therefore, generally the effect will be that 'Commonwealth' 
or 'Australia' is to be interpreted as not including the territorial sea, not that those tem1s 
are to be interpreted as including the EEZ. Those temlS would encompass the EEZ, 
only if it is clear from the temlS, or ~he context, of the provision in which they appear, 
that they are intended to have that (unusual) meaning. 

40. The Australian Antarctic Territory Acceptance Act 1933, and the Australian Antarctic 
Territory Acl1954, do not have the effect of extending the meaning of 'Australia' or 'the 
•Commonwealth' to include an EEZ off the AA T. They do not refer to the EEZ; the 
·concept of an EEZ was not recogni sed at the time those Acts were passed. Section 
108 of the Seas and Submerged Lands Act1973 (Cth) and the proclamation of the 
EEZ on 29 July 1994 also do not affect the meaning of 'Commonwealth' and 'Australia'. 
They establish the proclaimed area as part of Australia's EEZ, for the purposes of 
Australian Jaw. Section 10A of the Seas and Submerged Lands Act provides that the 
rights and jurisdiction of Australia in its EEZ are vested in and exercisable by the 
•Crown in right of the Commonwealth. However, none of these provisions declares the 
EEZ to be part of the Commonwealth, or part of Australia, geographically speaking. 

41. Some provisions of the EPBC Act, including those relating to the Australian Whale 
.Sanctuary, expressly apply to the EEZ. The application of the EPBC Act to certain 
activities in the EEZ brings those activities within the scope of rule 1 (I) - 'where the 
proceeding concerns the construction, effect or enforcement of an Act' -since that rule 
<is not limited geographically. However, the Attomey-General submits that the scope of 
application of the EPBC Act does not affect the interpretation of the expression 'in the 
•Commonwealth' in rules 1(a). (b), and (j). 

42. An interpretation of 'in the Commonwealth' as not including the EEZ is also consistent 
with the extent of Australia's jurisdiction as a matter of intemational law. Australia's 
sovereign rights in the EEZ are restricted to certain matters. Australia cannot, 
•consistendy with international law, apply its law on other matters to non-Australian 
nationals in the EEZ, except by agreement with the State of nationality. For Australian 
•Courts to exercise jurisdiction gene-rally over actions in its EEZ, on the basis that there 
was jurisdiction in relation to 'anything to be done in the Commonwealth or ... the doing 
of any act in the Commonwealth' (rule 1(j)) by foreign nationals. would not be 
·consistent with intemational law. 

Date: 25 January 2005 

Henry Burmester QC 

Benjamin Dube 
A solicitor employed by 

Australian Government Solicitor 
Solicitor for the Attorney-General 
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ATTACHMENT A 

Extract from instructions to Australian Antarctic Division Voyage Leaders 

6.1.1 Sightings of whaling or fishing vPSse/s 

Outlined below are the procedures to follow in the event that either whaling or fiShing vessels are 
encountered within the Convention Area of the Commission for the Conservation of Antarctic 
Marine Uving Resources (CCAMLR), or in the vicinity of Macquarie Island. The procedures will 
vary according to the type of vessel encountered and/or the area in which it is encountered (see 
categories and procedures outlined below). However, procedures common to all encounters 
which should be followed as a minimum include: 

video recording any communications with vessels encountered; 

attempts to identify the vessel - this should include asking (by radio) the vessel to provide its 
name, call sign, Lloyd's registration number (also called the IMO number), home port and Flag 
State (i.e. the country where the vessel is registered): 

- confirming with the vessel its position and course (so that they are on record as knowing 
where they are) and asking what activities they are licensed to undertake; 

- obtaining photographs and video footage (if possible) of the vessel from as many different 
angles as possible; 

- photographing of the overall vessel, with bow, port side, starboard side and stem views and 
close-ups of any special features (e.g. name, identifying marks, etc), to assist in further 
identification of the vessel; and 

- complet[ng a Vessel Activity Report form al the time of the sighting - that provides prompts 
about which information is needed. 

It is important to provide an accurate and detailed account of any encounters as it is possible that 
this information may need to be subn~tted as evidence in legal proceedings at a later date. 

The voyage leader, as the official representative of the Australian Antarctic Division, is primarily 
responsible for communications with any vessels encountered. 

6.1.1.1 A whaling vessel within Australiafs Exclusive Economic Zone (including A ustralia's 

Exclusive Economic Zone adjacent to the Australian Antarctic Territory) 
The 1946lntemational Convention for the Regulation of Whaling allows countries that are parties 
to that Convention to grant special permits to their nationals authorising the killing and taking of 
whales for scientific researcn. Scientific pe~ts issued under the Convention can only authorise 
research on the high seas, i.e. in waters outside any country's Exclusive Econom"ic Zone (EEZ). 

Under the international law of the sea, all vessels are entitled to freedom of navigation through a 
country's EEZ. However, they are subject to that country's laws relating to the exploration, 
exploitation, conservation and management of the natural resources of the EEZ. 

The waters comprising the Australian EEZ - including the EEZ adjacent to the AUlStralian Antarctic 
Territory- have been declared the Australian Whale Sanctuary under the Environment Protection 
and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999. It is an offence under that Act to kill or cause injury to a 
cetacean within the Australian Whale Sanctuary. 

Only Japan has issued scientific permits under the above-mentioned Convention to its nationals to 
allow them to undertake lethal research on whales in Antarctic waters. The Japanese 
government's position is that these special permits allow Japanese nationals to undertake lethal 
research on whales throughout all Antarctic waters including in the Australian EEZ off the 
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Australian Antarctic Territory. This is because Japan does not recognise Australia's territorial 
claim ·over the Australian Antarctic Territory and to the EEZ adjacent to it. 

The voyage leader should advise .illll! vessels involved in whaling activities within Australia's EEZ 
that they are whaling within the Australian Whale Sanctuary and in contravention of Australian 
legislation. They should then be advised that their details have been passed on to the Australian 
authorities and be asked to leave Australian waters. 

Jaoanese whaling vessels encountered tn Australia's EEZ adjacent to the Australian Antarctic 
Territory are likely to claim that they are whaling on the high seas in accordance with international 
law (see above paragraphs) and that Australian laws cannot apply to them. As such, they may 
refuse to leave. If this occurs no further enforcement action should be taken. 

Sightings of whaling vessels in Australia's EEZ should be advised in the first instance via 
telephone to Tom Kaveney of the Approvals and Wildlife Division on 0409 127 8082 Following 
this, the Vessel Activity Report form should be emailed to vessel.sightings@aad.gov.au so that 
other appfOpriate action can be taken promptly through the Australian Antarctic Division's 
headquarters in Kingston. 

2 The Approvals and Wild fife Division of !he Australian Govemment Department of the Snvironment and 
Heritage i.s responsible for whales and whali-ng issues occurring ln Australia's EEZ. 
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171.  Humane Society International Inc v Kyodo Senpaku Kaisha Ltd, FCAFC 116  
(14 July 2006) pp. 1-3

Humane Society Intemational Inc v Kyodo Senpaku Kaisha Ltd (2006] FCAFC 116 (14 J ... Page 1 of 13 

~ Federal Court of Australia - Full Court 

(Index] [Search] [Download] (Help] 

Humane Society International Inc v Kyodo Senpaku Kaisha Ltd 
[2006] FCAFC 116 (14 July 2006) 

Last Updated: 14 July 2006 

FEDER<\L C OL"RT OF AUSTRALL<\ 

Human~ Sod~ty Int~ruational Inc v Kyodo s~npaku Kaisha Ltd [2006] FCAFC 116 

PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE - service of originating process - service outside the jtu'isdiction 
application for leave to serve outside the jurisdiction - whether considerations conceming Australia' s 
intemational relations relevant to grant ofleave to serve out - Federal Court Rules 1979 (Cth) 0 8 r2 

PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE - injunction - application for leave to serve outside the jtu'isdiction 
where ftnal injtmctive relief sought - statutory public interest injtmction - relevance of potential 
unenforceability of injtmctive relief- fi.1tility 

Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conse1-vation Act 1999 (Cth) ss 3(1) . 5(4). 225, 236. 475. 
478 

Federal Court Rules 1979 (Cth) 0 8 r 2 

ACCC v 4WD Systems Pry Ltd (2003) 200 ALR 491 cited 

ACCCv Chen (2003) 132 FCR 309 discussed 

Agar v Hyde (2000) 201 CLR 552 applied 

Humane Society International Inc v Kyodo Senpalw Kaisha Ltd [200l] FCA 664 reversed 

Hospital for Sick Children (Board ofGovemors) v Walt Disney Productions Inc [1968] Ch 52 cited 

Hughes v Western Australian Cricket Association (Inc) and Ors (1986) ATPR 40-748 cited 

ICI Ausrralia Operations Pry Lid v TPC {1992) 38 FCR 248 considered 

Japan Whaling Association v Ame,ican Cetacean Society (1986) 478 US 221 considered 

Oceanic Sun Line Special Shipping Company Inc v Fay (1988) 165 CLR 197 cited 

R v Bow Street Metropolitan Stipet~diary Magistrate; Ex parte Pinochet Ugarte [2000] 1 AC 61 cited 

HlJ~L<\.NE SOCIETY L'iTER~;\.TIOi\AL INC" k.'"YODO SE:'\'P Ah..'U K<\ISHA LTD 

http:/ /www.austlii.edu.aulau/cases.'cth/FCAFC/2006/ 116.html 7/14/2006 
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Htmtane Society Intemational h1c v Kyodo Senpaku Kaisha Ltd [2006] FCAFC 116 (14 J ... Page 2 of 13 

NSD 995 of 2005 

BLACK CJ, MOORE and Fll\iKELSTEIK JJ 
14 JULY 2006 
SYDNEY 

lN THE FEDER<\.L COURT OF AUSTRALL<\. 
NEW SOUTH WALES DISTRICT REGISTRY NSD 995 of 1005 

On app~al from th~ F ~d~ral Court of Australia constitut~d by a sing)~ judge 

BETWEEN: 

A..~D: 

JUDGES: 
DATE OF ORDER: 
W'HERE MADE: 

HUlVlAN"E SOCIETY L~TER.t~ATIONAL JINC 
App~llant 

KYODO SENPAKU KAISHA LTD 
Respond~nt 

BLACK CJ, MOORE and Fll\XELSTEIN JJ 
14 Jl.;"L y 2006 

SYDNEY 

THE COURT ORDERS THAT: 

1. Tite appeal be allowed. 

2. Tite order dismissing the application for leave to se1ve the originating process in Japan 
be set aside and in lieu thereof it be ordered that the appellant have leave to serve the 
originating application herein together with a copy of the amended statement of claim on 
Kyodo Senpaku Kaisha Ltd at 4-5 Toyomi-cho Chuo-ku, Tokyo, Japan. 

Note: Settlement and entry of orders is dealt with in Order 36 of the Federal Cotut Rules. 

lN THE FEDER<\.L COURT OF AUSTRALL<\. 
NEW SOUTH W.<\.LES DISTRICT REGISTRY 

http:/ /www.austlii.edu.au/au/cases/cth!FCAFC/2006/116.html 

NSD 995 of 2005 

7/14/2006 
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Humane Sociely lntemational1nc v Kyodo Senpaku Kaish<:~ Led r20061 FCAFC 116 ( 14 L . Page 3 of 13 

On appeal from the Jl'cderal Cour t of Austr it.Jht constituted by a sin gle judge 

BETWEEN: 

JUDGES: 
OA1't~ : 

PLACE: 

HUMANE SOCIETY INTERNATIONAL INC 
Appellant 
KYODO S~NPAKU KA1SHA LTD 
R('s·pondl1nr 

BLACK CJ, MOORE •nd FINKELSTEIN JJ 
14 .llJL Y 2.006 
SYDNEY 

REASONS FOR J UI>GMKNT 

BLACK CJ AND t'INKELSTE!N .J 

11\"l'RODUCTIOK 

I Tile Commoo\vcahh claims sovereignty over tbe Austrolian Aotarctic Tcn·itory, but the claim is 
fonnally re<:ognised by only fo ur Sloues, each of which also has a claim over part of the AnUtf('tiC. 
Aw;t'l'31in·s c.lnim is not recognised by other States, including Japan. 

2 The. issue before the Court has come about in the following v,:ay. The appellant is a public interest 
orgtlnisatioo with one C>f its objects as the protectjon and <:Onservation oftbe euvtroruueutlt ba:; 
commenced lhis action ag_ainsl the rtSpondent, a Japanese company, alleging that i!S fleet of wtaalers has 
been unlawfully (th3t is, in breach o f a law o f the Commonwealth} killing, injuring. taking and .dealing 
with Antarctic rttinke whales in •h<u p~JI of Ute Australian Whale Sanctuary dw.t is adjacent to tbe 
Austra.linn Antarctic T<:rritoty. The appe11am !;eek..-:; a declaration to that effect and an injunction to 
restroid fi1ru.re contnw~otions. It applied to the Coun JOt leave to setve outside the j urisdiction. 

3 Tile Fedcra_l Coun can only exercise in pen<mam jurisdiction O\•er tbc Japanese co~l.lpany if tbc 
appellant is _gjven ltt•ve under 0 8 r 2 of the Federal Coun: Rules to serve the application on the 
respondent in Japan. ln the ex pane application for leave before the plimary j udge. the appellant satisfied 
each of lhe ~~Q.l.ljJ'~d coaditions for ob1ajning leave n.amely: (I) the Fedeml Cour1 had subjtX;t-m.aner 
jurisdiction over the displllc; (2) the dispute fell within one of the dasscs of claim.'> specified in 0 8 r I; 
~md (3) the appeUam had a prima fuc ie case for tbe toe lief it seeks. At that point, leave to serve should 
have been given in the. ab.,.ence of some. countervailing consideration: Ag<lr v Hyde• (2000) 201 CLR 552 
at 575. n)e judge refused to grant leave tor two reaso11s: sec Humane Society lmernati()11alliiC v K}VJdO 
Se.t~pllkr~ K<llsh<l Ltd p·oo~J FCA 664 Each of the reasons was pu1 forward by tounsel for Lhe Anoruey• 
dcncral for the Commonwealth, following an invitation from the. judge that he would be assisted by 
S\1brnissions from the Execu1ive since. in his Hooour's vie..: .. ·• the mauec was ofimpOnance to Australia's 
foreign relations: see Huma11e Society Intemationallnc v K'}•odo Senpalcu Kaisha Ltd (2004) J:'CA 15 I 0. 

4 Two factors wt.re de1.~isi11e for lhe judge. Firs1, that prosecution of the a'~tion 'may up.Selthe diploma1jc 
status q1:o under the. Antarctic Treaty and be conh)lry to Ausm1lia's long tcm1 national interests-, 
including its i11terests connecled with ics clatrn to territorial sovereignty to the Antarclic'. Second. that 
the action wa$ futile because of ;the difficulty, if not impo!;sibility, of enforcement of any court order': 
1200:\'1 FCA 664 nt (27) and [28J. The j udge also snjd lhal: ' FuHlity wi.Ll be compounded by phl<: i.ng tbe 
Court at the. centre of an international dispute (indeed helping to promote such a dispute) between 

http://www.austlii.edu.aulaufceses/cth/FCAFC/2006/I i6.html 711412006 
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172. Government of Australia, “Opening Statement, 58th Annual Meeting of the 
International Whaling Commission”, IWC/58/OS (2006)

GOVERNMENT OF AUSTRALIA 

Opening Statement 

IWC/58/0S Australia 

58th Annual Meeting of the International Whaling Commission 
St Kitts and Nevis 

Commercial Whaling 

The Australian Government's policy is to pursue a permanent international ban on 
commercial whaling through the International Whaling Commission (IWC). Australia 
will oppose any amendments to the Schedule to the Convention that would permit 
commercial whaling to proceed under IWC regulation. Australia will vote against the 
adoption of a Revised Management Scheme (RMS). 

Australia asserts its right to participate in all RMS discussions. Australia remains 
concerned that many member States have proposed flawed management controls on 
whaling activities that are even weaker than the normal requirements they accept in 
many other marine resource management organisations. 

Article VII - Special permit ('Scientific') Whaling 

Australia considers that the current programs of whaling under Article VIII undermine 
the intent of the IWC's moratorium on commercial whaling and the establishment of the 
IWC's whale sanctuaries. The IWC has repeatedly adopted resolutions calling for an 
end to lethal scientific whaling and for all members to use only non-lethal techniques to 
study whales. 

Australia's greatest concern remains JARPA II. It is with regret that we note that 853 
minke whales and 10 endangered fin whales were killed in the first season of this 
programme. 

Australia considers that Article VIII programmes, in particular JARP A II, are 
unjustified and unnecessary. We draw to the attention of the Commission that very few 
peer-reviewed papers exist which are based on information collected from scientific 
whaling programmes that can assist us in the management of whale populations. 
Furthermore we draw to the attention of the Commission that a great deal of deal of 
information is already available on whale diets and further data can, and should, be 
obtained by non-lethal techniques. 

Aboriginal Subsistence Whaling 

While Australia opposes commercial whaling of any description, we consistently join 
consensus in the IWC for continuing limited access of some indigenous communities to 
whaling for traditional subsistence purposes. In our view, this exception needs to be 
based on strict criteria, which limits access to communities whose traditional, cultural 
and dietary needs have been recognised by the Commission. Any revision of these 
provisions should only be done with great care. 
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IWC/58/0S Australia 

Whale Sanctuaries 

Australia strongly supports the establishment of a South Pacific Whale Sanctuary and a 
South Atlantic Whale Sanctuary and looks forward to continuing to build support for 
these in the Commission. Together these two proposed sanctuaries will assist in 
completing the protection of whales throughout the majority of the Southern 
Hemisphere. 

With New Zealand, Australia has this year submitted a paper to the Conservation 
Committee on threats to whales in the South Pacific. We look forward to advancing the 
sanctuary through discussion of the conservation merits of the proposal. Australia 
remains convinced of the value of the South Pacific Whale Sanctuary to facilitate the 
recovery of great whale populations, complementing the protection for species that feed 
within the Southern Ocean Sanctuary. 

Australia maintains its support for the Southern Ocean Sanctuary and considers that the 
sanctuary needs to be retained to continue the recovery of whale populations. 
Furthermore Australia notes that the sanctuary was established on sound scientific 
findings in accordance with Article V(2) and has facilitated international, inter
disciplinary, non-lethal cetacean research programs that must be carried out over the 
long term if they are to provide useful information on the factors affecting whale 
populations. 

The Australian Government also remains committed to national whale sanctuaries. 
Australia's own Exclusive Economic Zone has been a whale sanctuary since 2000 and 
we welcome the news that since the Commission last met Vanuatu has declared its 
waters a whale sanctuary, increasing the area under protection for whales in the South 
Pacific. 

Transparency and accountability 

Australia is a strong advocate of transparency in IWC annual meetings. The great 
whales are a common global resource, and people worldwide have a right to hold us 
separately and individually accountable for their fate. This can only be done by ensuring 
that our decision making processes are transparent, not secretive, and that the 
participation of non-governmental organisations and the media in annual meetings is not 
restricted. Australia will vote against any proposal that seeks to limit the transparency of 
the IWC. 
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173. Correspondence, dated 12 December 2007, written on behalf of the new Attorney-
General to Allsop J, quoted in Chris McGrath, “Injunction granted in Japanese 
Whaling Case” (HSI Technical Bulletin) pp.1-2 <http://www.hsi.org.au/editor/
assets/legal/HSI_Technical_Bulletin_Japanese_whaling_case.pdf> accessed  
14 February 2012

HSI Technical Bulletin 

Injunction granted in Japanese Whaling Case 

D r Chris McGrath1 

Intr oduction 

The Federal Coun has declared Japanese w haling in Australia's .1\ntarctic waters is unlawful 
tmder rl1e Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (Cth) (EPBC Act) 
and granted an injunction restraining it . The result is me culmination of a series of decisions 
since 2004 in rl1e Japanese Whaling Case that have navigated the complex interplay between 
intemational la\Y and Australian domestic law applying to Antarctica and whaling? 

Despite the declaration and injlmction issued in this case. u ltimately enforcement of rl1e 
prohibition against whaling in tl1e Australian Whale Sanctuary (A WS) under ti1e EPBC Act 
rests on ti1e shoulders of rl1e new Australian Go,emment. The Australian Govenunent could 
stop the whaling by the respondent Japanese company by ordering an Australian customs or 
fisheries Yessel to a1Test the Japanese whaling company's vessels operating in the A \VS 
adjacent to Antarctica. Prior to being elected and prior to the injunction being issued by the 
Federal Comt. the Australian Labor Party conunitted itself to "enforce Australian law 
banning the slaughter of whales in ti1e Australian ·whale Sancn1ruy"'. stating:3 

o It is illegal under the Envirownent Protec.tion and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 
... to kill or injure a whale within the Australian Whale Sancnwy. Since 1999. more 
than 400 whales have been killed in the Australian Whale Sancruary \Vithout a single 
prosecution, despite these actions being illegal under Australian law. 

o The Attorney-General Phillip Ruddock. tried to block an action by the environment 
group Humane Society International to get Federal Court enforcement of Australian 
law, arguing that the prosecution of Japanese whalers would ''create a diplomatic 
disagreement \vith Japan" . 

o A Federal Labor Government will enforce Australian Jaw prohibiting whaling within 
the Australian Whale Sanctuary adjacent to the Australian Autarctic Territory, 
penalising any whalers fotwd to have breached Australian Jaw. 

In Januruy 2008 the Australian Govenunent dispatched rl1e customs ...-esse!. Oceanic 
Viking. to monitor Japanese whaling but stopped sho1t of intercepting and ruTesting tl1e 
Japanese vessels. The new Attomey-General also remm.-ed of the previous go...-emment's 
opposition to HSI's litigation but it r emains to be seen whed1er the new Australian 
Government w ill fulfil its election commitment to enforce Australian law against tl1e whalers. 

T he litigation 

The case begru1 in late 2004 when the Hmnane Society Intemational Inc (HSI) 
conunenced proceedings in the Federal Couti against the Japanese company mat conducts 
whaling in waters adjacent to Antarctica, including in the Australian Whale Sru1cturuy 

1 BSc, LLB(Hons). LLM, PhD, Barrister-at-Law. Junior counsel for HSI in the Japanese Whaling Case. This is 
a shortened version of a paper presented at an EDONSW Seminar, ··can whaling in Autarctica be stopped?". 
Sydney. 21 February 2008. 
2 The primary citations of the series of decisions in this case are: Humane Society Intemational Inc v Kyodo 
Senpaku Kaisha Ltd [2004] FCA 1510; [2005] FCA 664; [2006] FCAFC 116: (2007] FCA 124; [2008] FCA 3: 
[2008] FCA 36. Backgrowtd documents for this case, including court. documents. Sllbmissions, affida•·its and 
maps, are av-ailable at http://www.envlaw.eom.au/whale.html (viewed 23 January 2008). 
3 Rudd K and Garrett P, "Federal Labor's Plan To Cowtter International Whaling" (ALP Media Statement, 19 
May 2007), a\'ailable at htlp:l/www.alp.or!!.aulmedia/0507/msenhloo190.php (\·iewed 23 January 2008). 

http://www.hsi.org.au/editor/assets/legal/HSI_Technical_Bulletin_Japanese_whaling_case.pdf
http://www.hsi.org.au/editor/assets/legal/HSI_Technical_Bulletin_Japanese_whaling_case.pdf
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(A WS) adjacent to the Australian Antarctic T en·ito1y (AA T). As the Japanese company has 
no registered office in Austmlia, to proceed against it HSI needed the permission ("leave") of 
the Federal Court in accordance the Federal Court Rules and the principles of private 
intemationai law. 

Justice Ailsop refused to grant leave to serve the ong:mating: process after the then 
Attomey-Generai, Phiilip Ruddock MP, submitted to the Court that allowing: the case to 
proceed would cause a diplomatic incident.4 HSI succeeded in its appeal against this refusal 
and was granted leave to serve the originating: process. The Full Court held that diplomatic 
and political considerations were in-elevant wl)ere, as here, the Parliament has provided that 
the action is justiciable in an Australian court.) The majority of the Full Court, Black CJ and 
Finkelstein J, also set out important principles for "public interest injunctions'' . Broadly 
speaking: the principle that emerges from the majority judgment is that the Federal Court may 
grant an injunction tmder section 475 of the EPBC Act even if it may prove impossible to 
enforce where it serves the public interest objects of the Act by having: an educative effect.6 

These principles ultimately bound the trial judge in the case, Allsop J,7 and led to the 
declaration and injunction being: granted despite his earlier concerns about the diplomatic and 
political implications of the proceedings and his findings on the futility of the relief sought. 8 

After being: granted leave to serve the originating: process, HSI sought to effect service 
through the diplomatic cham1el as nonnally required by the Federal Court Rules. However, 
this failed due to the Govemment of Japan refusing: to serve the respondent company because 
of the government's non-recognition of Australia 's jurisdiction over Antarctic waters. HSI 
then sought and was granted an order for substituted service of the originating: process by 
post and personal service9 

After service was effected by substituted service the matter came on for trial before 
Allsop J. The respondent Japanese whaling: company did not appear at the trial and Ailsop J 
proceeded to hear the matter in September 2007. At the trial Allsop J sought confmnation of 
the Attomey-General's views on the proceedings. In October 2007 the then Attomey
General, Philip Ruddock MP, confinned his opposition to the proceedings. However, 
following: the Australian federal election in November 2007, the new Attomey-General, 
Robert McClelland MP:10 

requested the Court not to place any reliance upon the views conveyed to the Court on 
behalf of the previous Attorney-General. The Conunonwealth Government believes that 
the matter would best be considered by the Court without the Government expressing a 
vtew. 

Allsop J did not acknowledge the changed views of the new Attomey-Generai in Ius 
reasons for judgment but ultimately granted the declaration and injunction sought by HSI 
pmsuant to the principles for public interest injm1ctions stated by the majority of the Full 
Court. HSI has since effected substituted service of the orders, thereby enliveiung: the 
potential for fumre contempt proceedings should the Japanese whaling: company refuse to 
comply with the injunction. 

4 Humane Society Intemalional Inc v Kyodo Senpaku Kaisha Ltd (2005] FCA 664. 
5 Humane Society International Inc v Kyodo Senpaku Kaisha Ltd (2006] FCAFC 116; (2006) 154 FCR 425 at 
430 (13] per Black CJ and Finkelstein J with whom Moore J agreed on this point (at 434 (38]) though 
dissenting on the question of futility. 
6 See McGrath C, "Japanese Whaling Case appeal succeeds" (2006) 23 EPLJ 333 at 333-335. 
7 In accordance with the docket system used in the Federal Court, after the appeal the matter was returtted to 
Allsop J for hearing of the trial. 
8 In Humane Society International Inc v Kyodo Senpaku Kaisha Ltd (2005] FCA 664. 
9 See Humane Society International Inc v Kyodo Senpaku Kaisha Ltd (2007] FCA 124. 
1° Correspondence, dated 12 December 2007, written on behalf of the new Attomey-General to Allsop J. 
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174. Australian Embassy, Tokyo, “Australia Acts to Stop Whaling” (Press 
Release, TK21/2007, 19 December 2007) <http://www.australia.or.jp/en/
pressrelease/?id=TK21/2007> accessed 14 February 2012

Press Releases - Australian En:ibassy, Tokyo http://www.atr;tralia.or.jp/enlpressrelease/?id=TK21/2007I 
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Australian Embassy, Tokyo 
1£8 ;t-A.~7 1J7*flii 
Embassy address: 2-1-14 Mita, Minato-ku, Tokyo 108-8361 - Telephone: 03-5232-4111 

Press Releases 

Press Release Archive 

Australia Acts to Stop Whaling 

TK21/2007 

19 December 2007 

Following is the text of a joint Media Release by the Minister for Foreign Affairs, the Honourable 

Stephen Smith MP and the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and the Arts, the Honourable 

Peter Garrett AM MP on 19 December 2007 

The Australian Government will formally urge Japan to end the slaughter of whales in the 

Southern Ocean . 

Japanese whaling vessels have already reached the Southern Ocean and are expected to kill as 

many as 935 minke whales, 50 threatened humpback w hales and 50 endangered fin whales for 

so called "scientific research". 

Australia strong ly believes that there is no credible scientific justification for the hunting of whales 

and is opposed to all commercial and "scientific" whaling. 

That is why the Australian Government will step up efforts to end this senseless and bru tal 

practice, using a range of d iplomat ic, legal and monitoring and surveillance initiatives. 

Diplo mat ic Efforts w ith Japan 

Australia will dramatically increase its diplomatic efforts with Japan. 

• A Special Envoy on W hale Conservation w il l be appointed to convey our views to Japan and 

increase and strengthen dialogue at senior levels. 

• In Tokyo, Australia will lead a coalition of anti-w haling countries in lodging a formal protest 

with the Japanese Government. 

• The Foreign Minister and Environment Minister will also directly register their concerns with 

their Japanese counterparts. 

International Whal ing Commis sio n 

Australia will upgrade our efforts at the International Whaling Commission (IWC), the place w here 

rules on the conservation and protection of whales are made. 

http://www.australia.or.jp/en/pressrelease/?id=TK21/2007
http://www.australia.or.jp/en/pressrelease/?id=TK21/2007
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• The Government will develop its own proposal for improving and modernising the IWC 
wh ich will include closing the loophole that allows for scientific whaling. 

• We will work to build and strengthen the coalition of anti-whaling countries in collaboration 
with our allies. 

Legal Avenues 

The Government is giving serious consideration to a range of options for international legal action 

against Japan. 

• The Attorney General has withdrawn the previous Government's submission to the current 
federal court case concerning Japan's whaling activities in the Australian Whale Sanctuary. 

Mon ito ring and Surveillance 

Australia will also act to collect evidence of Japan's whaling activities by monitoring the Japanese 

whaling fleet using both aircraft and a surface vessel: 

• An A319 aircraft, operated by the Austra lian Antarctic Division, will make several surveil lance 
flights during the whaling season. 

• Monitoring and surveillance activities will also be undertaken using the Customs patrol boat 
the Oceanic Viking, which will be disarmed for this whaling surveillance activity. 

The information obtained from the Government's surveil lance activit ies will be important for any 

legal action. 

Australia values its extensive and mutually beneficial relationship with Japan. As irn any close 

relationship there are some issues on which we cannot agree. One of the few issues on which we 

fundamentally disagree is Japan's policy of undertaking so-called 'scientific whaling' in the face of 

w idespread opposition from the Australian and international community. 

Australia is determined to play a leading role in international efforts to stop Japan's whaling 

practices. 

Australian Whale Sanctuary http ://www.environment.qov.au/coasts/species/cet aceans 

/protecting.html#aws !http://www.environment.gov.au/coasts/species/cetaceans 

/protecting. html#aws) 

Australian Antarctic Division http://www.aad.qov.au/ !http://www.aad.aov.au/l 

Archives 

• 201 2 (http://australia.or. jp/enlpressrelease-/?year-2012) 

• 2011 (http://australia.or. jp/enlpressreleasel?year-2011) 

• 2010 (http://australia.or. jp/enlpressrelease-/?year-201 0) 

• 2009 (http://australia.or.jp/enlpressrelease-/?year-2009) 
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175. Government of Australia, Map of the Australian Whale Sanctuary (2007) <http://
www.environment.gov.au/coasts/species/cetaceans/pubs/sanctuary-map.pdf> 
accessed 14 February 2012
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http://www.environment.gov.au/coasts/species/cetaceans/pubs/sanctuary-map.pdf
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176. Australian Embassy, Tokyo, “Action on Japanese ‘scientific whaling’” 
(Press Release, TK01/2008, 7 January 2008) <http://www.australia.or.jp/en/
pressrelease/?id=TK01/2008> accessed 14 February 2012

Press Rele.ases - Australian Embassy, Tokyo hnp:l/www.australia.or.jpleulpressrele.ase/?id=TKOI/20081 

I of 3 

Australian Embassy, Tokyo 
f±8?t-.AI---7 1J7~il!R 
Embassy address: 2-1-14 Mila, Minato-ku, Tokyo 108-8361 - Telephone: 03-5232-4111 

Press Releases 

Press Release Archive 

Action on Japanese 'scientific whaling' 

TK01/2008 

7 January 2008 

Following is the text of a joint Media Release by the Minister for Foreign Affairs, the Honourable 

Stephen Smith MP and the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and the Arts, the Honourable 

Peter Garrett AM MP, and the Honourable Bob Debus MP, Minister for Home Affairs on 4 January 

2008. 

Late last year, the Government announced a range of measures to put pressure on Japan to end 

whaling in the Southern Ocean. 

These included new d iplomatic initiatives to persuade Japan to cease whaling, reform of the 

International Whaling Commission, investigation of the options for international legal action, and 

mon itoring and surveillance of Japan's whale hunt this season by the Oceanic Viking and an 

Australian Antarctic Division A319 plane. 

Since the announcement of the measures, Australia has already dramatically increased its 

diplomatic efforts with Japan. 

Australia led the largest international protest of its kind in Tokyo against Japan's scientific whaling 

program, with the participation of 30 countries and, for the first time, the European Commission. 

The Foreign Minister spoke personally to Japan's Foreign Minister on 21 December to convey the 

Australian Government's strong opposition to Japan's scientific whaling program. 

In addition , a Special Envoy on Whale Conservation will be appointed to convey our views to 

Japan and increase and strengthen dialogue at senior levels. 

This year, Australia wil l upgrade our efforts at the International Whaling Commission (IWC), the 

place where rules on the conservation and protection of whales are made. 

The Government wi ll develop its own proposal for improving and modernising the IWC, which will 

include closing the loophole that allows for so-called 'scientific' whaling. We will work to build and 

strengthen the coalition of anti-whaling countries in collaboration with other nations. 

http://www.australia.or.jp/en/pressrelease/?id=TK01/2008
http://www.australia.or.jp/en/pressrelease/?id=TK01/2008
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The Government is also giving serious consideration to a range of options for international legal 

action against Japan. 

The Attorney General has withdrawn the previous Government''s submission to the current federal 

court case concerning Japan's whaling activities in the Australian Whale Sanctuary. 

Australia will also act to collect evidence of Japan's whaling activities by monitoring the Japanese 

whaling fleet using both an aircraft and a surface vessel. 

This will be a surveil lance activity, not an enforcement activity, the purpose of which is to obtain 

photographic and video evidence for use in potential international legal action to bring an end to 

Japan's so-called scientific whaling program. 

As was made clear last year, the Oceanic Viking will be deployed for up to 20 days, a signif icant 

portion of the current whale hunting season, to monitor the hunt. The Australian Antarctic 

Division's A319 aircraft wiU be staffed by the Australian Customs Service to make several 

surveillance flights during the whaling season. 

Since the announcement late last year of the measures that Australia will take, the movement of 

the Oceanic Viking and the A319 for these purposes has been an operational matter. 

The deployment of the Oceanic Viking has been, is now and will be determined on operational 

criteria to maximise the prospects of a successful surveillance activity. 

In previous years, the Japanese whale hunt has commenced in December and has continued 

until late February or early March. 

While the Government has welcomed the decision by Japan not to hunt humpback whales this 

season, the Government remains opposed to all whaling and will continue to urge Japan to end 

the slaughter of whales in the Southern Ocean. 

Archives 

• 2012 lhttp://australia.or.jp/enlpressrelease/?vear=2012l 

• 2011 (http://australia.or.jp/enlpressrelease/?year=2011) 

• 2010 lhttp://australia.or.jp/en/pressrelease/?vear=201 0) 

• 2009 (http://australia.or.jp/enlpressrelease/?year=2009) 

• 2008 (http://australia.or.jp/enlpressrelease/?year=2008) 

• 2007 (http://australia.or.jp/enlpressrelease/?year=2007) 

• 2006 !http://australia.or.jp/enlpressrelease/?year=2006l 

• 2005 !http://australia.or.jp/enlpressrelease/?year=2005l 

• 2004 !http://australia.or.jp/enlpressrelease/?year=2004l 

• 2003 !http://australia.or.jp/enlpressrelease/?year=2003l 
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177.  Humane Society International Inc v Kyodo Senpaku Kaisha Ltd, FCA 3, (15 January 
2008) pp. 20-21

FEDERJ\L COURT OF AUSTRALIA 

Humane Society lntern<ttional lnc ,. Kyodo Senpaku Kaisha Ltd [2008] FCA 3 

ENVIRONMENT - contravention by respondent of Enviromuem Pr01ection and 
Biodiw.rsiry Conse.n'Dtio~t Act !999 (Cth) 

I'RACfiCE AND I'ROCEDURE- public interest injunction- discretion whether to grant 
relief - futility 

Am arctic Treaty (Environmew Protection) A.cr .1980 (Cth) s 7 
Environment Prmecrion and Biodiversity CoJtServmion Act /99Y (Cth) ss 3, 5\ 225, 229, 
229A. 229B. 229C, 229D, 23Q 231 , 238, 475. 4988 
Evidence Act/995 (Cth) ss 87. 88 
Trade Practices Acr 1974 (Ctb) s 80 

lmernaJioual COJH'eniionfor the Regulmion of Whaling ( 1948] A TS 18 
Uuiu!d Nations Com-enJiotr ott the Law ofrhe Sea [1994] A TS 31 

Abebe v CO<tunonwealrlt (1999) 197 CI..R 510 referred to 
Bass •• Permanem Trustee ( 1999) 198 CLR 334 referred to 
CitTon v ZUndel (No 4) (2002) 41 CHRR D/274 referred to 
Mabo v Queensland (No 2/ ( 1992) 175 CLR I c ited 
Simmuon 'I A usrraliatt PruderJJial Regulmiou A.urlwriJy (2006) i52 FCR 129 cited 
TrUJh AboUJ Mororways v Macquarie h!fra.wrua ure lm•esrmem Manage.mem Lrd (2000) 200 
CLR 591 refe rred to 
\1incem v Peacod< [1973] 1 N:SW LR 466 referred to 

HUMANESOCII1TY INTii.RNATIONAL INCv KYODO SENJ>AK U KAISHA LTD 
NSD 1519 Of 2004 

ALLSO P J 
·15 J ANUARY 2008 
SYDNEY 
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53 
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In our ophdon, iJ is nor a grouml for rejusiug an iujunaio11 I hal i1 11<'0Uid noi 
have li praciical ~jftct. whne ir.\failure 10 Jrm•e a practical ejft.ct is because 
rhe defendam disobeys it 

Further~ one cannot ignore the f Ublic interest nature of the claim and the compk!te 

recognition by the Parliame-nt of tllat type- of claim and of the lack of wide intemationaJ 

recognition of A uslralia' s claim to the relevant part of Antarctica: see the majority of t.he Pull 

Coun reasons at 154 FCR 425 and [211- [241; and see also Ci1ron v Zundel (No ./) (2002) 41 

CHRR D/274 at [2981- [3011. 

In the tight of the reasons of the majority of Llle Full Court, I can no! conclude !hal the 

practical difficulty (i f not impossibility) of enforcement is a reas-on to withhold relief. 

54 On the ma!erial placed be fore tbe Court, I am satisfied that the respondent has 

;5 

contravened ss 229, 229A, 229B, 229C, 2290 and 230 of the EPBC Act in rela!ion to 

Antarctic minke whaJes and fin whales by killing. injuring, taking and interfering wilh them 

and the tre..ating and possessing or them and by injuring. interfering with and treating and 

possessing humpback whales and that. unkss restrained, it will continue to kill. injure. take 

alld interfere with them, and treat and possess them. 

I. 

In all the circumstances, the orders of the Coun will be: 

The Court declares that the respondent has killed injured, taken and interfered with 

Antarctic minke whales (Balaer.optera bonaeretuis) and lin whales (Balaenoptera 

physalus) and injured taken and interfered with humpback whales (M egap1era 

novaeatlftliae) in the Australian \Vhale Sanctuary in conlr.J.vention of sections 229. 

229A, 229B and .229C of the EmJironmem ProJection and Biodi,•ersiry Conservmlon 

Acr /999 (Cth), ( the ·• Act"), and has treated and possessed such whales killed or !al<en 

in the Australian Whale Sanctu:t'Y in contravention of sections 2290 and 230 of the 

Act without permission or authorisalion under sections 231 , 232 or 238 of the Ac~. 

2. The Court orders that the respondent be resl'rained from ki lling, injuring, taking or 

interfering wilh any Antarctic minke whale (Balaenopiera bonaerensis). lin whaJe 

(Balaeuopiera physalus) or hwnpback whaJe (M egap1era novaeangliae) in the 

Australian Wha~ Sanctuaty, or treating or possessing any such whale killed or l'aKen 
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in the Australian Whale SancLuary, unless pennitted or authorised un<rr -sections 231, 

232 or 238 or Lhe EuviTonmeni Prmeciion nlld Biodiversity CoJtSen 1ation Acl /999 

(Cth). 

Neilher the application nor Lhe amended application contained a request for an order 

foe costs. I Lhus make no such orde-r. 

I certify that the preceding fi fty-six 
(56) numbered paragJJaphs are a tr..: 
c.opy of the Reasons for Judgment 
herein of the Honourable Ju.s-tire 
Allsop. 

Assoc-iate: 

Dated: 1 S January 2008 

Counsel for the Appli:cant: MrS Gagcler SC with Mr C Mc.Grath 

Solicitor for the Applicant: Environ menial Defender's Offire (NSW ) Ltd 

Counsel for the Respondent The Respondent did not appe.ar 

Date of Hearing: 18 September 1JXJ7 

Date of Judgment IS January 2008 
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178. Government of Australia, “Addressing Special Permit Whaling and the Future of the 
IWC”, IWC/61/9 (2009)

I\YCI6119 
.\genda Item 18 

ADDRESSL'iG SU CH.!. PER..l\fiT WHALING_\_ 'I<> TBI fi-n.JR£ Of TBI m·c 

Submitted to fue IWC61 Discussions on fue funJ<e of the IWC 
by dle Govemmem of Australia 

The Intemational \Vbaling Commission (IWC) is dle primary forum for dle conservatioo and =gemeot of cetac~an 
populati01lS worldwide. In order for dle Commission to deli\:er .as eff~tively as possible againsl this importalll 
mandate, iiS operating processes and mechanisms should be strategically focused, collectively mru:.aged and represem 
coolemporary best-practice .. 

0\-erdle past few ~ades the IWC has assumed a leadersltip role in the science of cetacean conservatioo and 
management. The Scientific Committee comprises a unique collective of e:<peJtise and each year wod<s through a 
crowded and mp;dly expanding agenda ofurgem science issues. The high standard and \"3lue oflhf collectively derived 
recOilllllelldations of the Scientific Committee a.:e cemral to the Commission· s successful role. 

At a time when the future of the IWC is being collectively addressed Australia believes that it is essential that we take 
$toc:k of ouc scieotific successes and. in so doillg, cOtlSlder how we might seek improvements and efficiencies in our 
overall approach to science and research. Flllldamental to this will be a coosideratian of an i.mpcoved. collecm-ely 
agreed resolution to the contrm;ersial and unresolved issues around special permit whaling. Equ.ally importanlly, a 
consideration of onr scientific process will ptO\oi.de a conte:n and a mechal!ism by which ou.r o\-.rall scientific needs can 
be detemtined, prioritised. addressed and our progress monitored. 

To initiate this p rocess. Australia belie\-..s we can reach agreement on a llllltlber of key principles dlat would guide the 
discussion on our approach to science and pro;i:le a DX>dem, best-practice basis fur how IWC science should be 
undenaken. While these principles should, in spirit. apply to the IWC-related sc:ienlific acti\-ities of all members, our 
intention is to focus the Commission's anention oo the core, I\VC-related science that may be seeu to have a poteutial 
impact on cetaceans, affect the u--orkings and agenda of the Commission and its committees, or research initiatives 
direclly linked to delivering again,"! dle IWC core mandate. 

Principles for a reformed approach: 

the key scientific priorities of the IWC that require resolution should be agreed collaboratively by the 
Commission 

these priorities should be focused towards outcomes that deliver effec.tive collSelV-ation 31ld management of 
wbales 

scientific activities should respond to these agreed priorities 

scientific activities should based upon a precautionary approach 

in all cases dle potential impact ou wbale populations should be assessed and minimised and \\ilere im,asin• 

techniques are proposed, research design should employ imemationally recognised humane animal 
esperimentation techniques (reductioo. replacement and refinement) 

the proposed methods. scope and objectives of a research program should require the app-""'111 of the 
Commission 

research program; should be transparent, inclusive and collaborative.; and encourage and euhance engagement 
from scientists from developing cow:un.es 

rese.arch results should be pubhc and 1h.e data made available to prorncte additional resea1ch and analysis 

effecti'\-e processes to emure the-coomnmication of complicated technical issues to a non-science audience 
should be developed and maintained 

• saentific activities should be subject tc a formalised. transparent and agreed process of pa1odic review and 
performance appraisal: inc.tuding a reqnirement for research proponeniS to respond to rev1ew recommendations 

approval and dle review of research should not be conducted by the proponents of the research. 

61-9Doe 1 Si0612009 ()9:03 
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These principles at~ basic elements of integrity and tr.u>;parency and ~~·eseut a be~i-prac.tice approach. Many of tbe 
scientific activities undertaken within the l\VC anady adhere to some of the~ principles. Ccu.;equeutly, a process that 
includes all core IWC-focused scientific ac.tivities, and which is devel oped by agreement between member;. would 
strengthen the Ccmmissiou by increasing collaboration and focusing and prioritisiug au a~ady busy science agenda. 
Equally importantly, ~ucb a process would contribute. to removing the most serious source oft~1ou that presently 
impedes the CoOlllli!>siou ,s work. 

Special pemlit whaling has been the tllO.t controvomial issue within the IWC for many years. ,"JJ wetllbe,·s have 
recognised that divi!.>ious over this fonu ohv1laling must be resolved. In particular, it is essential that any agreement or 
package on the futtu·e of the IWC includes a specific comulitmeut that resolves the. dispute ove1· special pe1ulit whaling. 
Without such a commitment. oue. of the IWC 's most controversial issues would remain .a divisive problem. e.ffectively 
\v·eaL~g the Coullllission 's core tn..'W.date. 

In order fo resolve the divisions over unilateral "J'ecial peltllit whaling, Australia pr~s that 1\VC members agree a 
prinaple-based approach to aU scientific research under the authority of the Co1lllllissiou. Governments should commit 
to activities only wheu authotised by the Commission. 

In order to implement such a process, three steps would be required: 

I. a consensus-based approach to determining key knowledge gaps, priorities for rese:uch that. address these gaps 
in a practical and outcome.-focused manner, and mechanism~ by \Vilich that research will be delivered. These 
research needs ;,hould be direc.tly re.levant to agreed matl3gewenl and cousetvatiou objectives of the IWC; 

2. a process for assessing all science activities against the approach outlined in (1 ); 

3. a mechanism for the Co1lllllissiou to reach a decision ou outcomes and recommendations derived :from (1) and 
(2). Countries would agree not to undertake scientific activities without Commission approval. 

The details of this process would need to be de.ve.Joped cooperatively by IWC members and agreed by consensus. This 
process would en::>ttt"e that any scientific activi ty ,,,.ould be collectiv-ely agreed, would have strong scientific 
wde-tpinnings, would be outcome-focused against agreed priorities. would receive appropriate independent peer review 
and would support the cooservation and management. objectives which have been agreed by the Ccmulissiou. 

61-9.Doc 2 1810612009 09:03 
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179. Australian Antarctic Division in Department of Sustainability, Environment, Water, 
Pollution and Communities, “Antarctic territorial claims” (29 June 2011) <http://
www.antarctica.gov.au/antarctic-law-and-treaty/our-treaty-obligations/antarctic-
territorial-claims> accessed 14 February 2012

Antarctic ten:itorial claitm :: Australian Alliard ic Division b11p://www.antarctica.gov.au'antarctic-l aw -and-treatyfotu·-treaty-obligat. .. 

Antarctic territorial claims 

Australia is among seven nations that have claimed territory in Antarctica. These claims are 
based on disc:ovety and effective occupation of the claimed area. and are leg.al accordilg to ..,. _ _ ____ ,__.. 
each nation's laws. Three countries - the United Kingdom, Chile and Argentina - have 
overlapping claims in the .Antarctic. 

Son-.e countries explicitly recognise these clairns; some have a policy of not recognisflg any 
claims in Alltarctica, and others reserve the right to make a claim of their own . 

The Antarctic Treaty puts aside the pcXentiaJ for conflict over sovereignty by proViding that 
nothing that occurs while the Treaty is in foroe will enhance or djmiojsh territorial claims. 
f!Aember states cann()( make any new claims wfl~e the Treaty is in force. 

Australian Antarctic Territory 

Australian Antarctic Territory covers nearly 5.9 miiiKln square kilometres, about 42%· of 
AAtarctica and near1y 80% of the total area of Australia itself. 

Looking nortn over Mawson Station and 
HOI'8t~ Haroour to Kist-a Str31t. lt was tne 
nnt ANARE ataUon on tne Antarcbc continent 
and 18 10cateo on tn.e taatt m sldt Of Houne Bay 
oo a notsuhoe•napedtroek outcrop. C Doog 
MCV81gfl. 

The Australian claim is based on a long historical association with this part of Antarctica Australia's Douglas Mawson (later Sir 
Douglas Mawson) led a group of Australians and New Zealanders in the 1911 to 1914 Australasian Antar<:tic Expedjtion, which had 
bases at Convnorw.'ealth Bay, south of Tasmania. and the Shackleton Ice Shelf south of Perth. This expediHon explored extensively 
along the coast near the bases. 

Mawson also led the British, Australian and New Zealand .AAtarctic Research Expedttion (BANZARE) of 1929 to 1931. During this 
~ition Mawson claimed what is now Australian Alltarctic Territory as B-riish sovereign territory. Early in 1933, Britain asserted 
sovereign rights over the claimed territory and pfaced the territory under the authority of the Commonwealth of A.ulstralia. 

Sovereignty over the Territory was transferred from Britain to Australia under the Australian Antarctic Territory Acceptance Act 1933, 
wtajcll came into effect in 1936. This act stated: 

That part of the Territory in the Antarctic seas which comprises D/1 the i slands and territories, other than Adefie Land, 
situoted south of the 60th degree south latitude ancf lying bet.,..en the 160!to derp-ee east longitude and the 45th degree east 
l ongitude, is hereby declared to be xcepted by the Commonwealth as .:» Territory under the authority of the 
Commonwealth, by the name of the Austrolian Antarctic Territory. 

http://www.antarctica.gov.au/antarctic-law-and-treaty/our-treaty-obligations/antarctic-territorial-claims
http://www.antarctica.gov.au/antarctic-law-and-treaty/our-treaty-obligations/antarctic-territorial-claims
http://www.antarctica.gov.au/antarctic-law-and-treaty/our-treaty-obligations/antarctic-territorial-claims
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180. Special Committee of the US Senate on the Conservation of Wild Life Resources, 
Report on the Convention for the Regulation of Whaling, (19 September 1931),  
pp. 17-21, 44-45

ZCOMOMJC.S or TBIE WHALING INDUBTBY WITS BBL\T!OK88JP 
TO THE COHYENTIOH 108 TBB REGULATION or WBALUfO 

BEST AVAILABLE COPV 
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llltU!!Itfi~f[ ltHh!~ tl![!f~H-~Jbli · :~1U l;~.fi~JU~~~~~~~~t ~ 
illlilll1 ~fl·~~.~~: ll~l~"fli. 
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I'.CO.NOJUC& OJ' ': U WlU.LISO llliDUSTBY 21 

etc. Bight whalea iuclud.i.Da: North ~&@e whalea, Greenland whales, 
10uthem right whalea, Puilic right. ww.Jc. aQd eouthern pigmy ri8ht 
wbal• have beeome rare. Fear of uterminatioo of certaiD ~ ia 
open11 expre.ed. Muy ~ the danger of the preMDt rate of 
uploltatio.o. to reduction of supply t.o a point that will enduprP,H8ellt 
investment.. At_ pW"&Ued, the fiShery is wuteful. The mulillatenl 
conveution pnnida for &tieotiJic etudiea, prohibite th.- JQmng of \he 
rarer apeeiee, !'eeluiree the liceoaing of Teasela o~ting in the fi&herv 
requires detailed infot111Ation ~ &peaN killed, product& ol 
manufe.cture and u complete u.ae of whal• killed as poe.sible. 

The multilac.nl ooavention therefore repreaenta a verv impor1&nt 
step for the aaeemblage of data for the guidance of the nations eon· 
eeriled in ~ting tJUa fis~. safeguarding investment& and 
.uauri.Dg the Wll88 UM of the .. hal• killed. 
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Eli.JUaiT 8 

U4Gt:a M S.o~.no.'f.-o.asr!llr; or .a. Co:,{Y&JI?Jollf roa "Jalt ll.r.Gct..a.TIO!Ir or 
--·~(i 

&&POa? P&aaL~ aY Yaa I&COSD co•~to~ YO T•& 4&&&MaLT 0~ ~8& 
~ •oa cc.•.:~••"'"'~'JO!C 0#1 .............. 

Rapporteu-,, 111. Bn.adland ( Sonra1) 

The main •1bj-.1 ()( thtf! draft er>nv~nt;.-.n bd'a~ ttw ~ eomuU&&H it ~ 
eecwoe ~ ad·~ptioo b1' &br &l'M~ ~ n~ (A crJUntn.t:. of crnain J"\1._ 
inkDded io PftYmt. iD lhe U\~ o( &M wbalinc induatr}' i&ail. the dfttru~tioo 
of a WlUftle of weallh avai~ \a L'1 . 

Tbe ~7 po~ of thM ~~ in &M lut f•• yean. tbanb t.o illlll'")v .. 
~ .. iD eq~* and &ecfulique. bu raul&.ed in aa ever larpr a.rnu.al ~ 
iD thr numbeF ol ~kl'a killed. F..t!mate. obwDed fJ'Qm 'i"&l'iol.la .c>uree. 
abow ~ lor eevual _Ian ~ the numbe'r &&ken lur.a l'uied I rum 21.000 ~ 
30,000 each -...xa. J'f)r tJae .-...ora •Ucb bu ju.t et.o.ed the eD<>naoUII A«ure 
ol ~.000 t... beea men~ 

Put esperieoee abowa &he ~ty olm.Jl~ AA don to prev~nt *be ~1~u.etioo 
r>i &be ~cia w!UcA ue c&Udy lumk:d by IDOdun •ba.lftw. 
Bio~ ue DDt u yd nry well a.equa.inted wilh &b'- branch cJ ltCWaoe and il 

il S.pcWble to detenD.IDe lbe nu .. ber ol U... aniDMk whJeh could be ~ea 
&llnuaDy without.~ U. .perieL In rie• oft~ tact. bownn. thai 
ana.iza lf"W'- ol wba* are a.&r.dy ptadically cdind. ii wDl be ~ toM~ 
U.O. ip'ri- wbiclt. it ia gaJ pro6&eble to cap&.ute are es.poeed 1o ..-ioua ~ ... 

Tbe dnlt before you ia Ule ou&.eoloe ol •ork ~· lo le"26 .. tM ..-ul& a£ a.n 
. .tu.embly re.olutioa al u-.e prniou.a year r.w lbe enaLioa of • eommdU. ol 
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~~:rt~Ui!Jh~ i ; r.,.i ltri1l.~ (i~i u~1 fl. i t!1lb f!Ji ·!~ ·~ b ~ 
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181. The US delegation’s report to the US Secretary of State (21 June 1937), pp. 1, 5-6, 
13-15

No . London , ~une 21 1 ~937 . 

SUB:n:;cT: Internr.ti on<U '?ba.l1ng Coll.1'crenoe . 

The llonorable 

Sir: 

The Secretexy of 3tnte , 

r,;llsh1ngton , 1 . •"' . 

I huvo the honor to re1'er to M7 report or ~e 9, 

1957, .for\1fll'd1~ odvsllJJe texts of the Agre~ment 1'or 

tte ~egulation of nb~ling , ns s1gned on 4une 8, to

gether ~lth oop~es of the Final Act s1gned at the srune 

time nnd o~ the cocm~QuS issued to the ~ress . 

n1e Conference conv~ned on Yey 24 under the 

choiri!lflnshlJ• o:r the H1eht Lonoroble m.lllol!l !:" . t.~orr1son , 

tanister of Ap;riculture and T'1sher1e>s . '1fr . ? orrison de-

l/ 11 vered the opcn1 ng addross, a COllY of" which is en closed , 

nnr1 I 
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poses o~ the ~e~nt ora to be proper1y 

e1'1'eoted.. 

Articl.e TI . :tt is bell.ev ed tho.t all type a 

or wbnllll{C exaept those p r nctioed by "nnt1 ves•• 

are c overed l.n this de1'1n1t1on. 

Artl cl.o III . Th:1s provision ell3ures tbo.t 

in~oot.ioJls oi' the pre&e-nt Ae;rael'!l~nt -will. be 

prosoo~ted by the respective Gover~~nts nnd not 

by onptai .ns oi' "hnl..i.n~ vesGel s or by company 

o1"1"1o1"la . o n 1.nqul.ry the t.mer1of\D del.cgati.on 

was :1n1'ormea by ~mbers or tbe Dr1. ti.ah a.nd !ior

~oGion del.egutions tbnt no uuoh 1nrract1ons h~d 

as yet bee n tried in their respectiv e ocurts . 

Art~ol.e .TV. Tbe Coni'erence agreed to 

o.t'f'OTtl :!'ul.1 t>roteotion to <~y r.hu l.cs n s well 

oe to a.l.l. R1gb.t ub..,'ll.ee . thf•re lJe.Ln~ no obJection 

r~ised from nny r uarte r ta the proposa1 by the 

Amertoen de1ega t1on (Oepnrtment 1 s tel.,t.tre.m lJo . 

Pl.~ 1 JUne ~ . 3 p . m . ) :f'or tlle 1no1nslou of tbe 

Crey \'lhal.e . Ini'orm.a.l discussion !"ol.l.o•lng the 

session tncl ioat~d tba t 1.n CJAE:C .To.pan sboul.d 

flooede to tbe .1\.FrE:\emen't , t httt Government m1ght 

poas1b1y enter o raserv~tion in r~gerd to both 

of these V~J1et~es of wha1~s . 

Ar't1c1e V . :tnveetisatlono wh.Loh huve been 

carrioa on ovt'!r per.lod o1' yeo.rR by the "D11'J -

covary" Ccumn1 ttee nnd lli.cll. nr~ t'inuucott by 

tho Col.onio~ C'~VCJ.'Dl'lent of t:he .Pol.kl.a.ncl r:;ll.ttlAlG., 

hnve shown 'tlln1> sexual. metu:x·ity is rc·1ched ubcn 

tnc t"fhal.e t ttain.n t.lt~ f'ol.J.ow:inp: l.engths: 

nl~ 1 
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Bl.ue wlwl e. ..... ma~e. 74, :feet, <:> inch~s ~ ... 
f'etnal.e, -rrl feet, 9 ir:ones; 

m. n \ffiul.e .. -... mcle, e., fec"t , 8 inches , 
:f'emal.e. 65 f'eet , , 1nobes; 

fltmtpbeek whal.e ..... . 39 'iee t 1 

Sperm whal.e ... mal e, 58. 3 to 4 l . o i"eet , 
1'~1::!, 29 to • U . 6 1'~1; • 

ThlUl tbe l.~ngths ~pcoified in .A.rtio~e V Qi' the 

a~i:wnent f·m- proteotlo!! u.ra 11ell bel.o¥1 actual 

llldturt ty l.e~tbs . I n th~ e"'~e 01' the fipenn 

wht~~e , u 1eD.6tb of :55 :feet rtll ~ 1 t is believed 1 

proteut alL feruoles ~nd a conside~le number o~ 

Jt \"t&S the V i e'9 of t re Goni'er~.Hl.CE that esoh 

of' the o antrcoting G<lV-e:r-lrul.ents ::;hculd obtain the 

po\\'er to 1'1 x size 11l!li ta f'or eoeh o1' the ~pe c1 es 

o:t \fhnU;s . It ;~ould be prer(n·eble theref'o:re :tor 

t Le3e ~eugthe not to be ~~eDified in ~ Congression

al J*o't but 'that thei r detercrination abouli3 be l.efi 

to joint regula~vns or the 'treasury and GoU!Il!a.roe 

Depm·tm.euts, 'llllieh can be modi .fie<t 1.-roro year to 

yetu• 1n earner the. t a.oequatt:t proteot 1 on e<..1n be given 

when needed . According 'to expert opi.niou , the 

ra1~ing o~ the size limits .~n b,sed on sound bio-

pttrlilcuh.~i."ly urged by bo'tl! tl"te Bri ~1 ell ::~.nd !!Or\'Jegiu.n 

deh:W-ititJns.,. 

•- rticl a 'VT. . 'J."his ...rt1.cl~ ~ou.ld o::o~·:s.·espcmd to 

e rttele VII. '~~e intent t,.r tue Gon!"erenee 

witli respec t to this J...rt icle i s to limit the Whaling 

~eason f 
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ka&nly aware of the :ract tlla t rapid d•velop~nt 

of the Japanese whaling 1n<lustrr end unreet rtctec:l 

operations by thetr fiosUil!; 1'">ctoriefl tJnd \'lbale 

ontohers could impede tbe reel17oat1 on or the ends 

envieoged by the pre5ent AGree~nt . 

Tbe ~~ricon ael egot1on VCO~PS the foLlo~ng genoral

ized observations on certain achtev~ments of tbe Conference! 

1 . 'I'bis Agreement ensures the t oll parties concerned 

will observe tbtil san:e operating season 1n Antaroti e \'late~·a , 

1'rom which cpproxlmat~ly 9<>-? oi' the total annuel •-\'hale oil 

product is obtained . 

2 . By rai sing t~ size l1mi ts oi' 1mmn ture \Jbnlea, 

ada1t1onal but not rul~ protection ts ~f~orded to 1m~oture 

~hales ot the aeve~al opeoies . 

3 . The closing o1' t~e tropical nnu sub-tropioa~ wGtere 

to whale f'1nh1ng nffords J:m: the 1'1rst titna 1n itn history 

o QOasu.t•o or proteoti on to whales on their crtlvinR grounds . 

It vppenrs tl\£\ t muoh datu il.od ob.sr.rvat1 on ond reoettl'Ob Vi!Ork 

o~ n ao1ent l t1c na~tre rc~1ns st111 ~o be aone 1n order to 

determine a oourotely the loo~tion o~ n Ll 1mport, nt ce1v1ng 

(';rounds . 

!l!Torau some mP.oeure of protectl on to the :f~n-1 relllai.D1UB 

!Tumpbaol~ whal.ea in those waters and needed protecfUon to 

Jilue and Fin r.hbl.es . 

o~ tbe countries rcprenented ot th1& Conrerenag, the 

ones obv1oualy .&lOst inter~sted werE> Grnat Dr1ta1n• Norwny 

unu Cermany. r;halin"", 1ltboU{Itl not a r~jor induatry in 

Great Drita~n, 1a on 1mnortant one and backed by poFerful 

1nterasta. The a1noere concern of th9 o1'f1o~ls of the 

Br1t1ah / 

\ 

I 
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British tlinistry of '1'\*i shet-if'S at the l~pid det>letion 

o:f VJhale s~ooks no.1 tek1ng pl.e.oe IUl~ their des tre to 

etroot : n 1ntet-noti unnl a gret:ment to regu.l:.~ to the 1n

l1uutcy, \'lith the priln.!::ry pur:tlose of' o onaervtng the 

stook~i . c nnot l:c uu:.tioned . The Erttinh Ch!lt~nn . 

hmKJVer. vm·y fr~nkly otatfid t ha1: tltt7Y hu(t to "[)roo~~d 

warily in cn'<1or not tc, ·roure too {!l'ea1, O])t>OB1 ti on on 

tltc pm:t o~ the trtulc tO\Ittl:'<l:; t.'tcu~ur<:u rlhioh might 

restrict their · cti vi ties und inuetliat~ pro:ti tt. . 

'li"tb respect to llontay, the emphO.fliiJ uppear:.J to he 

aometillut d l ff't'r""•nt ~" nd the f'lllf.linc.e s i tuft tion of even 

mol'e 1mrocdtate conuern to tllc:m. 1.~ th..; !!or .e~iun 

deleg:ni.on stu ted, ~hnl1DG is one of' the ma j or industries 

o-r their c~u.nt:t<y ond c:f'toras oo(;uptttioQ to n ln.r~ t;ud 

art1eulete ~abcn- group. Th-e },orr.et?;ian ctelt:~tion llud 

oonoiderttble de'1:a1led 1nfortn&t1on about the s ubject u llC! 

expr(Wfted no 1llus1 ona u~» to the ultirnnte destl:uot1 on 

(Jf l.'lwlin~ stocks, and 1 nc!dcntfilly o1' the !!or .. :egian 

lnduatry , tr the n1~sont unrest~1oted prac tiees tu·e 

oul.'ried on . 'l'b.ey see!ned , ' .. o eve1· , to be under constant 

#lpyn.·ehension oi" orit1oisl!l 1.nd possibl.Q frustr~.t1on of' 

tllf\1r G f :fbrts by the \~ h-'l11nfY 1!11;e:r-eatn 1n >.Jor·,.my Hnd 

th6 Lnbor groups . 

'.l'he Gen.un1 ®le£!)tes gave the i:cvree:Jion or \:aiuc 

~xperte on tue ~ubjcot . .bile tl1eir wthnl!n~ intJustry 

1D "" yet tn 1n:frmcy, <:er1:;.uny is tbe l u r getot sing).«: 

ool.emJ'litr o:f \lluol.a oll. .,nd \fh.nt the Ceronn l!elo~atton 1·!>

~eu.1·ed to be l!t03t intel'f::sted in \VRB th\'! oont1.nu!lnoe of 

3Vni l1.1ble cupplies. '!'hey re~lize , ho'f.cVer, tli t t1l1o 

supply i f-> in jeovlfll•dy uult:::>& itlternTttiuntJJ. c12asures 01· 

r·estl:iction / 
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reatrtction are put 1 nto effeot to nrev!:nt t11c tn

disorll'.:inate 4estruct1r.m oi' ~twles. \ b1lt~ <lrrrinr; 

tl~l'C! rersnint>d tho 6is1.1not inrprcsslo thAt G~"7'1"..:ill <lo

oper~tion ln reeuJ_t~tin~ the nbaling 1n~uatry and in 

conserv-1n~ the stocks oon 'bo •·el1ed UJHUI , :rro~ hi eel e. 

truly intornat1onel ~sreement to thic DnU C~D ce ~de 

e:rfeutive . 

lt seems pl'obabl.o thet ·•orwrr]" \rlll make o2:1 ef'f'ort 

to hPV& tho '"fll0~1116 Conferenc!'! convene ne-:o:t year st 

o::-l.o . \fhPtl.let- the Con:.ference tr.eet$1 r. t Osl o or llot, 

1 t :>acns clear tb~t !'or~ny , Great ~rl. tain enu r.emany 

desire thO Jnef!'ti.JlP. to te..~g place nen :.'f"Or, -.1tll !• 

st1•o.ns hope thn t J"aptUl c.l so "ill n t tend . 

Thet-~ mlf.l consli:loro.b.le oor.m:en"t ln the r.cnron 'ress 

on. thu tiPy tollo~inr th~ ~1t;Oine ol' tho J,grectH~nt , -:t l

th.ouwt t.he ortiolt'!a ~t na etti toriel ~ ~1fZJ•e 1 n gon~rnl. 

merely recapitu~nt1ons oi' thfl t~rm:s o1' the \{9"oomcnt , 

t1i th eJqt;:-e1. ~1one of Zl]lprovol • 

~P-ro 1:s anclo:'led .... ~-bite .Pt\p~r, "1'1flC'elhmeous '!o , 

4 (19:57)" • Juat nDOc 8 vEtllohle , 1o \lhich : ppcora tho t~7;'t 

lloE>poctfully yours, 

ncl.osurea : png_'2 lG. 

lierschr;>l V. J'olu ~on. 
1··1rst ~leo~tt:U•y of 'l>tbnssy . 

~l.er,e1te , 1 nternetionol Conrer~no~ 
on 1ihN.1nr. . 
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182. Letter from US Delegates Remington Kellogg and Loyd V. Steere, to Chairman of 
the International Whaling Conference, A. T. A. Dobson (10 January 1944) 

Enclosure (?) 

BY BAND 1 , Grosvenor Square , W. l . 
Jan~y 10, 1944. 

~ar ~. t obson : 

The American Delegation is in reo~ipt or 
i.natruotions !'rom the Depart::1ent of State to 
announoo t~ th9 International ~ing ConCerence 
that the Government o~ the United States has the 
intention of caJ.ling an international 1rhali:1g 
oo~erence in ~aahineton f.t the earliest 
ravorabl e opportundty. It seems ap9ropriate 
to make this an_~o~cement to you, in advance, as 
Chairman of the Con!'erenee . '.i'he Cele6a tion will , 
of e~urse ~ make the annonncE!l:lent to tha Conrarenca 
at its next meeting., and will explaill ths reasons 
whicb led to this decision. 

RespectfuQly yours , 

Re~ton Kellogg 
Cel egate 

( Sgd. ) LOE V , STEERE 

Loyd V . S'Ulere 
Delegate 

A. T. A. Dobson, Esq . , 
Chairman, 

TW::l -'VT11 

International r-heling Cor~erence, 
c/a &inistry of Agriculture & Fisheries , 

23-25, Sobo S~uare , 
1; . 1. 
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183. Government of the US, “Establishment of Permanent Commission” U.S. No. 5  
(21 November 1945)

I.. • .:l . J o . ~ 
·.ave 1bcr 21 , 1945. 

Tl-:.e delegation of the United States o~ kl;erica .. ,isl:&s to 
present the follo,,in3 obaerv~>.t:.ions concerning t;1e est:.c,lisnmen;; 
of a permanent commissior: !or tne regu.latior. cf ":!$.ling for ~ 
consideration of the Conference . 

The Governcent of toe Jt.ited :..tates or· J.::Ie::oica favors in 
principle tr.e even to..~al es ta'oli s.umen t ~"Y incerna t:.iunal agreer.~.en;;, 
of a standing coo;Jittee ~it:.~ powers to ma~c recocoenuatlons 
regarding • .U.nim..un len~t:ns or wi:'..a.les , q..1otas 1 lengtl.s ot' seasons 1 
protected species, sanctuaries , and noti.f.:.cc.t1on o1' take , such 
recommendacioos to become effective ..lpon approval by the govern
ments parties to the agreement . t.,s the delegates are a•1c..re( 
this is 1;1le plan followed 1r .. var-i,ous fiaber~r tree.. ties co wh, c 
the uovern:neot of the linited ;:;cates of t.merlca ia a pal'ty an._ 
-.. lll.cn it has under consideration . The adva.ltabes of this Jl• a, 
whereby re~lations are proposed lJ;r &.n e.xj:'er-c international 
oomcL.ttee on t:1e basi"' of scieut:!.i'ic r<~search ana are put; iu~J 
errect by approval of each o~ the goverucenta concerned , ov~I 

the present; c:et.lod of a new tr5a ty for eacl.: change or aetendr.!t ·"" , 
are obvio~s , part~c~larly in vie~ or tne necessity fer s~b~~t~i~~ 
eaco new -creaty o: tnis type to tl.!(; Utli.tcd ;:>-cates Senc..-ce , 'it.:1 
the res .... lcint! delAys and ourdeu~ of dealing Hich admioiacratlva 
routine placed upon that body . 

\;bile tt.ia Govei'!liL.clt \~oulu , tuer-t:.fore , give 1'avorab~L 
consideration to tnu estab-ia:Jm"-nt of an olH:>cti.vo adui!li:ltrat:..vco 
macllinery ! 'or modif-;ing in specified ninor res;;x eta tiu to.: LlS of 
the internatiollal a0r~cments on ch~ rvgulatio:-~ ol w~lia01 it is 
not prepared at tct: p;reaent ti:4~< to eut ... into ar.y a~r.: .. .::utc :o1 
the estni>lisum~nt of an iqt(or'.Jatior.al collll.u:~sio..: U.s.vint; ;:-oviCI's ';o 
modify the ter"'s of a.,ree:t.acnts •·l t h :>ut t •. e g_ovc,rn~o1ents cor.co::::n.,-;:; 
having an opportwllt:r to consid"::- ana a;>prove o•· r·u,j.,ct such 
suggested codifications b"f'orc. ta<~y becoae t::ffccci11c. :'tl.i.S Go-. .. rn
ment t.o~ld not under pres ocr; conc.i tiOl•~ be ciispo2od to eillpower 
any such cor.tmlssion ';iO nmk" rJgulat.ions wuich ~iO"..llU bcoo:Ge 
effectivu without refereuce of sue~ rug~+ations to -chu several 
parties to cbe agreom .. nts for their o.p;>roval prlor to uutry i'lCO 
ef:fect . 

Ic is higb:y desirable , ho•ovcr, thu-c tn~ru b~ full 
e.xpressiop of the opi~ions of the various goverru~ents at-c~nc~~ · 
tnis coni'erunce on tht:. dusirab:i,ll.ty of ult!..-.ste::..y ostnbl1sh' •: c. 
ooCI!Ilission '".licb 11:!.l}, serve £\S a permanent body to pt>ri'oru 0::1 

a contiou:!,ng "basis ;JUCb fo..tncticns -'.lS •JB.";/ ):>e necessazor anc.i a - .:;~•-
in connecti on witt) tlltl ro~lotion ot w;Jaling , ar •• ong ·~hlch r;:_. ~ 
the ~upervision of ros~arch , thu analysis and interpre-cation ~: 
statistics , the de t ermination as to t_lc dat.,s on llhicb tno unL. 1 
whaling quota shall bo duomcd to have bean rtacil&d, the prc.paration 
of rO:Joomrnenda tion11 tor future: intern b. t i o.1ol Vlha .;..ing confcrc·nc"s 
and to make :rugu:\.~.tions f wi l;r..in sp.:Jcif'ied l i ai ts as providt. L :.n 
a convention , ~bien s:mll be effective apon ~pproval by tb~ 
contrac~ing governments . 

It is det:med u.ndesirablu that thurt> shall be cstnbl~aw ... <J any 
commission which . ..,auld purport to rc..present cnly tht> major <rr.&ling 
countr1us . I t is not uelicwed t hut at: •..r''f.:ctiv"' cm:miasion in tL.ls 
field shoul d bo l'ugardod as co.-npos'"d of ropresomto t!. v<Js of parti-::~lar 
countrius , but as compos~d of tbe pc~so~s best qua~ifi~d to act in 
tho intor~at of gll countries concern~a for tho conservation~~- 1-st 
u tili~otion of tho rusource . However, it is re,..lizoc tr.h.t tbe 
question. of clle c.:>mpoaiti on of any such Intcrnuticnal Collilllissio:. •, o 
,,haling is a matter for stud;r and for d~;ter.:-...ins.t!.on ir~ tne light 
or tn~ ~O~drs and functions conf~rr-ou upon it. 
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184. Informal Inter-agency Committee on the Regulation of Whaling, “Memorandum to 
the Commodity Problems Committee” (15 October 1946) p. 1, 7

••u ilratt. o{ :.L::airlc4n 1 ,ropu5il.l fGr tha l.ntmn~o.~Jnal ot.a11J~ 
_; IIIIil'GIKla, o<UelUJI.f1.0D, lt~bor :<.o, t9/,6. 

f"Wll<l• or ..ieTDlol;Jl..ug tha t'-6(Ar:.t.ocy I 'MJrk {or l.flU bt~ rtNI.\.LC>to.J. 

0\l~nt .l.n 
··""""l.4.n '-ll'olo!a.reuoo, w Al.ch flU ~ called by 1il<J linlto4 .. lt.&ha iD 

t;;w\'5'n\ ;r wMW 

.ill~~ L, • • • l<d'J - r;:, - u'll&lrtlan 
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185. Letter from Acting Secretary of State, Dean Acheson, to Chairman of the US 
Delegation to the International Whaling Conference, Remington Kellogg  
(20 November 1946) 

Dr. ltem:i.ngton Kellogg 
Chai.rman, 

DEPART MENT OF STATE 
WASHINGTON 

Wovember 20, 19~6 

Velegation of the United States 
of America to the International VID.aling Conference , 

Sir: 

In your capacity as Chairman of the United states Delegation to 
the International Ythaling Conference to be held ln Washington, D. C. 
beginning lJovember 20, 1946, I shall greatly appreciAte your communi
cating to the other members of the Delegation the position to be 
upheld at tbis forthcoming meeting. The A:nerican De.Legation will be 
guided by t.he following instructions and observations. 

In the International lfuali.og Conference Paper TiiC/1 of October 
23, 1946, this Government set rorth the matters on wW.eh action ;;as 
desired at t he forthcoming Conference. In the International Whaling 
Conference Paper JJTC/3 of October 23, 1946, thi~> Government set forth 
ius suggestions as to li"ha.t action is deemed desirable . 

'l'he intention of tnis Government to call a Conference in Washl.ngton 
for the purpose of formulating a. long- range conservation program to give 
effective protection to existing stocks of whales was announced by the 
American Delegation at the 1944 Conference in London and rea:f.firmed at 
the 1945 Conference in London. lfnile it is expected that long-range 
matter s will be the major consideration at this Conference, it is 
anticipated that short-range :natters will arise to ~ich the Conference 
must give attention. 

The major emphasis at this Conference will .. of course, be to provide 
machinery for long- range conservation, but every effort should be made 
to ensure that adequate conservation regula.tioDD are maintained until 
such time as the long- range machinery may reasonablzy" be expected to 
become operative. Tnis may necessitate the adoption by the Conference 
of interim regulations. 

Should interim arrangements appear necessa11r, you should devote 
eYey:y effort 1;Ql'lard assuring t!lat such interim conservat1.on regulations 
constitute no substantial relaxation of the orovisions contained in the 
Agreement o£ June a, 1937 for the Regulation· of Vlhaling, as amended by 
the PTotocol of June 24, 1938, as amended by too Protocol signed at 
London on Nove:aber 26, 1945. Provis ion for add:itional illterim protection 
of 'lfhale stocks, in accordance either Vlit h specific or general instruc
tions set forth bel0'\7 or in accord Tli th the provisions of the Schedule 
contained in the International i'.baling Con.fe::ence Paper TI'fC/3, may be 
included. However , it is not believed desirable for the American 

~legation 
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.Delegation to support, :in the deveJ.o!fllent of such inter im arrangements , 
-fundamental departures • either in substance or in character, from the 
agreement s current~ operative . 

In the development o:f l.oll,b- teim arrangementr:J for the conservation 
of Tfbal.e stocks, the Amer-lcan .lJelegation shonld urge the Conference to 
adopt the substance contained in tohe au. ~. Proposals for a ';'/haling 
Convention" • as set forth i.n International. ~ h.aling Confe1.-ence Paper TflC/3. 
Homlver, shoul.d it become necessary f or lhe American Delegation to depart 
from. the substance of th.e 11 Proposal.s11 or to take notion on matters not 
specifically mentioned in the 11Proposals11 , it ·will do its utmost to 
support t.he following principles: 

l.. Ameri.can interest-s shonld not in any re3pect. be pl4ced at a 
disadvantage as compared with the inte1-ests o£ aey other cmmtry. 

2 . The priJTiary objective o! the Conference is to provide !or the 
conservation and development of the whale stocks, with. a view to the 
ul.tin:ate achieve®nt of a level of stocl<s iihich 'Will permi..t a susta:i.ned 
capture of t.he maxill:um nllll'.ber of whales. Declines in any stocks through 
over!'iah.ing should be arrested at the earliest praoticahl.e moment and 
provision !or rebuilding all deplet~d stocks should be made promptly. 

) . Conservation 100asures should be based on scientific findings 
and shoul.d contribute oirectly to conservation. objectives. l'.estr"' ... ctive 
business or trade practices, disguised as conservation measures, and not 
absolutely indispensabl e to effective conservation, should be opposed 
vigorously. 

4 . Anticipated ®rld needs for \1hale oil should be met, Td\erever 
possible, from 'lllhal.e stocks not in imminent danger of depletion and to 
the extent and in a manner that iiill not pl.-ejudice tbe ultimate .success 
of the objective outlined in (2) above . On the basis o! present estimates 
it 16 not believed that worl d shortages oi' fate and oil-s in 1948 and there
attet• aemand general relaxation of prevailing restrictions on the taking 
of 'Whales . Conversely, add:i.tional restrictions in the present regulat ions 
.for Antarcti.c 1Thaling wtd.ch llould prohibit product ion of more 1iha.n 121 000 
blue Tlbale units per year after 1947-48 should be avoided. It i s desirable 
that regulati ons :f'or the 1947-48 Antarctic season permit 1ilie taldng of 
16, 000 blue Tmale units . 

5. T'ne views o..f the A:nerican Delegation lfith reference t o Jaoanese 
llhaling operations should conform strictly to All:erican stste1n.ents Or 
policy to foreign governments, as reproduced in IIClOfPaper 5. The American 
group should oppose detailed consiclera.t ion or recoJdll!endati ons by the 
Conference on this issue. 

6. 1Tith respect to embargo of w'na.J.i.ng •-easels, supplies and 
equipment t o non-parties to the l'lbaling agreements, the action of the 
iiiDCrican llelegation will confOl'lll strictly to the policies eA."iJressed in 
TICM.t>aper l.5 . 

7 . The arrangements for the establishment or per.Jiallent organization 
to facilitate changes in whaling regulations should avoid duplication of 
fWlctions of exUting inwmational or national organizati ons , should aBSU1"8 
clo5e collabor ation with related international and national organizations 

having 
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having functions with respect to l'lhale conservation, and should avoid 
speci.al financial participation by ·t;he Cn!.ted States other than ex
penditures incidental to furterican representation at meetings o:f SQCh 
boey. ..>uch machinery should be so designed as to be susceptible of 
incorporation with m; machinery without amend:lent of the i7hali.ng agree
ment, and at the earliest pract icable date . 

It iB the view o:f this Government that toe Commission should be 
an autonomous mtit m.thl.n the framework of t<'AO. Tne "U .~. l:'raposals 
for a '•ihaling Convention11 are draftea . ..,_th tbia vi.ew m mb 1d , 

IT. l.S recognized tl\at other goverom~:mts at .first ma,y not be agree
able to t his suggestion. :sl\oulu. other gove1."0lllents persist in their 
disagreeoent the American representatives 1DBiY agree to the setting up 
o! an independent conni.ssion Which woul.d be serviced by a secretariat 
·.-.bose e>.1>6Dses might be paid by one of the participatine gove!mlents . 
It is :felt that such expenses should not be ttholly borne by !'I'ivate 
personB or groups and should not be levied against the signatory 
govemcents unl.ler aq scheme of proportiona:L contributions. In other 
vrords, it is the aesire of tJti.s Government to make it as easy as possiole 
for the Collllllission ultl.mately i.o come into relat·Lonship Yl'i.th the FAO. 

'l'he !JeJ.egation should bear 1n mind that the general phil osopb;y of 
the uritish Go~rnmant in respect to international organizations is 
quite .favorable to the suggestions contained in ~;he 11\J . S. troposal.s" . 
'£ha Lielegation should also be aware of tne fact Chat the Norwegian 
Lelegation (headed IT.f the ldinister of Foreign .Affairs) to the General 
Asse!ilb~ o.f the United llations bas 'oeen .:....ost outspoken in e!llpllasizi.ng 
the desirability of keeping down the Ilt"ll1ber of nS"W international 
organizations and of merging many present internatiOnal organizations 
into larger and fe;;er groupings . 

8 . Insofar as possible and practicabl e 1 there should be provision 
for encouragement and coordination of scieutific and technical information 
and for excllange of such "in.i'ormation an:.-ong tile v!!..rious ::~ations. 

9. llrry long- range agreelilent should, insofar as possible, contain 
provision «nereby certain or all of tae regulations ~ be amended by 
administrative means and with the concurrence or less than elJ. parties 
to such a.,:rreem.ent aa may be s igned at the present Conference. 

It is probable -chat other governments lfill ask t he Confel"ence to 
take action on matters not contained in tl1e International. fihaling 
Conference Paper IVfC/1 of October 23, 1946, in the Paper BlC/3 of 
October 23, 19/~6, and 1n these instructions. In such matters, you will 
be guided by the general princl.ples set forth ab;)ve . You will request 
specific bstructions from the !lepartment (1 ) on matters on 11llich 
Paper I I-IC/3 and these instructions are not applicable, and (2) on 
proposals, not specificall7 covered in T;iC/3 ana these instructions 
Trhich relate to international trade in whale products, international 
trade in waling supplies and equipnent, international business relations 
ana pract1.ces , and production :-estrictions which are not llboll:r dedicated 
to and essential for conservation and developrnent of the wnale stocks. 
You will, of course, reques"t; additional instructions if it should appear 
that modi.Cication of these instructions in certain respects is necessary 
in order to achieve more important concessions. 

Should 
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~oul.d oroposals or polic;i_es be submitted for discussion or vOlie 
which are contrary to t he laws of the United .States, the Delegation 
should make an appropriate statement explBining i~s ~sition in the 
matter under discussion. l!.X.Cept as specll'lca.Ily md1.cated in these 
instructi onB the delegates are not authorized t o oi'i'er any trritten 
or oral staten1ent "Which might be ccostruod as corranitting this Govern
ment to a <1eiinite course of action wtd.ch Tlould requ-ire specific 
approval b,y the Congress or t he rTesident or wnich ll!ight involve an 
o"Oll.gation to expend governmental funds not previously appropriated_ 
anci allocated. ~ulddil:ficult or controversial points arise to T<b:J..ch 
there may appear to be no ready solution, it is recOJ!liOOJlded that the 
guidance of the l.epart.ment be sought; . 

t>ince thi.s is a tecbnical meetJ.ng devoted to proble:ns in the fiold 
o.f Tlh.ale conservation, it i s considered unllkel,y- that any matter s of a 
strictzy political or dipla.aatic character 'llil.l arise. HOileVCr J should 
such questions be introduced, the Delegation should :msiBt that dis 
cussion be limited to -rmaling problei!IS, and if necessar.r, appropriate 
instructions should be sought .from the Departraent . 

In new o£ -me oifici al govei'lliOOntal cbara.cter of tm Conference, 
it is of the ut!nos-t importance that the United ~tates Delegat ion represent 
and advance the official views and ool:icies of thi~ Govern1112nt. OUr 
iJe!egati.on at the Conference must o!: course act as a unit in representing 
ti-Je ent-ire United States and Ei:lould invariably present a soli d front . kny 
ai vergent views among its members should be resolv-ed in privata meetings 
of the Delegation, thus leaving no possibility that embarrassing di.fl'erences 
of opinion llligbt appear in open discussion . !he members will, o.f course, 
rep1•esent before the Conference the views of the Oovernnent of the Un:ited 
States rather than those of the respectiva individuals or of ot•eanizations 
or groups with 'llhich they m~ be a.fiiliated. As Cha.il'men of the United 
Staws Del egation, you will be responsible for atlharence to the policy of 
the United States by all :nembers of the DeJ.egation, and in the event of 
a~zy division aroong the mell!bers of the Delegation on su.ch matters, your 
decision sha.U be final and bind:i.n8 on t he Delegation . 

You are aut:lorized to delegate to an Alternate all authority held 
by you in the event of your absence or inability to a ttend sessions o.f 
the Conference or in any instances in which you are unable to exercise 
"the functions of your position . 

Upon completion of the Conference T->U are requested to submit to 
the Sec:retary of State an official report coveril:lg tile wor k or the 
Delegation and "tm action taken by the Conference . Enclosed for your 
convenience i s a suggested outline for the Llelegation Report which will 
serve a:! a convenient checklist of i teills to be covered anu also as:SUre 
a certain aegree of uniformity with rep:~rts of other American ae:legations, 
all of l'lltich 'Till either be prlnted aeparately or 5UIIIIllarized i:n "the 
Department 1 s Conf'erence Series . The oi'.ficial report should be s uppl elll9nted 
by a confidential report ...£ there are any ot:1er items which, in ,your opinion, 
should be made a matter of confidential record. In order to .facilitate 
this task it is recommended that a Secretary or other o!ficer of the 
llelegation be made responsible fo1· all documentation, including the 
reproduction and dl.S"tr:lbution of aocuments and Ulle IlUEberiog and assembling 
of complete sets of Conference and Delegation documents, both of wllicb 
are to be submitted ·.-tith th~ .Delegation Report. 

You are 
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You are authonzed to reveal the ISUlJstance of such portlona of 
tb.ese or subsequent i..nstruotions as you may deen1 neces::rary or desirable 
l'or purposes of negotiation. Suoh disclosure should be :formal and in 
Con£erenc:e or commi.ttee ses3:LOn only. 

You and your colleagues undertake yow: respon61.blli:t1es r.ith the 
aeB\ll'ance of my keen intereost and wolehear'-..ed svpport . I have every 
confidence i.n t;h.e indi.vidual ability o.r tbo uolegat.ion members and in 
tile capacity of the Delegation as a whole~ under your able leadership~ 
to :re.t'lect credit on the United States in tru.s important undertald.ng. 

Very truly youra J 

Acting Secretary of State 

E.nclosure : 

1 . Outline for Delegation Report. 
z. IVI0/1 o'f October 23, 1946 
3. Hi0/3 o:f October 23, 1946 
4. Ai,'Teement of June 8, 1937 
5. Protocol of June 24, 1938 
6 . Protocol of November 26 , 1945 
7. IICRW Pap~r 5. 
8. llc:R\~ Paper 15. 
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186. Hogarth W T, Written Testimony on the 60th Meeting of IWC before the Committee 
on Natural Resources, Subcommittee on Fisheries, Wildlife, and Oceans 110th 
Congress (10 June 2008)

''lUTTEl' TISTil\IOl'il' OF 
~lLLL~'IT. HOG.~TH 

l:.S. CO:\DIISSIO!'I'ER TO THE Il\TERNATIO::"AL W HALI:'iG COl\11\IISSION 

OVERSIGHT HE.~G 0 1'\ 
"60m .-\.'-l'o"U.U.l\IEETING OF THE Il'iTER..NATIO::"AL WHALING 

C0:\1:\IISSION" 

BEFORE THE 
C0:\1:\IITTIE OX NATI.l'R..U. RESOURCES 

SUBCOi\11\IITTIE ON FISHERIES, WILDLIFE, Al'i'D OCE.A... ~S 
t:l'lTILD STATES HOUSE OF REPRESEJ.\1AT1' "ES 

Jl.iN E 10, 2008 

Introduction 

Good afternoon, Madam Chair and members of the Subcommittee. I appreciate the 
opportunity to speak with you today about the upcoming 60m annual meeting of the 
International Whaling Conunission (IWC). 

I am William Hogarth, U .S. Commissioner to the IWC. I recently retired fron1 the 
Federal Government after many years of service, and accepted the position of Dean of the 
College of Marine Sciences, University of South Florida. With the support of 
constituents and the Administration, I retained my position as tl1e U.S. IWC 
Commissioner and continue to serve at tile pleasure of the President. Dr. Doug DeMaster 
of tile National Marine Fisheries Service remains the Deputy Commissioner. In 2006, I 
was elected by consensus to assume tile role of Chair of the IWC and I continue to serve 
in tllat position. I would like to make it. very clear. however, tllat I am testifying today 
exclusively in my capacity as the U.S. IWC Commissioner and not as Chair of the IWC 

My testimony will provide background information on the IWC, give a history ofU.S. 
whaling policy de\·elopruem, discuss tile tu<tin issues currently confronting tile IWC. and 
discuss tile future of tile organization. U.S. positions on major issues for this year's 
annual meeting of the IWC will also be included where appropriate. 

International "11aling Commission 
The International Convention for the Regulation of Whaling (ICRW) was sigrted in 1946. 
as a direct result of decades of o\·erbatvesting of tile great whale species of the world. Its 
primary ptupose is the conservation and management of tile great whales. The IWC \\'as 
formed by the ICRW, and is responsible for managing the 13 great whale species
bow-head, Korth Atlantic right, North Pacific righ~ southern right, gray, blue, fin, sei, 
Bryde's, common minke, Antarctic minke, humpback, and sperm. The IWC adopts 
regulations by periodically 3lllellding the Schedule to tile Com·ention (Schedule), an 

1 
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integral document to the ICRW, which lists measures that govem the conduct of whaling. 
Amendments to the. Schedule must be based on scientific findings and require a three
quarters majority of those IWC members who voted. TI1e ICRW contains provisions that 
allow member cotmtries to object to Schedule amendments within certain time frames, in 
which cases sucl1 Schedule amendments do not bind the objecting country. 

The IWC also allows for aboriginal subsistence whaling to help preserve aboriginal 
cultures: and provide for traditional nutritional needs. This is done through catch limits in 
the Schedule. The IWC ha~ set catch l inuts for whale stocks harvested by certain 
aboriginal groups from the U1uted States, the Russian Federation, Denmark (Greenland), 
and St Vincent and the Grenadines. 

There are ctUTeutly 79 member cotmtries to the IWC, with the Comn:Ussion being split 
between pro~ommercial whaling cotmtries and anti-coUllllercial whaling cotmtries. 

History of U.S. Policy Den lopment 
The United States was instrtmtental irl establishing the intemational framework that 
directs the conservation and management of whales, which included. playing a lead role in 
the negotiation that led to adoption of the. ICR W As a reflection of its leaderslup role in 
the creation of the IWC, the U1uted States serves as depositary for the ICRW. The IWC 
has been and will continue to be the primary forum for the United Sttates to implement its 
foreign policy re.garcliug whaling. This foreign policy is informed by three Acts of 
Congress: the. Wb.~ling Conven tion Act (WCA) of 1946, the Marine Mammal Protection 
Act (MMPA) of 1972, and the Endangered Species Act (ESA) of 1973. The Whaling 
Convention Act implements the ICRW, including the objectives stated in its preamble. 
Under tbe Endangered Species Conservation Act of 1969, dte Department of the htterior 
listed spem1 whales and all baleen whales, except n:Unkes and Bryde-'s whales. This was 
the first step taken by d1e U1uted States against conunercial whaling, as regulated by dte 
IWC The first time the United States supported a world\,~de conunercial whaling 
moratoritun was at dte 1972 Stockhohn United Nations Conference on Human 
Envirorunent 

The Marine Mammal Protection Act lays out the basic US. domestic policy governing 
the conservation, trade, and use of whales, and aL~o guides US. policy in the IWC 
Among other things, the MMP A establishes a moratoritun on the taking, commercial 
harvest, and in1portation of ~uarine manunals and their products, subject to certain 
exceptions such a~ Native Alaskan subsistence harvest of marine manunals. The MMP A 
aLso states Congress' desire for international whale conservation policy, advising that 
" the Secretary [ofConunerce], through the Secretary of State, shall initiate the 
amendment of any existing intemational treaty for the protection and conservation of any 
species of marine mammals to wluch the United States is a party in order to make ~uch 
treaty consistent with the purposes and policies of this Act" 

Efforts to conserve and manage whales through the IWC have proceeded tutevenly . fu 
the early 1970s, many IWC members d id not support a generalmoratoritun on 
commeFcial whaling. fu 19 74, dte United States accepted an Australian conlpfonuse to 
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develop a New Management Procedure that i.mplro1ented "selective moratoria" and 
worked to make this approach collSistent with sound principles of resource protection and 
conservation as outlined in the. purposes and policies of the Ml'viP A. The. IWC adopted 
the New Mau."lgemeut Procedure in 1974, in1plementing it in 1975. Then in 1982, ~•s a 
ret.ult of efforts by the United States and others, the IWC inlplemented a conunercial 
whaling moratorium to take effect in 1985/1986. Iceland, Norway, and d1e Russian. 
Federation have all taken reservation~ or lodged objections to the moratorium, and tlms 
are not bound by it. The IWC agreed to keep the moratoritun nuder review, based on 
scientific advrce. TI1e IWC also agreed to undertake a comprehensive as.sessment of the 
effects of the moratoritun by 1990 at the latest, and to consider modification of the 
moratorium and d1e esiablishmeut of catch linuts. To date, d1e IWC has not completed 
thi~ assessment, although d1e Scientific Conmuttee has completed work coutributin;g to it, 
such as the Revi~ed Management Procedure (RMP) for setting catch limit~. 

Over the ensu ing years, the Ututed States bas continued to support the Ml'v!PA's po:ticies 
encouraging p rotection of large whale stocks, while also supporting aboriginal 
subsistence whaling. High-level U.S. government officials have also issued statements· 
that apply d1ese. policies to whaling issues and enable U.S. delegations to address 
contemporary management is.sues at d1e IWC. In a 1993 Message to the Congress on 
Whaling Activities of Norway, President Clinton stiated: 

"The United States is deeply opposed to comuuercial whaling: d1e United Stites 
does not engage in commercial whaling, and the Ututed States does not allow the 
in1port of whale meat. or whale products. While some native Alaskans engage in 
narrowly circtun~cribed subsistence whaling , tlus i~ approved by tl1e IWC tl:&rougb 
a quota for 'aboriginal whaling. ' TI1e United States also firmly supports d1e 
proposed whale sanc.nmry in the An tarctic. 

"TI1e United States has an eqtmlly strong comnutment to science-based 
intemational solution~ to global conservation problem~. TI1e United States 
recognizes that not every cotuttry agrees with our position against conunerciial 
whaling. The issue at lmnd is the absence of a credible, agreed management· and 
monitoring reginle that would ensure d1at conunercial whaling i~ kept within a 
science-based linut." 

While still supporting the moratorium, statements like these allowed d1e U.S. delegation 
to participate in (and sometimes lead) good faith negotiations to complete the Revised 
Management Scheme (RMS), which would regulate colll!llercial wb.11ing on baleen 
whales. An RMS would include the Revi~ed Management Procedure, the scientific 
component adopted by d1e IWC in 1994. It would also contain a fully effective 
inspection and observation scheme to ellSure tha.t an y subsequently agreed management 
measures would be enforced. More than IS years o f negotiations regarding the RMS 
have reached an impasse, as declared by the IWC, in early 2006. 

Cur rent Issuoes Facing the IWC 
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Unregulated Whaling 
Many issues need to be resolved at the IWC. One very serious problem is the fact that 
unregulated scientific and conunercial whaling is occurring. 

The moratoritun on conuuercial whaling is a needed conservation measure to protect 
whales. However, given the continuation of whales bemg killed for conuuercial purposes 
since the moratorium took effect in 1986, it. has become clear that the moratorium may 
not be enough to achieve the. long-tenu conservation and policy goals of the United 
States. 

Article 8 of the ICRW allows member couutries unilaterally to grant. Special Penuits to 
kill, take, and treat whales for the purpose of scientific research. Although Ic.eland, 
Japan, and Nonvay have u~ed this provision ai different times since the conuuercial 
whaling moratorium took effect in 1986, Japan is currently the only member cotmtry 
conducting lethal scientific rese.arclL Although scientific whaling is legal tmder the 
ICRW, many countries including the United States question the necessity of the lethal 
research for IWC purposes and object to conuuercial sale of the meat derived from the 
research prograuts. The conunercial sale of such meat is allowed tmder the ICRW. 

Scientific research whaling is not. regulated by the IWC and has been responsible for the 
largest increase in the take of whales over the past ten years. In 1998, approxnua.tely 300 
whales were taken tltrouglt scientific research whaling. Since then, this number has 
increased to more than 1,000 per year. The United States has continued to strongly 
o:ppose. research whaling programs and believes that most scientific data needed to 
intprove the management and to promote the recovery of large whale po:pulations can be 
collected througlt non-lethal meau~. 

Despite more than two decades of international conderrmation and IWC criticism of le.thal 
rese.arch programs, tlte practice has escalated. The IWC has examined the problem of 
scientific whaling for many years, and has found no easy solution. In order to prohibit 
scientific whaling through legal means, a change to the ICRW would be necessary, or 
relevant couutries would need to enter into a separate binding international side 
agreement. \vith regard to scientific whaling 

Small-Type Coa.sial Whaling 
Every year since 1987, Japan ha~ proposed a Schedule amendment. to allow small-type 
coastal whaling (STGW) for four coastal whaling operations, but these pro:posals have 
consistently failed to gain the necessary three-quarters majority needed for approval. The 
United States and many other IWC members have not supported Japan's STCW proposal 
becau~e. of the commercial nature. of the proposal and because Japan· s STGW proposal is 
ttot based on review and input from the IWC's Scientific Conuuittee. Any proposal for 
the collUltercial h."UVest of whales should at lea~t. be based on recommendations of the 
IWC's Scientific Conuuittee, using the Revised Management Procedure for setting catdt 
limits. No RMP-detenuined catch limits have been established for the stocks at issue in 
Japan's proposal. 
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South Atlantic Sanc.mary 
The ICRW provides for the establishment of closed areas for the purpose of fostering the 
conservation and recovery of whale stocks. The United States was a major sponsor of the 
Southern Ocean Sanctuary adopted by the IWC in 1994. Since 2000, there have been 
efforts to establish a South Atlantic Sanctuary to complement the Southern Ocean 
Sancmary. The United States continues to support the establishmem of this sanctuary, as 
it promotes the conservation and recovery of whale stocks. 

Sancmaries generally prov~de. opportnnities to conduct non-letb.~l research on undisturbed 
whale stocks, including studies on their life history and population dynamics . The status 
of most major whale stocks is either still deple-ted or wllmown. Therefore , it is imperative 
that the IWC make further efforts to establish sancmaries and maintain existing ones to 
allow for full recovery of all the. great whale stocks. 

The Future of the IWC 
TI1e IWC's polarization is compromising its ability to properly conserve and manage 
cetaceans. This is not. surprising, considering the very namre of the. ICRW's objective. to 
conserve whales and manage their harve.st, which does not lend itself well to consensus 
or even the required three-quarters majority for Schedule ch anges. At the. 59° allllual 
meeting in Anchorage, the IWC decided to begin discussions regarding the "Future of the 
IWC' llnough au iul<:lc~~•ioual meelwg !hal W<'-' hdc.l iu Ma1ch auc.l allh~ upcomwg 60th 
ammalmeeting of the IWC. 

TI1e United States is committed to partic:pating in discussions on the fumre of the IWC, 
and believes the IWC should be preserved as the premiere international fonun for 
resolving current conservation issues, coordinating critical research, and developing 
international agreeu1ent on whale conservation. It is imperative that the IWC ach ieve a 
stronger level of fi.1nctionality for the fi.1ture conservation and management of the great 
whales. 

The United States supports discussions on the fi.1mre of the IWC because we believe the 
le.thal use of whales must be re.gulated and monitored by the IWC as the only relevant 
international management body. TI1e ducussion at the 60th ammalmeeting regarding the 
"Future of the IWC" is intended to address the difficulties within the IWC and thereby 
strengthen the body, and the United States will participate in these discussions. The 
discussion .may lead to an intecsessiou._U process fotlawing the tueeting where m..'ljor 
substantive issues are identified for ne.gotiation and possible resolution at IWC61 in 
2009. TI1e Administration will need to evaluate the results of that process before 
determining whether to lend U.S. support to any particular outcome. 

Conclusion 
In dosing, Madam Chair, I would like to state that the United States' position on whale 
conservation and management has not changed. We continue to support tl1e moratorium 
on commercial whaling and will continue our efforts to end lethal scientific research 
whaling. Moreover, we will actively participate in discussions on the fi.lttlfe of the IWC 
to enstlfe that body's effec.tiveness in ensuring the conservation and management of the 
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gr~at whales. I would like to thank the Subcommittee members and your staff fot 
supporting the conservation and management of whales. 
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187. Central Intelligence Agency, the Map of the Antarctic Region: The World Factbook 
2009 (2009) <https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/
graphics/ref_maps/pdf/antarctic.pdf> accessed 14 February 2012
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188. “Order in Council placing Territory in the Antarctic Seas under the Authority of the 
Commonwealth of Australia-Sandringham, February 7 1933” (1934) 137 British 
and Foreign State Papers 754, pp. 754-755

'i54 GREAT BRITAIN 

And whereas it is expedient to amend the definition 
of the term '' Gazette '' in article 2 of the said Order : 

Now, therefore, His Majesty by virtue and in exercise 
of the powers in this behalf by " The Foreign Jurisdiction 
Act, 1890, " (4 ) or otherwise in His Majesty vested, is pleased , 
by and with the advice of his Privy Council, to order, 
end it is hereby ordered, as follows :-

1. This Order may be cited as " T he Pacific (F ugit ive 
Criminals Surrender) (Amendment) Order in Council, 1933." 

2 . The words Fiji Royal Gazette in the definition of 
the term " Gazette " in the last line of art icle 2 of " The 
Pacific (Fugit ive Criminals Surrender) Order in Council, 
1914, " are hereby deleted and the following words are 
substituted therefor :- · 

W estern Pacific High Commission Gazette. 
And the Right Honourable Sir Phil ip Cunliffe-Lister, one 

of His Majesty 's Principal Secretaries of State, is to give 
the necessary direct ions herein accordingly. 

M. P. A. HANKEY. 
(•) Vol. LXXXII, page 656. 

ORDER IN COUNCIL placing Territory in the Antarctic 
Seas under the Authority of the Commonwealth of 
Australia.-Sandringham, February 7, 1933.(1) 

At the Court at Sandringham, the 7th day of February, 
1933. 

PRESEXT : THE KING 's MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY IN COUNCH •. 

WnEREAS that par t of the t-erritory in the Antarctic Seas 
which comprises all the islands and territories other than 
Adelie Land situated south of the 60th degree of south 
latitude and lying between the 160th degree of east 
longitude and the 45th degree of east longtitude is territory 
over which His Majesty has sovereign rights : 

And whereas by " The Commonwealth of Australia 
Constitution Act, " (2

) it is provided that the Parliament of 
the Commonwealth of Australia i:nay ·make laws for the 
government of n.ny terl"itory placed by the King under t he 
authori ty of and accepted by the Commonwealth : 

And whereas it is expedient that the said territory in 
the Antarctic Seas should be placed under the authority 
of the Commonwealth of Aust ralia : · 

(1) L Q<ndQ<n Gazette, February 14, 1933. 
( 2 ) Vol. X CH, page 1256. 
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GREAT BntTAI~ 755 

Now, therefore, His Majesty, by virtue and in exercise 
of t he power in that behalf in His Majesty vested, is 
pleased, by and with the advice of his Privy Council, to 
order, and it is hereby ordered, as follows:-

1. That part of His Majesty's dominions in the 
Antarctic Seas which comprises all the islands and 
territories other than Adelie Land which are situated south 
of the 60th degree of south latitude and lying between 
the 160th degree of east longitude and the 45th degree of 
east longitude is hereby placed under the authority of the 
Commonwealth of Australia. 

2. This Order shall come into operation on such date, 
after legislation shall have been passed by the Parliament 
of the Commonwealth of Australia providing for thE< 
acceptance of the said territory and the government thereof. 
as may be r. ... ~u. by proclama~;ion(2) by t h e Governor
General of the Commonweah;h of Australia. 

M. P. A._ HANKEY. 

(•) Date of p roclamation, August 24, 1936. 

ORDER IN COUNCIL amending "The Gold Coa.st 
Coumy (Legislative Council) Order in Council, 1925. " 
L ondon, June 26, 1933.( 1) 

At the Court at Buckingham Palace, the 26th day of June, 
1933. 

PRESENT: TH E KINO'S MOST EXCELLENT 1\IAJESTY IN COUNC IL. 

WHEREAS by an Order in Council bearing date the 8th 
day of April, 1925, and known as " The Gold Coast Colony 
(Legislative Council) Order in Council, 19"25, "(") provision 
was made for the constitution of a Legislative Council for 
the Gold .Coast Colony, and for the establishment of 
Provincial Councils in the said Colony : 

And whereas by a further Order in Council bearing date 
the 7th day of February, 1927,(3) and known as "The Gold 
Coast Colony (Legislative Council) Order in Coun<{il, 1927," 
the provisions of the said Order in Council of the 8th day 
of April, 1925, were amended as therein is set forth : 

And whereas. it is e"-pedient to make further and other 
provision in regard to the said Legislative Council and to 
the said Provincial Councils : 

( 1 ) Stat~tory B•ues and Orders, 1933, page 2093. 
( 2) Vol. OXXI, page 208. (0 ) Vol. CXXVI, vage 27. 
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189.  “Notes for the Minister for Whaling Luncheon, 14.6.38” (London 14 June 1938)
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190.  HL Deb 4 March 2009, vol. 708, col. WA164
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4 Mar 2009 Column WA 164 

Internat ional Whaling Commission 

Questions 
Asked by Lord Ashcraft 

To ask Her Majesty's Government further to the Written Ansv.er by Lord Hunt of Kings Heath on 28 Jan<Jary {WA 
59), v.tle ther the options presentee to the Untted Kingdom and o th er member n ations or the InternatiOnal 
Whaling Commission (IWC) in the non-paper "Chairs' suggestion" on the Future of the IWC" on 2 February were 
produred 1n consultaoon ..oth dvtl sooety representatives to allow Input, comment and review pnor to their 
diStnbution. [Hll630] 

l'be Minister of Shte, Department of En10rgy and Climate Change & Oep.,rtment for Environment, Food and Rural 
Affairs (Lord Hunt o f Kings Heath): No, these suggestions were produced by the chairs of me lntematlonal Whaling 
Commission f!WC) and the so-called Small Worlcing Group (SWG) on their OVII'I mihatlve~ Under the terms of the 
process agreed by the IWC for considering i ts futu"'· the meetmgs and proceedings of the SWG and its subgroups ""' 
oontidentlai, and not open to r"presentatlves of dvii sodety. Civil society wll, ho,..,ver, have an opportunity to comment 
and question the chairs' suggestions at the intersess1onal meeting of the rwc v.t\1ch v.(]l take place tn Rome from 9 to 
11 March 

Asked by Lord Ashcroft 

To ask Her l"a)esry's Government v.llether any of the options presented for consideratiOn to the United Kingdom 
and other member nations of the International Whaling Commission on 2 February v.ould (a) legallse Japan's 
catches for up to ftve years 1n tne South em Ocean sanctuary; (b) leg a lose Japan's catches of coastal min lee 
whales; and (c) legalise commercial hunting by Japan of mlnke l'l"lales, Bryde's \\hales, sel \\hales or sperm 
whales m the North Paofic Ocean. [Hll631] 
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Lord Hunt o f Kings Heath: Under the terms of Artlde Vlll of the International Convention on the Regulation cof Whalong, 
Japan's lethal research takes of mlnke v.flales In the Southern Ocean and of mlnke, B!Yde's, sei and sperm "flales in 
the North Padfic are, regrettably, quite legal. Any dedsion by the l ntemattonal Whaling Commossion (!WC) to set 
quotas for North Padflc I'll ale spedes (v.hether for highly looallsed use by the people of coastal communities In Japan 
_...,o have a tradotion of ~Ala ling, or for Wider commerdal use) v.cu ld require to be framed as amendments to 111e 
schedule to the International Convention on the Regulation of Whaling, and could be brought Into force only by a three
quarter majority vote of those present and voting at a recognised meeting of the IWC. The intersessionai !WC meeting 
__.,len w ll take place in Rome from 9 to 11 March has no po""'r to make such dedsions. 

Asked by Lord Ashcroft 

To ask Her MaJesty s Government W\ether the 'Chairs' suggestions on the Future of the lntematlonal Whaling 
Commission• paper proposes a solution 

4 Mar 2009 r Column WA 165 

th at v.ill end the large-scale unilateral catches currently Issued under Spedal Penn its by Japan or otheor countries 
such as Iceland. [HL16J2] 

Lord Homt of Kings Heath: The nght of any oontraatng Government to the Jntemational Whaling Commission (IWC) to 
Issue spedal perm Its and to conduct lethal research ..naling is enshrined In Artide VII! o f the lntematlonal Convention 
on the Regulation of Whaling ( ICRW). The dhalrs' suggestions do not lndude any proposal to amend Artlde \nll. The 
extent to v.t.lch current so-called scientific ...,.,aling rnay or may not be curtailed as a resul t of pursuing any of the 
options advanced In the chairs' paper v.ill depend on the YOIJingness of those Governments currently pursuing such 
operations to scale them back voluntarily, In exchange for other possible concessions. There WI>Uid be no legal recourse 
lor the IWC If such voluntafY act.on ..,..re ever discontinued. 

Asked by t.,o,d Ashcroft 

To ask Her Majesty's Government W\etherthe "Chairs' suggestions on the Future ot the International Whaling 
Com mission· paper contains a propos a 1 that I\OUid require Japan to cease Importing ...,ale products f~om 1lther 
countries lndudlng Ice land or Norvey or from any other nation that Issues spedal penmlts for its natoonals to 
catch great v.hales. [Hll633) 

Lord Hurrt of Kings Heath: No. Trade matters are .,.thin the competence of the Convention on International Trade In 
Endangered Spedes and outside that of the International Convention on the Regulation of Whaling. 

Asked by Lord Ashcroft 

To ask Her Majesty's Government W>elher at the lntematlonal Whalfng Commission (IWC) meeting In Rome In 
March and the annuai!WC rneebng In Madeira In June the United Kingdom v.lll oppose and vote agalnost any 
options that deter resolution of urgent lssu.,s. [Hll634] 

Lord Hunt of Kings Heath: At the lntersessional meeting of the International WhaUng Commission in Rome ino March, 
the UK delegation v.ill seek to explore ...,ether any of the options suggested by the chairs in their paper coultl possibly 
be viable', viat>llity t>elng considered against the requirements that they are aChievable and v.ould guarantee In the long 
term a significant reduction In t11e number of ~'.hales hunted and killed. At the annual meeting in Madeira, th" UK 1o,ould 
not support the adoption of any measure ...,.,lch It considered prejudidal to tire conservatJon of ~'.hales. 

Asked by IAN/ Ashcroft 

To ask Her Majesty's Government ....nether at the lntematlon al Whaling Commission (IWC) meeting In Rome In 
March and the annuallWC meeting In Madeira In JurJe the United Klngdom v.lll vote against options <:<onralned In 
ti>e "Chairs' suggestions on tne Future of the International Whahng Commission· paper that I\OUid leg1allse 
catches o f v.flales either In the Southern Ocean Sanct'UafY or In the North Padfic Ocean to ensure such options 
are not agreed either by consensus or through an ab:stention by the United Klngdom. [HL1635] 

4 Mar 2009 Column WA 166 

Lord Hunt of Kings Heath: Save through an amendment to A.rtide VIII-of the lntematlonal Conv"-ntlon on the 
Regulation of Whaling (1..tllch oould probably require the convening of a formal diplomatic conference to adopt It and 
subsequent ratification by all parties to bring ot into effect), the lntematlonal Whaling Commission has no po•..,rto alter 
the legal status of ..nallng under spedal permit. The UK could agree to the legalisation of other fom1s of l'ohallng only If 
It""' convinced that by doong so it I\OUid bring about a significant omprovement of W\ale conservatlon in the long term. 

As ked by Lord AshcroFt 

To ask Her Majescy's Government Yotlettler they ... n u.-ge other EUropean Union nations that are memb•ers of che 
International Whaling Commission to oppose and vote against any of the options that WI>Uid legalise v.loale 
catchers In the Southern Ocean sanctuaiY or the North Paofic ocean that v.ere lnduded In the non-paper Chairs' 
suggestions en the future of the IWC presented to the United Kingdom and other member nations of the 
C~mmosslon on 2 FebruafY. [HL1660) 

Lord Hunt of Kings Heath: The options oncluded on the chairs' suggestions on the rurure or the rnternaoonal Whaling 
Commission (JWC) are nol suff1dentty dear to enable a definitive evaluation of them to be m;ode. At the ontersessional 

.-N..Nit-..MtiN'II~ aMi.MAnt llki!U.I'Id1~ ldharu:rdltl!ld/.QQ3G4wo()()().(.h-·· 
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191.  HC Deb 18 July 2011, vol. 531, cols. 617 - 618W
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6 17W Written Answers 18 JULY 2011 Written Answers 618W 

Internationa l Wha ling Commission 

Mr Bain: To ask the Secretary of State for Environment. 
Food a nd Rural Affa irs whethe r her Department has 
any plans to bring forward proposals to increase the 
tra nspa rency of the governance of the International 
Whaling Commission. (66370] 

Richa rd Ben)'On: A UK-Ied proposaL suppo rted by 
all o ther member states of the European Union. was 
presented a t this yea r"s an nual conference of the 
International Whal ing Commission (IWC). It set o ut a 
number of reforms to improve the effect iveness and 
tra nsparency of the IWC 

I a m very pleased to report that the proposal was 
successfully adopted by consensus. The measures agreed 
will enable the IWC to transform itself into a modern, 
tra nspa rent a nd credible international organisation. 

Mr Bain: To ask the Secretary of State for Environment. 
Food a nd Rura l Affairs ( I) what discussions her 
Department has had with the Internat ional Whaling 
Commission on the enforceability of the scientific resources 
exemption: (66371] 

(2) what her Department's policy is on the applicability 
of the scientific resources exemption in the rules of the 
International Whal ing Commission. (66372] 

Richa rd Benyon: Under the internationa l conven tion 
o n the regulation o f wha ling. contract ing Governments 
a re able to issue "special permits" to a llow whaling for 
scientific purposes. Japan conducts this 'scientific' wha ling 
legally under current International Whaling Commission 
(IWC) rules. The UK considers that such action severely 
hampers international efforts to conserve and protect 
wha les and undermines the IWC moratorium on 
commercial whaling. 

At last week 's annual meeting of t he IWC the UK 
made its opposition to Japan's 'scient ific' whal ing clear. 

M r Ba in: To ask the Secreta ry of State for Environment. 
Food and Ru ral Affairs what steps her Department 
plans to take to ( a) promote and (b) enforce t he ban 
on commercial whaling by all members of the lntemational 
Whaling Commission. [66373] 

Richard Benyon: I attended this yea r's In ternational 
Whaling Comm ission (IWC ) meeting to demonstrate 
the UK G overnment's commitment to the work of the 
IWC and our s uppo rt for the moratorium on whaling. 

At this yea r's meeting the UK promoted the creation 
of whale sanctua ries and the need for improved welfare 
a nd efforts to address enda ngered cetacean populations. 
including further action to be taken to save the c ritically 
endangered Western G ray Wha le. 

Landfil l: Recycling 

David Mowat: To ask the Secreta ry of State for 
Environment. Food and Rural Affairs what estimate 
she has made of how much waste collected for recycling 
was sent to landfill in each o f the last five years. (64587] 

Richard Benvon: DEF RA does not hold data on a ll 
waste that is ~ollected for recycl ing but subsequen tly 
rejected and sent to la ndfill. DEFRA's Waste DataFiow 
system provides data on waste collected by local aut horities: 

www. wastedataflow.org 

The fo llowing table shows the tonnages of waste 
collected for recycl ing o r reuse from household a nd 
other sources tha t were subsequently rejected at the gate 
of the reprocessor since 2005. Th is waste would e ither 
be sent to land fi ll o r incineration: figures for la ndfill 
alone. excluding incineration. a re not held. 

Local authority recycling rejects 
Source ( tomres) 

Household Non-house/wid 

2009-10 t83.913 4.084 
2008.()9 t56.839 10.393 
2007.08 134.441 5.075 
2006.07 t25.895 1.118 
2005-06 t05,617 4,692 

M arine Conser vation Zone 

Ba rry Gard iner: To ask t he Secretary of State for 
Environment. Food and Rura l An-a irs wha t quality 
assura nce processes will be app lied to (a) environmentaL 
(b) socia l a nd (c) economic data used in the English 
Ma rine Conservatio n Zone regio na l projects: and what 
timetable has been set for the completion of such qua lity 
assura nee processes. (64217] 

Richa rd Benyon: The Government's policy is that the 
best available evidence s hould be used to iden tify sites 
a nd conserva tio n objectives. This po licy is set out in the 
Government's G uida nce Note I on the Selection and 
Designation of M arine Conservation Zones (M CZs). 
to which the Statu to ry Nat ure Conservation Bodies 

Percentage of waste collected for recycling and rejected by 
reprocessor 

Total Household Non-house/wid Total 

187.997 1.94 0.47 1.82 
167.233 1.69 1.10 1.64 
139,515 1.52 0.52 1.42 
127.013 1.56 0. 12 1.41 
110.309 1.54 0.47 1.40 

(SNCBs) a nd Ma rine Conservation Zones Regional 
Projects a re working. The evidence used in the regional 
project process includes data supplied by national contracts. 
with regionally a nd loca lly sourced data. and expert 
knowledge. Ministers want to make sound decisions o n 
sites to take forwa rd for designat ion. so we have. a nd 
will continue. to ensure quality assurance processes are 
put in place. 

The independent Science Advisory Panel has provided 
scientific advice to the regional projects on the creation 
of an ecologically-{;()herent network and ecological evidence. 
The panel has reviewed all the ite ra tions and the draft 
recommendat ions of the regiona l projects. Fo r social 
and economic data. the im pact assessment being drawn 
up by the SNCBs and regional projects will be externally 
peer reviewed. In addit ion. we have asked the regional 
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192. The High Commissioner in London to the Secretary of Foreign Affairs, “International 
Whaling Commission: United States Views” (7 June 1979)

4-~/2/4-
New Z al n<l Htgh C..,m,nu·s.H>n 

I\ c.,. lc !a.lld Hoo~ 

tr.,,',tlarictt 

Lo•~a.m5WJY 4TQ 

Telr.phone: OJ-930 F.('n F.l!ic: 

"f'~:~ X 24)63 

7 Ju.'le J 979 

The Sec rotary oi' b~oreign A.Cfairs, 
WELLINGTON. 

Copy: The Director-General, 
~linictr-.f of Agriclllture and F>Sh~'r1 s, 
Wellington. 

~lashinrton 
-~~-.... -.Tokyo 

Nllkll'alofa 

otta••a 
Moscow 
Seoul 

INTERNATIONAL 't.'HALING COMI>!ISSJO'f: UHTED s~.~'!=s VT-·; 

Two membe:r.s of the United States delegation "to t1 e I~"ter-
national WhalirJg Commission called on us rece!l y. e, B __ _ 
Aron, was in t he United Kingdom on the last le of n ~er e 
tour of capitals which included \/ellington. The o .h r wac ~s ;: !ce Barnes. 
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nature of 
bec:au1~ the Canadian delegati. 

:a.•l- for CIIJI&da 1 s dissent. 

We then discussed the prospects of success f 
Mr'lttoriUIII 110t1on at the annual meeting. Aron sa1 
tibir ,iJourldings he had taken in capi tala be exp ted 
~d. be a simple majority in 1'avour of a 110ra ri al.l 
~rcial whaling, but that the motion waul fall eecure 
tile three-fourths majority required for a 110tion of tbi.a ua·tml'W. 

Aron identified a number of the factors wbi 
l'illll~· heavily w1 th the United States in reaching i 

t 11111..,. 1:bat a 110ratorium on the commercial killi~~;f§~~~~~ r;~~~~- Principal amongst these was the leve f r of whale products from non-Collllllissi n 
accepted reductions in quotas by the 

-.11!:~l'a;;:1! its i.mports to the equi-lent perba 
Iii !.'his action 1 Aron said, completely underiiJLIMocl 

-~~ also evidence that Japan bad been 
to other co~.mtries. It appears 

as many as four whalers froa Japan. 
also that there was a Japanese conn"'"~'~'"' 
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193. The Secretary of Foreign Affairs to the High Commissioner in London, “International 
Whaling Commission: Briefing” (29 June 1979)
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194. The Secretary of Foreign Affairs, “Brief for the New Zealand Delegation to the 
31st Annual Meeting of the International Whaling Commission, London, 9-13 July 
1979” (9-13 July 1979) pp. 1-3
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195. The High Commissioner in London to the Secretary of Foreign Affairs, “Report 
of the New Zealand Delegation to the 31st Annual Meeting of the International 
Whaling Commission, London, 9 to 13 July” (20 July 1979) pp. 1-5

.R3 . 1S79 

The Secretary of Foreign Affairs, 
WELLINGTON. 

NwZc dll~ 

Ha!rm.::t.rk.tl 

Lu 1 SWIY 4TO 

Tdrphonc OJ.<; )I) SHl hi: 

Td:x l4>bo~ 

20 July 1979 

Copy: ~1i ni stry of A"ricul ture an 
WELLING1 ON. 

Lima 

1 n~ ie 

Canberra 
Washington 
Ottawa 

Nuku' lofa 
Paris 

• .. Tokyo 
Moscow 
Brussels 
Santiago 

31ST ANNUAL MEETING 0£' 1'HE INm,;RNATIO' Al 
WHALING CCI~ • ~SION 

NEW ZEALAND DELEGATIOJI R"!?ORT 

s_ ul 

FR} 
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"Particularly sine the r troctu( l · 
proc dure (NJ4P), th0,...P. huv , be n i 
the pr ci ion of some ass ::-:.l;-;m r.tro, 
remain, concern nR: 

(i) the p,eogr~ hical boundcricc , n• 
between sto~ .. ~ ancl ln r lat 4 ~1n i-n r.l'r r; 
"'hi h are pon1 ly· kno•t.1l for r..Jst : " 
and sperm wh~ ~~; thl"" c-fftct o 
ident'flcation is al~o nnt ~no~~, 

(11) the valid~ty ~t the por 1 ti~·' 
sto'"'k classj ficat1on p:rocedu1·c 
biolog~cal p rametcrc. u ed ~n 

(iii) +he longer tenn influcr.c 1 

whaling activity by non--oc 
(v) the effect 

Ce cean s 
or b tween 
bro d at s 

of bio1ogic 
ecies, a w 

e cean 
e. 

u 

,+ 
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196. Conseil fédéral suisse, “Résponse aux questions déposées par M. Aeschbacher 
Ruedi” (Conseiller national, 20 février 2002) <http://www.parlament.ch/f/suche/
pages/geschaefte.aspx?gesch_id=20013754> accessed 14 February 2012

12102/10 01.3754- L.. Swue et l. ptche A I• bale.,.- Cuna Vtsbl- O~t.s parlem··· 

~ V L'Assembltie tederale -le Parlemenl su sse 

Curia Vista - Objets parlementaires 

01 .3754 - Interpellation 
La Suisse et Ia peche a Ia baleine 

Depose par 

Date de dep6t 

Depose au 

Etat des deliberations 

Texte depose 

Aeschbacher Ruedi 

13.12.2001 

Cons ell na1ional 

Ltquide 

La Suisse a ratifie en 1960 Ia Conwntion intemabonale pour Ia reglementabon de Ia 
chasse a Ia baleine, et elle stege au sein de Ia Commisston tntemationale de Ia chasse 
a Ia baleine (CBI). La delegabon suisse aupres de cette commission laisse une 
tmpresston ambiguil: elle s'ecarte en effetde plus en plus de son attitude inttialement 
biemeillante, ce que confirmentdes commentaires emanant de milleuxproches de Ia 
commiSSIOn, mats egalement des medias. Je remercie le Consetl federal de bien 
wuloir repondre aux questions suivantes: 

1. Est-il egalementd'a\is que Ia participation de Ia Suisse a Ia CBI dOll l.iser en premier 
lieu Ia protection ella sul'lo1e des baleines et en aucun cas sel'lo1r les lnterets 
economiques des pays qui conbnuent de re~oendiquer une chasse a Ia baleine libre de 
toute entra~oe? 

2. Est-11 pret. par le btais de sa delegation, a s'engager fermement en fawur du maintien 
du moratoire pour Ia chasse a Ia baleine? 

3. En we des decistons qui seront prises lors de Ia CBI 54 en mal 2002. est-il pret a 
donner a ses representants des instructions leur imposant. dans leur participation et 
leurs wtes, de promou110ir fermement Ia protection et Ia sur.~e des baletnes dans une 
perspectiw a long terme? 

4. Le Cons ell federal sait-tl comment sont tuees les baleines, l.ictimes jadis d'une 
chasse impitoyable pour des motifs commerciauxet, pour certaines d'entre elles. 
manifestement encore chassees auJourdllui malgre le moratolre? Juge-t-11 ces 
methodes cruelles de mtse a mort compatibles awe les pnncipes ethiques et moraux? 

5. Est-il prllt a red~amlser sa parbe~pa1Ion a Ia CBI en encourageant des initiatiw.s 
progressistes et en l.isant !'adaptation graduelle de Ia Con\ention intemationale sur Ia 
chasse a Ia baleine a un emlronnement changeant et aux ewlutions de !'opinion 
publique? 

1/ 4 

http://www.parlament.ch/f/suche/pages/geschaefte.aspx?gesch_id=20013754
http://www.parlament.ch/f/suche/pages/geschaefte.aspx?gesch_id=20013754
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12102/10 01 3754 - La S...so et Ia pkl,e' Ia bole .. e- Curio Vost.o - Ol>lets porien, ••• 

Dewloppement 
Depuis quelques annees, les representants de Ia Suisse au sein de Ia Commission 
lntemationale de Ia chasse a Ia balelne agissent davantage en qualite d"lntermedia~res 
dans les discussions relabws a Ia reprise de Ia chasse commerciale a Ia balelne, au 
lieu de militer awe fermete pour Ia preservation des cetaces. Tantles m11ieux 
specialises que Ia population comprennent et acceptant de moins; en mo1ns cette 
attibJde. 

Le Japon et Ia Nol"ooBge, les deuxseuls Etats pratiquant Ia chasse a Ia baleine, 
s'efforcentpartous les moyens d'obtenlrla repnse de Ia chasse commerclale a Ia 
baleine, et ne craignent pas pour ce fa ire de recounr a des moyens peu adequats. Par 
une aide economique, le Japon a ainsi achete les 1o0tes de pays Em dewloppemenL et 
Ia Nol"ooBge negocie des suffrages a Ia CBI en echange de 1o0ixau sein de Ia Conwntion 
sur le commerce international des especes de faune etde ftore sauwges menacees 
d'aXbnction. Ces deux pays sont directament ou ind1rectement soutenus par Ia Suisse. 
Le soutien indirect passe par un lraitement accessoire des probli!mes importanls et 
des dangers awquels les cetaces sont exposes, ce que Ia delegation suisse semble 
accepter. Le soutien direct prend Ia forme, en ce qui conceme le . lapon par exemple, 
d'une approbation wrbale de Ia chasse cOtiere aux petits ce1aces. Cela est 
particulierement choquant, car ce sontjustement ces deux pays qui, par leur menees 
douleuses, paralysenlles autres Etats membres de Ia CBI et empechent le 
dewloppement de Ia protection des mammiferes marins qui s1m pose de longue date. 

De plus, on n'a aucune preuw setenfifique de Ia possibilite memt3 d'une chasse et 
d'une mise a mort "humalnes• des baleines etdes dauphins. La CBI a dis cute de cela 
durant des annees. Les methodes de mise a mort en \igueur onttoujours ete 
contestees, et seuls le Japon et Ia Nol"ooBge, les deuxEtals qui s'adonnent a Ia chasse a 
Ia baleine, pretendent que les balelnes sont mises a mort "humainemenr. Ces deux 
pays chassent au moyen de harpons explosifs, doni Ia deftagration est circonscnte au 
mimmum de maniere a preser.oer les chairs. La plupart des baleines ne mourant pas 
lmmediatement, les Japonais utilisent une methode subsid1aire: une lance electrique 
soumet les an1maux a un nux eleclrique durant dlxa quin:re minultes, jusqu'a ce qu'lls ne 
donnentplus s1gne de l.ie. Les Nol"ooBgiens achewntles anlmauxa coups de fusll. Ces 
methodes ontde tout de temps ete film lies etcommentees. Elles occasionnentde 
longues et cruelles soulfrances auxbalelnes et suscitent l,ndlgnation chezl11omme. 

Reponse du Conseil federal du 20.02.2002 

La Conwntion intemabonale du 2 decembre 1946 pour Ia reglementation de Ia chasse 
a Ia baleine n'est pas uniquement un instrument de protection dElS baleines: son 
objectifesl de rendre possible !'exploitation durable des peuplemenls balemiers. La 
convention ne protege les bale~nes que dans Ia mesure ou Ia protection permet aux 
peuplements baleiniers de se reconstituer etalnsl "d'augmenter le nombre des 
bale~nes pouvant eire capturees" (citation du preambule de Ia conwnbon). La 
Commission lntemationale de reglementadon de Ia chasse a Ia baleine (IWC ou CBI)
dans laquelle tous les Etats parties a Ia conwntion sont representes. s'est donnee 
plus1eurs moyens pour atteindre eel objectif, doni le plus connu HSI le moratoire 
temporalre sur Ia chasse a Ia baleine. 

Lors des sessions de Ia CBI, Ia deh~gation suisse doit s'en Ienir au mandai qu'elle a 
recu du Consell federal, lequel respecte le sens et l'esprit de Ia c:onwntion. II est 
legibme que Ia Suisse soutienne dans ce contexte les efforts "sant Ia reconstibJtion des 
peuplements baleimers. Par contre, la delegabon n'est pas habil itee a encourager les 
efforts llisant une protection absolue des balemes: ce ne serail pas compatible a~oec Ia 
teneur de Ia con~oention. 

Reponses aux questions paruculleres: 

1. La cooperabon de Ia delegabon su1sse a Ia CBI respecta Ia lettre etl'espritde Ia 
conwntion. Cette demlere llise Ia protecbon et l'accroissement des grandes especes de 
cetaces pour permetlre une chasse durable de certains peuplennents dans le futur et 
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permettre ainsi a 11ndustne baleiniere de se dewlopper de maniere reglementee. Les 
pa~ vsst!s parties a Ia conwntion ne rewndiquent pas •une chasse a Ia baleine libre de 
toute entraw·. Sognataires de Ia conwntion, ils son! tenus de s'engager en fawur de Ia 
conservation des peuplements balemiers et. au cas oo Ia chasse rede~endrait 
possible a l'awmr, d'assurer Ia durabilite de Ia chasse. Dans le cadre de cette 
conwnbon.leur interllt a Ia chasse a Ia baleine est legitime. 

2. Un mC>ratoire tempora1re sur Ia chasse commerciate a ta baleine est en \1gueur 
depuis 1986. L'opportunote de ce moratoire est reguherement recons1deree par Ia CBI. 
La lewe du morat01re est liee a un certaon nombre de condibons definies: effectifs 
suffisants, gestion modeme et rigoureuse des peuplemenls baleiniers ("RMS"), 
mesures de contrOie. La lewe du moratoire n'est pas en discuss1on acruellemenlll est 
a remarc·uerqu'une grande partie des activstes de chasse a ta baleine echappent au 
contrOie de Ia CBI et done a 11nfluence llmitatiw du moratoire. 

3. Dans Ia lormulauon du mandat de Ia delegation su1sse a Ia CBI, le Conseil federal 
s'en bent a Ia teneur de Ia conwntion. Celie demiere definit les taches de Ia CBI com me 
suit fixer des reglements sur Ia chasse a Ia baleine (especes protegees et non 
protegees, saisons de chasse et de protection. eaux ouwrtes et fermees, tailles 
minim ales pour chaque espece, eng ins de capture, nombre mal<imum de pnses, entre 
autres), Emcourageretorganiserdes etudes etdes enquetes surles balemes, fraiteret 
diffuser h!s resultats a ce sujeL 

La position de Ia delegation suisse a Ia CBI dolt etre en aocord awe les principes de Ia 
polibque de l'en~ronnement que Ia Suisse defend sur son temtoJTe et dans d'autres 
Instances lntemationales. Celie politique doot respecter d'une maniere generate le 
principe de l'el<ploitabon durable des res sources naturelles. 

4. La del{!gation suisse rappelle a chaque reunion de Ia CBII'eldgence salon laquelle 
les methodes de mise a mon des baleines doivantetre aussi rapides et aussi 
indolores que possible, quels que scient les acti\<it.es de chasse. Cependant. meme si 
les appareils acruellement a disposition sont correctemen1 utilises, cette rewndication 
ne peut etre que parbellement satisfa1te dans les conditions de Ia chasse a Ia baleine. 
La Sulsso~ soutient toutes les mesures >As ant a amellorer les methodes de chasse. Elle 
a, par example, JOUe un rOle determinant pour que Ia methode de mise a mon awe ce 
qu~l est conwnu d'appeler Ia lance elee1rique, methode ublisee par le Japon. soil 
abandonnee; elle s'engage aussi pour que des ameliorations s01entobtenues dans te 
cadre de lla chasse a des fins de subsistance (chasse frad1tionnelle des peuples 
indigime~; pour leur subslstance). 

5. La SUis.se a souwnt pris 11nibatiw ou soutenu des lnterwnbons pour une re\<ision de 
Ia conwntion. Ma1s, jusqu'a present. ces interwntions n'ont encore jamais bi!ntificie du 
soutien d•~s autres Etats parties. La Suisse mainbendra son engagement dans le futur 
pour que Ia CBI poursulw une polibque \<is ant un haul niveau de protection de toutes les 
especes de cetaces et de leurs biotopes. 

Documents 

Bullebn ofliael -les proces-wrbaux 

Chronolo!;1ie I proces-wrbaux 

Date Conseil 

22.03.2002 CN La discussion est reponee. 

19.12.2003 CN En suspens depuis plus de deuxans; classement 

l/4 
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Consell priorltaire 
Conseil national 

Coslgnataires (18) 
Baumann Ruedi BOhlmann ceote Chappuos l•liane Cuche Femand 
Oon:z2 Walter Donnond Beguelln Marfyse Genner Ruth Graf Ma.,a GUnter Paul 
Hollenste•n Pia Jui2Bt Erwln Menel!'ey.Saii3J)' Mne-Cathenne Pednna Fabio 
Rennwald Jean-Claude R<klin Kathy Sluder Heiner Waber Chnsoan 
W<ederltehr Roland 

Descrlpteurs (en aUemand): .e.de 

Mooressaugeller Foschfang blolog:scha Vte~alt Jagdvorschr~l Tterschutz 

Indexation complementalre: 
52 

Competence 

OOparterrent de reconome 

(£FE} 

Voos l!tes ici: Le Parlenent suisse > Recherche > Geschaefte 

0 Le Parlerrenl SUISSe I~· 3003 Berne, ~sum, Dsclai!Tef 
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197. The Committee for Whaling Statistics (ed), International Whaling Statistics IV 
(1933) pp. 36-37

DET NORSKE HVALBADS STATISTISKE PUBLIKASJONER 

INTERNATIONAL 

WHALING STATISTICS 
IV 

EDITED BY 

THE COMMITTEE FOR WHALING STATISTICS 

APPOINTED BY THE NORWEGIAN GOVERNMENT 

OSLO 1933 
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36 

given the oil production per calculated blue-whale (see Table No. 6 in 
editions I and II, and Table No. 10 in editions III and I V). The 
following statement is an extract from these tables. 

Table k.- Average production of oH per blue,-w hale unit. 1 ) · 

1 

South 

1 

Other South 

f 
Yenrs. Georgia. gt'Ollmls in Afrlcn. Wulvis l3ny. At·ctic. 

Antnrctic. 

Bnrrels.:) n m·rels. nnrrels. Barrels. B:ltrels. 

1924-25 87.5 85.0 - - -
1925-26 84.0 84.8 - - -
1926-27 96.4 91.1 - - -
1927-28 106.4 92.8 - - -
1928-29 108.2 98.3 - - -
1929-30 ll0.7 109.6 59.0 61.8 74.0 
1930-31 100.07 105.6 76.3 - 74.0 
l 93l- 32 92.9 102.6 81.2 - 74.0 

1) Other whnlcs tn1l reduced to blne·wllllltl equlvnlcnts on the Iollowiug; IJnsis : - 1 . bluc-whnle ~ 
2 fln-wh nlas = 21h humpbacks= G sc\-whnles. ') l3nncl "" 1/G ton. (l t on = 1,010 kg.) 

It will be seen from the table that from 1925-1926 onward there is 
a distinctly increasing tendency in oil production for t ho various grounds 
-a tendency which is most pr·onounced in southern seas. This trend of 
development is closely bottnd up with the greater degree of perfection 
attained in whaling equipment and the more up-to-date methods em
ployed in the utilisation of the whale. 

As it may be of interest to have a list of the prices of whale oil 
for a number of years, we are appending a table of prices from 1885. 

Table I.- Whale oil prlces in the years 1885- 1931. 

'Whale oil No. ].. -Price per ton. 

£ sh . 

1885. 
1886. 
1887 . 
1888. 
1889 . 
1890. 
1891 . 
1892 . 
1893 . 
1894 . 
1895. 
1896 . 
1897. 
1898 . 
1899 . 

2:1. -
18. --
20. -
22.-
22.-
21. -
17. -
20. --
17. -
16. 10 
16. 10 
16. 15 
16. 15 
1G. 5 
l 6. 10 
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'iVhale oil prices (continued). 

Years. Highest. L owest. 

£ sh. .(; sh. 
Ban·els "" JHOO . included 22. 15 21. 5 

1901 . }} 21. 10 19.-
1902. }) 22. - 19. 10 
1903 . }) 20. 10 ] 7. 10 
1904. >) 16. - 14.-
1905. l) 15. 10 13. lO 
1906. }) 23. 10 15. 10 
1907 . }) 24. - 21.-
1908. )) 23. 10 17. -
1009. >} 20. - 18. -
1910 . l) 24. - 19. 10 
1911 . )} 23. 10 18. -
1912. )) 23:- 17. -
1913. )) 23. 5 21. -
1914. )) 24.- 19. 10 
1915. Naked 25. - 21. -
191(). )) 32.- 28. 10 
1917 . >) 59. 10 -18.-
1918. » GO. 10 53. -
191'9. l) 77. -- 58. 10 
1920. » 90.- 82.-
1921 . )) 47.- 27.-
1922. l) 33. 10 31. -
Hl23. >) 34.- 32. 10 
1924. l) 40.- 33.-
1925. l) 37. -- 34.-
1926. ·I l) 34. - 30.-
1927. l) 30. - 26. 10 
1928. 31. 10 28.-
1929. 29. 10 25.-
1930. 26.- 17.-
1931 . 15. ~ 10.~ 

--~---·-·--- ·----------- -

In International Whaling Statistics the whalh1g equipment is indicated 
only through statements of the number of shore stations, number of 
floating factories, and the number of catchers. For the Norwegian 
whaling industry there exist returns covering a number of years of the 
composition and size of the whaling fleet, given in gross tons. For the 
whaling fleets of other countries we have not succeeded in securing 
C<?mplete returns, other than for one or two recent years, but we hope 
to be able to procure them, and shall then revert to the matter in 
a later issue of the statistics. 

By means of the Norwegian returns we can get a more accurate 
picture of the development of whaling equipment when we calculate the 
average tonnage per catcher and per floating factory. Y\Te have done 
this for the yea,rs 1916, 1919, 1921 and onward (see table m on next page). 
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198. The Committee for Whaling Statistics (ed), International Whaling Statistics XVI 
(1942) p. 27
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T a bfe_:k.-Whallng r esults for the var io us countri es 1909/ 10- 1938/39. 
Oil production. Pe r centage fig ures. 

t: 

' 
~ ~ >. 

-==B "' .. 
"' 1i <: ,. 

Ye~n1 " , _ 
"' c <> ;o 

::;~ <> <; g -£ ->=~ ~ <! -::s :a ... -::s ~ !1:1~ "' ~ ·-··- ___::_L 
.... 6 ~ ~ -

1909-10 100.0 8.3 - 22.6 4.6 0.6 - -
11)10-.ll 100.0 11.1 0.8 20.5 1.9 - - -
1011-12 100.0 7.0 0.6 18.0 2.1 0.2 - -
1912-13 100.0 3.1 0.6 16.7 1.7 - - -
1013- 14 100.0 2.7 0.7 16.6 2.3 - 0.5 -
1914-l !i 100.0 5.7 - 20.0 0.7 - - -
)!)15-16 100.0 6.7 - 29.0 0.8 0.4 - ·-
1016- 17 100.0 8.0 - 32.9 1.9 - - -
19l7- 1R 100.0 8.5 - 33.9 1.8 - - -
1018-19 100.0 5.9 - 25.5 1.6 - - -
1919-20 100.0 5.0 - 33.8 l.l - - -
1020- 21 100.0 6.7 - 30.0 2.1 1.0 - -
1!!21-22 100.0 6.3 - 30.7 1.6 O.G - -
1922- 23 100.0 6.6 - 35.0 - 0.4 - -
1923-24 100.0l 4.9 - 36.0 1.4 0.5 - -
1924-26 100.0 4.7 - 33.4 0.9 0.3 - -
1925-26 100.0 4.7 - 33.0 1.3 0.3 - -
1026-27 100.0 5.0 - 32.6 1.3 0.4 - -
1!)27- 28 100.Q 5.1 - 30.3 1.1 0.6 - -
1928-29 100.0 5.1 - 27.2 1.0 0.2 - -
1929-80 100.0 3.4 - 30.7 0.4 0.3 - -
1030-31 100.0 2.4 - 30.7 0.3 2.3 - -
1931-82 100.0 IS.3 - 87.0 0.9 - - -
1!)32-33 100.0 2.1 - 45.3 0.3 0.1 - -
1933-34 100.0 2.5 - 46.1 0.5 0.1 - -
1934-35 100.0 2.0 - 47.9 0.6 0.1 - -
1!135- 36 100.0 2.6 -43.2 0.3 0.1 - 0.1 
1936-37 100.0 1.5 - 40.0 0.2 2.5 1.9 0.1 
1937-38 100.011 1.4 - 35.9 0.2 0.2 10.2 0.1 
1038-39 - J - -· - - - - -

1
) l'Or tiiS1lC$e nncl German prodnd ion. 

:-. !: ;; 
8 8 

e c 3 ·;;. !< " ,. .. :::: 

" ~ 0 
~ !:1 .., ;.<; 

"" 
? - 63.9 - O.G 
? - 64..0 - 0.8 
? - 71.0 - 1.1 
? - 77.0 - 1)0.9 
? - 69.2 - -
? - ae.s -·· 0.4 
? - 54.8 - 0.5 
? - 57.2 - -
'I - 39.0 - .,. 
? - 45.4 ·- -
? - 51.7 - -
? - 69.1 - -
? - 5) .!) - -
? - 53.8 - -
? - 51.3 - -
? - 57.4 - -
? - 57.5 - -
? - 57.9 - -
? - 60.5 - -

0.4 - 64.2 - -
7 - 64.1 - -

0.4 - 62.6 - -
2.2 - 3.1 -· -
0.8 - 50.6 - -
0.9 -48.4 - -
1.6 0.1 46.1 - -
2.6 - 40.5 7.2 -
5.9 - 37.1 5.6 -

11.6 - 32.1 3.2 0.2 
- - - - -

..,., 

i! 
-
-
-
-
-

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-

0.3 
0.5 
0.7 
0.6 
0.5 
0.3 

-

"' ·a, 
rl) 

-
---
---
-

~3 
~~ 

;S r7) 

? 
? 
? 
? 

8. 
6. 
7. 
? 

0 
4 
8 

- 16. 8 
7 
4 

- 21. 
- 8. 
- 1.1 
- 8.9 
- 4.2 

1.8 4.1 
0.6 2.7 
0.9 2.3 

- 2.8 
- 2.4 
- 1.9 
- 1.1 
- 1.3 
- 1.5 
- 0.6 
- 1.0 
- 0.9 
- 2. 8 
- 4.7 
- 4.G 
- -

1 blue-whale ,_ 2 fin -whales = 2¥2 humpbacks = 6 sei-wiJales. Table l. below 
gives the average yield per blue-whale unit on the \ru.rious grounds for the years 
1929/30-1938/39. 

L1 p.t·evious publications of Iutem ational ~aling Statist.ics the trend of 
these figures has been poinrod out. I t is here necessary only to refer to the 
differenue in the yield per blue-whale unit in the Antarctic as compared to the 
other fields. On the whole it may be said that this di!ferenco is due to the grea.t.er 
size of the whale in the Antarctic than in northem waters and the Pacific, but 
a.lso to the oil in the Antarctic being oxt.ractod from the tneat as well, 
whereas in other waters 'the meat is used partly for human consumption, part ly 
preserved for animal food. Finally it may be mentioned that th e difference is 
due to the fact that in some waters, for instance off the coa.sts of Chile , Peru 
and ltfexico, the whale is very emaciated. It keeps to these waters during preg
n~ncy and is then leaner t han when in the Antarctic. 

The high percentage of oil obtained near certain parts of the coo.st of Africa. 
is largely owing to t he wha.les killed in those waters being chiefly h umpbn.cks. 
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levels, or by one which maintained separate but comparable 
populations at different levels. The present procedure is not very 
satisfactory in this respect, since its objective is to bring all populations 
as rapidly as practicable to obout, or rather above, the MSY level, and 
to hold them there. Populations which are newly exp loited, or above 
MSY level, will be progressively reduced to this level, and there will 
thus be some opportunity to study changes in them. Populations below 
the MSY level will be fully protected, so that although they will move 
up to this level there wUI be very limited opportunities of obtaining 
data on them during this period. In particular, acqu isition of data on 
pregnancy rates and on oge distributions is dependent upon the 
availability of dead animals, and little of this information can be 
obtained in the absence of exploitation. 

An example of the difficulty of obtaining useful dota from a 
population which is being held stable is provided by the Icelandic fin 
whale stock. This has been held more or less stable for about thirty 
years, and as a result we have quite a good measure of its current 
replacement yield, but we know nothing about how its characteristics 
have changed with its size. Consequently, it Is impossible to make any 
reliable statement about tho relation of the current level of this stock to 
the MSY level. 

ALTERNATIVE MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES 
The preceding section has discussed a number of the problems 

which arise in the application of the present management policy of the 
IWC. 1t may be Interesting to consider some possible alternatives. 

Ten-year Moratorium 
The proposal that there should be a ten-year moratorium on all 

commercial whaling has attracted wide-spread interest, and it received 
almost unanimous support at the 1971 Conference on the Human 
Environment at Stockholm. It has been put forward several times at tl1e 
IWC, and although it has not been accepted, the existence of this 
proposal contributed substantially to the adoption of the present 
procedure. 

If this proposal were adopted internationally, and became fuUy 
operational everywhere, it would protect all stocks of whales. As far as 
the la:rge number of species and stocks which are a.lready protected by 
the IWC are concerned, this would have virtually no effecl. It would, if 
fully enforced, extend protection by closing down whaling operations 
by nations outside the IWC. The available evidence suggests that very 
few, if any, protected animals are now being taken in these operations, 
but tho possibility exists that some of them, particularly the pelagic 
whaling by small combined ca tcher-factory ships, could at some time 
make serious Inroads into one or more localized stocks of badly 
depleted species. 

A moratorium would extend protection to the species and stocks 
currently classified by the IWC as sustained management or initial 
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management. Opinion as to whether this is desirable dopends, of 
course. on whether it is believed that the population levels aimed at by 
the JWC are high enough, and whether its procedures are offectlvely 
maintelnlng them. There can be no queslion !hat extension of 
protection in this way would insure against any errors of assessment 
under the !WC procedure resulting in stocks being expl oiled which 
should be in a protected category. On thu other hand, it is very 
questionable whether stocks to which thls risk applies-I.e, those in the 
upper levels of the Protection Stock category-would be significantly 
endangered by continued catching for a time at levels Ukely under !WC 
procedures. 

Another important aspect of the problem concerns the manner in 
which a general ton-year moratorium could be arranged. The only 
existing international treaty under which this could bo done is that 
governing the IWC. U the Commi"ion did adopt a ten-yoar moratorium 
this would not be binding on nonmember nations, and the possibility 
would remain that these nations would continue whalins- There Is also 
the possibility that present member nations might leave the 
Commission in order to be frco to continuo, or that other nations not 
now engaged in whaling might decide to enter a field which no longer 
appeared so competitive. Tho sequel to the Stockholm Conference has 
also shown that a simple international agreement that whaling should 
cease has little practical effect, even when widely su pported by 
governments. 

A general cessation of whaling would have an immediate effect 
upon the acquisition of further knowledge of whales, and, in particular, 
of knowledge concerning the manner in which the stocks were 
changing under universal protection. A la~ge part of tho data used at 
present, both in tho estimation of vital parameters. and In !he 
determination of stock: abundance indices, oro derived from whaling 
operations. Under o moratorium, the flow of such data would come to 
an end. Fortunately there has been a substantial increase recently in the 
resowces devoted to whale research of other kinds, partkularly to 
much needed work on live animals. However much work of this ldnd 
expands, it seems unlikely that it will be adequate to replace the 
particular kinds of data obtainable from whaling operations, and at the 
end of a ten-year moratorium little finn information can be expected to 
be available as to tho effect on most stocks. Without this information, 
there will again boa wide diversity of opinion as to whether, and 
under what conditions, whaling should be resumed. 

Experimental Management 
During the Bergen Consultation on Marine Mammals it was 

suggested that, as on oltemative to the present procedure, a system of 
experimental management should bo developed. This would require 
separate but comporoble stocks to be monoged in different ways, so that 
the effects on their biological chorocteristlcs could be observed. For 
example, some stocks might be protected, others held at a constant 
level, and still others reduced significantly. Such a scheme might 
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provide the Industry wilh catches at about present levels, but would 
provide much more data on some density-dependent effects. It might 
also have the advantage, for the industry, of allowing concentration of 
effort within certain particular areas, and reduce tho distances the fleets 
had to travel to obtain their catches. 

Adoption of such a scheme would imply acceptance of the concept 
that some stocks could be reduced significantly below !he optimum 
level. This might lead to political difficulties, however attractive the 
scheme might be in other respects. It is therefore important to examine 
how much stocks would need to be reduced in order to produce 
changes which could be detected. In planning such an experiment it 
would be necessary to know the expected answers to the following 
questions: 

• How long would it take to detect any change under the proposed 
procedure? 

• How long would it take to measure the ra~e of population change 
with any desired degree of accuracy? 

• What would be the population level at tho end of the experiment? 

The answers to these· questions would depend mainly upon the 
variability of the Indices of abundance. A survey of the variability in a 
number of sets of siglhtings and CPUE data (Allen and Kirkwood, 
1976a) suggests that under preseut conditions the coefficients of 
variation (S.D./mean) are likely to be, at best, cbout 0.2 for CPUE and 
0.1 for coastal sightlngs. 

Table 6.2 provides estimates of the answers to the above questions 
for a stock declining at an annual rate of either 5% or 10% of its initial 
stock size, and for wlhich the indices of abundance have a coefficient of 
variation of 0.2. Section A shows the time which would be required to 
have either 0.8 or 0.95 probability of detecting, with 95% confidence, 
that a change in abundance had occurred, and the level, relative to the 
initial, which the population would have fallen to by that time. Section 
B shows the time required, and final population level, for the rate of 
decline to be estlmat·ed, with 95% confidence, as being within ± 10% 
and ± 50% of the true value. The annual rate of change of 0.05 was 
chosen as representing the maximum likely to occur in an increasing 
population, whl!e 0.110 is a likely maximum for ll decrellsing 
population. 

It will be noted that the more quickly the population changes the 
sooner is tho existence of a change detected. but the lower the 
population level which will have been reached before this occurs. 
Estimation of the rate at which the population is decreasing obviously 
requires a longer period, the time depending upon the limits of error. 
To achieve estimates with limits of error of even ± 50% requires a 
period of tho order of ten years, and a halving of the population. 
Estimates with an accuracy of ± 10% require much longer times and a 
reduction of the population to levels so low as to be clearly 
unacceptable. 
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Table 6.2 A. T"une requind to hAvo 0.8 and 0.95 ~robability oE dotoctlns chaoges in populo· 
lion abundaneo a ncll.vels .....:hod by ihG ond altha period. 
B. Time required to oblaln est! matH of roJe of decline with~ 1 ~and ~5~ 

B. 

accuracy. •nd the 6 no I popul•llon level. 
Re$ull$ !rom 1\llcn and Klrkwoad (1976&). 

Rate of Probability Time 
Change of detection (yeara) 
0.05 0.8 13 
~~ ~M 15 

0.10 0.8 8 
0 .1 0 0.95 10 

l.lmU• of 
error 

0.05 •o.t 42 
0.05 :o.s 13 

0.10 :!.0.1 26 
0.10 10.5 9 

Final 
Population 'lfo 

54 
49 

48 
39 

1 2 
54 

7 
4·3 

Adoption of such an experimental management policy would only 
be worthwhile if thoro could be a firm commitment that the experiment 
would be continued for the necessary period, even though it involved 
reducing the population to an unpalatably low level. It would have to 
be accepted that tho oxpcriment would only be discontinued if 
unexpected rasults started to appear. Acceptance of such a program 
would call for a very clear realization that il was going to reduce soma 
populations to levels vory significantly below those aimed at under tho 
present IWC policy. 

An Alternative Strategy 
All the three policies discussed, the present IWC policy, a ten-year 

moratorium, and experimental management, have advantages and 
disadvantages. It is interesting however to consider again the essential 
features of an acceptable whale management slnltegy, and to examine 
some procedures which might help to meet these requirements. Some 
of these essential features are: 

A. Ca tch levels (including :rero catch) should be based on the 
scientific data, using a clearly defined procedure so as to 
minimjze politicel bargaining. 

B. Populations should proceed towards, and stabilize at levels 
whlch are above the MSY level by number. 

C. Changes in catch levels from year to year should be as gradual as 
possible, so as to provide conllnulty; major jumps should be 
avoided. 

0. Population levels should change while under exploitation so as 
to provide data which can be used to improve mauagement 
procedures. 

E. Different degrees of uncertainty In the population estimates 
should be recognized in fixing corresponding catch limits. 
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F. The way in which the scientific data are used in determining 
catch limits should be realistic in relation to their accuracy. 

A strategy which would meet most of these essential features 
could perhaps be developed somewhat on the following lines: 

A. The basic princl:ple should be that all stocks were permitted to 
increase, unless it was demonstrated that this would lead to a 
reduction in the available yield. 

B. Catch levels should be calculated as proportions (less than 1.0} 
of the current replacement yield. 

C. The proportion of the replacement yield to be taken should 
depend on the population level relative to the original level. The 
lower tho relative size, the smaller the proportion of the 
replacement yield which could be talcen. 

D. The proportion of the replacement yield to be talcen should also 
contain a factor based on the reliability of the estimate of 
replacement yield. The poorer the estimate. the lower the 
proportion to be taken. 

E. Stocks below an appropriate proportion of the original level 
should be classified as protection stoclcs, and no catches should 
be taken from them. 

F. Unless significant new information or concepts were available, or 
there was evidence of an unexpected decline, stocks would bo 
reviewed in depth only at intervals of several years. 
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• Nfw ~I H Oo:lobo< lltl 
~----------------~~~~~------------------------! . The end of whaling? 

The bnn on commercial whaling was a temporary measure to allow mort time to asstss 
the hnpnct on wholes. The question still to be resol•ed Is ho'V to mana~• t,h• balance bet ween 

the Interests o:f the whaling Industry and thr conserva •on~>ts 

John Gu,lland 

I N 1982 the International Whaling Commi&sion voted for 
a moralorlum on all commercial whaJing. Many people 
welcomed this as. nnalend to whallng,lS """'"'victory 

for cons.rvation. I 1 wu neither. As pruenl~ to the IWC, and 
as the tum implies, the moralorium was to be 1 temporary 
mea!ure, 10 be reviewed nollaler than 1990. 11 wu intended 
to aivc scientists time to remove doubl:S about fi&ur~s or 
sustai11ablc yields, numbers or whales and so on. In any case, 
stvcn1 countries have manaacd to continue whaJint by 
exploilin& the small print In I he JWC's nJies. Jr conservation 
means cns:urinc that ettches are ktpl within reasonable 
boun~s. and that depleted whale stoelu are aUowed to 
recover, the main Yictotiu had been won tartic:r. 1f con.ser· 
valion means a .sensible balan~ between Che cunent use or 1 
r<!<>urce, ond eonservlnalt for possible use in the ruturt, the 
mounonum wu h11rdly a major viclory. Some, myself 
included. consider h a setback. 

Whalf'TJ'Ioglxx>Jo comain IittY 'IDI11ablt i11j'ormtr1ion. In 1hr J9tlt 
Cftllury. CdpltJins ttcotdtd the numbtr of baruls of oiJ lfltJ' ICI /tom 

«aclr -whalt 

To <rndem.tnd this it is necessary to loc:>k at the thansea in 
whale cotches and stock sites

1
and at the woy the lWC oper· 

ales. The hislory or Antarcl c whallnJ i~ well known (1ee 
Figure 1). AI first, whalers caught matnl'y blue whales (the 
large51 species), switchinl in tum to the smaller fin, sel and 
minke whales •• the)' depleted the larger species. The whale 
told>., in coastal operations, which are tess or a free-for-all 
amontt. many countries th:an the lar&c:-sca)e ractory ships on 
the open seas, are steadier, thoueh a steady catch does not 
imply a Jleady population. dtetUltl. A crude figure of "catch per day worked" "'ill, 

Unfortunately, 11 b difficult to know wl111 is hlppenlnato the..,fore, decline less quickly \han the stoe~ IIJelf; used with 
the numbers In many whale stocks. The Pacific vey whales elution, howev<r, It provld~s a useful Indication or the 
come close to the coast or California on their mltnliont thansuln the siz.e In an exploited stock. 
betwe,.n reedln4 arounds In the Bering Sea and brudlna Simple population models ean prediet the changes th>t 
lagoons in Mexrco. An observer a\ a convenient point can happen when a steele Is e~ploited. These are boscd on lhe 
counlthem as they swim by, With due al.lowance for whales common tcoloeical observation that, other things bei ng 
th•l pus In the nlthl, or In poor visibility, we can .. 1 an equo.l, unexplolted populations lend to remain at a fairly 
c!lim"e or the population. Other IIOCI<J, such as the rieht const .. l kvel. But If they ue reduced below this level, by 
whalos orr South Arric1, can be counted from the air, exploitation ror eumple, the numbers will increase at a r31e 
provided the are• to bt covered b not too large. Whale watch- detenniued by the dHTcrc.nce between the reproductive rate 
ers can recoenise Individual humpback whales from patterns (the number oryounJ animals enterinc the stoeklos a proper
on their tall nukes; with small populations whlch we tan keep tlon ot the llock abundance) and the natura death rate. 
under close observation somethinallke a complete census of Amon& whales. there Is evidence that u numbers foil the 
humpbacks (and other speeie.s where we can r«oanlse lndi· reproductive n le lncreues because whales breed younger, 
vidual•) can be buill up, and b reed more onen, llisal~ possible that the natural death 

These methods do not work well tor the latte Antan:tic rate falls, lhoudlthatls extremely difficult to measure. l'h< 
stocks spread over the VU( spaee o(theSoutht:m Oeetn. Eve.n t:vidence for the quantitative e-xlt:nt or thts~ thll n&tl is, 
if a scienti!l could identify an Individual On or rninke whale however, somewhat con filled. It depends a mona other things 
from, uy,iiS DNA an encounter ~te or perhaps haifa dozen on lnterp"'tlnJ tones on the wax plugs that whales have In 
whales uch day from a population of more than hal( a their tart. wh1ch allow one to detennlne the •8e or whales 
million minke whales means It would take a very lona tlme to 1nd, len con<luslvely, the all• at which they matu1ed and 
meet the same whale l"ice. For these oceanic stoelts there It st.arted to breed. 
really no aood substitute ror the dala from commercial whal- . It whaler$ lake an amount equal to the differe nce bellvoen 
Ina, or • survey operation on 11lmllar 102le (and ala simllar; : ,,.ilurrilie.nofwhales botnand dylns,the stock will be nntained 
cost). For most whales, lOod records exist of when and where:; : ai IIi turrentle\<tl. When the population reaches \he limits its 
they were eau&ht, and In moat cues we: abo h•ve errort·· ·envfibhmenl can earl)', or \llhc:n uocks •re very smell, lhis 
statlslics-how many days the catcher boats spend hunllna. sust1lnable yield will be low, perhaps even approachins <ero. 
The number or whales seen per hour b closely proportional II will be. at IU hiJhesl at some intermed111e stock site, 
lo the number or whales present, so one midlt expect the dependlna on how reproduction 1nd mortality changes with 
ca1ch per day to be .Proportional to the local density, and the me of tho population. The simP,IUI theory predicts 
perha~s also 10 the sott or the llock as a whole. However, 1 that thlt •mulrnum suslllned yield' will be when the 
cateher h not searchina ror whales 1U the time; the crew bas population stands at half the unexplolted level, but for 
to p~rsue, 1d11 and handle 1 whale once •een. As the sJock whales It II probablf rather hl&her. Because or the doubu 
dechnes,the number of whales missed duringthis"lost"tlme I bout how..,produclron and mortality chanee with I he site or 
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the popul11 tion, it i.s luuclto estimate accurately how far the 
t<Ptoducti•< rat< might be out>trippina the natural duth 
rate. Jfo, ... evcr, lbc Scit:ntiric Comroinec or the lWC did 
acne, ~J set out in the commis.sion'.s 38th report, that for the 
rninkc wh11.lc the rate or ni~.\IIOUin 3Us-taincd yic.Jd would 
most li~cly be between I and 4 per cent of the tollll 
population. 

(f c-:-.tchu u.eecd the su~t:'linnble levt:.l, the stocks will 
dtcrus-e. Many sc,ries or Sli\tistics or the: c"'tch (3.lU lo 
commercial QPCr.llions sho'• this decrease clurty (sec Ficurc 
2). Thc•e ate fewer u:a.sonable estlmates of abund.:tnce or 
uncxploittd stocks to ten us whether a depleted stock docs 
increase in the absence of further uploitat1on, and to g.ivc a 
dirttt estimate or the difference between rates of 
reproduction 11nd n1tunJ morta1i1y. Some of the estimates 
that a rc a vail:.blc show thai protected 1tocb can iocrta.sc Ia 
th~ upt~\•d aeometric p•ttem. For t!K S.:.uth Arricao rl&hl 

Hu~IC'k 
• Mink• 
F n .!l• l 

Fttu-J~ I as•J.olttlltt lhf Anrorcrlt Jwltclrtd ro JI'Mfltr ll'(c/tJ tU rlllf 
J(p/fttd rltt Ia,.,, ontJ 

•J 

whale1, whlc~ we can count rca.Jon:tbly accuntely, it is some 
7 per eent per yu.r, which b 11 the top end of the ncceptcd 
ranae or probable values for I net incrusc In population. 1 his 
mly at finl have been due to whales comin& '" from soua 
other aru, but it it difficult to su how immis.r2tion could 
explala why the Ioerease bas continued :u " study f3te. 

For most stocks we have to rely on indirect "'ethoc:is to 
estimate how numbers have chanr.edh essentially exlf3rQ· 
latlos from a.sscssmenls mQde while t e stneks Wf!fe b<m~ 
exploited. Before tbe mid- 1960s no such ass.c.u•nents uiSIC't), 
but Ia 1960 tht IWC rullsed that it nerdrd better qu•n
tltaUvo advice. and set up a tommlttcc of thrre scientists to 
advise It Thothru,lccreued to four the followin~ yea. when 
I joined, had to bo "qualified lajopulotion dyn omics >ud 
drown from countri .. not ena• &• in pelagic wholing in the 
Anl.llrctic", to quoto the eornmission. The report of the 
Comrnlllco oflluee &••• the IWC l«hniquu for •muiug 
the stocks, and It hu lncreulna)y ba><d cotth limits o n the 
mulmuru susta.ined rtd cL 

The tumln, poict rc whole eonservotion nn probably be 
dated to the ate 1960s, when the IWC brought thr c31rh 
Umlts for the Aotarctie ba.leeo whales ioto linr: with tile: 
recommeadat1ons of the Committee or Tbrccf· llmhs whi<:h 
were bc:low the utlmates or cuncnl su.sta.i nab t yield. Since 
thea, the total number or whales throu&,houl lhc wotld h;u: 
probably locna.scd. thouth lhit. pattlcubt tumin' point n•,r 
bave come a tittle Iacer wbco tbc coromiulon also brooghl 
catch tim its forrperm whalulntotioe "ith scientific findint-' · 

Unfortunately, boc.use of tho problems of dlrtcl ob« r· 
valloD, we can only $Up pose that wbaJe numbe11 are a,oing ' 'P· 
I tis cot ao observed fact. Bull would be extremetr 11orprisrd 
If tl:te total w<is)lt of wbti<S hod not beeo intrUJing for thr 
P>-!1 10 or U yun. Two poP<~l•tloos, the baleen who Irs of the 
Ant.a.rctic and 1he sperm whaJtt, dominate the totaL l1tr(( 
aoimaJs number weU over a million, ~o vet)' sn1:\U flttcent:~r.t 
increases here wouJd be enough to outweigh nny dccre;~~(S In 
tb~ .smaller stock.s. 

Some doubts 1unound the drua mic~or s~r.rm wh:~Je ro,m· 
lat!OnJ beeeu.se of their soel3 struetutc. Evr:n iC thett :1-1e 
pleoty of fearales obout. •oy hrovy fisbina or l>r&< m>l<!, or 
• sUe to main\aio 1 succcs.srul harc:rn, could invoh•e lou •"' 
reproductive rate. This mfty havt bc~o bappenic& '" wtuc 
Jtocks1 for e.umplc in the North P'aeifie, in the 19705, thour..h 
the eVidence is not conclusive. And ;tny dfect h Ukcly to h;, ,·e 
d.isappta.rcd once tbc catcbc.s were greatly rtc.tur.cd in the 
mld· l9701 :t.od the younscr m:l!e"S te3ehed an ftlt at which 
they could sucxtufuUy ke<p h>rems. 

Dout>u, but or • dill'rr<nt type, abo surround the mink< 
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whal< in the Southern Oc<an (se< Bo• I~ Not many were 
taken in theAnlartlit before 1970, arul Or>< ml&ht e•pect that 
they ),ave b<en b<nefiting from rtduccd competlliooi the 
depletion or the lart~er wbalu, especially the blue whale, 
which like the minke feedspttdomloanUy on krill well south 
towards the ke cdc<, michl have released more food for tbe 
minku. There was 11 suucstlon that mioktJ were maturin& 
Ullitr, but this is probably aa anef.aet or the doll. The 
ineruse of minkts (end Indeed allolht rdated belief that bill 
hu inctused slnee the 1930s) r<maios 1 hypothesis. In any 
ca.sc even If the minke whalt1 bave not beaefited from the 
decline or the other speclu, the catches siaee 1910 tan have 
had only o minor effect on 1 populatioa now eatlm1ted t o 
number well ovl!' half 1 miUioo. 

If we lett PI th•t ibe threat to theciliteace of wbale stocks 
has been removed. thea numbers are almost certainly 
incttnina. The tunaioina ca1thu (v.ith • rew minor uce:p
lions, intludioJ perhaps bowheads Ia the North Padfic aod 
mink< whales off nonhcrn Norway) bav. beta taltea Cr.om 
$locks thai eao easily sustain them. So why does wballns 
con tinue 10 anract so much atteatioa7 Why bu the 
membership of the JWC doubled siooe the areal days of 
Antarctic Whalin~? Why hu the cumber of people comlliJ to 
the •nnual meehng> iocruscd fourfold (to weU over 200 lo 
rea:nl yean), lneludiDJ obsuvera from SOme SO DOD I OvtrD• 
menlo! orasoisaticns7 Why should she atteDdaace at the 
Scic:ntir.e CQmmh1n have. fnc1t:tud tiom '' tn 1961 (whttl 
the · e• udal studi.. or the Antarctic notb were beiDa 
reviewed, •nd when the declsioosaiTected both tbe lona·tum 
existence of the stocks a nd IDDUal catcbes ofaevctal thousand 
fin wholes) to 80 or more two decades laterJwbea the ltlllin 
m&Mgement poiou 11 luue were apparea y a haodflll of 
mink< whales)? 

To 1ns~t tbesc questionl we oeed to uoderataad tho 

CMJ-'I""IJII n ltbrott • Yf(.f"'7', rAr h011 011 sperm ¥holmt 
P<Wtd ,. /91/ 

struc1ure or the IWC, how It bu evolved over the years, and 
the Jpcdal positloa that wholes hold In the environmental 
ll)OVemenL 

The JWCwu iaitially a wbalen' club. By the 1930s, most 
wbalen recoaaiied that the Aatuctic stocks were runninc 
Ia to trouble, aad that aetioa was needed lt the ladustry were 

1: How many mlnkes are there In the AntBictic? 

M INK.E whales are lhc smallest or the uth,dlmcuJty oroedaawbalcs,mo ..... eou Tilt lint es~mlles«ms to be I l>p•nm 
be teen wh&ltJ-<>oty I a>ttm lone olshipo aod 10011. Tho moot .-olJIUVtl" oot lo 1970 of l3 000 In Asea IV. (The 

eompN'td "i1b up to :21 ruehtl for lbc blue 11t carci\&Uy dt:I!J,Dcd U pan or aa latc:r• f AD\ln:t1c b divided ID10 sl• atc:u. roup.!) I)' 
wbale. BCQu'-tofthduhe.• nd poor )1ddof nuiou.l procramme c:oordli:Utcd by t.bc 1 com:spoadjoJ to what *t.rt bdie\Td to be 
oil, lht whalers l~f IJ.110red roiak,. IWC. llDCI the """'IOCY of lho ~~~~~~ .. • uohstocb olbluc•baltt.)Thlsn •ulnpo
durina 1he tuolo r>n1od of Aawetle sbould b .. tlml""ved. Scko~l\s ba,. also • latc4 to pvc a toUI tx~~~ulo~oo of 70 000. 
wh.alif1t-VP to 1970. they h•d takeo o.aJy macktst.lm•tafromtdatklaac.apt:rb:oeots. Duria* lht (oUowi"l dtufh, \be: Scic:ntilic 
some 1000. Mtr \hat, "ii.h the c.oUap!e or Th• po'fibk dTccts or the. deP.ttiOI'l or Coauu.Jnee pvc • number of r.ttimattJ. 
\he 1toclu or otl1er sptdcs and whh 'Wtule othtr spedtJ OD tht DU~bcn 9f mlaka hAS nsostly around the 150 (100 o1nk. At • 
mc.ube<lorn1nJ I1lOicimporunt,tbem1Dlr:n compUc.attd the task o( calcuJ-atina the spechll mee.Un&OD rnjnh wh11les illl 91l l , 
didnollctoflsolip.h\ly. euncDtorlhtmWmumsunalnabJc)ield.ll thetslimt1c was 262 S60uclurlinJAr~ II, 

Sincclhc no llt1dul wbaletlnl.betoulbero b J)O'Uiblt lbat tbe aumben b1vt IDCttUCd or atouad 300 QOOio all. At tbc: 3t11hmcet.l nt 
bemht>huc becallle proi<CIIxl srxd<S lo v.ithrcdueedcompe~doaforl<rllhothatibc lo t912,1hecstimatewosson>e~00000. 1bt 
1911, tbt anloku ha''t made up almost t.bc popula!J011 bd'OR u.DioU..atJoo tl.lned was most reccot tsdautc.s for c.ach arr.a wt•e 
ea~reeatthalb.\ltcowbaJ .. tatbeSouthero lowt.rlhaoltistoclay.lttalahttV<Dbelhatit prcseolcd ottbe JWC a>tc~ac lu 19!1. 1'01 
<>«an. Japentse and Soviet tactocy shipS wulwlhanthepopala~ooleYdlhatwould aoroear...,t...,diiTcrenlficurt> ... tiCt\iwn, 
1001( mOS\Cfthtst ,butJandatatJODJfarthct aivc the mu.h:nuQJ tvJtal1'llbJ• yidd UDder I Od the: toLaJ ror alJ '" • rW ranaed from 
nonb 1!10 t lltb mink .. ta !be IOU !hen> present tooditioos of depleted tilutsod fio .40000 IO 690 000. 
summer. wblllts. The fituR' for IUJlalcab1e ylc:td have nat 

Th, lntunat.lood Wha.llne, Com"'iuloo Thh r111IY1 probli'Jm.t nnt tht at.rictlote:. lnereaxd ·ln lhe samt WliY, b«A\Ist tht 
1\.U\Cd to tel QUOtls for tht DUmber or pretat10D of \be: JWC"I ma.nueme:.,t ptrct.nb&e u.w1 for tbh hu SU{'pcd dOwn, 
m1n\:.ct th111 could be eautht In the open JU proc:c-dwcs. These r.equln uch stoclc; to be Thh does notrc:ncctnewd.ltA po1otinJ 10the 
Ia lhe t971/1l tcuon1 aod (or all catebes clwi.Oechcx:ordla.a totUabuDd&oc:ertbdvc wUtr values bcloa too low,"' mucb u the 
lo the ooulht1o bemJSpbcrc !tom 19n. 10 ibt lc•tl ol tbt tnaalmum sUJiain•blc path ollt1Sl restswa: by the IWC. While 
Unlike vinll,<llyeVCf)' other "'IW< llotk, }1tl4. This dwilica~oo delermiDtS !he lbe eoasmoo~ooiJlobavcu•acdcau~oo and 
however, tM JWC act tbe mlaltc quota.t alJOWtble catch. Advt01 ftcna tbe Sde.ot.16e Jo"'-cr va.lues. the wh.Jio.a C:OYatrics ..,('f"C 
beforccaiCbin&cofllmto<edon t illfJCscalt, Cororolne< bu usually beeo La ltttllS Of happy v.ilh reduced quow pro>'idcd lbOI 
and followed the ptfotiplc or ttlticJ sutloii>Obtc yield-caleulolod u the product thty could rtillsatisfy the !Uarktt and kcrp 
prreautloaiJ')' llrnJts, cvu wbtD the ttt.l- o( the r:tllm11cd at:e o( t loclt a.nd a w.rta.in· u .IJllbl u.poclhlon1 (a t ruploymeat. To the 
rna1e:s w·uc vcryrouf,b. ablebli'Ytitrile,o(\.ca ac:tat betwtcalaad5 talent lb11 thtrc ls new lnfottoatloo avaU· 

Tilt pcpulaUon t11imaltt 1Wic4 Ia the perecol oblc OD ibt pole nUll crowth rate or wh>lt 
1966/67 susoo, bucd molnly oo s!Jhllop Ia vltw or OOIUftltDU that tbt history ot pcpuloUoca (lor cumple, hocn !he «It ol 
b7 ttk.&Tcb ve.uels a.od IOOUtJoa boau Wba.Jt l»CSJm~t bat bwo • prol:rtsSive lncrtUC or l:i&.htiop or ridJt whAles off 
attothc4 to !he fatlory •bipo. Slaoc lb.,. lowerina or atimata o1 lloek oiU llDCI South Africa~ thb '""cotJ tJ.ot a hsnat or 
early lul"'tyl , tht mt tbodolory at tbt IUit.alootile)'idd u bett.ttdalabec:oJatO\'aJI• ) por teal or ibt oiOtic b P1Cbabl7 l U)· 
survry, oodolm•ld•atx~~~uleUoniollDlales, oblt,lthlaterosllaa tascclsowlhttlllmaltS l&laatilc,' per ct.ol pouiblt aod I per aot 

..._h_••_•_"_••_a_od_t_•_,._k_•_••_t_o_aooo_ •_•_•_•u_cii_IIU_._•P;__ot_llll_ a_k .. _ h_a_ .. _ ... _ uall_;y;..<l>_a_optl.;____ verym~hoetbeeooaervttlvcsk!e. 0 
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lC survive ror nlOIC than I short time. The problem wa, tha.tl k.rill Tt"!QUrce3 or the Antarctic, it wa.s hardly surptisiug lh:\l 
to be effective. nun;,&ement actionJ had to be eoordinatea the nthina (and whalinJ) countries wen sus/'icions :"lnd 
and ruurt: or h:s.' unanimous among thOJe cA01oitinA the uncooper:UI'fe. The history or the JWC bad t;IUS '' thtm that 
resoutee. A unii.Rter:'ll decision to bold bl)tk would Jive bene... some and.whatlna sdehtisu were Hktly to inte1ptet lli'Y dRl3 
fitl. but l:vgely to the: other countriC$. The one tok.in• 1ttion In a way that showed that catching should be: stO\.lped. Their 
may well be worse f) If. The establishment oft he: tWC tn 1946 alowne$5 to uPQse tht.ir fishina opcr:stion.s. in the Ant:rrctic in 
allowed c3teh limlu to be set which, it was 11oped, would the same way has been 3n 1mPOrt:t.nl re.uon why 'he 
overcume thi> ~roblem. C<:AMLR has been slow to Introduce mnnn~cmr"l 

The lntern•llonol WhQling Commission remained larjtly me:uuru. Futtun1tely, $ome or thtlc suspicions have bc<n 
a whnlers' club until around 1972. Then, at the time of the overeome, dnta are coming in, and the CCAMLR is 
United Nation> Conference on the Hum•n Environment becoming more cfftctive. 
held in Sto<kholm, whales beet me one or the main symbols The wlt~lns eountrle.1 felt unfairly !rented when the 
or the environment~! movement. aslatu> that the{ hove kept monotorium wupaued, and used the prtxedure> of the IWC 
ever ~I nee. Among the. re:uous are the sheer site o the wha1es to mitisate its imp2ct. F1rst they obJected to the recommtn· 
themselves. and the appartnl simplicity or the iMuu-i( we dation1 ~hich they are a.llowed to do trndt:r the t onvcnth,n, 
cannot preserve the whales what can we save? Whales. ror aod wnich makt.s the ~commendation •'ot binding on the 
these s:<~me reaions, make excellent rund raisers. probably objeetina country. When diplomatic prusure: made thrm 
behind only &i~tlt pant,las and baby st:;als. There may no withdro.w their objections. severB1 coUJ1tries u~cd the 
longer be urgent re:uons of const.rvttion ror continued pre.s.. p~ovlsion that allows them 10 iuuc pennits (or wh31cS to be 
.sure to 1trcn,thcn the controls on whaling, but there are kJIIed ror seientific purposes. The scien tine v:tlue or most 
>ouncl nnane~nl reoson> for sroups that depend on public such whaling Is minor. None of the studies thot hnve so for 
subscriptionS to be >ten to be ICitVe in "savio& the Wblle". been SUUtsted j, ilkely IO produce I sdeotific brcaktltrou,)t, 

ond the atmnce or such studies is hsrdly &oina to be an 
Thr polorbotlon of the l WC obstocle to =<ln:h tbat h lmportan~ to the bioloaical 

Environmentalists beaen to play a major role In theiWC, c;ommunlly u a whole. 
dlsiltuJioned whh the ProctCU beina mady by the JWC 1fttr lr. however, whalin1 (s to be regulated on an :uJequate 
the arporent breakthrouah with the Commilteo of Three's scientlne buts, thn some of the necessuy informolio"· for 
report. The commission had bun slow to cut catches In e.umplo oa the oae-composltion of the e•ploitcd >lock. Wt 
aecor~•n<e with the sclentbts' findlnp (perhaps under· be obtalned only by lillUna whales. Othe13oruof reseorch, ror 
standobly in view or the big cutJ required). And for tho minor uorople larae surven, are so expensive that they •reliktly to 
(ond less well·studied) >locks, tile IWC tended lo take the be done oaly In woclatlon with commercial operatlotu. l'fcw 
highc.t or the ranee of quotas proposed by the scientific techniques h.ave lncrea>ed tho ranse of i afonnntion thot we 
comniittce. When yreutd to accept low.:r limltJ, the whalina cen obtain without havlnJ to lOll wholes, but some of these 
countries onen ret back on the small print of the wbalina techniques are suitable only for small coa.~tal stock>. ond not 
convention, especially tbe need for a three-quarters m~ority for theluac stocks of the open sea>. FurtlteiTitore, the.se tech· 
to pm a re<ommendallon. To overcome this, the environ· nlques cannot teU u.s t.verythina. In particular, if we WMII to 
menlnlist> ent<lut11aed non-wbalins c;ountries some with koow bow the dlll'erence between reproductive and u1o11ality 
lillie obvious direct tntere>t In whales, to join the IWC. rates cbanaes with populatlon-tnd this Is essential if we 

The IWC became IMrea.slnaJy polwed into wbal«s and want to estimate c~y the mulmum sustaiMble yi<l<t or 
onti-wholers. Both >ides made u.se of nap of convenleace, a slmUar !llaaaaement tarset-then the popuiMion has to 
iiterolly so In the cue of whalen. Pirate whalen, openlloa chanae. For a apoeieo tbot hu not been heavily e>pl~itcd 
under the Oop or non·membcr countries. suwlled whale already, thl.s meons catchla& enough to brine obout such a 
meal to Japan outside the rules of the IWC. Though the chan&•· 
number or whalu piroted was relativelY. smaU, these oper- If Jopan and other countries wbh to continue whnlin~ on 
atlon• seriou>IY undermined the credibility of tho commis- a c;ommerclal sa.le,lt might be better to faeellte inue dirccllr 
>ion. Japan, ond others, Inter asreed not tO< Import whale rather tbon doak it in lhe concept of">cicntific whnlina". A 
products from non·membcrs. Meanwhile, scientists from propol.ti to Jake, say, 5000 minke whales a ycu, approjlri· 
Europe and north America with strons anl1·whalins views otely distributed uound the Anlaretic for a period or 10 ycon 
onen found il convenient to appear at the commission and hsentlally for commercial purposu, would seent to be 
in the deleantions or sntolllslond stales in t~ Caribbcatl or C<)rtJlS~DI with t~ proclaimed aim of the moratorium. It 
lndi•n Oce•n. would not tb~aten the continued existence or • resource 

By Ute ntld·l9&0s, the anli-whalin' counlri~s were numer- numberln1 at leul half a million ooimals, •nd should 
ous enou3h lo commond the requtred m~jority on most tell us mo~ about the dynamics or I he stock. If Japan were 
inu.s, lncludlnt the morntorium. This has never bod much to make sueh a proposal It t<luld pruent the IWC with a 
,dentine baeklna because, even more th-an old measu.rea difficult x:t or dec:ls.lons. 
like the Blue Whale Unit, It makes no dlstioction between It Is not easy to object on ec;olo&ical uounds, and >uch o 
stocks; some would be clearly eodonscred by continued proposal might well set the support of mo>l or the >cientific 
wha1ins ~tt any level, while we have no accurete assessment committee .. Jt would not, however, reeeive the ntce~:uy 
for others of how moor t<luld be safely taken. For a few, mtioriiY In tho commission becouse >ome member countries 
such as Antarctic mlnke whales, it is clear that whalers are a&t.lnst wbalina of any kind. They believe that killing 
could take >ubstantlal quontitiu for a p<riod without whale> b always wrona: reprdless of how many whnle> there 
damnce to the >locks even thouJh we do not know l~e may · be, It ·should be prohibited. One can argue th•t thl> 
m•xi~t~um >u>t•ined yield occurately. .; attitude lseeoloalcal nonsease. Eeolo&icalsystem> keep aoing 

The moratorium was, therefore, hardly on important · by one oolmal eatinfonoth<r, ond people might be consid· 
victory foe con.su·vation. even in the context (l(whalina-ln a ered juJt another. i often short.sig.hted, predator. On the 
wider context it wru closer to a setback. It f'Unher convinced other band. one can ar~ue 1hat we have a higher res\•onsi
Japo n •nd the USSR thot mony evironmen tol &roups were IJilily, and •hould not kill any Anirn:>J. Or. ir some k.il inF is 
opposed to any us~ ortivin~ resources, howenr rational and aJiowed, that whales are a .specio.l case, bec:~uJe or their $-l te, 
controlled. When, m the e:nly 1980~ the same countries (and or because killing thern Involves undue t1ue1ty. ~1:\ny 
several of the snme people) sat round the table at the early scientisu eon share thb 11.11 viewpoint. Dut if this is the b:J.SI> 
meelinss of the Commiuloo for the Conservation of An tare• for 1 bon on whalln~o the orsumcntJ oboul number>. thelevct 
tic Llvlna Muine Resources (CCAMlR) to di>cuss fish and oraustalnoble yield ond the needs or sci< nee or< irrelevant. • 
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Science and sentimentality 
0. S. Butterworth 

After years of research, the scientific committee of the International Whaling Commission is about to put forward 
a sound method for setting catch limits for whaling. But will other considerations undermine the science? 

THE convention governing the Interna
tional Whaling Commission (!WC) states 
that its "regulations with respect to the 
conservation and utilization of whale 
resources ... shall be based on scientific 
findings". The commission's main reason 
for introducing a moratorium on com
mercial whaling 10 years ago was the 
argued inadequacy of the scientific data
base for harvesting whale populations 
without exposing them to undue risks 
(Nature 357, 350; 4 June 1992). In re
sponse, the IWC's s.cientific committee 
has been trying to develop a revised 
management procedure (RMP) to pro
vide adequate safeguards for stocks 
against Ihe inevitable uncertajnties 
associated with assessments of the sus
tainable yield whlch a marine resource 
can provide. The scientific committee 
looks set to present the !WC meeting in 
Glasgow this month with a finished pro
duct: an RMP for settl!lg catch limits for 
whales , which has be~n more thoroughly 
researched than any comparable system 
for fisheries. 

Many member countries of the !WC 
may find this outcome less than wd· 
come. While the RMP was being de
veloped, those countries eager to resume 
operations could easily be told to wait 
until scientific concerns had been prop
erly addressed. Will a hidden agenda 
now surface - that opposition to re-
sumed commercial whaling is not really a 
conservation but rather an 'a11imal 
rights' issue, backed by powerful public 
pressure groups opposed to any killing of 
certain 'special' animals, such as. whales? 
This is. a difficult viewpoint to argue 
because it involves ethical values. and 
whaling countries can object that others " 
have no right to force their value judge- ~ 
ment on them. Thus, until now, the~ 
scjentific argument has provided a con- f5 
venient front, because nobody would 
o bject to the standpoint that safeguards 
\\l'ere ncedc:d to ens.ure that harvesting 
would not threaten whale populations 
with extinction. 

The real debate in the IWC has been 
between some countries wishing to pre· 
serve industries, employment and a food 
source based on whales , and others 
wanting these animals classed as sacro
sanct. The tern1s of the convention have 
required that this debate be conducted in 
a scientific guise, so that these hidden 
agendas have had to be played out in the 
scientific commtttee. 
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Whaling countries, angered by a 
moratorium decision which they cOnsi
dered to be whhout scientific justifica
tion, responded by commencing 'scien
tific whaling'. In terms of the rules of the 
convention, Icd and, Japan and No rway 
were entitled to issue permits to their 
nationals to catch some whales for the 
purpose of scientific research. As far as 
the lethal components of these research 
programmes are concerned, the empiric
al evidence thus fzr of the!r value to
wards an improved basis for manage· 
ment is poor. However, the sighting 
survey component of this research to 
provide estimates of abundance is agreed 
to be .:ssential. Potentially the strongest 
defence for 'scientific whaling' is that 
because surveys are enormously cxpen· 
sive. ilt is not unreasonable to recover 
the costs through harvests that are suf
ficent!y low to pose no risk to the stock. 
But the countries coneerned have never 
argued this. perhaps because they pre
ferred the combination of a legally stron
ger, but scientifically weaker, case. 

The line of attack by countries 
opposed to whaling was to emphasize 
scientific uncertainty. But as the scien
tific database for whale populations im
proved during the 1980s, particula rly as 
sighting surveys started to provide reli
able estimates of population sizes, the 
uncertainty goalposts were shifted to tT)' 
to continue to get stocks declared 'pro
tected ' . In terms of an earlier manage· 
ment approach adopted by the commis
sion in 1975, a stock would be accorded 
'pro tected status'? with no catches per
mitted, if its size fell below 54% of the 
pre-exploitation level (K). However, 

once data became available which, in 
terms of· previously accepted 
approaches, would have indicated that 
the stock was definite ly above this pro
tection level of 0.54K, some members of 
the scientific committee would obfuscate 
or insist that stricter criteria had to be 
met before this conclusion could be 
drawn. The United States. for example, 
was in a diffiCult position during the 
1980s over the catches of bowheads de
sired by Alaskan eskimos under the 
!WC's aboriginal whaling scheme, as this 
population was considered to be severely 
depleted. In 1987, general acceptance in 
the scientific committee of a lower 
bound of l % for the MSY rate• re
moved scientific obstacles to the eski
mos' reque<t, thus freeing the United 
States from a possible encumbrance 
when mounting an attack in the JWC on 
the 'scientific whaling' programmes of 
the whaling countries. Yet subsequetllly, 
some members of the committee would 
aceept only 0% as a lower bound for 
mlnke whale assessments. When even 
this was insufficient to have the minkc 
whales off Iceland declared 'protected', 
further factors were introduced into the 
debate to shift the goalposts still further. 
Eventually, Iceland lost patience and 
decided to leave the commission. 

The term 'protected status· has been 
skilfully used to give the public the 
impression that a stock placed in this 
category would be in danger of extinc
tion if any catches were taken from lt. l o 
fact, the original selection of the 0.54K 
value was related to catch-rnaxlmitation 
considerdlions, and had nothing to do 
with any likelihood of extiQction. 

· 18JUNE 1992 
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The RM P has been construcred in a 
W".ly thar anemprs 10 rake specific 
accoulll of these 'uncertainty' concerns. 
Normally, catch limits in fisheries are 
calculated using the 'best' mathematical 
model of the resource. ln contrast, the 
RMP concenlrates on the risks to the 
population that could emerge if this 
'best' model is incorrect. A different 
model, also consistent wrth the available 
data, may better represent the real situa
tion. T he RMP thus seeks to set catch 
limits in a 'robust" ma nner: whatever the 
(unknown) real situation, the catches to 
be take n should neither waste the re
source nor put it at risk. 

The Achilles heel of this approach to 
problems such as the design of an RMP 
is thai it is impossible to develop a ~ 
procedure that is robust to every im - ~ 
agincd possibility. A restricted list of < 
plausible alternatives has to be agreed, :; 
but such a process can easily be frus- "' 
trated if bounds are not placed on spe
culation, which can sabotage attempts to 
achieve the con~ensus necesary in the 
IWC's scientific commi!!ce. 

It might seem that firmer leadership of 
the commiu ee is all that is needed to 
prevent speculation that is not con
strained by data, and to stop members 
switching viewpoints without proper 
reasons. But the chairmen of the scien
lific commiu ecs of international fiShery 
organizations can be severely limited by 
the political climate in which they have 
10 operale and attempt (frequently with
out success) to achieve consensus. The 
scientists who serve on these committees 
are delegates of the countries that ~re 
members of tbe organizalion concerned, 
and are often employees of their govern
me nts. (Some governments even appoint 
people without scientific credentials to 
such co01mittees, at times instead of 
those who h!Jvc!) On occasions these 
scientists are under in.<tructions to argue 
in support of a position adopted by their 
government for reasons other than scien
ce alone (for example. e<Xlnomics, or 
·animal rights' concerns), and also to 
ensure lhat 1heir argume nt..s a~ reth:cu:.t.J 
in 1he scientific record. Indeed, how 
realistic is it to expect a country to 
appoint a scientist to such a committee. 
if he may prese nt analyses with c:ond••· 
sions inconsisrent with his own gov.,rn
mem·s stance? Fortunately, not all coun
tries operate in this manner. and the 
United Stares in panicular demonsrrates 
a pleasing (if not always perfect) recog
nition of the rights of its scientists to 
express their views independently of 

• tn• MSY r~te 1$ o11 t'rMloli.Uie ci li"A pcxermal prooUetMCy G1 
~ t4'U>ur~. It •• ·~ tat.o ol the tMV1111 fiY.Jt.)QJm sv:sloin· 
AOIC .,clC to ti"C' p~~l~ 5Ue t!t -wtuch INt ~~@ole t$ 

ooto!Jneo tc:~taone~uy •a -.tn to oe 0 .6K 101 ~N~ lee~ 
Whales). E'lalu~.-uons of nsl(s assOGiated witt\ the RMP h.Jiye 
811 Dten oasec on Jl'\ MSY /.ltf: of <1.66tt. J1~e•. '!he 
approprl•tonO$.S o1 111•1 chOice 1S eom.ng Ul'"ll:l'et lt\oCreit!il nJ. 
auesHon. n 111 (tc~nt MC'ence po1nLS towarcts baleen 
1'1'h11lc stock.C l"ta ... ln& MSY r~iltes: ol !)bOut 3% 01' more. 
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political concerns. The l WC scien tific 
committee also makes much greater use 
than is the norm of ' invited participants" 
- specialists who are not members of a 
national delegation - - hut intends their 
role to be teehnical only. 

The role of scientists is not to make 
the final management decisions- !hat is 
a job for the politicians. Scientists' re
sponsibilities are to provide the politi
cians with predictions of the likely re
sults of alternative management options, 
so· that their decisions are made on an 
informed basis. These predictions need 
to be made on as objeclive a scie ntific 
basis as possible: but how likely ure the 
scientific committees of international 

Polar esklmos flenstnr:; a narw~al. 

fishery organizations to achieve this, 
given the manner in IVhich the)' are 
constituted? ls there any real role for 
science, or docs the !WC example serve 
only to show how vulnerable science is 
to reduction to irrelevancy, given hidden 
agendas such as economic considerations 
or animal rights' 

I believe that scientists, particularly 
those independent of governmenl agen
cies, still have a very important role to 
play in striving for consistency. The 
reason that adoption of the RMP was 
delayed at the !WC meeting in 1991 was 
that some countries, including the Un
ited Kingdom and the United Stutes. 
expressed concern at probabilities in ex
cess of 5% that catches might be taken 
from a slack which. thou!!h assessed to 
be above the 0.54K protection level. wus 
actually below this. Yet ne irher lhe t.5n
ited Kingdom nor the United Slates has 
proposed sanctuaries or imposed mora
toria on the fishing of cod in the North 
Sea. or cod and flounder off the no rth
e<tst US coast, despite the fact that lhe 
spawning biomasscs for these resources 
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are assessed to be below 0.1 K. Even 
making allowance for possible inade
q uacies in the spawning-biomass-per
recruit basis for these assessments, and 
also for indications that fosh stocks are 
probably most producti,•e at smaller 
tractions of K than nre whales, a gross 
inconsistency still remains. This is not to 
suggest that the United !Gngdom and 
the United States are unconcerned about 
the status of these resources, or_that they 
arc not attempting some remedial ac
tion: but neverthele!!S, they (and others) 
are clearly not prepared to take the 
action they demand from countries with 
inlercsts in whaling. when the ir own 
fisherie.' (and socio-economic interests) 

nre concerned. 
Part of the responsibility for this 

proble m lies with the fisheries scien
ce community, whose thinking on 
harvesting strategies remains too 
r?otecl in the deterministic concepts 
of earlier decades. A key factor in 
selecting between alternative 
strategies is the risks to the resource 
rhat each involves. But risk has to 
take account of stochastic aspecrs, 
and fisheries scientists ha,·e been 
dilatory in adopting definitions and 
norms rhat will provide a basis for 
the consistent approaches to fisher· 
ies management that the ear!ier de
rerministie benchmurks (such as the 
Fru strategy) were intended to 
achieve . Thus, one should perhaps 
be more forgiving if many member 
nations of the !WC, having agreed a 
risk-related objective for the RMP 
whjch requires no serious increase 
in the risk of extinction of a stock 
through exploitation. labour under 
the misapprehension that a 5% 

chance o! a small catch from a stock 
slightly below 0.54K constitutes a serious 
risk that the stock will be rendered 
extinct. The general application of 
equally risk-averse criteria to all manne 
fisheries would necessitate immediate 
closu re of the overwhelming majority. 

T he time seems overdue for scientists 
to :.peak uul agdill~\ llu; ut:ur-farckal 
pronouncements of some internalional 
organizations regarding endangered spe
cies. The AntarctiC minke whale is 
agreed to number a precisely determined 
760,000 :!: 9%. which compares with a 
cumulative historiOJI catch from this re
~ourcc o! only 115.000. Viewed a~ a 
whole. ils stutus is ne.~r the best. and 
best-determined. of any of the world"s 
marine resources. Nevertheless. the 
Convention for International T rade in 
Endangered Species (CITES) lists m inke 
whales as a species in danger of exti~
tion . By contrast. n proposal at last 
Murch"s CITES meeting to list the west
ern North Arlal\lic bluefin tuna similarly 
was successfully opposed by a number of 
nations (including rhe U nited States). 
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despite generally accepted assessments 
t.hat the: spawning biomass of this re
source has been reduced 10 less than 
0.2K and is probably below even O.IK. I 
do not intend to suggest that a morator
ium is necessary for this tuna fishery; 
other measures than a toto! suspension 
of fishing can serve the needs of con
servation adequately. My purpose is to 
point again to the gross inconsistencies 
in attitudes to risk which many n~tions 
show in the management of fishenes. 

"l"he real problem is that these issues 
involve questions of 'value', rather than 
of science and the consisteney which it 
demnnds. 'Animal rights' lobbyists , or at il 
l:ast their public supporters (and finan- ~ 
cters), a ttach much greate r 'value' to a?. 
whale o r a seal than to a tuna or a cod. : 
That may be a perfectly defensible posi- ~ 
lion, but what becomes dangerous is the f 
usc of alleged scientific toncems as a 
surrogate ration~le for this standpoint. 
"This serves only to devalue science in the 
eyes o f the politicians , who have to take 
particular aocount of public pressure in 
making decisions. If science is manipu
lated or rendered irrelevant on issues 
where public emotion can be tapped, it 
will simuhancousl)' beoome redundant 
on less en>otive environmental issues. to 
the detriment of long-term conservation. 

Scientists therefore have a responsibil
ity to e mphasize the differentiation of 
scientific issues and value judgements. 
New Zealand, at least. is honest enough 
to state that its oppositio n to res•Jmed 
commercial "~1aling is based on such 
value judgements. In contrast, I have 
less sympathy for the position of 155 
scientists reponed to have signed a 
··statement of scientific findings regard· 
ing commercial whaling and science", 
circulated by the Cetacean Society Inter
national. They state therein that they 
find that " the commercial killing of 
wha les and other cetaceans unnecessar ily 
interferes with scientific research. lts 
disruption of the marine ecosystem nee
dless ly conflicts with the objective study 
of the n atural wor ld", and go on to 
"therefore recommend an end to all 
commercial whale killing, for the fore
seeable future". If there was any scien
tific validity in this argument. would it 
not require moratoria on aboriginal 
whaling, and indeed also for all marine 
fisheries? O r is this just another example 
of science being confused with value 
judgements outside the scientific do
main; and a more depressing one at that, 
as scientists themselves are in•olved? 

All bein~ well . the IWC's scientific 
committee -will present the commission 
meeting in Glasgow with an RMP. 
together with the catch limits \\·hich it 
indicates for the Antarctic and North 
Atlantic minke whale resources. Titese 
catch limits will be allocated to much 
smaller area~ of ooear. than was pre-
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viously the case - this enforced wide 
distribution of any catch has been the 
solution adopted in rhe RMP to the 
perennial problem of uncenninty about 
the appropriate placement of stock 
boundaries for marine resources. The 
committee will also ad1•ise that the RMP 
is likely to allow catches when lhe true 
population abundance is below the pro
tection le1•el of 0.54K only if the MSY 
mte is low (near 1 %) ; but that even 
then, the size of these catches would be 
too small to make any marked impact on 
the recovery rate of the stock. 

Btuefln hln1> - endangered species? 
What wi ll the lWC do with this in

formation? Doubtless the question of the 
humnneness of the methods used to kill 
whales in commercial operations will be 
raised. But countries in which there arc 
aboriginal whaling activities (for which 
the death times are muclt longer than in 
commercial operatio ns), m<Jy atten>pt to 
play down this issue. 

One possible o utcome i~ that the com· 
mission accepts the scientific commit
tee"s RMP and associated specification 
of catch limits for resumed commercial 
whaling of minkes in the North Atlantic 
and Southe rn Ocean. The RMP adopted 
will be unnecessarily conservative, with 
the oommission·s confusion over the 
pertinence of a O.S4K 'protection level' 
to the risk of extinction having resulted 
in the choice of a procedure that will be 
unable to realize the potential y1eld from 
stocks with MSY rates much above I% 
(contradicting another of the commis
sior."s agreed objectives for the RMP). 
Whaling countries may be prepared to 
oompromise on this aspect in return for 
a m~jority vote to lift the morator ium. 

Anything less than this will probably 
lead, later if not immediately, to Norway 
and Japan joining lcelnnd in withdraw
ing from the JWC. These countries mny 

in due course attempt to expand the 
recently formed North A tlantic Marine 
Mammal Commission into a 'new' JWC, 
arguing thai the existing body has be
come a "commission for the prohibition 
of wholing" . The animal-rights lobby 
might not be unhappy with such an 
outcome, surmising that th eir goals 
might be more easily attained by en
couraging consumer boycotts of goods 
from the 'rebel' countries, than by re
lying on nominally scientifically based 
decisions at the JWC. 

The recent and sudden French pro
posal for a whale sanctuary in waters 
south of 400 S to aid the '"rehabilitation 
of the Antarctic murine ecosystem" is a 
wild card. Under the RMP, the severely 
depleted whale species of the Southern 
Ocean, such as the blue and fin whales , 
will remain completely protected for 
many decades. Scientifically speaking, 
the proposal - a weak and thinly dis
guised auempt to inhibit harvesting of 
Antarctic minke whales under the RMP, 
despite its protestations to the contrary 
- suggests desperation among the 
'animal rightists'. But it could be an 
astute initiative politically, as a major 
concern of many men>ber countries of 
the IWC that have no current interest in 
resumed whaling themselves is short
term public relations, to \\'hich scientific 
consistency takes a poor second place. In 
these terms alone, such countries may 
see voting against any sanctuary propos
als only as a net loss to themselves. 

This illustrates the real problem that 
the JWC faces in trying to achieve a 
balanced approach to the possible lifting 
of the moratorium. There is no pressure 
to reach a compromise when some par
ries to the decision see no gain for 
themselves in allowing others to recom
mence commercial whaling. Much will 
depend on the line taken by the United 
States. where there is legislation that 
would 'require' the US government to 
take punitive ilction against counlrie~ 
that might leave and commence whaling 
activitie s outside the JWC. Although 
·animal rightists' might see such a situa
tion to be in the" longer-term interests. 
the US government may not shMe their 
enthusiasm at being placed in such a 
position . and moy therefore he •nxious 
to secure some compromise. 

Whatever happens, fisheries science 
will not be left without some benefits. 
Controversy is a useful stimulant to 
scientific e ndeavour . and the process 
followed by the IWC"s scientific commit
tee to develop an RMP to take direct 
account of concerns about e\•er-present 
uncertainty can be duplicated with 
advantage for the management of many 
other of th.e world 's fisheries. 0 
D. 5. Butrerworth is in the Departme111 ol 
Applied Mathematics. University of Cape 
Town. Rondebosch 7 700, Sourh Africa. 
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science'.6 3 Although the views in the risk assessment did not have to 
represent the majmity view of the broader scientific community. they 
'must be considered to be legitimate science according to the standards of 
the relevant scientific community'.64 However, like the US arguments in 
japan - Apples, the Appellate Body was here dealing with the interpret
ation of the specific requirements of the SPS Agreement, rather than 
addressing in general terms the admissibility of scientific evidence. 

The standard of review 
Findings like those of the Appellate Body in the Continued Suspension of 
Obligations cases are sometimes understood to infer a 'standard of 
review', establishing a level of deference that is to be shown towards 
the national level decision-making of sovereign states. The standard of 
review is a concept drawn from administrative law at the national level 
that does not apply in any formal sense in disputes over compliance 
with public international law65 but has been of considerable political 
importance and interest to scholars in the trade context.66 Standard of 
review is taken to refer to the intensity ofinternationaljudicial sc1utiny 
of states' activities.67 There has been strong advocacy for standards of 
review that incorporate a significant level of deference towards 
national-level decision-making. 68 

The push for deference is partly a response to the difficulties of 
requiring international adjudicators who are inexperienced in the sci
ences to make decisions requiring a close engagement with scientific 
issues. More profoundly, it is due to sensitivities about the loss of 

63 Ibid., para. 591. 64 Ibid .. para. 591. 
65 Except of course where specified in the applicable legal obligations. For example. see 

Article 17.6 of the WTO Anti-Dumping Agreemen t, Agreement on Implementation of 
Article VI of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, WTO TI1e Legal Texts: Tite results 
of the Uruguay round of nwlti!ateral trade negotiations. p. 147. See also Article 1904, 
Chapter 19, of the NorthArne1ican Free Trade Agreement , under which parties may 
seek binational panel review of national determinations on anti-dumping measures 
and countervailing duties. Nmth American Free Trade Agreement, San Antonio, 17 
December 1992, in force 1 january 1994,32 ILM 289. National 'investigating 
authorities' are identified under NAFTA. and n ational legislation is specified as the 
standard for the review of their decisions. Annex 19(11 ). For commentary. Croley and 
Jackson. 'WTO dispute procedures', 194-5. 

Gfi See e.g. Oesch, Standards of Review. 67 Ibid .. p. 15. 
GR Wirth. 'The role of science'. See also Button, 111e Power to Protect. advocating that a 

concept of the ·reasonable rc),'lllator' would approp1iately articulate the appropriate 
standard of review in the health context. 
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sovereignty associated with subscribing to the multilateral free trade 
regime, even though it is clear under WTO law that all WTO m embers 
are free to apply their own standards of protection against health and 
environmental risks. Discussion often focuses on the question of how to 
sustain dem ocratic decision-making about risk.69 Perhaps more import
antly. though , it has been asked whether rules like those in the SPS 
Agreement are suitable tools to regulate international risks, and 
whether the adjudicative framework is truly an appropriate substitute 
for administrative decision-making in disputes in this field? 0 The 
debate over standards of review underlines that the potentially far
reaching social and cultural dimensions of risk require greater recog
nition,71 as does the politicised nature of decision-m aking about risk.72 

Pending further institutional and legal developments, matters such 
as the need to permit states to act on the basis of minority science73 

are often to be resolved through the interpretation of the relevant legal 
rules, as seen in the WT0? 4 The same point has been m ade in the 
investment context? 5 

The difficulty with deference may be illustrated with reference to 
attempts to introduce the concept of standards of review or judicial 
deference to national decision-making into scientific disputes in con
texts beyond the WTO. In the Southern Hluejin Tuna case (Australia and 
Netv Zealand v. japan) Japan argued that deference should be shown to 
Japan's decisions with respect to its disputed pilot programme of 
experimental fishing for southern bluefin tuna. According to Japan, 

,
9 See the argument of Howse that, contrary to what some might say, democratic process 

is enhanced by requiring a rational and public process of scm tiny and evaluation of 
measures like the EC growth-promotion hormones ban through a mechanism such as 
Wro dispute settlement. Howse, 'Democracy', See also Peel's suggestion that an 
absence of deference reinforces trans boundary democracy, as this encourages national 
authmities to be more aware of the effects of their actions on those in other 
jurisdictions. Peel, 'International law', 371. 

70 foish er, Risk Regulation and Administrative Constitutionalism, Ch. 5. 
7 1 Beck, Risk Society. 72 Beck, 'Risk society revisited' , 226- 7. 
73 European Communities- Measures Concerning Meat and Meat Products (Honnones), Complaint 

by Canada (WT/DS48), Complaint by the United States (WT/DS26), Report of the 
Appella te Body DSR 1998: I, para. 135. 

74 Pauwelyn, 'Expert advice', 255. 
7

' Glamis Gold Ltd v. United States o{America, Award of 8 June 2009, paras. 23 and 617, where 
the Tribunal makes clear its disagreement with the view that 'domestic deference in 
national court systems is necessarily applicable to international tribunals, particularly 
where a measure of deference is already present in the standard to be applied '. G!amis 
Gold Ltd v. United States of Amelica , Award of 8 june 2009, NAFfA {UNCITRAL). para. 23, 
decision available a t http://ita.law.uvic.ca 
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international tribunals generally respected national determinations in 
such matters unless they could be shown to be irrational, patently 
disproportionate, or otherwise fundamentally flawed. 76 Japan believed 
the subject of dispute involved scientific opinion, inference and pre
diction, and, drawing on the jurisprudence of the European Court of 
Human Rights, argued that measures lying within a 'margin of appre
ciation' should be permitted.77 Australia and New Zealand observed in 
response that 'standard of review' was a matter which could only 'be 
considered in relation to the precise content and meaning of the 
obligations' in question, and was an issue for the merits.78 The ques
tion of deference to Japan's scientific views or decisions was not 
addressed by the International Tribunal for the Law of the Sea, and 
nor did the Arbitral Tribunal, established under Annex VII of the LOSC 
to deal with the merits , make a finding on this point. Applying the 
concept of deference in a context like the circumstances of the 
Southem Bluefin Tuna case would leave international resources rela
tively unprotected and would leave without recourse the populations 
of states affected by others' decisions.79 Arguably, the process of 
international adjudication under public international law would also 
be undermined. 

A general adoption of 'standards of review' that can be adjusted 
in order to allow greater respect for states' own scientific assessments 

76 Sou them Bluejin Tuna case (Australia and New Zealand v. japan) Award on Jurisdiction and 
Admissibility, 4 August 2000, 1 19 ILR 509 (hereafter Southern H/.uefin Tuna Uurisdiction and 
Admissibility)), Memorial on jurisdiction of Japan, para. 165. 

77 Ibid., para. 172. 
n Reply on jurisdiction of Australia and New Zealand, paras. 172, 183. 
79 See also the MOX OSPJ\R proceedings, where the United Kingdom argued that de novo 

review of its decision to withhold certain information from Ireland in connection 
with the commissioning of MOX production at Sellafield was inappropriate. The 
United Kingdom referred to the application of the margin of appreciation doctrine 
by the European Court of Human Rights, standards of objective assessment of 
national acts applied by wro panels and standards of review applied under the 
North American Free Trade Agreement. Dispute crmceming Access to Information under 
Aliide 9 of the OSPAR Convention (lrelancl v. United Kingdom of Great Britain and Nmthem 
Ireland), Award of 2 july 2003, 42 ILM 1118. Counter-Memorial of the Un ited 
Kingdom. para. 1.6; Oral Submissions Day 2. 106 f; Day 3, 4 f. Ireland objected that 
the Tribunal should not be prevented fi:om carrying out its function of determining 
the case before it on the merits of the applicable law . The Tribunal was pe1fectly 
entitled to substitute its view for t he view of the United Kingdom on the question 
whether the information withheld by the United Kingdom could be considered 
commercially confidential. Reply of Ireland, para. 18 et seq.; Oral Submissions, 
Day 1, 33 line 11 et seq., and p. 64 line 20 ct seq .. 
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or policy choices would openly introduce a broad discretion for adjudi
cators. The adjudication of disputes under public international law 
ought to involve the straightforward application by an international 
court or tribunal of the relevant legal m les in the circumstances 
before it, without any presupposition that one disputant or the other 
deserves particular deference. The WTO Appellate Body has held fa st to 
the mast, finding in European Communities - Measures Concerning Meat and 
Meat Products (Hormones) that neither de novo review nor full deference is 
required from a panel assessing the legality of a member's trade meas
ures. As the Appellate Body has pointed out, the appropriate 'standard 
of review' is reflected in the requirement in Article 11 of the WTO 
Dispute Settlement Understanding that a panel make 'an objective 
assessment of the matter before it' . 80 Reducing international adjudica
tion to a form of judicial review, especially to purely procedural 
review, 8 1 would be fundamentally inconsistent with maintaining an 
effective system of substantive international legal rules designed to 
regulate a balance of interests at the international level. 82 

Debate will need to be ongoing over the appropriate content and 
institutional framework for rules dealing with risk regulation decisions 
at the internationallevel.83 There may even be a need for new mles.8 4 In 
the process, there m ay be welcome scope for encouraging public par
ticipation and decisions about risks at the national level.85 However, 
unless and until the relevant rules and institutions are amended, WTO 
panels and other international adjudicatory bodies will continue to 
have to engage in the science of the various disputes coming before 
them in order to determine members' compliance with existing legal 
obligations, including their substantive elements. 

RO european Communities -Measures Conceming Meat and Meat Products (Hormones), Complaint 
by Canada (WT/DS48), Complaint by th e United States (WT/DS26), Report of the 
Appellate Body, DSR 1998: I, 135, paras. 116-19. 

81 As advocated by, for instance, Walker, 'Keeping the WTO from becoming the "World 
Trans-Science Organisation"', 279: 'In short, the primary issue of fact before a panel 
should be whether there is any reasonable scientific basis for a member's sanitaty 
measures.' 

82 As Croley and Jackson observe, WTO members are ' interested parties whose own 
(national) interests may not always sustain a necessaty fidelity to the terms of 
international agreements'. Croley and Jackson, 'WTO dispute procedures', 209. 

83 Peel, 'International law', 379. 
~4 Peel discusses the relative nonnative vacuum under the SPS Agreement and the need 

for greater global debate over the acceptabili ty of health and environmental risks. Peel, 
'Risk regulation '. 

8s Peel ' International law' ; Foster, 'Public opinion'. 
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Abstract A review of the International Whaling Commission's institutional dis
course related to the "moratorium" as reflected in the Commission's documents 
together with a literal reading of Schedule paragraph IO(e) of the International 
Convention for the Regulation of Whaling (ICRW) shows that the moratorium does 
not include language which permanently prohibits commercial whaling, does not 
include any expression which demonizes whaling, does not label the killing for 
commercial purposes as criminal as opposed to catching for indigenous purposes, 
and does not reflect any value judgments about whales and whaling. Rather, this 
paper shows that with only few exceptions these documents together with the 
language of paragraph lO(e) clearly demonstrate that the moratorium was intended 
as a temporary conservation and management measure related to uncertainties of 
scientific information. Notwithstanding this, anti-whaling NGOs have mischarac
terized the moratorium as a permanent prohibition or ban on commercial whaling. 
This mischaracterization was a major factor in the failure of the "Future of IWC" 
process which was aimed at getting compromises from both pro-whaling and anti
whaling members to resolve the bipolar, conflictive and dysfunctional nature of the 
organization. Finally, it is concluded that the moratorium as a permanent prohibition 
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would be inconsistent with the purpose of the ICRW and that science related to the 
management of whales and international law, in this case the literal interpretation 
and implementation of the Schedule paragraph 10(e), provide the only possible 
means to resolve the controversy concerning whaling. 

Keywords Moratorium · Whaling · International Whaling Commission (IWC) · 
International Convention for the Regulation of Whaling (ICRW) · 
Scientific uncertainty · Conservation and management measures · 
Future of IWC 

1 Introduction 

In 1972, the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment (the Stockholm 
Conference) adopted an action plan that included an urgent call for a 10-year 
moratorium on commercial whaling (UNEP 1972). Recommendation 33 of the 
Action Plan for the Human Environment states: 

It is recommended that Governments agree to strengthen the International 
Whaling Commission, to increase international research efforts, and as a 
matter of urgency to call for an international agreement, under the auspices of 
the International Whaling Commission and involving all Governments 
concerned, for a 10-year moratorium on commercial whaling. 

However, the International Whaling Commission (IWC) rejected proposals from 
the United States for zero quotas for commercial whaling at its Annual Meeting in 
1972 and a 10-year moratorium on commercial whaling at its Annual Meetings in 
1973 and 1974. 

Following several similar unsucc.essful attempts, with the recruitment of 
additional anti-whaling members, in 1982 the Commission adopted an amendment 
to the Schedule to the International Convention for the Regulation of Whaling 
(ICRW) that set zero catch limits for the killing for commercial purposes of whales 
from all stocks for the 1986 coastal and 1985/1986 pelagic seasons and thereafter. 
The amendment also included a provision for review of the effects of the decision 
by 1990 and the possible establishment of other catch limits. 1 Technically, this was 
the addition of paragraph IO(e) to the Schedule of the ICRW. 

Commonly, paragraph 10 (e) is referred to as the " IWC moratorium on 
commercial whaling" and, while anti-whaling NGOs, others opposed to whaling 
and the media frequently call it "the ban on commercial whaling" implying or 
stating that it is a permanent prohibition of something evil or even criminal, 
examination of the discourse used in presenting and supporting moratorium 
proposals including the IWC's verbatim records of its annual meetings, written 
opening statements and the Chairman's reports of the annual meetings clearly shows 

1 Descriptions of the moratorium proposals and the voting outoomes are recorded in the Chairman's 
reports of the meetings available from the IWC Secretariat, Cambridge, UK. 
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that this is not the case. Rather, this paper shows that with only few exceptions,2.3 
these documents together with the language of paragraph IO(e) clearly demonstrate 
that the moratorium was intended as a temporary conservation and management 
measure related to uncertainties of scientific information without categorically 
denying whaling as a legitimate activity and without passing moral or value 
judgments. The negotiation history of paragraph l O(e) confirms that the moratorium 
was simply an ordinary resource conservation and management measure to 
temporarily suspend whaling operations while conducting a comprehensive assess
ment of whale populations. This interpretation was also expressed by FAO's long
time participant in the work of the IWC who wrote that "as presented to the IWC, and 
as the term implies, the moratorium was to be a temporary measure, to be reviewed 
not later than 1990. It was intended to give scientists time to remove doubts about 
figures of sustainable yields, numbers of whales and so on." (Gulland 1988). 

2 Plain meaning/straight reading of Schedule l O(e) 

The " Schedule" of the ICRW is the means for adopting legally binding 
" ... regulations with respect to the conservation and utilization of whale resources ... " 
(Article V.I., ICRW) and, as noted above, the so-called moratorium on commercial 
whaling was established by the addition of paragraph lO(e) to the Schedule in 1982. 

Paragraph IO(e) of the Schedule reads as follows: 

(e) Notwithstanding the other provisions of paragraph 10, catch limits for the 
killing for commercial purposes of whales from all stocks for the 1986 coastal 
and the 1985/86 pelagic seasons and thereafter shall be zero. This provision 
will be kept under review, based upon the best scientific advice, and by 1990 
at the latest the Commission will undertake a comprehensive assessment of the 
effects of this decision on whale stocks and consider modification of this 
provision and the establishment of other catch limits. 

The plain meaning of this provision is that when a comprehensive scientific 
assessment on a whale stock is completed and a sustainable catch quota calculated, a 
non-zero catch limit can be established for the stock. Therefore, it is perfectly 
appropriate to establish a whaling quota under this "moratorium" language. Such 
action does not violate the moratorium or "lift" it. It should be emphasized that the 
language of paragraph l O(e) does not introduce a permanent ban on commercial 
whaling nor establish any value judgement to the effect commercial whaling is 

2 For example, the statement by the US Commissioner in support of its 1973 proposal for a 10-year 
mormorium: "Support for the moratorium comes from the very deep-rooted feeling of the people of the 
United States that the time has come to stop killing whales. w Verbatim record of the 1973 Annual 
Meeting available from the IWC Secretariat, Cambridge, UK. 
3 The written opening statement of New Zealand on rejoining the Commission for its 1976 Annual 
Meeting refers to environmental issues having "caught the popular imaginationw and that this was 
" particularly true of the plight of the whales" . Statement available from the IWC Secretariat, Cambridge, 
UK. 
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wrong or illegal. It is true that anti-whaling interests had tried to establish a 
permanent ban on whaling in the course of the negotiation of this provision but the 
fact that the Schedule language is formulated as a temporary suspension of whaling 
while a comprehensive assessment is undertaken for the possible establishment of 
non-zero catch quotas indicates the attempt was not successful. 

Further, while Japan's research whaling has been criticized as "disguised 
commercial whaling" the research was initiated for the purpose of contributing to 
the comprehensive scientific assessment demanded by paragraph lO(e). 

3 Discourse in presenting and supporting moratorium proposals leading 
up to 1982 

In presenting its proposal for zero quotas for commercial whaling at the I c.n2 
Annual Meeting the United States delegation said that the state of knowledge of the 
whale stocks was so inadequate that it was only common prudence to suspend 
(emphasis added) whaling so that scientific efforts could be redoubled (IWC I CTl2). 
Similarly, in support of its proposal for a 10-year moratorium at the ICTl4 Annual 
Meeting the Commissioner for the United States said "we are seeking a ten year 
moratorium based on continuing decrease in catch per unit effort of fin whales and 
FAO's recognition of the gross uncertainties in the data and questionable 
assumptions on which present management schemes are based" (IWC ICTl4). 
Further statements supporting the argument that the moratorium was intended as a 
conservation and management measure rather than a permanent prohibition include 
statements at the 1979 meeting by the UK Minister that "there should be a 
moratorium on commercial whaling in order to allow a thorough assessment of 
whale numbers and of their biology" and that "resumption of whaling should only 
be considered if evidence of recovery of stocks and improvement in methods of 
killing justify it." and by Sweden that "we strongly favor a moratorium because 
there are too many gaps in the science but we are prepared to discuss opening of 
whaling after the moratorium based on scientific results." (IWC I CTl9), as well as 
the statement from France at the 1980 meeting that the "moratorium is a method of 
managing whales to be applied at this time to allow their recovery" (IWC 1980). 

Finally, at the 1981 Annual Meeting Mr. Wiggin, Parliamentary Secretary to the 
Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food of the UK said "we recognize that other 
countries have a legitimate commercial interest in whaling and if in the future, it 
could be shown beyond a reasonable doubt that some exploitation of stocks might 
be safely resumed and that satisfactory methods of killing were available, the lifting 
of the ban might be considered". In clarifying their proposal the UK delegation also 
said "what we had in mind is a moratorium and not a permanent ban." (IWC 1981). 

4 1982 moratorium negotiations 

At the meeting of the IWC's Technical Committee prior to the plenary sessions the 
Seychelles proposed a 3-year phase out of commercial whaling. This was amended 
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by Costa Rica to a 2-year phase out which was recommended by the Technical 
Committee to the plenary. At plenary, the Seychelles proposed an amendment to the 
Costa Rica proposal to return to the 3-year phase out of its original proposal and to 
add the additional clause "This provision shall be kept under review, based on the 
best scientific advice, and by 1990 at the latest the Commission shall undertake a 
comprehensive assessment of the effects of this decision on whale stocks and 
consider modification of this provision and the establishment of other catch limits." 

In proposing this amendment the Commissioner for the Seychelles stated; " We 
have also taken into account opinions which have been expressed amongst member 
states here which suggest that it is necessary to provide also for the possibility of 
review and reassessment and, if the scientific information should so suggest in the 
interim, perhaps even a resumption of some form of commercial activity. " (IWC 
1982). He also had said in the Technical Committee that; " I would repeat and 
remind you that this is a catch limit proposal not a ban or a moratorium". Spain 
commented that "First of all let me advance that I don't consider this as a total ban 
. .. but just a temporary interruption of the activity. " (IWC 1982). The Commis
sioner from St. Lucia who had supported the "moratorium" proposal also stated; " It 
is with deep regret that I note that there has been a misunderstanding on the proposal 
of the distinguished delegate from the Seychelles. It is not a proposal for a total ban 
for commercial whaling, but rather a proposal on catch limits" (IWC 1982). 

Notwithstanding these statements, some members including Japan still opposed 
the proposal as they regarded it as "in substance a total moratorium" noting that 
" the Scientific Committee ruled many times in the past that there is no scientific 
justification or biological need for a total or blanket moratorium" (IWC 1982). The 
vote on the proposal received the required :Y. majority vote (25 votes in favor, with 7 
against and 5 abstentions) (IWC 1983). The clause which the Seychelles added to 
account for opinions "expressed amongst member states" was necessary because a 
permanent prohibition would not have been accepted by the Commission. 

5 Revised management procedure and the Scientific Committee 

Many species and stocks of whales are abundant, increasing and recovering from past 
over-harvesting. The IWC's website (http://www.iwcoffice.org/), which provides 
population figures agreed by its Scientific Committee through the "comprehensive 
assessment (CA)" process as required by Schedule 10(e), confirms this. Past com
mercial whaling did result in over-harvesting. However, much has been learnt about 
the science of whales and the science of resource management since that time. The 
IWC's Scientific Committee has also developed a risk-averse method of calculating 
catch quotas and this was adopted by the IWC in 1994. This method called the 
" revised management procedure" (RMP) together with a monitoring and inspection 
scheme would provide a regime to ensure that commercial whaling would be sus
tainable and that regulations are followed. The RMP is regarded as one of the most 
precautionary tools for calculating catch quotas which includes built-in safety factors 
to address possible substantial misreporting of past catches, environmental disasters 
which could reduce whale stocks by half, miss-estimation of vital biological 
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parameters, and other scientific uncertainties. If the RMP were applied to commer
cial fisheries, many, if not all, would have to be closed (Butterworth 1992). 

The fact that the IWC Scientific Committee has been involved in the 
comprehensive assessment and the development of the revised management 
procedure (RMP)4 since the adoption of the moratorium also shows that paragraph 
10(e) has prescribed the IWC to manage commercial whaling rather than 
permanently prohibit it. The perception of the moratorium as a permanent 
prohibition fostered by the intense campaigns of anti-whaling NGOs and the press 
is inconsistent with the language of Schedule IO(e) and contradicts the engagement 
of the Scientific Committee in the RMP process. 

In fact, the Scientific Committee has completed the application of RMP to 
several whale stocks including the northwestern Pacific minke, the northwestern 
Bryde' s, and the north Atlantic minke. In accordance with the unambiguous 
language of paragraph lO(e), the IWC should now be ready to establish harvesting 
quotas for these stocks. 

6 IWC resolutions 

While the anti-whaling campaigns and their media coverage following the adoption 
of paragraph 10(e) have, using the word " ban", established the public perception 
that the moratorium is, or at least should be, a permanent prohibition and a 
criminalization of both commercial whaling and Japan's research whaling such 
evolutionary interpretations are without legal foundation. Both the purpose and 
meaning of paragraph lO(e) remain unchanged until such time as the IWC decides 
by at least a Y.. majority to change it. 

The anti-whaling interests would argue that the interpretation of the IO(e) has 
been " evolved" and the Schedule language is now understood as a ban on 
commercial whaling (IF A W 2006). Adoption of several non-binding IWC resolu
tions that oppose whaling, scientific or commercial, could be used as supporting 
evidence of the "evolution". However, the legal language of the Schedule IO(e) can 
not be changed by resolution and it remains the same and unambiguous (Greenberg 
et al. 2002). In fact, the IWC has not even adopted any resolution urging or offering 
such interpretation. Without an amendment to the language, no such " evolution" can 
happen and the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties confirms this: 

Article 31 
General rule of interpretation 
1. A treaty shall be interpreted in good faith in accordance with the ordinary 
meaning to be given to the terms of the treaty in their context and in the light 
of its object and purpose. 

On the other hand, at its meeting in 2006, the Commission adopted the St. Kitts 
and Nevis Declaration which noted " that the moratorium which was clearly 

4 http:/fwwwJwcoffice.orglconservationfrmp.htm Last accessed 17 Nov 2010. 
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intended as a temporary measure is no longer necessary" and that "the position of 
some members that are opposed to the resumption of commercial whaling on a 
sustainable basis irrespective of the status of whale stocks is contrary to the object 
and purpose of the International Convention for the Regulation ofWhaling." 5 IWC 
resolutions only require a simple majority for adoption. At best they are a reflection 
of the political positions of the majority of members present at the time, either anti
whaling or pro-whaling. They can not change the legally binding language of the 
Schedule. 

7 Paragraph l O(e) compared with t he Southern Ocean Sanc tuary 

Additional support for the case that paragraph 10(e) was designed as a science
based management measure rather than a "ban" or a permanent prohibition comes 
from comparing paragraph IO(e) with the Schedule provision that established the 
Southern Ocean Sanctuary, that is, paragraph 7(b) adopted in 1994. 

7(b) In accordance with Article V(1)(c) of the Convention, commercial 
whaling, whether by pelagic operations or from land stations, is prohibited in a 
region designated as the Southern Ocean Sanctuary. This Sanctuary comprises 
the waters of the Southern Hemisphere southwards of the following line: 
starting from 40 degrees S, 50 degrees W; thence due east to 20 degrees E ; 
thence due south to 55 degrees S; thence due east to 130 degrees E; thence due 
north to 40 degrees S; thence due east to 130 degrees W; thence due south to 
60 degrees S; thence due east to 50 degrees W; thence due north to the point of 
beginning. This prohibition applies irrespective of the conservation status of 
baleen and toothed whale stocks in this Sanctuary, as may from time to time 
be determined by the Commission. However, this prohibition shall be 
reviewed ten years after its initial adoption and at succeeding ten year 
intervals, and could be revised at such times by the Commission. Nothing in 
this sub-paragraph is intended to prejudice the special legal and political status 
of Antarctica. 

Noteworthy are the words that "This prohibition applies irrespective of the 
conservation status of baleen and toothed whale stocks in this Sanctuary ... ,,. Unlike 
paragraph IO(e), this is not a science-based measure but a declaration of a value 
judgment about whaling; even if the conservation status of a whale stock is abundant 
and robust, whaling is prohibited Further, if paragraph IO(e) was intended as a 
permanent prohibition, a sanctuary to prohibit whaling in the southern ocean would 
have been unnecessary even from the point of view of those opposed to whaling. 

The lack of science in relation to the Southern Ocean Sanctuary was confirmed 
by an expert review commissioned by the IWC Scientific Committee in 2004. The 
review concluded that: 

5 Tbe St. Kitts and Nevis Declaration http:J/www.iwcoffice.org/meetingslresolutionslresolution2006. 
htm#l. Last accessed 17 Nov 2010. 
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"Overall, the SOS - and IWC Sanctuaries in general - are not ecologically 
justified" , that "the SOS represents a 'shotgun' approach to conservation, whereby a 
large area is protected with little apparent rationale for boundary selection and 
management prescriptions within the sanctuary" and that "while a vast array of 
ecosystem-level and precautionary conservation benefits have been invoked for the 
establishment of the SOS, in reality this large-scale sanctuary does little more than 
provide a false sense of security by assuming that protections for whale populations 
are in place" (IWC 2004). 

8 Paragraph lO(e) and the "Future of IWC" process 

At its 59th Annual Meeting in 2007, the International Whaling Commission 
initiated a process called the "Future of the IWC." (Iliff 2010) . The process which 
was aimed at getting compromises from both pro-whaling and anti-whaling 
members to resolve the bipolar, conflictive and dysfunctional nature of the 
organization came to an unsuccessful end at the 62nd Annual Meeting in 2010. One 
of the major reasons that the process failed is that anti-whaling NGOs (Centro de 
Conservacion Cetacea 2010) and some members of the IWC (EU 2010) wrongly 
interpreted the moratorium as a permanent prohibition that would be lifted if quotas 
were established for commercial whaling. 

In fact, the aim was to bring all existing whaling activities under the control of 
the IWC while maintaining the moratorium in accordance with the language of 
paragraph 10(e) which allows for quotas other than zero as described above (IWC 
2010). 

It is perfectly logical to keep the moratorium while allowing controlled whaling 
with observation and enforcement measures to ensure quotas are not exceeded 
because the moratorium was NOT intended as a permanent ban. To characterise this 
issue as " the moratorium vs quota allocation" is wrong, but it was the perception 
actively promoted by anti-whaling NGOs in order to destroy the Future of the IWC 
process (IF A W 20 10). 

IWC members had to choose one of the following options at the 62nd Annual 
Meeting in Agadir; (a) To keep status quo. No agreement. The moratorium remains 
but no control over the existing whaling and even possibilities of future expanded 
whaling or, (b) To accept the Chair and Vice-chairs proposed compromise. 
Contrary to the characterization of the proposal by anti-whaling NGOs, portrayal by 
the press and the public perception, the moratorium remains. All whaling would be 
under the IWC control. However, anti-whaling members would have to face public 
criticism that " the moratorium is lifted!" and, "Whaling will be resumed!" 

Apparently, the pressure from NGOS was too strong for many anti-whaling 
members of the IWC to accept the proposed compromise (Goodman 2011). Unless 
this situation changes, it will be very difficult, if not impossible, to expect a similar 
proposal to be accepted by the IWC. Whaling will therefore likely continue outside 
of the control of IWC and the IWC will remain polarized and institutionally 
irrelevant in relation to its purpose of managing whaling to ensure that it is 
sustainable. 
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9 Conclusion 

In summary, discourse in the IWC as reflected in the Commission's documents and 
a literal reading of paragraph IO(e) shows that the moratorium does not include 
language which permanently prohibits commercial whaling, does not include any 
expression which demonizes whaling, does not label the killing for commercial 
purposes as criminal as opposed to catches for indigenous purposes, and does not 
reflect any value judgments about whales and whaling. Resumption of commercial 
whaling is perfectly consistent with the language of Schedule l O(e) when the 
whaling is properly managed 

The IWC is dysfunctional because of the polarized positions about whales and 
whaling held by its members. The contradiction in the so-called moratorium, 
formulated as a management measure for whaling but perceived as a total ban or 
permanent prohibition of whaling, makes the controversy further confused and 
misguided. This contradiction also partly explains why, after almost 40 years since 
the Stockholm conference, the anti-whaling movement has still failed to establish 
that commercial whaling is no longer acceptable as a new world norm (Bailey 
2008). The IWC is still spending its time and energy on construction of a science
based management system for whaling, even though several members have been 
trying to deny whaling. In opposing a whaling proposal, the anti-whaling members 
argue that they opposed it because the proposed whaling has commercial e lements 
and is therefore against the moratorium. This logic is bankrupt because Schedule 
lO(e) does not deny commercial whaling, rather it establishes a system to allow 
commercial whaling to resume when the scientific comprehensive assessment 
proves there are enough whales to be utilized. Their main reason for opposing 
whaling, i.e. commercial elements, is not denied in the language of paragraph 1 O(e). 

For the IWC to survive as a relevant organization responsible for the 
conservation of whales and management of whaling, it should implement the 
literal language of Schedule paragraph lO(e). The RMP is available as a 
precautionary scientific tool for the calculation of risk-averse catch quotas for 
abundant whale stocks.6 Whaling countries are ready to accept strengthened 
observation and enforcement measures including deployment of satellite-based 
vessel tracking systems, registers and market monitoring with DNA "finger prints", 
among others. They do not ask for unregulated and free-for-all whaling. Whaling 
countries support internationally controlled sustainable whaling for abundant stocks 
while fully committed to conservation and the protection of endangered species. 
This is the purpose of the ICRW. 

The whaling controversy is not about saving endangered species although anti
whaling NGOs and the media often intentionally confound the issue by arguing that 
conservation of whales is at stake. In reality, the controversy is about strongly held 
different philosophical or ethical views about the use of whales with anti-whaling 
NGOs trying to impose their views by demonizing whaling. Science can not resolve 

6 IWC Scientific Committee agreed population estimates bttp:/lwwwJwcoffice.org/conservation/ 
estimate.btm. Last accessed 18 Nov 2010. 
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J . Morishita. D . Goodman 

the difference of views about whether or not whales should be treated as any other 
living marine resources but exactly because of this difference, science related to the 
management of whales and international law, in this case the literal interpretation 
and implementation of the Schedule paragraph IO(e) provide the only possible 
means to resolve the controversy. The context for any such resolution must be the 
ICRW as a whole including its purpose which is " to provide for the proper 
conservation of whale stocks and thus make possible the orderly development of the 
whaling industry" (the final paragraph of the preamble to the ICRW). To be 
consistent with this purpose, the moratorium must be a temporary conservation and 
management measure. 
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204. Zenitani R, “Long-term Trend of Age at Sexual Maturity in Antarctic Minke 
Whales” (DPhil of Marine Science thesis, Tokyo University of Marine Science and 
Technology 2011) p. 16, 25

（Translated from the original Japanese document for this Annex）

(2) – 3 Method of age determination
 A section of each earplug was put in water in a petri dish, and growth layers 
(practically, dark lamina) from the neonate stage (the side of earplug tip) to the time of 
being caught (the side of glove finger), which are visible on the surface of the earplug 
core, were counted with a counter and a stereoscopic microscope. Assuming that the 
annual deposition (accumulation) rate of growth layers is one layer per a year (Roe, 
1967; Best, 1982), the number of growth layers of an individual [animal] was regarded 
as its absolute age.  In principle, the earplugs of the left-side were used for the age 
determination.  However, in cases where the left-side earplugs were broken or age 
reading was difficult due to their poor forming condition, the right-side earplugs were 
used.  Reading [of an earplug] was conducted three times in a row.  In cases where two 
or three numbers [of counted growth layers] were identical, that number was recorded 
as the absolute age of the individual [animal] concerned, while in cases where three 
numbers were different from each other, a median value was recorded as the absolute 
age. In cases where tp [transition phase, which is known as an indicator of its age at 
attainment of sexual maturity] was recognized, the age of it [tp] was also recorded.
 Age determination of [samples from] Area IV in two seasons of 1987/88 and 
1989/90 as well as [those from] Area V in two seasons of 1988/89 and 1992/93, i.e. 
early years of JARPA, was done by Professor Hidehiro Kato of Tokyo University of 
Marine Science and Technology (Reader-K), while that of [samples from] other 14 
years [of JARPA], namely 1990/91-1991/92 and 1993/94-2004/05 was done by the 
author [of this thesis] (Reader-Z).
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Table 7. Age readability of male Antarctic minke whales collected by JARPA surveys from 1987/88 to 

2004/05, by Area, sexual status. 

llliDlture Matae Total 
Number of Age readabDiy Number or Age readabilly Number or Age readab~ity 

n age detennimtim (%) age deteminatbn (%) age determnati:m (%) 

Area lllE 73 43 58.9 248 223 89.9 321 266 82.9 

Area IV 3 17 234 73.8 1,249 1,107 88.6 1,566 1,341 85.6 

Area V 193 136 70.5 1,225 1,108 90.4 1,418 1,244 87.7 

Area VlW 75 55 73.3 245 218 89.0 320 273 85.3 

Total 658 468 7 1.1 2 ,967 2,656 89.5 3,625 3, 124 86.2 

Table 8. Age readability of female Antarctic minke whales collected by JARPA surveys from 1987/88 

to 2004/05, by Area, sexual status. 

lrnrmture Mature Total 
N..roerof Age readabiity Norrber of Age readabBiy N..roetof Age readabilly 

age dererrnirotbn (%) n age determnation (%) 
n age determnation (%) 

Area Ill£ 11 0 73 66.4 117 113 96.6 227 186 81.9 

Area IV 535 379 7 0.8 763 702 92.0 1,298 1,081 83.3 

Area¥ 335 243 72.5 1, 111 1,013 91.2 1,446 1,256 86.9 

Area VJW !07 77 72.0 73 67 91.8 180 144 80.0 

Total 1,087 772 7 1.0 2,064 1,895 91.8 3,151 2 ,667 84.6 
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205. The Research Advisors, “Sample Size Table from the Research Advisors” <http://
research-advisors.com/tools/SampleSize.htm> accessed 14 February 2012

12/02/08 

Sample Size Table* 
From The Research Advisors 

There are various formulas for calculating the required sample size based upon whether the data collected 
is to be of a categorical or quantitative nature (e.g. is to estimate a proportion or a mean). These formulas 
require knowledge of the variance or proportion in the population and a determination as to the maximum 
desirable error, as well as the acceptable Type I error risk (e.g., confidence level). 

But why bother with these formulas? 

It is possible to use one of them to construct a table that suggests the optimal sample size- given a 
population size, a specific margin of error, and a desired confidence interval. This can help researchers 
avoid the formulas altogether. The table below presents the results of one set of these calculations. It may 
be used to determine the appropriate sample size for almost any study. 

Many researchers (and research texts) suggest that the first column within the table should suffice 
(Confidence Level= 95%, Margin of Error = 5%). To use these values, simply determine the size of the 
population down the left most column (use the next highest value if your exact population size is not listed). 
The value in the next column is the sample size that is required to generate a Margin of Error of ± 5% for 
any population proportion. 

However, a 10% interval may be considered unreasonably large. Should more precision be required (i.e., a 
smaller, more useful Margin of Error) or greater confidence desired (0.01 ), the other columns of 1he table 
should be employed. 

Thus, if you have 5000 customers and you want to sample a sufficient number to generate a 95% 
confidence interval that predicted the proportion who would be repeat customers within plus or minus 2.5%, 
you would need responses from a (random) sample of 1176 of all your customers. 

As you can see, using the table is much s impler than employing a formula. 

r-esun:h-~ti.OI'&corn.· took:.' Sat'!"'l)le5 ze trtm I 3 

http://research-advisors.com/tools/SampleSize.htm
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Sample Size Table 

Required Sample Size' 

Confldenee = 95% Confidence = t9% 

Popt.'lat!Oil Stze 
Marg1n of Error Margan of Error 

6.0% 3.6% 2..5% 1..()"/o 5.0".(, 3.6'"1• 2.6¥. i.u% 
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
20 19 20 20 20 19 20 20 20 
30 28 29 29 30 29 29 30 30 
50 44 47 ~8 50 47 48 49 so 
75 63 69 72 74 67 71 73 75 

100 80 89 94 99 87 93 96 99 
150 108 126 137 148 122 135 142 g9 
200 132 160 177 196 154 174 186 198 
250 152 190 215 24-1 182 211 229 246 
300 169 217 251 291 207 246 270 295 
400 190 265 318 384 250 309 348 391 
500 217 306 377 475 265 365 421 485 
600 234 340 432 565 315 416 490 579 
700 248 370 481 653 341 462 554 672 
800 260 396 526 739 363 503 615 763 

1,000 278 440 606 906 399 575 727 !)43 
1,200 291 474 674 1067 427 636 827 1119 
1,500 305 515 759 1297 <$) 712 959 1376 
2,000 322 563 869 1655 498 808 1141 1785 
2500 333 597 952 1984 524 879 1288 2173 
3,500 346 641 1068 2565 558 977 1510 2890 
5,000 357 137Bl JU61 3288 588 1oe6 1734 3842 
7500 365 710 1275 4211 610 1147 1960 5165 

10.000 370 727 1332 4899 622 1193 2098 6239 
25.000 378 760 1448 6939 646 1285 2399 9972 
50.000 381 m 1491 8056 655 1318 2520 12455 
75000 382 176 1506 6514 658 1330 2563 13583 

100.000 383 778 1513 8762 659 1336 2585 14227 
250000 384 782 1527 92.!8 662 1347 2626 15555 
500000 384 783 1532 9423 663 1350 2640 16055 

1 000,000 384 783 1534 9512 663 1352 2647 16317 
2500.000 384 78-1 1536 9567 003 1353 2651 16478 

10,000.000 384 784 1536 9594 663 1354 2653 16560 
100 000 000 ~ 784 1537 9603 663 1354 2654 16584 
300000000 384 784 1537 9603 663 1354 2654 16588 

Professional researchers typically set a sample size level of about 500 to optimally estimate a single 
population parameter (e.g., the proportion of fikely voters who will vote for a particular candidate). This will 
construct a 95% confidence interval with a Margin of Error of about ±4.4% (for large populations). 

Since there is an inverse relationship between sample size and the l\tlargin of Error, smaller sample sizes 
will yield larger Margins of Error. For example, a sample size of only 100 will construct a 95% confidence 
interval with a Margin of Error of almost ±13%, too large a range for estimating the true population 
proportion with any accuracy. 

Note that all of the sample estimates discussed present figures for the largest possible sample size for the 
desired level of confidence. Should the proportion of the sample with the desired characteristic be 
substantially different than 50%, then the desired level of accuracy can be established with a smaller 
sample. However, since you can't know what this percentage is until you actually ask a sample, it is wisest 
to assume that it will be 50% and use the listed larger sample size. 

213 
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The number of sub-groups (or "comparison' groups) is another consideration in the determination of a 
sufficient sample size. Since the parameter must be measured for each sub-group, the size of the 
sample for each sub-group must be sufficienUy large to permit a reasonable (sufficiently narrow) 
estimation. 

Treat each sub-group as a population and then use t~e tab!e to determine the recommended sample size 
for each sub-group. Then use a stratified random sampling technique Within each st.Jb-group to select the 
specific individuals to be included. 

If you would like to calculate sample sizes for different population sizes, confidence levels, or margins of 
error, download the Sample Size spreadsheet and change the input values to those desired. 

Download the spreadsheet by clicking on the download button: 

Note: The spreadsheet was designed for a 17" monitor. so you may ha-.e to resize it rZoom' it out). 

The formula used for these calculations was: 

X<-.N • P' (1-P) n =---=-------,,._._c.. __ _ 
(ME2 '(N-1))-(X2 "P'(1-P)) 

Where 
n = samp!e s!Z.e 

X2 = Chi -square for the speer! ted confioence le.el at 1 degree ci treedcm 

N = PopulatiOn SIZe 

P = popt.Jiation propornoo (.50 1n thts table) 

ME= destred Margtn ct Error (expressed as a proportton) 

This formula is the one used by Krejcie & Morgan in their 1970 article "Determining Sample Size for 
Research Activities" (Educational and Psychological Measurement, #30, pp. 607-61 0). 

· Copyright, 2006, The Research Adlisors lhttp·lfresearch-ad\lsors.com), All nghts reserwd. 

rescanoh-40vtsc.-s cotf'l/tools SamoleS11e htm 313 
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206. “Whaling: Dr. Ray Gambell answers your questions”, BBC (5 July 2000)  
<http://newsvote.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/talking_point/forum/817116.stm> accessed  
14 February 2012

IZ/02/08 BBC New. I FORUM I Who. nc; 0. Rot G.mbel •~...,.. your.., •• ,..,. 

are Forum 
Front Page Wednesday, 5 July, 2000, 16:38 GMT 17:38 UK 

world Whaling: Dr Ray Gambell answers your 
UK questions 

UK Politics 
Bus1ness 
Sci/Tech 

Health 
Education 

Entertainment 
Ta lking Point 

Forum 
In Depth 

AudioVideo 

J 

The International Whaling Commission's 
Secretary, Dr Ray Gambell is in Australia 
this week for the IWC's annual conference. 
Dr Gambell, told BBC News Online recently 
he thought the 1986 moratorium banning 
commercial whaling should now be lifted. 

•Forum 
Dr Ray Gambell The IWC's annual meeting in Adelaide kicked 
answers your off arrid controversy over a proposal by 
queslons Australia to set up a South Pacific whale 
• • real 28_k __ sanctuary. 

Japan, backed by fellow whaling nation 
Norway, has attacked such a sanctuary, 
saying the plan had •no scientific justification" 
and was a political attempt to ''further subvert" 
an international agreement on whaling. 
However conservationists say that another 
safe haven for whales would protect them from 
being hunted to extinction, 

What do you think? Is it ever possible to kill 
a whale humanely? If whaling is allowed 
again, how can we be sure none of the very 
rare species like blue whales will be killed, 
with their meat being passed off as coming 
from a minke? 

Aren 't whales just too intelligent and 
special for us to hunt them? Why do we 
need to hunt them, anyway? Why doesn't 
the Commission just respect the wishes of 
the vast majority of its members and 
refuse ever again to allow hunting? 

Mark Simmons, UK: Can you give me one 
clear non-econorric reason for why the 
moratorium should be lifted and the hunting of 
whales allowed again? 

Dr Ray Gambell: I think the ~rein argument for 
the resumption of commercial whaling 1s that it 
is one way of utilising a natural resource of the 
oceans. The world is gettmg more and more 
people with more and more food requirements. 

Search BBC News Online 

D 

~ 4 WORLD NEWS SUMio!ARY 
tli BBC NEWS 24 BULJ.ETIN 
• PROGRAMMES GUIDE 

See also: 
30 Jun 00 1 Sci/Tech 
Battle royal erupts on 
whaling 
ll Jun 00 I Sci/Tech 
Whaling ban set to end 

Internet links: 

International Whaling 
CommissiOn 

The BBC is not responsible 
for the content of external 
internet sites 

Other Talking Point 
forums: 

Quiz the Georgian 
President 
Ken Uvingstone quizzed 
Zimbabwe elections: 
John Simpson answers 
your questions 
Shashi Tharoor answers 
your questions 
The euro: Ask Michael 
Portillo 
Microsoft answers your 
questions 
Net surveillance: Your 
questions answered 
Sports Rights: Quiz the 
BBC's o·rector General 
Prince Wilham tums 18 
- Quiz our Royal 
Correspondent 
Euro 2000: Ask Paul 
Anderson 
Your questions to 
Richard Butler 
answered 
QUiz S1r John Krebs 
Ins de the Troubles: 
Ask Peter Taylor 
Thabo Moeki answers 
your ouest1ons 

http://newsvote.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/talking_point/forum/817116.stm
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The resources of the ocean are one way that 
the human population c an be fed and whales 
are part of that total food base if you believe 
that they should be hunted at all. 

Declan Chellar, England: Is there a humane 
way to hunt and kill an animal the size of a 
whale? 

Dr Ray Gambell: The Issue of killing animals is 
always a very emotive one and what we can 
hope to do is reduce the stress, the length of 
time that it takes to kill them to the absolute 
rrinirrum. In a slaughtemouse you have the 
animal under reasonable control and can be 
pretty efficient in the process. The problem of 
hunting animals in the w ild is that there is 
rruch more freedom for t he hunter and the 
whale. What we are trying to do is reduce the 
time to death to the very rrinirrum, to increase 
the efficiency of the hunt, so that the whale 
suffers the least amount. We've been able to 
int roduce il'lllroved technology in terms of the 
weaponry that's used and the associated 
machinery that's el'lllloyed, but it's a very 
difficult question and there's no easy answer 
other than instantaneous death. That's an aim 
which we're trying to achieve. 

Elena Yeo, Singapore: It seems clear that 
the loophole allowing whales to be ldlled for 
scientific purposes is being used as an excuse 
by Japan to kill them for meat. So why isn't 
anything being done to stop them? Isn't it 
evident that the whales are heading straight 
to dinner tables and not to the labs? 

Dr Ray Gambell: When the 1946 Convention 
under which we operate was signed, one of 
the major articles introduced by the USA was 
the provision for a government to be able to 
issue perrrits for research purposes. That has 
always been in the Convention and many 
governments over the years have caught quite 
large numbers of whales for research purposes 
but associated with that provision is whales 
are too valuable just to catch, measure and 
throw away. If you catch whales for research 
purposes, t he requirement is that they are fully 
utilised and the products disposed of In a way 
that the government decides. In other words, 
the products have to be fully utilised and 
Japan is doing what every other government 
has done in previous years. It's using the 
whales for research, getting the research 
results which are sent to the Scientific 
Comrrittee of the IWC and it 's putting the 
products into the market place 

Quiz Zimbabwe's 
opposition leader 
Peter Hain answers 
your questions 
Kosovo anmversary: 
Nato answers your 
questions 
Quiz the World Bank 
President 
T he Commonwealth 
Secretary- General 
answers your questions 
T he Dalal Lama 
answers your questions 
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Doug Graham, UK: Japan is pemitted to kill 
whales for 'scient ific research." What is this 
research and why is it considered necessary? 

Dr Ray Gambell: Japan has two major 
prograrrmes for research. One is in t he 
Antarctic - this is a very long-tenn prograrrme 
over 16 or more years. Thev're taking a small 
number of whales, 3 or 4 hundred each year 
which over the full period of 16 years will 
provide what they think is statistically reliable 
numbers for working out a number of aspects 
of the life of the whale which can be used for 
management purposes. In the North Pacific , 
the stock structure is an especially IJll>ortant 
item because it's not at all c lear how many 
different stocks of whales there are and so the 
research by Japan in that area Is designed 
specifically to answer those questions. 

Asbjorn Arnesen, Norway:: Why shouldn't we 
be whaling in our own waters? We know that 
there's enough rrinkes in the ocean, so it's 
possible to take out a few without affecting 
the whale-populat ion. After all, whaling means 
jobs for people who need them. It seems that 
the anti-whalers consider only the sympathetic 
look of the whale when considering whaling/ no 
whaling. 

Dr Ray Gambell: Most of t hle whaling that the 
IWC is considering as a possible future 
commercial whaling operation would occur 
within coastal waters of t he different countries 
and of course, there are stnong feelings by 
governments that they have control over 
these waters. A government may wish to 
catch wha les in its own waters but it needs to 
do so in conjunct ion with all the other 
governments who may be involved, in order 
that there can be proper oversight rather than 
one country just going its own way. 

Daniel Simmonds, UK: I'm English and I work 
for a Japanese coJll>any. I v isited Tokyo in 
March for business and discussed whaling with 
some Japanese co lleagues. They said that 
foreigners do not respect the fact that whaling 
is part of Japan's culture. Bear bating used to 
be part of British "culture''. However, Brit ish 
people do not practice bear bating t oday. 
Therefore, why does Japan lthlnk that Its 
"culture" allows it to hunt wlhales close t o 
extinction? 

Dr Ray Gambell: T he cultural differences 
which are represent ed amongst t he 
governments in t he lWC are one of t he 
fasc inating aspects of t he whole organisation. 
People come to those meet i1ngs from different 
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countries with different backgrounds and 
they've been brought up to expect different 
things. The point of negotiation Is that we can 
reach some coiTYTlOn understanding, which 
allows us all to rrove forward together. 

Kevin Cheetham, England: What are the 
specific products of commercial whaling, and 
can they not be obtained from other sources/ 
by other methods? 

Dr Ray Gambell: The primary product from 
whaling nowadays is meat for human 
consu!ll'tion. There are the bits of the animal 
that you can't eat, the by-products, and they 
night be used for animal food or fertilisers but 
the main product nowadays is meat for people 
to eat. Now meat or protein can be obtained 
from other sources but undoubtedly there is a 
strong argument that in a world where there 
are more people needing food, we should try 
and use every available resource. 

Matthew Minnett, Australia : If Japan for the 
last several years has continued to hunt and 
kill whales in the name of scientific research, in 
a clear breach of the lWC's prior decisions, 
how can we be sure that they will adhere to 
the species of the whales they are allowed to 
hunt and also the areas they are allowed to 
hunt in? 

Dr Ray Gambell: I have to say at the outset 
that Japan is not doing anything illegal by 
catching the whales that it does and It is 
acting legally within the terms of the 
Convention that we operate. One of the things 
that we are working on at the present time is 
inspection and international observer 
programmes that will have oversight of any 
whaling which is under rwc control, to make 
sure that all regulations are followed covering 
areas such as size and species. 

Derek Dunn, Manchester, UK: Can 
populations of whales be counted accurately 
and if not, how can sustainable quotas be 
calculated? 

Dr Ray Gambell: One of the most illl'ortant 
pieces of work that the Scientific Cormittee 
has been doing over recent years is developing 
methods to arrive at reliable assessment of 
whale stocks. We have had a variety of 
methods that have involved using the data 
from past catches and various techniques of 
that sort. We rely on direct sightings of the 
whales and send out special survey ships that 
carry out very precise inspections of the 
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ocean, counting the whales as they go. We 
have also developed mathematical techniques 
for converting the nurrber of whales seen into 
statistically reliable estimates of whales in that 
area. 

J, USA: If the ban is to lifted, which I firmy 
disapprove of, can the protected zones (parks) 
be part of the agreement? 

Dr Ray Gambell: If there is to be commerc ial 
whaling under international control, the idea is 
that it would basically be the coastal whaling 
that is presently going on. There is no thought 
that t here will be a major expansion of 
commercia l whaling into areas where it doesn't 
exist at the present time. 

Melanie Hunt, England: Isn't the danger of 
resurring whaling, especially with t he efficient 
modem t echniques of killing, that whales will 
be killed much faster than they can reproduce? 
This would lead to an inevitable extinction 
which rm sure no-one wants. 

Dr Ray Gambell: There are two elements 
here. Firstly, the greater efficiency of hunting 
and killing is an advantage in terms of the 
humanness of the operation and that is 
something that we are definitely working 
towards. On the other hand, the IWC would 
set catch llrrits, which would control the 
nurrber of whales that may be t aken. 

Angie Wa lters, UK: What are the implications 
to the ocean if whales were to become 
extinct? 

Dr Ray Gambell: We are concerned about all 
the changes t o the environment that we're 
beginning to see, such as climate change, 
ozone depletion, pollution. All of these things 
are having an impact on the oceans but it is 
impossible to predict at this time just what the 
effect will be on whales. By the same token, if 
whales, for whatever reason, were no longer in 
the ocean, their impact on all the other 
organisms with which they interact is so 
complicated that we can scarcely ask what will 
happen. 
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Under the skin of whaling science 

By Richard Black 
Environment correspondent, BBC News webs1te, Japan 

"Ja pan's scientific whaling Is just commercial whaling in disguise." 

It is probably the criticism most often levelled at Japan's whaling programme, one of only 
three in the world currently to target the "great whales". 

But is it fa ir criticism? I had long wanted to look at Japan's scientific whaling in a bit more 
depth. And for the BBC's One Planet series, I got the chance. 

In the Institute of Cetacean Research (ICR), housed in an anonymous building near the docks 
in downtown Tokyo, the organisation's director-general Hiroshi Hatanaka explains the 
purpose of the Antarctic and North Padfic programmes which he supervises. 

"The mission of this inst:Jtute is to conduct research and surveys on cetacean resources," he 
tells me; "that is, to conduct biological research and surveys on cetacean resource 
abundance and to make good use of it for the sustainable use and rational management of 
cetacean resources. 

~ The Japanese input into cetacean research in Antarctica is significant, 
and I would say crucial • 
Ame Bjorge, IWC 

"The (International Whaling Commission or IWC) moratorium was introduced because at that 
t1me there was not enough biological data to secure that commerdal whaling was free from 
danger (to cetacean resources)." 

The ICR and the Japanese government's Fisheries Agency believe that If enough of the right 
sort of data can be collected, they can go back to the IWC and prove sdentifically that some 
wha le stocks are robust enough to allow a degree of sustainable commerda l hunting. 

Cutting edge 

Key to this is the "stock structure"; In other words, which whales belong to which 
populations, and how much those populations mix. 

DNA research has, for example, shown there are two distinct populations of Antarctic minke 
whales in the reg1ons surveyed by Japanese ships. This kind of information would be v1tal in 
deddlng commerdal quotas. 

The ICR also gathers information on the age distribution within each population (which 
relates dosely to the natura I rate of mortality), blubber thickness (an indication of health and 
food supply), and diet. 

"In practice, we have t o cut open the whales' stomachs to be able to take out all their 
contents and transfer them into buckets," relates Tsutomu Tamura, a whale feeding 
ecologist. 

"Once In the buckets we record the1r weight. Afterwards, we bnng them back to the 
laboratory where we examine in detail more specific 1tems like the kinds of spedes present, 
their size, their weight, and thereby collect additional data ." 

Rummaging in a stereotypically un t1dy sdentist's office, Dr Tamura unearths bottles or otoliths 
taken from whales' stomachs. These hard tiny structures come from the ears of fish that the 
whales have eaten. 

A larger bottle holds krill, the whales' staple diet In the Antarctic. 

Ill 
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The ICR also believes that killing whales is the only way to dete:nnine a whale's age reliably. 
This is done by examining earplugs, hard waxy structures which accumulate annual growth 
rings, like those of a tree, as they grow in the whale's ear. 

Justified deaths? 

A scientific whaling programme does not only consist of killing animals. 

Japan's Antarctic fleet is led by a sighting boat carrying international observers. They scan the 
oceans visually, recording the abundance ofvanous whale specjes and, where possible, 
identifying individua ls visually. 

Humpbacks, for example, often have individualised colour patterns on their bodies and nicks 
in the ir tall-flukes. 

The fleet sails in a pattern designed to make a representative survey of the ocean. 
Commercial hunters, by contrast, would just head for the biggest concentration of whales 
they could find. 

Sdentists also take biopsy samples from spedes, such as blue whales and humpbacks, which 
are not hunted , firing a dart int o the whale's body and pulling back a sample of tissue. 

~ We need to do stomach contents, and that Implies using the leth:JI 
method ~ 

Tsutomu Tamura, ICR 

This is where part of the controversy lies. Some sdent lsts believe that biopsies, combin.ed 
with sighting data and collection of whales' faeces, cou ld provide the same information that 
Japan obtains without killing the aeatures. 

A project called Years of the North Atlantic Humpback (Yonah), for example, used visual 
identification and repeated biopsies to map migration patterns clnd estimate abundance. 

Biopsies can, in principle, provide age information, by examining telomeres (structures on the 
end of chromosomes that decay with age}, on reproductive status (through hormone 
analysis) and on diet (by analysis of stable Isotopes, chemical traces of prey). 

Faeces can also provide genetic materia l and dietary information. 

But they are hard to collect, for obvious reasons. And Tsutomu Tamura does not believe non
lethal methods of assessing diet provide anything like the same accuracy of information. 

"Biopsy sampling .•• can tell you just about what type of food, whether fiSh or krill, but not 
what kind of fish," he says. 

"Collecting faeces ... doesn't tell you how much the whale has ec:tten, it just doesn't provide 
data to make a quantitative estimation. That is why we need to do stomach contents, and 
that implies using the lethal method." 

Adding value 

William Evans, a former US Whaling Commissioner and cetacean scientist who Is a strong 
advocate of non-lethal methods, acknowledges t hat some lethal research might be necessary 
from a strictly scientific standpoint. 

"There are certain kinds of data that we can get remotely throuuh observation and tagging 
and other kinds of non-invasive methodology,' he tells me from Notre Dame University in the 
US where he currently edits an ecology journal. 

"But ..• you have really got to use more invasive techniques in order to get certain answers 
that you're looking for." 

Another factor behind the lethal component of Japan's research is money. Sending ships to 
the Antarctic for months at a time is expensive, costing thousands of dollars per day; and 
sales of meat from the whaling programme, some taking place in the vast Tsukiji fish market 
just around the comer from ICR, pay for most, though not all, of the research. 

So how valuable is Japan's Antarctic resea rch programme to the community of in ternational 
cetacean researchers? 

2Jl 
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"The Japanese input Into cetacean research in Antarctica Is Significant, and I would say crucial 
for the (IWC) so entific comm1ttee," observes Arne Bjorge from the Inst1tute of Manne 
Research in Oslo, screntrfic committee cha ir. 

In November, the JWC held a meetrng to review the first 18 years of Japan's Antarctic 
scientific whaling programme. 

The review is be ing finalised 1n Anchorage, Alaska, ahead of this year's IWC meet1ng. But of 
the parts completed so far, what did the scientific comm1ttee decide? 

"To make it very short, the review panel was very pleased with the data (Japan has) 
collected and provided from the programme," says Dr BJorge. 

"There was some advice on how these data could be further analysed, or better analysed, 
but there was general consensus about the high qua lity and the usefulness of the data ." 

Ethically justified? 

Another western compla int is that Japan's sdent1fic whaling is illegal. 

But the International Convent ion for the Regulation of Whaling (ICRW), which is the IWC's 
basis, states that •any contracting government may grant to any of 1ts naoonals a spedal 
permit authorising that national to kill, take and treat wha les for purposes of scientific 
research ... whales taken under these special permits shall so far as practicable be 
processed ... " 

Legal panels periodically convened by conservat1on groups have argued that Japan's current 
programmes in the Antarctic and North Pacific fall outside the original scope and purpose of 
scientific whaling, or that they contravene other marine treaties. 

But such panels have all the power of governments in exile. 

So to come back to the original accusation; is scientific whaling just commercial whaling in 
disguise? To put it another way; are commercial forces driving the research programme? 

Certa in ly the whaling industry has some influence, particularly with politicians who, like Prime 
Minister Shinzo Abe, come from whaling regions. 

But as one Japanese MP told me: "If the head of Toyota asks us to do something, we listen; 
whalers are really a minor force by comparison." 

Perhaps the most Important driving force is exactly what the ICR says it is; to " resolve the 
scientific uncertainties and pave the way for a resumption of susta inable whaling". 

Whether it is justified, I think, depends on your point of view. If you believe that no whales 
should be killed as a matter of principle, dearty scientific hunting makes no sense; It is just as 
unethical as commercial whaling. 

But if you believe that whales are no different from other wild anina ls, that there is no 
compelling ethical reason why they cannot can be hunted and eaten like boars and deer and 
salamanders, then Japan's logic begins to emerge. 

Officially, the 1982 IWC moratorium was not a complete halt to whaling but a pause; and 
Japan hopes the data it gathers will eventually convince the IWC on scient ific grounds that 
commercial whaling can be licensed aga1n. 

RJchard.B/ack-TNTERNET@bbcco.uk 
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